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Acknowledgment of Divine goodness, 4.

Arago, M., on tlie true place of the Sun in the Un
verse, C.

Apple trees, 15.

Art of seeing the interior of the eye by the eye

itself, 27.

Antiquarian discovery, 39.

A few words of Christian counsel to the elect seed

of God, 42.

A soar through the Heavens, 44.

A kick for a hit, 51.

Affection, 71.
,

American chronometers, 82.

A word to little boys, 82.

Autumnal forests—a common mistake, 90.

Abuse of photography, 95.

Anecdote, 101.

Arnold, T., last entry in his Journal, 109.

An important personage, 139.

American free Negro in Cuba, 143.

American cutlery, 143.

A word to the youth, 150.

Aged slave, 151.

Ancient town discovered in Italy, 157.

Agricultural changes in the West, 159.

Arrowroot crops in Natal, 159.

A'word of caution, 181.

Animals, the ages of, 189.

Australian Turkey, 191.

Antiquity of America, 214.

Address to the Czar of Russia, from the JUeeting for

Sufferings in London, 232.

Apple man in 1853, 234.

American race, an extinct, 239.

All one family of Love, 245.

Association of Friends for the free instruction of

coloured persons, 253. 374.

Address on slavery, to Sovereigns, &c., from London
Yearly Meeting, 254.

Asylum, Friends, 37th annual report, 262. 266. 275.

Ardent spirits, what they have done, cSic, 260.

Abyssinian monkeys, 287.

A country of pests, 288.

A right concern, 298.

American steamboats on the Amazon, 310.

Address to Christendom, 330.

Artesian wells, 338.

Antiquities, 349.

Arctic winter, 351.

Adulteration of vinegar, milk, &c., 358.

Admonition, 363.

Astral wonders, 366.

Ancient book, 370.

Africa, the expedition to Central, 371.

Agriculture of Palestine, 373.

Animal life in the tropics, 395.

Annexation of Cuba, 399. 402.

Africa, remarkable journey in, 402.

Ancient relics, 405.

A word to the church, 414.

Breaking up of a Negro school, 15.

Balloon ascension, 71.

Babylon, 103.

Biographical sketches of Ministers, Elders, &c., 116.

124. 132, 140. 147. 156. 163. 172. 179. 188. 195.

213. 220. 228. 243. 25r. 259. 267. 276. 285. 291.

300. 309. 315. 325. 332. 340. 348. 356. 364. 373
380. 388. 398. 405.

Burials in England, 142.

Boy reproved by a bird, 149.

Barclay, John, extract, 171.

Bigg, Susannah, 182.

Biographical sketches for the young, 206. 211. 218,

226. 235. 242.

Baltimore and Ohio Rail Road works, 210.

Beet-root sugar, 250.

B.arclay, John, Letter of, 250.

Benefitof affliction, 253.

Boudinot, Elias, 258.

Black wasp of Van Dieman's Land, 259.

Benezet, Anthony, 261 ; Letter of, 278.

Brief account of the people called Quakers, &c., by
Isaac Penington, 269. 274.

Babylonian discovery, 270.

Blind as a mole, 271.

Blackfeet Indians, 282. •

Buttons, 297.

Butter and cheese, 317.

Barrels by machinery, 319.

Bible Association of Friends, annual report, 324.

Birds' nests and eggs, 326.

Bending timber, 327.

Busy and growing place, 338.

Bee moth, the, 349.

Books, 79.351.

Burning of the transport Europa, 367.

Barometer, the, 382.

Burrough, Edward, anecdote of, 383.

Boston notion, a, fire alarm, 393.

Balloon, earth's appearance from a, 406.

Bass, seining of, 408.

Curious mental phenomenon, 13.

Chapter for youth, 15. 31. 164. 190. 237.

Copper mines of Lake Superior, 21.

Conran, John, extracts from Journal, 23.

Chloroforming bees, 26.

'

Comet, the expected, 26.

Christ, both God and man, 37. . •
,

Caffres of South Africa, 39.

Coal mines of the United States, 50.

Contrast, the, 63.

Copper mine, our visit to a, 67.

Culture of sugar cane, 67.

Cecil, extract, 76.

Chinese magic mirrors explained, 79.

Covetousness, 92.

Courtesy, 119.

Coloured orphan asylum, 128.

Churchman, John, advice on marriage, 141.

Commercial statistics of Great Britain, 141.

Constantinople, the dark arches under, 146.

Catfish nest, a, 156.

Conscience void of offence, 165.

Circular of the Bible Association of Friends, 167.

Curious bank, 167.

Coffee, to get its flavour, 170 ; substitute for, 414.

Churchm.an, John, extracts, 170. 179.

Clark, Adam, Letter of, 181.

Coal Ashes, 196.

Cotton mill, a day at a, 198. 203.

Crime in Massachusetts, 200.

Cholera, influence of elevation upon, 209.

Cross William, 210.

Compromising, 215.

Choctaw Indians, 215.

Commerce of the Black Se.a, 230.

Comet, 240.

Criminals sent to the United States, 247.

Cow fish, the, 247.

Coughing in a place of worship, 253.

Christ, the way, the truth, and the life, 254.

Coiil and iron trade, 258.

Cecil, Richard, anecdote of, 262.

Cuban slavers, the, 263.

Cure for ill temper, 266.

Charity and forgiveness, 269.

Canadian produce, 287.

Christian armour, the, 291.

Curiosities of a census, 295. 299.

Currents of the Pacific, 295.

Cobbler of Hamburgh, the, 305.

Camelia Japonica, culture of the, 314.

Chinese in California, 324.

Cashmere goat, the, 330.

Curiosities of natural history, 331, 363.

Churchyard beetle, 338.

Cross of Christ, 318. 342. 350. 362. 372. 386. 395.
Cut nails, 346.

Curiosities of China, 348.

Curious structure, 349.

Counterfeiting bank bills, 350.

Children of light, the, 353.

Columbus at Barcelona, 365.
Collodion, new use of, 372.

Caterpillar, a conversation on the, 375. 379.
California, Indian reservation, 379.
Christian liberty, 390.

Coffee leaves, 391.

Cuba, annexation of, 399. 402.
Christ with bis church, an extract, 397.
Civilized Condor, a, 406.

Dickinson, B.arnard, 2.

Drainage of the Great Lake of Haarlem, 11.

Divine support, 83.

De.ath of a Friend, on the, 86.

Decease of Friends, 93.

Dillwyn, extract, 101.

Diligence in the Lord's work, 109.

Domestic Life of the Water Snail and Stickleback,
127, 130.

Dog's taste for railway travelliug, a, 128.
Durability of wood, 143.

Drying vegetables for long keeping, 146.
Deaf and dumb boy, the little, 189.
Deep ocean soundings, 255.

Drunkard's cloak, the, 306.
Danger of associations, 333.

Domesticating strange animals, 363.
Darien, Isthmus of, and canal, 394. 404.
Divine inspiration and miracles, 396 ; commenda-

tion of, 412.

Duckett, Thomas, 405.
Disinfecting of putrid, noxious gases, 413.
Deaths—Mary W. Bancroft, Ann Mifflin, Elizabeth

Stuart, Caleb Pierce, 8 ; Blakey Sharpless, 24
j

Hope Bassett, Rebecca Evens, Mahlon L. Lovett,
40; Hannah Matlack, Francis Taber, Israel Wil-
son, 48 ;

Samuel Armstrong, John Pearce, 64

;

Ann J. Brown, Samuel S. Lukens, 72; Jane Hea-
cock, Joseph Trotter, 88 ; Elizabeth Vail, Susan-
nah L. Wood, Daniel G. Wood, 96 ; Hannah
Walton, 112; Rachel Lincoln, Margaret Shep-
pard, 120; Abigail Gould, Phebe Hakes, 128;
Henry Sharpless, C. Bracken Negus, Rebecca
Waring, Stephen Webb, 136; Lydia Battey, 168;
Jesse Lee, 184; Ruth Stokes, Hannah Jones, 192;
Catherine Jones, Samuel Hughes, 206 ; Job Eddy,
Margaret M. Trimble, 208 ; Abel Hillman, Rachel
Hibbs, Nathaniel Barton, Gulielma .M. Cope, 216;
Mary J. Lewis, 224; David Hale, Elizabeth C.
Mason, 232; Phebe Whinery, Hannah Paul,
Sarah Walmsley, 240 ; Joel Stephenson, Edith
Dawson, James Thomas, 248 ; Ebenczer Roberts,
264; PriscillaW. Harmer, Joseph Howell, 272;
Francis Jones, Martha Jefl'eris, 280; Elizabeth
Williams, Jacob Bailey, 288; Phebe Jackson,
George J. Smedley, 296; John Sharpless, Eliza-
beth Hallowell, 'Thomas Edge, Maria Hodgson,
Mary W. Terrell, Thomas Stapler, 304 ; Josiah
Leeds; Ann E. Jenks, 328; Joseph Fox, Jr., 330;
Ethan B. Foster, Sarah Perry, Joseph B. Lippin-
cott, 344

;
Sarah Bell Ladd, Sibella A. Conn, 352

;



Robert L. Piltficld, 368; Mnry Wright, James
Armstrong, Isabella Westcombc, 37G; Surah

I'osson, Alice Plumcr, Uhoda Dillon, Rachel

Lewis, Hannah Dillin, 384 ; Maria Smith, Timothv
Pharo, 400; Henry Baily, 416.

EffccU of light, 42.

Extension and use of the magnetic tclcgrniih, OS.

Euconitc or stone lily, 63.

Earnest inquiry after the truth, 58.

Electricity in motive power, 71.

Electric light, 110.

Earthquake at Algeria, 1C8.

Eventful life, an, 188.

"Erie," signification of, 189.

Effect of industry, 221.

Emancipated sKives, 237.

Exhibition of Roman relics, 230.

Emperor monk, the, 247. 250.

Exhortation to f;iithfulness, 284.

Excuses, 293.

Experiment in bread making, 295.

English language, the, 295.

Emigration, 299.

Emigration, the spirit of^ 208.

Early religious instruction, 314.

Extraordinary discovery of coins, 318.

Elephant, a furious, at large, 322.

Elephants of the East, 493.

English orders for American ships, 330.

Electrotype processes, 337.

Explosion of gas, 391.

Earth, appearance of, from a balloou, 406.

Encouragement to the seed of the righteous, 411.

Extracts— 15. 24. 31. 35. 46. 70. 76. 87. 94. 103. 118.

120. 134, 135. 139. 143. 151. 154. 173. 184. 186.

191. 226. 231. 234. 239. 244. 245, 246. 250. 268.

272. 278. 320. 327. 333. 349. 351. 359. 364, 305.

367. 370. 372. 381. 407, 408.

Editorial.—The twenty-seventh volume of " The
Friend," 7; Ohio Yearly Meeting, 16. 87; the

war between Russia and Turkey, 32
;
Westtown

Boarding School, 39; Selling Liquor on the First

day of the Week, 40; Cheerfulness Consistent

with true Religion, 47 ; Luxury and Extrava-

gance increasing the foreign debt of the United

States, 56 ; the faculty of Speech and its right

Use, 63 ; the Cholera, 72 ; the Yellow Fever,

80 ; Westtown School, 95 ; Indiaiia Yearly Meet-

ing, 96, 103; the Reports on the Weather; the

burning of Harper & Brothers' printing establish-

ment, 111; Baltimore Yearly Meeting, 112; No
resting place for the Indians, 120; North Caro-

lina Yearly Meeting, 135. 144 ; Expedition to Li-

beria, 143; Wreck of the San Francisco, 151
;

The Nebraska Bill, 160. 163. 184. 223. 288; The
Report of the Association for the Care of coloured

Orphans, 168 ; Memorial of the Meeting for Suf-

ferings concerning the Nebraska Bill, 175. 184;

Decease of William Forster, 176; Law respecting

the First day of the week, 192 ;
The Life of George

Fox, 4c., by Samuel M. Janney, 206 ; Haverford

School, 203 ; Address to the Czar from the Meet-

ing for Sufferings of London, 232; Remarks on

the extracts on "Remarkable delusions," 240;

Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, 256. 263. 276;

Floods caused by the late rains, 272 ; Inadequate

provision for the Insane, 296 ; The deputation

from London Yearly Meeting to Russia, and
comments of the press on the course pursued by

some of them, 303; The Kvils of Tobacco, 312;
New York Yearly Meeting, 320 ; Retrograde

movement with regard to Slavery, 327 ; Earth-

quakes, 328; London Yearly Meeting, 333
; The

Weather, the Cholera, &c., 344 ; Debasing influ-

ence of Slavery, 351 ; Dark days, 358 ; The
Cholera, 359; Bowden's History of the Society of

Friends, 360; The Heat; Sale of Opium at Tren-

ton, N. J., 368 ; To our Correspondents on the

matter in " The Friend," 370 ; "The Friend" docs

not claim to be the organ of the Society ; Al-

leged contentment of the Slaves contradicted by
a touching anecdote, 384; The efforts of the

south to extend the power of Slavery, 391 ; No-
tice to Correspondents, 400; Love to the brethren

a fruit of love to Christ, 408; On the close of

Volume XXVn., 415.

INDEX.

Florida paint root, 15.

Friends in Wales, 3, 13.

Friendly advice, 23.

Friction matches, how they are made, 46.

Fruits of a half century, 52.

French tapestry, 52.

Fashionable amusements, 61.

Friends' books, 117.

Forgetfulness, 147.

Fatal railroad accidents, 102.

Farmers v. Trade, 103.

Fortune spent upon a book, 186.

First day of the week, the, 186.

Fugitive" slave, a, 226.

Furs and skins, 226.

Fletcher, John, 226.

Flax cotton, 239.

French Protestants, 256.

Foreign immigration, 274.

For the young, 283, 349, 355.

Fox, George, extract, 314.

Free Negro boy arrested as a fugitive slave, 319.

Fox and Whitehead, 331.

Frasers, the, 354.

Family government, what it is, 374.

Freaks of trade, 399.

Fires, hints about avoiding, 407.

Fox, G., epistle to the flock of God, 412.

Florida, natural wonders of, 414.

Gigantic telescope, 23.

Grass of the Oven, the, 39.

Gutta percha, substitute for, 39.

Government of schools, 53.

Grubb, Sarah, to John Conran, Letter of, 79.

Gleanings and gatherings, 84.

Guidance of the Holy Spirit, 80.

Grubb, Sarah, extracts, 92, 103, 230, 246.

Gleanings for "The Friend," 142. 150.162. 181. 194.

218. 234.

Gutta Percha Works, a visit to the, 158, 163, 170.

Glass, 180.

Genesee high bridge, 198.

Grimshaw, William, 190.

Green tea, 190.

Gutta percha, 229.

Geographical science, 241. 249. 257. 266. 273.

Glass columns, 245.

Great rivers, 246.

Grifiitb, John, extract, 317.

Gospel dispensation, 327.

Grasshopper roast, 354.

Geysers of Iceland, recent visit to the, 377.

Going a nutting, by Old Humphrey, 397.

Going back into Egypt, 400.

Glass walls, 407.

George, Samuel, 413.

Ginger of commerce, 413.

Hope for Ireland, 71.

Hints to promote harmony in a family, 78.

Honest boy, an, 86.

Humility, "l 27.

Hints to mothers, 130.

Hill, Nicholas, anecdote of, 132.

Holding meetings at time of burials, 102.

Hens vs. Curculio, 222.

Horses age, to ascertain, 230.

Hair, 256.-

Halibut fisherj', 260.

Hogg, Thomas, dying sayings of, 266.

Hydrophobia, cure for, 303.

Hooks and eyes, pins, 313.

Home, 315.

House ashes, 317.

Howard, John, 321, 329.

Hurtful insects, 359.

Hirundiues, the British, 387. 393. 401.

Hints about avoiding fires, 407.

IIow can I get out? 412.

Indications of weather, 18.

Immense manufacturing establishmcut in England
31.

Importance of punctuality, 46.

Improvement in Asylums for the insane, 94.

Industry promoted by religion, 141.

Intelligence in America, 155.

Important period, 157.

Incitement to faithfulness, 194.

Insensibility, 234.

Iowa, the weather, &c., in, 237.

Indians of California, 238.

India rubber, 278.

Insane, an appeal for the, 281.

Icebergs in the Atlantic, 292.

Indian committee, report of the, 293.

Indian corn or maize, 301.

Immigration to Iowa, 319.

Institute for Coloured Youth, 319.

"I aint going to learn a trade," 322.

" I have a great mind," 323.

India rubber, the uses of, 350.

Iron houses, 362.

Intelligence of an ass, 364.

Indian representatives in Congress, 381.

Isthmus of Darien, 394, 404.

Jews in Bohemia, 359.

Japan, opening of, 371.

Knox, John, continued from page 410, Vol. XXVI.,

1. 9. 17. 25.33. 41.49.

Kidnapped Mexican boys, 231.

Killing wire-worms by means of cobs, 350.

Lead pipe, 5.

Letter from a father to his child, 38.

Laconics, 51.

Look on this picture—then on that, 53.

Letter to one under Divine visitation, 63.

Love and labour, 80.

Lead mine in Iowa, 120.

Large linen factory in Ireland, 142.

Lumber trade, 140.

Lumbering at Minesota, 199.

Longevity, 200.

Liberty of conscience, 212.

Lake Superior copper region mails, 222.

Living beyond our means, 243.

Lapse from the substance of religion into lifeless

forms, 244.

Luther in affliction, 256.

Lodging house for news-boys, 279.

Light for animals, 322.

Lovett Mahlon, H., 339.

Law of prices, the, 342.

Lawsuit about a dog, 381.

London epistle, 386.

Livingston, Dr., his route in Africa, 402.

Love of the World, 413.

Mississippi river, bed of the, 7.

Melancholy sight, a, 55.

Manufacture of gutta percha, 94.

Mining in Lancaster county, 94.

Moyamensing house of industry, 101.

Murder, singular discovery of a, 107.

Maxims respecting Christian intercourse, 125.

Mountains in the moon, 135.

Means of fastening leather upon metal, 142.

Marble quarries of Carrara, 142.

Means of succession in the church, 154.

Mine of wealth, a, 173.

McDonough estate, 173.

Moderation and uprightness, 196.

Mussulman martyr to Christianity, 200.

Mississippi and tributaries, length of, 214.

Meetings for worship, 220.

Meteoric circles, 269.

-Missouri, and free Negroes, 295.

-Ministry, 301.

More sure word of prophecy, the, 306.

Manufacture of Salt, 319.

Malt, a sermon on the word, 345.

Mohammedanism, conversion to, 356.

-Matches, amount of wood consumed in manufactur-

.Medit'al practitioners, 406.

Marriages—Emmor ISrinton to Deborah Garrett,

32 ; James II. Moon to Elizabalh Balderston,



INDEX.

George Rhoads to Elizabeth Letchworth, 56;

Jeremiah Willets, Jr. to Henrietta R. Woodward,
64 ; Isaac Morgan, Jr. to Mary S. Bacon, Benja-

min Philips to Phebe Moore, Nathan L. Hakes to

Elizabeth N. Naramore, 80; George A. Warder to

Mary E. King ; Joseph Kemp to Sarah Hodgin,

96; Mahlon Kirkbride to Mary B. Bishop, 104;

George Jones to Anna Keyser, 112; John Cope to

Caroline Baldwin, 120; William Osborn to Con-
tent W. Moore, 168 ; Nathaniel H. Brown to Mary
H. Walton, 208; William W. Parker to Anna
Mary Darlington, 224; John Boadle to Hannah
Beaton, 232; Lewis Forsythe to Mary Ana
Hoopes, 240 ; Richard J. Allen to Mary Button,

256 ; Charles J. Allen to Martha D. House, 328
;

Joshua Baily to Sarah E. Wood, 360; Samuel
Walton to Sarah J. Edgerton, 334; Elton B. Gif-

ford to Deborah P. Yarnall, 408.

Newspapers, 37.

Natural Tissues in South America, 47.

North-west passage, 66.

Noah's ark, size of, 86.

Novelties in ship building, 115.

New brick machine, 122.

Niagara falls and manufactures, 128.

Naples and its environs, 179.

Notes of birds, 197.

New Jersey central rail road, 202.

Never break a promise, 216.

New York ship building, 216.

Nightly serenade, 255.

New thermometer, 256.

Napthaline, 262.

New York, the first of, 295.

Not an enthusiast, 295.

Not justified, 333.

New three cent pieces, 347.

New Zealand, interment in, 399.

Nutmegs, on, by B. Taylor, 363.

Orang Outang, a pet, 2.

Original letters on literary subjects, 14. 20. 26. 45.

Opium trade, the, 59.

Our friend, the potato, 75. 82.

Oysters, 230.

Our annual
Oils, 258.

Old Humphrey, on mitigations, 261.
" Old Dominion," origin of the term, 262.

Ohio and Pennsylvania railroad, 296.

Old age, 303.

Oil from cotton seed, 359.

Oberlin, John Frederick, 367.

Opie, Amelia, 376.

One thing at a time, 389.

Practice of shoeing horses, 11.

Power of Divine conviction, 12.

Parental government, 20.

Patience in tribulation, 29.

Productions of the different states, 34.

Progress of freedom in New Grenada, 39.

Prayer, 46.

Potato disease, remarks on the, 54.

Phyto-theology ; or botany and religion, 58. 65. 81

89. 97. 105. 113. 121. 129. 137. 145. 153. 161. 169.

177.

Penington, Isaac, to Catharine Pordage, 66.

Persecution of Samuel Burgis, 75.

Practical faith in divine revelation, 77.

Peirce, Caleb, 76.

Picture worship, 92.

Proper government of families, 93.

Paris, how some people live there, 119.

Pike, Joseph, extract, 133.

Philadelphia Association of Friends for the Instruc-
tion of Poor Children, 138.

Palace for the sultan of Turkey, 142.

Penn, extract, 143.

Public reflections on others, 165.

Pennsylvania temperance vote, 192.

Platforms in religion, 195.

Paris academy of science, 215.

Patents, 218.

Papuan negroes of Australia, 219.

Panther at large, 220.

Persecution for religion, 221.

Paschal Blaise, 227.

Patience under opposition, 242.

Paper, manufacture of, 242.

Penington, extracts, 286. 317.

Profanity, statistics of, 290.

Principles of peace, 311.

Poultry and eggs, 311.

Pacific, exploration in the, 314.

Philip Henry's rule for charity, 325.

Papier mache, 345,

Perhaps not, 346.

Polygamy in Utah, 346.

Premium for the cure of cholera, 347.

Plainness of habit, 349.

Prayerful spirit, good effects of, 351.

Pittsburg, 359.

Paul, his character after conversion, 369.

Pressure of poor rates in Ireland, 384.

Preserving fruit without sugar, 396.

Patient exercise, 406.

Peace maker and peace breaker, 407.

Poetry.

—

Scleclcd.—To Hannah Moore, The kings of

the soil, 5 ; Autumn flowers, 22
;
Hope's brighti

shore, 28; My father, 36 ; "I thank Thee Father

that I live," The strayed Iamb, 44; The buskers,

52 ; The common lot. So run that ye may obtain,

61; Summer by the lake side, 68; Chrysanthe-
mum, 76 ; I will always pray. Human grandeur,

The Rainbow, 84; The pilgrims. The two worlds,

92; The crop of acorns, Sonnet, 100; Humility,

111 ; Hymn descriptive of Heaven, Two charac-

ters, 118; Petition, On God, 125; Expression of

an aged Christian just before he expired, 125;

The flowers, 133 ; Griefwas sent thee for thy good,

140; A real occurrence in a circle of friends,

148; The hashish, 173; Earth's angels, 181;
Weep not for the just, 188; The child's desire,

188; Light arising out of darkness, 197; Bel-

shazzar's feast, 205 ; My sepulchre, " Let me die

the death of the righteous," &c.. The rights of

woman, 213; Lessons from nature, 220; The
Christian path, 229; Comfort in the time of trial.

Faith, The mother's smile, 236; Cowper on Pil-

grim's Progress, The chamber of sickness, 244;
Prayer, 252; Have I done what I could. Prayers

for the ill at ease, 268; Humility, 278; On the

death of a young Friend, April, From the Greek
of Pythagoras, 284; Lift up the Cross, 300; The
three calls, 311 ; The pilgrims of Zion, Heaven's

lesson, 316 ; The world is not their friend, 324;
Go forth into the country, 341 ; The old sexton.

For here we have no continuing city, 349; Sweet
mother, 357; Encouragement, Parting, 364; The
child's wish in summer, 372 ; The things that are

unseen are eternal, 373; The two angels, 381;
The lame child to her mother, 383 ; The deserted

road in Pennsylvania, 397 ; Advice of a parent to

his newly married children, 404; Your fathers,

where are they? 412.

Queries put forth by George Fox in 1666, 37.

Quakerism, friends of, 325.

Relating to the nature of true worship, with some
remarks on the state of our Society, both in early

times and now, 6. 11. 18. 27.

Review of the weather, 29. 70. 101. 134. 174. 211.

238. 274. 310. 343. 382. 414.

Resignation a mark of true religion, 30.

Robson, Thomas, 34.

Revolution in journalism, a, 84.

Rise and fall of Lake Ontario, 90.

Russian industry, 110. 125.

Railway under London, 111.

Russel, Lady Rachel, 131.

Responsibility of parents, 133, 139.

Remarkable delusions, 149. 158. 166. 175. 1 8. IE

193., 217. 22 233.

Reasons why Friends object to sending to District

schools, 202.

Reflections at the close of the week, 211.

Rowland Hill, 219.

Religious feeling of the North against the Nebraska
Bill, 230.

Remarkable longevity, 246.

Radish, the, 287.

Rotterdam, a ramble to, 289.

Report on books, 299.

Resist not evil, 301.

Rum selling on Sunday, 347.

Railway—the number of miles of in the United
States, 375.

Religious intolerance in Russia, 397.

Robin, a, in difficulty, 411.

Sea, a story of sufferings at, 3.

Six Penny Savings Bank, 4.

Slave trade to Brazil, 15.

Scientific intelligence, 21.

San Francisco as it is to day, 35.

Swarms of bees at war, 37.

Strange sight, 70.

Speed of Railroads, 38.

Separation, 46.

Sunrise from the summit of Etna, 55,

Slavery items, 62. 70. 118.

Smith, Humphrey, 69.

Saline springs at Syracuse, 74.

Savannah, 79.

Speed, 94.

Singular cargo, 102.

Sensations in drowning, 115.

Steadfastness in religious duties, 126.

Sagacity of a horse, 128.

Slaves in Russia, 143.

Sitka, 147.

Sincere motives, 155.

Sheep among the crockery, 162.

Shelter, the eighteenth Annual report, 165.

Serious considerations, 174.

Statistics, 191.
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" The death of James was followed by a com-
ilication of intrigues, which terminated in the

isurpation of the supreme power by Cardinal

5eaton, the nominal authority being left to the

egent—the foolish, incompetent Earl of Arran.

[Cardinal Beaton, who was the ablest as well as

he most profligate of the prelates, had long seen

hat if the Reformation wa^ to be crushed at all

t was time to do it. The persecution had recom-

nenced afler the death of the king; but the work

vas too important to be left in the hands of the

lesitating Arran. And Beaton, supported by a

egaline authority from Rome, and by the power

)f the French Court, took it into his own hands.

rhe queen-mother attached herself to his party,

give his actions a show of authority ; and with

aw, if possible, and if not, then without law, he

letermined to do what the interests of the church

•equired. At this crisis, George Wishart, a na-

ive Scotchman, who had been persecuted away
1 few years before by the Bishop of Brechin, and

lad since resided at Cambridge, re-appeared in

Scotland, and began to preach. He was by far

he most remarkable man who had as yet taken

jart in the Protestant movement, and Knox at

[ice attached himself to him, and accompanied

:.m on a preaching mission through Lothian,

;arrying, we find (and this is the first character-

stic which we meet with of Knox), a two-handed

iword, to protect him from attempts at assassina-

:ion. They were many weeks out together ;

Wishart field-preaching, as we should call it, and

here is one little incident from among his adven-

;ures, which will not be without interest :

" 'One day he preached for three hours by a]

Jyke on a muir edge, with the multitude about

him. In that sermon, God wrought so wonder-

fully by him, that one most wicked man that was
iij^that country, named Lawrence Ranken, Laird

of Shiel, was converted. The tears ran from his

eyes in such abundance that all men wondered.

His conversion was without hypocrisy, for his

life and conversation witnessed it in all lime to

come.'
" Surely that is very beautiful : reminding us

of other scenes of a like kind fifteen hundred
years before: and do not let us think it was noisy

rant of doctrine, of theoretic formulas ; like its

antitype, like all true preaching, it was a preach-

ing of repentance, of purity, and righteousness.

It is strange, that the great cardinal papal legate,

representative of the vicar of Christ, could find

nothing belter to do with such a man than to kill

him ; such, however, was what he resolved on

doing, and after murder had hern tried and had

failed, he bribed the Earl of Bolhwell to seize

him, and send him prisoner to St. Andrew's.

VVishurt was taken by treachery, and knew in-

stantly what was before him. Knox refu.sed to

leave him, and insisted on sharing his fate; bul

Wishart forced him away. ' Nay,' he said, ' re- i

turn to your bairns ; ane is sufficient for a sacri-

fice.'

" It was rapidly ended. He was hurried away,

and tried by what the cardinal called form of

law, and burnt under the walls of the castle; the

cardinal himself, the archbishop of Glasgow, and

other prelates, reclining on velvet cushions, in a

window, while the execution was proceeded with

in the court before their eyes."

A number of young men indignant at these

cruelties, conspired to put the cardinal to death,

and they executed their purpose in a manner and

with a deliberation which prove iheir enthusiasm

to have been wrought up to the pitch, that they

thought themselves executing the righteous judg-

ment of the Almighty.
" The regent, who had been careless for Wish-

art, was eager to revenge Beaton. The little

' forlorn hope of the Reformation' was blockaded

in the castle; and Knox, who as Wishart's near-

est friend was open to suspicion, and who is not

likely to have concealed his opinion of what had

been done, although he had not been made privy

to the intention, was before long induced to join

them. His life was in danger, and he had thought

of retiring into Germany ; but the Lord of Ormis-

ton, whose sons were under his care, and who
was personally connected with the party in the

castle, persuaded him to take refuge there, carry-

ing his pupils with him. Up to this time ho had

never preached, nor had thought of preaching;

but cast in the front of ihe battle as he was now,

the time was come when he was to know his

place, and was to take it. The siege was indefi-

nitely protracted. The castle was strong, and

supplies were sent by sea from England. The
garrison was strengthened by adventurers, who,

for one motive or another, gathered in ihere, and

the regent could make no progress towards re-

ducing them. The town of St. Andrews was

generally on their side, and, except when it was

occupied by the regent's soldiers, was open to

them 10 come and go. Taking advantage of this

opportunity, Knox was often with his boys in the

church, and used to lecture and examine them

there. It attracted the notice of the lowns-people,

who wished to hear more of the words of such a

man. The castle party themselves, too, finding

that they had no common person among them,

joined in the same desire; and as—being a priest

—there could be no technical objection to his

preaching, by a general consent ho was pressed

to come forward in the pulpit. The modern as-

sociations with the idea of preaching will hardly

jgive us a right idea of what it was when the pro-

j
bable end of it was the stake or the gibbet ; and

although the fear of stake or gibbet was not like-

ly to have influenced Knox, yet the responsibility

1 of the office in his eyes was, at least, as great as

the danger of it, and he declined to ' thrust him-

self where he had no vocation.' On which there

followed a very singular scene in the chapel of
the castle. In the eyes of others his power was
his vocation, and it was necessary to bring him
to a consciousness of what was evident to every

one but himself. On Sunday, after the sermon,

John Rough, the chaplain, turned lo him as he

was sitting in the body of the chapel, and, calling

him by his name, addressed him thus:

—

" ' Brother, ye shall not be offended, albeit that

I speak unio you that which I have in charge,

even from all these that are here present, which

is this. In the name of God, and of his Son
Jesus Christ, and in the name of those that pre-

sently call you by my mouth, I charge you that

ye refuse not this holy vocation; but as ye lender

the glory of God, the increase of Christ's king-

dom, the edification of your brethren, that ye

take upon you the public office and charge of

preaching, even as ye look to avoid God's heavy

displeasure, and desire that ye shall multiply his

grace with you.'
"

'• Then, turning to the rest of the assembly, he

asked whether he had spoken well. They all

answered that he had, and that they approved.

"'Whereat, the s lid John, abashed, burst

forth in the most abundant tears, and wilhdrew

himself to his chamber. His countenance and

behaviour from that day till the day that he was

compelled to present himself to the public place

of preaching did sufficiently declare the grief and

trouble of his heart, for no man saw any signs of

mirth in him, neither yet had he the pleasure to

accompany any man many days together.'

" Again, we ask, is this the ambitious dema-

gogue—the stirrer-up of sedition—the enemy of

order and auihority ? Men have strange ways of

accounting for what perplexes them. This was

the call of Knox. It may seem a light matter to

us, who have learnt to look on preaching as a

routine operation in which only by an eflxirl of

thought we are able to stimulaie an interest in

ourselves. To him, as his alter history showed,

lit implied a life-buttle with the powers of evil, a

I

stormy tempestuous career, with no prospect of

rest before the long rest of the grave.

" The remainder of this St. Andrews business

is briefly told:—At the end of fifieen months the

caslle was taken by the French in the name of the

retient ; and the garrison, with John Knox among

them, carried orf" as prisoners to thi; galleys,

thenceforward the grealer number of them to dis-

appear from history. Let us look once more at

jthem before they take their leave. They were

very young men, some of them under twenty;

but in ihem, and in that action of theirs, lay the

germ of the after Reformation. It was not, as

we said, a diflerence in speculative opinion, liko

that which now separates sect from sect, which lay

at the heart of that great movement; the Scotch

intellect was little given to subtlety, and thero

I was nothing of sect or sectarianism in the matter.

j

But as Cardinal Beaton was the embodiment of

everything which was most wicked, tyrannical,

'and evil in Ihe dominant Catholicism, so the con-

|spiracy of these young men to punish him was

I
the antecedent of the revolt of the entire nation
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ngainsl it, when the pi'lliilion ol" \ls proscnro couUi

no longer be borne. Tliey bad done Ihcir purl,

nnd lor their rewnrd ibey were swept nwiiy

into exile, wjih prospects siiflicienlly cheerless.

They bore their Ibrlune with something more than

forlilude, yet ngnin wilh no stoic >;rimiiess or

fierceness; bul, ns fiir as wc can fnllow them,

wilh nn easy, rcsolule cheerfulness. Altempls

were made to force them to hear mass, but wilh

poor cfTect, for their tongues were saucy, and

could not be restrained. When the Salve Uogina

was sung on boani the galley, the Scotch prison-

ers cliipt on their bonnets. The slory of the

painted Regina which Knox, or one of ihcin

pitched overboard is well known. Another story

of which we hear less, is still more striking.

They had U.en nt sea nil night, and Knox, who

was weak nnd ill, was faiming over his oar in

the gray of the morning, when James Balfour, as

the sun rose, touched his arm, and pointing over

the water, asked him if he knew where he was.

There was the while church-lower, and the white

houses, gleaming in the early sunlight, and all

which was left standing of the Castle of St. An-

drews. '1 know it,' he answered; 'yes, I know

it. 1 see the steeple of that j^lace where God first

opened my mouth in public to his glory, and I

shall not depart this life till my tongue again glo-

rify Ills Name in that place.' Most touching,

and most beautiful. We need not believe, as

some enthusiastic people believed, that there was

anything preternatural in such a conviction.

Love, faith, and hope, the great Christian virtues,

will account for it. Love kept faith and hope

alive in him, nnd he was sure that the right would

prosper, and he hoped that lie would live to see

it. It is but a poor philosophy which, by compa-

rison of dates and laboured evidence that the

words were spoken in one year and fulfilled so

many years after, would materialize so fine a

piece of nature into a barren miracle."

John Knox " remained in the galleys between

three and four years, and was then released at

the intercession of the English Government. At

that time he was, of course, only known to them

as one of the party who had been at the castle;

but he was no sooner iii England than his value

was at once perceived, and employment was lound

for him. By Edward's own desire he was ap-

pointed one of the preachers before the court

;

and a London rectory was ollered to him, which,

however, he was obliged to refuse."

(Toboconiinueil.)

A PET OLRING DUTANG.

The following account of Tuan, a pet ourang
outang, will, we think, interest our readers. We
take it from a new French book. Voyages et Re-
nts, by Dr. Yvan :

When Tuan was intrusted to me he was about

three years old. His height was that of a child

of three. Had it not beiii for his prominent ab-

domen, he would have resembled a young Malay,
dressed in some brown material, like our little

sweeps. When I freed him from the bamboo
basket in which he was brought to me, he seized

hold of my hand, and tried to drag me away, as

a little boy who wanted to escape (rom some dis-

agreeable object might have done. I took him
into my room, in which M. Uutroncoy had a sort

of cell prepared for him. On seeing this new
cage, which resembled a Malay house, Tuan un-
derslood that it was in future to be his lodging.

He let go my hand, and set about collecting all

the linen he could find. He then carried his

booty into his lodging, and covered its walls care-

fully. 'I'licsc arrangements made, he seized on

|n napkin, and having draped himself in this rag

as majestically as an .\rab in his lurnous, lay

down in the bed he had prepared.

I

Tuan's disposition was very mild; to raise

one's voice to him was sufficient. Vet he now
nnd then had very diverting fits of anger. One
day 1 look from him a mango he had stolen. Al

first he tried to get it back ; but being unable to

do so, he utteri'd plainiive cries, thrusting out his

lips like a pouting child. Finding ihat this pet-

tishness had not the success he anticipated, he

threw himself flat on his face, struck the ground

wilh his fist, and screamed, cried, and howled for

more than half an hour. At last I felt Ihat I was
acting contrary to my duty in refusing the fruil

he desired, for in op|)osition to God"s will,

I

I

was seeking to bend to tho exigencies of

our civilization, the independent nature which he

had sent into the world amid virgin forests, in

order ihal it should obey all its instincts, and sat-

isfy all its longings. I approached my ward,

I

calling him by the most endearing names, and

olFered him the mango. As soon as it was within

his reach he clutched it with violence, and threw

it at my head. He was, however, only on rare

occasions peevish and naughty.

j

When I first let Tuan dine with me at table,

j

he adopted a somewhat incorrect mode of poinl-
' ing out the objects which were pleasing to him.

He stretched out his brown hand, and tried to

put upon his plate all that he could lay hold of

i gave him a box on the ear, to make him under-

stand politeness. He then made use of a strata-

gem; he covered his f;ice with one hand, while

he stretched the other toward the dish. This
scheme answered no better; for I hit the guilty

hand with tho handle of my knife. From that

moment my intelligent pupil understood that he

was to wait to be helped.

He very quickly learned to eat his soup with

a spoon, in this way ; a thin soup was placed be-

fore him; he got upon the table do2.

ping, and tried to suck it up slowly. This me-
thod appearing inconvenient to him, he sat down
again on his chair, and took his plate in both

hands; but as he raised it to his lips he spilled a

portion of it over his breast. 1 then took a spoon,

and showed him how to use it. He immediately

imitated me, and ever after made use of that im-

plement.

When I brought Tuan on board the Cleopatra

he was domiciled at the foot of the mainmast, and
left completely free. He went in and out of his

habitation when he pleased. The sailors re-

ceived him as a friend, and undertook to initiate

him in the customs of a sea-l'aring life. A little

tin basin and spoon were given him, which he

carefully shut up in his house, and nt meal times

he went to the distribution of provisions wilh the

crew. It was funny lo see him—especially in

the morning—getting his basin filled wilh colTeR,

and then sitting comfortably down to take his

first meal in company wilh his friends, the cabin
boys.

Tuan acquired the habits of a gourmet while
on board ; he drank wine, and had even become
deeply learned in the art of appreciating that

liquid. One day two glasses were offered him

—

one-half full of champagne, the other half full of

claret. When he had a glass in each hand some
one tried to deprive him of that containing the

champagne. To defend himself he hastily brought
his disengaged hand up to the one which had
been seized hold of, and having, by a dexterjus
efibrt, succeeded in freeing it, he poured ihe

sparkling liquid into the glass of which he had
undisturbed possession. He then held out the

empty glass to the person who had tried to de-

prive him of it.

This act, so well conceived, and so dilTicult to

execute, was followed by one no less remarkable.

Tuan was among the ropes, and would not come
down, in spile of my reiterated orders. I showed
him a glass of beer to persuade him to come to

mo. He looked a long while at what I olfercd

him, then, not trusting perfectly to what ho saw,
he took a rope, and, with admirable precision,

directed its end into the glass. He then drew up

Ihe rope, put tho end ho had dipped into the liquid

into his mouth, and having made sureof the flavour,

hastened down to share the beverage wilh me.

It is false that ourang-outangs have been taught

to smoke ; Tuan and all those I have seen were
unable to execute that act.

Tuan took possession of all the pieces of stufi

—or clothing—he found, and either threw them
over his shoulders, or covered his head with them.

Handkerchiefs, napkins, shirts, or carpels, which
came in his way, were indiscriminately used fur

this purpose. In those burning countries it was,

most certainly, not the temperature which led

him to wrap himself up.

If an animal invaded his cage, Tuan drove him
away unmercifully; one day he even picked the

feathers out of a pigeon who had been struck

with the unlbrlunate idea of taking refuge there.

Wherever we put into harbour, I brought hirn

clusters of bananas ; the fruits were placed with

those belonging to the officers of the staff. Tuan
had leave to enter this sanctuary at his pleasure.

Provided he had been once shown which clusters

belonged to him, he respected the others till such

time as he had exhausted his own provision.

After that, he no longer went ostensibly and
boldly in search of fruit, but by stealth, crawling

like a serpent ; the larceny committed, he came
up again faster than he had gone down.

BARNARD DICKINSON.

A Testimony of Shropshire Montldij Meeting,
concerning B.^rnard Dickinson.

In giving forth a testimony concerning our late

dear friend, which we feel to be a duty, we be-

lieve we may say that, from his early youth to

the end of his pilgrimage, he endeavoured to live

in the fear of God, and to keep his command-
ments.

He was the son of John nnd Mary Dickinson,

of Beverley, in Yorkshire, nnd was born there,

on the 5th of the Fourth month, 1781. His mo-
ther, a truly pious woman, died on the day of his

birth, and his father, a religiously-minded man,
ivhen he was about four years old. Thus cir-

cumstanced, he came under the guardianship of

our late honoured friend William Tuke, who
kindly cared for his education. He afierwards
lived for several years successively with dilforent

well-concerned Friends, to be trained ns a far-

mer. In all these situations we believe that the

religious watchful care exercised over him was
blessed, and that we may safely say, ho was
concerned to live in great watchfulness and cir-

cumspection.

In the year 1805, he was united in marriage
with Ann Darby, a member of this meeting, and
settled in this neighbourhood. In the course of

a few years, he changed his residence to Coal-

brookdale, and became a managing partner in the

iron-works at that place. We believe that he
endeavoured, whilst diligently engaged in busi-

ness, to act wilh Christian integrity; and though
when at home his mind was closely occupied with

I

these large concerns, yet he studied to be watch-
ful, lest he should be loo much engrossed by the
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res which surrounded him. He was early ap-

inled by this meeting an overseer, and after-

rds an eider; and in the year 1824 he first

)l<e as a minister. His communications in this

nracier were never long, mostly in the utter-

:e of a few sentences, evidently delivered un-
• an apprehension of the requirings of the

rd's S|)irit, inviting all to take heed to the

chings of that blessed Guide, which would lead

to live, before God and amongst men, in ac-

dance with the precepts of the Gospel.

In the 17th year of his age, under the heart-

dering visitations of heavenly love, he first

nt out as a companion to Friends travelling in

! work of the ministry. Jt is interesting and

Iructive to us to rememlier with what kindness

d readiness he gave himself up to this service,

len did he travel in various parts of Wales,

ending upon his brethren and sisters who felt

led, in the love of the Gospel, to visit the few

itlered members of our Society in that country,

t his help in this way was not confined to that

trict alone : besides many other journeys of the

ne description, in the latter years of his life,

i when under some bodily infirmity, he accom-
lied a valued mini^r, during the summers of

17 and 1849, on a religious visit to the inhabi-

ts of the Sheiland and the Orkney Islands,

d we believe we may safely say, thut in ren-

•ing these services to our dear Friends of this

ss (who often present an especial claim on the

e and sympathy of their Friends), he proved
;ind, judicious, and afi'ectionate companion.
He also, at limes, travelled amongst Friends
diflerent parts of this naliiin, and in Ireland, in

e.\ercise of his gift in the ministry, with the

concurrence of this meeting; and when so

;aged, he was remarkably diligent in his exer-

is to be from home as short a time as sufficed

the fulfilment of his concern. In the year

41, in simple obedience to apprehended duty,

visited, alone, all the families of Friends in

rk Quarterly Meeting, on which occasion he
d upwards of nine hundred and thirty visits.

^Vhen about fifty years of age, Barnard Dick-
on thought he saw the way clear for him to

hdraw from the large commercial concern in

ich he was a partner; and a short time before

ving it, with the consent of this meeting, he
de religious family calls upon the various

sses of persons employed in the coal and iron

rks belonging to the concern ; paying in this

jagement about nine hundred and sixty visits,

St of which were well received; and the dis-

irge of this duty alforded him peace. It be-

ne increasingly his endeavour, when thus more
leisure, to assist his neighbours and friends, as

II as to promote objects of benevolence, and
general good of those around him.
Dur dear friend was no stranger to some of the

es and trials of life. He had a family of ele-

1 chddren, for the education of whom, in those
igious principles which he and his beloved wife

i found to be blessed to them, he was deeply
icerned. She was taken from him, by death,

1840; and three of their children died at an

!

; when their society and amiableness of cha-

j

ter were such as to render them peculiarly

learing to a parent.
i

?or some years previous to his death, our dear
j

ind was subject to a trying malady, which
dually increased, and terminated his earthly

irse. For the last kw months of his life^ it

s attended with very acute suffering, from
ich he was seldom free ; but he was enabled
bear his affliction with much Christian fortitude

1 submission.
I

rhrough life, he had not been forward to speak
j

of his own religious views and experience He
was of a retiTed, unpretending character; but

honest, upright, and conscientious, and sound in

his fiiiih in the Gospel of Christ Jesus our Re-

deemer.

He expressed but little of his feelings in the

prospect of death and eternity. His patience and

cheerfulness were striking to those around him:

no anxious words on his own account escaped his

lips. He was in London some weeks in the early

|iart of last year, for surgical advice; and when
told that his medical attendants could do little more
lor him, he remained .^ilent a short time, au'l

then said, with much sweetness and solemnity,
" Great and marvellous arc thy works. Lord God
.Almighty

;
just and true are thy ways, thou King

of saints." On one occasion after his return

home, he said that he hoped his suHerings might

be blessed to others, if not to himself. He could

not say that he felt any condemnation, a favour

for which he could not be too thankful. Under a

letling of the many mercies which he had receiv-

ed, he was enabled to make this acknowledgment

:

" I have never wished my pains less, or my suf-

ferings changed."
He died on the 30.h of the Fourth month,

1852, at his own residence, Coalbrookdale, aged

seventy-one; a minister about twenty-four years.

His memory is precious to us; and we reverently

ijelieve that his end was peace, and acceptance

with God, through Jesus Christ our Saviour.

A Stjry of Suffi;riiig at Sea—Six Days iipau liic

Ucean without KooJ or Wuttr.

On the 25th of February last, the schooner S.

R. Soper, Capt. Samuel Soper, sailed from Pro-

vincetown, for a cruise in the Atlantic Ocean, for

whales. Nothing unusual happened until about

the last of July, when one morning a school of
whales was discovered. Three boats were im-

mediately lowered, each containing five men, and
commanded by the captain, first and second mate.

The second mate killed the first whale, and towed

him to the ship. The other whales then started

olf, pursued by the boats of the captain and mate.

This was in longitude about 77—in lalitute aijoul

34. They continued the pursuit, and finally the

capiain fastened to and killed a 40 barrel sperm
vvliale. By this time night began to set in, and
no vessel was to bo seen from the boats in any
direction. This was rather startling, as they

had no provisions or water on board, but upon
consultation they concluded to stick by the whale

until morning, in the hope that with returning

daylight they should be able to find their vessel.

When morning broke, the horizon was anxiously

scanned, but no vessel was to be seen.

All that day was spent in cruising round after

her, and at night another consultation was held.

They had compasses, but no time, and the cap-

tain ordered, that during the night they should

each go in a certain direction, and meet in the

morning. The mate, Samuel Genu, of I'rovince-

town, states that he followed these directions

carefully, but when morning dawned, the cap-

tain's boat was not to be found. He spent a por-

tion of the next day in searching for the captain,

but finding his efforts vain, and that his crew were
beginning to suffer dreadfully for food and water,

they being in an open whaleboat, without protec-

tion from the fierce heat of the sun, he concluded

that it was best for him to shape his course for

the nearest land, which he did by steering a N.
N. W. course. They had a sail, but it was not

of much use. Their sufferings Irom this lime

cannot be described. But once they saw a ves-

sel. She was at some distance, and the sea wasi

very rough, so that the mate deemed in impossi-

ble with safety to steer for her; and as those on
board did not see the boat, they witnessed her
disappearance with the feeling that their last hope
was leaving them.

it now began to blow severely, and the mate
was obliged to rig a "drug" with his oars and
whaling lines, in which he was enabled to lie to

without danger. When the gale ceased, he again
put sail on the boat, but the crew were almost at

the last gasp of suffering; their lips were black,

and death seemed to stare them in the face. For
the last twenty-four hours, so great were the

pangs of thirst, that they began to drink salt wa-
ter, which usually brings on delirium and death
in a short time. At the end of the sixth day they
mad(! Cape Fear, and went ashore, reaching
Beaufort, N. C. Mr. Genu and one of the crew,
Cornelius Prince, of Boston, worked their passage
in a vessel to New York, and reached tiiis city

on Sunday last, and are now at Provincetown.
What has been the liite of the captain and the

five men in his boat is unknown. They may
have discovered the vessel, or they may have
reached the shore. If they did not, they have
probably all perished. There was a short rain

one day while they were on board the boat, but

they had no means to eaten it. The second male
and five men are on board the vessel, and she is

therelbre probably sale, and will probably arrive

at some Atlantic port in a lew days.

The face of the mate still bears the irripress

of the terrible sufferings he has undergone, in

parched ;iud blackened lips, and sunken and
deathlike Icatures.

—

Bosloa Tiav.

FRIENDS IN WALES.

(ConliuuoJ from page -11:1, Vol. XXVI.)

la the year 1661, the spirit of persecution in

Wales does not appear to have been quite so ac-

tive as it had been. Yet some iniquitous distraints

for lythes and other ecclesiastical demands were
made, and some cases of imprisonment for refus-

ing to swear occurred. Amongst those imprison-

ed on this last account, were Tliomas Lloyd and
Richard Moore. They were kept prisoners n
long time, but doubtless had some liljerty, for it

would appear that Thomas Lloyd married afier

his commitment, Mary, a daughter of Gilbert

Jones. We have no positive inlbrmation, but it

appears probable, as Besse says he was confined

several years, that he was continued a prisoner

until 1672,—for we find that in that year he
was released from the goal in Montgomery, with

many other Friends, by letters patent from king
Charles the Second.

In 1665, Humphrey Wilson one of those com-
mitted to prison with Charles Lloyd in 1662, died

a prisoner of a distemper occasioned by the cold.

ness and unwholesoineness of the place of his

confinement.

Richard Davies had been labouring in the gos.

pel in the neighbourhood of London. There he

had got a little tinctured with the Perrot spirit,

but quickly saw through its deceitful pretences,

and was enabled not only to see its errors, but to

bear a faithful testimony against it. When he
returned to Welchpool, he found the same Friends
in prison who were there when ho loft, except
perhaps Humphrey Wilson. The under jailer

during his absence, had a dream to this effect :

—

He thought ho had in his fold a flock of sheep,

and that he wrestled much to get a certain ram
among them, but could not succeed. Soon after

Richard's return to Poole, on the first day of
Sixth month this year, hu was arrested by a
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neii;libouiiii^ justice of llic puacc, who li;iil Iwul »

(liU'erence with him, iiiid who in llie language of:

Besse, " vcnli'il lii« own [iriviiic splwn, by ti;n-

:

dering lo ihc said Richard ihn oalli of ullfgiuncf,

und sending him to |irison, where he coniiiiued

some years." When Richard was liroii^hi lo llii'

prison, the dreaming keeper said lo Charles

Lloyd, "Now I have got the old ram in among
ihe sheep."' Hut the dream came true, fur llie

head j:iiler let him go home ;h il very night lo hisj

wife and family ; and though he was counted a
,

i)risoner, and was premunirud with his brethren,

yd he was never strictly confrned. He was otie

of lhos(! set at liberty by letters patent in 1G72.

In Shrewsbury this year, Consluntinu Overton

and Abraham Pay nor, two freemen of that cor-

poration, were disfranchised for allowing religious

meetings lo be held in their houses, and lor re-

fusing to swear. Uonstanline and Humphrey
Overton for opening their stores on a Christmas

day, were, with two servants, imprisoned.

A concern now came upon Richard Davies lo

visit some counties in Hngland imd Wales, but

he was a prisoner, and though left much nl liber-

ty by his keeper, he would not go without con-

sent. Most travelling Friends were al thai time

prisoners, and ihe sense of duty was urgent on

Ricliard to visit the stripped meetings in gospel

love. He says, " 1 followed my good Guide, that

showed me what to do. 1 went to the jailer and

told him I had an occasion to go out a little while,

and 1 could not go without aci)iiainliiig him of it,

because 1 was his prisoner. lI.- said, 1 warrant

you will go to preach somewhere or oilier, and

then you will be taken lo prison; and what shall

1 do then ? I told him, that if I was taken prison-

er, I would send to him where I was, and he

might send for me if he pleased ; so he bid me
have a care of myself."

Richard went first to Shrewsbury, and thence

into VVorcesler, holding meetings as he went. After

many religious opportunities in Gloucestershire, he

passed into Bristol. When his gospel labours in

that city were satisfactorily ended, he set forward

on his journey tow.ards Pembrokeshire. He
says, " 1 travelled without any companion but the

Lord alone, who was with me all along in my
journey ; he was my helper and preserver. So 1

came lo the house of our friend Lewis Davies,

who gladly received me in the Lord. Staying

ihere some liaie, they lent me a horse to go to a

meeting at Redstone, and 1 left my own horse

behind rne, thinking he might rest for some days

after my hard riding. When 1 came to the place,

the meeting was out of doors, there being no

house that 1 knew of that could contain the multi-

tude of people. When we came to the meeting,

Meredith Edwards, whom Friends judged unfit to

preach the gospel, had the confidence lo speak lo

the people till they were weary of him, and those

ihal were sensible were burdened by him ; after

some lime there stood up a Friend and silenced

him. 1 sal as a stranger among them. The
Lord was with us, his good presence was our

comfort and satislaclion ; and after some time I

had an opportunity to open lo the people those

things that belong lo their eternal salvation; and
having coiicluJed the meeting in prayer, this

man, Meredith Edwards aforesaid, stood up again

and preached to the people, and 1 turned my back
and came away, and the Friends with most of Ihe

people followed me. As I was coming out, a

Friend came and told mo, there were two soldiers

(1 understood afterwards they were the two sons

of a priest) that hud brought my horse there some
miles. When I saw my hor»e, 1 drew nigh to

ihem, and asked them who brought my horse

there? They asked me wli.iher I was the man

that came from Bristol. I said I was. 'I'hen

said ihey, you are the man we look for. I asked

ihem, by what authority ihey came, or what

warrant they h:id ? and they showed mo their

swords and pistols. I told them such warrants

liigltwai/men had. Then I asked them how ihey

durst venture so, among such a company. They
said they knew we were peaceable men, and

would not resist ; otherwise they would have

brought greater force. I told Friends, we were

not bound to obey them, and desired Friends to

part and leave only two or three with me; but

Friends' love was so great lo me, that they kept

mostly in a body about me. So I desired the

Friends lo take my saddle and bridle, that was

upon the Friend's horse that I rode lo the meeting

on, and put ihem on my own horse. So 1 goi

upon my horse, and bid them lay their hands otV

my horse, for I feared not their swords nor pis-

tols ; but if they had a warrant from any justice

of the peace, or lawful magistrate within the

county, I would obey it. Then they let my horse

go, and 1 turned a little aside, and saw them lay

hold of the other »i«« Meredith Edwards; 1 could

not call him Friend, because he was not yuided

by a right spirit. I turned mysell to them again,

and luld them, that if any justice of the peace, or

lawful magistrate wiihiii the county, had anything

10 say to me that came from Bristol, he should

hear of me at the house of William Biteman, in

Haverford-west. 1 told them my business would

require some stay in the country. So they lei

me go pretty friendly, and 1 had several brave

meetings in Haverlbrd-west, and other places in

the county."
" .\s for M. Edwards, the two men before men-

tioned look him before a justice : the justice would

have been moderate to him, and would have

shown him kindness, but he by his ungoverned

temper, provoked the justice to passion, so that he

committed him to the House of Correction as a

vagrant, for three months, lo the great trouble of

Friends."

Ackiiowkilgmcnl of Divine UdoJiicss.

Those who occupy the talents committed to

them, to the glory of the Giver, always speak

well of the goodness of God. They acknowledge

his unmerited mercy, in lifting them out of the

pit of distress when all earthly helps had failed,

and in setting their feet upon llie Rock, which

can alone sustain Ihe obedient soul. He enlight-

ens their path through life, renews from lime to

time their faith in Htm, and fills their hearts with

praise and thanksgiving for the consolations of;

his Spirit. As the end of their pilgrimage draws
nigh, their spirits redeemed from all earthly at-

tractions, become more and more absorbed in

contemplating the joys of the church triumphant

in heaven, inspired with holy hope, by Him who
hath done great things for their redemption, that

they also shall be permitted to join that multitude

clothed in white, to sing ceaseless praises to his

excellent Name. The following are testimonies

to this ertect.

"Thou art my God, and I will praise thee; my
Saviour, and 1 will exalt thee. What moved
ihee, O thou Father of infinite goodness and mer-

cy, lo cast an eye, a pitying eye, upon me, a poor

worthless creature, when 1 was running in the

sure road to eternal destruction? Nothing, no-

thing bul thy unbounded love lo the poor souls of

men, who wouldest not that any should perish,

but that all should come, and h ive everlasting

lil'e. U'lien I was silling low in the earih, wea-
ned with following the vanities of this licentious

age, wanting to find more of happiness than this

transitory world can give, then thou lookedst
\

upon me, O Lord, in thy infinile and unspeakable
I

mercy, and saidst, ' Follow me ;' nay not only

so, but led. lest me forth, free from the entangle-

ments of ihe world, and from the many snares

thai are thi.Mcin."

—

Mary Naftel.

"Let me not be ihought ungrateful to the Pre-

server of men. I forget not, 1 think, to comme-
morate the mercy which has sustained in Ihe way
of atUiclion, supported through many deep and

hidden coiillicis, been a resting place to my tossed

spirit, as the shadow of a great rock in a weary
land, and enabled me at seasons, not onlj' to

praise him for mercies past, but also I trust hum-
bly to hope for more. O, my precious friends,

may we all be more willing to walk by faith, and
not by sight ; and to profit by that which we have

sulTered ; this is of till Christian lessons, one of

the hardest lo endure. It has been a very fre-

quent one in my liitle experience, and continues

to be so; and were it not for a degree of confi-

dence in the truth of the remark, thai steps taken

in simple faith, are large steps in Christian ad-

vancement, 1 should be often ready to cast away
the shield. 1 know nothing 1 covet so much, as to

be able to adopt the language of David, ' My
heart is not haughty, nor my eyes lofty; neither

do I exercise myself in great matters.' My soul

is become as a weaned child. And as to this

world, I h0|ie 1 am losing my interest in every

other prospect than that of standing in my right

allotment; whether it ever bo required of me to

run in the way of the Lord's commandments in

a public line tigain; or whether a short time only

remains for me to trim the lamp, and through

Divine aid, have it burning, when the midnight

cry is heard."

In 1815 she wrote, " I commemorate the mercy
which has hilherio kept mo in heights and in

depths, so that the power of the enemy has not

ultimately prevailed. But though the cup of suf-

fering hath been largely administered—ihougli

faith hath been often ready to fail, and many se-

vere provings and confiicts have been my experi-

ence, known only to the Searcher of hearts, the

ability is yet, at seasons, mercifully alforded, lo

bear testimony to the Divine faithfulness, in that

his promise has so far been verified, 'Thy life

will 1 give unto thee for a prey, in all places whi-

ther thou goesl.' May patience then have its

perli^ct work in me, and the fiery baptisms do
their office, until in the end of days, a capacity

may be received lo unite in the final surrender of

the holy Pattern, 'Thy will, O Father, and not

mine, be done;' and thereby to join in the song
of the redeemed, even, ' Great and marvellous are

thy works, Lord God Almighty, just and true are

thy ways, thou King of saints.' Amen and amen,
saiih my soul."

—

Sarah Hustkr.

Six Penny Savings Bank.—The New York
Courier and Enquirer, in speaking of the Six

Penny Savings Bank, recently opened io that

city, says, it has already led to small savings on
the part of a large number of children, as well as

adults, and will eventually accomplish much good
to the poorer classes. The total deposits up to

the beginning of this month amount to about ten

thousand dollars. Interest at the rate of six per

cent, is allowed on all accumulations under $500,
and five per cent, on all above that sum. Interest

is allowed after the deposits reach three dollars.

One of the first deposits in the Six Penny Bank
was made by an urchin who was without shoes

or stockings. His first deposit was the sum of

five cents, and before the end of the day it

reached ihirly-one cents. He begged that his de-
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lit book might be rclained nt the banlt, other

ie his piuents would ciciirii all his future earn

s (as ihey bad his previous ones) for the

chase of liquor. It is only necessary to hav

objects of the Institution generally known, I

uce thousands to avail themselves of the priv

e of depositing their small earnings in th

nner iu other cilies.

TO HANNAH MOORE.

BY JOHN NEWTON.
i^ritten iu Iier album, at " Cowslip Green," the place
ler residence, when requested by her to insert his

le.

\Vhy should you wish a name like mine
\Vitliin your book to stand;

"With those who shone, and those who shine
As worthies of our land?

"What will the future age have gained.
When my poor name is seen,

From knowing I was entertained
By you at "Cowslip Green?"

Rather let me record a name
That shall adorn your page,

Which like the sun is still the same.
And shines from age to age.

Jesus ! who found me when I stray'd
In Afric's dreary wild,

Wlio for my soul a rausom paid
;

And made His foe a child !

He taught my wild blaspheming tongue.
To aim at prayer and praise

;

To make His grace my theme and song

;

And guided all my ways.

A monument of Mercy's power
Where'er I stand, is seen,

Such as, I think, was ne'er before
Beheld at "Cowslip Green."

THE KIXGS OF THE SOIL.

BY EDWIN HENRY BURRINGTON.

lack sin may nestle below a crest.

And crime below a crown,
s good hearts beat 'neath a fustian vest.

As under a silken gown,
ball tales be told of the chiefs who sold
Their sinews to crush and kill,

nd never a word be sung or heard
Of the men who reap and till?

bow iu thanks to the sturdy throng
Who greet the young morn with toil

;

nd the burden I give my earnest song
Shall be this—The Kings of the Soil

!

hen sing for the Kings who have no crown
But the blue sky o'er their head ;

—

ever Sultan or Dey had such power as they,
To withhold or to offer bread I

roud ships may hold both silver and gold,
The wealth of a distant strand

;

ut ships would rot, and be valued not,
Were there none to till the land,
he wildest heath and the wildest brake,
Are rich as the richest fleet,

nd with willing hand, and spade, and plough,
The gladdening hour shall come,
hen that which is called the " waste land" nov
Shall ring with the "Harvest Home."

value him whose foot can tread
By the corn his hand has sown

;

'hen he hears the stir of the yellow reed
It is more than music's tone,

bere are prophet-sounds that stir the grain,
When its golden stalks shoot up

;

oices that tell how a world of men
Shall daily dine and sup.
hen shame 1 shame, on the miser creed.
Which holds back praise or pay
rom the men whose hands make rich the lands;
For who earn it more than Ihey?

The poet hath gladdcn'd with song the past.

And still sweetly he striketh the string.

But a brighter light on him is cast
Who can plough as well as sing.

The wand of Burns h.ad a double power
To soften the common heart.

Since with harp and spade, in a double trade.

He shared a common part.

Rome lavished fame on the yeoman's name
Who banished her deep distress.

But had he ne'er quitted the field or plough
His mission had scarce been less.

Then sing for the Kings who are mission'd all

To a toil that is rife with good ;

—

Never Sultan or Dey had such power as they.
To withhold or to otler food.

From ihe Nortli .American St. V. S. Oaz.

Yellow Fever ami Ihe Slave Trade.

Messrs. Editors:—Has it occurred to you, or

to any of your numerous and intelligent readers,

that this teriible epidemic first made its appear-
ance in the VVestern VVorld in conneclion with
the Slave Trade? Is it not a fact that, I'rom lime
to time, it has, since its origin, manifested itself,

directly or indirectly, in coimection with this

traffic?

This great scourge had never been south of the

Equator belore the south tropical summer of 1849
and 1850. During the monih of January, 13.50,

it began to e.\cite attention, as its appearance be-

came more alarming. Its first appearance was
in the city of Kio de Janeiro, Brazil; first among
the shipping, and finally s|)read over the city and
along the entire coast of the empire, sweeping
tens of thousands, of all classes, ages and nations,

to the grave.

Rio de Janeiro, the maritime city of Brazil,

with the exception of a slight fever, seldom fatal,

called the '^ Po/ka fever"—more properly the

clangui—had been always celebrated for its re-

markable exemption from all epidemics, and its
i

with the disease on board. From New Orleans
usually good health. Indeed so proverbial was it has extended to Mobile, Natchez, Vicksburg,
its fame for salubrity of climate and health of its and no one knows what will be its limit, or the
citizens, that it had gained fur itself, from the most

|
number of its victims.

distinguished travellers, as well as Irom our own
j

No one acquainted with the yellow fever can,
itizens, the appellation of being " the Paradise of for an instant, mistake it ; and e'very one familiar

with a slave-shi|), particularly after its voyage.

dreadful was the sulTering, and so overwhelming
the panic, that it was not a dillicult matter to se°

cure decided action on the part of the government,
to renew and vigorously execute "its pur|)ose
against the slave trade. And though that accurs-
ed traffic is now interdicted and banished from
the coast of lirazil, yet its fruits liiiger, a blight-

ing curse, a terror to the people, in tiie form oi

yellow fever.

It is a well known fact that the revival of the
slave trade in Cuba, [iarlicularly at Havana, dur-
ing the last eighteen months, has greativ increas-
ed the prevalence and malignity of this epidemic
there. And from that port, as the great entrepot
of the slave trade, has emanated the worst type
of the yellow fever, spreading over almost all tiie

West Indies, and ext(Miding its blighting breaih lo

the northern shores of South America, and the
southern ports of the United States.

It is well known that, among others, one Span-
ish slaver, within the last six months, landed one
thousand mutilated, diseased slaves near Havana,
and disgorged three hundreil. pulrified hun)an be-

ings from the same vessel into the sea. Among
the one thousand living, and landed, many were
in a frightful conditino— limbs and (lesh in a
state of actual pulrefactiuu—large numbers of
whom died on shore.

From these slavers thus visiting Cuba, and dis-

charging their cargoes of living, and dead, and
tlying, the yellow lever has r.vived into a most
terrible, sweeping epidemic in that island, and
spread wiih unprecedented severity and morality
over the West Indies.

Commercial vi ssels fiom Havana have con-
veyed ii to New Oih-ans. Tliu first appearance
of yellow fever at New Orleans this season, can
be traced lo importation from Cuba, by vessels

here, and arriving at New Orleansirect fro

and while discharging its slaves, and bein"
cleansed from its human corruption, must, ut

once, perceive the identity of the diseasi;. The
too unequivocal and pal-

the New World
The yellow fever, which made its appearance

ill Kio de Janeiro, January, 1850, was clearly

traceable to the visit and presence of seven filthy
slavers, svhich entered that beauliful harbour with- signs and symptoi
in a few days of each other during the latter part pable to be mistak
of December, 18-19, and having discharged their To my sorrow, I have been familiar, day after
live cargo on the coast, above or below the city, day, week after week, and month after month,
emptied their human putresence into the waters

I with the former, and sufficiently familiar with the
of that harbour, disgorging themselves of masses

: latter to satisfy my own mind as to the origin of
of putrified bodies, and all the corruptions of the

j
the dreadful disease. And during the lime o(

tropical slave ship. It was mid-summer; the my experience and observation, the cause and
heat ranging from 90 to 100 degrees, light sea effect were in close proximity,
breeze, and scarcely any land breeze; the depo. What a terrible retribution is this awful epide-
sit of human putrefaction into that tranquil har-jmic, now raging through the West Indies, South
bour, contiguous to the city, and just amid the, America, and in several of the Southern cities,

shipping, was the sowing the seeds of the terrible I viewed as one of the bitter curses of the slave
epidemic in that port and country. In less than

, trade ! How humiliating lo think that, in the
twelve days after the arrival of these slavers, the prevalence of this scourge, the just suffer with the
disease commenced among the shipping, and raged unjust ; yea, that the innocent, more than the
with most alarming mortality. There were

I guilty, are the sufferers.

weeks at a time when from thirty to forty vessels
I

Lung after the slave trade shall have been
rode at anchor without a soul on board. All had driven from the sea, and the world, its sad physi-
been swept away by the dreadful malady. }cul influence may exist, a taint and scourge to

It spread on shore, and from January to May, man, leaching how painl'ul and far-reachin" are
over 31,000 deaths in the capital of Brazil were the fruits of such gigantic cruelty,
reported as the victims of this disease, by the city g

authorities, besides multitudes whose death never
j

Lead Pipe.—Some one, who is interested in
came to their notice. I tin, is endeavouring lo get up an alarm about the

The overpowering scent of the slave-ship, and
; dangers of lead pipe for conducting water. Dr.

the victims of this pulrifying disease and death,
j

Brande says—"IVrfeclly pure \v'ater, such as
could not be mistaken ; so strong was the convic-

i distilled water, put into a clean leaden vessel ami
f the public mind on this point, and so

j

exposed to the air, soon oxydizes and corrodes if,
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ami delicate tests clisrovcr oxyilo of lead in s In-
j

tion in the wnier ; Imt river nnd spring water

exert no such solvent power; ihe carbonnics nnd

sulphnles in surli wnler, iIidu^Ii in very minute

quantities, cnlirely prevent its solvent power."

Relating to the nature of true worship; rrilh

some remarks on lite state of our Societij ; l-oth

in early times, and now.

Tlie n.nturo of iiccrplabic worship is set forlli

by our Lord nnd Suviour Jesus Christ, in ii iimn-

ner well adapted lo the suhjict, viz. : ihat it is to

be perlurnied in spirit nnd in truth. The reason

is {(iven, " Because God is a Spirit ;" and there-

fore, "ihey that worship him, must worship him

in spirit and in truth." This is not llu^ ceremo-

nial, shadowy, and typical worship ol" the Jews
;

which because ol' weakness, was dispensed to

ihem, until the heller hope nnd more excellent

worship of the Gospel dispensation was brought

in; whereby man has a nearer access to the Di-

vinity, and u beller knowledyu of himself. Here

such a briyhiness of heavenly ylory appears, as

causes all sijins, figures and typi's, lo vanish

away, and worship is to be perli)rmcd in ihe

truth, and real substance of all ihal was typified

and prefigured by the ceremonial l.iw of Moses,

Ihc riglilei>usness of that law beiiii,' liflilUd in those

who walk nnd woishi|) in the spiri'.

The soul must bow in perleel sincerity, humble

pros'raiion, and a diep inward sense of its own
Irailly, want and unworlhiiiess ; being .-it the same
lime deeply impressed with a lively sense ol' the

Lord's adorable greatness and gondness. From
this sensibility renewed U|ion ihe mind by llim

who is the sole object of worship, thanksgiving

and praises ascend, for ihe muliitude of his mer-

cies received, and reverent prayer, either mental

or vocal, according as the mind feels itself influ-

enced or directed by ihe holy anointing, for the

continuance of his gracious preservaiion in the

way of righteousness; agreeably to Eph. vi. 1^.

Praying always with all sifpplication in ihe spirit,

and watching thereunto wiih all perseverance and
su[iplication for all saints.

It is clearly to be understood, by what our

Lord said lo the woman of Samaria, Iliat accept-

able worship is not confined to any [)arlicular

place, mode, lorm, or ceremony ; which was a

d<ception mankind had generally fallen into and
greatly needed to be drawn from, being then, as

well us now, apt to rest satisfied with e.xierior

perlbrmances. Allhoiigh some of these were dis-

pensed lo ihe Jews in condi scension, yet they

were not even then substiluled in the place of spi-

ritual worship, nor at all acceptable without the

bowing of ihe soul. Hut our Lord shows that the

outward worship was lo be laid aside, and not lo

continue any longer in his glorious spiritual dis-

pensation ; a dangerous snare lor man to please

himself with and rest in. Hut it could hardly be

expected that so great a mass of outward observa-

tions could be all cast oil' at once ; yet in the apos-

tles' days, the church was for the lime, brought

out ol lliem, as up[icars by those few things laid

upon the Gentiles. Hut alas I the Christian

church, so called, instead of leaving all and be-

coming purely spiritual, gradually decayed as to

life and power, and increased in ceremonies and
outward observations, until she became as full of

them as ever the Jewish church was. Then she

got full possession of Ihe outward court, having

nothing lo enjoy but her own inveniions, and

nothing to glory in but Babylon, which she had

built lusiead of tjion, until her measure should bo

filled up, and her delermiii' d o\erthruw lake

place.

Paul snilh lo the Philippian"*, " For wc are the

circumcision which worship (lod in spirit, and re-

joice in Christ Ji'sus, and have no confidence in

ihe desh." What circumcision is here intended,

appears from Kom. ii. as, 29. Col. ii. II. That

the generality of Christian proPssors, of every

denomination, have lamentably devialed from this

kind of worship, requires not much penetration lo

discover. And though the great Author of the

Christian religion has so fully expressed his will

and pli asure in ihis most important point, yet

many will not be satisfied without u kind of wor-

ship that ihe man's part can be active in, and that

has something in it lo amuse the outward senses

They would worship the .Most High wilh human
abilities or the work of miMi's hands; and by an

unjuslifiable veni^ralinn, which some enileavour lo

keep up for old mass houses nnd other places of

worship, calling them churches, houses of God,

holy places, &c., they seem lo maintain n doc-|

Iriiie conlrary to the teslimony of that holy mar-

lyr Stephen ; who says, " lIowb<-il the Most Eligh

dwellelh not in icniples made wilh hands, as saiih

ihe prophet;" and that of ihe great aposllc of the

Genliles; "God that made ihe world, and all

ihings therein, seeing that he is Lord of heaven

and earlh, dwellelh not in temples made wilh

hands; and neither is worshipped wilh men's

hands, as though he niieded any thing, seeing he

giveih lo all lilij and breath, and all ihings."

Most Pioiesians, ihougli ihey have cast off

much of ihe Romish supersliiion, slill retain some
outward ceremonies and observalions very unsuit-

able lo the S|)irilualily of ihe Gospel dispensation,

for which they have no divine authority, nor any
warrant but wh it is palched up from ihe example

of some in the primiiive church; which being

ihen just arising out of a load of ceremonies, was
not wholly weaned from every thing of ihat kind

at once; and therefore several of these things

were for a time condescended lo. For although

it was a very glorious beginning, and iho Chris-

lian church abounded with heavenly power, in

order to make her way in the world, yet it was

but the morning of the (iospel day ; and as the

Sun of Righteousness, who rules the eveilasling

day of God's salvation, rose higher and higher, she

was to put on all her beautiful garments; lo make
herself ready for the bridegroom, and by a gra-

dual increase of clear discoveries, was to grow
into malurily of wisdom and ripeness of judgiiienl.

Our Lord clearly inlimales ihe great danger o!

tacking anything of the old ceremonial dispensa-

tion to the new Gospel disiiensation ; showing
they would by no means agree, or safely subsist

logeiher. This Ihe experience of many genera-

tions fully declares. Oh I what rents and schisms,

have there been by means of relaining some
palches of the old garment

!

Yet there has been a godly travail and an ar-

dent labour preserved, even through the darkest

ages of superstition and idolatry, by iho true

church, ihough hidden from carnal eyes, as in a

wilderness, ihat she might cast off this heavy
eclipsing mass of outward observations. There
were many risings up through the divine power,
against it, especially ihe grossest part ihereof;

but the most extraordinary, as lo its consistency

wilh the unmixed piirily of ihe Gospel, was about

the middle of ihe last century.* Then evangelical

light and truth appeared, without the blending of

ceremonies and outward observations. When the

Lord by his overruling power, had erected Ihis

blessed slandard of simple truth and pure righte-

ousness, many thousands flocked to it, and spoke
ihu language, in a considerable degree, set iurth

in ('ant. vi. 10 : Who is she ihal lookelh forlh as

ihe morning, fliir as ihe moon, clear as the sun,

and lerrihie as an army with banners! Terrible

indeed ihey were lo the man of sin, the son of

perdition, and mighty insirumenis in the Lord's

hand lo reveal him. They were a great annoy-

ance lo the merchants of Babylon, nnd thoso

who enriched themselves by her supcrsiitious

wares; which, through her witchcrafi and en-

chantments, mankind were deluded to buy ;

Ihough now the wicked craft is much more seen

in nil its transformations, than it was at its first

ill. Arasu on Hit' True Piiicc uf the Sun in liie

Liiivirse,

Aichelaus, who lived in the year 448, B. C, was
the last philosopher of the Ionian Seel; he said,

regarding the sun,—" ll is a star, only itsurpassi s

in size all other stars." The conjecture—for what

is not based upon any measurement, or any ob-

servation, deserves no other name— was certainly

very bold and vi^ry beautiful. Let us pass over

an inlerval of more than Iwo thousand years, and
we shall find the relation of the sun and the stars

eslablisheil by the labours of the moderns, upon

a basis which defies all criticism. During nearly

a cenlury and a half, astronomers endeavoured lo

determine the distance between the stars anil iho

earlh; ihe repealed failures wilh which iheir ri;-

searclies were allonded, seemed lo prove that the

problem was insolvable. But what obstacles will

not genius, uiiiled to perseverance, overcome 1

We have discovered wiihin a very kw years the

distance which separates us from the nearest

star. This distance is about 206,000 times the

distance of the sun from the earth, more than

206,000 limes 95,000,000 of miles. The product

of 206,000 by 95,000,000, would be too much
above the numbers we are in the habll of consid-

ering, to warrant ils annunciation. This product

will slill more strike Iho imagination, when I reler

to the rapidity wilh which light travels. Alpha,

in the constellnlion of the Centaur, is the star

nearest lo the earth, if it be allowable to apply

ihe word near to such distances as those of which

1 am about lo speak. The light of Alpha, of the

Centaur, takes more than three years to reach us,

so that were the star annihilated, we should slill

see it for three years after its destruction. Re-

call to your recollection that light travels at the

rale of l'Ji,000 miles in a second ; that the day is

composed of 86,400 seconds, and the year of 305
days, and you will feel as ihunderstruck before

ihe immensity of these numbers. Furnished with

ihese data, let us transport the sun to the place ol

this, Ihe nearest star, and the vast circular disc,

which in the morning rises majestically above the

horizon, and in the evening occupies a consider-

able time in descending entirely below the same
line, would have dimensions almost imperceptible,

even with the aid of the most powerful telescopes,

and its brilliancy would range among the stars of

the third magnitude, you will thus see what has

become of the conjecture of Archelaus. One may
perhaps feel humiliated by the result which re-

duces so far our position in the material world ;

but consider that man has succeeded in e.vlracli..^

everything from his own resources, whereby he
IS elevated to the highest rank iu the world of

thought.

We would remark that in the recent works of

complete astral catalogues, we shall find that the

number of stars visible to the naked eye in a sin-

gle hemisphere, namely the northern, is less than
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e thousand. A certain result, and one, which
vilhstanding will strike with astonishment, on

)unt of its smaliness, those who have only

jely examined the sky on a beautiful winter

it. The character of this astonishment will

ige, if we proceed to the telescopic stars,

rying the enumeration to the stars ol' the four-

th inagnitude, the last that arc seen by our

erful telescopes, we shall find by an estimate

;h will furnish us the minor limit, a number
u-ior to 40,00t),000, (40,000,000 of suns!!)

the distance from the farthest of them is such

the light would take from three to four thou-

i years to traverse it. We are then, fully au-

ized to say, that the luminous rays,—those

d couriers,—bring us, if I may so express it,

very ancient history of these distant worlds,

hotometric experiment, of which the first in-

tions exist in the Cosmolheoros of Huygens,
experiment resumed by VVollaslon a short time

re his death, teaches us that 20,000 stars the

e size as Sirius, the most brilliant of the

ament, would need to be agglomerated to shed

n our globe a light equal to that of the sun.

reflecting upon the well-known fact, that some
he double stars, are of very diflerent and dis-

lar colours, our thoughts naturally turn to the

ibitants of the obscure and revolving planetary

les which apparently circulate around these

3; and we would remark, that to a day light-

i by a red light, succeeds not a night but a day,

ally brilliant, but illuminated only by a green

[.

ut abandoning these speculations, however
thy ihey may be of admiration, we shall come
c to the chief question, which I have proposed

•eat in this account, to try, if possible, to esta-

ii a connection between the physical nature of

sun and of the stars. We have succeeded by
help of the polarizing telescope in determining

nature of the substance which composes the

r photosphere, because by reason of the great

irent diameter of the orb, we have been able

bserve separately the dilFerent points of its

urnference. If the sun were removed from us

distance where its diameter would appear as

II to us as that of the stars, this method would
napplicable, the coloured rays proceeding Irom

difierent poinis of the circumference would
1 be intimately mixed, and, we have said al-

ly, their mixture would be white. It appears,

I, that we must not apply to stars of impercep-

! dimensions, the process which so satisfacto-

conducted us to the result in regard to the

. There are, however, some of these stars,

:h supply us with the means of investigation,

ude to the changing stars. Astronomers have
arked some stars whose brilliancy varies con-

rably ; there are even some which, in a very

hours, pass from the second to the fourth

;nitude ; and there are others in which the

iges in intensity are much more decided,

se stars, quite visible at certain epochs, totally

ppear, to reappear in periods, longer, or

•ter, and subject to slight irregularities. Two
anations of these curious phenomena present

nselves to the mind; the one consists in sup-

ng that the star is not equally luminous on all

s of its surface, and that it experiences a rota-

movement upon itself; thus it is brilliant

n the luminous part is turned towards us, and
i when the obscure portion arrives at the same
it. According to the other hypothesis, an
]ue, and, in itself non-luminous satellite, cir-

tes round the star, and eclipses it periodically,

ccordance with one or the other of these sup-

tions, the light which is exhibited some time

re the disappearance, or before the reappear-

ance of the star has not issued froin all points of

the circumference. Hence, there can be no doubt

of the complete neutralization of the tints of which
we have just spoken.

If a changing star, when examined by a polar-

izing telescope remains perfectly white in all its

phases, we may rest assured that its light ema-
nates from a substance similar to our clouds, or

our inflamed gas. Now, such is the result of the

few observaiions that have been hitherto made,
and which will be highly useful to complete. This
means of investigation demands more care, but

succeeds equally well, when applied to those stars

which experience only a partial variation in their

brdliancy. The conclusion to which these obser-

vations conduct us, and which we may, I think,

without scruple generalize, may be announced in

these terms; our sun is a star, and its physical

constitution is identical with that of the millions

of stars with which the firmament is strewed.

Bed of the Mississippi River.— It has general-

ly been the received opinion of geologists that the

Mississippi and its tributaries traversed a valley,

with the strala dipping towards the bed on each
side. Recent observations prove, very conclusive-

ly, that this is all a mistake. Dr. Norwood's
survey, as well as the excavation of the Artesian

well at Belcher's refinery, at St. Louis, show that

the line of the Mississippi traverses a ridge, and
not a valley, and that the strata dips from the

river east and west. In other words, that iho bed

ol' the Mississippi traverses a line of anti-clinal

axes, or upheavals. This theory is applied by

Mr. Phillips, the geologist, to explain the structure

of lead veins in the West.

—

Alton Telegraph.

THE TRIEND,
KIXTII MOXTII 17, 1853.

This number commences the 27th volume of

"The Friend." Twenty-six years ago it first

made its appearance, at a momentous era in the

history of our religious Society in this country,

when it was convulsed with the efforts made to

fasten upon it the unsound doctrines of some who
having stood in the foremost ranks, made use ol

the influence they had obtained, to lead great

numbers into a practical denial of the faith once

delivered to the saints, and revived in its fulness

and purity by our honourable predecessors.
" The Friend'' was put forth to defend that faith,

to illustrate and enforce the doctrines and testi-

monies comprehended within it, and to point out

and repudiate the errors that threatened to modify

or completely lay it waste. Concurrent with

these objects, it was to supply a miscellany at

once interesting and instructive, so that while it

brought into the families where it was taken, a

weekly repast of agreeable reading, it should exert

an influence to form a correct taste, and to cherish

the seeds of piety and virtue.

Twenty-six years make great changes in hu-

man alPairs. Of those who first associated to

conduct this Journal, not many are left to assist

in its support, and take an interest in its welfare.

Some have gone to give an account of their la-

bours in this probationary scene, and to receive

their reward; while others, some from one cause

and some from another, have withdrawn from

the care and responsibility which attaches to its

publication. A {a\s however, of the original Con-

tributors are still at their posts; and others equally
j

concerned for the proper management of the

paper, have been associated with them. Uut

though these changes have occurred in the co-

laborators, the original objects for which "The
Friend" was established, have never been lost

sight of or disregarded, but through good report

and evil report, amid all the trials that have over-
taken our Society, it has steadily adhered to its

original design, and honestly—however feebly

—

given its influence to uphold sound doctrine, to

bear a faithful testimony against error, and to

maintain the testimonies and the principles of
church government, given to our Society by the

blessed Head of the Church. The literary and
miscellaneous matter iniroduced into its columns,
whatever other merit it may lack, has, we believe,

been uniformly such as was (calculated to inform
and instruct, or \o promote the cause of sound
Christian morality.

It would have been a vain expectation that " The
Friend" should give entire satisfaction to all its

readers at all times. The dissimilarity of taste

existing among them, were there nothing else,

would preclude the hope of etfecting this ; but

where questions of so much moment, and innova-
tions ol such fearful importance as have been
agitating our religious Society for so many years,

were recognized and discussed in its columns, it

could not be otherwise, but that the endeavour to

maintain a firm and undeviating course in the

defence of the Truth and the detection of error,

should bring upon us the censures of such as
wanted no opposition to those innovations to be
made ; and that of those who would be glad to see
ihcm arrested and testified against, some would
think " The Friend" went too far, and others that

it went not far enough. But although throughout
the twenty-six years of its existence, our Journal
has had its times of trial, yet it has never had
reason to complain of the want of firm unwaver-
ing friends who took a deep interest in it, and
were willing to labour in promoting its welfare

;

and we have unil'ormly lound, that a faithful

upright maintenance of old fashioned Quakerism,
did not fail to secure the support of a sufficient

number of subscribers to meet its annual ex-

penses.

We think the value to the members of our So-
ciety of such a Journal as "The Friend" has not

lessened with the lapse of years; and the Contri-

butors feel it incuuib'Mit on them to relax in no
effort, that it may properly fill the position it has
so long occupied, and continue to answer the pur-

pose, fur which it was at first instituted. Without
altering the shape or size of the sheet on which
it is primed, the columns of the volume now com-
menced have been enlarged so as to contain a

page and a third more copy than formerly, conse-

quently reducing the cost proportionably by giving

that much more matter for the same money. We
feel justified in appcaliiig to the past as a criterion

and pledge of our future course, and as pecuniary

gain has never been and is not now an object in

the publication, though the expenses incurred must
be defrayed by the payments of subscribers, we
ask our I'riends not to withhold their e.xertions to

extend the circulation of our Journal, and thereby

promote the dissemination of correct principles

and a taste for sound literature. There are many
indifferent neighbourhoods, some, perhaps, begin-

ners in housekeeping, who have never known
how much enjoyment the weekly visits of a Pe-

riodical like "The Friend," coniribuies, nor how
much food for ingenious thought or serious reflec-

tion is to be derived from the various matters to

be found in its colunms, and who, if they once made
the experiment, would be very reluctant to forego

the advantages connected with it. To such as

these we would encourage our friends to apply,

in order that their names may be added to the

list of our subscribers.
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ITEMS OK NEWS.
No news from Europe at iho present time (Ulli) later

llinii the 2"tli ull., broiiglit b.v tlic Asia. The Niiigiirtt

is looked for to-day.

EXtiLAND.—The queen bus gone on a visit to Ire-

land. There is some cause for fear of the rot anionsj

potatoes in Ireland. The grain crop in FIncland, France,

and Oermany, is below the nvcrnpe. The cotton mar-

ket is tirm." Three hundred and fifty labourers have

left for Australia to work on a railroad, under engage-

ment for five years, at four shillings sterling per day.

The price of labour has advanced in all sections of the

countrv.

FK.VNCE.—Things are quiet throughout the empire.

ITALY.—Arrests for conspiracy have recently been

made in Uoinc. There is much discontent. The recent

statement of the Bnances of the Papal Government show

increased debt.

Rl'SSIA AND TURKEY.—Difficnltics not yet settled.

The proposition of the four Towers not yet acceded to.

Correspondence from Paris states, that the French Gov-

ernment had received despatches from Vienna, which

are surmised to contain the adhesion of the Porte, but

only on the indispensable condition that the Danube
principalities shall be evacuated before the Sultan will

send an ambassador to the Czar. To meet this punc-

tilio, the Vienna Conference had proposed a middle

course for the joint acceptance of the Czar and the Sul-

tan. This proposal had been communicated from Vi-

enna to Constantinople and St. Petersburg, and some

time must necessarily elapse before replies could be re-

ceived.

AUSTRIA.—The Austrian Government has published

a Protest against the action of the American officer in

the Kosta affair.

SPAIN.—There are doubts expressed whether the

American Minister recently scut to that country, will be

received at court, in consequence of the opinions ex-

pressed by him in relation to the acquisition of Cuba.

POUTUGAL.—The disease among the grape-vines

continues to spread.

In relation to the probable scarcity of brcadstiiffs in

Europe, the New Y"ork Courier says:—"In 1847, our

whole export of wheat and wheat flour to Great Britain,

amounted to less than two milliona of quarters ; and we
arc now told by the Banker's Magazine of London

—

though to ourselves we confess the statement appears

extravagant—that fightiai millioiw of quarters will be

required to meet the deficit of England alone. And yet

again it must be remembered that in the former period

of scarcity, no other part of Europe drew upon our re-

sources.
' On the contrary, every w heat producing

country in Europe, excepting Greece and Portugal, had

wheat to spare, and exported more or less to the British

Isles. Now, many of them are in pressing want of it

themselves. France, which in 1847 exported to Eng-

land 179,259 quarters, now by her own very lowest cal-

culation, will require before the next harvest, one million

and a half oi quarters from abroad. Have we any sur-

plus that can meet these demands ? Our wheat crop

for 1.S49, according to the census of 1850, amounted to

100,503,899 bushels. That crop was undoubtedly a

short one, and the one of the present year is probably

thirty per cent, larger. Allowing the widest possible

margin, and assuming our wheat crop to be this year

150,000,000 of hushela, it will all amount to less than

nineteen millions of quartert. That is to say, our entire

crop will amount to less than the estimated wants of

England and France alone. And yet we must feed our

own people first, and can only spare them the surplus.

How can Europe then, according to her own showing,

escape a famine ?"

Dates from Peru to the 10th of August. Nothing

new concerning the difficulties between Bolivia and

Peru had been received. The internal affairs of the

former country were very unsettled. A revolution had
broken out at Cochambamba, but it was speedily quell-

ed by President Belzus's son-in-law.

Revolutionary outbreaks had occurred in the south,

under the lead of Generals Velasco and Argada, who
were defeated, however, in an encounter at Majo with

Col. Cordova, and Gen. Velasco was killed.

The provinces of Chicas and Cinciro and Cinti, were
previously declared in favour of Velasco.

SANDWICH ISLANDS.—The small-pox is raging

among the natives, and from thirty to forty are dying

daily.

UNITED STATE.".—A'fic IVt.—Several Conventions

were held in the city of New York last week. In the

finally exc

ion," great disorder arose

(peaking. Women were

ded from the platform. The city is crowd-

th strangers. On the 0th instant, a large piece

of the table rock at Niagara Falls fell with a tremendous

crash.

The steamship Star of the West, arrived at New York

from San Juan, with advices from San Francisco to the

10th ult. She had on board five hundred and sixty

passengers, and nearly one million of dollars in gold-

lust on freight. She brings the passengers and part of

the bullion brought to San Juan del Sur by the sleam-

sr Sierra Nevada, which sailed from San Francisco,

.\ugust 10th, with Sl,304,000 in gold.

Sept. 10.—The steamship Illinois arrived here this

evening, in eight days from Aspinwall, with 400 pas-

sengers and $085,000.
The steamer Philadelphia, due at Aspinwall from

New Orleans, had not arrived, and some anxiety was
entertained for her.

The health of the Isthmus was good.

/'(nn.tv/rania.-Deaths in Philadelphia from .Ird to

10th inst., 203. The Supreme Court has decided in fa-

vour of the right of corporations to subscribe for inter-

nal improvements, &c.

Marijland.—A few cases of deaths from cholera re-

ported at Cumberland last week.
South Carolina.—There has been a great freshet in the

Peedee and Wateree rivers. The new rice crop is be-

ginning to come to market.
Louisiana.—At New Orleans the yellow fever is gra-

dually abating. Deaths in the week ending the 4th

inst., 897, of which 767 were reported as yellow fever.

The decrease of the fever was restoring animation to the

city, and the boats resumed their trips up the river.

The Crescent, however, declares that the fever has only

been stayed for the want of material, and the papers

generally warn strangers from approaching the city.

The fever is increasing at Mobile. It prevails through-

out the lower .Mississippi. A recent mail way-bill states

that at Thebodeaux, the town was nearly abandoned,

and the stores were closed.

rwas.—Advices from Galveston, Texas, represent the

yellow fever as prevailing there in a mild form.

California.—Gold still discovered in large quantities
;

yet money is very much in demand. The lowest in-

terest demanded is 2J per cent, a month. A copper

mine between Los Angelos and Santa Barbara has been

discovered.

The taxable property of San Francisco is estimated at

$30,000,000, being an increase of $11,000,000 0'

year's estimate.

An earthquake was felt at Honolula on the 17 th of

July.

Strikes among the labourers and mechanics are fre-

quent in San Francisco. The latter are now getting $!

to $10 a day, and the former $6.

Gold-dust in large quantities has been discovered

within the city limits of Sacramento.
The California markets were dull, but prices were

firm.

RECEIPTS.

Received from F. H. Williams, agent, N. Y'., for M.
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27, for J. Doudna, $2, vol. 27, for James Crew, Barak
Michcuer, and David Lupton, $2 each, vol. 26 ; from
Abm. P. Rudolph, N. J. $2, vol. 27.

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.
Information to Purentx and others respecting the eoni>e!/-

ance of Pupils to and from Friends' Boarding-School, at

West-town, on and after the 1th of Tenth month.

CLOSE OF THE SUMMER SESSION.

The summer session of the school will close on Sixth-

day, 7th of Tenth month. The pupils who go to Phila-

delphia will be taken to West Chester on that morning,
and from thence in the railroad cars, which will leave

that place at seven and a-half o'clock A. M. They will

be accompanied by an agent from the school, who will

have the care of them and their baggage. The cars will

arrive at the depot, south side of Market street above
Schuylkill Fifth street, about ten o'clock, where parents

and others will be expected to meet their children.

COMMENCEMENT OF THE WINTER SESSION.

Parents and others intending to send children to the

school, will please make early application to Joseph

Snowdon, Superintendent at. the school, or Josepl

Scattergood, Treasurer, No. 84 Mulberry street, Phila-

delphia.

The winter session of the school will commence ot

Second-day, the 31st of Tenth month next. The pupil

11 be conveyed by railroad to West Chester, when
conveyances will be in waiting to carry them and thel

baggage to the school on the arrival of the morning

on Second-day, the 31st of Tenth month, and Third
day, the 1st of Eleventh month. The cars leave thi

lepot, south side of Market street above Schuylkil

Fifth street, at seven and n-half o'clock, A. M. Th
agent of the school will be at the railroad depot on Se-

ond and Third-day mornings, who will furnish pupil,

with tickets, conduct them to the cars assigned them
and have the care of them and their baggage, and wil

accompany them to West Chester. Those intending tc

go to the school will please apply to the school agen

for tickets, and not to the agent of the railroad compa
The charge for each pupil and baggage from Phi

ladelphia to the school, will be $1, to those who pro

cure their tickets of the agent of the school. All bag
gage should be distinctly marked West-town, with thi

name of the owner (if it is a trunk) on the end, am
should be sent directly to the railroad depot, and not t(

Friends' bookstore.

OFFICE, STAGE, PACKAtiES, LETTERS, ETC.

The West-town Office is at Friends' Bookstore, No. 8-

Mulberry St., where all small packages for the pupils let

before twelve o'clock, on Seventh-days, will be forwardei

to the school. All letters for the pupils and others a

the school, should be sent by mail, directed to Wesl-tcwt

Boarding-School, West Chester P. O., Chester Co.. Pa
Postage should be pre-paid; and packages should b
distinctly marked and put up in a secure manner, S'

that the contents will not be liable to be lost by hand
ling. A Stage will be run on Second, Fourth and Sev

enth-days, from West Chester to the School, on the ar

rival of the morning cars from the city ; and from th

School to West Chester, to meet the afternoon cars fo

Philadelphia, on the same days. The fare for each pas

sengcr to or from West Chester, by the stage, will be 2l

cents. When special conveyances at other times ap
provided at the school, an extra charge will be made.

Wesl-tou-n Boarding-School,

Ninth month, 1853.

Died, on the 12th ult., at Nether Providence, Dela

ware county. Pa., Maey W., wife of Samuel Bancroft

aged about 54 years.

, on the 13th ultimo, in the 75th year of her agt

Ann Mifflin, a valued member and elder of the South

ern District Monthly Meeting in this city.—Very earl

in life she was deprived by death of both her parent!

and exposed to many of the" temptations incident to ga;

In this unprotected situation she was mercifull;

cared for and watched over by the Father of the father

less ;
and, yielding to the tendering visitations of hi

, was strengthened to turn her back upon the plea

sures and fashions of a vain world, and taking upon he

yoke and cross of Christ, to deny herself and follow

Him in the way of bis leading. As she grew in years

she increased in religious stability and watchfulness

and became a useful and exemplary member of Societj

the services of which she devoted much of her tim(

She possessed excellent natural abilities, a cultivate

terary taste, a purity and refinement of mind seldoi

surpassed, and a gentle and amiable disposition. Thes

being regulated and sanctified by Divine Grace, an

adorned by a meek and humble spirit, rendered her so

ciety peculiarly interesting; while her conversatiol

though cheerful and sometimes vivacious, was marke
by a scrupulous avoidance of even the appearance c

evil, and of whatever would lessen the reputation c

another. Maintaining, to the close of life, a circuir

spect and consistent walk, she gently and calmly d«

scended to the borders of the grave, realizing in a r<

markable degree the humble hope, which she expresse

to a friend sometime before her decease, that when th

present scene closed to her, it would be in a peaceft

calm.

, at the residence of her son-in-law, Jonatha

Harris, in Guilford county, N. C, on the evening of th

26th of Eighth month, 1853, Elizabeth Stcart, widoi

of John Stuart, in the 87th year of her age
;
a membe

of Deep River Monthly Meeting of Friends.

, on the 9th instant, in the 90th year of his agi

Caleb Peirce, a valued member and elder of th

Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia.
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he had done in reining in the fierce and lawless forls there, but only to reproach himself for ne-

border-thioves, and ihe soldiers of the Knglish
j

glected opporlunilies :

—

garrison, whose wild life made them almost as i

" ' Some will ask,' he wriles, ' why I did flee

—

rough as the borderers themselves. For the time
,
assuredly I cannot tell—but of one thing I am

that he was there, he says himself, there was sure, that the fear of death was not the cause of
neither outrage nor license in Berwick. I'ut he

]

my fleeing. My prayer is that I may be restor-

had no easy work of
'

For "Tlie I'riend."

JOHN KNOX.
fContinued from page 2.)

The force of his character, however, brought

1 in constant contact with the ruling powers
;

here the extraordinary faculty which he pos-

ied of seeing into men's characters becomes

; conspicuous. At no time of his life, as far

,ve have means of knowing, was he ever mis-

3n in the nature of the persons with whom he

to deal ; and he was not less remarkable for

fearlessness with which he would say what he

jght of them. If we wish to find the best ac-

nt of Edward's ministers, we must go to the

living fragments of Kno.x's sermons for it,

ch were preached in their own presence. His

y as a preacher he supposed to consist, not in

vering homilies against sin in general, but in

aking to this man and to that man, to kings,

queens, and dukes, and earls, of their own
ul acts as they sate below him ; and they all

liled before him. We hear much of his power
he pulpit, and this was the secret of it. Never,

suppose, before or since, have the ears ofj

at men grown so hot upon them, or such

rds been heard in the courts of princes. ' I

greatly afraid,' he said once, ' that Ahitophel

lounsellor ; and Shebnah is scribe, controller,

i treasurer.' And Ahitophel and Shebnah
re both listening to his judgment of them : the

t in the person of the then omnipotent Duke
^Northumberland ; and the second in that of

rd Treasurer Paulet Marquis of Winchester,

e force which then must have been in him to

'e carried such a practice through, he, a poor

neless, friendless e.\ile, without stay or strength,

what was in his own heart, must have been

)rmous. Nor is it less remarkable that the

n whom he so roughly iiandled were forced to

ir with him. Indeed, they more than bore

h him, for the Duke of Northumberland pro-

>ed to make him Bishop of Rochester, and had

interview with him on the subject, which,

,vever, led to no conclusion ; the duke having
complain that • he had found Mr. Knox neither

iteful nor pleasable ;' the meaning of which
s, that Knox, knowing that he was a bad, hol-

if-hearted man, had very uncourteously told

n so."

"A better scene for Knox's labours was found

Berwick, where he could keep up his commu-
;ation with Scotland, and where the character

the English more nearly resembled that of his

n people. Here he remained two years, and

pealed afterwards, with no little pride to what

and whenever in h

letters he speaks of his life, he calls it his

' battle.'

" At Berwick, nevertheless, he found but a

brief resjing-place, and on the death of Edward,

and the re-establishment of Catholicism, he had

to choose whether he would fly again, or remain

and die. He was a man too marked and too

d to the battle a<^

" It would not be thought that, after he had
d"ared the anger of the Duke of Northumberland,
he could be accused of want of buldni-'ss or plain-

ness of speech, and yet, in his own judgment of
himself, he had been a mere coward:

—

" ' This day my conscience accuselh me that I

spake not so plainly as my duty was to have
dangerous to iiope for escape, while as an alien done, for I ought to have said to the wicked man
he had no relations in England to be oflended by j expressly by his name, thou shall die the death;

his death. In such a state of things we can
j

for I find Jeremiah the prophet to have done so,

scarcely wonder tliat he hesitated. Life was no, and not only he, but also Elijah, Elisha, Micah,
pleasant place for him. He saw the whole body Amos, Daniel, Christ Jesus himself. I accuse

of the noblemen and gentlemen of England apos-
,
none but myself; the love that I did bear to this

tatize without an eflbrt; and the Reformation

gone, as it seemed, like a dream—Scotland was

wholly French—the Queen in Paris, and betroth-

ed to the Dauphin ; with the persecution of Pro-

testantism in full progress under the Archbishop

of Si. Andrews. And though his faith never

failed him, the world appeared, for a time, to be

given over to evil; martyrs, he thought, were

wanted, 'and he could never die in a more noble

quarrel ;'
it was better that he should stay where

he was, and 'end his battle.'

' In this purpose, however, he was overruled

my wicked carcase, was the chief cause that I

was not faithful or fervent enough in that behalf.

[ had no will to provoke the hatred of men. I

would not be seen to proclaim manifest war
against the manifest wicked, whereof unfeignedly

I ask my God mercy.' . . . .
' And besides this, I

was assaulted, yea, infected and corrupted with

more gross sins—that is, my wicked nature de-

sired the favour, the estimation, the praise of men.
Against which albeit that some time the Spirit of
God did move me to fight, and earnestly did stir

me—God knoweth I lie not—to sob and lament

by his friends, who, ' partly by admonition, part-
1
for those imperfections, yet never ceased they to

ly by tears, constrained him to obey and give I trouble me, and so privily and craftily that I could

place to the fury and rage of Satan.' He escaped not perceive myself to bo wounded till vain-glory

into France, and thence into Germany ; and, alter

various adventures, and persecuted from place to

place, he found a welcome and a home at last

with Calvin, at Geneva. While in England he

had been engaged to the daughter of Mr. Bowes,

a gentleman of family in the north, and with Mrs.

Bowes, the mother, he now kept up a constant

correspondence. These letters are the most com-
plete exhibition of the real nature of Knox which

remains to us. We cannot say what genera

had almost gotten the upper hand.'

"And again, with still more searching self-

reproof:

—

" ' 1 have sometimes been in that security that

I felt not dolour for sin, neither yet displeasure

against myself for any iniquity; but rather my
vain heart did then flatter myself (I write the truth

to my own confusion)—thou hast suflered great

trouble lor p'rofessing Christ's truth ; God has

done great things for thee, delivering thee from

readers will think of them. It will depend upon that most cruel bondage. He has placed thee ia

their notions of what human life is, and what the a most honourable vocation, and thy labours are

meaning is of their being placed in this world, not without fruit ; therefore thou oughtest rejoice

It might be thought that, flying for his life into a and give praises to God. Oh, mother, this was
strange country, without friends and without mo- [a subtle serpent who could thus pour in venom, I

ney, he would say something, in writing to the not perceiving ,'
'

mother of his intended wile, of the way in which
j

" God help us all, we say, if this is sin. And
ho had fared. She, too, we might fancy, would

j

yet, if we think of it, is not such self-abnegation

be glad to know that ho was not starving; or, if
j

the one indispensable necessity for all men, and
he was, to know even that, in order that she

j

most of all for a reformer of the world, if his re-

might contrive some means of helping him. And formation is to be anything except a change of

afterwards, when he had found employment and
,

one evil for a worse? Who can judge others

a home at Geneva, we look for something about
^

who has not judged himself] or wiio can judge

his prospects in life, his probable means of main- for others while his own small self remains at the

taining a family, and so on. To any one of our-
\

bottom of his heart, as the object for which he ia

selves in such a position, these things would be at
^

mainly concerned ? For a reformer there is no
least of some importance; but they were of none

j

sin more fatal; and unless, like St. Paul, he can

either to him or to his correspondent. The busi- be glad, if necessary, to be made even ' anathema
ness of life, as they understood it, was to over-

[

for his brethren,' he had better leave reforming

come the evil which they found in themselves ;, alone.

and their letters are mutual confessions of short- 1

" The years which Knox spent at Geneva were,

comings and temptations. When Knox thinks of
|

probably, the happiest in his life. Essentially a
England it is not to regret his friends or his com-

1

peace-loving man, as all good men are, he found
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boen known ns the A short description of one of the

ic poonio of Hollund ! prove iniereslinjj. it lias two sie;

himself, for the first lime, in n souml .uui wholL'- ronstitiilcci what li.ts since

some ulmosphere. Mrs. Uowisanii li.r dau^liler, lIuiirliMi Mocr, or Sen. The peopli

nfler a lime, were nble to join him ihero ; nnd, snw wiih much alarm, the rapid extension of ils

with a quiet con'Tcyiilion lo nlieiid to, and with boundaries, and, at an expense of about £33,000,

Calvin lor n friend, there was nothing left for him ] succeeded in parlinily arresting its progress; on

to desire which such a man could expect life to [expense of about £1,000 per year was moreover

yield. 'The Geneva Church,' he said, ' is the icntailed, for ihe preservation and repair of ihej or cap, which is furnished with a guide-rod, o

most perfect school of Christ that ever was on works of defcm e. More ihan two centuries
,

spindle ; both pistons and cross-head are filled wit

carlh since ihe days of the nposllcs.' And let usielapsed from the lime of ihe first inundation h>- ' ' '
' "-" ''^ '"'

observe his reason for saying so. 'In olher
j

foru any one began lo dream of recovering thi:

places,' he adds, 'I confess Christ to be truly t vast tract of coiinlry, and then, for a long period

preached, 1 ut manners nnd religion so sincerely [all plans proposed were deemed impraciicable

reformed 1 have not yet seen in any other place' At length on ihc 9lh of November, 1930, a furi

besides.' lie could have been well contented lo ous hurricane from the west drove the waters of of the en

have lived out his life at Geneva ; as, long afler, the Lake upon iho city of .\mslerdani, and drown-

hc looked wistfully back to il, and longed to re- ed upwards of 10,000 acres of low land in the

turn nnd die there. Bad news from Scotland neighbourhood. On the 25ih of December follow-

soon disturbed what was but a short breathing
i

ing, another hurricane from the east drove the

time. The Marian persecution had filled the waters in an opposite direction upon the city ol

Lowlands with preachers, and the shilling polities
j

Leyden, the lower parts of w liich were submerged

of the lime had induced the court to connive at. forty-eight hours, and I'J.OOO acres of land were

if not to encourage them. The queen-mother had inundated. The enormous loss occasioned by

manccuvred the regency ino her own hand, but, these two storms induced the government to de-

in doin" so, had offended the Humiltons, who termino on the drainage of the lake, nnd a credit

were ihe most powerful of the Catholic families ;' of 8,000,000 florins was voted by the Slates Ge-

nnd, at the same time, the union of England and
[

neral. In May, 18-10, a commission was appointed

Spain had obliged the French court lo temporize to superintend the work.

with the Huguenots. The Catholic vehemence of
I

The first operation was to cut a canal round

the Guises was neutralized by the broader sym- the lake, to isolate it from the neighbouring wa-

pnlhies of Henry the Second, who, it was said, ters, and to alTord the means of navigation lo the

'would shake hands with the devil, if he could 'enormous traffic which previously passed over

gain a purpose by it;' and thus, in France and in [the lake, amounting to 700,000 tons per annum.

Scotland, which' was now wholly governed by
j

This canal was 37 miles long, 130 feet wide on

French influence, the Protestants found every-
' the west side, and 115 feet on the cast side of the

where a temporary respite from ill-usage. It
'
lake, with a depth of 9 feet water. On the side

[

ne.xt 10 the lake, the moulhs of all water-courses
I by the joint action of the descending dead weigh

entering il, were closed by earlhen dams, having i in ihe cap and pislons, and the pressure of steam

an aggregate length of 3,000 yards, made in 10 'on ihe annular piston. The engine has two air-

[feet depth of water. Other great works were
[

pumps, of 40 inches diameter, and 5 feet stroke

executed by enlarging the sluices at various points,
I

each. The water is lifted by the pumps into ihe

and in erecting powerful steam-engines to assist canal, from which it passes off towards the sea

in discharging the water from the canal during
[

sluices,

the time of high water. The water of the lakel The total weight of iron employed for the en-

was a short-lived anomaly; but in Scotland

lasted long enough to turn the scale, and gi'

them an advantage which was never lost agai

(To beconliiiuidj

Drainase of the Great lake of Ilaarlem.

engines may-

prove imeresiing. it nas two steam cylinders,

one of 84 inches diameter, placed within another

of 144 inches diameter; boih are filled with pis-

lons; the outer piston is of courso annular, and

the two pistons are united to a great cross-head,
'

)r

h

ales, and together, with parts of the engine

attached, have an effective weight of marly 00
tons. The Engine House is a circular tower, on

the walls of which are arranged 11 large cast-

iron balance-beams, which radiate from the cenire

e. Their inner ends, furnished with

brought under the circular body of llie

great cap, and their outer ends are connected lo

the pislons of 11 pumps of 63 inches diameier

each ; the stroke of both ends is 10 feel; and ihe

discharge from the pumps 60 cubic metres, or

tons, of water per siroke.

The action of ihe engine is very simple; il is

on the high-pressure-expansive-condensing prin-

ciple. The steam is admitted first beneath the

small piston; and the dead weight of ninety tons

is lifted, carrying with it the inner end of the

pump balances, and of course allowing the pistons

to descend in the pumps.

The equilibrium valve then opens, and the

steam in the cylinders passes round to the upper

surface of the small and annular pistons ;
pu:s tht

former in a state of equilibrium, and presses with

two-thirds of its force upon Ihe annular piston,

beneath which a vacuum is always maintained:

thus, the down siroke of the engine, and ihe ele-

vation of the pump pislons and water, is producec

We have in a former number "iven some ac- ''^^ "° natural outfall, being below the lowest
'

gine, pumps, &c., is 640 tons. The cost of ihi

count of the draining of the Haa'riem Lake, but
|

Piractical point of sluicage. The area of water machinery and buildings, £36,000,

the following taken from the "Annual of Scien- i<^"closed by the canal was rather more than 70

tific Discovery," gives a more full and salisfac 'square miles, and the quantity to be lifted by me-

tory view of the magnitude of the undertaking, chanical means, including ram water and springs,

and the means by which it was effecled, than any j

leakage, &c., during the time ol drainage, was

other we have seen; and we think our readers [Estimated at 1,000,000,000 tons. In determining

will not regret having the subject thus brought '^e motive power to be employed, two points were

before them again. 'o be kept in view ; first, the cost of draining the

The drainage of the great lake of Haarlem by '^'^'^
!
second, the cost of annual drainage; for,

the Dutch Government, a work which stands un- "*'«^" °"<=e 'he work was accomplished, Ihe site

rivalled in the history of hvdraulic engineering, o'"'he lake could only be kept dry by mechanical

and which has been prosecu'ted with energy since Po^^er- With ihe exception of a lelew steam-en-

The pumping was actively commenced in May
1848, and has been continuously carried on up It

the present lime. The lake is now nearly dry :i

much of ihe bottom is exposed, only large pools

of water being left. The remains of ihe unhappyl

village of Nieuweinkirk have been found, with ti

mass of human bones, on the very spot whert

ihe old charts of ihe province fixed its site. Froti

May, 1848, up to April, 1851, the lake was low
ered 7 feet 3 inches. The level reached at th<

end of October of the same year was 9 feet

1848, has been nearly completed within the pasi [S'"'^^' ^^^ "'"^ ^°^'^ hitherto been the motive
|

inches below the original surface, or at an aver

year. The origin and history of this <ircat enter- P°^^'^'' ^""P'^y^'' '° ^^""''^ the hydraulic machines age rate of 4.79 inches per month. In Novem
prise' is as follows :

°
r^^'' '" '•>*= Netherlands to keep the country dry.j ber, 1851, a great quantity of snow and rain fel

'And the power of 1-J,000 wind-mills, having an 'raising the level of the lake about 4 inches, ar
" In the year 1539, the North Sea, long restrain-

'
average aggregate power of 60,000 horses, is re- 1 in December the weather was slill unfavourable

ed by artificial dams and dikes, iis well as by quired to prevent two-thirds of Ihe kingdom from ' so that at the end of that month, ihe level stooc

some natural ridges of sand, sudilcniy burst its returning lo the slate of morass and lake, fronr at 9 feet 5.38 inches below the original surface
barriers, and brought horror and desolation into! which the indomitable energy and perseverance' showing a lolal gain since April of 2 feel 5.5f
the fertile fials of North Holland. Twenty-six of the Dutch people have rescued what is now I inches, or 3.32 inches per monlh. This progress
thousand acres of rich pasture land, with mea- the most fertile country in Europe. may appear to some inconsiderable; but when i

dows, cattle and gardens, were cnvprrA hvtliol

waves, and the village of Nii

merged and all its inhabitants losl in the Iremen-
' new ones adoptea to suit tne magnitude and pecu-

j
oi ions ol water, and allowing

dous calamity. The inundation resulted at first I liarilies of their work. They accordingly deter-
[ falling during these eight months, there could no

in the formation of four lakes, but the barriers ol mined lo erect three gigantic steam-engines of a 1 have been less than 186,000,000 tons of vvalei

soft alluvial soil which separated ihem were gra- peculiar construction, which was accordingly ' pumped up during that period, the performance
dually destroyed, and ihe four lakes became

[

done, and the whole put in operation in 1848.
j

will appear great indeed. To give a belter idcE
merged into one. The degradation of the shores

j

These engines consume but two and a half pounds of this, it is stated that 186,000,000 tons of walei
also continued, until, at the commencement of the [of coal per hour, for each horse power, and are are equal to a mass of solid rock, one mile square,

vered by the' The Haarlem Meer Commissioners were con- [ is recollected that the lowering of the lake one
iweiiikirk was sub- vinced thai the old means must be laid aside, and inch involved the raising of upwards of 4,000,000
losl in the Iremen-

'
new ones adopted to suit the magnitude and pecu- 1 of tons of water, and allowinj; for rain and snov

eighteenth century, the waters covered an area of; capable of raising 112 tons of water 10 feet high
45,000 acres, with an average depth of 13 feetjat each stroke, or of discharging 1,000,000 tons
below low water in the Zuyder Zee. This lake I in 25J hours.

: squar

and 100 feet high, allowing 15 cubic feet to i

ton.

The average progress has been less during the
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t year than during the preceding ones, but this

•eadily accounled for, by tlie increased lift of

pumps, and by the difficulty of forming tiie

mncis whicli lead the water to them,

rhe annual drainage hereafter, is estimated at

000,000 tons of water, which must be lifted on

average 16 feet ; it may occur, however, that

much as 35,000,000 of this amount must bo

irged in one month, in order to preserve and

der the space formerly occupied by tliis lake

)itable.

lating to tlie nature of true worship; **"*'''!
subsists the

ome remarks on tlie stat^ of our Society ; both

n early times, and now.

(Continued from page fi.)

fhey endured a great fight of affliction; but

lugh all, with patient but undaunted firmness

iiitained their ground, and were made victori-

through sufferings, as was the Captain of

ir salvation. Tlie everlasting Gospel was
ached by them in demonstration of the Spirit

I with great power; in substance as it was to

preached after the a()ostacy ;
" Fear God, and

3 glory to him ; for the hour of his judgment
lome : and worship him that made heaven and

th, and the sea, and the fountains of water."

("his was indeed coming to the substance, after

1 had wearied themselves with abundance of

in vain, catching nothing but vanity and vex-

n of spirit. If any receive this Gospel, thus

ached according to the true intent and mean-
thereof, there is no room to evade the cross

>hrist, which is the power of God to salvation,

ire is no liberty here to retain a few ceremo-
i for decency's sake, and to invite the Papists

r, as pretended by Protestants ; but all are to

jrace the substance, not daring any more to

;li the beggarly elements, so much prostituted

I defiled during the night of apostacy. The
;in daughter ol'Sion is well assured the bride-

om of her soul will never more appear to her

ihesc uncertain polluted things, which have
n, and yet will be, more and more terribly

ken, and pass* away as a scroll; that those

igs which can never be shaken, may remain,
eeably to Rev. xxi. 1. And 1 saw a new hea-

, and a new earth ; for the first heaven and
first earth were pnssed away ; and there was
more sea. There was no more sea ; nothing

table, fluctuating and uncertain ; nothing of

; element from which the beast ariseth, and
efore no danger of a beast rising thence any
e. The second, third and fourth verses of

same chapter, wonderl'ully set forth the glory

he New Jerusalem coming down from above,

tabernacle of God being with men, and God's
dling with them; of his wiping away all tears

n their eyes; and that there shall be no more
ing, sorrow and pain, because the former
Igs were passed away ; viz., there was no more
; all is purged away which was the cause of

ie dreadful calamities and miseries set forth in

divine revelation, by opening the seven seals,

nding the seven trumpets, and pouring out the

3n vials full of the wrath of God, who liveth

:ver and ever. The fifth verse saith, " And
hat sat upon the throne said, Behold, 1 will

le all things new !

raised, as before liinted, in the last century

this land. Their beginning and first progr

was here; though many other hands were a

sharers in the brightness of Truth's arising

them; and it may without vanity bo said, that

through them a light has extended, or at least

glanced, over a great part of Christendom,

called, which has discovered the hidden mystery

of the false church more clearly than heretofore,

and given a great shake to the long continued

kingdom of antichrist.

They have been, through divine wisdom,

ablished into a compact body, amongst whom
ly order of the Gospel, as an

hedge, by divine appointment, for their safety

and preservation from the destroyer, and out of

the polluting defilements of a greatly corrupted

world. Notwithstanding which, their preserva-

tion depends upon their diligently seeking unto,

and waiting singly and carefully for a daily re-

newing of strength and wisdom from above,

whereby alone all things must be directed and
ordered for their safety and perseverance.

I have often accounted it a great favour and

blessing, that my lot was cast in a time when
primitive Christianity, in its power and purity, is

restored in the world ; ani that I was so happy as

to have my birth and education amongst the be-

fore meniioned people: for though that did not

make me a real and living member of their body,

yet it happily put mo more in the way of being

-o, than if my lot had fallen in some of the lore-

going dark ages, and alForded me greater means
of restoration, than if I had been educated

amongst superstitious bigots; for which fiivour,

enjoyed by me and many others, there must be

proportionate returns of thankfulness and obedi-

ence, or it will surely add to our condemnation ;

I'or where much is given, much will be required.

Before I had quite arrived to man's estate, 1

was, through merciful goodness operating upon

my soul, brought into a better knowledge of, and

a nearer intimacy and fellowship with, these peo-

ple, in a spiritual sense, than before, to my unut-

terable consolation ; for I found the glorious Lord
was their king and lawgiver, and that he was in-

deed become to them a place of broad rivers and

streams ; and that man's splendid inventions,

comparable to a galley with oars, or gallant ship,

could not pass amongst them : " For the Lord is

our judge, the Lord is our lawgiver, the Lord is

our king, he will save us." This was the blessed

language sounded within their borders. My spirit

has many times been reverently bowed and aw-

fully prostrated before the Lord, in beholding the

comeliness, beautilul situation and safely ol these

his people ; in an humble sense whereof I have

been ready to say, " Happy art thou, O Israel I

who is like unto thee, O people saved of the

Lord! the shield of thy help, and who is the

sword of thy excellency I Thine enemies shall

be found liars unto thee, and thou shalt tread upon

their high |)laces
!"

It may be objected that the foregoing contains

high encomiums on a people, amongst whom we
cannot discover these excellencies, but have look-

ed upon them as a mean contemptible body, who
affect a kind of awkward singularity ; and we ob-

1

serve many amongst them as eager after thej

condition they seem to sit in, at tlie same lime

the}- profess to be waiting in silence of body and
stillness of soul, for the desceniling of the Holy
Ghost, that thfir spiritual strength may be re-

newed. Surely, if this is not really so, it must
be a mockery and deception of the most contemp-

tible and provoking nature in the sight of the

all-seeing eye.

(To 1)0 continued )

Now there is nothing of l
world, and who love it as well as any people

'' •
r.

. . , ^yh^igygrj anJ others, who take undue liberties,

are as deeply involved in the pleasures and gaie-

ties of life, and as much strangers to sell'-denial,

as people of other persuasions. And it is lurliier

to be noted, that when we go to their places ol

worship, and observe the manner of their sitting

in silence, a Laodicean lukewarmness is very

apparent in many of them, by the easy, careless

old garment, nor old wine left, to tear and
ik to pieces the new garment and the new
les. Oh ! glorious Gospel time ! May the

d of hosts hasten it more generally in the

Ljdoms of the earth !

laving offered a few general observations upon
state of things, it now remains to make some
her remarks upon those people so remarkably

Praclifc of Siiufing Horses.

Charles Percival, veterinary surgeon of the

Royal artillery, furnishes the following commu-
nication to one of the Dublin papers :

—

I have lately ben devoting much attention to

shoeing, and flatter myself that the horses under

my care are as well shod as any in her Majesty's

service.

The shoe I found in use here was made con-

cave next to the foot, and flat on the ground sur-

face, than which, in my opinion, nothing could be

worse. This shoe I have had reversed, making
the latter as concave as the foot will possibly ad-

mit of, leaving only sufficient room between the

shoe and foot, for the pricker to pass freely round,

to remove dirt, &c. To the heels of the shoe I

have given an inclined plane outwards on the foot

surface, with three nails on the inside, and four

on the outside. The heels instead of being'jcut

off" straight, are well sloped, and about the same
thickness as the toe. The shoe, one-third as thick

at the heel as the toe, recommended by the late

professor, the majority of our horses could not

travel in. There are many pernicious practices

which smiths in general, if left to themselves, fall

into, viz.:

1. Mutilating the frogs by improper cutting. I

have at lengih got my larriers to understand that

the only part of the frog which ever requires cut-

ting, unless ragged, is the point, to prevent the

sensible frog being bruised between it and the

coffin bone.

2. Inflicting serious injury to the crust by an
improper use of the rasp, but especially the coarse

side of it.

3. In fitting the shoes, by cutting too much
out of the crust at the toe to admit the clip. The
hoe is consequently set too far back, instead

of fitted full to the crust, and afterwards rasp-

ing away the crust, making the foot in fact, to

lit the shoe, instead of the shoo to fit the foot.

This is a faulty practice, and very seriously so,

which smiths in general are very apt to fall into;

one, too, which renders the crust shelly, for that

part into which the nails are driven from time to

:ie is ill this way rendered weak.

4. In turning shoes, smiths in general do not

attend sufficiently to bevelling or sloping the edge

of the shoe from the foot to the ground surface,

which I consider of great importance, especially if

horses are given to cut or interfere in the action-

5. Cutting the heels of the shoe ofT straight.

This is also a very bad practice. If well sloped,

ike a shoe for hunting, to which there cannot be

any objection, they are less liable to be pulled off'

by the hind shoe catching in them, and contri-

bute more to safety of both horse and rider. *

0. Leaving the inner edges of the hind shoes

too sharp, which, if rounded, will in a great mea-
sure, prevent over-reaches, as well as render the

fore siioe Ilss liable to be pulled off' by their catch-

ing in the heels of the former. Squaring the too

of the hind shoe for iiorses that forge, or " carry

the hammer and pincers," as it is termed, leav-

ing the horn projecting over the shoe, is, in my
opinion, good as a general rule, not only pre-

venting that unpleasant noise, but rendering horses
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less lialilc lo ovnrcacii iiixi pull oil' lliiir fort' Oli, llmt n liitle lime may vcl be given mc, to incurring the displeasure of a parent, to whoir

^hoos, provided, lioucvi-r, allcnlion be paid lol prepare for an cvcrlaslini; t-xistencc !' Then she had babiliially looked up-nilh dutiful regnrc

round'in" the inner id'>c3. \\^as cleur/ij rHscovcred lo /icr l/ie ?iccessili/ of lii/c- ^nnd IvimIit atVucUon, lo be the greatest outvvarc

7. !n%aspinj; the under part of the clinches,' t>^5 "/' '^'f cross, in order that she niiKhi experi- trial she had ever experienced.

farriers are veAir apt lo apply the edge of llie rasp cnce the rcdeinplion whicii is in our Lord Jesus " But she was not sullbred n great while to re

improperly 10 the cnisl, lonning a° deep groove
^

Christ ; and when favoured to regain her usual
j

main under the billeniess of this aflliclion ; fui

around the same, which cannot "but be injurious slate of health, the remembrance of the mercies when in conformity lo apprehended duly, sh(

to the foot, and," together with laliing away too' as well as the judgments of the Most High, con- persisted in making the allerations she had con.

much of the crust In rinisliing ulf the" foot, must
|

linued with her, so as lo make her willing lo give lemplaled, her father, wilh candour and Chrisliar

have a tcndeiicv lo fender Tt shelly. Curving t up all things for the sake of that redemption.
j

charily, soon gave up his prejudices, and tenderlj

the shoe at i lie toe, after the French fushion,; "The following extract will furnish the best
,

expressed lo her his conviction of her sinecrily

where horses go near the ground, 1 nni very fond .account of the manner in which her views were and his admiralion of her consistency; at I In

of; but I cannot see

general practice.

idvuniage in it as a

For " Tli€ Fr

Power of Divine Convietion.

first directed towards our Society. After describ-

tlie grounds of her dissatisfaction with the she conscientiously believed to be her duty. Ir

profession of religion in which she had been edu-

cated, she says, ' I looked repeatedly on all the

denominations I knew, and in so doing those

called Ciu;ikers were the only people who appear-

ed lo live near that blessed Truth which is able

10 make us ' frci; indeed.' I had once, out ol

mere curiosity, read Robert Barclay's Apology,

and could [llicii] ncillier understand nor make
anything of it ; but now the more I read of their

wriliniis, the

In reading the memoir of Klizabolh Raper, we

mav sec indiealeil the wish that the TriUh miglil

be "possessed without the cross, that (Quakers

might enjoy it and conform to the customs and

(nsfiions of the world, as some at the present day

among us appear to lliink quite reasonable and

practicable. But it is also very plain from her

account, which agrees with the experience ol
j

own breast. Now I discovered how closely

thousands, that the thorough Quaker not only is own convictions corresponded with their doci

changed in heart by spiritual baptism, but this

inward snnclificniion calls for the cleansing of the

outside also. We know of no genuine, spirim-

iilly-mindid Friend, who does not feel bound from

the convictions of the Holy Spirit, to maintain n

watch at the door of his lips, that iiis communi-

cations may b«j " yea, yea, and nay, nay ;" to

whom is restored the " pure language" as alluded

to by the prophet; "the form of sound speech

same time encouraging her to persever

his also he was followed by others of I

and dearest connexions. Yet from various cir

cumslances, she found that a very narrow pail

was marked out for her, and she did not fail l<

enumerate it among the many favours of a kiii<

Providence towards her, that during her resident

at her father's house, which was neur fifteei

years after her joining the Society, she was on

abled so lo walk as to avoid giving occasion o

clearly I perceived their prin- offence, rcitliottl shuttning tlie cross or comjjro

wiili the Divine principle in my i 7nising lier religious principles.

"In the year 1793 she appeared as a minister

In her comiiiuuicalions she did not express man;
words ; but they evidently proceeded from a iniiii

well taiiglit by the Spirit of Truth, and from i

heart filled with the love and fear of that Grea
Shepherd, by whose guidance and providence shi

had been instructed and sustained. She did no

travel much in the ministry, but to many sin

proved a tender mother, by her lively sympath;

and affectionate encouragement and counsel, eve

appearing to be on ihe watch to contribute to tlii

best of her ability, towards the temporal and etcr

nal welfare of those among whom her lot wa
cast. She was a firm and true Friend, and ther

seemed to be in her mind the substance of Divini

love. The prevalence and enduring nature c

dress, the furniture of his house, and the purity! in this respect, still a conformity to so singular a ! this blessed principle were strikingly obvious ii

and strictness of his lile and deportment, by ' persuasion seemed utterly impossible; and I her last illness ; for although to a very advaiicei

which he bears a con^tanl testimony against the wished that any other people had possessed the
; age, her mental powers had been wonderlull;

deceit of mere profcssionalisls, and the wicked- Truth in the same purity they held it. Some-
1 preserved to her, the nature of the disorder wliicl

ness of the world at large. times I prayed lo be made obedient in all things, brought her valuable life lo a close, was such a

" Elizabeth Riper, of Amcrsbam, in Bucking, even unio death ; and at others I sought lo avoid
i

materially to weaken her faculties: neverlheles

hamshire, was born in the Twell'tli monih, 17;19. the name of (iuakcr, which I was sensible must' lervent piety and heavenly love were retained ii

Iler parents did not make profession with Friends, '

incur many reproaches from men, while all nllit-r iheir lull sirengih, and appeared indeed lo shin

but were truly estimable characters ; and in con- professions accord in appearance with, the icorld.
, forth with increased brightness. In this truly de

formity with Iheir earnest desires to promote thcj But alihough th' prospect before nic was such assirable frame of spirit, all care and anxiety wcr
best interests of their children, endeavoured to made nature shrink back at the vino, yet I did

|

removed from her; for her 'soul was even as

give them such an education, as might induce not see all the groundless conjectures, false as- weaned child.' And although by her counle

ihem to prefer Truth and virtue to every worldly
I

persions, and uncharitable renections, 1 had to nance, it was frequently evident that she

every particular, and therefore exceedingly la-

mented that my education had not been in this

religious Society ; where they profess, not only

the necessity of worshipping in spirit and in

truth, but are not ashamed to wait in silence, until

it shall please the Lord to prepare in tliem an ac-

ceptable offering. Yet this wish was altogether

unattended with any idea, that such a conformiiy

Id ever be required at my hands; and when

that cannot be condemned," such as Christ and one thing after another became loo burdensome

holy men and women used. He is also redeemed
j

for me to bear, and the necessity appeared of les-

from the vain fashions and corrupt customs of the
j

tifying against them, if 1 u-ould attain that peace

world, and led to show the reality and efficacy wy soul lunged Jor, even when it appeared to me
of Christian redemption, by ihe sini|>licily of his: to be ihe Divine will that 1 should become obedient

consideration. From their situation in life, how
ever, they had much intercourse with what is

commonly called polislicd society; and as their

daughter in her early years, had great delight in

splendour and amusements, she was induced to

meet with from unexpected quarters. Oh,
I sensible of the pains of an emaciated body, no

thing like complaint was uttered; but ail

gratitude and peace.

" To one of her sisters who was her constan

and affectionate attendant in her illness, she saic

'Old age is a great blessing, notwithstanding a

Ihe sulierings incident to it; for they are like hai

bingers lo bid us prepare;' and in allusion lo he

having joined our Society, she added, ' The fea

of offending my father was a circumstance ver

my soul bless the Lord, and forget not all h:

benefits! lor he who tried me, and saw the way
that I took, was a present help in the needful time,

when vain was the help of man. And here 1

spend much of her time in a manner that gavel found the peace of a Christian did not consist in

her sorrow in the retrospect. The opportunities
j

being free from lemptalions un I difficulties, 6m< in

lor gratifying her incliiialion for display wcra calmlij and steadily overcoming them, through

also increased, from the circumstance of her fre- Hmi who overcame.'

quently passing a considerable porlion of the year! " When she becinie fully convinced that it was
ul places of fushionnl.lc resort, on account of a ' required of her openly to make profession with trying to me; but the Lord showed me a way
weakly stale of he ilih ; and she arrived at mature Friends, she thought it right, before making any and from that day to ihis He has manifested him
age, satisfying or endeavouring to persuade her- change in her appearance, to acquaint her father, 'self to be my God.' On another occasion sli

self, that so long as she maintained morality, no- '(who was then her surviving parent,) wilh what ' said to those about her, ' What a good thing it i

thing further was required of her. But in the 'she had in view; upon which he expressed lo her to be good ; the Lord loves good people. I lov

course of an alarming illness, wilh \\\\\c\\ she his entire disapprobation a/ul displeasure. This ' you dearly though I do not know you. W
was afllicted, when about thirty years of age, it I as he knew liiile of Friends, but froai unfavour- 1 should love one anothor, and strive to do all i

appears by her memorandums, that her mind be- j able and vague reports, and from casual observa-^our power for each other.' Not many days be

came very awfully impressed wiih the prospect of ,
lion, was not at all to be wondered at; but per-

^ fore her decease, she said to one of those wh
her dissolution ; which she imagined to be near al ' haps few can conceive the depth of affliction into! waited on her, ' 1 know thy kind voice, but I car
hand, and for which she believed herself wholly ! which it plunged the pious daughter, who, although

\
not recollect who thou art ;' and on this attendar

unprepared. In this extremity she earneslly sup- she had earnestly sought for Divine assistance to; expressing sympathy for her, in reference lo he
plicated, 'Oh thai I may be spared to live for prepare and strengthen her naturally anxious and jsutrering state, but saying it was out of her powe
some better purpose than I have hitherto done

!J
timid mind for such an event, found the reality of to do anything to reheve her, she answered, '
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know where to look for help, as my hope is

y fixed on that Rock that will never deceive

And at another time she said, ' Through
nercies of Jesus Christ, I have a sure hope.'

peaceful spirit was released from its frail

nacle, on the 2d of the Third month, 1832.

was in the eighty-third year of her age, and
been a minister ahout twenty-nine years."

—

/ Promoted.

hat a clouJ of witnesses have we had,

jht out of diHerent religious professions, who
borne testimony to the convincing power of

ight of Christ in their hearts, leading them to

ovvledge the Truth as held and lived up to by

Friends. It was not with thein a mere mat-

f opinion, a beautiful system of religion thai

might make choice of, or reject at pleasure,

hey saw that their everlasting welfare was
ected with obedience, to the constraining

r of Truth in the day of their visitation ; and

they obeyed the will of God clearly made
•n, there was no peace for them ; but when
gave up entirely thereto, tlien they received

gth to take up the cross, deny themselves,

follow Christ in the regeneration of their

. Many of these have been made living

'sses of his power and goodness, and power-

ircachers of his everlasting gospel—ancj it

ho, have received the honour and the crown
were designed for members, but who despis-

heir birthright, and selling it for a mess ol

ily pottage and glory, have been rejected.

FRIENDS IN WALES.

(Conlinued from page 4.)

"ter leaving Haverford-west, Richard Davies
10 Pontchison to hold a meeting there among
Velch. He says, "They having notice of a

:hman coining to keep a meeting in those

, many came to that meeting, and good ser-

I had for the Lord, his Truth being declared

leir own language to them. Wo had the

ing out of doors, and I stood with my back
rds the wall of Thomas Simmon's house. I

young and strong, and my voice was heard
3 steeple-house, and most of them [the con-

ttion] came out to hear me. Very few came
vhen the priest had done. When the priest

such a multitude, he was moved to passion,

would have had the constable to take me
1. It was reported some said to the priest,

would not take me down, fjr I preached
it and his gospel to them, and they would
him come and learn of me himself. I was
med that the priest's wife and two of his

hters were at the meeting, and were very

g and tender, and came to be convinced of

fruih. The Lord was not wanting to us
;

ife, power, and good presence was with us.

; meeting was the last I had in Pembroke-
at that time. The Friends of that county
very loving and careful of P'riends that

; from far to visit them. They dwelt in love

unity among themselves. My service was
hty upon me, being myself only without a

wnion. The Lord alone that knew the in-

ty of my heart, was my comfort, support,

exceeding great reward." " I was informed
the justices and magistrates of that county
generally very moderate in the hardest times

irsecution. From Pontchison I took my leave

'riends in Pembrokeshire, and came pretty

illy home, blessed be the name of the Lord,

e comfort of my wilt3 and family, and those

[ids who were prisoners. The jailer was well

fled that I came to my prison without further

trouble to him. Several were taken prisoners at In the year 1668, Richard Moore, whose
the meetings I was at, but the Lord preserved

i faithful labours in Wales we have frequently had
and delivered me, blessed be his holy name for- occasion to notice, died in London. He had la-

ever." [boured abundantly in the ministry of the Gospel,
InMonlgomeryshire, in the Fourth month, 1666, having about the year 1660 been in America in

Owen Jones, Evan David, Griffith and Watkin the service of his blessed Lord and Saviour Jesus
David, were arrested in their own houses, and

j

Christ. He died as he had lived, in unity with
being taken before some magistrates, had the the faithful. Little respecting his travels has
oath of allegiance tendered to them, and in default

I
been preserved. A small essay of his enliilod

of taking it, were commilted to prison. In the ]" The Redemption of the seed of God, declaring
Fifth month, Elizabeth Hughes, an elderly Friend,

,
the return ol" the true church out of the wilder-

whose husband was a prisoner for conscience sake, I ness, into her former state of glory," left by iiim

whilst carrying some clean linen to him, was ar-jin manuscript in the hands of Ellis Hookes, was
rested by some rude persons, who carried her published some years after his decease. Ellis

before a magistrate, who tendered her the oath, Hookes wrote the preface, and published it with
and sent her to prison with her husband. W
she lay until cleared by the king's letters patent

in 1672. This year Hugh Lloyd, who was con-

fined at Haverford-west for obeying the command
of his heavenly Master, not to swear, died in

prison. Edward Lord was for the same offence,

committed to prison at the same place, where
Hugh Simonds and Laurence Edwards were also

sent, on the charge of " absence from the na-

tional worship."

Very many Friends continued in the various

prisons in VVales during the year 1667, which
may account for the small number committed

during the year. Besse records the names of but

nine, and these were all imprisoned on the charge

of absenting themselves t'rom the places of public

worship. A few distraints for lythes were mad

the funds of the Society.

In the year 1668, William Dawson and Roger
Scudamore, two Friends of Monmouth, were im-

prisoned for having their places of business open
on the day called Christmas. There was, Besse
says, " no express law against it, neither was it

any sufficient cause for their imprisonment."

Curious Mental Phenomena.

Dr. Carpenter is delivering a course of lectures

in Manchester, England, on the physiology of the

nervous system. In his fifth lecture the doctor

related some curious instances of aberration of

mind. He spoke of a very learned professor,

some years ago, at Aberdeen, Dr. Robert Ilamil-

John Whitehouse, a follower of John Perrot, ion, whose essay on the national debt of England
had been into VVales, and had sown the seeds o

disunity even among the honest ones at Welch-
pool. This was a great trial of faith to Richard

Davies and his wife. He says, they were
ready to say, ' Hath the Lord sent us here to be

largely contributed to the abolition of the sinking

fund. In public this man was a shadow. He
pulled off his hut to his own wife in the streets,

and apologized for not having the pleasure of her

acquaintance. He went to one of his classes early

nstrumental for the gathering of a people in this in the morning, with one of his wife's white stock-

country, and hath he suffered the enemy to scat- 1 ings on one leg, and a black one on the other,

ter them in their imaginations?' After a time ol
'
He often spent the whole time of the class in

exercise on this account, the Lord showed him i moving from the table the hats, which his students

' that those who were simple hearted among them, as constantly returned. He sometimes invited

should be restored again into a more settled con-
1
the students to call upon him, and then fined them

dition than they had formerly known.' Richard , if they called. He ran against a cow, and beg-

believed the opening given to him, and ho adds,
{

ged her pardon, called her rnadam, hoping she

"In time the Lord broke in among lliem, and
|

had not been hurt. He would run against posts,

opened the understandings of some of them, and and chide them for not getting out of the way.
they began to reason among themselves, and saw

j

Yet if any one was with him at the time, his

that they were in darkness. So most of them conversation would be perfectly logical. Another

were restored again into their first love, and lived i instance of absence of mind was quoted in the

and died faithlul to Truth." case of a Scotch clergyman, who was invited to

Cadwallader Edwards was an exception; he a party in Edinburgh, at a time when it was usual

continued stubborn and hard of heart, seeking to to mix devotion with social intercourse. He was
mislead the simple ones. Richard Davies gave I requested to conduct the services before the corn-

forth a testimony against him, and so did several 1 pany broke up; and he therefore knelt down and
others. One testimony prepared and signed by began to pray in an appropriate manner. But

the principal Friends at Welchpool, was read in ' soon he apparently entirely forgot where he was,

the Monthly Meeting for worship, where, in the and he continued his prayer as if in the quietude

language of Richard Davies, "The Lord was
j

of his own chamber. He made redections, in the

pleased to ailbrd us his sweet, melting presence, I prayer, on the mode in which he had spent the

and his power melted, tendered, and mollified evening, and on the individuals present with him

our hearts, and caused us to praise the Lord, for I at the party. Wlieii he had concluded his jirayer

his great goodness and mercy to us, in bringing he rose up, took off his coat and waistcoat, und

us out of that darkness that came over us, by was about to proceed to further extremities, wliea

giving heed unto the seducing spirit." his friends stopped him. More familiar instances

Thus those who bore a faithful testimony ' of absence of mind were mentioned as occurring

against error, were comforted by the Lord's ap- 1 to more than one gentleman, who have bcea

proving presence. Many of those led astray in
I

known to go up stairs to dress for an evening

various parts of the nation, were brought to see party, and have actually undressed and got into

wherein they had erred ; and as they were honest
|

bed, (while their wives perhaps, were waiting for

in condemning themselves and the spirit they had
I

them Dclow I After giving other cases of spon-

given way to, they were forgiven of their hea- taneous mental abstraction, the lecturer spoke of

venly Leader, and accepted by the brethren. Of the case of induced reverie, commonly known

Thomas Ellis, after noting his acknowledgment, under the absurd name of electrobiology. All

RichardDaviessays, "Blessed be the Lord, he was
I

the essential phenomena of this state had been

sweetly restored again to his former love and intcg-
: shown to him (several years before " clectrobi-

rity, to the great comfort of himself and brethren." ology" was brought before the public) by Mr.
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HrnicI, ill the person of a goiult'man well known

in Mnnclipsler, n mm of high iiiirllij-rnce, nnd

iillerly inciip.ibiL' ofdoci-ivin;;, who h;is the powor

of sjionluneous nl)siraciion in n very remnrknhlo

degree, and who, when fixing his miention for a

very few seconds upon any objecl, loses so en-

tirely his volunliiry control, that ho is completely

at the mercy of external su^'geslions, as his whole

mind is for the time possessed with whatever iilea

may be comnninicaled lo him by another. This

he (Dr. Cnipenler) considered to be the essential

character of this state of the mind—a condition

in which the power of the will over the currcn' of

thought is entirely suspended, while the senso-

rium is more open lo extravagant expressions

than it is in ordmaiy reverie; but otherwise the

two stales are essentially the same.

flrginiil Lrllcrs uii l.iUrary Siibjrcts,

Dear M My lato visit In was

a pleasant one, and the thoiiglils lliat I have had

Miic-i- relative thereto, have bien in the main sat-

isfail-TV. Yet I acknowledge lo having had

somi- .sadly serious thoughts relative to one young

friend who has not yet been convinced of the iie-

ci^ssity of some of our peculiar tcsiimonies, and

of tl.cir having their root and rise in the eternal

unchangeable Truth. Whilst thinking about him,

intelligent, intellectual, ardent, warm-hearled as

lie is, 1 have deemed that but one thing was

needed to qualify hiin for great usefulness. Thai

one thing is, an acquaintance with and submis-

sion lo I he cross and government of our Lord

Jesus Christ. Oh ! that laying aside all depend-

encc upon the wisdom and reasonings of uncon-

verted men, and the promplings of his own natu-

ral will, he might through the baptisms of the

Holy Spirit, and its blessed teachings, come to a

living and experiment:il knowledge of the way to

the kingdom of glory and everlasiing peace. This

way is now,—ever was, and ever will be,— fool-

ishness in the estimation of those w ho depend on

the pride, comprehension and wisdom of man.

"The cross of Christ,"—not a carved image of

that upon which Christ was crucified, but that

humbling, self-denying spirit which governs in

the true Christian,—" is the power of God unto

salvation." When our young friend comes to

know this cross exalted wiihin him,—when

lie comes to experience his will, his intellect,

his aflictions nailed to it, he will then under-

stand the mystery of godliness,—which his all-

grasping capacity cannot comprehend. Then,

instead of abstractions and reasonings, he will

see,— will feel,— will know.

1 have bi'cn employing what minutes I could

spare from more imperative engagcmenis in read-

ing, or rather skimming over many volumes of

the letters of literary men and women, and other

noted personages who nourished during the last

two ceniuries. My primary object was such

facts as could be found I'S "g ht on the his-

tory of the Society of Friends, or any of its pro-

minent members,—a secondary one was the ga-

thering such other information worth retaining as

might be met with. 1 have enjoyed the employ,
meiit, and purpose continuing my researches

through many similar volumes. 1 have found

some good letter writers,—many animated,

sprightly, descriptive letters,—not a few foolish

ones,—much flatlery, and an abundance of inter-

esting anecdote, and particulars relative to the

slate of things, literary, philosophical, political,

during the period in which the letters were written.

1 commenced my researches with two octavo

volumes of the Letters of Richard Steele,—the

friend and fellow-essa\ ist of Addison. Some if

his letters are beautiful specimens of criticism,—

,

some of shrewd and sharp disputation,—some I

contain very just, moral relleciions, and wise re-

mark, and divers nddreswd to his children are

delightfully adapted to juvenile minds. Yet 1

(bund ralher scanty pickings in the volumes, for

the most of the letters contained in them were

unworthy of preservation. They were princi-

pally little notes addressed to his wife, rendering

reasons why he could not come to her in the

evenings at their residence out of the city, wh'-n

detained by business or pleasure in London. He
appears lo have been a very loving husband, and

generally in his habits, u correct moral man, yet I

It is plain by his letters, that when dining withi

his political friends, he would occasionally take

loo much wine. lie does not appear ashamed of,

such things, and on two or three occasions in

writing to his wile, renders "being tipsy" as his

excuse for not coming to her. One of iiis letters

written after the dec<;ase of Addison, contains a

beautiful and forceful eulogium on his departed

Iriind. Ol' Addison's conversational powers, he

says, " lie was above all men in that talent we
call humour, and enjoyed it in such perfection,

that 1 have often rellected, alter a night spent

wiih him apart from all the world, that 1 had had

the pleasure of conversing with an intimate ac-

quaintance of Terence and Catullus, who had all

iheir wit and nature, heightened with humour
more exquisite and delightful than any other man
possessed."

Would it not have been pleasant to have heard

Steele and .\ddison in free discourse, if one could

have been in a closet, so as to have listened un-

noticed. Addison was bashful, and if he had

seen one or two interested faces peeping at him,

he would have been unable to talk with freedom.

Few men possess conversational powers to a high !

degree. Edmund Burke had it, and was interest-

ing to every person thrown into his company. I

have read somewhere a remark to this etiect,

ihat no man could stand under an awning with

Burke for a few minutes, in a shower of rain,

without feeling that he was in company with one

of the greaiesi men in England. On one occa-

sion, he and an another good talker being in an

earnest and brilliant conversation, kept a compa-
ny of females around them listening to a very

late hour. After midnight, one of the females;

whispered to another, " 1 wish somebody would
I

cry fire." She was conscious that at that haur^

she ought to have been at home, but she had not

resolution enough to depart whilst such an inter-

1

esling exhibition was going on. No man, amongsi

the English litt'rali, has been more noted lor his!

conversational talent, than Samuel Johnson. He i

could draw the attention of almost any company
he was in, if those who composed it, were cdu-

'

caled enough to comprehend the learned length

'

of word in which he gave forth his thoughts. !

1 have met with a lew, and only a few of that

class of good talkers, who seem lo hold all they t

have ever read, or heard, at easy command, for:

the benefit, instruction, or amusement of those
i

around them. I am led to believe such persons I

are scarce in this country, and perhaps the scar-'

city may depend on children not bi'ing educated

to use their reasoning powers, and because they

so seldom hear their elder friends and associates

converse on any subject of greater importance

than the passing occurrences of the day. We
meet with many persons who are moderately in-

teresting,—whose conversation, to those who love

ihem, contain much to awaken kind feelings,—
j

and some things occasionally to brighten the in-'

tcllcct, and amuse the fancy. Kindness adds|

sweetness to their common-place remarks, and
stray thought of more importance, original or s

lecled, once in a while starts new-born from \\

intellecl, or is shaken unhoped for out of I

storehouse of memory, which would siifTice

prove to an acute observer, that those collecti

were really possessed of fancy, meinory, at

reason. Such people constitute the great ma
of general company, in which kindly social let

ing is desirable, but from which no one expects

carry away any increase of wise thought, plea

ant lancies, or indeed, of useful knowledge, e

cept it be on the minor niinutia of feminine occ

pations, shopping, knitting, crochelting, and tl

parallel matters of masculine littlenesses, the l

terance of which constitutes "small talk."

Some great talkers talk for thi' pleasure of it,-

for the mere excitement il occasions them, whi

pouring out their thoughts for the entertainme

of others. When such have no original gold

the intellect, no valuable deposiis in the memor
the hearers are much to be pitied. But when tl

talkers Imvo inexhaustible funds, native and fo

eign, their intellect becomes brighter for the d

mand made upon it, and reason, fancy and m
mory, all grow more and more animated. Su(

a man was Samuel Taylor Coleridge, the poe

the essayist, the opium eater, the dreamer,
was his wont, when surrounded by listeners,

pour forth by the hour, his thoughts, his mem
ries, his phantasies, in such glowing, majesti

descriptive, bewildering language, as lo encha
and hold fast all kind of hearers. One holt

keeper who had witnessed his power to atlra

and retain lisieners, oflified him the use of f

house and a seat at his table free, knowing lli

the crowds drawn there would abundantly rcp£

him. Samuel Johnson belonged to another cia

of talkers. He spoke not from the overflowing

the inielleclual spring, which in Coleridge w
ever pouring forth an unrestrained and unrestrai

able flood. No,—Johnson's conversation was tl

result of cool calculation, and a determination

maintain the character he had won, of being tl

very best talker in England. He had a stroi

mind, vigorous thought, and a great storehou:

in memory. Yet his conversation, incessant as

was at times, was not a natural flow like that

Coleridge, in whom it seemed but necessary (i

the mouth to open wide enough for articula

sounds to escape, lo give vent to much worth r

membering. Johnson had an inexhaustible mei

tal supply, yet you could always trace his wi

and Ins pride at work, modifying that which wi

given forth. To Coleridge, talking was purely

leliel,—to Johnson, ;i labour,—and though tl

love of conquest, and the love of applause, swix

ened that toil to him, it is plainly lo be read c

every page which Boswell has preserved. I:

aimed at making pointed sentences—at givin

forth startling and thundering climaxes, stroi

condensed truths, or fallacies in a truthful appca
ance. Everywhere you can see the work of tl

mind modifying the natural thought to suit \\

circumstance ol' time and place. It is all anil

cial, and you never feel any security that tl

thought uttered, is the pure unbiassed promptini

of his mind. Where all admitted his supremac;
he talked merely for admiration, and if neithi

prejudice nor waywardness ruled the hour, \

gave utterance to many wise sayings. If an
called in question the truth of a proposition lai

down by him, then he talked for victory ; and r

assertion was too gross, no sophistry too flimsi

for him to make use of, in causing a weak poii

lo appear strong. However acute his oppose

might be, and however right in his views, yi

Johnson's overbearing manner, command of lai
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, abiin I.111C0 of illustration and strength of

en ibled him generally to force such to

e when he failed to convince him. 1 do not

that he ever fairly met his mutch, except

contending with Dr. Parr, who, his equal

tellect, in knowledge and in roughness,

not allow him even the advantage of a

on the floor in their deb;ite.

sre has been a class of talkers, although I

very small one, of which Richard Jordan

fine specimen. Those who to strong con-

ionul powers, add a deep religious convic-

)f the foolishness and vanity of all things

y, save as they may aid in the great work
soul's salvation. Men and women who do

jnsider their tongues nor their lime as their

These converse not to win admiration,

o giiin word viclories; but ihey use their

•s of language and of thought, under the di-

n of the Holy Spirit, and lor the promotion

: kingdom of the Lord Jesus Christ. Rich-

ad a memory stored with anecdote, and he

ssed a wonderful facility in making these

lotes convey reproof, instruction, or conso-

, in a peculiarly pleasant and acceptable

to his eager listeners.

(To be continued.)

;rceably to a suggestion in "The F'riend,"

jllowing is offered as a beginning of the

CUAPTER FOR YOUTH.

VOICES OF AUTUMN.

ich useful knowledge may be had by culti-

g the habit of observing and investigating

is going on around us. We are thus some-

: led into the natural history of insects, &c.,

ivages of which, may be prevented by pro-

recautions : sometimes we are instructed in

eauty and harmony of creation, or animated
reverence for the power, wisdom and good-

strikingly displayed ; whilst a feeling of hu-

y is produced in seeing our absolute depend-

on the same Divine Hand, which sustains

roper relations of vast systems of worlds, as

as those of myriads of creatures so minute

most to escape observation.

) minds perceptive of those " swee'er" sounds

h nature " en)ploys" to " soothe and satisfy

uman ear," the voices of the seasons accord

the seasons themselves. Spring, the lime ol

and gladness, is ushered in with tones of

Iness. The icy chains of winter being bro-

ths blue-bird, black-bird, robin, and grosbeak

e us expressive of the pleasure of discovery,

newed associations. Summer, the time of

ir, of care, and of productiveness, has its

s of alarm, anxiety and diligence, to provide

le young. Autumn, the twilight of the year,

)arling, waning sounds. The blue-bird, live-

spring, and social in summer, is now shy,

hovering aloft with her brood joined by
broods, in signal of departure, reluctant to

s adieu in those shortened but softened tones

h fall upon the ear with melancholy cadence,

ink, one of the most voluble concert-chatter-

n his passage northward in the Fifth month,
id in variegated plumage, now, clad in brown,
lely in sight, sends down from his aerial alti-

a plaintive note, seldom heard except by
! well acquainted with it, and looking for his

iward visit: and if he tarry awhile amongst
;0Dums of the fields, or reeds of the marshes,

3 scary, uttering but the one note, which

s to say haste, haste. Many other voices

lutumn ; as I am writing, the air of morning

twilight is filled with them ; there is one, however,

'

which has so often been to me a subject of re-

search, that I close this with some account of it.

In this, or next month, sooner or later, accord-

ing to coldness, those who may be curious to

listen very late or very early, in a foggy time, in

the middle townships of Chester county, or be-

tween them and the Delaware river, and perhaps

in many other localities, (remote from towns and
in districts bordering on streams, and somewhat
wooded with trees or bushes,) may hear a number
of voices, some near, some distant ; but all in an-

swer to each other, after the manner of a ventri-

loquist. And from such they really procied, as

we shall see in the sequel. The voices are plain-

ly those of birds, each having a single faint note

like that of a lost chicken, weary with burning its

mother in wet grass on a cold morning,—rather

shrill, but not inharmonious. It is the voice of

an accomplished pedestrian, in a journey from

Hudson's Bay to our Atlantic streams, where he

may be soon found, and where his sudden arrival

and departure have excited much interest amongst
naturalists, and much foolish conjecture amongst
careless observers. If my readers will take VVil-

son's Ornithology, and read his account of the

Rail-bird (the traveller in question), and if occa-

sion olTer, detect his voice, they will be prepared

for some facts connected with the capture of one
here, identifying the bird with the sound, and
confirming Wilson's opinion of their migration.

Y, W.
Whiteland, Chester county, Pa.,

19th of Ninth mo., 1853.

(To be continued.)

Sympathy.—It is not always in our power to

comply with the solicitation of distress ; but it is

never out of our power so to refuse the supplica-

tion, as not to cause the tear of wounded feeling

to glisten in the eye whose lustre is already dim-

med with the drops of sorrow.

Florida Paint Root—This root grows in great

abundance in the flat woods, near the streams,

and in the savannahs of the counties of Levy,
Marion, Sumpler, and perhaps many other coun-

ties of East and South Florida. It has a top sim-

ilar to the flag, and a root about the size of a man's
thumb, of various lengths, running horizontal, not

far below the surface. It is very juicy, and of a

deep red colour. Hogs are exceedingly fond of

it, and fatten on it rapidly, if they are black, or

have black hoofs. It is said by the old settlers

that hogs with white hoofs seem to founder, and
their hoof comes off, which causes them to perish

unless fed well till they recover. Even when the

animal has only one white hoof and the others

black, the white hoof comes ofT. The root colours

the flesh, bones, and marrow, of hogs that feed

upon it. There is no doubt this root may be sub-

stituted for madder, and become a source of no
inconsiderable traflic, to the people of Florida.

Like the arrow root or compla— it grows sponta-

neously in great abundance, and may be culti-

vated, if thought advantageous

—

Ocala Mirror.

Apple Trees.—The experience of Mr. Pell, of

Ulster county, N. Y. is invaluable as to the man-
agement of apple trees, and cannot be too often

repeated. The following is from that gentle-

man :

" For some years I have been experimenting

upon the apple tree. Having an orchard of 2L),0U0

Newton Pippin apple trees, I have found it very

unprofitable to wait for what is termed the bear-

ing year. I have noticed that the Newlon Pippin

bears more profusely than any other kind, and,
consequently, requires the intermediate year to

recover itself, by extracting from the atmosphere
and earth the requisites to enable it to produce.

If unassisted by art, the intervening year must
necessarily be lost. If, however, it is supplied

with the proper sustenance, it will bear every
year.

" Three years ago, in April, I scraped all the

rough bark ofli" a few of the apple trees in my
orchard, and washed iho trunk and limbs wiihin

reach with soft soap, trimmed out all the branches
that crossed each other, early in June, and painted

the wounded part with white lead, to keep out the

moisture, then split open the bark, by running a
sharp pointed knile from the first set of limbs, in

the latter part of the same month, which prevents

the tree from becoming bark bound, and gives the

inner wood an opportunity of expanding. In July,

[ placed one peck of oyster shell lime around each
tree, and left it piled about the trunk until Nov-
ember, when I dug the lime in thoroughly. The
following year, I collected from these trees 1700
barrels of fruit, some of which was sold in New
York for $4, and the balance at $9 per barrel.

Strange as it may appear, they are now (1844)
literally bending to the ground with the finest fruit

I ever saw, a specimen of which is now before

you. The other trees in my orchard, not treated

as above, are barren, next year being their bear-

ingyear."

—

Dailij Paper.

^'Breaking up a Negro School.—The oflicers

at Norfolk ni.ide a descent recently upon a negro
school kept in the neighbourhood of ibe Stone
Bridge, by a Mrs. Douglas and her daughter, and
the teachers, together with their sable pupils, were
taken before his Honour. They acknowledged
their guilt, but pleaded ignorance of the law, and
were discharged, on a promise to do so no more
—a very convenient way of getting out of a

scrape. The law of this State imposes a fine of

one hundred dollars, and imprisonment for six

months for such offences— is positive, and allows

no discretion in the committing magistrate."

—

Richmond Examiner.

The Slave Trade to Brazil.—The following

statement and table shows how etrectual have been
the etlbrts to put an end to the infamous traffic

which has been so long in successful operation

between Africa and Brazil. The credit is due to

Great Britain, which Government has never re-

laxed her vigilance, and, to " make assurance

doubly sure," keeps up still her preventive squa-

dron on the Brazilian coast. At present, with

such statistics, which there is no doubting, and
with a falling ofT since 184S from 60,0U0 to 700,
the slave trade to Brazil may be said to be at an
end.

Extract from the Report of the Minister for Fo-

reign Affairs of Brazil, presented to the Legisla-

tive Chambers of Brazil, May 14, 1851):
" Since my last Report (May, 185-J) to the pre-

sent time, there have been only two landings of
Africans made in this Empire.

" One took place on the shores of the Province
of Rio Grande de Sul, in April of last year, from
a vessel whose name and nationality are unknown,
and which ran ashore and was lost. It is esti-

mated that she brought 200 Africans ; 24 of them
were apprehended.

" The other landing was on the shores of the

Province of Rio de Janeiro, at the bar of the river

Bracuhy, near Jerumerim, and was from the Am-
erican brig Camargo, on the 12th of December
last ; that vessel being afterwards burnt to destroy
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nil traces of llic crime. It is csliiniilcd llmt she

brought AOO Africniis; 34 htivo been npprulieiiilccl.

"Total ol" AlricHiis imporicd, 700; number ol

llicm apprehended, lOr?.

"
I renew the cnlciilntion I presented to you, in

my Report of last year, of the imporlution of Af-

ricans into Brazil, from the year 1813 to 1951,

with that of the last year added.

Year.
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" ' Madam,' wrote Kno.x, when lie heard of it,
:
might have been deceived filially. But ihe clear,

ye no more esteem the admonition of God, I strong understanding of Knox, far away
trdina

shortly ;

e scotling of pasquils, then i
was, saw through the real position of thing.s.

He shall shortly send you messengers with whom i There was no one living whose political judgment

ye shall not be able in that inanner to jest.'
I

was more sound than his, and again and again
" It is the constant misforiune of governments he laid before them their danger and their duty,

that they are never able to distinguish the move-
,
He saw that the intention was to make Scotland

ments of just national anger from the stir of a French province, and how it would fare then

superficial discontent. The sailor knows what to : with the Reformation was no difficult question,

look for when the air is moaning in the shrouds;! " ' God speaketh to your conscience, therefore,'

the fisherman sees the coming tempest in the i he wrote to the lords, ' unless ye be dead with

heaving of the under-roll ; but governments can] the blind world, that you ought to hazard your

never read the signs of the times, [hough they are
|

lives, be it against kings and emperors, for the

written in fire before their eyes. For the present

it was thought beller that Kno.x should leave

Scotland while his friends in the meanlime orga-

nized themselves more firmly. To a grave and

serious people civil war is the most desperate ol

remedies, and by his remaining at this moment it

would have been inevitably precipitated. He was
no sooner gone than the Archbishop of St. An
ews airain moned him. He was condemn- '

power.'

ed in his absence, and burnt in effigy the next

day at the market cross. But the people were

no longer in the old mood of submission, and to

JOHN KNOX.
fCoiitinued from page 10.)

\t the end of 155.5, John Knox ventured to

ipear there; and the seed which had been

ered eight years before, he found growing
all the lowlands. The noble lords now came
t him; the old Earl of Argyle, Lord James
rt, better known after as Earl of Murray,
i Glencairn, the Erskines, and many others.

IS no longer the poor commons and the towns-

le ; the whole nation appeared to be moving;
h latent scepticism, no doubt, being quickened

conversion by the prospect of a share in the

y-lands ; but with abundance of real earnest-
j

great idol' of Edinburgh, St. Giles, vanished off

as well, which taught Knox what might his perch in the rood-loft of the High Church,

y be hoped for. Knox himself, to whom, ' and, afler a plunge in the North Loch, the next

an unconscious unanimity, they all looked

i!uidance, proceeded at once to organize them
form, and, as a first step, proposed that an
should be taken by all who called themselves

estants, never any more to attend the mass,

lerious a step coulil not be taken without pro-

ng notice; the Hamiltons patched up their

rences with the regent on the spot, and Knox
summoned before the Bishop's Court at Ed-
rgh to answer for himself. It was just ten

rs since they had caught Wishart and burnt

; but things were changi^d now, and when
ix appeared in Edinburgh he was followed by

tinue of hundreds of armed gentlemen and
lemen. The bishops shrank from a collision,

did not prefer iheir charge ; and on the day
ch had been fixed for his trial, he preached in

nburgh to the largest Protestant concourse

ch had ever assembled there. He was not

rting rebellion, but so large a majority of the

ulation of Scotland were now on the reform-

side, that he felt—and who does not feel with

I?—that, in a free country, the lawful rights

he people in a matter touching what they con-

'ud to be their most sacred duty were not to

set aside and trampled upon any r

jal and tyrannical power. In the i

pie he now drew up his celebrated

deliverance of your brethren. For that cause

are ye called princes of the people, and receive

of your brethren honour, tribute, and homage

—

not by reason of your birth and progeny, as most

part of men falsely do suppose, but by reason of

your office and duty, which is to vindicate and
deliver your subjects and brethren from all

iolence and oppression to the ultermost of your

n the meantime the Church, as a prelude to

he energetic measures which were in contempla-

tion, thought it decent to attempt some sort of a

this bonfire they replied with another. ' The
|

reformation within itself. We smile as we look
' " through the articles which were resolved upon by

the episcopal conclave. They proposed, we pre-

sume, to proceed with moderation, and content

themselves wilh doing a little at a time. No
person in future was to hold an ecclesiastical

benefice except a priest, such benefices having

hitherto furnished a convenient maintenance for

illegitimate children. No kirkman was to now-
ish Ids haini in his own compuuj, but every one

was to hold the children of others. A.nd such

bairn was in no case to succeed his father in his

benefice. The naivete of these resolutions dis-

arms our indignation, but we shall scarcely won-

der any more at the risk or the spread of Protest-

antism. Oil the strength of them, however, or

rather on the strength of the French troops, they

were now determined to go on wilh the prosecu-

tion ; Walter Milne, an old man of eighty, was

seized and burnt; and although the queen regent

affected to deplore the bishop's severity, no one

doubted that either she herself or the queen in

Paris had directed them to proceed.

" Now, therefore, or never, the struggle was to

be. Knox left Geneva, wiih Calvin's blessing,

for a country where he was under sentence of

death, and where his apfiea ranee would be the

signal either for ihe execution of it or for war."
" On the 2nd of May, 1559, Knox lauded in

Scotland ; crossing over, by a curious coincidence.

day was a heap of ashes.''

" If the question had been left for Scotland to

settle for itself, the solution of it would have been

rapid and simple. But the regent knew that

sooner or later she might count on the support of

France ; and she believed, with good reason, that

if ihe real power of France was once brought to

bear, such resistance as the Scotch could offer to

it would be crushed wilh little difficulty. The
marriage of the young queen with ihe Dauphin,

and the subsequent death of Henry, removed the

causes which had hitherto prevented her from

being supported. The Guises were again omni-

potent at Paris, and their ambition, not contented

with France and Scotland, extended itself, on the

death of Mary Tudor, to England as well. With
the most extravagant notions of England's weak-
ness, and with a belief, which was rather better

grounded, that the majority of the people were
ill ailected to a Protestant sovereign, they con-

ceived that a French army had only to appear

over the border wilh the flag of Mary Stuart dis-

played, for the same scenes to be enacted over

again as had been witnessed six years before

;

and that Elizabeth would as easily be shaken

)re by an
i

from the throne as Jane Grey had been. But

me of the] the success of the blow might depend upon the
j

in ihe same ship which brought in the new great

letition to speed wiih which it could be struck; and no time I
seal of the kingdom, with tin; arms of England

queen regent, begging to be heard in his de- j was, therefore, to be lost in bringing Scotland lo Iquarlered upon it. The moment was a critical

le, protesting against the existing ecclesiastical
I

obedience. Accordingly, under one pretence and
,

one ; for the preachers were all assembled at

tem, and the wickedness which had been en- [another, large bodies of troops were carried over, il'erih preparatory to appearing at Stirling on the

idered by it. It was written firmly but re- 1 and the queen regent was instructed to temporize 1
lUth of the same month, where they were to an-

ctfully, and the regent would have acted more (and flatter the Protestants into security, till a jswer for their lives. Lord Glencairn had remind-

ely if she had considered longer the answer
j

sufficient number had been assembled to crush ed the regent of her many promises of toleration ;

ich she made to it. She ran her eye over the them. It is no slight evidence of their good and throwing away the mask at last, she had

;es, and turning to the Archbishop of Glasgow,
o was standing near her, she tossed it into his

[ids, saying, ' Will it please you my lord, to

.d a pasquii V

meaning that they should have allowed themselves
|

haughtily answered, that ' it became not subjects

to be deceived by her, but deceived they certainly ito burden their princes with promises further than

were; and except for Knox's letters, with which
;
as it pleased them to keep the same.' The mo-

hc incessantly urged them to watchfulness, they
j
ment was come, she believed, when she could
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rru.sh ihfin allogellicr, and crusli ilicm she would, llie fii.sler for llie fuol, nnd from the church ihc rain, ihcy arc so doubled as to conduct the \va

As soon OS the arrival of Knox was known, a mob poured owny lo the monasteries in the town. away.

price was set upon his head ; but he determined No lives were lost, but before evening they were Another paper was read on the Rising of \V

lo join his brother ministers on the spot and share gutted and in ruins. The endurance of centuries tera and Springs, immediately before Uain,

their fortune, lie hurried lo Perth, where Lord nad suddenly given way, nnd the anger which for Professor Brocklesbj-.

Glcncairn nnd a few oiher gentlemen had by thai all these years had been accumulating, rushed oui
j

This paper stales the fact as well authenticat(

time collected, to protect them with some thou- like some great reservoir which has burst its em- that in Rutland, Vermont, and Concord, Mass

sand armed followers. The other noblemen were bankmont and swept everything before il. To chusetts, in each exists a small stream, whii

distracted, hesitating, uncertain. Lord James the Protestant leaders this ebullition of a mob,
j

during a drought, become dried up, and cease

Sluorl, nnd young Lord Argyle, were still with ' the rascal mulitudc,' as even Knox calls it, was! flow ; that shortly previous to the appearance
the queen regent; so even was Lord Ruiliven, re- as unwelcome ns it was welcome lo the queen re- rain, but before water has fallen, these strea

mnining loyal lo the lust possible moment, and gent. She declared that ' she would cut ofT from again begin to flow. So marked has this be

sliil hoping (hat the storm might blow over. And Perih man, woman, and child, that she would the fact, wiih regard to the stream in Rutland,

the regent still trifled with their credulity ns long ilrive a plough over it, nnd sow it with salt;' and to attract the notice of ilie inhabitanis, so that

ns they would allow her lo impose upon il. Pre- she at once marched upon ihe town to put her ihe last tucnlii years t)ie approack of rain u
lending lo be afraid of a tumult, she used their threat in execution. The Lords met in haste to expected lo Le imiicated by the rising of
influence to prevail upon the preachers to remain determine what they should do, but were unable i

«'''ea'«.

where they were, and not to appear on ihe day lo delerniinc anything ; and only Lord Glencnirn
|

In the case of the Concord stream, the fact v

fixed for iheir trial ; and the preachers, acting ns was bold enough lo risk the obloquy of being! eslnblislied by competent proof, that rai« was
they were advised, found themselves outlawed ibricharged with countenancing sedition. When he be looked for immcdiattly upon t)i£ re-apjiearat

coiilumacy. It was on a Sunday that the news ' found himself alone in the assembly, he declared, i
o/^/ie brook.

was brought ihem of this proceeding, and the ' ihat ' albeit never a man accompanied him, he I
The cause of this phenomenon has been ati

people of Perth, being many of them Proteslanis, I would stay with the brolhren, for he had rather
^

buted to the full of water at the distant sources
Knox, by the general voice, was called upon to die with that company than live after them.' But

j

these springs a slioit time previous to its desci

preach. Let us pause for a few moments lo look his example was not followed; all the others
I

at him. He was now lilly-four years old, under- 1 thought it better to remain with the regent, and
sized, but strongly and nervously formed, and endeavour, though once already so bitterly de-
viih a long beard falling down to his waist. His ceived by her, to medilale and temporize.
features were of the pure Scotch cast; the high
cheekbone, arched but massive eyebrow, and
broad underjaw ; with long full eyes, K\\c steadi-

iiess of which, if we can trust the pictures of him,
must have been painful for a man of weak nerves
lo look at. The mouth free, the lips slightly

(To

An

INDICATIONS OF WEATHER.

interesting paper was read at the receni

in the viciiuiy of the spring itself, which cone
sion must be erroneous, as il is altogether imp
bable lain would fall at two distant localities y(

alter year, with the same constant period of li

between them, and that this interval should
such as to insure that water falling at the fi

locality should always arrive through subterrai

ous channels to the second, before the ruin thi

commenced.
The solution of the matter is found in the

minishcd atmospheric pressure which exists bej

a rain.

The atmospheric and hydrostatic pressi

parted, wilh ihe incessant play upon them ol that ' meeting of the American Association for the Ad
deep power which is properly the sum of all the ' vancement of Science, held at Cleveland, Ohio
moral powers of man's nature—the power which 'showing the possibility of foretelling the weather
we call humour, when it is dealing with venial by observing natural facts, in animals, insects, ! combined, exactly counterbalancing the upwj
weakness, and which is bitterest irony and deep-land plants. i force of the jel,'the waiers will rise when '

est scorn and hatred for wickedness and lies, i The paper was read by William H. Thomas, force of the jet is increased, the atmospheric pr
The general expression is one of repose, but like ' of Cincinnati, Ohio. Birds, it asserts, invariably ! sure remaining ihe same, or when that press.
Ihe repose of Ihe limbs of the Hercules, with a [show, by the way they build their nests, wheihe'r'ls diminished; ihe elevation being greatest wl
giant's slrengih traced upon every line o( it.

|

a season is to be windy or otherwise. In the I
the decrease in ihe density of the atmosph

Such was the man who was called 10 till ihe pul- spring, migratory birds, 'if the season is to be occurs simultaneously wiih an increase of
pit ol the High Church of Perth, on the Ulh of ; windy, thaich the straw and leaves on ihe inside' strength of ihe jet.
May, 155y. Of the power of his^preaching we 'of the nest, between the Iwigs and the lining; and! if This phenomenon is general—a fact not

ascertained—ihe curious discovery is made, t
have many tesiimonies, that of Randolph, the; if it be very windy, they get pliant twigs, and
English ambassador, being ihe most terse nnd i bind the nest firmly to the limb, securing°all the
striking; that Ml stirred his heart more than six small twigs wiih iheir saliva. If they fear the
hundred irumpels braying in his ears.' The sub- approach of a rainy season, ihey build their nests
ject on this occasion was the one ull-comprehen- so as lo be sheltered from the weather; but if a
8IV0 'mass,' the idolatry of it; nnd ihe good peo- pleasant one, ihey build in the fair, open place,
pie of Penh, never having heard his voice before, without taking any of ihose extra precautions.
we can understand did not readily disperse when

\ Snails also reveal, by their habits, whether rain
he had done. They would naturally form into may be expected or not. They do not drink, bul
groups, compare notes nnd impressions, and hang imbibe moisture in their bodies during a rain,

ing it. At regular periods after the rain, they exude this

the springs

barometers.

ind fountains of the earth i

Relating to t/te nature of true worship; u

some remarks on tlie state of our Society ; t

in eartij limes, a7ul now.

(Continued from page 11.)

In order a lillle to open the state of the ci

and lo answer the foregoing objections, I s

now make some observations upon the defeci

u long lime about the church before leaving it. A _ _ ,

In the disorder of the town the same church serv- ^ moisture from their bodies, but are careful not to
cd. It seems, for sermon and for mass; when the'exude more than is necessary at a time. They ! in practice that is to be found amongst us a

f
lirst was oyer, the other look ils turn: and as'are seen abroad about two days before a rain, I pie, especially of late years, which hath cau
Knox had been longer than the priesls expecled, i when ihey ascend the stems of plants and ihe ' abundance of pain and hearl-aching dislrcs.,
Ihe latier came in and opened the tabernacle be- bark of trees. If it be a long and hard rain, they the living body, who fervently travail that Ch
lore the congregation were gone. An eager get on the sheltered side of the leaf; but if a short may be formed in those who have a natura' >••

hcarleU boy who had been listening lo Knox with one, they gel on the outside. Some species of right in the Socieiv, which nl present seem;
nil his ears, and was possessed by what he had ihcso insects al.so change their colour after a rain,' be all the tille some have to be accounted of
heard, cried out when he saw it, ' This is intoler- growing lighter coloured as they exude the mois- 1 As to the first pari of the objection, this pec
able, that when God has plainly damned idolatry ^ lure. I have been viewed in that light by carnal prowe shall stand by and see ,t used in despite.' The' The Rana, Bufo, nnd Hyla are also sure indi- sors from Iheir first ri-e, which discovers
priest in a rage turned and struck him, his lem- calors of rain; for, ns Ihey do not drink water, same undistinguishing blindness, that has dep
per naturally being at iho moment none of the but absorb it into Iheir bodies, they are sure to be ed the children of this world of seeing any bea
sweetest

;
and the boy, as boys sometimes do on

;
found out at the time they expect rain. The Lo- or comeliness in the children of light. I h

sucn occasions, llung a stone at him in relurn. 'custa and Gryllus are also good indicalors of a before noted, that though educated m the si
Missing Ihe priesl he hit the tabernacle, and < did i storm. A few hours before the rain they are to profession, I did not see ihnt the Lord
break an imnge A small spark is enough when be found under the leaves of trees in the hollow amongst them, in such a manner, until he •

the ground IS strewed wiih gunpowder. In a few ; imnk.. , i i. li . m ..°
. .

B I
. .

HI « lew irunKs.
j

pleased to open my eyes, agreeably to Matt.
The leaves of trees are even good barometers;! 16, 17, where our Lord pronounces Peter bl

most of them, for a short, light rain, will turn up ed, in that the Father had revealed the Sor
so as to receive iheir fill of water ; but for a long him. He said to his disciples, " Blessed are y

moments the whole machinery of the ritual, can.
dies, tabernacle, veslmenis, crucifi.xen, images,
were scallered to all the winds. The fire burni
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, for they see ; nnil you

through the same bless

;rved open to see, thai

t declension in praciice, which prevails over

y of us, the glory is not departed from

ngsl us: the King is known liy the uprighl-

ted still reigning in his beauty. Princes do

ule in the spirit of judgment n\\en them of

My faith is

:lieve that it w
people, but that they will be preserved by the

ighty power, through all generations, a living

; and that the principles of Truth, as held

lem, will yet spread far and wide in the king-

i of ihe enrlh. This, 1 believe, was the bless-

id for which they were first raised and mar-

usly supported. This glorious work has

in degree going on, though very much ini-

:1 by the unfaithfulness of many amongst us,

like the foolish woman, are in some mea-

pulling down what the wise woman hath

up. Oh! that all who take upon them our

profession of the unchangeable Trulh, would

ly consider the weight of that obligation

h they take upon themselves then by ! It is

very lar! I'rom being a light or easy thing;

; may in a proper sense, be esteemed an en-

g iulo the solemn covenant, to which those

le are bound by their God, of holding up a

lard of truth and righteousness meet and

ble for the nations, with safely and well-

nded confidence, to draw unto. None amongst
eed to be ashiimed to call tm;o mankind,

upon Zion, the city of our solemnities ! It

ovely sight to buhold her walls and bulwarks

Ivation, and her gates praise; when none of

takes are broken down, nor any of her cords

ned ; being indeed the Lord's habitation, as

rs, for they hear."
I

Great indeed hath been the bounty of heaven
|

unity with the scriptures of Trulh, and his imder-

my eyes are yet i
to us as a people, both immediately, by the solac- standing became convinced. He was enabled,

itwiihstanding the ing nfluences and guidance of the Holy Spirit toi through Grace, to see beyond outward profession

aU that would receive it, atid also by the ahun-l and ceremonial worship, and to become fidly con-

dant flowing of a truly evangelical ministry, i vinced lliat nothing would avail to salvation, but

raised up and continued for the greatest part of being born again and becoming a new crealurt;.

this last hundred years. But now the Society is Now inward trials became his portion, as he wres-

much stripped of a living skilful ministry ; yet it
j

lied earnestly that he might experience a saving

mes, greatly St rengihened is not, and 1 hope never will be, wholly destitute,
i
change ol heart. Many were his baptisms, whilst

never cease lobe so amongst This, through the Divine bhssing, has been a I the conflicts of flesh and spirit were strong within

means of our bring gathered into and preserved
j

him, before the natural man wilh his lusts and

a people! but many amongst us have leaned and
j

inclinations, his reiison and comprehension, were

depended thereupon; and therefore it may be,
j

subdued by the power of the Spirit. The inward

and 1 believe it is, consistent with Divine Wisdom, change went on, l<)r it pleased his all-mercifid

to try how the Society will stand without so much and all-wise heavenly Father, who had begun tho

outward help in that way ; though perhaps more good work in him, to op'rale powerfully upon

may be afTcirded, in raising up a spirit for promo- him,—washing and sanctifying him in good mea-

ling sound discipline and good order, which will
|

sure, until he had prepared iiim " for an instrument

prove a blessed means of its preservalion. And of service, to publish his everlasting Gospel, and

his must be proceeded in by the help and holy proclaim liberty to the captive soul." A wonder-
'

lul change was seen in him ; lit; was broken olT

irom his Ibnner delights and pleasures, and his

joy now was, to bejiouud knowing the will of the

Lord his Saviour and doing it, in siin|)licity and
lervency of spirit, whilst bearing the daily cross.

The Lord who had wrought so etfeclually in

and upon him, to fit him for I he work of the Gos-
pel, now revealed to his broken and contriied

child, his high purpiise towards him, and that

'he would send him forth as a Lamb among
wolves " When Samuel fell that it was the will

of tiis heavenly Master that he should go forth of
the prison, he lelt willing to give up his just rights,

in a pecuniary point of view. He accordingly
agreed with the man who had proseculed him,
and was then permitted to return to his family
and homo.

In the neighbourhood of Stainforth there were
several persons already convinced of the bless,

ed Truth, to whem Samuel joined himself.
" These," says John Armistead, " he received into

his house, and they became his familiar friends."

Being zealous for the Truth, he laboured in sei-

fluences of ihe same Spirit, which I'urnishes the

ministry. It looks as if the Lord was about to

make his people still more inward and spiritual,

showing them plainly, that Gospel worship does

not depend upon outward means.

(Conclusion nexl week.J

A FAMILY OF FAITH.

A BRIEF ACCOUNT OF SAMUEL WATSON,

WIFE, AND SOME OF THEIR CHILDREN.

It often happens through tho merciful

ions of Divine love, blessing the labours of pious

parents, that their children grow up faithful fol-

lowers of the Lord Jesus, a comfort to the family

circle, benefiting civil society, and proving emi-

nently useful in the church. The apostle com-

brlh Psalm cxxxii. 13,14,15,10; For the
1 mending the faith which was in Timothy, declares

hath chosen Zion: he hath desired it for his that it was first in his grandmother Lois, and his

ation. He saith, This is my rest forever; mother Eunice, before it was in him. Where
will I dwell, for 1 have desired it. I will parents live close to the Fountain of love and life,

dantly bless lier provision; 1 will satisfy her ihey are permitted at times, with prevailing efli-

with bread. 1 will also clothe her priests wilh
;
cacy to turn the attention of their beloved oti'spring tling and eslablishing meetings in the neighbour-

ition, and her saints shall shout aloud for joy. i to its refreshing waters, and to urge them to come hood, whereby the cause was much promoted,

iny under our religious profession disregard- and taste and see for themselves that the Lord is He gladly and boldly received Friends into his

r lightly esteeming this solemn covenant, and good. own house, although it was a time of great perse-

ig in tho profession only, is the principal i Samuel Watson was born in or about the year culion ; and he had a largo share of fines, impri-

in why we find them insensible, and harder
I

16-^0. His father resided at a place called sonments, and spoiling of goods. His friends

hed unto and awakened by a living Knight-Slainforth, in Stainforih parish, in the say of him, " In which time of sufilTing, his re-

West-riding of Yorkshire, which had been the old signalion of mind. Christian patience and inno-

estate of the family. As his fimily was for pro- cency, is worthy of memory ; for although he

perty and ancestry, one of the highest in the par- was naturally a man of a siout spirit, yet so

ish in wiiich they lived, Samuel was doubtless eflectual was tho work of Truth in him, that he

furnished with a sulficient education, to qualify had truly learned when smitten on the one cheek

rid', to turn the other."

He was born a member of the Church of Eng- Ho was soon called to the work of the minis.

land, and retained and kept to her forms and try, wherein he was exercised both at home in

ways, although he was in his youthful days ad- the West-riding, and abroad in ditFerent parts of

dieted to the" "pleasures, pastimes, and recrea-
''-'•^ '<'•-- ^ i,„. ,;.,., ,,....,,„„„„ „„n;no,

tions of the world."

The father of Samuel Watson having deceased,

he in the year 1654, was in possession of the

estate of Kiiight-Stainforth. Some demands i

against that estate were at that lime made on liim,

he refused to

iitted to York

rful ministry, than people ol' oiher religious

lasions. This may seem strange to some,
know it is lainenlalily trui;; having fre-

tly felt it so in uiy Gospel labours. To me
is nol hard to account for, when it is coiisiJ-

Ihat amongst us there has been dispensed i him for the station he might occupy in the

ler spiritual favours, of various kinds, than "- • - '
'—

-
-'" •'" '"' "^

"''

ngst any society of people that I know of:

h has not proceeded from any partial regard

3 Almighty towards us more than others, but

)elter to enable us to keep our covenant with

in the discharge of that great work to which
ith called us. Where any are so inconside-

a& to disregard and neglect such opportuni-

if lasting benefit and improvement, iney be-

; more hardened and impenitent than those i which, believing they were unjus

have been more out of the way of receiving
j

pay. For this refusal, he was con

I destroyed, and that without remedy. And
vi. 7, S; For the earth that drinketh in the

that cometh oft upon it, and bringeth forth

i meet for them by whom it is dressed, re-

th blessing fiom God: but tliat which

;th thorns and briars is rejected, and is nigh

cursint; : whose end is to be burned.

England. Everywhere bearing testimony against

proltission without tho fruits ot righteousness, and

against all wickedness in life and conversation.

As the power of his iM ister was in him, he felt

liimsell' conslrainid "in markets," in "other

places of concourse," and in the very '• steeple-

houses ' themselves, to cry out against will-wor-

ship, and against all preachers for hire—'hose who
leed themselves and not the flook of God. And
whilst zealous against error, he directed his hear-

ers " to Christ the true Shepherd, and the anoint,

ing for a teacher."

Of his qu lification for and service in the

eniy impressions. The portion of such, un-j prison, where at that time Thomas Aldam and
hey in lime embrace the gift of repentance,

|
several other Friends were confined, because ol

ry dismal, as in Prov. xxix. 1 ; He that being their laithful testimony against the auti-christian

reproved, hardeneth his neck, shall sudden- burden of tithes. Before his commitment, Sa-

muel Watson had become dissatisfied with ihe

public worship in whicli he had previously been
j

ministry, his fellow labourers in the gospel in tho

zealously concerned, and he fell into earnest con-
1 county of York, bear this testimony: " He was

versalion with his fellow-prisoners respecting their [one wiiom the Lord was pleased to visit with the

faith and practice. Afier hearing their explana- day-spring from on high, in the early breaking

lions, and readini^ some of the writings of Friends
I
forth of his Truth in this our age and generation ;

I

placed in his hands, he found their principles in
!
and through the experimental knowledge thereof,
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uns turned from d:irkiuss to li';lil, and from iho

power of Sulnii lo the liviny God ;
iiiiJ llicreby

btcnmc on able ni'misli-r ol" iIh! Now Ttsiainont ;

and by tlif inspimiioii ol" the Almi-ihiy, the mys-

tery oY the kin;;dom being opined to him, wus

called forth nnd qualified for thnt work and ser-

vice ; by which he published the gospel day, arid

the acceptable year of the Lord, lo the poor in

spirit, and warned sinners lo repentance."

Towards the close of the year 1659, Samuel

Wntson believed it required of him lo <^o lo the coi

steeple- house in his own pari»ii, Gigglcworih. tOj up

bear testimony for the Truth. On his speaking,

he was pulled' down, and his head beaten against

the scats, after which he was haled out and thrown

upon the ice. In a short lime after, going to

Leeds on n simil.ir errand, he was cast into pri-

son, where he was confined in a small close room,

which contained nothing to lie on, but the floor.

Here he was kept c ight days.

Early in the year HiOO, Samuel Watson, in

company with Roger Ikhden, nn able and failh-

ful minister of the Gospel, visited Scotland.

Samuel on his way lliilher slopped on a First-day

at Burton, in Rishopsdnic, where iiu held a meet-

ing. During the meeting a constable came in,

bringing a company of rude people with him, who

sorely abused those who had nsscnibkd for Di-

vine worship. Samuel perhaps was preaching

;

at all evenis, he drew on him the principal enniily

of the wicked assailants, one of whom being

armed with a great slafF and a pistol, threatened

to lodge a brace of builds in him. Then taking

his heavy stafl" he struck Samuel several violenl

blows, felling him to I he earth, where he lay

stunned, so that it was thought he had been kill-

ed. When he recovered, Samuel arose, and

l-nr • Th.-

lMlii;M,\L (iOVERXMtXT.

.h.hn Franklin. It is in tlm efTect ihat inielllgeni

has luen cnnvcyrd lo the Russian (iovernmeiit

St. Petersburg, that scn'cral of what are call

" A bishop and an elder or deacon was to rulciglnss halls have been n)und by the natives at il

well his own house, and to have his children in
j

mouth of the river Obi, which falls into ihe Aid
subjection with all gravity; for if a man know

: basin at the sevenlielh parallel of latitude. T
not how to rule his own house, how shall he lake Russian auihorities Iransmillcd this iiilbrmalic

care of the churih of God? So every man and ' without delay to our Foreign oflice ; and a requt

woman is to leach, instruct nnd order their own
j
has been despatched that some of the so-calli

children and fainilies. as the Jews did in the old|" ohiss balls," more probably hollies, may be,

covenant ; then much more ihey should train them possible, secured and transmitted to England.

the new covenant, which e.xceeds the old;. The locality where these balls or bottles a

so that in all things, they might give thanks and said to have been found is precisely that lo w hii

praises to God, that in all tilings Ihe Lord might i they would probably have drifted, had they bci

be glorified in all their families. So all Christian thrown overboard or otherwise detochcd Ire

families are concerned in these particular services, Franklin's ships in case the laiter had allaiiied

before they coine to the general services ; viz., to high norlhern latitude; for the current of t

lie overseers and ministers—faithful men as fa- Arctic Ocean sets along the Siberian towards t

thers, and faithful women as mothers, and teach-
' European coast, as is evidenced by the grt

ers of good things; and the young men and wo- quantity of drift wood, &c. found on the shoi

as bre So let none lid, of course, be premature to arrive at t

conclusion that these glass balls are relics

Franklin's expedilion ; but ihe information, cru

though it be, is of loo important nnd curious

rily dismissed as unworthy

sisters in purity-

spoil their families with bad lives, nnd unruly

longues, with letting the poison of asps be under

their tongues, by which ihey spoil and corrupt

iheir families, which begets into a loose and bad nature lo be sumr
language; but that is lo be bridled by the Word attention,

of God— ibr a soft tongue breaketh a bone—:hc

tongue of the just is as choice silver—and the

tongue of ihc just is health, and useih knowledge

ari"ht—and a wholesome tongue is a tree of life
;

and whoso kcepelh his mouih and his tongue,

keepeth his soul from Iroulile. Aficr Solomon
j

Dear M-
had spoken of a virtuous woman, ho sailh. In heri After e.vnmining the Iclttrs of Slee

tongue is Ihe law of kindness, and her children spoken of in my last, 1 ne.\t took up a volui

rise up and call her blessed; and her husband
]

(;ontaining letters written by James KenwK
also praiseth her—He that hath an ear to hear let Livingston, Brown, Cameron, nnd other leadi

Or:i Ltllcrs on literary Subjeils.
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him hear. Therefore all are to keep in this /««' characters amongst the Covenanters in Scoilar

standing in a patient, sullering spirit, he said,
|

o/" A;«>«/we5s, and there your candle doth not go principally during the. time of their persecuii

' Venge'ance is mine, I will repay, saith the Lord.'
j
out by night, nnd your virtue will flow; lor the under James the Second. These letters in po

He was then hurried to the slocks, where they
!
hoary head is a crown of glory, if it be Ibund in of literary e.xection, fall far below those of Slee

kept him some time. 'I'hcy then drove him and the way of righteousness. Belter is he that rul- yet many sentiments in them are forcibly, a

some other iniioceni persons who had been at the eth over his own spirit, than he that takelh a city
j

some not ineleganlly, expressed. They pre

meeting out of tin

and crowned the •<

to a neighbour stream, j —for he that hath no rule over his own spi

d nclioiis of that day, by like a city that is broken down, without walls

throwing one of the sutferers into the river. The
wicked man who ihus abused Samuel, a few

years afterwards, suddenly lell down dead in the

town gate of Richmond.

the writers to have been men of stern charade

particularly on that side which they displayed

their enemies and persecutors. In some of I

letters, however, written to religious feinales, thi

companions in faith and tribulation, there is e

dencc of an under current of kindly feeling, a

gen'le courtesy, greater than could have be

looked for in men, who showed no compuiicii

at shooting down an opposer, who intended

then the security and strength arc gone. There-

fore let every one keep his own little city with

the spirit and power of God, by which you have

power over your own spirits; and thin the power

In this journey to Scotland, Roger Hebden |of God is your sliength. and keeps you safe in it,

snys, they visited most of the " few Friends that that be led by the Spirit of God."

—

G. Fax.

were then convinced of the Truth, them to; We believe that the religious education of chil

strengthen for to stand in the day of tryal, then
|

dren has latierly obtained a more general serious interrupt their religious meetings, or who w

approaching." The restoration of Charles 11.
; attention, than at some former periods, the fruits coming to arrest their prenchers.

was then at hand, and in looking to the license [of which have been visible. Disownment of The Covenantors were a body of religioni

which would be likely to aitend that event, the young people for immoral conduct, we apprehend jn Scotland, who derived their name from a 's

children of wickedness planned the persecution,
j

is much more rare than it was some years back.'emn league and covenant,' made and entered ii

and some of them the cMinclion of the Quakers.
: This home training is to be performed by the pa-

' by them against papacy and prelacy. This co

Roger says, " Many did expect we should soon ' rents, or guarditiiis, to discharge which duty, they
\ nant had been taken by the Scottish nation gei

have been brought under, either to have denied
: rnust live under the discipline of the cross them-

1 rally, nnd it was publicly approved by the Pari

our God, or into great sufl'erings. Then was a selves, and feel the responsibility and the obliga- ! rnent of England when it was contending agai

time of much wickedness, and lewdness; much
|

lion tocontrol, and restrain and lead thechildren in i King Charles the First. Alter the restorati

of God's good creatures consumed in drinking, the pnih of virtue and self-subjection, instruct- when episcopacy under Charles the Second, v

nnd fire making, ringing and rejoicing, because ing them, from ihcir own ncquainlancu with the triumphant, it wns declared by another Act

of the coming of the king. Notwithstanding all blessed Truth, in the holy principles, and living Parliament to be illegal ; nnd many, even in Sc

thnt lewdness which w^is then aloft, by the Lord's eflicacy of the religion of the Lord Jesus. Morel land, to avoid persecution, or lo ohiain kin'

power, I nnd a Friend with mC; named Samuel is done by a solid, stable example than by mere 'favour, forsook and renounced it. Many h(

Watson, passed and had little interruption. So precept ; nnd there is no time to relax in their ' ever, still clung to il, as lo the only thing wh
returned forth of Scotland into Cumberland, and

j
vigilance, and the fiiiihful application of the means: could bring salvation to Scotland, and prevent

visited several Friends in that county and so inloi which the Lord would point out as needful to keep I overflowing of the flood of papislioal corrupt

Yorkshire." i up a proper hedge around them, and to turn them
J

and power, which under the open and

favour of Charles II. and James II. was inertIt appears from the remarks of Samuel Wat- to their Sav
son relative to this visit, that they passed along „—
at the hazard of their lives, yet counting nothing! The Franklin Expcdilion.—Information of a

as too near nnd dear to part with lor Christ's very interesting character has been received by
sake, they >vcre pro ected Irom furiher personal the British Government, which, if correct, and it

njury, and (junlified to perform the service re- has every appenraiice of authenticity, may turn
quired at their hand:

(To bf

ing every day. They therefore, with old mi

lers ejected from their meeting-houses, the pul

of which were in many cases filled by episcc

priests, hold meetings in secret mountain rcces

where often they were sought by armed soldii

out to be of great importance as bearing on the sent to disperse their gatherings, and arrest tl

I

fate of Ihc missing Arctic expedition under Sir' preachers. The tendency of these eflbrts of
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.nd

ernment lo force tlie consciences of men of

Tiiiined will, used to wild freedom of nciion,

1 liltle tenderness of henrt, wns to stir up big-

' in ihem, and a fierce desire of revenge. Tlie

enantors soon ienrned to think, lliat all who
not subscribe to, and faithfully maintain the

mn league and covenant, were but agents of

in, and they felt no moral objection, or reli-

is scruple, in defending themselves with dag-

broad-sword, or musket-ball, against any,
I would compel them to receive episcopacy in

form, or contribute to the support of its

tellers. In their extremity, driven out of iheir 'or ill-will is manifested towards the op|

places of worship, hunted (roni their mountain " Thou may assure thysell' that the utmost

the . di-
was a common characteristic among them, butdeg. Fahrenheit. The temperalur
decency, morality, and religious feeling, were al-! minishes as we asceml from the earth At a
most entirely confined to the poor persecuted height of 8800 feet above New York, it is tsti-
Covenantors, who gave up the comforts of lil'e, mated at :« deg. in summer.

fe itself, rather than deny the religion There was a hail-storm in France on the 28lh

lerings, they lielt the need of efiectual succour,

they sought many outward means of defence
;

there was one weapon they appear never to

3 tried—one armour they did not put on.

t weapon was Christian love,—that armour
patient endurance of wrong The fierce

It in which they contended for their rights,

sd up in their enemies, as a natural conse
ice, a more blood-thirsty disposition, than

had previously manifested. The Covenant-
shed blood, and committed various breaches

le peace ; their persecutors having the army
leir backs to support them, and the legal tri-

lls under their influence, were enabled to

y all violence and outrage Mith compound
est. The contest was a very unequal one.

Covenantors might shoot down a lew sol-

s who ventured in small companies to

;st them,—ihey might for a k\w minutes sue-

fully skirmish with a larger troop,—ihey

It waylay a persecuting archbishop,* and
der liim in cold blood on the highway, saiis-

g themselves that they were doing God ser-

I
— but their enemies were sure of a fourfold

nge in the end, by sword, by pike, by mus-
and by the gallows,— which last instrument

eath was seldom without its condemned vic-

. These were offered up by unjust legal

nals to appease the vengeance of James, ex-

1 by opposition lo his favourite measures. He
ght if he could force episcopacy on Scotland,

icy might creep in under the surplice,

here are contained in these letters, many ex-

Bions of submission to the will of God, but

if any, of love or Christian concern for their

?cutors. They manil(?st the spirit which
led in Peter when he drew his sword, and
e ofl"the ear of the servant of the high priest

;

!xhibil little of the spirit of Peter's Lord, ex-

ified in his prayer, "Father, forgive them,
know not what they do." It is true a lew

le Covenantors manifested something of the

t of love and meekness towards their deadly
jculors. But it was very much confined to

3 who were preparing to give U|) their lives

their hearts clung to, as the true one. of July, 18:5.5, which covered the ground at the
Yet very different were they from iheir cotom- loot of a mountain three inches deep with stones,

poruries, our early Friends. Robert Barclay
:
some of which weighed eight ounces ; while at a

ihus writes from prison to Sharp, the archbishop,! height of 4800 feet up the mountain no hail fell,

afterwards waylaid and murdered on the high-
!
[t is thought, therefore, that the hail of July 1st,

way by the Covenantors. Friends had suflered I 1853, was not fiirmed at an elevation of more
much bitter persecution at his hand, yet no hatred] than 51100 feet. The atmosphere derives its heat

mainly from the earih by radiation upwards.
Clouds intercept this ri-iiig iicat, and it lh(u-efore

can be used to

make us depart from t

hat God ill his mercy hath revealed unto
yet fright us Irom the public profession of it;

—

yea, though we should be pursued to death itself,

which by the grace of God, we hope cheerfully

to undergo for the same,—doubling not, but God
would out of our ashes, raise up witnesses who
should outlive all the violence and cruelty of man.
.Kwd albeit thou thyself should be most inexorable
and violent towards us, thou mayst assure thy-
sell, not to receive any evil therefor from us,

who by the grace of God, have learned to suHer
patiently,—and with our Lord and Master Jesus

hall never be able to
1 becomes unnaturally cold above. The wind, in

ing, precious Truth,] this case, came from a higluT latitude, as it blew
r;from the north-west; it therefore brought with it

a lower temperature. Another source of cold is

found in evaporation from the surface of the hail-

stones. If we moisten the bulb of a thermometer,
iis temperature sinks from evaporation. As the

hail-stone is in rapid motion, it is cooled bv eva-
poration to so low a leiiiperaiuie, that the sur-

rounding moisture is condensed upon it, and thus

concentric layers are tormed.

How do hailstones remain suspended in tlie

air long enough to acquire a iceighl oj half a

Christ, to pray for, and love our enemies. Yet
by so doing to an innocent and inolTensive

peojile, would be an irreparable loss to thy repu-
tation, so the God of Truth, whom we serve with

our spiriis in the gospel of his Son, and to whom
vengeance belongs, we leave it, who will certainly

ill his own time, and way, revenge our quarrel.
His dreadful judgments should be more terrible to

thee, and much more justly to be feared, than the

violent assaults or secret a

other antagonists. That thi

the^one and the other by a Christian moderation
suitable to the office thou lays claim to, is tht

sincere desire of thy soul's well wisher."

(ReinainJcr of Lelter No. 2 ne.\C weeli.)

nd! conceive ihat hail-stones are formed
Thewith great rapidiiy. The vapour is condensed

suddenly and almost instiuiily. 1 think that very
large hail-stones may be formed in five minutes.

In a vacuum a stone would fall from the height

of 5U00 feet in less than twenty seconds ; but

drops of water and hail-stones fall only with a
moderate velocity; from my own observation, I

should think forty feet per second in tlie July
storm ; at this rate, a stone would be two minues

ssinations of thy
;
in falling 5000 feel ; and if we suppose it lo start

may prevent both from the rest, and its rate lo increase uniformly

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

From the Proceedings of the American Society

for the Advancement of Science.

A variety of interesting and useful papers were
id at the Scientific Convention at Cleveland,

to the ultimate velocity of forty feet, the time of
fall would be in four minutes. The strong up-
ward movement, which is known to exist in the

neighbourhood where hail is lormed, is quite suf-

ficient to sustain hail-stones of the largest kind so
long as they can bo kept within the influence of
the vortex. I see no reason, therefore, why hail-

stones cannot be sustained in the air five or ten

minutes, or even longer.

Whij did the hail in the •present case attain so

large a size? Because the circumstances were
Ohio. Among others was a long communication

j

unusually favourable to its formalion. The at-
by Professor Loomis, on the laie hail-storm ol mosphere contained about as much vapour as it

the 1st of July, in which the stones which fell
I
is ever known to hold in this latitude. This va-

we re from two and a-half to three inches long, ! pour was suddenly lifted lo a region of great
and two inches wide. After a long description,

the Proleseor gives the following explanation; '

What ivas the cause of tlie had? The hail was
caused by a violent ujiward movement of the air,

rying along wilh it an unusual amount of va-
ie scafl'old, or in situations in which oulward pour, which was suddenly condensed, and at
ould not come; v\'hen they seem to have fel

e solemn certainty of insiantly appearing be-

God, a necessity of forgiving others, as they
d hope for forgiveness themselves. In a few
instances, authentic history shows, that

ly Christian feeling was developed, and the

rness of bigotry, and party hate, melted away
r the warming influence of Gospel love,

reading the letters, it did seem incongruous
nd men, prolessing to be the

low a temperature, that it was frozen in large

semi-crystalline masses. That there was violent

upward movement of the air, appears from the

lollowing considerations:—G. VV. McLean, ol

Williamsburg, was in the street, near his house,
and noticed the coming up of the storm. He
says, the cloud was very dense and black, moved
rapidly forward, and under the main sheet the

|

ral treasure. The huge mounds scattered over the
clouds boiled u|) in a violent and angry manner. ' country have left traces behind ihem of a race

cold, and rapidly condensed or frozen. 'I'lie

strong upward movement helped to susiain the

crystals as they increased, until the upward I'orce

was no longer equal to graviiy, or until they

escaped from the influence of the vortex : most of

the stones would fall in five minutes, anil be of

moderate size ; others might be sustained ten or

fifteen minutes, and obtain enormous dimensions.

The Lake Superior Copper Mines are not, as

has been generally supposed, a new discovery of
the present generation, neither are the present

miners the first diggers in that region fir the mine-

ministers oCJ
Others have testified to substantially the same long since passed but slrikiii

Jesus,—the Prince of peace,—the God of' '''cts. Again, it appears impossible that two

-speaking of taking arms against the legal- rents in close juxtaposition should blow f

government of the country, and of shootinn

) its officers and troops with evident appro-

n. Yet the Covenantors were, without doubt,

1 belter men than their opposers. Cruelty

* Sharp.

nearly opposite quarters with such violence us to

prostrate large trees, unless there is opportunity
lijr the air to escape upward.
How ivas the coUl ickich formed tlie hail pro-

duced? The lemperalure of hail-stoncs when
they fall is sometimes as low as 'JO, or even "20

manner have evidences of that race been recemly
brought to light in the discovery of ancient mines,

tools, &c., in the Lake Superior region. In 1848,
the first of these old mines was discovered, and

m it was Ibund a mass of pure copper weighing

six tons, which had been raised by ancient wedges,

and rolled along the gallery. Ttiese ancient mines

extended over a tract of coun'rv 100 miles long,
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running Crom N. E. to S. W. A prciit mimhrr

olancicnl tuols hnve lieen lounii. They nil con-

sist of hard sloncs, with single iind double (jrooves,

lor the rei-»'|)ti()n ol" Imndit-s liku those now tm-

plovcd bv bincksmlths lor holding their wedges.

The marks ol" old tires extended everywhere,

showing that they employed hertt in their mining

opernlions—by heating the rock first, then eool

ing it quickly with water to sollen it—the plan

for sol'teniiig copper. When did llioso nneieni

miners work* these mines, and who were they I

—

Norlli Amtrican.

AITIMX FL()\VEU.S.

Those few pule nuturnn flowers,

How benulil'ul tliey iirel

Thau all tlml went before,

Than all the summer store,

How lovelier fiir!

And why? They arc the last—

The lust ! the last ! the last 1

O: by that little word
How many thoughts are stirred,

—

That sister of the piut

!

Talc flowers ! Pale, perishing flowers I

Ye're types ori>retious things;

Types of those bitter moments,

That flit like life's enjoyments,

Lin rapid, rapid wings.

Last hours with purling dear ones

(Thai time the linstest spends;.

Last tears in silenee shed,

Last words half uttered.

Last looks of dying friends.

Who but would fain compress

A life into a day,

The last day spenl with one

Who, ere tbe morrow's sun,

Musi leave us, and for aye?

0, precions, precious moments !

Pale flowers ! ye're types of those
;

The saddest, sweetest, dearest.

Because, like those, the nearest

To an eternal close.

Pale flowers I Pale, perishing flowers

!

I woo your gentle breath,

—

I leave tbe summer rose

For younger, blither brows:

—

Tell uie of (.hanirc and death I

VISIT TO TIIL VAL MX llOVli.

Professor Sillimiin has just published "A Visit

to Europe in 1851," from which we cxlriict the

hdlowing. We must pninise liiat the tiuvel-

lers hod spent the previous iii^ht at Nicolosi,

twelve mihs above Cataniu, on llic s^ide of Mount

Eina. Th<-y were accompanied by Mattco, whu
is descriUd as the veteran guide on Etna.

" Uising at two o'clock, a.m., 1 rallied our

courier and my cumpanions, and after taking a

cup of ccifi; e, we were in our carriage at four,

and travelled fourteen miles upon a good road,

over the ensifrn slope of the mountain, while

Matleo, with his assistants, came on their mules

by a shorter route, to meet us nt Zallarina, the

appointed place of rendezvous.
" In our morning ride we returned four or five

miles upon the road towards Catania, and then

diverged to the left towards Zalfarina, passing

through a very beautiful country, in the highest

slate of cultivation, which fully justified the glow-

ing accounts we had heard of the fertile regions

ol Eina. Vines, olives, figs, pomegranates, pears,

cherries, apricots, oranges, lemons, wheal, rye,

Indian corn, numerous plants, grown for their

fragrant essences, are among the productions ol

this fertile volcanic soil. Several substantial

villages occurred in our route ; in them churches

|

were always conspicuous. The Madonna and

Infant Saviour occupied prominent situations

along the road ; somelimes also, the shrines were

lenanled by images of saints and martyrs of the

Roman calendar. The people appeared quite

civil, many of them touchi-d their caps with their

hands, and saluted us with a smile ; the prit'sts

rarely volunteered n salutation, but when we first

sniiited them, they always raised their broad-

bnmnied b<'avers. Most of the people, from con-|

slant exposure, are of a deep brown colour; the I

vsomen are quite as dark and coarse as the men,

and they are generally without stockings, shoes,
j

or hats. They labour in the field, and carry I

heavy burdens upon their heads; nor do they

:ippear to be favviuicd by the men, lor the hus-

;

band is often shod while the poor wife goes bare-

j

foot. We see very lew women who look even

tolerably. Among the young, indeed, and espe-j

cially among the children, there are pleasing

faces, but none ap|K'ared quite clean, and as we

say at home, lidy. Not a Tew are ragged and

forlorn, to a degree of which we, in America, can

liirni no conception. Here, upon .Mount Etna, as

well as upon the maritime road, we saw those
^

whose clolhes, if such they could be called, hungi

all about them iu filthy tatters, leaving their poorj

bodies exposed.

"Rye bread and eggs, and the low, weakj

wines of the country, lijrm the principal aliment

of the people. Milk is not common, and when
found, ii is not the miltt of the cow but of the

goat. Butter S' ems almost unknown in Sicily,
|

at least in this part of it; olive oil is the substi-

tute, and in general it is sweet and good, but it is

not used with bread, which is extremely coarse,;

and is ealen dry. Yet Sicily is justly called the

granary of Europe.
j

"Matteo was already at ZafTarina with his

mules when we arrived, and we were soon equip-

ped, and mounted upon animals, which, with a

single exception, were large and in good condi-

tion. Behold us then, lour of our party, with our

altendants, seated again on mules lor a mountain
;

excursion, but in a country as dirierent as possi-

j

ble from that at Tivoli, where we were similarly
;

provided. 1 have never travelled in any coun-

try so arduous and dillicult as this. Our guide

led the way, all our e(|uipments being piled upon

his sturdy mule, while Ins son, a youth of filleeii,

with an asaisiant, walked by his side; we, tlie

loreign travellers, followed in single file, and thus

we penetrated nine mil(;s into the very bowels ol

Etna. For a short distance there was a tolerable

path, but after half a mile, we began to ascend

over loose lava stones and among lava rocks,

where there was no track but that made by mules

and donkeys, moving with their burdens down
ihe mountain ; ol course they must return again

by the same route to obtain their loads. To-day
we met many donkeys heavily laden with tiles,

and others with timber and planks.
" As we were constantly ascending over a

very rough and rugged surface, which grew
sleeper and stieper, we had noihing to do but to

sit quietly on our saddles, allowing our mules to

pick their way in the best manner they could,

and as we did not attempt to guide them, they

always stepped in the right place. They follow-

ed the mule of Matteo, our file leader, wilh perfect

exactness and order; and thus we were left at

liberiy to observe the wonderful country Into whose
mysterious recesses we were now penetraling.

We were soon involved among lava currents,

rough and billowy, rising into high ridges, and
sinking into deep valleys, whose once molten

masses appeared now mo<s-covered, with ever;

mark of the antiquity of many centuries. Higl

hills and mountains on our left were marked tr

more ancient lava currents, and slill many c

ihem, alihotigh they were without excepti n vol

canic accumulations, were covered wilh vines

extending high up on the mountain side whereve

any soil could be found.

"There are no permanent running streams c

water on Etna, but mountain torrents evidenll

sweep down these valleys occasionally ; for w
saw deep channels worn in the solid lava, whici

was grooved, furrowed, polished, and scoo|)ed oti

as in Sleep river channels. In our passage Iron

Messina to Catania we passed the dry beds o

numerous torrents, which, in winter, are said t

be powerful, but in the dry season are wholly oh

solete. Onward we toiled heavily, up the increas

ing steep; the hills on our left became mouniain
—certainly they would so appear anywhere elsi

— here, however, they are greatly surpassed b]

the sublime dome now in full view, and which w
were every moment approaching. We passed i

sheller under a broad shield of lava-rock, whicI

had been projected so happily as to leave a cavil;

highly convenient to protect adventurers. Here

in fact, Baron Walterhousen frequently made hi

abode during the years when he was engaged i

exploring, sketching, and describing Etna.

"We had now opened the Vul del Bove, an

for four miles, we passed over an ocean of com
paralively modern lava, desolate and dreary

rugged and sharp, black and barren, except her

and there a small tuft of verdure, a mountai

weed, which attracted our wearied animals. Thi

lava tract, level as it appears from above, i

really more billowy than the most tcmpestuou

ocean; still, by the aid of our experienced guide

and our patient and sagacious mules, we mad
our way where we might have been precipitaie

at any moment by our falling animals, among th

sharp points of lava brisiling on every side, o

thrown headlong into deep ravines. There wer

also large tracts of black volcanic sand into whic

the feet of our mules sank fetlock deep, and whe
we ascended hills of this sand, it was with n

small etfort that they could keep on their course

The sun, before partly veiled, now poured dowi

a flood of light and heat, which the lava and san

reflicted into our faces, and here we experience

the first really oppressive heal which we had lei

in Italy. We niounled the highest pile of loos

materials in the centre of the area, and as we hai

been three hours and a half in our saddles, whil

rising up the mountain, we hero took our muc
needed refreshment, but without the slightcs

sheller, not even of an umbrella, which our cou

rier had neglected to bring, while I he thermome
ler on the ground, was at 95^, and in the air a

92°. When the air was calm the heat S'^eme

almost insupportable, condensed and accumulate

as it was in the black sand. There was nochanci

of escape from its fervor ; but we weieoccasionall

relieved by a breeze, and there was, now an

then, a blast that came roaring along from ih

mouniain cliffs, and was for a lew moments s

violent as almost to lay us prostrate; then i

would inslanlly cease, and a dead cairn with op

pressive heat would succeed.

" Oiu Position.—We stood now arjOO fee

above the Mediterranean. But how shall I de

scribe the magnificent and terrific scene arouu

us ! We were in the midst of the grandest vol

canic amphitheatre in the world. Its entire cii

cuit, including the great chasm through which w
had ascended, must be twenty miles ; the circui

of the area immediately around us was five or si:

miles; the longest diameter, including a poriioi
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le way of access, is nine miles ; the diameter

le place where we stood three miles. Three-

ths of the area was inclosed by walls of black

, rock, in almost perpendicular cliffs and pre-

;es, which mounted from 1000 to 3500 feet in

ation above the floor of the place where we
d. The precipices were buttressed and sccm-

y supported by innumerable enormous dykes,

irojecting walls, standing out almost at right-

les. The main walls receded into deep verti-

grooves, and in these the snow, wide above
narrowing as it descended, came down 3500
to the very floor of this vast arena of one ol

noblest amphitheatres that nature ever form-

These snows were joined above to the thick

wide mantle of winter, from which they were
ected, while their superior portions, still in-

ed with ice the awful dome that impended al-

it above our heads. The terminating cone,

very vortex of the mountain, was visible over
cliffs, rising 3500 feet above their upper edge,

as the walls of rock were also 3500 leet high,

dome and cone of Ktna rose nearly one mile

a half vertically above the bottom of the Val
Bove in which we stood.

Minor Vents.—In this valley there are sub-

inate volcanoes, and from them, as well as
n the side walls, have issued many currents

ava, doubtless in different geological ages.
of these volcanoes, situated in the bottom ol

Val del Bove, are comparatively recent; one
hem broke out in 1811, and the other in

9.

How much the eruptions from them and from
;r similar sources may have raised the floor

he Val del Bove, we know not; we cannot
bt, however, that they have piled up immense
ses, and thus it appears probable that when
valley was first Ibrmed, it must have been
;h deeper than now.
'J'he Grandecb of this scene far surpasses
powers of description. As before remarked,
i a vast volcanic amphitheatre, with almost
ical walls of ragged rock, black and forbid-

;. The arena has been a scene of the mosi
lendous action of fire. Compared with this

iral amphitheatre of Etna, the Coliseum ol

le is a toy. The area of the Val del Bove
Id contain 10,000 such Coliseums, and Lon-
ilself could be included in its vast capacity,

as been well remarked that, compared with

a, Vesuvius is a cabinet volcano. There lies

Val del Bove, amidst the awful solitudes of
a; itself desolated by internal fire, its enor-
is piles of lava, and its now quiet volcanic

;s, attesting that below is the locus of latent

•gy. Still this area is depressed far below the

It power, the great cone of Etna, that, in close

;imity, impends over it, and holds it, as a

;al, in subjection. In some future eruption,

i's cone may pour into this profound gulf

L floods of molten rock as may fill it again up
le general slope of the great dome, or convert
to an overflowing fountain of fire, which shall
• its floods of lava down the declivities and
the valleys below, as has more than once
)ened already.

A cataract of melted lava was, in 1811 and
3, precipitated into the Val del Bove, with the

1 learful concussion, and with a tempest of
I and fragments raised into the air."

Extracts from John Conraii's Journal.

Twelfth mo. 19lh, 1805. I sat three meet-

in Dublin silent, and since to this dale have
spoken in testimony once. My spirit feels

iken, ashes are on my head spiritually, feel-

ing myself made inwardly sensible, that I am
|
to

altogether unworthy and unfit to speak in the

name of the Lord, almost saying with Moses,
' Send by whom thou wilt send,' for I neither de-
sire, nor can I go; and in this disposition I rejoice

that 1 am set at liberty from dealing any more
with a people whose ears are dull of hearing

—

eyes they have, but they see not the beauty there
is in the Truth—hearts they have, but they un-
derstand not the things which concern their ever-
lasting peace ! May the Lord in his gracious
condescending mercy, once more say to his peo-
ple. Arise, and shake yourselves from the dust of
the earth, and put on thy beautiful garments, oh I

Jerusalem
; that Zion may once more become the

praise of the whole earth, that she may again tra-

vail and bring forth children, to the praise of the
great Name!"

—

Page 109.
" Si.\th mo. aTih, 1823. I have been for some

lime past a mourner in Zion, travelling heavily
on, bemoaning myself and my situation among a
people of unclean lips—my dwelling in the cot-

tage in the vineyard—no fellow-traveller to travel

with me; yet the language of my spirit has been,
'Not my will, but thine, oh Lord, be done I' I

was made willing to bear my portion of his right-

jeous indignation, as Ezekiel had to lie three hun-

j

dred and ninety days on one side for the [iniquity

j

of the] house of Israel, and forty days on the other
side for the sin of Judah."

—

Page 218.

FRIENDLY ADVICE.

In 1711, William Penn composed a preface to

the Journal of his ancient friend John Banks,
which he dictated to an amanuensis, while he
walked the floor with a cane in hand, and giving

occasional answers to other matters. This being
the lust piece he published, shows the brightness

of his intellect, and the /Veshness of his religious

feelings in the evening of his day.

"Friendly Reader. The labours of the ser-

vants of God ought always to be precious in the

eyes of his people, and for that reason the very
fragments ol" their services are not to be lost, but

to be gathered up for edification, and that is the

cause why we expose the following discourses to

public view ; and I hope it will please God to

make them effectual to such as seriously peruse
them, since we have always found the Lord rea-

dy to second the services of his worthies U|)oii the

spirits of the readers, not suffering that which is

his own to go without a voucher, in every con-
science. I mean those divine truths it hath pleas-

ed Him to reveal among his children by his own
blessed Spirit, without which no man can rightly

perceive the things of God, or be truly spiritually-

minded, which is life and peace. And this, in-

deed, is the only benefical evidence of heavenly
truths, which made that excellent apostle say in

his day, ' We know that we are of God, and th;

the whole world lieth in wickedness;' for, in that

day, true religion, and undefiled before God and
the Father, consisted in visiting the fatherless and
the widows in their afflictions, and keeping un-

spotted from the world ; not only a godly tradi-

tion of what others have enjoyed, but the experi-

mental enjoyment and knowledge thereof, by the

operation ot the divine power in their own hearts,

which makes up the inward Jew and accomplish-
ed Christian, whose praise is not of men, but ol

God ; such are Christians of Christ's making, that

can say with the apostle, ' It is not we that live,

but Christ that liveth in us; dying daily to sell

and rising up, through faith in the Son of God,
to newness of life.' Here formality bows to rea-

power ; which brings to the regeneration, with-
out which, no man can inherit the kingdom of
God ; and by which he is enabled, in every estate
to cry, Abba Father I

" Now, reader, before I take my leave of thee,
let me advise thee to hold thy religion in the
spirit, whether thou prayest, praisest, or minister-
est to others; go forth in the ability God giveth
thee, promise not to awaken thy Beloved before
his time; be not thy own in thy perlbrmances,
but the Lord's; and thou shalt not hold the Truth
in unrighteousness, as too many do, but accord-
ing to the oracle of God, that will never leave nor
forsake those who take counsel at it ; which that
all God's people may do, is, and has long been,
the earnest desire, and fervent supplication of
theirs and thy faithful friend, in the Lord Jesus
Christ.

William Penn."
"London, 22d of Twelfth mo., 1711."

From The Annual of Scie

GIUANTIC TELESCOPE.

A new and gigantic telescope, rivalling that
constructed by Lord Rosse, is now erecting upon
Wandsworth Common, by Mr. Gravatt, lor Mr.
Craig. It consists of a plain tower, with a long
tube slung at its side. The tower, consisting of
brick, is 64 feet in height, 15 feet in diameter.
Every precaution has been taken in the construc-
tion of this building, to prevent the slightest vibrii-

tion ; but, if any disappointment in this respect
should arise, additional weight can be obtained by
loading the several floors, and the most perfect

steadiness will be thus insured. By the side of
this sustaining tower hangs the telescope. The
length of the main tube, which is shaped some-
what like a cigar, is 76 feet ; but with an eye-
piece at the narrow end, and a dew- cap at the
other, the total length in use will be 85 feet. The
design of the dew-cap is to prevent obscuration by
ihe condensation of niuisture which lakes place
during the night, when the instrument is most in

use. Its exterior is of bright metal, the interior is

painted black. The focal distance will vary from
76 to 85 feet. The tube at its greatest circumfer-
ence measures 13 feet, and this part is about 24
feet from the object-glass. The determination of
this point was the result of repeated experiments
and minute and carelul calculations. It was es-

ntial to this object in view that there should not
be the slightest vibration in the instrument. Mr.
Gravatt, reasoning from analogy, applied the

principle of harmonic progression to the perfecting
of an instrument for e.xtending the range of vision,

and thus aiding astronomic research. By his im-
provements, the vibration at one end of the tulw
is neutralized by that at the other, and the result

IS, that the utmost steadiness and jirecision are
attained. The ironwork of the tube was manu-
factured by Messrs. Bennie, under the direction of
Mr. Gravatt. The object-glasses are also of Eng-
lish constructioh, and throw a curious light on the

manner in which nn enlightened commercial po-

licy has reacted upon and promoted the advance-
ment of science. Up to a recent period, the flint

glass for achromatic telescopes was entirely of
Ibreign manufacture. Since the reduction in the

duty, great improvements have been made in this

department. The making of the large flint glass
was intrusted to Mr. Chance, of Birmingham, who
at first hesitated to manufacture one larger than
9 inches in diameter. On being urged, however,
by Mr. Craig, he succeeded in producing one of
24 inches

;
perfectly clear, and homogeneous in

structure. Besides this, there is n second of plate
ty, memory to feeling, letter to spirit, and form glass of the same dimensions, cast by the Thames
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Plate Cilass Conipfiny. The lube rests upon n lain niri^rs with such vivid dislinclness as to make

li-ihl wooden I'raniework, with iron wheels attach- us lonj; for line clear wcalher, in order to bring

cd, and is fitted lo n circular iron railway nt a iho whole powers of this marvellous iiistrunient

distance of 5J feet from the onire of the tower, upon our satellite. It is positively asserted that

The chain by which it is lowerird is capable of of a favourable evening, if there was a building

sustaining Q weiuht of 1."J tuns, though the weight or object of the size of Wcsiininstcr Abbey in the
, , ,j , „ ., „ . , , „^ ^ "..

.

P
the whole of its parts atid proporiions ^<'ff

'«»'•';<'.
Y'"""'/";''' r;r ''""^^^^^^

. . .'. '.. '

I

potatoes, or dried vegetables, shall pass on all the ri

! ers and eanals, free from all navigation dues," until t

I

close of this year. 8ome riots had occurred, owing
the hijjh price of food.

" STUIA.—The crops reported satisfactory.

of the lube is oidy -i- Notwithstanding the im-

mense size of the instrument, the machinery is would be distinctly revealed. As an

such ihnt it can move either in azimuth, or up to of its space-penetrating powers, and

The cholera has committed great mvages in the Ru
sian army, and among the inhabitants of the soullic

provinces. Gold has been discovered on the right ba
of the Lena, and thousands of diggers are there

work.
KKANCE.—To facilitate the introduction of food in

France, the Government has issued a decree, that

illustration

iner

an altitude of tJO", with as much ease and rapidity in which it grasps in the light, it may be stated,

ns an ordinary telescope, and, from the nature of that soon after it was directed to a test object, a

the mechanical orrangemenls, with far greater minute sfieck of light in one of the conslellulions,

cerininty as to results. The slightest force applied 1 which is not to be seen nt all times by the most

lo the wheel on the iron rail, causes the instru-, excellent instruments, though guided by first role

ment lo move horizontally round the central observers, and in profound darkness. Tho Craig

tower, whde a wheel nt the right hand of the ob- j
telescope at once discovered that this test object

enables him to elevate or depress the ob- j
was not a minute speck of liglil, but a brilliant

ritUSSIA.—The Prussian Board of Agriculture, af

careful investigation into the crops, declares that t

average is such " as to remove all apprehensions

ject-glass with the greatest precision and facility, double star. As soon as it is finally adjusted,
j,|,p

GKKECE.—Thebes, and many villages in the neig

bourhood, have sulTered by an earthquake, which 1

shaken down all the new houses which have been bu

f stone. Several persons were killed at Thclies, a

With respect lo the magnifying power of this novel

instrument, it is only necessary to state that,

though ,the focus is not so sharp as it will be

shortly, it has already separated the nebultc

the same wav as Lord Rosse's. It has al

rated soine of the double stars in the Grr;

Mr. Craig propo.ses lo direct the instrument to ihi

planet Venus, to e.vamine it minutely, in the hope

that he may be able lo tetlle the fjueslion of whe-

ther she has a satellite or not. We need not say

scpa- i what an advantage the solution of this fact would

Bear, be to science.

and shown distinctly a clear distance of 50° or
|

" But wonderful as are the efTects of this tele-

tit)- between them, w'ith several other stars occupy- scope, it is not yet perfect, and it has been found

ing the intervening space. Ordinary readers will that a part of one of the lenses is too flat by

better understand the e.xlraordinnry magnifying about the five-thousandlli part of an inch I To
power of the telescope, when we inform them thai many it inay appear incredible that the five-lhou-

by It a quarlcr-iiicb letter can be read at the dis-^sandlli part of an inch can be estimable so as to

tunce of half a mile. I be appreciable and measured ; but the indistinct-

The London Observer furnishes the following; ness of a portion of the image revealed the fact,

additional particulars relative to the power of thisjThe rays of light which fall upon that part of the

new instrument; it says:—" It has been already
j

Itns go beyond the focal length, and render the

asceriained, that, as a measuring instrument, or
|
object indisiinct, and confuse the image. This

for penetrating space, its powers are unapproach-j portion of the Ions has to be "stopped out" when

able by all oihi r instruments. It separates minute extraordinary accuracy of definition is required ;

points of light so distinctly, that its qualifications! as, for instance, in observing so fine a point as

ns a discovering telescope inust be extremely val- 1
the third ring of Saturn ; and, as the aperture is

uable. It resolves the milky way, not simply into
j

so large, the absence of this small portion of the

beautiful and briliianl star-dust, to use the

having become dry.

Liffering for want of thei

The shocks continued fur soi

yew York. Deaths in New Y(UXITED STATES,
city la5t week, 440.

J'mifi/lrania.—Philadelphia. Deaths last week, 2

Man/land.—Baltimore. Breadstuffs advancing.
Louisiana.— Jiev! Orleans. The yellow fever still i

cliniug; Iiusiness reviving. There were 253 deaths 1

week, 158 from yellow fever. The fever continues
spread in other parts of Louisiana, and in the ncij

bouring .States.

Cali/ornia.—The Northern Light, at New York, fr

San Juan del Norte, brought 655 passengers, and nea

llion and a half of gold from California. Trade
San Francisco very dull. Indian outbreaks in

north becoming serious. Journeymen bricklayers hi

aised their wages to twelve dollars per day ; hod c

iers their's to si.\ dollars.

RECEIPTS.

Received from J. Maule, agent, 0., for Jesse Robe
52, vol. 2U, for Israel Steer, S2, vol. 27, for himself,

ols. 26 and 27 ; from Samuel W. Lynde, Indiana,

gunge of astronomers, but subdivides this ' dust'

into regular constellations, showing counterparts

of the Orion, the Great Bear, and the other bril-

liant galaxies ol our system, adorned, in addition,

with the most variid and gorgeous colours. The
lenses are so perfectly achromatic, that the planet

Saturn appears of inilk-likc whiteness; and, as

regards this planet, a good deal of scientific inte-

rest has been recently attached to it, in conse-

quence of the distinguished American astronomer,

iiond, ol the Cambridge Observatory, Massachu-
setts, having stated he believed he saw a third

ring or belt round the planet. Professor Challis

brought the Northumberland lelescopc nt Cam-
bridge to bear upon it, but failed in discovering it.

Ixird Rosse's gigantic telescope was also employ-

ed upon it in vain ; and it became a matter ol

great interest to the astronomical world, to ascer-

tain whether there was n third ring or not ; and

this question has been solved by the Craig tele-

scope ; the tliird ring, of a clear, brilliant gray

colour, bavin;; been dis-tinclly sren. This is owing
lo the great quantity of light which the Wands-
worth telescope; brinys to the eye of the observer

Irom this planet, giving n bright appearance to

what, in an instrument of less [wwer, would have

been completely invisible. '

" Some idea of its powers maybe formed from
the fact, that it magnifies the light of the moon
40,000 times ; and in coarse objicts, like the out-

lines of the lunar mountains and the craters, the

whole of these rays may be allowed to pass at

once lo the focal point, as they do not in such
objects confuse it in any appreciable degree. In

the Craig telescope, the moon is a most magnifi-

cent object, and perfectly colourless, enabling the

beholder to trace iheoutlincsof tho various moun-.

rays i.s not im|)ortant, the quantity of light being

so great. It was at first feared that the attempt

to correct this defect might produce the inconve-

nience of over correcting it, and produce an error

on the other side; but Mr. Gravatl has devised a

plan by which the lens, which was polished in the

first instance by four workmen, may now be rcpo-

lished by machinery upon such accurate mathe-

matical principles as will prevent the possibility of

error. The machinery is somewhat similar to

thai by which the reflector of Lord Rosse's gigan-

tic telescope was polished, with the diflerence,

that, the rtflector being concave, and the Cruig

lenses convex, the machinery will act reversely

" A dry doctrinal ministry, however sound
words, can reach but the ear, and is but a dream
at the best. There is another soundness, that is

soundest of all, viz., Christ the power of God.
This is the key of David, that opens and none
shuts, and shuts and none can open : As the oil

to the lamp, and the soul to the body, so is that

to the best of words. Wi

" I have often observed this, lli.U people of the

icor/d, never speak well of it at parties.'

Tbi Comi
tion,

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.
Itee charged with the oversight of

THS FRIEND
TE.NTU MO.NTU

I T E M S F N EW S.

Intelligence from Europe to the 0th ultimo, has been
received by the Africa.

GREAT BUITAIN.—Cotton is dull, and flour has de-
clined. American stocks in demand.

The Tarkish question is yet unsettled.

Philadelphia, on Si.\th-day,

7th of next month, at V o'clock, p.m.

The Committee on Instruction, and the Committee
-Admissions, meet on the same day—the former al

and the latter at 5 o'clock, p. M.

The Semi-annual E.iiamination of the Schools, 1

commence on Third-day morning, and conclude
rifth-day evening of the same week.

Thomas Kimder, Clerk

r/nlari,!., yiulh mo. 24th, 1853.

A meeting of " The Philadelphia Association

Friends for the Instruction of Poor Children, will

held on Second-day evening. Tenth month 3rd, 1853

7 o'clock, at the committee-room. Mulberry street rai

ing-housc.

Edward Richie, Clcrl

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.
A Teacher is wanted in the Boys' Classical Dcp

ment. Application may be made lo either of the

dersigned. William Evans, Samuel llilles, Peun
Passmoro, Thomas Evans, Samuel Bettlc, Jr.

J'hilatlu., .\inlh mo. 19M, 1853.

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.
A conveyance will be in readiness at West Che!

on Sccond-d.ay, the 3rd of Tenth month, on the arr

of the afternoon cars, to take such members of the
'

iting Committee to the School, as may go that ^

cars leave the city at three o'clock on that day.

stead of four.

Died, at Haddonfield, New Jersey, on the 25th

Blakev Sharpless, (formerly of this city,) in the (

year of his age.

PRINTED BY KITE & WALTON,
No. 3 Ranstead Place, Fourth above Chesnut EtrM|
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JOHN KNOX.
fContinued from page 18.)

i'he town people in the meantime had deter-

J to resist to the last extremity, and the re-

was rapidly approaching. With a most

lable anxiety to prevent bloodshed, Lord
s Stuart and Lord Argyle prevailed on thej

isses to name the conditions on which they
[

J surrender, and when the latter had con-

d to do so, if the queen would grant an am-'

for the riot, and would engage that Perth

d not be obliged to receive a French garri-

Ihey hurried to lay these terms before her.

regent had no objection to purchase a blood-

victory with a promise which she had no

tion of observing. Perth opened its gates;

marching in at the head of her troops, she

jrately violated every article to which she

)ound herself. The French soldiers passing

5 the High-street fired upon the house of an

.xious citizen, and killed one of his children;

with an impolitic par;ide of perfidy the

;ess replied only to the complaints of the

le, that 'she was sorry it was the child and

he father,' and she left the otTending soldiers

e garrison of the town. Her falsehood was
nprudent as it was abominable. The two

;men withdrew indignantly from the court,

iring formally that they would not support her

jch manifest tyranny ;' and joining themselves

ly to Knox, they hastened with him to St.

:ews, where they were presently joined by

Ochiltree and Lord Glencairn, and from

:e sent out a hasty circular, inviting the gen-

3n and lords of Scotland to assemble for the

ice of the kingdom. It was still uncertain

. support they might expect, and before any
ort had actually arrived, when Knox hasten-

) realize the conviction which long ago he

expressed on board the French galley, and
jlorify God' in the pulpit of the church where
d had first opened his voice.' If he had su-

tiiious feelings on the matter we cannot quar-

vith him for them ; and although it was at

isk of his life, (for a detachment of the French
; at the Falkland, only twelve miles distant,

the archbishop had sent a message to the

s, ' that in case the said John presented him-

to the preaching place in his town, he should

him be saluted with a dozen culverins, where-

le most part should light on his nose,') yet at

1 a time the boldest policy is always the

idest, and he refused to listen to the rernon-

nces of his friends. ' To delay to preach to-

,' he said the evening before the day

fixed, ' unless the body be violently withholden, 1
j

cannot of conscience. For in this town and kirk
j

began God first to call me to the dignity of a

preacher, and this I cannot conceal, which more!

than one heard me say when the body was far

absent from Scotland, that my assured hope was I

to preach in St. Andrews before I departed this

life.' He went straightforward, he preached as

he had done at Perth, and with a still more seri-

ous eflect, for the town council immediately after

the sermon voted the abolition of ' all monuments
of idolatry.' The circumstances of the prophecy

and still more the circumstances of their previous

knowledge of him, his present position as an out-

law with a price upon his head, the threats of the

archbishop with the doubt whether he would at-

tempt to put them in force ; all these, added to

the power of Knox's own thunder, explain the

precipitancy of the resolutions in the excitement

which they must have produced; and the resolu-

tions themselves were immediately carried into

effect. Some one to go first is half the battle of

a revolution, and with such a leader as Knox it is

easy to find followers. By the time the regent's

troops were under the walls so many thousand

knights, gentlemen, and citizens, were in arms to

receive them, that they shrank back without ven-

turing a blow, and retired within their intrench-

ments; and thus within six short weeks, for it

was no more since Knox landed, the Reformers

were left masters of the field, conquerors in an

armed revolt which had not cost a single life ol

themselves or of their enemies, so overwhelming

was the force which the appearance of this one

man had summoned into action. We require no

better witness of the prostration of the Catholic

faith in Scotland, or of the paralysis into which

it had sunk.
" ' And now,' wrote Knox to a friend, ' the

long thirst of my wretched heart is satisfied in

abundance. Forty days and more hath my God
used my tongue in my native country to the ma-

nifestation of His glory. Whatsoever now shall

follow as touching my own carcase, His holy

name be praised.'

" The rest of the summer the queen regent was

obliged to remain a passivi; spectator of a burst

of popular feeling with which, as long as it was

at its height her power was wholly inadequate to

cope, and which she was forced to leave to work

its will, till it cooled of itself. . . . That it would

and must cool sooner or later, a less shrewd per-

son than Mary of Guise could foresee: feeling of

all kinds is in nature transient and exhaustmg,

and the goodness of a cause will not prevent en-

thusiasm frotn flagging, or unpaid and unsupport-

ed armies from disintegrating. Her turn, there-

fore, she might safely calculate would come at

last; and, in the meantime, there was nothing for

it but to sit still, while, by a simulianeous move-

ment over the entire Lowlands, the images were

destroyed in the churches, and the monasteries

laid in ruins. Not a life was lost, not a person

was injured, no private revenge was gratified in

;
the confusion, no private greediness took oppor-

I

tunity to pilfer. Only the entire material of the

old laith was washed clean away.

" This passionate iconoclasm has been alter-

nately the glory and the reproach of John Knox,
who has been considered alike by friends and
enemies the author of it. For the purification of
the churches there is no doubt that he was re-

sponsible to the full, whatever the resjionsibility

may be which attaches to it,—but the destruction

of the religious houses was the spontaneous work
of the people, which in the outset he looked upon
with mere sorrow and indignation. Like Lati-

mer in England, he had hoped to preserve them
for purposes of Education and charity ; and it

was only after a warning which sounded in the

ears as if it came from heaven, that he stood

aloof, and let the popular anger have its way;
they had been nests of profligacy for ages; the

earth was weary of their presence upon it ; and
when the retribution fell, it was not for him to

arrest or interfere with it. Scone Abbey, the re-

sidence of the Bishop of Murray, was infamous,

even in that infamous time, for the vices of its

occupants; and the bishop himself having been

active in the burning of Walter Milne, had thus

provoked and deserved the general hatred. After

the French garrison was driven out of Perth, ha

was invited to appear at the conlerence of the

lords, but unwilling or afraid to come forward,

he blockaded himself in the abbey. A slight thing

is enough to give the first impulse to a stone

which is ready to fall ; the town people of Perth

and Dundee, having long scores to settle with

him and with the brotherhood, caught at the op-

portunity, and poured out and surrounded him.

John Knox, with the provost of Penh and what
force they could muster, hurried to the scene to

prevent vioknce, and for a time succeeded ; Knox
himself wo find keeping guard all one night at

the granary door: but the mob did not disperse;

]

and prowling ominously round the walls, in de-

(ault of other weapons, made free use of their

tongues. From sharp words to sharp strokes is

an almost inevitable transition on such occasions.

In the gray of the morning, a son of the bishop

, ran an artisan of Dundee through the body, and
in an instant the entire mass of the people dash-

ed upon the gates. The hour of Scone was come.
Knox was lifted gently on one side, and in a few

minutes the abbey was in a blaze."

"Such was tho first burst of the Reformation

in Scotland; we need not follow the course of it.

It was the rising up of a naiion, as we have said,

against the wickedness which had taken posses-

sion of the holiest things and holiest places, to

declare in the name of God that such a spectacle

should no longer be endured. Of the doctrines

of Scotch Protestantism, mt'aning by that the

speculative scheme of Christianity which was
held and taught by Knox and the oiher ministers,

we say but little, regarding it as by no means the
' thing of chiefest importance. Formal theology at

its best is no more than a language,—an expres-

sion in words of mysteries which the mind of man
can never adequately comprehend, and is, there-

lore, like all other human creations, liable to

I
continual change. In Knox's own words, 'All

worldly strength, yea, even in things spiritual,

doth decay ;' and all languages become in lime

[dead languages, and the meaning of them is only
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arliticially preserved nniong us. R< ligimi, os

these Kelbrniers understood il, (niid as nil reli-

gious men undersluiid it, wlialcver be tlicir lun-

gunge,) ineanl this, Ihnt the business ol" man upon

earth was to serve Almiglily God, not wiili forms

and words, but with nn obedient life, to hiitc all

sin, impurity, hypocrisy, and falsehood ; and

whatever Protestantism may have become nfler

three centuries of esmblishmcnl, Protestantism nt

its outset meant a return to this, from formalism

the mother of all wickedness. It were a poor

conception, indeed, that so great a quarrel was

for the truth or falsehood of a speculative system

of theology. 'I'hen, indeed, the world gained

little by the change; for, if Calvinism was once a

motive power to holiness, so, loo, was once the

mass itself; and if the mass become an idol and

a cause of confusion and sin, by a process exact-

ly analogous the theory of vicarious righteous-

ness may now be found in the Welsh valleys

producing an identical result. So it is, and so il

always will be, as long as any special virtue is

supposed to reside in lormal outward act, or for-

mal inward theory, irrespective of purity of heart

and manliness of life."

TRADE WITU JAPAN.

A California paper gives the following upon this

subject

:

" A business transaction took place a Cew days

since that is likely to be productive of important

results in the history of the commercial world.

A purchase of 100,000 pounds of rice was made
by one of our most respectable Chinese merchants,

which it is proposed lo ship to Japan on board

the ship Hamilton, which is now under Chinese

colours—having been purchased (rom her Ameri-

can owners by two wealthy Chinese merchants.

The Chinese have long been on trading terms

with the Japanese, and their vessels are allowed

to enter their pons and trade. The undertak-

ing is a novel one, and in the event of its suc-

ceeding, it would not require the foresight of

a prophet, lo predict a very sudden increase in

the mercantile marine of China ; which would

soon be able to show as handsome a fleet of clip-

pers as any nation in the world. It would not

be strange were it lo hap[)en that the opening ol

the ports of Japan should be brought about by

the Chinese who have settled in California. In-

deed, we are strongly inclined to the belief that

such will be the case; and that the world will

yet have to acknowledge themselves indebted to

California for it all. The powerful changes go-

ing on throughout the world—the result of the

gold discoveries—are every day becoming more
and more apparent, and it would not be presump-
tuous to suppose that the ports of Japan will be

as free to the world before three years, as are

those ol China now."

Originnl LcUers on Literary SubjccU.

No. 2.

(Concludf*! from page '21.)

The next letters I examined, were three octavo
volumes ol' selections from two great masses ol

original papers in England, culled the Harlcian
and Bodleian collections. These letters are gen-

erally written by learned men, and are not re-

markable for their liveliness of style, or Iwauty

of language, but they contain much valuable histo-

rical matter, some interesting antiquarian re-

searches, some pleasant personal anecdotes, and
lively scraps of natural Instory, Thcro is sufTi-

cienl worihy of note in these three volumes to fill I friend, says, " 'Blessed is the man who expecti

; several letters, but I shall not retail much of il, nothing, for ho shall never be disappointed,' wai

lest my letters grow interminable. In one of the the ninth beatitude, which a man of wit, (whi

notes there is an cvtract Irom a sermon |ireached . like a man of wii, was a long lime in goal) addei

by a man named Richard Tuverner, lo the slu- 1 to the eighth, i have long ago preached it,—bu

dents at Oxford, in the days of Queen Elizabeth,
^

the world and his other friends held it forth, am
which I will insert as a specimen of the aflected

[

exemplified il." "If I have any other very ex

style of some in that day, particularly those who
1
truordinary thing to tell you, it is this, that 1 havi

were leaning towards purilanism. lie was stand- never returned Sir Robert Walpole's* visit. Thi

ing in a stone pulpit, in the place of worship call- truth is, I have nothing lo ask of him, and I be

ed St. Mary, when he preached the sermon :! licve he knows that nobody follows him for no
" Arriving at the mount of St. Mary's in the stony

I thing. Besides, I have been very sick, and sick

stage where I now slond, 1 have brought you
[

ness, let me tell you, makes one above a minister

some fyne biskets bnkid in ihe oven of charitie, I who cannot cure n fit of a fever or ague. Le
carefully conserved for the chickens of the church,

j

me also tell you, that no man who is lame am
the sparrows of the spirit, and the sweet swallows! can«oi slir, will wait upon the greatest man upoi

of salvation." [earth; and lame I was, and still am." Pop
It appears from these volumes that Queen Anne

j

wrote a pleasant letter, but he seems to labour K

was the last, as Edward the confessor had been
;

say witty things, and thus spoils in measure ih

the first monarch of England, who touched those eflect of his sentences. A letter of John Newtoi
affected with scrofula or king's evil, to cure them, i on the death of his wife, contained in ihis volume

It would now be mailer of wonder that the world
,
is beautifully expressed, and his description of th

so long could have retained any belief in the cu-' gradual softening of sorrow in the necessary du

ralive power of a kingly finger, if it had not leak- lies of life, is very naturally and very forcibl;

cd out that everyone touched, received of the drawn. 1 think Newton as a religious writer

iking a gold coin. Thus reversing the present
,
decidedly the best of the Calvinistic school I hav

practice of paying the physician you employ.
!
met with.

I
Uaines Barrington, a celebrated English jurist of

j

Dr. Johnson, we learn from this volume, whils

the last century, tells us, that a person giving engaged in writing a life of Dryden, applied t

evidence in court in his hearing, incidentally Colley Cibber for particulars of the persona

mentioned, that he had been taken by his parents i habits and striking characteristics of the grea

to (iueen Anne, who touched him for the 'evil.'j poet. Johnson addressed him, " So sir, 1 find yo
When the evidence had been given, Daines took ! knew Mr. Dryden?" "Knew him I I was a

an opportunity of asking the witness, if the touch! well acquainted with him as if he had been m;

really cured him? The man smiled and said,
[

own brother." "Then you can tell me som
" he believed he never had a complaint that de- 1 anecdotes of him?" " O yes ! a thousand ! \Vh;

ed to be considered the evil, but that his pa

rents were poor, and had no objection to the bit

of gold! !"

The next volume I examined was an account

of the Barclays of Ury, containing some of Robert

Barclay's letters, and some written by the Prin-

we used to meet continually at a club at Buttena

I remember as well as if it were but yesterday

that when he came into the room in winter time

he used to go and sit close by the fire, in on
corner; and in summer time, he would alway
go and sit in the window." This was all iha

cess Elizabeth of the Rhine, George Fox, and
i

Johnson could get out of Cibber. He said after

other members amongst Friends. The editor ofi wards to a friend, " What with the corner of th

the work, not a Friend, says in his preface, " l! fire in winter, and the window in summer, yoi

have not even altered the Scotticisms with which see that I got much information from Cibber c

it abounds; and, indeed, any attempt on my part the manners and habits of Dryden."
to accommodate the language to the taste of the; The letters of Dr. Johnson in this volume ar

present age, would have been like an endeavour '
many of them quite free, except in an occasiona

lo improve the simple garb of Friends by the ad- sentence, from that lumbering imperiality, whid
dition of tinsel and lace." Archbishop Sharp was marks his other compositions. In two volume
murdered by the Covenantors on the 3rd day of of his letters addressed to Hestor Thrale, the lite

the Third month, 1679. In this book of the Bar- rary wife of the great London brewer, he is cas;

clays, Robert's son says it was very remark- in style, and quite free enough in matter. The;
able, "that some few days before the murder, abound in flutiej-y, manifest some self-conceil

[Robert Barclay being upon a journey to the i and as a whole, are no great credit to his inlel

Yearly Meeting at Edinburgh, in company with lect ; yet occasionally a paragraph is found, i'

his wife's sister, and they being early on horse- which the great English moralist peeps out in hi

back, at the east ferry, as they passed by the wonted strength of thought and force of expres
kirk, which belonged to the archbishop, close by sion. The letters contain frequent messages t

the end of the town, they heard a most terrifying,
i
Thrale's children, and a few are exclusively ti

howling noise, which was astonishing. Upon them. Dr. Johnson writing to children! Doe
which they sent the servant lo look into it through it not seem like an elephant turned child's nurse
ihe windows. He could then perceive nothing, Yet he succeeds sometimes very well,—some
but [had] no sooner returned to them, than the

|

times pretty well,—and where he fails most, th'

noise began again, and continued till they rode ' reader is inclined to say, " It is well done, cod
out of hearing. This account both he and his sidering.'

sister gave immediately after; and she in my
hearing, repeated the same but a few years ago,
to a company visiting her at her own house in

New Castle."

I

After finishing Barclay, I dipped into a volume
of letters collected by Rebecca Warner. The

* Then Prime Minister of England,—the dispenser c

places and pensione.

Chloroforming Bees.—D. Smith, in a letter t

the Eflinhurgh Couratit, thus describes his disco

letters were written by Richard Baxter, Lord Bo- very of "Chloroforming Bees" :
—"The quantit;

lingbroke. Dr. Hartley, Dr. Samuel Johnson, of chloroform required for an ordinary hive i

Alexander Pope, John Newton, Claudius Buclia- the sixth part of an ounce; a very large hive ma;
nan, &c., all noted literary men. Pope in writ-

j take a quarter of an ounce. My mode of opera
ing to Wdliam Forlescue concerning a common tion is as follows:—I set down a table opposiu
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and about four feet distant from the hive; on and as cedar trees beside the waters. Ho shall
! speaks louder than words, to declare to mankind

table 1 spread a thick linen clolh ; in the centre
!

pour the water out of his buckets, and his seed
j

(hero is no need of the power, secin" they can do
the table I place a small shallow breakfast

j

shall be in many waters. Oh I what encourage- wiiliout it. Certain it is, those who inordinately
e, which I cover with a piece of wire gauze, [ment have the Lord's chosen people, to abide

[

love this world niid the things of it, cannot have
irevent the bees coming in immediate contact i

faithful in that staiion wherein he hath placed
, I he power of godliness whilst in that state; as

1 the chloroform. I now quietly and cau-
1

ihem, whether in silence or speaking, in doing or saith the apostle, " Love not the world, nei'ther
sly lift the hive from the board on which it isjsullering, in prosperity or adversity. There is

iding, set it down on the top of the tabli',
|

not the least occasion to be ashamed of silent

Ding the plate in the centre; cover the hi

ely up with cloihs, and in twenty minutes or

he bees are not only sound asleep, but, con-

y to what I have seen when they are suffo-

d with sulphur, not one is left among the

bs ; the whole of them are lying helpless on
table. You now remove what honey you
k fit, replace the hive in its old stand, and
bees, as they recover, will return to their

icil. A bright, calm, sunny day is the best;

you should commence your operations in the

ning, before many of them are abroad."

iting to llu nature of true worship; with
me remarks on tlie staU of our Society ; both

. early times, and now.

(Concluded from page 19.)

is quite obvious that abundant preaching,
ing and singing, do not bring a great part ol

kind any nearer to heaven, nor more ac-

ited with God and themselves, than ihev
d be without it. So that it may be truly said,

indeed lamented, that they spend their money
hat which is not bread, and bestow much la-

without real profit to themselves. With
;ct to us, the ministry approved has abound-
ith heavenly bread, and refreshing streams
/ing water have flowed through the conduits
le plantation of God; and although many
not improved thereby, yet some have grown
flourished. But the Lord of the vineyard
ot be confined to any particular means for

lelp and preservation of his church, not even
as he has made use of in time past ; seeing
in make other means, unihoughl ol' by short
ed mortals, as eflectual. We may see that

ade use of the people of Israel to fight his

is, wherein they seem, in some sort, to have
the cause and instruments of their own deli-

ice and preservation : yet it was not always
or there are instances of his destroying his

lies, and working the deliverance of his peo-
mmediately by his own power. This ap-
!d more marvellous and astonishing, both to

eople and their enemies, than the ordinary
s usually employed. Upon the whole, al-

;h it appears to me something like a chastise-

,
that so many worthy valiants liave been

ved, and few raised up in the ministry to

:ed them with equal brightness, and this may
: a trial, which, to discerning eyes, may fully

guish between the prolessor and the posses-
f religion; yet I believe the true church will

under this dispensation of God's dealing
his people. She will be more grounded and
d in that which is within the veil, viz., the
sanctuary and liou^e of prayer. There is

lace of safety, out of the reach of Satan's
ormations.

holy, awful, silent waiting before God, is

lal Israel's abiding in their tent, where no
ition nor enchantment can prevail against

This is exceedingly beauiiful, reaching
jonvincing to all, whose spiritual eyes are
;ree opened ; as set forth Numb, x.xiv. 5, 6,
i)w goodly are thy tents, O Jacob! and thy
iiacles, O Israel! As the valleys are they
d forth, as gardens by the rivers side, as the

of iign-aloes which the Lord liath planted,

worship, unless we are so naked, as to be void of
a right sense of what true worship is. Then in-

deed it is exceedingly contemptible, and cannot
fail of rendering us more despicable in the eyes
of mankind, than such are who have a form, or-

namented with man's curious invention and adorn-

ing. This state of insensibility lo the nature of
true worship in those who profess to be spiritual-

ly-minded, is set forth by our Lord under the

metaphor of "Salt that hath lost its savour,

which is thenceforth good for nothing, but to be

cast out, and trodden under the feet of men."
Therefore all professors of spiritual worship should
greatly fear being found in this dreadful state, of

holding the form which Truth leads into without
the life and power: if this is with them, it wil

raise them above contempt.

In my travels for the promotion of Truth
which I have been engaged in through most parts

o( our Society, I have seen and painfully fel

much of this sorrowful idleness and insensibility

which has*caused me many days and nights ol

mourning with sackcloth as it were, underneat
I have seen that it proceeds from various causes,

but principally from an over anxiousness in seek-

ing after earihly things, lawful in themselves, but

the pursuit of which is idolatry, when they have
ihe chief place in the mind, and are made its

principal treasure ; which they certainly are, when
most delighted in and thought upon. Can it be

supposed that idolaters can worship the true and
living God, any otherwise than in a mere form ?

With such the several branches of our Christian

testimony are no otherwise regarded than for out-

ward decency's sake, to keep up the form in the

ht of men. There is a dead form and an in-

sipid fruitless bearing of our testimonies, which
can never beget to God, though perhaps it may
sometimes beget into the form. But this brinijs

no increase to the Lord's people, except of pain
and distress. Visible disorders and immoral

the things that are in the world. If any man
love the world, the love of the Father is not in him."

I do earnestly entreat all, into whose hands
these remarks shall come, seriously to pause,
and examine their own hearts without partiality,

that they may see, before it be too late, what
state they are in. If by a narrow and strict

scrutiny they should find that the religious struc-
ture, which some of them have been many years
in building, was not erected by the ordering and
direction of Divine Wisdom, it would be much
more safe and prudent to have it all pulkd down,
so that there m^iy not be one stone left upon an-
other; and lay the foundation of repentance from
dead works, and of living and powerful faith to-

wards God, and our Lord Jesus Christ, in a con-
science purified by his blood.

These lines are principally intended by way of
an alarm and warning to the careless, lukewarm
and formal professors. As for the sincere, up.
right, humble seekers and wor-hippers of God,
ihey will be established upon the Uock of ages,
which the gates of hell shall not prevail against,

and reap the blessed fruits of the painful travail

of their souls: and in due time, ii ihcy faint not,

their parched ground will become a pool, and
iheir thirsty land springs of water: yea, through
generations to come, they will enlarge, and be-

come as a fountain of gardens, wells of living

water and streams from Lebanon. The beloved

of their souls will call, saying, " Awake, O north

wind ! and come thou south, blow upon my gar-

den, that the spices thereof may fiovv out." Thea
will they say, " Let my beloved come into his

garden, and eat his pleasant fruits."

J. Griffith.

Prom The Annual of Scienlific Discorerj.

the Interior ot the Eye by the Eye

ilscir.

The following paragraph has recently been

published in several journals, relative to a disco,

practices in particulars have often wounded us, I very said to have been made by M. Andraud, an
and hurt the cause of Truth; but not in such a! eminent French engineer.
dangerous manner; because where sound judg-I "Some attention has been excited by the al.

ment and the spirit of wholesome discipline have leged discovery, by a French engineer of some
been preserved, these things have been judged and

;
celebrity named Andraud, of some means of see.

cast out of the camp. But the greatest wounds we' ing the air. If, says he, you take a piece of
have received have been in the house of our card, coloured black, of the size of the eye, and
seeming Friends, by their unsanctified endeavours

j

pierce with a fine needle a hole in the middle,
to maintain our principles, or at least what they you will, on looking through that hole at a cleiir

liked ol' them, worship, ministry and discipline, in
| sky or a lighted lamp, see a multitude of mole,

ihat form only, which the faithful have been, and cules floating about; which molecules consiitute

now are, livingly led into. Anti-christ has al-

ways made more havoc by transforming himsell",

than by direct violence and opposition. Let it be

ever remembered what Paul saith, " For he is

not a Jew which is one outwardly ; neither is that

circumcision which is outward in the flesh : but

he is a Jew which is one inwardly; and circumci-

sion is that of the heart, in the spirit, and not in

the letter; whose praise is not of men, but of God

the air. We shall see whether the theory will

obtain the sanction of the Academy of Sciences,

to which it has been submitted."

An ingenious writer in the New Orleans Delia,

who has given this subject much attention, has

published the following communication. The
atomic globules which were rendered visible to

M. Andraud, by means of the porlbruted card, are

not arud molecules. I have been, for some
None, 1 think, will deny but that it would be equally months past, familiar with this interesting experi.

true, if the word Chrislinn was substituted in the i ment. The beautilul globules seen by means of

room of the word Jew: if so, the form, ajjpeui-
:
the hole in the card are the atomic colourless

ance and character may be attained without the globes which consiitute the crystalline fluid with-

heart work. We read of some who had the form t/i llie eye. M. Andraud supposes they are exler-

of godliness, yet denied the power, though per- /itt^ and in the air, when the truili is they are

haps not in words; for to me it appears the most internal and within the chambt^r of the eye.

einphatical denial of it, lo live and act in the form
I

The experiment may be tried, and the fact

without it; as this may seem by practice, which
j
verified by aoy person, in the following mauticr

:
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Take a thick visuing-cnrd and bluck it with inkj

or n piece of pHstebonrd opnqiie enough to forbid

the trnnsmission of hghl through il, iitid |H'rrornte,

the centre with n piu-holc. Place the curd he-

1

twocn the eye mid n candle-flame, or n globe

lamp, and not more than two inches from the eye,

and the same distance from the light; but this

distance will vary according to the convexily orl

flamess of the seer's eye, who must adjust it lillj

he finds his focus. Instead of s«'eing the flame of[

the candle, the b«-holder now discerns a circular

disc the size of I he iris of the eye. This disc is

bright and |>lanet-like, and is crossed by innumer-

able lines like the fibres visible on the surface ol

II magnified rose-leaf. It appears to be beyond

the rye, between the card and the light; and it is

this illusion which deceived .M. Andraud, and led

him to suppose ihal he saw a portion of the at-

mosphere magnified. But this visible disc is, in

fact, a spherical section of the fluidal crystalline

lens within ihe chamber of the eye, strongly iilu-

mined by ihe concentrated pencil of light, passing

from the candle into it through the minute hole in

the card; and the veined appearance of its sur-

face is the reticulated materia of the ordinarily

transparent coat of the cornea rendered visible.

The chamber of the eye thus lighted up by the

intense line of light passing into it through the

minute orifice, (which acts as a strongly magni-

fying lens.) there is conveyed to the optic nerve

an image (exactly the size of the |)upil through

which the ray passes) of a circular section of the

crystalline fluid, with its atomic particles intense-

ly magnified. The spectacle is one of surpassing

wonder and beauty. My riads of illuminated mo-

lecules distinctly appear in tremulous motion in

the bright fluid ; some of them are simple globes,

others are encircled by two or more concentric

rings like exquisite miniatures of tiie planet Sat-

urn, ns seen through a telescope. Some of them

are transparent, like infinitely small soap bub-

bles, and float about as lightly, while others are

of tlie while colour of pearls.

By contracting the eye, or by gently moving

the head from side to side, these beautiful millions

of globular atoms are made to undulate within the

chamber of the eye, and change places, some as-

cending and others descending; while others

thrown nearer the focus of the light, dart across

the disc like shooting stars in a lesser firmament

;

while others revolve about each other in orbits ol

infinite diversity. The experiment is a highly

interesting as well as a philosophical one, and

will well recompense whoever attempts it. It

will require some practice in a tyro to adjust the

card to the proper focus, so as to obtain the clear-

est disc; but any one who knows how to use a

microscope will easily discover when the card is

in focus. If the flame of the candle is seen through

it, it is out of focus, and it must be advanced or

drawn back until a round planet-like shape is dis-

cernible. This planet-like shape, which will ap-

pear crossed by a iiel-Wdrk, is the cornea coating

of the eye magnified. The pupil of the eye must
now be expanded, u-, when one examines closely

n very rniiiutc object, when the atomic world of
globules that compose the crystalline fluid will

be discerned behind the net-work surface of the

cornea; and the steadier one gazes, the clearer
is this wonderful and benulilul spectacle perceived
in all its surprising variety of lorm, beauty, and
motion.

A better medium than the card proposed by M.
Andraud I have used in making this experiment.

It is u small lens, (the eye-pieceof a broken spy-

glass,) with an inch and a half focus. This held

to a solar lamp or camile, at six feet distance, or

turned towards the full moon, (which is better

slill,) ihc chaml)er of the eye is far more intense- allegiance. Whilst in prison, the care of ihi

Iv illumined than by means of the perforated card, church still rested weightily upon Samuel Wat
The lens of ordinary magnifying spi'ctucli

serve equally as well as the eye-piece named, by

covering the surface with opaque paper, having

in the centre a clear space to transmit the light

throughout into the pupil of the eye.

A writer in the National Intelligencer remarks

upon the above described experiment ns lollows :

The best manner of delecting the globules is wiih

a lens; though the pcrlorated hole shows an in-

teresting spectacle. The iris of the eye is also

superbly magnifi' d and rendered beautifully visi-

ble with two lenses, a small and a large one,

placed five feet apart; the larger one directed to

HOl'KS BRICnXER SHORE.

O'er the wild waste tlic auluranal leaf careers,

is ripe with liowNof
.Vature's fair brow the snow of winter sears,

Aud all but Hope hath tied her once green bowers
Hope with her sunny hair.

And why thus lonely lingers she, when all

The glorious gifts of summer are no more?

—

Her foot already treads Spring's leafy hall I

Her eyes see sunbeams gild the distant shore,

—

Distant, yet still how fair 1

So when the laugh of childhood and the song
Are heard no longer, as in other days,

Hope, with her rainbow wand, still leads along
To where, all flushed with Manhood's noontide rays,

Succeeds a prouder age.

Who loveth Fame'/—Lo I where her temple stands I

Who, mad Ambition '/—There the laurel waves I

All that the majesty of mind commands.
All that the heart of man insatiate craves,

Is found in Hope's bright page.

And yet the mighty majesty of mind,
Ambition, Fame, are nii-xed with earthly leaven.

What are their purest joys to the relined

And spotless ones, the promised ones of Heaven,
Joys that shall ne'er decay I

The tear of sorrow hath no dwelling there,

—

Earth is its birth-place ; why should angels weep?
They know not Sorrow, as they know not Care,

But, as Life's pilgrim climbs the rugged steep,

They cheer him on his way.

Thrice happy he whom through each devious path
The Lamp of Faith conducts with steady light I

His spirit quails not at the tempest's wrath
;

He trembles not when lowers the moonless night,

Nor fears the Ocean's roar.

I life may have its sorrows and its cares,

Vet come they but from sin to purify

;

While death itself, the power that never spares,

Is but the soul-hark of .Mortality,

Seeking a brighter shore I

son, particularly as respected the meetings in hii

own neighbourhood. He manilested his concert

by addressing the following letter to the member
composing them,

"A letter lo Friends in the west parts of York
shire (especially). To be read at iheir meet

ings, in the fear of God.

" Beloved Friends,

"Who are called, and some of you chosen ii

the pure life, to bo faithful witnesses in the c:iu<i

of God, the trial is at hand, wherein all that lovi

God in sincerity of heart, and have their deligli

moon or a lamp, and looking at it with the I in Him, shall be gathered together as jewels o

smaller (inch focus) placed close to the eye. In- great price. They are the beauty of his sanctu

deed, the experiments iiiuy be varied so as to pro- ary, in whom his soul hath pleasure. Tlios

duce the finest etlecls, at once novel and beauti- who draw back from the pure call in the Spiril

ful. Next to a telescopic view of the heavens, 1
1
and give ear to the enemy, which presents libeit;

know nothing in science so interesting, and at the ; to the fleshly (lart, and live in it, cannot enter iiiti

same lime so simple, as this " seeing the interior! the kingdom. My Friends, in a few words 1 an

of the eye" with the eye itself. to exhort you, that in steadfastness you abide ii

the cross, through self-denial. Ye have recoivei

the Light, and in some measure felt the power o

it in your inward parts, subduing the corrupt na

lure, which led captive unto all manner c

iniquity.

I

" Brethren, be watchful, for we are called no

to uncleanness, but to holiness; and in bringini

forth the fruit of a sanctified life, is our heaveni;

Father glorified. Dear hearts, though 1, or an

other were amongst you, and moved in the Spin

to express words that might distil as the smal

rain to the refreshing of the plant, yet this I sa;

unto you in the name of the Lord, that except yoi

keep to the life and light in your own particulars

it would not profit. The day is come wherei

every one must be left to their own. Who lack

eth wisdom, let them learn at home, in pur

silence. Ask of Him who giveth to every on

freely, and upbraideth none. He stands at th

door and knocks,—give not way therefore t

wandering Q^rtlily desires, for that shuts him oui

His power is not then li;lt. Thou who wails nt

in pure silence, lo feel destruction come upon th

old corrupt nature, though thou hast an iiivitaiio

10 the Lord's supper, yet not being refined b

righteous judgment, and innocency leit lo be th

covering, no part canst thou enjoy of the hcavenl;

treasure. For want of diligence, this is thy poi

tion,—for having refused the counsel of Chris

and for following the stranger, thou shall be cas

into utter darkness, where is weeping, and wail

ing, and gnashing of teeth. This is sad, but yc

it is the portion of all who delight to feed upo

serpent's food,—earth and earthly things. Thei

delight is not in the Lord, nor in his pure fca

which [would keep them above] the corruptibU

[so ns] to use all things, and to be as conlcnte

in separation from ihem, ns in enjoying tlierr

[To bring to] this [state], dear Friends, is God'

work, in this day of iriul. This I experience i

his love, and 1 would you might all experience

I

with me. Surely we should [then] together n
ou A BRiKF ACCOUNT OF SAMUEL WATSON, HIS joice in purciiess, becausg of the redemption of ou

wiFK, ANO SOME OF THEIR CHILDREN. '^ouls. No grouiid of murmuring would remai
(Ooiiiiiiupd from puBe S(g inauy, but all [would be] filled with pe.-jce an

After his return from Scotland early in the joy in believing and leelmg this power greater i

summer of 166(1, Samuel Watson continued faith- 1 us, than he that is in the world. His love [woul

fully visiting meetings in Yorkshire and elsewhere be] of more value to us in a separation Iroin a

near at homo.
|

the things of the earth, than all tlie fulness of thi

The time of greater persecution came rapidly
j

earth would be, if this love and eternal satisfaci

on. In the Eleventh and Twelfth months of this i tion were wanting.

year, 535 Friends were imprisoned in Yorkshire' "O Friends! 1 can truly say, a stream of m
alone. In the West-riding, 229 thus suH'ered, . heavenly Father's love runs forth unio you, [wit

amongst whom was Samuel Watson. The charge desires] that not one of you who have set you;
appears to have been for not taking the oath of

j
faces towards Sion, may come short of the pri|

A FA.IIILY OF FAITII.
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falling in the wilderness through disobedi-

your own particular measure of grace,

se of [this disobedience] and a looking out

er helps and means, fainting and distrust

1, and cause some to stumble in the way.
: things come of the enemy, who goes about

oaring lion, seeking whom he may devour,

ise to fall. Friends, you have no way to

him but in the steadfast watch, which gives

[one] a discovery of him. In this [watch]

i'ord IS present, which is able to overcome

ind bring salvation to Israel. I testify unto

s a faithful witness for the Lord, that in no

way he is truly resisted and overcome, but

steadfast waiting in silence, [in which]

has its operation, not only when you are

)gether, but at other times. In this your
become betrothed unto Christ Jesus, the

usband, and in his life and spiritual wor-

jn holy delight is felt. In this, the children

day, separated from superstition, feed to-

• at one table, and are refreshed from one
in. If the cup of Divine sweetness in any
'erflows, there is nothing wasted, but through

lundance of the grace, a distribulion is to

i. Here is a giving in love, and a receiving

e. This is that which shall make the chil-

)f my heavenly Father to grow and bring

fruit to his praise and glory forever,

hou who feelest thyself bound up in this

ony of eternal love, wherein thy dwelling

llowship is wiih the Most High, who com-
ates daily of the streams of Shiloh to thy

-thou art built upon the sure foundation,

—

d in the pure vineyard, which is compassed
wiih salvation for walls and bulwarks,
'h the sons of the alien may have power to

hee into outward captivity, and hale the

1 part hither and thither, yea,—though it be

utmost part of the earth, yet thy habitation

he Lord of hosts. Thy place of defence is

unition of rocks ; bread shall be given thee,

by water shall be sure. Thy condition

sent is to be still. Seek no shelter under
irlhly power, but dwell in the innocency of

iamb's nature, and in that find a hiding

until all calamities and storms be overpast,

le in spirit incessantly, for the establish-

of righteousness in the whole earth, liiat all

re called of God, may press on in the spirit,

3 partake of Sion's redemption, joy, rejoic-

nd hallelujahs lorever.

riends, be stayed in your minds out of con-

y what shall become of your visible enjoy-

,—how near and dear soever they may be,

10 thought. Our God, who is the God of
hole earth, knows what we stand in need of.

ay see it needful that we suffer the spoiling

goods for a time, for the glorifying his pure
in redeeming the mind to himself,—that

who are approved of him in secret, may
ide manifest, and the dross be purged from
ure gold. The faithful see that this is

and give up in a whole resignation to the

r's will. Herein is my peace, and the peace
chosen children of God at this day, though
be] hated of the world,

ear hearts, dwell in the sense of the pure

I
that in it you may breathe and pray unto

ithcr of the spirits of all flesh, that tlie sanc-

j
power may pass through, to the cleansing

eeping clean your hearts,—thai from thence
et smelling sacrifice may be olfered to God.
vill then be a strength one to another, and
et savour to the faithful and sincere who
with God, and in love to each oiher in this

[God] is causing self to wither and die,

nieigned love to increase, and joy unspeak-

able in the hearts of his chosen members. So in

pureness of mind, dwell, that in godly simplicity

every one may be kept in patience, undergoing
the present exercise and trial. In nothing be

terrified, which to the adversary is an evident

token of perdition, but to you of glory, if ye con-

tinue in well doing.

" So I commend you to my heavenly Father's

divine protection, that in him you may every one
feel a resting place to your souls, and in sober-

ness of mind, may cheerfully run the race that is

set before you. Wait to feel the spiritual union,

when our bodies are separate one from another.

In this will spring up purecontentedness, wherein

the blessing of the Lord will be your all,—and in

all of you enjoyed. His presence will be the joy

of your souls, and the strength of your beans.
Though you be left never so weak as to the out-

ward appearance, yet in your inward tent abide,

and move not, but as the God of Israel is in some
measure felt in you. [This] is the breathing ol

my soul, which in patience waits for Israel's

redemption.

Samuel Watson."
"York Castle, the 14tli of the

First moiilli, 16GI."

(To be conlinued.) -
:.

For "The Frienil."

Review of liie Weallier for Ninth Month, ISJI.

The past month was subject to many sudden
changes, both as regards temperature and other

general aspects of the weather. Two very heavy
rains occurred during the month, one on the 7th,

the other on the 14th. That on the 7lh was de-

serving of particular notice, and was more like a

tropical rain than one belonging to our latitude.

At a few minutes past four in the afternoon, and
with very little previous indication, it commenced
in a gentle shower from an isolated cloud, which
was apparently quite small ; but in less than five

minutes, the rain was descending in torrents, and
in an incredibly short space of time, the whole
surface of the ground was covered with a sheet

of water, which in many places was several
inches deep. A few minutes before five, the rain

ceased almost as suddenly as it had commenced.
It had rained only fifty minutes, and in that time
more titan three inches ofwater fell. ;—n was the

heaviest rain we have yet recorded here. It is

computed that on this farm alone, 80(1,000 hogs-
heads, or 200,000 tons of water, li.dl in less than
filty minutes I What avast weight to be thus
suspended in the air! Previous to this rain the

weather had been warm and sultry, with foggy
mornings, but immediately after it became cool

and pleasant, with clear mornings and a pure air.

Such changes are commonly said to be brought
about by ihe rain ; but we beg leave to ditfer from
many in this respect, and claim that the rain was
the result of a change of weather, and that it al-

ways is. Were it not for the changes that are

constantly taking place in the currents of air and
temperature, rain would be a phenomenon of rare

occurrence, in the present instance, the air had
become heavily charged with aqueous vapour;

—

the wind had been much In the S. and S. E., and
suddenly changed to the N. VV. ; a body ol" cold

air was thus brought in contact and mingled with

the humid atmosphere, and ruin was precipiiuted

in vast quantities, as has been explained before.

The change of wind and temperature produced

the rain, which unburdened the atmosphere ol' its

load, and the days lullowing were clear and cool.

On the Hill, a heavy rain from the S. E., with

very high wind, prostrated much of the corn in

this part of the State; the rain ceased during the:

night, but the ne.xt day was very windy. From
the vilst to 27lh, inclusive, was an uninterrupted
period of fine clear weather, generally pretty cool.

Early in the evening of the 27th, a very fine au-
rora appeared in the northern sky, as a broad
bow of white light, resembling u rainbow in shape,
but being four or five times as broad. At one
lime the bow was quite as perfect as a fully form-
ed rainbow. Late in the evening it mostly disap-

pea red.

The average temperature of the month was
65i°; and the range of the thermomoler from 35
on the 30th, to 89 on the 6th, or 54°. Amount
of rain was 5.989 inches.

A.
West-town B. S., Tenth mo. tst, 1853.

•
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counir....s at ihn. lime, but ihc Lord's li-hl Qi.d nformal Qu<.keris.n, 1 Imve ever considered ns a

Trull, broke lurlh, and sinned over nil, and many subtle device of the old crooked serpent, to lay

«ere turned from darkness to i.i;l.l, and from the wa.slo and destroy vita
,
spiniua U.risliamty ;

power of Satan unto God." but 1 do bel.eve tlmt the bless, d Head of the

Th.Mr testimony shone as n light in the midst Church, who in his wisdom, his goodness and

of a crookclaml perverse grneralion; exhibiting mercy to man, saw mctl to restore |.ure spiritual

n practical example against .hat spirit complained worship, and true and pure religion to the church,

of by the nposllo: •' All seek their own and not and wholesome discipline set up under his guid-

ihe things tlmt are Jesus Christ's."—the restoring ance and government, lliro.igh the faithfulness ol

of that which is gone astray. Bat the elFect which ' our dear forefathers; suslaining them in and

sutr.ring .mtiently for the cause of Truth produc through a long season of cruel persecution from

ed on Oiose not then gathered into the sheepfold, the priests who plainly saw their cralt was in
j

was but a part of the blessid fruits brought forih. danger ; and from magistrates and prolessors un-.

It is very clear rhat the subjecis of it learned obe- 1
der the priests' ii.nuence; thit lie \sho \s over aU,^

di.ijce in this school, and thereby became incrcns-iGod blessed forever; and who in his infinite com-

in-lv qualified and equipped for the Lord's work,
j

passion and tender mercy, hath provided lor us a

who clothed them with his armour of righteous- 1 merciful and faithful High I'riest, touched wiih a

ness, on the nglit hand and on the left. Yet even
,

feeling of our inf.rmiiics ; a blessed Mediator and .

in thai day there were here and there one who Intercessor for all those who seek to come unto

crew weary of suHering for the cause of Truth, God by him ; that lie will not suiler the standard

and withdrew the shoulder from the burden., and tesii.nonies of Truth thus raised, to lall to

These invariably came to a loss, and some of them
;

ihe gr und, through the unluiihlulness, the world-

went entirely back into the spirit of the world,
j

ly-nundedness ol those who say they are Jews,

out of which they had been in some measure re " " "'

defined.

There are some in the difli-renl Yearly Me<n-

ings preserved to boar teslimony against the in-

n.rv.iiinns in doctrine and discipline, which of late

yc.rs have been attempted 10 be brought in and

imposed on the Society. These have great need

to s. ek to be endued with patience under the af-

fliciions to which iheir testimony may expose

ihuin. rather than to look out for a way to escape

from them. May none of these be looking to-

wards any separate organization for relief, bui

learn to endure hardness as good soldiers of Jesus

Christ, looking singly unto Him, who remains to

be the author and finisher of the saints' failh,

resiing in the assurance, that the Lamb and his

followers will have the victory. There may per-

advenlure be some who are bewailing the trials

under which some ol' ihe Yearly Meetings are

brought, which have stood most prominently

against the innovations above alluded to ; but

while the writer of these lines is fully prepared

to make the acknowledgment that he has no sat-

isfaction in mere "strileand debale," yet he feels

that he dare not ask for the removal of the afflic-

tions, which He who is " Head over all things to

his church." has permiUcd to come upon us,

sooner than He may be pleased to proclaim, " It

is enough," lest we should again settle into a stale

of ease and carnal security, as was too much the

case in coming out of the Hicksite dillicully.

That worthy minister of Christ, Ann Jones, ol

Stockport, Eiigliind, in a letier to a Friend in this

land, dated Eighth month, 1845, sa) s, " Had we

as a people, individually and collectively, hum-

bled ourselves under His holy hand at the lime

of the former desolation, and kept near to him,

the great Preserver of men, in spirit and in truth,
\
etii into the world, but we have abundant evidence

the Babel building that has succeeded would never .even in the heathen nations, of the glimmerings

have been devised. Truly it is a day of trouble, i of that light, although obscured by the gross meii-

of treading down, and of perplexity in our poor, [lal, and spiritual darkness, the superstition and

di.solated Society ; a day in which the high and 1 wickedness which abound. Some portion of a

the mighty, the rich and the full with us are
I
work written by Ibn Ziifer, an Arab of the iwelfih

spreading, and boasting themselves, something century, which bus met my eye, seems to convey

like the ' green bay tree;' but where is the fruit I so uselul a lesson to Chrislians, as well as others,

A day in which ihe Irue Israelilish seed is greatly that I have prepared the substance of it for " The
oppressed and trodden under foul. Miiy/iiiz/t und Friend." It is enlilled, the " Two Viziers," and

palicnce be vouchsafed and kept to by those who runs thus:

have to go forth in this day of baltlc : may they
j

It is related that a king had Iwo viziers, botli

keep very near lo that invincible I'owcr which of whom were honest and lailhful to him,—yet

Blone can enable to bear hardness as good soldiers
I were they very ditlerent in the (lerlbrinance ol

of Jesus Christ." "The attempt to engraft a fine- 1 their duties towards God. One was a very de

ly wrought system of religion made up from the vout man. who exercised himself in works of be-

iiible, and engraved by an and man's device, on
i nevolence, in practices of piety, and in abstinence

the stock of Quakerism, and to pass it off for I (rem many of the desires of the flesh. lu iheir

.. Quakers, and are not; nay verily, there are

many arrows in his sacred quiver, and he can

scatter and disperse them whenever he pleases,

as by the breath of his mouth, and plainly make

it appear who they are that serve him, and who

ihiy are that are counterleiting the King's coin ;

Illuming themselves with his gifts, and not giving

God the glory."

" My interest in the welfare of our poor

shattered Society is not abated, though mourning

with the mourners is all I can do in my enllebleJ

slate; excepting when it pleases inliniteand ever-

lasting Kindness to pour Ibrlh a little of his Holy
;

Spirit of grace and supplication, and enable me
to pray for myself and the church."

Let none become weary in well doing, nor let!

them vilely cast away the shield, as though it

had never been anointed with oil ; but let the trials

of the present day have their designed effect, ofi

driving us nearer and nearer to the Shepherd and

Bishop of souls. Ann Jones further writes,
j

"Sufferings of various kinds, bunds and afflic-

tions ahule and await the truly baptized, living

members of the church of Christ now as ever
;

and these have to JceL the force of the truth, ' All

ihat will live godly in Christ Jesus shall suffer

persecuiion ;' and if for a time it seem that 'evil

men and seducers wax worse and worse,' no mar-

vel. ' The Lamb and his followers must and will

eventually ga'n the victory.'
"

Uliio, Nintb moalh, lb63.

Resignation a Mark of Religion.

Not only do we learn from the Holy Scriptures

that the true Light lighleih every man that com^

counsels lo the king, these two viziers scarce

ever agreed, and ho being annoyed at their c

ferenccs, concluded to dismiss one of them,

order lo assist him in determining which one
should be, he devised the following expedie

Having found a house in which was a secret hi

ing place, he commanded one of his most trus

servants to conceal himself in it ; informing h

that \w. was about to imprison his two vizie

there, and bidding him give good heed to all tin

words and actions. At his command the W

viziers were suddenly seized, and taken to tl

house, the doorway of which was then walled u

and no outward opening left, except a little wi

dow, through which food and drink could be su

plied lo ihe prisoners. During the first day n,

iher of the two spoke a word lo his coinpanic

until the evening, when the one not devout ask

the other, " How dost thou feel 1" He replit

" I have confidence in Providence, and comn
myself into the hands of Him who ordains i

things. His holy name be praised." " 1, on I

contrary," said ihe first speaker, " feel my bio

boil within me, and cannot rest in peace. Wl
has this misfortune befallen us?" The devo

vizier in answer, said, " I have reviewed the wh<

of my conduct, and I cannot see that I have fa

en into any error as regards the king, which cou

have displeased him. ... I find my sins agair

God to be innumerable, allhough I have nev

failed to examine my conscience daily, bo

morning and night, to repent my faults, to it

plore the forgiveness of God, and to make eve

effort to expiate them. It appears to mo ihal

am now enduring the punishment of my si

against the Lord my God.'' " I, on the olh

hand," replied his companion, "believe that

have been calumniated by such an one, from en'

of my influence with the king. What dost thi

think (" " I think," said the devout vizier, " ih

both of us ought to strive after resignation lo Goc
will and confidence in his purposes. This o

calamity is a mystery, which if our intellect see

to penetrate, it will only grope in darkness, ai

will never succeed in doing so." " Nonsense
responded the oilier," " many better plans ihi

thai have occurred to me, bui the only one ih

suits me is to write to the king, offering to gi'

up all my subsiancC; on condition that I am set

liberty." " That would be a very undesirab

expedient," replied the devout vizier, " for

would give rise to many suspicions—it wou
open the path of injustice bulbre the king, ai

would be to desjiair of the grace of God."

They spoke no more that night. On the mo
row a single loaf of bread was bioughl to ihei

" Eai," said the devout vizier to his compauio

"Not 1," he replied, "I am afraid of being p<

soned." "I," said the other, "will take it

share, and commit myself lo God." He Ihi

took one-half of the loaf, and as he was ealin

Ibund within it a magnificent ruby I The secoi

night passed, and at daybreak a loaf was aga

brought lo them, of which the devout vizier lo<

hall, and found within it another gem. On tl

ihird day, the same thing happened.

The king then released them from confinemet

and having obtained from his servant an accou

of all that had passed between llieni, he sent f

them, and questioned them closely as lo the

words and actions whilst in prison. They to

him the truth ; and the devout man producing ll

gems, said, " I foun<l these in my food, bui it

not right that I should approjiriate anothci

share." "It is God who has deprived hicn

ihem," replied the prince, "and has providi

them for thee as a reward of ihy Irusl In llii

These gems alone were in the loaves, and I merel
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to asQertain by experiment, what each of

ould do when his own interests were nt

I have thus discovered that thy compan-
iiossessed by devils, and infested with evil

ts concerning his Maker, against whom he

; while he suspects me of a design to tyran-

i^er him, to despoil him of his substance,

I poison him. Thou, on the other hand,

y resigned thyself, without striving to dis-

vhat steps could be taken in a case of which

either knew the cause nor the true circum-

3. Thus thou surrendered thyself into the

of God, and in all thy conjectures never

to blame any one but thyself. I perceive

e Lord has chosen thee to be our support,

IS pointed thee out as the only one worthy

my place and enjoy my favour. Give
; to Him, who has been thy guide,—trust

lore and more in the season of calamity,

immii thyself into His hands in the doubtful

of life."

i king took him to be his only vizier, and
ivay the other in dismal plight.

CHAPTER FOR YODTU.—3.

:e the date of last chapter, on the morning
I instant, near 5 o'clock, clear and moon-
l enjoyed again, (the first this season,) the

re of recognizing the voice of the rail-bird

lice associated in memory with early days,

he head of Delaware tide- water, about this

1 autumn, immense numbers of these birds

mes thronged a reedy inlet, where the day
lis not one was to be seen. But soon after

sharp frosts, none could be found ; and
I the country adjacent was cleared and
r inhabited, no one had observed their com-
their going. My interest in their history

rst aroused by hearing the talk of sports-

bout them. Some supposed, that they bur-

in the mud ; to which purpose the long

conical head, and beautiful symmetry of thci

and body were thought to be especially

d. Others approaching the truth, imagined !

ey flew by night from one marsh to another

y were gone. Since my residence in this|

, though no sportsman thinks to find rail-

in these hills, I have borne in mind the pos-

of their migrating over our Ujilands by
and about eight years ago first noticed the

which I supposed to be theirs, and have
them annually since. Upon recurring to

leard a kw days ago, a closer comparison

, viz. to the pipi/ig in our low grounds early

ng, with this difFurence, the piping is inces-

nd mingled ; the voices of rail-birds are

i singly, with pauses for answers, and more
•not so shrill as those of batrachia, emerging
heir hybernations. They are more numer-
id distinct in misty nights. The English
lil being a noted ventriloquist, I thought
mid species might use such a safeguard,

I verified by experiment. Recollecting

ley were alarmed by sudden light, I kindled

h of dry shavings in a little valley, where
lieard them two years ago. The light flash-

Jdenly caused several to cry out, somewhat
prise, and had I not known that the hills

;nsity of the fog prevented the light from
ng those at a distance, I should have thought

ces were made a furlong or more from me,
1 of a few rods. Next morning I saw a bird

D the raspberry patch, from a stack which

ttled off from the barn, leaving a space a

two in breadth, into which he had fallen,

>ly mistaking the dingy whitewash for the

fog. The young folks being called, and beating

about the bushes a few minutes, I saw the long

sought proof. The elegant form and attitude, the

darting of the head, and the celerity of foot, at

once told who the stranger was. He was soon

captured and confined, though not without putting

our expertness to a severe test by his alternate

running and flight, after escaping from the bushes

to the open field. Having satisfactorily identified

the species by the aid of Wilson's description, the

next difficulty was to settle the question, what shall

be done with the captive? It was proposed to

send him to West-town, not to be taught how to

take care of himself in future, but to adorn the

collection of birds recently commenced there.

Some said, " Keep him ;" others " let the poor

thing go." The pleadings of humanity prevailed

over the claims of science, and after a confine-

ment of three days in a glass vessel to show his

markings and gracefulness, during which time he

partook timidly of water, biscuit, and grass seeds

offered on the stems, he was liberated near the

source of Ridley creek, whose waters perhaps con-

ducted him to the Delaware. This was the first

and only specimen of this bird I have seen away
from marshes, though it is probable we are twice

in the year surrounded by them in their noclurnal

travels. Afier the capture above recited, it re-

mained to complete the proof of migration, by ob-

serving the norlkward passage. Misty weather

being unusual in the spring, this is not as readily

done. Last Fifth month, however, about the time

of Boblink's arrival, that of the rail-bird was noted,

and one who saw the first specimen, is pretty sure

she saw one running amongst dead brush, leaves,

&c., whilst she was collecting [ilants. It is ad-

mirable, that birds so eagerly hunted, and of such

feeble flight as to be taken by a few school girls,

should make their way from Florida to Hudson's
Bay, safely by land, where they could hardly

escape if pursued. And the fact is not without

instruction. The Creator has given to every one

of His creatures certain conditions, laws, or in-

stincts for its safely and preservation ; by attend-

ing to these—by keeping out of the way of those

whom they cannot resist—by keeping al_so icilh

tlie fock, minding the signals given to guide them,

these birds pass on safely. So we, by attending

lo the law of the Spirit of Life, which, if we heed

its teachings, will set us free from the law of sin,

preserve from the snare of the fowler of men, and

from the galling bondage of the disobedient, will

be kept out of the way of temptation that we may
not be overcome thereby. By keeping with the

flock of those who, having experience in the slip-

pery ways of youth, warn us of the dangers that

beset them, we may finally reach the end of our

pilgrimage here in peace and hope.

Y. W.
Whiteland, 2'7th of Ninth mo., 1853.

Immense Manufacturing Eslahlishment in

England.—The London Times gives the follow-

ing account of a new and immense establishment

now erecting at Bradford, England, for the manu-
facture of alpacas. The magnitude of this con-

cern, says the Times, may be inferred from the

fact that it is calculated to cover six statute acres

of ground. The principal building will be a

massive stone edifice, with considerable architect-

ural pretensions, having a single room in it of 540

feet long, and the machinery will include the latest

inventions of acknowledged merit. The engines

to move the immense mass of machinery required

are calculated at 1,200 horse power. The gas

works alone will be equal to those of a small town,

and will be erected upon White's hydro-carbon

system, at a cost of ife;4,000j it is estimated thati

I

5,000 lights will be required, and the gas works
' are constructed for a supply of 100,000 cubic feet

of gas per diem. In addition to this extensive

factory, Mr. Salt is building seven hundred cot-

!
tagcs for the workpeople in the immediate neigh-

i
bourhood. The site is at a place which has been

named Salt-Aire, being on one of the banks of the

I river Aire, and will be approached by a tubular

bridge over the river, which is also to be of ele-

gant construction. The estimated cost of the

whole is not known, but has been spoken of as

upwards of half-a-million sterling. Unrivalled

for extent as these works are at present, perhaps,

in the world, and with masonry also of the most
substantial character, and machinery the most
perfect, it is said that a cotton mill is in contem-

plation at Bolton, of nearly, if not quite equal

magnitude.

THE EXPECTED COMET OF 1S3C.

From an article published by an eminent astro-

nomer—M. Babinet, member of I'Academie des

Sciences—the French journals give us some inte-

resting details relative to a comet which in all pro-

bability will appear sometime about the year
1856. This is one of the largest comets described

by European or Chinese observers. Its periodical

course is about three hundred years. It was seen

in the years 104, 392, 682, 975, again in 1264,
the next lime in 1556, always described as shin-

ing with an extraordinary brilliancy. Astrono-

mers had agreed in announcing its return in 1848;
but it has hitherto failed to appear, and, accord-

ing to the quaint expression of M. Babinet, up to

this moment is living on its brilliant reputation!

All the observatories were at first in despair re-

garding the fate of this beautiful star, and Sir J.

Herscliell himself had put crape upon his teles-

cope, when a wise calculator at iMiddleburg, M.
Bomme, had the good fortune to reassure the

world that it was not lost to us, as had been feared,

l)ut only retarded in its motion. Anxious, as all

others had been, at the non-arrival of this rare

and renowned visitor, M. Bomme, aided by the

preparatory labours of Mr. Hind, with a patience

and devotedness truly German, went over the

calculations, and made a new estimate of the se-

parate and combined action of all the planets upon
this comet, of three hundred years. The result of

this severe labour gives its arrival in August,

1859, with an uncertainly of two years, more or

less; so that between 1856 and 1860 we may
hope to see that great luminary which in 1556
caused Charles V. to abdicate. Already dejected

by reverses—the result of the seige of Metz—the

defeat of Renty—the humiliation of the treaty of

Passaw—the combination of all these calamities

drew from that monarch the despairing cry,

" Fortune abandons the old !" The appearance

of the flaming meteor just at that time seemed, to

his superstitious sense, a direct message from

Heaven. Not that he thought it was directed to-

wards himself as a man, so much as to his station

as a sovereign ; and he abdicated the throne to

save his life. It is well known how short a time he

survived in his monastic retiracy. Perhaps ho

might have lived longer had his superstition taken

that belter turn by which, in retaining power, he

had directed his ambition towards a more noble

end. We know of no better use for comets lli.in

lo point such a moral, and even theologians seldom
find a higher interpretation of the celestial pheno-
mena.

"They who cannot forgive others, break down
the bridge over which thcv must pass themselves ;

for every one hath need lo be forgiven."
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violations of the Laws of Nulions and the Peace I
minod that Turkey ehall not be dismembered b

oftlie World ; ntul hunce iho four groat Powers,! ""«-^'

England, France, Prussia, and Austria, have np-l,vs'|ft

A.—The cbolera ii making great havoc in 1

parenlly uniied in an attempt to adjust the dispute

wittioul sacrificing the sovereignty of Turkey.

After several ditferent propositions, a note was
Notwilhslandui^ the demonstrations made by

the Peace Societies, and the admission by many
of the lending men in Europe, of the essentially

j

finally ogreed on, so worded, it was thought, as

pacific character of the Christian religion, there
|

not to wound the pride of the Czar, or the self-

is abundant cause to believe, that the day is yet esteem of the Sultan, and was submitted to them

far distant when war will be shunned as one' of
[

for their acceptance. The Czar, it is said, has

ihc greatest of sins, and the kingdoms of this (acceded to the terms of the note, but the Sultan

world be brought under the dominion of the | demands some modification of the language

Prince of Pence. We believe it may be truly employed ; which the Czar refuses to udinit

;

said, that nearly the whole of the civilized world
j

and so the matter stands. In the mcnnlimc

is at llie present time, kept in a stale of agitation I hundn;ds of thousands of men are withdrawn

and suspense, by the uncertainty as to which from their homes, and the peaceful pursuits of

course—aggressive or conciliatory— will be pur- 1 life, to be congregated in camps, exposed to phy

sued by two crowned heads, who from the abso

lute authority lodged with ihcm, have the power to

involve their respective nations, and probably all

Europe, in the crimes and horrors of war. It is

worthy of remark, that while one of them is a

professed Christian, assuming to be conscientious-

ly interested for his fellow believers residing

within the government of the other, and that

other is a Mahommedan or Infidel, making no

pretensions to the name and solemn responsi

sical and moral pestilence, while they are drilled

into perfect machines for destroying each other's

lives, and spreading havoc, anguish and despair,

wherever they may come. The train is laid, the

torch is kept lighted, and it would seem as though

iho awful catastrophe impending, rested upon

the discretion of men who give evidence of their

proncness to folly or madness. But He who sit-

teth upon the circle of the earth, and in whose

sight the inhabitants thereof are as grasshoppers,

ties of a disciple of Christ, the former manifests
j

still ruletli in the kingdoms of men. lie can

the most implacable determination to pursue his cause the wrath of man to praise him, and the

selfish designs, though they must inevitably lead
i

remainder of wrath he can restrain. It may be

to bloodshed and the misery of thousands, while! that He will see fit to permit the scourge of war to

the latter is appealing to the other great Christian come again on some of those who nie rebelling

Powers in Europi', to assert and maintain the im- 1
against his laws, and denying his name ; and by

mutable laws of justice, and not sulfer his weak- i
thus visiting the earth with his sore judgments,

ness to expose him to robbery and oppression. !
cause the inhabitants thereof to learii rigliteous-

From the accounts furnished in the daily papers, ' ness; but as his compassion fails not, we may
we believe the following is a concise view of the

causes of the difficulty, and the present state of

the negotiations.

I!y treaties ratified at different times between

Russia and Turkey, the former Government was
invested with certain special relations towards the

subjects of the latter who proless adherence to the

Greek Church, in consequence of the identity of

their religious faith ; and certain of the " holy

places" (as they are lermeJ) in Jerusalem, were

considered to be under the particular charge ol

some of the adherents of the same Church, who
look to Russia as their Protector. It does not

oppcar so far as we have been informed, that any

of the stipulations of these treaties have been vio-

lated by the Ottoman; nor has he expressed a

wish to withdraw the privileges conferred; for

humbly hope, he may in pity towards the work-

manship of his hand, withhold the chastisement

so greatly deserved, and which so large a portion

of the professing Christian world seems determin-

ed, by persistence in evil, to draw down upon

themselves. The present is apparently a mo-

mentous period, pregnant with great events.

While barriers which have separated nations from

each other for ages, are being broken down and

removed, and the way opening for the spread of

a knowTedge of Christian principles into the dark

corners oftlie earth, war, pestilence, and famine,

are permitted to cast their shadows, as it were,

over those nations on whom the light of the Gos-

pel long since dawned, warning them of the retri-

bution in store, if they persist in their wickedness,

and refuse to come under the government of Him
privileges only can they be considered, no right \

who left the glory of heaven, and manifested him-

having ever been obtained; but the Autocrat, ! self among men that they might have light, and

moved it is said, by envious jealousy of the sup-
j

that they might have it more abundantly. It be-

posed greater influence of the French, who by
j

hovcs the professors of the name of Christ to look

similar treaties are allowed to maintain special !
well to their individual standing, and duties, and

relations with those subjects of the Porte who are reverently to seek for wisdom and strength right

attached to the Latin or Roman Church ; or, what
I
ly to appreciate the one, and faithfully perlbrm

is more probable, desirous of an opportunity for
[

the other, that so each may pcrlorm his allotted

encroaching on his weak neighbnur, has boldly service in hastening the time when the knowledge

sought to exact additional privileges from the Sul- of the glory of the Lord may cover the eartii as

tan ; urging liis demands so far, that if acceded ^ihe waters cover the sea.

to, they must more or less compromise the inde- i ___
pendence of the Porte as a sovereign Power.

I T KM S OF NEWS.
While making these unjust demands, the Czar

I p^ ,h^ lialtic, at New York, we have information from
has not attempted to show any ground ui)on

^

Liverpciol to 21st ult.

which he can rest a title to the concessions he| K.NULAM).—The cholera had broken out at New
claims, other than the before-mentioned identity

of faith between part of the subjects of the Porte

and his own, and the " inherited influence" he

has thus exerted over them ; and yet, because

they were not promptly admitted, he marched his

troops across the Pruih, and has taken possession

of the provinces of Wallachia and Moldavia.

There appears to have been but one sentiment

pervading Europe respecting these shameless

CHI.VA.—Insurrections ore breaking out in all pari

of China, and it seems as though the old dynasty mu
fall.

CL'BA.—An epidemic, supposed to be the cholera,

raging on the island, and so is the yellow fever. Larg
numbers of the slaves have fallen victims to the first.

BEKMUDA.—The yellow fever is roging fearfully.

NK\VK01;NL»LAND.—A numljcr of the tishing vessel

on the banks have been lost, with their crews, in a r«

cent storm. The fishing has failed this year, and
famine is feared this winter.

MEXICO.—It is rumoured that hostilities had com
menccd between the Mexicans and the troops of ih

United States, in Mesilla Valley.

UNITED STATES.—The yellow fever continues abl

ting in New Orleans. It is still raging in many jiarl

of the lower Mississippi, and in Texas. Deaths in I'hi

ladelphia last week, 198. Quicksilver is becoming a

important item of export from California. During th

six lirst months of this year, 904,700 lbs. were shippe

from San Francisco. The gold coins of the Unite

Slates have been made by royal proclamation, a kg»
tender in the British West India Islands. There i

twenty-eight millions of dollars in the United Statt

Treasury. The prospect of a cotton crop is poor i

Mississippi and Alabama. The causes assigned ai

worms and a roiny season. The tobacco crop in Mit

souri has been injured by early frost. The cranbert

crop of Michigan is reported as unusually large. .

heavy fall of snow took place in New Hampshire a
Fifth-day of last week.

RECEIPTS.
Received from SI. Marriott, II., N. Y., $2, vol. 2C, an

for Robt. C. Macy, $2, vol. 26; from David Stanto)

O., S2, vol. 27, for Jos. Stanton, $2, vol. 27, and f(

Henry Stanton, §4, vols. 26 and 27 ; from Jehu Fawcet
agent, Salem, 0., for Daniel Boulton, $4, vols. 25 at

26, Richard B. Fawcett, §4, vols. 26 and 27, N. Arn
strong, §2, vol. 26, Jos. Painter, Barton Dean, lien

Winder, Jesse C. Stanley, $2 each, vol. 27 ;
from Wi

Mickle, agent, W. X. J., ^2, vol. 27, forS. C. Paul, $2, vc

27, Martha M. Saunders, §4, vols. 26 and 27, James.
Lord, $2, vol. 27, and Daniel Packer, $2, vol. 27 ; froi

U. F. Read, agent, Mass., forN. Page, $2, vol. 27 ;
froi

Joshua Haight, and Jacob Haight, N. Y., $2 each, vo

27, Benj. Hazard, R. I., $2, vol. 27.

The Philadelphia Association of Friends /or the Instructit

of Poor Children.

In consequence of there not being a sufficient numbi
of members present at the late stated meeting, to coi

stitute a quorum for the transaction of business, an ai

journed meeting of "The Philadelphia Association

Friends for the Instruction of Poor Children," will 1

held on Second-day evening, the 10th inst., at half-jia

seven o'clock, in the committee-room. Mulberry stre

meeting-house.
Edward Ricuie, Clerk.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM.
CommiUec on Admissions.—Samuel Bettle, Jr., No. II

North Tenth street; Charles Ellis, No. 95 South Eigh

street, and No. 56 Chestnut street; William Bettle, N

14 South Third street; John C. Allen, No. 179 Sou
Fifth street, and No. 227 North Front street; Horatio

Wood, No. 210 Race street, and No. 37 Chestnut stret

William Thomas, No. 242 North Fifth street, and No. ^

South Wharves ; Townsend Sharpless, No. 187 Ar
street, and No. 32 South Second street ; John M. Wl
tall. No. 161 Filbert street, and No. 138 Race street.

Visiting Managers for the Month.—John C. -Vllen, N

170 South Fifth street. William Kinsey, Fraukfoi

John M. Whitnll, No. 161 Filbert street.
j

Superintendent.—Dr. Joshua H. Worthington. i

Matron.—Elizabeth B. Hopkins.
\

Castle, and was spreading. The stock market was
unsettled, owing to the jirobability of war in Europe.
Flour had slightly advanced ; cotton was dull. An ad-
vance of the rates of interest is charged by the discount
houses in London.
RUSSLV has rejected the proposition of Turkey.
SPAIN.—The crop of raisin small, occasioned by wet

weather.

POKTUGAL.—The vine disease threatening.

TURKEY.—It is said that the great European powers
represented at the late conference at Vienna, are detcr-

Married, at Birmingham, Chester county. Pa., t

8th of Sixth month, 1853, Emmor Brixtox, to Debobj
daughter of David Garrett, of the former place.

re county, Pa., on the 16

Db Smedlcy, aged 26 yea
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JOl no:

had no thought of interfering with them ; and, in
,

return, she modestly requested, what it seemed

as if she might have demanded as a right, that

for the present she should be allowed the private:

exercise of the religion of her fathers. How was!

it possible to refuse a petition so humble? urged,
|

too, as it was, in the name of conscience by lips

so beautiful. Honour, courtesy, loyalty, every

knightly feeling forbade it. What was there in

a single mass, that the sour ministers, with Kno.x

at the head of them, should make such a noise

about it? Even Murray was the warmest advo-

cate for yielding. Scotland, he said, would be

disgraced forever if she was driven away from it

on such a plea. It would only be for a little

while, and time and persuasion, and, above all,

one year had passed since Mary Sluart the power of the truth, would not fail to do their

in queen of France as well as of Scotland, ' work upon a mind so tender and so gentle,

f-elected queen of England, with the full
|

"And yet, as Knox knew well, a conviction

fa mighty nation preparing to enforce her I which courtesy could influence, was no longer a

md now she was coming to her own poor
|

sacred one ; and to concede a permission to do

nee a lonely widow, at the moment when
|
what the law declared to be a crime, was to con-

lushed with a successful revolt, her influ-|demn the law itself as unjust and tyrannous.

I France lying buried in her husband's !' That one mass,' he said, ' was more fearful to

ind her claim to England disavowed in him than the landing of ten thousand men;' he

ne by her own commissioners: and yet,
|

knew, and Mary knew too, that to grant her that

IS she seemed, she was returning with a one step was to give up the game, and that on the

ned purpose to undo all that had been mere ground of political expediency to yield on

to overthrow the Reformation, to over-
1 that point was suicide.

Elizabeth, and, on the throne of the two
j

" Here is a picture of the way in which things

ns, lay them both as an ofiering before
j

went. At a distance from Holyrood the truth

le. Elsewhere, in this ' Review,' we have had a better chance of being felt, and the noble-

ur opinion of this remarkable woman, and men who were in the country hurried up, ' won-
s, toonly appear before us here in her relation

e relbrmers ; but the more we examine her

, the more cause we find to wonder at her

;

;p as were her crimes, her skill, her enter-

ler iron and dauntless resolution, almost

IS to forget them.

e never doubted her success ; she knew the

hich would enchant the fierce nobles of

mtry. There was but one man whom, on

drous offended,' when they heard of this

know what it meant:

—

" ' So that every man, as he came up, accused

them that were before him ; but after they had

remained a space, they were as quiet as the for-

mer; which thing perceived, a zealous and godly

man, Robert Campbell, of Kingancleugh, said to

Lord Ochiltree, ' My lord, now ye are come, and

almost the last, and I perceive by your anger the

of her setting out, she confessed that shej fire edge is not off you; but I fear that, after the

and that was Kuox. He alone, she knew, I holy water of the court be sprinkled upon you,

be proof against her Armida genius, and that ye shall become as temperate here as the

could once destroy him, she could carry rest. 1 have been here now five days, and 1

ire her. Nor had she either misjudged heard every man say at the first. Let us hang the

ijects or overrated her own power. Before; priest; but after they had been twice or thrice in

J been three years at home, she had orga-
: the Abbey, all that fervency passed. I think

I powerful party, that was wholly devoted there is some enchantment whereby men are be-

She had broken the Protestant league, witched.'

'

attered disaflection and distrust among its "The queen lost no time in measuring her

!rs. Murray had quarrelled with Knox for 'strength against Knox, and looking her real ene-

Argyle was entangled with the Irish rebels, my in the face. A week after her landing, she

ass was openly re-established through town sent for him; and the first of those interviews

juntry : and, while the Reformation was took place in which he is said to have behaved so

; like snow all over Scotland, the northern brutally. Violence was not her policy; she affect-

h counties were ready, at a signal, to rise ed only a wish to see the man of whom she had

IS against Elizabeth. heard so much, and her brother was present as a

he self-restrainst which she practised upon' blind. We confess ourselves unable to discover

r in order to effect all this is as remarkable: the supposed brutality. Knox for many yeirs

effect itself which she produced. She pre-' had been the companion of great lords and princes;

, at her return, that all which she desired his manner, if that is important, had all the calm-

le love of her subjects. She would govern ' ness and self-possession which we mean by the

y wished, and do what they wished. For word high-breeding ; and unless it be the duty ot

ligion she could not immediately answer ;
' a subject to pretend to agree with his sovereign,

ad been brought up a Catholic, and she, whether he really agrees or not, it is difficult to

not change her faith like her dress ; but she know how he could have conducted himself other.

wise than he did. She accused him of disaffec-

tion towards her. He said that she should find

him dutiful and obedient wherever his conscience

would allow him. She complained of the excep-

tion, and talked in the Stuart style of the obliga-

tion of subjects. He answered by instancing the

Jews under the Babylonian princes, and the early

Christians under the emperors:

—

"'But they resisted not with the sword,' she

said.

" ' God, madam,' he replied, ' had not given

them the means.'
" ' Then, you think subjects having power may

resist their princes,' she said.

" 'If the princes exceed their bounds, madam,'
was his answer, ' and do against that wherefore

they should be obeyed, there is no doubt that they

may be resisted even by force. For there is nei-

ther greater honour nor greater obedience to be

given to kings or princes than God has command-
ed to be given to fathers and mothers ; but so it

is that the father may be stricken with a frenzy,

in the which he would slay his own children.

Now, madam, if the children arise, join them-

selves together, apprehend the father, take the

sword and other weapons from him, and finally,

bind his hands, and keep him in prison till that

his frenzy be overpast ; think ye, madam, that the

children do any wrong? It is even so wiih princes

that would murder the children of God that are

subject unto them. Their blind zeal is nothing

but a mad frenzy, and therefore to lake the sword

from them, to bind their hands, and to cast them

into prison, till that they be brought to a more

sober mind, is no disobedience against princes,

but just obedience, because that it agreeth with

the will of God.'
"

" He had touched the heart of the matter ; the

queen ' stood as it were amazed,' and said nothing

for a quarter of an hour. But is there anything

disrespectful in this? Surely it was very good

advice, which would have saved her life if she

had followed it; and, for the manner, it would

{

have been more disrespectful if, because he was

[speaking to a woman, he had diluted his solemn

[convictions with soft and unmeaning phrases.

j' He is not afraid,' some of the courtiers whisper-

led as he passed out. 'Why,' he answered,

' should the pleasing face of a gentlewoman fear

me ? I have looked in the faces of many angry

men, and have not been afraid above measure.' "

"The court set the example of profligacy.

Mary's own conduct was at first only ambiguous ;

but her French relations profited by the recovered

freedom of what Knox calls the devil. The good

people of Edinburgh were scandalized with shame-

ful brothel riots, and not Catherine de Medicis

herself presided over a circle of young ladies and

'entlemcn more questionable than those which

filled the galleries of Holyrood. From the cour-

tiers the scandal extended to herself, and in two

years two of her lovers had already died upon

the scaffold under very doubtful circumstances,

liven more offensive and impolitic was the gala

with which she celebrated the massacre of Vassy,

{the first of that infernal catalogue of crimes by

which the French annals of those years are made

infamous, and at last she joined the league which
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was lo execute the Triilimine decrees, nntl exiir-

pate Protestnntisin. Knox, from his pulpit in St.

Ciiles's, weik ii Tier week lienounccii llicse things;

but the knights of the holy wnr were all wniider-

ing enchanted in the Armidn forest nnd refused

to listen to him ; nnd the people, though they lay

beyond the circle of the charm, were as yet un-

able to interfere. Vet, in Knox, the lire which

Mary dreaded was still kept alive, nnd she lel't no

means untried lo extinguish it. She threatened

him, she ciijolcd him, sending for him again and

again. Once she thought she had caught him,

nnd he was summoned before the council to an-

swer for one of his addresses, but it was all in

vain. No weapon formed against him prospered.

' What are you,' she said, another time, ' in this

commonweallhl' 'A subject born within the

same, madam,' he answered ;
' and albeit neither

earl nor baron, yet God has made me, how abject

soever in your eyes, a profitable member within

the same.' If no one else would speak the truth,

the truth was not to remain unspoken, and should

be spoken by him. After one of these interviews

we find him falling into very unusual society.

He had been told to wait in the anteroom, and

being out of favour at court, 'he stood in the cham-
ber, although it was crowded with people who
knew him, ns one whom men had never seen.'

So, perceiving some of the young palace ladies

sitting there, in their gorgeous apparel, like a gen-

tleman as he was, he began to ' forge talking'

with them. Perhaps it will again be thought

brutal in him to have frightened these delicate

beauties, by suggesting unpleasant recollections.

All depends on the way he did it ; and if he did it

like himsell', there was no reason why, once in

their lives, they should not listen to a few words

of reason :

—

" ' 01), fair ladies,' he said to them, ' how pleas-

ing were this life of yours if it should ever abide,

nnd then in the end, that we might pass to hea-

ven with all this gay gear. I5ut fie upon that

knave Death, that will come whether we will or

not, and when he has laid on his arrest, the foul

worms will be busy with this flesh, be it never so

fair and lender ; and the silly soul, I fear, shall

be so f eble that it can neither carry with it gold,

garnishing, largctting, pearls, nor precious stones.'

" This was no homily or admonition escaped

out of u sermon, but a pure piece of genuine feel-

ing, right out from Knox's heart. The sight ol

the poor pretty creatures aflected him. Very
likely he could not help it.

IVnnsv
In Wool, Ohio stonds first, Newr York second, life, odcn parted for the work's sake. Alihoi

bird, and Vermont fourih. In pro- his sensitive mind keenly felt the consequent
|

portion to territory and population, Vermont is vatalion, he bore these separations with Christ

the greatest wool growing State. patience and resignation ; always encouraging

Ohio produces the most Wine, Pennsylvania in the performance of apprehended duty,

next, Indiana third, and North Carolina fourth. In 1811, they removed to Sunderland, anc

in Butter, New York stands nt the head of thei 1822, to Liverpool. Thomas Robson contim

list, Pennsylvania second, Ohio third, and Indiana to reside at the latter place, until the year 18

Iburth.
j
when lie took up his abode at Huildcrsfield, ;

In the production of Cheese, New York is thei there spent the remainder of the bright nnd pen

first, Ohio second, Massachusetts third, Vermont
fourth.

In the amount of Hay produced. New Y'ork

stands first, Ohio second, Vermont third.

Kentucky is the great llemp growing State,

Missouri second, Virginia third, Illinois fourih.

In the quantity of Flaxseed raised, Ohio pro-

duces by far the largest amount of any of the

States, Virginia is the second. New York third.

New York produces the greatest amount of

Maple-sugar, Vermont the next, Ohio third, Indi-

ana fourth. In proportion to population and terri-

tory, Vermont may be considered the greatest

Maple-sugar State.

Louisiana is the great Sugar producing State,

the next is Florida, Texas is third, nnd Georgia
fourth.

—
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THOMAS ROBSON.

ful evening of his life.

As an elder and father in the church, he \

occasionally engaged to accompany Friends

the ministry, in their journeys in the service

the Gospel. On such occasions, by the exien

which he was enabled to unite with them in tl

mental exercises, and by the love and inlcrcsl

evinced on behalf of the visited, these serv

were rendered truly valuable and acceptable

his companions, and gained for him the aflect

and esteem of a large number of his friends wl;

they travelled. He sometimes accompanied
dear wife on journeys of this kind, including

of her visits on the European conlinent, and (

of those which she paid to Friends in Amer
Having spent nearly four years in the latter

gngement, he became well acquainted with, i

deeply interested in the Friends on that sid(

the Atlantic, with some of whom he kept u

correspondence, till near the termination of

life. A minister who afterwards visited that co

try, in writing from the house of a friend in

State of New Y'ork, says, "
• speaks v

ProiJuftions of Ilie Different Stales.

New Y'ork has the greatest number of acres of

improved land, Virginia second, Ohio third, and
Pennsylvania fourth.

In the produce of Wheat, Pennsylvania stands

first, Ohio second, Virginia third, and New York
fourth.

Ohio produces the greatest amount of Indian
Corn, Kentucky next, Illinois third, and Indiana
fourih.

New Y'ork has the greatest amount of value in

farming implements and machinery, Pennsylvania
is second on the list, Ohio third, and Louisiana
fourth.

In Live Stock, New York stands first, Ohio
second, Pennsylvania third, and Virginia fourth.

Virginia produces the most Tobacco, Kentucky
next, Maryland third, and Tennessee fourth.

Alabama produces the greatest amount of Cot-

ton, 500,360 bales; Mississippi next, 494,774;
Georgia third, 494,021 ; South Carolina fourth,

300,991.

Thomas Robson, of IIuddersfieM, an elder, de-

ceased Fifth month 19th, 1852, aged 83 years.

Thomas Robson, was the son of Thomas and! much interest of T. and E. Robson's vii

Margaret Robson, of Darlington, where he was tarriance under their roof, and the privilege

born in the year 1768. He received his education enjoyed in accompanying them to several mi

jat a day school, leaving it at ihe age of 13 years, ings, ' T. R. preaching as loudly by example i

He has not left any written account of his early conversation as E. R. did in word and doctrine

I life, but from his conversation respecting it, it In 1833, T. R. accompanied his dear part

would appear that he was active and volatile, on one of those visits to the western countie;

and that he was often exposed to the influence of England, in allusion to which, he says, in

undesirable associates; his valued parents fre- memoranda :" I had great satisfaction in attenc

quenlly saying that, as a boy, they had more my dear wife on this long journey ; being frequ

lears respecting him than the rest of their chil- ly favoured to feel our minds divinely suppoi

jdren, being of an untoward and intractable dis- and encouraged, as we passed along from |i|

position. When about seventeen years of age, he to place. The preceding part of this year, be
' lost a sister—a peculiarly lovely young woman, entering on the above named journey, was sf

I

two years older than himsell". This event made under much discouragement on account of

a very serious impression upon him, and about outward situation and trials, my dear wife

the same lime he appears to have been favoured being much absent from home, engaged in c,

with a powerful visitation of the love of Christ, puny with her valued friend Abigail Dockraj
which wrought a remarkable change in his mind visiiing the families of Friends in Manches
jand temper; so that from being rough and way- which occupied a good deal of time. These 1

ward, ho became meek and gentle as a lamb. separations are often very trying to my deprc

I Ueing thus efl'ectually turned to the Lord, it is mind, but 1 wish to boar all my alllictions

[believed that from this period, he never looked
t

submission and resignation, so as not to b

back, but moved steadily forward in his Christian upon myself condemnation ; but 1 often feel '

course. While yet a young man, he became weak and in danger of falling short herein,

strong in the grace that is in Christ Jesus, to re- attending all our meetings regularly, and en

sist the enemy of souls ; and such was the seri- vouring lo keep up a right e.xercise in tlioi

ousness of his character, and the watchfulness of may acknowledge with thankfulness, (altlu

his walk, that he early obtained the esteem of his many limes very low seasons are my port

friends, nnd was appointed to the station of elder that I have been frequently favoured to ex|

in the church, when about the age of twenty-eight ence the blessed Saviour's ' voice to be sweet,

years. His countenance to be comely.' When
In 1796, he was united in marriage with Eliza- high privileges are dispensed, how do all the

belh Stephenson,—a union commenced in the couragements disappear and flee away ?'

fear of the Lord, and greatly blessed to their mu-
tual advancement in religious growth and experi-

ence, as well as lo ihcir outward comfort and
support, amid the trials and crosses, from which
during their Ibrty-eight years companionship,
they were, like others of the Lord's children, by
no means exempt. This tenderly beloved partner
of his joys and sorrows, having, in the year
1808, come forth in the work of the ministry,
and being a diligent and devoted labourer in the

Gospel, they were, during the remainder of her

Here we see it strikingly set forth, that the

real support, and even at times, rich consoli

in the midst of trials, experienced by the hui

Christian traveller who, amidst many infirm

it may be, of flesh and spirit, is endeavourit

follow his Saviour, and can sincerely adop

words of David, "The law of thy mouth

unto me than thousands of gold and siU

That this was the case with the subject of

present little memoir, is abundantly evident :

the following memoranda.
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t month 2d, 1834. "I continue to feel

loughtful respecting my outward situation,

avers are for right direction, that I may be

guided and employed during the few ro-

ig days, I may yet bo permitted to live

;

annot be very many in the common course

jre, being now in the sixty-sixth year of

e. I am very desirous that my future time

e spent agreeably to the will of my hea-

Falher, even if it be greatly in the cross to

n will—for when this is the case, hard

are made easy, and bitter things sweet."

t month 6th, 7th, and 8th. " These days

>een spent partly in attending to the poor,

;, &c. I endeavour to maintain a vvrcst-

ite. I cannot be satisfied without in some

, feeling a sense of Divine favour. This
ig, at meeting, was permitted to enjoy some-

f those refreshings which come from the

presence."

I month 13th. " In meetings I endeavour
itain the struggle, in order to experience

•nee which is truly profitable; and herein I

Idem disappointed. The Divine blessing

sn been experienced, and sometimes great

tiion has been the result of these exercises,

ich gratitude and thankfulness to the bless-

hor thereof is due. May I not be deficient

t month 1st, 1835. " Desires were raised

night now, at the commencement of this

nd through the whole of it, should my life

red, increase in circumspection and reli-

srvour towards my heavenly Father, that

II may be done in all things."
'. " Trials continue to attend my path,

greatly depress and discourage my mind;
ley have the right effect in centering it

n the right and permanent foundation,

:annot be moved."
le Twelfth month, 1843, his precious part-

3 suddenly removed by death. This, the

t of all his bereavements, he was enabled
with meek submission to the will of his

ly Father. Several of his children having
m a visit soon after this afflictive event, he;

in allusion to their departure,—"When
ft, I felt deeply stripped, and my spirits

Dul what an unspeakable comfort it is, that

3 One who remaineth, to whom may my
It application be 1"

diligence in the attendance of meetings for

;), even in very advanced age, and under
ssure of bodily infirmities was very exem-
and, indeed, with reference to the greater

of his life, he might have used the lan-

if David, "Lord, 1 have loved the habita-

thy house, and the place where thine lion-

iVelleth." That this preference for the

which are not seen, but are eternal, and
ire for spiritual refreshment, which prompt-
to the performance of this duty, was gra-

and abundantly rewarded, is strikingly

, both from extracts already given, and
lemoranda made during the last few years ^

ife, where such remarks as the following

ccur—remarks Will calculated to remind I

ho are in the practice of absenting them-

'

Vom religious meetings, of the loss they
|

I themselves sustaining. " Attended week-

1

seting—silent, but a sweet and precious;

to me—meeting very small." " VVcek-
^eling small but liivoured." " First day

—

J meeting twice, and walked to and from.!

/ere sweet seasons to me. Oh my soul !

'

luch owest thou unto thy Lord? Yea,
ling! and may all be freely and lully sur-

;d, without the least reserve, that my whole

life and conduct may be under his precious con
trol and government." "First-day, attended

both meetings—silent. The morning extremely

wet, but I did not suflx'r by it. Afternoon fine,

Walked to and from both, and was amply reward-

ed by being graciously noticed in both, feeling

my mind contrited and comforted, all through the

Lord's merciful influence; for which gratitude and
thankfulness are due to Him from whom all

blessings flow."

Under date Fifth month 14th, 1846, he men-
tions increased indisposition ; so much so as to

think it best to consult his medical man; in allu-

sion to which he makes the following memoran-
dum : " Walked to and from week-day meeting,

and was greatly cheered by a good meeting—it

seemed to put all in order."

These sweet and heavenly enjoyments, were
not, however, obtained, without daily watchful-

ness, and seeking for communion with the Father

of spirits at other times, besides the occasions af-

forded by the attendance of meetings. In the

latter part of his life, it was his practice, after

breakfast, and reading, to spend about an hour in

his quiet parlour, in silent waiting and retirement.

The following extract may serve as a specimen
of his usual employment, so long as strength was
permitted.

Seventh month 21st, 1845. "Spent in read-

ing, writing, and gardening, and in retiremen

all of which, as occasion occurs, afford me delig

but above all, when favoured to enjoy a little of

the Divine communion,—this transcends every

other joy."

The following memorandum, made on his last

birthday, shows how sensible he was that there

is no stage of life, or of Christian experience, when
it is safe to relax in watchfulness unto prayer. "I

this day, complete my eighty-third year,—may it

be my care through watchfulness and increased

circumspection, the few remaining days that I

maybe permitted to live, to be entirely conformed

to the will of my gracious heavenly Father."

The fruit of this habitual communion with God,
was apparent, in the increasing meekness and
gentleness of his spirit. Grateful love and con-

tented cheerfulness shone forth in his daily

walk.

He continued, to the very last, to feel a lively

interest in passing events, and especially in the

welfare of our religious Society everywhere. He
was well versed in its history and biography, and
few individuals had a better knowledge of its au-

thors—the perusal of their works having long

been to him a source of comfort, instruction, and
pleasure

—

particularly during the latter years of

his life, when retirement from ordinary occupa-

tions afforded him leisure for this employment.

His reading, however, was by no means confined

to these writings ; he derived much satisfaction

from the perusal of some of the works of pious

authors of different denominations of Christians.

He was naturally of a social turn, and had much
pleasure in the company of his friends, by whom
his society was not less esteemed. He had great

enjoyment in the present life, and had no wish to'

leave it, though he often expressed his willingness

to do so, if he might "only be found ready."!

To be prepared for the end, was his chief con-j

cern ; and thus, as with his loins girded, and liis

light burning, he was found watching, when his'

gracious Lord saw meet, without further disci-'

jiline, to beckon his aged servant home.
[

He had been suff^ering from a complaint in the
[

loot, for some weeks previous to his departure,

but had mostly got out to meetings, and [jursued

his usual employments; and the day before he

wrote a long letter to his only surviving sister, to

whom he was tenderly attached. The next morn-
ing he was persuaded to keej) his bed longer than
usual. Ho requested his attendant to read a cer-

tain portion of John GrilTitli's journal, containing
a valuable letter from David Hall, mentioning
the page near which it might be found ; he spoke
of Friends being by that time assembled in a
Yearly Meeting capacity, and conversed cheer-

fully with the medical man. After he was gone,

feeling rather unwell, he wished to be left alone,

in order that he might get a little sleep before ris-

ing ; and about ten minutes afterwards, his attend-

ant hearing a slight noise, went into the room,
when she found that a change had taken place,

and almost immediately he gently ceased to

breathe—without tasting, as it would seem, the

pains of death, he was translated, we reverently

believe, through the love and mercy of his Re-

deemer, to be forever with the Lord.

San Francisco as it is To-day.

A California correspondent, under date of the

15th ult., the latest received, says:

San Francisco contains something over 60,000

inhabitants. There are ten or twelve river steam.

ers running daily to Stockton, Sacramento, Ma-
rysville, and other places. We have as beautiful

a bay as can be found anywhere, and plenty of

good wharves filled with shipping. The streets

are laid out at right angles, running east and
west, and north and south. Montgomery is the

fifth street up from the bay, running north and

south, and is the Wall street of San Francisco.

All the bankers and money exchangers are in

this street. The banking-houses of Page, Bacon

& Co., and Adams & Co., are built of Chinese

cut granite. Builders do not use any here from

this State, as they can get it from China much
cheaper, and in forty days' time. All the build-

ings going up now within the fire limits are built

of brick, the first story either of granite or free-

stone, which is quarried thirty mdes up the Sac-

ramento river, near Benicia, the capital of the

State. You can get no insurance here, and that

is the reason why they are building fire-proof

stores.

The wages for mechanics of all'kinds are from

$6 to $8 per day ; labourers from .S-5 to $5 per

day. The hod carriers struck for .$6 per day
last week, and in some instances got it; for there

are hundreds of stores, and one or two hotels,

under way here, and also on Rincen Point, Hap-

py Valley, the United States Marine Hospital, a

very large brick structure.

There is plenty of silver change, but nothing

circulates less than a dime, and lliat goes for a

Nearly all the gold in circulation is minted

at the United States assay office, in 85, 810,

0, and $50 pieces, which are called slugs. You
bid good bye to all bank-rags when you leave the

Atlaiitic States, for here we have nothing but the

pure metallic currency. Tlio bankers buy gold-

dust, receive deposits from merchants, mechanics,

and others, but issue no bills, except bills of ex-

change on all parts of the world. By the last

steamer, one house alone, that of I^.ige, Bacon &
Co., sent one nnllion dollars of treasure to New
York.
There are three marble-yarJs here, but the

bosses do all the work pretty much themselves;

there are also three granite, and three free-stono

yards. 1 have worked since 1 arrived here, 12i
days, at $8 per day. Board is from 810 up-

wards per week ; washing 8-1 per dozen.

—

Presb.

Let the bent of thy thoughts be to mend thy.

self, rather than the world.
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MY FATHER.
'Tis paJt ! tliiit solemn scene is rnsscd !

Thon art no longer liore ;

Vet Memory brinRs thee buck to me,

And wakes the Rushing tenr.

I misa thee, Kiither ! oft I puusc,

To catch iii,'«i" I'O' '""'
i

Then comes the bitter consciousness,

That I iim left alone.

I watched thy failinR, day by day,

I sun- thy strength depart;

But oh— it only bound Love's ties.

Yet rloirr ro'und i5iy heart,

It seemed o'er thee, in life's last hours,

A holy light to shed ;

And left its impress, calm and deep.

On me, when thou wcrt lied.

Though Age upon thy lofty brow.

Had pressed bis signet .<eal

;

And caused his silvery Hues among
Thy ouce dark locks to steal

;

Thougli Time upon thy manly form

Had laid his weight of years.

And dimmed thine eye, yet father, thou

Wert nut, to iHe, less dear.

And now thou 'rt gone—a loneliness

Broods o'er our silent home ;

The voice we loved is hushed, no more
Its accents round us come.

Hut oh—we should not mourn for theo

Since thou art happier now
;

Wc should not wish again to bind,

Earth's cares upon thy brow.

For Heaven, is a brighter world,

From pain and sorrow free
;

'Tis there I trust when life is o'er.

In joy, to meet with thee.

And though the star of Memory,
In ot/ter hearts may set

;

Dear Father! one will e'er prove true;

Thy child—can ne'er forget.

For ••Tlie Fcien,

A FA.111LY OF FAITU.

OR A BRIEF ACCOUNT OF SAMtJEL WATSON, HIS

WIFE, AND SOME OF THEIR CHILDREN. I

(Conliiiued from page 29.)

Most of the Friends imprisoned in York Caslle,

were released after two or three nfionths' confine-

ment, but Iwcnty-sevon, of whom Samuel Watson
wiis one, wore relained.

j

The meclings tlirdughoul that counly were still

much deprived of tninisters, and many of those

who had Ix^en active and zealous for the Truth.

Samuel Walson felt a fatherly concern for those

at libcrly, and he endeavoured to stir them up to

faiihfuliiess by nn epistle. It was addressed " to

all Friends convinced of the Truth, in and about

York." We give some e.vtracts.

" It is upon me to exhort you to wait upon God
in pure diligence, that as you are called unto
luilinMs, YOU may -shine forth in it, as plants of
the true Vine,—adorning the doctrine of our Lord
Jesus Christ. Lest any of you should come short

of the precious Faith which is manifest in holy
works, 1 in tenderness exhort you to give all dili-

gence to the teachings of the grace of God in

yonrselvc s, that you may savour the things of
God, and have a pure discerning of the precious
and the vile. . . . The Spirit of Grace leadeth into

all Truih, and is the guide in all who witness
him ciutie III thiiTi il,i- Saviour of the world, [who]
having blotted out their transgressions, ami bro-
ken down the partition wall, which s.-pmated
from his presence, now gives us to bilmlij his
plory, the glory of the only begotion S(jn of God.
This work I am a witness of. it is wrought by the
Bpirit of burning and by the spirit of true judgment,
which buries self in the grave, and brings forth

the immortal babe into light. This is that which

walks in the day, doing iho works thereof,—not

in security and carelessness, but in pure diligence,

increasing in faith, virtue, knowledge, love, and

brotherly kindness. Now, Friends, if these

things you do not feel growing in you, keeping i

you pure, lender and innocent as a little child,

—

though you may have tasted of the good word of

God, and have como to the cleansing and wash,

ing when love was fervent in you, ye have not

abode in simplicity, have not felt your strength

daily renewed, and have lost your first love,
j

[Thus the soul] forgetting its fervency, coldness

gels in, and through the subtle working of the ud-

1

vcrsary, the creature may be as much at ease in

a false peace, as those of another profession
j

Dear Friends, my soul breathes that not any such!

may be found amongst you ; yet try your standing,

for the word opens in me, that all may be search-

j

ed. Let the cry pass in every one, through the

operation of the seed, 'Search me I search me I

that not any uncleanness lodge in me.' They
that love this pure cry, and abide in it, shall never

rest in a false peace, nor have their wound healed

slightly. Every spot in them shall be done away,

for as their eye is kept single, they will still be I

in a travail till all be washed in the blood of the

Lamb, in which they partake of his nature, and

are bet rot lud unto him in righteousness. ThisJ

condition the Lord loves,—even a clean habita-

'

lion for his Spirit to dwell in. Let not any one
|

be as a dry slick, or withered branch, neither as

chair blown up and down with the wind, tossed in

imagination and conceiting that they are well

enough, if they have outward fellowship with thisi

Friend or the ot/tcr. Tliough [these Friends] be
|

never so dear lo God, yet if in the pure fear, you
feel not the same nature as a fresh spring in you,

your rejoicing is but in another, whilst you your-

selves are barren. This [disposition] must come
lo the judgment, that the part ready for the burn-

ing may be consumed
" In the pure ye must wait, to be as the green

olive, fresh and lively, keeping to the root of im-

mortal sweetness in your own souls. They who
are here, are not looking out at the creature, nei-i

ther is their love setting up idols, but they dwell

in the cross which crucifies the carnal mind, and
are retired in the living Spirit, and in this have
they unity. This is that innocent life, which in

ihern breaks forth in love to all, in tenderness to

all, without partiality, and the meanest creature,

for the Seed's sake, they cannot but sloop down
lo, and according to their strength help to estab-

lish it in love. In this innocency, they deal their

bread to the hungry, and if any be overtaken

with a fault, endeavour to restore such in the

bowels of love, as the elect of God, bearing his

image. . . .

" Dear hearts,—I am broken in love for your
sakes. This is the word of my Father unto you.

Where anything would draw you aside from the

Truth, wait to leel the living word in you, and it

will bring you to fix upon iho Rock, in which
steadfast iiess you will come to behold the Lamb
of God, which takes away the sins of the world.

Yea, the Son of righteousness will arise in a pure
season, if you faint not, with healing in his wings,
and the shadows of death will flee away. I'lie

powerful circumcision in spirit will be felt in you,
lo cut oir all ihe old loreskin of the llesli of vain

glory.

"Keep wnliui to the pure wateli. That which
was and is my slreiigili, ^liull be thy slreiigtli, to

give pure victory over ihii.o enemies; and in the

overcoming Life, thou wilt rejoice, inasmuch a.>

thy name is written in the iiuok of Life. Tliou
who conies to this, tliy delight is always to ji.'ed

on the tree of lil'e, uiucli is m the nuJsl of the

paradise of God. The name of the Lord is a

precious ointment in thee, which keeps thee fres

and living, in a sweet savour, ottering up spirit'U

sacrifice, in thy holy sincere breathing unto bin

in obedience lo what he requires of thee.

" Friends, how can you be slack in coming (

meetings, if the living principle is kept to? 'J~^

Lord would not have you lukewarm. Where i

the people that has had, and have more preciou

opportunities than you have hud? . . . If thei

should not be any to speak publicly,— it ma
some time be for your good,—for verily, Friendi

the desire that is after words, must be cut dowi

As you keep to the watch, you know not in wlu

a wonderful manner the Lord in his love ma
meet with you. Through the operation ol' ih

still voice of his Spirit, he may rend you by h

mighty power, and break your hearts before hiii

cleaving the rock, and giving you to drink at h

pure fountain. Your souls will be refreshed, an

the Lord well pleased, for he delights thai yo

draw near unto him with a pure heart, in-Jiill ai

surance to partake of his love. I am a wit net

that his hand is open to fill ihee who thus come
to him, and thou shall sing praises in the sant

lluary of God, and find the sweet melody in th

heart, as did ever the saints. How do you kno\

las you are kept pure in the watch, but the Loi
' may pour out of his Spirit of prayer and su|>pl

I

cation upon you, and give you an understandin

to utter words before him, to his glory and tl

edification of others. In the church we are men
bers of, all may speak one by one, as the Spii

igivelh utterance. In a pure diligent [waiiit

I

upon the Lord] the power will arise in the litl

fiock, to make Babel roar, and her diviners mai

For the glory of the whole earth shall be given '

the Lamb, and Sion shall put on her beaulid

garments.
" Do you find the earth ready to choke tl

seed ? then you had need to wait until it be coi

sumed and your souls cleansed. Do you fir

doubts, fears, distrust, and unbelief? then you h(

need to wait for the Power to clear your unde

I
standing, and to establish you upon the Rock,

which through perfect love all that is of the en

my is cast out. If you are brought to the pui

[dominion, where sanctification is truly enjoy e(

!
[still] you had need to wait, that no enemy deprii

you of this crown.
" Those who do not wait for these things, . i

are secure in a profession, without the power i

godliness. Dry branches, in whom is not tl

living virtue. Hear the voice of Christ speakic

to you, as he did to his disciples, ' What, can
]

not watch with me one hour?' Try your spiri

in this. This in the counsel of my Father

given forth unto you, and as the li/e in you ari

eth, it shall answer to the Truth herself. Th
which I wait for is the immortal Spring in a

that my heavenly Father may be glorified in h

own works."
" Keep your meetings in the name and powi

of the Lord, as they are appointed on First-da]

and on week-days, minding the leadings of tl

Spirit of God, and they shall be profitable un

you. As you have been zealous sometin)es to
j

to a false church and a false worship, now i

through the exceeding love of God in opeiiir

your understanding you have been brought fro

these paths, let your diligence be known and yoi

zeal liirvent in gathering with the true chuic

On other days, a necessity will be upon you, wl

have opporlunily, wliilst Friends are kept in pi

son, to meet with them at the castle. Tlnre
you will be a refreshment one to another, for tl

apostle was refreshed with them who were n

ashamed of his bonds. In these things heir
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It, you will shine forth as lights to those

re yet in dnrkness, and your holy conver-

will daily preach Christ to ihem." ....
s epistle was dated the 8th day of the

1 month, 1661. Of the time of Samuel
m's release from this imprisonment at York

, I have found no information. The minis-

Friends say of him, " He was valiant for

upon earth, and turned not his back in the

f battle, but suffered joyfully the spoiling of

ods, imprisonment, beating, and other hard-

counting the reproach of Christ great riches,

g given to him, not only to believe, but also

er for his Name's sake,—and through him

>ved him, witnessed an overcoming."

(To beconlinued.)

Fur "The Friend."

iieries put forth by George Fox in 1666.

/here did ever the Christians in the primitive

set up dancing schools, and fencing schools,

nd their youth to learn to dance and fence,

)se called Christians have done since the

ive times? Let us see in the scriptures,

such things were practiced by the true

ians.

here were any instruments of music allowed

J 10 be invented and used by the Jews to

3lves, but unto tlie Lord? Indeed, Uavid

hem as unto the Lord, and danced before

k of the Lord. But what is the use and
the music and dancing in Christendom?

lot the melody the true Christians made, in

learts to the Lord?
'heredid the primitivcChristians invent plays

lows, as those called Christians have done
he apostles' days?
Whether any of the Jews under the Old Testa-

3ver invented plays and shows to get money
m, as those called Christians do now ? We
you will produce your rule and example
the Old or New Testament, among Jews
rislians for these things?

'here did the Jews or Christians in the apos-

ays, set up or use bear-baitings, bull-bait-

cock-fightings, nine-pins and bowls, and
and dice, and such like sports and games,
se called Christians do now, to make them-
merry withal ; and to spend their precious

way, and call it pastime, and rejoice, and

p wantonness in people? Show Scripture

;se things, seeing you profess it your rule.

3t those that live wantonly upon earth, and
isure, dead while they live ? Are not those

'joice, 10 rtjoice in the Lord?
'here did Christians in the apostles' days,

and use matches at foot-ball, and wrest-

and appoint horse races, and hunting for

re, and such like, and so glory in their

Irenglh, and abuse the creatures? Are not

things contrary to the practice of the holy

who rejoiced and gloried in the Lord?
us your rule in the Holy Scriptures for

hings.

'Iietlier all those plays, games, shows, sports,

her vain exercises, countenanced in Chris-
n, do not spoil and corrupt youth, and men,
lin them in person and estate? And doth
le prophet Amos say. Woe to such that

to the sound of the viol, and invent to them-
inslrumenls of music like David?"
V great is the inconsistency of the practice

ny professing Christians in these things,

the example of the primitive believers in

, and the precepts of the New Testament I

•e at limes aslonis' ed in reidmg our daily

i, at the support given to licentious m^n and

women, who are actors, danseurcs, and song-

stresses, upon the stage, by persons, many of

whom are supposed to belong to some Christian

society, and pay their preachers lor lectures on

ihe commands of our blessed Redeemer contain-

ed in the Bible, who was holy, harmless, undefiled,

and separate from sinners, and who set us an

exam|)le that we should follow his steps in oppo-

sition to the corruptions of the world. Not long

since we had a statement of the clergy, as they

term themselves, leaving their pulpits, in two of

our great cities, to offer their adulations to a cele-

brated songstress, travelling through the country ;

one of them said to have been educated among
Friends, but who since wrote a volume of several

hundred pages, to unchrislianize the Quakers.

Can it be supposed that the cause of Christ is

supported, and souls converted to the religion ol

bearing the cross and denying self, by such ex-

amples as these? Where is the dillerenco be-

tween the believer and the unbeliever, if both gra-

tify the lusts of the flesh, the lust of the eye, and
the pride of life? What school is more directly

calculated to instil principles which remove all

restraint, and practices which must inflame the

vilest passions, than theatrical exhibitions? We
have never been within the doors of a theatre, or

seen any such exhibition. We take the testimony

of others, and the many scandalous stories which
portray the character of some of the actors, as

decided proof of the corrupting etfects of the play-

house ; and at times we are greatly distressed

with the degradation into which many must be

sunk, by the increasing depravity inlroduced

among us. If Christians who disapprove of these

schools of vice, do not exert themselves to testily

against them, both by precept and example, the

corruption and infidelity that ever accompanies
them, must exert a most deleterious influence

upon the morals, and character of the people in

this country.

Every Christian denomination appears to be

striving to enlighten others, by the ditTusion ol

their religious publications, and are active in

making and drawing proselytes to themselves.

But what is most effective in making war with
'

the beast, and the false prophet, and the mother
j

of abominations, is humble walking with God,'
following the Lord Jesus in the pathway of rege-

1

neration, and complete redemption from the

world, and all its seductive allurements. Wliatl

objections will Satan have to the preaching of the 1

doctrines of the gospel, and adding multitudes to!

different congregations, provided there is no[

change of heart, no renewing of the Holy Ghost
by the washing of regeneration; but the convert'

being the mere worldling still under another
j

name. Nothing can arrest the growth and
strength of Satan's kingdom, but receiving into I

the heart One that is stronger than he, and per-

mitting him lo bind the strong man armed, cast

him out and spoil all his goods, so as to cleanse

the heart and make it the Lord's temple to dwell I

in. Then we should see the blessed fruits of the;

Spirit of Christ, in all humility and purity of life,

and a godly conversation coupled with fear and
reverence before the Lord. VVe believe that such

Christians would never be seen among the en-

couragers of theatrical amusements, gambling, or

other profligate and vain exhibitions. They
would leel bound to restrain their own families

from attending such pastimes, and bear a firm

testimony against them; and we believe there are

many who do maintain this ground, whose en-;

couragement and perseverance we earnestly desire.

Newspapers—It is uncertain (says the Boston i

Post; what country first used newspapers. Inj

the days of James I., in England, news was oc-

casionally circulated in small quarto pamphlets.

The earliest one preserved in the British Museum
is entitled News out of Holland, of the date of

1619, and printed by N. Newbury ; and there aro

others of the date of" IG-JO, 16;il, 1622. In 162.i

these quarto issues were converted into a regular

weekly issue, entitled News of the Present Week,
edited by Nathaniel Butler, and this was the first

weekly newspaper printed in England. In the

days of Charles I. these news pamphlets multi-

plied greatly. It) 1622, the Kingdom Intelli-

gencer was commenced in London, which con-

tained a greater variety of matter than had been

customary. In a few years the advertisem<.nt

feature began. It was not until Queen Anne's
time, 1709, that ihe Londoners had the luxury of

a daily journal

—

The Daili/ Courant. Scotland

had a newspaper in 1653 ; Ireland in 1641 ; Ger-
many in 1612; the American colonies in 1704.

The earliest country that had them is supposed

to be Italy.

Strange Sight—Seventy Swarms of Bees at War.

Ezra Dibble, a well known citizen of this town,

and for many years engaged extensively in the

management of bees, communicates to us the fol-

lowing interesting particulars of a battle among
his bees. He has seventy swarms of bees, about

equally divided on the east and west sides of his

house. On Sunday, 14th ult., about three o'clock,

the weather being warm, and the windows open,

his house was filled suddenly with bees, which
forced the lamily to flee at once to the neighbours.

Mr. Dibble, after getting well protected against his

assailants, proceeded to take a survey, and, if

possible, learn the cause which had disturbed

them. The seventy swarms appeared to be ou',

and those on one side of the house were arrayed

in battle against those on the other side ; and suoli

a battle was, perhaps, never before witnessed.

They filled the air, covering a space of more than

one acre of ground, and fought desperately for

some three hours—not for "spoils," but for con-

quest; and while at war no living thing could

exist in the vicinity. They stung a large flock of

Shanghai chickens, nearly all of which died, and

persons passing along the road-side were obliged

to make haste to avoid their sting. A little alter

six o'clock quiet was restored, and the living bees

returned to their hives, leaving the slain almost

literally covering the ground, since which but few

have appeared around the hives, and those appa-

rently stationed as sentinels to'watch the enemy.
But two young swarms were entirely destroyed,

and aside from the terrible slaughter of bees, no

other injury was done. Neither party was vic-

torious, and they only ceased on the approach of

night, and from utter prostration. The occasion

of this strange warring among the bees is not

easily accounted for; and those most conversant

with their management never before witnessed or

heard of such a spectacle as here narrated.

—

Conneaat {Ohio) Reporter.

Christ both God nrxl Man.—When thou hear-

est of Christ, do not think him God only, or man
only, but both together. For 1 know Christ was
hungry; and I know that with five loaves he fed

(\vc thousand men, besides women and children.

I know Christ was thirsty; and [ know Christ

turned water into wine. 1 know Christ was car-

ried in a ship; and I know Christ walked on the

waters. I know Christ died; and I know Christ

raised the dead. I know Christ was set belbro

Pilate; 1 know Christ sits with the Father. I

know Christ was worshipped by th.' angels; and
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I know (Jlirisl was stoned by llie Jews. And of ihis grace. I have reason to bless the Lord
|

our hearts swept, but washed ;' without hoi

some of these I ascribe to ll

lo the divine nature; for by rcasi

said to bo both lo'-ethcr.

—

St. L'li

luiiian, oilier

this he

The following Idle

member of

that you are amiable, thai you arc ini|novcd, ihalj no man can sec the Lord.' The evil one mui

you are alll-ciionnte lo each oilier and dutiful lo be cast out of us, and Christ must lake possessio

me; but, O that 1 could hope that you were gra- ihcrcof. And this he will do for us all if we wi

cious, that you lovtd Christ in his true character, ' open the door and let him in. ' Ik-hold 1 sian

more than falher or brother, nwre than duiructers al the door and knock, if any man will hear m
dhlinguislietl for science and philosophy ; for po- 1 voice, and open unlo me, I will come in unto hin

written by a person not a
/|(„,j,jj „,„/ rr/inrmeiit, in a vain u-orlil, tvliose and make my aljorle with him.' . . . Nothing o

^ious Society, breathes so
pageanlrij u-ill i,.,.j, , vuiiish as a dream.

i
earth could give me higher happiness than

righteous a concern for his children, that 1 copy
j

..
| i^.^^.^, ^^^ favoured with reading the letters ! have ground to believe that Christ was formed i

it for "The Friend," believing that some godly
^^^ ^^.^.^jj^ ,^ y^^^ 5Jg(Pf E., with the scenery the hearts of my children. And it matters lilll

parents in the present day will be comlbrled by ^^^ descriptions of the society in England, and! '" "hat Christian records our names are wriltei

the advice giv.ii, because it speaks the language
,(jp i„|(.„.si you take in it. Arc you as much in-

j

if they are but ' written' in the Lamb's book (

of their own hearts.
i lerested, my dear child, in the scenes that were! life.

" Ociobor 2'.'ili, 1810. exhibited in Judea, or Mount Calvary, and in the
|

" Let a father entreat you not to rest in a nam
" My dear Child,—Religion, real religion, is Garden of Gethsemane? Do they, at any time

I to live while you are dead; not in a form of go(

the principal thing, the thing of first importance, cause such emotions to thrill in your breast? Arej liness without its power;—that power that slia

the one thing needful, to all ages and characters. ^ you as sensibly interested in the characters there 1
\
bring every thought into captivity to the obcd

It does not consist in a speculative belief of a cer- ' How natural, in writing to a beloved sister, bound
|

cnce of faith. Do not content yourself with tlit

tain set of principle.'), even though they be true ; with you to eternity, and whose only hope must
|

philosophic religion, which may give God muc

nor in external performances of a round of duties, be with you, in this Saviour, how natural would in profession, hut reserves the heart for t/ie work

though they be the duties which reason and reve- jit have been to have adverted to it? You say its Jashions, and its customs.

lalioii impose upon us; but it consists in a recon-jyou love L. for her admiration of S. Do you I "The Lord has suffered one of my childrei

cilialion of the heart to God, in an approbation of love those who admire Christ in his true charac-
!
through the pride of science, and the facination

his character, his government, his truths, his pre- ter, and because they admire him? O, my child,
j

of philosophy, to become perverted from th

cepts, his institutions, and a conformity 10 them,— I may God enable you to do so, and to love all truth as it is in Jesus ; whether he will ever I

performing the services which they impose from ! those who love the Lord Jesus in sincerity. . . .j rescued I know not; some have become recovero<

a principle of love and respect to His authority
!

"The reading of your letter brought to my i therefore, 1 hope. I must leave him with Go(

and |.leasure. It (i. e. religion) gives God, as i mind the breathing of the apostle, in the fourth
|

I have said everything that is profitable to h

nuinKusttd in Jesus Christ, the preference to all chapter of Galalions, nineteenth and twentieth
[

said. Nothing will convince him, and turn liii

other objecis, and rebinds the soul to him, as its I verses. However uncharitable it may appear to from his error, but that still small voice whic

supreme good. Now this is not the natural state
|

you, 1 must say I stand in doubt of some of my ! followed the earthquake, and the fire in the visio

of iiiuii,—of any man descended from apostate .children, and have fears, that, lest as the serpent] of Elijah, and made the prophet wrap his face i

his mantle. Oh that it would please the Loid I

grant you and him, and all my children, this efl

cient voice, that you might understand me, and

should no longer be to you such as you woul

not ! But 1 must give myself to continual prayei

Your faithful father."

SPEED OF RA1LR0.1DS.

Dr. Lardner adopts some ingenious illustration

to render familiar the e.vtraordinary velocity wit

which our express trains move.

"The Great Western express lo Exeter, Enj
land, travels at the rate of 43 miles an hour, in

eluding stoppages, or 51 miles an hour, witliou

including stoppages; to attain this rate, a speo

Adam. We are alienated and estranged from beguiled Eve through his subtlety, so their minds

God through the ignorance that is in us, by rea-
:
should be corrupted from the simplicity that is in

son of the blindness of our hearts; we are natu- Christ. The breathing of the apostle, in the pas-

rnlly averse from the irue character of God as a sage referred to above, implies in the strongest

holy and sovereign God. We may love his bless- terms, that, naturally, there is nothing of Christ

ings, but we love not iiim. VVe love pleasure in us; nothing until it is formed wiihin us. This

mure ihan God, and the creature more than the
[

is supported by express scripture tesiimony.

Creator. We love human excellence more than
!

Every imagination of the thought of the heart is

the Divine,—talk more about it, dwell more upon
,
only evil. 'The heart is deceitful above all things.'

it, alihough the former is to the latter but as the!' You hath he quickened,' sailh the apostle to the

drop of the bucket to the waves of the ocean. Ephesians, ' who were dead in trespasses and

Universal experience, and scriptural declaration I sins ;' and lest he should be thought to confine

confirm this iruih ; hence the necessity of our be- ! this description to the heathen, he speaks of the

ing born again,—of our being renewed in the j^Hut^^'o/ Jews as in the same stale before their

spirit of our minds.^-created anew. This is not conversion, 'Among whom we all had our con-

some trifling alteration in our sentiments, views, ; versation in times past, in the lusts of the flesh,

feelings, and practices, but it is a radical, and fulfilling the desires ol' the flesh, and of the »«««(/,
. of 60 miles an hour is adopted midway betwet*

essential, and abiding rhange, in which old things and were by nature children of wrath even as some of the stations ; and, in certain experimeiitJ

pass away and all things become new ; in which others.' The doubting, or disbelieving this truth, trips, 70 miles an hour have been reached, j

Christ is welcomed to his throne in the heart, leads to a train of errors. Unless the /leart be speed of 70 miles an hour is about equivalent t

und everything is brought into obedience lo his better than the head, having been the subject ol 35 yards per second, or 35 yards between l\v

pleasure. This is religion, and lo ellecl this is
,

exercises which the head denies, I do not see how, beats of a common clock.

the design of the glorious gospel. Till this is ! it can be a temple for the Holy Spirit to dwell " All objects near the eye of a passenger tr«

etfected, we have no part or lot in religion,—no in. . . .
j
veiling at this rate will pass by his eye in ih

lillc to its blessings. This is the religion I want "A want of conviction of this natural stale of i thirty-fifth part of a second; and if thirly-fiv

for my children. But 1 fear, through llie pride man, which constitutes the necessity of the won-
! stakes were erected at the side of the road, a yar

u[ scitnce und philosophy, and the fashionable dcxM |)l.in of the gospel, is the reason why per- 1 asunder, they would not be distinguishable on

iibcralUy of the present day, my children arc
j

sons do not know what regeneration means, and from another; if painted red, they would ap|)oa

placing the most lorniidable barriers against their !
why preachers preach so indistinctly upon it.

j
collectively as a continuous flash of red colnui

ever possessing it. I
Regeneration is the change in the natural state ofj If two trains with this speed passed each otiiei

"'I'his change ihat I have spoken of, is efTccted
|

man, the radical alteration of this character, the
|

the relative velocity would be 70 yards per sec

by receiving Chrisi, and believing in him, with a jslaying of the enmity of the heart, (for ' the car-loiid ; and if one of the trains were 70 yards lono

cordial, but humbling and self-denying faith. In nal mind is enmity against God') the bowing and
j

it would flash by in a single second. Supposin
renewing of the will. Rest in nothing short of

|

the locomotive which draws such a train to liav

regeneration, my dear child; for unless you are
|

driving-wheels seven feet in diameter, these wheel

born again, you cannot see the kingdom of God.l will revolve five times in a second; the pislo

This change does not produce any new powers
]

moves along the cylinder ten times in a second

in the heart, but it changes ihe direction of the! the valve moves and the steam escapes ten time

powers, the will, and the ati'eclions. It is the be-|in a second; but as there arc two cylinders wliic

ginning of a new life, with new principles, new
j

act alternately, there are really twenty putis o

news, and new objects of delight and aversion.
I
escapes of steam in a second.

proj)orlion as we cherish inadequate ideas of our
iielpless, guilty, and losi and undone state by na-

ture; flattering ideas of there lieiiig some remains

o I good in us, surviving the aposiacy, upon which

we may raise ourselves to a mural and spiritual

change, we shall be indilfereiit lo the Saviour, we
shall have low thoughts of his character and of

his undertaking, and compass ourselves about

with sparks of our own kindling, till we receive Without this change no one can see the kingdom !
" The locomotive can be heard to 'cough' wh(«

tins at the hand of the Lord, ' ihat we lie down of God. Make the tree good, and the I'ruil will moving slowly, the cough being occasioned

in sorrow.' 1 wish I had not so much reason tojbe good, but g as the tree is corrupt, the
j
the abrupt of waste steam up the cliim

lear that some of my children are not partakers 'fruit will be corrupt. . . . We must not only havciney ; but '-20 coughs per second cannot be sepo
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by ihe ear, their individuality becoming
Sucli a locomotive speed is equal to nearly

)i.irth that of a cannon-ball ; and the momen-
if a whole train moving at such a speed,

i bo nearly equivalent to the aggregate force

lumber of cannon-balls equal to one-fourth

eight of the train. That a ' smash' should
J a 'collision' is no subject for marvel, if a

moving at such speed, should meet with any
cle to progress."

The Caffres of South Africa.

personal appearance and formation, these

33 are a race of the most manly and hand-

people known among savages, and in many
lir points resemble the New Zealanders. In

e they are generally tall, their height vary-

•om five feet eight or nine inches to upwards
feet. Their muscular frame is remarkable
yramelry and beauty, as well as great

^ih: but their arms, tVom want of proper

ise to develop the muscles, (owing probably
'ir usual indolent mode of life,) appear small

lisproportioned in size to the legs and body.

of them, the lower limbs are strikingly ro-

and fine, and cases of deformity are very

1 to be noticed among them. Their carriage

lely and upright—in many, even majestic;

his is particularly observable in their chiefs,

B habitual attitudes of ease, and abrupt, yet

ful actions, in giving their commands, are

elegant and imposing. They are haughty
iroud in their bearing, and carry the head
and thrown back. The left arm is usually

icross the chest, to support the blanket or

s, which, carelessly slung over the lefi

der, is their only covering, or article of cloth-

This, when moving quickly, they gather
' around them; and, then throwing the sec-

:orner of it over the right shoulder, they

it to hang in negligent folds across their

expansive chests, reminding the beholder

of the Roman toga of old. Their shoulders

juare and firmly set, and, like the chest,

broad. Their heads are large, but not

rtioned to their bodies; the forehead being

;ed and intellectually formed, and, in many
very high, and finely developed in a phre-

ical point of view. Their hair is woolly,

Jgh not so thick and matted as in either the

3 or Hottentot races, from whom the Catrres

y differ in all points of personal appearance
ears are large, but well made, and seem

ally to have become elongated by the weight

ir pendant ear-rings and ornaments. Their
es, although much varied, are fine—parti-

y the eyes, which are keen and piercing
;

\lthough always unsteady, wandering, and
liy, yet from their large size and groat

Iness, and from their being well set under
broad, deep brows, the idea of cunning and
, which, undoubtedly is their national cha-
•, and has usually to be found out by some
jought experience, does not at first sight im-
a stranger. The common colour of the

1 black or dark brown, somewhat in harmo-
th that of their skins, which are, however,
r in some tribes than in others, especially

e Amampondo and more northerly ones,

lose also varies in form—in the T'Slambie
being broader and more of the negro shape,

n the Gaikas or Galekas, while among the

mbu and Amamyondo, it assumes more of
uropean character. In many of them the

;t Grecian and Roman noses are discernible.

! latter tribes appear, in all other respects, to

. their original nationality of appearance.

Throughout all their subdivisions, their acltnow-

ledged universal beauty is the appearance of their

teeth, which are large, regular, well-formed, and

of pearly whiteness. Their lips protrude, although

not so much as those of the Negro or Hottentot,

who ia no respect bear personal comparison with

them.

—

Caffiaria and its Inhabitants,

The Grass of the Oven.—In crossing Lebanon,
we stopped one day for refreshment, near a rivu-

let flowing towards the East. As I was sitting

there, I observed a peasant of the country digging

up with a sort of pick-axe, the clumps of shrubs

and coarse grass, which grow in the thin soil

spread over the rocks. He was collecting them
to carry home, in order to burn them as iuel. 1

had seen heaps of the same material piled up
near the limekilns in the vicinity of Urtas; and I

I'requently saw troops of donkeys returning from

the fields loaded with bundles of such fuel. The
scarcity of wood in the Eiist is very groat, and
the people are obliged to resort to the use of al-

most everything that is capable of being burnt, in

order to procure the means of warming their

houses in winter, and of preparing their daily food.

They not only cut down for this purpose the

shrubs and larger kinds of grass, but gather the

common withered grass itself, and the wild flow-

ers of which the fields display so rich a profu-

sion. It is from this source that the Saviour

derives the beautiful illustration which he employs
for the purpose of repressing an undue solicitude

on the part of his followers respecting the wants
of the present life: "Consider the lilies of the

field, how they grow ; they toil not, neither do
they spin. And yet I say unto you that even
Solomon in all his glory, was not arrayed like

one of these. Wherefore, if God so clothe the

grass of the field, which to-day is, and to-morrow
is cast into the oven, shall He not much more
clothe you, O ye of little faith ?" Matt. vi. 28

—

30.

—

Christiati Reuiew.

Progress of Freedom in New Granada —The
Executive ol' this interesting country, to which we
are brought into such intimate proximity at Pan-
ama, and which has already expelled the .Jesuits,

has now submitted to Congress the project of a

law for the complete separation of Church and
State. In referring to our country, the official

document says, " In the United States of America
the toleration of worship and religious independ-

ence are absolute. The government recognizes

no educational society or class; it sees only citi-

zens and foreigners, but no priests. In that

country of liberty and progress, which opens its

doors to all the nations of the world, only about a

twentieth part of the clergy are Roman Catholics,

the rest belonging to other religious sects. Volun-
tary contributions, if they do not enrich the min-

isters of worship, give them sufficient for a com-
fortable support. The people are religious with-

out being fanatical, and the clergy present an
edifying example of virtue. There, the priests

have no power over the property of the citizens ;

nor docs religion suffer because there are no
compulsory contributions for its support. Let us i

not doubt that we shall obtain the same results by
adopting the same system. Let us abandon those

chimerical fears which, to so great a degree, re-

tard the progress of good principles and the pros-

perity of the republic."

A traveller in New Granada reports that he

reo«ntly visited a girls' school in the interior. The
ittle girls were in clean dresses, neat and orderly

as could be desired, and all learning to read, but

without any suitable books, lie thinks the Tract

Society's books for the young, in Spanish, such
as Theophilus and Sophia, would be admired and
very extensively used in the schools of New Gra-
nada; and we learn that there are in the country
no less than 750 public schools. It would be an
admirable charity to present many thousands of
the beautiful Tract Primer, in Spanish, to these
schools; the price of which, is ten cents. We be-

lieve there is soon to be a very deep interest

awakened in our country for New Granada and
South America.

—

Am. Mess.

Antiquarian Discovery.—M. B. Larsky, the
Russian engineer, lately deceased, who had also
acquired a reputation as a poet and an arch.-coi-

ogist, made a discovery of the greatest import-
ance in White Russia—a discovery brought to

light when his papers were examined after his

decease. Being occupied in making a road in

that province, he found it necessary to drain ofli"

the waters of a lake into another lake at a lower
level, and in the course of the operation, he dis-

covered, in a forest, several feet below the surface
of the soil, a road paved in the antique Roman or
Mexican style, with traces of a stone bridge of
peculiar construction. In M. Larsky's opinion,
two or three thousand years must have elapsed
before the face of the country could have beea
transformed to such an extent as he observed

;

and if this supposition be well founded, this dis-

trict must have been inhabited before the time of the

Scythians, by a more civilized nation. M. Larsky's
discovery will, doubtless, not pass unnoticed, and
may lead to important results.

Substitute for Gutta Percha.—Dr. Riddell, of
India, in making experiments on the Muddar
plant of India, (Asclepia gigantea) found that its

milky juice, when dried, became tough and hard
like Gutta Percha, and precisely analogous to it.

It is charred by sulphuric acid, converted into a
yellow resinous substance by nitric acid, and but

little, or not at all, acted on by muriatic or acetic

acid or alcohol. Spirits of turpentine dissolves it

into a viscid glue, wliich, when taken between the

thumb and finger, pressed together and then sepa-

rated, shows numberless minute threads, all which
results exactly correspond with those of Gutta
Percha. In hot water it becomes plastic, and has
been moulded into cups and vessels. It will also

unite with the true Gutta PercLin. The Muddar
also produces an excellent fibre, useful in the

place of hemp and flax. An acre of land culti-

vated with it would produce a large quantity of
both fibre and juice. The poorest land sufHces
for its growth. A nearly similar substance is

procurable from the juice of the Euphorbia Tiru-
calli, only when it hardens after boiling, it be-

comes brittle. The subject is most important, as
the demand for Gutta Percha is so certain quickly
to exceed the supply of it that can be procured.

THE FRIEND
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\VE.ST-TO\VN SCHOOL.

During the summer session of this Institution

which closed on the 6th instant, the health of the
scholars was so generally good, that out of two
bund red, it was frequently the case that not one was
absent from the meeting for worship. It was sel-

dom necessary to call upon the physician, and he
Ijas expressed the opinion that more sickness often

prevails in some private families than has visited

this large school in the past session. It is cause

of gratitude to the Preserver of men thus to be
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spnrcii llio nnxicty and nllliclidn which arc occa-

sioned by seven- illness nnd death.

Some of the oldest ntui most experienced mem-
l>ors of the committe<; expressed much sntisfactioii

wiih the conduct nnd the proficiency of the pupils

ns exhibited during the recent examinntion. As
is generally the case in the summer session, a

large proportion of the children were small, and

of course had not advanced so far in their studies

ns those of riper years, and who had been longer

nt school ; hut in both the boys nnd girls' depart-

menis, the improvement of the pupils and their

familiarity with the piinciplcs of the dillereiit

sciences in which they were examined, showed

thecnreof their teachers to ground them thoroughly

in their studies.

In an institution where there is so large a num-

ber of children, dillering in their natural disposi-

tions, and in the habits produced by their domestic

training, some difHcullies in carrying out a uni-

form system of government must be expected

occasionally to arise. These however are always

found to yield to a judicious and prudent course

of trcatn)enl. The duties of the teachers not only

embrace instruction in the various branches of

learning, but a proper system of discipline, firm

but gciiileand persuasive, by which the untoward

will is curbed, the passions restrained, and the

judgment is formed nnd regulated. Where chil-

dren are cnlmly reasoned with, their imperfect or

erroneous views informed and corrected, and by

a kind, open and confiding demeanor, their atFec-

tions enlisted on the side of order and obedi-

ence to necessary regulations, the right aulhority

of the teacher is as easily maintained as it is little

felt. This is a most interesting and useful por-

tion of the duties of a preceptor, and nothing so

cflfeclually prepares for the right discharge of it as

the influence of religion on the mind, impressing

it with a sense of its own frailty, nnd by its regu-

lating and preserving power, giving it the mastery

over itsell'. Those wlio, through submission to

the yoke and cross of Christ, have been made con-

querors over their own infirmities and evil pro-

pensities, are prepared to leel lor the wayward-
ness and temp'.alions which assail the youth ; and
from the love they feel for the souls of those

placed in their charge as well as for the blessed

religion, which has done so much lor them, will

seek in this love to do all they can toward aiding

them to overcome their corrupt inclinations and

passions, and the reward of such will be sure;

tar beyond any pecuniary compensation.

In consequence of the number of applicants for

admission, exceeding the capacity of the accom-
modations, the superintendent and treasurer, we
are informed, have been obliged to postpone the

reception of some of the later ap[>licant3.

The numerous im|)rovcments which have of

late years been made, contributing largely to the

coml'ort, healih and convenience of the family,

have before been alluded to in our notices of this

interesting seminary. Others are in contempla-

tion which will probably be ellected as ihe means
to accomplish ihem are obtained. One of the

most pressing and desirable of these is the intro-

duction of gas for the safe and cftectunl lighting

of the house, especially the class rooms in which
the children pursue their studies. The use of

candles and lamps not only incurs greater risk of

fire, but it is diflicult to procure Irom them an
adequate supply of clear light to prevent injury to

the eyes from long continued application. From
estimates made, it is probable that a sum not

much exceeding three thousand dollars, would be

sufficient to furnish the necessary apparatus for

preparing the gas, and the pipes and burners for

distributing it through the house. We hope the

lively interest which Friends continue to show in

this important nnd vnluablo institution, may be

considered as a guaranty, that the means for mak-
ing this necessary improvement will not be with-

held. We would suggest for consideration, whe-

ther it might not be well at an early day to open

voluntary subscriptions for this object. The sum
reqiiiri^d is so moderate, nnd the object to be at-

tained so useful, that we think it would be likely

to meet with general favour and liberal support.

During a recent session of the Supreme Court

of Pennsylvania, held at Pittsburg, a case (The
Commonwcallh vs. Henry Omit) came before it

on certiorari to Justice Kline, of Ilarrisburg ; in-

volving the question of legality, in selling liquor

by an innkeeper on the first day of the week.

'•From tlie return of the Justice it appears, that on
llie complaint made before him, on the 13th day of

June, 1853, he issued his warrant against the defendant
returnable forthwith—that the same day, the defendant

appearing, a bearing was had—and on proof being
made 'that on Sunday, the I2th day of June, 1853, the

siiid Henry Omit did sell from his bar one glass of spi-

rituous liquor to a person named Samuel J. Wright, a

sojourner, temporary dweller, or traveller,' the Justice

proceeded to convict him 'of having done and perform-

ed worldly employment or business on the Lord's day,

commonly called Sunday, contrary to the Act of Gene-
ral Assembly of Pennsylvania, passed April 22d, 1794,'

and thereupon adjudged him to pay a fine of four dol-

lars and the costs."

The decision of the justice was based on the

provisions of an Act passed in 1794, entitled, " An
Act for the prevention of vice and immorality,

and of unlawful gaming, and to restrain disorder-

ly sports and dissipation," the first section of

which, prohibits any person from performing any
worldly employment or business whatever on the

first day of the week, works of charity and ne-

cessity only excepted, or engaging in any pastime

or diversion, &c. ; and proviiling that nothing

contained therein should be construed to prohibit

the dressing of victuals in private families, or
j

public houses for travellers, to prevent travelling,

or the selling of inilk or the necessaries of life

within certain hours.

The defendant rested his case on two propo-

sitions.

1st. " That the sale of the liquor to Wright
was not an olFence against the act, because it

came within the proviso."

2d. "That the Act is not applicable to persons

licensed to keep an Inn or Tavern under the Act
of lllh of Third month, 1834, and its supple-

ments.

The defendant waived taking advantage of any
other defect in the proceedings, and desired a de-

cision upon the main question io the cause.

After an elaborate review and exposition of
the law applicable to the case, the Court decided
unanimously, "that licensed innkeepers have the

right to sell liquor six days in the week, but that

it Is worldly employment or business within the

prohibition of the Act of 1794, not a work of
charity or necessity, nor falling within the pro-
viso of the Act, and therefore not lawful to be
done on the first day of the week."
The judgment of the lower court was con-

firmed.

This is a most important and satisfactory deci-

sion, from which there can be no appeal, and if

carried out elfectually, will do much to prevent
the drunken brawls, the crime and degradation,
which in many parts of this city, and the country
also, are so conspicuous on the first day of the
week. Intemperance is obviously on the increase
amongst us, and tippling-houses have multiplied

alarmingly within the last two or three years,

and we shall rejoice if the strong arm of the la

is employed to hold them in check, if it be h

one day in the week.

, ITEMS OB' NEWS.
By the Arabia steamship, from Liverpool, we ha

news from Europe to the 24th ult.

(JKEAT lilUTAIN.—The rapid spread of the choU
in England, has created much alarm. Wheat and flo

in good demand at advanced prices, and active incju:

for Indian corn. Cotton heavy,—little demand.
RUSSLA. AND TURKEY.—The probability of a w

between these two Powers was increasing.
SPAIN.—The ministrj- has been displaced, and a m

Cabinet formed. Sartorious is President of the m
Cabinet.

SOUTH AMERICA.—Political outbreaks are conti

ually occurring in Bolivia. At Chinchas, the gua
island, serious dilficulties hare arisen between the ol

cers of a Peruvian man-of-war, and the captains
American vessels there. One American captain w
badly wounded.
U.MTED STATES.—A'fw York. A great (ire has c

curred at Buffalo ; about one hundred buildings co

sumed. A heavy gale prevailed on the 4th and 5

insts. on Lakes Erie and Michigan, doing much dama
to the shipping.

Pennsi/lvania.—Philadelphia. Of 770 persons adm
ted into the Moyamensing House of Industry during t

last fiscal year,"428 were natives of Ireland, 46 of Kc
land, 28 of Scotland, 16 of Germany, a few of oil

places named, 33 unknown, leaving but 212 natives
the United States. Deaths in Philadelphia last we
1G5. During the last year more than fifty thousa
children were educated at the public day schools, a
nearly eight thousand at the night schools.

Louisiana.—New Orleans. The fever still contini

in a mitigated form, 42 deaths Ijy it last week. It I

not abated on the Slississippi river.

California.—Large amount of gold-dust shipped
New York. Indian outbreaks have been quelled. M
ing interests prosperous.

RECEIPTS.
Received from John Sheppard, Benj. Sheppard, a

Margaret Miller, G., N. J., $2 each, vol. 26 ; from W.
Oliver, agent, Mass., for James Oliver, §2, vol. 2C, a
V. Meader, $2, vol. 27

; from Geo. Gilbert, Amos Co
Mercy Cope, and Melissa Cope, Pa., $2 each, vol. S

from S. (_'hadbourne, Canada West, $2 j from Jei

Hall, agent, O., $1, and for David Binns, Jr., ^, vc

2G and 27.
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Brror corrected. Jesse Hi
Harrisville, Harrison county, Ohio, in place of Nath
P. Hall.

Died, on the 5th ult., at the residence of David I

berts, near Moorestown, N. J., Hope Bassett, a meml
of Chester Monthly Meeting, in the 70th year of 1

age.

, after a short illness, on the 19tb of last men
in the 76th year of her age, Rebecca, wife of Jose

Evens, a member and elder of Upper Evesham Monti
Meeting, N. J. The quiet, consistent, blameless life

this dear Friend, strongly attached to her a large cir

of friends, who sensibly feel the void occasioned by 1

removal
j they are consoled however, with the belief, tl

her lamp was replenished with oil, and a preparati

mercifully granted her to enter in with the Bridcgroo

, on the 26th of Ninth month last, in the 3S

year of his age, Maulon L. Lovett, a valued member
Falls Monthly Meeting of Friends, Bucks county, 1

Having a gift of the Gospel of Christ dispensed
him, he was concerned to be watchful and circumspi
in life and conversation, that he might adorn the di

trine he preached to others. Although we deejily f

that his family and the church have sustained a loss

this dispensation of unerring Wisdom, we have the cc

solation to believe, that through submission to the b(

tism of the Holy Ghost and fire, through unfeigned
pcntance towards God, and faith to^ ird our Lord Jei

Christ, and by watchfulness unto prayer, his spirit vi

sanctified and prepared to be gathered with the just

all generations, to sing the song of Moses the servi

of God, and the song of the Iamb, which none can si

but those who are redeemed from the earth.
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JOHN KNOX.
fContinuert from p.ige 34.)

liowever, matters went on growing worse

)rse, till the Darnley miirriago, the culmi-

point of Mary's career. Hitherto, as il

ntmenl, she had succeecJed in everything

she had attempted. The north ol Eng-
as all at her devotion; with her own sub-

er will had become all but omnipotent,

rk party among the commons were firm

themselves; but the statesmen and the

len had deserted their cause, and they were

reparing to endure a persecution which

ould be unable to resist. The Earl of

y, whose eyes at last were opened, knowing
irnley had been chosen by his sisler as a

i to an invasion of England, had opposed

trriage with all his power; and well it

have been for her if she had listened to ., _ ..,.- . „
But Murray utterly failed. He called on tion from punishment altogether, and

party to support him, but it was all gone

;en in pieces by his own weakness, and by

faults; and he had to fly for his life over

•ders.

le Darnley marriage, liowever, which ap-

30 full of promise, was the one irretrievable

hich ruined everything, and we can easily

itand how it came to be so. Mary married

lolitical object, but she had overcalculated

wers of endurance, and though she niusi

known Darnley to be a fool, she had not

d on his being an unmanageable one. Il

j|d have been passive in her hands—if he

have had the discretion not to see her vices,

ould have been contented with so much
as she was pleased to show him—all would

;one well ; but he was foolish enough to re-

nd revenge his disgrace, and then to implore

which was ultimately taken, the lords violated

promises which they made to her before hor sur-

render; but there is no reason for thinking so.

The condition of a more lenient treatment was a

definite engagement to abandon her husband

;

and, so far from consenting to abandon him, she

declared to the last that ' siie would follow him
in a linen kirtle round the world.' But if the im-

prisonment at Lochleven appears to some amiable

persons so inhuman and so barbarous, there was
a party who regarded that measure as culpable

leniency. Knox, with the ministers of the kirk, de-

manded that she siiould be brought to an open trial,

and that, if she were found guilty of her husband's

murder, she should be punished as any private

person would be who committed the same crime.

We have found hitherto that when there was a

ditlercnce of opinion between him and the other

statesmen, the event appeared to show that he,

and not they, had been right;—right in the plain,

common-sense, human view;—and the same
continues to hold on the present occasion.

" We are most of us agreed that the enormity

of crimes increases in the ratio of the rank of ihe

oflender; that when persons, whom the common-
wealth has intrusted with station and power,

commit murder and adultery, their guilt is as

much greater in itself, as the injury to society is

greater from the efliects of their example. But to

acknowledge this in words, and yet to say that,

when sovereigns are the olTenders, sovereigns

must be left to God, and may not be punished by

man, is equivalent to claiming for them exemp-
fact, to

denying the divine government of the world.

God does not work miracles to punish sinners ;

he punishes the sins of men by the hands of men.

It is the law of the earth, as the whole human
history from the beginning of time witnesses.

Not the sovereign prince or princes, but the law

of Almighty God is supreme in this world ; and

wherever God gives the 2'ower to execute it, we
may be sura that it is His will that those who
hold the power are to use if. If there is to be

mercy anywhere for offenders, if any human be-

ings at all are to be exempted from penalties, the

exceptions are to be looked for at the other ex-

treme of the scale, among the poor and the igno-

rant, who have never liad means of knowing
better."

" Vengeance fell, at last, on all who were con-

cerned in that accursed business. Boihwell died

forgive him for having revenged it ; and
j
mad in a foreign prison; the Archbishop of St.

gh her anger might have spared him, her Andrews was hanged ; M.iilland escaped the exe-

npt could not. There is no occasion for us cutioner by poison; and Mary herself was still

2r again upon that story. It is enough that,
|

more sternly |)unished, by being allowed to go
y brought her cause to the very crisis of on, heaping crime on crime, till she, too, ended

iS by a skill and perseverance without par- 1 on the scaffold. But instead of accusing Knox of

in history, she flung it away with as'unex- ' ferocity and hardness ol' heart, we will rather say

d a recklessness, and, instead of being the that he only, and those who felt with him and

isful champion of her faith, she became ilsj followed him, understood what was required alike

lour and its shame. ! by the majesty of justice and the real interests ol

t the time of the murder, and during the! the world.

IS which followed it, Knox was in England ;
" The worst, however, was now over: the cause

urned, however, immediately on the flight 'of the Catholics was disgraced beyond recovery:

ihwell, and was one of the council which sat the queen was dethroned and powerless ; and the

ermine what should be done with the queen,
j

reformers were once more able to go forward

i been repeatedly stated that, in the course
j

with their work. Even so, they were obliged to

content themselves with less than Uiey desired;

possibly they had been over sanguine from the

first, and had persuaded themselves that more
fruit might be gathered out of man's nature, than

I's nature had been found capable of yielding ;

but it seemed as if the queen had flung a spell

over the country from which, even after she was

one, it could not recover. Her name, as long

as she was alive, was a rallying cry for disafTec-

lion, and those who were proof against tempta-

tion from her, took little pains to resist temptation

from their own selfishness. The Earl of Morton,

one of the most conspicuous professors of Protest-

antism, disgraced it with his profligacy ; and many
more disgraced it by their avarice. The abbey

lands were too little for their large diges;ion«.

The office of bishops had been abolished in the

church, but the maintenance of them, as an insti-

tution, was convenient for personal purposes ; the

noble lords nominating some friend or kinsman to

the sees as they fell vacant, who, without duties

and without ordination, received the revenues and

paid them over to their patrons, accepting such

salary in return as was considered sufficient for

their discreditable service.

"Yet, if there was shadow there was more
sunshine, and quite enough to make Knox's heart

glad at last. The Earl of Murray was invited by

the estates to undertake the regency ; and this

itself is a proof that they were sound at heart,

for without doubt he was the best and the ablest

man among them. The illegitimate son ofJames the

Fifth, whatever virtue was left in the Stuart blood,

had been given to him to compensate for his share

in it, and while he was very young he had drawn

the attention of the French and English courts, as

a person of note and promise.
" After remaining loyal as long as loyalty was

possible to the q leen-molher, he attached himself,

as we saw, to John Knox, and became the most

powerful leader of the Reformation. Bribes and

threats were made use of to detach him from it,

but equally without etlecl ; even a cardinal's

red hat was offered him by Catherine if he would

sell his soul ib'r it. But for such a distinction

he had as little ambition as Knox himself could

have had, and his only mistake arose from a

cause for which we can scarcely blame his un-

derstanding, while it showed the nobleness of his

heart; he believed loo well, and he hoped too

much of his father's daughter, and his affection

for her made him blind. For her he quarrelled

with his best friends ; lie defended her mass, and

was for years her truest and most faithful servant

;

and she rewarded his alFection with hatred, and

his fidelity with plots for his murder. Whatever

uprightness was seen in the first years of her nd-

'miiiistralion was his work, for which she little

I

thanked him ; and the Scotch people, even while

they deplored the position in which he hid placed

himself, yet could not refuse him their love for it.

! When he saw at last the course to which she had

j

surrendered herself, he withdrew in shame from

the court ; he had no share in her deposition ; he

left Scotland after the murder, only returning to

it when ho was invited to take upon himself the

I

regency and the guardianship of his nephew; and

he came back saddened into a truer knowledge of
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mnnkinJ, nnd n delerminalion lo ilo his duly,

cost him what i( would, lie could be no siniii-

gcr 10 whut Ihe world would soy ol" him. Ilu knew
that those who hiid Iriid alreiidy lo murder him,

would make their plots surer, and their dngycrs

sharper now—but he dared it all, and the happiest

three yeors tliat Scotland had known were those

of his governmeni. The liiieves of the Uorder

were held down ; the barons were awed or coerced

into respect for property and life, ond the memory
of these polcten years lived long in the admiring

regret of less favoured times."

"It is not a little touching to find that Kno.x,

when the country was nt last in the right hands,

thought now of leaving it, and of going back to end

his days in peace at CJeneva. He had fought the

fight, he hod finished the work which was given

to him to do; it was iinperfect, but with the given

materials, more could not be done; and as it had

been by no choosing of his own that so great a

part had fallen lo him, -so now when it seemed
played out, and his presence no longer necessary,

he would gladly surrender a position in itself so

little welcome to him.
" ' Liod comfort that little flock,' he wrote, about

this time, ' among whom I lived with quietness of

conscience, and contentment of heart; nnd amongst
whom I would be content to end my days, if so

it might stand with God's good pleasure. For
seeing it hath pleased His .Majesty above all men's
expectation to prosper the work, for the perform-

ing whereof I left that company, I would even
as gladly return to them, as ever I was glad to be

delivered from the rage of mine enemies.'

"Surely we should put away our notion of Ihe

ferocious fanatic with the utmost speed. The
heart of Kno.x was full of loving and tender oflec-

tions. Ho could not, as he said himself, ' bear
to see his own bairns greet when his hand chas-
tised them.'

" If he had then gone back to Geneva, and
heard no more of Scotland ; or if he had died at

the time at which he thought of going, he might
have passed away, like Simeon, with a Nunc
dimitlis Bominc, believing that the salvation of
his country was really come. So, however, it

was not to be. Four more years were still before

him: years of fresh sorrows, crimes, and calami-

ties. His place, lo the last, was in the battle, and
he was to die upon the field ; and if rest was in

store for him, he was to find it elsewhere, and
not in the thing which we call life. . . . The why
and the how is all mystery. Our business is wilh
the fact as we find it, which wise men accept

nobly, and do not quarrel with it."

"Ill 1570, he was struck wilh paralysis; he
recovered partially, and lived for two more years,
but they were years so deplorable that even his

heart grew weary and sick within him, and lie

longed to be gone out of ihe world. As before,

he was the one centre of life round which the

ever-flagging energies of the Protestants rallied;

but by the n< ccssity of the time, which could not

be resisted, the lead of the parly fell lo one or
other of the great ncblemen who were small credit

to it, and who were following worldly objects

under a mask of sanctity. The first regent who
succeeded .Murray was Darnley's father, the Earl
of Lenox ; then he too was nuirdered, and the
Earl of Morton, with their tulchan bishops; the
country tearing itself in pieces, and they unwill-
ing to commit themselves lo peremptory action,
lest Elizabeth (as they expected that she would)
should restore Mary, and if they had gone loo far

in opposition to her they might find it impossible
to obtain their pardon. Once more, in this dis-

tracted time, Kno.x stood out alone, broken with
age and sickness, and deserted even by the assem-

bly of the kirk, to brave the storm, and again lo
I

conquer in il. He had been required to pruy fori

the queen.
" ' I pray not for her as quern,' ho said, ' for

queen to me -she is not ; and I am not a man of

law that has my tongue to sell for silver or the

favour of the wurld. And for what I have spoke

against the adultery and the murder, when 1 am
taught by God's word that the reproof of sin is an

evil thing, I shall do as God's word commands
me. Uut unio thai time, which will not be till

the morn after doomsday, and not then, I hold

the sentence given by God lo his prophets Jeremy!
and Kzekiel, to stand for a perpetual law, which,'

with God's assistance, I follow to my life's end.

(Conclusion nril wcfk.J

A Few Words ot Clirlsliiin Counsel to llic Elect

Seed of Uod.

Dear and tender Friends,—My spirit tenderly

I salutes you in the love of the Gospel, with living

desires that you may be preserved in this day of

trial ; and with concern for the honour and pros-

perity of Truth. May none faint in the day ol

adversity, although their strength may be small.

Look not at the strength of the enemy, and in all 1

voiir meetings, and at all times, wait upon

Christ Jesus the Lord, who by his light, will give]

!you to see through all wrong spirits, that are,

got up in this day. Although the enemy vaunt!

himself with "great swelling words," yet heed i

him not ; mind the " Light," for that is over him ;

'

but take care that ho draws you not away from!

that, from Christ: wait in the patience, for the'

faith which gives the victory over all false and
contrary spirits, for they are all bounded by him,|

and his power is the same now as formerly;!

!" Hitherto shall thou come and no farther, and
here shall thy proud waves be stayed." But oh !

flee not. Thou canst not flee from the enemy,
only as thou comes to the Light, and waits and
abides ihcre ; for there Satan dares not come.
Our warfare is not carnal, but wilh the powers of

darkness and spiritual wickedness in high places.

; But first, dear Friends, let us experience and
know the conquest of the enemy in ourselves.

Are we delivered from all captivity? Are we

j

brought out of Babylonish captivity, into the glo-

rious freedom of the sons and daughters of Zion?
jls every thought brought in subjection to Christ?
I For this we must know before we can labour lo

rebuild the walls of Jerusalem, even as under :he

Jewish dispensation, the true Israel wept and
!cried in Babylon; they longed, ihey prayed, they
' fasled for their deliverance, and in due time the

Lord delivered them, and their deliverance was
wonderful. If we are rightly concerned, the Lord

I

will in due time deliver us from all captivity, both
inward nnd outward. Let us remember those

Jews, their degradation, Ihe power of llieir con-
querors, the desolation of Zion, the strength of Ba-
bylon, how their enemies scorned them—what will

these feeble Jews do ?—but He who suflered them
to go inio captivity for their sins, for their departure
from him, had now been entreated, and was set

to deliver them. Ho who has the hearts of all

! men in his hands, and can turn them as the rivers
j

'are turned, the Lord (.iod Almighty was set to

deliver them, and no power could hinder it; they I

were redeemed, and the Lord only had the praise, i

Say no more, strangers have devoured our herit-

age, the foxes walk upon Zion ; but let us rather
say, we have sinned against the Lord, and he has
brought this evil upon us. Let us entreat the

j

Lord that he may have mercy upon us ; and as
|Wc aro suflicienlly bowed before him, he will!

arise to bless us, ond we shall know the langua

of the psalmist fulfilled: "The time to favo

Zion, the set time is come, for her servants la

pleasure in her stones, and favour the dust ihei

of." Oh ! then may we be willing to be given

as unto death, for the cause of Christ; may '

esteem all reproach as good for us, and coi

nothing too hard to bear lor his sake. Show t

same devotedness as was shown of old, even

Esther, who when about to undertake for the (

liverance of her people, said, " I icill go, and il

perisli, I perish." Hut let none turn away
;

none say there is no hope, the enemy is I

strong, loo subtle, too numerous. Ah ! this is wl

he wants ; lo frighten, to dismay ; but let us in

in the Lord ; his power is over all ; " He is c

God and he will save us."

In the love of the Lord,

S. C.
Canada West, Tenth moutli, 1833.

EFFEfTS OF LIGUT.

We have often had occasion to remark the pi

tinacity with which many of the notable housewii

in this city, exclude the light of the sun from th

dwellings. If you enter them at noonday, es|

cially in warm weather, you are obliged to gro

your way, almost as carefully as if you w(

threading some subterranean passage, and w
the present fashion of having ihe furniture stre'

all over the parlour, you run no little risk

stumbling over a chair or a table, and pcrho

breaking a leg or an arm. Remonstrance agaii

this absurd practice, is met with the plea of da

age to the colour of the carpet, from the adm
sion of light, the reflection a|)parenlly never (

curring, that if the direct rays of the sun produ

so sensible an effect upon inorganic matter, thi

influence on the physical syslem must probab

be equally active for good or evil. We do I

think it needful for healthfiilness to admit a f

flood of light into our rooms during the whole da

but we have long been convinced that the glooc

semi-darkness in which many of our over-O!

citizens have their homes involved, conlnliu'

not a little lo the necessity for employing a [il

sician; and it is quite possible ihat the !-h k

etiolated aspect of many young females w

spend most of their lime at home, arises from th,

being rarely brought under the influence of 1

bright beams of the sun. The exclusion of
"

predisposes the syslem to scrofulous atreciii

and is sure lo blanch the skin and deteriorate

blood.

Dr. Moore, the celebrated metaphysician, tl

speaks of light on body and mind :
—" A tadp

confined in darkness would never become a fn

and an infant deprived of heaven and free li(

will only grow into a shapeless idiot, instead c

beautiful and reasonable being. Hence iti

deep, dark gorges and ravines of the Swiss"'

lois, where the direct sunshine never reaches,

hideous prevalence of idiocy startles Ihe travell

It is a strange, melancholy idiocy. Many t

zens are incapable of any articulate speech ; set

are deaf, some labour under all these privatio

and all arc misshapen in almost every part of

body. I believe there is, in all places, a marl

dilTerence in the healthiness of houses, accord

to their aspect with the sun, and those are del,,

edly the healthiest, other things being equal

which all the rooms are, during some part ofi

day, fully exposed lo direct light. Epiden

attack inhabitants on the shady side of )

street, and totally exempt those on the ot!

side ; and even in such epidemics as ague, «.
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d influence is often thus partial in its la-

Original LiUcrs on Lilcniry Subjects.

No. :i.

. . Afler the collection of letters mndo by

ca Warner, meniioiied in my last, 1 read

larto volumes of the correspondence of the

Clarendon and Rochester. These letters

ill, or nearly all, on politics,—and explain-

iny circumstances of national importance,

throw some light upon the labours of Wil-

^enn, and Robert Barclay, in the. Court of

ames II., for the general good, yet there are

ssages in them to quote,—the letters being

larratives of facts, dry and historical,

se volumes having been examined, I next

p tjvo quarto volumes of the letters of Eliza-

'arter and Caroline Talbot Before charac-

g these, I will siale that I have since read

jctavo volumes of Elizabeth Carter's letters

Labeth Monlague, and four octavo volumes

;e written by Elizabeth Montague, many of

were addressed to Elizabeth Carter. These
vomen were among the best letter writers

r time, and that time embraced a William

r. The letters in these volumes are gene-

xceedingly lively and spirited, giving clear

ngible impressions of the things and events

jfcd, be they pleasant adventures, romantic

y, religious thoughts, metaphysical specu-

or fancy d

when young. Many passages in her letters are

amusingly descriptive,—and many selling fortli

her feelings and thoughts, coiituiu sentiments so

just, and so happily expressed, that a volume ol

pleasant and valuable reading might be extracted

irom them.

The letters of Catharine Talbot indicate a mind

active, literary, and withal guided by good, sound

moral and religious principle. She appears t<

have been well acquainted with some of the mod-

ern languages, and slightly so with the Latin

but was not like her friend and correspondent

Elizabeth Carter, familiar with tlie Greek. S\w
was of a very weakly frame, and in middle age

was taken by death from a large circle of mourn-
ing friends. She published nothing, but after her

death, her friend Elizabeth Carter, edited her

literary remains, of which many have been sold.

Her " Reflections on every day of the Week,"
has had a very wide circulation among religious

readers, and it continues to this day to be in de-

mand.

Elizabeth Montague, the friend of Carter and

Talbot, was in some respects very much like them.

She was literary,—she was a good letter-writer,

—

she was animated in spirit, though fragile in body,

and mingled in the same circle in life as they

did. Her husband—the other two were never

married—was a member of Parliament, and a

n of wealth and political influence,—and she

had every outward comfort which money can

command; yet the loss of her only child, a fine

hearty boy of two years old, carried off suddenly

by convulsions arising from cutting his teeth, and

he death of many of her beloved friends, gave
the lot of mortality

abelh Carter was a very learned woman
very busy, active one in every department !

her sad token that sorrow

Whether she was corresponding with the ^ Under her trials, she bore up wonderfully, and

1 on the meaning of Greek passages,— her letters at limes still continued to contain many
;
of fashionable foppery,—the excitement bright things. She wrote three of the Dialogues

•esses of ball-rooms,—the composition of of the Dead, published in Lord Lyllleton's work

or the knitting of stockings,—she seems bearing that name, and I think they are among
at home, always understanding practically the best in the collection. Great praise is.be-

)ject of which she treats. She was a great stowed on her conversational powers, by her

; of languages, ancient and modern, and in coteniporaries.

owledge of Greek and Latin, had^few su- These three women in their letters sometimes

in England. She taught her younger elaborate sentiments too much, and sometimes

•, qualifying him at home for college ;—and they labour at being vivacious and witty,

rough had been the instruction she gave
lat when he had passed through an exami-
by the prolessors, they were greatly pleas-

I his proficiency, and inquired under what
he had studied. They declared that no

ad ever entered Oxford more completely
jd than he. Elizabeth Carter translated

us, wrote many poems, furnished two num-
' the Rambler, and was engaged in various

literary performances. In short, she was
an of high standing among the literati of

y. As a natural consequence, perhaps, of
iking her brain, she had very frequent

i of headache, and was generally obliged

a day or two of every week in bed. She
^reat walker,—and in her letters gives some
musing, and many animated descriptions of
ig" seven, len, and even sixteen miles at a
lor business, pleasure, or mere exercise,

le of her letters in these volumes are
iductions of youth, written before ' wisdom'
jght her to curb an exuiierant liincy, mo-
;r humour, or reduce the more laboured

ts and deeper movements of her intellect, to

lit touches and brief expressions suitable to

itolary style. The letters, however, whc-
ritten in youth, in maturity, or in her old

•e very pleasant and readaljle. A tendency
ggerale feelings, and slightly to caricature

o make them more striking, is perhaps,

nd witty. Yet

eaving out all passages marked by these defects,

and all those which treat of such trivial things as

dresses and fashions, there is much left worth

reading. Although the letters describe with ani-

mation the scenes of fashionable folly in which

they mingled, yet they always display a strong

feeling of respect and reverence I'or Christianity,

and contain many passages enforcing sound mo-
rality, religious leeliug and Christian truth.

Their lives, according to the testimony of those

who best knew them, were adorned with many
vinues ; and when the close came, the end to each

of them was crowned with the Christian's hope.

1 send thee but one extract from these letters,

and that was not made for any peculiar merit it

possessed, but because of the information it con-

tains touching a member of our Society, and one

who is to the readers of Samuel Fothergill's let-

ters, an old friend—Ann Fothergill. The letter

from which it was taken, was written by Eliza,

beth Carter, from Deal, and was dated Tenth

month 29lli, 1770. She stiys, " Dr. Fothergill

has sent his sister here to bathe; she is as abso-

lute a Quaker as himself, but I think less stiH',—
|

and a very sensible woman. She drank tea with

me yesterday, and ex|)ressed herself much pleased

to see ' friend Carter again afier the distance ol

twenty-five years ;' since which, she in the still-

ness of Quakerism, does nut look a day older,

wiulst I amongst the bustle of this worky-day-

)nally apparent, especially written I
world, am advanced half a century.

The letters give much insight into the literature

of the age, and many interesting incidents con-
nected with the then living authors are recorded.
The writers of the letters tell us of meeting and
mingling in social intercourse with persons with
whom as authors, we are well acquainted ; and it

is pleasant to peep at people of whom we have
read much, in their every-day dress, as they ap-
peared to those amongst whom they were moving,
acting, and speaking. We have seen them, in°a
certain sense, in their writings, but then they
were dressed in their best, and often wore a
mask;— but as described in the letters, they are
without ariifieiiil attire, moving about free and
easy in social life. Here we may see Ed-
ward Young, lively and mirthful, and altogether
different from the melancholy, sorrow-lovin"
man, which I fancy every reader of the Ni'^ht

Thoughts, has pictured him in his imagination.

The next volumes I examined were two quar-
tos, containing the letters of David Garrick.
There was not much in them to attract attention,

yet I made one extract, which I will send thee.

Thou read, I believe, the letter I wrote to R.,

givinj5 an account of the Shakespeare Jubilee, at

Stratford, on the Avon, in answer to a letter from
her, requesting an explanation of a passage in

Cowper's Task, about the mulberry tree. If so,

hou wilt remember that this fete was got up by
Garriek, stimulated thereto by receiving the
Freedom of the Borough of Stratlbrd, enclosed in

a box made of the wood of a mulberry tree, said

to have been planted by Shakespeare. Garrick
wrote an Ode to be recited on the occasion, and
intended that a jubilee in honour of Shakespeare
should be renewed yearly at that place,—but the

various unpleasant things connected with the first

celebration, prevenled any repetition of the folly.

Heavy rains attended,—provisions and other ne-

ries failed,—the tavern-keepers charged
enormous prices for everything furnished, and a
multitude of minor discomforts beset the immense
crowd who had gathered at Stratford to witness

it. Sat.iuel Foote, who was one of the most pun-
ning men England has ever produced, draws a ludi-

crous, and yet forcible picture of this great failure.

He says, " A jubilee is a public invitation, circu-

lated by puffing, to go post without horses, to a
borough without representatives, governed by a
mayor and aldermen who are not magistrates

;

to celebrate a poet whose own works have made
him immortal, by an ode without poetry, music
without melody, dinners without victuals, and
lodgings without beds; a masquerade where half

the people are barefaced, a horse-race up to the

knees in water, fireworks extinguished as soon as

lighted, and a gingerbread amphitheatre, which
like a house of cards, tumbled to pieces as soon
as it was finished."

From Garrick's letters, I turned to a volume of
a far different kind, containing the correspondence

of William Jones, the learned man,—the great

master of oriental literature. His letters are well

written, and display a true love for civil liberty,

and the preservation of human rights. In skim-

ming over these, I was particularly pleased with

u letter to Lord Allhorpo, It describes an expe-
riment performed on uii electrical eel, by a man
named VValsh, who wisheil to prove iliat certain eels

possess a sixth sense, which enables them to appre-
ciate an electrical current. 'I'lie eel was placed

in a trough containing water, into wliich two
wires were inserted, tl»e other ends of which were
placed in glasses on a distant table. The eel

took no notice of the wires, whilst the glasses on
the table were not connected, but no sooner did a

metallic instrument join them, or, in other words,

complete the electric cu inii, tl.an the fish giving
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n sudden stnrt, would swim inslnntly to itie wires.j

This lelter was written nboul the close of 1776,

|

when the wilfulness of King Ueiirjje III., nnd his l

ministers, hnd incensed iho fierce-spirited zealots
|

for freedom in America so much, that they hnd

,

token lip arms nnd declared themselves independ-

ent. Willinin Jones wns in favour of the Amcri-

,

cons, ond nppiars to have had no confidence in

the king's advisers to iho warlike measures pur-

1

sued, "in ihe lelter, after giving n detail of the

|

experiment on the eel, ho calls such things

"pleasant aiiuisemenls," and ohjccis of n "just

curiosity," and then adds, " Relieve me, my dear

lord, it is not by electrical experiments, nor by

triangular instruments, nor by conductors of wire,

that we shall be able to avert the black storm

which hnnus over us. Let you and I, therefore,

be philosophers now nnd then, but citizens al-

ways ; let us sometimes observe with eagerness

the sntelliies of Jupiter, but let us incessantly

watch the satellites of the king."

After giving a brief inveslignlion of William

Jones's "leilers, I took up n volume written by

a woman iiain.d Delniiy, who was n friend ol

Carter, Talbot, and Montague, although much

their senior. Thi'se letters are filled with plea-

snnt gossip of no value, about her interviews with

the royal family ; the queen's kindness, and the

king's courtesy and respect for her years.

I Hiank tlice Father that 1 live!

I thank ihce lor these gifts of thine

—

For bcndin;; skies of heavenly blue,

And stars divine

;

For this green earth, where wild sweet airs

Like Ibrcst spirits joyous stray

—

For winding stream, and trees, and flowers,

Beside its way.

But more I thank thee for true hearts

That bear sweet gifts of love to mc,

Whom mine rnfotda, and feeh that this

is love of Thee.

Warm from the spirit spreads around

An almo.^pliere—serene—divine

—

Magnetieal, like golden haze
Encircliug mine.

To-day T bless Thee most for power

—

II draws me, FiilUer, nearest Thee

—

To love all Thine e'en though tliey give

Xo love to me.

In stillness deep I walk a land

Where spirit forms my footsteps greet,

And beauteous thoughts, an angel baud
Chant low and sweet.

Drear hours I know will darkly come,

Like spring-time days of cloud and rain,

But thus must hearts like wintry fields

Grow green again.

I thank Thee Father, that I live

!

Though wailings fill this earth of Thine,

To sutler with lliy sull'ering ones

Is joy divine I

For even I, so weak and poor.

May liear some words of life from Thee,

A beam of luipe may reach some heart

lOven through mc.

THE .STRAYED LAMB.
A giddy lanili one afternoon

Hud from tlie fold departed
;

The lender sliepheid missed it soon,

And sought it broken-hearted.

Not all the fiock that shared his love.

Could from the .search delay him
;

Nor clouds of midnight darkness move,
Nor fear of suUiring stay him.

But night and day he went his way,
In sorrow till he found it;

And when he saw it fainting lie,

He clasped his arms around it.

And closely sheltered iu his breast.

From every ill to save it

;

He brought it to his home of rest,

.\ud pitied and forgave it.

And so the Saviour will forgive

The tilltr ones that fear him
;

Their pains remove, their sins forgive,

And draw them gently near him

:

Hless while they live, and when they die.

When soul nnd body sever,

Conduct them to his home on high,

To dwell with him forever.

A SOAR TllROlGII THE lIE,\Vi:NS.

Sir VV. Herscliell has penetrnind lo the limits

of the Milky Way, nnd sent his almost illimitable

sounding-line far beyond into the vast abyss of

space, b<iundless and unfnliiomnble. And do you

inquire the depth of this stupendous stratum ol

stars? The answer mtiy be given, since we have

ihe unit of measure in the distance of stars of the

first magnitude. Light, wilh its amazing velocity,

requires ten years to come to us from the nearest

fi.xed stars; and yet Sir Willinm Herschell con-

cluded, from the e.vaminations lie had been able

In nmke, that in some places the depth of the

Milky Way was such, that no less than five hun-

dred stars were ranged one behind the other in n

line, each separated from ihe other by a distance

equal to that which divides our sun from the

nearest fixed star; so that, for light to sweep

across the diameter of this vast congeries of stars,

would require a period of a thousand years, at

the rate of 12,000,000 of miles in every minute

of time!

The countless millions of stars composing the

Milky Way appear to be arranged in the form of

a fiat zone or ring, or rather stratum, of irregular

shape. Its e.\tent is so great as properly to Ibrm

a universe of itself. If it were possible, to-night,

to wing our flight to any one of the bright stars

which blaze around us, sweeping away from our

own system, until planet after planet lades in the

dislance, and finally the sun itself shrinks into a

mere star, alighting on a strange world that cir-

cles round a new and magnificent sun, which has

grown nnd e.\pandrd in our sight, until it blazes

with a glory equal to that of our own— liere let

us pause, and look out upon the starry heavens

which would, after such a flight, surround us.

We have passed over sixty millions of millions

of miles. VVe have reached a new system ol

worlds revolving about another sun ; and from

this remote point we have a right to expect a new
heavens, as well as a new earth on which we
stand. But, no. Lift up your eyes, and lo ! the

old familiar coi.stellations are all there. Yonder
blazes Orion, with its rich and gorgeous belt

;

there comes Arclurus; and yonder the Northern

Bear circles his ceaseless journey round the pole.

Ail is unchanged, iind the mighty distance over

which we have passed, is but the thousandth pan
of the entire diameter of this grand cluster of suns

and systems; and, although we have swept from

our sun to the nearest fixed star, and have travel-

led a distance which light ilsell cannot traverse in

less than ten years, yet the change wrought by
this mighty journey, in the appearance of the

heavens, is no greater than would be produced in

the relative positions of the persons composing
an audience to a person near its centre, who
should change his seat with his immediate neigh-

bour I

Such, then, is the scale on which the starry

heavens are built. If, in examining the magnifi-

cent orbits of the remoter |(lancts, and in tracing

the interminable career of some of the far-sweep-

ing comets, we feared there might not be room f(

the accomplishment of their vast orbits, our feai

arc now at an end. There is no jostling here

no interference, no perturbation of the planets

one systim by the suns of another, liacli is isi

latcd and independent, filling the regions of spa(

assigned, and, within its own limits, holding c

its appointed movements.

Thus fiir we have spoken only of the Milk

Way. In case it be possible to pierce its boui

dnries, nnd pass through into the regions

space which lie beyond, the inquiry arises, wh;

meets the vision there? what lies beyond the:

mighty limits? Does creation cease with th

one great cluster? and is all blank beyond i

boundary ?

Mere again the telescope has given us an n

swer. When we shall have travelled oulwa
from our own sun, and passed in n straight lii

from star to star, until we shall have left behii

us, in grand perspective, a series of live huiidri

suns, we then stand on the confines of our ow

great cluster of stars. All behind blazes wilh tl

light of countless orbs, scattered in wild magni
cence, while all before us is deep, impenetrabl

unbroken darkness. No glance of human visi(

can pierce the dark profound.

But summoning the telescope to our aid, let i

pursue our mighty journey through space; for

the dislance we are just able to discern a fai

haze of light, a minute luminous cloud wliii

comes up to meet us, and towards this object ^

will urge our flight. We leave the shining m
lions of our own great cluster far behind. 1

stars are shrinking and fading; its dimensioi

are contracting. It once filled the whole heaven

and now its myriads of blazing orbs could almc

be ijrasped with a single hand. But now lo(

forward. A new universe, of astonishing gra

deur, bursts on the sight. The cloud of light h

swelled and ex[iandcd, and its millions of suns nc

fill the whole heavens.

VVe have reached the clustering of ten millio

of stars. Look to the right—there is no limi

look to the left—there is no end. Above, belo

sun rises upon sun, and system on system,

endless and immeasurable perspective. Here is

new universe, as maijnificent, as glorious as o

own ; a new Milky Way, whose vast diameter ti

flashing light would not cross in a thousand yeai

Nor is this a solitary object. Go out on a ele

cold winter night, and reckon the stars whii

strew the heavens, and count their number; ai

for every single orb thus visible lo the naked ej

the telescope reveals a universe, far sunk in 1

depths of space, and scattered with vast prolusji

over the entire surface of the heavens.

If there be anything which can lead the mil

upward to the Omnipotent Ruler of the Univert

and give to it an approximate knowledge ol I

incomprehensible attributes, it is to be found

the grandeur and beauty of his works.

If you would know his giori/, examine the i

terminable range of suns and systems wlii

crowd the Milky Way. Multiply the huiidr

millions of stars which belong to our own " isia

universe," by the thousands of those astral sj

tems that exist in space within the range of hum
vision, and then you may form some idea of 1

infinitude of his kingdom; for lo ! these are I

a part of his ways. Examine the scale on whi

the universe is built. Comprehend, if you C8

the vast dimensions of our sun. Stretch outwa

through his system, from planet to planet, a

circumscribe the whole within the immense c

'cumforence of Neptune's orbit. This is but

j

single unit out of the myriads of similar systen

I

Take the wings of light, and flash with impetuc
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I

day and night, and month and year, till

shall wear away, and middle nge is gone,
le extremcst limit of hum;in lilij has been

ed ; count at every pulse, and at each, speed

lur way a hundred thousand miles; and
a hundred years have rolled by, look out

)eholdl the thronging millions of blazing

ire slill around you, each separated I'rom

her by such a distance that, in this journey

entury, you have only left half a score be-

you.

luld you gather some idea of the eter7iity

r God's existence, go to the astronomer,

)id him lend you with him in one of his

through space; and, as he sweeps outward
abject to object, from universe to universe,

nber that the light from those filmy stains

; deep pure blue of heaven, now falling on
3ye, has been traversing space for a million

.rs.

luld you gather some knowledge of the om-
'iice of God, weigh the earth on which we
ihen count the millions of its inhabitants

ave come and gone for the last six thousand
Unite their strength into one arm, and

3 power in an effort to move this earth. It

not stir it a single foot in a thousand years
;

et, under the omnipotent hand of God, not

ute passes that it does not fly far more than
isand miles. But this is a mere atom—an
ificant point among his innumerable worlds.

s bidding, every planet, and satellite, and

, and the sun itself, fly onward in their

ited courses. His single arm guides the

as of sweeping suns, and around his throne

i the great constellation of unnumbered
ses.

luld you comprehend the idea of the mini-
e of God, remember that the highest pinna-

knowledge reached by the whole human
by the combined elKirts of its brightest in-

s, has enabled the astronomer to compute
ximately the perturbations of the planetary

s. He has predicted, roughly, the return

If a score of comets. But God has com-
the mutual perturbations of millions of suns
ilanels, and comets, and worlds, without

;r, through the ages that ^re passed, and
;hout the ages which are yet to come, not

ximately, but with perfect and absolute pre-

luld you gain some idea of the wisdom of

look to the admirable adjustments of the

Ificent retinue of planets and satellites which
around the sun. Every globe has been

ed and poised, every orbit has been mea-
and bf-nt to its beautiful form. All is

ing ; but the laws fixed by the wisdom of

though they permit the rocking to and fro

: system, never introduce disorder, or lead

truction. All is perfect and harmonious
;

le music of the spheres that burn and roll

d our sun is echoed by that of ten millions

ving worlds, that sing and shine around the

suns that reign above.

—

MdchcWs Fla/ie-

ind Stellar Worlds.

ith for Parents.—Dr. Dufl^, a man of emi-
practical wisdom, as well as of eminent
says:

am prepared from experience to say, that in

:ascs out of ten the hoards of accumulated
yr given to children, by whom they were
earned, and who acquired no habits of in-

1, or thrift, or laboriousncss, prove, in point

;t, rather a curse than a blessing. I am
red to substantiate that, as a matter of fact,

erely from my own knowledge of the sub-

ject, but from the statements of men who have
been of watchful and observant habits, cultivated

not only in Great Britain, but in America. But

it is a melancholy fact, that parents know so little

of the mass of misery they are accumulating for

their children, in heaping up these hoards for

them ; little do they think how big with misery
these hoards are."

Let parents think of this solemn truth, and do

good with their wealth, instead of treasuring it

up for their children.

A FAMILY OF FMTII.

OR A BRIEF ACCOUNT OF SAMDEL WATSOX, HIS

WIFE, AND SOME OF THEIR CHILDREN.
(Continued from page 37.)

It would appear from the ages of some of their

children, that about the year 1665 or 1666, Sa-
muel Watson married Mary Monk, widow of

Thomas Monk, of Soulh Livertonhall, in Notting-

hamshire. Mary Monk had one child, Elizabeth,

by her first husband, who was born in the year

1662, or early in 1663. Of this child, her faith-

ful dedication in early life, and triumphant close,

we shall hear more hereafter.

Samuel Watson had made, doubtless under Di-

vine direction, a good choice in his wife. She
was, he testifies, a "dear companion, and fellow-

labourer in the Gospel of life and salvation."

Again he says, she was " given by the great God
of heaven and earth to be a yoke-fellow to me,

not only in body, but in spirit. Though she was
attended by and afflicted with many infirmities ol

body, yet great has been our travails and exer-

cises in spirit together, in prayer and supplication

to God, who hath fitted and prepared our hearts

with prayers and thanksgiving to oiler up to him

as incense upon his holy altar. He hath helped

us through many tribulations, and shed abroad

his love in our hearts, and made us livingly to

partake together of the springs of life and salva-

tion. He kept us in true unity of spirit, as heirs

of the same grace, so that our prayers were not

hindered. With Jacob, we came often to know a

wrestling in our inward man, and a prevailing

with God for a blessing."

She does not appear to have travelled much in

the work of the ministry, and doubtless her lot

was cast properly much at home,—having a

family of several children, the care of which dur-

ing her husband's ini|)risonments and travels,

must have devolved upon her.

One of the acts of oppression he was called on

to endure, Samuel says, was " for being at three

meetings of the people of God, and bearing my
testimony in a measure of the Spirit of Truth,

—

at Eldreth, on the 12th of Fourth month, 1670,

in my own house next First-day after, and at

Settle in the burying-place, the next First-day."

For this " and not any thing else," " the justices

through instigation of the informers, granted three

warrants for the seizing my goods, and cattle,

having laid a fine upon me of £120 for those three

meetings. The officers they appointed, came in

one day, and took away most of my cattle, to the

value of £I50. The time when they executed

this bad work, was on the last day of the Fourth

month, 1670."

Samuel continues his account: "After they

had made seizure, some of my neighbours, I sup-

pose in favour to me, though without my know-

ledge, undertook to pay the money ; accordingly

they made sale of the cattle, and distributed the

money to the persons concerned. It is probable

they did it with a good design, lest they should

be sold at an underworth." When the money

was to be distributed, Samuel thus wrote to the

justices:

" To that in your consciences I speak. This
money which you take from me, the very letter

of the law concerning that which is called the first

offence, does not empower, if I had right done,

—

as I pleaded with you. But if you will not hear
man, the righteous God will plead with you, and
call you to an account for these things,—even lor

taking away the right from the poor and innocent

of my people, sailh the Lord. Heavy will these

things be upon you if you encourage these insti-

gators and actors of these wicked works. Consi.
der, and commune with your own hearts, and
weigh things deeply, and see whether or no the

prophecy of Jeremiah be not fulfilled in these

days?" Jeremiah v. 28—31. "They are waxen
fat, they shine: yea, they overpass the deeds of

the wicked ; they judge not the cause, the cause

of the fatherless, yet they prosper: and the right

of the needy do ihey not judge. Shall I not visit

for these things? saith the Lord: shall not my
soul be avenged on such a nation as this \ A
wonderful and horrible thing is committed in the

land ; the prophets |irophecy falsely, and the

priests bear rule by their means; and my peopio

love to have it so : and what will ye do in the end
thereof!"

Samuel was also fined £20 for being at a meet-

ing with Friends at Clilherow, and exercising his

gift as a minister of the Gospel of Christ. Re-
specting this, he says, " I suffered patiently, be-

lieving in the righteous God, who will give every
one a reward according to their doings."

On the 9th of Eighth month, 1682, Samuel
Watson was committed to prison in York castle,

for refusing to take the oath of allegiance, where
he lay several years. Being de|)rived of the op-

portunity of labouring abroad in the Gospel, and
of bearing a testimony for the Truth to the woiij

by word of mouth, his mind was turned to addies>.

ing them by his |)en. He prepared an essay en-

titled, " A mirror to distinguish the true ministers

of the Gospel from the false and apostate minis-

ters, &c." It is dated York Castle, the 9lh of
Ninth month, 1682. The preface is the follow-

ing address to the reader.

" Reader,—This small treatise is presented in

love, to all that profess Christianity, it being

weightily laid upon mc in that measure of Truth
I have received in Christ Jesus. I have no de-

sign in it, but the advancement and spreading the

truths of the Gospel, which is not licit in its real

virtue to the soul by literal demonstration, only

as the Spirit of God is joined to in the nnvard

parts, that searcheth,—that opens,—that reveals,

and gives a pure evidence of its glad tidings to

the soul. All the labour of love, which the ser-

vants ol' God undertake for the help of others,

and the comfort, strengthening, and mutual build-

ing up, and nourishing icmier plants in the Chris-

tian lailh, whether by word or writing, in person

present or absent, is to be accepted in tender love.

Knowing certainly that the day is come, wherein

a remnant are seeking more the propagation of

the Gospel,—the glory and honour ol God, than

iheir own interest in this world,—or any sell-

glory which will soon fade. Though eloqucnco

of speech, and the exact method, wliich man
uscth in his own wisdom, bo not here dilated, to

the pleasing some that are critical, 1 would havo
the sober reader have an eye to the testimony of

that good minister of old, who said to this elfect,

' My preaching' (or declaration, or writing) ' is

not in the enticing words of man's wisdom, but in

the demonslralion of the Spirit and power of God,

that the faith of any' (who prol'ess Christianiiv

)

' may not stand in the wisdom of man, but in tho
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power or God.' To the wisdom and power of

Goil I commend ihcc, in the iiniversnl love and

(,'ood-will towards all men, whicli is olFered in

Clirisl Jesus."
I

This essay will well repay the perusal of those

who love an honest, earnest testimony to spiritual

,

worship, and the doctrine of primitive Chrisliani-

;

ty as held by the early Quakers.

On the Olh day of the Ei";hlh month, 1684,

Samuel Watson was still in the castle at York,

and joined with some of his Friends there in pre-

paring and signing a statement of facts to be laid
j

before the king. It had this heading:
I

" To tiie King.
" A solemn address in the name of many per-

\

sons commonly c.illed Quakers, prisoners in the

county goal of York, to the number of two hun-

dred and twenty-seven, humbly presented to the]

king, touching the long imprisonment of most of

ibcm:—which we desire the king would bt: pleas-

i

ed lo receive in our behalf from the h;inds of this,

our Friend, an inhabitant in this city, who hath •

from time to lime been an eye-witness: Briefly

showing the cause and manner of their com-

1

iniiment, as also the great spoil which in about!

one ) ear's time huth bi en made of the goods ol

many of thy peaceable subjects, for no other

cau:-c than ihiir coiisi-iintious religious concern

ici ilic matter of their duty to God, greatly aggra-

vai d by the cruel and unreasonable carriage of

irilorriiers and baililfs in the dislresses made tliere-

of, iL-nding lo the ruin of many families, more es-

pecially in the West-riding ol this county, as may
api ear by several instances herein expressed.

All which we humbly desire thee to take into thy
j

serious and Chrisiiun consiileralion, and that thou

wouldst give relief to the oppressed, and set the i

innocent free: that thy throne may be estub-

'

iTslied in mercy, and the cry of the prisoners, the)

pour, the oppressed, the widow and the fatherless,!

may not be heard in lliy land."
j

The pa|:cr goes on to state that one hundred I

nnd^hirly-seven of the said prisoners had been

prosecuied for absence fiom the places of worship
|

ol ihe FsiaMished Church ; one hundred and nine-

teen had bci n arresled in 1682, for being at their

own peaceable meetings; and when brought to

the Quarter Sessions, had had the oath tendered

lo ihem, for declining lo lake which, they had

been imprisoned, nolwiihsianding they ollered to

subscribe ih'ir names lo the substance of the oalli.

'I'licy stale that during the last winler, fifly-two

of iheir Frii nds were hurried out of their peace-

able meetings at Leeds, and in the cold and storm

|iul into the common hall of llie town, where they

were kept, men and women, all in one room for

fuur da)s and nights. They moreover stale thai

there was no liie in the room al all, nor bedding

to he upon. Most of ihim were not suffered to

go out ol ibc door, although several of them were
lender women, and some inhabitanls of the town.

Al the end ol' the lour days, thity were sent by
iniitimus lo the county goal, without having the

opportunily lo change tlieir clothes.

They then give many other instances of oppres-

sion, summing up the value of distraints made in

one year on their goods, ns £1509. They slate

that ihe persons concerned in making the distress

for their not atlending lUe puUic worship, " have
been so cruel and destructive, yea, void of com-
mon humanity, that when there were not goods
ready lo answer their greedy desires, they have
taken all they could lay their hands on, ihe very

bed from under the sick, and broken down the

bedstocks and ceiling, conlinuing al the houses

of husbandmen six or eight days, till they had

threshed out ilieir corn, and then carried it away.

'i bey have taken away tradesmen's work-tools,

and even all ihat divers had, to the ruin of many or he must hurry away to another before he cr

families, no longer able lo keep their farms, or finish it. Punctuality gives weight lo charade

carry on any trade, or keep their families toge- " Such a man has made an appoiiUmenl—then

iher. So that ihrough imprisonment and spoil of know he will keep it." And this generates pun

goods, such desolalion seems lo hasten upon tualily in you; for, like other virtues, it prop

ly as ail sober people lament lo see.

Separation.— It was no uncommon thing pre-

viously to the Hicksile separation, for Friends

opposed lo the spread of unsound doclrine, to

converse among themselves on the deplorable

elfects produced by the atlempts to draw the

members into their adoption, or lo bring about

separation. On one of ihese occasions in which

that experienced servant of Christ, Richard Jor-

dan was present, a Friend expressing his great

r(?gret at the unseitlemeiil, and divisions, caused

by ihese restless men, remarked, what a satisl'ac-

lioii it would be, in his opinion, if the sound

Friends could be freed from these difficulties, and

were permilted to meet l()g(aher wiihout those

troublers of the church. " So then," said Rich-

ard, " ihou woLildst have iho meat put into one

banel, and the salt in anollier; wouldst ihou ?"

gates itself. Servants and children must I

punctual where their leader is so. Appointment

indeid, become debts. I owe you punctuality,

1 have made an appointment with you, and ha\

no right to throw away your time, if i do m
own.

—

Selected.

nuw Frictiun lUiilclics arc Muilc.

Many barbarous nations unacquainted with ih

methods in use among civilized |)eo|)le for pri

curing instantaneous (ire, obtain it by rubliiii

dry piecesof hard against pieces ofsoft wood. Fliii

steel and tinder, were employed for the same pu

pose, for centuries, but this age could not beconlii

nor put up with such poor methods of oblainin

fire quickly. Malchcs were first made with the

ends dipped in sulphur, which were inflamed h

dipping ihem in a boltle conlaining phosphoru:

which was called the "Devil's Bottle." Th
phosphorus bottle was first superseded by coalin

j

sulphur matches wiili the chlorate of potash, an
"

j

by dipping them into a bottle containing asbesto

A female distinguished lor her piety, as well as' moistened with sulphuric acid, they quickly ir

by her eminent sialion in life, being engaged in ' flamed. These malches were again supersede

her youth to seek earnestly after the knowledge I by the lucifer friction match which was inflame

of Divine things, was introduced to a pious man ;l by simple friction without the use of an acid c

he spoke not a word for some time, when she I phosphorus boltle. The inventor of this male

briefly loid him her diflicullies about prayer. Hej is unknown; he was a public benefactor to th

presenily replied, il was because she sought that, human race, and deserves a monument. Thes
wiihout which she had within ; adding, " Accus-

'
malches are first dipped in sulphur, and into

tom yourself lo seek God in your heart, and you composition of sixteen parts gum arabic, nin

will find him." Having said these words he left
j

parls phosphorus, Iburteen parts nitre, si.Mce

her: they operated like the stroke of a dart which parts of manganese—by measure—and then a

pierced her lieart asunder. " I fell," said she, " alj worked up with waler. The mixture is mad
this instant a wound very deep, sniillen with the

^

into a thick paste, into which the matches ar

love of God ; a wound so deligiilful, that I desired dipped, and then dried in a healed room mad
it never lo be cured. These words brought into salt; from contact with fire. Malchcs can b

my heart whul 1 had been seeking so many years ;
j

m;ide without using sulphur, by dipping llior

rather, ihey made me discover what was there,
j
into fused slearine instead of sulphur. They spoi

and which 1 did not enjoy for want of knowing il.

Oh, my Lord ! thou wast in my heart, and de-

manded only Ihe turning of my mind inward lo

make me li;el thy presence. Oh, Infinite Good-
ness ! Thou wast so near, and 1 ran hither and

however, by very little heal, and frequently mis

fire. The chlorate of potash has been employe
along with phosphorus, and the matches contain

ing this sail, when drawn across a piece of san

iiaper, crackle with a series of small explosion:

thither seeking thee, and yet found thee nol. My
j

They are dangerous matches, and the mixing (

life was a burden lo me, and my happiness was .the ingredients in a dry state is always attende

within myself. 1 was poor in the midst of riches, wiih danger. Malches are very convenient, an
and ready to perish with hunger, near a table

i

are now an indispensable article in every housi

plentifully s|)read, and a continual least. Oh,
|

hold. It is not many years ago since we had I

Beauty, ancient and new, why have 1 known
I pay sixpence lor a box of matches not hall tli

thee so late? Alas I 1 sought thee where thou size of the one now sold for a cent. In Germa
wasi not, and did not seek thee where thou wast. Ill and Russia are some very large lucifer mate
was for want of understanding these words of thy factories, the operatives in which were subject I

gospel, 'The kingdom of God coinelh not with ob- 1 dreadful diseases, caused by the phospliori

servulion ; neither shall lliey say, Lo ! here, or
j

This led an eminent Austrian chemist, I'rofess

lo ! there, for behold the kingdom of God is within Schroller, to devote his time lo obviate this evi

you.' This, I now experienced, since thou be- ! and at last he made the grand discovery of Irea

came my King, and my heart thy kingdom, ing phosphorus by heal, so as lo bring into

where thou reigned as sovereign, and did all thy equally elficient condition for matches, but p
will."

—

Sckctul.
j

fectly sale and innoxious to the operative. 11

^ discovery was first exhibited at the World's F^

Importance of Functuality.—Mtthod is the Having had some inquiries about matches— tl

very hinge of business; and ihere is no method composition they are made of, vSic.—within

without |)unctualily- Punctuality is important, weeks, the above will convey iiilormaiion on tl

because il subserves the peace and good temper subject to many who arc now unacquainted

of a family; the want of it not only infringes on the same.
necessary duty, but sometimes excludes this duty ;

—«>

the calmness of mind which il produces is an- "The communion of saints" with each olln

other advantage of punctuality. A disorderly is not a mailer ol barren credence. It is a s

man is always in a hurry ; be has no lime lo
: reality, less frequeiiily known indeed than a

speak lo you, because he is going elsewhere ; and knowledged, but ihe perennial source of pleasur
when he gels here he is too late lor his business, ihe mosl refined and exalted, and inlerior only
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which flow from " the communion of saints"

[heir Fatlier and Redeemer. None of the

srdays" of life look backward with a smile

eet and satisfactory, as those which were

d with the true bliss of " hearts in union

lly disclosed," on all that gives a character

rest to the present and future scene.

Trora The Annual of Scientific Discovery.

Killios Wliulcs by Eleclricity.

3 New Bedford Mercury describes a process

ed at Bremen, and brought forward at New
id, for killing whales at the moment of

ig them with the harpoon, by means of

city. The object of the expedient is to pro-

in immediate paralysis of the vital powers

whale at the moment at which he is struck,

to obviate the danger, the labour, and the

d of loss, from the struggles of the whale

fie is struck. The process is ihus described

J Mercury.

'he electricity is conveyed to the body of the

J'rom an electro-galvanic battery contained

harpoon, and so arranged as to re-conduct

eclric current from the whale through the

the machine. The machine itself is simple

ompact in construction, enclosed in a strong

weighing about 350 pounds, and occupying

:e in the boat of about three and a half feet

jy two feet in width, and the same in height,

capable of throwing into the body of the

, eight tremulous strokes of electricity in a

d, or 480 strokes in a minute, paralyzing in

itant the muscles of the whale, and depriv-

ofall power of motion, if not actual life."

is invention has been partially tried by the

in of a Dutch whale ship, which left for the

c in July, 1851. This vessel was provided

hree rotation machines of various sizes, in

to ascertain the degree of power necessary

;ure sperm, or right whales; one machine
ning one magnet, another four, and another

en.

e Captain, in a letter dated New Zealand,

1851, writes as follows :

—

'he first experiment we made with the new
tion was upon a shark, applying the elec-

from the machine with one magnet. The
ifter being struck, instantly turned over on

le, and after we had poured in upon him a

n of electricity for a few moments by turn-

le handle of the machine, the shark became
s a piece of wood. We next fell in with a

fish. As soon as the whale iron was thrown

lim, and the machine handle turned, the fish

I to sink. The operator then ceased turning

achine, and the fish immediately rose, when
achine was again set in motion, upon which

ih lay stiffen the surface of the water, and

taken alongside of the ship. At this time

ade use of the four magnet machine.

Ve saw sperm, and other whales, and lower-

r boats, but were unsuccessful in getting fast

m, as they disappeared on our approaching

;
while at ail other times the weather was

jisterous to permit us to lower our boats,

we had but one chance to try the experi-

upon a whale, which was made with the

magnet machine. The whale upon being

{. made one dash onward, then turned on his

ind was rendered perfectly powerless. Al-

h I have as yet not been fortunate enough to

18 invention in more instances, I have the

t confidence in the same, and doubt not to

le to report the most astonishing results on

3turn from the Arctic Seas where I am now

From the EpiBCopal Recorder.

Natural Fissiirrs in South America.

The geographical features of South America
are in many respects peculiar. Amongst the most

remarkable of them, are the wide-spread plains or

prairies, which extend often for hundreds of miles

together in one unbroken solitude. Here and there

deep rifts yawn across these plains, which are

carpeted with verdure to the very edge of the pre-

cipice. The following interesting description of

one of these ravines is taken from Kendall's ac-

count of the Santa Fe expedition :

—

" We had scarcely proceeded six miles, afier

drying our blankets, when we suddenly came upon
another immense rent or chasm in the earth, ex-

ceeding in depth the one we had so much difficulty

in crossing the day before. No one was aware of

its existence until we were immediately upon its

brink, when a spectacle, exceeding in grandeur
anything we had previously beheld, came sud-

denly in view. Not a tree or bush, no outline

whatever, marked our position or course, when
we were all lost in amazement as one by one we
left the double-file rank, and rode up to the verge

of the yawning abyss.
" In depth it could not be less than eight hun-

dred feet, was from three to five hundred yards in

width, and at the point where we first struck it

was nearly perpendicular. A sickly sensation of

dizziness was felt by alias we looked down, as it

were, into the depths of the earth. In the dark

and narrow valley below, an occasional spot of

green relieved the eye, and a small stream of wa-

ter, now rising to the view, then sinking beneath

some huge rock, was foaming and bubbling along.

Immense walls, columns, and in some places what
appeared to be arches, were seen standing, model-

led by the wear of the water undoubtedly, yet so

perfect in form, that we could with difiiculty be

brought to believe that the hand of man had not

fashioned them. The rains of centuries falling

upon an immense prairie, had here formed a re-

servoir, and their working upon the different veins

of earth and stone had formed these strange and

fanciful shapes.

" Before reaching the chasm, we had crossed

numerous large trails, leading a little more to the

west than we were travelling; and the experience

of the previous day had led us to suppose that they

all terminated at a common crossing near by. In

this conjecture we were not disappointed, for a

trot of half an hour brought us into a large road,

the thoroughfare along which millions of Indians,

buffaloes, and mustangs had evidently travelled for

years. Perilous as the descent appeared, we well

knew that there was no other near. The leading

mule was again urged forward, the steadier and

older horses were next driven over the sides, and

the more skittish and intractable brought up the

rear. Once in the narrow path which led circuit-

ously down the descent, there was no turning

back, and our half-maddened animals finally

reached the bottom in safety. Several large

stones were loosened from their fastenings by our

men during this frightful descent; these would

leap, dash and thunder down the precipitous sides,

and strike against the bottom below us with a

terrific reverberating crash.

" We found a running stream on reaching the

lower level of the chasm, on the opposite side of

which was a romantic dell, covered with short

grass, and a few scattered cotton-woods. Our
passage out of this place was elFected with the

greatest difficulty. VVe were obliged to carry

rides, holsters, and saddle-bags in our hands ; and,

in clambering up a steep pitch, one of the horses,

striking his shoulders against a projecting rock,

was precipitated some fiffeen or twenty feet di-

rectly upon his back. All thought he must be

killed by the fall ; but, sirangoly enough, he rose

immediately, shook himself, and a second effort

in climbing proved more successful—the animal
had not received the slightest injury.

" By the middle of llie afternoon, we were all

safely across, after passing some five or six hours
completely shut out from the world. Again we
found ourselves upon the level prairie, and in

looking back, after proceeding some hundred
yards, not a sign of the immense chasm was visi-

ble. The plain we were then upon was at least

one hundred and fifty miles in width, and the two
chasms were the reservoirs of the heavy body of
rain which falls during the wet season, and at the

same time its conductors to the running streams."
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" It seems to me," said a young girl whom we
heard conversing some days ago, " that good pi o-

ple have very little pleasure ; they seem so sad ;

so often speak of their great trials, and are so

fearful lest what they do may not prove to be for

the best, and withal are so distressed with the

conduct of others, and with the stale of society,

that I do not see how they can have any enjoy,

ment."

This sentiment, though very erroneous, is, we
believe, not an uncommon one, especially among
young persons. It arises from a superficial view

of what is passing around us, or from little dis-

crimination of the true state of mind, and the real

enjoyment of those with whom we associate.

It is true there are some very good people, who,

we might suppose, believed religion to require

abstinence from all appearance of cheerfulness
;

the perpetual gloom upon whose brow would lead

one to think, they regarded any pleasantry as an
evidence of the ascendancy of the carnal mind :

but where this is the case, it generally arises from

some idiocyncracy—a tem|)erament naturally

desponding—or from some other cause, peculiar

to the individual, which makes sorrow the prevail-

ing feeling of the heart.

While the world lies in wickedness, and the

majority of his lellow beings seem so regardless of
the duty they owe to their Creator, and so thought-

less of their eternal well-being, the true Christian

cannot but beclolhed with mourning, when observ-

ing the careless multitude and pondering on the

value of the immortal soul, and the awful punish-

ment that awaits the impenitent hereafter; but

this does not detract from his innocent cheerful-

ness, or disturb the quiet enjoyment of that peace

which arises from a sense of the approbation of

the Most High.

We are readily betrayed into mistakes, when
we form our judgment of the character or the

happiness of individuals, by what they exhibit of

either, in the mixed society in which we may meet
with them. This perhap-s is more especially triio

as respects those who are not under the govern-
ment of religion, and who feel no restraint from
obeying the impulses which the excitement of
company and the pleasure of conversation com-
municate to their feelings. The bitterness of dis-

appointment and even the pangs of remorsi^, may
thus, for the time being, be forgotten nmid the

absorbing interest of animated discussion, or push-

ed aside by the force of short-lived mirth, the face

being wreathed with smiles when disgust and
chagrin lie buried in the heart : so in like man-
ner there may be but litilo external evidence of
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enjoyment, or ihe countenance may ever wear a! count of the cause of their Lord. " Many arc the [Sninller Body,] in the Slat year of his age. His p
- - - - - ...-?. . -. I .„. . ^ . . .

, , T „,.i j,.i;„_, rents wore members of our rcliirioiis bociclv, and wc
cous, but the Lord deh>er- __,_, . ,.,„„„.„ ., ., „,,„.?„„„ :„ „„. "

i„„,„ „.;rdancshade or sadness or llnr, called forth by the frivo- afflictions of the rif-hlcous, t,ut the l.oru aei.ver. i

^,„„^^^„^j ^^ ^,j„^^,^ „,^.,^ ^,,i,j^^„
lity and deceit which is observed on every hand,'elh hiin out ol llicin nil. Ho whom lliey serve is

i j,j, principles and testimonies, of tlic truth and sup

wliilc the licart is at the same time cominuniiig not a hard master, and ihougii they may often bv rior excellency of which, the judgment of this de.

with itself, and partaking of that pence which cast down and distressed, care is required how Friend was convinced in early life; and being broug

passeth all understanding. l5very heart knows its the disciples of Christ acquin; the habit of wear-

own bitterness, and there are many silent and in-| iiig the sackcloth on the outside, lest they impress

visible griefs, which, though they make it to throb those who come in contact with them, especially

and ache, never reveal their existence by lament- the young, with the belief that religion is a

alion or complaint; so likewise the purest and gloomy thing, which, as it gains ascendency in

most unalloyed sources of happiness often lie the heart, destroys all joy and gladness, darkens

the fair face of nature, and dries up the felish forcompletely hid below the surface, to be called

forth and enjoyed in hours of retirement and me-

ditation.

Keligion does not exempt its possessors from

suUering and trial, nor docs it always confer those

things which arc considered essential to human
happiness ; for while allhicnce and other external

advantages are not unlrcqucntly obtained by the

vicious, pain, hunger, and poverty may be the

]iortion of those who are really good ; but its ef-

ficl is to bring the soul into communion with its

Maker, to lead it to rely upon him in every emer-

gency, to imitate his goodness in our intercourse

with our fellow beings, to make his will the pri-

mary rule of our lives, and thus gain access to

that river the streams whereof make glad tlie

\\ hole heritage of God. The sorrows, the struggles,

the fears which are the common lot of our lallcn

nature, are deprived of their sting when there is

a consciousness that they are dispensed by an

Allwisc Being for our refinement, while the sense

of his continued presence and regard animates

and supports under their pressure, and his ways

as a mcrcil'ul Father, are justified by the convic-

tion that they are working for us a iar more ex-

ceeding and eternal weight of glory.

To live—to see day alter day of the small por-

tion of time that is to be allotted to us for prepara-

tion for eternity, passing rapidly away,—is soseri-

uus a matter, that we ought not to be surprised if

those who realize the responsibilities connected

with it, are grave and sober; with little or no rel-

ish for the pursuits and amusements which satisfy

or tickle the thoughtless and gay. The pleasures

of social intercourse however arc laudable while

they arc innocent and instructive, and it is no

Christian duly while associating with our friend

to be gloomy and disconsolate: but if we analyze

the incidents that make u|) the sum of human life

as we see it exhibited in the every day society in

which we mingle, how little do we find in those

things which the world has classed among its

pleasures, calculated to administer true enjoy

iMcnt to a reflecting being, properly feeling tha

both time and tak-nts are dispensed with reference

to future accountability for their employment.

This sensibility while it induces seriousness, is in

nowise incompatible with true happiness ; a feel-

ing in the breast of the good, perhaps better de-

scribed as peaceful, than by any other term.

"Great feace have they who love thy law."
" Righteousness and peace have kissed each other."

'•The work of righteousness shall be peace."

" Her ways are ways of pleasantness and all her

paths are 2)eacc." This peace within arising from

a sense of Divine npprobaliuii, though it may dis-

iucline to exuberant expressions ol joy, can hard-

ly fail to give rise to a genial cheerfulness. The
soul brought into liarmony with the Great Artifi-

cer of the universe, draws delight from all his

works, and in the overflowings ol its love, breathes

social enjoyment.

Gloom and moroseness when jiermitted habitu-

ally to shade the brow of the Christian, like the

evil report of the spies " that Canaan is a land that

eatetli up the inhabitants," and the dwelling-place

of giants, induce those who witness them, to

murmur, and fill their hearts with fear; while

cheerfulness and courtesy borne upon the other

Christian graces, like the rich cluster, show that

it is a good land, and invite the beh jlders to enter

in and possess it.

ITEMS OF NEWS.
By the Canada and Atlantic steamships, we have ad-

vices from Liveri)Ool to the 5th inst.

ENGLAND.—The cholera spreading. Breadstuffs still

advancing, and cotton declining. The money market

is tight.

TUKKEY.—The English and French fleets have pass-

ed the Dardanelles, and it is reported that the Sultan

has signed a declaration of war against Russia. Kozta
has been liberated, and was about to sail for the United

States.

INDIA.—The cholera is raging fearfully at Bonmar
and Benares.

AUSTRALIA.—The gold fields continue productive,

UNITED STATES.

—

Louisiana.—The orange crop is

very tine, the trees breaking down under the weight of

fruit. The yellow fever slowly abating throughout the

lower Mississippi.

A'or(A Carolina.—The rice crop has been unusually

large.

iSoulh Carolina.—The new cotton has begun to come
to market.
New Hampshire.—On the 12th instant, Mount Wash-

ington was covered with snow two feet deep.

Pennsylvania.—Deaths in Philadelphia last week, 195.

Massachusells.—The mackerel fishery has proved this

season a complete failure.

RECEIPTS.

Received from Smith Upton, agent, N. Y., $2, vol. 27,

and for P. Upton, A. Jl. Underbill, Mary Wing, $2 each,

vol. 27 ; from Henry Knowles, agent, for Robt. Knowles,

Benj. Boss, Susan Collins, §2 each, vol. 27 ; from John
King, agent, N. Y., for N. D. Tripp, §2, vol. 2G, for Job
Otis, W. King, Jos. Chase, F. Armislead, Charles Gif-

ford, $2, vol. 27 ; from Mead Atwater, agent, $2, to 27,

vol. 28, and for Levi H. Atwater, John Atwater, Joshua
Macomber, Elisha T. Weaver, W. Brownell, Mary Brown-
ell, S2 each, vol. 27, and for Abner H. Deuil, $2, vol.

26 ; from Joshua Maule, agent, 0., for Jesse Kirk, Tacy
Hall, Aquilla Cowgill, §2, vol. 27

;
from Geo. M. Eddy,

agent, Mass., for Job Eddy, Mercy Gilford, Susan Smith,

B. Tucker, F. Taber, Jr., G. .M. Eddy, F. Taber's Estate,

$2, vol. 27, for Jesse (Samuel) Tucker, Gideon Wilbur,

$2, vol. 20 ; from Josiah M. Reeve, N. J., $2, vol. 2G
;

from Israel Buffinton, agent, Mass., for David Buffum,

Jr., $2, vol. 26.

A meeting of the " Female Society of Philadelpb

for the Relief and Employment of the Poor," will be
held at the House of Industry, No. 70 North Seventh
street, on Seventh-day, Eleventh month 5th, at 3i
o'clock.

riiilada., Tenth mo. I8lh, 1853.

peace earth and to men.
Died, on the 10th of Eighth month, 1853, at her resi

. ,.ence, near Moorestown, N. J., Hannah Matlack, in thi

wish to convey the idea that good I oiuh year of her age; a much esteemed member and
r of Chester Monthly Meeting.

We have

people have not many trials and deep sorrow of

heart. There are many bitter cups to be drunk,

and many sharp conflicts endured by the very

best, not only on their own account, but on ac-

, at his residence, in New Bedford, Bristol Co.,

Mass., on the 3 1st of Eighth month last, Fuancis Tabku!

a member and elder of New Bedford Monthly Meeting,

the necessity of entire dedication of heart un
the Lord, and enabled cheerfully to devote his time at

talents to the service of his Divine Master, he was dil

gent in the attendance of all our religions meetings, ai

many ways approved himself a skilful workman
: service of the church. He laboured diligently as i

overseer for more than forty years, and was appointi

to the station of an elder in 1832 ; and in the dischar

of his various duties there is cause to believe his labou

were blessed to many. He was a man of quick discer

nent and sound judgment ; and walking in the fear

he Lord, his upright and consistent example enabl

him to rebuke with authority when the occasion reqni

ed it ; and being clothed with the spirit of meekness ai

wisdom, he was well qualified to encourage the hut

ble, careful traveller, and to speak a word in due seas-

to such as were weary. Having had large experien

in the school of Christ, and being himself concerned
•' keep the faith," he was also a faithful watchman up
the walls of Zion, until his warfare was accomplishc

and his work was done.—He was mostly confined to 1

house for several months previous to his decease, wi

a painful disease, which he endured with Christian p

tience and resignation to the Divine will,' being oft

engaged in fervent supplication, that patience miglit

continued to the end ; with frequent and reverent f

knowledgments of the Lord's sustaining power a

goodness ; that there was no cloud in his way, and tl

it is " only through the Saviour himself that we can e

pect to find mercy ;" adding, " I feel at times so tend

that I am entirely swallowed up."—A short time bef<

he was confined to his bed, he said to one of his fami

that he felt " entire satisfaction and comfort in 1

course he had taken, in endeavouring to uphold our t

cient doctrines and testimonies, against the innovati(

of some who had endeavoured to change the faith

the Society ;" and subsequently, to several Friends,

'

is a dark time—a dark cloud has seemed for some ti;

to be near. It appears as though the evil spirits are

work to destroy the good. But be not discourag

dear Friends, press forward ! Ue that is in you is gre

than he that is in the world ; and He will enable y
overcome—so that at the end of the race ye may

joice in the everlasting Jehovah."—At another time,

said, "The things of time and sense are nothing, co

pared to thy sustaining power, Lord God Almigh
Strengthen and sustain; for thou only canst sustain.''

have been trying many years to get into this state

feel nothing in my way. All is peace and quiet I He

gracious God ;
strengthen and support to the end of

'

race, and thou shall have the glory forever and eve

frequently manifested much reluctance to take

diciue prescribed for him, evidently fearing it mi|

have an vinsettling effect upon his mind, and sayi

How I desire all in me may be kept quiet—that

mind may not be thrown off the right track ;" yet

submitted to the wishes of his family and the advici

the physician in regard to it. Some wandering of m
took place at times, during a few of the last days of his 1

but these seasons were of short duration, and wh(

lisappeared on the day of his release from the confl:

of time. Near the close, he was inquired of. If he

much pain? He replied, "Not any;" and withou

struggle his purified spirit passed so quietly away, t

the precise moment of release was scarcely percei>til

and, as we doubt not, to inherit that kingdom prepa

for the righteous of all generations.

, at his residence, near Flushing, Ohio, the 1

of Eleventh month last, in the 8Sth year of his i

Israel Wilso.n, a member of Flushing Monthly and P

ticular Meeting. He had for many years acccpta

tilled the station of elder, evincing a firm attachmen

the doctrines and testimonies of our religious Socii

and was one who, we believe, was concerned to i

charge his various Christian duties faithfully, bcini

diligent attender of our religious meetings, and a g
example in patient, humble waiting therein for the a

ing of Divine life. He bore the afllietions attendant

a long confinement under the effects of decaying

ture, with Christian patience and resignation, giv

evidence to his friends, that through Divine mercy
had been enabled to do his day's work in the day ti

concerning whom the language may, we humbly tr

be applied, "Mark the perfect man and behold the

right, for the end of that man is peace."
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know Got] and his work in our country, and

stand by the gude cause, to use our time well,

and learn the gude instruction.'

" But the sermons, of course, were the great

thing. We remember Randolph's e.xpression of,

the si.x hundred trumpets, and we ciin readily,

fancy the eager crowding of these boys to listen

to him.
" '

I heard him teach the prophecies of Daniel

that summer and winter,' says Melville. ' I haid

my pen and my little bulk, and tuck away sic

things as I could comprehend. In the opening

up his le.xt he was moderate, the space of half an

hour; but when he entered inio application, he,

made me so to grewe and tremble, that I could

not hold a pen to write. He was very weak. I

saw him every day of his doctrine go hulie and

fear, with a furring of maslicks aboul his neck, a

stafl' in one hand, and godly Richard Ballenden

rvant, holding up the other 1

issembly to prefer a series of anonyi

;es against him. He was accused, among
things, of having been a traitor to his coun-

ind of having betrayed Scotland to the Eng-
and we can almost pardon the accusation,

ie answer which it drew from him:

—

JOHN KNOX.
(Concluded from page ii.)

^ot the least painful picture of the present

of things was the disruptions of friendships

1 had stood through all the years of previous

The most important leaders of the ftlarian
I

(Bannatyne), h

were now Maitland of Lethinglon, and Sir
\

oxter, froin the Abbey to the parish kirk, and he,

am Kircaldy, both of whom belonged to the! the said Richard, and another servant, lifted him

•eformers of the revolution, and one of whom
[

up to the pulpit, where he behoved to lean at his

iw long ago among the exiles of St. An- first entry; but ere he had done with his sermon

3; but times were changed, or they were he was sae active and vigourous that he was lyke

Ted, and they were now the bitterest enemies ' to ding the pulpit in blads, and fly out of it.'

I for which then they risked life and good
i

" If this description should lead any person to

1. It was probably Maitland who, feeling: suppose that his sermons contained what is called

line anxiety to silence Knox as Mary had rant, we can only desire him to read the one spe-

ook the opportunity of his disagreement with' cimen which is left us, and for which he was

summoned as being unusually violent. Of that

sermon, we should say, that words more full of

deep clear insight into human life were never

uttered in a pulpit. It is all, which pulpit elo-

quence, properly so called, is not, full of power-

ful understanding and broad masculine sense ; and

What I have been to my country,', he said, 'the emotion of it, the real emotion of a real heart.

!it this unthankful age will not know, yet the] Doctrine, in the modern sense, we suspect was

;o come will be compelled to bear witness to very little heard in Knox's sermons; any more

ruth. And thus I cease, requiring all men [than vague denunciations of abstract wickedness,

has anything to oppose against me, that he He aimed his arrows right down upon wicked

do it so plainly as I make myself and all my , acts, and the wicked doers of them, present or not

US manifest to the world; lor to me it seems present, sovereign or subject; and our Exeter

ng most unreasonable, that in this my decre- Hall friends would have had to complain of a

ge, I shall be compelled to fight against sha- ! lamentable deficiency of' gospel truth.'

I and //wr/e«es, that dare not abide the light.' 1 "After thirteen months' absence, a truce be-

lt is to the lasting disgrace of Sir William
i
tween the contending parties enabled Knox to re-

aldy, otherwise a not ignoble man, that, com- turn to Edinburgh. The summer of 1572 was

ding the Castle of Edinburgh as he did, he; drawing to its close, and his life was ebbing

litted an attempt which was now made to away from him with the falling year. He at-

jer Knox to pass by without inquiry or pun-
j tempted once to preach in his old church, but

lent; and that when the citizens applied for the etfort was too great for him; he desired his

lission to form a bodyguard about his house, ' people to choose some one to fill his place, and

sfused to grant it. To save his country the had taken his last leave of them, when at the be-

ne of a second attempt which might be sue- ginning of September the news came of the Bar-

ful, the old man was obliged, the year before: iholomew massacre. If even now, with three

ied, feeble and broken as he was, to leave his
I centuries rolling between us and that horrible

ie and take shelter in St. Andrews. For ' night, our blood still chills in us at the name of it,

self it was in every way trying; but sunny it is easy to feel what it must have been when ii

is are thrown upon his retirement thereby was the latest birth of lime ; and nowhere, except

affectionate reminiscences of a student, young in France itself, was the shock of it felt ns it was

ville, who was then at the college, and who, in Scotland. The associations of centuries had

I to see him and hear him talk and preach bound the two countries togelher in ties of more

inually. 1 than common alliance ; and between the Scotch

' He judgit,' we are fold, ' down in the Abbey
i
Protestants and the Huguenots, there were lurthcr

de our college; he wad sometimes come in , connexions of the closest and warmest attach-

repose him in our college-yard, and call us
i
ment. They had fought for the same cause and

alars unto him, and bless us, and exhort us to against the same persecutors ;
they had stood by

each other in their common trials ; and in 1559,

Condc and Coligni had saved Scotland by dis.

trading the attention of the Guises at home-

Community of interest had led to personal inti-

macies and friendships, and in time of danger

such links are stronger than those of blood—so

that thousands of the Paris victims were dearer

than brothers to the Lowland Protestants. One
cry of horror rose all over Scotland. The con-

tending parties forgot their animosities; even the

Catholics let fall their arms in shame, and the

flaguing energies of Knox rallied back once more,

to hurl across the Channel the execration's of a

nation whom a crime so monstrous had I'or a mo-

ment reunited. The Tolbooth was fitted up for

the occasion, and the voice of the dying hero was

heard for the last time in its thunder, denouncing

the vengeance of heaven on the contrivers of that

accursed deed.

" But this was the last blow to him. ' H? was
weary of the world, as the world was weary of

him.' There was nothing now for him to do;

and the world at its best, even without massacres

of St. Bartholomew, is not so sweet a place, that

men like him care to linger in it longer than ne-

cessary. A few days before he died, ft-eling what

was coming, in a quiet simple way he set his

house in order, and made his few preparations.

We find him paying his servants' wages, telling

them these were the last which they would ever

receive from him, and so giving them each twen-

ty shillings over. Two friends came in to dine

with him, not knowing of his illness, and ' lor

their cause he came to the table, and caused pierce

an hogged of wine which was in the cellar, and

willed them send for the same as long as it last-

led, and for that he would not tarry till it was

[

drunken.'

"As the news got abroad, the world, in the

!
world's way, came crowding wilh their anxieties^

and inquiries. Among the rest came the Earl of

Morton, then just declared regent ; and from his

bed the old man spoke words to him which, years

after, on the scalTold, Lord Morion remembered
'

with bitter tears. One by one they came and

' went. As the last went out, be turned to Camp-

bell of Braid, who would not leave him

—

1

" ' Ilk ane,' he said, ' bids me gude night, but

i

when will ye do it? I have been greatly behaud-

in and indebted to you, whilk I can never be able

to recompense you. But 1 commit you to One

who is able to do it, that is lo the eiernal God.'

" The curtain is drawing down ; it is lime that

'we drop it altogether. He had taken leave of

ithe world, and only the few d«ar ones of his own

family now remained with him for a last sacred

parting on the shore of the great ocean of eternity.

The evening Iwfore he died, ho was asked how

he felt. He said ho had been sorely tempted by

Satan, ' and when he saw he could not prevail,

he tempted me lo have trusted in myself, or to

have boasted of myself; bull repulsed him with this

sentence—Qmi^/ h(il>es quod tton acccpisU: ll was

the last stroke of his ' long struggle,' the one busi-

ness of life f.^r bim and all of us—the struggle

i
with self. The language may have withered inlo

formal theology, but the truth is green forever.

I

" On Monday, the twenty-fourth o( Novembor,
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he got up in the morning, and partially dressed

himscir, but feeling weiik, he lay down again

They asked him if he was in pain ;
' It is nn pain-

ful pain,' he answered, hut such a one as, 1 trust,

shall pul an end to the balile.'

" His wife sa:e by him with the Bible open on

her knees. He desired her to rend the fifteenth

of the first of Coriiilhians. He thought he was

dying as she finished it. ' Is not that a beautiful

chapter?' he said ; and then added, ' Now, for the

last lime, 1 commend my spirit, soul, and body,

into thy hands, O Lord.' But the crisis passed

oir for the moment. Towards evening he lay still

for several hours, and at ten o'clock 'they went

to their ordinary prayer, whilk was the longer,

because they thought he was sleeping.' When it

was over, the physician asked him if he had heard

anything. ' Aye,' he said, ' I wad to God that ye

and all men heard as I have heard, and 1 praise

God lor that heavenly sound.'

" ' Suddenly thereafter he gave a long sigh and

sob, and cri' d out, 'Now it is come!' Then
Richard Bannatyne, silting down before him, said,

' Now, sir, tlie time that ye have long called for,

to wit, an end of your bailie, is come ; and seeing

all natural power now tails, remember the com-

fortable promise which ofttime ye have shown to

us, of our Saviour Christ ; and that we may un-

derstand and know that ye hear us, make us some

sign,' and so he lifted up his hand ; and inconti-

nent thereafter, rendered up the spirit, and sleepit

away without -ony pain.'

" In such sacred stillness, the strong spirit

which had so long battled with the storm, passed

away to God. What he had been to those who
were gathered about liis deathbed, they did not

require to be taught by losing him. What he

had been to his country, ' albeit,' in his own
words, 'that unthankful age would not know,' the

after ages have experienced, if they have not con-

fessed. His work is not to be measured by ihe

surface changes of ecclesiastical establishments,

or the substitution for the idolatry of the mass ol

a more subtle idulairy of formula. Religion with

him was a ihmg not of forms and words, but of

obedience and righteous life; and his one prayer

was, that God would grunt to him and all man-
kind 'the whole and perfect hatred of sin.' His

power was rather over the innermost heart of his

country, and we should look for the traces of it

among the keystones of our national greatness.

Little as Elizibeih knew it, that one man was
among the pillars on which her throne was held

standing in the hour of its danger, when the tem-

pest of rebellion and invasion which had gathered

over her passed away without breaking. We
complain of the hard destructiveness of these old

reformers, and contrast complacently our modern

« progressive improvement' with their intolerant

iconoclasm, and we are like ihe agriculturists of

a long settled country who should Iced their va-

nity by measuring the crops which they can raise

against those raised by their ancestors, forgetting

that it was these last who rooled the forests off

the ground, and laid the soil open to the seed.

" The real work of the world is done by men
of the Knox and Cromwell stamp. It is they who,
when the old forms are worn awav and will serve

no longer, fuse away the rusted metal of huma-
nity, and mould it afresh; and, by and by, when
they are passed away and the metal is now cold,

and can be approached without danger to limb or

skin, appear the enlightened liberals with file and
sand-paper, and scour otf the outer roughness ol

the casting, and say—See what a beautiful statue

ue have made. Such a thing it was when we
found it, and now its surface is like a mirror, we
can see our own faces in every part of it.

" But it is time to have done. We had intend-

ed to have said someihing of Knox's writings, but!

for the present our limits are run out. We will

leave him now with the brief epitaph whicii Mor-
ton spoke as he stood beside his grave: ' There

{

lies one wiio never feared the face of mortal

man.'
"

From ihp Public Ledger.

Coal niiiirs of the United Mates.

The coal mines of the United States are of un-

known extent, and incalculable value. The coal

producing Stales are as follows, as slated by

Richard Taylor, in his well known works:
Sciimrc Miles of Coal.

1. Alabama having 3,400
2. Georgia having loO
3. 'IVniiessee having 4,300

4. Kentucky having 13,500
5. Virginia having 21,195
6. Maryland having 550
7. Ohio having 11,900
8. Indiana having 7,700
9. Illinois having 44,000

10. Pennsylvania having 15,437
11. Michigan having 5,000
13. Missouri having 6,000

Total, 133,132
or this Illinois has the largest surface, being

one-third of the whole; but her mining lands are

undeveloped. Illinois contains 43,960 square

miles, equal to 28,134,400 acres. The greatest

developments have been made in the mines of

Pennsylvania. The greatest amount of capital

and labour has been spent on them, and in pro-

viding by canals and railroads conduits to mar-
ket. These mines also have been in course of

working for the longest period. The areas in

this State, occupied by anthracite, semi-bitumin-

ous coals, are equal to 9,879,680 acres; over

one-third of the superfices of Pennsylvania are

thus covered by productive coal Ibrmations, a

proportion more than three times greater rela-

tively than Great Britain, the most productive of

the European countries.

The production and use of coal in this country
is of very late date. The first anthracite coal

found its way from Poltsville to Philadelphia, in i

ihe year 1812, only forty years ago; from the

Lehigh region in 1814; from Wilkesbarre in

1820. The first bituminous coal reached tide-

water down the Susquehanna only in 1804, less

than half a century since.

In England, coal has been consumed for fuel

from the beginning of the thirteenth century. In

Scotland, only from the close of the last century. I

In France, from the beginning of the fifteenth

century ; and in Belgium, from the year 1198.
The Belgian coal mines, therefore, are of most
ancient date as to their working.

The coal of Pennsylvania lies on the surface,
or nearly so, an advantage which the coal of
Europe does not possess, as that has to be du<T

out from very low depths. The strata of the

great bituminous coal region of the Allegheny
mountains, closely approximates to a horizontal!

[state. No coal region in the world olTers more!
ready facilities for cheap mining than does that

of Pennsylvania, where it is found rather on
the surface, and at a very insignificant depth I

below it. The great Allegheny or Appalachean
'

coal field extends through eight Stales, 750

'

miles long, and 173 broad at its greatest breadth,

but averaging a breadth of 85 miles, giving an,
area of 65,000 square miles of bituminous i

coal.
I

The three divisions of the area of anthrac

coal formations in Pennsylvania, are the

Siiuarc .Ml lea. Acre

Southern or Schuylkill coal

region, .... 364
Middle Coal District, including

the Mahony and Sliamokin,

to the Lehigh, - - . 115
Wyoming, Wilkesbarre, and
Lackawanna or Northern
region, - - - - 118 75,5

104,9

73,G

397 254,C

The coal fields of British America are equal

an area of 18,000 square miles. 'l"he coal fie

in Europe have been estimated as follows:

—

Great Britain, 11,850 square miles.

Spain, 3,408 " "

France, 1,719 " "

Belgium, 518 "

But the actual yearly product of coal in difl

ent countries is as foUosvs:

—

Great Britain, 31,500,000 tons.

Belgium, 4,960,000 "

United States, 4,400,000 "

France, 4,140,000 "

These facts are worth preserving for futi

reference.

A FAMILY OF F.UTU.

OR A BRIEF ACCOCNT OF SAMOEL WATSON, :

WIFE, AND SOME OF THEIR CHILDREN.
(Cohlinued from page 46.J

Towards the close of the year 1685, wl

Samuel Watson had been nearly three years

prison, he wrote the following:

—

" A heavenly visitation to the travelling sc

and the generations born again of the immoi

Seed. Wiih a testimony of the regenerate 8

true birth thereunto."

"Thus saith the Lord,—I am God and chai

not, who provides for the faithful in all ag

The Jehovah; beside me there is no God.

made heaven and earth, the sea and the founta

of waters. There is no one to be worshipped

side me, neiiher is there any that can deli

out of my hand. Whom I give to destruci

shall be cut otf. I am He that delivereth fr

the paw of the bear, the moulh of the lion, i

from the fiery furnace. 1 put bounds to

swelling of the sea, that it cannot pass the^ir

thereof. My power is unchangeable, and

visitation of love to my tender seed and oflspri

has been extended since the foundation of

world. I have called a remnant by my name

whom I have placed my fear, and [to whoir

have declared my counsel in their inward pa

I have at my pleasure given them power to ol

and my glory is near to be revealed unio th

This seed and generation, plants of my reno

1 have called out of kindreds, tongues, and

guages, unto the heavenly Canaan. I h

espoused them to be my church,—the churc!

the first-born, written in heaven. [I have gi

them] to understand the tongue of the lean

and to possess a pure language, through the

rit of the Lamb, to approach my throne. I

He that hath formed thee, and given thee a be

When thou wast in thy blood, in Egyptian d

ness, I visited in my love, and said unto I

Live. I have raised thee up from death to lil

turned thee from darkness to light, from S:it

power, under whom thou wast in bondage, to

glorious power of my heavenly life. Ai

shine forth O Zion, shako otT the dust of the et

and let no impurity cleave to thy habitation.
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;ates be praise,—and the posts of thy doors,

ess,—lh.it my excellency may descend upon

Let ii be known ihroiigh the innocency of

ife and the feauty of lliy garments to whom
belongs. Then no weapon formed against

shall prosper. So shall it be known of a

I
that 1 am the sword of thy excellency, and

thou art saved by me. Let thy child-like

less life demonstrate what war thou art en-

i in, and in whose hands thou art a battle-

spiritually to thresh upon the mountains and

bdue the hills;—that my mountain of holi-

may be established, and my glorious appear-

in spirit and in truth, spring over all the

of opposition and sinful contradiction, which

e my spirit. In the valley which I have

red, shall the righteous branch take root,

;row and spread over all the nations which

3 me are as a drop in a bucket, and the isles

3 dust of the balance. Happy are the peo-

lat tremble at my word,—in whom my fear

ced, who walk in the light of my counte-

;. They shall prosper and shine forth as a

lus habitation, aud in the end of the sutTer-

hey pass through for my name, shall obtain

•own of glory."

The testimony of the regenerate.

) blessed Father, how great is thy love, how
3US thy visitations to my soul. I hear thy

in the still calm manifestation of thy ancient

wherein thou madest thyself known to the

rchs of old. After divers manners thou

unto them, yet in the same power,—in the

spirit of thy Son, whom thou hast appointed

af all things, before the foundation of the

. In that Beloved Son whom all thine are

ir in this latter age, thou now speaketh, de-

g thy mind and counsel unto me, whom
hast humbled by thy Spirit. Thy voice is

mt to my soul, which ihou hast quickened
aised from death to life, through the virtue

blood of the spotless Lamb, who, though
3ered death upon the cross, saw no corru|)-

Through this one offering, in the eternal

, thou hast purged my conscience from dead
, and dead sacrifices. Thou hast washed

;s, which though filthy

nd stain like crimson,

leanscd my g.

)olluted, of a dy

hast made while as wool. Thou hast
j

joy the crown ol life.

grace, till thy power was as a hammer, and thy

word became as fire, breaking the rocks of strong

corruption, until I found the pearl of great price.

Then did 1 willingly, and not till then, jiart with

all for this most inestimable treasure. I account

all which I formerly comprehended and galliered

in my fallen state, but as dross and dung, in com-
parison of the divine excellency of the grace and
knowledge of Christ Jesus my Saviour. In and

through his Spirit, holy Father, thou hast raised

me from death to life; no more to worship in the

oldness of the letter, but in newness of the spirit.

No more to war with weapons that are carnal,

but with the sword of the Spirit, which slays, not

the creature, but the enmity in the creature, so

bringing peace into the soul

" And now. Father, I get to the watch tower to

hear what thou speakest to my soul. Thou
speakest peace unto thy people and redeemed

ones, that they should not turn back to the folly

of Egypt. Thy name is become a precious oint-

ment to me, and a tower of safety to my soul,

there 1 find rest and peace, and none can make
me afraid. As I abide under the shadow of thy

wings, thou feedest me with pleasant fruit, and
ihy banner over me is love. The munition ol

rocks is my defence,—my bread is sure,—my
water is sure,—and the eyo which thou hast

opened, beholds the King of Salem in his beauty.

He reigns with the government on his shoulders,

of the increase and peace of which there is no
end. Therefore I pray unto thee. Father, in thy

own Spirit of adoption. Hallowed be thij name,
thy kingdom come, for thou hast given me to pos-

tlie fruits thereof. Tky will be done on earth

as It is in heaven, for thou hast subjected my will,

which ruled by nature, unto thy he.ivenly will,

which is my sanciification.

" And now, Father, this is that I be.; of thee,

that through tlie glory of thy power, 1 may be

kept in the word of thy patience, fully assured of

ihy preservation in the hour of tem,itation, which
shall come upon all the world, to try them that

dwell therein. So shall my soul be glad, and re-

joice in thy presence. Here I rest and repose

under the shadow of thy wing, until calamities

d storms be overpast,—since thou hast assured

my soul, in being faithful unto death, I shall en-

me the fine linen. Through deep tribula

in measure planting me into the likeness of

oil's death and baptism of suffering, thou

brought me into the resurrection of life,

! my dwelling is with the church of the

orn, written in heaven. And now, Father!
can I do lor thee, who has thus visited me,
he pouring in of thy Spirit, declaring thy

as of ancient days, and translated me to

orious light and liberty of thy Son, that in

irough the portion of thy Spirit, thou mayest
in all, in me, and through me. Can I any
delight in the glory of Egypt? Can I take

i rest in any (lolluied path? Can I live any
r in the lust of my former conversation,

war and strife lodge? Can I hearken any
to the wisdom of lallen man, who feeds on

I conclude this short testimony which opened

in mc, for the sake of the travelling soul,—the

bir'h which is not of this world,—which in a sense

of the Father's love, has not only known his voice

to gather them, but has received counsel from

him, and in obedience delights to hearken to him.

Which loves nothing more than to honour him,

and to answer his requirings, in a daily taking up

the cross, and making self of no reputation. Thus
through a patient exercise in all the sufl^irings,

buffeltings and reproaches, which the sufl^eriiig

seed meets wiih in a lamb-like nature, it lies down
under all. In the life which is hid with God in

Christ, be cheerlul and repose in the bosom of the

beloved Son of God, who hath overcome the

world, and who maketh his remnant shine with

rays of his own glory, and gives them to over-

ee of knowledge? Then would thy Spirit ' come through living faith, whereby iliey inherit

i-e me. Is not my soul weaned from idola-'all things. Let every individual jiress after the

s the child is weaned from the mother? and Christian's high calling in the Lamb's Spirit. Let

hou, not taught me by thy own Spirit, the. them prize the visiiations of the heavenly Father
irter,—which leads into all truth, and gives to their souls, that they may bear the mark ol

larture from iniq ity ? Surely, Father ! holiness on tiieir forehead, and read daily, in the

•h the circumcision of thy own Spirit, thou renewing of the Holy Spirit, their names written

nwardly cut olf the body of the sins of the in the Lamb's book of lili'. Then thou child of

which polluted my soul, and veiled my : the morning is thy joy lull, and filling unto per-

slanding petuily.

could not behold thy presence, nor thy glo-
I "This is the testimony of one, who has been

lither could I partake of the riches of thy
|
taught in Christ's school, and yet learns of him

to sufl^er for his name. Who continues in pa-
tience in outward bonds, with a remnant, for

yielding obedience to his commands, nigh three
years ; who is not weary of well doing, but waits
in godly patience till deliverance come, according
lo [lis heavenly will,, who is (5od over all, blessed
forever. Amen. Samukl Watson.
"York Castle, tlic 2Tlh of the

Fifth month, KJhJ.

"Dan. xii. 10.—Many shall bo purified, and
made white, and tried; but the wicked shall do
wickedly, and none of the wicked shall under,
stand, but the wise shall understand.

" 1 Pet. iii. 12.—Th.j eyes of the Lord are over
the righteous, and his ears are ojien to iheir pray-
ers ; but the face of the Lord is against them that

do evil."

How soon after the writing of the above, Sa-
muel Watson was released from his imprison-

ment in York Castle, we do not know, but it is

probable his confinement was not continued much
longer.

(To bn (-0111111.11.11.)

LACONICS.

Written for " The FrienJ."

He who has not sufficient resolution lo say No!
is in imminent danger of eternal perdition.

In the formation and development of our minds,

let us imiiaie the example of the jewel of Giam-
schid : which, although surrounded by impure
earths and opaque minerals, would receive no-

iliing into iis composition but such materials as

were derived from the beautiful and the pure. In

the course of time, the king of th it country re-

moved the jewel to his palace, and valued it even
amongst his greatest treasures.

Xoblc Bridegroom ! gentle Bride I

Travelling life's varied sward,
Hand in hand, and side by side,

Lead each other heavenward.

The cultivation of dancing has been recom-

mended by some, on account of the consequent

bodily development resulting therefrom ; but has

been discouraged by others, because the eff'ecis

arising from the practice are frequently ruinous

to the soul. Ought a professor of Chriij'ianily to

hesitate whether or not he will make such a tre-

mendous soul- veni lire !

It is an instructive sight, it is an encouraging

sight, it is a beauiful sight,—a meek and quiet

spirit under a plain exterior. We know not how
far the great Husbandman may scatter the seeds

of our godly and consistent walking amongst the

hearts of tlio^e about us, and bless and increase

the same to his own exceeding glory. Wliat an

incentive \.ofaithfulness.

A Kickfor a Hit.—" I learned one good lesson

when I was a'liitlc girl," says a lady. "One
frosty morning 1 was looking out of the window
inio my father's barn-yard, where stood many
cows, oxen, and horses, waiting to drink. Tho
catile all stood very still and meek, ti:l one of the

cows in trying to turn round happened to hit her

next neighbour, whereupon the neighbour kicked

.ind bit another. In five niinules the whole herd

were kicking each other with great fury."

My mother laughed and said, " Sue now what
comes of kicking w hen you are hit."

Just so have I seen one cross word set a whole

family by the ears some I'rosly morniog.

Afterwards, when my brothers or myself were

a little irritable, she would say, " Children, r«-



TIIK FlUKNT.

' " T 1 l^..nn TUc erowiiig pile of husks bchiiul, llio golden ears be-

momber how Ihe f.ghl in the bnrn-yard began., luc pro ,.1

Never return n kick lor n h.t. nnd you «.ll save I

^_^^ lauKl.inp eyes and busy bands, and brown checks

yourselves a great deal o( trouble." glimmering o'er.

Half hidden in a quiet nook, serene of look and heart

Si-lcf led. Talking their old time

THE nrSKKRS.

lild October, and Ibc long autumnal

i„cr harvest-fields all green with grass

ro.n had fallen, leaving all the wood-

ibows, or the meadow flowers

While up and down
shade.

At hide-and-seek, i

children played

the ur

,vith 1

he old men sat apart

;

husked pile, or nesting in iti

nao, the most rapid printing-press was worked b>l

hand power; now sleam prints :iO,000 papers uDj

huur, on a single press.

FliCSlll TAPKSTRV.

We suppose that but few of tin

Had left the su

again ;

The first shar|

lands gay

With hues of summer
of .May.

Through a thin dry mist that morning, tl

broad and red,

At first a ravless disc of fire, he bnghtened

Yet even his noontide glory tell chastene

On the cornfields, and the orchards, and

wood.

And all that quiet aflernoon, slow sloping '» '';<="•^^^

He wove with golden shuttle the haze with yellow

Slanling'tbrough the painted beeches, he glorified the

r,nd and meadow lay brighter, greener

maiden young and

as he sped

nd subdued,

jftly pictured

And bei ath it.

And shouting boys in w
of that sky.

Flecked by the many li

And school-girls, gay with

meadow brooks.

Mingled the glow of autumn

odland haunts cauglit glimpses

ted leaves, and laughed they

filh aster flowers, beside the

th the sunshine of sweet

looks

looked westerly the patient '

From spire and h:

But even'thV b'irches on the hill stood motionless as

No so^undwas in the woodlands, save the squirrels

And 'ihe'yellow 'leaves among the boughs low rustling

as they fell.

The summer grains were harvested, the stubble fields

Where^Jun^i' winds rolled in light and shade, th

green wa es of I

valleys fringed with

rrged by the good host's daughter

Lifting"to light her sweet blue eyes, and pride of soft

brown hair

;

, i. , - j

The muster of the village school, sleek of ha.r and

smooth of tongue,
, „.i.;„„

To the quaint old tune of some old psalm, a hu»kuig

ballad sung.

Heap high the farmer's wintry hoard!

Heap high the golden corn !

No richer gitl has autumn poured

From out her lavish horn !

Let other lands exulting, glean-

The apple from the pine.

The orange from its glossy green,

The cluster from the vine.

We better love the hardy gift

Our rugged vales bestow,

To cheer us when the storm shall drift

Our harvest fields with snow.

Through vales of grass and meads of flower:

Our ploughs their furrows made.

While on the hills the snn and showers

Of changeful April played.

We dropped the seed o'er hill and plain

Beneath the sun of May,

And frightened from our sprouting gram

The robber crows away.

All through the long bright days of June,

Us leaves grew green and fair.

And waved in hot midsummer's noon

Us soft and yellow hair.

And now with autumn's moonlit eves,

Us harvest time has come.

We pluck away the frosted leaves,

And bear the treasure home.

readers o

f the len-tt,

e of Gobelli,

But still on gentle hill-slopes,

wood,
Cngatbercd, bleaching in the sun, the heavy corn crop

stood.

Bent low by autumn's wind and rain, through husks

that drv and sere,

Unfolded from their ripened charge, shone out the yei-

There richer than the fabled gift

Apollo showered of old.

Fair hands the broken grain shall sift,

And knead its yellow gold.

Let d idlers loll in silk

Around their costly board.

low ear;
turnip lay concealed in mat

d in the slanting light, th(

r a verdant

pumpkin's

Beneath tli

fold.

And glistened in

sphere of gold.

There wrought the busy harvesters, and many a ere

Bore'slowly to the long barn floor, its load of husk ;

grain

;

Till broad and red as when he rose, the sun sank

gue:

when he rose, the su'

it's farewell the day i brightneSi

stern pines meadow

And like

passe-i.

And lo! n? through the

stream and pond.

Flamed the red radiance of a sky set all on fire beyond
;

Slowlv o'er the eastern sca-blulfs a milder glory shone,

\nd the sunset and the moon-rise were mingled into

As tbusinto the quiet night the twilight lapsed away

.\nd deeper in the brighlening moon the tranquil sha-

dows lay

;

From many a brown old farm-house and hamlet with

Their milking and their home-tasks done, the merr;

buskers came.

Give us the bowl of samp and milk

By homespun beauty poured.

Where'er the wide old kitchen hearth

Sends up its smoky curls,

Who will uot thank the kindly earth,

And bless our farmer girls I

Then shame on all the proud and vai

Whose folly laughs to scorn

The blessing of our hardy grain,

Our wealth of golden corn !

Let earth withhold her goodly root,

Let mildew blight the rye.

Give to the worm the orchard's fruit,

The wheat-field to the tly,

But let the good old crop adorn

The hills our fathers trod,

Still let us for this golden corn,

ijcnd up our tluiuks to God!

Swung o'er the heaped up h,

Shoije dimly down the

below
i

Fndti of a Half Century.—V\hy years ago

steamboats were unknown ; now liiere are 3000

afloat on American waters alone. In 1800 there

was not a railroad in the world ; now there are

ten thousand miles in the United Stales alone, and
i

doubl

about 2-.J,000 in America and England. Haifa
from pitchforks in

j
(.gmury ago it took some weeks to convey news

from Washington to New Orleans;
"- "* -

many seconds as it then did weeks.
anterns on the pleasant scenes

bout, the happy I...
j<|jg pj.j',,„,i" i,.,ye a correct idea

of lime occupied in the manufacli

tapestry, and the splendid carpels made in ihi.

Gobelin establishment. Think of a man s whol.,

life being was'ed in producing one piece of Inpcs

try, which when finished, is of no more intriiisii

value than a piece of stout cloth of equal size

The following account appears lo have been Uir

nished by one well acquainted with the cours

pursued.

" Among the articles the French Governmec

sent to the^New York E.xhibition, are spccimeo

of Ihe Gobelin tapestries, which are made e.\cl»

sively by the factories of the French Govert

ment.

As these rare specimens of art no doubt Ion

one of the most prominent features of the Exhib

lion, our readers, very many of whom will sc

them, may be interested in a brief notice of It

manufactories frotn which they emiinale.

Since the days of Jan Gobelin in 1450. ll

manufacture of 'tapestry and carpets has made

regular progression toward the perfection w lut

il has now alluiued. The establishment had n

drawn much allonlion from the government I

ihe time of Louis XIV., when it became so inte

estin<T a branch of French manufuctuies, that th

monarch bought it for the Slate; it has ever sin

remained government property, has been suppoi

ed by the government, by means of a large su

sidy granted each year in the bud^ict, and I

works arcomplished there arc entirely at the s<

vice of the chief of the Stale, whoever he may

for the liine being.

The institution has gone through as many n

lations, as many seasons of prosperity and advi

sity, as the governmont itself. Under the repub

ihe works at times ceased, and its very e.\isler

was threatened ; but the same species of naliul

pride which sustains West Point, sustains a

this institution. Many of llie workmen are su

rior artists in painting, and the superinlenden

generally one of the lirst painters of the day.

present 120 workmen are employed on liipes

and carpels, who earn from three lo five bund

dollars a year each, and when disabled by age

infirmity, receive pensions of from one bund

iind twenty-five to two hundred dollars a y(

No one is allowed lo leave after serving an

prenliceship,and a regular number of apprenti

are admitted each year.

But the interest of the esiablishment lies in

method in which artich-s are manufacUiied. ',

web or warp is placed upright, instead of bona

tal, as in most cases, and the workman sits

hind it ; that is, he works on the wrong side,

pirlure which he is copying is placed U-hmd

a liltle lo one side of him, at which he looks f

lime to time, in order that his picture in tape

may be an exact representation of the m<

The workman siis at the back or wrong sid

his picture, because the face must pTcsenl a

fectly smooth surface, and all the cuttings

fastenings are therefore made on the wrong i

The warp is while, and of the finest wool.

hilt is, has two upright tiers ol tht

wuh an interval of half an inch. Then

several baskets at his side containing many

dred shades of coloured silk and woollen th

on little spools, the workman puts through

Whittiek.

not as

Fifty years
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)r three threads at a time, and cuts them ofT;

s the colour of the face or the object which
forming changes, he takes another shaded
i, and so on, thread by thread, month by
1, and year by year, till iiis tedious and la-

is tasiv is finished. From five to thirty

are occupied on tiie larger works, on pic-

from eight to twenty feet in extent, and the

of some of the pieces is sometimes ns high

B hundred thousand dollars. They are ad-

by many much more than the original pic-

no matter what may be its value; and infe-

icturis are never copied from. The tissue

lie colours last for centuries. I think it can
d with safety that it is the most marvellous,

ost astonishing art in its degree of perfection

cnown in the world ; and 1 am sure that the

of the American people who shall have seen

ry fine specimens, will verify this opinion,

the carpet department, the process is entirely

50US, with one exception. The warp is up-

the carpet is always in one piece, the warp
ible, the workman pursues his labour in the

tedious way, putting in a thread at a time ;

this instance he siis on the right side, for

ason that he has a velvety surface to make,
e must therefore cut off his woollen threads

It side. He puis his spool through and
it a double turn round one of the upright

is o( the warp, then cuts it off, perhaps an
'rom the surface of the carpet, regards his

, which is over his head, takes up ano'.lier

of thread, so as to change the colour, puts

Dugh in the same way, and cuts it off as

'. After he has proceeded thus a foot in

,
perhaps, and an inch upward, he takes a

f large sliears and trims the velvety surface

to the length, or depli) rather, which he

s. All the carpets which are now in the

of the Gobelins' manufactory are intended

a rooms of the empress in the Tuilleries,

ley all have a nap of half an inch in depth,

are beautilul in the extreme, and far supe-

o anything that can be manufactured in

1, so long distinguished for the softness, silk-

and rich colouring of its carpets. All the

arpets of France are thus woven in one piece

B rooms for which they are intended. They
ast a century and preserve their colours.

of the carpets winch have been made at

obelins h:ive required many years to finish,

Dst from 60 to 150,000 francs. None are

they are all made ute of in the royal pal-

or as presents, the same as pictures in tap-

The largest carpet ever made here, was
or the long-room, or, as it is called, the

•y of the Louvre, which is 1300 feet in

. As a shuttle is out of the question, and

:h thread of the ' filling' has to be put through

ilely by the hand, at the same time that the

nan must keep his eye on the model and
se his careful judgment as to the exact shade

many tliousands which is required ; and as

isl, from lime to time, as in the tapestry,

nd walk off from his picture, and regard it

istance, and consult his fellow-workmen, the

? may form some idea of the labour, the ge-

and the time, which is required on these

works. On an extent of fifteen feet, two
nen can be em|)loyed. On a large carpet,

lirty by fil'iy liset, one workman makes the

figure in the centre, while two others, one

;h side of him, make the border up to tlie

: flower. And there those patient men sii,

fter day, monlh after month, and year alter

apparently without ever moving their own
in, or that of the carpet ; for in several visits

1 have made recently, I find the same men

in the same place, engaged on the same flower or

other object on the carpet where I last saw them
[t would be too slow an occupation for our fast

countrymen.
Everything needed for the manufactory—the

dyeing, spinning, &.c.— is done on the premises,

In the dyeing department there is a greater

amount of talent and experience required than in

the working of the tableaux. Many secrets are

possessed here which are unknown to the rest of
the world."

From the British Friend.

"Look on this Piclure—then on that."

" lie that warreth, enlanglelh not himself wit
the aflairs of this lile, that he may please him
who hath called him to be a soldier." Thus wrote
the apostle; aad abundantly was the declaration
exemplified in the daily walk of our early Friends,
from the foremost in the ranks, to the less con-
spicuous amongst the called, the chosen, and the
faithful. They who bore the heat and burden of
the day, to whom it was given widely to sound
forth the gospel trumpet, calling to prepare for the
battle, soon found that it was theirs not only to

believe, but also to suffer, for the sake of him v

they testified was " come to teach His people H
sell." Imprisoned, stoned, beaten, in deaths oft,

and deprived of their civil and religious rights,
iheir property became a prey to the informer and
persecutor. And joyfully did they lake the spoil
ing of their goods for conscience sake; for their

atlections were set on things above, and not on
things of the earth, and their conduct livingly
evidenced, that where their treasure was, there
were their hearts also. True, their imprison-
ments, losses, and various sufferings, had a puri-
fying etrect, weaning them still more from the
world and worldly objects ; whilst their faith was
strengthened in Him who filled their hearls with
songs of praise in the night season, and enabled
them to endure as seeing Him who is invisible.
But whilst it was thus with the self-denying fol-

lowers of the Lamb, doubtless there were oihers
who stumbled in the path of regeneration, affright-

ed by this very loss -of all things, this suffering
for Christ's sake, and who, Demas-like, went back
into the earth. Thus was the camp kept clear
lor a season, of those who could follow the Lord
when palm-branches were strewed in the way,
but shrunk from fellowship in His sulferings,
when their steps were turned as to the garden ol

Gethseinane, or in the path of the cross.
Since that period, a day of outward ease and

prosperity has shone on the Society. Some of
the principles which Fox, and Barclay, and Penn,
advocated and maintained, in the midst of fiery

persecution, have obtained consideration with the
great and philanthropic. Princes, and nobles of
the earth, have noticed with their smile the privi-

leged descendants of the once-despised and perse-
cuted Quakers; and liberty, civil and religious,
has sinoolhed their way. Commerce, too, has
opened up its resources to far-seeing intellect and
capacity lor business, and vveallh and honour
mark the lives of many among us. But how is

it as regards ihe spiritual warlare in which we

may be, by the worldly station and influence these

give them among their fellow. men. " How is the

gold become dim ! how is the most fine gold
changed !" That which persecution could not
do, the gilded bait of our subtle adversary has
too eflectually wrought; and many who, if they
had been obedient to the heavenly call, would
have shone conspicuously as lights in the world,

have been contented to forego that high position,

in order to aim at pre-eminence among its mer-
chants. " Happy is the man that findeth wis-

dom, and the man that getleth understanding.

For the merchandise of it is better than the mer-
chandise of silver, and the gain thereof than fine

gold." Yes, blessed are they who occupy with

the talent their heavenly Master has intrusted to

them, and experience its increase; in its diligent

use and improvement rendering glory to the Most
High : theirs is the peace which passeth under-

standing, a peace the world can neither give nor
ever take away. But, instead of this, could we
lift the veil which covers the mind of the votary

of Mammon, what heart-corroding cares might be

seen eating, like rust, into the spirit of the man I

Truly, he heapeth up riches, and knoweth not

who shall gather them ; for whilst his soul has

been grovelling in the earth, his children have but

too often taken wing, and known no restraint in

the gratification of their vain desires.

These truths are old, and have been oft repeat-

ed ; yet it may be well to revive them in this day
of increasing luxury, with an earnest exhortation

to the members of this once highly-favoured So-

ciety, to be willing to retrace their steps, in so far

as they have wandered from the path of self-de-

nial, and to show forth an example to the world
of Christian simplicity and moderation. Then,
through humility and abasedness of spirit—seek-

ing for ability to bear the baptisms of the Holy
Ghost and of fire, may we be enabled once more
to lift up the standard of Truth to the nations, and
evidence that, whilst not slothfiil in business, we
are indeed fervent in spirit, serving the Lord, and
realizing the truth of that declaration, " Godliness,

wilh content ment, is great gain." Z.

For -The FiionJ."

GOVERNMENT OF SCHOOLS.

The office of a school teacher is one of great

importance, next to that of a parent, and of a
preacher of the gospel. Impressions made upon
ihe infant and youthful mind, arc often very strong

and lasting. It is not only the |)rinciples he in-

culcates, but the disposition, the temper and the

manner, that make a favourable or unfavourable

impression, and which time and a change of cir-

cumstances may never eradicate. The senti-

nents of the preceptor, and the rules of the school,

may be correct, but if the spirit and the manner
'

ich he attempts to enforce them, is not iho

chastened spirit of a disciple ol' Christ, he may
nplant the fi eling of disgust in the mind of his

upil, both against himselt, and the principles and
r.ietice he would ci.f irce. But if lie has him-

If submitted to the application of those restraints

Inch the Truth imposes, he feels the iin|)erlec-

oris that belong to the natural man, the forbear-
have been called to be solders? some, we may

j

ance which his Lord has shown to him, and thence
believe, as warriors for the Truth in a public ad- sees the need of patience towards the wayward
vocacy of its principles, but all as soldiers of the

|

child ; and the suppression of everything like pas-
cross in that battle wherein a man's foes are'sion and revenge, where he finds his instructions
found to be ihose of his own heart or household, have not produced submission. It may be neccs-
Alas I It is to be leared, that neglecting to yield ihe

[

sary to deprive the unruly, of indulgences gr.inted
heart in subjection to the power of the Lord, too to orderly scholars, and to subject them to re-

have become cula/i^leil with the ajjairs o/|straints, by way of |)unishnient lor their irregiif^-

ihislife; tiieir mental energies have been absorb-
' rities, but these sluuld never be inflicted in ilio

ed in acqinring heaps of "sordid dust," allured, it spirit of resentment, to gru'it'y a vindictive leni-
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per in the teacher. The rt-collection that chiU wards them may tend to forward their acquaint- remains to be no respecter of persons. Hii

dren, like oilier vounj; creulures in n healthy iincc with it, niul slrenjjjthen lliem in obedience der mercies are over nil his works. Teachoi

condiiion, are friqiiciitly irn|>illed by the led shepherds and sheplu^rdosses of chi

who are a lierilngo of llio Lord. Wlii
herrtd, appears to me to be a duly on all of us."

spiiils into acts without rideclion, should lead " If tutors are not acquainted wilh sanctification

the teacher to make proper allowance lor this of spirit, nor experienced in an humble waiting ihoy are instructing them in the diflercnt branchi

exuberance of spirits; and where there is no de- for the leadings of Truth, but follow the maxims of their studies, they are bound to treat iliem wii

si"n to treat with disrespect the order of the semi- of the wisdom of Ibis world, such children who proper tenderness, and should strive to lead the

nary, to overlook errors of little moment, which arc under their tuition, appear to me in danger of, lo love and serve their heavenly Father; and ih«

at a future period, when the pupil is in a suitable imbibing thoughts and apprehensions, reverse to they will be the most likely to love and obey the

slate of mini, he may point out to him in the that meekness, and lowliness of heart, which is, preceptors, governors and governesses,

spirit of love, and be favoured lo convince and
j

necessary for all the true followers of Christ.

,

.

reclaim him. Children at any age fit for schools, are in a time.
Fur "Tin- Fripud "

Under the government of this pure spiiit, the of life which requires the palient nllention of q., , ,, ,„ , ,. „„ ,i „'p„,„„ j-.„,c,

business of teaching becomes a valuable ichool of pious people ; and >f we commit them to the .ui.| JJe following remarks -^J^^/omo
J

-as,

discipline to the master, as well as to the scholar, lion of such, whose minds we believe are not "° b.V one o( .he most eminent chemists in Ln.

John Woolman remark , "To watch the spirit of ! righ.ly prepared to 'train them up in the nurture 1'^"^, and bear the marks of sound sense ar

childrenTnurture the n in gospel love, Ind la- i and admoniiion of the L,.rd,' we are in danger o(
'''^"'^"'"""on-

' "o high hvmg be, as he su,

ir to hdpthem 'gainst th^a w'hich would mar not acting the part of faithful parents .owards! l-«; "- ^nuse o( the potato blight, we ihinko,

r beauty of their minds, is a debt we owe them ;, them ; for our heavenly Father doth not require:
'"-'^''bours across the river can readily admmi

and a fa .-hlu perfonnut.c; of our duty, not only I us to do evil that good may come of it ; and it is
i

er the remedy. A poor dry soil, and abs,,nen<

unds to their lastin- benefit and our own peace, needful that we deeply examine ourselves, lest ^ve,
-rom high-seasoned meats and s imulating drink

b "t al o to render their company agreeable to us. \pH entangled in the wisdom of this worhl, and\^'^ ">« regimen upon which the potato must I

Instruction thus administered, reaches the ^^relhrough tcrong appre}wnsions,take ,„c/* m.^W.; I>"V°T"''?'° '''^^'''''"P
^'^""^ ""^ ''^';','"^''''''''''

witness in the minds of such children » ho are not in education, as mni/ prove a great injur;/ to the

harilened, and begets love in ihem towards those minds oj our children. It is a lovely sight to be-

who thus lead thi m on. Where too great a num-
' hold innocent children ; and when they are sent

bi-r are committed to a tutor, and he through
i

to schools, where their tender minds are in immi-

much cumber, omils a cireful attention lo ihe|nent danger of being led astray by tutors, who

iniiids of children, there is danger of disorders ! do not live a scll'-denving life, or by the conver-

gradu;dly increasing amongst them, till the ctTocts Ration of such children who do not live in inno-

j

by Thornton i. iierepath.

thereof Mupear in their conduct too strong to be ccnce, It is a case much to be lamented. While To the Editor of the Chemical Gazette,

—

easily remedied." It is certainly a part of the
|

a pious tutor haih the charge of no more children i Sir:—During the course of the last few nionlhi

dutv'ol the teacher, to endeavour lo promote the l than he can take care of, and keeps his authority ' that dreadful scourge, the potato blight, has agai

hapiiiness of the pupils; in doing which he may in the Truth, the good spirit In which he leads} made its appearance amongst us, and has aliead

furnish heallhl'ul and rali'nal amusements, parti- land governs, works on the minds of such who committed great devastation in this and the sist«

cuhirly in hoardinti-schools, which, at the same I are not hardened, and his labours not only tend
j

island. My avocations having lately afforded m

time they give proper recreation and instruction, I to bring them forsvard in outward learning, but
'
a few weeks leisure, I determined to devote it I

diverl the Thoughts from gratifications at variance
\
to open their understandings with resi)ect to the

[

the re-investigation of the subject, in the hope <

with the rules, and by which much trouble may
;
true Christian life."

j

ascertaining, if possible, the cause or origin of th

be escaped by himself and his youthful charge.
|

" A care hath lived on my mind that more time! disease, as well as a means of curing it, or pn

It is essential to the ease of the governor, and
\

might be employed hy parents al home, and by
j

venting its recurrence. I will not now occup

to the enjoyment of the student, that they should
,
tutors at school, in weightily attending to the your time and space with a long account ol'

a

gain ihe confidence of each other. A proper spirit and inclinations of children, and that we
i the experiments and researches that 1 ha

Ireedom and affi.-ction open the way for mutual may so lead, instruct, and govern •'

md its dry and mealy old age. The tht

occurs, did the disease ever become epidemic i

the Pine Barrens? Will not some of our Ne
[Jersey neighbours enlighten us on this subject]

REMARKS ON TDE POTATO DISEASE.

that

1, in this with this object, but will content myself wit

lender part of life, that nothing mat/ be owiHer/ making you acquainted with the general conclu

in our poicer, to help tliem on their xcay to become sions at which 1 have arrived. Tliey are as lo

tlte children of our Father idio is in heaven."
|

lows :

—

Another cause of difficulty in the government 1. That the potato blight is neither direcll

of scholars, arises from teachers indulging in i nor indirectly caused by the ravages of any par

partialities for some, and prejudices against others llical insect.

2. That it is the effect of a species of putrefa

ive ferincnlalion, or incipient decomposition

he nitrogenous, i. c. albuminoid coiistituciUs

he sap, or cell contents. >

3. That this decomposition is either directi'

;h»nge of feeling and sentiment, so that one

may speak plainly to the other of his deviation

Irom order, and the impropriety of his course,

and the latter wilh confidence and respect relieve

llllll^ell lo the caretaker, of the troubles he has to

eoiitc nd wilh. Constant suspicion of evil design

and wrong doing, mvist render the child subjected; A natural lovcli; ess in the countenance and ae-

to It uneasy, alienate hmi from bis preceptor, and |)ortnient, may al once attract tin undue ati'ection

lead hull to conceal himself as much as he can and notice in the tutor; while for want of proper

Imm his observation, and will lend to produce a acquaiuuince wilh the character of others, who

course of conduct that confirms the npi)reheiisions
I

do not at first exhibit these amiable qu.ilities, a

of the master, although there may not be any
,
prejudice may be formed against them without i produced by a peculiar fungus the Botrylis in

oi.en act sufficient to sustain them. Scarcely
j

proper foundation. The idea of being favourites yestow*—lo which public attention has been aires

anubing is more at variance with domestic tran-
1 with the teachers gives rise to self-consequence in dy directed by other writers—or, what is in m

quillity, than u suspicious temper, that is con-
1 children, and perhaps to a supercilious irealmenl

;
opinion a still more probable supposition, th

siantly lookiii" out lor faults, and is more ready of their school-males ; and the cold and distant
'
lungus in question only makes its appear.mc

to iiui an unfavourable construction on little acts, manner of the teacher, constantly harrasses the after the fermentative processes htive been in a<

not morally wrong, than lo overlook them, or child, who is unable to discover the cause of Ihisiiion for some lime, and consequently is an ejfea

rei'ard tliem with a charitable allowance for the
|

improper distinction, and makes him reckless of; and not the cause of the disease.

liL^dlessness o! youth. A teacher who is con-
| the order and rules of the school. He has no-

j 4. That the blight has been in some measut

stanlly watching over himself, and the excilabilily
!
ihing to encourage him lo obey them, if he feels produced by the long-continued and indiscrimiiial

Ol his own spirit, may see many little things in his
I

himsell' an object of contempt and slight. Wilh' use of animal nitrogenous manures, which h«

ilKUghlless charge, which ut the lime he will re- j some inconsiderate teachers, the riches or the over stimulated the potato plant, and has llu

train lr<im noticing, and perhaps never mention ; i
|)overty of the p;iren:s, the place of residence,

j

rendered it more susce|)tible of disease, and ha

but if it be necessary, will wait lor n suitableoppor- jeither in town or country, may determine the
j

in fact produced the same effect upon it, that alc(

tunity when the ellect upon himself has subsided, i amount of kindness, or the repugnance shown to holic drinks when taken in excess, do on the hi

and in the meekness ol Christian wi>dom, he can
j

ihe unofiending scholar. Such infiuences are all
|

man system; that is to say, it has injured tl:

reach the witness for Truth in the child, so that it
j

wrong. Our heavenly Father dues not judge ol
j

stamina of the plant, and rendered the orgaiiisi

may co-operate with his labour, and thoroughly ' us by the amount of riches, or the straitened ' more readily aliecled by atmospheric and ollii

bring him or her under conviction. means in which we are placed. Me does not look
^

influences.

J. Woolman I'urlher says, " That divine light on the countenance or the height of the stature ;j .5. That animal or nitrogenous manures shoul

which enlightens all men, 1 believe, doth olten
, he looks at the heart. All souls are alike his.

[

be used with great caution in the cultivation i

shine in the minds of children very early, and to He gave up his well beloved Son unto death lor the potato, and indeed in that of all root cr./p«

humbly wait for wisdom, that our conduct to-
' us all, without any distinction whatever; and he the best manure for the potato plant bein^ the ii!
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c compound, such for instance as those

are, or were at one time, used in some
)!' the continent.

rhat the disease having once established

has become epidemic,

rhat it is contagious if not infectious,

rhat the only mode of eradicating it, is to

3 the original constitution of the plant,

rhat this desirable result can only be brought

by introducing a complete alteration in the

of cultivation that is adopted.

That the changes in question should con-

st, in thoroughly drying the seed potatoes,

; process now followed in some parts of

finy ; 2nd, in sleeping them for a short time

ilute solution of the sulphate of copper (blue

or blue stone) of about the same strength

t used for " picl<ling" wheat; 3rd, in plant-

em in poor, ivell-drained land ; 4lhly, and

in substituting for the farm-yard manure,

new employed, some inorganic compost

r to those before alluded to.

:onclusion, I would suggest that the follow-

mple experiment should be tried in storing

itato crop during the present season :—Let

bers be stored in the usual way, but in the

I of each heap or sackful let there be placed

ntity of unslacked lime, not in actual con-

ith the roots, but enclosed in some porous

, an old wicker basket for instance, and

;d over with and surrounded by a thick lay-

straw or hay. By this means the tubers

e kept dnj ; and as the presence of humidity

3 air, is a great incentive to putrefactive

iposition, one of the main causes of decay

e removed. The lime so soon as it has be-

slaked, may be taken away and employed
inure; and if practicable should be replaced

resh lime. The experiment I have describ-

must be remembered, can be easily tried,

'ould cost but little even if carried out on a

scale; it cannot be productive of any inju-

consequences, and will be doubtless attended

jeneficial results.

. lYth, 1853.

For " The Friend."

The Form wilhout Ihe Power.

wear a plain dress, use the plain scripture

age, and be regular allenders of religious

ngs, will not constitute us true Christians, or

ers, without the exercise of unceasing pray-

i bearing the daily cross. Under this yoke,

all be preserved from all lightness of man-
id conversation, not only when we meet for

ofessed purpose of Divine worship, but in all

srsonai intercourse.

s a painful sight, in the eyes of all who are

ly concerned for the promotion and honour
uth, to behold in any, who profess to espouse

use, an indulgence in levity, especially be-

ir after our religious meetings; or in sleep-

resilessness, or unconcern while in them,

e these are seen, it is cause of grief to exer-

beliolders, who must view them as evident

s of indilference, or progressive decline,

e ulterance in our meetings for woiship, or

icouragement to it, of words, which in tliem-

!, as to the letter, may be accounted sound,

vhich are without divine life, are also sources

ief and harm, which, it is to be feared, too

are ready to excuse, while the living mem-
ire greatly burdened thereby,

ly words," said our blessed Rcdecm:3r, " are

, and tliey are life ;" but it is not so with the

imitation of them, in which death mimsterelh

ieath. The power of the Gospel is the only

resurrection and life which can be witnessed in us, [and the Frith of Forth, gradually losing itself in

to the raising us up out of the grave of sin ; and i
ihe German ocean. If v»e suppose the length of

the counterfeiting thereof by preaching in the will
I

this landscape to be forty miles, aiid its breadth

or wisdom of man is a serious mockery ; for the
I
twenty-five, it will,of course, comprehend an area

countenance and support of which the church is of a thousand square miles." Alter adverting to

answerable to its holy Head.
|

the immense muliilude of rays of reflecting light

There is, perhaps, no evil more often referred which flow in all directions from the tnyriiids of

to in holy writ, as offensive in the Divine sight,
!

objects which compose the surrounding scene, Ur.

than hypocracy, and none upon which judgment , Dick continues :
—" Let me now attend to another

is more severely pronounced. And while we are circumstance, no less admirable than the preced-

professing to be members of the true church, lot|ing, and that is the distinct impression which I

us examine ourselves, and see how far the testi- [
have of the shape, colours, and motion, of the

monies thereof, against every false way, are being
I

multiplicity of objects I am now conlempi

borne by us; whether lukewarmness, with its

fruits, is not increasing in our hearts, under a

feeling of fullness; not knowing that we are

wretched and miserable, poor, blind, and naked,

and having little sense of our unspeakable need ;

whether we are not content to feed upon the wind,

and to be clothed with vanity.

The evidences of degeneracy from primitive

Christianity, are too sorrowfully marked amongst

us, and the endeavour to conceal them, for fear of

the judgment of Truth, is hindering our advance-

ment in the way of reform ; for it is only in con-

fessing and forsaking our sins, that we can be

saved from them. We can never be saved in

them ; for, said our blessed Redeemer, " if ye die

in your sins, whither I go, ye cannot come."

That we may be stirred up to renewed and in-

creased faithfulness, each one in the lineofour ap-

pointment, is the object of these considerations;

and whether we are called to silent exercise on

our own and the church's account, or to more

open and active service, that we may therein

abide ; that no jarring or schism be found in the

body; Christ being the head thereof, from which

it witnesselh the mmistralion of nourishment ; and

being knit together, increaseth in the increase of

God ; not having the show of wisdom in will,

worship and humility, nor in any honour to the

satisfying of the flesh.

The dependence upon a mere bir'.h-right

membership in society, with nothing in the out-

ward conduct or appearance to be reached by its

discipline, without obedience to the teachings and

commandments of the Holy Spirit in our own
hearts, leading to true self denial and humility in

the fear of the Lord— will prove to be leaning

upon a broken reed ; and by a continuance therein

we may arrive at that state, wherein the language

of the Spirit to us may be, " He that is unjust, let

him be unjust still, and he which is filthy, let him

be filthy stdl ;" for all our own righteousness will

prove but as filthy rags, of which nothing short of

the grace and power of God can strip us, the ef-

fectual working of which must be known in the

heart, before we can become clean and pure, and

fitted for the habitation, where nothing that is

unholy shall ever be permitted to enter.

and the small space within which their images are

depicted at the bottom of my eye. Could a painter,

after a long series of ingenious efforts, delineate

the extensive landscape now before me on a pieco

of paper not exceeding the size of a silver sixpence,

so that every object might be as distinctly seen,

in its proper state and colour, as it now appears

when I survey the scene around me, he would be

incomparably superior to all the masters of his

art that ever went beiore him. This effect, which
far transcends the utmost efforts of human genius,

is accomplished in a moment, in millions of in-

stances, by ihe hand of nature, or, in other words,

by < the finger of God.'
" All the objects 1 am now surveying, compre-

hending an extent of a thousand square miles, are

accurately delineated at the boltom of my eye, on
a space less than half an inch in diameter. How
delicate then must be the strokes of that Divine

pencil which has formed such a picture! 1 turn

my eyes to the castle of Edinburgh, which ap-

pears one of the most conspicuous objecis in my
field of view. Supposing that portion of it which
strikes my eye to be 500 feet long, and 90 feet

in height, I find, by calculation, that it occupies

only the six hundred thousandth part of an inch.

I next direct my eye towards the Frilh of Forih,

and perceive a steamboat sailing between Queens-

ferry and Newhaven. I distinctly trace its mo-
tion for the space of forty minutes, at the end of

which it roaches the chnin-pier at Newhaven,
having passed over a space of five miles in length,

which is but the eighth part of the lineal extent of

the landscape in that direction ; and consequently

occupies in the picture formed on my retina, a

lineal space of only one-sixieenth of an inch in

extent. And, if the b lat be reckoned about 83

feet in length, its im ige is only the three-hundredth

part of this extent, and, of course, fills a space in

the eye of only the four thousandth eight-hun-

dredth part of a lineal inch."

The trials of life are the tests which ascertain

how much good there is in us.

WONDERS

From the Leisun

VISION.

A Melancholy SigU.—Dr. Reid, a traveller

through the highlands of Peru, is said to have

found lately in the desert of Alacoarna the dried

remains of an assemblage of human beings, five

or six hundred in number, men, women and chil-

dren, seated in a semi-circle as when alive, star-

One of the wonders of vision has been well ing into the burning waste before them. They

presented to the mind by Dr. Dick. "Let us,"^had not been buried; life had not doparlcd before

he says, "supposeourselves stationed on Arthur's they thus sat around, but hope was gone, the

seat, or on the top of Salisbury Crags, in the Spanish invaders were at hand, and no escape

vicinity of Edinburgh. Turning our face to the i being left, they had come hither to die. Thoy

north-west, the city, with its castles, spires, and still sat immovable in the dreary desert ; diied

stately edifices, presents itself to our view. Beyond like mummies by the elfect of the hot nir, they

It, on the north and west, a beautiful country, still kept their position, sitting up as in solemn

adorned with villas, plantations, and fertile fields, council, while over that Areopagus, silence

stretches as far as the eye can reach, till the view
,

broods everlastingly.

is bounded by the castle of Stirling, at the distance
' =—

of more than thirty miles. On the right hand we I Sunrise Jrom the Summit of ^Etna.—The

behold the port of Leith, the shipping in the roads, i guides had limed the thing exactly. It wj3 be-

the coast of Fife, the isles of Inchkeith and of May, ! tween three and four ; the stars were rapidly dis.
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nppenring from the paling sky, wliile the enstern

horizon begun to faintly redden with the dawn.

'I'liose who have never witnessed can scarcely

realize, by any description, the strangeness of

such a scene. Kverything in the vast gulf below

was dark and formless—the sea barely distin-

guishable from the land—vast whitish clouds like

woolsacks (loaiing solemnly above it. A few

bars of crimson soon appeared on the eastward

horizon, the sea line became defined, the jagged

edges of the distant mountains of Apulia cut

against the sky. At this moment our guides

shouted to us to stand upon the edge of the cra-

ter, and look out over the interior of the island,

which stretched away to the westward like a sea

of rugged summits, blended in the shadowy mist

of dawn. Just as the sun rose, an immense sha-

dow of the most exquisite purple was projected

from the volcano, half over the island, while

without its range the light struck with magic sud-

denness upon the tops of the mountains below; a

phenomenon so admirably beautiful that it would

have more than repaid us for the labour of the

ascent.

—

BarllcWs ricturesfrom Sicilij.

THE FRIEND.
TENTH MONTH

Notwithstanding the abundant crops which a

fertile soil and genial climate, under the blessing

of a merciful Providence, almost invariably return

from the cultivated portion of our widely extended

territory ; the inexhaustible supply of coal and

iron spread throughout the land; and the multi-

plied products of our highly improved manufacto-

ries; it is becoming more and more apparent that

the exiravagance, luxury and debauchery, which
have spread so widely throughout society, are in-

volving the country in a debt, which its exporls

including a large portion of the gold brought from
California, are inadequate to diminish, or even

prevent from increasing. The following, taken

Irom the New York Daily Times, exhibits a start-

ling picture of the amount and kind of debts which
balance the account with the exports of wheal,

corn, beef, and butter.

" Tbe treasury tables for tlie past year will show some
curious uud rather strikiug results. The great grain-
growing interest may be thought to figure to poor pur-
pose in the list of foreign exports, when it is known that

we smoke up, in Spanish cigars, the whole export ot

wheat, and drink down, in French cognac, the entire

export of Indian corn. For the rest of our breadstulfs,

llie Hour sent abroad sulfices for something like two-
thirds ()f the interest on the foreign debt; leaving the

rice of South Carolina, and the deferred faith of the

repudiating States, to settle the remainder.

" In the fiscal year ending the 30th of June last, the

United States exported wheal to the value of §2,555,-
2U'J. During the calendar year, the city of New York
alone imported cigars to the amount of |l,878,744 ; and
other ports, say forty per cent, of the whole, would swell
the total to ,$3,131,216. The difference against us, in

these two articles, is barely made good by all the rye,

oats, and other small grain, $334,471 ; rye meal, S<^4,-

470; potatoes, $115,121; and apples, $48,635, which
we sent out last year. <

" The export of Indian corn was of the value of §1,-
540,225, and of corn meal, .$574,380; together $2,114,-
605. This city imported in 1852, French cognac and
other brandies of the value of S1,4'J4,635, which would
be swelled, at other ports, allowing New York figures
to represent 60 per cent, only of the whole, to $2,487,-
161. How to make good this deficit, is a puzzler, un-
less we quit tbe catalogue of vegetable food, and make
a set-off of some $323,t)4y, of ' spirits from molasses'
in the vulgar, Y'ankee term—which it appears wo send
abroad. That is appropriate to the purpose, at all

events.
" On the 1st of July last, it wa.i carefully computed,

and tbe to.tal bpoughl within the mark, that the foreign

debt of the United States, in the shape of federal, state,

company, and corporation bonds, amounted to $262,-
uOO.ouu. Since then, we may compute $18,000,000 as

the addition for the half year; making together $280,-
000,1100 principal, and about $10,800,000 interest to be
provided for. The Hour exported from the whole coun-
try for the fiscal year, was of the value of $11,869,143,
and rice from Carolina and Georgia, $2,471,029 ; toge-

ther, $14,340,172; leaving a deficit of $2,459,828, in

accumulating interest alone, unpaid, after exhausting
both these sources of revenue.

" We might readily continue the parallel, were the

present the auspicious time to arrest attention to the

progress of luxury and borrowing. But, as it is not, we
stop short, with the single additional remark, that to

run the comparison through the provision list, we should
find that it requires all the hog meat, $3,705,470, to

support our watch-fobs, and that we annually guzzle
more champagne and port, and such like mixtures of

grape and alcohol, than all our beef and butter export,

$2,279,820, will pay for."

I T E M S F N EW S.

The steamship Asia brought advices from England, to

the 8th instant.

ENGLAND.—Although the prospect of war on the
continent continued, wheat and flour had both declined.

Cotton had slightly improved. England, it is said, will

not furnish more than 10,000 men to aid Turkey in case
of active hostilities with Russia. France will supply 30,-

000. The cholera more fatal than in 1831-2; at New
Castle, 1438 deaths in 35 days. It has broken out de-
cidedly in Scotland. The " Investigator" has passed
through from Behring's Straits to Davis's Straits, thus
solving the North-west Passage. No news of Franklin.

RUSSIA.—A ukase has been signed for a new levy

of troops. The cholera is raging fearfully in the army
on the Danube. Troops are marching towards Odessa.
Wheat in the Danube provinces very abuudant.
FRANCE.—The proposed tunnel under the Alps, to

connect the Piedmontese railways with those of France,
is to be eight miles in length. It is estimated that it

will cost over seven millions of dollars, and that it will

require five years to complete it. Salt beef is being im-
ported largely from South America, by the ship owners
at Brest. Arago, the great astronomer and philoso-

pher, was buried in Paris on the 5th instant. Imitation
champagne wine, is made from the rhubarb plant.

AUSTRIA.—The emperor is to be married next
spring to the Princess Elizabeth of Bavaria. The differ-

ences between Austria and Piedmont still continue,

—

the Piedmontese cabinet refusing to deliver up some
Italian refugees.

TURKEY.—A large Protestant bookstore has been
established in Constantinople, where the Holy Scrip-
tures, in twelve different languages, are for sale. Ten
thousand copies were sold from it during the past year.

The notes of the French and English Governments to

Russia, positively announce their determination to

maintain the sovereignty of the Sultan. The Poles offer

to assist Turkey,—and a corps with the same object is

forming in the city of New York.
SICILY'.—The crops have failed, and a market for

American flour is open there.

MALAG.\.—Heavy rains have retarded the curing of
raisins, and they are higher than ever known.
SYRIA.—The (so called) Christian population on the

Lebanon range, are in a state of anarchy. The Druses
refuse obedience to government, and riots abound in the
province of Naplouse.
AUSTRALIA.—An experiment in growing cotton has

turned out successful.

INDIA.—A famine is raging in Rangoon.
BUENOS AY RES.—On the 6th of Eighth month,

there was a fall of snow in the city of Buenos Ayres, a
circumstance not known for very many years.

.ME.XICO.—The Jesuits have been re-established. The
Indians are making depredations in the province of Du-
rango. A skirmish had taken place between them and
'the government troops.

CANADA.—A man has been arrested and fined, for

not taking off his hat when high mass was carried by
him. A firm at Quebec, announce their intention of
building seven steamers to ply to Liverpool.
UNITED STATES.—The stringency in the money

market in the eastern cities continues. Eighty millions of
dollars are invested in the cultivation of sugar cane in

the States of Florida, Louisiana, and Texas.
Texat.—Crops are favourable. The cotton crop pro-

mises much better than was anticipated. The fever still

fatal, but was thought to be declining.

iVnnsy/rnnm.-Philadelphia. The aid to the New
Orleans sufl'crers furnished by this city, was $22,131.45.
Deaths last week, 146. -

New I'ori.—Vessels still continue to arrive from 1

erpool, with cases of cholera on board. Many dca
have taken place on the pas.sage.

rir^inia.—The attack of Hessian flv on the wh
crop is complained of.

iMuisiana.—New Orleans. Death.^; by yellow fe

last week, 36.

Michigan.—An alarming fire has been raging in
woods near Detroit. Ten thousand acres of land h
been burnt over, and many dwelling-houses and ba
consumed.
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Received from A. Dirkin, Eng., for Charles H. Bcv

5s., to No. 5, vol. 27, for Jos. T. Price, 10s., vol. 27,
W. Wilson, i 8s., to No. 42, vol. 28 ; from Sept. C. Sha
less, per E. Heald, P. M., lo., $5, to 47, vol. 26 ; from
Garretson, agent, 0., for D. Lupton, II. Bailey, .M. P
terson, and Eli Kennard, $2 each, vol. 27 ; from Ly<
.Miller, O., $2, to 27, vol. 27 ; from Geo. Michener, ag(
0., for Ann Hobson, $2, vol. 27, for Thos. Penrose,

;

vol. 26 ; from SI. B. Smith, agent, 0., for SI. M. Brif

$2, vol. 26, for Robt. Holloway, $2, vol. 26, for Da
Stephen, $2, to 52, vol. 26 ; from W. C. Taber, Ma
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Jr., $2 each, vol. 27, Samuel Marriott, and Robt. C. Ma
$2 each, vol. 27 ; from Wm. D. Cope, $2, vol. 26.

A meeting of the "Female Society of Philadclpl

for the Relief and Employment of the Poor," will

held at the House of Industry, No. 70 North Sevei
street, on Seventh-day, Eleventh month 5th, at

o'clock.

WEST-TOWX SCHOOL.
COMMENCEMENT OF THE WINTER

The winter session of the school will commence
Second-day, the 31st of Tenth month next. The pu]
will be conveyed by railroad to West Chester, wh
conveyances will be in waiting to carry them and tl

baggage to the school on the arrival of the morninrj n
on Second-day, the 31st of Tenth month, and 'Thi

day, the 1st of Eleventh month. The cars leave
iiepot, south side of Jlarket street above Schuyll
Fifth street, at seven and a-half o'clock, a. m. 1

agent of the school will be at the railroad depot on
cond and Third-day mornings, who will furnish pu]

with tickets, conduct them to the cars assigned thi

and have the care of them and their baggage, and \

accompany them to West Chester. Those intendinj
go to the school will please apply to the school ag
for tickets, and not to the agent of the railroad com
ny. The charge for each pupil and baggage from V
ladelphia to the school, will be $1, to those who p
cure their tickets of the agent of the school. All b
gage should be distinctly marked West-town, with
name of the owner (if it is a trunk) on the end, i

should be sent directly to the railroad depot, and nol

Friends' bookstore.

OFFICE, STAGE, PACKAGES, LETTERS, ETC.

The West-town Office is at Friends' Bookstore, No.
Mulberry St., where all small packages for the pupils
before twelve o'clock, on Seventh-days, will be forwan
to the school. All letters for the pupils and otheri

the school, should be sent by mail, directed to Wcst-U
Boarding-School, West Chctler J'. O., Chester Co.,

Postage should be pre-paid ; and packages should
distinctly marked and put up in a secure manner
that the contents will not be liable to be lost by ha
ling. A stage will be run on Second, Fourth and £

cnth-days, from West Chester to the School, on the a
val of the morning cars from the city. The fare for e

passenger to or from West Chesterj hi/ the stage, will'

25 cents. When special conveyances at other times
provided at the school, an extra charge will be mad

West-totcn Boarding-Sclwol,

Ninth month, 1853.

Married, on the 13th inst., at Falls meeting, Bu
county. Pa., James H. Moon, to Elizabeth, daughte
John B. Balderston.

, on the 20th inst., at Friends' mceting-1
in West Chester, Pa., George Rhoads, of Philadelp
to Elizabeth, daughter of the late Robert Letchvvo
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m-THEOLOGY, OR BOTANY AND RELIGION,

e have recently been perusing with much
;st a little work, entitled " Phyto-Theology,
)tanical sketches intended to illustrate the

s of God, in the structure, functions, and
ral distribution of Plants. By John Multon
ur, Professor of Medicine and Botany in the

ersity of Edinburgh." It is delightful to find

whose names stand high in the particular

:hes of science to which they have devoted

selves, employing iheir talents and learning

Iting forth the goodness of the Creator, as

ayed in the workmanship of his hand, and in

ring to call forth or increase the feelings of

lude and reverence which we owe to Him
planned and built and still upholds, a world

Dlhed with beauty for rebellious man."
lis little book is quite unpretending in its

icter, but we shall be much disappointed if

eaders do not find themselves interested, and
ips instructed by the extracts we propose

g from it.

e take ihe following from the " Introductory

uks":

—

rhe attention of all who are interested in

i'ell-being of mankind has been recently much
ted to the subject of education. Schools of

us kinds have been established, philosophical

nnechanics' institutions have been formed, and
well versed in literature and science have
•ly availed themselves of the opportunities

presented of diffusing information among the

e. The poorest working-man of the present

has thus within his power the means of ac-

ng knowledge. How important is it that

knowledge should be solid and substantial,

—

science falsely so called, which some pro-

ig, have erred concerning the faith' (I Tim.
0, 21), nor the ' perverse disputings of men
srrupt minds and destitute of the truth' (1
vi. 5), who erroneously view reason as op-

i to revelation. If the fountains are poison-

; is not to be expected that those who drink
em will be sound and healthy. Instances

it is to be feared, not uncommon of parties

by the acquisition of unsanclified scientific

mation, have been led into the depths of infi-

y and pantheism; making their very know-
i the means of perverting others, and of

iving ridicule and contempt on everything

ing to man's fallen condition, and God's glo-

1 plan of salvation.

The question then is, How is education to

roseculed, so as to promote the true welfare

of the people? Undoubtedly this can only be ac-
1
not the mode in which human learning speaks lo

complished by regarding man, not merely in his I
us. 'The world by wisdom knew not Gnd.'—(1

relation to lime, but in his relation to eternity.
I

Cor. i. 21.) Whnt a dilFerent aspect does crea-

Our view must not be confined to his temporary I lion wear to a Christian from that which it pre-

condition on earth, but it must extend to his eter- sents to one who is without God in the world!
nal destinies beyond death and the grave. Hence] He perceives in all the hand of a Father who is

it is that all attempts to separate secular from Icadmg him by green pastures and still waters to

religious knowledge are vain and futile. Secular; his heavenly kingdom. Ho feels that all things

knowledge, as regards itself, is fleeting and evan-iare his in Christ, by the fullest and clearest title,

escent, and will be swallowed up by one glimpse As the Spirit of God at the first brooded on the

of the glories of eternity. It may and does exalt
j

face of the deep and brought light and beauty on
the pride of human intellect; it renders poor man what was dark and void, so by His gracious in-

proud of his attainments; it makes him think him-jfluence He enables the believer to view all crea-

self something, when, in reality, he is nothing tion with the enlightened eye of faith, and to see

(Gal. vi. 3) j
' it is a knowledge which pufTeth up'

j

in it an order, a beauty, and an adaptation, such

(2 Cor. viii. 1), an airy nothing which does notjas cannot be appreciated by the mere worldling,

edify or build up on a solid foundation. It may
|

He uses the world as not abusing it, knowing
tell us of a great First Cause, of a God of power

I that the fashion thereof passeth away.—(I Cor.

and might, but it reveals to us nothing of His vii. 31.)

character as a God of holiness and purity, and "Our Saviour often spiritualized natural ob-

at the same time a God of salvation. It spoils ijects when he conversed with man in his bodily

man, as St. Paul says, ' through philosophy audi presence. Thus, says Austen, ' when the Phari-

vain deceit, after the traditions of men, after the sees spoke of washing their hands before meat,

rudiments of the world, and not after Christ, in ! Christ instructs them about spiritual defilement

whom dwellelh all the fulness of the Godhead
|

(Matt. xv. 20); when the woman of Siimaria

bodily.'— (Col. ii. 8,9.) Human intellect becomes 'came to draw water. He told her of living water

an idol, and is worshipped independently of Him
|

(John iv. 10); when His disciples brought to Him
who lighteth every one that cometh into the' meat. He tells them that He had meat to eat which
world. Ryle, in one of his excellent tracts, says, ! they knew not of,—that it was His meat and
' It is not atheism I fear so much in the present drink to do the will of His Father (John iv. 34);
time as pantheism. It is not the system which

|

when the man spoke of his inheritance divided

says nothing is true, so much as the system which (Luke xii. 13), Christ instructs him and others to

says everything is true. It is not the system
;
beware of covetousness and worldly cares ; when

which says there is no Saviour, so much as the
j

the multitudes followed Him after having eaten of

system which says there are many saviours, and the loaves. He counsels them to labour for the

many ways to peace.'
j

meat which does not perish, even for the bread of
" Do we then despise secular knowledge ? Cer- 1 life.—(John vi. 26.)' The works of God supply

tainly not. We know that, when properly ac- inany illustrations calculated to aid the Chrisiian

quired, it is of the greatest importance. But we in his search al'ter truth. Our blessed Lord in

desire that it should be .-sanctified by God's Spirit, His teaching makes use of the objects around

—that the contemplation of the various works ol
j

Him in the delivery of the gospel message, and

God in creation and providence should be made employs the phenomena furnished by plants as

subservient to the advancement of the kingdom ol :
the humble instruments of exliibiting to the minds

grace,—that they should be studied in the light ol of His hearers the precious doctrines of His Word.

God's Word, and thus be made to promote His .Thus it is that He sanctifies such means of in-

glory and our everlasting happiness.

" ' The desire which tends to know
The works of God, thereby to glorify

The great Workmaster, leads to no excess

That reaches blame, but rather merits praise,

The more it seems excess ;

For wonderful, indeed, are all His works,
Pleasant to know, and worthiest to be all

Had in remembrance alway with delight.'

"'The fear of the Lord is the beginnini;

knowledge' (Prov. i. 7), and it is only the fool her, that

ho despises ' the wisdom from above, which is
[

God, and

struction; and we fail to ascertain the true mind

of the Spirit in such passages, if we do not fully

I

understand the meaning of the illustration.

!

Cheever remarks, ' that it is frequently necessary

to resort to existing realities in order to explain

texts of Scripture otherwise inexplicable, and

which 10 the infidel vulgar, to men of the kin of

Voltaire and Tom Paine, serve only for ignorant

of
j

and senseless ridicule.' We ought ever to remem-^

Scripture is given by inspiration of

proliiablo for doctrine, for reproof,

first pure, then peaceable, gentle, and easy to be I for correction, for instruction in righteousness.'

—

entreated, full of mercy and good Ouits, without i (2 Tim. iii. 10.) There is no part of it unim-

partiality and without hypocrisy.'—(James iii. portant. it is u rich mine which cannot bo too

17_)" dee|)ly worked. All our knowledge may be made
" How delightful is it to contemplate God in all lo bear upon it in such a way as to bring out

his works, and to know that all proclaim him as more of the pure gold. The weeds which slrew

a God, not merely of almighty power, but of our path, and the trees and (lowers which adorn

wondrous love. This happiness can only be en- our gardens and fields, may, in the hands of an

joyed when we are led by the Spirit to view all ,
enlightened Christian, lead to a clearer view ot

in Christ. The language of Revelation is, that many statements contained [therein].'

Christ made the the world (John i. 10; Eph. iii.|

9), and that by Him all things subsist. This isj * This is undoubtedly true, but yet the only sariDg
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"In the Biblo, ihcrc is conliniml reference

to the imngery supplied by the materi^il world.
|

The words ol Scripture nppeni not only to the

understnndini;, but also to iho sentiments nnd iif-

feclions. They call attention to the beauty of the

world around, and they make all subservient to

the great end of promoting the glory of God nnd
man's eternal interests. It is said, that ' besides

the various refercnres made, in the pages of Holy
j

AVril, to natural objects in general, there are more <

than 300 places iu which plants are mentioned.

Sometimes they occur in Scripture narratives,

nnd tell us of ancient usages; often they remind
us of the character, soil, and climate of the scnes
of some of the most solemn events of history ; in

some cases they serve to identify the spots on
which they once flourished, as those on which;
they flourish still ; but more often they are emble-
matic, and are types of persons or of events, or

serve as figures by which the feelings of the reader
j

shall be raised from things seen to those which
are unseen. But they were never intended to be

regarded merely as ornaments of poetry. They
had all their lessons, from the Lily of the Valley
and the l\osc of Sharon, which foreshadowed a

coming Lord, down to the Thorn and Thistle,

which tell us even yet of man's sin nnd sorrow.'

"God's object in creation is the manifesta-

tion of Himself; and the contemplation of His
works, while it calls forth our wonder and admi-
ration, should lead us to higher views of the Divine
economy in bringing before us that new earth

wherein righteousness is to dwell."
j

knowledge to be derived from Scripture, is through the
interpretation and application thereof, by the same Holy
Spirit which of old inspired those who wrote them.

—

£d. of- The friend."

(Tobeconlinueil.)

From Tlie Annual of Scienli6c Discovery.

Extension and Isc of the Magnttic Telegraph.

From the rrport of the Superintendent of the

U. S. Census, nnd from other sources, we derive
the following facts relative to the extension, con-
struction, and use of the magnetic telegraph in the
United States and elsewheie. The telegraphic
system is carried to greater extent in the United
States than in any other part of the world ; and
the numerous lines now in full operation form a

iRt.work over the length and breadth of the land.

The receipts of the " Magnetic Telegraph Com-
pany" extending from Washington to New York,
from its organization in January 1846, to July,
1852, were 8385,641. This company was the
first organized in this country, and its capital
stock is only 8370,000. It has six wires (rom
Washington to Philadelphia, and seven from Phi-
ladelphia to New York. The number of mes-
sages sent over this line in the six months ending
July, 1(?52, was 154,514, producing 808,499 23^
It IS perhaps the most productive line in the
world.

The amount of business which a well-conduct-
ed oflice can perform is immense. Nearly seven
hundred messages, exclusive of those for the
press, were sent in one day over the Morse Alba-
ny line, and, a few days after, the Hain line at

Boston, sent and received five hundred communi-
cations. Another oflice with two wires, one five
hundred, the other two hundred miles in len<'th,

after spending three hours in the transmission of
public news, telegraphed, in a single day, four
hundred and fifiy private messages, averagin"
twenty-five words each, besides the address, sixty

ol which were sent in rotation, without a word of

repetition. The instruments cannot be worked

successfully wiihout skilful operators, good batte-]

ries ond machines, and thorough insulation of the
j

conductors. 'J'hc expense of copper wire, which

was at first used, has caused it to be superseded

by that of iron, which is found to answer the pur-

pose as well, though the wire in this case must be

of increased size. About 300 pounds of iron'

wire arc required to a mile. The cost of con-

struction, including wire, posts, labour, &c., is

about 8150 per mile. The average performance

of the Morse instrument is to transmit from 8000
to 9000 letters per hour.

In the majority of electric telegraphs in actual

use, batteries composed of heterogeneous metals,

chiefly zinc and platinum, moistened by a liquid

or liquids, aro employed for the generation of

force. The earth itself has been made to furnish

a supply of electric force ; in other words, a single

pair of zinc and copper plates have been buried

sufficiently below the surface to be in the wet

subsoil, when the earth saturated with water, re-

presents the sand saturated with acid-water of an

ordinary battery cell. By this means a current

of low intensity can be obtained, even when the

plates are miles apart. The earth acts as the re-

turn wire to any given number of distinct wires,

without ill the least affecting the regularity of the

action of any of them.

The only constant and economical battery

which is used in the United States, is Grove's, of

cups of zinc with strips of platinum in an earth-

enware or porcelain cup, which cup is filled with

nitric acid, which is placed inside of the zinc cup,

in a tumbler containing diluted sulphuric acid.

The main battery on a line (from 30 to 50 cups)

requires renewing only once in every two weeks,

and daily in local batteries of two or three cups.

Messages passing from one very distant point

to another have usually to be rewritten at inter-

mediate stations; though by an improved method
the seaboard line has in good weather transmitted

communications direct between New York and
Mobile, a distance of nearly 1800 miles, wiihout

intermediate re-writing. By the Cincinnati route

to New Orleans, a distance of nearly 2000 miles,

the news brought by an Atlantic steamer at 8

o'clock, A. M., has been telegraphed from New
York to that distant point, and the eflects pro-

duced on the market there returned to New York
by 11 o'clock, A. M. The Congressional reports

iVom Washington are usually received simulta-

neously in Baltimore, Philadelphia, and New
York ; and all that is necessary at the intermedi-

ate stations, is the presence of an operator to re-

ceive the message as it is developed on paper by
the instruments.

To show the great extent to which telegraphing

is now carried, and its importance to the commu-
nity, reference may here be made to the arrange-
ments of the newspaper press in New York, and
their expenses for telegraphic despatches. The
Associated Press, consisting of the seven princi-

pal morning papers published in New York, paid

during the year ending November, 1852, nearly

850,000 for despatches, one-third of which was
for foreign news. The several newspapers com-
posing this Association paid during the same time
about 814,000 for special and exclusive des-
patches.

The telegraphs in England are the next in im-
portance and extent to this country. They were

j

first established in 1845, and there is about 4000
j

miles of wire in operation.

[

The charge for transmission of despatches is

(much higher than in America, one penny per
word being charged for the first fifty miles, and
.one farthing per mile lor any distance beyond one

j

hundred miles. A message of twenty words can

be sent a distance of 500 miles in the Unit

Slates for one dollar, while in England the sar

would cost seven dollars.

In June, 1852, the submarine telegraph betwe

Dover and Ostend was completed, nnd on the 1

of November, the first electric conimiinicati

was established direct between Great Britain a

the continent of Europe. By a line of wires I

tween London and Dover, via Rochester a

Canterbury, in connection with the submnri

cable iicross the Straits of Dover, instantaiico

communication is obtained between London, Par

Sweden, Triests, Cracow, Odessa, and Leghoi

The wires are also being carried onward to 1

Petersburg; also to India and into the interior

Africa.

A project' has been formed for constructing

submarine telegra|)h between Great Britain a

the United Slates. Il is proposed to commer
at the most northwardly point of Scotland, r

thence to the Orkney Islands, and thence by shi

water lines to the Shetland and Faroe. Them
a water line of 200 to 300 miles conducts I

telegraph to Iceland ; from the western coast

Iceland, another submarine line conveys it

Kioge Bay, on ihe eastern coast of Greenland
;

I

then crosses Greenland to Juliana's Hope, on t

j

western coast of that Continent, in 60^ 42 , a

' is conducted thence by a water line of about 5

miles, across Davis's Straits to Byron's Bay,
' the coast of Labrador. From this point the 11

j

is to be extended to Quebec.

The entire length of the line is approximati

estimated at 2500 miles, and the subinarine p
lions of it at from 1400 to 1600 miles. The

' culiar advantage of the line being divided ii

I several submarine portions is, that if a fracti

should at any time occur, the defective part cot

be very readily discovered and repaired promp

at a comparatively trifling expense. Froiri 1

Shetland Islands it is proposed to carry a bran

to Bergen, in Norway, connecting it there will

J

line to Christiana, Stockholm, Gottenburg, a

; Copenhagen; from Stockholm a line may eas

i

cross the Gulf of Bothnia to St. Petersburg. 1

whole expense of this great international work

estimated considerably below £500,000.

I
Another enterprise has been actually start

j

with every prospect of consummation. A p

I

lion of the line is being prosecuted with vigo

1 and the company propose transmitting intelligel

1 between the Old and New World in four or f

days. A charter has been granted by the Brit

I

Colonial Government to the " Newfouiidia

Electric Company," with a capital of £I0U,0(

to construct a line of telegraph from Halifax,

|S., to Cape Race, touching at St. Johns, a

crossing the Island of Newfoundland to C«

i Ray, thence by a submarine line of 149 mil

across the Gulf of St. Lawrence, a landing bei

j

made at Cape East, on Prince Edward's Islai

and going through that island, it crosses Nor
lumberland Straits by another submarine line

!
10 miles, landing at Cape Torment in New Bru

I
wick, and so on to the boundary of the Uni

States, whence by an independent line to N
York, the connection is completed. The to

distance traversed by this line will be betwf

1400 and 1500 miles, of which 150 are subn

rine. It is stated that steamers can make ot

nary passages between Cape Race, Newfoul

land, and Galway, Ireland, in five days.

Three sevi^ral attempts have been made to c<

nect England and Ireland by a telegraphic lit|

but as yet the enterprise is unsuccessful. In I

1
last attempt, the contractors had got within se*,

[

miles of the Irish coast all right ; and when lb

found they could not reach the land, they beg
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mge for marking the end of the rope with

—when it unfortunately slipped away fnim

ind sank in deep water :—and the whole

usi be commenced anew,
telegraph between Paris and Bordeaux is

ily the most perfect line of magnetic com-
ition in existence. The wires, ten in num
1 the whole distance under ground. They
3 inches apart, and form a hollow square,

ird against humidity, they are supported

TOoden blocks, with the necessary isolation,

leased in a coaling of gulla perchu and

ibmarine line between France and Algiers,

nee of 400 miles, is about to be constructed

French Government.
russia the wires are generally buried about

t below the surface, and carried through

n chain pipes. About 170U miles of tele-

; lines are in operation,

'ranee about 750 miles, and in Germany
1000 miles are completed.

Austria, Sa.\ony, Bavaria, Tuscany, Hol-

laly, Spain and Russia, great progress has

I been made in establishing lines of tele-

and communication will soon be had be-

:he capitals of every Stale on the European
;nt.

idia, a line has been laid between Calcutta

dgeree, 71 miles, and an extensive system
cled for that country.

following interesting description of the

ph in India is given for the instruction and
igement of those interested in the prosecu-

telegraph lines through somewhat similar

of our own couiilry :

1 Calcutta to Kajmoole, the conductor is

ider ground, in a cement ol' melted resin

nd. From that village through tlie re-

g distance to Kedgeree, it is carried over

on bamboo poles, 15 feet high, coated

lal-tar and pitch, and strengthened at vari-

lances by posts of saul wood, teak and iron

rom America. The bamboo posts are

resist the storms which have uprooted

lie growth of centuries. Though the bam-i

)n decays, its amazing cheapness makes
of it more economical than that of more
and more costly materials. The branch
jm Bishlopore to Moyapore passes through

|

ip; the country is little less than a lake for

nths; the conductor runs on the foot paths'

1 the island villages, and for some miles
j

rice swamps, and creeks on which no road

mkment exists.

most difficult and objectionable line was
to test the praciicability of carrying the

ors through swampy ground, and it has

eriecily successful. The Hulddee river

the Kedgeree line halfway, and varies in

Irom 4-200 to 5S00 liset. A gutla percha
.•cured in the angles of a chain cable, is

OSS and under the river, and the chain is

afford perfect protection from lhegra|)-[

the heavy native boats which are conslani-

1

ng up and down.
|

overground lines differ totally from those

n any oliier country in this important re-

1

No wire is used. Instead of wire a thick

j, three-eighths of an inch diameter, weigh-
; ton to a mile, is adopted—the heaviest

sewhere used being only one cwt. to the

The advantages of the^e substantial rods

3e : they possess a complete immunity from

f umd or ordinary mechanical violence; ifj

tally thrown down they are not injured,]

passengers and animals may trample on
|

swing to the mass of metal, they give sol

free a passage to the electric cunents that no in- opium, and it makes their conlract very lucrative,
ssary ; they are attached from Now, ii seems to me that this trade might, and

bamboo to bamboo without any protection, and

thry work without interruption through the hard-

est rains ; the thickness of the wire allows of their

being placed on the posts without any occasion

for the straining and winding apparatus, whereas
the tension of wire exposes them to fracture, oc-

casions expense in construction and much diffi-

culty in repairs ; the thick rods also admit of

rusting to lake place without danger to an extent

which would be fatal to a wire; and lastly, the

rods are no more costly than thin wire, and the

welding occasions no difficulty.

The importance of this discovery of the superi-

ority of rods over wire will be fully appreciated

in a country like India, where the line must often

run through a howling wilderness, tenanted by

savage beasts or more savage men. The lines

must therefore protect themselves, and this is

secured by the use of thick rods.

The entire expenditure on this line was about

450 rupees a mile, and it is estimated that the

future overground lines will be at the rate of 350
rupees a mile for a double lino, river crossings

and erection of offices being a separate charge.

The pecuniary returns from the Calcutta and
Kedgeree line were originally cak'ulated at about

200 rupees a month, but they have been more
than three times that amount. A rupee is about

56 cents U. S. currency.

THE OPIUM TRilUE.

A letter in the New York Presbyterian, dated

Canion, June 21st, 1853, gives the following in-

teresting account of the present condition of the

opium trade :

The production in India has increased to 75,000
chests per annum, from which the East India

Company derives $15,000,000 of revenue; 75,-

000 chests, at $500 per chest, at the receiving

hip, would be $37,000,000—but it probably sells,
j

India Company. The revenue would have been
ifter it leaves the Chinese smugglers' hands, for .about $2,000,000 a year, though it was stated to

more than $600 per chest, making the aggregate I him in the memorial recommending him to license

$45,000,000, which it costs the consumers. Now,
|

it, it would be over $7,000,000. But more or

by the treaty of China with England, this trade ' less, he nobly refused to derive any revenue from

ought, to be placed in tlie same category as pira-

cy and ihe African slave trade. The Congress
of the Uniied Slates of America was the first

government to declare the African slave trade
piracy. Let it declare the opium trade to China
and all pans of the East Indian Archipelago in

the same category, and urge all olher countries

10 pass the same regulations, and see if England
dare defend these prizes from our naval vessels.

The navy at first would capture some rich prizes.

All the reasons against the African slave trade,

are equally applicable to the opium trade, and in

more terrible force. It ruins myriads for lime
and eternity, soul and body, in life and estate. It

yields a revenue to the East India Company; so
did the slave trade to the barbarous princes of
Africa. It will cost far less to put a stop to it by
an armed navy than the stoppage of the African
slave trade.

The doing away of these wars on the coast and
interior of Africa opens an increased market for

manufactures
; so the stoppage of the drain of

$45,000,000 for opium would enable the Chinese
to buy vastly larger quantities of our manufactures.
These wars on the African coast have been a
great barrier to the access of missionaries; so
this opium trade is that which causes the name of
foreigner to be so hated in China. The great cry
is, ' you poison our people with opium—you have
murdered myriads of our men." The slave trade

increased annually till the United Stales Congress
declared it piracy ; so this trade is increasing an-

nually, and there is no hope for China, with its

360,000,000 of immortal souls, but in some for-

eign help.

The Chinese resist the opium trade—and even
now, in all his press for money, the Emperor
refuses to derive a revenue from licensing the

trade. No one can but admire the heathen Em-
peror's noble principle in contrast with the East

traband, and every vessel engaged
liable to be seized by the Chinese Government,
and confiscated ; and yet there are twenly-five

receiving ships in the Chinese waters, lying at

other points than the ' five ports,' (at which alone

trade is lawfully conducted,) in which opium is

deposited for the supply of the neighbouring

coasts. The opium ports are as follows: Cum-
singmoon, between Hong Kong and Canton ; Na-
moa, between Hong Kong and Amoy ; Chin Chen,
above Amoy, mouth of the Mill river, near Fu-

chau-fee; Lookong, near Nino|io; and VVoosung,

near Shanghae. All these twenty-five vessels at

these ports carry the British flag except two,

which bear the United States. These vessels are

all armed to the teeth. The Chinese government

is utterly helpless to resist them. Two or three

have fallen at different times into the hands of

pirates. You see only two American houses are

the traffic which bri 3ath to his subjects.

A FA.1IILY OF FAITH.

OR A BRIEF ACCOUNT OF SAMOEL WATSON, HIS

WIFE, AND SO.ME OF THEIR CHILDREN.
(Coiuinued from page ol.)

Elizabeth Monk, the step-daughter of Samuel
Watson, having been brought up carefully by her

tender and religious mother, aided no doubt by

the counsel and advice of Samuel, had grown up

in the nurture and admonition of the Lord. She
had been a dutiful and obedient child, and having

submitted to the operations of the Spirit of Truth,

she became a Quaker in deed and in truth. Soon
afler arriving at the age of womanhood, she mar-

ried Thomas Moss, a merchant of London, and

I
removed thither.

I In the year 16S7, we find Samuel Watson inengaged in the trade; but what is shamefu
this IS, that the Consuls at Canton and Shanghaej company with Benjamin Bang and some olher

are both members ol' Messrs. Russell & Coiiipa- 1 Friends, going to the Yearly Meeting at London,

ny's house, the largest American house in China, held in the Fourth month. They appear to have

and the largest engaged in tho opium traffic.
|

visited meetings both in their way down, and on

Then there are, besides these receiving ships, a their return homewards. In the next year, Grace

fleet of fast-sailing vessels, called opium cli|>pers, Watson, probably the second child of Samuel and

engaged in the transportation from Bombay and
i .Mary Watson, being at Loudon on a visit to her

Calcutta to China. But recently the number of j sister, was taken ill, ami died there. She was
transports is lessened in conse(|uence of the

j

born on the 23rd of Ihe Ninth monih, 160^, and

steamers of the Peninsular and Oriental Com- was a beautiful and engaging child even when
pany, which carry the mails, conveying the

|

very young. Her lather declares that her quali-
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IK'S during her inlaiicy and minorily, were more of love, nnd she was so furnished with suitable

ihnn iirdin .ry. She wns very sulyecMo lier pa- innllcr, ihnt she seemed constrained lo spenk.

rents, miiiiiresiin'4ple(isurc when she could obh^e' Hit words seemed lo (low in great sweetness,

and please I Ikui' She hated a lie, and avoided and ministered spirilual refreshment to those

things that were evil in their appearance. What- about her, insomuch that they were humbled into

ever^was wron" ciihcr in word or deed, she was liars in a solemn sense of the Lord's presence,

made sensible ol", by the true Light, the Spirit of! Her heart was so concerned for the good of

her blessed Siiviour enlightening her mind. As others, and so clothed with the spirit of the gos-

she fell his Spirit operating upon her soul, she' pel, that she was qualified to minister suitably to

gave heed ilieivio, and a true faith was raised in those who came to visit her, whether Friends or

her, through which she came lo have dominion others. When drawn to speak to them, she ap-

ove'r ihe.ril which had hindered her from enjoy-
1
penred to feci no weakness of body, and being

in" ihe appro* ing presence of the Lord Jlsus
|

often thus engaged, much that she said was not

Christ.
"

[taken down.

Of her parents' watchful cave over her, sli.- On one occasion she thus lilicd her voice in

gave oireclionaie testimony, and to the icprools i thanksgiving to her Creator and blessed I'rescrv

adininisteri^d by them lo every wrong thing

their children. A strong impression was made

on her mind, when she was about ten years ol

age. by a saying of her mother, who was a weak-

ly woman, and probably was nt that time looking

lor her close. She said 'she had (ought the good

fight of faiih, iind the crown of glory was laid up

for her." Su(;h a stale of peaceful assurance was

slrikini'lv ailraclive to one, who hid herself been

endeavouring to yield her heart lo the Lord, and

to know the blessed Saviour to be her joy and

crown of rejoicing.

As she yrew up, Grace Watson found the ben

If th.

freely give

requires my li(e this night of me, I

unto thee, oh heavenly Father! thy

will be done I if thou hast lurlher work for me,

keep me in that which I now enjoy. Thou hast

made my cup to run over, over, over. O hea-

venly Fiitlier, thou hast taken away all my pain.

1 am as if 1 ailed noihing. Although of myself I

could do noihing, scarce move one of my lingers,

my tongue being ready lo cleave to the roof ol

my niouih, yet thou hast been a light to my (eot,

and a lantern to my path. How can 1 ceusi

praising thee, thou God of power I Thou an

more unto me than corn, wine, and oil. Thy

efit of waiting upon the Lord for daily supplies ol
j

love is sweeter to my taste than the honey, or thi-

strength, and she was much given to retirement, honeycomb. Oh! it is more to be valued than

and religious reading. Although thus living with cosily pearls, and rich robes. The gold of Opher

her thou-hts often turned towards the heavenly
1

is not to be compared unto it. O blessed, O
Jerusalem, and ihe necessary preparation (or

treading its courts with joy. she did not escape

exercise and travail of spirit, and close condicl

with the enemy of her soul, when she was biouglii

to a sick bed, and looked forward to the necessiiy

of an immediate preparation for that country

To;
, O magnified be thou forever."

iquiry as to how she was, she replied.

" I ain but weak of body, but strong in the Lord,

and in the power of his might." Atone time sIk

said, " My case is no doubling one. The Lord

hall) creaied a clean heart, and renewed a righi

where nothing that is impure can enter. But in
j

spirit within me, so that fears and doubts are

his bufletting, she sought lo keep close to her '
taken away. The gates are open, and the angels

blessed Saviour in his inward manil'esiaiion in her are ready to receive me into the bosom of my
soul, and through him obtained the victory over heavenly Father, where I shall sing praises with

the cruel enemy, and deliverance from secret 1

his redeemed ones."

temptations. In a sense of the mercy thus vouch-
j

During her illness, no desire of life was mani-

safed, she exclaimed, " Oh, heavenly Falher ! fested by her, but expressions like these were fre-

what hast thou done for me this night! How
!

quently uttered: "If thou requires my life this

hast thou removed the crooked serpent! and not
j

night, it is freely given to thee. Oh! Lord, do

only removed him, but taken him quite away,
so that 1 can say truly. Oh heavenly Father, thy

will be done! Thou hast shone in upon tne with

thy marvellous light; thou hast showed me the

glory of thy house,—ihe most glorious place ihat

ever my eyes beheld: neilher did 1 think th

wiih me what thou, pleasest. Oh ! heavenly Fa-

ther, thy will be done. What hast thou done

for me, a poor sirippling in comparison of many.

Thou hast made my bed,—thou hast taken away
my pain, and my sickness is gone."

She said on one occasion, "The Lord hath a

hadsl such a place for any, much less for me a
I

people in this city (London;, and in other parts,

poor worm, a pelican, once ready to think my- 1 that ho will take to himself and crown with glory

self destitute." I
and lionour." She then exhorted those by her

"Now hath thi; Lord taken me up;—he hath |

bed "to prize their time, and not give themselves

removed ihe crooked ser|ient ; so ihat 1 can say, |

loo much to the things of this world. How
1 defy him, I defy him !

'

I many" she said, " have laid up great riches,

—

After this season of conflict, the enemy was no 'earthly treasure, and in one night have been de-

longer pLrniilled lo harrass her mind or cloud heri|)rived of all."

spiritual vision. The well of divine consolation! Her sister Elizabeth sitting weeping by her

was abundanily opened wilhin her; her joy was side, Grace said lo her, " Weep not; the tongue
great, and lhroii;ili a blessed exjierience of the of men and angels caniiol declare the wonderlul
Lords mercy, she was eiiiibled losing " the song goodness ot God. O heavenly Father, how sen-

of .Moses and the song of the Lamb," in a spirit- ' sible of thee hast thou made me! Thou hast

unl triumph, with huiniliiiiion and brokenmss ol ;
slrengihemd me, otherwise I should not have

spirit. Now her mind was coneerned liar the ,
beeu able lo speak so much of thee. With thee

good of others, and she was enabled through the : is fulness of joy, and at thy righi hand are rivers

grace and experience given lo her, lo speak sea- of pleasure foreverinore."

sonably and clearly concerning the wiles of ihel At one time she commented on the parable ol

devil, whose power and cunning she had so re- the ten virgins, and thus in concluding, addressed
cently, m her exercises and bapiisms, had proof those around her, "Oh therelbre, keep upon your
of. She said he "had laid his snares in trade,

j

watch-tower, that whether he come at midnight,
dealings, and conversation in the world, and also or cock crow, or dawning of the day, you may be
in families."

|

ready,— for that is the wedding chamber indeed,

—

She was very weak, yet her heart was so full land he is the heavenly bridegroom."

Her parents were away from their beloved i

ing child, and this was no doubl a great trial

her, as il proved to them when they heard of

death. Siie said they " were as near lo her,

the llesh to the bone." She took her sister Eli

belli by the hand, the only one of her near re

lions presenl, and said alluding to her absent

rents, "Though wo be separated outwardly,

shall meet in the kingdom of glory. Oh! w
cause have I to bless the Lord on their beh

who I am sure never countenanced any evi

any of us, but reproved it. The words of

dear and lender mother 1 do remember sine

was but ten years of age, who said, she had fou

ihe good light of faith, and the crown of gl

"as laid up for her. These words having

mained upon my mind, and taken deep impress

upon me, 1 can now say, I finish my course v

joy and shall receive the crown of glory."

"The Lord is a God at hand in six troub

and in seven; nay, if thou bringest me to

eighth, thou will never leave me."

Such was her confidence and faith in the Lo
care and love, and in this happy stale she dep

ed this life Sixth month 20lh, 1688, aged ninet

years and nine months.

In a testimony prepared by her father and i

iher, they say, " Now she hath got the vict

over the crooked serpent, as hath been deiT

strated in the laiter end of that short race of n

lality, which she was appointed lo run, anc

gone before us to the mansion of celcslial folic

which her eye, in the lime of her sickness, '

more after, than the glory of this world. O!
inestimable treasure that she possessclh, is bey

expression! Our greatest sorrow is, that her

parlure from us was so permitted, that we
not lime nor strength to see her dear face

more ; for she was nearer to us than we can '

bally express, though we beheld her as in a gl

and spiritually and livingly sympathized with

afflictions and heavenly raptures of joy. (

minds are composed and sweetly stayed in i

jeclion lo Divine Providence, in this assurai

that she hath fought the good fight of faith,

obtained the crown of glory. Our labour, wa
fulness, and travail of spirit is, that we may
lain, in the appointed lime, the same eternal h

tation of blessed rest and lelicity.

i

"This we write, in a sense of that love

j

life, which we understand did open and flow fi

I in our dear child, while she was yet in this ta

j

nacle of clay, and in the unity we have with

narratives and teslimonies of our dear Friei

who were eye and ear witnesses of what I

signified to us.

" We do believe the angel of God's prese

attended her, and her bed was made easy

comfortable in her sickness, and the great I'h

cian of soul and body was not wanting. E
lasting high praises be to the God of Jacob,

was the Lord ihat gave this dear babe, and

he that hath taken her away ; and though the

i be great to us, yet the gain which she hath obt

jed, overbalanceth our souls with patience,

i we can give thanks in humility of spirit unto

I

who is the Falher of the spirits of all (lesh. Gl

I glory, and blessed praises be given to his Ne
"So let all, both young and old, prize the

icioustime they have here upon the earth,

I

wait 10 be filled and prepared as this wise v

was, to enter into the Bridegroom's charr

where there is everlasting and perpetual joy ir

j

Lamb's presence.

Samuel Watso
Knight-Staiaforth, the 10th

of Eighth month, 1688."

(To be continued.)

Maey Watson.'
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Selected for "Tlie Friend.'

THE COMMON LOT.

BY JAMES MONTGOMERY.
Once in the flight of ages past,

There lived a iMan ;—and who was he?
Mortal I howe'er thy lot be cast,

That Man resembled thee.

Unknown the region of his birth,

The land in which he died unknown

:

His name has perished from the earth,

This truth survives alone,

—

That joy and grief, and hope and fear.

Alternate triumph'd in his breast

:

His bliss and woe,—a smile, a tear I

Oblivion hides the rest.

The bounding pulse, the languid limb,

—

The changing spirit's rise and fall

;

We know that these were felt by him,

For these are felt by all.

He suffered,—but his pangs are o'er
;

Enjoyed,—but his delights are fled
;

Had friends,—his friends are now no more
;

And foes,—his foes are dead.

He loved,—but whom he loved, the grave

Hath lost in its unconscious womb :

she was fair—but nought could save

Her beauty from the tomb.

He saw whatever thou hast seen
;

Encounter'd all that troubles thee
;

He was—whatever thou hast been

;

He is—what thou shalt be.

The rolling seasons, day and night.

Sun, moon and stars, the earth and main,
Erewhile his portion, life and light.

To him exist in vain.

The clouds and sunbeams, o'er his eye
That once their shades and glory threw,

Have left in yonder silent sky
No vestige where they tiew.

The annals of the human race.

Their ruins, since the world began.
Of Him afford no other trace

Than this,—There lived a Man I

Selccled.

"SO RUN THAT YE MAY OBTAIN."

1 Cor. ix. 24.

Onward for the glorious prize.

Onward yet

!

Strait and clear before thine eyes,

See thy homeward pathway lies.

Rest is not beneath the skies.

Onward yet I

Onward till the dawn of day.

Onward yetl

Tarry not, around thy way
Danger lies ; Oh, fear to stay

;

Rouse then. Christian, watch and pray,

Onward yet 1

Stay not for the flowers of earth,

Onward yet I

What are hours of idle mirth.

What are fading treasures worth
To a soul of heavenly birth?

Onward yetl

Linger not through coward fear,

Onward yetl
Though thy w.ay be dark and drear,

Is not Jesus ever near
Still to bless, to guide, and cheer?

Onward yet I

In the way thy Saviour trod.

Onward yetl

Gladly bearing every load.

Meekly bending to the rod,

Walking humbly with thy God,
Onward yet I

Rest not here, but onward haste,

Onward yetl

Till each danger shall be past,

Every foe beneath thee cast.

Till thou gain thy home at last,

Onward yet I

Fnr "'I'he l-'i i.^iiil."

UNSETTLEMENT.
When encircled by many oiilward l)lessings,

and (here seems lo be no tetnporal trouble of suf-

ficient magnitude lo interrupt liie quietude lliat is

mercifully permitted us, unselllement of mind
sometimes presents itself, tending to destroy lliat

contentment in our situation which is so indispen-

sable to the promotion of happiness.

It is often the case that persons have real diffi-

llies to encounter in the early part of life, who
during that season, may think that if they once
become established in a prosperous business, they

will be quite satisfied : instances occur of such
havingsucceeded beyond their expectation, whosee
many important advantages attending their respec-

tive situations, and even luxuries rising about them,

but yet find that the comfort they so fondly anti-

cipated very much interrupted by yielding to un-

settlement of mind. For want of contentment, the

object of their desires, is either on the wing keep-

ing just out of reach, or if obtained, is destitute ol

the fancied pleasure which they so much coveted.

Persons may as they think, vigorously pursue
happiness, but unless they pursue it aright, as

they obtain the several objects of their wishes,

they will as often be disappointed in the prize

which they think they are aljout to secure. They
may be permitted to acquire houses, land, and
much wealth, and yet be as far, perhaps further

from realizing that true happiness, which should
be the end and aim of this mortal existence, as

when they first started in the world. They are
dissatisfied perhaps with the neighbourhood, the

country, or the climate in which they live, and
can scarcely find anything right or that exactly

suits them; although they may be surrounded by
nearly every eartlily cnmfort, and are unable to

find any real cause of discontent, or tell the source

of their uneasiness.

Instead of seeking the kingdom of God and his

righteousness, confiding in the blessed promise
that all necessary things shall be added thereto,

which can alone lead to true contentment, they

are bewildered by the fallacious idea, that after a

little more worldly gratification, it will be soon

enough to devote the surfeited and enervated

mind to the pursuit of what is the only worthy
object of our earthly race, " the crown immortal
which fadeth not away." But alas ! what a fre-

quent error and fatal delusion is this, which in-

duces us from time to time to discard the merciful

visitations of Divine Grace, saying in effect, " Go
thy way for this time, at a more convenient sea-

son, I will call for thee." But are people more
likely to be disencumbered as the numerous ties

of accumulating wealth, bind them more inti[nate-

ly to the things of lime, or lo turn away from the

husks of this present world, alter having fed

almost exclusively upon them so long, that their

lile seems dependent upon such perishable sub-

stance? This growth is of the flesh, and pro-

duces murmurings and inquietude, and not of the

Spirit; agreeably lo this language of the apostle

to the Galations :
" For he that soweth to the

flesh, shall of the flesh reap corruption : but he

that soweth to the Spirit, shall of tlie Spirit reap

life everlasting." In the earnest pursuit of this

everlasting life, we shall consider ourselves only

as sojourners here for a short time: afraid lo look

upon this abode as a lasting home ; wo shall re-

member that here we have no continuing city, and

endeavour to spend our precious moments in mak-

ing preparation for a more dignified and glorious

existence. Then instead of so many dislikes and

repinings in the situation that a kind I'rovidence

has placed us, contentment and thankfulness

would often spring forth as wo ccmtrast the ad-

vanlage.s that we enjoy, with those which most
others possess. VVlirn we come lo this, and es-

teem oursi'lves poor and unworthy of the least of
[lis manill)ld mercies, we may realize that settle-

ment of mind, ihal contentment in our several

allotments, which is absolutely necessary before

we can enter upon a slate of comparative happi-

ness and peace.

It must be expected that circumstances may
render it proper someliines to change our places

of residence; but while we admit this, it seems in-

cumbent upon us to see that we have a suflicient

and reasonable motive for doing so, and that no
insatiable spirit of discontent has anything lo do
in promoting a hasty removal; for in this case it

may not only be to our disadvantage in many re-

spects, but is most likely to fail in relieving our
disquietude. The happy experimental knowledge
in ourselves, "that godliness wiih contentment, is

great gain," can alone remove this unseltlement.

There may however be a settling down in a
superficial and spurious contentment with sublu-

nary enjoyments, to the total neglect of the high-

est duty. This bears no better comparison wiih

true contentment, than the shadow does with the

substan<',e; unseltlement of mind periinps, is as

clearly exemplified in an exclusive and impulsive

ardour for temporal things, and an illicit gratifica-

tion in them, as at other times, in a distaste and
contempt for them, producing disconteni. It is

only the other terminus of the way of the earthly

minded. But blessed indeed is that merciful Sa-

viour, that will be certain, as we faithfully and
sincerely apply unto him, rightly to regulate all

these things, and, " to appoint unto them that

mourn in Zion to give unto them beauty for ashes,

ihe oil of joy for mourning, the garment of praise

for the spirit of heaviness : that they might be

called trees of righteousness, the |)lauiiug of tlio

Lord, that He might be glorified." (Isa. xvi. li.)

True .gratitude and contentment will then appear

in the place of unscttltmeni of mind, and instabi-

lity of purpose.

New York, Tenth mo., 1S:.3.

For " The FrIcnJ."

FASHIONABLE AML'SEllE.NTS.

The season is near at hand, when the way is

usually opened for participating in evening amuse-
ments, and a word of caution iherefore may not

be untimely, to those who are inclined lo indulge

in a sinful waste of time, by going to theatres,

balls, concerts, tea and evening parlies, and such

like dissipating inventions, which are calculated

lo unfit the mind for serious reflection, filling it

with guests inimical to Iliin who visits the heart

with his Holy Spirit, not only to expel ilie grosser

evils thereof, but also those which are compara-

tively small, and lo us appear of little account.

The most prevalent amusement among ihose

which have been enumerated, that has louiid iis

way amongst us as a religious Society, is ih.it of

giving and attending cveMiiig parties, ihiiigh it la

lo be leared ihal some aimmgst us cannot answer
clearly respecting all the others. On ihis subject

we have had lino upon line, and precepl upon
precept, but yet an earnest appeal seems lo be

wanting, lo some who have not heeded the inoni-

lions of 'I'rulh, on account of ihese depariurcs

from primilive simplicity; thai Ihey may resolve

10 abandon a sinful c.inl'ormily to the manners
and customs of the world around ihein, and bear
a faithful testimony againsl the changing liishions

into which a worldly spirit is leading iliem, at the

sacrifice of their greatest interest.

This work of reform should begin with parents

and heads of families; by their discounlcnanclDg

these practices both by oxamph' and pro|>er re-
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sirniiil; for "if the paronts go iiilo the earih, il is
|

weight of cosily treasure on a pilliir erect; the

no wnndiT that ihi-i-hililrcn ^o into ihe air." Tho'gre.iier the hurJon, the firmer and stronger it

fuslfring of pride is mu the least among the evils slimd.s, and the closer it presses tiie foiiiidalion.

wliieh result from the practices adverted lo ; then All lite sufferings of llie present lime permitted to

there is the dissip^ition of mind, and the sinful assail us, are nut woriiiy lo be compared to the

waste of lime, which sooner or later will produce glory revealed in ihiit man ; because he hath made

sorrow of heart, as iiimy Ciin listify iVom their liie Lord his lel'uge, uud the Most High his habi-

own ex|)erience. lalion, in the day of trouble and adversity, he

say from heartfelt knowledge, in humble

patid

eslimonv of oni> who hinl piirlii^i- can

things, and had been brought to resij

see the evd ol" them: "
I can say from my own

experience, that I never derived solid improve-

ment, or real pleasure, from either the theatre or

till- ball-room. From neither of tiiem have I ever
j

ivthin'' which could aflbrd my mind the

il is the Lord.' "—i>. W/icekr.

SLAV CRY ITEMS.

derived

/t«i2 satislaclioirin liours devoled [<j sclf-ezami- progress of

nution, nor anything to strengthen the s

against the terrors of death and judgment. 1 ci

sider them worse than vanity; they are exce

iiigly sinlul."

This testimony was given a short time befon

The voluntary liberation of slaves shows ihe

lion, that this system of bond-

a violation of the rights of the coloured

man. We rejoice that even a few submit to the

" higher law' ol' an enlightened conscience, not

doubling such llel the ri'inoval of a weight from

their miiids which tiiey could not satisfactorily

.... death; and just beiore the close of life, she
^

bear, and that their example will induence others,

manifested particular solicitude for the welfare ol These iiisiaiices ought to be published abroad, as

a Ix'K.ved relative, who was absent, for whom she proof that slavery is contrary to the will of God,

left this message. "Tell her I desire her never
j
and therelore he brings the slaveholder at limes

n-;nii lo participalo in sinlul amusements. Tell under condemation for il, Iroin which he caiinol

her I requested on my ileaih-bed that she might i
be released until be breaks the yoke and lets the

never enler a theatre, a ball-room, or attend an- loppressed go free,

other lashionable tea-party, as they are called. The daily papers say that

They are all of the same lamily, let who will

otl.envise. If one of them lie sinlul, they are ail

so ; and on that subject 1 have no doubt. 1 gene-

rally attended with reluctance; and notiilng but a

desire to conlbrm to the customs of the society in

which I moved, ever induced me to go. Silly

excuse ! fur my belter judgment told me belter

The to custom, which often induces

! our better Judgment, is the bane ol cured man, in

IV minds, who, rather than olleiid one of their him to begin

" J. Garvill, of 0\Ten county, Ky., lately took sevon

slaves to Ciiuiiniiiti, and gave them their liberty, with

iiiuple uieaus lor sustaining tliem cue year."

•• Jolin Fisber, Esq., of Westminster, .Md., gave free-

dom to bis entile lot of slaves, five iu number, four of

whom, with quite iis mueb furniture aud money as

would satisfy fastidious white folks, removed in I'enn-

sylvaniu."

The sense of justice due to the toil-worn col-

ing him remuneration to enable

world in u new lil'e, while it is

Hows, would venture to incur the displeasure of creditable to the emancipator, alfords further proof

the Judge of all the earth, by a departure from that it is not right lo exact lus labour without

his law written in the heart. What is wanting pay.

on our part, is firmness to withstand the tempta- - Another evidence of the disgusting accompani-

tiun, fearing less what o hers will think or say of, ments ol' slavery, is shown iu the etiorts made by

us, than the judgment of Truth. But if we are
;

the inhabitants of Louisville, Kentucky, to get the

alive to a just sense of our accountability to Him [slave markets suppressed tn that city, in which

w ho is able to destroy both body and soul, we shall men and women are penned up for sale as drovers

entertain but little fear of what man can do unto
^

exhibit their cattle. The Common Council voted

us. It is lamentable to behold the servility of ;
to repeal the order licensing them, but tneir action

many lo the popular opinion and will, wl-.o, as [
was thwar.ed by the vote ol the Mayor,

time-servers, are reproaching their Christian pro- VVe see by one of the papers, that eight slaves

lession of alltgiance 10 God, as their Judge, their
I

—a father, iTiother, and six children—were re-

Lawgiver, and their King, who alone can support, ceiitly sold at Wilmington, Del., for $34cjo. It

[>rotect, and save ihein, under every trial and would be a pleasing circumstance, if a majority

Irom every snare. of the citizens in every county of that State, pos-

it is unmanly, ungrateful, and unwise, thus to sessing as we supjiose it now does, but about two

turn aside lo lying vanities, by which we forsake
I

thousand slaves, would unite in the Christian

.uruwn mercies, and biing repioach upon the
]

resolution to wash their hands of the iniquiius ol

tiuth of our proiesMon ; and it is high time that :
slaveholding. A market for the sale ol human

we were showing by our works whose side we
j

beings, in a city where a large pari of the popu-

are on, rather than deeeiviiig ourselves and others ;iation arc opposed to the dark system, must be

bv a false piulessiun. If the Lord be our God, \ very oll'ensive and wounding to their humane feel-

iJi us seek to si rve him, and be no longer subject
j

ings. Slavery and the whipping post are features

lo " the Prince of the power of the air, the spirit
j

of ancient barbarism, and repugnant lo the benign

that worketh in ilie children of disobedience; be- j
spirit and the fruits of the gospel, which bears

ing aliens Irem the commonwealth of Israel, and
^

testimony against everything ihat lends to brutal-

strangers from the covenanla of promise." But|ize a being for whom Christ died, and who is de-

raiiier let us individually slrive to become fellow, signed for a glorious immortalily. i\o proper

citizens with the saints, and ot' the liouseiiold of means should be neglecled by the anli-slavery

God, being built upon the foundation of the apos- citizens of this little Stale, to awaken their fellow,

ties and propliets, Jesus Christ himself being the citizens and the legislature to the degrading elFecls

duel corner-stone, that so He may dwell in us ! of slaveholding. We fear there will be found

and we in Him. little vital reli-ion among those who live in its

" support, and are participaling in its abominations.

"To the iieart that is u|Hi^ht and fixed, trust- livery descri|,lion of crime is connected wilh il,

in" in the Lord, the Irials and condicls of time land not unfrequenlly is the consequence of it.

are highest, richest blessings, operating like n Kven murde"-, either of the slave or the slave-

driver, is often the result of the violent pnssior

stirred up between them, when (logging the slav

is attempted. Black men have been barbaroiisl

burned lo death in the slave States for crinif

for which white men would have sulferc

imprisonment only. These facts show that th

habit of regarding men and women wilh dir

skin, as little removed from brutes, hardens tli

heart, closes it against tiie enlightening and sof

ening influences of the Spirit of the Rcdeemei

and in proportion as those Divine influences at

shut out, man is left to the government of his pai

sions, liable to be excited and kindled into a flam

at any time, by the king of the bottomless pit.

'I'he following is an instance of ihe baseness 1

which slave-dealers resort to drag into bondage

tree man. We have laws against the Africa

slave trade, and a compromise law unrighteousi

passed, to aid in catching runaway slaves ; bi

w here is the protection that a free man has again;

the kidnapper, who may beat and abuse him i

he pleases, and if he can, sell him into slaver

" Escape of Sneed the Fi/-/i/itie.—Buffalo, Sept. 9. I'a

rick Sneed, the coloured man, arrested about two w eel

ago for murder, was discharged from custody yeslerdi

on the ground that he was supposed to be n fugiii'

slave, and there was no papers to hold him for that o

fence. He has since made good his escape to CaniiJa

—D. News.

Another editor treats the case in this mannet

but it docs not cure the bruises the poor blac

man received, nor raise him above the degrade

condition in which he must have felt himself will

in the United States.

" The recent outrageous attempt to kidnap Patrii

Sneed, a coloured waiter at the Cataract House, by

process of forgery and lies, is severely denounced liy tl

New York papers. To commit the crime of perjury, 1

falsely accusing a man of murder, whether bhu k

white, in order to get possession of his person, is a i ric

of the blackest hue. A check will not be put to su<

frauds till some of the perpetrators get into the peuitei

tiary."

—

Ledt/er.

"He finds his fellow guilty of skin

Not coloured like his own ;
and having pow'r

T' enforce the wrong, for such a wortlay cause

Dooms and devotes him as his lawful prey.

Thus man devotes his brother, and destroys
;

And worse than all, and most to be deplored,

As human nature's broadest, foalest blot.

Chains him, and tasks him, and exacts his sweat

With stripes, that Mercy, with a bleeding heart,

Weeps when she sees indicted on a beast.

Then what is man ? And what man, seeing this,

Aud haviug human feelings, does not blush,

And hang his liead, to think himself a man?"

"More Kidnapping.—A coloured man named Hcnsle;

with his four children, residing at Sardinia, Ohio, wi

seized, one night last week, by an armed party, wb
wiilicacd them up in the night, and was carried oil' iul

Kiiilucky as fugitive slaves. Parties in Ohio inten -t«

iliiiiisclves in the fate of these persons, as they Ivue

llcnsley had been manumitted by bis former nia-te

and they succeeded in getting them out of tlie clutcht

of the kidnappers."

—

Ledger.

It is a happy circumstance that there are sort)

persons possessed of the feelings of humanit)

who are willing to defend the freeman, and us

their elforis to rescue him from the grasp ol' ih

man-stealer. If a horse is stolen, the ncighlioui

hood is soon aroused, and not only pursue th

ihiel", but if they overtake him, he is lodged i

jail ; but how few instances do we hear of, ol mel

stealers being brought lo justice, condemned an

imprisoned lor this crime?

There is a peculiar hardshij) in the case of

father who had purchased his freedom, having hi

young children, born perhaps alter he was freii

violently taken froin him and reduced to sluverj

The following account does not say that the mothf

was a slave, and leaves us to conj'-cture whcthel
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lildren were ever in slavery, before they

aken from him.

•es( of Fuyilivu Oa Thursdnj-, the 25th instant,

igitive slaves were arrested in Uniontown, Fay-

uuty, and talcen before United States Comrais-

R. P. Fenniken. The names of the fugitives were

Charlotte, and Elizabeth Green. The three are

n of Alexander Green, of Uuiontovpn, who pur-

his own freedom a number of years ago, and re-

to Pennsylvania. They were all remanded to

wners."

—

Ledger.

are astonished that Pennsylvanians whose

ion and principles should be opposed to the

nable system of slaveholding, can volunta-

ke upon them the business of aiding in

catching, and reducing men, women and

en, to perpetual bondage. But what will

me men do for money, and for an ofFicu in

ivernment ?

the following, we may see that no leniency

-n with African blood In their veins, is to be

ted from a court of slaveholders.

i-o coloured men, brothers, recently made appli-

to one of the Courts of Richmond, Va., asserting

ley had become so far removed from their origi-

3od as to entitle them to the benefit of an Act o:

bly, which declares that persons with less thai

urth negro blood, shall be considered white per-

and under this plea they claimed the privilege of

abroad without registers. The Court, after hear-

e arguments on both sides, refused the applica-

-Lcdger.

im the following singular case, it would ap

he Mayor of Richmond will neither admit

an to be a slave, nor suffer him to go free;

ist be fined, though he alleges he is a slave,

re-sold by the law of the State, to pay the

jr remaining in the State as a free man.

If Sale into Slavery.—A singular case of a coloured
idling himself into slavery, was brought out in th

's Court, in Richmond, Va., last week. A man
I Jones, a witness in a case of larceny, stated that

3 the slave of a Mr. Carrington, while the book of

istings Court showed him to be a free man. On
nation it appeared that Jones was emancipated in

lOud, in 1851, and that appended to the evidence
freedom was an injunction from the court, to leave

ate, on penalty of being sold for the benefit of the

Instead of doing so, it appeared that he sold

If to Mr. Carrington, and had actually received

f the purchase money at the time of the sale. The
stated in strong terms his conviction that the

proceeding was illegal, and that the State had
i for forfeiture, which could be enforced in spite

negro's self-sale ; but for the purpose of bringing
3vel question before a higher court, he had the

eld to a hearing before the next Hustings Court,

charge of remaining in the Commonwealth con-
to law."

—

Ledger.

casionaliy we have an account of a negro

ning tired of living in the Northern States,

iiig a life of liberty, and voluntarily return-

ito bondage. We always feel some doubt of

statements, knowing that the love of free-

is deeply implanted in the human bosom,
hat many of Africa's children, alter having

1 the sweets of it, have sacrificed life rather

return to servitude. Here we have a story

1 current turning anolher way, and the poor

s, like nature's true children, making choice

3 liberty which their Creator designed for

ave Stampede.—The slaves in Mason county, Va.,

ecoming migratory in their habits. Within the

irtnight eight have made their escape to parts un-
1."

—

Ledger.

allusion to the prohibitions placed on free

red people,

is said that the blacks in Indiana begin to feel

resence of the new Constitution of that Stale.

: in Decatur and Franklin counties are selling out

oing to Canada and Michigan."

The detestation with which many of the colour-

ed men regard those who would betray them into

the hands of their pursuers, especially those of

their own kind, is shown by the wicked and cruel

manner by which they tortured one whom they

suspected of the design. It partakes of the bar-

larities which they receive at the hands of white

Christians.

" A number of negroes in a western city, recently

lynched a man of their own colour, whom they suspect-

ed of being a spy upon fugitive slaves, in a most fero-

cious manner ; the skin of his back, from his head to his

heels, was completely cut off by the lashes, and in some

places the flesh was cut oft' the bones. He was then left

tied to the ground."

—

Ledger.

lion—and ten years afterwards there will be a

inighiy difference between them. You will find

I hat the one has wrapped up liis talent in a nap-

kin, while the other has laid his out at interest.

—

Blackwood's Magazine.

THE FRIEND.
ELEVE.VTH MUNTIl 5, 1853.

To one under Divine Visitatio7i.

Oh I Dear Friend,—The eternal love of my
Father is to thee, and because he loves thee, and

would entirely enjoy thee, therefore doth he so

grievously batter and break down that which

stands in the way. What he is doing towards

thee, thou canst not know now, but thou shal

know hereafter. Only be still, and wait for the

springing up of hope, in the seasons the Father

sees necessary that thou mayst not laint undei

his hand, but be supported by his secret power

until his work be finished. The great thing neces

sary for thee at present to know is, ihe drawings

of 'his Spirit; that thou mayst not ignoranlly

withstand or neglect them, and protract the day

of thy redemption.

Oh ! look not after great things :—small breath-

ings, small desires after the Lord, if true and

pure, are sweet beginnings of life. Take heed ol

despising "the day of small things," by looking

after some great visitation proporlionable to thy

distress, according to ihy eye. Nay, thou must

become a child, thou must lose thy own vvill quite

by degrees. Thou must wait for life to be mea-

sured out by the Father, and be content with what

proportion, and at what time, he shall please to

measure.

Oh! belittle, be little; and then thou wilt be

content with little: and if thou feel, now and then

a check or a secret smiling,—in that is the Fa-

ther's love; be not over-wise, nor over-eager, in

thy own willing, running, and desiring, and thou

mayst feel it so; and by degrees come to the

knowledge of thy Guide, who will lead thee, step

by step, in the path of life, and teach thee to fol-

low, and, in his own season, powerfully judge

that which cannot, nor will not follow. Be still

and wait for light and strength; and desire not

to know or comprehend but to be known and

comprehended in the love and life, which seeks

out, gathers, and preserves the lost sheep,

1 remain thy dear Friend, and a well-wisher to

thy soul, in the love of my Father.

1. P.

A beautiful enconite, or stone lily, was found

lately in Cincinnati. It is one of a variety of

crenoids, which are only found in a fossil slate.

This specimen is called " Glygtocriuus recticula-

ris," and is a perlect specimen. Most of the

fingers are very accurately defined.

The Contrast.—Nothing in the world is so

fatal to the development of the intellectual powers

of the young, as what are commonly called ex-

pectations. Take two boys of the same age, and

as nearly as may be, of the same capabilities.

Inform one that he is the heir to a large fortune,

which, one day or other, must come into his pos-

session ; tell the other that he has not a sixpence

to depend on, bu* must ihrive by his own exer-

Our gracious Creator has constituted us for

social beings. The gift of .speech, by which we
are enabled to communicate our thoughts and feel-

ings to each other, belongs to ihe high prerogative

attached to man as a rational and spiritual being.

As a physiological phenomenon, the articulation of

sound so as to form words, and the ready enun-

ciation of words so as lo form seiclences, is most
striking and curious. Words are arbitrary signs

by which one mind communicates to another the

ideas passing within it, and thus attempts to re-

produce similar ideas in the mind of the hearer:

our reasoning faculties would be of but lilile use,

were we not thus able to poriray to others the

thoughts that a re suggested in ourselves and the con-

clusions to which they lead. The facility acquired

in the use of the complicated mechanism brought

into action when speaking, is so great, that the

conception of an idea and the expression of its

appropriate signs seem almost simultaneous.

When we take this fact into consideration, to-

gether with other facts no less certain, that the

heart of man is desperately wicked,—that in il our

evil propensities are constantly urging their ih>-

mands,—and that it is there the promptings of
'. Siitan are instilled,—we can understand how the

;
apostle in referring to the tongue of the unconveri-

led, makes use of such strong language, "the
tongue is a fire, a world of iniquity : so is the

tongue among our members that it defileth the

whole body, and setteth on fire ihe course of na-

ture ; and is set on fire of hell.''

There can be no doubt that the facully of

speech was intended to contribute, not only to our

necessities by enabling us to communicate our

wants, and transact business with our fellow men,

but also to our instruction and enjoyment ; and it

is right and proper we should exercise it in

promoting the cheerful pleasures of the fireside

circle. Conversation is the offspring of this social

faculty. There is no way in which knowledge is

more readily communicated and widely ditTused

than by it, and speech was undoubtedly conferred

partly with that intent ; but the first and chief

design was to call forth and spread practical vir-

j

tue, so that we might solace, encourage and com-

I

lort each other.

i

Every day's intercourse with the world, how-

ever, gives mournful evidence ihit evil is no less

readily communicated orally, than good; and it

is worth any one's reflection, how much good, or

how much evil has been obiained or conferred, by
' the conversation in which he or she has been en-

^'a"ed during the day or the week; and perhaps

to go a step luriher in the inquiry, and honestly

examine what are the characteristics of the con-

versation in which we participate with ihe greatest

ease, and from which we are accustomed lo draw

the mo!>t delight. As the greatest portion of life ii

made up of litlle incidents, it is natural that in

attending to our various occupations, our inter-

course should be confined pretty much lo casual

observations or desultory remarks; but whi'n

we meet together for social enjoyment, we should

bear in mind that our conversation ought lo be in-

structive as well as iiinoceni, and tending to pro-

mote virtue and general good.
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Talkinj; is not always conversation. VVc meet

sometimes with p?rsnns who are very flippant,

whose words seem to be poured out with but little

consideration of what they are saying, and who, I

perhaps, are thinking as little whether theynrej

duing good or evil. Of course the topics intro-!

ducid by such must be trifling and vapid. Asj

words are the signs of ideas, we may rest assured
|

that where those trifling subjects are habitually
[

dwelt on, it may be taken as a sure indication,

either that the mind is naturally weak, or the in-

dividual has lacked firmness sullicient, to pievent

it being enfeebled by the subjects that employ its

powers.

\Vlicre the faculties have not been properly

developed nor the taste cultivatrd by education,

the habit is rarely acquired of thinking with

method and facility, so as lo converse agreeably

upon subjects or things that require a continued

exercise of reason to comprehend or illustrate
I

them: yet persons may possess both education!

and taste, and not be fluent in conversation, e.\-

cellence in which stems more like a gift than an

art. But to make conversation both agreeable

and improving, it is not necessary we should be

eilher gifted with superior talents, or deeply

learned. If we are frank and sincere, and do not

allow our pride or vanity to deter us from im-

parting the little we may know, or gathering up

from others what may enlighien our ignorance,

and at the same time are keeping in view the duly

we owe lo those with whom we are interchanging

ideas, not to lead them into that which is wrong,

but lo promote in them that which is right, we

need not fear but that our faculty of speech will

be exercised to good purpose.

One of the greatest banes of social intercourse,

is the introduction of persons instead of tilings as

a topic of conversation ; and yet as there are few

but who appear to think themselves competent to

enter upon the discussion of character, whether

they know the individual spoken of or not, it is too

ollen indulged in. It may be perfectly proper to

make the characters of persons who have rendered

themselves in any way conspicious, the subject ol

discussion, and rightly conducied it may be both

entertaining and instructive ; but as society is con-

stituted, there are so many clashing interests and

private or party diflerences, that there is always

danger of s.uch conversaiion partaking more or

less of detraction. The weakness, not to say the

depravity of human nature, discovers itself pcr-

liaps as frequently, within the limits of the social

circle, by the delight which many appear to take

111 hearing of the faults or failings of others ; the

more ready credence given to whatever depre-

ciates than that which exalts a character ; and the

alacrity displayed in propagating what tends to

disreputation, as in any other way. We do not

allude exclusively to the disgusting exhibitions of

those marked individuals, who have cultivated the

disiiositiun to detract until the habit has become

so inveterate, that they appear unable lo deny

themselves whenever the opportunity occurs

for gratifying it—whose tongues are compara-

ble to the scalping knife of the savage, and

who one might suppose, think they adorn them-

selves with the good motives or qualities which

they ruthlessly tear Irom others—but to the con-

versations so Irequently interspersed with suspi-

cions or misrepresentations of those not jiresent

;

the disposition to which, strange as it may seem

is loo olten tolerated by persons who are esteemed

as possessing much of the amiability that belongs

to virtue. This weakness, if not depending on, is

at least connected with ignorance of our own
heart, a want of clear insight into our imperff

lions, and a determined forgetfulness in our esti-

mate of others, of the law which we desire to have

enforced in judging of ourselves.

if, when tempted to comment on the faults of

others, we would call to mind how readily we
overlook our own, however flagrant, or how easily

we excuse them however frequently repeated, we
should at least have a powerl'ul incentive not lo

give way to the temptation : or if not held back
by any better inotive, we might be deterred by

considering the light in which we are viewed by
others, wliile divulging the meanness, if not the

malevolence of the thoughts that are passing in

our minds ; and shrink from setting an example of

depreciating the absent, lest those who hear us

may be stimulated to follow it, and make use of

the incontrovertible evidence we would at the

same time afford, of our un worthiness.
As a large part of the vexations and disagree-

menls of every day-life, is attributable lo the petty

scandal whicti constitutes the staple of the conver-

sation of itinerant gossips ; so, much of the re-

proach of Truth and many of the trials of (he vir-

tuous, owe their keenness and force to the thought-

less or systematic detraction indulged in or con-

ed at, by those who possess minds and educa-

tion that should raise them above all grovelling

hemes, and employ their colloquial powers on

hat which would enlighien ihe mind, and im-

prove the heart. It seems needless to say that

every thing of the kind alluded to, is in direct

antagonism with the character of a Christian.

The apostle asserts the folly of laying claim lo

religion while the faculty of speech is exercised

without restraint; " If any man among you seem

to be religious, and bridleth not his tongue, but de-

ceiveth his own heart, this man's religion is

vain ;" how much more futile is it then to advance

uch claim, if the faculty is prostituted to the pro-

pagation of evil. We shall therefore make but

the single remark, that there are few ways in

which the professed disciples of Christ may more

efFectually betray the cause of their Master, and

destroy confidence in the reality of heart changing

religion, than by their detracting from, or attri-

buting bad motives to each other, especially in the

presence of the young and inexperienced. The
poison distilled in one such conversation, and

insinuated into the mind of a child, can hardly

ever be counteracted and removed, but by the

power of Divine Grace.

The vital importance of rightly exercising our

faculty of speech, is clearly evinced by the decla-

ration of the Most High, that " to him that order-

eth his conversation aright will I show the salva-

tion of God." The apostle in addressing some
of the believers in his day, besought them,

"only let your conversation be as it becometh

the gospel of Christ;" and encouraging them to

" mark them which walk so, as ye have us for

an example," he adds, "for our conversation is

in heaven ;" than which no figure could set forth

more strikingly the entire freedom of all their social

intercourse, from everything impure or unholy,

from everything that would hurt or destroy.

ITEMS OF NEWS.
News by the N'i.agara and Arctic steamships, from Liv-

erpool, to the 18lh ult.

ENGLAND.— Little change in cotton or breadstufTs;

more firmness in the cotton market. Cholera spreading

and very fatal. Woollen trade dull.

RUSSIA.—No definite news respecting the expected

hostilities between Russia and Turkey.

AUSTRA.—It is supposed that in case of a war be-

tween Russia and Turkey, that Austria will jccupy
Servia.

ITALY.—Arrests continue to lie made of those sus-

pected of hostility to the Austrian Government. Na-
ples threatened with scarcity of provisions. The papal

government has forbidden the export of grain.

JAPAN.—The United States E.\pcdition at Loo Ch
and at Japan. The authorities friendly.

INDIA.—A terrible mortality prevails. The cliani

of the llooghlcy is becoming shallow. Several proje

are talked of for remedying the evil ; one is a ship chf

iiel, of 2'i miles in length, from the Hooghlcy near Ci

cutta, to the river Multnh.

CHINA.—The insurrection is still spreading. T«
are coming in slowly to Canton.
CUBA.— It is estimated that the cholera has carri

off one-third of the slaves from the sugar plantatio

It is ditficult to get labourers to attend to the busini

on the estates.

SOUTH AMERICA.—An immense qnantity of go)

dust is reported in the river Amazon.
UNITED STATES.—Receipts iuto the Treasury :

the Seventh, Eighth, and Ninth months, over 21 m
lions, expenditures over 15 millions.

The Arctic expedition under Dr. Kane, has left Grei

land for Smith's Sound.
Massachusetta.—Large tracts of the waste land

Cape Cod have been planted with cranberry vines, whi
are yielding a handsome return to the owners. Twel
thousand bushels of the fruit were brought into liost

in one day, selling wholesale at $1.75 per bushel. T
whaling business has proved very poor this year.

fennsi/lvania.—A silver mine in Pequia valley, Ls
caster county, which was worked by English capital!

before the American Revolution, is being re-open(

The old shafts and g.alleries have been made with gri

care and expense. The silver is in connection w
Galena, which last mentioned ore is very rich. A s]

cimen of excellent bituminous coal from the newly d

covered coal-bed in Bradford county, has been open
inspection at the Franklin Institute Exhibition in Phi

delphia. Deaths in Philadelphia last week, 174. f

feet and a half of water in the Ohio, at Pittsburg ;
wa

still rising.

iVeu' York.—The Ohio steamship with eleven hundi
thousand dollars worth of gold-dust has arrived.

Lakes.—A severe storm and many wrecks.
Louisiana.—On the 25th ult., a severe white frost

New Orleans.

California.—The ship Pacific sailed from San Fr£

Cisco on the 1st ult., with about 500 passengers, am
million and a half of gold in freight. The day previt

the steamship Panama left with a million. The go
dust in the hands of the passengers by the two shi

would probably make the whole amount of gold

them, three millions. The Indians in the north oft

lifornia and the south of Oregon, have combined agai

the whites. Several battles had taken place. Trade
San Francisco, dull. Crops throughout Californ

flourishing. News from the mines favourable.

Oregon.—The overland emigrants were arriving

great numbers, and in good health.

Deseret.—The Indians arc hostile, and have kill

some whites. The city of the Great Salt Lake is to

surrounded by a mud wall. Fine weather for harve
ing.

RECEIPTS.
Received from H. D. Medcalf, Md., $2, vol. 2G ; fr

J. King, agent, N. Y., for Jane Leflingwell, $2, vol.

tor Jacob Griffin, S-t, vols. 25 and 26 ; from C. Bract
agent, 0., for Joshua Ellis, $2, vol. 27, and Samuel Russ

S2, vol. 27 ; from A. Dirkin, Eng., for Jonathan Han
10s., vol. 27 ; from Jesse Hall, agent, 0., for W. Hall, I

vol. 2C, Nathan Cook, $2, vol. 27, Jos. Walton, §2, v

27, Isaac Brown, $2, vol. 27, Mt. P. B. School, $2, v

Maheied, at Friends' meeting, Moorestown, N. J.,

Fifth-day, the 20th inst., Jeremiah Willets, Jr.,

Haddonfield, N. J., and He.nrietta R., daughter of I

late Samuel Woodward, of the former place.

Died, at his residence, in Columbiana county, Ob
on the 22d of Eighth month, 1853, in the 54th yeai

his age, Samdel Armstrong, an esteemed member
Elk Run Particular and Carinel Monthly Meeiing. D
ing an illness of several months continuance, this di

Friend was favoured to evince much Christian patiei

and resignation, expressing to those about him that

only hope was in the Lord Jesus Christ, and affordini

consoling assurance that his end was peace.

, at Oak Ridge, near Rahway, N. J., on the II

of Tenth month, 1853, John Pearce, in the 89th yii

of his age
j

a member of Rahway and Plainfi

Monthly Meeting.
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HyTO-TnEOLOGY, OR BOTANY AND RELIGION.

(Conlinueii from page 58.)

^fter speaking of the connection existing be-

ien the different branches of Natural History,
natural division into inanimate or unorganized,

I animate or organized bodies, and noticing

prominent characteristics of the former, our
hor proceeds :

—

'Organized bodies, on the other hand, while

y likewise are composed of elementary atoms,
distinguished from inorganic matter, by not

ng homogeneous in structure, and by the mode
their increase, which takes place by the assi-

ation of certain particles received into cavities,

1 elaborated by a peculiar process into specific

npounds, adapted for the nutriment and devel-
neiit of the individual.

'Botany has reference to the latter class of
lies, and embraces that division of organized
ure to which the comprehensive appellation ol

vegetable kingdom has been given. The
rits of this science have too oflen been depre-

ted, by those who ignorantly look upon it as
isisting only in the application of learned names
the vegetable productions of the globe. The
iiing of plants is merely means to an end ; and
"ar from being the true aim of botany. No one
I assume an elevated position in botanical sci-

;e, who is not conversant with the structure

i physiology of plants, as well as with their

ernal forms and aspects. The time when the

[uirements of a naluralist were measured by
number of species he had collected, is now

le by ; and names and classifications are look-

upon by the man of enlightened views as but

mechanism by which the true principles of
snce are to be worked out.

'Botany, then, aspires to something higher,

1 more worthy of attention, than the mere
ning of plants. Regarding them as organized
ngs, and as occupying an important place in

scale of creation, it examines the anatomical
ucture of their various organs, the functions
ich they perform, the relations which they
ir to other objects whether animate or inani-

ite, the purposes to which they are subservient
the economy of nature, and the uses to which
!y are applied. In accomplishing these ends,
;akes an enlarged and comprehensive view of
i vegetation with which the earth is clothed,

d embraces a consideration of the varied aspects

der which plants appear in the different quar-
s of the world.
" To seo the extent of the science, let us very

briefly contrast a few of the vegetable forms with

which the earth is clothed. As regards land-

plants, we have .it one extremity of the scale the

lichens, such as the small Lecidea which forms
the green spots on alpine summits, or the Trijn
of the arctic rocks [Gyrophora), on which Frank-
lin and his daring companions subsisted for many
weeks, or the Parmelia of cold regions, with its

rounded spots of fructification, containing minute
germs, which are blown about by the winds like

thin smoke, and which require the aid of the mi-

croscope to see them distinctly. At the other

extremity, we have the majestic Palms of the tro-

pics, as represented by the Coco-nut, with its

lofty unbranched stem, upwards of 100 feet high,

having a crown of leaves at its summit, and a

large cluster of fruit, which supplies an important

article of food to the inhabitants of warm regions.

In the case of aquatic plants, we pass from the

minute duckweed I^Lemna ininor), the green
mantle of our pools, with its leaves loss than a

quarter of an inch in diameter, its flowers scarce-

ly visible, and its delicate roots hanging in the

water, with their beautiful sheathed points, to the

enormous Victoria regia of the South American
waters, having its leaves six feet in diameter, and
its showy flowers one foot across. If we take

parasites, or plants living upon others, we have a

remarkable contrast between the minute mould
[Penicillium), with its cellular spawn or root-like

processes, its slender stalk and its microscopic

bead-like germs, and the gigantic liafllesia of

Java, composed of a conspicuous brown-coloured

flower, three feet in diameter, and capable of

holding twelve pints of fluid in its cup.
" W idely separated though these |)lants may

be in their physical characters, they are all mu-
tually subservient to each other. Every member
of the vegetable kingdom, from the most lofty to

the most minute and transient—from the cedar

on Lebanon, to the hyssop on the wall, has its

peculiar oflice, and is fitted to effect an especial

end in the economy of nature.

" ' Each moss, each shell, each insect, holds a place,

Important in the plan of Him who formed
The scale of beings;—holds a place, which, lost.

Would break the chain, and leave a gap,

That nature's self would rue.' ....

" Lichens and mosses,—plants so minute as to

be overlooked by the ordinary observer,—are the

means employed by the Creator to prepare a soil

in which the seeds of the higher plants can vege-

tate. Sometimes, as Humboldt remarks, in his

' Aspects ol' Nature,' volcanic forces suddenly

elevate above the surface of the boiling waves a

rock covered with scoria:; sometimes by a long-

continued and more tranquil series of phenomena,

the collective labours of united zoophytes raise

their cellular dwellings on the crests of submarine

mountains, until, alter thousands of years, the

structure reaches the level of the ocean, when the

creatures which have formed it die, leaving a

low, flat coral island. No sooner is the rock ol

the newly-raised island in direct contact with thei

atmosphere, than there is formed on its surface a|

soft, silky net-work of lichens, appearing to tiiei

naked eye as coloured spots and patches.

"The lava poured forth by a volcano is noj

sooner cooled than it is occupied by [latches of
lichens. The reproductive, although invisible,
germs of these plants arc produced in vast abun-
dance, and are constantly floating in the atmos-
phere, ready to alight on any object that may
come in their way. Many of them have the
power of adhering to rocks, and of causing tiieir

disintegration. From the materials of the rocks,
aided by the atmosphere and moisture, they are
able to derive all the requisites for their growth
and nourishment. In this way they prepar; a
slight stratum of vegetable mould, and by their
decay form a soil in which mosses and ferns can
grow. These in their turn decaying, make way
for grasses and rock-plants, and by successive
changes a soil is produced in which the seeds of
trees can vegetate, when carried thither by the
agency of winds or other causes.

" To such minute agents do we trace the soil

formed on the coral islands of the Pacific Ocean,
which ultimately affords nourishment to the Co-
co-nut Palm. This palm, all parts of which are
put to some use, grows luxuriantly on coral-made
islands after their emergence from the ocean. It

furnishes to the natives food, drink, clothing, ma-
terials for building, utensils of all kinds, mats,
cordage, fishing-lines, and oil. The Pandanus
or Screw Pine, is anothiT early inhabitant of
coral islands, where it flourishes luxuriantly. As
its branches spread, it sends out prop after prop
to support the trunk, and to fix the tree in the

ground. Its large mass of fruit atibrds a sweet-

ish article of food, which can be kept for sonrte

time. By means ol" these fruits and by fishing, a
population of 10,000 persons are supported, ac-
cording to Dana, on the single island of Taputc-
ouea, whose whole habitable area does not exceed
six square miles.

" In nothing is God's infinity and man's little-

ness more strikingly exhibited and contrasted,

than in the operations of nature upon a grand
scale; and this is particularly evident in the in-

stance of the formation of the coral islands, and
their vegetable productions. The extreme sim-

plicity of the means employed for the attainment

of such vast ends, cannot but be a subject of as-

tonishment and admiration to every reflecting

mind ; and this simplicity is apparent in all the

ways and workings of God."
" When compared with this amazing edifice,

raised by the weakest creatures in existence, what

are all the works of man? How different is it

with his designs ! How complicated are the

means which he employs for the attainment of

his projects! D'.Vubigne well remarks:— ' When
man would raise a shelter against the weather,

—

a shade from the heat of the sun,—what prepara-

tion of materials, what scatl'olding and crowds of

workmen, what trenches and heaps of rubbish I

But when God would do the same, he lakes the

smallest seed, that a new-born clilld might clasp

in its feeble hand, deposits it in the bosom of the

earth; and from that grain, scarcely distinguish-

able in its commencement, he produces the stale-

ly tree, under whose spreading branches the

families of man may find a refuge.'

" The small germ of life deposited in the earth,

is acted on by moisture, heat, and air; and liius
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ncconiplislips nil the wonders of crrniion. Tlicilo which cursory rclcrcnce was made by the prc-

fluid Cillers Iho roollcls, the Slip fists ihroutih ihi^vious slcamer. From these despatches it np-

tubrs and cavities by n benutiful law of imbibition 'pears that the North-west Passage has not yet

and attraction, it reaches the branches and the i been made by water.

upper part of the leaves, is exposed to the action
|

The great point settled by Commodore McCluro

ol air and light, and then returns by the lower
'
is this— he has managed to force his ship, the In-

surface of the leaves to the bark, foriiiin<i in its
j

vcsligator, far enough through the icy mountains

course various secretions and products which are [of liehring's Straits, to a jioint from tchich she

required for the purposes of vegetable life. i\ couUl communicate uith others uUick hwl entered

few simple elements in the hand of the Creator 7Ae Arctic Sens ly the Atlantic Tassa,

are all that are rci^uired to work out this

plan.

" ' Tlnis lie who makes and peoples worlds still works

la secres.v, behind a veil of liplit;

Yet, lliro'iigh that hiding of his power, such glimpses

Of glory break, as strike iiresumption blind,

Hut humble and exalt the humbled soul,

Whose faith the things invisible discerns,

And God informing, guiding, ruling all,

—

He speaks, 'tis done; commands, and it stands fast;

He calls an island from the deep— it comes
;

(Jrdains its culture—soil and seed are there.'

" The lichens and mosses of the arctic and ant-

arctic regions are slowly preparing a soil for a

more highly-organized race. The summit of the

mist-crowned iiiouniain, although unproductive of

any of those plants which are directly useful to

man or animals, is covered with lichens, prepar-

ing a soil which is afterwards carried down by

the slrenms to fertilize the plains below. The
most despised weeds thus lav the foundation for

The
interval of 170 miles, wiiich alone separated the

two expeditions, being crossed on loot by the

hardy e.\plorors. It was confidently expected,

however, that tiiis winter the whole distance would

be accomplished by water. There are still no

traces of Franklin. There are two remarkable

discoveries mentioned by Captain McClure, some
smoking hillocks and a petrified forest. Only
once was any hostile attempt made against him,

This occurred at Fort VVarren, near the Macken-
zie, where, on attempting to land, two natives,

with threatening gestures, waved them ofT. ll

was not without much difficulty that they were

pacified, and then they related that all their tribe

but the chief and his sick son had fled on seein

the ship, alleging as a reason, that they feared

the ship had come to revenge the death of a white

man they had murdered some time ago. They
(through the interpreter) related that some whil

d come there in a boat, and that they

row'th of the trees of the forest; and in the built liiemselves a house and lived there; at last

rse of a few years, the sterile rock or coral- the natives murdered one, and the others escaped.

hammocks, and the crew forgot their despond

ency ; in fact, ail was cliaiiged on board th

invebtigator.V

Captain McClure, in a letter to his uncle, says
" The surprise caused by the appearance (

strangers, where none were imagined to be wiihi

a couple of thousand miles, was more than I ca

describe, and what can only faintly be imagine

by any who have not been similarly situatec

particularly when it was ascertained that tw

vessels and large supplies were so close at hant

" The spirits of my crew seemed to revive, an

from despondency to joy was but the work of

moment—the sick forgot their maladies, an

jumping from their hammocks, were carrieil I

the stream of human creatures up the only sol

tary hatchway which the severity of the wealhe

allowed of being kept open, rushed on deck to I

assured that the strange apparition were actuall

living flesh and blood, and not denizens of tl

nether world— for certainly their faces were i

black as Erebus, from cooking in their tent

W hen all was discovered to be real, and not

dream, my poor fellows equally with mysel

could not find words to express our thoughts ; l\

heart was loo full, it was a call from the grave.

" Never, 1 trust, may the feelings of gratilut

to the Almighty Disposer of events, which the

swelled in my bosom, pass away. Many at

great have been the mercies we have experienct

in our long, tedious and terrible navigation of ih;

fearful Polar sea, which have for four hundr*

lux

ed island is converted into a natural and they knew not where, but the murdered man was! years baffled the navies of maritime Europe, at

through which the directing finger alone of Pr

vidence has safely guided us. All human agenc

was powerless, indeed, to advance us one yai

in its accomplishment, amidst the stupendoi

barriers of ice which never leave its frozen su

face.

" You will, I am certain, be very happy

learn that the North-west Passage has been di

covered by the Investigator, which event was d

cided on the 26ih of October, 1850, by a sled|

party over the ice, from the position the ship wi

frozen in—but as in all probability my despati

will be published, I do not think it necessary

trouble you with further details; sufficient to sa

we have been most highly favoured, both as i

gards the health of all, having only lost one ma
who accidently poisoned himself about a forlnig

since, as well as in being able to extend oi

search in quest of Sir John Franklin, over a vei

large extent of coast, which was not hither

known, and found inhabited by a numerous Iril

of Esquimaux, who had never ere our arriv

seen the face of the white man, and were real

the most simple, interesting people I ever met-

garden. By Nature's chemistry, the :
buried in a spot they pointed out. A thick log

bare rock becomes buried in crumbling mould,
|

coming on, prevcnted^^Capt. McClure from exam

in which from time to time the seeds of plants

are deposited. By degrees, the slender blades

of grass shoot through the dark brown earth,

the green herbage covers the soil, flowers expand

iheir blossoms, and shrubs and trees adorn the

landscape,

—

" 'Seeds to car eve invisible, can find

On the rude rock the bed that fits their kind
;

There in the rugged soil they safely dwell,

Till showers aud snows the subtle atoms swell.

And spread th' enduring foliage ; then we trace

The fieckkd liower upon the Hinty base

:

These all increase, till, in unnoticed years.

The sterile rock as grey with age appears

With coats of vegetation thinly spread.

Coat above coat, the living on the dead

;

These then dissolve to dust, and make a way
For bolder foliage nursed by their decay.'

(To be comiuueil,)

^nRTll-WEST PASSAGE.

It appears that the long sought-for discovery

of a "North-west Passage," has at length been

made, although it was found so completely block-

ed up with ice, that the ships of the discoverers

were unable to force their way through it; but

parlies from the vessels which has approached

each other to within 170 miles, (the one entering

the Polar Sea from the Atlantic through Davis's

Straits, and the other from the Pacific through

Behring's Straits,) had met unexpectedly on the

ice.

The following account possesses great interest ;

it is however somewhat confused, lor want ol

explicitness relative to the respective parties and
the place where they met. Lieutenant Pim was
an officer attached to the ship " Herald," captain

Kellett, which vessel passed lust winter at Melville

Island.

" The Times of the 8th ult., publishes despatches

from Com. McClure, to the British Admiralty, re-

lative to the discovery of the North-west Passage,

ning this locality. The following passages from

the despatches will be read with interest. It de-

scribes the meeting of Lieut. Pim with the party

from the Investigator.

"April 19th, 18.33.—This is really a red letter

day in our voyage, and shall be kept as a holiday

by our heirs aud successors forever. At nine

o'clock this day, our look-out man made the

signal, for a party coming in from the west-

ward ; all went out to meet them and assist

them in. A second party was then seen. Dr.

Doniville was the first person I met. I can-

not describe my feelings when he told me that

Captain McClure was among the next party.

I was not long in reaching him, and giving him
many hearty shakes—no purer were ever given

by two men in this world. McClure looks well,

but is very hungry. His description of Pirn's

making the Harbour of Mercy would have been
|

a fine subject for the jien of Captain Marryatt,'

were he alive.
j

" McClure and his first lieutenant were walking

on the floe. Seeing a person coming very fasti living entirely by the chase, and having no wea
towards them, they supposed he was chased by a ons except those used for that object. The fierc

j

bear, or had seen a bear. Walked towards him ;
|

passions of our nature appeared unknown— iht

on getting onwards a hundred yards, they could I gave me a pleasing idea of man fresh from I

see from his proportions that he was not one of! Maker's hand, and uncontamiiiated by intercour

I

them. Pim began to screech and throw up his with our boasted civiliz,ition. All those w
hands (his face was as black as my hat); this

brought the captain and lieutenant to a stand, as

they could not hear sufficiently to make out his

language. At length Pim reached the party,

quite besido himself, and stammered out, on
McClure's asking him, ' Who are you, and where
do you come from?' ' Lieut. Pim, Herald, Capt.

Kellett.' This was the more inexplicable to

McClure, as 1 was the last person he shook hands
with in Behring's Straits. He
this solitary stranger was a true Englishman—an ' keep thee from obedience to that, which h(

angel of light. He says, ' He soon was seen
,

been made manifest to thy understanding. A
from the ship ; had only one hatchway open, and thou mayst well be feeble in thy mind, while thi

the crew were fairly jammed there in their endea-lart thus separated from Him who is thy strengi

vour to get up. The sick jumped out of their I and lettest in his enemy. This is not the rifi

traded with the

greatest reprobates."

Company we found t

Isaac Pcnington to Catiiiiriiic Pordiigc.

ON SHUNNING TUE CROSS.

While thou seekest to avoid the snare, th

deeply runncst into it: for, thou art feeding

- the tree of knowledge, in giving way to the,

at last found that thoughts, reasonings, and suggestions, whi
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sness of mind which God pities, nor the right

of waiting to receive strength. Why shouidst

liou acl, so far as God gives thee light? and,

shiiiildst thou not ap|)ear willing to obey

even in little things, so far as he hath given

light? What if 1 should say, that afl this

jt the subtleiy of the serpent's wisdom to

1 the cross, and is not that simplicity and

ness of heart towards God, which thou tak-

to be; and that thou art loath to be so poor,

ow, and mean in the eyes of others, as this

ice would make thee appear,

ly friend in the Truth, and in sincere love,

I. P.

ersliam, 25th of Ninth mo., 1CT5.

Our Visit to a Copptr IWine.

ill our readers, in their leisure hour, accom-

us over a copper mine in Cornwall ? A
I- mine is indeed well worth an inspection,

is a wonderful evidence of what human la-

and skill can eflect, in overcoming obstacles,

ose, then, that we have left behind us the

iful woods and v:iles of the south-east coast

jrnwall, and after toiling up steep hills and

;
bad roads, now jolting over loose stones,

sinking deep into muddy ruts (for the roads

anes in the viciniiy of a mine are quite cut

id spoilt by the frequent passing of the min-

arts), we have entered into the mining dis-

Imagine yourself high up on a bleak

land, the ground around you, stretching

for many a weary mile, heaving in a huge
idsvvell of bleak and barren hills, with liere

here a tall chimney and engine-house dot-

the dreary waste, a few cottages scattered

the face of the surrounding country, and

ind then a church-tower lifting up its head

; sky, and looking down in loveliness on the

hamlet below it, and telling the rude miners

here is a heaven above as well as an earth

r. Such is a mining district ; speaking more
sery and cold than of the wealth which is

n-ed there, and for the attainment ol' which

my men devote their lile and strength. Yet

St not be thought that the miners area cheer-

ace; i'ar from it; they live happy and con-

1 with their lot; sometmies they are reckless

rue, yet wi;hal courteous and cleanly,

t our party has now arrived at the mine.

t a dreary, ugly place it is ! Huge heavy

inery ; large heaps of earth and stones ; dirty

rns, which have long since changed their na-

colour for that of the ore which is washed
;m ; an engine-house and a tall chimney, of

e; two or three sheds, and a dismal little

! which stands perched up on the moorland
above every thing else: such are the more
inent features of the scene,

more hospitable race than the Cornish never,

link, breathed ; and well ui this point do they

I good their claim to be genuijie Britons,

ng declined their hospitality for the present,

roceeded to inspect the works above-ground

e going down below. First, we were con-

id to the engine; and we may here observe

the Cornish engines were for a long time

dercd unrivalled for their cheapness, and for

reater amount of work done with less con-

ition of fuel than engines made elsewhere,

engine is employed ui drawing up the ore

the bottom of the mine, and in pumping up

r from the dilferent parts of the mine where

llects. The blocks of stone which contain

re are brought up in buckets, and then col-

d into heaps. Round these lieaps stand wo-

men in clean white aprons, with a small mattock

in their hands, with which they break the stones

into smaller pieces. Tln-se fragments are then

sorted ; those containing very little ore are thrown

away, and the rest are broken into smaller pieces,

and then washed over a grating. Next they are

crushed into very small particles by a machine,

and are then ready for the process of smelling.

This latter process is seldom performed in Corn-

vvall, on account of the difficulty of procuring

coal. The ore is generally carried into Wales
and smelted there, it seemed very curious to

our eyes to see women and girls employed upon

such hard work as this : but it was very remark-

able how clean and happy they all looked.

Having now gone over the works above-ground,

we were asked il' we would like to see what was

going on below. " Was the descent dangerous ?"

"Oh no, not in the least; it only requires com-

mon caution, and you must trust more to your

hands than your feel." Accordingly, we dressed

ourselves in miner's costume (a precauiion neces-

sary if you do not want to s[)oil your own suit),

and queer figures we looked, as the rest of our

party seemed to think. Our dress consisted,

lirst, of coarse flannel trousers and a flannel

jacket (flannel is necessary, on account of the

heat in the galleries below, owing to the constant

blasting and the bad ventilation) ; over these gar-

ments we wore an additional pair of trousers and

a short smock : we were offered a pair of miner's

shoes; but as we doubted their filling capacities,

we dechned them: last and not least, we put on

the indispensable hat, which is very thick and

hard, of the wide-awake shape, and a most useful

protection when you knock your head against the

sharp projecting rock in the roofs of ihe galleries,

which vary in height from 12 or 14 feet to 4 or

5 feci, according to the thickness of the vein of

of ore. A candle was then stuck on the front of

our hats, in an extempore candlestick of clay, to

light us while below, and at the same lime to

leave our hands unencumbered. Thus equipped,

and attended by two men to take care ol' us, we

proceeded to the mouth of the shaft. Here we

ibund a group of miners looking on with great

interest to see the strangers make their first essay

in mining; good-nalured rough-looking faces,

smiling and happy, with that settled look of har-

ddiooil and careless daring which forms such a

remarkable characteristic of the Cornish miner.

Preceded and followed by our attendant miners,

we began the descent, not by the simple means of

a ladder (which, by the way, though very simple,

is very hard work when you have to go on climb-

ing lor half an hour), but by means of a machine

lately introduced, and called by the miners " a

man-engine." By means of ihis engine we de-

scended a perpendicular shaft to the depth of 800

feet, passing on our way various groups of miners

waiting at the several resting-places, in order to

leave everything clear for us; not a few of them

singing their wild songs, which echoed curiously

along the dark far-stretching passages; and as

the melody lazily floated through the obscure

I'alleries, it seemed to our unpractised ears as

though the spirits of the mine were chanting a

welcome to the strangers.

When we had descended by means of the man-i

engine lor u period of about twenty or thirty min-

utes, we were obliged to have recourse to the or-

dinary way of descent by ladders; in this w.iy

we went down for about 500 feet, when we arriv-

ed at the gallery which we were to explore. Tak-

ing our candles in our hands, we groped our way
j

along the open tramway, which is roughly fi.xed
j

in the floor of the gallery, lor the passage of the
j

trucks, with a guide in front to point out ihu dan-|

gerous places, now walking upright with a pit

six or seven feet deep below us, and now stoop-

ing and bumping our head.s against the jagged
ceiling (if rock above us, till we came at last to ihe

place where the mine was being worked.
Ea.-h gallery is worked by two men, who break

down the rock, either by means of the simple
" pick," or by the process of blusting. In the

latter process, a holeof about ten or twelve inches

in lengih is bored in the rock and filled with gun-
powder, the end is then stuffed up, and the pow-
der ignited by means of a slow match. These
blastings are olten dangerous from iho great care-

lessness of the tniners, as they cannot calculate

how far the effect of the explosion will be felt, and
while standing too close they are sometimes struck

by the flying [lieccs of rock. The fragments of
the rock thus broken down are then collected into

trucks, which are ra|)idly shot along the tram-
ways to the bottom of the shaft, up which they

are drawn in buckets to the surface of the ground.
The process which they then undergo has been
explained above.

Whilst we were here, our guides insisted upon
our taking ihe " picks" into our own hands and
working at the rock, in order that we might boast

in fiiture of our deeds in the mining d -parlment,

and carry back with us memorials of our prowess.
Having satisfied them in this particular, and being
almost stifltd with the heat, which is very intense

in ihe galleries that are being worked, owing to

the want of ventilation, so much so that the men
generally worked almost naked, we requested our
guides to proceed. They then conducted us to a
place where a small shaft appeared, like a well

with a rope and windlass at the top; and we were
politely informed that if we wished to descend
lower, we must place one foot in a loop at the end
of the rope, and catch hold with our hands and
be let down ; but as they did not advise us to un-

dertake the journey, and as the prospect of a ride

in such a vehicle was not so pleasant as an ex-

press train on the broad guage, wo declined the

lionour, and were then conducted back to the bot-

toiii of the shaft by which we had descended.

Our guides, when we had reached the spot where
the man-engine was stationed, rang the bell,

which is attached to it, to give notice to ihe men
above to set the engine goin:i, and then we sat

down and rested ourselves. Presently the huge
limbs of the engine begin lo move; and having

adjusted our caudles in our hats, we began the

ascent. A curious ihuig il is to ascend a deep

shaft, shut in by rock on all sides, with nothing

but darkness above and darkness below, while the

Cold drops of moislure come paltering upon you

and hiss as they fall on your candles. At last

we began to see daylight, and to breathe iIim

fresher air above; and soon after we emerged on

the platform at the top ot the shall, where we
were received wiih hearty congratul itions by a

larf'e parly of miners who hud assembled to wit-

ness our return.

Culture of Sugar Cane —There is a capital

of $60,000,000 invested in the cullure of cane

in the S ales of Florida, Louisiana, and Texus.

These States produce annually about ;j0O,00O,-

000 pounds of sugar, besides which fjreign im-

porlalions are made lo the extent of about 350,-

000,0,10 pounds. Even u short cr.)p of sugar at

the South, which reduces the usual |)roduction

only 100,000,000 or 150,000,000 pounds, inva-

riably advances the rale of sugar from one to

ono and a-half cenls per pound; which, on iho

entire consumption of 050.000,000 pounds, is

equal, at one cent, to 86,500,000, and at one and

a-half cents, lo about 810,000,000.
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siMMEu i;y Tin: lake side.

I. N0O\.

White clouds, whose slm.low3 hnunt the deep,

Light mists, whoso soil embraces keep

The suDshiue on the hills asleep.

I i-sles of culm 1—0 ! dark, still wood I

And stiller .«kic.^ that ovcrbrood

Your rest with deeper quietude I

! shapes and hues, dim beckoninp. through

Yon niouiitnin paps, my longing view

Bejoud the jiurplc and the blue

—

To stiller sea and greener land,

And .«ol"ler lights and airs more bland.

And skies—the hollow of (.iod's hand I

Transfused through you, 01 mountain friends 1

With mine your solemn spirit blends,

And life no more bath separate ends.

1 read each misty mountain sign,

1 know the voice of wave and pine,

And I am yours, and ye arc mine.

Life's burdens fall, its discords cease,

I lapse into the glad release

Of Nature's own exceeding peace.

I welcome calm of heart and mind I

As falls yon fir-tree's loosened rind

To leave a tenderer growth behind.

So fall the weary years away

;

A child again, my head I lay

Upon the lap of this sweet day.

This western wind hath Lethean powers,

Yon noon-day cloud nepenthe showers,

The lake is white with lotus flowers I

Even Duty's voice is faint and low,

And slumberous Conscience, waking slow.

Forgets her blotted scroll to show.

The Shadow which pursues us all,

Whoso ever-nearing steps appal.

Whose voice we hear behind us call

—

That Shadow blends with mountain gray,
It speaks but what the light waves say

—

Death walks apart from Fear to-day 1

Rocked on her breast, these pines and I

Alike on Nature's love rely
;

And equal seems to live or die.

Assured that He whose presence fills

With light the spaces of these hills.

No evil to His creatures wills.

The simple faith remains that IIo

Will do, whatever that may be,

The best alike for man and tree.

What mosses over one shall grow,
What light and life the other know,
Unanxious, leaving him to show.

cording lo ilic f;irt of llieir kiiowleJiie—never of she wns in her lifeiime a comfort and help it

a bitter spirit, nor desirous to persecute any for have a loss inexpressible. But the infinite wis

mailers of religion; but of a yentli', leaehnblel God, in whose hnnil wo all arc, orders ihea

qualification and disposition. They were willinj; thinj^s nccoiding to his Divine will and plensuM

lo learn anything of the knowledge of God, from
I

sometimes for the speedy deliverance of his tribi

anv that hud learned it of the Father; and also Mated children, in the work of their redenipiio

willing to teach others anything which they had
\

from all visibles, that the joy set before them i

received, their minds being wholly devoted to! that which is eternal they may, without intenii]

Enrnesl Inquiry after Truth.

From an nrcotinl of the religious people of
day, supposed to hiive been written by Richard
Ilubberlhorn. we tuny perceive the earnest des

'

after the knowledge of God, which prevailed in
many before they bec.iine Friends. This ferven- .... ^ , _.
cy of spun to e.\perience the work of salvation labours, to receive ih.

lor thcniselvos, made ihcin like the good ground, ! the eternal mansions of rest and peace
prepared for the seed of the kingdom, which took death took place Eleventh month 29th,
deep rool, and brought forth fruit plentifully
It says:

—

'

" They were a people that from their infancy
or childhood, (many of them) had earnest breath-
ing desires after the living God, and to know
Him, sparing no labour, iieiihcr omitling any op-
portunity, in which tli>y expected thefr desires
might be answered, being very tender in their
way, and also zealous for religion, but still nc-

God's service, and the knowledge of his ways.

They passed through many professions of reli-

gion, following ihal rule of the ap. stle, to try all

things and hold fast to that which is good ; and

not being willing to deny any ordinnnce or wor-

hip, till they had a cerlain evidence from the Spirit

of God, that his Spirit, power, life and presence,

was not in it. Thus walking in the sincerity ol

their hearts, in their honest conversalion before

the Lord, he answered their desires, and did reveal

the mysteries of his kingdom to them, and did

cause his light lo shine in their hearts, whereby

they saw the darkness that had covered the earth,

and ihe gross darkness ihat had covered the peo-

ple, and by his light they were led through [and

out of] darkness."

Did the same ardent longing for the knowledge

of the Truth as it is in Jesus, fill the hearts of the

professed successors of those honest Christians,

and animate thein to promote the spiritual welfare

of others, how it would put an end to all divisions,

bind us together in true love; and in our religious

assemblies, living worship and ministry, prayer

and praise would more eminently be the result ol

a harmonious travail of soul, experiencing the

Lord Jesus lo be in the midst. The marks of de-

generacy now so obvious in many, would be re-

moved, and in their place the heavenly fruits of

the Spirit would flourish, and there would be no

lack of skilful, baptized ministers and elders, over-

seers, and solid, judicious men and women ; but

ihe name of the Lord would be honoured and glo-

rified, and his people go on their way rejoicing.

A F-nilLY OP FAITIF.

OR A BHIEF ACCOUNT OF SAMDEL WATSON, HIS

WIFE, AND SOME OF THEIR CHILDREN.
(Conlinued from page GO.}

.Mary Watson, probably the oldest daughter of

Samuel and Mary Watson, married Edward Moss,
of Mnnchester. The care exercised over her in

younger )tars, was through the merciful visita-

tions of heavenly love, and her joining thercwiih,

abundantly blessed to her. The many excellent

qualities which adorned her riper years, her cha-

rity, patience, and works of love and mercy, are

set forth by her atlbclionate father, in "an epistle

lo Friends of Manchester and lliereabouls; given

forth shortly after the death of my dear daughter
Mary Moss." It would appear that this young
woman, was one who had a gift in the ministry

committed to her, and who in the small meeting
at Manchester, was concerned lo wrestle for the

arisings of life and power. She had not been a

wife many years, when she was called lo leave

her husband and young children, and her earthly

ard of faithfulness in

Her
1692.

VVc now insert most of her ihlher's tesliiiiony.

" Dear Friends of Manchesler, and all who are

concerned for the prosperity of Truth as it is in

Jesus Christ our Lord and Saviour,— it lives upon
me to write this epistle of memorial concerning
our dear daughter Mary, in whose departure out
of this life you have a great loss. So cerlainly
her parents and relations, her husband and the
tender small babes she lelt behind her, to whom

lion, possess. So though she be removed w^

was a comfort lo us in her lifetime, yet our siilii

faction is in the full assurance that she is gal he

ed with the wise virgins into the Bridegroom

chamber of eternal joy and felicity. Precious i

the sight of the Lord is the d<alh of all his sninti

and her memorial shall be had in everlasiir

remembrance.
" I cannot sufficiently express the amiablcnei

of this lender branch,—her inward beauty, ai

the glorious garments she had put on, us one i

the King of Zion's daughters. The royal rubt

of righteousness, holiness, and true charity, dl

shine, not only to the gladdening the members i

the same body, but those, who as yet, are slrai

gers to the commonweallh of Israel, hi the ui

versal love God has lo all, he would not the deal

of any sinner; so she as the handmaid ol" t|

Lord, manifested her love and the law of kin

ness to all, [in this] exceeding many others. Tl

anointing oil she was inwardly beautified with, gal

a sweet smelling savour lo iho household of l:ut

and at seasons, heavenly breathings, prayers al

praises sprung in her, which were as incense a

cending to the ihroiie of glory. Many have bei

comforted in the [waters] of life, that sirenmi

from the well of salvation opened in her. SI

had received from her spiritual Joshua, not onl

the soulh-land of a well prepared heart and groun

but obtitined the upper and the nether springs

living water, to the making fruitful.

" As she was not lavish in spending her poitii

where she ought not, she wus not sparing, miih

withheld the good things, which she wns niai

partaker of, froiTi the remnant that loved tl

Lord Jesus. With these her unity stood, and h

fellowship in the covenant of life, sealed uji in tl

pure spirit of adoption which she bad received

hiin, and through the pouring in of his abunda

love, who is the Alpha and Omega.
"She was of a forbearing spirit, and did I

love contention, being willing rather to suffer gr«

trouble, bearing her exercises palieniiy, th:in

lay open the weakness of others. So Ihat tlii-ou|

love in the Truth, it was settled in her bosoi

rather to cover a multitude of faults, than

make otie.

"The labour of true love which hates the g«

ment spotted in the flesh, is the true way to he

and gather out of the world and the snares at

pollulions thereof, those that are yet ese.ip«

She laboured to reach the little seed of the kin

dom where il lay as buried under the earth, tb

others might come to leel the power she had pa

taken of to work her redempiion, and lo be iiiai

sensible of the inward circumcision in spit

which she had witnessed from her minority. Lit

of the glory of this world, was ever pleasimt

her eye, which was opened to behold and Iw

after those things which are celestial and etcrni

Tlie candle lighted in her, did shine forih

others,—so that it is well for those left b hit

who have ob.served and loved her godly coiivi

salion, coupled wiih fear, to follow her examp
[May they] keep in the path of this godly womi

who was a pattern of |)urity, patience, sinccril

poverty of spirit, and true humility, eschcwi

that which comes from an evil root of billerne

A branch of the true Vine, she was manilesi

abiding in lliin, who is ihe true and ancicnl Vin
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ing supply and refreshment from him.

made her bring forth much fruit, wherein
savenly Falher is glorified, for not by pro-

1 only, but as our Saviour said, ' by their

ye shall know them.'

ler conversation being in heaven, the fruits

Spirit of God were brought forth in her,

love, meekness, temperance, charity, bro-

kindness,—and above nil she had charily,

is the bond of perfectness.

can now leave her in the arms of her bless-

vour, at whose feet she kept in the days of

Igrimage. Washing his feet spiritually, and

J them as with the hairs of her head, in

abrdience;— nothing being too dear to pass

jh or to do for Him, that had done so much
3r. Happy art thou, a daughter of Zion,

akcn away from the evil that is to come,
crowned with immortal glory, which no
of darkness can bereave thee of. To Him

; glory who hath done this work for thy

soul. A remnant who love the Lord, and
her, are pressing on to obtain a share in the

fjlory, with our heavenly Father, and the

Priest of our profession. To whom be

s ascribed, for all his mercies, continually,

nd now, dear Friends, vou who were some-
conversant with this dear servant and fol-

of the Lamb,—who have received ihe Truth
love of it, and in measure walked in it,

—

ciunsel and admonition 1 give to you. Keep
only watch,—in stayedness of mind,—that

ny be ready to answer the will of Him, who
God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob; who
;alled you out of darkness into his marvel-

ight, and the liberty of his Son Christ Jesus.

other liberty be given way to, than thai

ased by the precious blood of the Lamb, by

you are bought. So you shall find in

continually a standard lifted, to the resisting

il. As you are not your own, but bought

1 price, a holy engagement is upon you to

the Lord in your souls, bodies and spirits,

1 are his. This will keep you in a holy,

le frame of life and conversation, in the

cross, as becometh the Gospel. In feeling

ve of God shed abroad in your hearts, the

h of righteousness will spring forth in you,

s a well-watered garden, and as a spring

! waters fail not, your souls will bring forth

of love, godly patience, and holy obedience

)d, in daily self-denial and taking up Ihe

which crucifies to the world, the vanities

ists thereof.

exhort you to give all diligence to make your

^ and election sure, that you may know an

ice into the kingdom. ' Add to your failh,'

you have received of Christ Jesus, the au-

if it, ' virtue; and to virtue, knowledge; and
)wledge, temperance; and to temperance,

ce ; and to patience, godliness; and to god-

, brotherly kindness; and to brotherly kind-

chariiy ;' the mark of Christianity, and of

irih which inherils the kingdom. Those
iliide in these things, cannot be barren nor

ilful in the work of the vineyard God hath

them into; but are ready and prepared vviih

ise virgins to enter into the Bridegrooms
bcr,—not knowing how soon the last call

je 10 any of us. Keep to waiting in I'aith-

s, that iho crown of glory we also may ob-

.vith this precious, obedient, and dear sister,

before us.

e not weary in well-doing. Meet often to-

r, and as you keep in a holy thirst and hun-

l
after righteousness, you will partake ol

watering at the living stream, and feeding

e living bread, which comes down from

heaven. Without this you cannot live to God,
nor keep in that which is acceptable to him, as

this dear plant was kept to the end of her days.

"I communicate this in tender love to you ;

you were a small number, and one is taken from
you who was great in love, but Utile in her own
eyes. The Lord, wilh whom all things are pos-

sible, will give an increase, and enlarge your bor-

ders in his own time."

The prophecy relative to the increase of Friends
at Mancliestcr, with which the memorial closes,

was abundantly fulfilled.

Soon after this, Samuel removed from the

family residence at Knight-Stainforth, to Lancas-
ter. He was growing old, and as he wished to

have less of the cumber of ihc world upon him,
he gave up attention to outward business.

HUMPHREY SMITH.

This Friend was committed to prison for being

at a meeting of Friends, as a ringleader and one
of the chief of the Quakers, travelling through the

country to seduce the people, and disturb the peace.

Ho was kept under close confinement in Winches-
ter jail, never called to answer at any assize, nor
sullered to go out at any time; and his friends

were frequently denied the liberty of visiting him,

until at length he died there on the 4th day of the

month called May, 1663. This good man had a

foresight of his death, and said to some of his

friends, that he had a narrow path to pass through
;

and more than once signified, he saw he should

be imprisoned, and that it might cost him his life.

In his sickness he expressed himself thus: "My
heart is filled with the power of God. It is good
lor a man at such a lime as this, to know the

Lord to be his friend." At another time he said,

" Lord thou hast sent me I'orth to do thy will,

and I have been faithful unto thee in my small

measure, which thou hast committed to me; but

if thou wilt yet try me further, thy will be done."
Again, " I am the Lord's, let him do what he

will." When near his departure, he prayed thus,

"O Lord, hear the inward sighs and groans ol

thine oppressed, and deliver my soul from the

oppressor. Hear me, O Lord, uphold and pre-

serve me. I know that my Redeemer liveth.

Thou art strong and mighty, O Lord." He also

prayed that God would deliver his people from
their oppressors ; and for those that had been

convinced by his ministry^ that he would be their

teacher. He continued sweetly still and sensible

unto the end, and died in perfect peace.

The afiiictions of the Lord's messengers in this

day do not arise from the powers of the earth;

ihey come from the spirit of the world within our

own borders, in those who are opposed to the cross,

and to the fuilhl'ul who live under its subjecting

power. But if these maintain the same patient,

enduring spirit which supported the early Friends,

He who walked in the midst of the golden candle-

sticks, who said, '• All the churches shall know
ihiit 1 am he which seaicheth the reins and hearts,

and 1 will give unto every one of you according

to your works," will sustain his sulfering seed

who are in truth devoted to him, and his cause,

and in his own way relieve them from llieir sul-

lerings. To be made and preserved the conipan-

ion of those who are in tribulation, and in the

kln;^dom and patience of Jesus Christ, is among

the highest mercies, and will be crowned wiih an

unspeakably glorious reward, if they hold out

faithfully und humbly to the end.

Visitors at Niagara.—During the present sea-

son, 47,000 persons have crossed the bridge

leading to Goat Island, and paid their tribute of
ti.5 cents each. The number is abuut X!0,0(JO

larger than last year.

UNITY.
The unity of the brethren is so necessary for

the prosperity and preservation of the church,
that any thing which has a tendency to mar it,

should be scrupulously avoided. The more we
strive "to live in the life of righteousness," and
the more earnestly we are concerned to act only
from the true anointing, and to be instructed espe-
cially in things alfecting Society, by Ilim whose
ways are all perfect, the more likely the members
will be, to dwell together in the unity of that

blessed S|)irit, which only can be the bond of true

and lasting peace.

Perhaps in this sentiment individuals may very
much agree, and still frequently difTr in regard
to the causes of disunity. It appears clear how-
ever, that the innovators upon the accepted doc-

trines of Christian truth and their abettors, when
the unity is broken, must be answerable therefor;

and not those who are honestly concerned to act

under the pointings of Truth against such innova-
tions. Unity in society may be destroyed in

various ways by those who are unable sulficiently

to prize it. I believe it never suffers from a faitli-

I'ul and timely testimony against wrong things,

but on the contrary is increased, and the current

of gospel love is enlarged as it flows from one to

another, in consequence of the watchmen stand-

ing diligently at their respective posts. But this

happy state of things remains no longer than the

delegated ones continue to listen attentively to the

directions of the Captain of their soul's salvation.

If they become heedless of His voice, and yi(dd to

other promptings than of it, the enemy of all good
will be very likely to take advantage of their re-

missness; and if he cannot deceive by reducing
important things in their estimation, he will be
very likely to insinuate, that things comparatively

unimportant, and respecting which Friends should
for the sake of harmony be allowed to entertain

ditferent opinions, must be followed up and close-

ly pressed, even by creaturely activity, for the

purpose of securing desirable ends : here Christian

harmony is endangered, and the living can see

that the precious life is injured, and that the bonds

of true unity are loosened. The skilfulness of
the enlightened in the mystery of godliness, is in-

finitely important for the preservation of the come-
liness and beauty of the church: to know when
to move and when to remain still, when to

speak and when to keep silence, is so essential,

as properly to require our increasing aspirations,

lor on this highly important knowledge, the wel-

fare and prosperity of the church of Christ very

much depends.

How great is the favour when we can experi-

ence that dignifying and preserving power of

Divine Grace, so to prevail in and over our as-

semblies, as to be a "spirit of judgment to hiii

that sitieth in judgment, and slrenglh to the:n

that turn the battle to the gate." As this is per-

mitted to reign and rule in the church, all is kept

sweet and clean, in order and in heavenly har-

mony ; which condition of Socieiy is truly desir-

able, and when mercifully conferred, is oneof thj

most important blessings, which proceeds from

the Author of every good and perfect gifi.

-New York, Tculli mo., lSi3.

If wc do not subdue our temper it will subdue

us; it is the second word Ihal inaked the qucirrcl.
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,hn. ihoso who are best prepared ; laws enacted m order to drive the f^jj^l^^^^

-except-

3lc

Ki\iiw of the Wtathtr for Tenth Month, IbJJ.

Tlie first three wcks of the Tenth month were

imiisually mild and fine for the season

ill" on the 1st, no rain fell di

that period ; and were it not l

have set down from the 7lh to the 21st, as «

genuine old-fashioned Indian summer. It was

certainly more like that than any period ol wea-

ther of 'equal length thai we remember Imvini;

had lately. The wind was generally N. VV. to

S. W., ai'id the mornings cool and Irosly, whilst

in" the 'afternoons the air was peculiarly mild and

balmy, and the sky a little hazy. While we

wcre'enjoying this delightful weather lierc, a lew
|

hundred miles to the northward snow fell in con-

siderable quantities. A few days previous to the

21st, the wind gradually shifted more to the N. b.

and k.and on that day half an inch of rain fell in

showers. It was greatly needed, as not any o(

consequence had fallen for more than a month.

Early on the morning of ihe •J4th, the wind again

changed Irom N. NV. to N. N. E., and a storm ol

snow, luiU, rum and wind followed, which would

have done credit to mid-winter. This storm con-

tinued till 4 or 5 1-. M., and appears to have

been vry tipnerul and severe in the interior and

tnouni:ilii"US parts of the iMiddle States. In this

viciniiy suiricient snow fell to whilen the ground,

and as far south as Petersburg, Va., it accumu-

lated to the depth of 1 i inches ; while at Staunton,

which is near the interior of the same State, only

a little further north and in a mountainous district,

it is reported to have been from twelve to fifteen

indies deep, and in many places it is said break-

ing the limbs of the trees. At Ilollidaysburg, Pa.,

it was one foot deep, and among the mountains

near that place, two feet. In many parts of New

York State it was five or six inches deep. 20th

reasonably iii ,

for it, are most inclined to regard mankind as one

family ; and on the contrary, that those who in statute book

support of Iheir several parties, employ lliem-l

selves in devising or executin

g the wnole 01^,^^ ^_^^^ ,,^j harmony of Society are laid waste,

•arly, we should
^^^ ^^^ j,, ,,,g ^^,„y ^r being either prepared them-

' *' "" "
selves, or instrumental in preparing others lor

future blessedness."

ond the limits of the State

Cotnurerl Penjile

n'devising or executing schemes, by which Illinois have boon holding a «i'''«

*^«"J"';"" ',;[;" "^ => . .. '^
. - !_:.. ...„..,„ ! tago, to conaiUtT their proper course under the la«

ccntly passed tlicre, compelling them either to leave

S 1. A V i; R V 1 T E M S.

(Oinclucli'J from panii C'i.)

Wc should suppose there are many slaveholders

who would blush for their comrade who acted in

the unprincipled manner, set forth in the annexed

account, which has been published in several

newspapers. Even the judge who decided against

the unjiistly treated man, declares that his case is

one of great hardship and crurlty. What a hard

heart must a white man possess, who can treat a

man of dark skin with such injustice, whom he

re-ards of so inferior rank, while probably he

considers himself a Chrisiian, a man of enlight-

ened principles, and a citizen of the country loud-

est in its pretensions to the love and delence o(

human rights.

{From the Cincinnati Enquirer, Oct. 22.]

" Slave Case in Kentucky.—ll will be remembered that

.1 few weeks since we stated that a suit had been brought

in tlie Covinfrtoii (Ky.) Circuit Court, Judge Pryor p

^\,lui I., ;i r.l. Hired man namedSamuelNorris, against

J \ , , \ ii-inia, to establish his freedom. The

',!,;
, ,

'

, lu the above court j-esterday. The

l,
iiti. .: ,: .: I ir 113 we can learn them, are, tha

lis wlio liiis bci-n living in Covington for some

where he married a free woman, and has severa

dren was permitted by his master, Patton, to hire his

own'time, paying him, through his agents, Withers &

Co ,
of this city, his annual hire, which he always did

promptly. The amount stipulated, "" i^"'--- -•"=

About two ye

,
between IS

It was estJ

been well si^

taking nuirkj

and 26th.-Cold mornings-ec. quite plentiful. f::^^Z::;^:^^:^t:^:o:^''i{:::.,ic^J.e
31st.—Cold morning; day clear and pleasant

The average temperature for the month lower

than usual, ft was .50^='; for the Tenth month

last year, it was 56"°. Range of the thermome-

ter, from 28 on the 31st, to 74 on the 22d, or

46". Amount of rain 3.8 inches.

A.

West-town B. S., Eleventh mo. 3d, 1833.

5 ! ".TkT'
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of commerce for several years; and we
ly that many a fair lady has strutted her

jur in all the glory of a moiikcy-skiii muff
t-skin gloves, without sus[iecling the quality

finery."

BALLOON ASCENSION,

regard ascensions in balloons for the pur
f procuring money, and gratifying an idle

ty, as folly; believing that men have no

D risk life and limb in such dangerous voy
inless some praclical general good was to

;ained thereby. We are induced to g
to the following account of an ascension,

from the " Alta Californian," by the un-

circumstances under which it was perform-

youth and self-possession of the teronaut.

e providential preservation he experienced,

ppears the balloon was to go up from near

rancisco, but at the appointed time for start

ing but partially inflated, it was found, after

trials insufficieat to bear up a man of or

weight. The car was then taken off, and
I board placed across the hoop, from which
r had been suspended, and tied last. Seve-
•sons, supposing the balloon would go but

I distance, asked to be permitted to take a

ong them was a youth of sixteen years of age,

Joseph Gates, known by the familiar appellation
dy.' He had gone to Oakland to sell oranges—
ition—and was in for all kinds of sport. With-
action he was told to jump in. Turning to hii

ion, he handed his basket of oranges to him
;ed him to hold them, immediately straddled the

rhich had been fastened to the hoop of the bal-

rhose who had hold of it then let go, and it

slowly upward, the weight of the boy depressing

p on one side, and throwing his back against the
hich attached the hoop to the balloon—his legs

; suspended in the air. As he was about rising,

ly called out to him to pull the valve-rope when
;ed to come down. He took hold of it, and ap-
;o be either making it fast or pulling at it with
:o decend, when some of the boys cried out to

;o on. He then let it go and gradually rose,

rapidly along in a south-easterly direction,

e exception of this information as to the use of
e-rope, he was entirely ignorant of the manner
.ging a balloon. Having ascended some thirty

feet, the balloon was carried along by a gentle
in a south-easterly course, across an arm of the

th of Oakland, and rising as it proceeded to a
light, until it was concealed from view by some
luds. It was then met by a counter current of
moved along, graduiiUy ascending in a north-
direction, to appearances immediately over the
the mountains. In the course of half an hour
ttained a greater altitude, and still its course
vard and upward, until a few minutes past 5

it was lost to the view in the distance. It was
rteen minutes before 4 o'clock when the boy took
on the board.

w moments after the balloon had parted com-
th the earth, and when at the distance of half
)ne ofyoung Gates's companions shouted to him
r if he 'would not have an overcoat?' The
round enjoyed the joke heartily, little thinking
brave boy would, in less than half an hour, be

g with intense cold. We may remark, that he

f lightly clad. As he ascended, and before the
of his figure were lost to view, in the distance,

: was turned to the crowd, and we did not ob-
m make any attempt to look back on the world
weaving. His deportment was, however, entire-

osed, although his seat was a most uncomfort-
;. Two or three ropes, against which he leaned
:, and a frail board, which he straddled as a
es a hobby horse, were all that separated him
itruction when last seen. Upon this fragile sup-
swung to and fro without falling, although we
spared at any moment to see him drop to the

When the balloon had attained a considerable

1, its movements became very regular. Tliere

gnsts or puffs of wind, and the movement was
8 that the progress of the aeronaut could only

bo marked by observing its relative position with other
objects. The direction first taken was a littie tt

eastward of San Antonio. At this point it was tli

encountered the counter current of air, and made the
curve which carried it to the north-east. After having
struck the counter current, the distance,was so great
that the figure of the boy could no longer be distinguish-

ed. The boy and the balloon presented a single dark
object to the view

;
and from this time until it nearly

disappeared, the diminution in its size was very gra-
dual. It was, however, throughout the whole time,

seen with the greatest distinctness. The atmosphere
was unusually pure, and after the balloon had floated

past the low clouds behind which it was concealed
within the first ten minutes, it was again hid from view
until it had passed beyond the range of unaided human
vision.

"At first, the spectators seemed to have been insen-
sible of the danger attendant upon the voyage. They
regarded it merely as a good joke, and a pretty specta-
cle—so beautifully did the balloon arise, and so graceful-
ly did it float along, high above the tops of the moun-
tains. It was only when it became scarcely perceptible,

rising higher and higher above successive belts of clouds,
that they began to inquire into the circumstances of the
ascent, and the name of the daring boy, as well as to

who might be to blame for permitting or countenancing
the rash act. Much anxiety was entertained to know
whether he had fallen from the board. A glass was ob-
tained and it was ascertained that a heavy substance
was still attached to the balloon. This must either have
been the boy or the board—scarcely the latter. *. * *

"Joseph Gates, the boy who made an excursion in a
balloon from Oakland on Sunday afternoon, and for

whose safe rereturn there appeared little ground to hope
arrived last evening in the Sacramento boat, safe except
a sprain in his ankle. He landed in Suisan Valley,
fifteen miles from Benicia, and five miles from any house.
He retained his presence of mind throughout, during
the hour and a half that he was in the air, in which
time he travelled about fifty miles.

" He was excited when he started, but when he had
risen a slight distance, he became perfectly collected,

and leaned back in an easy position against the cords.

Here he sat, for a long time, heard the cries of the crowd
below, and saw the whole Bay, and the country from
San Francisco to Sacramento.
"The only unpleasant sensation he felt, was cold in

his feet. He took oti' one shoe, and tied a handkerchief
about his foot, and then took off the other shoe, but
dropped his handkerchief, and had to put on that shoe
as it was before.

" He wanted to come down soon after the balloon
started, but the rope broke

;
but he was not disconcert-

ed nor frightened. He knew very well whither the bal-

loon was going, and wanted to land near Benicia, but
could not climb the ropes to cut the balloon as he wished.
This he knew was his only hope, and he persevered until

he succeeded in getting up to the body of the balloon
and cutting a hole with his penknife. He was careful

not to make the hole too large, and when he was satis-

fied that it was of the right size, he slipped down to the

hoop. The balloon descended very gradually, and as it

reached the ground in the open plain, he sprang off.

The balloon, lightened of his weight, rose again rapidly.

"He then walked five miles before he reached a house,

and the next day he walked to Benicia. This ffironau-

tic tour is undoubtedly one of the most remarkable on
record. When we consider the youth and inexperience
of the navigator, the unexpectedness of the trip, the

scanty accommodations, his success in climbing up the
cords and cutting the balloon in a perfectly successful

manner, and his fortunate escape from the many dangers,
the voyage has scarcely an equal for romantic interest

from the time of Mongolfierto the present day. To climb
the cords was a labour of extreme difficulty, for they were
only about a quarter of an inch in thickness, and the

mce from the hoop to a point practicable for cutting

about twelve feet. But few persons could perform
the feat of climbing such cord near the earth, and much
less three miles above, for that was about the height to

rhich he ascended. He saw not a little danger, but his

oyage will become famous, and his name will be spoken
from Euroi)e to Australia."

shortly it will be the cheapest motive power in

the world; and stationary machinery, railroad
cars, and every thing else, will be run by light-

I'aper.-Ex

HOPE FOR IRELAND.

The London Times, of September 14th, has
an editorial on the present condition of Ireland,
which encourages the hope that the people of that
country are yet to be happy and prosperous. It

is admitted, however, that the desirable change
has not been wrought by the Legislature, statc°s-

men, or imperial enactments of England, but in-

directly by the United States of North America,
which have received and provided for the over-
plus of Ireland's population. The Times says :

" Within the si.\ years ending March, 1852, as
many as 1,313,226 person* left the shores of Ire-
land, the number for 1851 being 251,537, and
for 1852, 224,997. For the former year the ex-
haustion was four times the supply, estimated at
the usual rate; for the latter year more thin three
times; and at this rate Ireland would be depopu-
lated in two generations. So great and sponta-
neous a drain is probably une.vampled in the his-

tory of the world, when the lact of its being across
a great ocean, and in a time of profound peace, is

taken into account. Certainly, as one considers
the immense redundancy of labour on one side of
the Atlantic, and the profitable employment wait-
ing it on the other, one cannot help setting this

down among the things that were to be."

As matters now stand, emigration from Ire-

land is evidently the result of certain varying con-
ditions, and varies with them. Even ilic^great
increase in the money sent from America to°pro-
cure the passage of friends, an increase from un-
der a million to nearly a million and a-half, has
not prevented the rate from flagging in the last

year. Mr. Locke, from whose paper we arc
quoting, points out thai while this emigration was
in progress, Ireland was fast becoming a very
different country; more employment, less pauper-
ism, less crime, wealthier landowners, and im-
proved cultivation. Had Ireland, indeed, been in

1846 what it is now, there would have been no
such emigration. Even between the two years
1851 and 1852, the expenses of public relief have
decreased nearly a fourth, the able-bodied paupers
nearly half, in the poorest districts very much
more. If the weekly rate of wages has not been
raised, employment has been much more contin-
uous and steady. There was nearly a third less

crime in 1852 than in 1851, ofiences of an affa-
rian character being only found in a few districts ;

and scarcely at all, Mr. Locke observes, in the
land which has changed hands under the encum-
bered estates commission, amounting to one mil-

lion and seven hundred thousand acres, compris-
ing a population of half a million, and sold for

ten millions and a-hall".—iV. Aiiicr.

Affcctioti.—We sometimes meet with men who
seem to think that any indulgence in an atlection-

ate feeling is weakness. They will return from
a journey and treat their families with a distant

dignity, and move among their children with the

cold and lofty splendor ol'an iceberg, surrounded
by its broken fragments. There is hardly a more
unnatural sight on earth than one of those fami-
lies without a heart. A father had better exlin-

nics Fair in 13oston, was exhibited an engine guish a boy's eyes than take away his heart,

moved by an electrical battery, which is driven
i

VVho that has experienced the joys of friendship

at a speed of two hundred and fifty revolutions
|

and values synipatliy and aliection, would not

per minute. This power has proved more costly
j

rather lose all that is beautiful in nature's scenery,

n former experiments than steam, but it is thought than be robbed of the hidden treasures of his

that such discoveries have of late been made, that heart ?

Electricity in Motive Power.—At the Mecha-
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Cherish, then, vour heart's best nflection. In-

dulge in the wnrm, <;ushin!i nnd inspiring emo-

tions of filial, parental nnd fraternal love. Love

(ioJ nnd everybody, and everything that is lovely.

'IVach vour children to love; to love the rose,

the robin; to love their parents; to love their

God. Let it be the studied object of their domes-

tic culture, to give them warm hearts, ardent af-

fections. Bind your whole family together by

those strong cords. You cannot make them too

strong.

THIS FRIEND.
ELKVKNTll .MONTH

The progress of that most mysterious disease

which I'hysicians here denominated " Spasmodic

or Malignant Cholera," gives reason to believe

that our Atlantic States will most probably be

a^ain visited bv it. Ever since it passed the borders

of India, in whose deep morasses it was first ma-

tured, and where it is almost constantly to be found,

its irruptions into other countries have been irregu

lar, and its spread in them as an epidemic apparent

Iv capricious. It would seem, so far as human rea

='-" can discover, to obey no laws in its mode ol

pass the borders of India, nnd set out on its mis-

sion of chastisement and warning to the nations

of Rurope and America. Its course was very

similar but more rapid than at its first visit, and by

the middle pf 1848, it had overrun mosi of the

cities of Europe. The passengers on board two

vessels which sailed in the autumn of 1818 from

Havre, in France, the one for New York, and the

.ithcr for New Orleans, after having been nt sea,

the former sixteen, nnd the latter twenty-six days,

were nitacked with cholera ; and as the disease

had not made its appearance in Havre before they

embarked, nor till long after, the vessels must

most probably have passed through a section ol

the atmosphere, laden with the subtile poison, and

bearing it towards our shores. The disease broke

out in New Orleans soon after the arrival there of

the vessel having it on board, rapidly advanced

up the Mississippi, extending its destructive in-

roads through the States situated in the great val-

lev which it drains. Though the vessel destined „ .ley wnicii 11 uiuii.s. °
, ..

, disease
'

t,« collected in Philadelphia county during the ye
to New \ork had not got clear ol the disease

The New Portage Railroad on the w

the American Arctic Expedition, under Dr. E. V. Kar

had been at Upernavich, aud had left for the head w
teri! of Smith's Sound. The officers and crew all

good henllh.

VNITED STATES.—In the year cndinR Sixth mon-

30lli, one limulred and nine million dollars' worth

_

Lottou was exported from the United States. An i

irca^e over the previous year of twenty-two millions.

Xew lyrA-.—Arrival of emigrants by sea in Tenth m.

24,783. Of these, 14,426 were British subjects, 4,G

were Germans, 2,y3» French, 66 West Indians, 11 Ua

isb, 2 Mexicans, 101 Italians, 5 Chinese, 9 Portupiiei

19 South Americans, 2,574 citizens of the Unind Suiti

.\ Six Penny Savings Bank has been estalili?hc.l lor t

benefit of children inclined to be economicMl
;
$2:'.,0

have been already deposited. The owner aii.l olhctrs

the Henry Clay steamboat, have been acquitted on t

charge of manslaughter, brought against them for ha

in" by negligence caused the death of the eighly-fo

persons who lost their lives at the time of the deslru

tion of that boat.

i'ennsydvinio.—Philadelphia. Deaths last week, 14

Paupers admitted into the almshouse, for the year en

ill.' tlic 2llth of last Fifth month, 22,451 ;
number i

ni°iiiin£; on the 20th of Fifth month, 1605. The Pc

when it arrived there, yet it did not spread. But

in 1849 it reached New York, probably in the

regular course of invasion from Europe, and once

more traversed through the Atlantic States, with-

held, it is true, from infiicting extended ravages,

but giving fearful evidence of ils fatal energies

, ,
• ,

I should it once be let loose with full warrant to

procrression, to be confined to no particular course, snoma

nor°turned aside by any opposing obstacles. Butj '^^^i'^'

vhen once this pestilence has left the country of

its nativity, and set out on its fatal career, how-

ever it may seem to tarry for a time in some

favourite spot, or turn aside to visit some locality

far remote from the line of its invasion, sooner or

later it marches onward, sometimes stealthily in-

linuating its poison into places which have not

dreamed of danger, and sometimes bursting forth

with sudden destruction, in cities which were re-

joicing in the belief that they have been overlooked

and pTisscd by, and dues not slop until it has en-

circled the globe.

So far as is known, the cholera did not leave

the land where it had its birth until about the year

lb21, when it made its appearance in one ol the

the small towns on the shore of the Persian Gulf.

Having destroyed many lives as it pursued its

way along the banks of the Tigris and the Eu-

phrates, it crossed the desert into Syria and

taking a course northward through Persia, it sud-

denly in 18'2:i burst forth in Astracan, a city be-

longing to Russia. It now halted in its western

and" northern route, and revisited many of the

provinces of Asia before it passed the boundaries

of that continent, to commence its ravages for the

first time in Europe. It made its entrance at

Ohrcnburgh on the border of Russia in 1828, and

in 1830 advanced to Moscow, liom whence it pur-

sued a westward course, and arrived in England

in 1832, first showing itself at Sunderland on the

noithern coast. Near the commencement of sum

nier in the same year, it was found that it had;

overleaped the Atlantic, and commenced ils work

(ifdestruciion on the shores of this vast continent.

It began its ravages at the north, commencing at

Quebec in the early part of the Sixth month, and

passing by the greater part of New England with-

out visiting it, it made its presence known in New
York and in this city, early in the Seventh month.

Its progress south and west through our country

was rapid and marked with death and sorrow. It

appeared to have nearly left us before the end of

that year, but cases occasionally occurred in 1833,

(when it was prevailing very fatally in Mexico

and the West Indies,) and in 1834 there wo

partial return in some sections of our widely

tended population

The cholera again made its appearance in the

north of Europe in the early part of 1853, and

has shown itself in England within the last two

months. It has been for some time prevailing in

Cuba, and has proved so fatal there that in one

section of the island it has carried off thirteen hun-

dred slaves. The emigrants on board many of the

vessels which have lately arrived at New York,

have sulTered greatly from it, and there is no rea-

son why we may not apprehend its spread over

this country again. The cause producing it, the

exact nature of the disease, and the manner in

which it is spread, have so far baffled the investi-

gations of the most ingenious and the most learned.

But whatever obscurity may exist respecting

these points, it is well known that certain circum-

stances exercise a predisposing influence upon the

human system, rendering it more highly suscep-

tible to attacks of the disease. These are scanty

nourishment, ill-ventilated apartments, filth, and

above all others, intemperance either in eating or

drinking. Hence its ravages are most extensive

among the poor and the dissipated, though no

class is exempt.

Whether the cold of winter will keep off the

visitation of the epidemic at this season, or as in

Kussia, it may constitute no obstacle to ils diffu-

sion, it is impossible for us to foresee ; but it may

be anticipated that the general want and suffering

of the poor during the a|)proaching winter, unless

they are guarded against and relieved by the

liberality of those in belter circumstances, will

greatly tend to invite ils return amongst us when

warm weather shall again set in, and to render its

fatality more appalling than on lormur occasiotis.

ide of the Allegheny mountains, was complete.!

week. The whole number of deaths in Philadeipc

this summer and autumn, from the complaints rcturr

to the Board of Health, as yellow, malignant, mali.;m

bilious, pernicious, malignant remittent, nnd typl

ictorodes fevers, was 128.

0/,io.—The rise of the Ohio river has enable.

1

coal-boats from the Monongahela to carry their freighl

Cincinnati, where coal was much needed.

loica.—An immense lead mine has lately been dis

vered in Clayton county.

y.'ias.—The yellow fever still prevails along '

coast.

RECEIPTS.

Received from J. Kearsley, Mich., $2, vol. 26 ;
fi

Thos. Lee, $2, vol. 27 ;
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Commillec on Admusions.—Samuel Bettlc, Jr., No.

North Tenth street ; Charles Ellis, No. 05 South Ei

street, and No. 56 Chestnut street ; William Bettlc

14 South Third street; John C. Allen, No. 179 t-

Fifth street, and No. 227 North Front street; Horat

Wood, No. 210 Race street, and No. 37 Chestnut st

William Thomas, No. 242 North Fifth street, and N

South Wharves; Townsend Sharpless, No. 187

street, and No. 32 South Second street; John M.

tall, No. 161 Filbert street, and No. 138 Race street

Visiling Managers for the .Von(A.—William Ki

Frankford. John M. Whitall, No. 161 Filbert s'

Townsend Sharpless, No. 187 Arch street.

Superintendent.—Dt. Joshua H. Worthington.

j/„/,o„._Elizabeth B. Hopkins.

ITEMS OF NEWS.
The Africa steamship brings news from Liverpool,

to the 22d ult.

ENGLAND.—Cotton and breadstuffs both active, and

looking up.
. , J

RUSSIA.—The war prospect remains unchanged.

TURKEY.—The declaration of war against Russia

has been read in all the Mosques. The fig crop has

failed this year, and it islhoughl that less than one-half

the quantity will be shipped to the United States from

Smyrna, this year, than was last.

MEXICO.—The cholera still prevails in many places.

n insurrection in Yucatan has been suppressed.

In 1847 this scourge permitted to GREENLAND.—Information has been received that

Died, near Fallsington, Bucks county, P
4th of Ninth month last, Ann J., daughter

irown, aged near 14 years. It had been her lot f(

last two years, to sutler much bodily affliction, '

endured with exemplary patience. Short a

life has been, from many of her expressions nea

close there was evidence that through the mercy

Saviour, her work was finished, and that she has

admitted to an eternal inheritance in one of the b,

mansions prepared for the righteous.

on the morning of the 3rd inst., at his resi

in East Fallowfield, Chester county, Pa., Samc

LuKENS, in the 75th year of his age.

""""
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No. 3 Ranstead Place, Fourth above Chesnut sti
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fContinued from page 6(5.)

As with God's works of creation and provi-

:e, so it is with his works of grace. By im-

;eptible means he accomplishes his mighty
IS. The dawning of light in the mind of man
ften unseen at first, but it gradually brightens

the perfect day. The little leaven leavens

whole lump. The small mustard seed bo-

les the tree. The spark of grace is fanned

flame, and pervades the entire inner man.
m the contemplation, then, of all God's works,

js learn not to despise the day of small things.

1 often chooses those who are depised by the

•Id to work out his mighty plans. ' The weak-
3 of God is stronger than men.' ' Not many
e men after the flesh, not many mighty, not

ay noble, are called : but God hath chosen the

ish things of the world to confound the wise;

i God hath chosen the weak things of the

rid to confound the things which are mighty;

I base things of the world, and things which

despised, hath God chosen ; yea, and things

ich are not, to bring to nought things that are:

t no flesh should glory in his presence.'—(1

•. i. 25—29.) The despised fishermen of

lilee were chosen as his missionaries to pro

im the truth, to advance his kingdom, and to

pare the way for the new earth, wherein right-

isness shall dwell. Truly ' His ways are not

our ways, nor his thoughts as our thoughts.'

—

\. Iv. 8, 9.) ' How unsearchable are his judg-

nts, and his ways past finding out.'—(Horn.

33.)

' Wherever circumstances are compatible with

;etable existence, there we find planis arise.

gions ; and in the realms of perpetual snow which

surround the poles, attention is arrested by the

prospect of fields of red snow, which owe their

existence in part to plants of a microscopic na-

ture. Thus it is that vegetation is spread over

all quarters of the globe, and is wisely adapted to

all varieties of climate.

" ' The carpet of flowers and of verdure,' Hum-
boldt remarks, 'spread over the naked crust of

' nas, in ihe greatest luxuriance; as we ascend the

our planet, is unequally woven : it is thicker Andes, we come to tree-ferns, then to the Pcru-

where the sun rises high in the ever-cloudless vian-bark trees; passing through the woody region,

heavens, and thinner towards the poles— in the , we arrive at a shrubby zone, succeeded by grassy

on which the reindeer feeds, thrives at a tempera-

ture sufficient to kill most otiicr plants.

" A lofty mountain at the equator exhibits, as

it were, an epitome of what takes |ilace, on a

grander scale, over the whole globe. It presents

to us diflercnt climates, and at the same time dif-

ferent zones or belts of vegetation. In the South

(American plains we meet with palms, and Bana-

less hapfiy climes where returning frosts often
|
meadows, and finally we tread on mosses ana

destroy the opening buds of spring, or the ripen

ing fruits of autumn. Every where, however,

man finds some plants to minister to his support

and enjoyment.' Those who view nature with

a comprehensive glance, Humboldt continues,

ichens, which are limited only by the line of per-

petual snow."
" In order that this general distribution of

plants over the surface of the globe may be se-

cured, many of them are provided with a large

from the poles to the equator, organic life
j

number of reproductive germs or seeds. In the

and vigour gradually augment with the augment- 1 case of the lower tribes of plants, as mushrooms,

ation of vivifying heat. But in the course of this puff-balls, &c., tho number is almost incredible,

progressive increase, there are reserved to each
!
In a single plant of this tribe, Fries ascertained

zone its own peculiar beauties : to the tropics,

variety and grandeur of vegetable forms; to the

north, the aspect of ils meadows and green pas-

tures, and the periodic awakening of nature at the

first breath of the mild air of spring. Each zone,

he existence of tea millions, so minute as to bo

scarcely visible, often resembling thin smoke, and

so subtile that it is difficult to conceive a place

from which they could be excluded. The decay

of the higher plants furnishes nourishment for

beside its own peculiar advantages, has its own
|

thousands of these mushroom-like tribes, and the

distinctive character—each region of the earth
j

trunk of a dead tree will give rise to millions,

has a natural physiognomy peculiar to itself. I Bread cannot be kept for many days without be

The idea indicated by the painter, by expressions

such as Siviss tiaturc, Italian ski/, &c., rests on

a partial perception of this local character in the

aspect of nature. The azure of the sky, the

lights and shadows, the haze resting in the dis-

tance, the form of animals, the succulency of the

plants and herbage, the brightness of tho foliage,

the outline of the mountains, are all elements

which determine the total impression characteris-

tic of each district or region.'"

"The adaptation of plants to diflferent climates

is a subject well fitted to call forth our admiration.

The succulent plant, well provided with stores of

fluid, and in which evaporation takes place with

the greatest difficulty, is made to grow in the

parched and thirsty desert. In the deserts of the

East, and the sandy plains of Arabia, where the

heat from the earth dissipates the passing cloud

commg covered with blue mould, composed of

myriads of minute but perfect plants of this de-

scription. Even in the higher classes of plants,

we meet with remarkable examples in this respect.

The number of seeds produced by a single plant

of the Sejs palm is about 8000 ; by the common
spear thistle, 24,000; the poppy, 32,000; and to-

bacco, 40,000, or even more.

"In order that seeds may be scattered, some

of them are provided with hairy appendages, as

cotton, and are thus wafted by the wind to a great

distance. Others are dispersed by the agency of

water. Tho mountain stream washes down to

tho valley the seeds which may accidentally fall

into it, or which it may happen to sweep from its

banks when it suddenly overflows them. Tho
broad and majestic river, winding along the c.\-

ive plain, and traversing the continents of the

which hastens, as it were, to shed its refreshing ! world, conveys, to the distance of many hundreds

moisture on a more grateful spot, where no water 'of miles, the seeds which may have vegetated at

issues from a spring or falls from on high, ihei Its source. The influence ol aqueous agents is

e solitary island in the midst of the ocean, as I
the water-melon grows, offering a delicious

]

also remarkably displayed in causing seed-vessels

II as tho extended continent; the parched des- draught to the traveller. On the plains of the to open and scatter the seeds in a spot fitjor gcr-

, and the fertile plain; the deep cavern, and ' Pampas, the Cactus, with ils juicy stems, like a
|

mination. Thus, the plant called Rose ol Jericho

I lofty mountain ; the stagnant pool, and the' vegetable fountain, refreshes the wild herds which becomes dried up like a ball, and is tossed about

anderincT stream, have each their peculiar vc-- roam over the plains, and which instinctively tear
!
by the wind until it comes into contact with water,

tion. Even the sides of the volcano are cov- :
off the formidable external prickles of the plant in ' when its small pods open, and ihe seeds are scat-

;d with flowers; and the geysers of Iceland, ' order that they may reach the succulent interior. lered ; and a species of fig-mangold in Africa

d the hot springs of Switzerland and Arabia, The Palm developes its umbrageous foliage in opens Us seed-vessel when moisture is applied.

3 not without their vegetable productions. The those regions where it is most required for shelter, "Seeds also are enabled, la many cases, to

er-sounding and mysterious deep hides in its from the heat of the sun. The Bread-fruit, Banana,
'

retain their vitality long, so that they can vcgelato

som many a plant no less conspicuous for Plantain, Mango, and Coco-nut, are produced in even after being kept lor many years, and expos-

auty and variety of form than splendour of' abundance in those climates where they are best fit- ed to various vicissitudes. The coco-nut, support-

lour, and admirably fitted for the place it is de- ted for the support and well-beingofthe inhabitants, ed on the waters ol ihe Pacific by mL-ans ol iho

medtooccupy. On the sands of the torrid zone,! In temperate climes, where animal food is more buoyant mass of fibrous covering whi^h surrounds

B eye of the traveller is occasionally refreshed
i
essential to existence, we meet with the grassy

!
it, is said to have been wafted lor 1800 miles on

' the appearance of a few succulent plants
i
herbage and the green pastures adapted lor the 'the ocean, with its germinating properties UDim-

liich are enabled to thrive amidst these arid re- food of cattle ; while in arctic regions, the lichen
|

paired.
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Will. MKli ft libtr.il

Tlicir seeds abn.a.l, l.loi

liuuimorous mix M them
The moisleuing curreut

hnnil has Nature tin

l.low.i them ulu.nt i

tU the iiur,in mould,

our senses, we might sec u tliealre of as mnny

I

wonders as aslroiiuniy has unlblded—a universe;

'within liic compass oi'n point so small, as to elude'

all the powers of the microscope; but wliere tiie

It has been justly remarked, 'Innumerable ore wonder-working God finds room for llie exercise

llic means which the Great Creator employs in of all His nttribules, where He can raise another

spreading fertililv, from the gentle summer wind
,

mechanism of worlds, and fill and animate 'hem

wiiich ripples the water, to the storm which lashes all with the evidence of Mis glory.'

the waves into fury ; from the humble and unin-
1

" As in iho minute examination of the works

tenlionnl ministry of the fowl of the air, to the of Providence, so in the enlightened study of [the

thoughlllil plan, and unwearied pursuit of it, Scriptures], we shall be led to see more and more

^hich characterize the works of His great mas

terpiece, man.'
" \Vhi!e a very superficial glance at the veget-

able productions of the globe is thus calculated

to call forth our admiration of the wisdom and

goodness of God, it is when we examine the mi-

nute and microscopic structure of plants, that we

are led to still higher views of the wonderful and

simple means which He employs to work out Flis

mighty purposes. The more highly we magnify

the texture of plants, the more beautiful do they

appear. How ditrercut are the works of God in

this respect from ilie works of man ! The finest

lace, as far as regards man's work, when placed

under the microscope, becomes coarse ;
but the

vegetable fibre of which the lace is made, when

treated in a similar manner, only exhibits more

delicacy and beauty.

"The more we examine the works of God, the

more do we see their perfection, the more do we

perceive touches of the most masterly skill and

wisdom. He is perfect in the greatest, as well as

in the smallest ; 'perfect in appointing the days

and hours in which Jupiter, with all his satellites,

shall travel round the sun; perfect in framing the

smallest insect that creeps over a few feet of our

little globe ; perfect in the minutest moss which

grows on the most solitary island of the ocean.'

In all man's inventions and performances, there

are constantly imperfections and errors to be de-

tected. U'hat he approves to-day, he may ere

long reject as his know ledge and his tasle improve.

In God's works, no fault can be detected in the

plan, no improvement on the first model. They
have pleased all tastes, in all ages, and in every

country. The simplicity of the means, moreover,

by which all His mighty plans are wrought, is a

subject of wonder and admiration.
" In speaking of the wonders of creation, Dr.

Chalmers reinarks:—'About the time of the in-

vention of the telescope, another instrument was
formed, which laid open a scene no less wonder-

ful, and rewarded the inquisitive spirit of man.
This was the microscope. The one led me to see

a system in every star ; tlie other leads me to see

a world in every atom. The one taught me that

this mighty globe, with the whole burden of its

people and ils countries, is but a grain of sand

of the depth of His unfathomable wisdom. The
more it is scrutinized by the microscopic eye of

faith, the more beauty, the more wondrous adap-

tations, are discerned. Truth stands out in bolder

relief, and the traces which were previously im-

perceptible are seen to be lines of mighty import.

Thoughts which had passed unnoticed are depict-

ed by this mirror in all their nakedness, and are

seen with the most accurate definition in the un-

erring light of truth, unobscurcd by the colouring

with which we are ready to gloss thetn over.

There must, however, be the eye to see, and the

hand to adjust, and these are the gifts of God,
whose Spirit alone can enable us to see light

clearly, and to exclaim. The Lord's thoughts are

not as our thoughts, nor His ways as our ways.

For as the heavens are higher than the earth, so

are His ways higher than our ways, and H
thoughts than our thoughts.—(Isa. Iv. 8, 9.) The
wisdom of God in a mystery, even the hidden

wisdom, is revealed unto us by His Spirit ; for

the Spirit searcheth all things, yea, the deep

things of God. (1 Cor. ii. 7, 10.)

(To

From the New York Journal of Commerce.

The Saline Springs at Syracuse.

Of the natural wonders of the State of New
York none are more deserving of attention, or

better calculated to awaken surprise and astonish-

ment than the Saline Springs at Syracuse. Here,

welling up from the bowels of the earth, is an

unfolding and inexhaustible supply of this indis-

pensable ingredient in animal sustenance. For
the distance of about ten miles around the border.-

of Onondaga Lake, west and north-west of Syra-
cuse, from Gcddes to Liverpool, the ground is

thoroughly saturated with saline properties; and
when not drawn off for manufacturing purposes,

the water appears abundantly on the surface.

This land is all owned by the State, and is leased

for a term of years to different individuals, each
lot having a front of from eighty to one hundred

feet, and a depth of two hundred to two hundred

and fifty feet. A duty of one cent per bushel

is imposed by the State for the privileges thus

allbrded. The lots are built over by large frame
the high field of immensity ; the other teaches me

j

buildings or " blocks," till at length nearly all the

that every grain of sand may harbour within it best positions are occupied. The present number
the tribes and the families of a busy population,

j
of blocks on the ground is about two hundred.

The one told me of the insignificance of the world
: between thirty and forty having been added dur-

I tread upon ; the other redeems it from all its in ing the present season ; and they will each make,
significance; for it tells me that in the leaves of

i
this year, something like twenty thousand bushels

every forest, and in ihe fiowers of every garden, I of fine salt. Included within the ten miles are
and in the waters of every rivulet, there are worlds Salina, Syracuse, Geddes, and Liverpool, all

teeming with li(c, and numberless as the glories
I
engaged in salt manufacturing, and whose pro-

of the firmament. The one has sun^'csted to me, I perty is as much dependent on the success of the
that beyond and above all that is visible to man
there may be fields of creation which sweep im-
measurably along, and carry the impress of the

Almighty's hand to the remotest scenes of the

universe ; the other suggests to me, that within

business, as the condition of a thermometer is

upon the state of the temperature. What the

iron interest is to Pittsburg, the salt interest is

to these towns. Salina exceeds all the rest in the

amount of salt produced. The past season has
and beneath all that minuteness, which the aided

j
been a prosperous one with the salt-makers, and

eye of man has been able to explore, there may the footing up of accounts this fall will show a
be a region of invisibles ; and that, could we draw

[

large increase of business. The amount of Onon-
aside the mysterious curtain which shrouds it from daga salt inspected last year was four million

nine hundred and twenty-two thousand five hun^

dred and thirty-three bushels, and it is estimatec

that this year's crop will exceed five million.

The trade is much more systemalicaily regu

latcd than formerly, with a view to graduate th(

supply by the demand; and the interests of ma
nufucturcrs arc greatly promoted thereby. There

is a mutual understanding that each shall produci

a certain quantity, so as to form an aggregati

previously agreed on, and the amount thus appor

tioned cannot be increased except by commoi
consent.

The salt " blocks," with their long, low roofs

covering a vast superficial area, constitute pecu

liarities that readily distinguish the salt cities Iron

all others. Without cessation, by day and h]

night, vapoury clouds are issuing from the roofs

often enveloping not only the building, but al

surrounding objects. The manner of manufac
turing is apparent upon first entering the works

The eye is at once attracted by the intensely ho

fires which are kept constantly burning beneatl

the salt kettles. The latter are of a capacity va

rying from one hundred to one hundred and fort;

gallons each, and are from forty to eighty ii

number. They are arranged in long rows, ove

two parallel arches of brick masonry, at one cm
of which the wood is supplied. The heat is car

ried back to the further extremity of the arch b;

the draft created by a chimney. The water o

brine is conducted to the kettles by a woodei

aqueduct, and is reduced about two-thirds b;

boiling. At an early stage of the process the im

pure sediment is removed by long-handled pans

and at the proper time the salt, which has accu

Ululated in the bottom of the kettles, and is of i

sparkling whiteness, is taken out with ladles, am
placed in wooden baskets to drain. Each baske

contains a conically-shaped pile, and the watei

in filtrating from the bottom, fringes the baske

with white pendants, like icicles. After th

draining is completed, the salt is thrown into bins

and is ready for packing in about fourteen days

Sometimes five thousand or six thousand bushel

accumulate in a bin. The conlents of the kettle

over the hottest part of the furnace, are eva

porated about four times in every twenly-fou

hours. The barrels in which the salt is packe

contain about two hundred and eighty pounds, o

five bushels. The price j.er barrel is •$! I'-l^

Constant efforts arc made to improve the quaht

of the salt, and to fully maintain the reputation o

the manufactures.

To procure copious supplies of the brine, wood
en tubes, having an interior diameter of fourteei

inches, are pressed down perpendicularly Iron

one hundred to four hundred leet, through strati

of sand, clay, &c. Suction is then applied b;

means of a powerful pump, worked by walei

power furnished by the canal, and the brine i

lorced up a perpendicular height of seventy leel

to a huge tank, called the " State Reservoir.

From thence it passes to the private cisterns a

individual manufacturers, where it undergoes i

process of purification, previous to its introductioi

to the salt-works. About four quarts of lime ar

thrown into every twenty-five thousand gallons o

water, which has the ell'ect to precipitate the iroi

rust, plaster, and other impurities, held in solu

tion.

The amount of solar or coarse salt produced i

not more than one-sixth of the whole. In manu
facturing, the brine is allowed to fill shallow vata

having movable roofs, to protect them from rains

j

The eaves of the roofs rest on railways, and ar

moved longitudinally along the vats. The latle

arc of enormous extent, covering in the aggregati

about five hundred acres.
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ie manufacture of sail is mostly over by the

of October. The raising of brine is discon-

d i'rom the first of December to the first of

1. W. B. Whitmore is engineer and depuly

rintendent of ihe works. The salt manufac-

of New York Slate constitule an important

ent of its prosperity, and their value is not

i to be over-estimated.

Pcrscfution of Samuel Biirgis.

is scarcely possible at this day to have a

dea of the hardships and gross impositions

iced upon the members, at the beginning of

existence as a Society. VVe may admire

constancy and meekness, but if we bring it

! to ourselves, and imagine it possible for

ar scenes to be transacted in this day of light

the right of private judgment, we must recoil

the darkness in which pretended ministers

3 gospel who engaged in them, were envel-

, and might find it difficult to suppress the

ig of resistance to such measures. On the

of the Ninth month, the wife of this Friend

buried in a burying-ground of Friends at Bag-

. Her husband, who was a prisoner in

ing, obtained leave to attend, and with seve-

ther Friends, was present at the inlerment ol

eloved companion. The priest of the parish

med a justice, procured a warrant, and com-
filh several persons, he took their names. A
an Friend spoke a few words at the grave,

n he charged his attendants to take into cus-

which they refused. This made him angry,

16 gave them many threats. On his report

e justices, they laid a fine on several of the

ids for being at a conventicle, who shortly

were distressed of their goods. Samuel
is, residing in Berkshire, those justices sent

lificate to the justice in that county, who
d his warrant for distress, which the priest

impton, where Sainuel dwelt, was active to

jte, and sent his man to see it delivered to

onstable. When the constable plead with

riest, alleging that Burgis was in prison, for

id been prisoner a year and a-hall', and had

obtained leave to go to the burial of his wife

d that his wife being dead, if ihey took awa^
oods, his children might become a charge to

arish, telling him that he was minister of the

h, and ought to set a good example of meek-
and forbearance—the priest replied he did

are for that; he would make it cost ihem £5
n, if they did not make distress, which was
done very rigorously. They took away all

ows, seized a mare coming laden from mar-
and would not sulfur his servants to take

I the articles with her, but compelled them to

id, and hire anoiher in her place. Thus this

iculing priest promoted the ruin of his neigh-

,
for simply attending the funeral ol his wile,

ivas now in jail while this robbery of his pro-

, and the means of his family's subsistence,

carrying on.

lose sullering men paved the way for the

ies we now enjoy, to worship God according

r conscientious convictions, and to carry oui

acticc our testimony against a hireling min-

I

war, oaths, and many other things, not

istent with the spiritual nature and purity ol

;ospel of Jesus Christ. These liberties wore
lased at the cost of many lives, and much
ent siifit;ring. Lightly esteeming or Iramp-

upon the precious testimonies committed to

5 like counting the blood of those martyrs a

;
of little or no value. What a weight of re-

iibility rests upon us, for the many privileges

and the unspeakable blessings the Lord has con-

ferred upon us! The qiierv may well be brougiil

home to our consciences, What shall we render

to him for all his benefits; and are we bringing

forth fruits to his praise, and to the advancement

of his glory and kingdom in the earth ?

OUR FPtlEND—TIIE PUTATO.

At a time when fears are again being expressed

as to an extensive failure of the potato crop, a few

words about the history of this useful esculent

may possess a more than ordinary interest.

In the year 1584, the celebrated voyager and
courtier Sir Walter Raleigh, stood in high favour

with the " virgin queen ;" and, ever ambitions to

extend his power and wealih, sought fi)r and ob-

tained from his royal mistress a patent for "dis-

covering and planting new countries not possess-

ed by Christians." This document gave him
power to appropriate, plant, and govern the terri-

tories he might acquire. Nor was he slow in

availing himself of the privileges thus bestowed on

him. Undismayed by the failure of a previous

personal attempt, and by an abortive expedition

in the preceding year, in which he had adventur-

ed £2000, he organized a body of colonists, who
sailed for the shores of America in 1585, under

the government of a Mr. Lane. They landed on

the eastern shore of that continent, near Chesa-

peake Bay, and named the colony Virginia, in

honour of the queen. Instead, however, of adopt-

ing Peiin's policy, and seeking by honest and fair

means to obtain a permanent footing in the coun-

try, the misconduct and aggressions of the colo-

nists soon plunged them into hostilities with the

Indians, and in less than a year they were glad to

make their escape and abandon their colony.

They re-embarked on board Sir Francis Drake's

squadron, which visited the coast on its home-
ward voyage. Futile and void of any useful aid

as the expedition seemed, it nevertheless resulted

in the introduction into England of two plants

which have exerted a very important influence on

after ages. The governor, Mr. Lane, brought

home for the first lime tobacco, which ho had

seen used by the natives; and Sir Waller Raleigh

introduced smoking into ibis country. One of

the colonists, named 'i'homas Heriol, wrote an

account of the country, in which he duscribes a

plant called " openawk" He says, " The roots

ol this plant are round, some as large as a wal-

nut, others much larger: ihey grow in damp soils,

many hanging together as if fixed on ropes. They
are good food, either boiled or roasied. This was
the root now so well known as the potato: and

however we may incline to doubt whether the in-

troduction of tobacco has been a benefit to this

part of the globe—for the universality ol' the cus-

tom.of smoking is no proof of its utility—there

can be but one opinion as to the vastness of the

benefit conferred by the naturalization of the po-

tato amongst us. So universal has the use of this

root become, that we are apt to look upon it as a

common thing, and to think slightly of its im-

mense imi)ortance. VVe shall, perhaps, be able to

esliiuale us value more rightly, if we compare

the condition of nur ancestors uilhout it, with

that of our countrymen of the present day willi, it.

But more of this anon.

The potato, as well as the tobacco plant, was

brought home on the return of this expedition, and

was first cultivated by Sir Walter Raleigh, at

Youghall, in the county of Cork. An amusing

anecdote is related of its early history there. Sir

Waller's gardener had with care planted the roots

he had received from his master, and had dili-

gently tended them till they had flowered, and
the flowers had given way to the round green ber-

ries—the " potato apples," as they are called.

Ignorant that the value of the plant lay in its

tuberous roots, and not in its berries, he brought
one of the " apples" to his master, and asked if

that were the fine new American fruit? The
knight, having examined il, either was or pretend-

ed to be so dissatisfied, that he ordered the "weed"
to be rooted out. The gardener obeyed, and
in rooting out the " weeds" found a bushel of
potatoes.

The cultivation of the potato very gradually
spread in Ireland ; but nearly a century liad

elapsed before it could be said to form an import-
ant portion of the means of sustenance to the in-

habiianls of that country. In England it met
with much less favour ; for it was considerably

more than a century before it came into anything
like general cultivation, and in many parts, so

lately as 1770, it was rare to meet with a whole
acre of potatoes. Lancashire seems to have been
the first scene of potato culture in England, where
the mechanics and cottagers found it a valuable

addition to their means of subsistence, from the

ease with which it could bo grown, and the abun-
dant nature of its produce. By some it was at

first esteemed a delicacy. The old botanist Ge-
rarde cultivated it in his garden, and gave a
drawing of it in his well-known " Herbal" under
the name of the " Potato of Virginia:" he recom-
mends that the root should be eaten as a delicate

dish. In the reign of James I., we are told that

potatoes formed one of the articles provided for

the household of the queen, and that their price

was 2s. per pound. But all the efforts of Raleigh,

and even the patronage of Queen Anne, were not

sufficient to push the potato into favour, although

the philosophers of the day gave it their recom-

mendation. A committee of the Royal Society

was appointed to inquire into its merits; all those

Fellows of the Society who had suitable lands

svere entreated to plant them with it. But it was
of no avail : the root had long to contend with

many and popular prejudices, as too many a use-

ful invention or discovery has had to do. One
author, (Mortimer,) writing in 1708, sneeringly

says, that " the root is very near the nature of the

Jerusalem artichoke, although not so good and
wholesome ; but that it may prove good for swiue."

Woolridge, three years later, says: "I do not

hear whether it has yet been essayed wiicther Ihey

may not be propagated in great quantities for the

use of swine and other cattle." .\nother writer

s|)0aks of them only as being good " for poor peo-

ple." A still more strange prejudice against them
was prevalent amongst the Scotch, on the ground

ihat "potatoes are not mentioned in the Bible;"

and they were therefore regarded as unhallowed

food. It is not therefore wonderl'ul that, with the

rude modes of cultivation prevalent in those days,

the potato was long in making head against the

prejudices with which it had to contend, and tak-

ing its position as the universally useful and agree-

able esculent ii now forms.

Nor was the proper way of cooking it better

understood. When the first potatoes which had

been raised in the county of Forfar were cooked

)d served up, they adhered to the leelli like

glue, and were far from agreeable; and the poor

potato would have been condemned through the

ignorance of the cook, but for the opportune arri-

val of a gentleman who had tasted a potato in

Lancashire. At his recommendation, the half-

eookcd vegetables were remaiideil back to the

hot lurf-ashes, till they became as pleasant ns

they had bclbre been nauseous. This was in

1730, two years after it had been fairly inlro-
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duceii into cullivnlion in Scotland. Tlic mode of

its fust introduction is intcrcslinfj, as showing how

the absence of prejudice, and tlio earnest, perse-

vering atlenipt by trial lo nscerlain its real value,

soon raised the despised jioiato to deserved

esteem. It was n poor cottager, a day-labourer,

living near Kilsyth in Stirlingshire, named Tho-

mas Prentice, who maintained himseirinparl by the

produce of a little plot of ground, who first suc-

cessfully attempt! d the cultivation of the potato

in Scotland. Having by some means obtained

a few roots, he planted them in his little field,

and tended them so carefully and judiciously that

the produce was very valuable, being almost in-

stantly in demand among the neighbouring cot-

tagers and farmers, w ho saw its use in propagating

other crops. Prentice continued thus to supply

his neighbours, till in a few years he had saved

£200—no small fortune to such a man. He af-

terwards invesled his capital in an annuity, on

wliich he lived comfortably to the age of 86, hav-

ing witnessed the general adoption of his favour-

ite root, and the blessings it had conferred on his

country. The year 1742, which was long

membered in Scotland as " the dear year," was

however mainly instrumental in promoting it;

universal cultivation. Old people, who were liv

ing at the beginning of the present century, re

presented the state of things in the summer ol

1743 as truly dreadful. Many of the destitute

wandered in the fields, seeking to prolong the

misery of existence by devouring the leaves of

peas, beans, sorrel, and other plants ; while many
perished of absoluie starvation, and others were

swept away by the fevers, and those diseases

which always follow in the track of famine. Tl

'

general stale of distress drew the attention of most

people to the potato, and its great value as a sub

stantiul article of food became so apparent. Ilia

its cultivation' soon became general both in gar

den and field. The urgent necessities of a super

abundant and wretchedly destitute peasantry ii

Ireland, and the famine in Scotland, promoted th(

rapid growth of potato culture in those countries

to a much greater extent than in England, where

the absence of any such powerful stimulus retard

ed its progress. Towards the latter end of the

last century, however, the prejudices which had at

first been excited against it had in great measure

subsided, and its value was in consequence more

truly appreciated : it began now to lorin an im-

portant part of English husbandry; and, in 1776,

no fewer than 1700 acres in Essex were planted

with potatoes, for the supply of the London market.

Its history on the continent has been almost a

facsimile of its progress in our own country. Si-

milar prejudices were excited against it there; and

to such an extent did they prevail, that, in Pome-

rania, Frederick the Great compelled the unwill-

ing inhabitants lo receive it by ibrce of law. In

Sweden, the celebrated Linna;us plied his eflbrts

and reconunendations to the same end, but to

little purpose, till, in 1764, a royal edict was
issued for the encouragement of its culture. In

Switzerland, it appears to have met with less op-

position, and the Swiss peasants grew potatoes on

their mountain sides in abundance, and learnt the

art of drying them and grinding them into flour,

and making them into bread. A peasant bought

n small field near the Alps, and in two years paid

the purchase.money by the profits of its potato

crops. Tiie root is now as extensively cultivated

in many parts of the continent as in England. It

has also been introduced into India ; and though
there at first the sul)ject of violent dislike, it aeems
to be coming into great favour with the natives.

In fact, its culture is fast becoming universal,

rKemainder neit wcclt.]

From lilt. National Ki

SUMMKR BY THE L.\KE SIDE.

(Cuncliiileil from page CH.)

II. EVENING.

Yon mountain's side is black with night,

\Vliile, brond-orb'd, o'er its gleaming crown,

The moon, slow-rounding into sight'

On the hushed inland sea looks down.

How start to light the clustering isles,

Each silver hemmed I How sharply show
The shadows of their rocky iiiles,

And tree tops, in the wave below I

How far and strange the mountains seem,
Dim-looming through the pale, still light 1

The vague, vast grouping of a dream,
They stretch into the solemn night.

Beneath, lake, wood, and peopled vale,

Hushed by that presence grand and grave,

Are silent, save the cricket's wail,

Aud low response of leaf and wave.

Fair scenes ! whereto the Day and Night
Make rival love, I leave ye soon,

What time before the eastern light

The pale ghost of the setting moon

Shall hide behind yon rocky spines,

Aud the young archer, Morn, shall break
His arrows on the mountain pines,

And, golden-sandalled, walk the lake I

Farewell I Around this smiling bay
Gay-he-irted health, and Life in bloom,

With lighter steps than mine, may stray

In radiant summers yet to come.

But none shsill more regretful leave

These waters and these hills than I;

Or, distant, fonder dream how eve

Or dawn is painting wave and sky.

How rising moons shine sad and mild
On wooded isle and silvering bay

;

Or setting suns beyond the piled

Aud purple mountains lead the day
;

Nor laughing girl, nor bearding boy,

Nor full-pulsed manhood, lingering here,

Shall add, to life's abounding joy,

The charmed repose to sutferiug dear.

Still waits kind Nature to impart

Her choicest gifts to such as gain

An entrance to her loving heart

Through the sharp discipline of pain.

Forever from the Hand that takes

One blessing from us others fall

;

Aud, soon or late, our Father makes
His perfect recompense to all I

Oh I watched by Silence and the Night,

And tbUled iu the strong embrace

Of the great mountains, with the light

Of the sa'eet heavens upon thy face.

Lake of the Northland ! keep thy dower
Of beauty still, and while above

Thy solemn mountains speak of pon-cr,

Be thou the mirror of God's love.

J. G. AV.

CHRYSANTHEMUM.

Though the earth is void ivf grace,

And ihc very bird's are dumb,
Cheerful, gay Chrysanthemum I

Thus may I have round me when
Age's frost my heart shall numb.

Friends as warm and constant then

As thou art. Chrysanthemum I

May I find, though youth be past,

Hearts that love me to the last.

Eyes that smile, tho' winter come
Bright as thou Chrvsanthemum !

A man who gets into the habit of inquiring

bout proprieties, and erpcdiencies, Rnd occasions,

and rcsi//ls, ofien S|icnds his whole life without

g anything to purjiose.

—

dcil.

A rAlllLV OF FAITU.
*

OR A BRIEF ACCOUNT OF S.\MOEL WATSON, HIS

WIFE, AND SOME OF THEIR CHILDREN.
(Cnnliniicil froiii page d'J.)

Now the time drew nigh when Samuel Walsm
was called lo give up his beloved wile. She had

long been his comforter, his fellow labourer in tha

gospel, his efilcient aid in the government of their

:hildren. Her Friends say of her, that she " was

one, who for the sake of the blessed Truth, denied

herself, and was made willing to part with those

things which she thought stood in her way, ab.

horring all manner of evil. She was a tender,

nursing mother, exhorting and building up the

young in the inost holy faiih. Though weak ia

body, she was given to fasting on religious ac"

counts,—giving alms,—spending much of hei

time in private retirement, frequent in prayer and

praising the Lord;—delighting in meditation, like

Mary, of whom the Lord said, 'she had chosen

the good part which shall not be taken away iVom

her.' Whilst she had strength of body to go lo

public meetings, she had a word to speak in sea.

son, suitable to the states and conditions of many
i

and also was instrumental in the Lord's hand, lO

keeping things in good order relating to clmrcll

aflairs."

Her daughter Elizabeth Moss, thus testifies ol

her watchfulness over her children and those un.

der her Care, and the blessed fruit thereof. " Sli(

was never wanting in reproving of sin in the Icasl

appearance in any of us, her soul loathing and

abhorring all manner of evil wherever it was, eilhei

in servants or children. Many of her servant!

bless the everlasting God, that ever they came

under her roof. [She was] as a lender nursing

mother, one whom tiie Lord had endued u ilE

power from on high, nourishing, comforiing,

strengthening, exhorting, and building up in th«

most holy faith,—training up her children in the

way they should walk, and 1 hope most of then

will not depart from Christ. For my own part

1 have been as it were raised from the very briiik

of the grave, and I am as one of the monumenli

of the Lord's mercy, and desire that day inaj

never be forgotten by me. When I was in nij

greatest calamity, the thought of her from whom
1 came, was as marrow lo my bones, and 1 bles*

ed the Lord in her behalf, that he was pleased Ic

sutler me to spring from such a root, which brough'

honour to his great name. The desire of mj

heart and soul is, that we her branches, yel leil

behind, may receive of the same sap and virlut

from Christ the Rock, which will be in us as i

well of water springing up unto eternal life. An(

it is the travail of rny spirit in the love of ni)

heavenly Father, that all parents would carelullj

admonish, instruct, and reprove their children, a:

she did, which would obtain a blessing from tin

Lord God upon the obedient,—and would stam

as a witness against the disobedient and rebelli

ous, leaving them without excuse, whilst it wuuli

add peace and satisfaction to those who havtf 8

discharged their duty to their children."

Elizabeth after speaking of her mother's weak

ness of body, love of retirement, and labours ii

the church, bears this aHectionate testimony I

her step-father. " Father Watson being a suitabli

help-meet to her in spiritual affairs, and lende'

over her weak body,—and my soul loves him i

the heavenly life." "I might say much of ihii

my dear and tender mother, how she spent he'
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in days that are past, and years that are

,
in supplication, fasting, prayer, and alms;

eing willing lo eat her morsel alone, but dis-

ting freely to those that wanted, yet still with

privacy, that as it is said, ' the left hand

d not know what the right hand did.' She

little sleep to her eyes, or slumber to her

Js, until she had found a place for the God
cob to dwell in. When she had found him

1 her soul loved, she kept upon the watch-

, being ready to enter the Bridegroom's

iber, at what hour he pleased to call."

iry Watson had long been of a weakly con-

ion, and in looking forward to her close,

times felt a fear of the pains commonly at-

nt on the putting off of mortality. This fear

doubtless enhanced by a keen perception of

:iurity of the Lord God of Hosts, and of

who shall be counted worthy to enter the

ation of his holiness, that glorious city into

li nothing that is impure can ever enter,

during her last illness all fear was taken

'. Her husband says, " She was sometimes

r fears of this great passage from mortality,

me have been in ancient time, but my tra-

n spirit with her spirit was, ' that through the

; faith she had received in Christ, the author

she might keep still steadfast, and fight the

fight of faith until victory should be obtain-

This was in God's season manifested in her

rd man. Afterwards she spoke forth°pure

owledgments of the same, to our great re-

ing. Several weeks before her departure,

;ave me comfortably to understand ' that the

of redemption was wrought and completed

r, and all doubt and fear removed.' Now
v'aited to be dissolved and to be with Christ,

had redeemed and sanctified her, having put

eousness on her as a garment, and salvation

lamp that burneth. So that as a wise virgin

vas prepared to enter into the Bridegroom's

iber of eternal joy. Praises filled her heart

it slie had any strength remaining. Her eye
lo that heavenly family gathered out of all

amilies of the earth, in which she would

y have been rejoicing, with her tender ofT-

g and relations w ho had gone before her."

le travailed in spirit during the days of her

h, and the exercise continued with her as

drew near the chambers of death, that her

ren, who had not already been safely landed

le shores of everlasting rest, might be all ga-

d lo the true sheeplbid, under the care of the

enly Shepherd Christ Jesus. Her labours of

her pure breathings and prayers for them,

many and fervent. Her husband, in faith

the prayers of the righteous avail much, de-

d, ' they shall not return in vain.' He adds,

.xhortation lo them that were with her, and her

lil in spirit lor those not present was, ' That
might walk humbly before the Lord their

lor, and watch against all the evil temptations

is world, the flesh, the vanity and lusts there-

That they might not be captivated with pride,

glory, or intemperance, but abiding in the

lear of the Lord, which makes the heart

I, might know all evil suppressed and slain

the cross in Ihem, and humility, righteous-

meekness of spirit, and holiness, grow in

I. Not only as a comely garment lo ihem,

I never-failing portion.' This she begged of

jord for lliein, and it was more in her eye
all visible enjoyments ; for she knew that all

ily things will fail, but heavenly treasure, is

learl of great price, which failelh not.

le also travailed in spirit, that her children

It be kept in subjection and in true obedience

eir earthly father, ofien saying that it would

bring a blessing from on high upon them. She
was a witness of her husband's care and concern
for their everlasting well-being. She had a sense

of the many tribulations, dark trials, and inward
exercises he had passed through, and her faith

was, that ' the Lord in the end would give him a

reward and crown him with eternal glory.'

All visible helps and outward enjoyments had

failed her, but she had the Lord for her portion,

and kept in possession the heavenly treasure.

She fed upon the living bread and wine of the

kingdom, which she was soon to be in the more
full enjoyment of. She olten spoke of feeling the

Lamb's glory around her,—that she was com-
passed with salvation, and the blessed Truth was
as a girdle to her.

A few hours before her close, she said to her

husband, " Love, pray for me." In reference to

ihis he says, "The never-failing sacrifice which
God prepares sprung up in me, which the Lord,

our tender heavenly Father, hath heard and an-

swered. Now the time being come, her glass

being run, the silver thread cut, and the golden

pitcher broken,—she gave up the ghost in a sweet,

still manner, the second day of the Ninth month,
1694." . . . " So He that gave her me, in his

appointed time took her to himself. She lay as

a flower in the coffin, as if she was asleep. She
lived in sweetness and cleanness in her lifetime,

and was sweet at her latter end. I am left in

separation from her visible body, but 1 am still

with her in a spiritual union in the heavenly

place, and my labour is to keep in godly patience

and true contentedness in every exercise I am yet

to pass through. His abundant love and power
have kept me hitherto surpassing what I can ex-

press, and the life that 1 now live, is by faith in

the Son of God. In this living faith, I want to

persevere and be preserved to the end of my ap-

pointed time, that 1 may live to the glory of Him,
who is God over all, and hath called and chosen

me 10 bring forth fruits to his praise."

" On the fourth day of the Eighth month, being

the first day of the week, my dear with was buried

in the meeting-house yard in Lancaster, being

the first corpse there interred. [The body] was
accompanied w'ilh the chief of that town, and the

generality of Friends, several hundreds. In tes-

timonies, and on other accounts, things were to

the great satisfaction of Friends and others. So
the Truth is precious in all who wait to be guided

by it; and our God shall have the praise in all

his works forever and evermore. Amen."
Elizabeth iVIoss finishes her testimony with these

words: "O the remembrance of this, my dear

and tender mother, bows my heart in humility

and tenders my soul, causing me to say,'0!
thou God of the righteous, grant that we who are

her oll'spring, with all thy flock, may so walk, as

that we may receive a part in that everlasting

reward which she hath obtained.'

" Oh ! the loss of so dear and tender a mother,

which I have with my dear sisters, is more than

I can sufficiently express. Though we mourn,

yet it is not as without hope. My breathings

are, that I with them and they with me, may be

kept faithful to the end of our days, that so we
may receive our penny : and our God shall have

the praise. For he is worthy sailh my soul,

henceforth and forevermore."

In closing the account of his wife, Samuel

writes thus : " In a sensible feeling of the Lord's
i

power and goodness u|)on my spirit, I bear record

how it was with this dear and tender com|)anion

in her life and death. She is now gone before

us, and we wait to follow alter, and to obtain a\

share in the same celestial happiness with her, in I

liie mansion prepared for ail the faithful. I

' This is for of Ik for-

" To the Lord who reigns over the families of
Jacob, and works all things together for the good
of those that truly fear, love, serve, and obey him,
be the glory and praise ascribed, who is worthy
forever."

Praclical Faith in Divine Rcveiulion.

It is fiir easier to admit the truth of a principle

in religion than to act up to it. If the question is

asked, whether we believe in the doctrine of the

immediate revelation of the ILdy Si)irit, few would
perhaps answer otherwise than in the aflirmalive.

They would be unwilling it should be sujiposed,

that they are defective upon any point of gospel

truth. But if it is brought home to the test of
experience, and an impartial scrutiny is made,
how many, even among the members of our So-
ciety, would be bound to conl'ess, that they are

not practical believers in this essential article of
Christian faith—that they do not know the reality

of it by the guidance of the Holy Spirit. They
do not, by yielding to its power inwardly reveal-

ed, daily resist all the temptations of the devil,

nor in their actions for promoting the cause of re-

ligion, are they divinely led and qualified by the

Head of the true church. If they critically scann-
ed the motive, not a few would probably see

that the fitness or unfitness of things, according

to their judgment as men, was the standard by
which they decided to act, or to refrain from act-

ing in religious things, if they take any part in

them. It is impossible to practice u|)on this es-

jsential faith, in attempting to promote the cause

of Truth, or to manage the afl'airs of the church,
I if we are constantly keeping our back lo the rc-

Iquirings of this Spirit, in our daily walk and in-

tercourse among men. If we stifle its heavenly
convictions, and its calls out of wrong things, and
take the direction of ourselves into our own hands,

those Divine intimations will become more and
more rare, confidence in ourselves will strengthen,

pride will take the place of the humble dcpendance
of a child of God upon his heavenly Father, dark-

ness will be put in the place of light, and in this

condition the judgment of Truth will bo turned

backward, and man's will and contrivance be

exalted in its place.

This brings great distress upon the humble,

cross-bearing followers of Christ, where there are

any of them left in a meeting, and we should hope

there is no meeting in the Society, without a por-

tion of this faithful class. But tlic number may
be so reduced in some places, and the worldly

members in so great proportion, as lo bear down,

and disregard the exercise anJ judgment of the

rightly travailing ones among llieiii. Our Saviour

said, " the world will love its own ;" and so the

decisions that are founded in worldly policy, will

meet with support in woi Idly-minded men and

women, who are not subject to the cross, and to

the immediate guidance of the Spirit of Truth.

There is also a natural love of power in unregen-

erate man; and there will be found a strong disin-

clination in those who have fallen awuy iVom the

child's stale, which ihcy once in som; measure
knew, 10 part with the power which their obedi-

ence to the Truth at that day, opened the way
for them to be clothed with, and winch ihcy then

exercised with lear, and for the honour of the

Lord, and the real welfare of one another. In n

lapsed state, persons may be so deceived in liieir

own condition, as to lovo power, and to attempt

to lord over the heritage, and lo seek to bring

under their control those who do not unite with
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nil ihoir proceedings, nor with llie spirit they n re sent into the world to reprove it of sin. And as perfortnnnce of his religious duties, or prevent

workiii" in. A worldly or parly spirit getting' by forsnking iniquity, thou comr'st to be acquaint- that sacrifice of time needful for altomion to t

the rule, will wound the precious life in conscieu- ed with that heavenly voice in thy heart, as the services of the church. Withdrawing early fro

tious tender-spirited Friends, and may prevent it old man, or the natural man, that savourelh not, business, at a time when it prcsonled many pr<

from having the dominion, although it appears in ihe things of God's kingdom is put otf, with his
!

peels of amassing wealth, he devoted himself mc
vessels "sanctified and meet for the Master's use."; evil and corrupt affections and lusts, thou shalt feel

,
entirely to the concerns of Society, and a pref

At the same time that spirit will love its own,
:
the new man, or the spiritual birth and babe raised, ration for the invisible world. Thus, bcin^ pi

and caress and honour those who honour it, and which hath its spiritual senses, and can see, feel,
|

served in cleanness and inuocency of spirit,

give their strength to its cause; and it can assume taste, handle, and smell the things of the Spirit ; but pleased his Divine Master, whom he laboured

the profession of Divine authority to advance its [till then the knowlege of things spiritual, is but as
j

serve, to keep him alive in Ilim.

purpose, though the eye that is really anointed an historical faith—but as the description of the| During the fearful delusion which resulted

will) the eye-salve of the kingdom, discerns its, light of the sun, or of curious colours to a blind
|

the Ilicksite secession, he remained a firm a

workings to be adverse to the lowly Spirit of the 'man; who though of the largest capacity, cannot open advocate for the truths of the gospel ; evic

sufl'.ring Lamb of God.
|

so well understand it by the inost acute and lively ing that he loved not father or mother, sister

There is nothing we ought more to dread, than description, as a child can by seeing them. So' brother, more than his blessed Saviour. And
to be left to ourselves ; deprived of the preserving

j

neither can the natural man of the largest capa- later days, when the enemy of all good has bo

[lowor, and the guidance of the Holy Spirit, in the city, by the best words, even scripture words, so ' permitted to manifest himself in a more sub
svell understand the mysteries of God's kingdom,

j

manner, he was still found earnestly contendi

as the least and weakest child who tasteth them,l for that faith, which many, who had been count

by having them revealed inwardly by the Spirit." as true disciples, were ready to forsake.

1 of! Filling for nearly fifty years the staiWait then for this in the small revelation station of I

that pure light, which first reveals things morel elder in the church, it was his constant endoavo

known; and as thou becomest fitted for it, thou to walk blameless therein; and being gifted wi

narrow way that leads to life, or in things per-

taining 10 the church. David prayed, " Create

in me a clean heart O God, and renew a right

spirit within me. Cast me not away from thy

presence; and take not thy Holy Spirit from me.

Restore unto me the joy of thy salvation ; and up- , ,

hold me with thy free Spirit. Then will 1 teach shalt receive more and more, and by a living ex-

transgressors thy ways; and sinners shall be perience easily refute their ignorance, who ask,

convcrlfd unio thee." Where this prayer for the
|

liow dost thou know that thou art actuated by the

<l>;an>ing of the heart, and the renewing of the Spirit of God? Which will appear to thee a

Holy Ghost, is disregarded and lost, there can be question no less ridiculous, than to ask one whose
no ability to teach others of the right way of the eyes are open, how he knows the sun shines at

Lord, and to draw ihcm into it. Have we not noonday?"
reason to apprehend, that the fundamental ground " There is therefore now no condemnation to

of the present weak, and divided condition of our them which are in Christ Jesus, who walk not

religious Society everywhere, is a departure from after the flesh, but afier the Sj)irit ; for the law of

the living God, through a practical unbelief in the the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus hath set me free,"

immediate revelation and government of the Holy said the apostle, " from the law of sin and death."

Spirit, on the part of many of the members, which And so it will set every one free, who is obedient jovment "of his faculties to the close of his loi

is to be deeply lamented. Surely there would [to it as it is revealed in the heart; and this free- life, he was also preserved in much patience, fr

never be any wish in those who were led by the I dom of the children of God, is the fruit and evi-
[

quently expressing his desire to wait all the d

Spirit, to change our principles, to lower our tes- dence of being true experimental believers, in the and appointed time, till his change should comi

timonies, or trample on the rights of others ; and immediate revelation of the Holy Spirit. These
j
and when that awful period arrived, he sweet

f attempted by any, the faithful servants ol' Christ
, are born of the Spirit, baptized by it into one

I breathed away his spirit, with calm and peacef

body, and are in unity and true fellowship one serenity, as one who sleeps in Jesus. J
with anolhor. - I

the spirit of true discernment, he was skilful

distinguish a living and pure ministry, thou|

simple and unadorned, from the teachings

man's wisdom without gospel power; and he w
faithful in labouring with those, who, he a

prehended were departing from the spring oftr

gospsl ministry. As an overseer, he was firm

ihe support of the discipline, yet tender and syt

pathetic towards those who had wandered, lea

ing in the minds of such, many testimonials

his labours of love.

Having been mercifully favoured with the e

lould detect and stand against them. Our d

sions are caused by the ruling of two spirits, the

spirit of the world, and the Spirit of Christ, which
will ever be at variance with each other. The
worldlv-minded may assume the form, while in

practice they deny the power of godlmess, and
iliircby pervert the right way of the Lord, and

hinder the church from putting on the garments

of salvation and strength. The only way for our

restoration to thai brightnessaud spiritual strength,

which was enjoyed in former days, is individual

searching of heart, and humble obedience to th';

manifestation of the Holy Spirit, given to every

one to profit wiihal. It is heart and home work,

accompanied by true charity towards one another,

that is needed, and by which alone we can be

made " lively stones," and " built up a spiritual

house, an holy priesthood, to offer up spiritual

sacrifices, acceptable to God by Jesus Christ."

Trayer.—Prayer is not a smooth e.xpression

or well continued form of words; not the product

of a ready memory, or of a rich invention exert-

ing itself in the performance. These may draw
a neat picture, but still the life is wanting. It is

not the gilded paper and good writing of a peti-

tion that prevads with a king, but the moving
sense of it.

—

Stkctal.

CALEB PElRfE.

Obituary notices have of latter time become so

much multiplied, that, we doubt not, many indi-

viduals have been silently passed over on that

account, whose names have been as a sweet

Every substitute for this, will fail to restore the memorial amongst their Friends, and whose ex-

peace and the harmony we profess to desire. amples might have been profitably held up for

It was faith in the immediate revelation of the others to fidlow.

Holy Spirit, and their obedience to it, in all hu- This latter consideration has induced us to

iniliiy and the denial of self, that made the early make a little allusion to the character of our dear 'and to put little annoyances out of the way
Friends such powcrlul instruments in the divine deceased friend Caleb Peirce, whose long life of| 10. To take a cheerful view of everything, an

J land, to bring others to the Truth, and to batter I unspotted integrity, and quiet but persevering en- encourage hope.

Iliiils to Promolc Uarmony in a Family. ]

1. We may be quite sure that our will is likd

to be crossed during the day—so prepare fot\

2. Everybody in the house has an evil natii

as well as ourselves, and therefore we must n

expect too much.
j

3. To learn the different temper of each inl

jvidual. I

4. To look upon each member of the familyt

one for whom Christ died.
''

5. When any good happens to any one, to r

joice at it.

6. When inclined to give an angry answe
lift up the heart in prayer.

7. If Irom any cause we feel irritable,

a strict watch upon ourselves.

8. To observe when others are suffer

drop a word of kindness and sympathy suited I

their state.

9. To watch for little opportunities of pleasinj

to kd

ing, ai

down the kingdom of antichrist ; and we shall not deavour to serve his Master's cause, marked him
see the Society rise again into the strength, and as one of the true followers of Him whose king-

the influence it had over the spirit of the world, dom is not of this world.

until this fundamental and essential faith is more From early life it was his earnest concern, to

generally restored, and practically experienced, keep all things in subservience to the one great

as the source of vital Christianity, our light and object of walking consistently with his profession.

life in the work of righteousness, and in conduct- This was remarkably apparent, during those

ing the affairs of the churcli. One of them says,
j

years in which the pressure of temporal business
" The secret light that shines in the heart, and ! might have been reasonably expected to divide' done the same thing, and been forgiven ?'

reproves unrighteousness, is the small beginning
i his attention; evidencing, through this period,! \^. In conversation not to exalt ourselves, bi

of the revelation of God's Spirit, which was first
j
that no inferior considerations interrupted the I to bring others Ibrward.

11. To speak kindly to servants, and praii

them for little things when you can.

12. In all little pleasures which may occur, I

put self last.

13. To try for " the soft answer that turnol

away wrath."

14. When we have been pained by an unkir/

word or deed, to ask ourselves, " Have I not ofte
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To be gentle wilh the younger ones, and
Iicm with respect, romeiuburing that we
nee young too.

Never juJge another, but attribute a good
when we can.

To compare our manifold blessings with

ling annoyances of the day.

BOOKl
BY OLD HUJirHREY.

1 good books were read, and all bad books

urned, it would make a very great change
world. The following tale will instruct

jf my young readers how to know a good
om a bad one.

papa !" said Arthur Bates, " I have been

g one of the very best books that ever was
1. Henry Seymour lent it to me. I wish

id seen it."

ivish I had, if it be so very good a book as

y ; but tell me Arthur, what good have you
n it?"

can hardly tell yc u that; but I know that

full of odd and comical things, that 1

not help laughing all the time I was read-

leerfulness is an excellent quality, and a

alured laugh in its proper time and place,

to be undervalued ; but the book from which
n get no good can hardly be called a good
Did you learn any useful lesson from the

d comical things the book contained ?"

5, I cannot say that I did; but they were
:-oll."

lave long intended to talk a little with you
books, and I may as well do it now. I

J explain to you my opinion about a good
for perhaps it may differ a little from

should like to know your opinion, papa,

;gard books, Arthur,asfood forlhe mind, just

t we eat, is food for the body ; now there are

kinds of pleasant food that are not whole-

they do not impart strength to the frame.

manner there are pleasant books which
strengthen, but rather weaken the mind."

what papa? for I do not fully understand

lu shall hear. If a labouring man were to

thing but sweetmeats, he would not have

h enough to perform his daily labour; and
'ere to read no books but such as provoked

ighter, we should neither get the knowledge
jsess the inclination to discharge our com-
ities."

egin to understand you now."

t me show you how easy it is to give plea-

ithout imparting profit. If I were to write

about a beautiful country, through which

iver 1000 miles long, sparkling like silver,

ving sands like gold, your curiosity would
! be excited."

s, that it would. I should want to know
jt it."

id if the book told you that the trees which
ver the river were bowed down with the

slicious fruit, and that its banks were cov-

ilh myriads of the most beautiful flowers,

)uld be more anxious than ever to read it."

id so would everybody, I am sure."

it next told you of droves of elephants

1 wilh each other and tearing up trees by

ots ; and of hippopotamuses lifting their

above the surface ot' the river, or wallow-

;elher in the gullies, and of eiiormous cro-

opening their wide mouths to devour their

prey; and of huge snakes almost as thick round
as a man's body, rolling together in the slimy

swamp, coiling themselves now and then, round

the furry hide of a roaring tiger, you would hard-

ly be able to lay the book down till you had read

the rest of its contents."

" That is the very book that would suit me."
"And if it told you a little about tawny lions,

and tall giraffes, and sandy deserts, and cocoa-

nuts, and parrots, and monkeys, swinging by

their tails from bimian trees, you would not be

very much disappointed."
" No, that I should not. I could read such a

book as that from morning to night."

" I dare say you could. But now Arthur,

comes the question ; unless you turned them to

some profitable account, what good would you
get from my silvery river, and fruit, and flowers;

my elephants, hippopotamuses, crocodiles, and
slimy snakes; my roaring tigers, tawny lions,

tall giraflss, cocoa-nuts, parrots, and swinging
monkeys?"

" I really cannot tell."

" If you cannot tell me the good that such a

book would do you, let me point out the evil. It

would, I fear, make you very dissatisfied with the

next book that you road, however useful it might
be, if it did not happen to be equally amusing.

He that dresses in purple, and line, costly gar-

ments, would be discontented with common clothes.

He that feeds on turtle and venison, is not likely

to be content with plain fare ; and he who reads

no books but those that amuse him, will be very

impatient when required to read those that profit

him."
" I do think you are right, papa."
" Every truly good book suited for young peo-

ple, should yield them both pleasure and profit.

But in order that you may know more particular-

ly my opinion about a really good book, I will

tell you the points it should possess."

"Thank you; that is just what I should like to

know."
"A good book for young people, should afford

them amusement; for otherwise they can hardly

be expected to like it. It should impart useful

information, thereby making them wiser. It

should impress their minds with some important

truth. It should correct their errors in judgment
and practice. It should reprove vice and encour-

age virtue ; and it should increase their love for

mankind, and establish them in the fear of the

Lord."
" I shall try to remember every word that you

have said, and then I shall be better able than I

have been to tell a good book from a bad one."

"The -Bible has all the points in it that I have

mentioned, in a greater degree than any other

book in the world. Well may it be called the

best of books ; for the more we read it; reflect

upon it, love it, and obey it. the greater will be

our peace in this world, and the brighter will be

our prospect of another. Remember, Arthur,

that an amusing book may give you pleasure,

and a clever book may add to your knowledge;

but a book cannot be called a good book, unless

it adds to our usefulness and hap|)incss on earth,

or helps us on our way to heaven."

Havaiinah.—It is stated in a late paper, that

Savannah, Georgia, contains a population of 23,-

764, of whom 9744 are coloured ; of the latter,

about yOOO are free men, the balance held in sla-

very. Of the whole 9744 coloured, 3070 (nearly

one-lhird) are members of some religious society.]

Of Baptists, who have three places of worship,}

there are supposed to be :i.33S ; of what is called^

the Methodist African Church, 452; independent!

Presbyterian, 40; Episcopal, 40. They are re-
presented as having comfortable pluc(-s of wor-
ship, the first two belonging to the Baptists, being
lighted with gas, and having all the fixtures for

convenience and comfort which are to be found
in any similar places. "They receive no assist-

ance from the whites in these matters, and are
abundantly able to take care of themselves."

Extract of a Letter from Sarah Grubb Lo John
Conran.

"Second montli 2Ctli, 1801.

"My dear Cousin,— I am inclined to salute
Ihee and my beloved , hoping that I am not
wholly kept out of your remembrance in love. I

ofien visit you in your allliction wilh the best de-
sires my feeble mind can aspirate. I feel renew.
ediy for you on the approaching Quarterly Meet-
ing. Oh! what a time for the most approved I

how hard to steer faultless ! and yet under the
banners of the Captain of the soul's salvation,

conquest is gained over evil in all its intricacies.

Nothing has yet happened that can make us du-
bious; the Lamb and his followers, will have the
victory ; the point is to he His followers, and then
all the fiery darts of the wicked one shall fail.

" A sore trial has come on the church, and it

behoves all who wish the restoration of good or-
der, lo take strait steps, for there is not a disposi-

tion to feel compunction at cutiing off the skirl of
the robe of the anointed; the language may well
be uttered, ' Rejoice not against me, O mine ene-
my ;' and I trust some tried depreciated ones rniy
say, ' When I sit in darkness, the Lord sli.ill be
a light unto me,' &c. Quietness seems oik' of
the best weapons of defence; not a wilhholilin<'

through fear of man, but a watching unto prayer,
that nothing may be attempted without the ability

that cannot be foiled
;
great must be the sullerin"

of the honest-heerted ; but if it tend to deepen, if

it awaken to righteousness, we may hope it will

work for good, to those who hold fast the form of
sound words, and are not shaken in mind, and
that the dear people who slray from the fold, may
be brought to see their error."

[From the Journ.al of the Franklin Institute.]

Chinese Magic Mirrors Exj]lai?ied.—A great
deal of attention has been given in Europe to cer-

tain metallic mirrors fabricated in China—in which
forms of letters, flowers, and animals are embossed
on the back, which is not polished. On looking

directly and as closely as possible on the polished

face, no trace of these figures is seen ; but if the

mirror is made to reflect the rays of the .'^un upon
a wall or screen, the ornaments on ihe back are

plainly seen in the reflected light. .Many attempts

iiave been made to explain this phenomenon, but

hitherto unsuccessfully. On the 1st of April, how-
ever, M. Biol exhibited lo the ,\cademy of Sci-

ences in Paris, one of these mirrors, made by M.
Lerebours. It appears that in 1847 MM. Arago
and Biot suggested an explanation, founded on llie

fact, that as the embosssing on the back surfaces

gave diflerent thicknesses, and therefore dilferent

resistances to the metal, when the face came lo

be polished, the surface opposite the raised por-

tions wouldMjp more resistant, and would be raised

in a convex form, while that opposite the hollow
would under Iho same pressure be slightly con-
cave—these effects being so slight as to be invi.si-

ble to an ocular examination of the surface, but

becoming manifest by the deviations impressed on
the reflected rays. To lest this theory, .M. Lere-

bours took an ordinary daguerreotype plate of

copper plated with silver, and on the copper back

he engraved a crescent, and then polisiied the
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plaie. Looking directly on it, and as carefully street wharf, and was there pumped out, the wa-jand from whatever course it may have spru

as possible, nothing is seen; but when the sun's tcr infcciing the whole atmosphere in the neigh-
!

was present in our midst ; striking down one lie

rays were receivcifon the plale and lhro\\n on a bourhood. On the "Jtith, she was taken possrs- and another there, we think there is abuiid

screen, the form of the crescent was clearly de- tsion of by the Health officer, and carried down by
I
cause for humble acknowledgment, and sine

fined in the rcnected image, darker or lighler'than
|

the river, and scuttled. The watchman who re- gratitude to the merciful Preserver of men, t

the rest, accordin" to the distance of the mirror ' maincd on board of her from her first arrival at Ho was pleased to spare us from the chastisem

from the screen.

—

Cosmos, 5th August, 1853.

Love and Lahoiir.—Love and action do ne-

cessarily evince each other. True love cannot

long lurk unexpressed ; it will be looking out at

the eyes ; creeping out at the mouth ; breaking

out nt the fingers' ends in actions of dearness.

O Lord, in vain shall we profess to love thee, if

wc do nothing for thee.

—

Bishop Hall.

he city, the Health ofliccr, and the men taken on
j

which the many and grievous sins so rife in

board of her by him, five in number all continued community, greatly merit ; that while he pen
ted the pestilence that walkclh at noonda_

manifest itself sufTieiently, to convince us of

awfulncss of the impending scourge, and the

sufficiency of human skill lo control or arrcs

he was pleased to withhold his chastening ha

and to suffer us to go on still longer, in the

The Dchats states that there arc 30,000 politi

il prisoners in the Papal dominions.

THE FRIEND
ELKVEXTH MONTH 19, 1853.

he enjoyment of health

The first case of yellow fever occurred on the

19th of the Seventh month, in the person of a

young man who drove a car, and occu|iied a stand

on the upper side of South street wharf. He died

in seven days. The next was the captain of a

brig which laid near the Mandarin. He died inijoymcnt of that general health and prospe

three days. In the course often days, fifteen which has so long attended our course, and

other cases occurred, including the captain and which we must yet individually give an accoui

mate of the Mandarin, all of them in the vicinity

of Lombard, South, or Almond street wharves.

The disease gradually manifested itself in isolated

cases, scattered in various sections of the city and

districts, nearly all traceable to what has been called

the infected district, which was comprised between

Union street on the north, Queen street on the

south, Second street on the west, and the Delaware

on the east. There were however, about twenty

cases in difTerent locations, the origin of which is

unknown, as they had had no communication

with the infected district, or with persons sutler-

ins from the disease. The last case occurred on

of Tenth month, and from the commence-

In the course of last summer, Philadelphia was

again visited by the yellow fever, a disease which

twice in the last century nearly depopulated it,

but which though occasionally, appearing since

then, has never prevailed here extensively as an I

ing

epidemic. The impression of terror made by its the

awful fatality in 1793 and 1798 has been trans- ment, on the 19th of Seventh month, to that date

mitledtothcpresenttimc.andhence, whenever any there were one hundred and seventy cases. Of

cases of the dire malady have occurred among us, these, one hundred and twenty-eight, or seventy-

an alarm has been quickly spread, and much five per cent., died. The greatest number of

cxa"<'eralion and many false statements respect- cases that occurred in any one day, was ten,

in" "it's oii"in and spread, are freely circulated in which happened on the llth and on the 19th of

both town'' and country. We think it therefore 1 the Ninth month. Ninety-three of the cases were
both town and country

worth while to put our readers in possession of

some of the facts connected with its appearance

and extent in our city, during the summer just

passed by. They are taken principally from the

reports made to the College of Physicians, by Dr.

W. Jewell, an active member of the Board of

Health.

On the 25th of the Sixth month, the barque

Mandarin, Capl. R. N. Campbell, sailed from not.

Cienl'uegos, Cuba, for Philadelphia, all in good

health, with a cargo of sugar, molasses and

cigars. No epidemic was prevailing when the

barque left the jiort of Cienfuegos. On arriving

at the Lazaretto, nine miles below our city, on the

1-Jth of Seventh month, the captain reported cases

of small-pox and fever at Cienfuegos, when he

left, and that he had lost two of his crew on the

passage with fever. The vessel was detained at

the Lazaretto one day, the crew were examined

separately by the physician, and found to be all

in good health. During the day, the barque

was thoroughly ventilated and lumigated, the

bedding aired, clothing washed, &c., the clothes

and bedding of the two sailors who had died on

the passage were destroyed. The Mandarin

reached the city on the evening of the 13th, and

came to at South street wharf. On the 16th, she

was taken to the lower side of Lombard street

wharf, and there discharged her cargo: her crew

h;ul been previously discharged. During all the

time of her lying at South street wharf, and while

I he cargo was discharging, there was no case of

yellow or malignant fever occurred, nor did any

one of her crew, (all of whom left her before she

was unloaded,) sufler from the disease, nor so far

as is known, any of the labourers employed in

discharging her cargo. After 'the cargo wa:

taken out, and they began to pump out the bilge

water, it gave rise to a most noisome eflluvia

ITE^^S OF NEWS.
By the steamsliips Franklin, America, and

nety-

males, and seventy-seven females : sixty-eight

were natives of these United States, and the re

maining one hundred and two, from Great Britain,

Ireland, and the European continent.

The origin of the disease has been the subjec

of much speculation, and it is perhaps impossible

to decide positively, whether it was on board of

the Mandarin when she arrived at our port, or

There can, we think, be no doubt, however,

he disturbance of the putrid water in her

hold, diffused through the atmosphere in her vici

nily, a poison, which acted upon the systems of

some of those exposed to it, so as to produce ma
gnant or yellow fever; and yet this poison did

not manifest itself on board the vessel, but in its

neighbourhood. Nor is it less apparent, that the

whole atmosphere in the viciniiy of Lombard

street, South street, and Almond street wharves,

was already highly contaminated by the exluila-

lions from their filthy docks, and the alleys run-

ning towards them, prior to thn Mandarin being

brought to them ; and probably this was sufficient

of itself, while the thermometer was ranging so

high, lo produce the fever. The non-contagious

character of the disease, that is to say, that a

person sick with the fever, does not generate the

poison which will communicate it to another not

exposed to the infected atmosphere, appears to

be proved by the fact, that of the many cases

which were nursed in families and hospitals out

of the infected district, there was no instance of

the disorder being propagated to those around and

in constant intercourse with them ; and yet the

fever never appeared here, in a more malignant

type, or proved more rapidly fatal.

In thus recurring to the partial visitation of ihi:

destructive malady, and marking the manner in

which it appears to have been introduced into

widely extended city, and the evidence afforded

On the 20ih, the barque dropped down lo Almond that the deleterious agent, whatever it may be

from Liverpool, we have dates to tlie 'id instant.

GREAT BRITAIN.—Parliament further prorog
to the 2Cth of this month. Market for brcadstull's

live, at increasing prices. Cotton unchanged, but c

The money market stringent. The cholera is siibsid

TURKEY.—The English and French fleets hare p
ed the Dardanelles. There is a reported colli.<ion

tweeu the Russian and Turkish forces on the Dan
There are also rumours of an armistice.

RUSSIA.—The Minister of Finance has informed

British merchants at St. Petersburg, that their prop

as well as persons, would be respected, notwithstan
the warlike appearance of things between the two o
tries, growing out of the Turkish Question.

CUINA.—The revolution progresses, and as the c

try is in a state of anarchy, trade is much at a st

SANDWICH ISLANDS.—Some steps have been ti

in Oahu, towards annexing the island to the Ui

States. Large quantities of wheat have been raisi

the Sandwich Islands. 2400 bushels are reportec

-Maui alone. It was thought that 1500 acres woul
put in with that grain this season. The yieUi :

bushels to the acre. The small-pos is raging;

deaths had occurred by it.

CUBA.—Rumours of revolt, and much excitemei

UNITED STATES.—A>w lorA-.—Deaths in the

last week, 374. The Hudson River Railroad Cum]

are building a locomotive intended to run to Al

from New York, in two and a-half hours. This wi

over 55 miles an hour.

New Jersi-ij.—X man by the name of Pease, ha

vented a hoe, which drops the recjuisite numbi

grains of corn in each hill.

Fennsi/hania.—The discovery of a mine of tin o

Clearfield county, is reported. Deaths in Philadel

last week, 147. The whole number of scholars atl

ing the public day schools in the county, on the 30

last Tenth month, was 50,085. The expenditure fo

support of the schools during the year ending that

was §411,302.85.
Arkansas.—The planters have commenced grir

sugar cane. The yield is abundant
;
quality e.\ce

Texas.—The yellow fever is diminishing, althoui

parts it is still raging. A large cotton crop likely

gathered, notwithstanding it was somewhat injur

places. Other crops excellent. Rice of good qt

raised. Emigration into the State increasing.

California.—The steamer Star of the West, at

York,' brought more than seventeen hundred i

sand dollars in gold-dust, from California. The i

mation from the mines is encouraging,—plenty of

and nuggets. Souora had been again burned.

Utah.—The Indians more quiet.

Corrcclion.—In the 2d paragraph, 2d column, Gt)

of last week's editorial, for " 1300 slaves," read " 1 3,i

Mauiiied, on the 26th ult., at Friends' meeting, S'

Is.\AC MoRfiAN, Jr., of Philadelphia, to Mart, daul

of Thomas S. Bacon, of Salem county. New Jersey

, at Friends' meeting-house, Mulberry

Philadelphia, the 3rd instant, Be.vjamin Phili

Phebe, daughter of Gainer and Mary C. Moore,

this city.

, on .the 5th inst., at Friends' meeting,

moreland, Oneida county, N. Y., Nathan L. UaB
Elizabeth N., daughter of Joshua Naramore.
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•TUEOLOGY, OR BniANY AND RELIGION.

regards their minute structure, plants have
("ided into those which are composed en-

r small bladders or vesicles called cells,

ogether in various ways; and those which
dished not only with cells, but with long

lubes called vessels. The former are de-

ted cellular plants, and they may be illus-

d by mushrooms, moulds, sea weeds and
which have no conspicuous flowers, and

reduced by small cellular germs ; the latter

the name o( vascular plants, and are seen
;ase of ordinary trees, shrubs, and herbs
lave more or less evident flowers, and are

iced by true seeds.

e structure of the cells and vessels of plants

y be fully seen by the aid of the micro-

The examination of these tissues amply
the trouble attendant upon it. In some

id vessels there are seen beautiful mark-
the form of dots or rings, or bars, or

coiled up like a cork-screw. Hence arise

ious names of dotted, annular or ringed,

or ladder-like, and spiral cells and vessels,

along with woody tubes, may be seen in

It parts of the same plant.

mmon mould and mushrooms are compos.
:ells united together; so are the pith of

otton, cork from the outer bark of the cork
ce-paper, and the paper of ihe ancients

rom the papyrus—the bulrush of Scripture

se nodding heads of flowers so well corres-

vith the statement of the prophet, ' Bow
his head as a bulrush.' All fleshy fruits,

peach, bread-fruit, and succulent roots, asjiiig plants, it

woody tubes can be separated from the bark and

stems of many plants by maceration or steeping

in water ; and m this way hemp, flax, and bast

are procured."

Thus all the parts of plants, including root,

stem, leaves, flowers, and fruit, are composed of

cells and vessels of diflerent kinds, either separate

or combined; and by means of these simple t

the plant at first should be excluded from direct

light. The supply of these requisites must be
properly regulated, and in doing so the nature of
the soil must be attended lo. One of the most
important operations for enabling grain to grow
and give abundant produce is draining. Undrain-
ed soil from having much moisture is cold, is de-

ficient in the supply of air, and prevents the con-

sues the Almighty Creator carries on all the |stant renewal of food to the roots. Dr
wondrous processes of vegetable life. The a

sorption or imbibition of nourishing fluids lakes

place by the cells of the root ; the sap then rises

through the cells and vessels and intercellular

canals of the stem ; it reaches the cells and ves-

f the leaf, and is there exposed to the action

of air and light, so as to fit it for the various se-

cretions given ofl"as it descends through the cells

and vessels of the bark. Thus the functions of

utrition or nourishment are accomplished. The
;lls and vessels of the flower, on the other hand,

undergo various changes, so as to enable them to

perform the functions of reproduction, or the pro-

duction of seed.

" Besides a general movement of sap, there are

also special movements occurring in cells and

vessels. In the cells of aquatic plants, such as

Chara, and Vallisneria, there is a distinct and

regular motion of granules, which is easily seen

under the microscope. These movements are

promoted by moderate heat, and they seem to

take place in a spiral manner round the cells.

They appear to be connected with the life of the

individual cell, and the formation of new cells.

In the jointed hairs seen in the flowers of the Vir-

ginian spider-wort, and in the hairs of the com-
mon nettle, similar motions are observed. In cer-

tain vessels of plants called laliciferous, obscure

movements of granular matter have been detect-

ed. These vessels have a peculiar structure, and

unite together freely, so as to form a sort of net-

work. They are best seen in plants with milky

or coloured juices, as the India-rubber and Gutta-

percha plants, the Cow tree. Spurges, and Celan-

dine. Some consider the motions in these vessels

as being connected with the return of the sap

from the leaves to the bark. All the textures of

which we have been treating are microscopic
" The plant in its embryo or youngest state

consists entirely of cells. In the case of flower

contained in the seed, and along

ries away superabundant moisture, allows a con-

stant supply of fresh fluid nourishment to penetrate

through the soil at the roots, permits the access of
air and heat, and thus materially contributes to

the health and vigour of the crops. The soil

must therefore be prepared and fitted for the

seed, otherwise, as far as regards useful and nu-

ritious plants, the sowing will be unproductive.

Man must gain his bread by the sweat of his

brow.'—(Gen. iii. 19.) The garden of the slug-

ard no doubt produces plants, but they are not

such as are fitted for the nourishment of man. ' I

went by the field of the slothful ; and, lo, it was
all grown over with thorns, and nettles had cov-

ered the face thereof.'—(Prov. xxiv. 30, 31.) As
the sluggard will not plough, he shall beg in har-

vest and have nothing.—(Prov. xx. 4.)

" When seeds are sown naturally, they have

only a slight covering of soil, and if they happen

to become deeply buried, the proper access of air

is prevented, and their sprouting is retarded. It

is of importance that man in sowing seeds should

imitate what occurs in nature. They should be

placed at a moderate and equal depth. Hence
the necessity for regular ploughing, in order that

all the grains may be at a proper distance from

the surface of the soil, and that the growth and
progress of the plants may be uniform. When
ploughing is irregular, the grain sinks lo ditTerent

depths, some plants come up before others, and

they ripen at ditferent periods,—an occurrence

which tends to injure the harvest; for the ripe

grain when allowed to remain beyond a certain

period loses part of its nutritious qualities, and

thus the produce of the field is diminished in

value. Seeds often lie long dormant, especially

when placed too deep in the earth, and it is only

svhen the soil is turned up and air admitted that

they spring up. Many are the instances of seeds

retaining vitality long, when buried in the ground,

under certain conditions. The seeds of while

clover may remain in the soil for many years,

and yet when brought near the surface so as to

be within the action of the air germinate freely.

contain a large quantity of cellular i. sue; I
with it there is a store of nourishment for its fu

B object of the horticulturist in many in- lure growth. This nutritive matter is in somi

5 is to increase it, and thus to render veget-
{

cases incorporated with the young plant, as in th<

lender and succulent, which would other-' bean and pea, the fleshy lobes of which are part 1
Alter the great fire of London, numerous plania

s tough and dry. Cells often become hard- of the young plant; in other cases it is separate : sprung up, the seeds of which would appear to

ind thickened by matter deposited inside. ,
from the young plant, as in the coco-nut and ' have lain long in the ground. While seeds nalu-

he hard shell of seeds, and the stone of wheat. In palms generally the young plant oc- rally preserved in the soil and in peat mosses

consists of woody cells. The coverings of cupies a small part of the seed, and the nourish- retain their vilnlity, it is not easy for man lo imi-

seeds, as Collomla, exhibit beautiful spiral ment is abundant, although sometimes, as in the
j

late these conditions. All the stories about the

the fibres of which, when moistened by wa- 1 date and the ivory palm, very hard. In the .germination of mummy-wheat are doubtful. There

icoil in a remarkable manner, and form a grains of wheat, barley, and oats, the young plant does not api)car to be a single authentic case of

lul object under the microscope. The ob- is minute, while the starch and glutinous matter such an occurrence having taken place. No

stored up alon<' with it is lari'e. doubt there arc numerous fields of what is called

" When the°seed is place'd in favourable cir- mummy-wheat over the country, but none can be

cumstances, the little plant begins to sprout or
]

proved by unimpeachable evidence lo be I lie pro-

germinate. In order that this [irocess may lake iduce of grains of the same age as the mummies,

place, it is necessary that moisture, heat, and air "The various |:

by woody maUer deposited inside. Thesel should be present, and it is also important that
|
sprouting of the seed

his seems to be to fix the seeds in the

soil after being scattered. Peculiar annu-

ls are met with in Cactuses.

he woody parts of plants consist of elon-

tubcs, tapering to each end, and rendered connected wilh the

are well seen in the malting
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of barley. The grain is exposed to moisture, ments was five limes greater than thai of the

heat, air, and is kept in comparalivo darkness. It
|

American. One of the New York chronometers,

is precisely in circunistanoes filled lor its sprout- in particular, was subjected to the severest tcsis

iiig, or germination, as it is called. A very
j

to which it is possible to subject instruments ol

marked change takes place in the contents of the 'such delicate construction; y(;t so exquisitely was

"rain. The starch, which is insoluble in water, it provided with adjustments and compensalioiis

and unfit for the nourishment of the plant, is con- for tiie very great extremes of temperature to

verted into sii^ar, which is soluble, and easily
j

which it has been subjected, that, having suflcred

taken up by the cells of the plant as food. The all sorts of exposure to which such instruments

yoiinsi root's are first protruded, and then the stem !
are liable in a Polar winter, it was returned with

a change in its daily rale, during a year and a

half, of only the eighteen thousandth pari of one

second in time. In stating this fact it will be

borne in mind that the temperature registered

during the winter in Wellington Straits was aclu-

rises, surrounded by a leaf called a cotyledon

seed-leaf. If the barley were allowed to grow,

the whole of the sugar would be used by the

plant. I'ut man wishes to get the sugar, and lie

therefore slops the plant in its growlh by drying

it, and thus makes malt.

" In many plains, the embryo, in place of hav-

ing only one cotyledon, as in grasses and palms,

has two. These cotyledons, during the sprouting

of the plant, either rise above ground, and appear

as temporary leaves of a peculiar form, as is seen

in the lupin; or they remain below ground as

lleshy lobes, and are gradually absorbed, as in

the bean. In plants which have no flowers, as

ferns, mosses, sea-weeds, and fungi, the little

germs are simple cells wiihout any cotyledon,

which seem to send out roots from various parts

of their surface.

" Many are the illustrations in the Bible taken

from the sowing and springing of the seed, and

from the nature of the soil on which it falls. The
seed of the Word must be sown in good soil, pre-

'

pared by the Great Husbandman ; and when wa-

tered by the dew of His Spirit, it springs up and

bears fruit to the glory of God. The growlh is

slow and gradual, 'first the blade, then the ear,

then the full corn in the ear.'—(Mark. iv. 28.)

It may lie dormant for a time, and in darkness,

but the spark of life will ultimately break forth.

In the parable of the sower (Matt. xiii. 3 ; Mark
iv. 3; Luke viii. 5), the various kinds of soil are

employed to illustrate the heart of man in its na-

tural and in its renewed state. In the former, it

is hard and cold, and is not prepared for the good
seed : the seed does not sink into it, or it is chok-

ed by weeds, or it lacks the dews and the atmos-

phere of heaven ; and hence it brings no fruit to

perfection. In the latter, there is the preparation

of Ihe Spirit, nourishment from on high, ihe for-

mer and the latler rain, and fruit, in some thirty,

in some sixly, and in some an hundredfold. The
former and the latler rain are often referred to

as promoting the sprouiing of the seed and the

growth of the plant.— (.Ter. v. 24; Hos. vi. 3;
Joel ii. 23). The first ol' these rains took place in

Palestine after the seed was sown, and Ihe second
when the corn was nearly ripe and harvest was
at hand. So it is with ihc Christian life. Some-
limes, just after the seed of eternal life is sown in

the hearts of young converts, they are favoured

with joyful and refreshing seasons of love and
peace. Oihers experience the most plentiful

showers of heart-reviving love just as the sickle

is to cut them down, that they may bo gathered
into Ihe heavenly garner.

ally 46° below zero.-

covcrij.

-Annual of i-cientijic Bis-

American Chronometers.—Until within a recent

period the chronomers of the best character used

in the American marine, were exclusively of
English manufacture. Chronometers are now,
however, manufactured in this country equal, if

not superior lo any produced elsewhere. The
Grinnell Arctic Expcdilion was supplied with the

best English chronometers, and also with Ameri-
can ones, manufactured by Bliss & Creighlon, ol

New York. On the return of the expedition it

was found that the error of the English instru-

A Word to Little Boys.—Who is respected?

It is the boy who conducts himself well, who is

honest, diligent and obedient in all things. It is

the boy who is making an effort continually to re-

spect his father, and to obey him in whatever he

may direct to be done. It is the boy who is

kind to other little boys, who respeels age, and
who never gets into difficulties and quarrels with

his companions. It is the boy who leaves no

effort untried to improve himself in knowledge
and wisdom every day, who is busy and active

in endeavouring to do a good act towards others.

Show me a boy who obeys his parents, who is

diligent, who has respect for age, who always has

a I'riendly disposition, and who applies himself

diligently to get wisdom, and to do good towards

others, and if he is not generally respected and
beloved, then there is no such thing as truth in

the world. Remember this, litlle boys, and you
will be respected by others, and you will grow up

and become useful men.

—

Selected.

From Ihe Leisure Hour.

OUR FRIEND—THE POTATO.

(Concluded from page 76.)

It is a singular fact, that the potato belongs lo

a natural order in the vegetable kingdom remark-

able for its acrid and poisonous properties—the

order lo which the deadly nightshade, henbane,

capsicum, mandrake, thorn-apple, and tobacco

belong. It seems strange to find so valuable an
article of food among such suspicious companions

;

and it may seem equally strange, that the only

species of the potato genus (solanum) wdiich inha-

bit England are both of poisonous nature: they

are the common nightshade (solanum nigrum)
and the bitter-sweet (solanum dulcamara). Both
are common plants. The potato (solanum tube-

rosum) appears to have been originally a native

of the western coast of South America, where it

grows wild from 34° south latitude lo at least 10°

or 20° north latitude; that is, through the subtro-

pical, tropical, and equinoctial zones. It is usu-

ally found on cliffs, hills, and mountains near the

sea; and is most abundant near Valparaiso, Men-
doza, Quito, Lima, and Santa Fe de Bogota. In

its wild stale the flowers are always pure while,

not purple-tinted as in its cultivated state with us.

It is needless to describe a plant so universally

well known, or to enter into details as lo the man-
ner of its cultivation. It may surprise many,
however, to be told that the tuber of the potato,

which forms so valuable an article of food, is not

a root, but an under-ground stem : and that this

is no mere scientific refinement will be evident to

any one who will carefully lake up a potato plant

and examine it. The long, fibrous, real roots

will then be readily recognized ; while the tubers

which grow from them will be seen to be sprin-

kled wiih buds, or " eyes," as Ihey are comr
termed. Now buds are never lound upn

rools, and their presence is so characlcn

the stem, that even though it is growing uii

ground, as in this instance, its real nalur

once shown by them.

The -^lolalo, like some other highly-cul

plants, is subject to peculiar diseases. Om
them is the curl. When attacked by this disc

the plant ceases to grow, and becomes of a si

appearance just at Ihe time when the tubers si

form ; so that the produce, if any, is small an

bad quality. This disease first made its appi

ance in Lancashire, in 1764, and rapidly

over the jrotato districts of Britain, exciting g«

ral fears that the plant would be exiermina

Many theories were framed lo account for it,

many remedies advised; but all in vain, till

length it was found that it arose from planting

seed potatoes, tubers which were quite ripe,

the abandonment of this plan, and by saving i

for propagation as were not fully ripe, it'

been observed that the evil could be entirely ]'

vented.

The disease which for the last six or se'

years has infested this useful plant, is of a v

different nature. In the potato-7rmrrain , a;

has been called, the plant is commonly altac

after the tubers have been formed and have

tained some considerable size. The leaves h

been observed to be first affected. The dec

usually appears as a bluish-brown spot, on

under side of the leaf, and very rapidly exter

till the whole of the plant above ground is dcstr

ed and rotten. Often the whole process has tal

l)lace in a single night; and a field, which

day has looked healthy, green, and vigorous, '.

next morning exhibited only the smitten, blai

ened, and decaying haulm. The disease of

tuber appears to be consequent upon that of

plant: the substance of it tarns brown, emit

very peculiar and unpleasant odour, and soon '

cays to a fetid, watery matter. The fearful r

ages which this disease occasioned in the pota

crops of this and the sister country, in 184G-7

doubtless vivid in the recollection of all. Spi

would fail us lo detail the miseries which wi

suffered by the Irish peasantry in that awful w

ter; how the privation of food, clothing, a

warmth, in that inclemerit season, hurried thi

sands to their graves from sheer starvation; h

ihey dropped down by the way-sides ; how mal

nant fevers, the sure successors of famine, m;

frightful havoc among those whom want I

spared ; how corpses wanted coffins ; and how
dies were left without burial, from the dcbil

which want of food had brought on their neij

hours ; how all the better feelings of human nati

seemed to be extinguished, by the extremity

the dis'-ress: details such as these might be m

til. "''' '" 'h^"' "^o®' horrible forms, but we m
forbear. The facts are still too fresh in gene

recollection to require repetition.

Various attempts have been made to accoi

for the potato disease. Some have attributed

to an insect (aphis ra|)a:) ; oihers lo volcanic

halations ; oihers to a peculiar stale of the atm

phere; others lo minute fungi or moulds. 'I

last supposition appears to be nearest the tru

A minule fungus (bolrylis infeslans) appears

be almost invariably connecled with the disea

and is found on the decaying plants; the atta

of ihe parasite being probably aided by some p

disposition in the stale of the vegetable, indiu

by the season or the atmosphere. It is a sinj

lar I'act, that Ihe epidemic seems to have previ

ed throughout the world, and that even ihe w
potatoes of Chili, &c., were attacked by it. \
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lus as were the theories as to the origin of the

iease, still more numerous were the methods

oposed for its cure. It does not appear, how-

er, that any certain prevenlive has yet heen

scovered. Most methods proposed have an-

'ered in some cases, and failed in others. The
use, whatever it may have been, though still in

eration, had seemed of late years to have very

Jch abated in virulence; and it was hoped that

3 disease would in time disappear, where due

re was taken in the cultivation. A top-dress-

l
of quicklime was considered one of tlie most

ccesslul preventives of it. At the moment we
ite, however, the disease seems to have returned

in some places with greater virulence than in

46. We have beside us a return from various

unties in England, which gives a very black

mmary of the progress of the disease on the

:ly crops. Before this paper reaches the pub-

, however, the extent of the calamity will have

;n more definitely determined.

The potato has other uses besides its properly

an article of food. One important application

it is for the purpose of extracting its starch,

fresh potatoes are rasped into a vessel full of

d water, the fluid will be found to assume a

Iky appearance; and if then strained, and al-

led to stand, the water will become clear, the

ula or starch settling at the bottom: 17 lb. ol

rch may thus be obtained from 100 lb. of puta-

s. This farina or starch is very similar to

ovv-root; it is very nourishing, and if properly

;pared may be kept a long time. Even dis-

;ed potatoes, if fit for no other use, may be em-
lyod lor this purpose, and their starch will be

good as that of sound roots, if carefully heat-

till vapour rises from it, it loses its character

starch, and resembles gum. In this state it is

y extensively employed, under the name of

Iritish Gum," in the processes of calico print-

:, and for stiffening different fabrics.

But, important as these applications are, the

in use of the potato is as an esculent. Its

;at value is not, however, generally appreci-

d. It is in part to the potato that we owe the

ended term of human life that is now enjoyed

Britain : for that the average duration of life

i considerably increased during the last century

ndisputable. The banishment of at least one
rl'ul and formidable disease also may bo attri-

ed to its universal use, and the change which
las mainly introduced in!o our habits as a na-

1 has probably been the chief means of disarm-

other complaints of their virulence, and of

dering them of infrequent occurrence. Before

introduction of the potato, carrots and turnips

re equally unknown in England, and the main
I of the people used lo be butcher's meat, with

ami bread. During at least two-thirds of the

ir, the great bulk of the population lived on
;ed meat, and without any vegetables but

ad. Ill those days, one of the most fearful

urges of England was scurvy; not that slight

iction of the skin popularly known by that

ne, but a malady of great malignity and viru-

ce, accompanied with frightful ulcerations and
jeneral putrid tendency of the fluids of the

ly. Every winter this pest swept otf multi-

es in these northern regions, and afllicted thou-

ids more with sufferings which caused them to

ig on a weary existence. In the British I'orce

3000 troops, stationed about a century since at

ebec, 1000 were swept away by scurvy in one
Iter; and 2000 more were so shattered in con-

ution, from the same cause, that they were
iged to be sent liome. It has been most con-

sively proved that this awful scourge was the

ict of a deliciency of vegetable food, together

with the free use of salt provisions ; the use of a

vegetable diet, in persons affected with it, having
always been allended wilh the prompt amend,
ment of their symptoms, and frequenlly with an
entire restoration to health. To the potato then,

as furnishing us with an abundant, clicap, and
wholesome vegetable diet, especially daring win-

ter, are we mainly indebted for our alaiaat total

exemption from this disease. In somo' of our
prisons, it has occurred that the diet of the pri-

soners, though amply sufficient in other respects,

has contained no potatoes, or only a small quan-
tity of them. The consequence has been, that

scurvy has broken out among ihein, but has been
promptly removed on the addition of a few pounds
of this vegetable to the weekly dietary. During
the construction of the Hawick railway, the nav-
vies, in consequence of the high price of potatoes,

lived on meat and bread ; and, as ihe sure result,

an e|)idemic of scurvy broke out among them.
These, then, are some of the uses of the potato

—

a vegetable which well deserves the appellation

of'' the friend of man."

The Rdigioti of Paying Debts.—One of our
religious exchanges has the following strong
remarks on this subject. They drive the nail in

to the head and clinch it.

—

Merchant's Magazine.
"Men may sophisticate as they please ; they

can never make it right, and all the bankrupt
laws in the universe cannot make it right, for

them not to pay their debts. There is a sin in

this neglect, as clear and as deserving church
discipline, as in stealing or false swearing. He
who violates his promise to pay, or withholds the

payment of a debt ivhen it is in his power to 7neet

Ids engagement, ought to be made to feel that in

the sight of all honest men he is a swindler. Re-
ligion may be a very comfortable cloak under
which to hide: but if religion does not make a

man 'deal justly,' it is not worth having."

banks of deliverance. Let us not then become
like Israel of old, who though they had been fa-

voured 10 sing their lJ.;liverer's prais '.so ).i lorg >

his works.

Ilow needful is it lor us at liinrs, to b'; brought
lecp ipiisms.

DIVINE SUPPORT.
There is in the testimony of scripture abundant

evidence of the goodness and sustaining power,

which our Almighty Leader mercifully affords

unto those who humbly trust in him, and are pa-

tiently endeavouring lo journey forward Zion-

ward. These are often brought, in the ordering

of unerring wisdom, into great tribulation and
straighis, wnercin they can see no way for their

deliverance. Their situation may be compared
to the Israelites when they came up out of Egypt,

lo the Red Sea; the mountains were on either

side, and the enemy pursuing behind, yet at the

command of their leader they stood slill that they

might see the salvation of God. Soil is at the

present time ; the safety of those who are brought

into tried places, often consists in standing still,

and wailing upon and trusting in that Divine and
holy arm of strength which is felt to be under-

neath, until we witness it to be stretched forth for

our salvation.

Although we may have had to drink largely of

the water of affliction, and been ready to sink

under our sorrows, and the baptisms which are

intended for our refinement, yet as we trust in the of hosts."

arm of our heavenly Father, a way will bo made
I

O that these may remember, that there is a

our preservation and salvation, and wc shall !
healing balm and a peaceful rest, for all thoso

at times feci his Divine and peace-giving presence
i

that love their Saviour, and walk humbly with

n our hearts, so that our cups will be made to their God; for those, that keep the commnnd-
overflow with joy, and wo can in truih adopt lhe| mcnis of Him who writes his commands in their

language of the psalmist, " Happy is he that hallij hearts. May wc all be encouraged lo press for-

ihe God of Jacob for his help, whoso hope is in ward for the mark, suffering nil things with joy

ihe Lord his God." At these seasons of Divine and thanksgiving, that so we may be accounted

favour, we can sing songs of praise us upon the
|
worthy lo join ili a happy nuuiUur who havo

:' ni.y individually

know a being purged and purified, and fashioned
according to the will of our Divine Master; for it

is by being brought into these suff;rings, that we
become more and more experienced in Divine
things, and are led along step by step into those
mysteries of the kingdom of God ; which the
world knowRth not of, and which the wisdom of
this world can never search out.

As we are favoured to come into that blessed
stale and standing in righieousness, in which wc
feci our whole confidence and hope to be in the

mighty arm of our God, we shall witness his pre-

cious promises lo be verified, to our joy and un-

speakable comfort. For although we may be
plunged into suffi^ring and sorrow, on account of
temporal bereavements or other afflictions ; or may
have to go mourning on our way, weeping as be-

tween the porch and the allar, on account of de-

generacies in the church; and under a sense of
the desolating effects of the unwearied enemy
within our borders, may bo led lo exclaim wilh

one formerly, " Spare thy people O Lord, and
give not thine heritage to reproach;" yet through
all these conflicts there is a source of holy joy,

and strength in a sense that the almighty .^rm is

undernealh, and is able to bear us above the bil-

lows, and will, if we are faithful on our pan, en-

able us to rise triumphant over all. As we re-

main faithful in times of adversity, keeping the

eye single to the only Source of help, we shall be

enabled at times, even in our lowest seasons, lo

adopt the language of one formerly who said, " I

know that my Redeemer liveth, and because he
lives I live also."

We have cause to be encouraged by the decla-

ration recorded in the scriptures of truth, that
" When the poor and needy seek water and ihere

is none, and their tongue faileth for thirst, I the

Lord will hear them, I the God of Israel will

not forsake them ; I will open rivers in high

places, and fountains in the midst of the valleys,

I will make the wilderness a pool of water, and
the dry land springs of water." Isa. xli. 17, 18.

As we are concerned to got down into Ihe

lowly valley of humiliation, there will be raised

in us a thirst for the waters of that Fountain

which is set open for all, and whereof if we drink,

we shall never thirst again. When all other

fountains fail, and every source of joy halh pass-

ed away, then these waters will arise within our
own breasts, to the renewing of our faih und
hope in (iod, so that we shall be enabled lo sav
in truth, " Thou art my Father, my God, and the

Rock of my salvation."

Bui alas ! how many ihoro are in our poor de-

generate, and in many places, almost oblileraled

Society, who for the want of dwelling in this hum-
ble, lowly state of mind, havo become weary in

well doing, and arc ready at limes lo sny wilh

some formerly, " It is vain to serve God, and what

profit is it ihal we havo kept his ordinance, and

ihat we have walked mournl'ully before the Lord
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come out of great tribiilntion, having tlieir gnr-

monis waslied and made while in the blood of

the Lamb.
G. H.

Evans, ElcTfnlli mo., ier.3.

Selected.

I WILL ALWAYS PRAY.
" Evening nnd nuTniiig nnJ at noon v

I -will rise and jirny, while the dews of morn
Like gems are scattered o'er tree and thorn,

Ere the sun comes up, in bis glorious power,

To waken the bird and open the flower;

1 will turn from the earth to heaven aspiring,

With faith unshaken, hope untiring,

And for strength to walk through the weary day.

To the God of love will I humbly pray.

I will pray at noon when the fervid glow

Of the sultry sun is upon my brow
;

When the Hoiks have sought the shading trees;

AVhcn the strcani is silent, and hushed the breeze,

1 will gaze o'er the beautiful earth abroad,

And praise the doings of nature's God

;

Then closing my eyes on the glorious day.

To the God of love will I humbly pray.

I will pray at eve when the crimson light

Is passing from the mountain's height

;

When the holy, solemn twilight hour
Is hushing the bird and closing the flower;

When all is at rest and the stars come forth

To keep their watch o'er the sleeping earth

—

To Him who hath kept and blest through the d.ay,

To the God of love, will I humbly pray.

Then will I pray, for I find it sweet

To be always found at my Maker's feet

;

I will always pray—on the heavenly road

—

I ne'er shall faint while I lean on my God.
I shall gather strength for my upward flight

;

lly path will be as a shining light

;

It"shall heighten to perfect, eternal day,

Therefore to God will I always pray.

HUMAN GRANDEUR.
We gaze on a billow with wonder and awe.
Swelling high as it threatens the shore

;

Till broken and lost we forget what we saw.

And think of that billow no more.

So the pomp of the great, so the fame of the brave,

So the treasures of glory and pride,

Tho' they mount on the flood, like the high swcllii

THE RAINBOW.
My heart leaps up when I behold

A rainbow in the sky;

So was it when my life began

;

So is it now I am a man
;

So be it when I shall grow old,

Or let me die I

The child is father of the man
;

And I could wish my days to be

Bound each to each by natural piety.

WoUDSWORXn.

dnnce. Rags are scarce, and as the demand for convince practical men that our opinion is wel

From the New York Trihti

A REVOLUTION IN JOURNALISM.

In the review of the e.xhibilion of paper at the

Crystal Palace, which we publish this morning,
is a notice of a new discovery, which promises to

work a revolution in the production of newspa-
pers, as well as of books. We refer to the straw
paper of Mr. Meliier, a French chemist and ma-
nufacturer. This article is made entirely from
straw, and, as we can testify, after a careful e.x-

amination of specimens of various qualities, is as
good as can be made of rags. By a new cheinical
process, the invention reduces the fibre of straw, or
other vegetable substances, into pulp, which, we
believe, is then finished as paper by the ordinary
methods. 'J'lie advaniage of the use of straw
comes from iis exceeding cheapness and abin-

aper increases, become dearer; but there is litile

danger of a short su|)ply of straw. To discover

a way of using il for paper has long been deside-

rated'; but, until Mr. RIellier, no seeker had found

it out. We arc informed that his process is sim-

ple and cheap, and that when he ceases to claim

compensation as patentee for its use, the price of

paper cannot but fall very considerably. This

will work a revolution in our journals. It will

enable those papers wliich are now printed on

small, flimsy, and dirty sheets, to imitate the ex-

ample of the Tribune, and assume an appear-

ance more worthy of metropolitan journals; and

it will enable us to use even belter and more sub-

stantial |iaper than tliat we employ at present.

The priming of books will also be cheapened and

improved by this great discovery.

Another invention, of a character no less inter-

esting and important to the publishers of journals

of large circulation, has been patented by Mr.

Victor Beaumont, a citizen of New York, though

of French birth. It is a printing-press, which, at

a moderate rate of speed, will deliver Oiirltj lliuu-

sand sheets, printed on both sides, in a single

hour I Its movement combines the original prin-

ciples of Napier, which are applied by Hoe in his

great press, with some new and beautifully sim-

ple arrangetnents and devices of the inventor. It

has a large central cylinder, like the Hoe press, on

which are fastened the forms fur both sides of the

sheet to be printed. The type are held fast by

Hoe's patent column-rules. The paper used is a

continuous strip, or band, dispensing with men to

feed the separate sheets, as in other power-presses.

This strip or band Mr. Beaumont arranges very

ingeniously ; he avoids the inconvenience insepa-

rable from having it in the form of a roll, by lay-

ing it in a pile, folded backward and forward, like

a piece of broadcloth; one end of this pile is put

into the press, which then draws in its own sup-

ply, without tearing or straining the paper, till the

whole sheet has passed through. As there are

no feeders, room is obtained for additional print'

ing cylinders ; a moderate-sized press will have

twelve of these, and will require three hands to

run it, two of them being employed in carrying

and looking alter the paper. Each twelve-cylin

der press will work four of these continuous sheets

at a time, orone to each three of its cylinders. Each
sheet will pass twice through ; at iis first passage,

one of its sides will be entirely printed, the forms

of the newspaper being impressed on it alternate'

ly. As it comes out, the machine lays it back

again in the same sort of a pile, so that when it

is all done, tho attendant supplies its place with a

fresh pile, and then carries it to the proper spot

for it to be taken up and passed through the sec-

ond time, which prints the side left blank before.

Then the mechanisin passes it along to the knives

which cut the sheets apart, while another contri-

vance puts them in neat piles ready for the car-

riers. These knives are very ingenious. A
serious difficulty has been experienced in other

machines designed to print a continuous sheet,

from the fact that an ordinary knile cannot be

relied on to cut paper which is wet enough for

printing. This inconvenience Mr. Beaumont ob-

viates by making his serrated, or saw-shaped
knives with long and acuie teeth. The points ol

the teeth easily pierce the pa|)er, and once having

obtained an entrance, the cutting is completed in

an instant.

These are the chief features of what we consi-

der a very admirable invention. No presses

have yet been built on this plan, but when we
state that Mr. Hue has purchased the patent and
is now ready to make them, we say enough to

founded. We suppose that this press must super
||

de all others, for everywhere great rapidity )]{

required. And though the two of Hoe's grea

rcsses which we now use have cost us a larg

sum of money, we look forward to being compell

ed at no distant day to abandon ihein for ms
lies of Beaumont's patent, in order to suppl;

tho enormous and increasing numbers of th

Tribiinc demanded by the public.

Glcaiii ami Galhcrings.

NO KEMKDY. i,

That is a very moving picture of God's long'

sufijring and of man's desperate wickedness, ani'

ol the terrible judgments which follow the exhaust:

ed patience of the Most High: "The Lord Go
of their fathers sent to them by his messengers;

rising up betimes, and sending; because he ha I

compassion on his jieople, and on his dwelling!

place: but they mocked the messengers of God
and despised his words, and misused his prophets

until the wrath of the Lord arose against his peo

pie, till tlicrc uas vo remedy" 2 Chron. xxxvi'

l-'j, 16. Every impenitent man is daily am
hourly approaching a condition in which tliere i;

no remedy.—American Messenger.

HOME.

Love watches over the cradle of the infant-

over the couch of the aged—over the welfare o

each and all ; to be hajipy, man retires from thi

out-door world to his home. In the householi

circle the troubled heart finds consolation, the dis

turbed finds rest, the joyous finds itself in its trui

element. Pious souls, when they speak of death

say that they go home. Their longing for hea

von is to them a home-sickness. Jesus also re

presents the abodes of eternal happiness unde

the picture of a home, a father's house. Doe

not this tell us that the earthly home is appoiiUet

to be a picture of heaven and a foretaste of tha

higher home ?

—

National Mag

WHAT CONSTITUTES A GENTLEMAN.

In the case of Wag vs. Kelson, tried at the lalt

Bristol Assizes, Mr. Justice Talfourd thus definet

the character of a gentleman. The evidenci

proved that the defendant, while in the theatre

had said to the plaintitf, "Do not speak to me;

am a gentleman, and yoj are a tradesman.'

" Gentleman," said the learned judge, " is a tern

which does not ap))ly to any station, but to th(

mind and the feelings in every station. The mat

of rank who deports himself with dignity an(

candour ; the tradesman who discharges the dutiei

of life with honour and integrity, are alike cnliilet

to il ; nay, the humblest artisan, who fulfils thi

obligation cast upon him with virtue and will

honour, is more entitled to the name of gentlemai

than the man who could indulge in ofll-nsive ant

ribald remaiks, however high his station."—

English Paper.

EDUCATION.

A right education is not inerely the reading o

many books, but the ability of making knowlcdgi

useful 10 ourselves and olliers. It is not siuiph

to acquire influence over our fellow-creatures, bu

to make that influence subservient to moral excel

lence and piety.

RIGllT USE OF KNOWLEDGE.

Knowledge is not a couch whereon to rest

searching and restless spirit; or a terrace fori

wandering and variable mind to walk up ani

down with a fair prospect ; or a tower of slat

for a proud mind to raise itself upon ; or a sort o

xommnnding ground fur strile and content] 'D ; o
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p for profit and sale; but a rich storehouse

le glory of the Creator, and the relief of

i estate.

—

Lord Bacon.

For "The Friend."

A FAMILY OF FAITH.

BRIEF ACCOUNT OF SAMDEL WATSON, HIS

VIFE, AND SOME OF TJIEIK CHILDREN.
{Coiuiniied from page 77.)

itwithstanding Samuel Watson found his

ed ones taken away from him, he was ena-

to bless his heavenly Father, even for these

e dispensations, and seemed thereby animated

II further dedication. In the First month,

, he went into the market-place of Lancaster,

)reached the everlasting gospel of life and

tion to the people, some of whom appear to

mocked him. Not feeling clear of tliem, he

e SSlh of the same month, wrote " a lesti-

1 to be read by the inhabitants of Lancaster,

iuch who come to the market, in the fear of

lOrd, with godly reverence." This testimony

aced in the market-place. A portion we here

rhe Lord God of the whole earth hath long

'd to be gracious to you, and his long suffer-

,nd long forbearance should lead you to re-

mce. Many of you remain ignorant and

lious against the ofl'ers and manifestations of

eace and good will which he e.xiends both to

souls and bodies. He would not that any
Id die in their iniquity, but [would that] all

t be gathered into his new covenant of light,

peace and salvation. Oh ! consider how he

spared many whom he might have cut off in

te of sin and transgression, and so have cast

into hell, which is prepared for the wicked

all that forget God. I was lately moved,

g up the cross, and despising the shame, to

ar in the market, and declare the message
put into my mouth to you. In obedience to

n\\, in perlbrming what he led me to, I have
B, yea true peace in my inner man. The word
le Lord shall not relurn in vain, but shall

t the thing lor which it is sent,—and the bread

h is cast upon the waters, after many days

be found. Though the enemy of the sou

many consulling for a time under his cloud,

he seed of the kingdom will arise in ihe day
od's power, over all mountains of opposition.

,
it will spring and come up in its beauty in

alley of humility—the prepared humble hear

ale and female. David in his day was sen^

of this when he said, ' Light is sown for

righteous, and gladness for the upright in

t.' . . . .

So all people, let your eye be to the Lord
has sown good seed in you, that your hearts

be prepared by him to be the good ground
:h brings forth good fruit,—holiness and
leousness. The seed of the kingdom, if it be

choked and cumbered with earth and evil

IS, always brings forth good fruit,—in some
B, in some less. It is not a profession, but

I fruits the Lord looks for. So in your eating

drinking, buying and selling, marrying and
ig in marriage, sec that you do all in the fear

^od, and in a holy sense of the grace that hath

iared to you in the inward parts. This will

't in you a holy awe and reverence to your
itor, and keep you seasoned in words and ac-

3, out of all idle communications, lying and
iring,—all defrauding and cheating one an-

r. These evils spring from the seed of the

ent, which by him was sown in the night,

y are the tares which must be bundled and

It in the fire of God's wrath. Therelbre take

the counsel of the Lord, ' Cease to do evil, learn

to do well.' Yield obedience to Truth,—so will

it be well with you.
" Swear not, neither by heaven nor by the

earth, nor by thy head, &c. ; but in all your

communication, let your yea, be yea, and your

nay, nay ;— for whatsoever is more than these,

Cometh of evil. Obedience to the commands of

God would bring people into a sweet heavenly

composure of spirit, and produce good order in

the families, in markets, and in oil outward af-

fairs. The magistrates, who fear the Lord, would

be clear of much trouble, and would be glad to

see good order. Those who mock and scoff at

the things of God, and count it madness to preach

the gospel in public places, though the preacher

be never so truly sent of the Lord, will find the

Lord bring distress on their light, vain and frothy

spirits.

" Let all consider the path they walk in, for

strait is the way that leads to life eternal,— few

there be that walk therein ; but broad is the way
that leads to destruction, and many there are that

go therein. Let the ungodly amend their ways,

and repent, for the Lord will not be mocked, for

such as every man sows, such must they reap;

they that live to the flesh bring forth the fruits ol

ihe flesh, and reap corruption, and die ; they that

live to the spirit bring forth the fruits of the spirit

and reap life. So they that dwell in the spirit

and walk in it, bring honour and glory to God,
who alone is worthy of all honour, and glory, and

heavenly renown for evermore. Amen."
In " an invitation to the inhabitants of Lancas

ter," written about the same time he gives this

further account of his concern in the market

place. "Jonah in ancient time, who received

a command to go and preach repentance to

Nineveh, reasoned within himself, and consulted

with flesh and blood, and was not willing to

till the Lord pursued him with his judgment, and

made him willing to give up to his work. Then
a good effect was wrought, for through unfeigned

repentance they [the inhabitants of Nineveh]

came to be spared. So it was in measure with

me. I was very unwilling and backward to ap

pear in that public place, where so much hurry

and vain, raw conversation appeared. Yet it i;

the work of true wisdom to utter her voice in the

chief places of concourse, that the universal mani
festation of God's love might be known to every

creature, high and low, rich and poor,—that all

might be without excuse, and the Lord's servants

be clear of the blood of all." He further says

his concern was to give all a summons and an

invitation to turn from darkness to light, accord

ing to the ancient apostolic testimony, to the ligh

of Christ Jesus in them, and from the power ol

Satan to the power of God and word of God in the

inward parts, that through obedience to it, eacl

may obtain forgiveness and remission of sins, and

be gathered to an inheritance with the saints in

glory, when time here shall be no more. The
invitation goes into many particulars, showing the

necessity of leaving all the works of the flesh, and

becoming, through purity of heart and obedience

to ihe Lord's Holy Spirit, prepared to receive the

sentence of peace at last. ' Come ye blessed,

ter into the joy of your Lord.' He tells them,

" There is as great need now to preach the c

of Christ in his spiritual appearance, upon your

crosses of stone and public places of resort as

ever there was." He tells them their ministers

feed them with the letter, literal and brain know

ledge, dead sacrifices, prayers, vain oblations, and

lifeless sermons, which they take tythes and mo-

ney for. He then says, " If such as I speak of

who are your high, proud and lofty teachers

were translated into humility, to be true-hearted

men, and were learned at Christ's school, to be
humble-hearted and self-denying as the ministers

of God in ancient time were and now are, they
would labour with their hands, and work for small
wages, to get them a living, rather than be accessary

to the danger and death of sn many poor souls."

In the year 1C96 Samuel Watson was brought

under exercise, respecting the mountebanks wlio

were acting in the streets of the town of Settle.

His soul had been for several weeks concerned
about the matter, but on the 16th day of the

Twelfth month, he felt a command to reprove

them for their acting, their pretended enchain-
ment, and quackerirs of various kinds. He says,

"Though 1 would gladly have fled from this ex-

ercise, the spirit of the Lord wrought upon me,
that 1 had no peace, till I gave up in obedience to

him, and now I am at peace with the Lord in

this matter. When the servants of the Lord have
done his will, they have still need of patience to

endure to the end,—to [enable them to] bear the

contradiction and hatred they meet with from the

world, which lies in wickedness." He the next

day drew up a paper entitled " The power of God
exalted over the power of Satan ; being a testimo-

ny to the mountebanks and inhabitan's of Settle."

Samuel Watson's daughter Mercy had received

a gift in the ministry, and with another faithful

maiden Jennet Stow travelled during the year

1097, in the western and southern parts of Eng-
land and Wales. In 1699 Samuel found him-self

constrained in the love of the gospel in his old age,

to pay a second visit to Scotland ; and his daughters

Mercy and Jennet Stow, both of whom appear to

have been his spiritual children, bore him com-
pany. His friends say of this visit, that " he had

good service, both among Friends and in public

places, and his return was to the refreshment and
satisfaction of Friends." Before leaving Scotland,

he wrote the following letter :

—

"Hamilton, 29tli of Fifth .Mouth, 1G99.
" My dear Friends in Scotland,

—

"The Lord of the whole earth hath drawn me
out of my own country to visit you in the ancient

Truth, having been formerly in this nation about

Ibrty years ago,—a time of hazarding my life for

the elect's sake, when little appearance of that

heavenly life was brought forth, which now is

made manifest, and shines over the cloudy day.

Many are now brought into the fold, where tlio

true Bishop and Shepherd of their souls is teach-

ing them ; and they know a feeding in the green
pastures of Divine love, and a sitting down where
none shall make them afraid—livmg praises to

our God, who hath wrought this great and mar-
vellous work for a remnant! .\nd this I do wit-

ness in my travel, in the several parts of lliis

nation; wherein 1 have been comlbrled in the

sweet appearance of Divine life, and ihe overflow-

ings of heavenly love have run forth as a glorious

stream, to the watering God's heritage; and the

plants of renosvn spruig up log(.lher, and are

more and more strengthened to bring forth fru.t

to the honour and renown of Him, who not only

plants but gives an increase.

" O you icnder-hearied ones, and honourable !

who spring from the royal seed, where is no mii-

ture of wickedness,—you are as marro>v 10 niy

bones, and so near to my life, that 1 am mado to

rejoice in the feeling of this great work of salva-

tion which God hath wrought among you. O keo,i

in the tenls of holiness, and to the rock of your
salvation! and then, it is the word of the Lord to

you, no tempest or storm, which may come for

the trial of your faith, sliull rem )ve you ; but ye

shall be built upon Mount Zion, which cannot be

removed. Lei the weak be assisted and strengih-
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cned by your gentle and tender care over ihem
;

Icl tlictn never be discourngcd by your neglect,

or by the wiint of godly caic to help them, even

the very iiindermosl of the flock; for over these,

the enemy seeks to get advantnge, and Amnlek-

like to destroy them. Bui the camp of the Lord

is lull of love and of power, and the shoul of a

king is among them ; and the captain of our sal-

vation is with us, and He teacheth us to make

war in righteousness, and He it is that will over-

come all our enemies ; everlasting praises be to

Him, and that for ever more."

There is much force in the remarks in the last

number of "The Friend," under the head of

" Traclical faith in Divine revelation," in relation

to the necessity of being practical believers in the

guidance of the Holy Spirit in transacting the

afl'airs of the church. Upon this subject that ex-

perienced servant of Christ, John Griffith, makes

the lollov.-ing remarks :

—

" We must live in that power at other times, if

we expect its gracious assistance in the weighty

allairs of the church when met for the manage-

iiieiii thereof; for that which is born of the flesh

is but flesh, and cannot enter into the kingdom of

God, nor so much as see it. All is certainly of

the fl. sh that hath its principal delight and satis-

fac;ion in sublunary things. So that, although

some may maintain the character of God's people

as to the'outward appearance, yet if the love of

earthly things has the chief room in their hearts,

the love of the Father is not in them; and there-

fore such are not qualified to do God's work.

Church-government, nccoiding to the discipline

lie in his wisdom has established, requires our un-

derstandings to be divinely enlightened to move

rightly therein. The natural reason and under-

standing, whereby we manage our outward nlfairs,

although capable of this, is altogether unfit for the

other; lor "the world by wisdom knows not

God ;" and where persons speak and act in this,

in meetings for discipline, they are not likely to

understand his work ; but in their pretended en-

deavours to promote, ihey mar it, and frequently

darken counsel by a multitude of words without

right knowledge. Instead of raising life in a meet-

ing, they bring death and darkness over it, to the

great pain of the upright-hearted, who are not

always ready, like those above hinted at, but e.\-

perimentally'knowing their sulficiency for every

good word "and work to be of God, they dare not

move until it please him, by moving upon their

hearts, to open their understandings and to be a

spirit of judgment unto them. In this only there

is a binding and loosing, remitting and reiainiiig,

wiih divine approbation; which is livingly known

aiRJ sealed upon I he understandings ol' the faith

l\d, by the Holy Sjiirlt of promise."

Un thi; Uciilli of a Friend.

Fourth month, 1779.—Alas! how is a large

degree of truth, inward excellence, and whatever

eoiisiiiutes true loveliness, removed! how is the

beauty fallen ! All'ecting instance to us her

t'riends; but to tliat immortal spirit in her which

has long, in prospect of a future glorious admis-

sion into the celestial regions of light, been will-

ing to descend into the deeps, and there behold

the marvellous works of Him whom she served,

it is a happy lot. 'I'hough she suffered much,

though sorrow came in the night, in the close of

a world wherein she had many troubles, yet joy

has, 1 doubt not, sprung in the morning, in the

opening of an endless day. How justly may we

rejoice on her account, who was counted worthy

of so early an entrance to where the aged whose

work is done, can but lio[ie to be : a circumstance

whicli the impatient mind, 1 believe, oflen wishes

for. A lamentation for those who knew her

worth, and who hoped for a future uniting with

her in the covenant of life, and of that wisdom

which is from above, may, with unfeigned propri-

ety, be adopted.

For my own part, all that was within me,

(when 1 found what thy intelligence was) seemed

struck with amazement, and was lost for a time

in reflection on her great and awful change; but

when 1 recollected myself, that she was for ever

removed ; and that, through the intricacies of lilb,

1 was lefl to move without her friendly assistance,

and fellow-leeling mind, a deep sense of mourn-

ing ensued: for I'rom so short, and even from a

long intercourse, I think I never reaped so much
solid benefit with any. And alas ! short-sighted

as I was, I imagined it an earnest of some future

fellowship in this life ; and that, through the vari-

ous trials that attended it, a providential help

might be dispensed as through each other. But

now, 1 find it was the fulness allotted us, and that,

like Jonah's gourd, it sprung to me in a night, and

has withered before the brightness of the day;

withered in a time wherein my weakness leads me
too much to lean on such helps. But this shock

relaxes the desire, and points to the strong tower,

the refuge of the righteous, where alone is true

safety ; and oh ! may we flee thither for the habi-

tation is quiet and sure.

I very much sympathise with you in the pre-

sent trial, the loss of so near and valuable a friend.

Your attachment I believe was strong, and the

separation liatd ; but how much more profitable,

if, instead of an unvailing sorrow, we consider the

church's loss ; that one who filled a useful sphere

is removed, and consequently, that that share is

left to devolve upon the shoulders of some ; I say,

if we consider and look suliicienlly at this, being

willing to step, if required, into her path, (which J

know was secretly exercised, not only lor herself,

but for the prosperity of the great and noble cause,)

and thereby redeem the loss, how acceptable must

the tribute be, in the sight of Him who sees not as

man sees ; and if it springs from a heart devoted

to the work rather than the reward, how truly

profitable to ourselves! The end of the righte-

ous is desirable in whatever stage of life it arrives
;

but for my own part, if 1 could hope mine would

be such, 1 own 1 cannot help feeling a wish, that

its approach might be in the early or middle part :

in what the desire originates, I cannot pretend to

say, but it is, perhaps in some unjusiitiable part

of self-love. S. Grubu.

dral, nearly as broad, and half as high,

tonnage of the ark, according to modern ca

ters' calculations, must have been 92,01)0

The largest English ship of war, the St. Vii

for instance, which is of a size altogether i

aginable to those who have never seen it, is

Ions burthen ; so that the ark must have

equal to seventeen first-rate ships of war, v

manned as such ships usually are, it would

contained much beyond 1800 men, and prov

for IS months. Buflbn has stated that all the

looted animals may be reduced lo "250 pair;

the birds to a still smaller number. On ca

lion, therefore, we find that the ark would

held more than five times the necessary ni

of creatures, and more than five limes tli

quired quantity of food lo maintain tlicin for I

months.

Stze of Noah's Ark.—Skeptics have objected

to the size of the ark, and have asserted that it is

quite absurd to suppose that ever there could be

a vessel constructed large enough to hold all the

creatures that must have been placed in it, to-

gether with sufficient food— (it may be for six or

twelve months)—corn for the four-footed animals,

seed for the birds, and so on. Now we will lake

the dimensions of the ark from the record ol

Moses, and calculate them on the lowest possible

scale. There are two definitions given of a cubit

:

one that is 18 inches, or a foot and a half—the

other that it is 1 loot 8 inches. We will take it

at the lowest. Moses states that the ark was 300

cubits long; this would make il 450 feet long, or

about the length of St. Paul's cathedral, (London.)

The breadth of it h.'; sta es to be 50 cubits; we
have then 75 licet in breadth. He slates it to be

30 cubits high ; so that it was 45 feet in height.

In other words, it was as long as St. Paul's cathe-

An Honest Boy.—That " honesty is the bi

policy," was illustrated some years since uiid

the Ibllowing circumstances, detailed by the K

Chester Democrat. A lad was proceeding to

uncle's to petition him for aid for his sick sis.

and her children, when he found a wallet conla'

ing fifty dollars. The aid was refused, and t

distressed family was pinched with want. T
boy revealed his foitune to his mother, but e

pressed a doubt about using any portion of t

money. His mother confirmed his good reso

lion—the pocket-book was advertised, and 1

owner found. Being a man of wealth, upon leai

ing the history of the family, he presented t

fifty dollars to the sick mother, and took the bi

into his service, and he is now one of the iiic

successful merchants in Ohio. Honesty alwa

brings its reward—to the mind if not to I

pocket.

—

Post.

THE PEDLER.
BY OLD HUMPUUEY.

Young people are always ready enough lo I

gin things, but not equally ready to go on wi

them when difficulties apjiear in the way. '

conquer difficulties should be an object wi

every one; for perseverance is one of the prin

pal elements of success.

Have you ever had occasion to look for a p

either on the floor, on the carpet, or on l

ground? If so, I have no doubt at all you lou

one : whereas if you had not looked lor it, nii

likely you might have walked over it tuen

times without seeing it at all. It is just the ca

with lessons of instruction. They lie in our wi

like pins; we pass by them, we walk over the

every day of our lives, without so much as noli

ing them,—and the reason is, that we do not lo

for them. " Belter late than never," says the c

proverb; let us try, then, if we cannot in luttl

profit a little more by the things which take pla

around us. Some people learn nothing from

great events of the world, while others impr

the veriest trifles. 1 have heard of a man '

had an oak-tree lying by his cottage door

years, without putting it to any use; and 1 ha

heard of another, who when in prison, formeii

liitle ship with the parings of his nails.

I was sitting yesterday at the window, rcadii

when 1 saw a pedler with a pack upon his bu

rap at ihe front house of the o|)j)osite row. ' Nev

did I see a man so determined to sell his goods

ihe pedkr appeared lo be, and yet his persevt

ance seemed to be in vain. 'I'hough he wish

lo sell, nobody wanted to buy; and though

talked much of the good quality of his cloili,

one appeared to believe what ho said, lie gi

a single rap at every door, but no sooner w
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face of the pedler seen, ihan the door seemed
hut almost of ils own accord ; so quick was
ry one to get rid of the pedler. A common
I'would have been quite heart-broken at such

success and repeated disappointment; but the

ler, not a bit cast down, went on from house to

se as blithely, and with as much good humour,

f he had met wilh a customer at every place

lad called. If rapping at the door did not do,

rang the bell ; if they shut the door, he talked

hem at the window ; and when they went

ly from the window, he bent down his head

shouted to them through the key-hole. Not
ard, however, of his cloth could ho sell, and

xpected every minute that he would give up

attempt and walk away; but he went on

stling and joking, until he had called at every

se in the row but one, and at that one, he

Tied to have made up his mind, that whoever

le to the door should buy his clolh, whether

J would or no.

le put down his pack on the step, and gave

rm rap at the door. The up-stairs window
! opened, by some one who wished to see who
? there; but there was a liltle projection over

door, and the pedler stood close under it with

pack, that he might not be seen until the door

i opened. For a long time he kept rapping,

at last a woman of short stature and cross fea-

!s, came down. No sooner did she see the

ler, than she pushed the door; but the pedler

poked his staff in the doorway, so that she

Id not shut it. She scolded and stormed, but

'as of no use, for the pedler would not go

ly. " Do ray pretty maid," said he, " look

my stuff; it will not hurt you. Never was
re better cloth sold, and you shall have it a

gain." She told him she did not want his

npery stuff, and that he ought to be ashamed

not going away, when he had got his answer,

^hy now," said the pedler, " you are standing

'our own light sadly, for you will never again

e such an opportunity. The cloth has cost

nothing, so that I can afford to sell it cheap,

ne, you shall have it at threepence a yard

aper than what it is worth, though I have re-

d that money for it three times over within this

half hour. They wanted it at that price at

grocer's shop, but I would not sell it. Come,
shall have it; never was there better cloth in

world ; but I can see very well that you know
it is what as well as I do."

; is wondrous what may be done by persever-

3, and ofien by flattery. The pedler opened

pack, rubbed his cloth over his finger nail,

talked about how well it would wash and

^r, until at last he persuaded the woman to

! half a dozen yards. Away went the pedler,

ig out that he should look in again some day
;

ivhis'ling a lively tune, he once more began

p at the doors that he came to.

'ell, thought I, and what can I learn from the

Why, I can learn this lesson—that per-

rance however unsuccessful at first, is pretty

to bo crowned with success ; and that if a

ir can use such patience, and pains, and por-

rance to sell a lew yards of linen cloth, I

to use much more patience, and pains, and
3verance, in seeking to obtain eternal life,

lall I see a man going from door to door

ng every disappointment, putting up with ill

erand bad language, and persevering through

"or so trifling an object as that of selling a

or two of cloth, while I, wi'.h a heaven be-

ne, which I must lose or obtain, am indifler-

nd idle, and careless] Shall 1 see a man,

so poor a prize before him, actually de-

iill the energies of his body and mind, and

deceive and tell untruths, to attain it, and I not

bestir myself to gain possession of what is worth

the whole world? Oh no! let me try if 1 cannot

ouldo the pedler. Let me be ten times more pa-

tient, and persevering, as my object is ten thou-

sand limes more important. The pedler carried

his pack patiently, yea, cheerfully. Let my bur-

dens be borne, then, with patience and cheerlul-

ness too; and if they become too heavy for me to

bear, let me cast them upon the Saviour of sin-

ners, who has promised to sustain them. The
pedler went from door to door; nor did he lose a

single opportunity of trying to sell his cloth. Let

me be as diligent to obtain eternal life, improving
every opportunity, and seeking with earnestness

I he means of grace and the hope of glory. The
pedler was importunate and would take no denial

;

he persevered against every refusal ; he was de-

termined that he would sell his cloth. Let me
be as importunate as he was ; let me be determin-

ed, in seeking the throne of grace, not to be beat-

en back by my fears and disappointments, but to

say wilh Jacob, when he wrestled with the angel,

"I will not let thee go, except thou bless me I"

The pedler gained his object ; he sold his cloth.

Let me then gain mine, not by deceit and untruth,

but by persevering in every good way, and word
and work ; depending on the grace of God for all

things, and seeking his favour, which is better

then life. Blessed be God, that the way of ob-

taining eternal life is so plainly made known in

the Bible ; I must believe in the Lord Jesus Christ

;

he must be the " way, and the truth, and the life"

of my soul.

Now, if from the example of the pedler's dili-

gence in business, in seeking things temporal, I

should become more " fervent in spirit," in seek-

ing things spiritual and eternal, I shall have rea-

son to remember having taken notice of him; and

if my readers should agree to do the same thing,

we shall all gratefully acknowledge that some
good instruction may be gathered from the ex-

ample of a poor pedler.

The most important reform that has been pro-

jected for many years in the Ottoman Empire, is

at length about to be accomplished. A firman

will shortly be issued, authorizing the admission

of Christian evidence in courts of law. Hitherto

no Christian's word has been admissible as evi-

dence against a Mussulman, and hence an immu-
nity from punishment and a license to crime to

any Mussulman who took care to have none but

Christian witnesses to his offence.

"Every uncommon evil is the trumpet of God.

blown in that place where it comes, that the peo-

ple may take warning."

THB FRIEND.
ELEVENTH MONTH 2C, 1853.

OHIO YEAPJA- MEETING.

From some unexplained cause we did not re-

ceive a copy of the minutes of Ohio Yearly Meet-

ing until within a few days past. VVe now lay

before our readers the principal matters of inter-

est in them.

The meeting assembled on the 5th of the Ninth
|

month, the Representatives being all present. On !

the 6tli, the Representatives reported they had
j

been unable to agree on Friends to servo the

meeting as Clerk and Assistant, and the Friends

under appointment were continued for another

year.

No business was transacted on Fourth and
Fifth-day.

Sixih-day, the 9th.—"In consequence of a di-

versity of sentiment prevailing in the previous
sittings of the meeting relative to the right of an
individual to attend the sittings of this meeting,
the transaction of the business of the meeting has
been protracted, without arriving at a united judg-
ment in the case, and without sanctioning any
claims that may have been put up, the meeting
comes to the conclusion to proceed with its busi-

ness under the circumstances."

Certificates were produced for Friends present
from Indiana, and Philadelphia Yearly Meetings.
U. Barker, from North Carolina, whose certificate

was read last year, was also in attendance.

The printed General Epistle and the nianuscri|)t

epistle from the Yearly Meeting in London, and
an epistle from the Yearly Meetings of Ireland,

New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, and Indiana,

respectively, and one from North Carolina Year-
ly Meeting, held in 1851, were read, and a com-
mittee appointed to prepare replies thereto.

A committee was appointed to examine and
settle the Treasurer's account, and lo propose a
Friend to serve as Treasurer for the meetin".
"The committee to whom is intrusted the man-

agement and general concerns" of the Boarding-
School, made a report, from which it appears tiiat

there was an average of 85 pupils in the session

commencing the 4th of Tenth month, 1853, and
an average of 36 pupils during the session com-
mencing the 4th of Fourth month, 1853, and that

there was " a balance in favour of the institution for

the year ending Eighth month 19th, lb53, of
•S435.1I. There has however, been extra ex-

penses incurred for improvements, new desks,
warming apparatus, &c., costing 8510.14, and
leaving a deficiency in the general account of
$75.03. The Treasurer holds in his hands avail-

able funds amounting to .$1001.02.

"The committee believe that an advantage
would arise from the purchase of a suitable supply
of chemical and philosophical apparatus. And,
as it would be desirable not to reduce the original

fund for this purpose, we are united in proposing
that the Y^early Meeting recommend the sum of
.$250 to be raised by voluntary contributions from
our members, in order to defray the expense of
such purchase.

" NIeetings for worship have been regularly

held in the institution to a good degree of satisfac-

tion.

"The services of the Superintendent and those

having the immediate charge of the School, have
given general satisfaction. And a desire con-

tinues to prevail, that Friends will not only feel

a lively interest in supplying it with pupib, but

will become increasingly concerned to co-operate

with the advice heretofore given in relation to

having their children clad in plainness and sim-

plicity of attire, consistent with our religious pro-

fession, thereby avoiding the necessity on the part

of the superintendents of making any chango in

the apparel or otherwise of those intrusted to their

care."

The Report was "satisfactory, and the com-
mittee continued and encouraged to persevere in

ils labours in promoting the usel'uliicss of the in-

stitution." A committee was also appointed lo

obtain by subscription the amount proposed for

the purchase of chemical apparaius, lo report to

a future session.

The commitiee on Indian Concerns, made Iho

following report

:

" It appears from a communication received

from the committee on Indian concerns of Indiana

Yearly Meeting, that our establishment among
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the Shawnee Indians has been carried on during

the past year, under the core of Cornelius Dou-
glass, as superintendent.

" The nuuiber ofscholnrs which attended school

was about thirty uiitilln the Fourth month, since

which time, on account of measles and other

sickness, (of which two or three have died) toge-

ther with the uiisettlement of the Indians, the

school has been very small.

"The progress of the children in learning, and

ia their conduct in meeting, and in obedience, has

been encouraging.

"It also appears that there has been consider-

ably more wheat harvested than will be required

for the use of the family, and plenty of hay and

oats put up in good order, and there is upwards

of eighty acres in corn, and about two acres in

potatoes and garden vegetables.

" Reports have been received from the superin-

tendent, with answers to the Queries, every three

months, which are in a good degree satisfactory.

" He also informs that 165 garments have been

made by the children, 42 pairs of socks and mit-

tens have been knit for the children, and some
linen made for sheets, &c.

" The accounts of the Treasurer appear as fol-

lows :

—

Balance in the Treasury, Eighth mo.
13th, 1852, .... $1,363 86

* • * Receipts from different sources, 1,896 15

$3,260 01

Expenditures.

Paid out to sundry persons for the

use of the committee, as per receipts, $1,734 30

Balance in Treasury, Eighth month
12lh, 1853, .... $1,525 71

There is yet due from Indiana Yearly
Meeting on last year's assessment, 216 00

And from Ohio Yearly Meeting on
last year's assessment, - - 300 00

Making in all, .... $2,041 71
The present indebtedness of the com-

mittee is about .... 1,200 00

AVhich leaves a balar of . $341 71

"Two hundred and fifty dollars of this sum
was raised for the building of a barn, and four

hundred and fifiy dollars of the above was ex-

pended for that purpose, and it will take from one
to two hundred dollars more than has been raised

to complete it.

" The committee believe it right to recommend
the raising the usual sum of three hundred dollars

the present year for the use of the establish-

ment."

"The report was united with, and the sum
proposed to be raised was recommended to the

attention of the Quarterly Meetings, who are

directed to make report of their care next year."
"The Quarterly Meetings made report on Pri-

mary Schools, the summary whereof is as fol-

lows :

—

"Children of suitable age to goto school, 2112.
" Children attending Friends' schools, 800.
" Attending District schools, 721.
"The remaining 591 are reported as mostly

receiving education, some in family schools, some
occasionally going to Friends' schools, and to

District schools ; and there does not appear to be

any likely to be neglected in obtaining school

learning. Yet we desire that Friends may be

vigilant in our subordmate branches in promoting

the liberal education of all the children of Friends.

Our subordinate meetings are again enjoined to

extend the needful care in promoting education,

in a manner consistent with the repeated advices

of this meeting in years past, and forward infor-

mation of the state thereof next year.
" The Quarterly Meetings report, that their

quotas of money directed to be raised for the ben-

efit of Indian civilization, have been raised."
" A committee was appointed to have 300

copies of the minutes of this meeting printed for

the use of our subordinate meetings. And also

to cause 1500 copies of the General Epistle to be

reprinted, divide them among the Quarters in the

usual apportionment, and defray the expense by a
draft on the Treasurer."

" The meeting then adjourned to 9 o'clock to-

morrow morning.
" Seventh-datj morm?ig, a?id 10th of Ninth

month.—Near the time adjourned to, Friends
again assembled.

" The committee appointed last year to visit

the Quarterly Meeting of Stillwater, and its

branches, on the request for the establishment of

a Quarterly Meeting at Pennsville, made the fol-

lowing report, viz.: ' The committee appointed to

visit the Quarterly Meeting of Stillwater, and the

Monthly Meetings composing it, on the request

of a Quarterly Meeting at Pennsville, report that

most of our number attended to the service, and
are united in believing it will be best to grant the

request."

" Way not opening in the clearness to grant

said request at this time, it is referred to the fur-

ther consideration of the meeting next year.

"The state of Society, passing under review,

by the reading of the Queries and Answers there-

to from the Quarters, suitable counsel and admo-
nition were imparted tending to stir up Friends to

greater faithfulness to the divine gift in them-

selves, whereby an increase of qualification would

be realized to labour successfully to build up the

broken walls, and repair the waste places within

our borders."
" The committee on the Treasurer's account

made a report which was united with. The
Friend named therein is appointed Treasurer."

" The meeting then adjourned to 3 o'clock this

afternoon.

'^Afternoon.—At the hour adjourned to, the

meeting again assembled.
" The minutes of the Meeting for Sufferings

since last year were read, and their proceedings

approved.

"The filling of vacancies that have occurred

in that body is referred to next Yearly Meet-

ing.

" The committee appointed yesterday to re-

ceive subscriptions for chemical and philosophical

apparatus for the Boarding-school, reported that

they had received $145.10. The committee is

desired to pay it over to the superintendent, and
the Friends under the appointment are continued

to receive further contributions in our subordinate

meetings, and forward what may be obtained to

Nathan P. Hall, as early as practicable, and re-

port next year of their care.

" Essays of epistles as directed to be prepared

yesterday, were produced by the committee ap-

pointed to the service which were approved,

directed to be signed by the Clerk, and placed in

the care of the correspondents for forwarding.

"The meeting having now brought its business

to a close, and for the evidences vouchsafed that

the ancient Arm of goodness and mercy has been

extended around us while being together, feelings

of thankfulness for these tokens ol' his continued

regard were spread over us. And commending
each other to the Lord and his preserving care,

under the solemnizing feeling thereof, the meet-

ing concludes, to meet again at the appointe

time and place next year, if consistent with Hi
will.

Benjamin Hoyle, Clerk."

ITEMS OF NEWS.
By the steamship Arabia, information is received froi

Liverpool, to tlic 5tli inst.

GREAT BRITAIN.—Wheat and cotton both declined

Money market somewhat easier. Disastrous floods ii

Ireland.

RUSSIA AXD TURKEY.—Rumours of hostilities stil

active. No official reports. War actively raging i

Circassia. The Russians defeated.

NEW BRUNSWICK.—Winter has commenced will

severity. Good sleighing, plenty of ice, and the ther

mometer but eight degrees above zero on the 9th insi

UNITED STATES.—Extent of territory, two miUioi

nine hundred and eighty-one thousand one hundred an
fifty-three square miles.

rennsylvania.—The total amount of California goh

which has been received at the Mint in Philadelphia, i

two hundred and four millions of dollars. The water

of the Susquehanna have risen, so that the lumbermei
are actively at work. Flour has fallen from 25 to 5'

cents a barrel during the week. Burials in Philadel

phia last week, 159,—10 of them from the country

Money market easier.

Nexv York.—The Erie Railroad with its equipment
cost twenty-five millions. Two destructive fires in th

city of New York, on the 17th inst.,—damage estimate

at $425,000. Deaths in New York last week, 341.

Mississippi.—At Lake Providence, out of a populatio:

of two hundred and twenty, all died of the late epidemi

but ninety.

RECEIPTS.

Omitted Ninth month 17th.—Received of H. C. Pos
Maccdon, N. Y., $2, vol. 27.

Received from Dl. L. Heaton, $2, vol. 27; from ]

Knowles, agent, for David Peckham, $2, vol. 2 7 ; fro'

P. Askew, for J. Thomasson, 0., $2, to 27, vol. 28
;
fro

James G. Henderson, Pa., §6, vols. 24, 25 and 26; fro

Z. Webster, $8, to 52, vol. 26 ; from Isaac Craft, $2, v(

26 ; from Dr. T. H. Worthington, per B. J. Crew, $6, \o.\

24, 25 and 26 ; from John F. Hull, agent, N. Y., $10, I

himself, S. 0. Hull, Richard Marriott, P. B. Upton, J

each, vol. 27, and for George Robinson, Hudson, S
26

;
from Wm. Foulke, agent, 0., for David Smith, $

vol. 27; from SI. B. Smith, agent, 0., $2, vol. 27, ai

for David Hall, $2, vol. 27, for J. M. Smith, $1, to 2

vol. 27 ; from Joel Evans, agent, Pa., for John Le

$2, vol. 26, for Nathan Yarnall, Lima, Pa., $2, vol. J

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.
The Committee to superintend the Boarding-Schc

at West-town, will meet there, on Fourth-day, the 7

of next month, at 10 o'clock, A. M. The Commit
Instruction, meet on the preceding evening, at half-p:

seven o'clock.

The Visiting Committee assemble at the School

Seventh-day, the 3rd of the month.
Thomas Kimbeb, Clerk

Philada., Eleventh mo. 26th, 1853.

PIETY PROMOTED.
The publishers of the above work have receive'

number of subscription papers
; but as there are s

many which have not come in, and it is desirabh

them to be able to determine soon on the proprietj

going on with the printing, they would respectfully

of Friends in whose hands the papers may be, to cc

plete the subscriptions in their respective neighbc

hoods, and forward them as early as may be. It i

signed, if the subscription is such as to warrant it ii,

have the work ready for delivery in the Fourth mo

'hilada., Ele nth 1 1st, 1853.

Married, .at Friends' meeting, Baltimore, on the 1 'i

1st., George A. Warder, to Mary E., daughter fc

oseph King, Jr., all of that city. i

,

Died, on the 2nd of the Eighth month, 1853

80th year of her age, Jane Heacock, a member of Gn
wood Particular and Muncy Monthly iMeeting, F

, on the 4th of Eleventh month, 1853, Jot

Trotter, in the 7lst year of his age; a member of "tl'

Northern District Monthly Meeting.
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In John .\ii. 24, Christ says, ' Except a corn

fhent die, it abideth alone: but if it die, it

i;eth forth much fruil.' We see an apt illus-

on here. The great bulk of the grain of wheat
imposed of nutritious matter, separate from
little plant or embryo. This matter must all

hanged and dissolved, in order that the plant

' spring. Unless it dies, and undergoes solu-

, there can be no nourishment conveyed.
in, the sprouting of the grain is taken b}' St.

I as an emblem of the resurrection. That
:h is sown is not quickened e.xcept it die ; and
of the corruption and dissolution which it un-

;oes there springs up, by a wondrous mela-

phosis, wheat, or some other grain. 'So
is the resurrection of the dead; it is sown in

•uption, it is raised in incorruption : it is sown
ishonour, it is raised in glory: it is sown in

kness, it is raised in power : it is sown a na-

1 body, it is raised a spiritual body.'—(1 Cor.

42-44.)

rist out of ruin brings forth strength and beauty;
a, life and immortality from death."

tlatt. vi. <!8, our Saviour says, 'Consider the

s how ihey grow.' We fear this is not often

of heaven to bring them out.

walketh in darkness, and haih

trust in the name of the Lord,

upon his God.' (Isa. I. 10.)

sowing time; at cventime tlier

' Who is he thai
,

" The root, in iis growth, keeps pace witli th';

no light; let him i development of the slum and its branches. As
[tut] slay himself

I

ihe stem shoots upwards and dcvelopcs its leaves,

This is but the
j

from which water is coiistanlly tran'fpired, the

! shall be light. I roots continue to spread, and lo rennv ihc dilicatc

Then shall light and gladness, freed from earth ; cells and fibrils which absorb the fluid required

and all its encumbrances, spring up in bright ef- |lo compensate for that lost by evaporation, or

fulgence and fulness of joy, and the seed sown in, consumed in growth. There is a constant rela-

earth shall expand in all the blossoms and fruits lion between the horizontal extension of the

of heaven. {branches and the lateral spreading of the roots.

"The sowing of the seed in the mud of rivers
j

in this way the rain which falls on a tree drops

may perhaps be alluded to in the following words :
'
from the branches on that part of the soil which

' Cast thy bread upon the waters, for thou shall
:
is situated immediately above the absorbing fibrils

find it after many days."— (Eccles. xi. I.) The of the roots. It i-s nU by watering a Iree close

seeds of the Egyptian Lotus, a kind of water-lily, to the trunk that it will be kept in vigour, but by
are used in the manufacture of bread, owing to .applying the water on the soil at the part corres-

the quantity of starch and gluten which they con-
j

ponding to the ends of ihe branches. ' We have

tain. These seeds are sown by being enveloped i
here,' says Roget, 'a striking instance of that

in clay, and thrown into the water, so that they
|

beautiful correspondence which has been cstab-

sink in the mud. There they germinate ; and,
|
lished between processes belonging to different

after many days, the plants appear above the '
departments of nalure, and which are made to

water, bearing flowers and fruit, the seeds of concur in the productinn of such remote effects as

which are agaTn employed as bread. These wa-
]

could never have been accomplished without these

ter-lilies used to abound in the Nile, and they are preconcerted and harmonious adjustments.' If

not uncommon in eastern countries. Mr. Law- 1
the roois are not allowed to extend freely, (hey

son, in speaking of this plant, says: 'it is a [exhaust the soil around them, and arc prevented

famous plant in ancient history, and known under; from receiving a sufficient supply of food. The
the name oi' Lotus. It is slilf held sacred in the; plants in such a case, deprived of their proper

East ; and it is related that one of the benighted
j

means of support, become stunted and delbrmed

natives of Nepaul, upon entering Sir William in iheir appi^arance.

Jones's study, made prostrations before the flow- '• if we wish trees to be firmly rooted, we must

ers of this plant, which happened to lie there for allow the branches lo spread freely. When they

examination.' The plant is considered by Royle
|

are so planted lii.it the branches and leaves of

as the lily of the Old Testament, so frequently i
contiguous trees do not interfere with each other,

referred to in the Song of Solomon ; while ihe
|

and thus all parts are exposed to air and light

lilies of the field, noticed in the New Teslament,
I

equally, the roots spread vigorously and e.xlen-

are probably tlie scarlet martagon lily, or i/i7«M?« I sively, so as to fix the plants firmly in the soil,

Cka/cedonicum." jand to draw up copious supplies of nourishment.

"The root is the first part of the young plant ' But in crowded plantations, where tlie branches

which protrudes from the seed. It descends into are not allowed freedom of growth and exposure,

ground in order to fix the plant and to derive

We are content to look at the plant when
j

nourishment. On account of its downward ten

wn, but we do not examine how they grow, i
dency, the name of Descending Axis is sometimes

n the embryo up lo the perfect stale of flower- 1
applied to it. The cells situated near the extre-

and fruiting. We shall understand the illus-| milics of Ihe minute fibrils of the root, are those

ion better, aiid see more of the providential
i
which are chiefly concerned in taking up nour

and Ihe leaf-buils are consequently either arrested

or feebly developed, the roots also are of necessily

injured. They do not spread, and ihe trees are

liable to be blown over by ihe wind ; they exhaust

ihe sod in their vicinity, circumscribed by the

roots of the trees around; their funciioiis becomo

, of God, if we attend lo the development ol |
ishment from the soil. As plants are'^fixed lo a

;

languid, and thus they react on the siem and

after cell by slow degrees, lite formation ofj spot, their food must be always within reach ; and branches, so that the additions to ihe wood aro

sels, the arrangement of coloured cells, tliej it is requisite that the roots should have the power small, and the limber is of bad quality. In such

orption of fluids, and the various processes of i of spreading, so as to secure renewed sufiplies of a plantation, we may sei

i'llioii and reproduction. I nutriment. A beautiful provision is made for thistween the trees on the

In Ps. xcvii. 11, it is said, ' Lioht is sown for, by the elongation of the roots taking place at iheir centre; ihe forim-r hav

in , extremities, so that their advancing points are en- ,
leaves fully expo^sed on one side, grow with com-

and form excellent timber on that

where light and nir are admitted ;

r, hemincd ill on all sides, are drawn
poles, producing a small amount ol

marked difference be-

side and those in tha

liieir branches and

righteous, and gladness for the upright

Here light and gladness are regarded asjabled easily lo accommod.ite themselves to the i

paralive vigour,

Is sown in the earth for the righteous. Let 'nature of the soil in which the plant grows. If
j

side of iho stem

[race out the illustralion by reference to the i roots had increased by additions throughout their

lomena connected with of seed, whole extent in the same

while the I

ly as st'ems, they
j

«/> like bi

>od. A crowded plantalion, in

re allowed to increase in size,

re with each other, cannot bo

n the case of the seed, light and gladness are! would, in many instances, when meeting with an ill-condilio

ed in the earth. They are much obscured ! impenetrable soil, have been twisted in such a
|

which the

he earthy covering: light is mixed with dark-, way as to unfit them for the free transmission of until ihcy

as it were, and gladness with sorrow. The 'fluid. But by the mode of lengthening at the easily reclaimed; and every attempt at ihmning

fcver sees through a glass darkly, and has i point, they insinu ite lliemselves easily into the
:

is accompanied with the risk ol exposure lo Iho

y tears and woes. But light and gladness I yielding part of the soil, and when obstacles are
j

blasts, which speedily level trees having no hrm

there, and will sprinfr up. Tlie more slightly presented to their progress they wind round about hold of the soil.

ings of them, until they reach a less-resisliug medium.; " The roots of plants should not be d.stu
are covered by the earth and the thinj

jrbed at

earth, the more readily will ihey develop They are thus also enabled lo

iselves. If they are deep in the earth, their part of the soil to another, according as the nour

;ress is hindered ; they require the atmo--phrrr i«hment is exhausted.

om one the time when they are in active operation. Uur-

g the season of growlli, when ihe branches and

•ivei are pushing forth, the roots are also devel-
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oping tlieir roollets, and constantly renewing ihcir

delicate nbsorliing extiemities. Any attempt to

transplant at tliis period is attended with serious

iniiiry, because those minute fibrils are destroyed

by means of which the fluid transpired by tlic

leaves is restored. It is only in autumn, when

the roollets cease to grow, and absorption becomes

lantiuid, or in early spring before their activity

bearing a relation to the enormous branches, in passing amidst the splendid scenery of ih(

These roots fix the tree very firmly in the soil or Green Mountains, between Pittsfield and Spring.

rock, and enable it to derive a constant supply of field, where each hill-lop seemed like a grunc

nourishment. 'J'he streams from Lebanon fur- bouquet of flowers, a gentleman said, " the worli

nislied water to the cedar, and hence Ezekiel,
|

of frost." A visiter to the Wyoming Lead Mines

when likening the Assyrian to this tree (xxxi. 4, (Pennsylvania,) has given us the following pas

5), says, that the waters made liim great, and i sage

:

that his branches became long because of the

ducted. In transplanting large trees it has been

customary to cut the roots all round at some dis-

tance from the trunk, the season before they arc

removed. Thus an opportunity is afforded for

the production of new fibrils, which, al'ter trans-

plantation, are ready to absorb nourishment.

Roots in general descend into the soil at once

begins, that transplanting can be prudently con- 1 multitude of waters. The believer is ' rooted and

grounded in love' (Eph. iii. 17), his roots extend

into the Rock of Ages (Col. ii. 7), ho is watered

by the dew of God's Spirit (IIos. xiv. 5),

thus it is that his root is not rottenness, nor does

his blossom go up as dust (Isa. v. 24), but he

brings forth fruit to the glory of God. The root were mingled with evergreens and parii-coloure(

being holy, so are the branches (Rom. xi. 10.) I trees, making a strange hued and surpassingi;

but in some "cases they proceed from different
j

If there is no root, if, with a specious appearance, I beautiful panoram.T, such as tho eye took in witi

parts of the stem, and thus are in the first instance the man grows up, like the trees of a crowded new and constantly increasing delight."

aerial. The Banyan tree of India, exhibits these forest, under an adventitious support frem his fel-
1

This description itself is beautiful, as well a

roots in a remarkable manner. They proceed
,
low-men, then when mere human props are re-

'
the grand scene it sets before us. But the mis

The varied trees of the forest, touched bj

the frosty fingers of death, were changing theii

countenances before passing away. There wai

standing one clothed in scarlet, every loaf as

bright and red from its crown to the ground, ai

if it had been on fire; another was clad in a vea

ure of gold, and yet another in purple ; and thes

from all pans of its stem and branches, and ull

mately reach the soil, forming numerous stems

which support this wide-spreading tree. The
famous Norbudda Banyan lias 300 large and

3000 small steins, and it is said to be capable of

sheliciing 7000 men.

' Such, too, the Indian fig, that built itself

Into a s)lv.in temple, .ircb'd aloof

With airy aisles and living colonnades.'

The Screw-pine, is another instance of a plant

moved, there is nothing to prevent him from fall

ing. He may be drawn up as it were, under the

fostering care of others, and may be loud in his

profession, attaining to great eminence in the

world, but if the root of the matter (Job xix. 28)

is not in him, then all will be ruin at last. Such
an one hath no root, and dureth only for a while;

but when tribulation and persecution ariselh be

cause of the word, or when temptation comes, he vegetal

take, as above signified, is in attributing thi

beauty, this variegated appearance, to frost. !

is the ripening of the leaves, that gives tho crin

son, golden, and other hues; as the blush of tli

peach, the crimson of the plum, the golden a\'

pearance of the apple, and not the result of fros

but of the ripening of the fruit. 'J'he " frosty

fingers are, indeed, to those delicate classes «'

falls away.—(Luke viii. 13; Mark iv. 17; Matt,

As being the source of life to his

rist is sometimes likened to the root.

n describing the blessedness of the latter

ys (xi. 10), ' And in that day there

of injury a root appeared
j

shall be a root of Jesse, which shall stand lor an

d thus supported a branch

giving out aerial roots. These support the plant xiii. 21.) j

like wooden props. A lasge tree of this kind in Church, Ch.

the Palm House of the Edinburgh Botanical Gar- 'Thus, in des

den, had one of its branches injured many years "days, Isaiah

ago, and at the poin

long before its lime, a

which would otherwise have been cut ofl". Th
circumstance is mentioned by Miss M'Nab in her

Lessons from Bible Plants, as having struck Dr.

Chalmers very forcibly on one of his

garden.

"When roots do not extend much, they are

sometimes provided with reservoirs of nourish-

ment which supply the means of growth during a

certain period. This is seen in the case of terres-

trial orchids. These reservoirs or tubercules

constitute the salep of the Turks, which is used

as food. In the orchids of warm climates, in

there

fingers of death." At their touct'

all this beauty, alike in fruit, and leaf, and flowei

disappears.

—

Puritan Recorder. '

Rise and Fall of Lake Oatario,

A correspondent in the last number of" Hunt''

ensign to the people; to it shall the Gentiles seek ;
I

Merchants' Magazine," gives a very interestin'

and his rest siiall be glorious.' In Revelations v. I account of a phenomena connected with L:ik'

5, He is called the root of David. Though at

first He was depised and rejected by men, as a

its to thej root out of a dry ground (Isa. Iiii. 2), yet as the

tree whose leaves are for the healing of the na-

tions (Rev. xxii. 2), He shall overshadow the

world, having the uttermost parts of the earth for

His possession.—(Ps. ii. 8.)'

CTo be coDLiDued.)

The World at Sea.—We are all of us too

prone to seek for happiness in earthly things.

place of these roots, there are large thickened
; vVe vainly imagine that in change of situation or

bulb-like stems which serve the same purpose. L|,.cumstances we shall have less care and fewer
Some plants send their roots or suckers into the

j
(roubles ; forgetting that every place, every situ-

substance of other plants either dead or living,
j
aiion, has its peculiar difilcullies. Should world-

and derive their food entirely from them. Suchjiy prosperity, however, attend us, as disciples of
are called parasites, and they may be illustrated

j (ji,rist we should remember where we are; and
in the case of moulds and fungi growing on the

decaying slumps of trees, and causing diseases in

corn and other plants—dodder, which injures

flax and clover by living on their juices, broom

meetthat while in the world, we must expect

with tribulation.

A friend of the famous J. Dod, being raised

from a mean estate to much worldly greatness,
rapes, and scale-wort. These parasites have

j
Ugj sent him word that this was but like going

either no leaves or only brown scales on theirjoutof ^ bo^t into a ship; and he should remem-
stems ; others, as the mistleto, have green leaves,: [jgr (i,^^ ^^|^j|g ^g ^y^g i„ jl,e ^^^rld he was slill

which alter the juices taken from ihe stock by
I o^ (he sea. Let us then wisely prepare for diffi-

exposure to the air and light. The study of the, cullies, and learn to cast all our cares on Him
growth of parasitic fungi is a subject of great im.L,ho holds the winds in his fists, who stills the
porlance, as many diseases in plants, animals, L,ave3 ^f ,1,3 sea, and who has promised to guide
and man appear to bo either caused or modified

| i,is people safe into the haven of rest.—ylrmi-
by them. Dry-rot in wood, for instance, is ann- stead's Helect Miscellanigs.
billed to the attack of a funijus, so also are cer

tain diseases of the skin and mucous membrane
in man and animals.

"The root supplies many Scripture illustra-

tions, both as fixing the plant and as drawing up
nourishment. Thus in Hosea xiv. .5, Israel when
restored, is said to 'cast forth his roots as Lcba-
Bon,' or the cedar of Lebanon, implying great

vigour as well as firmness and strength. This

tree, is remarkable for its spreading roots, which

extend to a great distance from the trunk, thus

Autumnal Forests— .\ Common Mistake.

The beauty of an autumnal forest is a frequent

theme of remark by travellers, and others inter-

ested in nature. But there is n mistake often

committed in regard to this matter. It is that of

attributing the variegated appearance of an au-

tumnal forest, \Q frosts. A young lady said to
j
while there were three feet of snow on the grouncl;

the writer a few days ago, " the frost begins to These facts seem to corroborate the views ejii

turn the leaves." A little less than a year ago, pressed on page 264, this vol., Scieniijic Amit^'^.

Ontario. It has been long known that this lati'

is subject to frequent risings and fallings of tt
]

waters, and by many it has been supposed thr

such changes were regular. This, by long obse
]

vation, has been found to be incorrect ; the risinfj

and fallings of the waters are not regular, blj

oftentimes sudden and produce wonderful elfecll

At Port Hope, Coborg, Graton, and Colbourm'

the water recedes suddenly and leaves the ha'

hour bare, and then returns with a violent roll

and invades the land. This portion of Lake Ot!

tario is subject to great submarine convulsioriif

and sometimes the waters ebb and flow every te

minutes. A convulsion of the lake took place
ij

September, 1845, which gave birth to a tcrrifj

thunder-storm, and was accompanied by a seveif

tornado. Another took place on the 5;h Jul]'

1850, which created a terrific water-spout, whic''

was broken by a bolt of electricity, that appearei

to have coine from the bottom of the lake. P«^'

of the water-spout in a dark cloud passed over it

the land depositing its waters at tho heads oC ih.

Canada Creek, which raised the said creek !'

suddenly, as to carry away the railroad bridge <

the Schenectady and Utica Railroad, belbre tl

trains could be informed of the event.

The waters of Lake Ontario have been knowj

to fall fourteen inches in thirty-six hours, anj

these waters could not have been carried awayil-

that short period by the river St. Liwrence. Tkl)

lake is underlaid with fossiliferous limestone, frol '

the north shore in Canada, to the south shonf

and it is not long since Walertown and Lowvillji

were severely shaken by an earthquake;

places being built on the same limestone slralil

This section of the lake sometimes produces feail

lul lightning storms, one of whiclj visited \\>\

county of Oswego on the lOih of February, 18511:
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;, by Mr. Drummond, respectin;; some earth-

kes which had takea place in North Britain.

• If some convulsion of nature wore to take

ce so as to tumble down the falls of Niagara,"

s the author of the article referred to, " Lake
e would become a river." Such a convulsion

ild need to open a channel through the rock

ve the present fulls a few miles long ; some
pose that this was done once before, and that

Falls were down at Lewiston. There is a

stery connected with the rise and fall of the

ers of Lake Ontario, which cannot be accounf-

for by continued rains or the melting of

vs.—Late paper.

For "Tlie Friend."

A FAMILY OF FAITH.

A BRIEF ACCOUNT OF SAMUEL WATSOPf, HIS

WIFE, AND SOME OF THEIR CHILDREN.
(Continued from page 80.)

luel Watson's letter to Friends in Scotland, con-

cluded.

' And further, I declare unto you, as it appears

D me. O let your hearts be lender in the love

jod. This visiting again of your nation, did

n stir in me as a fire in my bosom, which
Id not be quenched ; being of the nature of that

3, which it is said, 'many waters cannot

nch, neither can the floods drown,' (lor if it

Id, I had many reasons to stop it,) but divine

3 is of that force, that it prevails over all, and
sesses the kingdom. In which love I was
vailed with, to come and visit you who are

hered of the Lord, and who feel divine refresh-

,
as well as those among the lost sheep of

lel who are not yet gathered ; that they may
le and feel the touches of His love, who would
the death of any, but that all might come to

a who is the Life, and gives life unto the

Its. For no other end was I drawn to visit

nation, together with these two stripplings

) are with me, the one being my own daugh-

and the other an innocent Friend, both of

n being my spiritual relations. The Lord's

'er hath gone along with us according to our

ight intention ; we not coming in the enticing

ds of man's wisdom, but in plain evidence and
lonstration of the Spirit of God ; that the holy

mess might be reached in all, and that lile

;ht spring in all, that death and dead works
;ht be reigned over in every individual, and
and immortality might be brought to light

)Ugh the gospel, of which He hath made a rem-

t publishers, to his praise and glory forever!

; good effects of the love of God, we have felt,

he places where we have been travelling ; and
can now return to our own nation with sheaves

oy in our bosom, and give good tidings to our

;nds, that the Lord's power and presence is

11 you, and his mighty and glorious work of

Bmption and sanctitication is going on. We
je been truly comforted in a remnant who are

int for the Truth upon earth, and find nothing

dear to part with, for the honour of [the

d's] name and that blessed Truth of which
3 made living partakers ; so that, with one

it and one consent, we can praise and magnify
power, which hath called us unto this great

k of the gospel.

Finally, my Friends, brethren and sisters in

fellowship of the gospel, considering the great

! and pains the Lord hath taken with us, to

s polished stones for the building of his

rch ; how great is the need we daily have, to

) in the feeling of liis power, as members of

body; every one doing some work or service

him, Our God hath mtghtily wrought for the

establishing of his people in an excellent order

and he hath raised u[) many, out of the graves of

sin and dead formality, to meet together in his

name; so that now, we have particular Meetings,

Monthly, Quarterly, and Yearly.

"Now, dear Friends, though you know these

things, I would stir you up by way of remem-
brance : as it was in the days of Moses, it should

be now with us, who are under the government
and teaching of our spiritual Moses. In every

meeting, some faithful men and women, fearing

God and hating covetousness, which is idolatry,

should be appointed duly to inspect into the fami-

lies of their particular meeting; to see that there

be no neglect of the poor, no disorderly walking

on the part of any person that professes the Truth,

neither unlaithfulness in any degree; and an ac-

count should be brought up to the Monthly Meet-

ing, according to gospel order. In your meetings,

a weighty course should be had, in calling each

meeting to examination, how things are amongst
them: that thus all things may be brought to the

light, and proved by it, whether they be wrought

in God, yea or nay. Then, you can come up to

your Quarterly Meeting, in a true sense, how
things are with you; and so, all being kept in

good order, you can sit down in the peaceable

gospel, in love and unity, being refreshed in the

love of God and one with another.

•'This, I desire, as an ancient brother, in the

love of God, who hath made us partakers of his

grace wherein, while keeping in obedience, we
ieel a being bound up in the bundle of Divine love,

never to be separated. In which love I salute

you all, and take my leave of you.

Samuel Watson."
We have had occasion to reler to Elizabeth

Moss, Samuel Watson's stepdaughter, we must
now show how her deathbed, crowned a life of

dedication to the Lord's service. She was ten-

derly watched over in her youth, and being

brought up in the nurture and admonition of the

Lord, she became a dutiful and obedient child.

As the work of grace had place in her heart, she

became a devoted and humble child of her hea-

venly Father, receiving and acknowledging the]

Truth openly, and continuing faithful therein to I

he end. She married Thomas Moss, a merchant

n London; and as a wife, a mother and mistress

of his family, she was exemplary. She was]

faithful in instructing her servants, seeking to

bring them to a sense of their lost and undone

condition, without a saving interest in the blessed]

Redeemer. She had many trials of her alTcc-j

tionate feelings, having her children all removed;

from her by death, and also many of her near

relatives and Friends. For her mother and her

sister's loss, she could whilst weeping, yet rejoice,'

knowing that they had filled up their measure ofj

usefulness in the earthly house of their pilgrimage,!

nd had been translated to receive their reward

where there is neither sorrow nor sighing,—pro-

bation nor falling away. She was a great lover

of retirement, much given to prayer, to contem-:

plalion, and to reading the Holy Scriptures. She
pent much time alone in her chamber, and there

her husband on his return from his business,

often found her in tears. He told her that if she'

was thus seen by others, they might think she,

was discontented. " No my dear," was her sweet

reply, "there is nothing at all of that : but the

Lord's power and presence hath broken my heart,

and tendered my spirit, in a living sense of his

goodness and tender dealings towards me. I can

say, he is truly good to my soul, and I have tasted

of the incomes of his heavenly love and life; and
^

1 heartily wish, that all who make profession ofj

the blessed Truth, were enjoyers with me; for|

my soul has been overcome with his love; and
although I have lost all my children, and many
of my near relations, yet is the Lord pleased to

sweeten all my aflliclions, and make hard things
easy to me."

Her health appeared declining some time before
she was obliged to keep her chamber, and being
advised to leave London for the sake of her health,

she spent some time at Shacklewell. She was
soon sensible that the change of air did not check
the progress of the disease, and that her end was
rapidly approaching. She sent an invitation to

Samuel Waldenficld, George Whitehead, and
some other Friends, desiring that they would
come and see her, before her death. It was not
that she felt any dependence on man at that aw-
ful moment, or desired that they should do the

work of preparing her immortal soul for the world
to come. No I her peace was made with her
God, through the Lord Jesus Christ, and man
could do nothing for her. But she desired to en-

joy their society once more whilst in her earthly
tabernacle, and she wished to invite them herself
to attend her funeral.

On the 2nd day of the Second month, 1702,
Samuel Waldenfield and John Field called to see
her. She had been very low, but was then some-
what revived. She told them, "Though I did

not know that I should have seen the light of an-

other day, yet the Lord having spared me, I am
glad to see your faces, that I may tell you how
good and gracious the Lord hath been to my soul.

I can truly say, I have sought him with many
tears in my secret chamber, and poured out my
soul unto him, and said, O Lord, do thou come
down and tabernacle in me, and take up thy
abode with me. I testify this day, Jacob's seed

hath wrestled with God for a blessing, and hath

prevailed ; and now he is become my portion, and
the lot of my inheritance forever. He hath pour-

ed of the oil of joy into my sorrowful soul, and
hath fed me with the finest of the wheat, and with

honey out of the rock hath he sustained me, and
the sting of death is taken away. I say, my dear
friends, I have not the work to do now. 1 bless

my God for it, but am ready to be dissolved ; and
do freely resign up my life to my God. 1 remem-
ber my dear and tender mother, who was a wo-

man that truly feared him, and her prayers and
petitions were ol'ten put up to the Lord on behalf

of her oflTspring; and we have reaped much bene-

fit thereby. I have blessed the Lord many a lime,

that ever I was born of her. I speak not these

things boastingly. No,— lor what am I but a
poor lump of clay? but only to extol the powerful

name and goodness of my God, who hath been

so bountiful and gracious to me. There is for-

giveness and mercy with him that he may be

leared. Therefore be encouraged to keep faith-

ful to the Lord, all that are within the hearing

of my voice, husband, friends, and servants. I

exhort you all, do justly, love msrcy, and walk

humbly with your God, that so it may be said

unto us all, 'Come ye blessed of my Father.'

This is what my soul hath desired, and that I

might never hear that dreadful sound, ' Go ye
cursed.' The Lord hath answered my desire

this day, and hath loosed my tongue, that was
ready to cleave to the roof of my mouth, and hath

strengthened me to praise his great and honour-

able name. Oh ! praise the Lord with me, my
friends, and pray for me, as I shall do for you
whilst I have my breath, that I may be preserved

and kept in patience to the end. It is they who
hold out to the end that shall be saved. Though
I have a dear and tender husband, and want lor

nothing that is convenient for me, yet I can

freely part with all : and I hope the Lord will
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|irescivc him near to himself to the end of his lo make ihce brlievc \vc are not without a portion

Jiivs." of trials, (no doubt wisely proportioned to us;)

A noii'hhour then coming in, she addressed yet I dare not complain, having thus far, as we

him, " Neii^hhour Mason rfMicmber my dear love '
liave passed alon^, found Ilim whom my soul

10 lliv wife, and dear children. She hath been !
lo\ el li, in whose presence no murmuring has a

kind'in visiting me, and we have lived in much ' right lo appear. Childlike simplicity is an expe-

love and friendship togiiher. 1 truly desire thelrience which every chosen servant, however lee-

Lord may keep you I'aiihlul to himself, to the end ble, ought to endeavour for. We get nothing by

of your days. Now 1 am comforted, and can
j
the contrary ; for by ever so much taking thought,

sny, Lord, here I am before thee, do with me as
|

wo cannot add one cubit to our stature, or make
it sccmeth good iff thy sight."

I

one hair of our head white or black. May you

She continued fur' some lime speaking of thd proceed on this family

ful dealings of Gud with her soid, arid

ing forth praises to him, to the comfnrt of all
|

sent. Samuel Waldenlield then spoke a few wi

n the faith, nothin

r-[ doubting. It was not the abundance of the bread,

re- nor yet the fineness of it, which fed the midiilude

rds I formerly. For want of faith, we lose many mi-

iii testimony, after which he returned praise and

thanksgiving !o the Lord, for his endless love and

lender mercies to his scrvanis and people. Dur-

ing this the departing saint was filled with hea-

venly joy, and nt the close desired that her dear

love might be remembered to all failhful Friends,

wiih whom she said, she was in perfect unity.

She ihen parted wiih the Friends who had been

with her, in much sweetness and satisfaction.

Soon alter they had retired, George While-

head came in ; and though she was much fatigued,

yet she was pleased to see him. She snid, " Dear

George, though I am weak of body, yet the Lord

halh comforted me with h,s living presence, and
„Ve,',',bers of^'our'rel

death is no terror to me. 1 am Ireely resigned

which the blessing would still efiect. Re-

member poor David's sling and stone, and out of

whose mouths, strength and praise are ordained."

—Sarah (A'.) Grudli.

For •TheFrii-nd."

PICTURE WORSUIP.

[laving accidentally picked up a detached leaf

from the Apocrypha, on which 1 read the follow-

ing expose of the origin of picture worship, 1 was

forcibly struck with its adaptation to the present

lime, having my attention occasionally arrested

h the departure in many instances, among
Society, from the testi-

mony we have professed against the pride

nesses, or a misapplied indulgence of natural af-

fection in securing those ol' their relations or

much spent, sin; could not raise her voice as she

had before, but in love and sweetness, with a

smiling counlcnance she spoke of the goodness o(

the Lord to her soul, and recommended those that

were present not to leave the work to a more con-

venient season, but to " labour to make their call-

riends,—and as 1 believe we may almost imper-

-•eptibly slide into practices once esteemed at least

nexpedient, 1 wish we may be willing to consider

, A'helher ihis does not involve a waste of precious

g and election sure, before they were cast upon ^-^^^ ^^^j ^^^.^^^^ j^e mind from subjects of greater
1 of lanjiuishinK, as she was." She said that

imparlance.a bed oi langu

"through the love of he

was waiting for her char

heavenly Father, she

e, and desired that she 'Therefore even upon the idols of the Gentiles

might ht)ld out to the end in true patience." George! shall there be a visitaiion : because in the creature

W hitehead was bowed in prayer and supplication of God they are become an abomination, and

in her behalf, after which, she parted with him in
1
stumbling-blocks to the souls of men, and a snare

much love and unity. Soon after she said, "O to the feet of the unwise

that I had wings like a dove, for then would I fly

away and he at rest."

She often declared that the Lord was her re-

fuge, that underneath was the everlasting arm of

" For the devising of idols was the beginning

of spiritual fornication, and the invention of ihein

the corruption of life.

" Fur neither were they from the beginning,

his power, upholding and lifting her head abovei neither shall they be forever.

the floods of lemptalion and trial she met with,
j

"For by the vain glory of men they entered

Saying that she was thus enabled to sound forth
; into the world, and therefore shall they come

praises and thanksgiving to his holy and blessed I shortly to an end.

name. "For a father afflicted with untimely mourn-
She departed this life the day afler the above' ing, where he hath made an image of his child

memorable interview, the 3rd day of the Second 1 soon taken away, now honoured him as a god,

month, 1702, being aged about 39 years. which was then a dead man, and delivered to

How cheering and comforting is it to the hum- those that were under him, ceremonies and sac-

ble, weary, yet patient and persevering traveller rifices.

towards the heavenly Jerusalem, to find how "Thus in process of time an ungodly custom
others who have trodden the same path which grown strong, was kept as a law, and graven im-

ihey now seem almost ready to faint in, have
^

ages were worshipped by the commandments ol

been helped and strengthened to the glorious end.
j

kings.

How animating the assurance, that the Lord will
I

"Whom men could not honour in presence,

not forsake his own, but that as their day so shall because they dwelt fur ofl", they look the counter-

iheir strength be. Surely the life and death of
I Icit of his visage from far, and made an express

Blizabelh Moss, is calculated to strengthen the image of a king whom they honoured, to the end
laith of the fainting disciple, to reaiioint him for .that by this their Ibrwardness, they might flatter

the race, and to impart new vigour to his hopcsihim that was absent, as if he were present,

of happiness and heaven. "Also the singular diligence of the artificer did

(Tobeconiinueii.)
j

help to sct forward the ignorant to more super-

=> stition.

"The Christian's life consisteth not in the

abundance of the apparent consolations and grati-

fications he possesses; but in the renewal from
time to time, of the hidden manna which the gold-

en pot contains, wilhin the veil of )erishing things.

Thou knowest enough of such situations as ours,

"For he pcradvcnture willing to please one in

authority, forced all his skill to make the resem-

blance of the best fashion.

" And so the multitude allured by the grace of

the work, took him now for a god, which a liltle

before was but honoured as a man.

"And this was an occasion to deceive th

world; for men serving either calnmily or tyrai

ny, did ascribe unto stones and slocks, the incorr;

municable name."

—

tVisdom of Solomon, cha|

xiv. 11—21.

THE PILGRIIIS.
BY MARIA JAJIES.

M'e met as pilgrims meet,

5tant shriue,

verse sweet
Who are bound

Who spend the hours i

From noon to the day's decline

—

Soul mingling with soul, iis they tell of their fears

And their hopes as they jiassd through the valley i

tears.

And Btill they commune with delight,

Of pleasures or toils by the way.
The winds of the desert that chill them by night,

Or heat that oppresses by day :

For One to the faithful is ever at hand,
As the shade of a rock in a weary land.

AVe met as soldiers meet,
I->e yet the fight is won

—

Ere joyful at their captain's feet

Is laid their armour down:
Each strengthens his fellow to do and to bear,

In the hope of the crown which the victors wear.

Though daily the strife they renew, '

And their foe his thousands o'ercome, I

Yet the promise unfailing is ever in view '(

Of safety, protection, and home: .i

Where they knew that their sov'reign such faTonju

conferr'd,
]

"As eye hath not seen, as the ear hath not heard." '

We met as seamen meet,

On ocean's watery plain.

Where billows rise and tempests beat,

Ere the destined port they gain :

But tempests they bafBe, and billows they brave,

Assured that their Pilot is mighty to save.
,

They dwell on the scenes which have past.

Of perils they still may endure

—

'

The haven of rest where they anchor at last, I

Where bliss is complete and secure

—

f

Till its lowers and spires arise from afar,
j

To the eye of faith as some radiant star.

We met as brethren meet, i

Who are cast on a foreign strand,
|

Whose hearts are cheer'd as they hasten to greet i

And commune of their native land

—

Of their Father's house in that world above,

Of his tender care and his boundless love.

The city so fair to behold.

The redeem'd in their vestments of white

—

In those mansions of rest, where, 'mid pleasures n»

told,

They finally hope to unite

:

Where ceaseless ascriptions of praise shall ascend

To God and the Lamb in a world without end.

Selected.

THE TWO WORLDS.
A land where sweetest roses fade.

And smiling youth grows quickly old
;

A land where sunshine turns to shade.

And beauty takes a different mould.
A land of change, a land of care.

Whose fleeting joys are little worth
;

A land whose smile becomes a tear,—
That land is Earth I

A land of love where nought can sever,

And beauty blooms with lustre fair;

A land where youth is young forever.

For time exerts no influence there.

A land where streams of pleasure flow,

And golden harps to all are given
;

A land where we our God shall know,

—

That land is Heaven I

A. W.

Covelousncss.—Hippocrales wished a consiilla

tion of all the physicians in the world, that ihejA

might consult how to cure covetousness. It \k
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r above 2000 years since he had this desire;

ahhougii thousands of divines, as well as

ral philosophers, have endeavoured to cure it,

disease still continues.— Selected.

lend after friend departs ; vrbo lias not lost a

""requenlly during the past k\v months has this

juage been brought hotno to my feelings, us

loved one after another has been called from

ks to rewards. Some, in the prime of life

in the midst of usefulness, have been called

ce in an unexpected moment; unexpected at

t to survivors, whose hearts have been filled

1 sorrow and astonishment, in reflecting upon

void thus made not only in the families of

ie, but in religious Society, and in a large

le of mourning friends.

iut when we remember, that a sparrow cannot

to the ground without the notice of our hea-

ly Father, and that He, seeing the end from

beginning, " doeth all things well," we should

no other, than endeavour submissively to bow
lis holy will. Still, these are solemn warn-

5, teaching us the necessity of knowing the

's work to keep pace with the day, that when
night cometh there may be nothing left unfin-

•d, of that which has been given us to do.

ie of these, whose loss we now keenly feel, had

n made sensible that there was nothing in the

isures of this world alone worth living Tor, and

; it was of little moment in what part of this

liable earth the k\\ short days of their pil-

nage were passed, or what the trials attendant

•eon, if they might only be prepared when
e with time, for an admission into the realms

urity and love.

lay the memory of these dear ones who have

n early gathered home, still live with surviv-

,
and in a particular manner with us in the

nger walks of life, who shared their friend-

) and their love. Do we not almost tremble,

ink after link in the chain which binds us to

!h is severed, feeling that we know not who

f be the next, called to "give an account of

deeds done in the body ?" May these feel-

5 not be allowed to pass quickly away, but

f we be aroused to a sense of the uncertainly

ime, and to the necessity of making our call-

and election sure, ere disease invades the frame,

jnfits us for the performance of this solemn
k.

For "The Friend."

Proper GoTernment uf Families.

?here has always been a godly concern in

y conscientious and consistent Friends, to ex-

se a proper control and direction of the young
pie, in order to preserve them, as far as is in

r power, from the pernicious influence of un-

able society, and from the vain fashions, and
rupting sentiments of degenerate Christian pro-

ors, either within or out of our own pale,

ninal Quakers who treat this concern with

tempt, and ridicule the simplicity of manners,
Tuage and dress, which the Saviour leads into,

among the enemies of our own household.

their professions of scriptural doctrine, let

n be in whatever station in the Society they

i, will only add to their final condemnation, if

y allow themselves to treat with slight, and a

iLT, the righteous and tender conscientious con-

ions and scruples of those, who serve the Lord

hfully in true dedication to all his requirings.

•^ many, such may turn aside, from followmg

the Shepherd of the sheep, and drive them into

the broad way that leads to destruction, may not

be known until the day of awful retribution. It

is a fearful thing to speak or to act in any way,
by which we may put stumbling-blocks in the

footpath of the sheep or of the lambs, whom Christ

is visiting by his light and good Spirit.

In a general epistle written by George Fo.x, in

1683, he says: "Now Friends, concerning put-

ting on of apparel; the apostle in the Spirit and
power of Christ, had a care in the church of God,
that they should adorn themselves as becomes the

gospel, with chaste lives and conversations; and
with the hidden man of the heart, in that which is

not corruptible, even the ornament of a meek and
quiet spirit; which is in the sight of God of great

price. This is that which arrays and beaulifies

God's church, and not the outward adorning and
plaiting the hair, and every new Jashion that

comes up in the world. The apostle writes to

Timothy, and gives him that exiiorlation to the

church, that women adorn themselves with modest

apparel (mark, modest), with shamefacedness and

sobriety (mark, sobriety), not with broidered hair,

or gold, or pearls ; for that was the practice of the

Jew outward, and is to this day—or costly array ;

but with that which becomes women professing

godliness, with good works. So this is ihe adorn-

ing that all that profess godliness must be array-

ed withal ; that all may be in that good behaviour,

as becomes godliness and holiness. Likewise
chaste and discreel, teachers of good things; that

the word of God may not be blasphemed, which
they profess."

"And it is desired that all Friends who have
children, families and servanis, may train them
up in the pure and unspotted religion, and in the

nurture and fear of God; and that frequently

they read the Holy Scriptures, ivhich is much
better than to be gadding abroad. And exhort

and admonish them, that every family apart may
serve and worship the Lord, as well as in public.

And that when they go to meeting, they may lake

their servants and families with them, that they

may 7iot go ivandering up and down in iheJieLls,

or to ale-liouses as many have done, to the dis-

honour of God, and to the dishonour of their mas-

ters and mistresses' families, and to their own
ruin and destruction. Therefore for Christ's

sake and his pure religion, let there be care taken,

to prevent all these things. For sucli an one as

cannot rule well his own house, having his chil-

dren in subjection with all gravity, how can he

take care of the church of God."
" Now dear Friends, consider old Eli's case,

who did admonish his children; but because he

did not reslrai?i tliem from the follies and tlie

evils they run into, therefore the Lord brought his

judgments upon him, that he lost his children, and

his priesthood, and his own life. And do you
think, that this was not written for an example,

that others should be wiirned, hear, and fear?

And was not the gospel and the law given forth

to restrain people from sin and evil, and such
things as dishonuur God."

In another epislle he says, " Beware of false

prophets, which are inwardly ravened from the

Spirit of God, and are become wolves, though

they have got the sheep's clothing, and the words

of Truth, ol Christ and his apostles, whose Iruits

are as thorns and thistles. But the Seed Christ,

that discovers all these things, in him live, grow

up, and walk and be established. And beware of

the leaven of the pharisees, who make an out-

ward profession of the holy men's words, but are

persecutors of the Seed Clij-ist Jesus, in whom all

nations are blest, and despisers of his peaceable

government; of the increase of which there is no

end ; and into this blessed Seed, the serpent can-
not come, nor any of his instruments, or his an-
gels, which arc evil spirits."

" I remember before we were called Quakers,
as 1 was setting in a house in Nollinghamshiro,
about the year 1018, the word of the Lord came
to me and said. Some of those that should come
to be convinced with the light and Spirit of God,
and should come so fur as Cain, and as far as
Balaam, lo hear God's voice, and to have some
openings, and lo come as far as Corah, Dathan
and Abiram, these should be the deceivers, and
the troublers of the church of Christ, and seek to

destroy the faithful, and to betray them; who for-

merly hod some experience to talk of, but did not
live in the Truth. Which I and many others

have seen come lo pass and fulfilled."— 1083.

A solemn warning to all who make profession

of the name of Christ.

TUE TRUE STANDARD.

That the true standard is to be found in tho

heart, by obedience to the teachings of Divine
Grace therein—a manifestalion of which is given
to every man to profit wilhal—is a testimony
which has been borne by the Christian believer,

in every age of the world ; but the disposition to

look for ihut without, which can only be found
within— the sure guide into all trulh—has tended

to frustrate the work of redemption from depend-
ence upon outward forms and ceremonies ; which
are not the fruit of a living faith, so that many
have been led inio the adoplion of these, and to

raise up a standard which has nol its founda-

tion in Truth, and cannot therefore stand the test

which shall try every man's work, of whatsoever
sort it is.

The dispensation under which we live, in which
the law is written in the heart by the finger of the

Almighty, precludes the wisdom of man from any
part in the work of building up the church ; which
is lo be a spiritual body, made up of lively stones,

fitted and |)iepared by the great Master-Builder

himself". Under his preparing hand these have
lo pass through the -fire and the water, in order

for their purification from every defilement of

flesh and spirit, and the command to them is,

"Put away thine ornamenis that I iniy know
what to do with ihee," All the crowns of human

I

wisdom and learning, of worldly riches and hon-

jour, have to be surrendered at His feet, before

these are prepared to fill their places in the spi-

ritual building. This is a heart-searching pro-

|cess from which the natural man doth shrink;

I
and too many, it is lo be feared, like the young

j

man of great possessions, who was cominaiideJ

to sell all he had and give to the poor, turn sor-

I

rowfully away, not willing to suffer, in order that

jlliey might reign with Christ.

But we cannot inherit t«o kingdoms, and the

endeavour to serve GoJ and mammon will only

tend to confusion and sorrow of heart. " If' any

I

man love the world, the love of the Father is not

; ill him ;" and as the tree is to be known by its

j

fruits, tliose who are preferring Ihe reproach of

.Christ to all ihe treasures of Egypt, will so mini-

test their choice as to be owned by the witness

[
for Him in the hearts of others. Tliis witness is

I faithful and true, and will not flatter or deceive,

\ neither can it be deceived by any false testimony,

or be made to regard with approbation any false

standard under tlie profession of being llio true.

Tills true and living standard may be advo-

cated in words, and yet not supported by a con-

[sistenl life and conversation; and so iho tru h of

lour profession will be reproached by unfaiihful
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clolh by which the sheets are moved away from

the rollers. The sheets are either cut in the pro-

()er width for laihe bands, or nre stnmi)ed out for

shoe soles, and various other purposes.

—

Animal
of Scicntijic Discovert/.

witnesses. But who shall stand when the Judge

of the hearts of all men sliull appear, but those

who have clean hands, and pure hearls which

have not been lificd up to vanity, and who have

not sworn deceitfully '. He wlio commanded that

false witness should not be borne, will not hold

him guiltless who holds the truth in unrighteous. Improvement in Asylumsfor (he Insane.—Borne

ness, for it is wrillen, " the hope of the hypocrite ! months since the Commissioners appointed by

shall perish ;" so that it becomes us all to examine '. the State of Alabama, to select a plan and super-

our toundalion, list we be building upon the sand intend the construction of an Asylum for the In-

a structure which may be carried away by the sane in that Slate, visited this city, in the course

wind and storm of adversity. This is an indivi- of n tour throughout the country, lor the purpose

dual work, which may easily be overlooked while of inspecling the various institutions, and, if pos-

indulging in the inquiry which was rebuked by tsible, combining all their advantages in the new

Him whom we profess to follow, when he said, '
Alabama Asylum.

" What is that to thee ? follow thou me."
[

Dr. Kirkbride, the efficient attending physician

That we may not stumble ourselves, nor be an ! of the Pennsylvania Hospital, to whom the Com-

occasion of stumbling to others our eye should be missioners were referred as being e.tperienced in

kept single to the pointing of Truth iii our hearts; all the requirements of a building lor the purpose,

then would our whole body be full of light; but I
undertook to have the plans prepared in this city,

whilever we continue to disregard the enemies of, and on their departure they carried with them a

our own household, and set ourselves to spy out
|

plan drawn by Samuel Sloan, architect,

the evil in others, we can never come to possess I

Information has recently been received that the

the freedom from the bondage of sin, which is the plan has been adopted without the slightest alter-

reward of the faithful. Other's vineyards hast ation, and the commissioners have advertised for

thou kept, but thine own hast thou not'kepl, may proposals for pulling up the structure on a farm,

be the language applicable to us in the day of purchased for the purpose, near Tuscaloosa. The

final account unless we turn inward, and do our
]

building will have a capacity to uccommodale

first work. Were this the case with the members ' "-iSO patients. It will have a front of 780 feet.

of our Society individually, we might hope that I
The centre building will be 70 feet front and l-.i6

our waters would cease to cast up mire and dirt; 'deep, on either side of which there will be three

and that whatsoever we might do, would be made
]

wings, each being recessed back of the one ad-

to prosper; that ceasing to do evil we might learn joining, the communication being maintained by

to do well, having no leHowship with the unfruitful ihe wings overlapping one another. This is

works of darkness, and being united by the one deemed preferable to the building being formed

spirit in the one body, we might have lellowship'm one unbroken range, as it secures to each wing

with Christ, and one with another, both in doing a separate current of air by means of the hall

and suffering' for his cause and testimonies' sake, :
running through the centre, while at the same

time it prevents the noises made by the more un-

governable patients from alarming those of the

Manufacture of Gw«a-;oe/-cAa.—The following other wards. The entire building is to be three

is a gener.l description ol' ihe method of preparing s'ories in height, and each wing will have a Ironl

,.nd ma.iutncluring gutta-percha, as followed in oi VZS leet. The magnitude ol the building may

the large Eii"lish eslablishmenls. The crude be imagined, from the lact that six millions ol

blocks ofgutta-percha, as received from the docks, I bricks will be required, which will be manulac-

are in the first place cut into slices by means of^tured upon the spot.—iei/^er.

a machine formed of a circular iron plate of about

'

Several very valuable beds of iron ore hav

recently been opened in different parts of th

county. C. Geiger has opened a very fine be

(apparently) on Mr. Mylin's farm, a mile snut

ol VVillow street, from which he intends suj)ply,

ing his furnace in South Prince street.

In passing Camargo, in Bart township, th

oilier day, we noticed iron ore from the beds nea

that place being taken to York furnace, a distant

of twelve miles. The superior quality of the on

warranted its transportation that distance.

—

Lan
caster Examiner and HcraU.

according to our Clirislian profession.

sixty inches diameter : in this iron plate are three

slots placed radially for the reception of as many
knives or cutters; ihe blocks being placed in an

dined wooden shoot, an end of each is set in

Mining in Lancaster Coant)".

A company of Philadelphia capitalists have

commenced working the old Silver Mine in Con-

the plane of rotation of the cullers ; the slices thus'estoga township, about a mile and a half east of

cut off" are transferred in baskets, though machi- i
Conestoga Centre. This mine was opened and

nery might readily be applied for the purpose, to ' worked to some extent prior to the Revolution,

a woodeii tank containing hot water, in which
j

but with what success is not known. The pre-

thev are left to soak until they are found to be in [sumption, however, from the fact of its having

a plastic state. The next part of the process is t been abandoned, is, that it did not pay. But the

to subject the material to the action of a 7nincing ' greal improvements made in recent years in the

cylinder, somewhat similar to that used by paper [science of mining and separating ores, may ren-

makers for the conversion of rags into pulp ;' der the present undertaking more successful. If

afterwards, the whole is thoroughly cleaned in ' the amount of silver obtained should not be very

cold water tanks; and when the gutta-percha is I

great, the other metals obtained, lead and zinc,

found to be very impure, which is frequently the
j

may still remunerate the labour expended. We
case as an article of commerce, a solution of com- 1

have been shown by Eli Bowen, Superintend-

mon soda or chloride of lime is added to the wa-'ent of the mining operations, an exceedingly rich

ter. Fiom the cold water tanks ihe material is [specimen of the Argentiferous Galena obtained

conveyed to the masticating machine, in which it
j

from the mine. This ore, a combination of silver

is secured by the doors bemg bolted down. By
j

and lead, is said to be worth §000 per ton.

this operation it is suljjecled to very great pressure,
]

The Copper Mine in Bart township, which was

and this part of the process is the same as that originally opened and abandoned under similar

used in the manufacture of caoutchouc. From circumstances to the above, has now been re-

the masticating machine it is passed between opened (br the past two years, and from the

large metal rollers, and thus converted into exten- spirit with which operations are carried on, the

sive sheets, of thicknesses regulated by the dis- company is doubtless meeting wiih success,

lance between the rollers. Sometimes it is pass- 1
The Lead Mine in East Hempficid, discovered

ed two or three times between the rollers. These land partially opened l\vt> or three years since, is,

sheets are cut into bands of various widths by
|

we understand, about to be tested again under

vertical knives placed at the end of the web or more favourable auspices.

A Tunnel tJirough live Alps.—The Frencl

engineers are busily em()loyed in perfecting thi

bold project of excavating a tunm 1 under ihi

Alps, to connect the Piedmonles railways will

those of France! It is proposed to pass throu;}!

the mountains from Susa and Bardoneche to Mo
daiia in Savoy, by a line ten miles shorter thai

over Mont Cenis. It is to be eight miles in length

and a mile below the highest point of the pass

the estimated cost is a million and a half poundi

sterling. An excavating machine somewhat sin).

ilar, we should think, to our own Hoosac borei

has been contrived by Chevalier Maus, the cliie

engineer, for the accomplishment of the under

taking. The tunnel is to be ventilated by a lub(

lying on the ground, carried on as ihe work ad

vances, and provided with fans to maintain a pro

per current of air. The chevalier hopes to sue

ceed in accomplishing this Herculean labour it

five years.

This is an undertaking which throws our Ho»
sac tunnel business entirely into the shade.

Boring the Alps ! It is an event, of the possibility

of which our ancestors never dreamed. NapoleoD

built the famous Simploii road over these moun-

tain barriers ; Chevalier Maus would construct I

passage through them. The work of Napoleoi

was ibr the purpose of carrying war and conqiie*

into the heart of Italy; that of Chevalier Maui

will unite the two countries by the interests oi

social and commercial intercourse, and will aid

in sending forth peace on earth and good wil

among men. By the completion of the tunnel

the hitherto almost impassable barrier which se^

parates Piedmont from her neighbours v/ill be

removed ; but lovers of the picturesque will doubt-

less still prefer to encounter the keen air, rougb

roads, and sublime scenery of a passage over thi

mountain, to the more rapid transit of the railroac

car.

—

Boston Journal.

Speed.—The velocity of a ship is from 8 to U
miles an hour—of a race horse, from 20 to 30

miles—of a bird, from -50 to 60 miles—of the

clouds in a violent hurricane, from 80 to 1U(

miles—of sound, 823 miles—of a cannon-ball, as

found by experiment, Irom 600 to 1000 miles (the

common estimate is much too low)—of the earth

round the sun, 68,000 miles (more than a hun-

dred times swifter than a cannon-ball)—of iMer-

cury, 105,005 miles—of light, about 800,000,000

miles—passing from the sun to the earth, 95,-

000,000 miles, in about eight minntes, or about

a million times swifter than a cannon-ball—and

the exceeding velocity of the thoughts of the ha-

man mind is beyond all possible estimate.

" It may afford some encouragement to a mind

in distress to remember, that the narrowest part

of a defile is often nearest the open field."

O that people were wise ; that they would con-

sider their latter end.

When the last hour seems to be approaching,

all terrestrial advantages are viewed with indiffer-
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; and the value that we once set upon Ihem
sregarded or forgolten. And if the same
;ht were always predominant, we should then

he absurdity of stretching out our arms in-

nlly, to grasp that which we cannot keep,

.vearing out ourselves in endeavouring to add

turrets to the fabric of ambition, when the

lalion itself is shaking, and the ground on

h it stands is mouldering away.

—

HoWs Ex-

ABUSE OF PHOTOGRAPHY.

discovery has recently been made at the

: of England which will cause, it is under-

I, a great change to be speedily effected in'

haracter and general appearance of the noles

d by that corporation. It has just been as-

ined that, by means of photography, /acl

les can be obtained, by a skilful operator,!

the greatest facility, and that fraudulent

IS of bank notes, thus obtained, would pass

er, even with some of the most experienced

e are not aware by what means the suspi-

i of the authorities of the Bank were origin-

excited on ihis important subject. It is stated,

!ver, that they were first caused by one of

1 fraudulent notes having been exchanged for

" over the counter ;" its spurious character

ng escaped the generally closely scrutinizing

of the cashiers of that department,

nder the impression, from certain indications

h manifested themselves on the note, that it

been fabricated by photographic agency, ex-

nents were made by one of the most eminent

experienced photographers in the metropolis,

)se aid was called into requisition by the

c authorities,) when it was clearly proved, by

esulls of those experiments, that the spurious

had been manufactured by the means suspect-

'iz., Photography. So close was the resem-

ce between the spurious note, (thus experi-

tally obtained,) and the genuine one, whence
;opy was taken by the photographer alluded

hat not only were the signature and the pri-

marks (the latter known only to the bank

iais) imita'ed with the closest accuracy, but the

water mark itself, in all its integrity, was as

rly and closely defined as the other more
lincnt characteristics of the genuine docu-

f.

he process adopted to produce these effects is

known to all photographers as the " wax-
:r process." The photographic ihin negative

r, after having been prepared with wax, and
rendered sensitive by the usual method,

;ch need not be described here,) is then in a

late to receive the impression from the genuine

; the priming, the signature, and the water-

k, and in fact, every mark, however minule,

:h appears on the face of the note, bi ing

rly and distinctly traced and defined. This
rmed the " negative," and from this " nega-
" obtained by such an extremely simple

lod, when adopted by a skilful manipulator,

siiives" (exact /«c simiks of the note itself)

It be multiplied by means of sun-printing to

extent.
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\VEST-TO\V.\ SCHOOL.

he weather was fine and mild at the opening

le present session, and the scholars came to-

gether in good health and spirits, giving a very

pleasant outset to the labours of the caretakers

and teachers, and to the largo number of pupils.

Applications for admission have been so numer-
ous, that some were necessarily deferred, owing
to the want of room lo accommodate them, there

being 137 boys and 110 girls previously entered,

which makes as large a school as it is thought

proper to take into the house. They have been

favoured with health since the opening of the ses-

sion, except some instances of colds during the

late damp weather, and we learn that the establish-

ment generally is moving on satisfactorily. The
lectures on Natural Philosophy delivering to both

sexes by the mathematical teacher, are very in-

teresting to the pupils. They are to be succeed-

ed by a course on Chemistry ; both subjects em-
bracing muci) valuable information, that is often

brouglit into use in the common affairs of life.

A rightly managed boarding-school affords many
opportunities for acquiring a knowledge of llie

branches taught in it, not only while the pupils

are in the school, but in the out-door intercourse

which the teachers have it in their power to hold

with the interesting objects of their kind though

anxious charge. It is peculiarly agreeable to see

them in groups hanging around a beloved pre-

ceptor, and asking questions upon subjects calcu-

j

laled to expand and store the mind with profitable

ideas. Such a seminary cannot be conducted

without talent and industry, and the supcrintend-

ients, governors, and teachers, have our sincere

, good wishes lor their health and best help in the

arduous, but pleasing employment, which their

stations necessarily find lor them. Above all,

;ihat the unslumbering Shepherd who keepeth

j

his flock by night and by day, may guard tiiem

from all evil, and reward every one with his

divine approbation in the faiihful discharge of

duty—both them and the flock under their super-

j

vision.

I We hear that the subscriptions for the fund to

introduce gas to light the house, are very encour-

aging, affording the prospect of an early comple-

;lion of this necessary improvement.

i
It is pleasant to hear that the Boarding-school

under the care of our brethren of Ohio Yearly

Meeting, is also in an encouraging state, the num-

ber of pupils being 100 ; more than have attended

for some years. It is not to bo exi)ected that

such establishments can be properly supported

and carried on without some dilliculties and exer-

tions ; but as those who have the management of

them are religiously concerned for the best wel

faro of the pupils, and engaged lo ask wisdom of

Him who giveth liberally to the humble and sin-

cere seeker, endeavouring steadfastly to keep in

view that though one may plant and another wa-

ter, yet it is God only who can give the increase
;

and that on Him our dependence must be placed ;

we may in humility trust and believe that His

blessing will rest on the labour bestowed, and that

these seminaries will be the means of sowing good

seed, the Iruit of which will be Ibund in days to

ISDIAXA YEARLY MEETLVG.

This Yearly Meeting convened on the 20th of

llhe Ninth month last, at While-water, Wayne
county, Indiana, the Representatives being all

present but seven.

Several certificates and minutes for Friends in

atteadance from other Yearly Meetings, were

read.

Epistles from London, Dublin, New England,

[larger body.] New York, Philadelphia, Bultimore,

and Ohio Yearly Meetings, were read, and a

committee appointed to prepare replies thereto.

indA committee was also appointid lo e.^

settle the Treasurer's account.

Si.\th-day, ihe 30lh.— r-;iljah Coffin, Levi Jes-

sup, and Charles F. Coffni, were appointed, the
former Clerk, and the two latter Assistants.

The meeiing proceeded to the consideration of
the stale of its members and meetings, by the read-

ing of the Queries and Answers thereto received

from the several Quarterly Meetings. The Re-
ports mention the death of four ministers and
eleven elders.

A memorial concerning Jeremiah Hubbard was
read.

Seventh-day Morning, Tenth month 1st.

—

The Central Book and Tract ComiMiitie made a
Report, which was approved; and the Monthly
Meetings were directed " to open subscriptions in

.seasonable lime, to raise money in aid of \.\\<:

concern."

The Conference Committee made the following

Re|)ort :

—

" The Committee to meet for Confirence at Baltimore,
with other like committees, and to :itlend the Year y
Meetings of Philadelpliia, Ohio, and .\ew England, u-i

way might open for it ; report as follows :

" The Committee have given attention to the appoint-
ment. Three members, who were deputed for thai ser-

vice, attended the last Yearly .Meeting of Friends i.i

Philadelphia; and five attended the Conference in Kal-
timore, in the Fifth month. Attending to these ser-

vices has given satisfaction to those who were engaged
therein, as fultilling a duty which was laid upon them
by our Yearly Meeting, and which they owed in its be-
half to their bretliren in Christian profession.

" The Conference, after a harmonious and satisfactory

intercourse for two days, (^inducted in entire unity of

feeling, adopted a report, which is herewith laid before

the Yearly Meeting, and then came to a conclusion.
" We m.iy take this opportunity to express our opin-

ion that these Conferences have had a cementing ten-

dency amongst those engaged in them in the bonds of

Christian love ; and we have no doubt that the same
effect has been extended, in some measure, to tue meet-

ings which appointed them.
" And although all has not been accomplished that

could be desired, as to restoring unity and harmony in

parts of the Society not represenled in the Conference,

yet we believe that the spirit of discord has been there-

by in degree checked from spreading its influence in our
borders, and elsewhere ; which we esteem a favour call-

ing for our gratefulness. We have to regret that the

minds of Friends in two of the American Yearly Meet-

ings have not as yet been prepared to join with us in

these labours of love.

'•The unity of the brethren in the spiritof the gospel,

in peace and good will, is to be prized beyond all price.

The happiness and enjoyment of religious society very

much depend on its existence. It is like precious oint-

ment, &c., as spoken of by the Psalmist. Whatsoever,

therefore, shall have a tendency to lay it waste amonp;

Friends, should be earnestly and vigilantly guarded

against. The travelling wilhin. our borders of periont in

Ike station of Ministers and Elders from abroad, yel evi-

dently partaking of the spirit which has produced ditcord

and schism elsewhere, is of doubtful iisifillness, and may have.

a mischievous rlprl. The. same ma;/ be said of (he eireula-

lion of / ;///i - 7 I . '-ili'-il and published undfr tueh influ-

ence. />. .
'/•"'', <" 'I'^l ""lue the peace and

hannoir/ ^ . . ;lif fellowship of iU members, be

cautious /, " ;'.- V < "ICC and aid such, either individ-

uallii, or III/ nunmrs in th'-ir meetings ; and likewise against

whatever else may tend to hurt or destroy.

" And further, while we would carefully guard agninst

the inlluence of wrong things from outside our border!,

we should also look to keeping right within. An earn-

est breathing after a right spirit wilhin us individually
;

the daily exercise of our souls after deeper experience in

the work of grace and sanctification ; the cultivation of

the spirit and feeling of brotherly good will; and tba

resisting of the spirit of jealousy, and judging of others

who may be better than ourselves, will, we believe, pro-

mote this end.
" And while we esteem the gospel of Christ exceed-

ingly precious ; and love, as the Holy Spirit gives na

ability, its true ministers and messengers ; ond could

desire to see it everywhere preached, believed and obey-

ed, we think th^rc never was a lime, since our know-

ledge, when a greater care was called for than »t pre-

sent, that none should go forth as such heforo they ar«
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anointed, qualified, and rightly sent : and that those

who do yo, both within and bevond onr borders, should

seek diligently, constantly, and with much prayer, that

their words may be tew and savoury, seasoned with

grace, and that their public communications may carry

with them an evidence of authority which would be con-
vincing to the hearers, encouraging to the true hearted,

and arousing to the negligent and unbelieving; which
would also preserve them from extending their discourses

to an unsavoury length : and further, that particular

care should be taken that their services should not be

hurt by unsuitable conduct or movements.
"These few remarks we feel at liberty to make, and

commend in this, our report, to the consideration of the

Yearly Meeting."

Tlio first nnnual rrport of ihe Triistpcs of

" W liile's Indiana Manunl Labour Institute," and

llie first annual report of liie " Wliile's Iowa Ma-
nual Labour Institute," were read.

A minute of ilie Meeting for Sufferings was
read, informing that that meeting "had been ap-

plied lo for more copies of our book of Discipline,"

than it could supply. "On considering this sub-

ject as presented by the foregoing Minute, it is

the judgment of llie meeting lo appoint a commit-

tee to take under consideration our present Dis-

cipline, and propose to next Yearly Meeting such

emendations and allerations as may appear lo

them proper to be made, before printing a new
edition."

" The subject of presenting a memorial to the

Legislatures of Indiana, Ohio, Illinois, and Iowa,

favourable to the promotion of Temperaxce, and

the passage of suitable laws lo discourage and
suppress intemperance, and also the commerce in

inlo.\icaling liquors, (except for medicinal and me-
chanical purpose.^-,) being brought lo the view of

this meeling, the meeting came to the judgment,

after consideration, to proceed therein ;" and lo

that end a commillee was appointed to prepare

an essay of a memorial to each of the legislatures

aforenamed, and produce it to a future sitting.

"The Friends appointed at last Yearly Meet-

ing lo visit the Monthly Meetings of Pleasant

Plain, Richland, Spring Creek, and Three-River,
on account of iheir request for a Quarterly Meel-

ing; also Salem Quarterly Meeting;" reported
" Ihey have attended to the service, and are united

in judgment thai it would be right to grant their

request."

"The meeling unites in judgment with the

committee, and grants the request accordingly

—

the new Quarterly Meeling lo be held as set oul

in our minules of last year." A committee vvas

appointed to attend ihe opening thereof in Fifth

month next, in conjunction with a like commillee
of Women Friends.

"Theminuics of ihe Meeling for Sufferings for

the past year, are now laid befure this meeting,

and read, and their proceedings approved."

Second-day, the 3rd.—The commillee appoint-

ed last year to visit the Quarterly Meetings, and

as way might open, the Monthly Meetings, made
a report, and were coniinued lor another year.

Tlie committee on Indian Concerns bioughl in

a report, which was read to salisl'acliun. " The
meeling, on consideralion, is united in continuing

the same commillee ; and encourages iheni to con-

tinue iheir labours in the concern, as way may
open and ability be alforded. The proposiiion lo

raise the sum of twelve hundred dollars ($1200)
the ensuing year for the aid of the concern, is

adopted, and the subordinate meetings are direct-

ed lo raise it accordingly, and forward it lo Wil-
liam Crossman, Cine ni. at', Ohio, Treasurer of
the commillee."*

The committee on the concerns of the People

of Colour, brought in a report, which was road.

"The same commillee is continued lo further

labour and care in the concern, as way may open
and ability be afforded; and they are desired lo

report to next Yearly Meeting."

(To buT.,Muinuocl.)

I T E :\I S OF NEWS.
Since our last rcj.ort, the Washington, Canada, and

Atlantic steamships have arrived, bringing Liverpool

dates to the IGlh inst.

GREAT BRITAIN.—The fleet had orders to leave

Spithead on the 11th instant. Destination unknown.
Flour and wheat looking up. Cotton quiet,

RUSSIA.—The Czar has declared war against Tur-
key, and several battles have been fought between the

contending .armies. The Turks have crossed the Danube,
and the Russians appear to have been defeated

INDIA.—The English in India are in alarm, at a ru-

moured approach of a Russian army through Khora.
CHINA.—The insurgents have captured Shanghae.
BER.MUDA.—The yellow fever has been unusually

fatal. Of 400 soldiers taken ill with it, 200 died.

MEXICO.—The crops in Durango and other parts of

Mexico, have been less than usual, so that some fears

of a famine are entertained. The Indians in various
places are committing hostilities.

UNITED STATES.—The printing of the Census has
been at last completed. It is a quarto volume of 1250
pages. A Yankee by the name of Scott, is in South
America shooting monkeys. He has killed 3000 in a
year. The skins sell readily to the French, who manu-
facture them into gloves, sold all over the world as

kid.

A'fw Tork.—Almost every vessel arriving from Liver-

pool and Havre, has lost a portion of its passengers by
the cholera on the passage. Deaths in the city last

week, 375. The Prometheus, with passengers from Ca-
lifornia via San Juan, brought $l,To4,868 in gold-
dust.

I'ennsyUania.—Philadelphia. Deaths last week, 132.

The news from Europe appears to have put a stop to the

rise in stocks which had commenced. The flour mar-
ket firm.

Virginia.—At Norfolk, Margaret Douglass w.is tried

for teaching negro children to read and write. She
plead her own cause, and caused some sensation in the
court. She was found guilty, but is not yet sentenced.
Florida.—The cholera is in Florida.

Maine.—At Bangor, navigation is closed. From 60
to 80 vessels frozen up. Ice of considerable thickness.

RECEIPTS.
Received from J. W. Smith, Harrisv., 0., $2, vol. 27

;

from Ezekiel Bundy, ageut, B. 0., $32, viz., for himself,

J. Bundy, Geo. Tatum, Jr., Robert H. Smith, and Wra.
Green, §2 each, vol. 27, for Joel Doudna, $G, vols. 24,

25 and 20, for Samuel Stanley, $6, vols. 25, 26 and 27,

for Benj. Hoyle, S4, vols. 25 and 26, for Robt. Plummer,
$4, vols. 25 and 26, for Peter Sears, §2, vol. 26

; from
Dl. P. Griflith, ageut, Brownsv., Pa., for W. Blackburn,

§2, vol. 27 ; from Jehu Fawcett, agent, Salem, 0., for

Z. French, F. Macrkt, Ed. Bonsall, Beuj. Antram, $2
each, vol. 26, for Robert Elyson, John Tytus, Joshua
Staflbrd, Job Warren, Samuel Shaw, §2 each, vol. 27,

for James B. Bruff, $4, vols. 26 and 27, for C. Allen,

$3.66, to 44, vol. 24.

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.
The Committee to superintend the Boarding-School

at West-town, will meet there, on Fourth-day, the 7th
of next month, at 10 o'clock, a. m. The Committee on
Instruction, meet on the preceding evening, at half-past

seven o'clock.

The Visiting Committee assemble at the School on
Seventh-day, the 3rd of the month.

1

TuoMAS KiMBER, Clcrk.

Philada., Eleventh mo. 2Gth, 1853.

A conveyance will be at West Chester on Third-day,

the 6th inst., on the arrival of the morning and after-

noon cars, to lake such members of the committee to

the school, who may wish to go that way. The cars

start from Market street west of Schuylkill Fifth street,

south side, at 8 o'clock, a. si., ami 3 o'clock, p. si.

JIaiiried, at Friends' meeting, Rocky River, Chatham
ounty, North Carolina, on the 20th of Seventh mouth
ast, Joseph Kemp, (son of Josi.ah Kemp, deceased, and

Dinah Kemp.) and Sarah, daughter of Joab
deceased, and Mary Ilodgin.

DiKD, of typhoid fever, after an illness of eight day

on the Uth of Tenth month last, at the residence of h(

nephew, Jotham Townsend, in Plainheld, Es3e.\ count;

Ei.iZAiiKTir Vaii., of Rockaway, Morris county, N. J., n^

lict of Amos Vail, in the S6th year of her age, amerabt'

of Rahway and Plainfield Monthly Meeting of Friend;|

, at Tunessassah, in the State of New York, o
^

the 15th ult., aped 36 years, Scsa.\.nah L. Wood, a valo"

able member of Westchester meeting, Penna. Havio

in her youthful days experienced the work of regem
ration, and submitted to the restraining and regulatin

power of the cross of Christ, she was thereby qualifie

for usefulness, and became an example of humility an

dedication to the cause of her Divine Master. Ht

watchful, circumspect life and conversation, adorned th

doctrine of her Saviour, showing forth the beauty (

holiness, and inviting others to follow her as she folio*

ed Christ. For many years she was acceptably engage

in teaching school; and not only laboured for the liu I

rary improvement of her pupils, but was deeply cotJ

cerned for their religious welfare. Her cheerful, kin(

manner, and the evenness of her disposition, couple;

with a steady and consistent walking in the divine fe*

gave her a large place in the affections of the scholar

which she improved for the promotion of their best wel'

fare. Many who enjoyed the privilege of her watchft

care and affectionate solicitude, have had cause to num
,

ber it among their blessings, and to recur with gratefi

,

acknowledgment to the profitable lessons of religion
|

instruction which she imparted to them; the benefit (i

which, it may be hoped, will accompany them throug

life. In reference to her pious concern in this respec

'

it has been appropriately remarked, that it seemed 1

1

be her business " to bring children unto Christ."—I (

the Eleventh month, 1852, she united with her husbat
j

in an apprehension of religious duty to remove to Tu

nessassah, and take charge of the boarding-school fo

Indian children, then about to be opened there, unilel

the direction of the Indian Committee of Philadelphil

Yearly Meeting. The cheerful, quiet energy of her cliBj

racter, was evinced by the prompt and efficient mannei.

in which she met the difficulties and trials of her nei.

position, and by her judicious management of her por'

tion of the concern ; while the meekness and gentlcnesl

of her spirit, and her kind consideration for the comfoM
of those around her, won their esteem and confidenaj

But in the midst of her usefulness and dedication, Ij

pleased her gracious Lord to permit her work to be CO

short in righteousness, and that she should rest fror'

her labours. During the brief illness which terminate'

I

her life, she was favoured with a calm and collected

mind, and though with her characteristic humility sh
|

said she "felt like a poor unworthy creature who hii

done but little," yet added, that " she did not feel anj

thing to rise up in judgment against her;" and that hf

way was clear. To her husband, she said, that"sh|
had felt more for him than her heart could tell;bii|

there was One who could counsel and support. Shj

had earnestly craved he might be preserved on the righ

hand and on the left." She desired her brothers am^

sisters might be informed that "her greatest concep

and desire had been, that she might be permitted ti

reach the happy country; and she wanted them alltij

get ready and come ;'' adding, " to be joined in the he»
|

venly communion at last, is the greatest blessing*
can ask." Speaking of the many Friends to whom sb

'

was united in the bonds of Christian fellowship, sb

said she had often thought of them when her hands ha'|

been busily employed ; and desired her love given t,

them all. In allusion to the concern in which she and he

;

husband were engaged, she said, that "before leavini'

lomc [at West Chester, Pa.] she believed she fel

;u, uui appeal cu ciw

n prayer. For mdj

, she lay very quiej
le we mourn theW

an assurance it was of Divine requiring, and she had DC

distrusted it since, but felt satisfied with being there.;

During the last day other life, respiration was diflicull)

and she was unable to converse much, but appeared c

scions, and at times as if eng.aged in
]

than an hour before the solemn close,

and gently breathed her last. Whil
which the church has sustained in the removal of OB'

so fitted for usefulness, we cannot but feel the appropri

ateness of the language, " Blessed are the dead who di.'

in the Lord,—yea, saith the Spirit, that they may res I

from their labours, and their works do follow them."
J

. at the same place, on the 12th of Seventh moitfl

last, after a short illness, Daniel G., sou of JohnaWl
Abigail S. Wood, in the 10th year of his age. I
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(Continued from pate DO.)

The stem is the name given to that part of

jnt which bears the leave.s and the flowers.

le plants have very short and inconspicuous

IS ; iithei's have long and conspicuous .stems,

he cowslip, dandelion, and gentianella, Ihe

1 is so short that the leaves appear to arise

1 the root. Some slenis lie along the ground
in the iris ; others are completely under
md. The latter give olT leal-buds which ap-

above ground. The banana has an under-

ind slem pushing out shoots which form tem-

iry aerial stems or branches ; so have also

asparagus, the bamboo, ginger, arrow-root,

some rushes. Many subterranean stems are

ed, in common language, roots, from which,

ever, they are distinguished by the leal-buds

ch spring from them. Thus the potato is an
er-ground stem or branch giving off buds in

form of eyes. The bulbs of lilies, tulips, cro-

ss, meadow-saffron, are in reality stems giving

juds, which arc covered wiih scales, or modi-

leaves.

Some stems die annually, others continue

nanent. Of the permanent woody stems

e are two marked kinds. One occurs in the

s of temperate climales generally, and is re-

nized on a transverse section, by the appear-

3 of numerous woody circles with rays pass-

from the pith to the bark, which is separable,

s is well seen in the common oak, where the

in the centre is composed of cells ; the cir-

of wood consist of woody fibres, and dotted

)orous vessels; cellular rays e.xtend from the

to the bark, which is partly fibrous and part-

;ellular."

The woody tubes in cone-bearing trees, as

spruce, larch, cedar, cypress, araucaria, ex

t markings called discs, composed, as it were
I circle and a dot in the centre. Sometimes
ie discs are in single rows; in others they are

double or tripple rows. When the rows are

re than one, they are arranged in parallel se-

i, the discs being opposite to each other, as in

, or alternate with each other, as in Araucaria
I Altingia."

.' From the mode of growth in exogenous trees,

i obvious that we can ascertain the age of the

! by counling the number of woody circles.

IS calculation can be made with tolerable cor-

iness in trees of temperate and cold climates,

3re during the winter there is a marked inter-

tion to growth, and thus a line of demarcation

is formed between the cii'cles ; but in trees ofl fruit or cones is noticed in Ps. Ixxii. 16. The
warm climates, this mode of estimating age may [Strength and durability of the tree was a subject

lead into error. It would appear that in these of common remark; and the Psalmist emphali-
there are often the appearance of numerous cir-cally describes the power of the Lord when he
cles in one year. The age of 5000 years, atlri-

1
says, 'The voice of the Lord breaketh the ce-

buted to some baobabs in Senegal, may be account-
j

dars
;
yea, the Lord breaketh the cedars of Le-

ed for in this way. Even in the trees of ihisibanon.'—(Ps. xxix. 5.) In Ps. xcii. 12, the

country, when they get old, it is found that the righteous man is represented as growing like a

didcrent circles are so blended as to make it diffi- cedar in Lebanon ; in Numb. xxiv. 6, the people

cult to count them accurately. of God are likened by the wicked prophet to

"The wood in the centre of cxogens is often
i
cedar-trees beside the waters; and in Ps. Ixxx. 8

altered in colour, by peculiar coloured woody
i

—H, Israel is spoken of as sending out her

matter being deposited in the tubes. Thus llie I
boughs like the goodly cedars. How well do

heart-wood of the ebony tree is black, and tliat of! these figures picture the believer's growth in

the oak deep brown, while that of the outer soft I grace. He is like a goodly and excellent cedar

wood is pale. The latter is the part in which the! (Song of Sol. v. 15), vigorous and evergreen,

active processes of life go on ; and hence, if it is' showing forth the power and glory of God, fixed

destroyed, the plant dies. A woody plant, such

as honey-suckle, or some Bauhinias of foreign

countries, twining round the stems of such trees,

causes strangulation, in consequence of the mode
of their growth, by external addition ; and in pro-

cess of time, if the woody climber is sufficiently

strong, and does not break or yield, the vessels

of the soft wood are impeded in their growth, and

the tree will ultimately be destroyed. Sometimes

grooved sticks are formed in the same way in

Britain, by the twining of the honeysuckle round

neighbouring trees.

" E.xogenous trees give a character to the land-

scape of the countries in which they abound.

They have large trunks, which produce numerous

branches, spreading in all directions. The trunk

tapers as it ascends, and the branches become
thinned towards their extremities. The mode in.

which the branches spread, and their comparative

lengths, give rise to differences in the contour of

e.xogenous trees. When the lower branches are

largest, and they gradually diminish in length

upwards, the trees are more or less pyramid

in the Rock of Ages, whence are all his well-

springs, which refresh and invigorate him even as

a well of living waters and streams from Lebanon
—(Song of Sol. iv. 15).

" In Palms, and certain trees of warm climates,

a slem of a totally different kind is seen. In

them the increase of growth is by additions of

woody and porous vessels towards the centre.

The stem is at first entirely cellular, but in the

progress of growth, bundles of vessels are formed

among the cells. These gradually increase and

distend the stem to a certain amount the first

year. Next year new bundles are produced in-

side the last, which increase the diameter still

more, until at length by successive additions the

stem is distended to the utmost. The outer por-

tion becomes hard, so as sometimes to resist the

blow of a hatchet, while the inner part is compa-

ratively soft. This woody growth has given rise

to the name of inside growers or Endogens, ap-

plied to plants having stems of this kind. The
age of a palm may be ascertained by measuring

its height, for it is found that the growth in an

when the reverse takes place, they have an um-i upward direction is pretty nearly uniform in each

brella-like top. The Cedar of Lebanon—a tree
j

species. From the small increase in diameter,

often referred to in Scripture—will serve as an and the hardness of the e.tterior, a twining woody

illustration of an exogen. In early times it ap- '
plant does not injure a palm-stem. When tho

pears to have grown abundantly in Lebanon, and tuft of leaves at the summit of a palm is coni-

to have formed its distinguishing feature. In
j

pletely destroyed, the plant dies, because there is

later times there has been a great diminution in
[

no provision for lateral buds, as in our trees,

the number of cedars in Lebanon; so that, in ' Williams the missionary relates, that in the South

1832, there were only seven remaining, most of; Sea Islands they destroy the coco-nut trees in this

them apparently of a great age. The cedar is aj manner.

wide-spreading evergreen tree, from fifty to sixty
j

" Palms give a marked and distinctive charac-

feet high, with°a large trunk, numerous large and ' ter to the vegetation of tropical regions, aod their

long branches, which extend in a horizontal man- umbrageous foliage, particularly in the case of

ner, nearly at right angles from the trunk, and those with fan-shaped leaves, affords an excellent

with their evergreen leaves form a spacious shady shelter Irom the sun s rays.

covering. It is not liable to the attacks of climb- "In Psalm xcii. 12, the Psalmist says, that

ing-plants. How beautifully does the prophet de- ' the righteous shall flourish like the palm tree.'

scribe the character of the cedar, whe lie speaks To the) i-ho inhabited Palestine, the illustration

of its high stature, its top among the thick boughs, would lead them to contemplate the straight and

its multiplied boughs, its long branches, and its erect growth of the tree, its unbranched and un-

I shadowing shroud.—(Ezek..\xxi. 3—7.) It was encumbered stem, and the beauteous crown of

I pre-emine°ntly distinguised by its exalted growth, leaves at its summit. It would also recal to their

It is said in 1 Kings iv. 33, that Solomon ' spake minds that the palm flourished in the desert, and

of trees, from the cedar-tree that is in Lebanon that its presence there always indicated moisture,

'(as being the most conspicuous and noble,) even; which enabled it to flourish amidst surrounding

unto the°hyssop which spriiigeth out of the wall.'
| barrenness. In Exod. xv. 27, it is said that the

It is also spoken of as 'the glory of Lebanon'
,
children of Israel 'came to Elim, where were

U Isa. XXXV. 2 ; Ix. 13); and the abundance of its 1 twelve wells of water, and threescore and (en
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The belicver'a growth, like thnt of flowers—we follow n more useful ond philosophi

the palm, is internal and unseen by the world,

His iigc is determined by bis nearness to heaven.

Ills stuiure, ns Solomon says, is like the palm,

tree (Cnnt. vii. 7), and he grows up to the mea-

sure of (he sinlure of the fulness of Christ.—(Eph.

iv. 13.) He grows in a blenk and barren wilder-

ness, but he has sources of joy and of refreshing

which the world knows not. The allurements of

the world twine round him, and he is surrounded

bv trials and temptations, but they do not impede

his growth. He towers above all, pointing hea-

venward. Linnreus called the palms the princes

of the vegetable kingdom. So the believer, as a

prince, has power with God and prevails through

his living head.—(Gen. .xxxii. 28.) The palm,

which used to be a frequent tree in Palestine, is

now said to be rare. Like ihe righicous, il has

been rooted out, and is, as it were, a small rem-

nant in a land where once it flourished in beau'y

and vigour. The clusters of fruit which palms

produce when old, and the fally oils which they

supply, may be referred to in the statement thai

the righteous ' shall slill bring forth fruit in old

age; they shall be fat and flourishing.'—(Ps.

xcii. 14.)
.

" Another conspicuous permanent stem is that

which occurs in ferns, especially in the tree-ferns

of New Zealand, ns well as of warm countries.

In these plants the stem is uniform in its diame-

cal method, than by taking into account only one

or two parts of iho plant, as was done by Linnarus

and the advocates of an artificial arrniigenient.

From Ihs Leisure Hour.

TflE FIRM OF SPiNNFRS & CO.

It is the middle of October; the days are short-

er than the nights, and admonitory symptoms of

approaching winter are perceptible in the chilly

atmosphere. In our little suburban garden,

things have within the last few weeks assumed a

new appearance ; the flowerets are dying or dead,

and the walks are covered with brown leaves,
j

sodden with the showers of day-time and the

dews of night. With the exception of one lag-

gard nasturtium, which droops its head abashed,

like a tardy guest arrived after the feast is over,

not a single blossom is to be seen worth looking'

at. The starry chrysanthemum has not yet con-
j

descended to come forth ; she waits uniil the night

of winter shall have set in, when she will shine

alone. A (ew cloudy and rainy days have pre-

vented our usual morning " turn in the garden,"

and we are struck with the remarkable change

that has taken place. Yet it is one which we
have often noticed as regularly occurring at this

time of the year—not the falling of Ihe leaves,

ter, hollow, and marked on the outside by the the withering of the flowers, and such-like autum-

scars of the leaves. The stem increases by addi- 1 nal manifcslalions—we do not refer to these, but

lions to the summit, and hence the plants are call- to a phenomenon invariably accompanying them,

ed summit-growers or acrogews. The stem is, in
I

though much less generally observed. To de-

fact, formed of the bases of the leaves, which scribe the change we refer to in a few words

—

carry up the growing point with them, and the our little floral paradise is suddenly transformed

elegant clusters of feathery leaves hang from the into the manufactory, or rather the slaughterhouse

top. . . . Ferns characterize mild and moist cli- of the firm of Spinners & Co. These long-legged

males, and they give a peculiar feature to the [gentry, commonly known as garden spinners,

landscape of New Zvaland. At former epochs of
j

have taken possession of it en masse, and with a

the earth's history, they appear to have constituted
j

grand and manifold display of geometric talent,

a large part of its vegetation. have hunt; out their all but invisible banners in

We have thus seen the structure of the three

marked forms of permanent woody stems, which

every direction. From every bush and herb and
[

withering flower; from every projecting twig of

,

are met with in the vegetable world :— 1. E.xoge- ^^he vine, where the small black grapes are ripen-

nous or outside-growers, consisting of pith, con- ing slowly, to perish by the first frost ere they

centric circles of wood, which increase by add

tions on the outside, separable bark, and rays

connecting pith and bark ; exemplified in the for-

rest trees of Britain. 2. Endogenous or inside-

growers, consisting of a mass of cellular tissue

with bundles of woody and other vessels scallered

irregularly through the tissue, increasing by addi-

tions inside ; exemplified in palms. 3. Acroge-

nous or summit-growers, formed by the bases of

the leaves which carry up the growing point.

are worth the gathering; Irom every creeper on

the wall, and every dry stick stuck upright in the

mould, there hangs a dew-fringed iris-coloured

disk of net-work, brilliant this damp morning
with all the hues of the rainbow; and each one

guarded in the centre, or it may be in the cavity

of a neighbouring leaf, which he has cabled up

in the form of a cylinder, by a black, motionless,

and big-bellied member of the Spinners' Compa-
ny. The insects have had it all their own way

additions being always made to the summit,
j

in Ihe garden during the long summer months,

bundles of vessels irregular; exemplified in tree- and now the spiders are taking t/teir turn. There

ferns. is, however, no necessity for attributing to the

" We have already seen, that the plants of the tribe of spinners the virtue of abstinence during

globe may be divided iiilo three great classes by
|

the hot months. They are an industrious frater-

the nature of their embryo, viz. :—into Dicolyle-| nity, and they have done as much business as

donous, having two seed lobes, monocotyledo- '

they could. But now is their especial business

nous, having one, and acolyledonous, having
i

season ; they always rejoice in an influx of cus-

none. These divisions correspond to those found- lom just as ihe watering-places go out of fashion,

ed on the structure and development of the stem. !
and comfortable people begin to pack themselves

Thus dicotyledons have exogenous steins, mono- '

up lor ibe winter. They live by carrying on

cotyledons have endogenous stems, and acotyle-! war against the insect races, and their strategy is

dons have acrogenous stems. Here we see a I

that of a cunning general who defers his grand

natural division of the flora of the world, and we
|

attack until the loe is already weakened by lam-

perceive part of that wonderful plan which it hasjine or adverse circumstances. In October, Mr.

pleased the Creator to adopt in Ihe formation of

the plants with which He has clothed ihe globe,

Uniting plants by alTinitics, such as those now
stated, is following what is called a natural sys-

tem in botany. By associating plants whicl

Moth is as drowsy as a glutton after dinner, and
as feeble as a medical patient under a dose of

inorphia. Mr. Bluebottle, too, is in a state of

lackadaisical bewilderment, and spends half the

day on the sunny side of a wall, rubbin;; his nose

agree in all essential poinis—as, for instance, in with his criss-crossed feelers, feeling in alibis

the structure of their seeds, stems, leaves, and ;
pockets with all his legs, and wondering apparent-

ly what is to turn up next. Our venerable frieni

old father Longlegs. is grown a complete cripple

his six s[)indlo shanks transformed into a set <

unmanageable crutches, upon which he hobbli

with a most ungentcel gait when his failing winp

can no longer support him in the air. As for ih

rabble of gnats and house-flies and such sma
deer, having made no sort of provision for th

winter which they feel coming upon them, ihei

hearts are dying within them, and they arc con

pleloly at their wits' end. Now, then, the Spii

ners, like prudent managers, " come out strong.

They step forth in the shape of an armed iiiie;

vention, to settle the alfairs of embarrassed get

tlemen who have got into difliculties through wai

of prudence during the " long vacation." The
issue iheir capias ad respondendum in the ajipn

priale form of an invisible net, and no soom
does the suit thus commenced result in a hubet

corpus, than—how unlike the toriuring piogrei

of human liligation—there is an end of the cat

at once

—

habeas corpus being the consummatic

of all processes in the Spinners' court of law.

Before taking a nearer glance at the doings*

iho formidable and ferocious fraternity of spider

it may be as w'ell to look for a moment at the a|

paralus with which they are provided to ensnai

their winged victims. Everybody is familiar wil

the appearance of the spiders' web ; but cverybod

is not aware that, though composed of threads )

minute as to be almost invisible, and singly ban

ly visible to the touch, yet each of these threat'

is a combination of as many or more strands r

go to the composition of the strongest ship's a'

ble. The spider's spinning apparatus is situate'

in the lower part of ihe abdomen, and consists

four minute barrel shaped spinnarets, and, b

neath them, a pair of jointed feeler-like nppeni

ages. The extremity of each of the two upp

spinnarets is a flattened circumference, picrc«

with innumerable holes like a colander, Ihroug

each of which a filament is drawn during the fo!

mation of a thread. The construction of the t«l

lower spinnarets is ditTerent ; for although theil

are in like manner perforated with numoroil

apertures resembling those in the upper one

they are also provided with prominent tubes, (Vo|

each of which a thread is likewise furnishe'

Within the body of the spider are a numbcn
bags filled with liquid silk, which at the pleasu:

of the insect can be made to exude through tl'

orifices above described. When, therefore, ll

creature wishes to form a rope, it simply applii

ihe ends of its spinnarets to a fixed object, ar|

drawing a filament of fluid silk through eveij

pore, its line of course consists of so manythreaif

as there are holes in the perforated plates of if

four barrel-like colanders. The spider is furtB)

capable of spinning ropes of diflerent qualities,
|

has been ascertained that the spiral lines of tl

garden-spinner's net are both highly adhesive ar

elastic, while the radii and the boundary line a

inadhesive and but slightly elastic. A liltle r'

flection will suggest the reason why the spidt

has been provided with a rope of such compll

construction, while in the case of other insects
'

single thread drawn from the orifice of a sing

tube, is suflicient for all the required purpose

The silk, it must be remembered, is in a flu

slate in the body of either insect. The sic'

moving caterpillar, as it leisurely produces r

silken cord, gives time enough for the fluid

which it is formed to harden by degrees, as

issues by instalments from the labial pipe; b

the habits of the spider require a very diflcre

mode of proceeding, as its hue must be tJisUin!

converted from a fluid into a strong rope, or

would be of no use to bind the captive prey.
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r lliis reason, doubtless, that his rope is sub-

Jed inio numerous filaments, so attenuated

e have seen tlieni to be, lluu no time is lost

le drying, and that they at once harden into

lily ready I'or immediale service. The feet

le spider are constructed upon a plan singu-

' suitable to his circumstances. Each foot is

;d with strong horny claws furnished along

under surface with bent teeth. By means
lis apparatus he is able to dispose of his rope

issues from the spinnarets; and also to sus-

himself by an almost invisible line, which he

coil up or let out at pleasure, with a readi

and facility perlectly marvellous to witness.

'e will now, with the reader's permission, re-

to our friends in the garden, and see what
are about. Here is a fine portly spinner,

a back of Vandyke-brown, varied with gray
bright yellow spots; he hangs " quiet as a

;" in the centre of his broad net, suspended

dy by his front pair of legs, as you can see

le extra tension of the elastic cross-bars upon
h ho bears the most of his weight. You see

e touch with this straw the outer bounding
and the long ropes more than a yard in

ih, which strengthen the whole fabric, and
n it to the wall on one side and the rose-tree

le other, that we do not disturb him ; at least,

ikes no notice. Observe, too, that the straw

;s readily away from these straight lines;

may touch any of the radii in any part with-

njuring the web; but ifwc touch either of the

il lines, it adheres to the straw, and the web is

in withdrawing it. There ! the experiment
disturbed the spinner; he apprehends danger,
is making off; he is not, however, much

itened, and merely sliellers himself in the

y of a curled leaf until we shall have passed
ivhen ho will come back again.

Jt come this way ! here we are just in time
/itness a battle-royal, but it will be one of
ling and confidence against rashness and de-
•. An over-gorged fles.h-fly is caught by the

Ider of one wing in the viscid and elastic

which a crafty spinner has carried, by the

jf a projecting twig, above the level of the

en wall. He is thrashing away with all his

It, agitating the vme-leaves to which the net

istened, and has already rent away several

re inches of the snare. Master Spinner,

2ver, is darting round him in every direction,

the rapidity ol'an arrow, and with an agility

hich you would not have thought his heavy
• capable. Now the thrashing noise is hush-

that frantic wing which occasioned it is bound
1 with a dozen invisible threads strong as

ti, and veritable bands of fate to the luckless

ive. Still he does not give it up, but struggles

fully with his legs and with convulsive throes

is body, that threaten lo shake the web to

;s. Mr. Spinner now runs to the other side

is net, and confronts the kicking legs. He
ivs well enough what to do with them. A
turns backwards and forwards, and the re-

itrant members are fixed as firmly in the

<s as if a parish beadle had been employed
he purpose. The struggles of the poor cap-

are reduced now to a series of agonizing
es and heavings with his body, expressive o(

horrible anticipation of his fast-impending fate.
I

executioner, however, soon relieves him from;

despairing agonies. Placing himself face to

with the pinioned victim, and in a manner
racin? him, as it were, with his fatal arms,

plunges the sharp fangs of his murderous

ih into his breast, and sucks the lile-blood

1 his quivering body. But all, be it remark-

is by no means over : it is now between nine

and ten in the morning; the slaughtering spinner

has ensnared and subdued his victim, and has

setlled himself down to the enjoyment of u feast

which will endure the best part of the live-long

day. If you come again at four or five o'clock

in the afiernoon, it is ten to one but you find him
still sucking away at the shrunken and exhausted

carcase. So soon as it is drained dry, and no

longer of any use to the spider, he will sever the

confining threads, and the first breath of wind

that blows will clear his web of the empty shell.

Two Armies—Muskets anil Spades.

The New York Economist, in an article upon
the army of the United States, makes a startling

contrast between the use of muskets and of spades ;

one used by government, and the other by a great

railroad company.

The United States army numbers about 10,000
men, and they cost the country, last year, $8,-
•22.5,246, for pay, subsistence, clothing, &c.

—

That is to say, $820 per man, or, if we deduct

the militia expenses, $300 per man. It would
puzzle any one to tell of what service were those

men, living uselessly in barracks and old forts,

eating three meals per day, and turning out occa-

sionally to touch their caps to their officers.

The Illinois Central Uailroad army numbers
10,000 men also, and they receive from the com-
pany $3,700,000 per annum, in return for which
ihey labour ten hours per day upon a work that

gradually stretches itself through the most fertile

plains, connecting the great lakes with the Ohio
and Mississippi rivers, and ultimately with the

Gulf of Mexico.

The relative advantages of these two armies to

society present an interesting matter for study,

and are graphically sketched by the New York
Post.

The prospective building of the great Central

Railroad of Illinois alone, has added to the wealth

of that State, in the appropriation of real lands,

the sum of forty millions, vvilhin a strip of but

twelve miles in width, and the actual construction

of the road will bring to a ready market millions

of acres of land now owned by the General Gov-
ernment, which, were the road not constructed,

would be waste for years to come. The Federal

Government employs ten thousand men, at an

expense of eight millions of dollars, lo carry mus-

kets. The Central Railroad Company, employ-

ing ten thousand men at less than four millions,

confers a vast property on the State, upon the

Federal Government, and upon thousands of far-

mers. Year after year, the Government spends

millions of dollars, effecting, and resulting in

nothing but ihe turning loose of superannuated

soldiers, made paupers by a life of idleness, to

prey upon the industrious the remainder of their

existence.

The Illinois Company, by three years' expen-

ditures, establishes 700 miles of rails through

prolific farms, many of ihcm owned by the per-

sons whom they employed to build the road—men
of industry, vigour, wealth, and intelligence. The
United States, in thirty years, have spent $300,-

000,000, enough to build a double track to the

Pacific, and they have nothing lo show for the

money, but some old Ibrts, guns, tattered uniforms,

and demoralized veterans.

The biographer of Bishop Usher says :
" The

year before ihis learned and holy primate and

archbishop died, I went to him and earnestly de-

sired him to give me in writing his apprehensions

concerning justification and snnclification by
Christ; of which he would willingly have excused

himself, by declaring his intention of not writing

any more ; adding, that if he did write, it should

not exceed above a sheet or two. He, coming to

town some lime after, was pleased to give me a

visit at my house, where I failed not to challenge

the benefit of the promise he had made me. He
replied that he had not writ, and yet he could not

charge himself wilh any breach of promise; ' for,

(said he,) I did begin to write; but when I came
lo write of sanclification, that is, ofihe new crea-

ture, which God Ibrmeth by his Spirit in every

soul that he dolh truly regenerate, I found so

liltle of it wrought in myself, that 1 could speak

of it only as parrots, by rote, and without the

knowledge and understanding of what I might

have expressed, and therefore, I durst not presume

to proceed any further upon it;' and when I seem-

ed to be amazed to hear such a humble confession

from so great and experienced n Christian, he

added, 'I must tell you, we do not well under-

stand what sanclification and the new creature

are— it is no less than lor a man to be brought

into an entire resignation of his will to the will

of God, and to live in the offering up of his soul

continually in the flames of divine love, as a

whole burnt-offering to Christ: and how little

(says he) are many of those who profess Christi-

anity, experimentally acquainted with this work

in their soul !' By this discourse I conceived he

had very excellently and clearly discovered lo

me that part of sanclification of which he was

unwilling to write."

A FAMILY OP FAITU.

OR A BRIEF ACCOUNT OF SAMOEL WATSON, HIS

WIFE, AND SOME OF THEIR CHILDREN.

(C.intinucd from page 92.)

Mercy Watson, daughter of Samuel, was born

the 7th day of the Fifth month, 1070. She was

mercifully visited in early life, and through sub-

mission to the Lord's will, was qualified for use-

fulness in the militant church. She- received a

gift in the ministry whilst young in years, and

travelled considerably before her marriage, la-

bouring faithfully and zealously in the Lord's

work. Her bodily constitution was weak, yet

through her earnestness in her Master's service,

she seemed sometimes quite strong. Her labours,

no doubt, were at times more than her feeble

frame could well bear, yet she persevered in love,

being concerned in spirit ftir the good of all man-

kind, and for the prosperity of the blessed Truth.

j

She had no desire lo lengthen her natural life, by

shrinking from the measure of service which her

Master called her to perform.

She married Elihu Johnson, of Manchester, to

whom she was a loving wile. Towards the close

of 1704, being taken ill, she desired the Lord to

"ive her patience to undergo wh;it might be suf-

ored to come iqion licr. llor sickness soon after

abated for a time, but returned again wilh increas-

ed violence. She was now made sensible that

i

her end was approaching, and to her it seemed

desirable. The Lord favoured her wilh his sus-

taining presence, and made her sick bed, notwilh-

I

standing the pains of her alllicled tabernacle, very

pleasant to her. Through this she was enabled

10 sing praises to the Lord, the giver of nil good

things. Many Friends visited her in her sick-

ness, and they as well as her near relatives, were

comforted in feeling the Lord's presence wilh her,

and in hearing her declare the goudness of God,

and her willingness lo leave tlie world. She de-

1 dared she was not in love with the world. Near
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her close she e.xclaimpci, some of her friends be-j

ing present, " Happv arc ve whose kin.udom is
j

not of this world, but of llic Fmlier—llio Father's

kingdom—your kingdom I Friends, love God,

better than all. Be faithful to the Lord every!

one. I could have bein glad tliat the whole meet-

ing had been here. Surely tliey will remember

what I said the last meeting 1 opened my mouth

nmonii them,— ' to prize the precious time, not

knowmg how long ihey might have time, neither

what exercises lliey have yet to meet withal.'

Now the time draws near that I shall go to an

everlasting kingdom, where all sorrow, tears, and

sighing, shall be done away. Glory ! glory in

the highest, to the Lord, my God, who haih been

with me, and borne up my head in lime of great

exercises. I have nothing to do but die." Then
|

she spoke to her husband, " Oh ! my dear, I have;

in the lime of my health desired to live with the.

Lord, and lo be faithful to him, and now 1 see 1

have nothing to spare. What will become ofi

those who live a careless life, and do not make a

right use of their precious time."

Whilst speaking she was evidently filled with

the love of God, and those present were made

sweetly sensible thereof. She said, " I am so

filled with God's love, I shall never be emptied

again." She expressed a longing desire to be

released, yet waited patiently the coming of her

dear Saviour to deliver her. She afterwards

added, " Mj dear children! I have prayed for

them, who are near and dear to me, but now I

can leave them freely, and commit them into the

hand of my God." Then addressing her hus-

band, and those by her bed, she said, "I must

part with you all, a'nd I will bid you all farewell.

The Lord bless you all, and keep you all, in all

the exercises that will come upon you. I believe

the Lord will be with you, as you have an eye to

him." "Have nothing to do with those of ill

spirits,—but keep to God, and ho will give you

power over them."

She was much grieved that any who made

profession of the Truth, should be light and airy,

out of the savour of it. She said, "A day of

trial will come upon them."

Once whilst lying in a quiet frame of mind,

she said, " The sooner a period is put to this life,

the sooner I shall go lo my everlasting comfort."

One, probably not a Friend, wishing her a "good

night," she answered, " I shall have a good night,

let it be how it will. Blessed and praised be the

name of the Lord, I am full of his goodness."

She said there was a great diflerence between her

feelin" then, and when some of her sick fits were

on her. She was now free from sickness and

had great comfort, but there was little comfort in

the sickness, " only," she added, " I think it is

doing the work and hastening me to my everlast-

ing joy."

Two days before she died, she felt a concern

to dictate a few words of counsel and advice to

Friends, which she desired might be spread among
them after her decease.

" Dear Friends, both old and young, wherever

these may come,—my soul salutes you daily, de-

siring the welfare of your bodies and souls. I

have, in my measure, laboured among you in

many places for the prosperity of Truth, and the

good of souls, and now I shall be taken away. 1

find a great concern upon me to leave as advice

and tender caution to you all, that you keep near

the Truth and love it, seeking its honour above

all things. Dear Friends, love one another. As

you have an eye to Truth, and seek its honour

before your own, your love will flow one unto

anot|ier, and whispering, backbiting, and tale-

bearing, will be removed from you. I have seen

the ill eflects of such things many times. Dear

friends, in your meetings for business upon Truth's

account, have your e\e to the Lord,—wait to

have your minds stayed upon him, and respect

one another above yourselves lor the Truth's

sake. Wait thus upon the Lord, [for him] to

work in you, and for you, and lo open your

mouths to speak a word in season. Reason not,

but give up freely to act and speak for Truth,

whether you be young or old. Not in high-mind-

edness, but in true fear before the Lord. I must

lell you, the humble and those that aba.se them-

selves, the Lord will exalt, but the high-minded,

and those of an exalted spirit, he will abase and

humble, making them know he is God, and will

be bowed to by every high spirit. Therefore,

dear friends, let the Truth have the reign in you,

lo govern your words, though never so few, that

they may be rightly seasoned with grace, that so

you may edify one another. Suffer no unruly

spirit lo appear in your meetings, neither in old

nor young, but stand in the counsel of God, and

he will give you n word in due season to stop the

mouths of all gainsayers of the blessed Truth,

and enable you to do the work you are called to

in your day. Thus the Lord will bless, and more

and more prosper his work in you, to your com-

fort and his eternal praise, to whom all is due.

I can tell you, it will be well for you to be faith-

ful to the Lord, when you come to a dying bed,

as now 1 am. I feel peace and true consolation

with the Lord, and my love herein dearly salutes

you, and bids you all farewell."

A little before her close, having had some re-

freshing sleep, she said on waking, " Now, I am
very sensible I must soon go to my joy, that will

last forever." '• Farewell, my dear husband, now
1 shall be well in a little while." Then address-

ing all about her, she said, " Oh I the Lord is the

best Master you can serve while you live, for he

will reward you in your afBictions, as he rewards

me. He is a fountain set open for me in a full

manner in my aflliction. Glory ! glory ! praise I

praises, to his eternal name ! I will praise him

whilst I have breath in my nostrils. He has

been a merciful God to me, and has helped me
over many things,—and has blotted out my sins,

and will remember them no more. Oh ! praise,

honour and glory to him forevermorc. And now
into thy hand I commit my dear husband and

children, whom thou hast bestowed upon me, and

will take me from. Bless and preserve them unto

the end." She was then drawn forth in supplica-

tion fur all, after which, she said, " I love all, and

God above all, for what he hath done for me."

On inquiring the hour of the day, she was told

it was about four in the morning. She said, " I

shall surely be gone in a few hours to my ever-

lasting rest." She then after requesting her

dear love given to Friends, composed herself to

wait her final change, desiring that all about her

might be still. She slept a little, and on arous-

ing, said, " Let us praise the Lord once more.

We will love him above all. Glory, praise, and

eternal renown to his most worthy nainc ; He hath

filled my heart, and is near to crown my soul. I

would not live if I might [have the choice] lo

have the whole world. Oh! thou, the Lord, art

better than all. My soul magnifies thee." To
her husband she then said, "The Lord united us

in his own love together, and in his love he will

part us. I was always satisfied before, and since,

that the Lord's hand brought us together."

"Several Friends coming to visit her, she ex-

horted them to " be faithful to what God had made

known to them." Her words and the power

which attended them, much tendered the hearts of

those she spoke to. Having sent for her father.

who was then over eighty years of age, and live

forty miles ofT, lo be at her burial, he came whili

she was still able to converse with him. She tol

him how good the Lord had been to her in her

ness, and added, " If it had not been for the hop

of glory which is lo come, I had fainted. No
Lord, when thou pleasest to remove me, 1 i

content." She gave good counsel to a you
woman who had come to see her, and then agai

dozed. Her husband seeing her awake, aske

her if she would drink anything; she said,"
have had a full draught of the goodness of God
I did not so much as think of cordials." Sh
then broke forth into praises to the Lord for hi

goodness, and the enjoyment of his presenc
which she had been permitted to feel ; she the i

added, " My troubles in a little time will be ovei

and I shall be at rest and peace with my Goi
where I shall praise him forever. Methinks in

vision 1 have seen my dear mother and sisters, '\i.

shining garments, where I shall be soon. He i

a great and mighty King that 1 am to go to. Oh]
live so, that you that stay a little behind ma;j

come after."
'

\

Asking her husband to " come near," slie kisi

ed him, and bid him farewell. Then feeling th*

parting moment was indeed near, she said, "L<|
us bid farewell again." She then passed awa;
as if falling asleep, the 14th day of the Twelfti:

month, 1704, being in her thirty-fourth year.

('lo be concluded.)

THE CROP OF ACORXS.

BY LYDIA 11. SIGOURNEY.

There came a man in days of old,

To hire a piece of laud for gold,

And urged his suit in accents meek,
" One crop alone is all I seek ;"

That harvest o'er, my claim I yield,

And to its lord resign the field.

The owner some misgivings felt,

And coldly with the stranger dealt.

But found his last objection fail,

And honied eloquence prevail.

So took the prolfered price in hand,

And for one crop leased out the land.

The wily tenant sneered with pride,

And sowed the spot with acorns wide
;

And first like tiny shoots they grew,

Then broad and wide their branches threw;

But long before these oaks sublime,

Aspiring, reached their forest prime,

The cheated landlord mouldering lay,

Forgotten with his kindred clay.

Oh ye, whose years unfolding fair,

Are fresh with youth, and free from care,

Should vice or indolence desire

The garden of your souls to hire,

No parley hold—reject the suit,

Nor let one seed the soil polute.

My child, their first approach beware
;

With firmness break the insidious snare,

Lest, as the acorns grew and throve

Into a sun excluding grove,

Thy sins a dark o'ershadowiug tree,

Shut out the light of heaven from thee.

Glad si

'ijoi

SONNET.
jht, wherever new with old,

ned through some dear homeborn tie ;
'

The life of all that we behold

Depends upon that mystery.

A'ain is ihe glory of the sky,

The beauty vain of held and grove,

Unless, while with admiring eye

We gaze, we learn to love.

WORDSWOBTB.

"The benevolence of an humble mind, maybe
compared to a rivulet in a meadow, which, though
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Jes along unseen and without noise, refreshes

fertilizes the soil, leaving it to display the

fit received, by its increased verdure and

u 1 ness."

—

Dillwyn

.

young man of high connections and great

ictability was induced by some gay acquaint-

3 to accompany them to a ball. Arrived at

cene of dissipation, the festive company pro-

3d to their amusement. The music struck up,

he among the rest was highly delighted with

liversion. In the midst of their enjoyment,

ough a messenger had been sent immediately

heaven, the clock struck one. That strik-

lassageof Dr. Young's instantly rushed upon

nind :

—

he bell strikes one—we take no note of timo

rom its loss :—to give it then a tongue
se in man. As if an angel spoke,

the solemn sound. If heard aright,

the knell of my departed hours.

•e are they? With the years beyond the flood.

the signal that demands despatch.

much is to be done ! My hopes and fears

up alarmed, and o'er life's narrow verge,

down—on what? A fathomless abyss,

3ad eternity, how surely mine 1"

miction seized the youth : alarmed and terri-

he left the dissipated throng, and retired to

;loset ; his subsequent conduct bearing testi'

y to a substantial change of heart.

—

Selected.

For-Tho Frier.,!."

3W of the Weather for Eleventh Month, 1833,

he meteorology of the month just closed was
3 way remarkable, or different from what it

illy is in the Eleventh month. This month
as usual wrought a great change in the ap.

ance of natural objects; and once more

3 trees to the blast have surrendered their leaves,

le beauties of summer have fled
;

warblers departed for sunnier climes,

le herbage is withered and dead !"

'he medium temperature ofthe month was a little

ler than it usually is, and there was a good

of damp, drizzly, foggy, and rainy weather,

:gh the quantity of rain that fell was small

had no snow here, or any severe storm dur-

the month. A little hail mingled with the

on the night of the 28th. In northern Ni

k, Canadii, &c., considerable snow has faih

le rain fell on live days ; twelve more w(

dy, damp and drizzly, and the balance we

r, according to the common acceptation of the

1. The wind was southerly a good deal of

month, which accounts for the large number
bggy and drizzly days. On ten mornings

mercury was at or below the freezing point,

nine days at mid-day it was above 60^. The
;est period of clear weather was from the even-

of the 3rd till noon of the 8lh ;—nearly five

s. On the 24ih, a great and sudden change

smpcralure took place. At noon of that day

mercury stood at GP, when a strong north-

t wind set in, and by 10 p. .m. the temperature

only 25°—a change of 36"" in eight or ten

rs. By ne.\t morning it was still lower, and
id at 20° ; this was the coldest morning of the

!uh and quite wintry. At Montreal the mer-

y was down to zero.

.'he medium temperature of the month was

i° ; for the Eleventh month last year, it was
1°. Range of the thermometer from 20 on

|25th, to 71 on the 2Uth, or 51°. Amount of

K 1.856 inches: rain previous Eleventh month,

1^2 inches.

L^he mean temperature of the three autumn

months was 53J° ; being |° higher than the pre-

vious autumn. Amount of ram for the autumn
was 1 1.645 inches.

A.
West-town B. S., Twelfth mo. 1st, 1853.

A
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us, wc shall run the risk of having that taken

away, which has been iiitrusteJ to us, and thus

lose the means of acquiring more.

In the literal meanini; of this parable, the church

of God is represented as a vineyard ;
planted,

liedged round, and furnished with every means

for an advantageous management and improve-

ment, and let out to the people of the Jewish na-

tion, as husbandmen; to whom were committed

the many and various privileges of the first visible

church. ' When the lime; of fruit drew near,' God

the great householder, sent his servants, the pro-

phels, to receive that which was his due : the re-

bellious Jews would not hear. 'They killed the

prophets, and stoned those that were sent unto

them.'

Afterwards came John the Baptist preaching

the kingdom of heaven as being at hand ;
him

ihey beheaded. At length, God sent his only

Son ; him they crucified ! In the just treatment

of these wicked husbandmen, is set forth the con-

dign punishment which awaited the Jewish na-

tion ; seeing they rejected Christ, their religious

privileges were taken from them and given to the

Gentiles, who were to be called in and made par-

takers of life and salvation.

What is here spoken against the Jews ought to

serve as a warning to us, who have much greater

privileges, under the gospel dispensation, ' Because

of unbelief they were broken ofi', and ttiou stand-

est by faith. Be not high-minded, but fear,'

THE VINEYARD.

Where is the Vineyard by the Lord prepared 7

And, through his grace, to numerous servants shared?

The hedge around, the wine-press, and the tower,

Emljlems of heavenly love's preserving power.

Ah, is it not His church—composed of all

Who hear, and who obey llis sacred call?

But there are still who, faithless to their trust,

Refuse to labour—selfish and unjust

:

Who, like these husbandmen, disown their Lord,

And will not listen to His sacred word.

Ungrateful for the mercies freely given.

Madly reject the choicest gift of heaven.

What more could love—eternal level have done,

Than grant the blessing of His glorious Son,

To guide our steps through life's uncertain span.

To suffer, and to die, for fallen man ?

What shall we render at His sacred throne?

A heart that seeks to live to God alone I

[Yvardleifs Eastern Customs,

For "Tlie Friend."

Mcftiii2s at time of Burials.noliii

The following extract has been sent to us by a

Friend, who says in a note accompanying it, " It

refers to a former custom among Friends of hold-

ing meetings in the meeting- houses previous to

interments.

"This custom has fallen into disuse, possibly

within the memory of some now living, and if the

editor could give an account of the views and rea-

sons of Friends, that induced them to discontinue

the custom, it might be inieresting to some readers.

" Such occurrences servo as landmarks to show

causes which induced Friends to discontinue the

practice of holding meetings at the lime of

burials.

—

Ld. of ''The Friend."

Our friend David Cooper's directions respcctirig

his intermetit.

" Dear Children,— I have thought it my duty

while living to .show forth an example of simpli-

city and plainness, becoming the religious profes-

sion I made: and am desirous this example may
go with me to the grave : to which end I now
direct that my coffin be made in the manner they

were in the days of simplicity and virtue when I

was a youth, fiat, and of pine or lynn boards;

nd the expense this may save, I direct my exe-

cutors to give to some poor person in the neigh-

bourhood, which will do more good than to moul-

der in the earth ; for the folly and vanity of man
never appears more idle and inexcusable, than in

howing an emulation and fondness for pomp and

show at funerals ; when ^he most humbling object

of mortality and dissolution is before their eyes,

and ought to impress the survivors with the most

solemn and awfid sense of the state of uncertainly

in which themselves exist, and how fast they are

also hastening to the grave;—and if Friends see

cause to have a meeting at the time of my burial,

let this poor body be first covered in the earth
;

as the contrary practice mostly arises from a de-

sire in the relatives to have that mark of distinc-

tion and respect shown to the deceased, and hath

other exceptions in my view; and at the grave, if

you are easy with it, this may be read.—And
you my friends and neighbours who are now as-

sembled to perform the last kind office to a fellow

creature, may the opportunity be improved, and

inspire a deep refieclion of what importance it is

to die the death of the righteous, and make an

end like unto theirs; for such as die in their sins,

we are assured where Christ is gone they cannot

come. When you hear this, every hard thought

will be silenced; you will not suspect me of de-

ceit, or other views in penning it, but your good.

It is that singly I covet. Your gold or silver,

smiles or frowns, are now of no consequence to

me. But oh ! my soul breathes at the writing

hereof, that the inhabitants of this land of my na-

tivity and neighbourhood, where I have spent my
days, may increase in grace, and in the saving

knowledge of God, that so their end may be

peace.—Amen. (Signed)

David Cooper."
"30th of Fourth mo., 1783."

FATAL RAILROAD ACCIDENTS.

Railroad travelling is reduced to a perfect sys-

tem in England, like nearly everything else in

tliat exact and matter-of-fact country. A docu-

ment has lately been made public, which tells the

rates of fare of each class, the average distance

travelled by each class, the total number of miles

travelled by all the passengers, the total number
of passengers, the number of accidents, the pro-

portion of killed and injured, and a variety of

IS the simplicity of some ancient Friends, andju[i,er information in respect to the whole railway

nay give occasion for reflection as to the motives [sysfe,,, j,j ,1,^ kingdom, from 184t) to 1852. An
that have made us prefer mahogany and ^walnut, ^^Js^r„c^ of this paper in the London Athenocum,

pine and lynn, and led us to the use of flannels,

&c., that are more proper for the living than the

dead.
" Some would no doubt ridicule the whole

affair as a crazy whimsey ; but it apiiears to me
calculated, in a practical

waste and extravagance

ments.

"Twelfth mo. 2d, 1853."

contains so much that is interesting, that we copy

a portion of it as follows:

" In the period of 184U-51 , the number of rail-

way passengers was 478,488,607, of whom 237

were killed, and 1410 injured, showing a ratio of

y, to mark how much
, j kiHed in 2,018,9:19, and one injured in 337,916.

often found at inter-
j

Qfyngine-drivurs, stokers, and guards, the num-

ber killed was 275, and the injured 274, out of

40,480, showing a ratio of 1 killed in 177, and 1

343 injured ; the ratio being 1 killed in 527, ni

1 injured in 1058. During the years 1844-5

7,044,409,484 miles have been travelled by pn

sengers, and 170 deaths have happened throu;

accidents from all causes. Henci^ 1 passeny

has been killed for every 40,025,395 miles ira

elled. Su|)posing a person to be always in m
tion on a railway, and travelling at an avcra|

speed of 20 miles per hour, including stoppage

he would travel 175,200 miles yearly, and 1

must constantly travel 228 years to be killed I

accidents from all causes. The period for whii

he must constantly travel to be killed by accider

rom all causes under the control of the cnmp

nies is 490 years ; and he must be constantly tr

veiling 426 years to be killed by accidents fro

causes beyond the control of the companies; b

if the person is supposed to travel 12 hours on

per diem for each of the 365 days in the yes

then in 456 years he will be killed by acciden

from all causes ; in 980 years he will be killed I

accidents from causes under the control of ll

companies; and in 852 years he will be killed I

accidents from causes beyond the control of tl

companies. Of the 237 passengers killed in ll

period of 1840-51, 103 were killed by caos

beyond, and 134 under the control of the comp

nies. Of the 1416 persons injured, 188 were i

jured by causes beyond, and 1228 from caus

under the control of the companies."

The same paper states that deaths frorn col

sions and from trains running oil' have been dirr

nishing; tho.se from passengers falling off trail

about the same; while those from passenge

jumping on and jumping ofl" trains, while in tn

tion, have been increasing. The deaths fro

causes beyond the control of the companies for

54.8 per cent, of the number of injuries; the

from causes under their control, 10.9 per cei

Out of every 100 injuries there are about 1

deaths. The paper further stated, that as only

passenger had been killed in about 2i millior

the whole population of London might takei

average journey by rail, and lose only one of ihf

number. A still more curious calculation w

made, as follows: supposing a railway to the si

possible, it would take 514 years to accompli!

the journey ; but even if one's years could rea(

that period, every soul in the train would ha

perished by the chances of accident in 2i

years; so that, even if all the passengers we

Methuselahs, they could not reach the sun aliv

To come down from the sun : these calculatio

may be made of very great value, and it is inipoi

ant that some system should be adopted in ll

country, whereby the statistics of our railroa

may be ascertained in a similar manner. It wou

be to the advantage of the companies as well

the public, and we are inclined to think, notwil

standing the apparent frequency of accidental

our roads, that the proportion of deaths to t

amount ol passengers, would not be much great

ihan is reported in England.

—

Presbyterian,

Perhapssomeoneof our readers will furnish for! injured in 148. Number of porters and other

our Journal the information desired, relative to the
j
servants, 359,683, of whom 683 were killed, and

A Singular Cargo.—The German steam

Germania, on her last trip from Bremen to N(

York, put into Halifax for a supply of coa

The Chronicle of that ciiy says :—Her passe

gers are a motley group, among whom are sor

one hundred and fifty Jews, who have evident

turned their backs upon Jerusalem, except,

some people assert, it is to be rebuilt in the We:

ern world. About one hundred passengers »

en route to Calilbrnia, and nearly all are seekii

a home in the far West. In a capacious row

abaft the engines, is an aviary, containing soi

three thousand five hundred leathered songstei

comprising starlings, canaries, goldfinches, moc
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)irds, &c., in endless variety. These merry
fellows are kept in large wicker cages, divid-

ito compartments about six inches square,

with lew exceptions have each a separate

nent. Four men are in constant attendance

lese tiny vocalists, whose cages are thorough-

snnsed twice a day. The average value of

is $3, and the fanciers, whose property ihey

3xpect to clear from three to lour thousand

irmers v. Trade.—John Lowell states that

years ago he made a list of twenty persons

went from the country to town and engaged
ade, and of twenty others who staid on the

3 where ihey were born. At the end of

ty-five years, the advantage was decidedly

the farmers. More of them had prospered
;

II the aggregate they had acquired a larger

nt of property. The general impression is

enl from the above result. It is thought that

hort and true road to wealth lies through the

of trade ; and it has too often happened, that

of our best young men have left farms, on
ti they might have done well, to engage in

in which they have Ihiled.

—

Peru Democrat.

BABYLON.
wer of Babel.—H. A. Stern, in a recent

t to the London Society for Promoting Chris-

y among the Jews, thus describes the result

i visit to this celebrated site in January last:

'as a beauiiful day; and, as we rode over
ast plain of Babylon, once crowded with

s, palaces, and gardens, now entirely deserted,

ten and desolate, 1 read as it were on every
lus which we passed, and every broken-up
embankment which we crossed, the denun-
ns of the prophet; ' And Babylon shall be-

heaps, a dwelling-place for dragons, an as-

iment and a hissing, without an inhabitant.'

li. 37.) The Birs itself, which like a giant

iw of bygone ages rises from the midst of a

n waste, even in its devastated, ruined, and
d condition, still seems to utter the proud
age of Nebuchadnezzar :

' Is not this great

Ion, that I have built for the house of the

om by the might of my power, and for the

ir of my majesty V This elaborate monu-
of ancient days is generally admitted to be

te of the tower of Babel, and the renowned
e of Jupiter Belus, so minutely described by
ictus. The name Birs is a corruption from
irsif of the Chaldeans, and the Borsippa of

reeks. According to the Talmud it was a

ty in the ' great city,' and a place unfavour-
br the study of the law; for which Rashi
ints with very little sagacity, by saying ' that

r near it made one forget learning;' though
est probable reason is, because vain mortals

1 here the first impious monument, and also

;he great image was set up, before which a

ng people bent their suppliant knees. On
immit of the huge pyramidal hill stands a

lent of the brickwork, about 35 feet high and
oad and thick; it is shivered, broken, and
m all sides, and rent in the centre. Around
I scattered heaps of conglomerated bricks,

ly vitrified, and as hard and unyielding as

ant. This strange phenomenon must have
caused by the most violent action of lire or

ic fluid ; and thus were Babylon's ' high

burned with fire,' and her costly temple pre-

i as a beacon of divine vengeance, and an

igable proof of the divine source of prophe-

^elation. From the top of this smitten tower,

^e, in the words of the poet of Israel, wan-

ders over ' a land of darkness and the shadow of
death,' without any object to relieve the sight,

except the incessant tumuli (the traces of former
habitations), which extend to the very verge of
the horizon. To the westward are lakes and
swamps, the tomb of the prophet Ezekiel, and
few other straggling buildings, which only enhance
the desolate aspect of this forlorn region."

"To be stripped of ourselves, to be simple, to

be fools in our own eyes, and in the eyes of
others, are experiences not pointed to by our own
dispositions, but are indisputably the way to that

kingdom which flesh and blood cannot inherit

by yielding to this way, how humbly may we com
memorate that power which gives according to our
advancement, the victory over a hostol'opposition

and dims that eye in us in which our enemies are

magnified
;
giving a holy confidence that binds up

the mind, humbly exalts it above these momentary
things, and by measurably uniiingus to itself, en-

ables to discern the origin of our feelings, and wha
proceeds from them, by tracing them to theii

spring, and proving them in the light. Our expe^

rience is small ; but, 1 trust we mutually long for

that which is good; may we each be, more and
more, drawn from every mixture of self, and be.

come as a weaned child I"

—

Harah Robert Grubb.

New doctrines, however true, and however
beautiful, never please men of the olden school
They like to fancy that the world has been losing

wisdom, instead of gaining it, ever since they were
young.

" Those afiliclions which have their proper
effect on us, and humble us into true resignation

ire like storms which drive rightly-direcied ves-

sels toward their designed pons."

—

Dillwijn.

THE FRIEND
TWELFTH MUNTH 10, 1853.

Our correspondent who for so long a time has
kindly furnislied us with a monthly meteorologi-

cal report, informs us, that with the one now sent,

he wishes to discontinue these contributions. He
has our thanks for the care and trouble he has
taken to prepare the accurate tables we have re-

ceived from him, and we regret that our readers

cannot longer profit by his labours in this way.
Will not some other one of our friends step into

the place left vacant by his withdrawal, and keep
up the series of reports which are becoming more
and more valuable the longer they are continued,

and are constantly referred to both by those who
take an interest in meieorological science, and
those who indulge a laudable curiosity lor com-
paring the state of the weather in one year with

that in another? We know it will be grateful to

many of our readers, as well as to ourselves,

should some one competent, be willing to perform

the service.

I.N'DIAN'.\ YEARLY MEETIXG.
(Oonclmleil from page 06.)

[As we have been inquired of whether the re-

port of the Conference Committee (given in last

week's number) was united with by the Yearly

Meeting, we give the minute. " The Friends

continued at last Yearly Meeting to meet with

similar committees of other Yearly Meetings for

Conference on the General Interest of Society,

&c., now report as below : which being read, Is

approved, and direcied to the observance of the

subordinate meetings."]

Continuation of proceedings on Second-day,
Tenth month 3rd:

—

The General Committee on Education made a
report, which was read, and was satisfactory totlio
meeting. " The committee was continued to fur-
ther service in this concern, and encouraged to
labour therein accordingly as ability may be af-
forded them. The Quarterly and Monthly Meet-
ings are directed to continue tlicir attention in the
concern, as heretofore ; and the Monthly Meet-
ings' Commiitecs are directed to make full re-

ports to the Branch Committees on the several
subjects, as found in the appendix."
Children between 5 and 15 years of age, COl.'i

" "15 and 20 "
'Z^'ii

Total, 8847

Number taught under care of Monthly Meet-
ings' Committees, - . - 4125

Number not taught in Schools under the

care of Committees, - - . 3352
Theie are 112 Friends' Schools in the Yearly

Meeting, open from one to ten months in the
year.

Number of Schools taught by Friends, but

not under the care of Committees, - 132
Number of Meetings without Friends'

Schools, - . . - 57

"The pupils regularly attend our mid-week meelinga
in company witli tlieir teachers, except iu a few cases
wliere sctiools are too remote.

" Spelling, Reading, Writing, Arithmetic, Geography,
and English Grammar, are taught in all our Schools,
and a number of the reports state that Natural Philoso-
phy, Chemistry, Algebra, Geometry, Surveying, Physi-
ology, Astronomy, ic, and some report instruction in
the Latin language.

" The Holy Scriptures are read as a class-book, or
otherwise, in all our schools.

" Reports are regularly made by our committees to
the meetings that .appoint them.

" On hearing the reports from our Branch Commit-
tees, a concern was felt that Friends might be more im-
pressed with the necessity of giving suitable attentioQ
to scriptural instruction, uot only in our schools, but in
our families. We believe duty will lead us to give no
less attention to instructing our children in the liislory,

the precepts, and the doctrines of the Scriptures, than
we do to acquaint them with Science, and Literature,
inasmach as we attach more importance to their eternal
than their temporal interests. Wc believe where Kirst-
day Scripture Schools have been established, and con-
ducted under a proper concern for the spiritual welfare
of our youth, a blessing has attended the labour of those
who have undertaken the work, and that they have been
made to feel that he that watereth, shall be watered also
himself; and we would earnestly recommend this me-
thod of imparting scriptural instruction to the favour-
able consideration of Friends.

" But while we attach much practical value to these
exercises, we would have them auxiliary to the more
important service of family insruction, remembering the
examples left on record of those who have been zealoua
to bring up their families in a knowledge of the thinga
that have been revealed for them and their children.

" In order that this concern may be properly carried
out, we would recommend that .Monthly Meetings ap-
point suitable committees to have the superintendence
of such schools, and that Friends thus appointed endea-
vour to give them, as much as may be, their personal
attendance.

" In order that definite information may be received
of the care of Friends in this respect, wc would suggest
the propriety of addressing to our Branch Committees
the following additional query to bo answered in their
reports.

' W'hal numhrr of Firsl-dn;/ Scripture SchooU have been
operation under the superintendence of Committees

of .Monthly Meetings? During what length of time?
What number have attended on an average? And hovr
many meetings, if any, without such schools?

We would further rccommemi that the Branch Com-
mittees make full reports ne.\t year, according to the
order that appears as an appendix to this report.

From the reports given of the Manual Labour School
under the care of Western Ijuartorly Meeting, it appear*
that that school has progressed to pretty good :
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tlu past year. Eight.v-tno of ends' cl

have been receiving instruction since last report, und

their order and proficiency have given satisfaction.

The snpply of labour has been equal to the demand,

and the resources of the school arc equal to the expen-

ditures."

The Boarding School Committee brought in n

report, which was read. " The labours, and care

of the committee are satisfactory to the niccling.

The proposition that the use and proceeds of the

South Furm be appropriated to the bciutit of tlie

school, is agreed to by the meeting, and they are

appropriated accordingly ; the proceeds of the

present year included.

" On referring lo the old debt, amounting to

$1,229 10, according to the report, which has

been due for some time past, it is the judgment of

the meeting that it ought to be jiaid, and there be-

iti" no resources known lo tiie meeting from which

it may be discharged, the subordinate meetings

are directed to raise ihe sum of $1,300, and for-

ward the same to the Treasurer of the committee,

to be applied to the payment of the debt, and the

interest thereon.''

Extracts from the Report

' Soon after the close of our last Yearly Meeting, the

committee met ; and were united in judgment that it

would be right to make an eflbrt to continue the school

;

and, consequently, the winter session commenced on the

4th of Eleventh month, under the superintendence of

Isaac and Diuah Gardiner; and William IJaughton,

teacher in the Boys' School ; and Rachel A. Johnson,

teacher in the Girls' Department. The school was at-

tended by an average of about fifty students ; and was
conducted and closed to pretty good satisfaction. On
an examination of the accounts, it was found that the

school met all of its expenses, and had a surplus of

$107.38.
"On further consideration, the committee were still

of the mind that the school should be continued; and

the summer session was accordingly commenced, un
the superintendence of David and Sarah Hunt ; i

Lewis A. Estes, teacher in the Boys' School ; and Mary
A. liufl'um, teacher in the Girls' School; together with

Huldah C. Estes, co-teacher with them. The school

.-.\. viiged about forty-three students, and was conducted

and closed to pretty good satisfaction."

[The accounts show a debt against the school for the

past year, of §161.83.]

'•On engaging in the work before us, one of the first

objects which claimed our attention, was
price of board and tuition. We thought it right at that

time to raise the price to §40 for those studying the

higher, and §35 for those studying the lower branches;
but, owing to the advance in the price of provisions,

&c., the committee deem it needful to raise it still

and «e have now fixed the price for the ensuing session

at S-15 per scholar, hoping this will meet every

ry expense.

"The committee are also united in judgment that

after the comrag session, the full amount of tuition

should invariably be paid in advance
;
owing to the

difficulty of obtaining dues in the middle of the session.

" The school, for the coming session, is made up ; and
a large number of applications have been made, more
than the building, in its present unfinished state, can
possibly accommodate.

" The committee are also united in judgment, that the

premises should no more be occupied as a Boarding-
house, during the time of Yearly Meeting.

" Agreeably to the direction of last Yearly Meeting,

we have made a careful examination and estimate on
the repairs necessary to be made, in order to place the

institution in good repair; and we find that it will re-

quire the sum of §1000. In addition to this estimate,

a shed for wagons, wood, ic, is very much needed ; the

cost of which will be about §150 more.
" We have, in the course of the exercise and labour

necessary lo promote the school, aud advance its inter-

ests, been introduced into an increased concern on the

subject ; and in consideration of the pecuniary embar-
rassments under which the Institution is labouring, the
committee are united in proposing to the Yearly ileet-

ing, that it appropriate the use of the South Farm to

the benefit of the school."

" By the reports from the several Quarterly

Meetings it appears that additional subscriptiuns

have been made during the past year, as below,

Idreu I toward making up the sum of §16,000, to finish, now at parting, desire to commemorate the

the Boarding School buildings." Total, $2,370.33.
1
tinued mercy and goodness of our heavenly Fa

reling,

-.\t year,

ITEMS OF NEWS. '

Our information from Liverpool, is to the 19th nlLj

by the Europa.
ENGLAND.—Colton remains quiet. Flour slighU;^

advanced. The ministers meet daily, but a declaration

of war against Russia not issued. His said that Fraaci
j

insists on its necessity.

TURKEY.—Various small engagements between tk

contending armies have taken place. The Turks »p*

pear still generally successful.

UNITED STATES.— H'aiAin^^on.—Congress met oi

the 5th insl., aud organized. On the 6th received ti

President's message. The President says no change b»'

occurred in our Foreign Relations,— that the ucgotii

tions respecting the Fisheries are likely to have asalisfii.

lory result. That all unlawful attempts on Cuba hi \s

promptly suppress. Defends the action of Ingrahan

the Koszta case. Announces negotiations with Mi\

Part of the subscriptions reported last year hav-
\
to us, on the occasion of our present

ing e.xpired according to conditions made when meet at the usual time and place

hey were received, the total which yet remains
j
consistent with the Divine w

binding is $7,973 07—up to the present. In ad-

dition to this, the sum of $190 is reported from

White-water, as being good until the tirst day of

1854, when it will expire as part of last year's

subscription did, unless $16,000 be subscribed by

that time. In further addiiioii, the sum of $1,825
subscribed in Cincinnati Monthly Meeting, on

conditions which are now obviated.''

A committee was appointed to take the whole

subject under consideration, and report to a future

silling.

The Friends appointed lo settle with the Trea-

surer, made a report, which was satisfactory.

By the reports from the Quarterly Meetings it

appears that the following sums have been raised

by them lor the School Fund. Total, $S4.45
;

which is directed to be paid over to the Trea-

surer.

Thinl-day Morning, Tenth month 4th.—The
meeting convened according to adjournment.

The Friends appointed lo prepare an Essay of

a Memorial to the Legislatures of Indiana, Ohio,

Illinois, and Iowa, produced one, which was read,

considered and adopted.

The Friends appointed to consider the subject

of raising funds to finish the Boarding School

buildings, in its diflerent bearings, made a report,

which was accepted and adopted.

In their report, after expressing the judgment,

that it would be right to have the School b'lilding

coinpleted on llie original plan, and that it shall

not be used as a boarding-house during the siilinj_

of the Yearly Meeting, they recommend the ap-

pointment of a committee to collect subscriptions

and a building cominittee. The committees were

appointed, and from the following it would appear

that the subscription was gone into during the sit-

ting of the meeting.
" The mer ting now having gone into a subscrip-

tion to aid in completing the desired sum for the

finishing of the building, about $2,800 appears to

be subscribed, which with $3,200 reported to this

meeting as being subscribed by our young people,

will about complete, as nearly as we can at pre-

sent estimate, the whole sum of $16,000. All the

subscription papers in charge of this meeting are

referred lo the care of the committee appointed to

circulate subscriplions and receive money ; who
are desired to receive the money already sub-

scribed, and such additional subscriplions for

finishing and furnishing ihe buildings and im-

proving the premises, as they can get, and pay

over what they may receive for the use of the

building committee.
" The Quarterly Meetings are directed to col-

lect and forward the sums which have been by
them reported up to this meeting as they become

3

respecting the Mesilla boundary; and with Brazil,:

opening the Amazon. Says that measures have ba.

taken to remove the difficulties in procuring supplieio;

guano from the Cbincha Islands. Says the revenuec:

the United States is too large ; recommends reductioo(

duties, and increase of army and navy,—some chaof

in Patent laws, and the present Judicial system. Take

ground against a Pacific Railroad to be constructed b;

the United States. Thinks further angmentation c

territory a natural consequence of our growth. 3«j,

the Slavery question is settled, &c., &c.

/'(nn.syirani'a.—Deaths in Philadelphia last week, I«

Flour in quantities, §6.75 ;
§6.87 for common brand!

extra, from §7 to §7.75. Corn and com meal decliDU:

in price.

Ohio,—The journeymen printers having struck for

higher wages, the master printers are employing girL

Loumana.—One hundred and seventy-nine AissXl-

from cholera in New Orleans, the week before last; le:

week, two hundred and fourteen. Sugar crop abut-

nt.

Oregon.—Governor Lane has succeeded in maliii;

treaties with the hostile Indians, and peace is reston;

the territory. Considerable wheat was put in tki-

utumn, and looks well. William H. Bonnell has bar-

ested this year a crop of wheat on his farm, won:

§8000 at his door. Coal has been discovered ncarlhi

sea, six miles from the entrance to Coose Bay.

California.—Large flocks of sheep and droves of c»ttli

are entering California from New Mexico.

RECEIPTS.

Received from Andrew Moore, Pa., §4, vols. 26 tt!

27 ; from W. Carpenter, agent, N. J., §2, vol. 26, andfc

J. M. Sinnickson, §2, vol. 26, for Samuel Reeve, H. i-

len, Esther Thompson, §2 each, vol. 27 ; from S. Win-

ner, Pa., §10, to 52, vol. 26; from Thomas Harvey, $<

vols. 26 and 27 ; Chas. E. Woodward, Marshalton, Pi.

§2, vol. 2 7 ; from Jesse P. Hall, agent, 0., for Jon. Bin
Jr., §4, vols. 25 and 26, for Margaretta Binns, $2,Bl

"The Friends appointed to prepare Essays of

Epistles lo oilier Yearly Meetings of Friends, have

produced an essay to each, and they have all been

read and adopted, and are directed to be recorded.

The clerk is directed to sign them on behalf of the

Yearly Meeting, and place them in the hands of

the |)roper Yearly Meeting's correspondents, lo be

forwarded ; and those correspondents are autho-

rized to make verbal corrections, and desired to

see that the quotations are properly cited.

" This meeting, now having finished its busi-

ness, comes to a solemn conclusion. We have

been favoured in this our annual assembly, lo

transact the various important concerns that have

cjme before us, in much brotherly harmony ; and

FRIENDS' ASYLUM.
Committee on Admissions.—Samuel Bettle, Jr., No. U,

North Tenth street; Charles Ellis, No. 05 South Eight

street, and No. 56 Chestnut street; William Bettle, Si

14 South Third street ; John C. Allen, No. 179 Sotli

Fifth street, and No. 227 North Front street ; Horatlof

Wood, No. 210 Race street, and No. 37 Chestnut stW
William Thomas, No. 242 North Fifth street, and No.f

South Wharves; Townsend Sharpless, No. 187 Am
street, and No. 32 South Second street; John M. Wb:-

tall, No. 161 Filbert street, and No. 138 Race street.

Visiting Managers for the Month.—Townsend Shuf-

less. No. 187 Arch street. William Hillcs, Frankfor.

James Thorp, Frankford.
Superintendent.—Dr. Joshua H. Worthington.
Matron.—Elizabeth B. Hopkins.

MAliniED, at Friends' meeting, Mansfield, on
ult., Mahlon Kirkbride, of Bucks county, I'a.,

B., daughter of John and Ann Bishop, of C
Burlington county. New Jersey.
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le use of the stem is to support the leaves

iwers, and to expose them to air and^light.

sneral form of stems is fitted to secure sta-

and it is said that the bole of an oak sug-

to Mr. Smeaton the form best suited lor

nstruction of the Eddystone Liglithouse.

ip circulates in the vessels and cells of the

,s well as in the spaces between them. In

vard course, it passes chiefly through the

il parts, being moved onwards by the force

ibition and by capillary attraction, as mo-
by vital actions. When it has reached the

and has undergone certain changes, it re-

;ovvards the bark in its downward course,

ip enters by the cells of the roots ascends
h the central parts of the stem, reaches the

,
and returns by the bark. The force with

the sap ascends is very great. It was
red by Hales, by means of an instrument."

arious are the uses to which the woody
of trees are applied. The hoartwood of

IS is more durable than the outer or sap-

and is less liable to attacks from dry-rot,

is caused by the growth of a pecular kind

lid. The outer bark often becomes very
and in the cork oak, it supplies the import-

bstance called cork. The inner bark is

I, and is used to furnish ropes and mats.

are called Russian mats are procured from
ler bark, the bast, of the lime tree. The
)ark of the lace-bark tree exhibits beautiful

3 like lace. Hemp and flax are the produce
part of the plants which corresponds to the

A kind of hemp in India is procured from
ler bark of a species of Hibiscus. Many
nettle tribe also yield useful fibres from the

The grass tree of China [Boelimeria

, which yields fibres used in manufacture,
s to this tribe. The inner bark of trees is

sed in some countries for manuscripts, and
the name of liber or book applied to it.

•anches are produced in the form of buds,
are connected with the centre of the woody
They occur especially in cxogens, and

ave the same structure as the stem from
they proceed. Branch-buds are arranged
stem in a regular manner, and follow the

law of spiral symmetry as we shall see to

case with the leaves. But, owing to vari-

uses, it is rare to find all the buds properly

ped. Many lie dormant and do not make
ippearance as branches unless some injury

has been done to the plant ; others are altered

into thorns; others, after increasing to a certain

extent, die and leave knots in the stem. That

thorns are, in reality, undeveloped branches, is

shown by the fact that they are connected with

the centre of the stem, that they boar leaves in

certain circumstances, and that under cultivation

they ofien become true branches. Many plants

are thorny in their wild stale, which are not so

under cultivation, owing to this transformation.

Thorns, as of the Hawthorn, differ totally from

prickles, such as occur in the rose. The latter

are merely connected with the surface of the

plant, and are considered as an altered condition

of the hairs, which become hardened in their

structure.

" In the curse which God pronounced on the

soil when man fell, he said, ' Cursed is the ground

for thy sake; in sorrov/ shalt thou eat of it all the

days of thy life. Thorns, also, and thistles shall

it bring forth to thee.'—(Gen. iii. 17, 18.) May
we not see, in the production of injurious thorns,

an arrestment by the fiat of the Almighty in the

formation of branches, and thus a blight passed

on this part of creation, a standing memorial of

the effects of sin on what was declared at first to

be very good ? The same remark may be made
in regard to prickles, which are well seen in the

briar and bramble, and which may be considered

as an alteration in the development of hairs, a

change on them which is associated with injury

to man. We often find thorns, briars, and bram-

bles alluded to in the Sacred Writings as indica-

tions of the wrath of God against a backsliding

and rebellious people. In Heb. vi. 8, St. Paul

says, ' That which beareth thorns and briars is

rejected, and is nigh unto cursing; whose end is

to be burned.' In proclaiming the judgments ol

the Lord; Isaiah says, 'There shall come up bri-

ars and thorns.'—(v. 6.) ' All the land shall be-

come briars and thorns.'—(vii. 24.) 'Thorns

shall come up in her palaces, nettles and bram-

bles in the fortresses thereof.'—(xxxiv. 13.) So

also Hosea says, ' Thorns shall be in their taber-

nacles' (ix. 6), and ' The thorn and the thistle

shall come up on their altars.'—(x. 8.)

"Travellers in Palestine have particularly re-

marked the abundance of prickly and thorny

plants in the land. Mr. Dautrey, in his work
entitled The Bible in Palestine, states, 'That the

plain near Tiberias is in many [ilaces a complete

wilderness of thorns and thistles. They render

some of the hills impassable, and entangle the

loot of the traveller on spots formerly rich in

culture.' In many parts of Syria, cactuses form

impenetrable barriers on account of their prickles.

In the narrative of the Church of Scotland Depu-

tation to Palestine, it is stated:— ' Dr. Keith, ob-

serving one of the adjoining hills to be very ver-

dant and not very steep, set out for the purpose ol

climbling it. Alter a short absence, however, he

returned to tell us that he had failed in his at-

tempt. He found the surface overgrown with

strong briars and thorns, through which he tried

to make his way, but without success.' How
complete the fulfilment of the pro[)hecy, ' They

shall lament for the teats for the pleasant fields,

for the fruitful vine. Upon the land of my peo-

ple shall come up thorns and briars I—(Isa. xxxii.

12, 1.3.)

"Dr. Cleghorn remarks, ' That the great pre.

valence of prickl)' shrubs all over India is observ-

ed by every one; they are a continual source of

annoyance to the traveller, and a tVuilful cause of

admission into hospitals, as every regimental sur.

geon can testify. The prickles and spines of

these plants wound the barefooted pilgrim, espe-

cially during the hot months, when the leaves

having dropped ofl^, the thorns are left bare and

exposed ; on this account travelling is rendered

extremely difficult in some pans, for the spines

are so strong as to pierce a shoe or sandal of

dressed leather ; and if the weary traveller seeks

to rest himself, he must beware as much of thorns

as of red ants, tarantulse, and other biting insects

which infest the soil.'

"It is remarkable to notice that when Christ

became a curse for his people, the .Tews mocked
Him by putting on Him a crown of thorns ; and

thus, what was an indication of the fall of man,

was used by them to insult the seed of the woman
who came to bruize the head of the serpent. The
removal of the curse from creation, which is

now groaning and travailing in pain (Rom. viii.

22), is frequently set forth by illustrations taken

from the disappearance of briars and thorns.

Thus, in Isa. Iv. 13, it is said, ' Instead of the

thorn shall come up the fir tree, and instead of

the briar shall come up the myrtle tree; and it

shall be to the Lord for a name, lor an everlast-

ing sign that shall not be cut off.' Ezekiel says,

' There shall be no more a pricking briar unto

the house of Israel, nor any grieving thorn of all

that are round about them that despised them
;

and they shall know that I am the Lord God.'

—

(xxviii. 24.) ' In that day shall the imwcA of the

Lord be beautiful and glorious, and the fruit of

'the earth shall be excellent and comely for them

[ihat are escaped of Israel.'— (Isa. iv. 2.) When
!
He who is the Branch out of the root of Jesse (Isa.

xi. 1) shall take to Himself the kingdom, there

shall be nothing to hurt nor destroy in all God's

holy mountain; for the earth shall be full of the

knowledge of the Lord, as the waters cover the

sea.—(Isa. xi. 9, and Ixv. 25.) Then shall the

'Spirit lie poured upon us from on high, and the

wilderness shall be a fruitful field, and the fruit-

ful field be counted for a forest. Then judgment

shall dwell in the wilderness, and righteousness

remain in the fruitlul field. And ihe work of

righteousness shall be peace ; and the effect of

righteousness, quietness and assurance forever.'

—

(Isa. xxxii. 15-17.)

I

"The structure of leaves exhibits a beautiful

'arrangement of cells and vessels. On making a

(Section of a leaf from the upper to the under sur-

face, and examining it under the microscrope, we

see the texture more clearly. . . When leaves are

lift for a long lime to m icerate in water the cel-

lular part is destroyed, and the veins or vascular

parts are left, forming the skeleton. How often

have we seen leaves which have lain in dilchJS

during the winter exhibiting a bcauiiful net-work

of veins. In India and China, skeleton leives

arc made from the leaf of u kind of fig (Ficus

Ireligiosa). How interesting, it has been remark--



ino THE FRIEND.

cd is the nnalomy of n single leaf, wl.ich, though, no nipping frosts 10 arrest growih.nrcoftpn, as 11 seems to know that his hberal display of lo

so'frngilc 05 lo irt-mhlc in cvcrv wind, yet holds were, deceived by a few days of warmth in our legs in helter-skellcr molioii is more liliely to

connections and livii." communii-alions with the northern clliimir, put ofTtheir winter clolhing too tract attention, which may be death to him, th

earth, the air. iho clouds, and the distant sun, and soon, and thus sulfer severely for their temerity, no motion at all. He seems to know too, in f.

throunh these sympathies with the universe: The time of jiutting forth the leaves indicates the he does know, there is no doubt of it, that he

j,g^.|, r
I

naiure of the seasons, as well as the lime of the
|

himself of a dark brown, almost a black colo

" As rcards the distribution of veins in leaves, falling of the leaves. On this subject Dr. Flem- while the gravel upon which he has alighted

flowering "plants maybe divided into two great
|

ing has entered, in his excellent work on the curves nearer to a light yellow. What does he d

classes : one having reticulated leaves, or c.xliibil-
[
of temperature, w hich lias appeared as one of the

,

Look at him !
he scampers by the nearest pos-^i

ing an angular net-work of vessels ; the other
j
series of the 'Christian Athenicum,' and it is need-

!
route olF the li;

• "-'
' ss lo dwell upon it here.

; Hour.

having no proper net-work, but a set of parallel

or diverging veins running from the base lo the

c.xlrcmily, as in grasses and pnlms, or from the

midrib lo the margin, as in Rananas, and Indian-

shot. The first kind of len|- occuis in dicotyle-;
^^ SPINHRS & CO.

dons or < xogens, the second in monocotyledons

j

or cndogens. This constitutes another means of (Conciu.ie.l from p»gc oo.)

discrimination between two great classes of plants, Let us leave him to his enjoyment, which, san-

nnd is one which can be easily detected by the guinary as it is, it is not clear ihat we have any

student of nature. right lo disturb, and pay a little attention to the

"Someiiines the veins of leaves become hard- operations of his neighbour, Spinner No. 2, who

ened at their extremity, and project in the form ol !
happens to be overloaded with business, having

ihorns, as seen in tlie holly, and the barberry.; lo attend upon two customers at once. A lively

The same remark may be made in regard to them ,

blue-bottle, and a common house-fly, have both

as has been applied to other ihorns. They are! blundered into the snare together. Mr. Spinner,

produced by an arrestment in the development oil who does business

the cellular part of the leaf, and a change in the
i

prevalent

f the veins. In the holly, we see that upon th"slructure

in certain circumstances it produces s[)ineless

leaves, in consequence of the cellular tissue filling

up the spaces bciwcen the veins, even to the very

edge. The poet has alluded lo this in the follow-

ing lines, but he has certainly given reins to his

imagination in atiempling to give a reason for the

dilfcrence in the two kinds of holly leaves :

—

' reader ! hast tliou ever flood to see

The Holly-tree?

The eye that contemplates it well, perceives

Its glossy leaves,

Ordered by an Intelligence so wise

A3 might confound the Atheist's sophistries.

coloured gravel to the lil

of brown mould beneath the box bord

and then suddenly drawing in and conceali

every one of his long legs as effectually as if

had pocketed thom, he throsvs himself upon

back, and simulates a small pebble or lump

mould so perfectly, that you would never drei

that he was anything else, if you had not wal
ed the manccuvre. Let him alone, however, t

he will turn to his feet before long, and steal .

all the wiser for his experience, and construe

new snare in a safr place.

But we pass on to another member of the fii

who has got a job in hand for which it is pre

plain, though he is the biggest we have yet se

ihat he has no stomach. What makes him stf

ery much upon the system
|

aloof upon the boundary line of his web, unde

rose-leaf, watching the devastation of his labo

without moving a finger to prevent itl Ha, 1

in human establishments, attends fir

personage of most importance. The

Below a circling fence its leaves are seen

Wrinkled and keen
;

No grazing cattle thro' their prickly round
Can reach to wound

;

But as they grow where nothing is to fear,

Smooth and unarmed the pointless leaves appear.'

"The surface of leaves presents certain pores,

called slomala. The cells surrounding these

blustering blue-bottle, always a noisy and pretcn-
j he has caught a Tartar. A poor, half-;

tious fellow, and now in a stale of especial fury, half-frozen, miserable outcast of a wasp has w.

is speedily reduced to the rules of good behaviour
j
dered unconsciously into the trap, and Mr. Sf

by the delicate restraints which Mr. Spinner
j

ner, for divers good and sufficient reasons,

knows so well how to administer. Being well clines to welcome the unwished-for guest. So

swaddled up, like a kicking baby after a cold i how or other, he does not relish the look of hi

bath, he is lefi for a few minutes to plunge about pirliaps he smells daggers, and knows that i

as he best can, while Spinner turns his aitentioii
j

rauder wasp wears a weapon ; at any rate,

to the house-fly, who being a customer in a much gives him a wide berth, and looks quietly

smaller way, is not honoured by any very pro-
j

while one strand after another of his filmy edil

traded ceremony. It is not worth while to waste is rent away, and the whole is going fast i

any of his valuable web upon a victim who has [ruin. Whiz! ihe wasp is off at last, and a»

not strength to resist; so he takes him at once in
j

with him flies ihe best half of the interior port

his arms, just as we have sometimes seen a very
|
of the web, leaving a wreck of broken ropes da

small child take a very big pitcher in both hands
|

ling in the air, which will furnish employment
to drink from il, and drains him dry with a few

sucks. Having thus whetted his appetite, he is

off again to the blue-bottle, to whose mortal strug-

gles he puts a speedy end, secundum arlem.

The next member of this prosperous company
with whom we have to deal, is an impudent fel-

pores are so constructed that in dry weather they ' low who has built up his geometrical trap right
|

plied, into a neat penthouse impervious to

collapse, and close the opening ; while in moist
|

in our palli, fencing off the whole gravel-walk, i rain, having drawn ihe edges of the leaf togeth

weather they have a crescentic margin, by which land blocking up our way as though he had laid] and bound them down in ihe shape of a gr

they open the orifice. They are connected with ;
himself out to catch a blue-jacket instead of a

I funnel closed at one end, the other opening

the passage of air and fluids to and from the loaf blue-bottle. We shall teach him manners and
^
wards his snare. There he is inside clasp

Mr. Spinner for the next hour in repairing lh(

The next web that we come to, appears to

deserted by its owner, but on a careful search

discover him comfortably sheltered in one of

leaves of the vine, which he has transformed

means of some hundreds of cables judiciously

They are easily seen by jiutting a very thin piece

of the skin of the leaf of a hyacinth or lily under

the microscope. They vary much in their form

and appearance in different plants.

" In the form and size of leaves wc may per-

ceive many interesting adaptations. Thus the

large Ian-shaped leaves of palms are fitted for

shade and shelter in the warm countries in which

they grow ; while the narrow leaves of pines and

firs fit them for the alpine districts in which storms

modesty, and shall act upon the law in such cases

made and provided, and which was laid down
long ago by Cowper in The Task. With just

such fellows as these spinners in his eye, the poet

says:

—

"If man's convenience, health,

Or safety, interfere, his rights and claims
Are paramount, and must extinguish theirs."

There! that's as good as " crowner's quest law,"

and we shall proceed to enforce it; but seeing

and blasts prevail. In leaf buds, also, wonderfuH that it is doubtful whether under present circum-
provision is made by the Creator for the preser-

vation of their contents. They are a sort of win-

ter-quarters, in which the young leaves and
branches are nursed. With this view they are

covered with coarse external leaves, or wilh a

coaling of gummy or resinous mailer. It is only

when the genial warmth of spring calls them
forth that they burst their cereiiieiils, and expand [the top of it. Quick us il:

their delicate struclurcs lo the air. Our native ! struck with mortal fear, h

plants protrude their leaves cautiously, and thus lo the ground, and showing 1'

are seldom injured much from our variable 1 is scuttling, straddling, and
springs; but exotics transplanted from temperate

j

fast as he can gel over the ground. But now
climes, where spring is continuous, and there are i mark the marvellous sagacity of the creature: he

tances the bard, who had a tender heart, would
have doomed the intruder to death, we shall give

him the benefit of the doubt, and content ourselves

with watching how he will behave himself when
his handiwork is destroyed. Presto! wilh a cou-

ple of whirls of our walking-slick, the whole won-
drous web has disappeared, being wound round

111, poor Spinner,

ung himself down
fair pairs of heels,

ambling away as

his deadly arms a poor lady-bird who never

into his web, but whom he doubtless hunted dc

in a foray among the vine-leaves. But |i

here ! Here is a spectacle far more remarka

Another of ihese cormorant garden spinners

abandoned his web for a time, and, at a disia

of near a foot from it, is standing upon the li

arena of a broad leaf, measuring with his eye

thews and sinews of a hunting-spider quite

large as himself, with the exception of his

wieldly belly. The hunter, a lean, savage, i

active fellow, is determined upon the attack,

flies at his breast wilh the rapidity of a shot, .

retreats again as rapidly, having perhaps inflit

a slight scratch or wound. He repeats the att

a dozen times, and a dozen times escapes

spinner's attempt to grapple him. Spinner,

apparently relishing these repeated thrusts, dri

in his legs, and reared on end, presents th^

woven into a kind of basket-work, as a shicic

the assaults of the enemy; al ihe same time

counterfeits fear and retreals a full inch neare

his web. The hunter, too, takes up new groui

and renews his attacks wilh greater audac
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earying himself with fruitless headlong assaulls.

t length he pauses for a moment to lake breath,

ovv is the spinner's opportunity; he plunges

3on him with outstretched arms ; the oiher rears

5 to receive him; their sixteen hairy limbs are

eked fast in the death struggle: kicking, biting,

i-isting, writhing, and plunging over and over, it

ems (or a few moments doubtful as to which is

e better man ; but the web of the spinner, like

net of the gladiator in the circus of old Rome,
cidcs the battle. You can lete cloud

'thin gauze-like threads issuing from Spinner's

pery, in which the poor hunter becomes soon

completely wrapped up that his struggles are

I longer discernible. The battle is over, and

e victor taking his prey, in the shape of a gray

ndle almost as big as himself in his arms, hur-

!s with it to the centre of his web, and, like a

eedy cannibal as he is, addresses himself at

ce to the feast of blood.

We can notice the doings of but one more mem-
r of this celebrated firm. He, beyond all the

iiers, is most fortunate this morning, having

it made a grand catch of a monster daddy long-

;s, which we should imagine is of all fish the

jgest that cornes to the spider's net. Further,

is a sort of insect whom having once caught,

3re is no dnngcr of losing again. There are

my of the larger insects which, like the flesh-fly

d the blue-bottle, would burst away from the

ider's snare in a very few seconds, were it not
• the toils which are instantly wound round

;m by the watchful hunter. Not so with the

ane-fly, or father long-legs: the more he kicks

d plunges about with his unwieldly shanks and
sters with his gauze-like wings, the deeper he

ts into it, and the less chance there is of his

:ape. Mr. Spinner still does not neglect him
that account; but he sets about his business

th more deliberation, and with far more appear-

ce at least of system, than strikes us in his

alings with the others. You observe that he

ilks round him at a considerable distance, and
you watch him closely, you "ill see that the

ig Irgs of the struggling creature become bound
wn one at a lime, parallel with and close to his

ithing body, until the whole six are thus se-

rely bestowed. The wings are fast glued to

! viscid cross lines of the web. The poor

etch still twists and turns his long trunk in the

IS, and all the while the spider is wrapping it

in a shroud of web-work until it is as com-
tely covered as was ever the mummy of Cheops
the great Egyptian pyramid. Not till the

loleof this business is carefully performed, and
ar daddy, buried alive, has assumed the aspect

a chrysalis in his silken cocoon, does the spin-

r pause in his work, or deign to inflict the

idly wound.
The garden-spiders rarely build their snares
ry high ; a distance of from three to five feet

ove the ground seems to be their average range,

)ugh occasionally they are met with much high-

, This precaution is perhaps taken on account
the birds. Be this as it may, we have seen a

ngry cockrobin dart at a fly while the spider

:s dealing with him, and carry him olT, with

nner dangling below. It is curious that, though
! garden-spider devours gnats, there is a larger

;cies of fly which, though it often becomes en-

igled in his web, he never touches, but leaves

struggle out if it can, or to die of starvation if

iannot ; we have watched ihom and have known
im lor days together in the snare, and have
en released them alive without disturbing the

der from his lair. The fly we speak of is small

d exceedingly elegant in shape, and so infini-

imally light, ll)at it will walk about leisurely,

as we have seen it do, upon the convex surfaces

of the bubbles swimming on porter, without break-

ing them.

The operations of the firm of Spinners & Co.

continue but for a short period, which is always

very much dependent upon the state of the wea-

ther. Jack Frost is the grand wholesale dealer

in insect life. His approach strikes them dumb;
and then the spinners shut-up shop, and retire to

their winter retreats.

The spiders have but a very indiflerent charac-

ter among naturalists. They are stigmatized as

murderers throughout their whole career. But

they have their I'avourable qualities, or at least

one quality of this character. If the female some-
times devours her husband—as she will do, if he

dares approach her when she is not in a good hu-

mour—she is, on the other hand, devoted to her

offspring; she lugs them about with her wherever
she goes, as long as they are unable to provide

lor themselves, and rather than forsake them she

will die in their defence.

Singular Discoverij ofa Murder.—The follow-

ing interesting narrative has been communicated
by a gentleman at present residing in Russia to his

friends in Macclesfield :—About two years ago, a

vessel left Archangel on an expedition to the coast

of Greenland, to collect walrus tusks, seal oil,

skins, &c. On the voyage, the crew, or a part

rather, mutinied, murdered the captain, and end-

ed the tragedy by leaving two of the crew to per-

'sh on the inhospitable shores of Greenland, giving

hem little or no food whereby to prolong their

existence. One of the men, however, took on

hore a gun, and that, eventually, led to the dis-

covery of the mutiny and the murder. Many of

the Russian peasantry are very ingenious and ex-

pert in the use of the hatchet and knife, and one
of the poor lellows, so crutlly deserted by the un-

feeling crew, before he died, had succeeded in

carving on the stock of his gun a history of the

voyage, the mutiny, the murder, and the deser-

tion, so clearly, that the whole story was deci-

phered without much difficulty. It happened that

another vessel, which had been sent to the same
coast, and for a similar purpose, touched in the

spring of the year at the very place where the

remains of the two poor fellows were lying, and

by the side of one of them the gun, which told the

whole tale. This the discoverers brought away
with them, and on their return to Archangel it

was placed before the authorities. The guilty

parties were traced, but were at sea. On their

return, however, they were apprehended on land-

ing, tried, and convicted, and are now wailing the

execution of their sentence. In Russia, however,

here is now no capital punishment; but the flog-

jing inflicted is so severe, that the wretches sel-

dom survive its infliction.

—

Foreign paper.

The Traveller s Friend.—In Madagascar grows
a singular tree, which, from its property of yield-

ing water, is called "The Traveller's Friend."

It (Jiflers from most other trees in having all its

branches in one plane, like the sticks of a fan or

the feathers of a peacock's tail. At the extremi-

ty of each branch grows a broad double leaf,

several feet in length, which spreads itself out

very gracefully. These leaves radiate heat so

rapidly after sunset, that a copious deposition ol

dew takes place upon them, which, soon collect-

ing into drops, forms little streams, which run

down the branches to the trunk. Here it is re-

ceived into hollow spaces ol' considerable magni-

tude, one of which is found at the root of every

branch. These branches lie one over the other

alternately, and when a knife, or, which is better,

a flat piece of stick (for it is not necessary to cut

the tree) is inserted between the parts which over-

lap, and slightly drawn to one side, so as to cause
an opening, a stream of water gushes out as if

from a fountain. Hence the appropriate name of
" The Traveller's Friend."

A FAMILY OF FAITII.

OR A BRIEF ACCOUNT OF SAMUKL WATSOX, HIS

WIFE, AND SOME OF THEIR CHILDREN.
(Concluded from page 11)0.)

Samuel Watson now removed, to reside at the

house of a son-in-law, who lived near ihe city of
Chester. In the First month, 1707, he fell a con-

cern to go to the cathedral in that city, with a
warning message, but it would appear that he was
forcibly turned out, before he could deliver it. He
then reduced it to writing. The substance was
as follows:—"Christian people! that which I

have seen with mine eyes, heard with mine ears,

and handled spiritually, I declare,—'God is light,

and in him is no darkness at all.' ' This light

shineth in darkness, and the darkness compre-
hendeth it not.' To this light in your consciences

I speak. The worship you now practice, God
requires not at your hands. And if he requires it

not, you will have a sad reward in the end,—for

he will say, ' Who hath required ihis at your
hands V God that made the world, and all that

is therein, dwelleth not in temples made with

hands,—neither is he worshipped with the invtn-

tions of man's brain knowledge. What if I say,

as Christ to the woman of Samaria, ' Ye worship

ye know not what; God is a Spirit; the hour
Cometh and now is, that they that worship the

Father musi worship him in spirit and in truth,

—

for he seekelh such to worship him.' This is the

worship he established nearly seventeen hundred
years ago. 1 exhort you to desist from all idolatrous

worship, and come join to the Lord that ye may
be one in spirit with Him who loveth truth in the

inward parts. In this spirit of divine knowledge,
worship God in holy reverence of his great name.
This will have a good reward in the end of time.

Time is but short in this mortal state, and you
see that great and rich men like your late bishop,

arc taken away, as well as the poor and small.

These should not be idolized at their death, for

the glory and pomp of such things do not agree
with the birth and burial of our great Bishop, Jesus

Christ, who was born to save us from our sins,

—

suffered many things from the high and lofty

ones of this world,—died lijr us, and is risen again

for our justification, if we are faithful to his ap-

pearance in spirit. Let your eye be to him who
maketh ministers not of the letter, but of the spi-

rit;—to minister spiritual things which they have

received from Him, who is the minister of tho

sanctuary and tabernacle which God hath pitch-

ed, not man. Let your eye be to Him who mak-
eth bishops to oversee the flock, not for gain or

filthy lucre, but of pure and blameless conversa-

lion; as you may read in 1st Timothy. This is

the work of a irue minister and bishop whom God
hath sent and doth send, to lead his people in the

way of life. They have learned in Christ's spi-

ritual school, meekness aiid lowliness of mind,
with all the graces and virtues of his Spirit. Such
hath the Lord raised ai^d will raise to tho estab-

lishing righleousness in tho earth, and to the dis.

couraging unrighteousness tind intruders into this

so glorious a work. . . My soul mourns in secret

for your pride, and high presumptuous living, in

slighting the things that belong to your salv.ition.

But I do believe a remnant in this city, the Lord
will bring from the mountains and hills of a fruiu
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less profession, inio his low valley, where they

shall hear his voice, nnd follow him; to them he

will give eternal life."
,

A long season of bodily weakness was nppoiiit-

eil lo tjamiicl Watson, before the hour of his

change came. Yi-l his Friends say of him, " He

laboured on the residue of his lime in the work of

Truth, according to his ability. His love to, and

his zeal for the same was not abated, even when

old age came upon him."

During his long confinement he would often

express his sense of the goodness of Liod extend-

ed 10 him since his first convincemcut. lie fre-

quently gave counsel and advice to those thai

visited him. On one occasion he said, '• Keep in

the pure fear of God. It is a fountain of lilo,

from whence all our comforts come. It is that

which makes people honourable bolli in their

youth and old age."

His friend John Atkinson, says, " Hearing that

he grew weak of body, and in all likelihood was

near his latter end, 1 went to visit him, with our

friend John Moore. The visit was to my great

satisfaction. He rejoiced to see us, and that we

would come so far to sec him. Afler we had

spent some time with him, we look our leave of

one another in much love and tenderness. He
expressed, ' He believed we should never more

meet here in this mortal life ; but he did believe,

ns we kept to the Truth, wo should meet in the

kingdom of heaven.' So I believe, as ho had

lived in and loved the Truth, which he professed

many years, so he died in the same and in true

unity with his faithful brethren."

From the various testimonies issued concerning

him, we e.xtract the following:—" His gift in the

ministry was pretty large, which he faithfully ex-

ercised to the comlbri, edification, and benefit of

those amongst whom he ministered. He often

advised Friends in the ministry to be careful that

what they ministered, might spring and arise

from a Irue ground, and be without mixture. He
was sound in judgment, of a good understanding,

and able to give an answer lo those who inquired

concerning his faith, and the hope that was in

him."

"In doctrine showing uncorruptness, gravity,

sincerity, and sound speech. Of an exemplary

conversation,—being one that loved the brolher-

hood, and unity in the Spirit of Truth, labouring

for it in the churches where the Lord ordered
I

him, or his lot was cast, both in Monthly, Quar-

.

terly, and other meetings. Good counsel was
often with him to Friends and brethren, who were

concerned in Truth's afiuirs,—that every one!

might be found faithful in their places, and dis-

charge themselves aright in the trust God had]

committed to them. He wrote several cpis-1

ties, letters, and nilii^r writings, proceeding from

the openings of Trulh, and a living experience of

the work thereof, as will appear to such as in the'

fear of the Lord, do peruse them. They may bej

of service to them that are brought into the deeps,

that they may see tlio wonders of ihc Lord,—also,

as warnings to the wicked to forsake iheir ways
nnd the ungodly their llioughls, and turn lo the

Lord that he may show mercy unto them."
!

" He was a faithful and valiant soldier in the

Lamb's warfare, and wns willing lo bear the bur-
then in the heat of the day, denying himself the

glory of the world, of which, according to out-

ward appearance, he might have liiid large share. I

He underwent many sulierings lor the; Truth's
sake, not counting anything too near or too dear
lo part with for the sake of Him who had called

him." " He was an inslrumunl of help lo me in

my young years,—being as a nursing father to'

those that were young, and in whom was thei

least npiiearancc of the workings of Trulh. He
had a mind rather to lend an hand of help, than

to bruize or crush anything that was tender. He
would sometimes say, he was of Moses's mind,

nnd could wish, all the Lord's people were pro-

phets."
" Many were the scolTings, beatings, slonings,

haling to the stocks, imprisonments, ic, through

which ho patiently went for the testimony of a

"ood conscience. Being armed with the armour

of God,—having the faith for his shield, he turned

not his back in the day of battle, but was truly an

overcomer, and we doubt not he hath obtained the

promises. . . . He was serviceable in Monthly and

Quarterly Meetings, which we* have received the

benefit of, and his memory is preserved among a

remnant who are left behind. Wc give our tes-

timony concerning him, according lo our belief,

and as his conversation did demonstrate, that he

was a man who loved Truth, and the unity of the

brethren. The prospi'riiy and preservation of

this he lab )ured for, according to his ability, be-

ing himself an example of co?idesceHsion. Ho
was a diligent atlender of meetings both First and

week-days, for the worship of God, as well as

meetings for the aliairs of the church,—and was

careful to come at the hour appointed, and to bring

his family with him. In this showing his love

lo, and zeal for the Trulh. He lived lo a good

old age, yet his zeal for the Trulh, and his love

to the brethren, seemed not to decay."
" He was very diligent, nnd therein exemplary,

in attending the meetings of God's people, encour-

ing and stirring up oihers so to do, even till old

age came upon him. When he grew weak in

body, and was not able to stir abroad, his medita-

tions and discourse was much upon heavenly

things, so that his company was very pleasant

and edifying.

" He was a man well beloved amongst his bre-

thren, and brought forth fruit in old age. His

memorial is sweet to a remnant, and he is to be

recorded among the faithful as one of Israel's

worthies. As he lived to serve the Lord in his

generation, so we are fully persuaded he died in

the Lord, and is at rest from his labours, and that

his works do follow him."

He died at Chester, and was buried there the

24th of the Ninth month, 170d, b.-^ing aged about

eighty-eight years.

The Monthly Meeting of Settle thus closes its

testimony concerning this beloved Friend, whose
ministry was very eHeciual in the first galhering

of that mL-eting, and whose labour for so long a

period was principally there.

"Thus much have we found ourselves engaged
to say, not only as a duty, to continue the memo-
ry of our deceased Friend, but also for the benefit

of those who are a succeeding generation. To
make them acquainied with the trials, sufferings,

and m:iny hardships of our elder brethren in

Christ, together with ihe patience, self-denial, and
Christian confidence with which they endured
them,—and being made truly victorious, the crown
they received as a recompense of reward. Let
all bo provoked to consider the privileges we now
enjoy, who have entered into their labours, and
reap llie precious fruits thereof, and ih ; obligations

we are under lo walk before the Lord in all dili-

gence and circumspection for these great favours.

That none may overlook, disesletm, or under-
value what has been obiained through their lailh-

fulncss.

"Oh! ihat all Friends, whether old or young,
rich or poor, would bi'ware of forgoifulness, uu-

1

lliankfulnoss, and an evil heart of unbeliel'. Suie-j

» Testimony of Settle Monthly Meeting. I

ly, these have been the Lord's doings, and 1

arm lias been eminently seen to be with his pc

pie; and his works have shown that he is Gi
May all watch, having on the whole arinour

God, whereby they may be able to wilhs'and

the lemplations of Salan, in this time of libei

we enjoy. Take heed of the spirit of the wor
that it leaven neither into covelousness af

riches, worldly honour, and grandeur aino

men, nor into looseness and liberty in fcllowsl

with the unfruitful works of darkness and I

workers thereof. Walk as we have had ihi

[the elder brethren] for our patterns, in the sai

humility and self-denial, bearing the same cross

the badge of our discipleship ; that so the God
all our privileges and blessings may take pleasL

in us,—surround us with his salvation as wa
and bulwarks, and continue our protector.

Him is our supply ; let none rely on the arm
flesh, lest the end prove woe. Oh ! Israel, lsr8

put thy Irust in the Lord, for he will be I

shield, and thy rest will be sure in him."

The meeting of ministering Friends of Yoi

thus closes the testimony issued by it:—

•

" Now that w hich remains for us, seeing '

Lord hath seen meet lo gather many of the t

cieiit and faithful Friends to himself, who wt

early wiincsses of the breaking forth of his glo

ous day, afler a long night of aposlacy, is, tl

we all be faithful to the Truth we make professi

of. That none by an undue liberty in going In

the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ, make vo

and trample upon their suflerings and lestimuni

As they have left good footsteps behind them,

let it be every one's care lo walk therein, and
perpetuate them from one generation to anoth
That the God of all our mercies may lake pk

sure lo dwell among us, and that we, through 1

enjoyment of His love shed abroad in our heat

may be a people to serve and praise him,—

w

is, in himself, over all, God blessed forever."

Our labour of love in preparing this narral

of a family of faith, is now closed. We km
not how many oihers of the descendants of t

faithful worthy fought the good fight against i

corruptions of their own hearts, the lemplatio

of the world and the devil,—and through the int

cy of God in Christ Jesus, were crowned w
victory on earth, and glory in heaven. But the

is a beautiful harmony in the experience of 1

members of the family, whose memories ha

come down to us. It seems to show forlh

plainly, the efTect of a living concern in pare!

Ibr the spiritual welfare of their children,—oft

blessed influence of holy example,—of sec

prayers and outward restraining love, that sun

the hearts of parents who have read the narrati'

must warm with desires that they too may, throu

holy help, see the same blessed efTect in iheir c

spring.

The Lorii's Mercy to his People.

"The Lord will have mercy upon Jacob, a

will yet choose Israel, and will set ihem in thi

own land: and strangers shall be joined ut

them, and they shall cleave to the house of Jacol

Being deeply prostrated in soul in viewing I

disordered condition into which our beloved i

ciety has been introduced, my mind was uiit

pectedly comforted in the remembrance of ll

language of the Most High, through one of his Pi

phels formerly, to rebellious and backsliding Isra(

accompanied, as I have apprehended, with a lit

secret-consoling evidence, that He who was ni(

cifully disposed towards Israel in that day, is si

graciously near to receive us as a people. An
although there are many up and down amonj
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,
who have wandered far from the true fold, and

ve forsaken the alone Source and Fountain

m whence thu waters of lite issue, and have

ived, and are hewing unto themselves cisterns,

ii'oken cisterns, that can hold no water." Yet

clo verily believe, there is a sincere-seeking

nnant preserved amongst us, who go mourning
their way, " every man with his hands on his

ns," " weeping as between the porch and the

ar," for whose sakes He will "spare his peo-

I, and give not his heritage to reproach." And
lave earnestly craved the preservation of these

lerever Ibund, as for my own soul, desiring that

!y may seek diligently unto Him, for strength

bear all things, and to endure all things, that

ly be suffered to befall them or the church;

lieving, that as they faithfully, unwaveringly,

d steadluslly hold on their way, amidst all the

lis and difficulties that may attend them in their

ipective allotments, each standing in his or her

Dper slalion and sphere in the militant church;

;re are some amongst them that will live to ex-

rience in the Lord's own appointed time, this

iguage to be verified unto them, " The Lord
II have mercy upon Jacob, and will yet choose
ael, and will set them in their own land ; and
angers shall be joined unto them, and they

all cleave to the house of Jacob."

D. H.
?alls, Twelfth mo., 1853.

For " The F. iend."

Diligence in tlie Lord's Work.

It is well to recollect that Satan is at hand,
apting his suggestions to the disposition, and
i circumstances immediately operating upon us.

I those who have gifts to be occupied for the

nefit of the church, he can present many rea-

ns, why they had better refrain from the duty
juired of them. The unpleasantness of altempt-

; to peform it, the repugnance of others to it,

; little probable good that it may produce; and
en the feeling of unfitness, are among the ob-

.cles he places in our way. The comforts and the

ties of home sometimes seem to interpose, by all

lich the hesitating or the slothful servant may
diverted from the field of labour, and put oH'

5 work which the Lord appoints for him to do.

is a favour to be kept from attempting to act

thout Divine direction; for " without me," said

irist, " ye can do nothing." But as the dedicated

rvant waits for the pointing of his finger, faith-

to follow where he leads, and entirely willing

keep still until he does open the way, he will

perience preservation from right and left hand
•ors. The service to which he is called, is a

irk of faith, as well as a labour of love; and if

i loins are constantly girded, and his light burn-

;, looking for the coming of his Lord, the re-

isile degree of faith, and the anointing of the

'6 of Christ gently constraining him, will in

e time be granted. He may go forth in fear,

d in weakness, but when the time for action

mes, as he is given up to the Lord's will, that

ength which is his sufficiency, will be made
rfect in weakness; and relying on the Shepherd
Israel, he will point out all that he requires him
do, and enable him to perform it to the praise

d honour of his grace, and to ti)e comfort and
ip of those to whom he is sent, for which he
It receive the incomes of pure peace.

The harvest is great, and the labourers among
are few. But if all were properly alive to the

portance of the harvest, even that of gathering

als to God, do we not believe that many more
•vants of llie Lord's preparing would be en-

ged, at his bidding, to labour with their bre-

thren and sisters, and with our beloved young
people, to raise in them a fervent zeal for thei'r

'

own salvation, and that they might be employed
for the enlargement of the Redeemer's kingdom?
Would there not be a more universal concern,
under a sense of our obligation to show forth the

e.xcellency of our principles, in a self-denying and
holy life, lo encourage the young people to shun
the society of light and irreligious persons, and
to adhere to the simplicity and purity of the gos-

pel standard. Can we hope to sec a reformation

among us, our meetings increasing in religious

weight and solenmity, unless those who make
profession of the sanctity of our doctrines, are

awakened to the responsibility, and the urgent

call of their various stations, to work while it is

day 1 Let us bear in mind that not only the min-
isters, and the elders, and the overseers, have need

to be quickened in their pace and their efforts,

but also every member of the Society. The soul

of one is of the same value with another. Christ

died for every one, and calls every one by his

grace to work in his own vineyard, and he will

have to give an account at the close of the day of

his own labour, and of the fruits of it. As through

Grace he gets his vineyard dressed and pruned,

he will find the value of it, and will experience

the love of God which has been shed abroad in

his heart, to e.xpand to others, He will desire

they may be made partakers of the same bless-

ings which have been dispensed to him, and being

now a part of the household of faith, the Master

will allot lo him the portion of service, which he

sees fit for him to do for the benefit of others, and
which, as he is faithful, will contribute lo his own
advancement in the Truth.

We have long mourned over the degeneracy

that has overtaken many, and shall probably have

to feel it to the end of time; but it is needful to

remember, there is something else besides mourn-
ing, and (earing the invasion of wrong things,

that belongs to our duty as soldiers of Christ.

Some want to get clear of trouble by withdrawing

from it, others by enjoying the pleasures of time

and sense : but the elfectual way to remove wrong
things, and to attract others to the Truth, is indi-

vidual dedication to its holy power and efficacy
;

by which we shall show lorth its blessed fruils,

and thus put to silence gainsayers, and be made
instrumental in establishing the verity, and divine

authority of the doctrines we hold.

Some dwell almost exclusively upon one Chris-

tian testimony, and would persuade us to believe

that the dictates of reason are sufficient lo guide

us in its support, without waiting lor the openings

of Truth. But while there is no Christian testi-

mony to be neglected, we should recollect the

universal doctrine of regeneration, without expe-

riencing which, no man can even see the kingdom

of God; and if by this new birth he has been

brought into it, then he is a subject of the King ol

kings, and must be ordered by him, what he is to

engage in to promote that kingdom. He will find

that the dictates of human reason will not be a

sufficient guide for him to follow ; for " the natu-

ral man receiveth not the things of the Spirit of

God, for they are foolishness unto him ; neither

can he know them because they are spiritually

discerned." If he relies upon mere reason, he

has nothing by which to detect the deceptive in-

fluences of Satan; for the devil can argue power-

fully to persuade men to do what ho suggests;

and if he can succeed in taking the place of the

King of kings, drawing men from his govern-

ment, to engage in any work however plausible,

and apparently calculated lo opjiose evil, it i-s suf-

ficient lor his purpose, provided llioy are diverted

from their allegiance to Him, who only has tlie

light to rule over them, and to point out the work
which ho see.s proper for lliciii lo do. There can
be no doubt that many have sadly erred in this
respect. Rather than submit to the government
of Christ, in which they must deny self, take up
their cross and follow him, and become as fools
lor his sake, by which only ihey can be filled for

his work, Ihcy have marked out a path fur them-
selves, taken the direction into their own hinds,
and chosen something, by which they might ap-
pear noble in the eye of the world ; and in this

course, whatever little noise Ihcy have made, they
have remained the natural man still. The work
of regeneration and humiliation into the slate of a
little child, has never been e.xpcrienced, or they
have lost what they had attained to ; and accord-
ing to the doctrine of Christ, acting without Him
under the direction of their own will and natural

understanding, Ihey are doing nothing m any
good purpose. For they are not in the Inly of
Christ, and consequently cannot perform tli': I'unc-

lions which ho assigns to each member in that

body, and thus fail lo partake of the l.l-'ssing

of a growth in the Truth which he desigiM-d fo°

them.

George Fox and John Woolman did what the
Lord 7noved them to do. It was not only by their

obedience to the guidance of the Holy Spirit, that

they were so successful in holding up a convinc-
ing light to others, but it was the Holy Spirit

alone that anointed and opened the eye of their

understanding, to see into the various testimonies

they were called to bear, the path in which they
were to walk, and to behold in its light, the dege-
generacy and darkness in which many others
were involved. It is easy for worldly per-

sons to applaud those servants of the living God,
and in their unregenerate stale, acting as they
list, lo persuade themselves, that their under^^tand-

ing as men, is now sufficient to lead in maintain-

ing those testimonies. But we trust that the bless-

ed Head of the church will continue to iliuminate

the dark heart, show it by the light wiih which
he enlightens every man, his own impotence for

any good word or work, or even a good thought,

and by his renovating Spirit and power, continue

lo prepare servants and handmaids to testily to

the Truth as it is in Jesus, from heartfelt experi-

ence, both in word and in life.

This is what is greatly wanting in our day.

But if we are made willing to submit to the visita-

tions and discoveries of Divine Grace as it aiipears

in the heart, we should be brought back to that

lowly. mindednfiss, in which all would bo given up
that the Lord calls upon us lo surrender, and we
should know the Lord Jesus Christ to rule in us,

gradually unfolding the hidden mysteries of sal-

vation, and furnishing with true faith, and a holy

magnanimity of soul to show to the world by our

obedience, that we love him and the spread of his

cause, bel'ore everything else, and are not asham-
ed to deny ourselves, and lo confess him under

all the circumstanci-s of life in which we may be

placed.

Last enlry in the journal of T. Arnold, head
master of Rugby School. He retired to bed ap-
parently in perfect health.

"June llih.—The day aficr to-morrow is my
birth-day, if 1 nin permilied lo live lo see it—my
foriy-scvenlh birlh-day since my birth. How
large a portion of my life on earlh is already
passed I And then—what is to follow this life 7

How swifily my outward work seems conlracling

and softening away into the geniler cmploymjnis
of old age. In one sense, how nearly can I now say
' Vixi;' and I ihank God thai, as fur as ambitioo

is concerned, it is, I trust, fully moriificd. I havo
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no dpsiiTS oilier (lian to slop bnck from my pre-

si'nl pince in the world, nnd not to rise to n higlirr.

Siill there nre works wliich, wuh Uod's permis-

sion, I would do bofitrc the niyhl cometli, espc-

cinlly thnt great work, if I might be permitted to

take'pnrt in ii. But, above nil, let mo mind my
own personal work, to keep myself pure, nnd

zealous, nnd bolii-ving—labouring to do God':

will, vet not anxious that it sliould be done by me
rather than by others, if God disapproves of my
doing it."

" What Q midnight epitaph ! tlow ominous

and liow unconscious ! Ilow tender and sublime !

He awoke next morning, between five and six, in

pain. It was lieart disease. At eiglit o'clock lie

ivns dead."

ELECTRIC LIGHT.

Our lu iulibours over ihe wnlcr, who nre some-

what ahead of us in the minutiae of domestic

comforts, have long iieen complaining of several

inconveniences aitendant upon the use of gas, and

lonjjing for sonic substitute which m:iy afibrd an

equal amount of light, at an available cost, with-

out the annoyances alluded to.

These complaints have been recently repeated

by a correspondent of '^ The Builder,'" a periodi-

cal devoted to archileclurc, published in London,

:ind the wriier accompanied his lamentations with

an inquiry fi>r a remedy. To this the Editor ro-

>ponds: *' Much certainly may be done by those

who are erecting buildings, by providing loftier

and more spacious rooms, properly arranged for

ventilation. The heat and carbonic vapours un-

avoidably evolved are so oppressive, that when

combined with small and close apartments, the

eflecl is most trying and injurious to health: the

writer of this note finds even a few hours expo-

sun-, once only weekly, to such influences, more

exhausting than the labours of the busiest and

longest day while free from them : that they have,

therefore, a dead ver those who are

daily exposed to ihcni, he cannot doubt. Where
rebuilding is not to be thought of, a great mitiga-

tion of these evils might be accomplished at small

cost, by the conduction of the heated air nnd car-

bonic vapours away from the burners at once

through tubes opening into the outer air under

proper arrangements."

These remarks brought out another correspond-

ent, in a subsequent number of The Builder, who
lias anoth'T method in view for the relief of suf-

ferers, [le says: " Having noticed how feeling-

ly you allude to the inconvenience you have sus-

tained from the deadly power of gas in ill-venti-

lated rooms, 1 wish to hold out the hope that such

evils as those you complain of, will be remedied

when the electric light is adojiled, as it 7nust one

day le, in many situations where gas is now em-

ployed. 1 will not now speak of the wonderful

properties of that mode of illumination as devel-

oped by Mr. Slain-, except to notice one which

applies to your objections to gns, viz., the cool-

ness of the eli.ctric light.

"To ascertain correctly this point, I wrote to

Liverpool on the subject, and I give you the result

of my inquiry. I must first premise that the

electric light exhibiied at Liverpool at Princes

Pock since May 9, [a period of four months] is

equivalent to 1001) wax candles. Trinity siandard,

and that the hght itself is in a glass cylinder 22

inches hi"h, and about 4 inches in diameter.

This is the answer 1 received—' The glass over

the light is quile cold up to nearly half us height:

the only heat is in the direct place of the light,

and is more like o sunbeam than anything else

to which I can compare it. The top of the glass,

'say the upper 11 inches, is too hot to touch, but

f no'thing like the heat of our ordinary gas or oil

lamp : the glass has never yet flown or broken.' It

'

will therefore be a great desideratum when a light

so powerful and so cool can take the place of gas

in all buildings where numbers are congregated,

and to operatives especially, the boon will be

very desirable, so that they may be able to pro-

secute their labours by an artificial liglit, without

the lieadncho and exhaustion now produced by

gas. The electric light requires no supply of air,

which, therefore, it nijither consumes nor vitiates.

G. U. F."

KLSSIAN INDLSTIiY.

"Russia at the present day is the observed of

all observers." Her position among the monar-

chies of the old world gives her an importance

which attaches to no other sovereignty on that

continent. What she is to be and to do, is quite

as important an inquiry, to say the least, as what

may be the condition and policy of England. At

the same time, we know less of Russia than of

almost any other country. Few travellers, com-

paratively, have qualified themselves for exten-

sive details, and, in several departments of inler-

esting inquiry, our information is very limited.

Still, we have in late years, quite important and

reliable statements of the manners, customs and ,

institutions of that people. We rely, to a great]

extent, upon extracts from authors cited by Mr.
|

Carey, in his new work on the Slave Trade, and
j

his remarks in the same connection, while we add

information from other sources as we may be

able.
I

" ' The industry of Russia,' says a recent Ame-
rican juurnal, ' has been built up, as alone the in-

dustry of a nation can be, under a system of pro-

tection, Iroin time to time modified as experience

has dictated, but never destroyed by specious

abstractions or the dogmas of mere doctrinaires.

Fifty years ago manul'actures were unknown there,

and the caravans trading to the interior, and sup-

plying the wants of distant tribes in Asia, went

laden with the products of British and other for-

eign workshops. When the present Emperor
mounted the throne, in 18-25, the country could

not produce the cloth required to uniform its own
soldiers; farther back, in 1800, the exportation ol

coloured cloth was prohibited under severe penal-

ties; but through the influence of adequate pro-

tection, as early as 1834, Russian cloth was
taken by the caravans to Kialhta ; and at this day
the markets of all Central Asia are supplied by

the fabrics of Russian looms, which in AJighan-

istan and China arc crowding British cloths en-

tirely out of sale—notwithstanding the latter have

the advantage in transportation—while in Tarta-

ry and Russia itself British woollens are now
scarcely heard of. In 1812, there were in Russia

13G cloth factories; in 18-.i4, 324; in 1812, there

were 129 cotton factories; in 1824, 484. From
1812 to 1839, the whole number of manufactur-

ing esiablishments in the empire more than

trebled, and since they have increased in a much
greater ratio, though I'roin the absence of oflicial

statistics we are not able to give the figures. Ol

the total amount of manufactured articles con-

sumed in 1843, but one-sixth were imported.

And along with this vast aggrandizement of ma-
nufacturing industry and commerce, there has

been a steady increase in both imports and ex-

poris, as well as of revenue from customs. The
1
increase of imports has consis;ed of articles ol

I

luxury and raw materials for manufacture. And,

'ns if to leave nothing wanting rn the demousti

tion, the increase of exports baa consfanily i

cknled more and more of the products of ag

culture. Thus in this empire wo see wl
wc must always see under an adequate n

judicious system of protection, that a proper tat

not only improves, refines, and diversii^es t

labour of the country, but enlarges its commerc
increases the prosperity of its agricuftnnil pop

lation, renders the people better and better al

to contribute to the support of the Oi>»ernmei

and raises the nation to a position of indcpcmlen

and real equality among the powers of the glol

.\ll this is indubitably proved by the example

Russia, for their protection has been steady ai

adequate, and the consequences arc what we Im

described.'— A'. Y. Tribune.
* * ' Russia, we are told, is triumphant in t

Great (London) Exhibition. Her natural pr

ducts excite interest and admiration for theirvarie

and excellence; her works of art provoke asto

I

ishment for their richness and beauty. * *

people who, half a century ago, were witho

manufactures of any but the rudest kind, are no

able by some means to furnish forth an unsu

passed display, though all the world is there

compete with them.

We are no lover of Russian power, nnd \

have no wish to exaggerate the degree of perfe

tion to which Russian industry has attained. VI

do not doubt that any cotton factory in the en\

rons of Moscow might be found imperfect wh«

contrasted with one of Manchester or Lowe
W'e are confident that the artisans of a New Elc,

land village very far surpass those of a Russif

one in most qualities of intelligence and manhoo
Indeed, it is absurd to make comparison; it

absurd to do what travellers insist on doing— th

is, to judge every nation by the highest standar

and pronounce each a failure which does not exhil

the intellect of France, the solidity and power'

England, or the enterprise, liberty, and order

the United States. All that should be aski-d t

whether a people has surpassed its own previoi

condiiion, and is in the way of improvement at

progress. And that, in respect of industry

least, Russia is in that way, her show at the E
hibition may safely be taken us a brilliant ai

conclusive proof.

Russia is powerful, and is becoming morel
daily. Why is it so? It is because her peop

are daily more and more learning the advantag

of diversification of labour and combination

exertion, and more and more improving in the

physical and intellectual condiiion—the necessar

preliminaries to an improvement of their politic

condition. 'Turkey is weak ; nnd why is it s(

Because among her people the habit of associaiic

is daily passing away as the (ew remaining m
nufactures disappear, and as the travelling pedl

supersedes the resident shopkeeper.' * * Tl

tendency of manufiicturing industry is 'For tl

most part entirely commercial; the inhabitants

one village, for example, are all shoemakers, i

another smiths, in a third tanners only, and i

on. A natural division of labour thus prevail

exactly as in a factory. Tiie members of tl

commune mutually assist one another with ca[

tal and labour; purchases are usually made
common, and sales also invariably, but they s

ways send their manufactures in a general ma:

to the towns and market-places, where they ha'

a common warehouse for their disposal.'

Without diversification of employment, mu(

labour would be wasted, and the people wou
find themselves unable to purchase cloihingi

machinery of cultivation. Throughout ihe er

pire, the labourer appears to follow in the d.re
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n indicated by nature, working up the materials

the iani] on which they are produced, and thus

jnomiaiiig transportation.

[Remainder nejt week.l

Selected.

HUMILITY.
learn that it 13 only by the lowly

?he paths of peace are trod
;

hou wouldst keep thy garments white and holy,

Talk humbly with thy God.

B man with earthly wisdom high-uplifted

s in God's sight a fool

;

t he in heavenly truth most deeply gifted.

Jits lowest in Christ's school.

J lowly spirit God hath consecrated

L3 his abiding rest

;

d angels by some patriarch's tent have waited,

Then kings had no such guest.

J dew, that never wets the flinty mountain,

'alls in the valleys free;

ght verdure fringes the small desert-fountain,

lut barren sand the sea.

in the stately oak the fragrance dwelleth,

Fhich charms the general wood,

in the violet low, whose sweetness telleth

ts unseen neighbourhood.

J censer swung by the proud hand of merit,

'umes with a fire abhorr'd
;

, Faith's two mites, dropp'd covertly, inherit

L bJessing from the Lord.

md Lowliness a gentle radiance hovers,

L sweet unconscious grace,

ich, even in shrinking, evermore discovers

'he brightness on its face.

ere God abides, Contentment is and Honour,

Inch guerdon Jleekness knows :

peace within her, and His smile upon her,

[er saintly way she goes.

•ough the strait gate of life she passes, stooping,

Vith sandals on her feet,

1 pure-eyed Graces with link'd palms come trooping,

'heir sister fair to greet.

I angels bend their eyes upon her goings,

Lnd guard her from annoy;
iven fills her quiet heart with overflowings

If calm celestial joy.

) Saviour loves her, for she wears the vesture

nth which He walk'd on earth,

i through her childlike glance, and step, and gesture,

[e knows her heavenly birth.

now beholds this seal of glory graven
tn all whom He redeems,

I in His own bright city, crystal-paven,

•n every brow it gleams.

' -white-robed saints, the Throne-steps singing under,

'heir state all meekly wear;
lir pauseless praise wells up from hearts which won-

der

hat ever they came there.

4 Railway under London.—Among the bills

ich have just received the sanction of Parlia-

nl, there is one for ihe purpose of making a

Iwiiy under ground from the lower end of the

geware road to King's Cross. The line will,

the most part, run beneath the New-road. The
mated capital for the e.xecution of the work is

00,001) ; and as a proof that the scheme can
completed for this sum, a responsible contractor

already offered to undertake the execution of

t considerably less than the amount we have
cified. What is more, a party of the highest

pectabiliiy has engaged 10 give a guarantee ol

er cent, for a period of 20 years on the amount
capital expended. The length of this under-

lUnd railway will be less than two miles and a

f. There will be stations at very short dis-

ces—say, at every quarter of a mile ; and it is

intended that the charges shall be so moderate

that the omnibusses running along the New-road
will not have a chance against their subterranean

rival. The charge for the whole distance in the

first class will be only 'Xd. Every carriage will

be abundantly lighted. It is expected that the

line will be in full operation in little more than

twelve months.

THE PRIDE OF LIFE.

The testimony of Truth against all outward

pomp and show, as maintained by the primitive

believers, we as a people have ever professed to

be essential to our advancement in the way of

holiness ; but how dues our practice harmonize
with our profession? Has not the desire to keep

pace with others in our personal and household

appearance, in worldly greatness and honour, and
in the luxury and extravagance of the age in

which we live, caused us more lightly to esteem
the simplicity of Truth ? The size of some of our

houses, and the splendour of their furnishings, the

costly and gay attire of the persons of many
amongst us, and the desire for literary fame, and
the aggrandizement of wealth, are all so many
witnesses against us.

The call to come out and be separate from these

things, is, in many instances, so little heeded, that

the marks of " a peculiar people zealous of good
works," are almost lost. The customs, the man-
ners, and the maxims of the world, are, it is to be

feared, gaining ground amongst us, for want of

firmness to withstand the current of worldly pros-

perity, and the example of others ; and by turn-

ing aside to lying vanities, many are forsaking

their own mercies. But may it not be hoped that

these will be brought to see, ere it is too late, the

peril which awaits them, by a continuance in the

broad way of sensual gratification, and to behold

with indilFerence, and even disgust, all earthly

pomp and honour?—so that what is now spent in

vanity, may be dealt out to the needy ; and they

enabled, in sincerity of heart, to adopt the lan-

guage. " Let others do as they may, as for me
and my house we will serve the Lord."

If we were only i« earnest to be delivered from
the idolatry of covetousness, the blessing of con-

tentment and peace would be vouchsafed, and in-

stead of the slavery of sin, we should witness the

freedom of Truth : but while we continue by prac-

tice to give the lie to our profession, we need not

expect the blessing of heaven to rest upon us ; for

these blessings were pronounced by Him who
came to seek and to save that which was lost,

upon the meek and the lowly, the mourner, and
the pure in heart. But the proud He knoweth
afar olF, and will plentifully reward the evil doer,

whose afiections are turned away from Him, to

the lust of the flesh, the lust of the eye, and the

pride of life.

It is, we may readily believe, cause of unfeigned

sorrow with not a few amongst us, as well as with

some not in outward fellowship with us, to behold

these evident marks of degeneracy ; and it would

be well for us, one and all, to examine, and see

how our account stands with Him who has poured

out his blessings so abundantly upon us. Have
they been fiillowed by a grateful return? or have

we been as the earth which drinketh in the rain

that Cometh oft upon it, and bearing thorns and

briers, is rejected, and nigh unto cursing? We
are persuaded better things of some amongst us,

and things that accompany salvation, but there is

too much reason to fear that the eyes of others

have been blinded by the god of this world, and

who, like the heath in the desert, know not when
good comelh.

Without the fruits of the Spirit in the heart,

though surrounded by every outward blessing, what
are we but mere cumberers of the ground ? and how
can we expect to bear up in the hour of trial and
suffering, with the king of terrors full in view?
for such is death, to those whose affections have
not been weaned from earth, and earthly ihinTs.
" What is the hope of the hypocrite, though °ho
hath gained, when Gud taketh away his soul?
Will God hear bis cry when trouble cometh upon
him? The rich man shall lie down, but he shall
not be gathered ; terrors take hold on him as wa-
ters, a tempest stealelh him away in the ni"ht."
Riches are a snare, and the love of money is the
root of all evil.

THE FRIEND,
TWIiLFTH .MONTH 17, 18D3.

The well-known and extensive printing estab-

lishment of Harper and Brothers, in New York,
which was by fir the largest of the kind in this

country, and perhaps not exceeded by more ihaa
one other in the world, was destroyed by fire in

a few hours on Seventh-day last, together with
much valuable property immediately around it.

The fillowing account is taken from New York
journals.

" The fire commenced a little after one o'clock on
.Saturday afternoon in the extensive publication estab-
lisbmeut of Harpers Brothers, just as the employees of
the place were resuming their labours after the dinner
hour.

3g suffered from a fire some ten years since.
the Harpers taken extraordi nary precautions. to

the recurrence of such a calamity. They had
-boiler in the cellar; but, with thii excep-

tion, no fire was ever allowed to be used about the
building in any form. The gas lights were so arranged
as to be perfectly safe. All the buildings were heated
by steam-pipes, which had been carried, at an expense
of over S60U0, into every part of them; and, instead of
the charcoal furnaces generally used in bindery estab-
lishments for heating the tools, gas-burners had been
provided to take their place. Under these circumstances,
a fire was impossible, but for one of those accidents
which cannot be foreseen, and against which, therefore,
no provision can be made.

' It is necessary to clean the ink-rollers used in the
Adams presses ; and this can only be done effectually

by employing camphene. In order' to render the use of
this perfectly safe, a small room had been provided on
the third floor of the lower building on Pearl street, ad-
joining the press-room, so as to be of easy access from
it. This room had been carefully lined with zinc, and
all the precautions taken which seemed necessary to in-

sure its safety. The camphene used was kept in shal-
low iron pans, and the paper, rags, &c., with which it

was applied, of course, were scattered about the room.
It seems that a plumber was employed in this room on
Saturday, to make some repairs ; and in the course of his

work he had occasion to use a light. He lit an oil

lamp, and threw the match into one of the camphene
pans, supposing it to be water. It blazed up instantly,

set fire to the paper, rags, Jcc, with which it was sur-

rounded, burst through the partitions, and almost in-

stantly swept with tremendous fury through the entire

range of buildings. This occurred at \\ o'clock, and in

less than two honrs the entire establishment was in

ruins. Some twenty minutes elapsed before any engine
brought their streams of water to bear upon the flames,

and then the conflagration had become too fierce to be
checked.

" The wind wag very high, and bnge coals of fire

were carried olT to the distance of Bcckman street, and
even there fell thick and fast upon the roofs of build-
ings and the heads of the spectators.

'• From Harpers' buildings the flames ignited with the
opposite side of Pearl street, although very wide at this

place.
•' As soon as the fire had extended across Pearl street,

the elfurts of the firemen were divided. The first build-
ing which ignited on this side of the street, was (he

Walton House, of Revolutionary memory. In a few
moments it was spread over with flames, and nothing
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cd of r^,
I

notice of ilie meeting for brciliren nnd sisters nt- Icnscd.

*nci "^bbour"
"*'"''"*^ this meeting from within the limits of " To tlie Yearlt/ Meeting : The committee cot

rcojain

jtorr.

'Adjoining llic Walton House was
Sauarc Ilottl, which sbiirwl the futc of... ..^.^ ., ,-,•,, ., .11. . ,• ,,

.,,,1 «„.r I. « tnini nrrrk olhcT icnrlv Meptmgs. tmued Inst vear to confer with simil.ir Committeeauu now is n loim wrtta. »..',. 1 • j /• 1- 1 ^* 1 »f •

"Next to ihis hotel was the extensive hnkery cslab- " hpistics of correspondence were received from ol other 1 early Meetings upon the general intei

llshmeni of ei-alderman James Kelly, No. 330 PeaH I the Yearly Meetings of Friends held in London csts of Society and to unite with them in such It

street, which escaped with slight dniiiaKe. fjand Dublin, and one from each of the Yearly I hours for the restoration of love and unil\, as th

the ruins on ClilT street, were beautifully terrilic.

entire cstablishniont of the Messrs. Harper was one

of ruMiish, comprising six houses on ClilT street,

ning through ui Pearl, and taking in the same iiu

of houses on Ihiil street. Those on Cliff street

n«mberod82 84 8G 88,30 and !)2 On the opposite I

j^^^ Carolina, and produce them to a future ling concern
side of Cliir street, the buildnig Nos. 81 and 8.1, also oc-

j .. ' I |^^ ,

cupied by the Messrs. Harper, were much scorcli

lina."
j

bcrs except two met in conference, CoruMiiii:

-j A commilico was appointed " to prepare as way New Y'ork, North Carolina and IndiaiKi Vea
r may open for it, essays of epistles in reply to Meetings in this city, in the Fifth month last, ;

hose now received, also one to our brethren of after a time of solid deliberation upon the interest
" ~

'

"

tied to our charge, we wer

sitting.
I

favoured to unite in a report to our rcspcciiv

hing more. Of the twelve buildings of the H.irpcrs,
j

" The Representatives were directed to confer
1 Yearly Meetings which is herewith submitted I

~ ffand Pearl streets, all that now marked the together at the close of this sitting, and agree upon ! the meeting."

two Friends to serve the meeting as clerk and " Then adjourned to 3 o'clock to-morrow afiei

assistant clerk the present year." noon.

Then adjourned to 3 o'clock. "27th of the month and Fifth of the week,
'Near the time adjourned to, Friends met." cording to adjournment. Friends assembled."
" Richard H. Thomas was appointed for clerk, The Committee to prepare essays of Epistles t

nnd Francis T. King, for assistant clerk, the pre- other Yearly Meetings, produced them. The>
sent year." were read and with some corrections, approved
The printed General Epistle from the Yearly and directed to be forwarded.

Meeting held in London, was read, and it was " Having been favoured through the severa
concluded to have 500 copies reprinted for distri- sittings of this meeting, as we humbly trust will

bution. a continuance of divine regard, and a fresh exten
A committee was " appointed to examine and sion of best help, thiough which we have been en'

settle the treasurer's account, and report the state abled to transact the business which has conn

»pot are a few smoking walls.

'• Peart sirvet.—On this street tlio scene was rather

more horrible than in Clilf. for here ruin meets the eye

on both fides. .Vdjoining Harpers' building, next to

Ferry street, was the large publishing house of George

F. Coolidgc k Brother, which also fell by the fiery blast.

The fire was stopped on the side towards Ferry street,

at No. 319, the drug store of V,'. W. Thayer. His store

was much damaged, especially by water.

"On the other side, the fire was stopped at a new
building which the Harpers were erecting, in addition

to three other buildings. There the flames met nothing

but a shell of a house of stone, nnd had it not been for

this the fire would probably have extended much I'urllicr

tl)an it did. There were, in all, sixteen buildings burn-

ed. Harpers occupied twelve, Coolidge one, W. W.
Thayer one. and the Walton House, and Franklin Square
Hotel. Besides these, there were four or five others

more or less injured.
" There were flying mmours in circulation during the

conOagration and yesterday, that numbers were killed

and injured, but we are happy to state that they wore
without foundation. The only person seriously injured,

as far as we can ascertain, is Ellen Totten, who. in tlie

confusion and excitement, jumped from a second-story

window of one of the buildings on the Pearl street side.

She wa5 first observed by C. C. Hcbbard, of 315 Pearl

street, who stood in a position to partially catch her in

his arms. He held out his arms, but the female cume
with such force, that he was unable to save her from
I'llling on tlie ground : yet the fall was somewhat bro-

ki-u by the commendable conduct of the gentleman in

question—otherwise the unfortunate lady would proba-

bly have been instantly killed. As the poor girl came
to the ground, she struck upon her hip, producing a dis-

location, nnd other injuries of a serious nature internal-

ly. A coach was immediately procured, and the suf-

ferer was conveyed to her residence in Norfolk street.

Her injuries are of so severe a nature, that there are but

little hopes of her recovery."

•'Har/ter ,\- Jirother.i.—The entire loss is estimated at

one miUion Juur fiuridrf.fi thousand dollarx. of which $400,-
UUO was in their buildings, the remainder being the im-
mense stock of publications, presses, type, and the other

materials of their vast publishing establishment. Wo
understand that the insurance on the whole amount is

but $200,000. With the exception of a policy of $20,-

000 in a foreign Insurance Company, nearly every ollice

in this city has a risk of $5000. Their buildings front-

ing on Cliff street, contained a number of mammotl
steam-power presses, which were entirely destroyed

The three other beautiful buildings of the Harpers, or

the corner of Clilf and Ferrj- streets, escaped any dam-
age whatever. Wo are informed that the mass of the

valuable stereotype plates owned by the .Messrs. Harper
arc saved, as they were all packed away in the large

street vaults."

There ore 13 others who are losers,by the fire,

to th<; amount of about §160,000, and whose in-

surance is nearly 813.5,0U0.

IJAI,TI.MORE YEARLY .MEETING.

\Vc gather the following information from the
printed Minutes of Baltimore Y'carly Meeting.

It was held, " by adjournments from the 24ih of
the Tenth mo., to 2711) of same inclusive, 1853."

Reports were received from the Quarterly Meet-
ings, nnd the Half Year's .Meeting of Virginia.

The Representatives were present, except two,
one of whom was prevented from attending by in-

disposition.

of the stock and the sum necessary to be raised

the ensuing year, to a future sitting.

"Then adjourned to 10 o'clock to-morrow
morning.

" Twenty-fifth of the month and the Third of

the week, near the time adjourned to. Friends met."

The Epistle from Friends of North Carolina

Yearly Meeting, having come to hand, was read,

and referred to the Committee on Epistles.

The meeting engaged in the consideration of

the state of society as brought up in the answers
to the queries.

" Then adjourned to 3^ o'clock in the after-

noon.

"Near the hour adjourned to. Friends assem-
bled."

The minutes of the Meeting for Sufferings, were
read and approved

before us, in harmony and love; with hearts thank'

ful for the favour, the meeting concluded to mee
at the usual time next year, if the Lord permit."

ITEMS OF NEWS.
The vessels from Europe since last week, bring no-

thing definite from the contending armies.
Flour has fallen in England, and in consequence hai

declined in this country. The steamship Humboldt, ot

the line between New York and Southampton, England
has gone on shore at Halifax.

Philadelphia.—Deaths last week, 158. Arrivals fron

Europe in theyear ending with Eleventh month, 18,191

New York.—Two million dollars arrived from Cali-

fornia during the week.

RECEIPTS.
Received from Francis H. Williams, agent, N. Y., S2

vol. 27, and for R. W. Wright, W. Mekeel, A. Mckcel, J
Potter, J. Wooden, S. E. Hoag, Cbas. B. Owen, ChasThe Committee on Indiaii Concerns produced a

|

^v^oj^ ^..^ Geo. F, Wood, .$2 each, vol. 27 ; from .Ste-

report, which was read ; and the Subordinate Meet
ings were directed to raise the sum of one hundred
dollars therein named, and pay it into the hands
of the Treasurer of the Committee, to be applied

in support of the Establishment.
" The committee were continued to the service to

report to the ne.xt Y'early Meeting.
"Then adjourned to 11 o'clock to-morrow

morning."

The committee appointed last year to visit the

subordinate meetings, as way might open for it,

made a report, which was accepted and the com-
mittee released.

It was concluded to appoint a committee, in

connection with a similar Committee of the Wo-
men's .Meeting, to visit such of the subordinate
meetings, as way may open to attend, and to ex
tend such

phen Hobson, agent, 0., for Joshua Cory, $2, vol.

from SI. Satterthwaite, .Mich., $5, to 26, vol. 27; from

C. Hill, for Phebe Meader, Tim. Varney, and Pela. Hus-

sey, Vt., $2 each, vol. 27 ; from F. S. Pease, Alb., N. Y.

§2, to 13, vol. 28; from Amos Thorp, Pa., $10.40, U)

10, vol. 2 7.

Markied, at Friends' meeting, Germantown, on Fifth

day, the 17th of Eleventh month, 1853, George Jones
of Cheltenham, to Anna, daughter of the late Charlei

Keyser, of the former place.

be received to impart

"Then adjourned to meet at 3 o'clock this

afternoon.

"About the hour adjourned to. Friends assem-
bled."

The Committee to settle the Treasurer's ac-
count made a report which was satisfactory.

The committee continued last year to meet in

conference with similarCommittees of other Y'early
.Meetings, made the following report which was
read, together with the report adopted by the con-
ference, and addressed to the several Yearly Meet-

Died, on Third-d.ay, the Gth inst., Hannah Waltox
a member of New Garden Monthly Meeting, Pa., in th(

53rd year of her age. She had been gradually wastini

away for several years, but was preserved in much p&
tience and resignation. In conversation with a friend

she spoke of a season of peculiar bodily sufi'ering, wbiil

j
she had been passing through, when so great

iffer
help and encouragement as ability may

|

oppression, that her breathing could be heard in <

parts of the house ; and added, that throughout tb

whole, her mind had been so " quiet and comfortable,'

that her days and nights had not been wearisome
tedious. Not many days before her close, she agaii

referred to the " quiet and peaceful" state of her feel

ings, Sivying, that in looking towards the close of life

she felt nothing in her way ;
and though at times feaP

would arise lest she might be under a delusion, as sh

did not see why she should be so favoured, yet on try

ing the ground, it always settled the same way, aud shi

felt as if she must let her friends know how it was wit!

her, that they might rejoice and be thankful with liei
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(Britain, young and old, to expire only 80 pounds 'and there will be, as it were, the clear shining

of carbon in a year, the 20 millions would emit I after rain.—(2 Sam. xxiii. 4.)

700,000 tons ; and allowing the cattle, sheep, and !

" It has been already mentioned that the green

iall other animals to give otF twice as much more, colour of leaves is due to the action of light, and

the whole weight of carbon returned to the air by
I
that when kept long in darkness they become

' respiration in this island, would be about two mil- pale. In preparing certain delicacies for the ta-

lions of tons.' Besides this, we must take into'ble, the gardener blanches plants, that is to say,

calculation the quantity derived from the combus-j he makes them grow in darkness, or at least

tion of about 20 million tons of coals, in order to '
partially covered from the light. In this way the

I

ascertain the amount to which the atmosphere in ' plants lose their green colour, and they do not

Britain is vitiated. All the carbon is employed' form their proper secretions. In place of woody

'in the growth of plants.
|

fibres, only delicate cells and spirals are pro-

"The leaves of plants growing vigorously arejduced, and thus the plants are rendered tender.

thus made subservient by the all-wise Creator to In this way, the leaf stalks of celery and sea-kale

imost important ends. The carbon, which in its' and the shoots of asparagus are made fit for use.

iconiinueiifroni imseiOG.) 'combination with oxygen is so deleterious, is an ;
The heart of the cabbage is rendered while and

' Plants exhale fluid from their leaves, in the I important ingredient in plants, and is taken up
j

delicate by the outer leaves screening it from

: place, for their own benefit. But various im-
\

by them in the form of carbonic acid. Plants of light. By the same process the odours of plants

ant secondary efTects Ibllow from this process.
I
warm climates, with large evergreen leaves, and

; of these is maintaining a suitable portion of under the blaze of a tropical sun, contribute to

lidity in the air. Not only do they attract i supply the pure air to other regions where the

condense the moisture suspended in the air, leaves fade and the light is deficient. Liebig

borne by the wind over the earth's surface, says : 'The proper, constant, and inexhaustible

ch, falling from their leaves, keeps the ground [sources of oxygen gas are the tropics and warm
iw moist and cool ; but they can, by means of [climates, where a sky seldom clouded permits the
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are weakened or destroyed.
" Leaves exhibit peculiar forms in consequence

of being folded so as to form what are called pit-

chers. There are various kinds of pitcher-plants.

The pitcher of an American pitcher-plant {Sarra-

cenia), and that of an East Indian plant {Nepen-

ihes). In the latter, there is a distinct lid, which

r roots, pump it up from a very considerable
!

glowing rays of the sun to shine upon an immea- is folded over the mouth of the pitcher at first,

Ih ; and, raising it into the atmosphere, diffuse ' surably luxuriant vegetation. The temperate and but ultimately rises. The fluid in the pitcher be-

ver the face of the country. Trees, by the cold zones, where artificial warmth must replace fore the lid opens contains certain saline matters

ispiration from their leaves, surround them- ' the deficient heat of the sun, produce, on the con- 1 in solution. One of the Indian pitcher-plants

es with an atmosphere constantly cold and
j

irary, carbonic acid in superabundance, which is called Discliidia RaJJiesiana, climbs to the top of

St. They also shelter the soil from the direct [expended on the nutrition of the tropical plants.' the lofty trees and produces pitchers only among

on of the sun, and thus prevent evaporation
j

It is only during light that leaves have their de- '
the upper leaves. There it is that the plant sends

he water furnished by rains.' In this way [composing power. During the night no such out little rootlets which enter the pitchers and de-

r contribute, as Humboldt states, to the copi- 1
process goes on; and if they are kept long in

j

rive nourishment from the rain and dew which

aess of streams. When forests are destroy- darkness, leaves lose their green colour, become are thus collected. So it is that in rising to

as they are everywhere in America by the
I
pale and sickly, and deteriorate the air. I places of eminence and distinction, we ought ever

•opean planters, with an imprudent precipita- j "These functions of leaves may be used to
i
to carry with us that reservoir of Truth, whence

1, the springs are entirely dried up, or become illustrate the Christian life. The world lieth in alone we can derive the precious dews of heaven,

abundant. The inconsiderate felling of darkness in the wicked one.—(I John v. 19.) to refresh and invigorate our souls.

)ds, or the neglect to maintain them, has Satan is the prince of the power of the air (Kph. " Another interesting phenomenon exhibited by

nged regions noted for fertility into scenes of! ii. 2), and he has poisoned the moral atmosphere.
|

the leaves of plants, is irritability. This is mani-

ility. The droughts which so often visit the * The people of God are the children of the light' tested by certain movements which they display

le do Verde Islands are attributed to the re- : and of the day ; they are not of the night or dark- 1 either spontaneously or under the influence of

i'al of their forests. A disregard of this point ' ness.—(1 Thes. v. 5.) A new life is imparled
j

mechanical and chemical stimuli. In the plant

y do great harm to Australia—a country
!
to them, and the light of the glorious gospel has called Venus's Fly-trap, the leaf is furnished with

;re drought is already sufficiently injurious,
j

shined into their hearts.—(2 Cor. iv. 4-6.) They
|

three projecting hairs on its blade, which, when

wooded countries, where the rains are exces- live in the shining of the Sun of Righteousness, touched, immediately cause the leaf to fold upon

!, as in Rio Janeiro, the climate has been im- ! who has arisen upon them with healing in his itself, and thus enclose any insect that may have

ved by the diminution of the trees. ! wings.—(Mai. iv. 2.) So long as they are in His ,
alighted on it. In the Sensitive-plant, the slight-

'Another and most important function of leaves! light, they are green and vigorous; and they are! est touch causes the little leaflets to fold together,

keep up the purity of the atmosphere. A ' made the means, in His hand, of purifying the and if the irritation is continued, the whole leaf

sonous gas, called carbonic acid gas, is con- spiritual air. They make their light shine before
I

falls down. These movements are induced by

ntly sent into the air by the breathing of man men, that others, seeing their good works, may ' the action of ether, chloroform, prussic acid, and

1 animals, and by the various processes ol I glorify their Father who is in heaven.—(Matt. v.
;
many other substances. If the cause of irritation

nbustion ; and this gas is decomposed by leaves' 16.) Their presence on the earth is made by is removed, and ihe plant is left undisturbed, it

I the green parts of plants, under the influence God the reason of His sparing the inhabitants gradually recovers its natural state. During the

ight. They are thus enabled to separate the thereof. Ten righteous would have saved So- night, the leaflets close and the leaf is depressed,

bon for their own use as food, and to give out
: dom.—(Gen. xviil. 32.) How little do the world In the Moving-plant of India, there are two little

'gen gas, which constitutes the part of the air think of what it owes to the despised people of leaflets which are in constant motion, jerking

;essary lor breathing. The carbonic acid gas God I Of themselves, however, they can do no- from one side to the other in a remarkable man-

mled from the lungs of a single individual in thing: it is only in the light of Christ. If left in nor both during light and darkness. The large

hours contains, on an average, five to eight
I
darkness, they would pollute the atmosphere, leaf at the end of the stalk also exhibits slow

ices of carbon—a substance familiar to all in] The more fully the Sun of Righteousness shines movements, rising and falling, and moving from

form of wood-charcoal. A full-grown man, I on them, the more spiritual vigour and growth do one side to the other. During darkness, the large

irefore, will give olT from his lungs, in the
j
ihey display. Often He hides His face under a leaf always hangs down. These re.narkable

rrse of a year, 110 to 180 pounds of carbon in! cluud, but still there is light; and aUhough in movements exhibited by the leaves ol plants are

' Ibrm of carbonic acid. ' If we suppose,' says ' such seasons their faith may languish, yet it will I not dependent on nervous and muscular power, as

Ifessor Johnston, ' each individual of Great
j
revive, for the clouds and mists shall pass away, is the case in animals, but they seem to be caused
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bv ihe crealcror less distension of cells connecled liples occur nmong monocolyledonous or endoge- rermin sorls of wool nnd of mnnufncliire by whici

nnd of ihe lci\f.slalks." nous pimils ; wlulc 2 and 4, nnd nniliiples ol i a siill more elastic maleriul was producL-d. riii;

hicli we have now them, are met witli among ncolvledonous or ucro- he called " curled wool." h has U.cn pmnounc
ill llic bise ol th

The parts of the plan's

considered, llic Root, S'cm, nnd Leaves, consti-

tute what arc called the organs of nutrition or

nourishment. Fluid mailers are taken up by the

cells of llio roots from the soil, they are conveyed

to the leaves, and there, under the influence of nir

and light, they are tilled for the purposes of plant

life, and lor the production of various sccreiions,

such as starch, gum, sugar, woody matter, gluten,

oils, resins, ic. The nature of the soil has a

genous pi L'd by Ihe trade as superior in clasiicity and ii

filling" to any olher descriptioithe quality o(^

! of wool ever employed for stuffin;». The ncwes

and longest wool is inferior for stufTing |)urpose!

to this short, curled material. This nianuracUirc

Wool nnd Wooilfn Manufactures.
, is now carried on in Manchester by the brolhei

In the wise economy of nature, nothing is more
|
of the inventor, of the firm of Clubb, Uoworlh &

remarkable than the application lo new and useful i
Co.

purposes of ihoso substances which, in the activi-I The most that can be said of wool for stuflinj,

material influence on the nourishment of the plant, ties of life, have been reduced lo apparently worth-
,

is that it supplies an article of medium quality am

nnd the process of manuring is conducted with less material. No sooner has decomposition in price, being neither so good nor so expensive a;

ihe view of supplying certain substances which dead animal or vegetable tissue commenced, or
,
hair or feathers, and much superior and a liitli

the plant requires' for° its vigorous growth, and its first form ended, than lile in a new shape more expensive than sea-weed, straw, and ihi,

which it cannot get from iTie particular soil in
,

makes its appearance. Man avails himself ol
,

collon-waste, which is used so extensively ii,

which it is placed. Some plants require ingredi- , this circumstance, and when any material has, England for the commonest kinds of beds antj

cnts which others do not need, and it is upon this become unfit for any olher purpose, it becomes mattresses. The improvements above described

principle that a certain rotation or change of crop the most valuable agent in the hands of the ngri- and the cheapness of these articles, comparei

IS adopted. culturist for the production of the various fruits of] with hair and fealhers, have tended to bring woo.

"The liower nnd its pans arc denominated the
j

the earlh essential to human existence. This for slufllng inio great favour, and the result is

organs of reproduction, inasmuch as they are i same principle has been applied to mechanical as that the demands lor the various kinds of woollei

concerned in the production of seed which con- well as to natural science— lo manufactures as
^

flocks in England and Scotland amounts to seve

tains ihc embryo or young plant. The parts of, well as to agriculture. The paper on which we ral thousand Ions a year.

a flower are usually arranged in four series, or as ; write is an illuslralion of this in relation to worn-
j

In the department of the Crystal Palace dgvot

they are called whorls:—1. The calyx. 2. The out cotton materials, being made, as is well
|

ed to Holland, is displayed the largest and mos

corolla. 3. The stamens. 4. The pistil. These
[

known, from the old rags which once forincd the! complete assortment of blankeis. Holland woolL

are all considered as formed by leaves ullercd so
^

under-garments of the active population of the
j

very long and fleecy, il being commonly known U

as to suit the particular funclioiis which each part
|

world. . . . Matlrasses, beds, cushions, and some grow ten inches in length. These blankets are pe

performs. They sometimes appear in the form pother useful articles require to be filled wiih some|culiar, as having an extraordinary length of nap

of true leaves wiihout any marked modification.
J

elastic material ; and there is no more justifiable
|

resembling the coat of a while polar bear. Tl«

The inner two of the series are essentially con- 'ap|)licaiion of old woollens than lo the manufac-
^
wool of which they, are made is undoubtedly o

nected with the production of seed, and are call- ture of what, in the early part of the trade were, excellent quality, being white and sirong. Thi

ed essential organs. The outer two are protec- called " woollen flocks," but which in the progress) spinning and weaving are good ; and so lull ani

live and nutriiTve organs, and are called floral , of the manufaciuring art have been entitled sue-
1
strong is the nap, that when looked at edgewise

enveloi)fis. When flowers become double, the .cessively " water-flocks," mill-puff," and latterly
j

some of them appear to be three-quarters of ar

stamens and pistil are more or less completely ," curled wool."
;

inch in thickness. They possess the quality o

changed inio parts resembling the outer series,
j

In Yorkshire, England, the shorlest portion of sofiness in a pre-eminent degree, and we have n(

and when the nlleralion is complete, no seed is
;

the shoddy, which cannot ho made into yarn, is! doubt will be found proof against the severes

produced. In the eyes of a florist, the more per- sold by the manufaclurers lo flock dealers, who; weather.

feet the change, the finer is the flower; while the, travel to the various 4owns of England, and sell i The counties of Somersetshire, Wiltshire, Dft

botanist looks upon such as monstrous, and im- the flocks to the upholsterers, and bed and mat- ; vonsliire, Gloucestershire, and Dorsetshire, hnvi

perfect as regards the fiinciion of reproduction. tress.makers, at prices varying from one penny ' long been famous for the produciion of the bes

'
' to fourpence per lb., according to qualiiy. The i broadcloths ; and although the West Riding o

lowest goods of this class are made from linseys, V'orkshire has become a successful rival in th(

containing a large admixture of cotton, (worth market, it is not on account of any intrinsi<

about £3 a ton,) and these are sometimes sold superiority of its goods, but the cheapness a

able kingdom, the numbers which generally pre- even for less than one penny per lb. The waste, its prices and the excellence of its finish.

vail are 5 and 3, or multiples of them. Thus if wool, which is carded off the face of the blankets,! The remarks of our contemporary, the Couria

a flower has 5 parts of the calyx, it has usually is also sold lo the flock dealers, and generally (/« Etals Uiiis, speaking of British manufaclur-

5 of the corolla aliernaling with them, 5, 10, 20, brings from fivepence to eighlpence per lb. The'ers that they "possess in the highest degree the

&c. stamens, and 5 or some multiple of 5 in the goods known as "Yorkshire flocks," have within, art of giving a good appearance lo the most infe.

parts of the pistil. So also with those flowers about seven years been superseded by Matthew
;
rior ariicles," must be regarded as referring U

which have 3 parts in the calyx. It is also found Grist, of Stroud, Gloucestershire, who made a the Yorkshire manufacturers rather than to thost

that the numbers 2 nnd 4 are met with, olihough great improvement in this manulaciure, and pro-'of the West of England. All respectable tailori

by no means so frequently as those already men- duced an article of a more elastic nature, called
\
in England profess to use West of England goods;

tioned. It is worthy of notice that flowers exhib- " mill-pufl." This remedied the principal objcc- i and yet Yorkshire is stated by McCulloch lo hive

iting 5 or 4, or multiples of these numbers in ' lion to Yorkshire flocks, their tendency to become; employed or supported »5,096 families in 1S31,

their whorls, usually belong to planis having two hard by use. Mr. Grist invented a machine by ! in the cloth manufacture, whilst the West of Eng-

seed-lobes or cotyledons, and which, when they
|

which the wool or shoddy was separated into; land employed only 20,8.'il in the same period,

form permanent woody stems, exhibit distinct small globules, and each of these having a ten-
, There is no doubt but a large quantity of York-

zones or circles, and have separable bark ; while dency, by their nature, to spring from each olher, shire goods are sold for West of England produc-

flowers, having 3, or a multiple of 3, in their the liability lo become hard or solid, was, to sometions, in order lo meet the prejudice which exists

whorls, present only one seed-lobe, and when extent, obviated, and one of the best materials for i and with reason, so strongly in favour of these

they form permanent woody stems exhibit no dis- stuffing purposes was the result. Uy this im-
j

goods. It is due to the West of England manu-
tinct zones nor circles, and have no separable provement the flock.s were increased 50 per cent, lacturers to say that they have well sustained the

bark. The numbers 2 and 4, or multiples of; in marketable value, and Mr. Grist and his sons, character of English goods ; whilst they have had

them, are seen also in the parts of fructification , keeping the invention a secret, realized a large , the cheap prices of the mungo traders of York-

of flowerless plants which have no seed-lobes, fortune in a very short time, as the demand soon! shire to com|)ete with. Some account, therefore,

such as ferns, mosses, sea-weeds, &c. The pro- became very considerable. There is scarcely a of the processes by which this high character has

cesses which project from the urn-like cases ol town in England or Scotland where mill-puff hasjbeen secured will be useful lo the manuliicturer,

mosses, are arranged in the series, 4, 8, 12,16,32, not become an article of daily use among the bed as well as interesting to the general reader.

64, &c. The pans of fructification of scale-mosses and mattress manufacturers. Many liave been
|

The great distinciion between the woollen mS'
(Jungcrmannise) are in fours, as also the germs ihe ullempts, especially in Yorkshire, to imitate! nufaetures of the West of England and that ol the

of some sea-weeds. Thus the numbers o and 4 these goods, but without success, till the spring ol North, consists in the entire use of the new wool,

and their multiples prevail among dicotyledonous 18.52, when Henry S. Clubb, of Manchester, in-! principally German and Australian, many ol the

Bod exogenous plants ; the number 3 and its njul-
' vented a machine and a new process of mixing

j

manufacturers of the West being too anxious to

"The parts of each scries or whorl are ar

ranged like leaves on the principle of alternation

and there is a remarkable symmetry as regard;

the number of the parts. Throughout the vegel
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iserve iheir character for slrenglh and durabi- kind of wool requires to undergo this process
|

vessel ever afloat. The entire length of the keel

r of quality to allow the mixture of old mate- 1 several times, but onco is sufTicieiit for the finest is laid resting on blocks. The enormous bar is

I or miMigo with any of their goods. ;qiialities. These layers are carefully examined
!
in nine iiicces, joined by searf-jnint-!, and firmly

rhe woollen manufacture is divided into two i by wool-pickers, who remove whatever objection-
[
riveted together. The stern post is in one piece,

jortant branches, produced by two leading qua- able particles may have been left by the willy

;s of wool. The " woollen manufacture," in The wool is next spread over a floor and sprin-

preeise or restricted meaning, applies only to kled with olive oil. It is in this process that milk

;hs made of the short wool, and such as possess is now used in Yorkshire so extensively. The
quality of felting, or adhering together, and

|

wool in this state is well beaten with staves. It

elasticity; the other branch is called the
j

is then passed on the scribbling machine, which

orsted manufacture," in which long wool and consists of several cylinders covered with bent

h as possesses no particular tenacity of fabric
,

teeth or cards. The teeth of one cylinder are

ised. The first process, therefore, is to sepa- 1
bent in the contrary direction to those of the cyl-

! the wool into long and short. 'J"he latter is inder against which it works; so that when all

and so is the stem, which runs for about ten feet

into the horizontal keel. The stem alone weighs
fi-'i cwt. Only one-half of the ribs or frames are

as yet in place, and even with the long length of

bare keel terminated by the stem standing up

some forty feet or more, the enormons dimensions

of the vessel can hardly bo appreciated, but they

will be understood from the principal measure-

ments of the Airato, and those ol" the largest ship-

of-war in the British service, the Windsor Castle,

sed on to assorters, or, as they are commonly the cylinders are revolving and wool is applied to now on the stocks at Pembroke Dock Yard,

ed, " sorters." In this process, the senses ofi the first by a creeper, it is caught from tooth toi which is stated to be " the largest vessel in the

:h and sight, become peculiarly active. Each! tooth, carried rapidly from cylinder to cylinder, world." Their principal measurements are:

} of wool contains many difierent degrees ol [Separated completely from all entanglement, and
j ^u^, j^trato. Feet,

iness, softness, strength, colour, cleanness, and finally given forth in a delicate sheet or fleece. It
; Lgp^jj, (,( |jgg|

/it,- and each of these are particularly re

ded by the sorter who separates the wool into

following kinds : "prime," "choice," "super,"

3ad," " downrights," "seconds," "fine abb,"

)arse abb," " livery," &c. A great deal de-

ds upon this process; and it is partly owing
he pains taken by the West of England manu-
lures to secure the requisite proportion of each

lity in the goods they manufacture, that they

e been so signally successful. Each kind be-

thus separated is subjected to the action of a

>ng ley, made of stale urine and soap, at a

iperature of about 120 degrees. After soak-

a considerable time, according to the require-

:)t of the wool, it is rinsed in cold water. It is

1 pressed by passing through rollers, and the

.ill is 10 remove, not only the dirt, water and

becomes wound on a revolving roller after having: j-j^ °|-
^^^^ ^^^^ f^,

passed through the scribbling machine. '' 'lien '

g|.gjjjj||^ ^|- j^g.^i^^

goes through the carding engine, consisting of a

great number of cylinders and finer teeth or cards,

and it finally comes out in the form of a slender

rope of about an inch wide, the wool adhering

together by its own tenacity, which is consider-

ably increased by the oil it now contains. Dt
"'

ike, -

Depth of hold

WINDSOR CASTLE.

Length extreme.

Do. of keel and forerake, -

Breadth,

lolouring matter from the wool, but what is of; wool has

310
340
52
34

278

240i
25
24

It would thus appear that the Atrato will be

ibout 6tl feet longer than the " largest vessel in

he world," and about 10 feet deeper in the hold ;

subjected to the spinning jenny or mule spinning the only dimeiishon by which she is exceeded by
machine, by which it is considerably elongated,

j the Windsor Castle being in the breadth of beam,

and spun into very fine yarn. We shall treat on
|
and in that particular the builders were bound

this ingenious mechanism when we come to de-
j
down by the existing machinery, which as above

scribe the manufacture of cotton goods. The
1 staled, was made for the Demarara, a much

cate almost as a spider's web is this first form ofi ^^P'''
"'" ''°'''

manufactured wool. This slender rope or pipe of

wool is passed on to the " slubbing billy," by
hich it is spun into a very soft yarn. It is then

al importance, the natural grease as well. If
j

bobbins or reel

operation be not well done, all subsequent! The yarn is next sized, so as to produce the

rations will be impeded. The quantity of requisite stiffness and distinctness for wearing.

p used in England for the cleaning of wool
I
Handloom weaving has long been adhered to by

Junts to over fourteen million lbs. a year. the woollen manufacturers, but power-loom is ra-

^he next operation is ^yejwg, when it is intend- pidly su|)erseding this slow process in almost

make cloth dyed in the wool. The usual 'every department of the woollen manufacture,

portions for a good black dye for every 100 [The loom is set for cloth considerably wider than

of wool, previously indigoed, are 5 lbs. of! the finished goods, in order to allow for the shrink-

become yarn wound upon large shorter vessel. The floor of the

peras, 5 lbs. of nutgalls, bruised, and 30 lbs.

agwood. The wool is first dipped in the solu-

of gall, and is then passed through the decoc-

. of logwood, in whicii the copperas is dissolv-

Pyrolignite of iron is used to fix the black

Villying or willowing is performed next. It

mtangles the locks ol wool and cleanses it from
i and all loose dirt. The machine used for

purpose is a kind of hollow truncated cone,

ing an axis running throngh its centre. On
axis are fixed three wheels of diflerent dlam-
s bearing on their circumference four longitu-

il bars studded with sharp spikes. The cone
slves with the rapidity of three or four hun-

ing produced by the fulling process. The
each side of the piece of cloth is made of coarse

yarn.
(Conclusion next weeliO

From Tlie Annual of Scienlific Discovery.

NoTellies in Ship Building.

There is now building at the Clyde, at Carts'

Dyke, an immense iron steamship, to be called

the Alrato, of much greater capacity and consid-'

erably larger, than that leviathan steamer, the

Great Britain ; indeed, so large is the Atrata to

be, that the Cunard steamship Arabia, of 2,400
tons, might be put inside the new steamer, with a

II have a rise of four feet at the flattest part, so

that the easy curves afforded by such a sweep of

midship section, combined with the enormous
length, can only be appreciated by those convers-

ant with ship-building. There are to be four

decks: the upper or spar deck being flush from

stem to stern, and presenting a promenade of

about 330 feet in length, by about 3S in breadth.

The hull is to be divided into seven compartments

by six iron water-tight bulk heads, extending

from the keel to the main deck. This will give

rigidity to the hull, and afford security against

sinking.

From the Leisure Hour.

Sensations in Drowning,

The following letter, addressed by Admiral

Beaufort to Dr. W. H. Wollaslon, giving an ac
count of the feelings of the former when apparent-

ly on the very point of death from drowning, was

originally published in the Life of the late Sir

John Barrow. It will well repay our readers'

perusal.

" The following circumstances which attended

my being drowned have been drawn up al your

i revolutions a mmute, within an outer cylin- good deal of room to spar
:al casing, the inner surface of which is armed

j

The origin of the Atrato is somewhat singul;

1 similar spikes. The machine is fed by
|

Her builders, having constructed the engines (of' desire; they had not struck ine as being so curi-

ins of an endless cloth or creeper, with wool,|8.i0 horse power) for the Demerara, which got ous as you consider them, because from two or

ch enters at the small end of the cone, and i jammed across the Severn, and had to be broken three persons, who, like myself, had been recov-

'els to the larger end by virtue of the centrifu- up in strains she received, got an order from the ered from a similar slate, I have heard a detail of

force produced by the rotation. As it passes VVest India Mail Steamship Company, to whom !
their feelings, which resembled mine as nearly as

/ard between and among the spikes, it becomes the Demerara belonged, to budd a vessel of iron was consistent with our diflerent constitutions and
ned and disentangled, ihe fibres of each lock instead of wood, to which the new engines might

|

dispositions.

arated, and the impurities detached. But this be adapted. They were permitted to modily ihej " Many years ago, when I was a youngster on
lOt all. When the wool has reached the lower design of the hull so far as the length was con-

1
board one of his majesty's ships in Portsmouth

of Ihe cone, it passes into a receptacle where cerned, although the retention of the original pad- [ Hurbour, alter sculling about m a very small

m is revolving with great rapidity, by which a 'die-shafts compelled an adherence to the same! boat, I was endeavouring to fasten her alongside

rrent of air is generated, sufficient to blow breadth of beam at that line as the original ves-
1
the ship to one of the scutlerings ; in foolish ea-

Jy all the dust mixed with the wool ; while at sel. The result has been that the engineers sub- gerness I stepped upon the gunwale, the boat of

same time a kind of revolving cage distributes mitted plans which were approved of, and are now course upset, and I lell into the water, and, not

wool in a flat equable layer. The inferior
[

being carried out in the building of the largest
!
knowing how to swim, all my efforts to lay liold
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eiiher of the boat or the floating sculls wero fruit-

1

less. The transnclion had not bcin observed by

the sentinel on the gnnj;»ny, and therefore it was

not till the tide had drificd mo some distance

astern of the ship that a man in the foretop saw

me splashing in the water, and gave the alarm.

The first lieutenant instantly and gallantly jump-

ed overboard, the carpenter followed his example,

and the gunner hasiened into a boat and pulled

after them. With the violent but vain attempts

to make myself heard, I had swallowed much
water ; I was soon exhausted by my struggle, and

before any relief reached me, 1 had sunk below

the surface;—all hopes had fled—all e.xcrtion I

ceased—and [Jell that I was drowning.
|

So far, these ficts were either panially remem-

*

bered afier my recovery or supplied by those who!

had latterly witnessed the scene ; for during an

interval of such agitation a drowning person is

too much occupied in catching at every passing

straw, or too much absorbed by alternate hope

and despair, to mark the succession of events

very accurately. Not so, however, with the facts

which immediately ensued: my mind had ihcn

undergone the sudden revolution which appeared

to you so remarkable, and all the circumstances'

of which are now as vividly fresh in my memory^
as if they had occurred but yesterday. From the

moment that all exertion had ceased—which 1

imagine was the immediate consequence of com-
plete suirocalion—a calm feeling of the most per-

fect tranquillity superseded the previous tumultu-

ous resignation—for drowning no longer appear-

ed to be an evil— I no longer thought of being

rescued, nor was I in any bodily pain. On the

contrary, my sensations were now of rather a

pleasurable cast, partaking of that dull but con-

tented sort of feeling which precedes the sleep

produced by fatigue. Though the senses were

thus deadened, not so the mind ; its activity seem,

ed to be invigorated in a ratio which defies all

description, fur thought rose after thought with a

rapidity of succession that is not only indescrib-

able, but probably inconceivable by any one who
has not himself been in a similar situation. The
course of those thoughts I can even now in a great

measure retrace ; the event which had just taken

place—the awkwardness that had produced it

—

the bustle it must have occasioned (for I had ob-i

served two persons jump from the chains)—the

efTect it would have on a most affectionate father

—the manner in which he would disclose it to,

the rest of the family—and a thousand other'

circumstances minutely associated with home, I

were the first series of reflections that occur-

red. They then took a wider range—our last

cruise—a former voyage, and shipwreck—my
school—the progress I made there, and the time!

I had misspent—and even all my boyish pursuits

and adventures. Thus travelling backwards,
every past incident of my life seemed to glance]

across my recollection in retrograde succession;

not, however, in mere outline, as here stated, but

the picture filled up with every minute and colla-

teral feature; in short, the whole period of my
existence seemed to be placed before me in a kind
of panoramic review, and each act of it seemed
to be accompanied by a consciousness of right or
wrong, or by some reflection on its cause or its-

consequences; indeed, many trifling events which
had been long forgotten then crowded into my
imagination, and with the character of recent fa-

miliarity. May not all this be some indication of
the almost infinite power of memory with which
we may awaken in another world, and thus be
compelled to contemplate our past lives? But,

however that may be, one circumstance was high-

ly remarkable
J the innumerable ideas which

flashed into my mind were nil retrospective ; yet

I had been religiously brought up ; my hopes and

fears of the next world had lost nothing of their

early strength, and at any other period intense

interest and awful anxiety would have bscn ex-

cited by the mere probability that 1 was floating

on the threshold of eternity : yet nt that inexplica-

ble moment, when I had a full conviction that I

had crossed that threshold, not a single though;

wandered into the future— I was wrapt entirely in

the past. The length of time that was occupied

by this deluge of ideas, or rather the shortness of

time into which they were condensed, I cannot

now state with precision, yet cerlninly two min-

utes could not have elapsed from the moment ol

sulPocation to that of my being hauled up.

"The strength of the flood-tide made it expedi-

ent 10 pull the boat at once to another ship, where

I underwent the usual vulgar process of emptying

the water by letting my head hang downwards,

then bleeding, chafing, and even administering

gin ; but my submersion had been really so brief,

that, according to the accoimt of the lookers-on,

I was very quickly restored to animation.

" My feelings while life was returning were the

reverse in every point of those which have been

described above. One single but confused idea

—

a miserable belief that I was drowning—dwell

upon my mind ; instead of the multitude of clear

and definite ideas which had recently rushed

through it, a helpless anxiety—a kind of continu-

ous nightmare—seemed to press heavily on every

sense, and to prevent the Ibrmation of any one

distinct thought, and it was with difficulty that I

became convinced that I was really alive. Again,

instead of being absolutely free from all bodily

pain, as in my drowning state, I was now tortured

by pain all over me ; and though I have been

since wounded in several places, and have often

submitted to severe surgical discipline, yet my
sufl^erings were at that time far greater ; at least,

in general distress. On one occasion I was shot

in the lungs, and, after lying on the deck at night

for some hours bleeding from other wounds, I at

length fiiinted. Now, as I felt sure that the wound
in the lungs was mortal, it will appear obvious

that the overwhelming sensation which accompa-
nies fainting must have produced a perfect con-

viction that I was then in the act of dying. Yet

nothing in the least resembling the operations of

my mind when drowning, then took place; and
when 1 began to recover, I returned to a clear

conception of my real state.

" If these invdimtary experiments on the ope-

ration of death afford any satisfaction or interest

to you, they will not have been suffered quite in

vain by Yours, very truly,

F. Beaufort."
This letter of Admiral Beaufort, observes Sir

John Barrow, must give rise to various sugges-

tions. It proves that the spirit of man may retain

its full activity when freed from the trammels of

ihe flesh; at least when all the functions of the

body are deprived of animal power, and the spirit

has become something like the type and shadow
of that which we are taught to believe concerning
the immortality of the soul.

It is seldom that we meet with the experience

of an individual so near the confines of the eternal

world as was the one in the case now before us.

If all the acts of transgression, all the deeds done
in the body, can thus in a moment be brought

back by memory to view, does it not seem to give

a foreshadowing of that period when man is to

stand at the solemn tribunal of his Creator? How
unspeakably important, on such a contemplaiion,

must it be to have an interest by faith in the blood

of Christ, which cleanses from all sin—not a mere

head-faith, but one which shows its genuinerR
by loving God, and, in the strength of the II

y
Spirit, keeping his commandments.

For "The Frien

ItinCRAPillCAL SRETCUES

Of Ministprs and Klilers, and otber concerned mem r;

of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

CtTTflBERT HAYHUnST.

Cuthbert Hayhurst was born at Easington r

the county of York, England, about the y.i

1633. He was one who was early convinced:

the truth of the principles of the Society of Priori

and was soon called to sullcr for his failhfulr;|

thereto. In ihe Eleventh month, 1660, he 'f

imprisoned along with many others in the \V |

riding of Yorkshire, because they could not con i

entiously take the oath of allegiance. Of his \

trance into the ministry, and the preparat
j

exercises, wc have no account, but we find l(

in the year 1668, labouring in the gospel in i;

fordshire.

Oxford was a place of suffering to Friends ;
.

those who held office in the college there, w i

warmly opposed to the advocates of the freer,
i

of the gospel ministry in the church of Chi I

They knew that by the trade of making preach:

they had their living, and if it were once clea|

understood that Christ alone calls, and quali i

all his true ministers, and that school divir]

was an unnecessary accompaniment, if not a pi

live injury to those really called, their trade mi

be spoiled.

Cuthbert Hayhurst appointed a meeting at i

house of Richard Betteris, in Oxford, in obi

ence to his Master's requiring, notwithstandi

the sufferings which others had experienced
i

their faithfulness in that place. The mee^i

came to the ears of the public authorilies, and

was arrested whilst delivering his gos|)el mess;

to the people. He was taken before the v

chancellor, who committed him to prison fo

month.

It would appear from the tesiimony of

friend, neighbour, and fellow-labourer in the g
pel, Nicholas Wain, that he had made a ri-

choice in his wife, having one who felt w'

him, and accompanied him on his religiil

labours. i

Nicholas after telling his place of birth adds, ";

was one of the worthies in Israel." " My spirij

comforted in a sense of that power, which '

attend him in our meetings, for many years
ihe land of our nativity, and also after he ca
into these parts. [He was] a valiant soldier '

the Truth, and bore a faiihful testimony to i

same, in word, life and conversation. He w
through many great exercises and imprisonmer
and xcas a comfort unio the faithful and true

lievers, who follow the Lamh through tnany II

bulalions. He was a worthy instrument in i'

Lord's hand, against the false teachers and hi

lings, going several times to their steeple-hous

and testifying against iheir deceiving the peop
He also went to several market towns, and
their crosses, declared and published the truth

it is in Jesus. I accompanied him and his df

wife [on one such occasion], where he faithfu

warned the people and exhorted them to repe

ance. The divine power and presence eminent
attended him, which my soul was made sensil

of to my comfort and satisfaciion. I can say

was of great service to me and many others, i

ing instrumental in bringing us near unto t

Lord, whose name over all we have cause

bless on his behalf. Although his body is go

to the earth, his memorial liveth among the righi
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lus, and I am persuaded his soul is in the enjoy-

iLent of peace with the Lord. I was orten with

lim in the time of his sicl^ness, and beheld his

neek, innocent and iamb-liUe deportment. [1

/as] by his bedside when he departed, which was

1 a quiet and truly resigned frame,—like one

'ailing into a sweet sleep. So I have great cause

h believe he is one of those i/iat died in the Lord,

nd is at rest with him forever.''''

He deceased in the First month, 1683, at his''

jesidence in Bucks county, Pennsylvania.

I

I

JOHN THOMAS.

On the 3d day of ihe Third month, 1683, de-

teased at his own house in North Wales, Penn-

tylvania, John Thomas, a ministering Friend,

tie was born at Larlhguin, Merionethshire, Wales,

of a respectable family, and was blessed with a

[;ood understanding, excelling in this most of his

[leighbours. In tlie year 1671, he attended a

meeting of Friends in his own county ; and

Ihpough the enlightening influence of the Holy

Spirit, he was convinced of the truth of the doc-

rines therein proclaimed, and was made willing

|o take up the cross in a public profession there-

pf. It was_ a time of persecution, and great sul

[bring was the portion of those who bore a faith-

ul testimony to the Truth, by meeting with their

iViends in public worship. For his attendance at

[he meeting in which he was convinced, he was
lined ; but not being thereby deterred from going

iigain, he was for the second offence also fined.

For these two fines the informers took from him
;wo o.xen and a horse. His love to the Truth was
jreat; its testimonies were precious to him, and

jie was willing to suffer for its sake. At this

period, persecution was hotter in that part of

Wales than it had ever been, and he valiantly

bore his share of it, rejoicing in tribulation, and
labouring for the good of his brethren. His ex-

cellent parts and good judgment enabled him to

advise his Friends well, and to act in their behall

with efficiency.

The chief informer, through whose cupidity

much of the suffering was brought upon Friends,

finding that the high constable and the subordi-

nate oflicers of the law, were loath to execute

warrants upon their innocent and peaceable neigh-

boursi, whose only offence was obedience to their

religious principles, determined to get £

ment of high constable for himself,

thought would enable him to take hold of the

estates of the Quakers speedily, and ensure the

enriching himself by ruining them. He had se-

cured the good will of many or most of the great

men of the county, to assist him in obtaining the

office.

John Thomas hearing of the man's design, set

himself to frustrate it. With this view, he called

upon one of the justices, who was a moderate

man, and as such willing to alleviate the sufler-

ings of the innocent, and desired him to accept

him as high constable. This, it appears was in his

power as justice to do, and he willingly granted the

request, not often having the opportunity to conler

the office on one of such standing in ttie commu-
nity, for properly and respectability. John was
now high constable, and all the warrants for dis-

traint on Friends were brought to him to execute.

When the informer urged a speedy process, he

told them that he was now responsible, and qui-

etly kept the warrant. John did not doubt but

that eventuaUy he would be ruined in his estate

by the informer ; for there was a clause in the

act under which he held his commission, that if

a constable should refuse to execute the duties of

the office, he was liable to a heavy fine. Yet in

faiih towards his Lord, and out of love to the

1 appoini-

This he

brethren, he received the warrants as they came'
until nine were in his hands. At this period

came forth very opportunely the king's " declara-

tion" for suspending the penal laws in matters

ecclesiastical. This " declaration," afler referring

to his care for the interest of the Church of Eng-
land, by the various ways of coercion made use

of under his authority, lo cause dissenting persons

to return to its communion, states, that it is

''evident by the sad experience of iu'e/ve years,

that there is very Utile fruit of all these forcible

methods''' It then goes on to " declare our will

and pleasure to be, that the execution of all, and

all manner of penal laws in matters ecclesiastical,

against whatever sort of Non-conformists or Recu-

sants, be immediately suspended, and they are

hereby suspended, and all judges, sherifTs, justices

of the peace, &c., are to take notice of it, and pay
due obedience thereunto." Thus John was re-

leased from all hazard, and for a short period he

and his Friends were allowed to meet together

without molestation.

Being faithful to the gift of grace, he grew in

religious expr^rience, and in time a gift of the

ministry of the gospel was bestowed upon him, in

which he was serviceable to many. He was
much esteemed in his neighbourhood, insomuch

that his friend and neighbour, Hugh Roberts,

says of him, " though it falls out sometimes that

a prophet hath not honour in his own country,

yet I know he was honoured, owned, and dearly

beloved." Yet Hugh tells us " he was a zealous

man against all kinds of hypocrisy and deceit."

He now thought it right to remove to Pennsyl-

vania, then just settling, and took up land amongst

some of the brethren from his native country in

North Wales. He continued failhful to the Truth

until his dying day, and hud grown and prospered

much in his ministry. He had a long, tedious

illness, during which he oflen exhorted his wile,

children and friends who were with him, to be

failhful to the Lnrd. It still continued to be his

pleasure, to do his Master's will.

Hugh Roberts had been intimate with him from

his childhood, and now was with him at the clos-

ing scene. A liitle before his departure, address,

ing those around his dying bed, he said, " Friends

wait upon the Lord, lor he is near." Shortly

after, he added, " Blessed be thy name. Lord God
everlasting I Thy will be done on earth, as it is

in heaven!" Hugh says, " VVith such expres-

sions, magnifying and praising the name of the

Lord, he look his leave of us, giving his hand to

every one of us ; and in a sweet, heavenly frame,

he departed."

Fur "The Friend."

FRIENDS' BOaHS.

While an effort is being made to republish

" Piety Promoted," in so extended and attractive

a form as is now proposed, does it not behove

every member of our religious Society who is the

head of a family of children, and who retains love

I to the principles of Truth as professed by us, seri-

ously to consider the amount of responsibility that

rests upon them, to place before their children a

j

work so eminently calculated to promote religious

j

impressions on their minds? The deathbed ex-

I

piessions of Friends from the commencement of

of our religious Society down to the termination

I

of the fourth part of the century we are living in,

[will bring before them, and even to children yel

unborn, a "great cloud of witnesses," to the

'soundness and the efficacy of those precious prin-

ciples and testimonies of the gospel opened lo the

minds of George Fox and his cotemporaries

;

which can scarcely fail, under the Divine bless-

ing, to settle the minds of those m?iking the same

profession with them, in the assurance, that in

walking in the path cast up for them, they had
not " followed cunningly devised fables ;" but that
" having all died in the faith," which has its ori-

gin in the gospel of Jesus Christ, ihey experienced
Him to be their support in the hour of death,—
their example proclaiming loudly the language
ultercd by an apostle, "Follow us as we have
followed Christ."

Worldly-mindedncss is making great inroada
upon us and our children at the preaent time ; and
if we are in possession of the right kind of love for

them and for the cause of Truth, we should not
be easily turned aside from furnishing them, as
well as supjilying ourselves wiih that kind of
reading calculated to counteract its influence, or
indulge the excuse so often made—ihe lack of
means. May these bear in mind that " the earth
is the Lord's and the fulness thereof;" and reap

instruction from the widow's example, who having
but an " handful of meal" in a barrel, and a " little

oil in a cruse," was about to prepare it for herself

and son to eat and then die. -^ Fear 7iot," sa.'\A

the prophet, "go and do as thou hast said, but

make me thereof a little cake first, and bring it

unto me, and after make for thee and thy son."
" And she went and did according to the say-

ing of Elijah; and she and he and her house
did eat many days. And the barrel of meal
u-asted not, neither did the cruse of oil fail, ac-

cording to the word of the Lord which he spake
by Elijah." If our minds were rightly seasoned

ivilh grace, should we not see many ways in

which our expenditures could be lessened, in or-

der to make way for that which would promote
our own and our children's well-being not only in

lime, but in eternity 1

How great a blessing it must be acknowledged,

has been conferred on ihe successors lo the early

Friends, by their care and concern in leaving a

record of their religious exercises, travels, [>erse-

culions, and trials they went through and endur-

ed, connected with the graleful acknowledgment
of the Lord's merciful dealings with them.

" Now Friends." says George Fox, " you that

have been ancient labourers, and have known the

dealings of the Lord these twenty years (more or

less) as I have ofte7l said to you, draw up what

you can of that which the Lord hath carried you
through by his power, the passages and suffer-

ings, and how by the Lord ye have been support-

ed from the first: so that He may be e.xulled by

his power now and in ages to come; who h;ith

been the only support, defence, and stay of his

people all along, over all to himself: to whom b-,-

all glory and praise forever and ever. Amen.
He deserves it in his church throughout nil ages,

from his living members, who return the praise

to the living God, who lives and reigns over all

blessed forever; who is the lile, strength, health,

and length of the days of his people." How ac-

cordant is this concern wiih that of the Psalmist,
•'

I will open my mouth in a parable, I will uiler

dark sayings ol' old, which wo have heard and

known, and our fathers have told us. We will

not hide them from their children, showing to the

generation to come, the praises of the Lord and
his strength, and his wonderful works thai he

hath done. For he established a testimony in

Jacob, and ap(K)inted a law in Israel, which ho

commanded our fathers, t/iai tliey should nuxke

tlicni known unto their children ; that the gene-

ration to come migtu know litem, even the chil-

dren which should be born, who should rise an I

declare them to their children, that they might 8 'i

their hope in God and not forgot the works of

God, but keep his commandmeais."
As it was from a sense of religious obligation
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I hat these testimonies to the Lord's goodness to

his jK-oplc, were irnnsniittcci lo posterity ; is there

not nil equal obligaiioii resting on us of the pre-

sent generation, not only to do our part in this

work, but lo make ourselves acquainted there-

with] Especially is it noedlul for the youth of

iiur Society to make diligent use thereof; lest it

should happen lo them as it did to Israel after the

death of Joshua and the elders that outlived him.

"There arose another generation which knew not

the Lord, nor yet tho works which he had done

lor Israel."

Ohio, Twelfth mo., lS:>n.

liyMS, DKSCRIPTIVE OF HEAVEN.

AdJrtntd lo iht Martyn.

Followers of the holy Jesus

Gone without the ciimp » ith him
;

To the munsions ye inlieril,

All the glare of earth, how dim I

C«n imperinl courts exhibit

Aught that can with hcsren compare?

Halls of ivory nod silver.

Faint would be your brilliance there.

Gates of pearl, and gem foundations.

Through the heavenly city shine.

Golden streets and walls of beauty.

Glow with radiance divine.

There no sun nor moon is shining,

>'o created light is known ;

But unminglcd lustre streaming

From the bright eternal throne.

There, the ransomed nations worship.

Kings and priests to God they reign

;

There, the mvriad harpers harping,

Cease not, 'day nor uighl, their strain.

There, arc meads of fadeless verdure;

There, " the living waters" tlow
;

There, the Lamb amidst them, leads them

Where the trees of healing grow.

There, shall he that ovcrcomcth,

An eternal pillar stand
;

On his head a crown of glory,

Victor! palm-branch in his hand.

Dim, the second death can never

Utrer danger or alarm,

For the Alpha and Omega
Kulcs it with victorious arm.

Welcome scourges—welcome prisons

—

Welcome dearth, with all its stings;

Life from death, and joy trom sorrow-
Honour from dishonour springs.

Hallelujah ! hallelujah !

We shall one day conquer too :

Whether calms or storms await u

Jesus lives to lead us through.

Selected

TWO CHARACTERS.

Some murmur when their sky is clear,

And wholly bright

If one small speck of dark appear

In tticir great heaven of blue
;

And some with thankful love are filled.

If but one streak of light.

One ray of God's great mercy, gild

The darkness of their night.

In palaces arc hearts that ask

In discontent and pride,

Why life is such a dreary task.

And nil good things denied
;

And hearts in poorest huts admire

How love has in their aid

(Love that not ever seems to tire,)

Such rich provision made.

•"Blessed are the poor in spirit, for theirs is

the kingdom of heaven.'—Thus our blessed Sa-

viotir opened his sermon on the mount

his example we may bo assured, ihst humility is constant war between the master and the slave '

the ^iche^t gnrnicnl thnt the soul can wear. Ry His passions ore so easily and violently roused

ihis word is to be understood, not an abject poor- that like a more tiger ho falls upon a poor liciplcs-

ness of spirit, that woulil stoop to do a inean hoy, after setting a hull-dog upon him, « liicli L

thin"; but such an humble si>nse of human na- him severely, and bents him to death, for ilif >im

turi^ as sets the heart and nfTections right towards pie act of nut pre.senting himself at tho (iu:irur

God, and gives us every temper that is tender and as early as he had directed. Is there ;iiiy pr

airectionate towards oi'ir fellow creatures. This
|

portion whatever, between the dreadful crimen

is the soil of all virtues, where everything that is I murder, and such a ftiilure of obedience lo th

good and lovi-ly grows."

—

Selected.
j

regulations of a slave driver! Suppose ever)

,
I

master, or school teacher, was lo lay such violent

For "The friend." hands upoii his apprentice, or his students, anc

SHVERY ITETIS ,

beat them until life was extinct, for the abscnct

jofan hour or two after the appointed time foi

The southern slave mnster cannot conceal from j|,cm „, (,(. „( |,is „.o,.ij or ^t school, how woult)

his own view, the abominable features of the sys-!,(,e ^•u'^\\(^ regard such brutality? And whal

tern he upholds, and in order to screen it from ^^^t ,|,g nations whose governments are con.,

others, we ore told of their kindness, and the ,^.^„pj by Americans as despotic, think of our

strong disinclination of the slave to leave his mas-
1 ureiengjons ,o superior knowledge of human

ler. We do not doubt there are occasionally eights, and the only just form of government for
|

such instances, of which the most is made, as
, ,„j^^„^ especially for Christians? Violence is io-t

well as of the wretchedness of some idle coloured
gpgrj,[j|j, p^om slnveholding; and if Thomas Jeti

|>ersons who have their freedom, and reside in the
|-j,r3on spoke the truth respecting the ubominabWf

Northern States. But what has all this to doj
gyj.,g,j,_ ,|,g ^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ held in bondage nnj

with the inalienable right to liberty, and the m-
1 .subjection lo his unrighteous owner, by terror-.}

justice of depriving human beings of it. 1' """S'lhe fear of his cruel hand. |.

be difficult to ascertain how many thousands of[
jj j^ |,jj,|,|y probable as the country is improv.j

slaves are brutally tortured with the lash, and by
| gj ^^ railroads, and is (illing up with white meiif

other means, lor which mercy would weep, when
|

^^j women, who have always lived by their owiit

it is seen inflicted on a beast. The following is
|„i3our, that property in slaves will become xnon^'

one of the instances in which the human butcher

was tried and AcauiTTED.

"Washington M. was tried last week, in Charleston,

for whipping his slave to death, and acquitted."

—

D.

Neics.

uncertain. I'he diffusion of the knowledge off

their rights, and ol the advantages of freedom,!

aided by the increasing dislike of the " iiislitu? t

tion," among surrounding while inhabitants, willf

embolden the coloured man to seek his emancU 1

Another murder of a poor black was effected pation by flight. The admissions of a souiherp i

by two men; but the mode is not stated: editor, show the feelings on the subject in Mil>i

"A wretch, named Blacklcdge, who was concerned souri:
.

with Thomas M., in the recent horrible murder of a u glare property in Missouri is said by the St. Louil
j

slave at Attleborough, S. C, has been convicted of the Republican, to be in a very insecure condition, and is

Hence."—/'. News. the counties where this description of property is most" i

larra prevails. Slaves escape ii i

continually. In .Marion 1

been held, a society form- t

ed to prevent the escape of slaves, and a system of p«-

1

Irols adopted. A complete description of all the slavei
j

held by members of the association is required of them.
|

Another meeting of the same kind has been held in

Of another poor creature barbarously mutilated '? h^'-l' * general al.arm p
,

'

' -1 J u 1 II- r gangs across the .Mississippi
ind beaten, until death released him in a few

.

t^,^;;^^
,^ p^;,,;^ ^^^^^j^^ ,,^.

hours, from the jiower of his ferocious muster,

we have the following dark picture from a south-

ern paper:

" Murder in Suisei—A Slave Whipped to Death by his

Master.—The Norfolk Intelligencer gives the following

account of a horrible act of cruelly in Sussex:
" We received at a late hour last night, the particu-

lars of a revolting affair which has just transpired in

the county of Sussex, on the same farm at which the

bloody transaction published by us a few months since,

occurred. From all that we have been enabled lo ascer-

tain, it appears that H. B. so cruelly whipped and beat

one of his negroes on Tuesday night last, that he died

in a few hours. Mr. B., a gentleman informs us, had
given orders to his negroes that they were to report

themselves to him at his dwelling, every night, at an
early hour. On Tuesday night last they failed to do

so, and upon one of his boys coming into the house to

get his (B.'s) shoes, to clean, he was called to account
lor his disobedience. Mr. B. being unusually rigorous

and severe with his servants generally, the boy e.\pected

a w hipping, and ran out of the house to escape it. Mr.

B. followed him closely, and calling a very ferocious

ilog (of the bull species), started the animal" in pursuit

of the fugitive also. The dog soon overtook and bit

him very seriously, before ho was taken ott'. Mr. B.

then tied the boy, and whipped and beat him so, that

he died in a few hours. These facts coming to the

knowledge of the coroner, a jury was summoned, and
an inquest held, which resulted in the finding of a ver-

dict, that the deceased came to his death by sundry
blows, Ac, inflicted by his master. A warrant was
issued for the arrest of B., which was executed on
Thursday. The accused was immediately conveyed
the county jail, and secured. We

"The Fugitive Slave I.atr.—The Charleston Mercury,ln

the following sentence, packs away a great deal of
1

truth ;

—

'• ' The South has gained nothing but a loss by tbil

law. [The Fugitive blave Law .] It was a stupid blua-

der on the part of Southern stutesmen. The value of

the slave lost, is eaten up, if capture follows, while ha-

tred to the Institution abroad, and opposition to it at

home, are increased by its hardfeatures, and the barbar-

ous enforcement of them.'
"—Ledger.

Such cases as G. Allen, who was probabfy at-

tempted 10 be kidnapped, are against the slave-

merchant, and the Fugiiivc law. Did il require

a legal investigation to inform the claimant that

tand tliat the George was a free man? What proof had he

negro was most cruelly whipped and beat—one of his! that he was his slave? And would he not have
lye-i having been knocked entirely out with a stick."—

I been consigned to bondage for life, had proof not
JJmly Express.

\ ^^^^^ p^^^j ^^^^^ 1,3 ^^.,3 free? Certainly I and the

Here we have a sad proof of the fact as slated i man who had no right to him, would have held

nd from I
by Thomas Jefferson, that slavery is a stale of] him as his goods and chattels—his lawful preyi

Howard county, at which it was resolved to e.xpel all

free blacks from the county, and to have patrols. '—
\

Ledger.
j

An acknowledgment like the following, if hon-
|

est, is worth being spread abroad. Interest in the j

South, and " the higher law" of nn enlightened (

conscience in ihe North, may gradually render 1

the Fugitive Slave Law a dead letter. " lis hard I

features, and the barbarous enforcetnent of them," 1

have been plain to the sincere opponents of sla- I

very from the time of its being carried into 1

effect. I
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affickera in their bro-e estimation of such

s flesh and blood.

. case has just been tried at Wilmington, N. C, In

1 the jury found that George Allen, a golourcd

claimed as a fugitive slave, was free, his mother

g been emancipated in 1808."

—

Ledger.

ie claimant must have known that he did not

him; and this decision while it stamps with

niny the unfounded claim of G. Allen as a

ve slave, is creditable to the North Carolina

t.

le foreign slave trade is pursued wiih cruel

ty ; a late paper stating that " within ihe lasi

nonlhs, some 1769 slaves have been hinded

iba, all through Spanish vessels, and all on

outh side of the island." The account fur-

shows the continuance of the slave trade.

correspondent of the Baltimore Sun, speaking of

ave trade on the coast, says :

—

L few weeks since, there was an American vessel at

Coast Castle, and from some susp'

irk expedition, and over 70 had engaged pas- he guessed was ihe motive of the quarrel. Beyond
-D. ^eu•s.

that he can throw no light on the iiir.iir. But he
Another paper furnishes the following interest- j

iias

ing particulars of two other companies bound lo

the shores of their forefathers :

" An association of coloured men in Pennsylvania,
called ' The Liberia Enterprise Company,' design to em-
bark in a few days for Liberia, whither they go as a
missionary family. The number included a clergyman,
farmer, teacher, mechanic and merchant, and they settle

about twenty miles from Monrovia, up the St. Paul's
river. Twenty-one slaves, all young and valuable,
freed by the will of their late master, James Wardlaw,
of Fayette county, Ky., have left Lexington for Balti-

more, in charge of an agent of the Colonization Socie-
ty, to embark for Liberia. Their master left ample pro-
vision for sending them, as well as means to begin life

with in Liberia."

—

Ledger.

"Sailing of a Ship for Liberia.—Baltimore, Xov'r 8.

—

The ship Parmlee, chartered by the American Coloniza-
tion Society, sailed this morning for Liberia. She had
on board 127 emigrants. The Parmlee will touch at

Norfolk, where she will take on board 168 more, and 9

ionaries. The religious ceremonies which
s about her, she was detained, but there not being took place on board previous to the departure of
ent evidence against her, she was released

;
and

|
^egsel, were quite effective and interesting."-/). Xe

xt heard of her was, that she had shipped nearly

aves at Logos, or near there
; the Portuguese su-

'go assumed the command, and the American Teachers.—The di
n took passage in the steamer Hope, on her last

e to England. The slave trade both in the Bights
the northward, is more active than ever.' "

—

he wages of every
xnd by his earnings

hile this atrocious business of man-stealing

nurder, is carrying on by men calling them
s Christians, the messenger Death has bi

ting thousands from their oppression,

ng to the subjoined statement

:

id pious teacher,

arned iiis two frtincs-

witness summoned to testify-

in this way he lives.

"The Sccond-Hand Wiltiess liangs about the
Palace of Justice, and as gentlemen who have tes-

tified come from the various audience rooms, he
asks them if they mean to draw their two francs ;

if they do not, he supplicates them, for the love of
God, and for sympailiy with a wife and the usual
number of children, to pass over to him the paper
entitling the bearer to the two francs in question.
The Second-Hand Witness makes hap-hazard
money enough in this way to live precariously and
die in the hospital.

"The Guardian Angel is a man whose duly
it is lo fnquent the drinking-shops, and the mo-
ment a man gets lipsy, to lake him under his pro-
tection, to accompany him home, and put him to

bed. The individuals practising this profession
are picked men—men whenever drink tliemselves—who have the necessary moral authority to force
obedience from the drunken creature they are con-
eying home—who can defend him against attack,

L 1 •
1 1 . 1

land, more than nil, who can nrevent him from
^ho properly instructeth and trainelh the young, .,',. , ,, ,

'
.,

I'loem hum irom
„„ J,,..l- u. i-.n.. j_i ...L ' ,,.'^, drinking at the shops they pass on their way. The

^

price for this service is ten sous ; and there is not

I

an instance on record of an individual thus pro-
tected home and put to bed having failed to dis-

: charge this debt of honour. It is a rule at the
I drinking-shops, that when a man cannot stand, he

can never be fully rewarded with money. If I

were to leave my office as preacher, I would next

choose that of school master, or teacher, for 1

know that, ne.\t lo preaching, this is the greatest,

I

best, and most useful vocation; and I am not

"
I

quite sure which of the two is the betier; for it is ,.„,,, , , ,
„. , , , , . ,

•

.','„,, r ~ II • -.u 1 .1 u ;

must be taken off, and he An^e is strai-rhtwav
,
hard to reform old sinners, with whom the preacher

I „„ii„,i -ru. a-:_i_ ^ i ,?
"_io'"""y

i has to do, while the young tree can be made
le cholera had swept away nearly one-third of the
on the sugar estates in the neighbourhood of

nas, Cuba, and labour was very high."

—

D. Xeics.

other, perhaps comprising the first, says:

bend without breaking.

—

Luther.

Iloff some People live in Paris

called. The Angels are kindly treated by the
shop-keepers, whose interest it is that no one of
his customers comes to harm. They receive the
odds and ends of Ihe dinner, and are recommended
lo the neighbours, when a reliable man for some
confidential errand is wanted. Their honesty

:A gossiping corresponden of the New York ', ,.,o,k- i .j d u i- i

"^My is

r, • Vp "^ ". ', ,, ,, . . . , ^"'i proverbial, and a Bacchana lan with a hundredDaily Times gives us the b owing insight to cer- ?,„„„„ u- i . l ,,.,,"' .*^- ° o " ^^' Irancs in his pocket, who is conhded to the rtain classes in Parisian lile :

—

" The Wakcrs or Wakeresses—for none but wo-
men follow this profession—are individuals whose

from sleep at an early

charge, is morally sure of finding his hundred
francs where he left them, when he wakes the
ne.xt morning.

A rich tippler lately deceased, who spent the

ed with industry, may finally grow into gr

!, and form governments that will exercise i

rful influence for Ihe good of the native, a

rribh Ravages of Cholera.—.\ letter dated Reme-
}uba, October 11th, says, that in the limited and
ly peopled district between Mantanzas and
Sagnalo Grande, 20 leagues in extent, 13,000
have been carried off by the cholera, according
official accounts, which are knowu to be under
irk. The attacks were very short, some of them !

occupation it is to rous

isting an hour."—Ledger.
j

noursuch persons as have business at the market, i
last years of his life in drinking blue wine at the

,, I. ,. , I,,
and must be there betimes. Their wages are two barrier, left in his will a thousa'nd francs to each

vould appear from statements in the public L^^g ^ ^o^ning for each subscriber rou.sed. It of the Guardians who alternately conducted him
as, tha the disposition o embark for Africa, I .^ems strange that a profession like .his should home, after his nightly potations at the waterin^-
ike part m colonizing the country, is spread-

, require any particular aptitude or capability, but pot of Montmartre.
ind gaming the approbation of the coloured

; ^ h^^ ^^^ f^^nd that one woman will wake her' "
It may safe

3 among us. The pioporlion must still be
i customers in just half the lime required by an-

'

,
but as pioneers Ihey may lay the founda-

, ^iher. In times gone by, when the market-peo-
.u settlemenis, which as the soil is cu tivaled

; ,e ,1^^^, i^jdled together in the immediate iici-
he arts of civilized life are cherished and

j

nity of the Halles, a good reveiUeure would wait
. ^^^^ fifteen or twenty subscribers every morning,
and thus earn thirty or forty sous before day-

, , , r .r- .-
.break. But now that the new Rue de Rivoli has

'
moons, he should accept the imi

V}"' tl'=.^'!l:?l°Lt^r:.T'r ':?!,i'?„"l !

Pi--^ the quarter its denizens have been dis-
!

nimity, and believe it w'lth fana.i,

persed, and the wakeresses find it impossible to i

" The prefect of police has forbidden wine sell,
serve more than half a dozen customers a day. ers to have voltaic piles upon their counters for
The trade is falling into disuse. jthe amusement of their customers, as one accident

" The iv/e-TFjV/Jws is a man who lives by crime
I

has alieady happened, and as others would bo—not by ihat which he commits himself, but by
\

likely to follow, were the practice continued."
that perpetrated by others. The moment he hears i

=

of a murder, or any catastrophe of that sort, he! Courtesy.—Courtesy is a distinguishing feature
immediately repairs to the scene of the afRiir, says of civilized and intelligent .society. It is The most
he knows all about it, picks up all the details he Ijeautillil illustration of the refining power which a
can find, adds to them, recounts it over a dozen higher development of humanity always e.xerts
times, gets a sort of notoriety as the individual upon our race. By courtesy is meant that beha-
' that was there when it happened,' leaves his vioiir of man toward man tliat he would ask for
name and address at the nearest wine shop, and himself. It is but a part of the mode oi" curryin"
awaits the effect. The cxainining judge hears of Dut the great Christian precept which lies at Iho
Ibis well-informed gentleman, and with a view to;b.ise of order and harmony among men: "Do
elucidate the case, has him at once sent for. He

|

unto others as ye would that others should do
comes, is sworn, and makes a totally irrelevant unto you. ' That this precept which implies
deposition ; he tells what somebody else said that jcourtesy is divine, as is all moral truth, is proven

be said that not one person out
of a hundred of the inhabitant* of Paris is aware
of thee.xislence of such modes of obtaining a liv-

ing. The writer of l\\e fe.udleton I iiave abridged,
says that he has learned to be suprised at nothing,
and Ihat if he were told that there are people who
earn their bread by making tooth-picks out of old

live with equa-

Such improvements and the civ

3us institutions arising with them, will pre-

ttractions to men of colour here, who must
feel their isolated condition, prevented from

;
part in the government and greatly hind-

Vom reaching that stand among manufac-

, merchants and agriculturists, which their

f, were there no such impediments, would
hem to attain.

•ican Colonization.—The plan of African coloniza-

daily growing in favour with the free coloured

•tion of the United States. A letter from the

)f the American Colonization Society to Governor
', in New York, says :

pplications are pouring in from various parts of

intry for passage to Liberia, in our expedition

laltimore, Nov. Ist, and Norfolk, Nov. 5th. We
robably send from 200 to 250 emigrants at that

We expect to despatch a vessel from Savannah,

Dec. iDlh, with probably over laU emigrants.'

turday last was the day for the sailing of the le thought a third persoD had imagined, and what
j

by our common appreciation of its fiioess and
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beaulv. Do what we may in life, the wheels of ing far west of the Mississippi. nfTords no protec MONTEVinEO.—An entire change has taken pUit'

socict; can never n.,ve,„L.hlynn.l well where tion ,o the nh.nginoe fro.n the rnpnci.y "f his
I -";/;;^';---';-^^^^^^^^

the spirit of courtesy <loes not actuate the thoughts slronRer pnle-faccJ brethren. It would seem ns|
i,i,„,^.i|proclaimea Emperor. I'ourleeu cities, and fon

jnd deeds of man in his intercourse with man. | though the peneral government would allow them of the departments, have agreed to make him "Suprem

I
no permanent resting place, no country they can

In Clayton county. lown, an immense lead mioeiCall their own.

was lately discovered by Messrs. Holmes <k Dick-
]

.. y;^ |,avc read with much interest the report of Col-

son, who have taken out 120,000 pounds of mine- onel Munvpeuny, the Commissioner of Indian Affairs. It

ral within the last four weeks, and have another '
presents I'l view of his mission to the Indian countrv,

100,000 in Mght. The lead is considered good west of Missouri and Iowa, (including, of course Ne-

.- • r.nr, .^n.F 1 I. • "
1 . I T J iTuskii, ) aud ol tho Tcsu ts o Uis e.xploralions and his

lor 1,000,000 |>ounds. It is said to bo found o"
i ^.ou,„,|i\j

•

the surface of the upper strata of manesian lime ..The aggregate population of the tribes with whom
stone, nnd about eighty feet below ihe surface of he held councils, is 143,820, and the total amount of

the earth, at the hiiihesl point of the ridge. The Und owned by them is estimated at 13,225,430 acres,

mineral is snid to be of the best quality, bringing, ^ -'f^.^'l'
\° ^"'^ ^°"'-

, "^l'*-'
"p"?"'' number ol

, _ ,. ,
,^

, ... tlie tribes he had no opportunity ot v
at the rate of 8J1 |>er thousand pounds. It ha3!_„^,„„„ ^f ,„„^ „,^.;;|.^ ^„ ,;,„„,

now become the settled conviction, at least with a

great many, that the whole country formerly re-

served by the government lor mineral purposes,

will prove to Ix; rich in lead ore, und o( the best

quality.

—

JJ. Nines.

Vanity kepps folks

ho are out ol favour

amount of land owned by them,

1,585 acres to each soul."
" .Many were willing to sell a portion of their lands,

but wished to reserve for their own use the tracts lying

on tlie borders of the States. To this course they were
advised by both the traders and missionaries."

" The Commissioner thinks this a most mischievous

policy. All the great routes to the Pacific run through

these" tracts, so that the Indians and emigrants are mu-
tually liable to annoyance and injury. To the majority

of the Indians, too, the proximity of the States is preg-

nant with evil, as they are constantly exposed to the

corrupting influences of reckless while men. He is iu

favour of assigning to them new homes on lands remote

j

from the white settlements, and from the great thorough-
I favour wiih themselves' fares."

ith all others.

" .\ person never appears so ridiculous by the

qualities ho has, as by those he afflcts to have.

He gains more by being contented to be seen as he

is, than b^ allempting to appear what he is not."

THE FRIEND.
TWKLFTH .MONTH •.14, 1853.

" The Commissioner came to the conclusion that, by

stponing for a little while negotiations for the extiu-

ishment of the Indian title, and leaving the tribes to

deliberate on the subject, under the friendly counsels

had given them, much more favourable treaties both

for them and for the United States, could be formed

;

and this was his reason for not proceeding at once with

the negotiations."

-, L .1 »T •. I c-. . •' The Commissioner closes his report as follows

:

Some years ago, when the United States go- „
. j^ .^ ^^ ^^ j^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^

^
^j,^ ^^.^^^^ ,^..„ ^^

vernmenl was carrying out the policy, then re- ^iiii„g by next spring to abandon the idea of reserving

cenlly adopted, of removing the Indians residing portions "of their present tracts adjoining the Sti

in some of Ihe Southern Slates to a home in the This appeared to be a cherished idea with the Indians,

west, it was constantly affirmed bv those filling >",'Jtliey were, in my opinion, encouraged in it by some
... ~ . ; '

. .u . L ot the missionaries and traders. In mv judgment, every
the highest oflices in ihe governmeiil, that when

^

^^^^ i^a^,^,^ within reach of these people ought
"

"

once the aborigines were located beyond the Mis-
\ brought to bear, to induce them to change their minds,

sissippi, they would there find a permanent home,' and to consent to sell all their lands, and obtain a new

Iree Irom the encroachments and intrusion of the and more desirable home. Individual Indians there

whiles, and secure for the enjovment of whatever! ""<>. "o doubt, who, if they desired reservations of the

. • 1 1 I- J . 1 . .u respective tracts on which they live, are sufncientlv ad-
course they might be inchned to pursue, under ihei

.^.f^^j -^ civilization to take their part with the white
protecting care of their Father, the President. It! „m„, and to whom such reservations might be granted

is a humiliating confession, but we believe it lo; But beyond this, it is very desirable for the interest of

be true, that the superior intelligence nnd power I

both the red and white man, that no reservations be

of the whue man were employed to defraud and I

""d*;
;
but that the different tribes be removed from the

, .. ' ^ . -.L .. I borders of the States, and located in some less exposed
Indians into parting ""'" '"^ place

The

Dictator" for life.

U.MTED STATES.—The printing ordered by lit.

Congress, cost $317,551. A bill has been introduce'

nto the Senate for the payment of the French Spolii

.ion claims.

Since the Ist of the Ninth month, eleven hundre'

thousand barrels of flour, four millions seven hundrt.

d fifty thoiieand bushels of wheat, and six hundre
and fifty thousand bushels of corn, have been exporle

from the United States to Europe.
Penmylvania.—Philadelphia. Councils are advertis

ing for sites for four raarket-honses, preparatory to re

moving the present ones f^-om Market street. Death
last week, 176.

Pittsburg, it is calculated, makes use of more th«

twenty-two millions of bushels of bituminous coal i

her dwellings and manufactories, nnd exports inor

than fourteen millions to other places. An inventio

has been introduced in that city, by which the smok
of the bituminous coal is itself consumed,
Amount of anthracite cor.l sent to market this yeai'

is four million five hundred and eighty-one thou.san

tons. An increase over last year of about fifty thou

sand tons.

New York.—A heavy fall of snow at Buffalo. Seve

ral vessels have arrived at New York, loaded with gu«

no, said to have been obtained from islands in th

Caribbean Sea.

Louisiana.—Xew Orleans. Deaths by cholera lai

week, 111. A heavy storm has been raging Ihrougi

Louisiana and Mississippi, doing much damage.
Alabama.—A bill providing for the general cducati»

of the children in the State, has been reported in tb

Legislature.

RECEIPTS.
Received from M. A. Baldwin, Pa., $2, vol. 26; frot

John Embree, Pa., $2, vol. 27 ; from Israel Hall, Ind.

S2, vol. 27 ; from A. Garretson, agent, 0., for S. (

Michener, S2, vol. 2 7 ; from Pbebe Vickers, $2, vol. 27

from Stephen Hobson, agent, 0., for Evan Smith, $."), t

No. 7, vol. 28, for Joel Gilbert, $2, vol. 27 ; from Tho!

Kite, 0., $2, vol. 26 ; from E. Biindy, agent, 0., for 8

Doudna, $2, vol. 27, for Eph. Williams, S^, vols. J

and 27.

Married, on Fourth-day, the 23d of Eleventh montl

1853, at Downingtown meeting. Pa., Joas Cope, of E«
Bradford, to Caroline, daughter of Jonathan C. an

Mary Ann Baldwin.

border tribes have lost much of the strength

staining power of the truly wild Indians.

ley feel their weakness, desire the protection of Gov-
nment, and are content if they can be indulged in

leuess, and »o some extent gratified in their passions

ppeti

lo coerce the poor Indians into parting "im ""= „]

comparotively sinnll reservations left of the great'

country once [assessed by their foreralherg, and and

which had been lime and again secured to ihem The

by all the solemnities of formal trcaiies. Tho
cupidity of interested speculators, anxious to get

poasession of the rich, and in many instances cul-
1

>. They might, in my judgment, with safety be located

tivatcd lands of the half civilized red man, and the on small tracts of land contiguous to each other, where

arrogant unfeelin" demands of the States within the missionary operations among them could be con-

whose limits they were residing,—bent upon driv-
\ 'V'*^"''!

"'»''' efhciently and with less means
;
where the

•',
.

°
, .,' Government agents could have daily supervision over

ing them Irom their possessions, be the conse-
,,^,„_ ^„j ,,,,,^.^^ ^^^^ ^,^^^i^_^ ^^ J^^ tribe who have

quences what they might,—were constantly urging made some advances, and who desire to enjoy the

the consummation of the foregone conclusion of] blessings of civilization, could have the aid and encour-

ihc general government ; and the removal was at ,

agcmeut of each other's society and each other's expe-

Insl accomplished. The wretchedness tind misery
'• '"'"•'«

'
ft""! where, in fine, all good influences could be

. . . I. J . ., II' r 1 concentrated to counteract those of an opposite charac-
which have resulied to tlie poor Indians from be-

^^.^ „hich now and always
ing thus driven from their long-loved homes, and unfortunate people.'"

thrown upon lands of which ihey knew little or

- the paths of these

iilhing, exposed lo the depredations of tribes

which looked-oii them as intruders, und a lawful

prey, will perhaps never be luUy revealed ; but

enough is known to muke us fear thnt this system,

so perlinaciously pursued by our governiiienl,

savours as strongly of cruelty us of injustice.

By the lollowiiig which we extract from the

"National Era" of the 15th iiisluni, it appears

that ihe same policy is still pursued, and that be-

OF NEWS.
Liverpool dates to thi

ITEM
By steamship Asia, we ha'

3rd instant.

ENGLAND.—A heavy decline in tho grain market.
Cotton unchanged. Much suffering among unemployed
operatives. Money market stringent.

KUSSIA AND TCiiKEY.—Winter has had a peace-
able efl"ect on the contending armies in Europe. In Asia
military operations still continue, and the Turks are as

yet successful.

Died, at her residence, in Norton, Bristol countj

Mass., on the 28th of Tenth month, 1853, Rachel Lh
cox, widow of the late Luther Lincon, in the 82nd yej

of her age ; an esteemed and worthy member of Swat
sey Monthly Meeting of Friends. "As a shock of itir

Cometh in in its season," so this dear Friend we tras

has been gathered, " in a full age," into the heavcnl

garner, having had a clear sight and sense granted hei

that all was well with her.

, on the 17th inst., in the 60th year of her ap

Margaret Sheppakd, a valuable member and oversM

of the Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia f(

the Northern District. Being possessed of a stroo

mind nnd cle.tr judgment, nnd having in early life sul

raitted her neck to the yoke of Christ, and abode und«

it, she became thereby peculiarly fitted for service in tb

church. Her indisposition was of several months' col

tinuance ; and although the enemy was permitted at timi

to assault her, she was enabled by keeping close to th

Captain of her salvation, to resist all his fiery darts, at

to endure great suffering of body with much patieni

and resignation to the Divine will. On dififerent occ(

sions she expressed her belief, that through the mere

of God in Christ Jesus, her sins had beeu blotted oo

and that a mansion was prepared for her, saying on It

morning of her decease, " All is peace." Having foiigl

the good fight, and kept the faith, we reverently beliei

she has joined the innumerable company who, havit

come out of great tribulation, and washed their robi

in the blood of the Lamb, are now before the throne i

God, and serve him day and night in his temple.

PRINTED BY KITE * WALTON.
Banstead Place, Fourth abore Cbesaut street.
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The arrangement of tlic flowers on the stem
es. Flower buds are produced either at the

•emity of the main stalk, as in the little genti-

11a; or they are produced at the points where
leaves join the stems, as in the periwinkle and
rlet pimpernel. In the former case, a single

er terminates the floral axis, and any other
ers which may be afterwards developed are
ays further from the centre. In the latter

;, the a.xis goes on lengthening and producing
ers as it grows; these flowers arising from
es called fond. These floral leaves are
letimes very small and coloured, as in the hy-
ith. Occasionally, in place of flower-buds,
ks bearing hairs are produced. In this case
seen that the production of hairs indicates a

sneration of parts, or an abortive state of

The flowering of plants takes place at difler-

periods of the year, and thus a calendar of the

ions may be constructed. By observing the

zi time when plants in the same garden flower
ifl'erent years, an indication will be given of
nature of the season. The mezereon and
iv-drow, hepatica and winter aconite, put forth

r flowers in February in this country, the
irose and crocus in March, the cowslip and
bdil in April, the great mass of plants in May
June, many in July, and August, and Sep-
ber, the meadow-safl'ron and strawberry-tree
Dctober and November, and the Christmas
s in December. Besides annual periods, some
'ers exhibit diurnal periods of expansion and
iing. On this principle Linnrous constructed
It he called a floral clock, in which each hour
marked by the opening of some flower."

The closing of flowers also follows a periodi-

law. Most flowers close during darkness,
ne close even in daylight. Thus the salsafy
ts up its heads of flowers about midday, and
chiccory about four in the afternoon. Many
fers are aflected by the nature of the day as

irds moisture, dryness, cloudiness, or clear-

3. In cloudy and rainy weather, the flowers
he scarlet pimpernel, called poor-man's wea-
•-glass, remain closed. So also do the heads
lowers of the daisy, dandelion, and other com-
ite plants. By this means the essential organs
he flower are protected from injury. The
iciion of the flowers of some plants seems to

nfluenced by the sun's rays ; and the name
isole, or sun-flower, was given from an im-

pression that the heads of flowers inclined towards

the part of the heavens where the sun was shin-

ing. This does not, however, appear to be the

case with the sun-flower as grown in this country.
" The diurnal periods in flowering are alluded

to by the poet in the following lines :

—

' In every copse and sheltered dell.

Unveiled to the observant eye,

Are faithful monitors who tell

How pass the hours and seasons by.

The green-robed children of the spring

Will mark the periods as they pass,

Mingle with leaves Time's feathered wing,

And bind with flowers his silent glass.

See Hieracium's Tarious tribes

Of plumy fruit and radiant flowers

The course of time their blooms describe,

And walte and sleep appointed hours.

Broad o'er its imbricated cup
The Goatsbeard spreads its purple rays.

But shuts its cautious florets np.

Retiring from the noontide blaze.

On upland shores the shepherds mark
The hour when, as the dial true,

Cichoriiim to the towering lark

Lifts her soft eyes, serenely blue.

Thus, in each flower and simple bell

That in our path betrodden lie.

Are sweet remembrancers, who tell

How fast the winged moments fly!'

to them, now cover spots where formerly culture
extended. Thus the prediction of Hosea is ful-

filled, ' The thorn and the thistle shall come up
on their altars.' The injury which thistles, and
plants like them, cause to fields is very great, ow-
ing to the mode in which the fruit is scattered by
the winds, and this altered hairy calyx is the
means employed for doing so. May we not see
in this the curse of thistles?—(Gen. iii. 18.)
The calyx is not developed as in other plants, but
is abortive, blighted as it were and changed into

hairs, which, as already shown, indicate degene-
ration. Thus thistles add to the sweat and toil

of man in the culiivation of the soil. It was the
soil which was cursed by God (Gen. iii. 17), and
to it we must trace the slate of the vegetation.
What it is in the soil which gives rise to all the
degeneration in vegetable productions, and the
arrestment in development, we know not. To
keep up its fertility, man requires to labour con-
stantly. The whole system of agriculture shows
that materials require to be supplied, and that no
soil will continue to produce good crops fit for

food without the addition of manure. It may bo
that the sources whence fertility arises, whence
the ammonia and other substances essential for

plant growth are derived, may have been so closed

up and so changed as to be no longer available

for the purposes of man. Even in the very dete-

riorations and degenerations of creation we see
''The Calyx. This is the outer covering or! beauty; what then must it have been when God

envelope of the flower. It is usually of a green-
,

pronounced it good ? In the present earth, there
ish hue like leaves. Sometimes, however, it is

j

are abundant indications of the curse; but we are
variously coloui-ed, as in the fuchsia and Indian

|

enabled to look forward to its removal, when there
cress. It consists of a certain number of parts

|
shall be a new earth as well as a new heaven,

called sepals, which are either distinct from each : wherein dwelleth righteousness (Isa. Ixv. 17, Ixvi.

other, as in the common buttercup and wallflow- 23 ; Rev. xxi. 1), when all will be complete and
er, or are united together more or less completely,

as in the harebell, genlianella, and dead-nettle.

The calyx in the case of the gooseberry, currant,

pear, apple, pomegranate, and many other plants,

forms a covering of the fruit, and remains attach-

ed to it when ripe. In some plants the calyx is

inconspicuous, and is reduced to a mere rim or

slight projection, as in hemlock and in certain

Rhododendrons. In the case of such planls as

the thistle, dandelion, artichoke, and others which
belong to the large division called Composites,

which have numerous small flowers on a com
mon head, the calyx is united to the fruit, and
appears at the upper part of it in the form of

perfect, when the earth shall yield her increase,

and God, even our own God, shall give us his

blessing.—(Ps. Ixvii. 6.) Believers shall then be
as trees of righteousness, the planting of the Lord
that He may be glorified.—(Isa. Ixi. 3.)

" The Corolla. This is, generally speaking,

the showy part of the plant in which the gay col-

ours of the flowers reside. It is sometimes want-

ing, as in nettles, willows, and catkin-bearing

trees. When present, it consists of a number of
leaves called petals, which are either distinct from
each other, as in the butter-cup, wallflower, cin-

quefoil, and rose, or united together in various

ys, as in the gentian, foxglove, frogs-mouth,
hairs or pappus. This is a degeneration of the and dead-nettle. The petals are composed of a
calyx, which is made subservient to the scatter-

1 congeries of minute cells, each containing colour-

ng of the seed, and in the case of thistles is the

means of diffusing extensively these noxious
weeds.

" The order of Composites, to which the thistle

belongs, is the largest and most generally ditiused

of all known tribes of plants. There are now as

ing matter and delicate spirals interspersed, all

being covered by a thin epidermal coat, or skin.

The coloured cells are distinct from one another,

and thus a dark colour may be at one part and a
light colour at another. How exquisitely are the

colours of flowers diversified, and with what a
many species belonging to the order, as there misterly skill are their varied iiucs arranged I

were known plants in the whole world in the time| Whether blended or separated, as Tiiornton ro-

of Linnaus, and almost all have the hairy calyx.
J

marks, they are evidently under the control of a

Thistles themselves are generally distributed.
:

taste which never falls short of the perfection of
Many species have been noticed by travellers in elegance. The Creator has added to them the

Syria and Palestine. Hasselquist, during a short charms of an endless novelty, to please the

visit to Judea, observed from eight to ten diflerent
I

eye and contribute to the enjoyment of man.
species on the road from Jerusalem to Kama, and

j

When with microscopic eye we examine the

one on Mount Tabor. Thistles, and plants allied
j
flower of the lily of the field, and observe the
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bcnuiiful structure in which

vclo[cd, nnd
' Sic how iinliirc pain

how truly mny wo fxclnini,

glory was iiol nrriiyod liko

vi. ifo ; Luke X

robes ini"hl h.iv

the colours nro de- ordinnry custom prevails nniong tlie Vizrcs, a mediately obvious. As they thus cnn absorb bi

powerful tribe, occupying nn oxiensivo district in little moisture, they urc capable of standing th

i liiT colours,' Cubul, among the mountains hot ween Persia and frost of the severest climate without injury. A

'Solomon in all iiis India. It is in fact, a female prerogative that has experiment in a criisliing mach nc, by the supei

ne of these.

—

(Matt, no parallel among any other people upon the intendent of the Capitol al Washington, showe

). The tints of his kingly earth, and that reverses what we are in the habit

n as bright nnd varied ; but of looking upon as tic natural order of things—

I

the strength of the bricks to be sixteen thousan

hundred pounds to the square inch. At ll

irlcen hours, there was cor

If a "ill out of a "allon ('

where were the ci lis and the delicate tissues of the womtn choose their husbands, and not the
[

same time it was found that, by the absorption (

ihe flower? [husbands their wives. If a woman be pleased one of the bricks and the atmospheric evnporalio

" The colours of flowers nro arranged in two with a man she sends the drummer of a camp to

marked scries, the yellow nnd the blu<-? A plant pin a hamlkerchief to his cap, with a pin with

Ixdonging to the yellow series may exhibit all the which she used to fasten her hair. The drummer

lints of white, yellow, and red, but it docs not op- watches his opportunity, and does this in public,

pear to have the power of becoming blue. So naming the woman, and the man is obliged to
'

;irry her if he can pay her price to her father.also willi n plant of the blue series. It too may
exhibit varying lints of white and red and blue,

but generally refuses to become yellow. The
tulip, ihe dahlia, and the rose, belong to the yel-

low scries; nnd while, by cultivation, they exhibit

innumerable changes, yet they have not been

made blue. The cemuK
ihc blue scries, .-md

NLW BRICK MACHINE.

This macliine, the invention of Messrs. Mower
rebell belongs to and Woodworth, of Boston, operates as follows:

en to assume the The clay used, enters the machine dry, nnd by

yellow. Such appears to be the general Inw, means of a combinulion of rollers and sieves is

although there arc no doubt some apparent excep. reduced to a uniform degree of fineness. The

lions, especially in cases (such as the pansy) ' pulverized clay then passes into the press of the

where blue and' yellow occur in the petals of the I machine, where there are moulds for six bricks,

same flower. But it still remains to be proved

that n petal truly yellow can be changed by the

nrt oftbe gardener into blue.

"The fragrance and odours of flowers reside

generally in the petals. These are owing to vo-

latile matters which are not easily delected, the

subtile particles of which arc diflused through the

nir in a way which eludus the researches of man.

Some colours arc associated frequently wilh cer

lain kinds of odours. Thus dark brown flowers,

such as those of stapelias, have usually very

fetid and disagreeable odours. Ilencc they are

called carrion flowers, nnd are noted for attract-

ing flies, which probably serve an important pur-

pose, as will be afterwards shown, in the produc-

tion of the seed. Sunshine has in general a

marked eflect in developing the odours of flowers.

Hence in those climates where the sun displays

all its brightness, the air is perfumed wilh fra-

grant odours. In many cases, alternate showers

and sunshine bring out particular odours; and in

some instances the perfumes are inlerniillent, and
I

seven or eight in a minute. The number made
are only given out during the night. The plants in an hour thus certainly exceeds tweniy-five

called tristcs or satl by Linnxnis, including the
|
hundred. When it is recollected that this num-

nto which it falls, and immediately receives t

severe blows from above succeeded by jxnverlul

pressure from below. These blows and pressure

give it the shape and character of bricks directly.

The clay, in the shape of bricks, is now dclivereil

from the machine upon a little frame so rapidly,

that it requires the constant labour of two men to

put the bricks into wheelbarrows. They are

thus forthwith conveyed directly to the kiln, with-

out the necessity of any intermediate process

whatever. The moulds being exactly shaped,

and made of metal, and the clay being, by im-

mense force brought to bear upon it, perfectly

fitted to the moulds, these unburnt bricks have a

marble-like smoothness of surface, and an exqui-

site accuracy of shape, altogether surpassing

those made in the ordmary way. The number
of bricks which this invenlion is capable of mak-
ing in a given time can easily be estimated. At

each revolution of the machine, six new bricks

are delivered ; and the number of revolutions is

together, du

sumed less i

water.

The actual use of the bricks, so far as wo ha\

heard, justifies all the expectations which wou
be formed from a knowledge of the process i

their manufacture, and shows that they are in r

res|)ect inferior to those made in tiio ordinal

way. Indeed, they are unquestionably bette

We are told that they have been used in bull

ings with entire satislaction, nnd that sonic

them exposed during the last winter, in sidewall

in Boston, remain,as perfect as when they wei

laid. The best quality of bricks can be made b

these machines at a less expense than the coart

common bricks made by the ordinary processe

The present invention is so diflerent, both

principle nnd operation, from all former machine

and is so perfect in theory, simple in construclio

and successful in its results, that we can hardi

doubt that its use will eventually entirely supe

sede that of all other processes.

We derive the foregoing facts from the Bostc

"To-day:''—E'Jitor.

;ht-smelling slock and pelargonium, are of this

nature, and so are several species of night-flower-

ing cerus.
" Tlie Stamens. These form the third scries

of parts in the flower. Like the other parts of ,
apparent

llie flower, they are considered as a modification ' it is no part of the plan that the clay used in the

of leaves. In double llowcrs, they are converted
j

machine should be at all wet, yet the pulveriza-

into petals. They consist usually of two parts, I lion of the lumps of the material in the first part

a stalk or filament su|)porting two small cellular
|
of the process brings out a slight degree of moi;

Wool nnd Woollen Mann failures.

(ConcliiJcil from page 1 15.)

The cloth is next subjected to the seourin

process. It is placed in a wooden trough, sos

and water are let in, and wooden mallets are en

ployed to beai it until clean. It is then rinsed

clean water, and if not dyed in the wool, is the

dyed.

Fulling or felling is the next important proces

It is in this operation thai that peculiar body ar

consistency is produced, for which the West >

England clolh is esteeined. In this process ll

necessity for well assorted wool becomes peci

liarly apparent. Unless the wool possesses nati

lly a felling quality, no beating will everber can be continued day after day, without r

gard to the accidental changes of weather, the jit to becoine so united as to form one solid bod

great capacities of the machine for accomplish- 1 Microsco])ic discoveries have been made within tl

ing a large amount of work in a short lime, arej last few years, which have led to a revelation

It should be observed, that although much of the mystery of felling. Examined throuf

of the plan ihal the clay used in the a powerful microscope, the short fibre exhibits ll

appearance of a continuous vegetable growl

from which there arc sprouting, and all teiidit

n one direction from the root to the other extr

bags at the top of it, which arc called the anther
j

lure, so that the powder wliicli is subjected to|mities, numerous leaves like calicues or cup

each terminating in a short point. It is easy

perceive how easily one of these fibres will mo
111 the direction from root to point, while its t

traction musl be diflicult, being obstructed by tl

tendency of the lillle branches. In a fibre of m
rino wool, the number of these serrations or pr

jeclions amounted to 2,400 in the space of oi

inch. In a fibre of Saxon wool of acknowledg(

superior felling quality, there were 2,720 serr

lions. South Downs' wool, being inferior to the

two for felling power, only contained 2,080 se

rations in one inch of fibre, while Leicester wo

contained no more than 1,860 in one inch, at

lobes. The anther contains a powder, often of a ' pressure is slightly damp ; and this doubtless add:

yellow colour, called pollen, which is essential to! somewhat to the tenacity and firmness of ihc

the produciion of perlect seed in flowering plants, i bricks. This dampness, however, does not ex-

At a certain period of growth, this powder is dis-^cced that which is usual in bricks when they are

charged from ihe amber, which opens by means
j

considered dry enough to be placed in the kilns.

of slits, or of hinges, as in the barberry and lau- The hammer or ram which descends upon the

rel, or holes, as in the heath, rhododendron, nnd
,

clay in the moulds weighs about four thousand
potato, 10 allow its escaj)e. The anther has two! pounds. The mechanical force which is brought
coverings, the inner of which oflen conlains elas- lo bear upon each brick is estimated at one hun-
lic spirals, wiiich seem lo assist in the opening of]dred pounds. The whole weight of the machine,
the lobes. The pollen, or the dust ol flowers, (including ihe pulverizer nnd screens, exceeds
when examined by the microscope, presents mul- 1 twenty tons. The cost is 83,200.
tiphed forms. It must be applied lo the pistil or The bricks, when burnt, are found to have
central pari of the flower, in order ihat the seed shrunk less than those made in the ordinary way, Leicester wool is known to be but little adapt

may be perfected. probably on account of their greater density; for felting purposes. In order that these peculi:

(To bn rnn

Woman's Rig/Us itt the East—X most extra-

d, for the same reason, they retain their smooth-

ness of surface and accuracy of form. On break-

ing one, its compactness and soundness are iin-

bres may be compelled to embrace each othe

J as to become consolidated into one mass, ll

loth is subjected to Ihe following operation:
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rge mass of cloth is folded inio many piles and

It into the fulling-mill, where it is subjected to

e action of two heavy wooden mallets or slocks.

^e superfine clotii has four fullings of three

urs each, with a thick solution of Castile soap,

read between each layer of clotli each time,

jring these violent concussions, the fibres are

iven into the closest possible contact with each

ler, and those little serrations become inextri-

bly united, and each thread both of warp and

ft, is so compacted with those that are conligu-

s to it, that the whole seems formed into one

bstance, not liable, like other woven goods, to

ravel when cut with the scissors. In this pro-

is, cloth is thickened considerably, but dimin-

led in length and breadth. It feels like cha-

lis leather.

Teazling, or raising, is the next process. Tea-

s are the seed pods of the dipsacus fallonum,

nng small hooked points on the surfaces. Vari-

> attempts have been made to subsiiliite metallic

nts for these vegetable bruslies; but nothing

i yet been found to answer the purpose so well

the natural teazle. Efforts have been made
monopolize the growth of teazles in the West
England, their value for this particular opera-

y being well known. They will grow, how-

!r, on any soil, but are best suited to a loam

er grass. Every piece of cloth wears up from
iOO to 'ifiQd teazles. The reason why they

swer better than steel wire is, what at first

ht would appear to be their greatest disadvan-

,e, their weakness. When the steel wire hook
)slitute for the teazle catches on the cloth, it

rs it and perhaps makes a hole in the piece,

ile, when the teazle catches the cloth, it gives

y and saves the piece. The teazles are fixed

ind a cylinder so as to form even cords or

ishes, and these revolve against the surface of

cloth which is stretched against the teazle

inder by means of rollers, round which it is

Lwn. There is a small cylinder of similar

istruclion so adjusted against the surface of

large cylinder as to clean the wool from the

zles. This machine is called the gig-mill,

rhe shearing is performed by a revolving cyl-

er on which are placed knives of a worm-like

1 sloping form so as to come in contact with other

ives fixed in such a position as to resemble the

ion of shears. The cloth passes lightly through

3 machine, after -which it is put upon rollers

i subjected to the action of steam, which in-

ases its firmness, and imparts a brilliant lustre

the surface. It is again teazled and sheared,

ich process is repealed several times until its

•face is worked down to a close, thick and

)rt nap. It is then subjected to the process of

aming and brushing at the same lime. It is

:n stretched upon tenter hooks and racks in the

3n air, brushed, and allowed to dry. It is af-

ward subjected to hydraulic pressure. The
;ss plates being healed by steam, the whole

ce of cloth, which is placed between glazed

issboards, is made thoroughly hoi while subject

the pressure. It is then packed for market.

Attempts have long been made to make felting

lersede spinning and weaving. It has succeed-

in reference to ihe manulaclure of hats, in

lich rabbit's down is aUo a material of large

asumption. It has also succeeded with regard

beavers and other heavy goods; but its appli-

:ion to superfine cloth remains, at present, an

lecl of interesting experiment, the success ol

lich is doubllul. The groalest objection to the

jcimens we have seen, is the want of that elas-

ity wliich is so important an element in all

iths used for close-filling garments. But there

5 many purposes to which fine felt may be ap-

plied, such as shawls, cloaks, loose overcoats, and
all garments on which there is no particular

stretch. The greatest perfection yet attained in

the felling art, is due to the exertions of the Union
Manufacturing Company, Norwalk, Conn. The
process of manuliicluring felts adopted by this

Company, is diflerent to that of any other manu-
facturers we have heard of. A number of the

fine wehs of wool from the carding engine are

drawn over a smooth metallic bed, covering a sur-

face proporlionate to the width of the piece. The
first layer is succeeded by a cross layer of a simi-

lar character ; this is succeeded by another length-

wise, and then another across, repeating the ope-

ration till the requisite thickness is attained. As
many as thirty layers are sometimes employed in

the manufacture of one thickness of felt. These
layers are next subject to the action of a large

metallic beater, weighing two tons. This beating

is conlinued until the wool is all consolidated into

one compact mass or felt. In some of the goods

the wool is dyed first, and the webs being alter-

nately dark and light, stripes and plaids are form-

ed, each bar of colour being about an inch and a

quarter wide. The beavers and petershams ma-
lulactured by this Company exceed anything of

he kind we have seen, either at the Exhibition or

elsewhere. They are heavy, strong, and very

d. . . . The spinning doubtless increases the

elasticity of wool, and we are not yet convinced

hat this contracting power can be secured where

spinning and weaving are dispensed wilh. We
tested the strength of the thinnest felt, and found

that a needle pierced close to the edge did not

break out. ... A felled lamb's wool for linings to

gloves is admirably adapted to prevent frost from

causing numbness in the fingers. . . .

Ihe best Wool Heavers in the Exhibition are

undoubtedly those known as Carr's Patent Bea-

vers, exhibited by F. Derby & Co. They are

manufactured at Tiverton near Bath, England,

and are placed in the English department. They
possess the quality of resisting water without be-

ing impervious to the exhalations of the body.

Their water-proof quality is shown by a piece of

the cloth being placed in a glass case with seve-

ral quarts of water suspended in it, in which are

(loating mock gold fish. The exhibition of these

Beavers, ornamented as they are at the ends wilh

gold and tinsel letlers, form the most attractive

feature of the English Woollen department. There

is good reason for making these articles showy

and attractive, because they well repay a careful

inspection ; and although the first appearance

raises expectation, the succeeding scrutiny lends

to increase our admiration rather than to produce

disappointment. These goods are of the very

highest character; their finish is quite consistent

with iheir quality and design: they combine all

the requisite qualifications of good overcoating,

and may be regarded as perfect of their kind.

We would draw the altentioii of the American

manufacturers to these excellent cloths, as pre-

senting a branch of the business which is worthy

of their increased exertions. There is a large

demand in this country for winter cloths, and

these English goods are commanding a very large

share of the trade. There is no reason why
America should not equal the Old Country in this

particular. We have wool as good, and looms

as strong, and men as willing and intelligent, and

they do not present any of those nice ditricullies

of finish which appertain to the superfine cloths

—difficulties which experience and a long course

of steady perseverance can alone overcome. That

these or similar goods can be produced in this

country, we have ample proof; there is in the

American department an exhibition of Beavers

manufactured at the Bay Slate Mills, which como
as near as possible to the English beavers, con-
taining all the points necessary in good beaver
cloth, not excepting, we believe, the water-proof
qualiiy. If the B^y Stale Mills Co. will supply
the trade wilh the same quality of goods as they
exhibit, they will be sure to take the lead in this

important branch of the woollen trade in this

country. We do not think that ihey have arriv-
ed at Ihe perfection of Carr's patent beavers in
every particular, but they produce what convinces
us that they are well qualified to take the position
we have assigned them, if they will continue their
attention to this class of goods, in which they
have shown themselves eminently successful.
There are also some good specimens of Peter-

sham felt exhibited by F. Skinner & Co., of this
city, from the manufactory of Bisscll «Sj Co. The
piece of drab felt is unexceptionable, and the col-
oured felt beavers are very creditable productions.
There is also a piece of thick gray cloth which is

a perfect production of its kind. It is remarkably
well sheared, and so strong that one coat made
of it would certainly last a long lifetime, if it did
not become an hereditary possession for succes-
sive generations. Wc are sorry we cannot record
the name of the manufacturer, the piece being
placed, when we examined it, without a ticket to

denote its origin. We should not be afraid to

trust ourselves to its protection through ihe long-

est shower tiiat ever cooled an American atmos-
phere.

A. T. Stewart & Co., exhibit in the English
department an assortment of excellent overcoat-
ing in patent beavers and reversible cloth, one
side being mohair and Ihe other cloth-finish.

There is also a specimen of coating resembling a
Whitney blanket on one side, and on the other
fine cloth. This is the best display of revcrsibles.

They are goods which are becoming popular in

England for paletots.

In the Belgian Department there is a piece of
beaver manulactured by Juan Simonis, which
comprises all the charainerislics of good cloth,

it is marked 20,317, and is well worth the care-

ful attention of the trade.

On the stall in the German Department, which
has been hospitably alTorded to Russia, M. A. G.
Thilo, of Riga, has placed some pilot cloths and
beavers such as equal all we have seen of this

description, wilh regard to the quality of the wool
and the excellence of spinning and weaving.
The Mohair coatings arc peculiarly Russian, and
are more like furs than cloths. Some appear to

be at least half an inch in thickness. The dye
has all the appearance of permanence, and for

extra thick overcoats nothing exceeds these Rus-
sian productions.

At this season of the year the heavy class of

goods which wo have been examining are in

great demand at the wholesale houses, where
the country merchants are busily selecting their

winter stock. We trust that their allention will

be directed to a careful examination of American
productions. Let not the established ideas on
this subject prevent them from appreciating cloths

of good quality which are made at home. We
know there is always a greater value set upon
far oif objects, as if the notion that

"Distance lends enchantment to the view,"

applied to articles of commerce as well as to the

objects of a. landscape ; but it is time that a dis-

criminating discernment and sound judgment

should take the place of a prejudice which origi-

nated at a time when the American manufacture

was in its infancy, and when a large class of our

citizens had all the Icclings of national pride per>
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laining to old countries to contend with ; but now lime of his <k-aih. In preparing the rollowinp

that America has added to her natural resources account, access has been had to another momonal

as an nj;ricultural cuntry, nearly all the appli- concernini,' Robert and Jane Owen, winch was

nnccs of a -rcat manufacturing coninuinilv : now not at hand when the previous one was drawn up.J

that with a^fcw trifling exceptions only, her prac- Kol)ert Owen, of Doleyscrre, near Dolgclly, in

tical arts have reached llic heigiu of European Merionethshire, Wales, was a man ol a com|)e-

civilization. and in some instances gone far be- tent estate, of an i xcellcnt education, and was of

yond; it surelv is but reasonable to expect that high standing in that country during the lime ol

her own mercliants and citizens should be willing Oliver Cromwell. His wife, Jane, was nearly

to encourage, in the most substantial manner, connected with some of the greatest lamilies in

every iudusTrial achievement of their own country, that part of Wales. This occasioned^thc Corn-

placing in the hands of our own manufacturers miltee of Safely, who bore rule aficr Cromwell's

tJ\p just reward of their industry and enterprise, death, to commission Robert as a captain, and as

and enabling them to pursue with increased faci- Governor of Beaumares, a seaport town of

lities and renewed vigour, that course of steady, Wales. Whilst he was still governor, King

intellectual perseverance, which, more than all Charles the Second came into England, and ho

political agitation, promotes greatness, wealth and found need ofg— ~^~"wisdom and discretion to en-

able him so to act that the strong party of royal-

ists now suddenly rising to power, might not find

anything against him. In this he succeeded.

About this time one " testimony" says, " the

Lord was pleased to discover to him the way of

Truth, in a more ample manner, and indeed in a

very acceptable time." Some at least of the

principles of the Truth, as promulgated by the

Society of Friends, were sealed in his understand-

ing early in 1661 ; and during that year he was

settlers under William Pcnn, and was much cs-| thrice imprisoned for his faithful support of his

teemed amongst the members of his own Society,' testimony against taking oaths. He had been

and by the neighbours generally. He was also
j

zealously devoted to religion from early life, seek-

an acceptable minister of the gospel of Christ. ' ing diligently after the pearl of great price;—and

When William Penn towards the close of 1682, now, having through the mercy of his heavenly

directed the inhabitants of the six counties to elect Father, found it, he was willing to sell all to pur-

members of Council and members of Assembly, 'chase it. He had been noted all his life for doing

for the better management of the atrairs of the' with his might, that which his hands found to do,

Province, Francis Whilewell was elected to the ' and in this his change in religious doctrines ho

Council as one of the representatives of the county ' was willing to perform whatever the Truth called
.-1- . mi. 4 1 I-. ._ .1— .TA.i. I- .L- ri r,,- 1. «•„. ...i.„.„..„_ !,:„ r..;.Kr.,i„„„„ „,:„u.

prosperity.

niniiRAFlliCU SKLTLlltS

Of Ministers ami KlJiTS. nnJ ollior lonccrnoil members

vi tbc Yearly Meeting of I'liiladelpliia.

FRASCIS WIIITEWELL.

Of the place in England from which this Friend

came, I find no trace. He was one of the first

of Kent. The Assembly on the 20th of the fol

lowing First month, requested William Penn to

make some change in their charter, and on his

expressed willingness, committees were appointed

by them, and also by the council, to draw up a

charter with the desired amendments included.

Of this committee Francis was one.

for, and to suffer whatever his faithfulness might

bring upon him.

His wife was one with him in religious faith,

and through their instrumentality, great change
was wrought in Merionethshire. John Humphrey
testifies that ihey "first opened a door for the

reformation of religion in the county where they

The testimony of the early historians of Penn- 1 lived." " A seal was opened,—a trumpet sound

sylvania, confirm the judgment which such ap- ed,—and there was a great gathering, and calling

pointments would lead us to make, that he was ! out of the steeple-houses, and from priests and

much looked up to as a wise and efiicient member prelates, and the rudiments of flesh and blood

of the community. It is stated, that besides ex- : Indeed glorious was that day, and many there

ercising his gift in the ministry, he was in other
I

were, who, Nehemiah-like, nor enjoyment, nor

respects a useful member of the religious Society !
preferment, would avail, whilst they heard and

of Friends. He was not long spared to labour 1 beheld the ruined walls of Jerusalem lying waste,

for the spiritual good of any, or for ihe public i and the house of God become the habitation ol

benefit of the community. Early in the year' foxes and owls. Many endeavoured with

their might to repair the waste places, and deso-

lation ol generations. But they met with great

opposition from some, who envied the prosperity

ol Sion, and were obliged, as it were, to work with

one hand, and to hold the weapon with the other

Of a truth they were worthy to be accounted

among the famous reformers of those days
Their houses were open to all honest inquirers

1684, he was called from works to rewards.

HOBEHT AND JANE OWEX.

[Of these Friends some account has been pub-

lished in the last volume of" The Friend," under

the head of " Friends in Wales." There is a

mistake relative to the lime of their deaths in that

narrative, which error was originally made in

printing the old volume of Pennsylvania Memo- and large meetings there were, so that their

rials. There were two Robert Owens concerning houses could not contain them, but they

whom memorials were prepared by some of the sometimes obliged to meet out of doors under
early Welch settlers, and the Friends who pre- shady trees.''

pared that volume in 1787, evidently supposed Robert Owen was imprisoned in 1661, and
that they were about the same person. Finding was continued a prisoner for five years, for h
that the time of the death in the original memo- 1 testimony against oaths. Although confined i

rials did not agree, ihey altributcd the difference
i

Uolgelly wiihin a mile of his own residence, he
to a mistake in the writing, and altered one of was not permitted to go there during the whole
them to conform to the one thing they doomed

|

period of his imprisonment. He endured thi

most likely to be true. Thus some of the re-
j

persecution patiently, and took the spoiling of his

marks introduced respecting the one Robert Owen goods joyfully. John Humphrey says that his

in the account published in " The Friend," pro- wife Jane encouraged him in his exerc
perly beloni^ed to tlie otiicr, altiiough few error^; " Though she was the mother of nine sons, and
10 fact are made, except the year he oame l(fihcr nearest relations were such as then bore the

Pennsylvania, the period he resided here, and the|chiefest sway in the whole country, and who tried

to persuade her husband to pity liis children, an<

save his estate.

"She was a woman rarely endued wi;h man;

natural gifts; to her husband in his exercise

meet help; in her deportment solid and stnici

not given to many words. In all their exercisi

together for the Truth's sake, they did not shrin

nor give way for fear or flattery. Their hous

and hearts were open unto all on Truth's account

they [held in their dwelling] meetings for mam
years, until they departed the land of their nat:

vity. They were serviceable in their places an

much beloved in their country."

After labouring faithfully in the ministry, ani

bearing patiently the various trials that were pen

milted to come upon them, until persecution ha

much died out in Wales, they felt in their ol

ago a drawing to leave ihe land of their nativitj

and come to Pennsylvania. They left their ol'

residence in the Fifth month, 1684. The lengt

of time they were on their passage we do nc

know, nor where they landed, but one accouci

says it was " in the lower counties," now Dele

ware. i

This aged couple came to the new world but t.

die. Their earthly labours were accomplished

and in the Fifth month, 1665, wiihin five days d

one another, they breathed their last. They pr<

bably died near where they landed, for Joh

Humphreys says their deaths took place in th

"territories of Pennsylvania," by which he with

out doubl meant one of the three lower counties

New Castle, Kent, or Sussex.

CHRISTOPHER AND FRANCES TAYLOR.

[Frances died in the Tenth month, 1635, bi

as her husband's death occurred in the Fifl

month following, we propose giving a joint bit

graphy.]

Christopher Taylor was born at or nearSki|

ton, in Yorkshire, about, perhaps previous to, th

year 1620. He received an excellent educatioi

and having good natural parts, was qualified fc

extensive usefulness in the world. He was rel

giously inclined, and having in the language!

John Whiting, been " bred a scholar and a mini;

ter," he became " a preacher of the better sort i

those days." He was more spiritual than th

neighbouring priests,—and with his brother Tht

mas, who was also a minister, he appeared alnio;

to have seen out of and beyond the forms an

ceremonies which he still practised. Alihoug

natives of Yorkshire, yet both Christopher aD'

Thomas had their flocks in Westmoreland, wher

they resided when they were both convinced c

the Truih by the instrumentality of George Foi

in the year 1652.

Thomas Taylor first met with George Fox an

was so eflectually reached by his testimony, tha

the very next day the Lord opened his mouth I'

declare the Truth to the peo|)le. Shortly afiei

about the Sixth month, 1652, Christopher wa

also convinced. George Fox says, he " had bee

preacher to a people as well as his brother ; bu

after they had received the knowledge of th

Truth, Ihey soon came into obedience thereuntc

and left their preaching for hire or rewards ; an

having received a part of the ministry of th

gospel, they preached Christ freely, being ofici

sent by the Lord to declare his word in steeple

houses and markets, and great sufferers the;

were."

Christopher was imprisoned at Appleby, " fc

his testimony to Truth" in 1654, and was kef

"under cruel sufferings and inhumane usage

about two years." His offence was speaking I'

a priest " in the steeple-house yard." The cas

of this Friend and others at that time confined o
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pleby, appears to have been peculiarly hard,

e goaler was a wicked, passionate man, and
poor prisoners were often beaten by him. At

les when their friends would come to the prison

bring them water, or necessary food, he would
it them, throw them down, or imprison them
hours. In winter the prisoners sutFered much
m cold ; and when in summer, faint and weak
tn the heat and bad smell arising from the pri-

s beneath, they would stand by the grate to

a mouthful of fresh air, he often locked thi

er door, so that their friends could not brin;

m water, of which they liad none within. He
uld in his wild, cruel schemes to worry them,
rch their pockets, break their knives, throw
ir pen ink and paper away, threaten them
ivily with manacles and chains, burn them
h a blazing candle, and take away their flint

I steel from them. Christopher in an appeal
he officers and magistrates of Appleby, says,

t the laws of England would not warrant such
ge to thieves and murderers, as they had meted
hem. After telling them that although these

igs had been previously laid before them, they
I not repented, but had hardened their hearts,

I made authority their cloak for persecuting
innocent, he adds, " And say you do it in the

ne of his highness the Lord-Protector of Eng-
d. But the Lord God of heaven and earth,

is our Protector and Keeper, will plead our
ise, and it is and will be a day of joy to us,

sn to you it will be a day of bilter weeping and
lenlation."

Selected.

PETITOX.

Psalm Ixxxiv.

Lord of hosts, bow lovely spread
The tents where Thou art worshipped I

My longing soul would there be led,

Would thither fly,—
1 faint for Thee, my liring Head,

For Thee I cry.

Beneath thine altar's safe retreat

The sparrow builds her peaceful seat,

The swallow stoops her young to greet,

Reposing there
;

And blest are they whose willing feet

Thither repair.

Blest he that shall their ways pursue,
Who, the parch'd valley passing through
With prayer (that heaven returns in dew,)

Makes green the sod
;

They shall afresh their strength renew,
And see their God.

Hear, Lord of hosts the prayer we pour;
God our shield—thy light restore

;

For, in thy courts, a day is more
Thau years beside

;

1 spurn, while I can keep thy door,

The tents of pride I

For God with grace will shield my breast
With glory, as a sun, invest

:

Of every good are they possest
Who upright be

;

Oh Lord of hosts, the man how blest,

That trusts in Thee I

XPRES3I0NS OF AX AGED CHRISTIAN, JUST
BEFOBE HE EXPIRED.

ard you not that strain excelling? Blessed sound I

it sinlis and falls

—

Jord of Hosts, 'tis thy still voice that to my spirit

calls.

trength of Love ! oh life of death I my God 1 above
this hour
me. Uh Saviour, strong the waves, but stronger is

thy power I"

1 to the wall he turned his face. " Xow I go hence
he said,

'aradise, to meet my Lord." And sweetly thus ho
died.

Selecled.

ON GOD.
'What tho' no object strike upon the sight,

Thy sacred presence is an inward light.

Wliat tho' no sound shall penetrate the ear.

To list'niug faith the voice of truth is clear,

yincere devotion wants no outward shrine.

The centre of an humble soul is thine.

There may I worship, and there may'st thou raise,

Thy seat of glory, and thy throne of grace;
j

Yea, fix (if Christ my advocate appear,)
The strict tribunal of thy justice there.

Let each vain thought, and each impure desire.

Meet in thy wrath with a consuming fire.

.

Thou too canst raise (tho' punishing for sin,)

The joys of peaceful penitence within
;

Tliy justice and thy mercy both are sweet;
Thou mak'st our suff'rings and salvation meet.
Befall me then, whatever God shall please.

His wounds are healing, and his griefs give ease
;

He is the true physician of the soul,

Applies the med'cine that can make it whole.
I'll do, I'll suffer, whatsoe'er he wills

;

I see his aim thro' all these transient ills

;

'Tis to ensure a salutary grief,

To fit the mind to absolute relief;

Till purg'd from every false and finite love,

Dead to the world, alive to things above
;

The soul renew'd, as in its first form'd youth
;

Shall worship God in spirit and in truth."

From the Plough, llie Loom and Ihc Anvil.

RUSSIAN INDUSTRY.

(Concluded from page HI.)

' In the government of Yarosjaf, the w^holc in-

habitants of one place are potters. Upwards of
two thousand inhabitants of another place are

rope-makers and harness-makers. The popula-
tion of the district of Uglitich, in 1835, sent three

millions of yards of linen cloth to the markets of

Rybeick and Moscow. The peasants on one es-

tate are all candle-makers, on a second they arc

all manufacturers of felt hats, and on a third they

are solely occupied in smiths' work, chiefly the

making of a.xes. In the district of Pusheclre there

are about seventy tanneries, which give occupa-
tion to a large number of families; they have no
paid workmen, but perform all the operations

among themselves, preparing leather to the value

of about twenty thousand roubles a year, and
which is disposed of on their account in Kybuck,
In the districts where the forest trees mostly con.

sist of lindens, the inhabitants are principally en-

gaged in the manufacture of raatting, which
according to its greater or less degree of fineness

is employed either for sacking or sail-cloth, or

merely as packing-mats.

The linden tree grows only on moist soils, rich

in black humus, or vegetable mould ; but will not

grow at all in sandy soils, which renders it com-
paratively scarce in some parts of Russia, while

in others it grows abundantly. The mats are pre-

pared from the inner bark, and as the linden is

ready for stripping at only fifteen years of age,

and indeed is best at that age; these trees form a

rich source of profit for those who dwell in the

districts where they grow.'

We have here a system of combined e.xertion

that tends greatly to account lor the rapid pro-

gress of Russia in population, wealth, and power.

The men who thus associate I'or local purposes

acquire information, and with it the desire for

more; and thus wc find them passing freely, as

interest may direct them, from one pari of the

em|)ire to another.

* * 'The Russian,' says our author, ' has a

great disposition for wandering about beyond his

native place, but not for travelling abroad. The
love of home seems to be merged, to a great ex-

tent, in love of country. A Russian feels himsell

at home everywhere within Russia; and, in a po-

litical sense, this rambling di^iposition of the peo-

ple, and the close intercourse between the inhabi-
taiits of the various provinces to which it leads,

contributes to knit a closer bond of union bclween
the people, and to arou^c and maintain a nalional
policy, and a patriotic love of country. Although
he may quit his native place, the Russian never
wholly severs the connection with it; and as we
have before mentioned, bt;ing fitted by natural
talent to turn his hand to any species of work, ho
in general never limits himself in his wanderings
to any parlicular occupalion, but tries at severuT;
but chooses whatever may seem to him Ihe most
advantageous. When they pursue any definite ex-
tensive trade, such as that of a carpenter, mason,
or ihe like, in large towns, they associate together,
and form a sort of trade's association, and tho
cleverest assume the position of a sort of con-
tractor for the labour required.

'Thus, if a nobleman should want to build a
house, or even a palace, in St. Petersburg, he ap-
plies to such a contractor, (prodratshnik,) lays
before him the elevation and plans, and makes a
contract with him to do the work required for a
specified sum. The contractor then makes an
agreement with his comrades respecting Ihe as-
sistance they are to give, and the share they are
to receive of the profit ; after which he usually sets

off to his native place, either alone or with some
ol his comrades, to obtain the requisite capital to

carry on the work with. The inhabitants, who
also have their share of the gains, readily make
up the necessary sum, and everything is done in

trust and confidence ; it is, indeed, very rare to

hear of frauds in these matters. The carpenters
(plotniki) form a peculiar class of the workmen
we have described. As most of the houses in

Russia, and especially in the country parts,

are built of wood, the number and importance of
the carpenlers, as a class, are very great in com-
parison with other countries. Almost every peas-
ant, whatever other trade he may follow, is some-
thing of a carpenter, and knows how to shape and
put together limbers for a dwellini'.

'The j>lolnikl in the villages are never any-
thing more than these general carpenters, and
never acquire any regular knowledge of their

business. The real Russian /)&i«iAj seldom car-
ries any other tools with him than an a.\e and a
chisel, and with these he wanders through all

pans of the empire, seeking, and everywhere
finding work.'

Maxims Respecting Cluislian I/Uercourse.—
It is by throwing open a dark cellar to the sweet
light and air of heaven that the moulJiness and
dampness disappear; so it is by opening the heart

to the influence of the love of Christ and to tho

reciprocities of Christian society that its gloomy
and morbid feelings are chased away.
A plant that grows in a cave is |)ale and sick-

ly; so is the piety of a Christian wiio shuts him-
self out from the fellowship of God's household.

It would be a poor slate of civil society where
every one should atteni|)t to live independently of
his neighbours, being his own halter, tanner,

shoemaker, spinner, weaver, chairmaker, &c. So
it is a poor stale of Christian society, where each
pursues his weary pilgrimage to lieaven alone,

neither seeking health and comfort from his bre-

thren, nor otfering them in return.

A single stick of wood makes a poor fire, espc-

cially if It be green and full of snow ; but a muss
of sticks can be made to burn, lhou;;li tliey bo at

the beginning both green and wet. So what with

inward corru|)tion, and what with outward temp-
tation, the Christian who shuts himself up fro.ci

communion with his brethren, finds it hard wor.i

to keep his bosom in a glow ; but when ho gOM
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iinionj; tlioin, and iniiiyli;s his Ictliiig willi llicirs,

ilicn liis lie.irt l>ccumes liot.

"Iron sliarpenclli iron; so n mnn sharpenclli

the couiilcnance of his Iriciid." A iiiiixiin thni

cannot he iniproveil in its npphcntion to Cliristiun

intiTcourso. W'c leave it ns it is.

Would you hke to give your brother a look of

unkindness, a word of unkindness, ond truet him
tlie tiexl moment in heaven?

Tenipornl alliiirs are Lest expedited when they

ore made the subjects of secret prayer. Uener-

nlly s[X>aking, he who prays fcrvenlly in his

closet, will speed well in his shop, at the plough,

or in whatsoever he may turn his hand unto.

For •• TiR- l-riiiul."

Stcaiiraslnciis in Rriigioiis Uutics.

h must be difi'icult to conceive the vexation and

distress, which thousands of Friends underwent

between the middle and latter part of the seven-

tccnth century, in consequence of faithfully attend-

ing their meetings for Divine worship. Many

were very poor, and when deprived of their lilllc

nil, subjected to hunger, and hardship from the

want of necessary food, bedding and clolhing,

there can be no doubt that life was often shorten-

ed, and parents and children must have endured

keen suffering, while their cruel persecutors were

seeking their destruction.

In the year 1676, the wife of Francis Larder

residing at Fakenham, in Norfolk, aticiiding the

meetings of Friends, her husband, though not a

member, was fined, and the officers took from

him bedding worth 15s. She still continued to

frequent the meeting, and ho was again fined;

but when the officers came the second time to

distrain, they found his wife sick in bed, and little

goods in the house, which they reported to tiie

justice, and that the woman was likely lo die.

But the justice w hoin no circumstance could move

to compassion, ordered them to go and lake the

bed from under her; which command was pre-

vented from being put in execution by the poor

woman's death that night. At her desire, she

was with her husband's consent, interred in

Friends' burying-ground. But the parish priest

and the clerk losing their fees, which gave of-

fence, the corpse was taken up, in doing which

tliey broke the coffin, and then tied it together,!

and carried it to the market-place, to the astonish-

ment of the people, who were grieved to see such

an inhuman act. What a low stale of religion,

or even civilization, must have prevailed in some

places in England at that day ! The Indians in

North America would hardly have been guilty ofi

such an unfeeling action. Can we marvel at

the thundering testimonies of many preachers ol

the gospel, against the mercenary, and depraved]

priesthood of that time ?

Thomas Watson, a very poor man, who by

hard labour supported his wife and small children,

was fined for being at a meeting. The officers,
|

pitying his circumstances, reported to the justice

that the man had little in the house, except a bed

on which he and his family laid. The h.ird-

hearled magistrate ordered them to take his bed,j

which they did, and left him and his family toj

lodge on straw. His industrious wife, endeavour-

ing to assist in maintaining their children, by

baking a little bread and selling it in the market,

the unprincipled officers made a seizure even on

that pittance, at one time to the value of nineteen
j

pence, at another fourteen pence. These in-

stances show that nothing is more destructive ol

humanity than a furious bigoted zeal. This was

further exemplified in the case of Peter Wynne, a I

man who was so poor, that the goods they look

from him, only worth eight shillings, were the

chief part of the furniture of his house. William

Barber, of Geffmg, was continued in prison for

tithes, where he had lain seven years at the suit

of the parish priest, a persecutor so implacable,

as to say, that he had taken care, in case of his

men death, that W. Barber should not be releasal.

Thomas Malthewman, of East Durham, was im-

prisoned lor tithes in Norwich Castle, where he

died; and his wife who affectionately attended

him in this cold, unhealthy prison, contracted

disease of which she also died in the following

month. The expressions of the priest denote

deep-rooted malice against those poor inoffensive

Christians, as contrary lo true charity as dark-

ness is to light. If ihey were not convinced of the

errors of their ceremonious worship, and the anti-

chrislian system of the forced maintenance of

those preachers, their persecuting spirit, even unto

death, would deter discerning people from fre-

quenting their meeting-houses. What kind of

religion could they expect to find there inculcated

or practised, cither by the priest or his hearers?

Such were the sutTerings of Friends in Nor-

wich, for attending or holding their meetings for

worship, that George Whitehead and Gilbert

Laily, presented their cases at the council where

the judges appeared ; but they refused to hear it,

under pretence that it was not drawn in the usual

form. Some time after they went to meet the

king, at his coming out of the park, and when he

appeared, G. Whitehead stepped up to liim, no

difficulty being made by his attendants, and ad-

dressed him thus: "May it please the king to

grant us the favour of a few words. It is in be-

half of many of the king's peaceable subjects,

who are prisoners at Norwich, and there likely

to be buried alive in holes and dungeons."

King,—" Can't ihey swear themselves out of

prison?"

G. W.—"Under favour, such are not in socie-

ty with us. We entreat the king to commiserate

the distressed case of the prisoners in Norwich,

lor they are burying them alive in dungeons

under ground."

King.—" Have you a paper? If you have a

paper of their case, I'll take it.'

G. W.—"Yes, here is a paper;" which he de-

livered into the king's hand. " They are a poor

harmless people; poor wool-combers, weavers,

and tradesmen, like to be destroyed in prison un-

der ground. We entreat the king not to suffer;

these his peaceable subjects to be buried alive."'

Gilbert Laily then stepped to the king, and

said, " We are the king's subjects, that never did

anything against him, having been peaceable,

and we can truly say, have served him, and we
never were against him

;
yet our Friends are

great sufferers, and they lie in a dungeon IweiiUj-

seven sle2)S deep in the ground at Norwich.

Wherefore we have most earnestly sought relief

of the king."

Those Friends not receiving the assurance of

the king's inlerference for the sufferers which

they desired, obtained another interview, at which

the king promised them that he would take notice

of their case, and that it should be called up in

the council. 'J'he issue was thai at the summer
assize in the year 1683, the prisoners in the

Norwich dungeon, were liberated by the judge,

pursuant, as was believed, to the instructions

given him by the king. Much tender sympathy
lor one another was lelt and manifested among
Friends, by their ellbrts lo procure a release from
the rigorous persecutions they were subjected to.

'

They showed their love to God in faithlully keep-

j

ing up their meetings for worship ; and when im-

prisoned, their love to one another in slrengthen-

inc each other's faith and constancy in their sori

afflictions. Were we subjected lo the same pre

vocations, and loss of liberty, goods, and health

it might be referred to by the unfaithful, as som

sort of excuse for not attending our religiou

meetings; yet if such obstructions were placed i

the way, we believe there are thousands at thi

day, who would feel ihe same obligation to nice

together in the name of Christ, and to conies,

him in the discharge of this solemn duly, let th

consequence be what it might. Is not our re

sponsibility increased with tlie facilities we pos

sess for discharging this duty, and for a failur

in which, will not our condemnation be the great

cr ? How easy do many appear to feel in absent

ing themselves from our religious assemblies, a

though it was a matter of entire indifference whe

ther they went or not. Such sustain a great loss

in depriving themselves of the spiritual aid am
consolation, often received in the harmonious Ira

vail of spirit, and the united prayers and praise

which humble devoted souls partake of in ou,

solemn meetings. Not only do they lose lb

benefit of the silent, or vocal labours of the faith

ful ones, but they are not in the w'ay of receivin;

gifts and qualification to edify the church them

selves, and to promote the cause of the Redeemer

Comparatively, what a small portion of iheir time

do even the most diligent exclusively devote 1(

the cause of religion! .And when we conside;

that it is of the highest importance to bo made i

soldier in the Lamb's army, to fight the goot

fight of faith under his banner and direction, ant

to be divinely anointed for bringing others t(

Christ, that they also may work out their salva-

tion, and join in the advancement of his kingdom

how ought we to lay aside every hindering thing

and come " to the help of the Lord against tl«

mighty."

Many of the Friends who attended Portshu

meeting in Somersetshire, were fined, and good;

distrained of ihem amounting to £166. A nolo

rious informer in these cases was so hardened

as to make sport of his wicked employment
When he had taken all the cattle one farmer had

,and a neighbour had lent him two cows to mill'

for his children, this wicked man told one of his

accomplices, that " there was two more cows

sent him from heaven ;" and no doubt would have

seized them, had he not been prevented by theii

being speedily returned to the owner. For these

harpies took all they could find, and when the

sulTerers had renewed their slock, they repealec

their plunder. The following letter written Ic

this informer, by his mother, shows the abhor-

rence in which they were held, and the griei

which this abandoned son gave his deeply afllictec

parent. She says :

"Son Edward,—My love is to you remetn

bered ; but at this lime with much grief of hear

I write unio you ; for I understand you have beer

an instrument of giving much trouble to hones

people, which grieves me more than I can ex

press. And now I earnestly require you to heec

what I say, if you have any love lo God, or love

lo your own soul, or love lo me, that so soon ni

you have received these lines, you resolve for the

lime lo come, never to do anything more agaiiis

honest people, not so much as to sjieak agains

them one word tending to their hurt. If you arei

in an ollice, you may keep forth of the way, as

honest, sober men do elsewhere. And I do un

derstand, that none doth meddle in these employ-i

ments, but those that liave not the fearol'Goc

before their eyes, and such as do nol stand upor

their own reputation in this life, nor their happi

ness in the life to come. An informer is account

ed the basest of men that arc. Those that art
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icounteJ rogues do scorn lo be informers, this

ing accounted a degree worse than they. 1

sh you were but sensible of my great grief and

JHibfe about this business, and not me only, but

|)ur brothers and sisters also. I entreat you to

file to me with what speed you can, to give nie

'lisfaction ; for I much long till I hear from you,

(d am in continual trouble till I hear you are ol

lothcr spirit. As you lender my comfort and

ace, mind what I say, and shall remain,
' Your loving mother,

M. P."

mrslic Life of Ibe Water Snail and llic Stickle-

back.

We have l)een favoured, by Mr. Warington, of

pothecaries' Hall, with a co|)y of an interesting

1 instructive paper, which was intended to have

en read by him at ihe last meeting of the British

ssociation in Belfast, but which has since been

•mmunicated by him to the " Annals and Maga-
ne of Natural History," for October, 1852.

depenriently of the pleasing interest of the facts

mmuuicated in the paper, we commend it to the

ptice of our readers, as pointing out a simple and

nocent source of enjoyment to be derived from

e observation of the habits of animal life.

My object in bringing the accompanying obser-

itions before the public is to endeavour to direct,

ore in detail than I have hitherto been able to

(, the attention of naturalists, and those who take

delight and pleasure in the study of God's won-
irlul and glorious works, to a very simple means
easily investigating the habits and economy of

I those numerous classes of animal and vegetable

e that are capable of being brought within the

nited precincts of the small water-cases I have
sewhere described. And when I state that these

iservations have been made by one most igno-

nt on the subject of natural history, and a per-

ct tyro in this field of research, as the details of

is communication will fully demonstrale; when
mention also that they have been made at leisure

tervals of very short duration, snatched as an
nusement and as opportunities occurred from
e weightier matters of professional business ; I

)pe that it may encourage others to lollow in

e same most interesiing course of investigation,

hen, aided by a little perseverance, they may
sure for themselves an abundant reward.

The Water Snail. This important element, in

I the cases where the removal of the decaying
igetable matter or the growth of Confervce is

icessary, to enable the generality of fish to live

iaithily, others to our consideration some very

terestmg phenomena. In commencing my ex-

iriments in the early part of 1849, 1 had em-
oyed the Liynnea slagnalls for this purpose.

It was soon obliged to substitute some less vora-

3us inhabitant lor my small domain, for I found

at as it grew in size its appetite increased to an
ormous extent, and the plants were punished

ost severely, the leaves of the VaUisneria spi-

dis being bitten quite through; and if the snails

2re in too large a number, the whole of the

getalion was rapidly removed; other varieties

the Limnea were consequently introduced at

I early period, nam dy L. auricularia and L.
uli/iosa, as also Fliijsa fonlinalis, Bilkinia
itaculaia, Ftanorbis corneus, and P. carinala.

lese last two varieties have been found higbly

rviceable, as from the cornualed ibrmation of

sir shell and small mouth, the fish cannot so

adily get them out to leed upon. With the i.
ricuUiria and L. glutinosa this is easily etfect-

, in consequence ol' the large aperture of their i

shell; and if the fish fails in his endeavours by a gently, as, if too much force is used, the web is

sudden attack to shake the snail out, he will attempt
]

broken, and the snail rises rapidly to the surface,

to suck it from its retreat, as is the case with the I The next subject of interest which 1 wish to call

gold-fish ; with the minnow [Leuciscus I'hoxiniis), attention lo is

—

however, it is difl'erent, as the smallness of its The Stickleback, Gasterosteus kiurus. This
size renders this manoeuvre impossible, unless the most beautiful little creature has afforded a sub-

snail be very minute ; it has recourse therefore to
I

ject for much interesting observation for some
another and quite as efficient a means of obtaining lime past, and I fear that what I have to offer will

its object, and I have seen these beautiful little prove very much a repeiiiion of what has already

fellows seize on their prey and shake it, as a tcr- been published on the subject. As, however, the

rier dog would a rat, belwecn a piece of I he rock- proceedings and observations of those who dare

work and I he glass, until they have broken its not rank themselves in the class of naturalists,

thin and delicate shell to pieces, and, having ef- sometimes from their want of knowledge, cause

fected ihis to their satisfaction, quietly consume circumslances to arise which would not otherwise

their victim. occur, so in the present case my failures through
It will be seen from these facts, that the snails my own ignorance may develnpe some new points

will require to be renewed at intervals, particularly in the economy of these small fry. Mr. Edwards
as I have previously shown that the increase of| of Shoreditch, whose London garden pond has

the snail by its eggs, which are deposited in very i affijrded much interesting matter to many micro-

large quantities, is entirely prevented by the fish scopists, informs me, in a note dated August 27,

consuming them the instant they exhibit signs ofi 1852, that it is about fourteen years since he first

locomotion.
!
noticed the fact of the stickleback building a nest,

These v\'aler-snails have the extraordinary pow- ' guarding the spawn, and defending the young
er of moving along the surface of the water with ones; no publicalion, however, of these observa-

great rapidity with their shells downward, the foot, tions seems to have taken place. Since that

being attached as it were to the atmospheric air.
j

period, the facts have been published by M. Coste

The rianorbis also can fix itself, wiihout any I in France in 1847, and quite lately by Mr. Kina-
apparent means of attachment, by its side to the

flat surface of the glass, and will remain thus for

several days.

In watching the movements of the Limnea, 1

vN'as for some time under the impression that they

had a power of swimming or sustaining themselves

in the water, as they would rise from the botlom

of the pond, a portion of the rock-work, or a leaf

of ihe plants, and float for a considerable period,

nearly out of their shells, wiihout any apparent

atiachmcnt, and, by the contortions and gyrations

of their body and shell, move some little distance,

in a horizontal direction, from the point which

they had left. On more carefully watching this

phenomenon, however, I found they were attached

by a thread or web, which was so transparent a

ban, in a paper laid before the Dublin Natural

History Society.

My observations in the miniature ponds com-
menced in May, 1851, when, having received fronn

a friend at Mitcham several of these litlle fish,

male and female, the latter being full of spawn,

they were introduced to their new abode. A
curious scene fullowed : the male fish immediately

took up certain positions, the strongest apparently

having the first choice, which they maintained

against all intruders, and a species of border war-

fare was continually maintained across the pre-

scribed boundaries of each, and although at times

driven out by a fierce attack from a stronger fish,

yet, immediately the battle had ceased, they re-

turned to their previous position, which they da-

te be altogether invisible, and which they could 'fended most vigorously. These battles were at

elongate in a similar way to the spider; they also| limes most desperate, for these puny combatants
[)ossessed the power of returning upon this thread ; would fisten tight on each other for several se-

by gathering it up as it were, and thus drawing
j

conds, tumbling over and over, until their strength

themselves back to the point which they had quit- !
appeared completely exhausted. If there wore

ted. These facts were clearly proved in the fol-lmore fish present than there were positions for,

lowing manner. A. Luiinca slagnalls \mA <^\\<\ei\ ,[\\ey fared most grievously, being driven alto-

Its way along a young and short leaf of the F((/-jgether into one corner of the pond, from which
lisneria which terminated below the surface of the they ventured forth only to be driven back again

water, and having reached the extremity launched
j

on all sides, where they were continually exposed

itsell'oir from it; after moving about with a sort
j

lo the attacks of their companions,

of swimming or rolling motion in a horizontal di- (Conclusion nexiweeko

rcction for some time it lowered itself gradually,! •=

and in efFectiiig this the long flexible leaf of the! Ilumillty.—" Pride consisis in thinking ofour-

Vallisneria was bent with an undulating motion, selves more highly than wo ought to think. Its

corresponding exactly with every movement of! opposite humility does not imply a lack of self-

the snail, clearly showing that it had a firm altach- 1 respect, but this feeling is not inordinate ; so Ihnt

ment to the extremity of the leaf. On another
I
one places a j«s< estimate upon one's self. Wo

occasion ix L. gluUnosa gradually rose from the i said humility implies no lack of self-respect.

surface of a piece of submersed rock, and when at
!
Some mistake on this point. With them meck-

tlie distance of about 3 or 4 inches from it stayed ness is a species of meanness, denoting a cring-

its progress, floating about in a circumscribed ing, slavish spirit. In iheir view, to be humble,

horizontal direction fur some time ; at last it arose one must think of himself /ms highly than ho

suddenly and rapidly to the surface, evidently from ought to think. This is an abuse. There are

the rupture of its thread of attachment. The many reasons why we should have a proper rc-

most convincing proof, however, of this fact that 1 gard to ourselves, and our rights and interests,

can perhaps adduce, and one that 1 have oiien Without it we cannot well discharge the duties

repealed with all the before-mentioned Limnecc, AcioW\ng on us in our various responsible trusts,

is that when the snail has been some inches dis- Moses was the meekest of men: he exhibited this

tant from the supposed point of attachment, a rod
|

trail in every part of his eventful life, but ho never

or stick has been carefully introduced, and slowly
I

yielded lo servile fear. Ho met the responsibi-

drawn on one side between them in a horizontal
j

lities of life, it is true, with diflidonce, yet with

direction, and by this means the snail can be made
|

manly fortitude and boldness. Our Saviour was

to undulate to and fro, obeying e.vaclly the move-
1 a pattern of humility, but he had no attribute of

ment of the rod : ihis requires to bo done very
|

meanness or servility. While He was far re-
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n,oved from pride and osten.ation he wns equally seem amused wi.h his modo or living and^^^

fur from declinin" '.he Insks of duly, however no one to molest him. Occasionally lie will ex-

they might bring hii

wicked.''

into conflict with the
i
liibit a lilllo special allachment by travelli

belli on Fiflli-ila.r, First monlli .Mh, 185-t,

day with one engine driver.

—

Manchester {Eiig.) gi ,vrch street.

Guardian. \

the third-fllory room of Friends' bookstore, N

CnAnLiB J. Alles, Secretary.

rolourrd drjilian A&yliim.

The Managers of the Coloured Orph;

?riagara Falls anrl Manufactures.— It appears
|

The PUiladdphia A
Asylum 'that the water power of Niagara Falls is about to

feel compfllcd lo call the attention of their friends be devoted to manufacturing purposes. At the

ond the public to the immediate wants of their In- last session of the Legislature of New York, a

stilution; while at the same time they gratefully .charter was obtained for the "Niagara Fulls

acknowledge the continued favours which have
|

Hydraulic Company," which has since been or-

bcen awarded them since the commencement ofjganizcd, with a capital of 8500,000 all paid in,

1836. These have enabled wilh a right of increasing it to §5,000,000. It
their enterprise

them to provide appropriate accommodations for

221 childreo, fifty of whom are strictly hospital

patients, and are tenderly nursed and cared for in

n scpamte building. Still the demands upon the

Managers arc urgent from the homeless orphan

and the child of the widowed parent. These

plead in the eloquent language of want and desti-

tution for protection. To meet the urgency of

ihcir claims, as the Institution is becoming crowd-

ed, the Managers have determined to provide ac-

commodations for some fifty more children, by

making dormitories in the garret over the main

building, and enlarging the dining-room by in-

closing the piazza, provided the sum of §1000

shall be raised for this especial object.

The gradual but slow progress which has hith-

erto marked their proceedings, and their experi-

ence of every year have atlbrdcd increased evi-

dence that to[l, and skill, and patient perseverance,

with the Divine blessing, are requisile to give

success and permanence lo every benevolent

eyterprise. This, they feel assured, rests on the

appears from the statement of the company, that

they have obtained possession of lands so situated

as to give them an almost unlimited use of the

water, for creating a manufacturing power. They
have acquired eighty acres of land situated below

ihe Falls, in the village of Niagara Falls, between

Ontario street and the river, wilh a front of 1 100 feet

on the water, above the Falls, and a perpetual right

to a section of land for a hydraulic canal, 100 feet

in width, extending from the entrance above the

Falls, a distance of 3500 feet, to the manufactur-

ing site below. These lands and water privileges

have been purchased for the sum of $550,000.

f Friend) for the Instrueti

of Poor Children.

A iiieeliQg of "The Philadelphia Association

Friends for the Instruction of Poor Children," will 1

held on Sccond-dny evcninp, First month 2nd, 18r>4,

7J o'clock, at the committee-room, Mulberry strc

meeting-house.
Kkwahd RiriliE, Clrrh,

Died, in Newport, R. I., on the 22d of Eleventh mt

1853, AiiiGAiL (iocLD, wife of Henry Gould, in the 78t

year of her age. She was an e.veniiihiry and iiscf

member and for several years nn over.«ecr of Klioik- I

land Monthly Meeting. She liad been carefully eli

cated by her parents in the principles of our rclijfioi

Society, in the truth of which, as she advanced in year

she bec.inie firmly established. She was of a retiriij

and diffident disposition, but her heart and her boui

were always open to receive and entertain such as sf'

considered faithful in the service of her Lord and Si

viour, many of whom in ditferent and remote place

will doubtless remember her.—Having long been dil

gently concerned to walk in the fear and counsel of h(

Lord and Master, when laid upon a bed of languishiDj

although her bodily sufferings were of long continnanc.

she seemed to have little to do, or to say with regard t

herself, except to express the earnest desire that sh

might be enabled to endure with patience the allotte

portion of suffering, and to wail all the days of the af

pointed lime until her change come.—Xot many day

before her death, after alluding to her unusual snffei

ings, and the insufficiency of medical aid, she sak'
" that when her heavenly Father was ple.ased to say, '1'

is enough,' they would be relieved—but not before ;-

Singular.—We have frequently heard of inci-

dents strikingly illustrative of the instinct of ani-

mals. The Ibllowing occurrence, which recently

took place in Christiana Hundred, is a case in

point. John I'ylo had two horses engaged in

threshing ; at noon they were let loose in the barn-

yard, when one of them in rolling, turned over

with his back in a gutter, where he remained with \

^^^^ she was fully confirmed, there was no more rest o

,, , . ,,. . 1 1 ij k 1 ,- 1 rrt I u Ik ,.,„^ I
ease for her in this world, and that she should rejoic

immutable basis ol Chrislianity, and is upheld by Ins leet in the air. The other horse, which was,
^^ ^^^ prospect of a speedv release, although the t

every consideration of public safety and justice, rather noted for dullness, seeing the unpleasant
"

When they retnemlxir their own obligations to [situation ol' his companion, trotted round to the

the common Creator and Redeemer, and their
]

barn door, neighed several times, and then moved

relations to these children as liillow-subjects ol] rapidly back lo the yard. J. P. paid no attention

the same Universal Governor and lellow-heirs of to the matter, thinking that the other horse had

the same immortality; they are assured, that the

dignity and importance of the enterprise is not

lessened, because its subjects are those, whose

earthly inheritance has boon scorn, sorrow, and

neglect; but ihat it is one of the manifestations ol

Christian love, which, in so many channels, has

adorned and blessed our age and country.

Ciiiiti ibulions for this object will be most grate-

fully received, and may be sent to R. I. Murray,

No. 96 E. Fourteenth street ; Murray &, Davis,

No. 65 Broad strict ; or to any of the Managers.

New York, Twelfth mo., 1S53.

A Dog's Taste for Railway Travelling.—We
have received from a correspondent who has re-

cently visiied Ireland, a somewhat curious in-

stance of the case of a dog, which is in the habit

of travelling by railway, lor which he appears to

have a free pass. The writer states lliut having

a parlicular friend engaged on the Dublin and

Drogheda Railway, he travelled a good deal on it

during his stay in Dublin. One traveller, a dog,

of the Scotch terrier bred, which answered lo llie

name of " Jack," formerly belonging to one of

Ihe porters, particularly attracted his attention.

On inquiry, the engine driver staled that the dog

gels upon the engine at pleasure, and leaves it the

same. Sometimes he will go on at Dublin and

go to Drogheda ; get oif there, wail for another

train, and then proceed to Belfast, where he will

lake up his quarters for the night. At other limes

he will travel to all the intermediate stations,

Should he happen to miss one train, he strolls

about ihe station like any other passenger, until

tiio next comes up, and then starts again. He is

well known by the officials at all the stations, who

3ly 111 pur-
1 have nothing to boast of, or to glory in. I feel

The horse, however, soon returned, and by 1 thy of the least of Uis mercies, hut am willing to leav

liahing, apparent earnestness, and unusual all things in the hands of my Maker—the Holy One (

ct, J. 1'. was induced to step to the front oi\^''^'^" .
^s she drew near to the close, her bodily su^

'
,

, 1
, , I

• fenngs increased, and for several days were uncommon

run out of si^ht, and this one was
suit.

his neig

conduct, U. 1 . *VUO iUUUl,^-^ lU OVl.,|7 IVJ 111..^ l.V^... V.
I

- . . ,

,
' , , J I 1 I

• fenngs increased,
barn, when he perceived the horse laying on

j^ g^^^^^ Ti^trng this period she frequently cxpresse

his back, and the other standing and looking on
, great concern lest her patience should fail.—For sen

wilh apparent earnestness. He descended and
|

ral hours previous to her release, she continued to suffi

assisted the animal to rise, when the old horse j

e^'re'uely, and, as had freriuently been the case befon

assumed his former gravity and became as pas-

had been hitherto hidden from her view; butshethougl
she could uot last much longer;" adding, after a pausi
" I am fully sensible, that even for every idle word the

men sh.ill speak, they will have to give an account i

the day of judgment. But all fear of death and judg

;beeu mercifully taken away from me. Still

as ever.— Wilmington {Del.) Republican
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We have not yet received the printed

appeared to be engaged in fervent, mental supplicatioi

Being perfectly sensible, and perceiving the effect of h<

sufferings upon those around her, after a time, she sail

" I believe I shall be enabled to steer through
;
and

desire that all may be still—that not one word may t

spoken." After which, her difficulty of breathing app<

rently ceased, and she laid very still and quiet for sevi

ral hours, retaining the power of speech and of visio^^~
' nearly to the last. She breathed less and less perce]

nutes tibly,'and passed away so quietly, that the moment i

The lines occasioned by reading Matt. chap,

viii. verses 24, 25, 26, sent us by " a Friend," have

already been published in our journal.

We call the attention of our readers to the

communication received from New York, respect-

ing the Coloured Orphan Asylum.

RECEIPTS.

Received from H. Robinson, agent, N. Y., for S. F.

.\Iott, $4, vols. 25 and 26, for D. Sands, $4, vols. 25 and

26, for Robert J. Murray, $2, vol. 2b
;
from M

, §10,

to 52, vol. 2ti.

... J . 1 .
there was a precious and consoling evidence affordei

ilactory account of its proceedings at Us last
j,,^j through the mercy of God in Christ Jesus oi

nnual meeting. We should be glad il some one blessed and holy Redeemer, her purified spirit had be(

four Friends there, would furnish us with a ^ gathered, as a shock of corn cometh in in its seasoi

copy, or some information respecting the trans- into the heavenly garner of everlasting rest.

actions. , at the residence of her father, in Westmorelan

N. Y., on the 17th instant, in the 32nd year of her ng

PuEBE, daughter of William Hakes, a member of Ne

Hartford Monthly Meeting. In the relations of life st

was found the judicious counsellor, the tender and syr

pathizing friend. During an illness of five years' coi

tinuancc, she was favoured with much Christian pi

tience and resignation, which were often observed I

those that visited her.—Being attacked with hemorrha(

of the lungs, which was very alarming to her, she wi

engaged lo seek more earnestly the things that belong!

to her everlasting peace, often comparing herself to tl

prodigal son. She passed through hard conflicts befo

she was enabled to say truly, the " Lord is a great God
" My Redeemer may I truly trust in Him."

PRINTED BY KITE & WALTO.V.
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" Many beautiful arrangements are nnade for

suring the proper application of the pollen !o

e upper part of the pistil. The agency of winds,

elasticity, of irritability, and of insects, is call-

, into operation in difllrent cases. In the com-
on nettle, and in the pellitory of the wall, the

Etmens have elastic filaments, which are at first

:nt down, so as to be obscured by the calyx
;

It when the pollen is ripe, the filaments jerk out,

id thus scatter ihe powder on the pistils, which

:cupy separate flowers. In the common bar-

irry, the lower part of the filament is very irri-

ble; and whenever it is touched, the stamen
oves forward to the pistil. In the stylewort

Uylidiutn), the stamens and pistil are united in

common column which projects from the flow-

; this column is very irritable at the angle

here it leaves the flower, and when touched, it

isses with a sudden jerk from one side to the

her, and thus scatters the pollen. In the hazel,

here ihe pollen is in one set of flowers and ihc

stil in another, the leaves might interfere with

e applicaiion of the pollen, and therefore they

•e not produced until it has been scattered. In

e case of firs, which have their flowers arranged

1 in the hazel, stamens at one place and fruit-

iaring cones at another, the evergreen leaves

'e very narrow, and the quantity of pollen pro-

iced is very great, so as to ensure its reaching

e young cones. In America, the pollen from
ne forests is sometimes carried to a great dis-

nce by winds, and falls in showers like sulphur.

I the month of May, in this country, a visit to a

rest of firs will show the large quantity of yel-

w powder which falls from the trees when sha-

ix\. In the case of cucumbers in a glass frame,

here the wind cannot reach the flowers, the gar-

:Qer takes the pollen from the one kind of flower

id applies to the other, in order that he may get

uit. In willows, the stamen-bearing and pistil-

;aring flowers are on separate trees. The two
nds of trees grow near each other, and the wind
afts the powder from the one to the other. In

allisneria spiralis, an aquatic plant, which
rows in the mud of ditches in the south of Eu-
ipe, the stamen-bearing plant at a certain period

;
detached from the mud and rises to the surface

"the water, where it floats and ripens its pollen.

son after this, the pistil-bearing plant, which
ill remains growing in the mud, sends up a long

liral stalk, which bears the flower to the surface,

here it expands. The pollen is then wafted on

it by the wind, and the seed is perfected, and

finafly deposited in the mud.
'

" Insects are often, in the arrangements of Pro-

vidence, made ihe means of securing the produc-

tion of seed. How often do we see the bees col-

lecting the yellow powder of plants, and, while

providing for the lood of their young, aiding in

dispersing the pollen. The honey-like matler

secreted by flowers renders them attractive to in-

sects. It is produced by an alleration in the

starch, which occupies cells at the bottom of the

flowers. In the common crown imperial of the

gardens, there is a distinct depression at the base

of each petal, in which the honey or nectar is se-

creted. In common buttercups, a small scale at

the bottom of each of the yellow petals points out

the seat of the sugar-like matter. The peculiar

insect-like form of the flowers of orchids, such as

the bee orchis, the fly orchis, the spider orchis,

the butterfly oncidium, seem to be connected with

ihe allraction of insects to ihe flowers, in order to

apply the pollen, which in these plants is singular,

bolh as regards its situation and nature. In the

birlhwort [Aristolochia), the flower consists of aj

long lube in a chamber, at the bottom of which'

the stamens and pistil are placed, completely shut

out from the agency of winds. This plant is fre-

quented, in its native country, by an insect which

enters the tube easily and gets into the little

chamber. On attempting to get out, it is prevent-

ed by a series of hairs in the tube which all point

downwards. It therelbre moves about in the

little cavity, and thus distributes the pollen on the

pistil, soon after which the flower withers and the

insect escapes. Such are a Cew of the provisions

made by the Cr.-^alor to secure the production of

seed in the various tribes of plants with which the

earth is clothed, and thus the ' herb-bearing seed'

is found in all quarters of the globe.

"The Pistil. This is the central part of the

flower, and is composed of one or more folded

leaves or carpels. It may consist of a single car-

pel, as in the pea, or of several, cither distinct

Irom each other, as in the pffiony, or combined,

as in the tulip. In the double-flowering cherry,

in which the stamens are changed into petals, the

pistil appears in the form of a flat leaf. The
plant does not produce fruit on account of the

change which has taken place in the stamens and

pistil."

" The term fruit, in botanical language, is ap-

plied to the mature and perfect pistil, whether dry

or succulent. When we e.xamine fruits, however,

we shall find that they are formed in various

ways. Some, as the pea, bean, and vetch, con-

sist solely of the pistil, very slightly altered;

others, as the grape, peach, and plum, consist of

the pistil, changed so as to assume a succulent

character, either entirely, as in the grape, or i)ar-

tially, as in stone fruit ; others, as the gooseberry,

currant, apple, pomegranate, are formed not only

by the pistil, but also by the caly.x, a portion ol

which is seen at the top of these fruits in the form

of brownish scales. The hazel-fruit consists of

the pist'l transformed into the nut, with a cover-

ing of leaves, called the husk, outside ;
so also the

fruit of the oak, or the acorn, which has a cuplike

covering. In the strawberry, the succulent part,

which is eaten, consists of the enlarged growing
point, bearing on its surface numerous small car-

pels or fruits, which are often called seeds. The
mulberry, as well as the pine-apple, the bread-

fruit, cones, and the fig, are made up of a conge-

ries of pistils, formed by separate flowers, and all

combined into one mass. In the first, the flow-

ers are on ihe outside of a common receptacle or

a.\isj while in the fig, the succulent receptacle is

curved upwards and inwards, so as to be hollow,

and thus boars the flowers inside. In the fig,

what are called seeds are in reality fruits, like

I hose on the top of the strawberry, but produced

by numerous flowers in place of one,

" In common language, we apply the name
fruit chiefly to that which is succulent and eat-

able. Various means are adopted by gardeners

to render edible fruits more fit for the desert. All

the varieties of apple, for instance, are produced

from the wild crab by the art of horticulture.

The mode in which these have been produced is

hy the process of grafting, or by taking a slip

I'roin the sour crab and making it adhere to the

stem of another tree growing in the soil. By high

cultivation and constant grafting, man has been

enabled to produce fruit fitted to gratify his pal-

ate. The better the stock or stem on which the

graft is placed, and the more nourishing its sap,

the more likely is the fruit of the grafted plant to

he good. What is called ennobling fruit-trees, is

grafting on excellent and well-tried slocks. The
same process is adopted in regard to other fruits,

as, for instance, pears, grapes, peaches, and

plums. By the process of grafting, th':re is for

u time an arrestment in the growth of the slip;

and it is not until it is fully united to the stock,

and derives its nourishment from it, that it grows

and produces fruit. If we sow the seed of an ap-

pie, however fine, in ordinary soil, and allow it

to grow wild, it will revert to the original species,

and will produce unpalatable crab-apples. Such

is also the case with slips put into the soil. It is

only by careful cultivation and grafting, that the

good varieties are kept up.

"The flavour of our table-fruits depends on the

presence of certain chemical ingredients. If

these are not developed, then the fruit wants some

of its characteristics. Even after trees have beea

grafted, they are apt to run to leaves in place of

flowering and fruiting. In such cases pruning

must be adopted, in order to prevent them from

becoming rampant. By inflicting an injury on

the tree—as by cutting a ring out of the bark, or

by stopping its roots—gardeners often make bar-

ren fruit-trees become productive. The fruit

when ripe is usually detached from the tree; but

sometimes the fruit of one year remains until that

of another is produced. Thus, in the orange-

tree, we meet with ripe fruit, green fruit, and

flowers at the same lime. At times the fruit ap-

pears to be complete, and yet it contains no seeds.

Thus seedless grapes and seedless oranges are

ofien met with. In such cases, although the fruit

has a fair appearance, it cannot be said to be per-

fect, for it has not fulfilled Ihc object of its produc

tion, namely, the propagaiion of the plant. High

cultivation may have a tendency to induce this

stale, and it may perhaps depend occasionally oa
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Ihe nge of the Irccs. Hullnr stnKs thnl ihe lliin- jdcr feelings; feelings rise into tempers ; tempers of an nshy green, and the whole fish appears as

ncss of the rind of the St. Michael orange, and iis find expression in words ; words lead to actions; though it were somewhat translucent and glowed

freedom from pips, is (.wing lo the latier cause— and actions to war and strife. "Behold, how with an internal incandescence : his ferocity dur.

the trees, when young, producing fruit with thick great a niallcr a little fire kindlelh I" All this' ing this period is extraordinary. How so small

rinds and plenty of setiis. might he avoided by an earnest breathing of spirit a creature can bear up so long under such a stale

'• From all that has ken said relative to fruit, unto Ilim who waiielh to be gracious, and who of apparent excitement appears mnrvellous. Laier

many important lessons may be drawn. Thus, can hy irisUinl assistance control the hidden in the year the colours slightly change, the back

man in his natural statu brings no fruit to pcrfec- springs of feeling, or divert your thoughts into a becomes more of a green tint, the throat and

lion (Luke viii. 14); it is, like the crab-apple, higher and holier channel; you will find that this belly of a paler red, and ail the glowing appear.

unfit lor the Master's use. Ilosca, In talking of heavenly slate of mind, will give weight to all ! ance subsides. The female fish is of a brown

IsraePs attempts to exhibit fruit, says, ' Israel is, your instructions, and cflicaey to all your endea- j colour on the back, ihe eye also brown and the

an empty vine; he bringeth forth fruit unto him- vours ; and soon will you possess the happy con- belly white.

self—(i. 1.) It is only when gral'tcd by the sciousness, that you are indeed in the path ol| 1 now pass on to ihe present year, when I had

great Husbandman into the true Vine (John xv. i duty, and training for God the children whom He
|

the |)lcasure of seeing the nest built from the very

1), and into the oil-bearing Olive (Rom. xi. 21), I has entrusted to your care."
i

commencement and through al

that man can bring forih good iVuil, even unlii

ile eternal.—(John iv. 3G.) Our blessed Lord

the branches: he that abidetl

him, the same bringeth forth much fruit; for

without me ye can do nothing.'—(John xv. 4, 5.) :
new domain, ihe strongest of the male fish

As the gralt" is kept in union with the stock by ' observed most busily employed gathering small

means of the clay whieh has been applied by the
S
ligneous fibres from different parts of the pond,

gardener, so is the believer united to Christ by
[

and carry'

, j.ated two of these ponds, in one of which we..
"''''"'

j

kept four minnows and two small eels, and in the

(coiiciudfj from pa;ei2T.) secoiid the Sticklebacks which form the subject ol

y after ihey had been placed in their this observation. In this the male fish commeiic-

stages. The

I

place selected for the nest was the bare flat top ol

Leisure Hour, a piece of oolite, where it formed a right angU'

says to his disciples, 'As the branch cannot bear
i)j„m.j,jf ^jf^, ^f (in. wmtr Snail and the Slicklc-

j "^yf
ling against the g'ass parlitioiyvlMchsepa

frull of itself, except It abide in the vine ; no more

can je except ye abide in me. 1 am the vine, ye

ind 1 in

The
ed gradually to deposit and accumulate his mate,

rials. 1 will endeavour to give In detail the exact

description of his proceedings while I had the

id carrying them in its mouih to one particular
j opportunity of watching him, avoiding as much

lailh, which is the gift of God. The clay-cement ! spot, where ho appeared to force them into the
|

as possible the repetition of his operations; for as

keeps the parts together, but has no virtue In sand and gravel with his nose. Being perfectly
^

each loose fibre or small piece of material was

itself: so faith is the means of union to Christ— it unacquainted at the time with the lact of this
' brought singly to the chosen spot, the same rou-

shows that the Husbandman has been there. The little creature building a nest, 1 watched him
|

tine would be gone through over and over again,

believer has no iiicrit in this ; failh cannot save
|

more atlenlivtly. He had selected a spot behind Now he arrives with a large fibre in his mouth,

him (James ii. 14), or make him bring forth fruit. !a piece of rock-work, almost hidden from view at
|

deposits it, re-arranges the whole of the materials,

It Is the union with the Stock which does this, i the front of the case and towards the room; but
|

already accumulated, with his mouth, removing

Thus it is that his faith is not dead, being alone on looking down from the top of the water I could one fibre to this place and another to that, and

(Jiimes ii. 17); there Is a real, vital engrafting, ' perceive that he had already constructed a small
, departs on his search for more. Now he returns

and fuitli is seen by the works which are the hole as round as a ring, and with a good broad
|

carrying a small piece of gravel, which is care-

fruits of It. liy the process of spiriiual grafting margin to it, formed of the materials he had been
|

fully placed on part of the fibres as it were tc

he is, as it were, checked in his own growth, iir so industriously collecting, and on which he ap- keep them down; he then draws himself slowlj

his self-love, his self-riglileousness, and all his sa|i i peared to have placed numerous particles of sand over the whole and is off again. Now he brings

comes from Christ. In Hini arc all his well- and small pebbles. This spot he guarded wllh
j

another fibre, which he dips in wiih his snout s(

springs, and from Him alone he derives all the the utmost jealousy, continually starting forth ! as to make it Interlace with the others; then hi

nourishment and support he needs. Thus it is that from his position and attacking the other fish wiilr atleinpls to interlace in the same way the fibrous

lie flourishes and bungs forth the fruit of the Spirit, most extraordinary fury. The desperate ferocity
I rootlet of a Lemna which is growing above liii

conlaining lis nine ingredients, Move, joy, peace, wiih which this fish attacked the others, and the I head, but which, the inslant he thinks he ha;

long-suti'ering, gentleness, goodness, faith, meek-
1 continued turmoil the whole pond was kept in, faslened and loosens his hold of, rises again by Its

expanded lobe to the surface; this fibre appears

to be well fitted for his purpose, for he repeats his

attempts to fix It among his gleanings over ant

over again. Now he is busy making a circulai

ncss, temperance' (Gal. v. '22, 23), every one of determined me to do a most absurd act, which

which is necessary lor the perfect Iruil. Some I my want of knowledge of the subject at the time

of these ingredients may abound more than others,
, tiad prevented my foreseeing, but which 1 instant-

thus, as it were, imparting a peculiar flavour ; but
! ly alterwards regretted, namely, to remove this

all must be there in greater or less quaniity.
|

fish from the pond. 1 therefore caught it in a hole in the middle of Ihe accumulated material!

Love may be looked upon as resembling the sub- 1 small muslin net, and without the slightest trouble, with his snout ; a piece of the fibre is next taker

stance coming from tiie slock which unites the
j

as he attacked the net the Instant it was Intro- out from the mass, projected from his mouth

graft to it. This love flows Irom Christ tolheiduced. But what was the consequence? Nol watched as it falls very slowly through the wa,

grafted believer. ' .As the Father haih loved me, I sooner was he removed from the water ihan ihe I ter ; then, as it proves loo light for his purpose, I

so have 1 loved you ; continue \q in my love.'

—

jollier fish darted to the spot he had been protect-i is again seized, carried to some distance, am

(John XV. 9.) Thus the union is Ibrmed, and he
j
ing, pulled forih a mass of eggs which had been I projected away, and he is oil' to re-arrange thi

becomes Identified with the Stock. This love will
I
deposited there, and which 1 had not previously ' remainder, carefully tucking in the ends with hii

last through eternity. When the clay is remov- seen, tore it to |)ieces among them, and devoured snout; he then draws himself slowly across thi

ed In the case of un ordinary tree, the graft is [it before 1 had time even to shake my prisoner whole and is otT again. Now he catches a sigh

found united to the stock ; so w hen faith is swal-
i
out of his confinement ; however, it taught me a I of the female fish, pursues her with great rapidity

lowed up in sighl, then the perfect union of Christ faQt in natural history, and it may perhaps be
[
seizes her by the lail and by the lateral spine, bu

and his people are seen. Heaven has nol to be- novel to others. So ended my experience ofj she escapes his grasp and conceals herself behioi

gin, but only to pcrlect the living intercourse ol , lb51. the rock-work. Again he conveys more materia

believers with Christ and with each other. While
j

Now I think It will be evident from what I have to ihe nesl, and the next journey is again ladei

on earlh they were all gralied into one Stock,
i staled, thai these eggs must have been deposited ' with another small piece of gravel ; the whole 1:

They were all one in Christ, « ho has said, ' N
iher pray I for these alone, but lor them also

which shall believe on me through their word ;

that they all may be one; as lliou. Father,

art in me, an<l 1 in thee, that they also may be

one in us : that ihe world may believe that thou

hast sent me.'—(John xvii. 20, 21.)

CJ)

by the female fish, and the nest made around then slightly shaken, then compressed, and He ii

ihem nfierwards; and this i think was also the] ofTagain ; thus he conveys without cessation de-

case with the fish experimented on this year by
|
cayed rootlets, gravel, sand, and whatever mate

my friend Mr. Gratton, who had a fine brood ofj rial he can find that will answer his purpose. Bu

young sticklebacks hatched after fourteen or fif- I must observe that their specific gravity is con

teen days, the nest being formed immediately
I
linually tested : thus, having found what appear

after the introduction of the fish. la suitable fibre, it is carried a little way, thci

The appearance of ihe male fish during this' projected to a short distance from his mouth, am

spawning jieriod is beautiful beyond description.
|
watched as It falls; if it falls rapidly, it is agaii

'I'he eye is of the most splenilid green colour,
|

seized and carried direct to the nest ; if mon

tietaliic lustre, like the green
I slowly, it is tried again in the same manner; anc

ecies of humming-bird. The .if it then proves too lijjht, it is abandoned alto

Ilinls to Mothers.—" Be not easily provoked.'
" It a fire find no vent, it will cease to burn." The ' liuving a perfectly

tongue is a Jin-. Ktep, then, the door of your feathers ol' some s_

lips. Do bui consider, how soon thoughts engen-
j throat and belly are of a bright crimson, the back 1 gelher and'another selected. If a piece is foum
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deterred her from deposilin<T her nggs there, nnd
she al'lerwards spawned elsewhere. The nest

which had cost so much trouble was uhuDalely

abandoned, and was gradually dispersed by the

snails.

There are several olher interesiini; particulars

regarding the habits of the several fish, &c.,

!tler fitted for his structure than what he has

ready obtained, it is rapidly conveyed to tlie

)ot ; much alteration in the arrangement of tlie

laterials takes place, so as apparently to dispose

'the new prize to the best advantage, and it is

ily after continued and indefatigable persever-

ice that he succeeds in re-arranging them to his

ishes. If there should be any strong fibre
j

which I have had the opportunity of experiment-
1

dreii
;
these living remains of her lord, which had

hich he has a difficulty in causing to remain in ling with, and which may form the subject ol
|

been so dear to him, and which were, for his sake

After the death of her hnsbaml upon the scaf-
fold, this excellent woman, encompassed with the
darkest clouds of afRictioii, seemed lo be absorbed
in a rehgious concern, lo behave properly under
the afllicting hand of God ; and to fulfd the duties
now devolved up:)n herself alone, in the care,
education, disposal, and happiness of her chil-

position he requires, a small quantity of sand
I

some future memoranda. I would merely re-

brougiit in his mouth and adroitly placed on, mark in conclusion, tliat 1 have, after many dilTi-

top of it to keep it down; if this does notlculties and fiilures, succeeded in keeping

Feet the purpose desired so as to please him, the

ifractory piece is taken out and rejected alto-

Jlher. At limes he hangs or hovers close over

le surface of the nest, and throws his whole

)dy into a curious and rapid vibratory mution,

(r which he causes a rapid current of water to

2 projected on the materials, as though it were
' prove their stability ; and when this operation

performed, the lighter particles and light mud
•e as it were fanned or winnowed out by the

^nerated current, and may be seen floating

ivay : this operation will also explain the reason

If testing the gravity of the materials before they

•e used. Another very curious operation is the

:tion of drawing his l)ody slowly over the sur-

;ce of the materials which form the nest. I be-

3ve that at this time he excretes a glutinous

latter, which acts as a species of cement and
inds lo keep the materials together, at the same
me that the pressure oC his body may render

lem more compact.

If during this time any other male fish makes
is appearance, he is chased with the utmost fe-

)city, and driven to conceal himself in any
•anny which he can find ; should, however, an-

her fish be also building, desperate battles en-

le whenever they approach each other's posi-

nn, or chance to meet while collecting their

laterials.

The whole time occupied in accumulating these

laterials for the nest was about four hours, dur-

ig which interval a goodly quantity had been

ataincd; and a small opening appeared to be

irefully constructed near each end of the mass,

le use of which will he now explained. All

aving been apparently arranged lor the female

sh to spawn, and the operations of fanning out

16 lisht particles, the improving their ordi

ater perfectly clear for upwards of six months,

and that I have for the last five weeks iiad seve-

ral sea anemones living in it which at present

appear extremely healthy, and the water has not

l)een disturbed for the last fourteen days. My
great difficulty in the midst of London has been

to obtain materials to work with.

od for "Tlie Fnr

as their own, so dear to herself.

The following shurt extracts from a few of her
letters, evince the hurnblo and pious frame of her
mind, the great benefit she derived from her afllic-

tions, and the comfortable hope she entertained
of her future rest and felicity,

" You, my friend, who knew us both,
and how we lived, must allow I have just causo
to bewail my loss. I know it is common with
others to lose a friend; but few can glory in the
happiness of having lived with such a one; and
few, consequently, can lament ihe like loss. Who
but must shrink at such a blow, till, by the miihly
aid of the Holy Spirit, they let the gifi of God,
which he has put into their hearis, interpose? O,
if 1 did steadfastly believe, I could not be deject-
ed ; for I will not injure myself to say, I ofler
my mind any inferior consolation to supply this

loss. No; 1 most willingly forsake this world,
his vexatious, troublesome world ; in which I

LADY RACHEL ECSSEL.

Rachel Russel, daughter of the Earl of South-

ampton, was born about the year 1636. She
appears to have possessed a truly noble mind,

solid understanding, an amiable and benevolent

temper. Her piouS resignalion, and religious de-

portment, under the pressure of very deep dis-

tress, afford a highly instructive example, and is; have no oiher business, than to rid my soul from
an eminent instance of the power of religion to sin, and secure my eternal interest; lo bear, with
sustain the mind, in the greatest storms and dan- patience and courage, my eminent misfortunes,
gers, when the waves of affliction threaten loj and ever hereafer lo be above the smiles and
overwhelm it. Her husband, William, Lord

j

frowns of it ; and having finished Ihe remnant of
Russel, was beheaded in the reign of Charles the the work appointed me on earth, joyfully lo wait
Second; he was a man of great merit; and he for the heavenly perfection in God's good time,

sustained the execution of his severe sentence, when, by his infinite mercy, I may bo counted
with Christian and invincible fortitude. During worthy to enter into the same place of rest and
the period of her illustrious husband's troubles, repose, where he is gone for whom I grieve."
she conducted herself with a mixture of the most " The future part of my life will not, I

'

tender afi'ection, and the most surprising magna-
j

expect, pass as perhaps I would choose. Sense
nimity. She appeared in court at his trial ; and I

has long enough been satisfied ; indeed, so Ion"-, I

when the Attorney-General told him, " he might! know nut how to live by faith, yet the pleasant
employ the hand of one of his servants in wait- stream that fed it near Iburteen years together,

ing, to take notes of the evidence for his use," i being gone, I have no sort of refreshment ; but
Lord Russel answered, ihat " he asked none, but when I can repair lo that living Fountain whence
that of the lady who sat by him." The specta-| all flows; while I look not at the things which
tors at these words, turned their eyes, and beheld I are seen, expecting that day which will settle

the daughter of the virtuous Southampton rising land compose all my tumultuous thoughts, in per-

he i
up 10 assist her lord in this his utmost distress

;j
petual peace and quiet."

ibbing in the ends, the loading them with addi-

onal sand, and the consolidation of lliem as de-

jribed I'ully efl'ecled, and the whole reviewed

irefully for several days in succession, as it were
wailing ihe coming of the female, on her ap-

earance,the following curious scene ensued. The
imale fish came out of her hiding-place, her

ttention being fixed apparently on the nest,

fhen immediately the male became as it were
lad with delight; he darted round her in every

irection, then to his accumulated materials,

lightly adjusted them, fanned them, and then

ack again in an instant; this was repealed seve-

al times ; as she did not advance to the nest, he

ndeavoured to push her in that direction with

is snout; this not succeeding, he took lier by

ie tail and by the side spine and tried lo pull led

a ihrill of anguish ran ihrough the assembly.! " The consideration of the other world is

After his condemnation, she threw herself at thej not only a very great, but, in my smill judgment,
king's leet ; and pleaded, but alas! in vain, the

|

the only support under the greatest affliction that

merits and loyalty of her father, in order lo save
j

can befall us here, 'i'he enlivening heat of those

her husband. When the time of separation came, glories, is sufficient lo animate and refresh us, in

her conduct appears lo be worthy of the highest our dark passage ihrough this world ; and not-

admiralion; for without a sigh or tear, she look
j

withstanding I am below the meanest of God's

her last farewell of her husband, though it might

have been expected, as they were so happy in

each other, and no wife could possibly surpass

her in alTeclion. that the torrent of her distress

ild overflowed its banks, and been loo

mighty for reslr.iint. Lord Russel parted from

his lady with a composed silence : and observing

how greatly she was supported, said, alter slie

was gone, " The bitterness of death is now pass-

he loved and esteemed her beyond ex-

servants, and have not, in Ihe least degree, lived

answerably to those opportunities 1 have had ; yet

my .Mediator is my judge, and he will not despise

weak beginnings, though there may be more
smoke than liiiiie. Ho will help us in believing;

and, though he sulier us to be cast down, will not

cast us ofl', if we commit our cause to him. I

strive to reflect how large my portion of good
ihiiigs has been: and though they are passed
awav, no more lo

ler to tlie spot, tlieii back to the nest, and having

xamined the two small openings alluded lo, he

hrust his nose in at the lower and gradually drew
limself under the wliole of the materials, making
lis exit at the opposite one, as though to prove to

ler that everything was prepared for her spavvn-

ng. These mana>uvres, however, failed in their

iurpose;she examined the nest several times

yet 1 have a pleasant

work to do, lo dress up my soul, for my desired

changi", and fit it for the converse of angels, and
the spirits of just men made perl'ect, among whom,
my hope is, my loved lord is one ; and my olica

pression. He declared, that she had been ;

blessing to him; and observed, that he should

have been miserable, if she had not possessed so

great magnanimity of spirit, joined to her tende

ness, as never lo have desired him lo do u base repealed prayer to God is, that if 1 have a

liiin" to save his life." He said, '• There was a
i
sonuble ground for that hope, it may give refresh-

signal providence of God, in giving him such a I ment to my poor soul."

wile, in whom were united noble birlh and for-
1

. " from the enticing delights of the world,

>ut the appearance of the minnows, iic, moving
I

tune, great understanding, great religion, and 1 1 can, after this event, be btller weaned. 1 was

ibout on ihe olher side of the glass parlition great kindness to himself; but that her behaviour
,
loo rich in possessions, while I possessed him.

igainst which the nest had been fortned, 1 believe in his extremity exceeded all !" All relish now is gone. I bless God lor it; and
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prny ihol I may more nnd more turn ilio slrcani

ol"my nlll-clions upwards, nnd sot my heart upuii

the cver-satisfving perfections of God ;
not start-

ing at his darkest jirovidonccs, but remembering

continually, that either his glory, justice or pow-

[

er, is ndv'anccfl by every one of them, and thai

,

mercy is over all his works ; as we shall one day
|

with ravishing delight, behold. In the meantime,!

I endeavour to suppress all wild imaginations,'

which a melancholy mind is apt (o let in ; and to|

say, wiih the man in the gospel, '1 believe; hclpi

ihou mine unbelief."

" It is the grace of God which disposes

me to ask for, and thirst after, such comforts as

the world cannot give. What comforts it can

give, I am most sure I have felt and experienced

to be uncertain and perishing. Such i will never

more, the grace of God assisting, look after; and

yet 1 ex[)ect a joyful day after some mournful

ones; and though! walk sadly through the valley

of death, I will fear no evil, humbling myself un-

der the mighty hnnd of God, who will save in the

day of trouble. Ho knows rny sorrows, nnd ihci

weakness of my person. I commit myself and

mine to him. The saddest state to a good soul,

will one day end in rest. This is my best com-

1

fort, and a greater we cannot have ; yet the degree

!

is raised, when we consider that we shall not only

rest, but live, in regions of unspeakable bliss.

This should lead us sweetly through the dark

passage of the world : and suffer us to start at

nothing wo either meet with, or our fears suggest

may happen to us."

To Lady Essex she wrote as follows—
" I beseech God one day to speak peace to our

afHictid minds, and not to suffer us to be disap-

pointed of our great hope. But we must wait for

our day of consolation, till this world passes

away ; an unkind and trustless world this has

been to us. VV'hy it has been such, Gud knows

best. All his dispensations serve the end of his

providences; and they arc ever beautiful, and

must be good, and good to every one of us; and

even these dismal ones are so to us, if we can

bear evidence to our own souls, thai we arc belter

for our afilictions ; which is often the case with,

those who sulTcr wrongfully. We may reason-

1

ably believe our friends have found that rest, we

yet but hope for: and what better comfort can

you or I desire, in this valley of the shadow of

death we arc walking through? The rougher

our path is, the more delightful and ravishing will

be the great change."

She survived her husband above forty years,

nnd continued his widow to the end of her

life. She died in the year 1723, in the 87ih

year of her age. Her continued hope and

trust in Him, who had been the sInlTof her life,

and her support in allliciion, is evidenced by

the following declaration, made not long before

the end of her days. " God has not denied me
the support of his Holy Spirit, in this my long

day of calamity ; but enabled me, in some mea-
sure, to rejoice in him as my portion forever.

He has provided a remedy for all our griefs, by

his sure promises of another life; where there is

no death, nor any pain nor trouble, but fulness of

joy, in the presence of llim who made us, and
who will luvc us forever."

The following anecdote is related of Nicholas

Hill, a man of great learning, and in ilic high

confi.lence. of the remarkable and munificent Eiirl

of Oxford, with whom he was travelling in 1039.

A poor man asked N. H., steward of the Earl of

him, and put down in his account, ' Item, £10,

for making a man,' which the earl, inquiring

about, for the oddniss of the expression, not only

allowed, but was pleased with it.

Oxford, to shillii What
dost say, if 1 give thcc ten pounds? Ten pounds!

"thai would make a man of me!" Hill gave it

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCUES

Of Ministers nnd Klilors, nnd other eonccrned members
of llie Yearly- .Meeting of PliilttUclpliia.

CliniSTOPnER AND FR.\NCE3 TAYLOR.
(t^onlinued from pngc 106)

At what period this worthy man was married,

we have no account, but judging from the infor-

mation we have of his children, it is probable that

it occurred prior to the year 1670. His wife

was a valuable woman, favoured with a lively

gift in the ministry, and wilh a clear discriminat-

ing judgment. George Fox having in 1 607, re-

commended the establishment of a Boarding-

school for boys, and one for girls, they were

soon after opened,—that for girls at Shacklewcll,

and that for boys, at Wallliam Abbey, in Essex.

Christopher Taylor and his wife presided over the

establishment, and he appears to have been the

principal teacher.

Christopher had been a prisoner at Aylesbury,

in 1061, for refusing to give security for his good

behaviour. No charge had been made against

him, but for being at a meeting in a private house,

and he knew that what they meant by " good

behaviour," was to attend no more meetings

of the religious Society he belonged to. At
that time he probably became acquainted with

Isaac Penington, whose younger children were
placed in his boarding school, after Thomas El wood,

who had been their private tutor, married in 1669.

In 1670, the authorities determined to break up

this Quaker seminary, and Christopher Tuylor
and Richard Richardson were arrested on the

charge of" teaching school without license ;"' and
were bound over to appear before the Quarter

Sessions at Chelmsford. On the 1st of the Fifth

month in that year, they appeared accordingly

before the justices, who Besse says, " not finding

sufficient cause to proceed against them in the

matter they were charged with, tendered Richard
Richardson the oath of allegiance, and committed
him to prison for refusing to lake it. At the next

assizes he had sentence of ^J/'cwi^/uVe passed upon
him, and was continued in prison about two years
and a quarter, where he suffered much through

extremity of cold and cruel usage, being often

shut up among the felons." Besse, after saying
that Richard was released with many others in

1672, by virtue of a general amnesty granted by
king Charles the Second, adds, "The gaoler's

wife who had been instrumental in many injuries,

affronts, and abuses to Richard Richardson, and
others of this people in prison at Chelmsford, in

her last sickness was under much remorse of
conscience, when she reflected on her cruelly to-

wards them, often crying out, O you men 1 O you
men! and under much trouble on their account,

she died. So remarkable was the patience and
meekness with which those sufferers for the cause
of religion, endured the abuses, revilings, and con-
tradiction of sinners, that it sensibly affected the

consciences of their o|)poscrs, by the convincing
evidence it carried with it of their innocence and
integrity."

About theycar 1770, "a meeting of divers good
Friends took place concerningchildrcn'seducation,

and teaching the languages; and what then was
fully agreed on and writ down, was in substance,

that they had agreed to lay aside the heathenish
books, and the old corrupt grammars taken out

I
of them, and set up the scriptures of Truth, and

what may be savoury nnd good matter, that may
not corrupt children's minds." Three of the i

" good Friends" we know were George Fox, Ellis

Hooks, and Christopher Taylor, and probably

Isaac Penington and Thomas Ellwood were <

among them. To Christopher Taylor was com.

milted, it would seem, the preparing suitable
'

books for the school, carrying out the inslructionj '

given. He took six years to finish the first book,

which was published in 1076, yet he had doubt- '

less used it in manuscript previously. In the i

preface it is said, " We deny nothing for chil. !

drcn's learning that may be honest and useful for

them to know, whether relating to Divine princi. i

pies, or that may be outwardly serviceable for '

them to learn in regard to the outward creation." I

Christopher suflcred but little after coining to

Essex, from persecutors ; he was indicted at the !

sessions in 1074, for absence from the public '

worship, but whether he was fined or not wo can- '

not learn. In that year he received into his

school as a teacher, John Matern, a German who '

had been convinced of the principles of the Socie-

ty of Friends in his native country. His father,

who had been a priest, nnd his family being con.

vincedalso,they went to England,where Friends hid

made arrangeinenls to receive them. John Matern,

in 1080, says, " We left all for the love of Truth;

and in all our journey the Lord was with us, and

brought us safe nnd well, with joy and gladness

of our souls, to his beloved people here in England,

where I now have been these six years employ-

ed, according to the Lord's good will and provi-

dence, amongst tender children, to instruct them

in languages, and other necessary sciences ap-

pertaining to this outward life."

Having this efficient assistant in the school,

Christopher perhaps foun I himself more at liber-

ty to travel abroad in the exercise of his gift. It

is slated in a note appended to his memorial in

ilic old volume of Pennsylvania Memorials, that

he found time to pay a religious visit to New
England about the year 1075. There appears to

be no reference to this visit anywhere else to be

found, and it must have been brief, as he was in

England in 1670. He travelled some in Eng-

land, and was in Bristol about 1078.

Frances his wife appears to have remained

very much at the school. Her exercises in the

prospect of engaging in the school, and also after

it was opened that they might do their religious

duty by the scholars, were very great. She says,

"the very first slop into it was with fear and

trembling; but though I was very tender, the

Lord hath called me to a blessed work, and hath

blessedly assisted us by his mighty power and

oulstretchcd arm to this very day. Oh, the days

of sighing and mourning that I have gone through,

amongst disorderly servants and children, that

sometimes I did not well know how it was with

me, whether 1 went backward or forward in my
condition. Oh, the travail that was in my way

to Zion ; that indeed, I was almost ready to de-

spair; but it did please the Lord sometimes to

arise in his mighty power, to s;rengthen and en-

courage, and uphold me in his blessed work ; and

when his glorious light shone around me, 1 girt up

the loins of my mind, and was encouraged to

walked in his way, and then I thought I should

run swiftly. When exercise came again, and

when the fogs and mists did arise, and the sun

was darkened again, that I could not see which

way to go, then did I cry unto the Lord, that he

would be pleased to keep me in the measure of

his blessed Truth; for I said in my heart, that it

should be my resolution that I would never turn

back again to folly.

" Thus, I passed on through much difficulty,
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;lie Lord did mightily uphold me, but some-
! I knew it not; and, indeed, when I have
Id others eating of the dainties of God's
B, I have been ready to murmur, and say, O
', why do 1 fare so hardly? my meat being

herbs of unsavoury taste."

ie Christian care, the good example, and
loly prayers of faith, on behalf of the children

e school, appear to have produced, through
Liord's merciful blessing, great fruit of in-

;e. A very remarkable visitation of Divine
5 was vouchsafed to those at the school in

fourth month, 1679. It commenced at an
ing meeting in the school, when teachers and
ars were alike melted into tenderness and
•ition before the Lord. This tenderness of

continued to prevail amongst the inmates of

dwelling during all that year, and the heart

ranees was made to rejoice at the change
ght by the Lord's power. She says, " What
ave been travailing and labouring for amongst
hildren,ofthat we have seen a blessed increase;

[ can truly say, it is God's heavenly interest,

ied bo his name evermore. For he hath

! his work pleasurable, easy and delightful

, for Ills arm is about us day and night, and
tin is arisen upon us ; and our days are very
t to us; and we can look back upon our ex-

2S and dark places, where we have stuck,

aehold them with delight; for the Lord hath

,
and is abundantly kind unto us." "Oh,
shall we render unto thee, oh Lord I for

art worthy of all honour and praise; and
all tliat we have and are, we give the glory
thee forever and forevermore."

1 account of this remarkable revival has al-

/ appeared in "The Friend," and therefore

lay be excused from narrating it. During
ear 1679, or early in 16S0, the school was
ved to Edmonton, in Middlesex. At this

jjace, on the 1st day of the Seventh month,

, John Matern, Christopher's pious, learned,

aborious usher, died after an illness of only

1 days. Many testimonies were borne to his

n,—one by Christopher, one by Alexander
•son, who appears also to have been an usher
acher in the school, and several by the scho-

Chistopher says, "I dearly loved him, be-

j of his simplicity and lowliness of mind, his

ulness and diligence in his place, and because
eavenly care was entirely to do good. When
lember his dear simplicity, how like an in-

it child he was in his place, my soul breaks
n me, and I am melted even into great ten-

;ss and love unto him more than can be ut-

. He was a very wise and learned man as

tward learning; but how he denied himself,

how humbly he behaved, and how free he

from priding himself because of his great

and natural endowments as a man, I can
according to my judgment, he went before
^" [To be continued.

rhe school of Christ and his teachings are

n, as saith the apostle, ' That which may be

'n of God, is manifest in man :' there it is,

lie teaches his people himself. The more we
inward to this school, ihe more we learn of

St; and the less we keep inward, even when
t lawful things, the less we learn of Christ,

read, you that can read in the mystery of

there is no safety, no preservation, no grow-
D the Truth, but in true humility, keeping

rd to the ^ift of the Holy Spirit of Christ,

nually watching, in the light, against the

tations of the enemy. Therefore the earnest

hing of my soul to the Lord is, that he may
raciously pleas'^d to preserve me in watchful-

ness to the last moment of my life, for I well

know I cannot preserve myself, nor think a good
thought, nor do the least good thing, as our bless-

ed Lord said, ' Without me ye can do nothing.'

But the Holy One of Israel gives strength to the

poor and needy in spirit, by whom alone they
stand, and not of themselves: all might, majesty,

power, and dominion, be ascribed unto Him, who
lives forever and ever !"

—

Joseph Pike.

Selected.

THE FLOWERS.
When God to man a being gave,

'Twas with a garden fair,

His first drawn breath was from a wave
Of odour-wafted air.

As visions, at his spirits birth

The tender eyelids burst,

He saw from out his kindred earth
The flowers had risen first;

'Mid clustering vines and trees that wooed
His new-created sight,

Were fruits for rich salubrious food,

The flowers for his delight.

And these were fed from living springs
Baptized with holy dew,

And softly fanned by angels wings
In beauty while they grew.

They shone a glorious volume spread
For his all peaceful hours

;

The first sweet book man ever read.

Was of the leaves of flowers.

Pure thoughts of his Almighty Friend,
With radiance from above,

Were on its countless pages penned
;

Its Author's name was Love.

When Adam was condemned to leave

His blissful native bowers,
To soothe him and the sorrowing Eve,

God spared them still the flowers.

For quickly as an angel speeds,

Before them there had flown
Myriads of Eden's swift-wing'd seeds.

All earth with flowers was strewn
;

Their smiles along the exile's way
And spicy breath they gave

;

When cold in death and dust he lay.

They gathered o'er his grave.

When Christ to earth in meekness came
With soul-redeeming power,

He chose a home which bore a name
Which signifies a flower.

The lily bells that beauteous hung
A'Vhere passed His infant days,

Had each a pure and truthful tongue
To give their Maker's praise

;

And earthward as they lowly bend
Like vials o'er the sod,

They poured sweet odours as a cloud
That mounting rose to God,

The while on countless airy stems
As censers, many a cup

Like gold, and pearl and bright-hued gems,
Fresh incense offered up.

When by His lips the precept taught,
His Father's will revealed,

He chose to image forth His thought,
"The lilies of the field-"

And 'tis His Church that like the " Rose
Of Sharon" sweet and fair,

Or lily of the valley, grows
Alone beneath His care.

If thus our Saviour loved the flowers.

And thence pure symbols drew.
Must not a love like His be ours,

While we to Him are true?

If they delighted man before

His eye had dropped a tear,

Shall we not worship God the more
While they surround us here?

Made perfect by Almighty skill

As they in Eden bloomed.
They brighten all our paths, and still

Our vital air perfume.

That book of thousand beauteous hues
Presents His love and power,

Whose hand sustains earth, sea aud skies.

Recorded in the flower.

RESPONSIBILITY OF PARCNTS.

It is an important duty which parents and those
having the care of children, owe to thern, to en-
deavour to bring them up " in the nurture and
admonition of the Lord ;" and it is to bo feared
that too many amongst us arc not sufTicienlly

concerned in this respect, but arc ready to con-
nive at the departures which their precious off-

spring, or those committed to their care, are mak-
ing from the primitive simplicity which the Truth
ever leads its humble and consistent followers

into; instead of socking unto the Lord for ability

to restrain them, by that heavenly authority and
power, which He will give to them to rule over
them, if rightly sought unto; and I believe if

Friends were more generally careful to ende.-ivour

to discharge their duly faithfully towards ttii-ir

children or those entrusted to them, their labmus
would many times be signally attended witli a
blessing; and if any of the dear youth after hav-
ing been thus tenderly cared for, and laboured
with by those entrusted with iheir charge, should
turn their backs upon the blessed Truth, and
trample under their feet their counsel and precepts,

they at least will be clear of their blood.

The following epistle of that ancient and faith-

ful servant of Jesus Christ, William Dewsbury, is

deeply fraught with pertinent counsel and advice to

Friends generally, and especially to parents and
young people, which I have been induced to for-

ward for the benefit of the readers of " The
Friend," should the editor think proper to give it

a place in its columns. D. H.
Twelfth month, 18J3.

" My dear Friends and brethren, who are call-

ed out of the world, and plucked as brands out of
the fire, by the heavenly power of God, who hath
convinced you of his everlasting Truth, in the

light of Jesus Christ; as you have received the

Truth in some measure, walch and pray, and be-

lieve in the name of Christ; that you may leel his

power in the heavenly inspiration of his blessed

Spirit, to lay judgment to the line and righteous-

ness to the plummet, that all that is not obedient
to the light of Christ, may be krpt down, and bu-

ried in the heavenly baptism under the sentence

of death; and as it was and is with all the chil-

dren of God, who have received the sentence of
dealh in ourselves, that we may have no confi-

dence in ourselves, but trust alone in the living

God. This will keep you all in the sweet, sea-

soned, savoury spirit of life, in all your words,
tradings and dealings among the children of men.
Then will you, who retain tlie savour of the hea-

venly life in the blessed Truth, be manifest and
known to all people as the salt of the earth; so
that every one according to your measure may bi;

I'cli, upon all occasions, continually flowing for h,

in Ihe savoury spirit of life, to the comfort of you.-

own I'amilies, and the city of GoJ, who over a .

is blessed forever

!

"And, my dear Friends, I desire all to b
watchful, that not any come short of what is re

quired of them both rulers of familii-s and par.-nts

of children. While you have a day to be wii i

them, call your families together to wait upon tli •

Lord, in the fear of his name. Cerminly, iho

Lord will answer the end of your endeavours, by
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causing the savoury life to (low througli you, to Let our liniltli nnd our strength, our days and little fine snow fulling nearly all the day— in «

seasdn your servants and cliilJren; that the church our nights, our hils and our drops, and our mean-
!

ahout 2 inches here— railicr more nt Philade

of God may be in every particular family and est comforts, be regarded as being bestowed by a
;
phia, and less west of us. This with that whic

habitation of iiis people. I heavenly Benefactor ; and let us bear in mind our I
hnd fallen before, made pretty good sleighr

'Great is the concern upon my spirit for the own unworthincss, th

children of all who profess the blessed Truth ol
i

a-blo in our desires, and more grateful when th

God, iJiat ail pureiils nuiij stand in their places, are aliaincd."

—

Old Humphrey.
and bring up tiieir children in the fear of the Lord. __,__
And that while in their minority and tender years,

j

Truth.—" Truth is strong next to the Almigh-

ty. She needs uo policies, no stratagems, no

licensings to make her victorious ; those are the
to rule in them, or let Ihcm have their own wills,

and do those things which are not according to

the truth of God ; nnd connive at, instead ol re-

proving their children, and crossing the spirit of

the World in them, and cau

and under their tuition, they may not be loo in

dulgent to them, or sutler the spirit of the world

shirts and the defences that error uses against her

power. Though all the winds of doctrine were

let loose to play u|)on the earth, so Tru'h bo in

the field, we do injuriously to misdoubt her

strength. Let her and falsehood grapple ; who
tent with such things as are accordu.g to the truth .^^ ^^^^^ .j^^^^,, ^^.^ j^ ,^g ^^.,,^^g j^ ^ p^,, „,^j

them to be coii-

01 God. For want of this carefulness in parent

the spirit of this world is strengthened in childrei

.hen it should be kept down, by the heavenly

There may be much expres

;hl and clear knowledge to be

, , ,
.

,

^„ ^.._ us; yet when that new life

authority and power ihai the Lord gives to pa-L,,,,^,,
,,^ ^ ,;,r ,|,|ne, [„ ^pon us, there be

rents, to rule over them. And all wa k in the
,,,^^^, „.|,o ^nvv and oppose, if it come not first in

wisdom ol God, with moderation in all '"ings,
I

^
^j

^.-
^.j^gyi^i^;!!!^

»

clothed in modest appaiel, and laying by all sii- j
'

'

_

[>cr(luity, so that your good examples may reach

ihc witness ol God in your children. But for this

care in some parents, and being loo indulgent and

open encounter I

jsioii of desire for 1

cut down anionji

Fur "The Friend "

Review of llic Weather for Twelfth Month, h53

may be more reason- 1 3lst.—Commenced snowing at 9 r. m., and siio«

ed prelty fast during the night;—thus the ol

year made its exit, and the new year was usliere

in in the midst of a snow storm ; and now as w

write, everything is clothed in a beautiful munll

of the purest white; the ground is covered wil

6 or 8 inches of snow.

The average temperature of the month wt

3'3]°—about 1' colderthan the preceding Twelfl

month, which was remarkably mild. The mea

average of the Twelrth month in ihis latitude,

labout3li°. The amount of rain and melte

snow was 1.17 inches—of snow 5 inches.

The medium temperature for the year 1853, wa

51 i^, and the amount of rain 48.25 inches. Th
! medium temperature for 1852, was 49,;°, and th

I

amount of rain 50.22 inches. The mean avei

age temperature of Ihis latitude is about 52'

The 27th of First month was the coldest day (

185:5, and the 22d of Sixth month was the warn

est day ; the mean temperature of those days re

!
spectively, was 14^° and 82°, and the lowest an

highest, 6^ and 91°, making a range of 85^ fo

full of lenity to their children, liiey grow rude,] In the early and middle part of the Twelfth
[

the year,

stubborn, self-willed, and disobedient to parents, month, there was a good deal of fine open wea- ; The following interesting items are taken fror

to the wounding of their hearts who have thus ther, and winter has come upon us so gradually,
! the Appendix to Pierce's Statistics of the Weo

neglected their duty.
I
that we have oidv within the last few

" Therefore I desire and beseech you, that you
slight not the opportunity God gives you in this

weighty concern, to be in all things good exam-
ples to all who live wiih you, both children and
servants, that by your godly conversation nnd
heavenly exhorialions, you may raise up the

witness lor God in them ; exercising the power
God luith given you, to keep down the evil nature,

while they live wiih you.
" When yiur children grow up, take them to

meeting; and keep your e^es over them, that

they behave themselves soberly, according to

your exhortations. Encourage them in well-do-

ing; so will the Lord bless your Siveet and hea-

venly behaviour in your families; and strvants

will bless God that ever it was their lot to come
into your families, in that their spirits were sweet-

ly seasoned in the Truth, by your heavenly care

over them. Your children also will magnify the

name of the Lord for your blessed care, heavenly

instructions, and godly endeavours every way, for

iheir good in this world, and their eternal happi-

ness in the world to come. This will crown the

hoary heads of parents with joy, to see their en-

deavours sanctified to their children, and their

olFspring made the ofls|)ring nnd the children ol

God, blessed lie his name forever, who liearelh

the prayers of his people, who are exercised daily

ill the heavenly inspiration of his Holy Spirit, to

cull upon his holy name, not only for enemies,

but for a blessing upon their families, and for till

that love the Truth of our God. These are the

families that are a sweet savour unto the Lord,

whom he guards wiih llie angel of his presence,

and will make them manliest and known to all

people, that they are his chosen jewels whom he

will preserve in the day when he will pour forth

his vengeance upon the heathen that know him
not, and upon the families that cull not upon his

name.
(CoDcliialoii noxtwcck.J

" How frequently do we feel more gratitude to

our fellow worms, lor a passing act of kindness,

than to the Lord of life and glory, for his perma-

nent and unmerited mercies I
* * Let us look

more on our common mercies as the gifts of God.

jpon

that we have oidy within the last few days Iwenither:—In the winter of 301, the Black Sea

made sensible of the presence of the " l\uler of frozen entirely over. In the winter of 7C2, th

the inverted year." This has doubtless been a Dardanelles and Black Sea were frozen over, an

great favour to the many poor who are every- snow drifted lo the aslonishing depth of 50 feet

where scattered throughout our land, and to whom
j

la 923, the river Thames was frozen for 9 weeks

the winter season is always a time of greater 'and in 987, for 120 days. In 1214, the Thame
trial. The present winter, unless it should prove; was so low between the tower and bridges, tha

milder than usual, will be likely to be more than' persons waded over it, the water being only fou

commonly pinching to this class, on account ol inches deep ; and again in 1803 and 1836, th

the higher prices of almost nil the necessaries o'j water all ran out! In 1235, the water roses

life; unless indeed, ihe more favoured portion of high in the Thames, as to extend up round W es'

the community are led to consider and relieve minster Hall, to such a depth, that the judge

their wants. Those who have plenty, and know and lawyers were taken from the Hall in boat!

not what it is to have a want unsupplied, and who In 1133, the cold was so intense in Italv, that th

would not knowingly allow a fellow creature lo
|
Po was frozen from Cremona to the Sea. Th

suffer for any of the necessaries of life, while it isj wine froze and burst the casks, and the trees spl

in their power to afford relief, are frequently re-! wiih a great noise. The winters of 1216 an

miss in lending their aid, because they do not 1234, were very similar to the last mentionec

take the trouble to know or think, that whilst] In 1282, the houses in Austria were completel

they are sitting at the blazing fireside, or the- buried in snow, and many persons perished wit

well-filled board, others, only across the street,
j

hunger and cold. In the Tenth month, 1741

or over the roadside, maybe actually sufleringi there was a most awlul and destructive storm i

for want of these very things. Let none of us,
|

India ; it was computed that three hundred thou

therefore, through inattention, be lound withhold-
j sand persons perished on land and walcr.

ing that relief which may he so necessary to the, the 13th of Seventh month, 1783, at Si. Gei

poor, and which we can bestow with such trifling ' main, in France, hail fell as large as pint-bottles

cost to ourselves. and did immense damnge ; all the trees from Val

To about the 20lli of the month, the tempera- J lance to Lisle were destroyed. On the 10th c

ture of the mornings was generally from 25 to First month, 1812, the fog was so dense in Lon

32% and heavy white frosts covered the ground.
From the 6ih to IGlh, the weather was delight-

fully fine, and resembled Indian summer, except

that it was loo cool :—one morning, the 9th,

was quite cold, and ice nearly two inches thick

was lortned. This fine weather terminated on
the 16th with a dense and cold fog, from which
some sleet formed. 17tli.—Very foggy with rain

in the evening here, and about eight inches of

snow in the vicinity of the lakes, at Butlalo.

19th.— .\ little snow here in tha afternoon, and
considerable nt New York. 23d.—Foggy with

cold rain ; in the alternoon it cleared ofl", and the

wind blew violently in the evening. 24th, 25th,

26th.—Quite cold days ; ice from 4 to 6 inches '88, the

thick—farmers and others filling their ice-houses, months

;

don, that every house was lighted with candle*

or lamps; and it was so dark in the streets a'

mid-day, that a person could scarcely be discern

ed at a distance of eight or ten feet. In Twellil'

month, 1813, a similar fog occurred, in Eiiglancl

which continued four days. '

In 1780, the Delaware river was closed ncarl;'

fifteen weeks; the ice was from two to three leei

thick; the mercury was several limes from 10 1'

15° below zero. Long Island Sound and Chesa'

peake Bay were so completely ice-bound as to b'

passable wiih horses and sleighs. The previou

winter trees were in blossom in ihe Second month'

In the winters of 1704, '27, '28, '41, '72, '83, nn'

Delaware continued closed about thre'

and several other times it has frozer

28ih.—Commenced snowing in the evening, and
i over in one night opposite Philadelphia. Oath'

continued through the night ; about 3 inches fell, I lUtli of Fourth inonih, 1741, snow I'ell to th'

and was much drifted by the wind. 30th.—A depth of three feet; and in 1742, a geutletna
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ve himself with a horse and sleigh through

ig Island Sound (on the ice) to Cape Cod !

b winter of 1756 was very mild ; the first snow

I'm was in the middle of Third month. In

i7, in the Carolinas, snow fell to the depth of

; feet. In New England it fell to a much

aler depth. In 1697, the Delaware was closed

fi ice for more than three months, so that

ghs pas>!ed from Trenton to Philadelphia, and

ill Philadelphia to Chesier, on tiie ice.

ats.—With tlie present

views of the Weather."
I conclude

A.
rest-town B. S
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k-forc sending ihcir children to, nnd cliillrcn be-

fore enli-ring the school, should I'n'l ri-ligioiisly

bound, not only in dross nnd address, but in nil

ihi'ir conduct and conversation, to carry out the

object coniemploicd in the establishment of this

Insiiiuiion.

The committee continued ni last Yearly Meet-

ing to solicit subscriptions lo establish a pcrmHncnt

tuiid, report that they have obtained 83'J30.

"Considerable interest was mnnilcsted on btlialf

ot' the cause, and it was agreed to rc-commit the

report lo the same commillec, with an addition, to

obluin further subscription during this evening

nnd to-morrow morning, and report to the meet-

ing lo-morrow."

"This meeting received the leport from the

associated committees of New York, B:>llimore,

North Carolina and Indiana Yearly Meetings,

which was read nnd approved by the meeting,

nnd this Yearly Meeting's committee released."

The Standing Committee on Education made a

Report, viz:

" It appears from the Reports of the Monthly

Meetings,* as far as received, that the

No. of CliilJren lict'n the ages of 5 nnd 18 years, is 823

18 " 21 " 171

" Schools taught by male members of Society, 20
II ii .. female " " " IIJ

" " " by those not members, to

which Friends' children have gone, 78
- " under the care of Quarterly Meetings, 1

" " " " Monthly, " 1

" Children that have gone lo the Boarding-

school the past year, . . .52
" over 5 years of age that are not receiving

education, . . . .8
The Clerk produced a Summary Report on ihe

iisi of Spirituous Liquors among the Members ol

liio Yearly Meeting, which is as follows :

Nut iiiquireil of

c
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(Continue.! from page 130.)

" We have seen, in the case of fruit-trees, that

uning is often necessary in order to make them

ar fruit well ; so it is in spiritual fruit-bearing.

JO often the believer becomts, as it were, ram-

nt, is elated by worldly fame and reputation, or

' the praise of men, and, like the ordinary vine,

oduces abundance of leaves, but no fruit. He
en requires to be pruned, to bo put into the fur-

ice of affliction, to have those worldly things or

ose spiritual acquirements on vvhicli he rested

pped off; and thus purged (John xv. 2), he

ings forth fruit to the glory of God. The re-

oval of comforts, the humbling of pride and

If-complacency, all tt-nd to make the i'ruit more
ecious. They constitute the spiritual pruning,

8 chastening which, ' yieldeth the peaceable

jils of righteousness' (Heb. .\ii. 11). When the

uning-knife of affliction has cut off the lu.xuri-

It branches of pride and vain glory, then is the

lirislian led in deep humility to see that there is

I trusting in self. Christ then says to him,

•"rom Me is thy fruit found' (Hos. .xiv. 8), even

at fruit which shall remain.—(John xv. 16.)

s the fruit may have a great show, but contain

) seed with the embryo spark of life, and thus

il in fulfilling the object for which it was form-

I ; so there may be an appearance of spiritual

uit without the vitality of religion. Such tVuit,

ough fair externally, is in reality dead, and fails

the hour of trial. Like seedless fruits, this

liritual state may be produced by human culti-

Ltion, by an artificial nourishment, by a foster-

g of self-righteousness. There has been no true

afting, no implanting of the heavenly life in the

lul. While, however, seedless fruits are said to

! sometimes naturally produced by old trees,

is is not the case with the true Christian; for

! continues to bear true fruit even in old age,

iing full of sap (Ps. xcii. 14), derived from the

16 true source of all fruitfulness, in whom it has

eased the Father that all fulness should dwell.

-(Col. i. 19.)

"T/ie Seed. This is contained in the seed-

issel, or, in other words, in the fruit. In order

lat it may be complete, it must contain the rudi-

lent of the young plant, or what is called the

Tibryo. On removing the skin of the seed, it is

jmctimes found that this embryo occupies the

hole of the interior. This is the case in the

ian, pea, and lupin, the fleshy cotyledons of

hich form the great bulk of the seed ; so also in

le common stock, and other plants of the cruci-

ferous order, such as wallflower and candyluft.

At other times the embryo forms only a part ol

ihe seed, as in palms, lychnis, wheat, barley and

oats. In these instances, there is a separate store

of nourishing matter, which, afier the seed has

been sown, is gradually dissolved, so as to be

laken up by the plant in the early stages of

"The mode in which seeds are scattered is de-

serving of notice. In some cases the fruit falls

without opening, and gradually decays, forming

a sort of manure with the soil in which the plant

sprouts. In other cases the seed-vessels open,

and scatter the seeds. In the common broom, the

pod, when ripe, opens with considerable force; so

also the fruit of the sandbox-tree, and the balsam,

which is called Touch-me-not, on account of its

seed-vessel bursting when touclied. The squirt-

ing cucumber, when handled in its ripe state,

gives way at the point where the fruit joins the

stalk, and the seeds are sent out with amazing

force. The common geranium seed-vessels curl

up when ripe, and scatter the seeds. In the case

of firs, bignonias, and some other plants, the seeds

are furnished with winged appendages; while in

the cotton-plant and asclepias, they have hairs

attached to them, by means of which they are

wafted to a distance. The action of moisture in

opening seed-vessels has been alluded to in the

case of a succulent species of fig-marygold from

the Cape of Good Hope, and of the rose of

Jericho.

" In the case of composite plants, such as the

dandelion, thistle, and artichoke, what is com-

monly called the seed is in reality the fruit with;

the calyx attached in the form of hairs. Each

fruit contains a single seed, and it is interesting!

to-know the process by which this single-seeded
|

fruit is deposited in the soil. In these plants there

are numerous flowers on a common receptacle,

which is at first succulent and nutritive. In the

young state this receptacle contains much starch,

which is gradually changed into sugar, so as to

be easily taken up in solution by the flower. In

the artichoke, it is then fit to bo used for food.

As the flower grows and the fruit is perlected,

the receptacle loses its sugary matter and becomes
j

dry. In this slate it is useful for food. Mean-

while the hairy calyx attached to the fruit in-

1

creases so as to be ready to waft it to a dis-'

tance. In the dandelion, the leaves which sur-

'

round the clusters or heads of flowers are turned

downwards, the receptacle becomes convex and

dry, the hairs spreati out so as to form a para-

chutelike appendage to each fruil, and collectively,

to present the appearance of a ball, and in this

way the fruit is prepared for being dispersed by

the winds. Transported by the agency of man
and animals, and carried by means of winds and

streams, seeds are deposited in situations filled for

their growth, and under the influence of heal,

moisture, and air, the young plant passes through

all Ihe stages of growth already described.

" Such is a hasty glance at the various changes

which take place in flowering pinnis, from the

first sprouting of iho embryo until the perfect

seed is formed and scattered. The sketch w-ould

not be complete without a short notice of the^

same phenomena in fl.)werless plants. In them
there are no distinct floral organs such as the

calyx, corolla, slamens, and pistil. (Jerlain cel-

lular bodies, however, are found in them, by the

union of which it would appear that reproductive

germs, equivalent to seeds or to embryo plants,

are formed. In ferns there are little clusters of
minute bags, conlaining powdery mailer or spores,

having the power of germinating ; those bags oc-

cur either on the back of the leaves or fronds, as

seen in the common lady-fern, or in spikelike

processes, as in the royal-fern. The cases or

bags are often surrounded by elastic rings which
open them and scatter the spores. In the com-
mon horsetail {Equisetum), the little germs or

spores are surrounded by two filaments with each
of their extremities swollen. These are remark-
ably hygromelric, and coil round ihe spore, when
moisture is applied, but spread out when dry.

They appear to be connected with the deposilion

of the spore in the soil, and placing it in circum-

stances fit for its growth. 'J'hese spores form

interesting objects under the microscojie. When
gently breathed upon, the filaments coil up in a
remakable way. In mosses, the reproductive

organs are only seen in the young state. When
fully developed, the germs or spores are contain-

ed in lillle urnlike cases, covered by a sort of

veil, which falls off and displays a lid. When
this lid is separated, there is displayed a series of

processes called teeth, which are very hygromel-

ric, rising up when dry and folding down when
moist. These teeth are either four or some mul-

tiple of four. They surround the top of the case,

which contains the spores in its interior. How
beautiful is the structure of Ihe smallest moss
when fully examined. No wonder that Mungo
Park, when seeing such a plant expanding itself

in the desert, was led to contemplate with wonder

the care which God lakes of the minutest parts of

creation, and to derive encouragement from this

thought in his weary pilgrimage.

"The little reproductive cells of lichens have

already been alluded to when speaking of the

mode in which they contribute to the vegetation

of coral islands. So also have those of the mush-

room tribe, when considering the production of

mould, in sea-weeds the reproduciive germs are

either arranged in clusters of four, or are con-

tained in cases of various kinds. In the c.immon

sea-weed [Fucus vesiculosus), the frond displays

hllle bladders of air, which enable it to float, and

receptacles of germs associated with a slimy sort

of mucus. Some of the fresh-waler nlgce are

composed of simple rows of cells. These cellular

filamenls in some instances unite together, by

means of a tube; and in this way the contents of

one cell pass into another, so as to form a germ

or spore. In those plants which are familiar lo

all as forming the green slime of ponds, there are

moving filaments observed, ns well as moving

spores. The latter are furnished with hair-like

processes, which either come off" from one point

in clusters of two or more, or surround ihe whole

spore as with a fringe. 'I'hcse minute hairs ex-

hibit movements for a short time after the spores

are separated from the plant ; their vibration ecus-

ing whenever the spore becomes fued and begins
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to sprout. In snnic brittle nlgce having flinty

coverings, the cells divide so ns to Ibrin new iiidi-

virfiinls.

" In nil the structures to wliich we have refer-

red, and in the viiiicd elmn^es which the |)liinl

underj;<>es, how be.iulil'ul ure the adnplalions

!

Everything is nuided by unerring wisdom, and
ciinlnbutes lo lonn uiio harmonious system, iti

which there is no (liiw and no delicicncy. All is

superintended by an Omniscient Jehovah, whose

[

care e.xli'nds to the niinulest atom. It is an crro. i

ueous view lo think ol" God as governing the

grand phenomena of nature, and leaving those
1

which are minute to the operation of a set of lawsj

which He does not uphold at every moment in nil

the fulness of their application. 'We cannot,'!

says Chalmers, 'disjoin God I'rom one particle of|

the universe, without desolating the universe of

God.' We may despise what is small as beneath!

the notice of our pnde, but nothing is too micro-

scopic for Him who, while ' He measures the wa-

1

ters in the hollow of His hand, and metes out
j

heaven with the span, and comprehends the dust <

of ihe earth in u measure, and weighs the moun-
tains in scales, and the hills in a balance' (Isa.

xl. K'), yet numbers the very hairs of our head,
[

and knows ol" every sparrow that fulls to the

ground.—(Mati. x. •iH, 30.) The minuteness
with which God provides for all wants is well'

brought out in I he (i.Jth Psalm, where David speaks '

of Him ns attending to the very settling of the fur-

!

rows of the field and the watering of the ridges.

' Thou mnkest the outgoings of the morning and
evening to rejoice. Thou visitest tl:e earth, and
walerest it: Thou greatly enrichest it with the

river of God, which is lull of water: Thou pre-'

parest them corn, when Thou bust so provided

ibr it. Thou waterest the ridges thereof abun-
dnnily: T/iOi/ sellkst the furrows thereof: Thou
makest it sou with showers: Thou blessest the

sprmging thereof. Thou crownest the year with

Thy goodness; and Thy paths drop fatness.' In
|

the minutest events connected with the growth!
and development of [)laiits, we may apply what
David said of the structure of the human I'rame,

'For Thou hnst possessed my reins: Thou hast

covered me in my mother's womb. I will praise

Thee; for I am lenrl'uliy and wonderfully made :

Thy works; and that my soul

veil. My substance was not hid

n 1 was made in secret, and curi-

1 the lowest parts of the eanh.i

see my substance, yet being un-

perlect ; and in Thy book all my members were
written, wliich in continuance were fashioned

[

when ns yet there was none of I hem.'—(Ps.

cxxxix. 13—16.)

within us those yearnings nnd gronnings which \Ve trust, however, that the deficiency will be
cannot be uttered, so that hours and minuies, and

i

fully made up by the liberality of Friends ; nnd ii

limes iha/l not he cotoUeil, and the untiring soul would be encouraging to the .Managers to receive

continues instant in prayer.'' from those who may feel disposed to aid their

n Icfibrts in this way, such donations as would rcn-

For ••Ml.' Kritn.i." '^^^ "^' ""cgular iiicomo Sufficient for maintnining

rr-i ni / I I 1 A . /•!-•• / ., ,1 '^c Schools to the full extent of their usefuliiest
ihe Llulwklphia Aiiocialion o trietuls tor the

\ o- i i j- . i l u ir r i n
J ', .. ,. „ ,.,, '

\

Signed by direction and on behu o tie Board
Iititructi07ioJ I'oor Children. Lr m „ /-' ol nlanaijers,

Ala meeling of the A.ssociation, held First'

m(mlh 2nd, ie.'34, the following Friends were np- i
Pliilnd;

pointed officers for the ensuing year, viz.: !

Clerk.—Edward Richie.

Treasurer.—Richard Richardson.
I ,„, , .,,

, ^

Managers.—iu\m M. Whitall, Joel Cadbnry,!,.
i''« ""'HI'-'''' ["rmer p

Israel H. Johnson. Thomas Lippineolt, Ma, k
!

'''^ '^";''':,''"'''''" ' ''-'

'l''^';'''-'-^ -V^"';"^'"
Balderston, James Kile, Charles J. Allen, Samuel

i

I""^!""'' '.','^'" '" '*'='"'J. ^'j'^enng by the fence,

Wallon, Benjamin H. Pitlield, Joseph S. Elkiii-

lon, lidward Sliarphss.

Annual Report.

rs,

THClftll

CiiAnLF:s J. Allex, Clerk.

. 20tli, 1S53.

THE THRIFTLESS ?\UU.
les no shflior for

winter, but

lo lie

He
e snow, ns best suits ihem.

rows their fodder on the ground or in the

mud, and not unfrequenlly in the highways, by

which a large portion of it, and all the (nanurc, ii

To The Philadelphia Association of Friends for wasted.

Children, He nzes his mcndo the fall and si

gradually exhausted
Pring,

by which they

finally ruined.

His fences are old nnd poor—just such as t

the Instruction of Po

The Managers reporl :

That the Schools have been continued under
the care of Ihe same teachers as last year, except

j

let his neighbour's cattle break inio his fields,

ihat a new Principal has been appointed in the 'and teach his own to be unruly.

Infant Department; the former Principal having
j

He [neglects to keep the manure from around
resigned, after having faithfully served the Asso- the sills of his barn—if he has one—by which

elation for nearly sixteen years. The Schools
j

they are prematurely rolled and destroyed,

have been visited by committees of the Board
j

He tills, or skims over the surface of the land,

twice a month ; and from their reports it appears, until it is e.vhausted ; but never thinks it worth

that in general good order has been maintained, while to manure or clover it. For the first he

and that the scholars are advancing as fast as

can be expected from their circumstances in life,

and the irregularity of their atlendance. During
the last few months, more attention has been
given to the wriiing of the children in the Infant

has no time; for the last " he is not able."

He has more stock than he has means to keep

well.

He has a place for nothing, and nothing in ill

place. He consequently wants a hoe or a rake,

knowelh right '

from Thee, whe
ously wrought ii

Thine eyes did

j11 dislractions in

he Holy Spirit

"lam tlie Way.'''—"F
sacred duties, the remedy I

himself. We can shut to the door; but H
shut the heart, and lock out the world and all itsl

phanloms; we can open ihe Bible and look at the^

promises; but He alone who is the key of David,
cun open heaven, and show each promise in its

glorious fulfilment. We can lilt our eyes towards
the hills; but He alone can show us 'Him who!
is invisible,' and can enable our souls to rest on}

Him with the sweetest security, for the fulfilment

of all that He has spoken. We can task our-

selves to staled times ol devotion, and resolve that

we shall spend a given space in prayer; but He
can so eniargs the heart—He can make the spi-

rit so strong in the Lord and in the power ol' His
might—He can till the mind with such longings

after purity, such delight in heavenly things, and

such holy aspirations alter God—He can so breathe

dipartment, and their improvement in this branch 'a hammer or an auger, but knows not where lo

has been quite remarkable, 'i'he difficulty of find it. He and his whole household are in search

satisfaclorily conducting this School, both as re- of it, and much time is lost.

gards the behaviour of the children, and their ad- He loiters away stormy days nnd evenings,

vancement in their studies, has from time to time when he should be repairing utensils, or improving

claimed the attention of the Board; and we have his mind.
latterly been endeavouring to render this depart- He plants a few fruit trees, and his cattle forth-

nient more efficient. In this etFort we have, we with destroy them. He has "no luck in raising

believe, the cordial co-operaliou of Ihe teachers, fruit."

The system of teaching Geography in concert One-half of the little he raises is destroyed by

has been lately introduced in both rooms, we his own or his neighbour's cattle,

hope to advantage. In the Girls' School increased He has no shed for iiis fire-wood—consequent-

attention has been given to Mental Arithmelic, ly his wife is out of humour and his meals out of

and one day in the week continues to be devoted season.

to sewing. These two branches we consider His plough, drag, and other implements, he

especially important lo children of the class Ihat leaves all winter where last used, and just ns he

come under our care. A few of the more ad- ] is getting in a hurry the next season, his plough

vanced girls being desirous to learn English , breaks, because it was not properly housed and

Grammar, they have lately commenced the study cared for.

of it. Somebody's pigs break in and destroy his gar-

The average attendance during the year has den, because he had not stopped a lillle hole in

been 42 in the Girls' School, and 61 intheln-!the fence that he had intended to stop forai

lant department. The number now on the list, , week.
is 68 in the former, and 66 in the latter School,

i He is often in a great hurry, but will stop nnd

A small sum has been expended for dry-goods ! talk as long as he can find any one to talk with.

to be made up inIo clothing by the scholars. He has, of course, little money, and when he

This clothing and several pairs of shoes have been must raise some to pay his taxes, &c., he raises
_

distributed among the most deslilule of the chil- it at a great sacrifice, in some way or other,
|

dren. The cost of the shoes was $14.91. leilher paying a great shave, or by selling his

W'e have received $40 from the estate of Abm. scanty crops when prices are low.

Iveyser, of Germnntown, being part of a sum left
j

He is a year behind, instead of being a year^

to his executor, in trust, to be distributed among
|

ahead of his business, and always will be.

such benevolent institutions in this city us he
j

The smoke begins to come out of his chimney'

might think proper.
|

late of a winter's morning, while his poor cattle

|

Our income has for several years been inade-iare suHering for their morning's food,

quale for the support of the Schools; and during! Manure lies in heaps in his stable; his horses

|

the last two years it has been materially reduced,
|

are rough and uncurried, and their harness trod|

owing to the store No. 12 North Front street hav-
:
under their feet,

ing been tor a considerable time without a tenant,
j

His bars and gates are broken, his building«|
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(ninled, and llie boards and shingles fulling ofT

(e has no time to replace them ; the glass is

lof the windows, and the holes stopped witi

|i and old hats.

ffe is B great borrower of his thrifty neigh

jr's implements, but never returns the borrow.

Articles ; and when they are sent for, they can.

be found.

[is children are late at school—that is, if they

o school ; their faces unwashed ; their clothes

Jed; their hair uncombed ; and their books torn

dirty.

—

Selected.

RESPON'SIBILITY OF PARENTS.

CCniiclucleil from page 134.)

And if any of these children of heavenly-
ded parents, when removed from under their

on, for want of watchfulness, grow careless,

turn their backs on the blessed truth of God,
trample all the care and good counsel of their

!nls under their feet, to satisfy their own wills

!ie pride and vanity of this evil world, to the

indingof the hearts of their careful and loving

;nts, they will be clear of their blood; while
' [such children] shall reap the fruits ol" their

igs except they repent.

And all you, young and tender people, with
irs that come among Friends, through the

:ation of your careful parents, masters, or
resses, I have a concern upon my spirit to

e to you, that you do not rest in an outward
ession of the Truth, received by education,
watch unto the heart-searching light of Christ
ou, which will let you see that you must be
nerated and born again, and so be made real

faithful Friends, by the heavenly inspiration

le powerful Spirit of God in you. And if you
arefully upon your watch, you will see judg-
t upon all in you that is uot obedient to the

I of Christ, in whose light you will see more
t, even your great necessity for the enjoyment
le life that is hid with Christ in God. This
cause you to pray without ceasing, that the

i would enable you to loathe and abhor the

3, pomp, and pleasure of this evil world, and i
come

you an assurance of God's love to your souls. ' And in

tresses, whose tuition you were under in your
tender years, and of all that walk in the precious

truth of our God, who is over all, blessed forever.

Amen.
" And all dear Friends and brethren seeing the

Lord who turneth the hearts of men, as the rivers

of water, and in his loving-kindness so ordereth

those in authority, that the prison doors are opened
once more in our day, and we enjoy peace and
quietness according to his blessed will

;
praises to

his holy name forever. I have a concern upon
my spirit, that all Friends and brethren have their

hearts affected as mine is, to live in a sense of the

mercies of the Lord. And for the time to conie,

every one endeavour to prevent the enemy mak-
ing disunion among Friends and brethren, as of

late years he hath been doing, by public opposi-

lion in some, and others, not patiently keeping in

iheir places, have also separated. The difference

being so public, hath caused many a sorrowful

heart, and given cause to the enemies of God to

rej(jice. This has been a greater exercise and
troulile to me, tlian all the sharp persecutions and
imprisonments I have endured for the word oj

God and testimony of our Lord Jesus Christ.
" Therefore in the love of God I beseech and

entreat you all, who have been or are concerned
n what is before written, to let the love of God
10 abound, that in it all labour for peace and unity

n Chri.st the Prince of Peace, who in love laid

down his life for us, when we were enemies; and
n our age he hath called many of his children to

give up their lives, in the heat of the day, weeks,
months, and years, to gather enemies to the know-
ledge of God and union with him. Therefore
wait for the heavenly wisdom, to bear one with

another; and if any, who are conscientious to

clerks constantly in his employ, who read the
French journals, translate, collate, cut out items
from Galignini, and adii their eyes, invention,
experience and observation to his. These gentle-
men are paid by the Times of course. The cor-
respondent buys and charges to the paper any
books of which ho may stand in need—and the
library is a very choice and complete collection
of standard authors, cyclopsedius, dictionaries,

and other books of reference. He is empowered
to pay for any important iiUelligencn just what it

may cost. Whin the Post OlFice closes early, to

the infinite annoyance of all us Ci)rrespondenls of
low degree, he writes on merrdy till sunset, and
then hires a man to jump into the 7 o'clock train
and take his letter to London I The Times pays
the bill. Besides all this, his position is s ich that

a great many things come to him, wilhojt his

giving himself tlie trouble to go to them. Thus,
a proclamation of Henry V. desires to see the
light. M. Berryer sends it to the correspondent
ol the London Times, who gives it to one of his

clerks to translate. All the other correspondents
len they see it in print, throw up their hands,
d wonder how tlio man knew there was such a

proclamition in existence, and where he went to

,'et it. In short, it is a great thing to represent
he London Times in P.iris. To be able to say
you are the Russian Ambass.tdor, is one thing, to

be forced to confess you are envoy from Vene-
zuela, is another. To stand up and say you are
the correspondent of the Tunes, is to locate your-
self bi-tween the two, and rather nearer the top
han the foot of the column.

Out of the dust were our bodies created, and
God, and blameless in their conversation, having i

all nourishment requisite to their sustenance is de-
concern upon their spirits to edify the people,

do declare the Truth in public assemblies, 1 be-

;h you in the love of God, that not any through

ffection show at least any public opposition.

But rather if there be occasion for the party to

be spoken to, speak lo him in private. So will

he enemy be prevented from casting stumbling-

blocks in the way of tender-spirited people, who
to be comforted in the meeting.

d eillier directly or indirectly from the earth.
But the soul—the immortal part—is of spiritual
origin, and must therelbre be fed with spiritual

food. It would be as incapable of existing with-
out this food, as the body would be without its

natural nutriment.

The
priiicipl

until you enjoy it, in all places of your re-

nent, you will pour forih your supplications

tears to the Lord, as the blessed and heaven-
avellers and companions did, and do, who
J not find the kingdom of God in outward ob-

ations, though none were more careful in

rving what is made known to them to be the

ol God. But the kingdom of God consists

n outward observations, and therefore, in the

press Ibrward, according to your spiritual

;er and thirst, in true poverty of spirit, weep-
jnd seeking the Lord your God, asking your
to Zion, with your faces thitherward, that

may enjoy salvation for walls and bulwarks.
Oh, you blessed children ol' the Lord! lift up
' heads, and stay your minds upon the Lord,
ing patiently for him. He will turn your
uws into everlasting rejoicing, and seal you
'ith his Holy Spirit of promise in the marriage
n with himself; and will give you an assur-| Jesus Chri:

of your eternal salvation. Then will you I

doing it will cause love and unity to! without sul

ttempt to succeed in practice without
is like the endeavour to preserve meat

Endeavour to jewel your diadems with meek-
d huinilitv, rememberinff that the anosile

abound among Friends, and in the love of God,
all will be restored and brought into unity again

who have been scattered ; and to meet all together
|

ness and humility, remembering that the apo,
in the everlasting Truth, to feel th'j Healer oft has declared such are of great price with Him,
breaches, who is the restorer of the desolate, ex- who was himself-' meek and lowly of heart."
alted to reign in his kingdom in all your hearts;' —
and to ofi'er up a peace-offering, in passing by all] Surely this query is calculated above all others
offences, that have caused disunion: and to bind 'to direct our ambition aright: " What shall it

you all up in the unity of the Spirit and bond of profit a man if he gain the whole world, and lose

everlasting peace. And meet all together, you his own soul?"

who profess God's blessed Truth, to praise his —
holy name all as one and one as all, while we The wise mother, whilst she is cherishing her
are in these mortal bodies, and forever when time infant plant with the sunshine of her love, remem-
here shall bo no more; even so be it with you all,: bers that were the sun permitted to shine uninter-

saith my soul, in th; name of the Lord, to whom' rupledly, it would wither and destroy ; she there-

are my prayers, that all may be accomplished as lore neglects not to administer the water of good
above written. And, until it be so with you, 1 counsel as it is needed. All irregular and luxu-

shall remain your exercised brother in tribulation! lious growths she is careful to remove, and con-

aiid ill the kingdom and patience of our Lord:stuntly to train her trust upward, still upward,
\

that it may bear fruit acceptable to the heavenly
Gardener.

linly know the kingdom of God to be within, An Important Personage.—-A Paris letter to- —
and the anointing to teach you, which will

j

the New York Daily Times, contains the follow- 1

How would many of our expressions be modi-
ile you lo delight in taking up the cross daily

j

ing :—Next to the berth of British Ambassador at fied did we know that they would be the last we
ue obedience to the light of Christ, all the

j

Paris, I suppose that the post of correspondent to should ever be permitted to utlt-r ! And yet
I you have a being among the children of! the London Times is most to be desired. Let lime is as uncertain to us as eternity is irresiati-

. Tlien will you, in the name of the Lord
|

me rehearse a few of the immunities and privi-jbly certain.

iple ujjon all the pride, pom|), pleasures, and
!

leges of that individual. His salary is S.JOtJO a —

—

ty of this evil world ; to the great comlort ol
,

year. He has a handsome suiie of rooms fur- 1
" In the works of man perfection is aimed nt,

dear and careful parents, masters and mis-luished and paid for by the paper. Ue has two I but it can only be found ui those of the Creator."
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Selectpct.

GRIKF WAS SENT THE FOH TOY GOOD.

BY THOMAS IIAVNES BAYLtY.

Some tlicrc nre who fccm exempted
From the doom incurred by nil

;

Arc they not more sorely tempted?

Are they not the first to full?

As a mother's firm denial

Checks her infant's wayward mood,
Wisdom lurks in every trial

—

Grief was sent thee for thy good.

In the scenes of former pleasure,

Present anguish hast thou felt?

O'er thy fond heart's dearest treasure

As a mourner hast thou knelt?

In the hour of deep affliction,

Let no impious thought intrude

—

Meekly bow with this conviction,

Griff teas sent Ihce/or thij good.

•When haughty expectations prostrate lie,

And grandeur crouches like a guilty thing.

Oft shall the lowly weak, 'till nature bring

Mature release, in fair society

Survive, and fortune's utmost anger try
;

Like the frail snow-drops that together cling.

And nod their helmets, smitten by the wing

Of many a furious whirlblast sweeping by."

WOBDSWORTH.

LIOGRAPniCAL SKETCHES

are at work in His garden, ttie heavenly plantn- 1
" Dear Friends,—Wiint a blessed thing it is to i

lion of his own hand, and seek his glory in all
'
fear Ilie Lord and lo seek him continnally. His

things iTicrcios lail not those ilial truly wait upon him. I

lie iialli been very boumiliil lo us in our native ^

land, and hath been very lender and good to uj

ill bringing us to this wilderness. He was wiih i

us upon the tennpesluous seas,—He abides with J

us still,—blessed be His name, forever and for.

•'Now heavenly Wisdom sees meet to give

forth again true gofpehorder and discipline, as in

the church of Cliri.st bc.'bre the npostacy entered,

and makes choice of such as nre capable in this

work, and spirilually-minded. When they come
together, ihcy can rejoice together in the enjoy- j evermore. Oh! my dear Friends, let us nail lo

ment of God's presence with them ; and the holy I mind the time when the Lord first made his bless.

order of the gospel is committed to them, whether
j

ed Truth known unto us. Surely it was very

men or women. When in these meetings any- 1
acceptable ; my soul shall never forget it. What

thing bo said or done through infirmity, or want
! then did we enjoy that we could not pari with for

of a good understanding in some wlio may come
lo such meetings, it does not overthrow the con-

stilulion of any meeting which tlie power of God
hath set up and is in the authority of. The en-

deavour is and ought to be, that there may he a

growth ill the Truth in all thitigs, until the home
of God's heavenly wisdom ajidpouer shine through

aU.

"The foundation o^ gooi meetings and good

order in the church of God, is truly laid amongst

us by the Lord. It is he that brings these good

things upon us, which we do in our men and wo-

men's meetings, in relation lo good order in mar-
riage. Many other things which arc done in

bring hon»ur lo God. The stale

the Lord, and we did abase ourselves in dust i

asiics. 1 can truly say on that day I thouglit the !

meanest thing I was unworthy of,—and 1 do be- i

lieve it was so with many more. Now, my dear <

Friends, we are come into this American part, let 1

us, above all people, not murmur nor be discon. i

tented, for we have good experience of the mercy of i

the Lord. As we fear and obey Hiin, lie will i

make this wilderness a fruitful field. The great. I

est thing we desire here is that people may coitie i

lo fear ihe Lord. It is that and that alone will l

make this a happy country to us. Lot all who I

fear ihe Lord, put on strength and courage to do

his holy work. Here is much lo be done. We
must begin it and carry it on. Tlie Lord is ready

lo help us and furnish us with his wisdom, adv'

such meelin

if the church is inquiicd into, that every ?ieces-

sily may be answered, and if possible, every dis-
j

and counsel. In^'oed, we can do nothing without

Of Ministers and Elders, and other concerned members orderly thing may be separated and done away, '

it. Oh my dear Friends, let us not murmur here,
of the learlj -Meeting oi i a e phia.

^^^^ ^j^^ living, innocent-hearted ones may be en-\ for we may read in the scriptures of Truih, how

CHRISTOPHER AND FRANCES TAYLOR. couraged in obediencB and faithfulness, maybe\ma.ny fell in the wilderness of those that murmur-
(Continued frnm page 133.) exitorted to obedietice and instructed in tilings re- 1 ed. Let us be content with our manna. Here is

In the Third month, 1631, Christopher Taylor Ittting to their condition. That all loose liberty
\

no likelihood of a famine, e.xcepl they famish

wrote "An Epistle of Caution lo Friends," in may be kept out of the church of God, and youth, WhcmseU&s (or vttxM o( U\k\ng heed to the Lord's

which he warns them to take heed of the " trench- tclietlier viale or female, may be truly ««'/;>(/' pure word, which is daily bread to His children,

erous spirit" which had appeared 'm\\\\\\^m^o-\to the power of God, and the order nf it in His • anA they live thereby. Many in this country

gers. This epistle is a defence of the good order

and discipline established amongst Friends, by

George Fox and other concerned Friends of that

day, and especially of women's meetings.

He savs : " Government and good order is

needful to be established in every family, much
more in the church of God, that every member of

the true church may know its place and service

in the body, [being] filled thereto by the power of

God. Then will ii full in naturally and in course,

that every member will know ils office, whereunto

it is called, with the heavenly call of Christ .lesus.

These are they that take their possessions in the

life, power, and wisdom of God, and are fit to dn

service in the church. Of such members is, and

ought to be, ihe composition of men's and wo-

men's meetings. [Such] who reverence and fear

the living God, and have a care of this service,

that all who profess the Truth, and are turned

to it, may be preserved in it. Such faithful mem-
bers, and savoury sanctified ones, whether men
or women, when Ihey meet together in their meet-

ings, meet with the Lord in the midst of them.

His pure wisdom and power [is there] to guide

them in that ihey are called unto, as they lailli-

fullv and truly wait upon him. The work is the

church. That all may be kept pure and clean."

In 1682, Christopher again appeared in print

against William Rogers, in a pamphlet bearing

the title, "Something in answer to two malicious

libels of William Rogers." During that same
year, he left his school at Edmonton, lo George
Keiih, and with his wife and family removed lo

have great families, and servants, who for waot

of forecast, and a good heavenly order, become a

burden to their families.

"Come, my dear Friends, call your familice

together, every family apart, and discharge your

duties. You may exhort, examine, and advise,

and by that means God's holy Truth will he over

province of Pennsylvania, and settled in ihem all. You may have many difficulties lo

Philadelphia. The first meeting for business of, frustrate such a good, holy order. Some may
Friends of Philadelpha, appears lo have been held , find it a great cross to get into it, because they

at a house belonging to Christopher Taylor, the ' may have children or servants that arc very wild,

9lh day of the Eleventh mouth, 1682. There; and they may think such will rather scolf at it,

was no separate meeling for women Friends until 1 than [receive good from il]. I advise you in the

after ihe Quarterly Meeting held Fourth month
|

fear of the Lord, lo sit down with them in the

5lh, 1683, when ihe following minute was inade.
|
evening, or according as you sec meet, and wait

" A women's meeting was proposed, and unani- 1 upon the Lord. He is ready and willing lo assist

mously agreed upon. Agreed that a place be and help his people and servants in all ihinys.

appointed for women Friends lo meet at, and that
j

By this means your outward business will be

it be for the present at the house of Christopher
J

made easy, and you may save a great deal of

Taylor,— it being his own oiler." At this samej lost lime, which is spent by servants in their mas.

meeting, Chrisiopher and some other Friends were I
ter's absence. [You] may find out some way

appointed to " draw up a brief, yet full account that they may be helpful lo their neighbours, and

of the good order of Trulh, as it is practised in I may prevent much time spent in families alicr

the Men and Women's meetings of Friends in ' they have done their labour and service, in much
England."

j

talk and idle jesting. Let every family that fears

ictise this in His holy law, and leaveClirislophcr was appointed one of the first the Lord
Lord's they are about, and those that are failhlul [council for the province, which met First month, the issue lo Him. You will find unruly spirits

unto God, eye his power, and seek his glory in 1684, and he held that office until the close of 1685. chained. Some here had good experience of

the course of their lives, will not fail lo do the He was also Register-General of Pennsylvania, these things.

same in these meetings. Then let the wise in

heart judge, u/ulher this be not the way of God.

for the establish 7nent of gospel-government ifi His
church, thai all may le kept sweet and savoury

in His house, to His praiseforever."

"Now the true church of God, which is com-
ing to appear out of her wilderness stale, begins

to flourish and to become as a garden watered

and pruned by the pure power of God. For this

end, God in our day has raised up many Wit-
j dictated or penned the following lines to Friends

j

and

I
They then take ill courses

and filled some other public offices. His en- " I think that here where ships arrive, it would

gagements kept him much in Philadelphia, and be well for a small number of men and women
yet he no doubt visited meetings around as his Friends that are solid and weighty, lo meet tO'j,e-

Master led him. iher, to take a little care of persons that are

111 the year 1685, Frances Taylor found her brought in, that they may not set down and spend

health failing, and a prospect of leaving all muta- the little that some bring with them, but be ad-

ble things opened before her. A concern on be- vised, taken care of, and employed. There come

half of the church militant remained with her to here many young persons, single men and wo-

the lasl, and not lonj; before her death she either' men, who go about, spend the little they have,

len that is gone, see no way lo have more,

nesses, blessed be His name forever! and they
|
of her own Monthly Meeting.

I
They then take ill courses and revile the country.
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lid be well for the time to come we might

cans to prevent these things, and then the

they bring over with them may do them

in order to a settlement. I mean those thai

w, and may need advice. These things I

?.\ercised with, and leave them to your

Ian consideration.

Frances Taylor."
r husband has endorsed at the loot of this

3S these words:—"Given forth some small

lefore she departed this life, who is eternally

he Lord Jesus Christ, blessed forever."

mces Taylor died about the Ninth or Tenth

1, 1685. At the Monthly Meeting of Friends

iladelphia, held Eleventh month 4lh, that

we find the following minute:—"The lesti-

of advice to Friends from Frances Taylor,

; she deceased, was read and ordered to be

led. As to that part of her advice for coun-

; such as come over from England, at their

rrival, what course to take to manage what

bring, and also relating to their settlement,

leeling appointed Christopher Taylor" and

is Christian care over those landing in the

y, was, it appears, exercised lor some con-

ible time by the Monthly Meeting; and
less many persons had occasion to be thnnk-

r the kind concern for the benefit of stran-

which actuated Frances Taylor amid the

of disease, and the solemn thought awaken-
the near approach of death,

ristopher Taylor continued after his afiect-

iss to look after his family, and to devote

If to the good of others in works of mercy,

iboursin the ministry. John Gough quotes a

lony concerning him, not recorded in this

ry, in which he is said to have been a dili-

ind faithful minister; ia the exercise of his

erlinent, clear and afiecting; in prayer sol-

reverent and weighty ; in his general deport-

circumspect, meek and humble.

(To be continue,!.)

Fur "The Friend."

Industry Promoted by Religion.

e of the objects of care in the first Christian

h, was the encouragement of industry. The
les knew that idleness would be the mother

e, and an evidence that there was wanting

:eal and fervency in religion, which is inse-

ile from its life and growlh in the heart. He
these exhortations to the Christians, " not

ul in business, fervent in spirit, serving the

;" and showed them by his own example,

le meant what he said, working for his own
sities and to relieve them that were with him.

2 he was engaged in the ministry, and the

of the churches rested upon him, he says-,

ther did we eat any man's bread for nought,

wrought with labour and travail night and
that we might not be chargeable to any of

Not because we have not power, but to

ourselves an example unto you to follow us.

ven when we were with you, this we corn-

ed you, that if antj uould nol work, neither

i he eat. For we hear that there are some
1 walk among you disorderly, working not

I, but are bust/bodies. Now ihem that are

we command, and exhort by our Lord Jesus

t, that icith quietness they work, and eat

own bredd." Idle people who are more fond

rng on others, than using their own ellbrls to

de things honest for themselves, are very

) be busybodies, meddling with the concerns

lers, and carrying tales Irom house to house.

B were forcibly struck with an epistle writ-

ten by George Fox in 1671, showing the clear-

ness of his views upon the subjects of industry,

cleanliness, and not allowing ihose who are en-

feebled by disease or age, to sutfer from want of

the necessary comforts of life.

" Dear Friends,—This is the counsel of the

Lord to you all, who are brought into the eternal

Truth of God, whose minds are guided out of the

earth up to God, and have received their wisdom
from him, which wisdom orders all the creatures,

that with it you may come to know, how to order

in the creation, with the wisdom by which all was
made. This 1 charge you and warn yon all in

the presence of the living God, that you suffer

no creature to perish, for want of the creatures,

and that none be lost through slothfulness,

laziness, and filthincss; and let not these things

be, which are for condemnation with the light.

And Friends let there be no slothfulness among
you, but all keep in diligence and liveliness; for

ke that is slothful is an evil example. Such must

be judged with the light, that they may come to

be diligent. And such as have gone up and down
begging, whom you have received amongst you,

with the holy light which hath convinced them,

see that they be kept i?i diligence, and not wander,
but be kept in obedience to the light, to receive

their wisdom from God, how to labour in the cre-

ation. And see that they have things decent and
tiecessary, and that their nakedness may be cover-

ed, that no reproach nor shame may come upon
the Truth, from such as are without; but that

with the light all such maybe denied, who act

contrary to it. In it, which condemns the ev

world, ye may walk, and receive the light of the

Son of God, which the world stumbles at, which
is their condemnation, and in which the sa

have unity. All being kept diligent, walking in

the light, there will be no slothfulness."

Those Christian advices of the apostle Paul

have been practically adhered to by Friends,

from the foundation of the Society to this time,

their discipline requiring the condition of the poor
to be frequently investigated, and proper main-
tenance dispensed where they are unable to provide

for themseves. It is also a duty to aid inefiiciet

persons, in the kind of business they can manage
and cleanliness has been said to be next to godi

ness, and is essential to health and vigour of body
and mind. All ihese duties are connected with

true religion, and which the principle of Truth
that leads in all things into strict propriety, would
bind every attentive Christian to practice. VV

do not suppose that we are without exceptions,

throughout a people scattered over an extensive

country, and where they exist, they should be

removed, that according to the apostle's advice,

all may "glorify God in their bodies and in their

spirits, which are his ;'' and where the inside is

made clean, the outside will be likely to Ibllow.

The practice of begging is very opposite to our
views of the condition, which a Christian ought to

occupy, and could every sect feel the necessiiy of

extending a more close supervisory care over

their members, and the great amounts ol" money
which are wasted in all kinds of vanity and ex-

cess, were appropriated in finding useful labour

for those who are incompetent to take care of

themselves, it is probable we should have a much
less number of street beggars than we h ive. Ai

this season of the year when the resources oi

many are very limited, and soon exhausted from

the dearth of business; and when food, and clolh-

tng, and fjel are much needed to guard the b)dy
against suffering from cold and inclement wea-

iher, the hearts of those who have moans tu

spare, should be warmed wilh sympathy, and en-

larged with Christian charily, so as to do all that

is requisite for such dependent ones ; and all who
are comfortably provided themselves, if they have
comparative ly but little to spare, may do some-
thing for a poor indigent brother or sister. Yet
we apprehend that in very many cases, persons

find the labour less onerous to beg from door to

door, than to work at some honourable employ-
ment; and very often money easily acquired in

his way, is lavishly spent in a manner prejudi-

cial to body and soul. We have a great influx

of foreigners who make it their business to beg
heir living, and it is becoming not merely a tax,

but it is ofien doubtful to those who do not like to

refuse, whether their donations do not contribute

more to the serious injury of the beggar, than to

his benefit.

John Churchmaii^s advice to a young woman on
the subject of Marriage. (An extract from his

letter.)

"I feci the anxious perph'xcd state lliy mind
is in, though there be no objection as to outward

circumstances, and thy relations and friends are

pleased with the proposal. Yet as it is a concern
of the utmost importance, it may seem difficult

how to determine." After some useful bin's of

bis own experience he thus proceeds: "Th"i<^

are seasons when the mind fixed in deep a'lc'n-

tion on the sovereign good, is composed and
quiet, totally uninfluenced by outward objects,

when human considerations lose their energy, and
we regardless of the sentiments of men, are only

solicitous to gain the approbation of Heaven, and
Ibllow wheresoever He is pleased to lead, whe-
ther to do or to suffer. In these awful moments
calmly weigh it, and see how it then appears,

whether it brings uneasiness or a cloud, or other-

wise ; and \'X noihing prevent thy acting accord-

ingly. At o;her times think as little about it as

may be, it will but tend to puzzle and distract thy

mind the more. Never let persuasion or the bias

ofatTection induce thee to depart from the sense

and judgment thit is formed here. Be sure mar-

ry none but an Israelile. There is most assuredly

to be met with by the honest inquirer, that which
can direct to an hair's breadth."

Commercial Statistics of Gre it Britain—Mr.
Braithwait Poole, in a recent work, gives the fol-

lowing interesting siatistics of Great Britain. Pitt

and Canning s'.ated ihe yearly production of the

agricultural and mechanical interests of Great

Britain at an amount equal to the national debt ;

but nobody knew how they made it out. The
summary of these statistics, however, prove that

these great statesmen were right.

Mr. Poole shows that the kiiiways of Great

Britain have cost £24(),OJ0,O0U ; 'tiie Canals,

£26,000,000; and thj Uoclis, £3J,000,000.

The Mercantile Marine cousins of 3.i,000 ves-

sols, 4,300,000 Ions, with -'40,000 men ; and one

vessel is lost on an average with every tide. Tlie

navy consists of 535 vessels, 570,000 Ions, and
48,000 men. Yachts. ^50, and L'3,000 Ions.

The ancient Britons knew only si.x primitive

ores, from which metals were jiroduced ; whereai
the present scientific generation use filty. The
aggregate yield of minerals is equivalent in valuo

to about £.!5,000,000 annually.

Tiie agricultural produce of milk, meat, eggs,

butter and ch.'esc, is 3,000,000 tons, of ih; value

of £50,000,000. The ale, wine and spirits con-

sumed annually exceed 3,300,0JJ tons, and
£54,000,00J ; while sugar, te,. and colFee scarce-

ly reach 450,0J0 Ions, and £i7,000,000. Thi
Fisheries of Great Britain net £6,000,00:) .iu..u-

allv. In .Manufactures, the cotton, wjo.La, linen
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nnil silk nltogrllicr nniount lo 420,000 Ions,

nri.l £9.),000,0()0 ; while liardwarc-s exhihil 360,-

(100 tons, and i;.;0,000,()00 ; in addilion lo which

1,-J50 tons of pins and needlea are made yearly,

worth £1,100,000.
Earthenware, 400,000 tons, £35,000,000;

glass, 58,000 tuns, £1,000,000. The Gi.zetle

shows an avenigc of lour bankrii|ils daily llirough-

oul England and Wales.

—

Annual of Scientific

JJiscoii/i/.

WHAT LALi I vet;

This query of u young man who thought that

he had lived a correct hie, would perhaps be pro-

fitable to many in this day, who may in their

own sight have niainiained a virtuous course, but

are not prepared to leave all and Ibllow One who

requires entire dedication of heart. People niiy

possess nil the desirable things common to this

slate of existence, and yet be greatly deficient

failh, and when their duty is made known lo

llicni, turn away sorrowful, instead of seeking for

that unfailing strength, which will assist them in

the performance ol it, and enable them lo go fur-

ward conquering and to conquer in the holy war-

(aie. Perhaps there are a great many in difTer-

ent places under the Christian name, who are not

only enjoying rapidly accumulaliiig wealth, but

also a reputable name amongst men, that miglil

be startled to be apprized of the one thing needful

for them to perform, before they could inherit

eternal life. However devotedly according to the

law, some may acquit themselves in their own
estimation, yet if they are unwilling to co-operate

with the merciful instructions of redeeming love,

they cannot pass from death unto life, through the

interposition of Christ, who is the only Mediator

between God and man, and who bringelh out of

the letter which killeth into his marvellous light

and truth. The performance of the Divine will

must lake place, although very opposite to our

creuturcly desires, or the vail of the temple is not

rent in our own particulars, and we cannot be

transformed by the renewing of our minds into a

spiritual life: fleshly lusls .must be crucified, be-

fore that precious stale which is hid with Christ

in God, can be enjoyed.

A fulness in this world's goods may be possess-

ed, but those who live securely in them, without

witnessing a redemption IVom these corruptible

things, are excluded from the enjoyments of hea-

ven, for thus said our blessed Lord, " It is

easier for a camel to go through the eye of a nee-

dle than lor a rich man to enter into the kingdom

of God." Seeing that these things are so, how

solemn the answer which would arise in the mind

of the enlightrned Christian, should one of this

class query, " What lack 1 yetl" thou art want-

ing in ihe main olject and end of this transitory

CMSIince, and thou still lackest an experimental

kiiuwieilge of that redeeming Power which only

can translate thee from this circumscribed sphere

of uiiceriaiiily, anxieiy, and pain, to one ol qui-

etude and eternal enjoyment.

Of those who were poor in this world's goods,

but who were obedient and devoted to their Lord's

requirings, and who went willingly on his holy

embassy, it was queried, " When i sent ye with-

out purse, and scrip and shoes, lacked ye any

lhin"1 and they said Nothing." Those who are

poor and deficient as to the possessions and wis-

dom of this world, standing on nothing of their

own, ihouL^h having all things yet as posfcssing

nothing, hath God chosen, rich in faith, and in

the knowledge of our Lord and Saviour .lesus

Christ. The bonds of 1 his natural existence which

draws down to the earth, must be broken, before

there can be a shooting forth, and expand!

a more glorious unil happy state, where no

is known, and where sorrow and sighing ai

changed lor fulness ofjoy and peace.

New York, First mo., 18J4.

GLLISINGS FOR ' THE FRIEND."

A lake on the estate of the Earl of Stair 13 in

course of being drained by a syphon. There

were about 8 acres of water above 16 feet deep in

the centre, and fully 20 acres of marsh. The
water is now lowered 9 feet. It might be drawn
lower still, but much difficulty has arisen from

the sludge pressing in toward the mouth of the

syphon, and from the whole bottom of the lake

consisting to a great depth of an impalpable

sludge, w hich must take some time to consolidate

and liecome workable. The complete drainage

of the lake will require another summer. The
undertaking has been carried out by a plumber ol

Sirauraer. The syphon is 880 yards long, (ex-

actly half a mile) and 7 inches in diameter. Tlie

highest part is "Jl leet above the present surface

of the lake, and the longest limb of the syphon is

10 feet under the level of the water. The dis-

charge is about 200 gallons of water per minute ;

but, at first, when the lake was at its original

height, and the fall greater, the discharge was

much more.

ill
I
the arches which support the dome, are gallerie:

Linl
j

for museums. The principal floor comprises vat

halls and apartments filled up in a most cosilj

manner. The baths are filled up with Egyplint

alabaster. The roof is covered with kad : all iht

Sultan's palaces, and only these, are covered wiili

that metal. The palace is built on piles. Tin

great staircase is lighted by a large skylight ol

crimson coloured glass. The harem conlaini

apartments for 300 or 400 women. The palace is

approached through a costly triumphal gatewajr,

A linen factory consisting of one large aparl-

ment 107 feet by 64 It^et, with roof of glass, anii

87 looms and warpmill therein, has Uen erected

at Belhavel, county Leitrim, Ireland.

In the Duchy of Modcna are the celebrated

marble quarries of Carrara. It has been said

that they were nearly exhausted. Such is how-

ever far from being the case: those famous niouo-

lains are as it weri,—like the coal fields of Uresi

Britain—inexhaustible. A late traveller visited

Polvaccio, where Fabbricotti possesses one of the

richest quarries ofstatuary marble. The quarriesis

had succeeded on that day in detaching several

large blocks, one of which measured not less thin

800 feet cube, another 6U0, and one also of 400

feet cube, besides many of smaller dimensioin

j
The appearance of these blocks just quarried wu
most beautiful : they equalled the purest alabaster

in whiteness. There were present several French

dignitaries, who had come to choose a piece ooi

of which a statue of the emperor was to be ciK.

The inhabitants of Vienna appear to be a peo-

ple much cranijied in their mind, anddisplay that

nt of energy which is shown by a boy who,

owing to ill-judged parental repression, has never

ad his natural powers properly developed. An
immense amount of discontent prevails, and 1

have been astonished with the warmth of the ex- mended the purchase of a piece of land for a pnb-

In England, burials in towns are prohibited bj

w. Commissioners for London have recot*

pressions used against the present state of things,

Everything is very dear. The people are enor-

mously taxed : a royal decree has just been issued,

enacting an additional land tax ol 10 per cent.,

md wilUal a paper currency, without any control

to its issue, or security lor its redemption. O

lie cemetery near Ilford and Epping loresl, m

Essex, and their recommendation seems likely tc

be adopied. The site comprises a farm of 120

acres, and the cost will be 87o0 per acre for the

freehold, or $12,500 for the farm buildings, oi

02,000 for the property as it stands, besides

to the smallness ol the amounts lor which the
j

compensation to the lessee for six years' lease,

notes are issued, and lo the poverty of the gov-
1 The distance is about seven miles from London,

ernment, ihey are made of such flimsy material,
j

and close to a line of railway. They propose tc

hat without considerable care, they will soon
i plant around the margin of the tract a belt ol

wear out in the circulation. 1 have preserved
j

woodland. It is computed that 100 acres wouU

he last stage of decay, of 10 kreutzers I sufiice for twenty years,

each (eight cents), lo present, on my return to
j

«*

'oquent advoEngland, lo a friend who
le of the Ami-gold Leagu

It is calculated that the use and manufacture of

every thousand tons of while lead produce, on an

average, a hundred and twenty

deaths.

Means offastening Leather upon Metal.—The
metal is washed with a hot solution of gelaiine,

and the leather previously steeped in a hot infu-

sion of gall-nuts pressed upon the surface and

allowed to cool, ll then adheres so firmly, that

It cannot be separated without tearing.

Tiie Sultan of Turkey is now building a new
palace at Dolma liaktche. The architect is an

Armenian. The palace is of stone and marble:

the workmanship is very common: the frontage

extends along the Bosphorus from Dolma Baklchii

to Beshik 'I'ash, and must have a la(;'.ade of up-

wards of iOOO feet: the situation is exquisite,

riie palace is more like a to»n in extent: it con-

tains one large hall 125 feet in height to centre of

dome; inside measure 150 leet by 130. This is

" Religion is a denial of self: yea of self-rel-j

gion too. It is a firm tie or bond upon the soiilj

10 holiness, whose end is happiness ; lor by it nieD|

come to see the Lord. ' The pure in heart,' sajrS|

Jesus, 'see God;' he that once comes to he^^^

ienls and five Christ's yoke, is not carried away by the devil's,

allurements; he finds excelling joys in his watch'

,

fulness and obedience. If men loved the crosi

ol' Christ, his precepts and doctrine, they wouki

cross their own wills, which lead them to break]

Christ's holy will, and lose their own souls in do

ing the devil's. Had Adam minded that hoi)

light in paradise, more than the serpent's bail, a«

stayed his mind upon his Creator, the rewarder*

fidelity, he had seen the snare of the enemy, am.

resisted him. O do not delight in that which iij

forbidden ! look not upon it, if thou wouldstflo^

be captivated by it. Bring not the guilt of tin,

sins of knowledge upon ihy soul. Did ChriSj

submit his will to his father's, and, lor thejoj^

that was set before him, endure the cross, 801^

despise the shame of a new and untrodden w«Jjj

to glory] Thou also, must submit thy will I'jj

Christ's holy law and light in thy heart, and f»|,

the reward he se s be, ore liiee, to wit, etefiH|j

intended for receptions : it is magnificently deco-
[ life, endure his cross, and despise the shame tu

rated in ornamental painting and gilding. Underlit. All desire to rejoice with, him,, but few Wi
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Er wiili him, or for him. Many are the com
pns of his table; not many of his abstinence,

rioaves they follow, but the cup of his ag

'. leave. It is too bitter : they like not to drink

inf. And many will magnify his miracles,

are oli'eiided at the ignominy of his cross

!0 iiiiin ! as he for thy salvation, so thou lor

JVC 111' him, must humble ihysell', and be con-

d to be of no reputation, that ihou mayesl

i.v him ; not in a carnal, formal way, of vain

^s tradition and prescrijition, but as the Holy

kt by the apostle doth express it, ' In the new
lliving way,' which Jesus hath consecrated,

brings all who walk in it to the eternal rest

pd : whereinto he himself is entered, who is

holy and only blessed Redeemer."

—

Penri's

Cross No C/ow/t.

From the iVorlli American & V. S. Gaz.

[ An American Free Negro in Cuba.

le recenlly alluded to a claim for the protec-

pf our flag, made at the American consulate

avana, by an American negro, who said he

kidnapped and taken to Cuba. The follow-

'.re the details of his story, as given by a

fspondent of the New York Herald :

iw developments of crime come to u? with

r day's experience, and a case of most extra-

ary charaiter, ol'the many that undoubtedly

,
is now being exposed to the light, alter a

;alment of forty years.

lew days since a negro man found his way
3 office of the American consulate, and there

led protection as a free born citizen of the

id States. His deportment and the singularity

i story, which surpassed the power of invea-

attracted the most respectful attention, and
ingue was evidently touched with the fire of

, liar all that heard believed. He solicited,

•ms that could not be resisted, that his case

t be investigated, and that he might be re-

1 to the freedom for which he had been wait-

1 chains for forty years. He represents that

js born in Charleston, S. C, gives the names
I

and disagreeable appearance, where he was placed

in the stocks for sale keeping, in the back part of

the premises.

In this position he remained some hours, when
he was taken out, he thinks, near midnight follow-

ing his capture, and placed upon a horse, with an-

other man, which was put to his speed for the

country; that in this way, at a slow pace when
the roads were bad, and fast when good, they

travelled until the dawn of day, when they reached

some farm houses, where he was taken off the

horse and placed in a cabin, chained ; that he was
put at work the following day, under the imme-
diate eye of his master, and that when there was
not an armed white force over him sufficient to

keep him from getting away, he had always worn
chains—and they were scarcely an inconvenience

to him, so accustomed had he become to them
;

that, as soon as he had acquired knowledge, he

explained to his pretended master how he had

been taken, that he was free, and demanded that

he might go to Havana to make application for

his release. Finding this only increased their

vigilance, he made no more etibrts, but determined

to wait quietly until an opportunity should oc(

which he believed would come sooner or later,

that he would have justice.

He says he has kept himself from losing the

knowledge of the English language he had at

twelve years, by constantly repealing the story of

his life to himself, in English, enumerating every
incident, and all the names of his family and
friends. That his master, residing near Canasi,

about eighteen or twenty miles from Havana,
died in 1046, and that his estate was only distri-

buted among the heirs some iew weeks since, when
he was brought to Havana by parties having no
knowledge ot his former history, having been pur-

chased or apporiiouod to them, he knows not

which.

Being here, the past seems to have aroused the

energy of the man, and his tirst businfss was to

find out " the America," which being finally un-

derstood and explained, meant the American con-
sulate. His remarkable case will be brought to

her, mother, one brother, and two uncles
j

''le i'lrnediate attention of General Canedo, and
tates that they were all free, that they emi- under the auspices of the acting commercial agent,

rom Charleston in 180(j, or near that time, will undoubtedly have a favourable issue for the

to Florida, and subsequently went to Nassau, poor negro. The small planter who bought" Ben,"
was known as Don Antonia Catejeno, and the

person who carried him from Regia to Canasi,

was his nephew, who is now living in this vicinity

and has been recognised by " Ben," who took him
to the office of the American consul, where his

admissions were quite sufficient to establish the

truth of " Ben's" story, without implicating him-
self in the crime of kidnapping.

Providence; that he was quite small, but

le remembers every occurrence with the

2r distinctness for having had nothing else to

t upon from his youth to old age; and thu
d early made up his mind to struggle for the

)m of which he had been deprived by rob-

He remembers, and thinks he was about

e years of age, when his mother, seeking
hing for him to do, hired him to the captain

mall trading sloop, as a cabin boy, by whom
as carefully treated, and he thinks he, the

n, was in no way accessory to his being

pped. That in the course of his voyages

g the islands, the business of" Captain Jim"
lim to Havana with a small cargo of shells and
; nought at Nassau. That being ashore at the

e of Regia, at the head of the bay, and wait-

er the boat for the return of the caplain, or

of the men, to go on board the sloop, he was

Slaves 171 Russia.—Of the fifty-three and a

half millions of people which Russia contained in

1842, not less than forty-two millions were slaves
;

and of these, fifteen null ion were slaves of the

Crown, or the Emperor I The Russian slaves

have no legal rights. The Russian people are not

only slaves to iheir nobles, they are also slaves to

the soil. The land of Russia is valueless of itself;

its value consists in the human property belong-

ing to it, and from which the nobles derive their

other, though thousands of miles apart. In pur-

chasing a slave, he has only to go through the

formality of receiving from the former owner a
few acres of land with him, ol which he soon for-

gets the possession, and from which he may re-

move the slave, separating him fur ever from his

wife and children, and dooming him to [)erpelual

banishment from his home. The Russian slave,

male or female, cannot marry without the permis-
sion of ihe owner; and there are no purposes,

even the most inlamous, to which the female slave
is not always liable to be devoted, and frequently
applied. The master may at any time send his

male slave to Siberia, or for a soldier—and some
he must constantly choose for ihis service. The
owner may flog his slave to death, but the law
only permits him to bu fined. The law forbids

any court to receive the evidence of a slave against

his master. By a royal ukase issued by the

monster Calharine, and since confirmed by Nicho-
las, if a serf makes any complaint to his superiors

against his lord, "he shall be amenable to the

punishment which the laws award"—that is, to

I he punishment of death I But there is no law in

Russia, except the despotic will of the head slave
owner. Puschkin, the Russian writer, emphati-
cally observes, " There is no law in Russia ; tho
law is nailed to a stake, and that stake wears a
crown."

Durahilitij of Wood.—The piles under the

London Bridge have been driven five hundred
years, and on examining them in 1846, they were
ibund to be little decayed. Old Savoy Place, in

the city of London, was built six hundred and
fifty years ago, and the wooden piles, consisting

of oak, elm, beech, and chestnut, were found,

upon recent examination, to be perfectly sound.

Of the durability of timber in a wet state, iho

piles of a bridge built by the Emperor Trajan,
over the Danube, afTord a striking example. Ono
of these piles was taken up and found to be petri-

fied to the depth of three-fourths of an inch ; but

the rest of the wood was not different from its

former state, though it had been driven sixteen

hundred years.

nly seized by a white man, of the class oli chief revenue. Practically, the private serf of

len of the harbour, and carried olT with vio- Russia—and there are above forty millions of

That when he endeavoured to make an such—is lile and limbs at the disposal of his own-
r, he found such violent pressure that it er, as compleiely as slaves have ever been in any
d like death, and he was afraid to attempt I country. Ho can be sold or hired out as a beast

e, under ihe impression that if he persisted of burden ; the law, it is true, now wills that a

le would certainly be killed, as he hud heard ' certain portion of the land must be sold with him
;

stories of the pirates of Havana and ofj but land in Russia is, as we have said, of merely

iruellies. That he was carried apparently I nominal value. Tlie master may remove one or

back part of the town, into a house of low all of his slaves for life from one estate to an-

Americatt Cutlery.—At a recent dinner of the

cutlers of Sheffield, England, at which some
of the most distinguished men of Great Britain

were present, the master cutler, who is also the

Lord Mayor of the city, made the following strik-

ing admission;—"The manufacturers of edge-

tools in America," said he, " invariably use the

best steel that SheflSeld produces, regardless of

price, while some of the Sheffield manulacturcrs

were arriving at a greater profit by making a

cheaper article from inferior material. It was
not in workmanship, but in the use of the best

material, that the Americans gained any superi-

ority." lie admitted further, that the defect in

the English material is often supplied by an extra

finish, and im|diesthat such gojds are priiicii)ally

made lor exportation.

"If people look as much pains to be good, as

they do to appear so, they would, through grace,

bring about their purpose."

THE FRIEND.
FltiST MUNTII 14, 1854.

We have repeatedly taken occasion to express

our views on tho colonization of our coloured

countrymen on the coast of Africa. When they
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voluntarily leave ihe land of ihcir nativity, to be-

come citizens of a Republic in whicli ihey can en-

joy perfect equality on tlifir social as wtll as their

civil relations, and are disposod to enter with in-

dustry and perseverance in the performance of

the duties that appertain to the new home they are

ubout to occupy, wo think they ou^ht to be en-

couraged and, if necessary, assisted in the un-

dertaking. Liberia certainly otFers many and

strong inducements to such as feci disposed to

emigrate from this land of oppression, to enter

upon a field where their energies will not be crip-

pled by the hostile policy of a dominant and arro-

gant race, nor their finer ft'elin!;;s constantly out-

raged by a prrjudicc, which, however irrational

and unreasonable, seems unyielding, and is con-

stantly bearing upon them, preventing them from

atiainmg the standing in society, which their good

conduct may merit. If ever this country makes

reparation to Africa for the wrongs she has com-

mitted upon her children and their descendants,

it appears to us, that it is most likely to be eliected

through the medium of those of our coloured

countrymen, who shall carry to the home of their

forefaliiers, the correct principles, the religion, the

arts and the sciences they have obtained while

here, and make use of the opportunities afforded

by a residence in that benighted land, to intro-

duce those blessings of civilized life, among the

barbarous tribes with whom they may be brought

id contact.

While holding these views, we cannot admit the

riglii of any one, whether holding the station of a

slavt holder or not, to oblige those whom he may
have under his control to expatriate themselves

;

or to render freedom from bondage dependent

upon the poor slaves leaving the country, and

pus.-aig the remainder of life amid scenes and dif-

ficulties from which they would, if they dared,

turn away with dread or disgust. The coloured

population have as much right to remain on their

native soil as the whites, and any acts, whether ol

private individuals or public bodies, intended, or

having the effect, to make tlieir emigration com-

pulsory, is a violation of justice, and an outrage

on the rights of man, of wliich the American peo-

ple profess to be so zealous.

There is certainly a liberal disposition mani-

fested by the slaveholders mentioned in the fol-

lowing notice recently published by the Secretary

of the AmericanColonization Society, and although

the poor slaves may sometimes feel that they are

only allowed lo make a clioico between two evils,

vet we doubt not there are thousands who would

be glad to avail themselves of the opportunity ol

oblaming freedom, the control of their own p' r-

sons and time, at the price of passing the remain-

der of their days under the government of Li-

beria.

IFrom the rennsylvania Inquirer.']

"Expedilwn to Liberia.—Tlie brig Uciieral I'iercc, char-

tered I'ur tlie jmrpose, and fitted out in Baltimore, sailed

from Savannab, Georgia, the 16tb ult., witb 163 emi-

grants, of whom 85 were from Tennessee, 15 from Ala-

bama, 50 from Georgia, and 7 from South Carolina.

There were 84 males and "9 females. Of the whole

company, 107 were over ten years of age, and 5G under

;

126 were sent by masters now living, 16 were liberated

by will, and 21 were born free. They were all in fine

condition, and well provided with the means necessary

to enable them to assume a position favourable to their

future prosperity.
" Of these emigrants, fifty were liberated by Richard

IIofF, of Oglethorpe county, Georgia, who paid $60 each

for their traneportation and support six months in Libe-

ria, in addition to giving them, when they embarked,

about $2,000. They were all entirely black, without

any mixture of Anglo-Saxon blood.
•'•

It will be remembered that \V. E. Kennedy, of Colum-
bia, Tennessee, sent in the Zebra, from New Orleans, last

spring, twenty-six of his slaves. He sent another com-

pany of twenty-nine in the General Pierce, leaving only

with him, who arc unwilling lo leave him while he

e.^. but intend to go to Liberia after his death.
'• The mojst interesting and extraordinary part of this

pcdition was a family of thirty-eight, consisting of a

man and his wife, and their children and grandchil-

dren, from near Nashville, Tennessee, liberated by Mont-
gomery Bell, ft gentleman 85 years old. He gave them
everything requisite as an outfit, end paid us $2,000 for

their transportation and sujiport six mouths in Liberia,

lie has a large number more, of whom he wants to send
about eighty as soon ns we can take them, and is will-

ing to pay one-half the expenses of transportation and
support, besides giving them a comfortable outfit, and
paying their expenses to the port of embarkation. These
people are the iron men of Tennessee. Mr. Bell has
long been known us one of the largest manufacturers of

iron, and his slaves have been his only workmen. They
thoroughly understand the business, and have among
them miners, colliers, moulders, and are fully compe-
tent to build a furnace for making iron, and carrying it

on themselves. They are men of high moral character,

which would render them an acquisition to any coun-
try.

"Thomas Scott, the patriarch of the family, who sail-

ed in the General Pierce, helped to make the cannon-
balls which were fired from behind the cotton bales at

the battle of New Orleans
; and he is yet a man of great

activity and energy of character. He and his whole fa-

mily entertain the very highest respect and veneration

for their late master and valued friend. His last words
to me, as he stood on the deck of the vessel, were, ' Do
write a most leaving letter to my old master, and tell him
how much we love him, and will never stop thanking
the Lord for his goodness to us.'

" Considering all the circumstances, we have great

reason to congratulate ourselves upon the success which
has attended the departure of this very interesting com-
panv of emigrants.

W. McLaix.''

"Dec'r 31, 1S53."

NORTH CAROLINA YE.A.RLY MEETLN'G.

The following is the Epistle of North Carolina

Yearly Meeting, alluded to in our last number:

To the Quarterly, Monthly, and Preparative

Meetings.

Dear Friends,

—

During the reading of the summary Answers

to the Queries, and the investigation of the state

of Society, much exercise and concern were fell

on account of the departure of many of our mem
bers from the observance and faithful support of

the various Christian testimonies that we, as <

religious Society, have been called upon to bea

to the world from the beginning.

On this, as on former occasions, we have had

to mourn over the loss that many of our members

sustain, bv the neglect of the attendance of

religious meetings, and Friends were very feel-

ingly reminded, that a neglect of this most im

portant and Christian duty, is almost invariably

t'ollowcd by other departures from our well-known

Chriblian testimonies; whdst on the other hand,

if we perform this most reasonable service as

those that must give an account, we shall from

season to season, know our strength to be renew-

ed in Christ, our holy Head. "Thus a proper

preparation of heart will be known, and qualifi-

cation experienced, for the perlbrmance of every

good word and work, for " They that are planted

in the house of the Lord, shall flourish in the

courts of our God: they shall bring forth fruit in

old age."

The subject of Love and Unity, that distinguish-

ing badge of discipieship, without the preserva-

tion of which no healthy state of society can ex-

ist, was feelingly brought to the view of the

meeting. Friends were reminded, that unless we

keep tlie unitv of the Spirit in the bond of peace,

there will be'but little growth in ihe Truth expe-

rienced amongst us ; and the meeting was pained

at finding deficiencies in this respect reported from

some of the Quarters. The blighting and dead-

ening influence of a want of unity upon meeting

families and individuals, was very clearlv poinli

out, and spoken to in the authority of Truth,
f<

"If a man love not his brother, whom he hai

seen, how shall he love God whom he hath n^

seen ?" A deep solicitude was felt and expresse'

that whilst contending for th J support and mail'!

tenance of the various testimonies of our rcligi(n

Society, we might cultivate towards each othi

that spirit of charity which sufiereth long and ;

kind, and worketh no ill to its neighbour. An
as we come lo know, in the line of our cxper

ence, the accuser of the brethren cast down, «

shall realize the jircciousness of that unity whic

was described by the Psalmist, " as the den^ i

Hermon,and ns the dew that descended upon lb

mountains ofZion: for there the Lord cominaDi

ed the blessing, even life forevermore."

Plainness in dress and address, and moden'

lion in conduct, were alluded to as distiiigiiishin'

testimonies of our Society. It was weightily

brought lo the view of the meeting, that allhuugj

adherence to any form of dress or address, woul

not make any of us experimental Christians, ye

inside goodness would produce a correspondiol

outside plainness and moderation in all thing

And a lively concern was manifested, that Friem

might be redeemed from the spirit of this worli|

and its changeable customs and fashions, and I,

enabled to build upon that foundation which aloD^

standeth sure, having this seal, that " the Loi

knoweth them that are his."

The meeting was, not only during the consii,

eration of the slate of Society, but at variot,

limes through its several sittings, introduced iDlj

deep exercise and concern, that all our member

both elder and younger, might be preserved i

the Divine fear, waiting, as humble penitents,!

Wisdom's gate, with an eye single unto the Lor

our righteousness, who is all things unto b

Church and people, and who giveth liberally ao

upbraideth none.

ITEMS OF NE-n-S.

From Europe, information has been received to II

24th ultimo.

No changes of consequence since last advices. Tbt

are many rumours of conflicts between the contendii

armies, but no battle of much importance.

GREAT BRITAIN.—Ten million pounds sterling ii

vested in the coal trade ; and thirty-seven million toi

annually sent to market, worth at the pit's mouth U

million pounds.

AUSTRIA.—The Austrian budget shows a deficit

fifty million tiorius.

DENMARK.-A line of defence is to be throwm
round Copenhagen.
FRANCE.—But one-half the quantity of grain reqni

ed to meet the deficiency in the harvest, had been

tained. A scarcity towards the close of Second moa

is apprehended.

UNITED STXT'E.S.—rennaylvama. Governor's me

sage exhibits a favourable state of finances. He pr

mises to veto all " omnibus bills." Reading Railroi

Company's shop at Reading, destroyed by fire. Tb

company have declared 4 per cent, dividend on coranii

stock. $100,000 of the floating debt has been pnido

Philadelphia. The City Councils have confirr'ed tl

subscription of two million dollars to the stock of tl

Erie and Sunbury Railroad Company,—thus ensurii

the completion of that road. The flour market fin

Wheat, red, from 1.G2 to 1.70
;
white, 1.82 to l.S.'i.

New York.—Another destructive fire,—the Metropoi

tan Hall and a new and very expensive hotel called ti

La Farge House, destroyed. A slaver captured by

S. frigate Constitution, on the coast of Africa, arrlT'

last week.
California.—Tha " Indiana" brings $1,200,000 in go

dust,

—

the " George Law" $550,000,—the " Star in tl

West" $1,300,000,—all in the week.
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BOTANY RELIGION.ITTO-TnEOLOCY

(Continued frnni p.ige I3S.)

From what has been already slated, it may
seen that the science of botany, when prose-

id for its own sake, is well worthy of atten-

. It enables us to view the vegetable creation

I very different light from that in which we
a[)t to regard it. It leads us to contemplate

Q the commonest weed with sentiments of ad-

ation and wonder; and it forces upon our

ntion the important lesson of our Lord, that

God so clothe the grass of the field, which to-

is, and to-morrow is cast into the oven, shall

not much moi-e clothe us.'—(Malt. vi. 30.)

W'o see that many spiritual things are illus-

ed in the Bible by similitudes taken from natu-

things. Thus, in the thirteenth chapter of

Ithew illustrations are taken from seed, tares,

stard seed, leaven, treasure in a field, a pearl,

a net. Trees, and other creatures of God's

Vidcnce speak to us of the attributes and per-

|ion of God. The invisible things of God are

irly seen, being understood by the things that

made, even His eternal power and Godhead
|Rom. i. 20). All His works praise Him, (see

icxlv. and Ps. cxlviii.); they all speak a dis.

it language, they all have a voice to which
n ought to listen.

''• How interesting are the associations con-

^ted with the practical prosecution of botany !

ose who have joined in botanical excursions will

jreciate the feelings of delight with which the

al treasures of the plain or of the mountain
gathered. ' There is,' says Dr. George John

ipirit ; they soothe, soften, or exhilarate. The
andscape around us becomes our teacher, and

from its lesson there is no escape; we are wooed

o peace by the impress of Nature's beauty, and

he very air we breaihe becomes a source of grati-

fication and pleasure."

" In giving an account of a botanical trip to

Braemar, Clova, and other parts of the Scottish

Highlands, I have elsewhere made the following

remarks:—Excursions maybe truly said to be

the life of the botanist. They enable him to

study the science practically, by the examination

of plants in their living state, and in their native

"ocalities ; they impress upon his mind the struc-

ural and physiological lessons he has received

;

they exhibit to him the geographical range of

species, both as regards latitude and altitude ; and

with the pursuit of scientific knowledge, they

combine that healthful and spirit-stirring recrea-

ion which tends materially to aid mental efforts.

The companionship too of those who are prose-

cuting with zeal and enthusiasm the same path

of science, is not the least delightful feature of

such excursions. The various phases of charac-

ter exhibited, the pleasing incidents that diversi-

fied the walk, the jokes that passed, and even the

very mishaps or annoyances that occurred,—all

become objects of interests, and unite the mem-
bers of the party by ties of no ordinary kind.

And the feelings thus e.xcited are by no means of

an evanescent or fleeting nature; they last during

life, and are always recalled by the sight of the

specimens which were collected. These appa-

rently insignificant remnants of vegetation recall

many a tale of adventure, and are associated with

the delightful recollection of many a friend. It is

not indeed a matter of surprise, that those who
have lived and walked for weeks together in a

Highland ramble, who have met in sunshine and

in tempest, who have climbed together the misty

summits, and have slept in the miserable shieling

—sliould have such scenes indelibly impressed

on their memory.
"There is, moreover, something peculiarly at-

tractive in the collecting o( alpine plants. Their

comparative rarity, the localities in which they

grow, and frequently their beautiful hues, conspire

in shedding around them a halo of interest far

exceeding that connected with lowland produc-a preordained and beneficial influence of

'ernal nature over the constitution and mind ofjtions. The alpine Veronica, displaying its lovely

». He who made nature all beauty to the
[

blue corolla on the verge of dissolving snows ; the

^, implanted at the same time in his rational
^

Forget-me-not of the mountain summit, whose tints

latures an instinctive perception of that beauty,
j

far excel those of its namesake of the brooks ; the

), has joined with it a pleasure and enjoyment VVoodsia, with its tufted fronds adorning the clefts

t operate through life. You have a proof of' of the rocks; the snowy Gentian, concealing its

i in the gaiety of the infant swayed only by ieye of blue in the ledges of the steep crags ; the

ternal influences,—in tlie child's love of the 'alpine Astragalus, enlivening the turf with its

sy and the enamelled fields,—in ihe girl's I purple clusters ; the Lychnis, choosing the stony

int by the primrose bank and rushy brook,— and dry knoll for the evolution of its pink petals;

the school-boy's truant steps by briery brake ' the alpine Sow-thistle, raising its stately stalk

flowery shaw, by trouting streams or nutting! and azure heads in spots which try the enthusiasm

od,— in the trysling tree and green leaves of of the adventurous collector; the pale-flowered

e's age,—in the reslless activity that sends us jOxytropis, confining itself to a single Brilisli

rift in search of the picturesque,—in the ' Lon- jclift"; the Azalea, forming a carpet of the richest

a pride' of the citizen,—in the garden of re- crimson ; the Saxifrages, with their white, yellow,

;d leisure,— in the prize flower that lends its and pink blossoms clothing the sides of the

erest to old age. We are all the belter for our streams ; the Saussurea and Erigeron, crowning

:anical walks, when undertaken in the right the rocks with their purple and pink capitula; the

pendent Cinquefoil, blending its yellow flowers

wiih the white of the alpine Ccrastiums and the

bright blue of the stony Veronica ; the stemless

Silene, giving a pink and velvety covering to the

decomposing granite; the yellow Hieracia, whose
varied transition-forms have furnished such a fer-

tile cause of dispute among botanists ; the slender

and delicate grasses, the chickweeds, the carices,

and the rushes, which spring up on the moist al-

pine summits ; the graceful ferns, the tiny mosses,

with their urnlike tlieca?, the crustaceous dry

lichens, with their spore-bearing apolhccia,—all

these add a charm to botanical excursions, im-

pressing them indelibly on the memory, and

associating them with objects of the most pleasing

nature.

" Botany has an important relation to Geology.

It enables the geological inquirer to ascertain the

nature of the plants which are found imbedded in

various rocks, and furnishes him with the means
of ascertaining the mode in which these rocks

were formed, and the state of the globe at the

epoch when they were deposited. ' Geology,'

says Professor Phillips, 'would never perhaps

have escaped from the domain of empiricism and

conjecture, but for the innumerable testimonies of

elapsed periods and perished creations which the

stratified rocks of the globe present in the remains

of ancient plants and animals. So many import-

ant questions concerning their nature, circum-

stances of existence, and mode of inhumation in

the rocks, have been suggested by these interest-

ing remains ; and the natural sciences have re-

ceived so powerful an impulse, and been directed

with such great success to the solution of pro-

blems concerning the past history of the earth,

that we scarcely feel disposed to dissent from the

opinion, that without fossil zoology and botany,

there would have been no true geology.'

" In studying this department of botany, atten-

tion must be paid not merely to external forms,

but also to minute structure. In many of the

fossil-plants, the cells and vessels which enter

into their composition may be detected by the

microscope. Mr. William Nicol, of Edinburgh,

was the first to make those sections of fossil-

woods which have contributed so much to the

advance of our knowledge. In many of the

trees Ibund in the sandstone near Edinburgh, as

at Craigleith and Granton, distinct disc-bearing

woody fibres have been seen, plainly indicating,

along with other characters, that they belong to

the cone-bearing tribe, and more especially that

they are allied to the Australian AlUngias.

The presence of vessels with ladder-like bars on

their walls, have led to the determination of stems

of ferns. Besides the elementary tissues and the

general forms of plants, it is necessary that the

geologist should attend to the scars left by the

removal of leaves, to the markings on the bark,

and to the character of the fruit, lor on all these,

points the knowledge of fossil-plants depends.

There must also be combined with all this a cor-

rect idea of the nature of plants as regards the

localities and climates in which they grow.

There must be the means of distinguishing be-

jtween plants of salt and those of fresh water, be-

tween plants of marshes and those of dry land,
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between plants of estuaries and those of moun-
1

potatoes and beets. The New York Agriciillor slopped down nQer him, and I brought up the

tains, between plants of warm and those of cold says:—"We tasted (imporlcd) cabbage, and rear, .\fter descending thirty steps or more, of

climates. On such fads as these, the determina-
1
found it as good as new, to our taste." Cabbage a strong stone staircase, we felt sure, from the

tions of the geologist are founded. loses about fifteen jiarts of water out of si.xteen, cold dainpness of the nir, that wo were in the im-
" ' In the beginning God created the heavens! by the operation ; carrots about nine parts out of mediate vicinity of water. Our surmises were

and the earth' (Gen. i. I ) ; but when the begin- ten. The cost of preparation is said to be about soon verified by the Turk (who was a step or two

ning was, we know not. No information is given two cents for each pound of the dried article, lower than cither of us) calling to my friend to

in the Bible as to the stale of the globe before the They have already remained uninjured during a take his torch, while he unmoored a light boat

ushering in of its present condition, when 'it was' four years' sea voyage. Vegetables dried in this
j

that was fastened to the winding staircase. A step

without form, and void, and darkness was upon way, we should think, would form an excellent or two lower, and amid innumerable columnj,
the face of the deep.' It only tells us of God's' accompaniment for meat-biscuit.

—

Countrj/ Ge7i-ns'wg on every hand, we discerned the water

work during si.\ days, and his rest on the sev- tlemiui.
I gleaming under the light of our torches.

enih. Tiicro are, liowevcr, distinct indications in
j

=.
I " We were soon seated in the boat, and the

the crust of the earth that it has undergone vari-j ' '"" ni- i>aii> Sun. .Turk, equipping himself with a pair of sculls,

ous changes during the time that it was being' TilC Dark Arcllt'S unilcr t'oilStUlltinnplc. shoved us olf. The splash of the chain that had

prepared by the Almighty for the habitation ol| The vast under-ground edifices rank among the
i

moored the boat, as it fell heavily into the water,

man. Not the least important data on which i most remarkable monuments of old Constantino- 'echoed throughout the vaulted cavern. I shall

these conclusions are based, are the presence of, pie. They were built by the Greeks as cisterns, never forget the feeling of bewilderment that for

fossil-plants of various kinds, and in dill'ercnt
|

and were always kept full in cases of siege, jihe first few minutes crei)t over me. Rows of

rocks.
I

Through the neglect of the Turks, many of them
]

marble colunms seemed to rise endlessly, while

"The vegetation which covered the earth has tare much decayed, and some are wholly blocked their polished surfaces glistened in the torchlight.

been altered in its character at difierent gcologi- up, so that their positions are unknown. There
]

The eastern dress of our guide, his fiowing beard,

cal epochs. All llie planis which have been dis-l is one vault, called " the palace of the thousand
j

the dismal silence of this strange place, uiibroken

covered in a fossil state may be relerred more or! and one pillars," which the Turks allow stran- save by the paddling of the boat, and the gleam,

less evidently to the great divisions of the veget- gers to inspect. The entrance to it is from thejing of our unearthly lights, made mo think of the

able kingdom of the present day—the dicotyle- centre of the city, down a narrow, but substantial poet's description of the Stygian ferryman. Af-

dons, itionocolyledons, and acotyledons. The far-
j

and well-preserved stone staircase. Instead ol ler a time I begun to look around more aitentive-

ther we go back in geological epochs, the more being a cistern filled with an immense body of 1 ly. The columns are of marble ; many of them

do the species of planis dilier from ihose of the' water, it is occupied as a silk factory. It is about
I
with Corinthian capitals, though we saw some of

present epoch. In the most ancient times, it ap- i

thirty feet deep, and the roof is about six feet from
1
the composite, and others of the Doric order,

pears that the prevailing vegetation was that of the surface of the street. This vault extends ' Some retained all the sharpness of their exquisite

plants allied to I'erns
; next comes a period when

'

over about an acre of ground. But the greatest
|
finish, while others seemed to be undergoing

plants resembling the cone-bearing of the present
|

curiosity is the vault which still exists as a cis- dilapidation from the hand of Time,
day had the ascendency; and finally, we reach, tern. This vault the Turks guard with the great- , "They appeared to me to be the spoils of

the epoch when phinls like our ordinary monoco-
!
est jealousy—very few, even of those who live

j

more than one temple, appropriated by imperiil

tyledons and dicotyledons predominated. 1 above it, being aware of its precise locality. It ! builders to this use. We looked for an inscrip.

" In all the phenomena connected with the dif-
;
is a subterranean lake, extending under many

;

tion but could nowhere find one. The roof seem-

ferent fossil floras, there is no evidence of what streets, and the former has an arched roof, sup- ed in excellent condition, and appeared to be fif.

some have called a progressive development; nor^ ported by three hundred and thirty-six pillars of : teen or twenty feet above the surface of the water,

is there anything to favour the idea that species
!
solid marble. An English gentleman, who was Unlike most other guides, ours was by no means

have risen in the scale by being transmuted into; fortunate enough to obtain access to it, has sup- ! communicative, and only by dint of queslioning

others. Those who have enunciated these semi-! plied a very animated description of its appear- ' him, could we learn anything from him. He said

ments, have preceeded upon a bad foundation.' ance. He says:

—

j'the water was unfathomable, and it was as it

Their so-called facts have been mere illusions of! "Having learned that there was a Greek re- 1 always had been.' I am of opinion there was
'

the imagination. Thus they support their con- servoir in the city, in good preservation, and still 'from twelve to fifieen feet depth of water in the

elusions by staling that oats may be converted
.
partially full of water, I made many inquiries 'cistern. It extends under several streets, and

i

into rye by a constant process of pruning. This respecting it, but all in vain. At length, meeting i from the darkness and gloom which envelopes it,

so-called fact, however, is a mere fiction of their! a friend whose long residence in Constantinople
j

its area seems of great extent. It may well be

own coining, and is not corroborated by any bo-
1 had afibrded him the means of knowing more called a lake. After paddling to one extremity,

lanist. There seems to be a capacity in species than I could do about it, I asked him if the account which we found to consist of a well faced with

to accommodate themselves to a certain extent of the existence of the reservoir was correct. [blocks of marble, and reaching nearly across

to a change of external circumstances. Thus "Expressing an earnest wish to behold it, he 1 it in the opposite direction, our guide, in spite of

changes in appearance and structure arise, some told me that, with a large bribe, he thought he! all our entreaty, determined to ascend. We
of which are capable of being transmitted to the could obtain me permission— for he was acquaint- 1 could learn nothing of the mode by which the

otlspring. Thesechangesor variations, however, led with an old Turk whose house was said to ! water finds entrance—most likely by some un-

are not indefinite, but are regulated by certain
' cover one of the openings into it. 1 readily ' der-ground course, and obtains egress in a similar

fixed laws. Hence Whewell remarks :—'Indefi-
!
agreed to give the required douceur, and he ar- 1 manner. We at length reached the staircase,

nite divergence from the original type is not pos- ranged to call the next morning, if successful.
|

and, much against our will, were compelled lo

sible; and the extreme limit of possible variation! The following morning, my friend came with the Heave this wonderful cistern, which we would

may usually be reached in a short period of time.
! news of his success. After passing through seve- !

gladly still further have explored."
In short, species have a real existence in nature, I ral streets, we reached the upper part of the city,! _

and a transmutation from one to another does not; and entered an old-looking house. We were re-

1

e-xist.' ceived by an aged Turk, with a venerable beard, Lumber Trade.—There are now between sixly
(To bp coniinued.)

J

^^.^Qse dress betokened neither very great wealth,
! and seventy thousand logs, valued at over a mil-

'
!
nor very great cleanliness. Al'ter being invited

|

lion of dollars, lying on the west branch of the

Drying Vegetables for Long Keeping.—At a
! to take cotiee and a pipe, which we accepted—my ,

I'enobscot, between Milrocket river and the Five
^

late meeting of the New York Farmers' Club,
' friend serving as interpreter to the few words of. Islands on the Penobscot, and for want of water

specimens of various vegetables were presented, i conversation that passed between us—our host
|

cannot be got down. Rain for this purpose is

and soup made from thetn exhibited, which had informed us he was ready lo show us the way to : very much needed. There are also about 150

been dried by a secret process, so that they could: the subterranean palace.
!
rafts, making twenty cargoes, from five to ten

be kept for an indefinite length of time, with a! " We proceeded to the court of the house, and
|

miles above the city of Bangor, waiting for a

perfect retention ol flavour. They are cut into turning sharp to the right, were ushered into a freshet sufficient to bring them down. The de-

ihin slices before subjected to the drying process ;
' small room, the floor of which was a few steps mand for lumber is great, and cannot be supplied,

but this is all the inlormalion on this point that below the surface of the ground. Here the guide The consequence is, that what there is in the

we are favoured with. The process originated in provided two torches, and putting one into my market commands a good price. The export of

France, where, for some years, it has been in hands, and carrying the other himself, proceeded
,

long lumber from Bangor, for the year, is esti-

successful practice. It has been tried with satis- to raise a sort of trap-door, and bidding us follow mated at 2,000,000 feet; of short lumber, 150,-

factory results on all common vegetables, except him, began to descend. My friend immediately I 000,000 feet.
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a Imrmoiiy in the sounJ of ihat voice to which '
streams trickle down the hills into the ocean, and

Divine love aives utterance, and some appearance ' these arc filled with fish m great variety At

ofri-'ht ordeV in their temper and conduct, whose certain seasons salmon are found in ahundanco,

nnssrons are regulated; yet all these do not fully
I

at times completely chokint; up the streams,

show forth that^inward life to such who have not from which they are taken with the hand, or by

means of a small hook used by the Indians for

that purpose. Other species of fish are taken
felt it: but this white stone and new name ^ai

known rightly to such only who have them."-

FORGETFULNESS.

etfulness is a very common error, and

3 few days pass, without our experiencmg

iconvenience from it : wc sometimes pur-

1 perform apparently minor matters, upon
^

ely completion of which depend important
| "j"~-\Yoohnan.

jences, but owing to the press ol other

,s, the alluring and deceitful charm which

e is continually throwing around us, these

1 are very apt either to be pressed aside till

easonable time, or entirely omitted. The

inment of the present hour while it is pass-

oothly, is liable to lull into a state of lor-
1 fj^ssi^n Possession

sense of| America. Even now but little more is known.

SITKA.

Prior to the establishment of the Americans in

California, this spot was known to us only as a

small speck upon the map, comprised witliin the

' -
the North-west Coast of

^ till we awake loo late to

evil eflects produced by our negligence.

common concerns of life, we sometimes

the disappointment immediately proceeding

eedlessness, in regard to temporal matters

e have been clearly sensible, were press-

urgent, and from the omission of which,

eraljle disadvantage arises, often beyond

jility to remedy. But how can the loss

led by a continual forgetfulness of Divine

;tion be appreciated, or that indifference in

1 to those duties which have been clearly

us, and which may immediately affect our

ife, or imminently endanger our eternal

einc, receive a due estimate,

are at the best unprofitable servants ; but

we become heedless and forgetful of the

3 will, we stand in the way of others, and

[le work committed to our care. The higher

stand in a profession of the gospel, unless

ixperience it to be the power of God unto

ion, the more likely will they be to turn

, aside from obtaining the pearl of great

Unless there is an honest concern to live

that subduing and efficacious anointing,

I
teaches us all things, and is truth, and is

,
however specious our pretensions may be,

lall only have the deplorable effect of hinder-

Ihers, who are fellow-heirs with ourselves,

coming into the possession of incorruptible

,w should we value that dependent, who

1 neglect and forget our directions, and per-

1 his own contrivances? Should we not as

ural consequence, dismiss him from our em-

nent, and procure one who would endeavour

rve with greater fidelity and devotednessi

ikin" instance of disobedience and its awful

iQuences is shown when Saul disregarded the

le command, and followed his own purposes

Th under the plausible pretence of bringing

ur to the Lord by sacrifices ; but we see what

ncurred by this presumption : the kingdom

rent from him and given to one whose great-
^^^^

;onccrn was to live in holy obedience, and

declared that " the law of the Lord was his

1
America.

Like the sealed ports of Japan, it still remains a

subject for the investigation of the curious.

Like those ports also, Sitka sealed to the

-eneral conime'rce of the world, and no vessels

are permitted to trade with the residents e.xcept

those havin" a special license from the Russian

GovernmenU Some years since the attention ol

the Russians was directed to this point by the

abundance of furs found in the vicinity. A com-

pany was formed under a charier granted by the

emperor, and a factory established, at which a

trade was opened with the native Indians in the

article of furs. To this Company the exclusive

privileges of commerce were granted, and in it

thev still remain, with a single exception. A

want of ice in the market of San Francisco was

felt, soon after the advent of the Americans, and

the attention of several of our citizens was at

once directed to this point, as alTording a proxi-

mate position from which the market could be

upplied without awaiting the tedious voyage ol a

essel from the Atlantic.

A Company was accordingly formed here,

i-hich, after negotiation, obtained the permission

of the Russian Government to procure a regu ar

supply of this article. Its privileges were also

made exclusive; but were limited to the trade in

.his article alone. By reason of this trade a more

with spears. Upon these articles of food

habitants subsist, although from the remote posi-

I

tion of the island, they are often caught with a

limited general supply of provisions. The only

article of traffic which the island affords, is that

of lumber. There are at present two saw-mills

running, both of which are driven by water. The
company is, however, engaged in the erection of

another, to be propelled by steam. This is de-

signed to be a floating-mill, and will be removed

from place to place along the coast, as the only

timber available, is that immediately upon the

beach. In felling trees it is necessary that they

should be made to fall into the water.

Should they fall landward, the forest is so dense

that no use can be made of them ; and hence has

the expedient of a floating-mill been adopted. The
only timber upon the island is a species of white

pine, an article with which the brig is now laden.

The ice with which our market is furnished, is

taken from three small lakes back of the town,

in these the water is but four or five feet deep.

When the brig sailed, the supply of last winter

had been exhausted. She left in the harbour no

other vessel, and the inhabitants were plodding

on as usual, completely cut off from all intercourse

with other portions of the world. The natives of

the island live in houses similarly constructed to

those of the Europeans. They lead a life of con-

tentment and indolence. Although possessed of

no very low order of intellect, they are said to be

extremely lazy. The colony is under the control

of a Governor, who is assisted by two subordi-

nates. Particular observance is paid to religious

worship—there being some seven or eight minis-

ters of the Greek church in the town at this time.

The island possesses no attraction whatever as a

intimate relationship has arisen between our port
,
place of residence. During the sum ner the wea^

and that of Sitka, rendering the latter ol some
j

iher is rather pleasant, but in winter the rains and

interest to us Our attention has been directed to
|

fogs render it almost intolerable. Should clothing

this subiect bv the arrival at this port on Friday once become saturated, it is almost impossible to

last, of- the Russian brig Schilekoff", forty -one dry it. When the rain is not ilUling the atmos-

davs from Sitka. Through the politeness ol|phere is very clear, but intensely cold. 1 he

C-iDt Juselius we have been placed in possession I only attractive feature about the island seems to

of some facts which may prove interesting. Sitka] be its beautiful harbour.— 6'a« Francisco Herald.

is an island near the 59th degree of latitude.

Upon this island there is but <me town, or rather

factory, called Sitka. This place is ocated upon

beautiful bay, completely land-locked, and af-

fording the amplest security for shipping. 1
he

population of the town is between loUl^ and ^000

II of whom are attached to the 1 radiiig

Of Ml
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ters and Elders, and other concerned members

of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

ht," who is said to have been a man a fter

Company first mentioned. The houses compos-

incr the town are built of logs, somewhat alter the

the Union,

iid tradin;

he

fashion of those in the new States ol

The men are employed in trapping

for skins with the Indians.

These skins are confined to the beaver, otter on the oc

and seal, which are taken m great numbers by i pape

the natives. The face of the island is rough

mountainous, possessing but little arable lanu.

This however, is cultivated, and yields a scanty

supply of potatoes, cabbages, and other veget-

ables, which are the only vegetable productions ol

the island. The

CIlRISTOl'UER AND FRANCES TAYLOR.

IContinued from page 111-)

A few months after the death of his wife,

Christopher prepared an address to Friends,

which he presented to the Monthly Meeting for

its consideration. The meeting made a minute

on, in which, afier saying that his

I paper recomniended several wholesome things to

J
' be practised by Friends, they add, " The meeting

own heart, and in consequence of his de-

Iness and faithfulness, his kingdom was

!)lished forever. How impressive is this lan-

|_e of Samuel to Saul. It is fraught with

instruction, and imparts an awful warning to

3 who despise the counsel of the Lord, which

been clearlv opened to the view in the light

ruth, and who yet lean to their own under

lings. " Hath the Lord as great delight in

t-otl'erings and sacrifices as in obeying the

5 of the Lord? behold, to obey is better than

fice, and to hearken than the fat of rams."
1

j^J^^^^ ^^H „,eals, and Irom the latte

VT York, First mo., 18D4. oil.er breadsluffs. The only fresh meat

Some glances of real beauty may be -«"
'°l;h;-J;';;J-^: '^^X used Small shallow First, that love ' ^ "

-faces who dwell in true meekness. There | In this pursuit the ^un
i

land. The supplies of provisions are mostly

obtained from Siberia and from Europe

Jeclared their unanimous liking of iho

same,°do leave it to be presented to the Quarterly

Meeting for their consent, of ihe way of putting

in practice the particulars therein expressed."

are mosuy - It would appear that the Quarterly as well as

—from the
I

Yearly Meeting, united with Christopher's con-

flour andicern, and it was issued at last, signed by several

is that of
I

other Friends. We ofler some e.Mracts.

"Dear Friends,—We are moved in the love of

id unity may be preserved
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amongst you as brethren and as children of one your enemies may be judges that your Rock and

Father, who hnth begotten us into his holy Truth safety is not hi<e theirs. They profess Christ

by his word and power. Lot His everlasting Jesus to be their Kock, but are not saved by him

gospel and power be preached forlh in your con- from their sins. They live in presumption against

versation, everywhere and in everything." ' the living God and his saving Truth, in a life of|

The epistle after advising to the settlement of enmity and deceit. Pity is towards sucl), that

all disputes without going to law, thus continues:' they may bo helped and ministered unto in the

"We advise all amongst us to call together love of God; and it is our duly in our places to

their families at certain times to present them be- lulp them, if possible, with our good exhortations

fore the Lord, and with them seriously to wait in the movings of Trulli. That they may feel us

upon tlic Lord, to receive of His wisdom to guide i reach unto them in the bowels of the Lord Jesus,

them in the management of the afTairs of their i
and be convinced that we wish them well every

families, to instruct, direct, and teach their chil- way. That so love and alFection may be raised

dren, and also their servants, ill things pertaining in them towards us. Let us deal plainly with

to the kingdom of God and their everlasting hap- 1
them wherever wo find them, and not hear them

piness. [So] that not one, if possible, may miss speak or [sec them] act wickedly in the streets,

of the true circumcision in heart and spirit, whe-j highways, or elsewhere, without bearing testimo-

ther children, servants, or whoever sojourn innyforGod. Stand in His holy power and living

their families. [That all] whether small or great :
authority, and be a dread to all presumptuous

may be, as much as in them lieth, as saviours wicked workers, wherever we find them. By this

on Mount Zion, to preserve their families in good means the terror of God may come upon them,

order, and to preserve the government of Truth and ihey may bo ashamed of their own ungodly

in them Some have found it very beneficial

to meet with their families, when they have done

the work of the day, before taking their natural

rest, and have found it most ell'ectual as a rest or

refreshment and settlement in the sense of Truth.

"For as much as Truth is precious and hon-

ourable,—in the love of it, we advise all the Men

, and be awakened in their consciences,

Thus Truth will reign in God's holy majesty over

all, to our great joy and comfort. We shall be

the more eased in our souls through faithfulness

to God's Truih, and love to our enemies."

Christopher Taylor was drawing near his close,

maintaining the love and fellowship of his follow-

and Women's meetings within this province, who
|

professors, and the confidence of the community

have God's holy charge upon them, to look and
j

to his end. His death appears from the " Min-

inspect into the' conversation of all within their jutes of council," to have taken place in the Fourth

charge, that there be no loose living or unsa- month, 1686, perhaps towards its close,

vouriness amongst them, either in word or deed,! William Yardley in his testimony concerning

that if possible, the holy Truth may not be dis- Christopher, speaks thus :

—

honoured by the professors of it. . . . [That] such '

" He was one of the Lord's worthies, strong

as may bring a scandal upon Truth and the holy I and steadfast in the faith, very zealous for the

order of it, in the love of God may be pro- Truth, very careful for the church,—a man [sp'

ceeded and dealt with in a gospel way. That, if

possible, they may be reclaimed and saved, and

clear the Truth, taking the blame and shame

upon themselves. The holy Truth is most pure

and undefiled, and all that keep to it, are kept in

the way of holiness, order and godly conversa-

tion, in word and deed. Amen."
" We advise both male and female to

keep to the true cross of Christ, which is the

power of God, to mortify their members which

ritually] unknown to the world,—his life being

hid with God in Christ. His ministry stood not

in the wisdom of the flesh, but in the power of

God. It was the birlh born from above that could

receive him, and was refreshed by him. In a

word he was a Jew inwardly, whose praise is not

of men but of God. And forasmuch as he was
a man thus qualified, I could not well be satisfied

that so worlhy a man as dear Christopher Tay-
lor, should be buried in oblivion. The name of

are upon the earth, inordinate aflection and evil
j

the wicked shall rot, but the name of the righte-

concupiscence. Some who, in measure, have ! ous shall be had in everlasting remembrance.

known the Truth and the love of it, yet have got I
His chiefest joy was to feel Friends in the invisible

into a hurtful fleshly liberty, transgressing the life ; and although many exercises did attend him

law of God, working wickedness and villany for the Truth's sake, he was/(;i7/i/w/ to /Ae deai/i,

against it. . . . God's holy Truth keeps out of all and so has received a crown of life ; and although

these vile things in true love one to another, which his departure from us was our loss, yet it was liis

ihinketh no evil, neither can do any." gain, for blessed are the dead uhich die in the

The epistle then goes on lo warn aga'msl laU' Lord, Ihejj restfrom tlieir labours and their ivorks

dofollow them."

There are various other testimonies to his learn-

may reasonably conclude that Roger was himself

convinced of the Truth. He was cvidcnily a man
of a good education, which proved of service to him

in his travels and labour in foreign parts, much of

which service fell afterwards to his lot. He pro.

bably had been brought up to no kind of handi.

craft business. His going as an apprentice after

he was twenty-one years of age, would indicate

that he wished some honest employment by which

he might with industry earn a moderate suppor;

for himself. About the time that Roger had serv.

ed out his seven years, James Harrison removed

into Lancashire, and his late apprentice, now his

fast friend, went with him.

During the year 1669, Roger was arrested for

being at a religious meeting at the house of Hes-

kin Fell, of Coppul, Lancashire, and was with

others imprisoned. Again in the Elevenih

month of the same year, he was imprisoned with

Phineas Pomberton and others, on the charge of

holding a meeting in the house of Nehemiih

Poole. On the 3Ist of Fifth month, 1670, be

was with several other Friends at the house o:

John Ashton, where being arrested without t

warrant, they were taken before Laurence Ra».

thorn, of Newliall, a justice of the peace, who

committed them to the House of Correction ic

Manchester.

Having been faithful to his heavenly Father, it

bearing suflering for his name's sake, he waaio

the year 1672, called and qualified as a minislet

of the gospel of life and salvation. In the exer-

cise of his gift for a few years he travelled little,

yet visited various parts of England, returniof

when his service was accomplished to the hou*

of his late master, James Harrison, which Ik

ever considered his home. After the year 1675,

a concern for the church and for the good o:

others, seemed on him continually, and he Ws

almost the whole time under gospel bonds. In

the Eleventh month, 1676, he was at hone, i

being at the marriage of Phineas Pemberton will

James Harrison's daughter Phebc.

' Contemplate, when tlie sun declines,

Thy death with deep reflection I

And when .tgain he rising shines,

Thy day of resurrection."

COWPE

tlin" and spreading lies, concluding this port

of the advice with e-xhorting "every one to watch

over one another, not with an evil but a good eye.

This is the nature of the true Christian spirit,

which spirit is not hollow and false, but truly

trusty and not treacherous.
" So dear Friends, these things we have thought

meet to signify unto you, and to lay before you

that the love of God may abound in us all, and

the glory of His truth may spread over all, that

all may be k warm in it to be a succour and

ing and worth, but we will close this account with

introducing a few words of John Whiting,

concerning both Christopher and Frances. "She
died a faithful u-oman, in the year 1685, and he

a faithful ?>ian, the next year 1G66."

ROGER LONGWOUTII.

Roger Longworth was born at Longworlh, near

Bolton, in Lancashire, England, about 1630. Ol

blessing one to another, that Pennsylvania's hap- his early youth we know nothing, but near the

piness may appear because of the Truth, and the time he came to man's estate in the Eleventh

unity of those that have kept in it. Amen. month, 1661, he bound himself for seven years to

"And, dear Friends everywhere, keep your James Harrison, of Stiall-green, in Cheshire, us

authority in the true love of God, that it may I an apprentice to learn the shoe-making business,

spring and move in your hearts daily towards James Harrison was a minisler of the gospel in

those that are without, that if possible they may ' the Society of Friends, who had travelled in the

be gained by your good examples and godly con-
1 service of Truth, and had sullured for his testi

yersation. That they may have just occasion to mony thereto. From the circumstance of hii

say of you that God is in you of a truth, and that, [putting himself an apprentice to such a man, w<

ENDS.

I

Selecled.

A REAL OCCURRENCE IN A CIRCLE OK FRIEMK-i

Which is the happiest death to die?
' Oh !" said one, " if I might choose.

Long at the gate of bliss would I lie,

And feast my spirit ere it fly,

With bright celestial views.

Mine were a lingering death, without pain,

A death which all might love to see.

And mark how bright and sweet should bo

The victory I should gain I

Fain would I catch a hymn of love

From the angel-harps which ring above

:

And sing it, as my parting breath

Quivered and expired in death

—

So that those on earth might hear

The harp-notes of another sphere,

.\nd mark, when nature faints and dies

What springs of heavenly life arise
;

And gather, from the death they view,

A ray of hope to light them through,

When they should be departing too."

'• No," said another, " so not I

:

Sudden as thought is the death I would die
;

I would suddenly la/ my shackles by,

Xor bear a single pang at parting,

Nor see the tear of sorrow starting,

Nor hear the quivering lips that bless me,

Nor feel the hands of love that press me.
Nor the pains, with mortal terror shaking,

Nor the heart, where love's soft bands are breaking.
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luld I die 1

.II bliss, without a pang to cloud it I

.11 joy, without a pain to shroud it I

ot slain, but caught up as it were
o meet my Saviour in the air I

uldl die I

ih how bright

i''ere the realms of light

ursting at once upon my sight I

ven so,

long to go,

hese parting hours, how sad and slow I"

lice grew faint, and fixed was his eye,

gazing on visions of exstacy :

ue of his cheek and lips decayed,

id his mouth a sweet smile played ;

—

hey looked—he was dead 1

la spirit had fled :

iss and swift as his own desire,

he soul undressed,

rom her mortal vest,

tepped in her car of heavenly fire;

.nd proved how bright

fere the realms of light,

ursting at once upon the sight I

Edmerton.

e with uplifted foot, set free from earth,

for the place of its ethereal birth,

!ady wing, flies thro' the immense abyss,

s amaranthine joys from bowers of bliss,

Towns the soul, while yet a sufferer here,

wreaths like those angelic spirits wear."

itever passes as a cloud between
lental eye of faith, and things unseen,

ng that brighter world to disappear,

;m less lovely, and its hope less dear

:

s our world, our idol, though it bear
ion's impress, or devotion's air I"

Boy Reproved by a Bird.—When quite

g in my boyisli days, I had watched some
ows carrying materials to build their nest

le usual season) under the eaves of a collage

[ling our own ; and, although strict orders

jeen issued that none of us should climb up

5 roof of the house, yet birds' eggs formed a

lation too powerful to be resisted, and self-

fication was considered rather than obedi-

A favourable opportunity presenting itself,

oof of the house was ascended, and not only

the nest pillaged, but seized and carried

'. It was soon stripped of its unnecessary

adages, that it might appear as neat as pos-

,
Among the externals thus removed, was a

of paper, which had been a page of one of

VVatts's hymn-books, and which, thrown
', had been taken by the poor bird for the

ose of strengthening the nest or increasing

warmth. A word or two caught my eye, and
bided the paper. Need I say that, boy as 1

I read these verses with, to say the least,

ms feelings ?

" Why should I deprive my neighbour
Of his goods against his will?

Hands were made for honest labour.
Not to plunder nor to steal.

Guide my heart, God of heaven,
Lest I covet what 's not mine

—

Lest I take what is not given.

Guide my hands and heart from sin."

id the bird been able to read and reason, it

i not have selected a text more appropriate

reproof and instruction than this. What
contrived and done " in secret," was thus

emned from the housetop. At all events, it

do your readers no harm to remind them
when ihey do wrong, God sees them, and

send them reproof even by means of a bird,

ve not forgotten the lesson presented to me
lie leaf of paper which had been fi.\ed to the

of a poor sparrow.

—

Selected.

For"-l'lie Frien.l."

REMARKABLE DELUSIONS.

A little volume of simple guise, published with-

in the last few years, and bearing the above title,

has seemed to me to contain much matter of such

general concernment, that 1 have ventured to

present some extracts for insertion in the columns

—jealously guarded doubtless, as they have need

to be—of our weekly " Friend." The work is

but one of a numerous series, equally unpretend-

ing in appearance, and embracing a variety of

subjects, issued both in England and America by

the associations known as the " London Religious

Tract Society," and the " American Sunday
School Union." Those two bodies being alike

composed of representatives from divers sects of

Christian professors, these publications arc ac-

cordingly secured, by a mere compromise of

views, against various eccentricities of doctrine,

whilst pointing—some of them at least—with in-

structive unilbrmity, I'rom the particular phases

and revolutions of nature and life, to the great

controlling and animating Centre. It may never-

theless be remarked, that some expressions are

to be found in them which betray the hmited
scope of the imaginary catholicity which may
have been thus artificially arrived at. Such, for

example, is that grave, though frequent and not

unaccountable perversion of language, which
would confound the collection of inspired writings

which are extant in the present day under the

name of the "Bible," with the divine, indivisible,

and operative Word, to which they witness,

which " was in the beginning," which "endureth
forever," and which is "nigh in the heart."

To the usual readers of " The Friend," it may
seem superfluous to say that the sentiment thus

confessed cannot rank as a catholic sentiment,

either by virtue of a unanimous recognition

amongst Christian professors, or of any applica-

bility to the case of the multitudes in all ages,

who have not had those outward memorials at

command, but whom we cannot believe to have

been therefore shut out from the care of the uni-

versal Father, " in whom we live and move and
have our being." Inasmuch, however, as this

mode of speech may be met with in the course of

the following selections, a few words of dissent

seem to be called for. Before committing the

selections to the reader's attention, 1 will further

simply notice two passages in the early portion of

them, alter the general remark, that no liberty

has been taken with the text beyond that of

abridgment. 'I'he first of those passages is that

which seems verbally to deprive " faith," or the

"exercise of faith," of any universal or vital im-

portance in the course of Christian duty, by the

assertion of a preliminary duty in which it bears

no part. If this be so, the assertion may perhaps

be overlooked, as a mere metaphysical blunder

of but little present importance, where the practi-

cal bearing of the context is so obvious and so

truthful. The other passage to be noticed, is the

last in the introductory extract, where 1 would
suggest a mental alteration ol' three words, which
may bring the sense more into accordance with

2 Cor. IV. 18, and other scriptures. The " prone-

ness of man to believe" will thus be understood,

if the reader assents, to be toward " the temporal

and external, rather than the invisible, however

real."

'^Introductory.—There is no moral attainment

which has not its negative as well as its positive

side. Man has not a nobler prerogative than

[that which is embodied in the words—to believe.

This is at once his privilege and his power. It

enlarges his sphere of contemplation, prompts

him to the highest action, binds each individual

to his kind, soothes him with the most lasting en«
joyments, and constitutes at once the food and
medicine of the soul. But faith is a good only
when reason has demanded and secured adequate
grounds for its exercise. When these are pre-
sent, belief ennobles and invigorates man; when
they are wanting, it proves a disgrace and a
curse. The ruin of our first parents was, that,
forsaking their confidence in God, they cherished
faith in the promises of the evil spirit. They
were thus seduced to destruction. The instru-

ment which, when tuned according to ihe rules
of truth and rectitude, uttered the sweetest melo-
dies, became, when these were wantin"-, a frac-
tured thing, from which nothing could proceed
but a chaos of wild sounds, full of discord. Cre-
dulity was man's first sin—a sin which, since that
moment, has been continually repeated.

" Error has thus become an element insepara-
ble from the existence of human nature. As, in

his first fall, man had been allured by the lying
promise, ' Ye shall be as gods'—so he has since

that period been ever deceived by some ambitious
hope, as brilliant and as false as that which con-
stituted his earliest temptation. Some of ilie

errors into which our fellow-creatures have been
led will be recorded in the following page.s. But
those which we can here enumerate are onlv spe-

cimens, and many of them specimens of delusion

in its mildest form. The greater developments
of credulity are not within our present scope.

But all sin is credulity of tlie false; all virtue

springs from belief of tlie true,

" The subject, however, in its secondary mani-
festations alone, is both vast and distressing. The
idolatry which clings to a material representation

of the Divinity ; the intolerance which demands
homage to the past, and refuses to acknowledge
all advance of intelligence; the mad hopes by
which mankind have been disgraced, and the wars
by which they have been desolated ; the fruitless

projects of the ignorant and designing; the intem-

perance which has proved the bane of one crowd,
and the licentiousness which has proved the ruin

of another; the idle amusements of the frivolous,

and the dark passions of the malignant; the de-

sire for the undue prolongation of human life ; the

baseless dreams of the covetous, and the desire of

the dissatisfied lo pry into the secret and un-

known ;—these, and a thousand kindred errors,

all have iheir origin in a single principle, the

proneness of man to be flattered by his wishes,

and to believe in the immediate and the sensible,

rather than in the remote, however real."

" Delusions generally illustrative of prevalent

popular ignorance.—The maxim that ' ignorance

is the mother of devotion,' is one whicli will be

unhesitatingly rejected by the true Christian.

Pure scriptural religion, he knows, invites instead

of shunning the light. 'That the soul be without

knowledge is not good,' is a rule which he ap-

i
plies, not only to the life lo come, bul to that

I

which now is." " It is only when we take a back-

ward glance at society, that we see the full con-

trast between the results of knowledge and igno-

[

ranee, and can recognize aright the obligations

wc owe 10 the former. The facts recorded in tlio

present chapter will tend, we hope, practically lo

impress this truth upon our readers.

"The pagan religion of the Greeks and Ro-
mans was replete wilh omens. Days, lucky or
unlucky; imaginary prognostics, afibrded by the

I entrails of sacrificed victims; the act of sneezing

at certain periods of the day, or in certain direc-

I

tions from the body; the salutary virtues of spittle

in averting evil influences ; the flight of bird< ; the

j

rolling of thunder; the raving.s of m.-iuiiic^,

—

these, and many similar occurrences, iiilerpreled
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by priests who did not fail to employ them for tcring of the walls was in fragments. Many col- sight worth seeing; i500 men are employed od

their own purposes, occur perpetually in the
j

ours were used in ornamenting the interior sur- this work alone.

pages of ancient authors. They thus transmitted face. Specimens in great variety of shades of The whole interior of the Louvre has been

a legacy of credulity to a posterity sufficiently the following hues were found:—white, red, ;
restored, and most gorgeously decorated.

eager to turn it to account. Many of these su- j black, green, purple, olive, yellow, brown, choco-
1

The quays arc being completely finisheJ and

perstilions were derived from Jewish sources, I late, buff, blue and pink. The rooms seemed to
:
put in order, and they are rebuilding several of

especially from the Rabbins, a remarkably fan-| have been warmed by means of heated air intro-ithc oldest of the stone bridges across the Seine,

tastical and imaginative tribe. The Druidicul !
duced through flues : one of these measured 2 feci No sewers discharge into the river; and means

religion of ancient Britain and the contiguous, by 14 inches. are now being provided to prevent even the sur-

parts of the continent was not less credulous. AllI Some small objects were found among the rub- 1 face drainage of the quais from falling into il.

readers of ancient British history are familiar bish : a bronze bell formed like a sleigh bell, a; Many of the principal places for worship at«

with the name of the misktoe, [visa/m album,) a i
spoon 4 inches long, a beautiful pin in bronze 4 J

|

being anew embellished at an enormous expense,

parasitical plant, which took root within the bark inches long, a pair of very broad tweezers with The great market-place is being constructed on a

of the oak, though now very rarely found on that
I

serrated edges, a needle or bodkin, &c., a ' grand scale.

tree, and bears flowers and fruit. Ills believed piece of window-glass appears to have been ma- 1
Besides all these great works, there is one

nufactured by pouring the glass upon a stone
j

which promises to be not less magnificent or cos!,

slab, or some substance flat yet rough, and flat-
[

ly—the vast palace erecting for the Exhibition of

tening it by blows ol an instrument like a ham- 185.5. It is to be of stone, between 800 and 9O0

mer, the indentations of which remain. Two
j

feet long by about 400 feet broad. The walls

iron knives of Roman form and a vast number! are a long series of massive arches rising one

of bits of coloured pottery were found, some or- [ above another, each arch being intended lo

namented by indented lines forming an appear- 1
form one great window of glass. Each long

ance similar to what is called engine-turning. A I side is broken by a great building, which projects

considerable number of coins were picked up, some distance, and contains one of the principal

ranging from the time of Domiiian to the latest arched entrances, and the offices and apartments

barbarous imitations of Roman coins. for the superintendents and officers of the Ivvliibi-— tion. The effect already produced by ili'' long

Whether the present government of France- series of massive stone arches rising over arches,

may prove ephemeral or not, the Em|)eror is re- 1
which by the very repetition increases the idea of

solved to have some abiding proofs in Paris of his size and grandeur, is very remarkable,

reign. Fifty millions of dollars, it is said, will

not more than pay for the magnificent works he
has projected, and which are now in progress.

—

First, a railway is being carried entirely round
Paris, so constructed that it wi

railways which radiate from the

to have derived its sanctity, not only from ihe

peculiar position in which it was found, namely

on the wood of the tree then commonly selected

for their worship, but also from the circumstance

that its leaves and btu-ries grow in clusters of

three, deemed by the Druids a mystical number.

. . . The shamrock, or trefoil, was regarded by

the Irish Druids as possessed of a similar sanctity.

"The Saxon conquerors of these islands

brought over with them, as elements of their

ferocious religion, many similar superstitions. . .

Many of these notions were retained, scarcely

modified, by the Anglo-Saxons when christian-

ized, (to use that word in a very popular sense,)

and the imperfect knowledge of religion possessed

by our forefathers is shown in nothing more
strongly than in the laws enacted to repress the

spells and incantations prevalent in those days of

imperfect enlightenment. . . . The falling of the

salt; the bleedmg of the nose; the crossing of

one's path by a jay, a squirrel, or a hare ; the

killing of animals designed lor food, at any other

season than that of the full moon ; the putting ol

the foot into the wrong shoe ; stammering in the

beginning of a speech; washing hands in the wa-

ter used by another; the breaking of a mirror;

the croaking of ravens or of crows ; the appear-

ance of magpies, especially if there were a pair;

the licking of the scaraboeus, called the death-

watch; the withering of the bay-tree ;—were in

those days omens of peculiarly sinister import."

"The minds of sailors—men peculiarly remov-

ed from the ordinary advantages of education

—

are still extremely full of such superstitions. If

wind be wanting, whistling is the approved mode
of praying for it, and they will seriously check an

unwary passenger if he shall happen to whistle

when the wind is high ; they regard the presence

of children on board ship as peculiarly favourable

to the success of their voyage; and the horncd-

ness of the moon is an infallible sign of the ap-

proaching weather. How many vessel.i, even

now, have a horse-shoe nailed to some part of

the rudder, as a token of good luck !"

(To be continueri.)

GLEANINGS FOR ' TUE FRIEJID."

The remains of tsvo Roman villas have recently

been disinterred on and near the line of the Lon-

don and North-western Railway.

In one, lour rooms or divisions have been un-

covered in a row, all of the same width, viz., 23^
feet, and varying from 6:)^ feet to 18 feet in the

other direction. They appear to have been floor-

ed with tiles ; the floors of ihree laid with red tiles

were in excellent preservation. One apartment,

the pavement of which was much damaged, was
decorated with tiles of various devices and colours

—black, red, yellow, white and blue. It is re-

unite all the! great architectural merit, is of stone

metropolis, thus! rior is elegantly and admirably arrai

Next perhaps in point of interest is the public

Library, which has been opened near the Pan-
'

theon. It contains about 200,000 volumes, and '

is free to all comers. The building, wlmli has

TliL- inle- 1

J, and a I

enabling cars to pass from one road to any other
j

very simple and ingenious plan has been devised
|

without delay, and rendering the transfer of bag-
j

to prevent the readers injuring the books ljy fin- I

gage and passengers from depot to depot, by other, goring them. i

modes of conveyance, no longer needful.
j

But of all the improvements which have been i

Two magnificent streets are being made through' effected in Paris during the last four years, the
|

some of the most po|)ulous parts of Paris. One 'one which is the most surprising, is the remark- i

extends from the Place de la Concorde along tho; able cleanliness of the streets. This is true not I

gardens of the Tuilleries for a mile and a half in I only of the principal, but also of the smaller tho-

a straight line to the front of the Hotel de Ville;| rou'ghlares. Street-sweepers with their numben
its width is about the same as that of the famous ' and badges are at work everywhere. No one it

Regent street in London. The houses on each I allowed to brush out of the shops or throw out of

side are to be like palaces, of a beautiful white the windows any rubbish whatever, between 8

stone, six and seven stories in height. The a. m. and 9 r. ai. If after the latter hour, any-

ground floors will form magnificent shops. The thing is thrown out, the night dustmen remove it

other street, which will also be very handsome,

'

,_

will begin at the Hotel de Ville, and run up across
j

y^, ..y^,^ Frii;i.d>

the Boulevard to the Strasburg railway station.

They propose also to pull down one entire side of

the Rue de Richelieu, to make the street twice as

broad as it is at present, and to plant it with

trees.

Behind the Hotel de Ville ihey have just com-
pleted a magnificent and extensive barrack, to

serve as a fort to command the Hotel and the

streets opening upon it, which will render it diffi-

cult henceforward, so long as the army can be

relied on, to seize the heart of Paris by a coup
de main.

Next in importance to these great works is the

one which is already considerably advanced in

the Place du Carrousel. All the houses which
Ibrmerly incumbered this s|)lendid square, and
shut out the view of the Louvre I'rom the Tuille-

ries, have been |)ulled down, and at present the

vast extent of the two palaces stands disclosed.

A WORD TO THE YOUTH.

As we are favoured with a measure or manifeJ.

tation of the grace of God freely given to lU

through his Son our Lord Jesus Christ, it in BO

especial manner behoves the young and rising

generation to live in obedience to its luavenly

teachings, that thereby they may be led in the

path of safety and peace. This inanilestation of

God's love and mercy appears in many instances

at a very early age, tendering and coiUritmg tht

heart, and leading to obedience to parents in filial

love. As these leelings are cherished, the hea*

venly gift manifests more and more the things

which belong to life everlasting, as well as tliu*

of a contrary nature, that lead down lo the cliam-

hers of death : so that by the illuminaliims of 111''

light of Christ, and obedience therelo, tin; inin

gradually becomes enlightened, and the sodl en

abled to love and serve its Creator in the days o:The wing of the Tuilleries facing the river ha

been entirely restored, while the other wing,
j

youth
which forms one side of a great part of the Rue' If our dear Friends who are now in the mom-
de Rivoli, is being built in the most solid manner,

: ing of their day, were rightly concerned to give

markable that the foundation walls appear to I with massive stone walls, and in many parts with
|

heed to, and obey the Witness which God hath-

have been built on the surface of the ground, or,
i
stone-arched roofs. The scatfolding which has! placed for himself in them, there would be many*

at least, on a level with the flooring. The plas-lbeen erected all along this side is in itself quite a more brought forward from the different rank^
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j in their lives and conversation, would fjive

Ifnctory evidence of their (iiithfulness to Him
hath called us all to glory and to virtue.

\r would be careful in their associations,

sing for companions those who would be

to strengthen and comfort them in their

vours to live a godly life, shunning those

witnesses of the Lord Jesus, whom he strengthened

to endure a great fight of affliction, long and tedious

imprisonments, confiscation of goods, cruel mock-
ings and healings ; and in some instances even

the laying down of life, as a testimony for him.

You will see also the faithfulness of many of your
brethren and sisters in the earlier walks of life,

would be likely to lead them away from thej who, when their parents were haled to prison, be-

teps of the flock of Christ; bearing in mind

orce of that apostolic language, " Evil com-
cations corrupt good manners." A care

d also rest upon them, to avoid all kinds of

nd frivolous reading, with which the world

nds, and to choose that which is substantial,

which under the Divine blessing, tends to

ote a settlement on that Rock, against which

ates of hell cannot prevail,

le subject of reading is one of importance,

to claim I he serious consideration of

cause of their allegiance to the law of their God,
were constrained to follow their example, and to

assemble themsel

persecution. Tin

great things for thyself, seek them not." A3 this

saying was ap|)licable and proper to him to whom
it was addressed, so it remains to be safe and ne-
cessary to be observed at the present day. As
your desires for accumulating are within the limi-

tations of truth, you will be kept from embarking
in hazardous enterprises, and being contented in

the sphere in which it may be your lot to move,
you will be favoured to experience that godliness
with contentment is great gain. Should you.

he absence of their faithful

suffering parents, their meetings were kept up, and
these young Friends gave evidence thereby, that

they chose to sulTer affliction with the people of

God rather than to enjoy the pleasures of sin for

a season.

I would most afl^ectionately recommend to you
the perusal of the dying sayings of the devoted

specially the young and inexperienced. Very
[

servants and handmaids of the Lord, many of

are the dangers attendant on letting out the
J

which are contained in a work entitled "Piety

after a kind of reading that is light and im- Promoted." Therein you will see the working oi;

tive, unworthy the attention of beings, whose divine grace upon their hearts, who, though men
as well as interest it is, to live each day asiof like passions with ourselves, were enabled

;h it were their last. Its natural tendency I

thereby to serve the Lord in their day and gene-

enervate the mind, and to create a disrelish ration, and at the winding up of all things here

which is solid and edifying. i
below, through the quickening virtue of divine life

is under feelings of earnest solicitude for ths
j

in their souls, could testify, that they had not fol-

rvation of our beloved youth within the pre-; lowed cunningly devised fables, but real substan-

ng (ear of God, that this word of exhortation I

tial truth. They could adopt the language, " O
itten. Plaving myself trod the slippery paths! death where is thy sting, O grave where is thy

lich it is your lot now to move, I am not unac- j victory." As you are seeking to become ac-

ited with the dangers which attend you. May I

quainted with the blessed realities of the religion

;ver bear in mind, that " the fear of the Lord of Jesus Christ, the testimonies of this so great a

B beginning of wisdom," and be careful to! cloud of witnesses cannot fail to be instructive,

his voice as made known by his Spirit inland to raise in you the fervent mental desire,

hearts; which will lead you to be sober and i

" O that I might die the death of the righleous,

us, and give you a desire to read the Holy i

and that my last end might be like his."

itures, and the writings approved by our O that the attention of the beloved youth of our

^us Society. Society might be more turned to that kind of read-

tcess to these writings is easy at this day, in :
ing which is edifying, and worthy the attention

(arisen with what it was years ago; but I of beings who are accountable to God for the

there is not an improvement proportionate to! occupancy of their time and their talents ; and a

avours vouchsafed. Are there not many determination be manilested by them to turn away
from that which has a tendency to lead the mind
from a state of watchfulness in which alone there

Is safety, and to bear a faithful testimony against

many publications in our land, which are engines

of Satan to obstruct the coming and spread of the

kingdom of the dear Son of God in the hearts of

the children of men.

As the beloved youth were given up to serve the

your minds directed to Christ, of whom they Lord, it would be given us to see our sons grow

f. They are truly a declaration of the; up under the nurturing care of the Shepherd of

s most surely to be believed, and are " pro- r Israel, and our daughters being kept in the same

3 for doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for! blessed enclosure, woidd beci

1 together, even in the midst of
j

through the blessings of Providence upon your
honest labour and prudent care, be favoured with
a large increase, do not set your hearts upon it.

For, if you do, it will choke the good seed in you
;

and the plant of renown that should bring forth

fruit to the praise of the great husbandman, will

become unfruitful.

Ohio, First Mo. 9lb, 1854.

g you, who though not indulging in reading

iiore licentious works of the day, such as

s, plays and romances, are yet very much
•bed with newspaper and other light and tri-

)ublications, seldom taking time or having

latiou lor that which is more substantial ?

:ar young Friends, prize your privileges. In

rst place, read the Holy Scriptures diligently.

The " Oldest Inhabitant."—On the 15th ult.,

died, on the plantation of Edmund B. Richardson,
in Baden county, N. C, Judy, a slave, aged one
hundred and ten years. She was one of the eight
slaves who, nearly sixty years ago, were the first

settlers on the plantation where she died, within
one mile of Cape Fear River. Of the other
seven, one died over 90 years of age, another 93,
and a third 81. Two are yet living, one 75, and
the other over 60 years of age. Within five miles
of the place where Judy died, lived William Prid-

gen, whose death, at the age of 132 years, we
recorded some four or five years ago.

—

Fayette-

ville Observer.

" A Christian builds his fortitude on a better

foundation than stoicism. lie is pleased with
every thing that happens to him, because he knows
it could not happen unless it had first pleased God,
and that which pleases him must be best. He is

assured that no new thing can befall him, and
that he is in the hands o( di Father, who will prove
him with no affliction that resignation cannot con-
quer, or that death cannot cure."

—

Lacon.

"Afflictions if we make a discreet use of them,
are messengers of love from heaven to invite us
thither."

THE FRIEND.
FHIST MONTH 21, 1854.

Within the last few weeks the daily papers have
teemed with accounts of disasters at sea, by which
a large number of persons have lost their lives,

polished after the ' None however have excited a deeper interest than

iction in righteousness, that the man of God
!

similitude of a palace. Thus sons and daughters the wreck of the steamer San Francisco, which
be perfect thoroughly furnished unto all, would, in the Lord's time, be prepared to fill the sailed from New York on the '22A of last month,

works." As your minds are rightly exer- vacant seats of those who have been removed bound for California, and having on board about

when engaged in this reasonable and salu- 1
(rom the church militant to the church triumphant, 750 individuals—passengers and crew, the greater

July, the Comforter, the Spirit of Truth,
j

and enabled to walk by the same rule, and mind purt being United States troops.

1 was promised by our Lord to his disciples, ! the same thing, to the help, strength and edifica-
[ A vessel which arrived last week at Boston,

I'hich he said, "shall teach you all things, !tion of the body of Christ. reported having spoken the San Francisco at sea,

Lastly, dear young Friends, who are now just
j

entirely crippled, and having lost sight of her dur-

setting out in life, you are often the objects of my ; ing the night. Great anxiety was created by the

very tender solicitude. May you be kept in the
!

intelligence, and six or eight vessels were despatch-

holy enclosure, and be preserved from all that ed in search of her; but no further intelligence

would mar your peace, or obstruct your growth was obtained until the 13th instant, when the Bri-

in grace.
j

lish ship " Three Bells" arrived in New York wiih

Let the fear of God be always before your eyes, la large number of passengers, which she had
remembering that it is the beginning ot' wisdom.

[

rescued from the wreck,

the second place, read the writings approved! As this is your happy experience, it will prove to! From the ditferent accounts published of the

our religious Society, particularly those of
i
you as a heavenly ballast, by which the poor

;
afliicting circumstances, we extract the following.

jrly Friends, that you may become acquaint-
! bark, undet the direction of the Captain of salva-

th the doctrines and testimonies which have tion, may be preserved from upsetting upon ihc

upheld by the faithful among us from that , ocean of lime, when the winds of adversity which,

o the present ; and may also see the wonder- more or less, beat upon most, may be felt by you.

ng power of God in and towards those! Remember the scripture language, " Seekest thou

iring all things to your remembrance what-

1

r I have said unto you," will not fail to open

u, as it may be consistent with the Divine

the beauty and excellence of these writings

spired penman, to your comfort and edifica-

and as you advance in years, you will ex-,

ice a growth in grace, and in the saving;

ledge of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.

The chief olTicer of the San Francisco in his

statement says

:

"At 9 A. M., Tliursday morning, Dec. 22, ship lea

anchorage olT Quarantine, with light breeze from south-

west and clear weather, and discharged pilot; hove log,
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ship making 7 J knots per hour. During the night wind

and weather much the same.

"Dec. 24, (sea time.)—Moilcratc breezes from the

west, and cloudv weather; employed in bending stud-

ding sails, for making all sail. At about G p. v. wind

died awnj- to light, baffling airs. The weather looking

very threatening, furled all sail ; ship going 8J knots.

At 9 p. II., wind cumo out suddenly and with tremen-

dous force from the north-west, causing heavy sea. At

10 p. M., ship broached to ; set forcspcncer and fore-

staysail, when she again fell off before it; set the fore-

sail, and gave the engineer orders to give her all the

steam he thought prudent; ship weut along 10 knots,

until U P. SI., kIkh she again broachtd lo in ti tremendous

sea, and all endeavours to get her off were unavailing
;

blew away fore-staysail ;
hauled up the foresail. At

about 12 M. blew away forcspcncer and foresail from the

lee yardarm, put a lashing on the head of the spanker

to haul out the clew ; ship laboured heavily ;
ordered

the troops forward, excepting those who could lay about

the floor of the upper saloon. All this time the ship

laboured very heavily, laying in the trough of the sea,

every sea striking her tremendous blows. The engine

stopped, the end of the air-pump piston-rod breaking

off, and the air-pump buckets consequently adrift. At

this time the spanker blew away, leaving the ship en-

tirely at the mercy of the winds and waves. Ship now
making considerable water. Steam-pumps were kept

running, and hand-pumps manned ; but the water gain-

ing, the troops were organized in bailing gangs, to pass

up water through the engine-room. At 7 a. m., the

foremast went over the side, with all attached, breaking

about six feet above upper deck. At 9 A. M., shipped a

heavy sea amid ships, which stripped starboard paddle

box, "carried away starboard after kingpost, both smoke

stacks, all the upper saloon, staving half the quarter-

deck through, and washing overboard a large number

of soldiers, Col. Washington, Major Taylor and wife,

Capt. Field and two ladies, names unknown, three civi-

lians uukuown, all of whom were in the saloon, the sol-

diers hiving been admitted to the saloon owing to the

severity f>( the weather. A waiter named Brooke, and

the bailier, also a young man named Docket, the car-

penter's brother, were killed by the crash. Up to this

time till- water had been kept under ;
but this sea raised

the waier in the ship so much, that the soldiers almost

gave up in despair, and it was only by the greatest ex-

ertions the ship was kept afloat. A gang of soldieri

was set apart to hold blankets round the shaft to pre

vent the flowing in of water—made an attempt to cut

away the mizzen mast, but the ship laboured so heavily

it was not accomplished."

One of the passengers says

:

" While passing between the second and after-cabin,

I felt a tremendous sea strike the ship, but I had no

idea of the awful conseqeuces. It was the denouement

—the finale of the awful tragedy which had been going

on through the night. An overwhelming sea had struck

the ship on her starboard quarter, carried away the

starboard paddle-box, both smoke stacks, the whole

promenade deck abaft, the paddle-boxes, two rows of

state rooms, of twelve each, on the main deck, and stove

in the main deck hatch. This was the smallest part of

the havoc. At one fell swoop nearly one hundred and

fifty human beings were swept into eternity. The ma-

jority were private soldiers of the different companies of

the Third Artillery. Four officers went with them:—
Col. Washington, distinguished at Bucna Vista and

other hard fought fields ; Maj. Taylor and wife, Capt.

Field and Lieut. Smith. The sea was covered with

drowning men. The roar of the tempest smothered the

' babbling cry of strong swimmers in their agony.' In

a few moments they sunk to rise no more till the sea

gives up her dead. Two of all the crowd succeeded in

regaining the ship—Mr. Rankin, an army sutler, and

Mr. , merchant, of Rio Janeiro.
' A few moments had elapsed when I reached the sa-

loon. It was filled with water to the depth of nearly

two feet. The females and children, mostly in their

night clothes, and wet lo the skin, were scattered on

planks ; some wailing and sobbing ; some apparently

stupefied ; and some calmly awaiting what seemed their

inevitable fate. All supposed the last hour had arrived,

and in a few moments they should meet their Maker

face to face."
" Another sea like-that which struck us, and our fate

had been that of the President—not a soul would have

survived to tell the tale. But it pleased a merciful and

all-wise Providence lo say to the sea, ' Ilitherto shall

thou come, and no farther, and here shall thy proud

waves be stayed.' "

" It was not 80 to be. We were in imminent danger of

foundering ; but our gallant and undaunted commander,

Capt. Watkins, whose exertions during all that fearful

night had been almost superhuman, directed all his en-

ergies to save >is. To lighten the ship and stop the

leaks were the first objects. To break up the hatches

and commence discharging cargo was the work of a

moment. Soldiers and sailors all lent a helping hand,

and as each man knew he worked for his life, all work-

d with a will. Stauncheons were placed under the

broken deck, and it was partially forced back to its

place. It was found that the water gained upon us ra-

pidly. The steam pump had become obstructed. Fifty

oldiers were detailed to commence bailing. All day

and all night the work went on without intermission.

Still, with every roll the ship took in large quantities of

rater, and we" gained little upon the leak. Sunday
morning, the 25th, the day of the nativity of our blessed

Saviour, at last dawned upon us. The sky lighted up

little ;
there was a short gleam of sunshine, and the

sea calmed a little. A sail or two was seen in the dis-

tance, but none approached us. It was a gloomy
Christmas to us. The work of bailing and pumping
went on, and we had gained on the leak. Monday, the

26th, the gale continued with little abatement. All

night Sunday the tempest roared round our devoted

ship. The waves thundered against our sides and stern

like cannon at the gates of a beleaguered city. Sleep

was out of the questiou. For three nights we had none.

We discovered a sail not far off. On approaching us

she proved to be a brig; we spoke her. She reported

herself short of provisions, and after supplying herself

with barrels of beef and pork we had thrown overboard

she went on her way. On Sunday, the 27th, discovered

another sail bearing down upon us. She proved to be

the bark Kilby, of and for Boston, from New Orleans,

loaded with cotton, thirty-five days out. By authority

of Col. Gates, commanding the detachment, she was
chartered for government to convey the troops lo the

nearest accessible post. Tuesday was loo rough lo dis-

embark any part of the command, but on Wednesday,
the 28lh, Col. Gates and family, Maj. Merchant and

family, Col. Burke, Captains Fremont and Judd, with

their families, Drs. Satlerlee and Wirts, with some

others whose names are not recollected, were safely em-
barked on board the Kilby. Some forty or fifty soldiers,

and some soldiers' wives, also embarked—in all nearly

one hundred persons. Night came on, and put a stop

lo any further operations. It had been agreed that the

barque should lie by us till all on board the steamer

were disembarked, but it came on to blow heavily in

e night, and in the morning she had disappeared, and

e saw her no more. Thus all the hopes of escape

based upon the Kilby were doomed lo disappointment;

d when, in the morning, we could trace no vestige of

r on the remotest verge of the horizon, we experi-

enced the sickness of heart from hope deferred.

" Once more we were alone on the boundless expanse

waters."

"We had now {Thursday, the 29th) reached the sixth

day since the storm commenced. We were about to

5r death in a new form. A very large portion

of the ship's steerage had been filled with cargo, pro'
'

sions, military stores, &c. The consequence was th

the portion le'ft for the soldiers was much crowded,

had been expected we should soon be in fine weath

and that they could sleep comfortably in standee berths

on deck. When the storm came that was impossible,

they were consequently driven below. Crowded in

narrow quarters, exposed lo cold and wet, obliged to bo

fed on an insuflicient diet, in consequence of the loss of

the galleys, and the impossibility of cooking for such

numbers, it is no matter of surprise that disease soon

made its appearance. Add to this the influence of de-

pressing passions, anxiety of mind, fright, and despond-

ency, and it is no wonder that they sickened and died.

The disease more nearly than anything assumed the

form of Asiatic cholera—commencing with diarrha^a

and terminating in a few hours. Both the army sur-

geons having left, the charge of the sick fell upon the

surgeon of the ship. To add to our distress, nearly all

the medicine in the ship had been either washed over-

board or destroyed. The mortality was necessarily

great. For several days it averaged ten deaths a day."
" During the night o"f Friday or the morning of Satur-

day the 31st, the cheering sound rang through the vessel

that a ship was at hand. A light was discovered on the

bows. We immediately commenced firing signal guns.

They were answered by blue lights from the strange vsesel.

When the morning dawned we discovered a vessel with

English colors. She came near enough to speak us, but

the wind was so light as to render it quite impossible. We
resorted to a kind of telegraphic communication, by writ-

ing on boards in chalk with large letters. We succeed-

ed in making her understand our situation, which, in-

deed, was sufficiently obvious. She promised to lie by us."

" On Tuesday, the 3d Januarr, our hearts were glad

dened by another sail, under American colours. Sh.

came near enough to speak her, and wo learned thi

she was the Antarctic, three days out from New York
bound for Liverpool. She had five good boats, bdc

after enduring the agony of suspense for so many daji

it seemed that the hour of our deliverencc had atlas

arrived. With the aid of the Antarctic's boats we conir

all be conveyed on board the English ship, now ascer

:d to be the Three Bells, Captain Creighton, o

Glasgow, bound for New York. The Bells had eip«ri

enced much rough weather, and was leaky."

After great exertions they finally succeedeiJ ii

conveying all who remained after the Kilby ws!

parleti from them, on board the Three lk?lls anc

he Antarctic, and it is cause for thankfulnes!

that nil three vessels have arrived safely in port

though there has necessarily been great sufTcrlDt

among the rescued passengers.

ITEMS OF NEWS.
The steamships Baltic and Europa have arrived fh)i

Liverpool during the last week. The information is t'

the 29th ult.

GREAT BRITAIN.—Cotton firm. Breadstuffa ad

vancing.

CHINA.—The insurgents are still gaining ground.

LIBERIA.—Sugar is being raised on the St. Pauh
There is a monthly communication with England.

CUBA.—The new Captain-General has liberated Ih

negroes known as emancipadoes.
UNITED STATES.—It is rumoured that the Ameii

can minister at Mexico, has made a treaty purchasioi

the Mesilla Valley for twenty millions of dollars, ii

attempt is being made in Congress, to repeal the Ub
souri Compromise Bill, so that the inhabitants of "Ne

braska territory" may hold slaves.

Pennsylvania.—Deaths in Philadelphia last week, IW

Prevalent diseases, are of the luugs and bronchi. lb

District of Southwark has purchased a lot of ground fo

a public Square. The grain market firm, tendiagi

price upward.
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delay. It will be remembered that the price here

SI. 15 per copy, in two volumes; which, in the prese

mstance, owing lo the heavy damages to the ship ai

cargo having to be paid, in general average, by all pi

ties interested, it is believed will prove somewhat bek

the actual cost.
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fTO-THEOLOGY, OR BOTANY AND RELIGION.

(Continued from page 14G.)

•On the hypothesis of transmutation, in or-

account for the seeming adaptation of the

wments of animals to their wants, it is main-

d that the endowments are the result of the

s ; and that the most striking attributes of

lals, those which apparently imply most

ly the providing skill of their Creator, have

brought forth by the long-repeated elforts of

ireatures to attain the object of their desires.

3 animals, it is said, with the highest cndow-
ts have been gradually developed from anc.es-

forms of the most limited organization : thus

birds, and beasts have grown from small

inous bodies, possessing some obscure prin-

of life and the capacity of development ; and

man himself, with all his intellectual and
il, as well as physical privileges, has been

'ed from some creature of the ape or baboon
'. urged by a constant tendency to improve,

1 least to alter his condition. Every part of

;cheme is e.xtremely arbitrary. The capacity

ihange, and of being influenced by external

imstances, such as we really find it in nature,

therefore such as in science we must repre-

it, is a tendency not to improve, but to dele-

te. When species are modified by external

3S, they usually degenerate, and do not ad-

1

e; and there is no instance of a species ac-

!

ng an entirely new sense, faculty, or organ 1

Idition to or in place of what it had before.

:e, on a full consideration of the whole sub-

the conclusions to which we arrive are, that

nly is the doctrine of transmutation of spe-

in itself disproved by the best physiological

)nings, but the additional assumptions which
equisite to enable its advocates to apply it to

xplanation of the geological and other phe-

na of the earth, are altogether gratuitous

fantastical.' The ablest refutation of these

leous views, and the full exposition of their

3ncy to pervert truth, is given by Hugh Mil-

n his excellent work, entitled 'The Foot-
of the Creator.'

Three marked epochs have been noticed by
l-botanists, characterized by the predomi-
eof certam great divisions of plants: 1. The
1 of acrogens ; 2. The reign of gymnosperms,
aked-seeded dicotyledons ! 3. The reign of

J-sperms, or of monocotyledons and dicoty-

is, with seeds in seed-vessels.

The Reign of Acrogens. In this epoch the

of ferns and iheir allies predominated, so

fiir as we can judge by the fossil remains. Be-

sides these, however, there were many specimens

of coniferous or cone-bearing dicotyledons. This

embraces the great coal formation. These re-

present various species of extinct ferns, and their

allies. The ferns belong to the genera Neuropte-

ris, Sphenopteris, and Pecopteris;—their allies

being Lepidodendron, Sigillaria, Calamites re-

sembling in some respects horsetails, and Slig-

niaria, which may perhaps be the roots of Sigil-

laria,

" Coal is well ascertained to be of vegetable

origin, and was probably formed by the compres-

sion of immense trunks of acrogens and of other

trees which were drifted into large troughs or

basins by the action of water. It is rare to find

any distinct vegetable structure in coal, in conse-

quence of the change produced by the compress-

ing force to which it has been subjected. In

some kinds of coal, however, cellular and other

structures have been detected, on examining sec-

tions of them under the microscope. The mass
of vegetation concerned in the formation of our

coal beds must have been enormous. The pros-

pective beneficence of the Creator is seen in cov-

ering the earth at that epoch of its history with a

luxuriant vegetation, and in storing it up in sub-

terranean strata as enduring beds of coal, which,

by the subsequent volcanic actions, have been

rendered accessible to man, and have become to

him in these later days the source of heat and
light. Thus, while the surface of the earth is

given to man whence to obtain his food, the sub-

strata are made to furnish that material which is

required to dress it, and to raise man in the scale

of civilization.

"In speaking of the Bohemian coal mines,

Buckland remarks, 'The most elaborate imitations

of living foliage upon the painted ceilings of Ita-

lian palaces, bear no comparison with the beaute-

ous profusion of extinct vegetable forms with

which the galleries of these instructive coal mines

are overhung. The roof is covered as with a

canopy of gorgeous tapestry enriched with fes-

toons of most graceful foliage, flung in wild and

irregular profusion over every portion of its sur-

face. The effect is heightened by the contrast of

the coal-black colour of these vegetables with the

light groundwork of the rock to which they are

attached. The spectator feels himself transport-

led, as if by enchantment, into the forests of an-

other world; he beholds trees of forms aud cha-

racters now unknown upon the surface of the

'earth, presented to his senses, almost in the beau-

ty and vigour of their primeval life; their scaly

I

stems, and bending branches with their delicate

'apparatus of foliage, are all spread forth before

I

him, little impaired by the lapse of countless

ages, and bearing faithful records of extinct sys-

Iteins of vegetation, which began and terminated

in times of which these relics are the infallible

historians. Such are the grand herbaria wherein

i

these most ancient remains of the vegetable king-

Idom are preserved, in a state of integrity little

j

short of their living perfection, under conditions

of our planet which exist no more.'

"The vegetation of the Coal Epoch seems to

resemble most thai of islands in the midst of vast

oceans, and the prevalence of ferns indicates a
climate similar to that of New Zealand in the

present day. In speaking of the island vegeta-
tion of the Coal Epoch, Professor Ansted re-

marks :—
' The whole of the inierior of the islands

may have been clothed with thick forests, the

dark verdure of which would only be interrupted

by the bright green of the swamps in the hollows,

or the brown tint of the ferns covering some dis-

tricts near the coasts. The forests may have
been formed by a mixture of several difltrent

trees. We would see then, for instance, the lofty

and widely-spreading Lepidodendron, its delicate,

feathery, and mosslike fronds clothing, in rich

luxuriance, branches and stems which are built

up, like the trunk of the tree fern, by successive

leaf-stalks that have one after another dropped
away, giving by their decay additional height to

the stem, which might at length be mistaken for

that of a gigantic pine. There also should we
find the Sigillaria, its tapering and elegant form
sustained on a large and firm basis, enormous
matted roots, almost as large as the trunk itself,

being given off" in every direction, and shooting

out their fibres far into the sand and clay in search

of moisture. The stem of this tree would appear

like a fluted column, rising simply and gracefully

without branches to a great height, and then

spreading out a magnificent head of leaves like a

noble palm-tree. Other trees more or less re-

sembling palms, and others like existing firs also

abounded, giving a richness and variety to the

scene; while one gigantic species, strikingly re-

sembling the Norfolk Island pine, might be seen

towering a hundred feet or more above the rest

of the forest, and exhibiting tier after tier of

branches richly clothed with its peculiar pointed

spearlike leaves, the branches gradually dimin-

j

ishing in size as they approach the apex of a lofty

I pyramid of vegetation. Tree ferns also in abun-

dance might there be recognized, occupying a

prominent place in the physiognomy of vegeta-

tion, and dotted at intervals over the distant

[

plains and valleys; the intermediate spaces being

; clothed with low vegetation of more humble plants

! of the same kind. These, we may imagine, ex-

I

hibiting their rich crests of numerous fronds, each

many feet in length, and produced in such quan-

tity as to rival even the palm trees in beauty.

Besides all these, other lofty trees of that day,

whose stems and branches are now called Cala-
' mites, existed chiefiy in the midst of swamps, and

bore their singular branches and leaves aloft with

strance and monotonous uniformity. All these

trees, and many others that might be associated

with them, were perhaps girt round with innu-

merable creepers and parasitic plants, climbing

to the topmost branches of the most lofty amongst

them, and enlivening, by the bright and vivid col-

ours of their flowers, the dark and gloomy cha-

racter of the great masses of vegetation.'

"'Few persons,' says Buckland, 'are aware

of the remote and wonderful events in the econo.

my of our planet, and of the complicated applica-

tions of human industry and science, which are

I
involved in the production of the coal that sup-

plies the metropolis of England. The most early

stage in which we can carry back its origin, was
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among the swamps and forests of the primeval

earth, where it flourished in ihc form of gigantic

Calamites, and slaluly Lejiidodendra, and Sigil-

laria;. From their na'live bed, these plants were

torn away by the storms and inundations of a hot

and humid climate, and tranported into some ad-

jacent lake, or estuary, or sea. Here they floated

on the waters, utilil they sank saturated to the

bottom, and being buried in the detritus of ailja-

cent lands, became transferred to a new estate

among the members of the mineral kingdom. A

long interment followed, during which a course

of chemical changes, and new mbinations of

fall in with duty when duly is revealed ; who
move with God as the Israelites did by ihe cloud

;

who go when He goes ; who slop when lie stops ;

who pitch their tents when and tiherc the cloud

settles ; who strike it onti/ when the cloud moves,

and they hear Christ's voice saying, ' This is the

way walk thou in it.' These are they that will

bo happy—whom God u-i/l use, and by whom
I/c uill be glorified."

" Tliey wait in secret on their God,
Their God in secret see

;

Though earth be all in storms abroad,

Their souls dwell jieacefully.''

their vegetable elements, have converted them into,

the mineral condition of coal. By the elevating

i

force of subterranean fires, these beds of coal

have been uplifted from beneath the waters, to a I

new position in the hills and mountains, where
j

they arc accessible to the industry of man.

From this fourth stage in ils adventures, our coal

has again been moved by the labours of the miner,

assisted by the arts and sciences, that have co-

operated to produce the steam-engine and the

safety lamp. Returned once more to the light ol

day, and a second time committed to the waters,

it has, by the aid of navigation, been conveyed to

the scene of its next and most considerable change

by fire; a change during which it becomes sub-

j

servient to the most important wiinls and conve-

niences of man. In this seventh stage of its long

eventful history, it seems to the vulgar eye to

undergo annihilation; its elements are indeed re-

leased from the mineral combinations they have

maintained for ages, but their apparent destruc-

tion is only the commencement of new succes-

*

sions of change and ol" activity. Set free from

their long imprisonment, they return to their na-

tive atmosphere, from which they were absorbed

to take part in the primeval vegetation of the

earth. Tomorrow, they may contribute to the

substance of limber, in the trees of our existing

forests; and having for a while resumed their

place in the living vegetable kingdom, may ere

long be applied a second time to the use and

benefit of man. And when decay or fire shall

once more consign them to the earth, or to the

atmosphere, the same elements will enter on some i

further department of their perpetual ministration

in the economy of the material world.'

"The Reign of Gynmosperms. During the

epoch between that last noticed in the chalk pe.

riod, the vegetation seems to have undergone a

marked change. Acrogens are less numerous,

and dicotyledonous plants, having seeds not con-

tained in ovaries, and hence called naked-seeded,

predominate. These plants are represented by

cone- bearing trees, such as pines, where the cones

containing the seeds are not considered as ovaries,

but as composed of scales or leaves bearing seeds

at their base. They are also represented by the

Cycas family, or plants \ielding a kind of sago,

These plants bear naked seeds on the edges of

transformed leaves. They have no true pistil,

and the pollen is applied directly to the seed.

Some of the stems of the fossil Cycads occur in

an erect position in what is denominated the Port-

land Dirt-bed, consisting of earthy brown matter

of a peculiar character.

'• Great peace have they icho love Thy law."—
" How much belter is the way of those men and

women who leave the management of atlairs, and

the appointment of changes to God : who cheer-

fully concur with the order of Divine Providence,

not anxious for the future, nor dissatisfied with

their present portion, nor eager for change ; who

Means of Succession in the Cliureli.

There are probably few meetings that have not

soine members of religious weight, who are made
use of by the Head of ihe Church, as counsellors,

and to some extent as guides to those of less ex-

perience. The directions of the apostle, to ihe

overseers, to take heed unto themselves and to

the flock, shows that there were such in the pri-

mitive church, peculiarly qualified for the station.

Where these are kept free from self-confidence,

having a single eye to the Lord and to his direc-

tion, as they grow in faithfulness, their qualifica-

tion to counsel the younger members, will in-

crease, and after being long proved to be sound

in judgment, their removal by death is felt to be

a serious loss to survivors. It is natural to place

reliance on age and religious stability; and such

being worthy of double honour, it is very proper

to hold them in reputation, and to respect their

judgment and counsel. But the tendency to rely

upon such men and women, either as ministers,

or in the administration of the discipline, may
divert the mind from its own duty. By constant-

ly looking to others to manage the atfairs of the

church, much precious time will be lost, as well

as the opportunities wherein the Lord was calling

individuals to do their own work, and by which

they would have gained experience, and be pre-

pared to succeed those worthies. But such not

having improved the talents to his honour and

their own growth, the removal of aged Friends

creates a chasin, and meetings for a time feel in

degree paralyzed. Many hold back from their

duty, from fear of wanting the right qualification

to stand forth, on behalf of the testimonies, and

the order of the gospel, which inay in part arise

from their own previous unfaithfulness. But

while it would be wrong to put forth a hand un-

bidden, merely because the business of Society

should be carried on by somebody, it is very im-

portant that slothful servants should be awakened
to their condition, and look to the Lord with de-

sires that he would gird them with strength, and

go before them, enabling them to redeem the time

which they have lost, by doubling their diligence

in the service of the church.

Tradition informs us, that in a meeting for wor-

ship, feeling probably that some were withholding

more than is meet, which tends to poverty, George
Fox arose and said, " Preach lads, preach, for if

Christ does not preach, antichrist will." This

conveys a salutary hint, not only applicable to

the ministry, but also to every living member in

the meeting. Where these are favoured in their

religious gatherings, whether for the discipline ol

the church, or in committees upon subjects ol

weight, to feel, as they are waiting upon him, the

secret intimations of their Lord, to speak to the

business, if they withhold that which he gives for

the support of his cause, active, busy ones, who
are not under his regulating power, will be very

likely to shred their wild gourds into the pottage.

and thereby the right judgment maybe turned

backward, and the meeting sulTer a serious losj.

Exercised ones will go away under the sense,

that the life which is their food has been oppress,

ed, and did not reign there. But where the train-

ed soldiers of Christ keep their ranks in ri"hle.

ousness, waiting for the command of 1 heir Cap.

lain, and when they feel impelled to act, if in the

meekness of wisdom, they say what he puts into

their hearts to speak, the true Seed rises into do-

minion, and wrong spirits are brought down, and

often kept from gaining an ascendency. Tlien

worm Jacob .shall rejoice, and give the glory to

his Redeemer, who is " strong, and will iho.

roughly plead their cause," who trust in and

stand faithful to him alone.

Excellent counsel how to conduct in the church

of Christ will be found in this epistle, written Id

1671:—
" Dear Friends and brethren, see that all liw

in the peaceable and blessed Truth, into which no

enmity can come; for the blessed Seed Chrli;

Jesus, takes away the curse, of the increase of

whose government there is no end, who rules ic

, righteousness amongst the righteous forever.

'And see that this righteousness, in which you all

have peace, run down and flow as a stream among

jyou, who are begotten again into a lively hope,

'and born again by ihe immortal Seed, of the word

j

of God, which lives and abides forever. You who

have received Christ, have received power lobe-

come the sons of God, and to believe in the light,

in obedience to Christ's command ; by which you

become children of the light and of the day.

Therefore this I say unto you. Let no man abm
\lhis pouer, that is everlasting: and keep the got-

'pel order, which was belbre any impurity was,

and will be when it is gone.

I

"All in your men's and women's meeting!,

see that virtue flows, and that all your uordsk

\gracious. See that love flows which bears «l:

things, that kindness, gentleness, and lenderma

\may be amcmg you, and that the fruits of On

\good Spirit may abound; for nothing that is un-

clean must enter into God's kingdom, whick

stands in righteousness and in holiness, and io

'ihe power of God, and in the joy of the Holy

Ghost; tor all joy that is out of the Holy Gfml

will have an end. And see in all your men';

land women's meetings that God be no ways dis-

honoured, nor the pure and blessed name (

! Christ, in which you are gathered, be bkLsjiilicmed:

but in all things that God may be glorilifd, exalt-

jed and honoured ; for you have the light to I

all evil, and the power to withstand it, and to >

that nothing be lacking; then all "ill be well

among you in your meetings—and that nothlDj

be lacking either within or without ; for God is

rich in both, and abundance of his riches yoo

have received.

"This is a warning and charge to nil, mlk
presence of the living God, that you kcrp upik

\testimotiy of Jesus, against all that ichuh is i

'trary to Jesus, the heavenly man ; that your fruiK

1 may appear to his glory, and your works to bis

I

praise ; and that you may have water in your own

'cisterns, and know those clouds through whicli

Christ gives you rain, having purchased the fielii

wherein the pearl lies. Now is the spring-time
f'

the lily and the rose begin to flourish, and thei

is putting forth, and the apple-tree to bring forlhliei

j

fruit, by the power of the Lord God who is ovei

I all. Keep 7/our testimonyfor your religion whici'

\you have received from God, and for yourJWf

ship i7i the Spirit aiul in the Truth, that Chris

Jesus hath set up; v^wA for your gospel fclloush'

which is in the power of God, before the dc

was ; and see that all live in peace and in the h
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'od, for love eilifietli llie bod}' ; for he who is

head of it, is the beloved of God, who is from

lasting to evei-lasling. See that every one's

;lions be set on things above, and not upon

gs hdoiv that be earthly ; for now is the time

intend for tlie fiiith that gives victory, which

once delivered to the saints, in whicli you

: unity.

And so the God of power preserve you all,

keep you in his blessed Seed Christ Jesus,

none of you maijbe irithout a minisier, with-

I prii's/, or uitliout a prophet, a shepherd or

ip, but let every one receive him in his offices,

a you all have One, tvho will exercise his

s in you all whom God hath given for a

3r and a covenant, yea an everlasting Lead-

vho was the foundation of the prophets and

ties, and is to us this day. And so be valiant

he Truth upon the earth, in the Seed Christ

s, that through him who destroys death, you

have a crown of life; and through him you

be one another's crown and joy in the Lord ;

I say through Christ, who was glorified with

Father before the world began. I am just

upon leaving this island, where I have bad

great and blessed service ; though I under-

; very great weights and burdens, and sulFer-

and trials. But all is well, and the blessed

and power is over all ; to whom be glory

'ermore; amen, amen."

—

G. F.

ow many who have been judges and counsel-

among us, have been removed from the

ch militant, to the church triumphant in hea-

leaving those with whom they were closely

;d (o feel the bereavement which they suffer!

He who washed and anointed ihem, and made
I witnesses of his goodness and power, will

inue to do the same for those who forsake all

follow Him. He will make fishers of men,

men and vinedressers in the same glorious

e, from the young people, if they submit to

Dve, which at times he sheds abroad in the

t. George Whitehead began his ministry

t the eighteenth year of his age, and was
imprisoned, lodging in his clothes on bare

ds, eight weeks in the winter of 1654, in thei

part of his travels. In 1657, being about

,ty years old, he was taken from a religious

ing and cruelly scourged, by which his back

breast were torn and cut, so that the blood

3d freely, at which many wept in seeing the

Ity of the justices. But George says, " The
1 by his Divine power supported me, even

s they were inflicting their cruelly upon my
j

' ; that even then my spirit was raised, and
ih opened to sing aloud in praises to the Lord
God, that he counted me worthy to suffer for

lame and Truth's sake."

1 1661, George Whitehead, Edward Burrough, i

Richard Hubberthorn, appeared before a com-

;

ie of parliament, and had liberty to state their

;tions to a bill drawn to suppress the meetings
j

riends. But their reasons against it not de-

ng the committee from carrying it up to the

;e, they got some of the members to move
they should be permitted to appear before

anient, and their reasons be beard why the;

bill should not be passed into a law. The
j

on being agreed to, they were called in before

jar of the House of Commons, there being a|

liouse, and all in a quiet posture, ready to hear!

I they bad lo offer. Each of them spoke to
|

)rovision3 of the bill, and gave their objections,

ving its inconsistency with their civil rights,

its opposition to the law of God, and the wor-

he required of them. A tier they concluded,

hey withdrew, some of the members sitting

• the door, gently pulled G. Whitehead by the

coat sleeve, who asked what they would have with

him? they said, "Nothing but to look upon you,"

he being then about twenty-four years of age.

These were young men, and had no leaders to

go before them, or fathers to counsel tiiem. But

they had received the Truth in the love of it ; and

being obedient to it, in its gradual manifestations

in the heart, their understanding was enlightened,

and enlarged in the saving knowledge of God,

and they were qualified to advocate his cause to

the surprise of others. In this way they grew

from the state of a child, to the stature of men in

Christ, and were made able ministers of the new
covenant, and judges and counsellors in the

church. There is no other way or means by

which their successors in religious profession can

be placed in different stations in the body of

Christ; and as the scriptures declare that Jesus

Christ is the same yesterday, to-day and forever,

f they follow the faith of those " wiio have had

he rule over them, and have spoken the word of

God" unto them, he will also prepare them by the

power of his Holy Spirit, to take their places, and
grant a measure of the same wisdom and strength

to uphold the cause of Truth and righteousness

in the earth, and in life and conversation to invite

others to follow them as they follow Christ.

For The Friend."

SINCERE MOTIVES.

A frequent examination of our motives is pro-

fitable : there may be many inducements to action

which are ostensibly good and virtuous, that are

not sufficiently pure in themselves to bear inspec-

tion. The desire of applause, or the promotion

of our own mercenary interest may sometimes

be the greatest incentive for deeds which to

the superficial observer appear good. Disinter-

eslcd kindness and a pre-eminent wish to live up

to our duty, that we may be clear in the sight of

Him from whom all good proceeds, are the only

safe motives to action. If any course ditTerent to

this, is pursued, if we make an implement of any
laudable subject, principally for the sake of dis-

play; or cover any movement with a righteous

dress for the purpose of gaining our private ends,

or lor personal gratification, we are further

and further removed from a condition to engage

in anything in that state of mind which would

prove acceptable in the Divine sight. The object

of all our efforts should be, to acquit ourselves of

the duties devolving upon us for the sake of right-

eousness and peace, instead of striving to obtain

selfish ends. It is doubtless profitable thoroughly

to analyze our motives in whatever we under-

take, that we may see whether they arc pure, so

that every act, particularly if it concern society,

may be based on the honest desire of bringing

honour to our Creator, by promoting the best in-

terest of others, as well as securing our own pre-

servation. Was more care taken to look to the real

object in view, and never to suflfer ourselves to

be urgtfd forward by any other influence than the

Spirit of the dear Redeemer, much suffering, dis-

appointment and unprofitable labour, would no

doubt be spared us in our several allotments.

Paul may plant and Apollos water, but God
alone can give the increase ; and all striving which

proceeds from the vain imagination of man, will

only contribute to condemnation, though decked

with the most specious appearances. True sin-

cerity, the earnest and unceasing d'jsire to serve

the Lord in the beauty of holiness, can only bo

effectually blessed, knowing that in every import-

ant engagement, it is necessary to realize that

" the preparations of the heart in man ani the

answer of the tongue," must be from the Lord.

Could mankind come more fully under this benign

Spirit fi)r the regulation of their conduct, what com-
motions in the world and in our Sociely would be

prevented, how much shyness and hardness to-

wards each other averted, whicli proceeds from
the unsubjected nature: instead of yielding to un-

charitable feelings that arise from diffrrent views,

individuals would be more skilful in the requisite

knowledge, how far it would be safe to condescend
for the sake of peace without any compromise of

vital principles, and show from their orderly lives,

submissive and lamblike dispositions, that dissent

from the opinions of others, does not proceed either

from a selfish motive or spirit of opposition, but

from a necessity which is laid upon them to act

as faithful stewards over the gifts which they have

received. This state of mind, as it is faithfully

sought affer, will enable us ])atiently to meet
much opposition, be more likely to reach the dis-

passionate judgment of others, disarm them of pre-

judice, and promote the cause of Truth and righte-

ousness, more than all the excitement and bluster

which can arise from the commingled passions of

the unsubdued will, although these to the natural

taste and unconverted judgment, may seem more

desirable and efficient. The sincere heart and

contrite spirit will never be despised by the truly

enlightened ; and while these characterize all our

actions, we shall be likely to escape many storms

which shake the edifices of self-emolument, that

the vain mind is endeavouring to rear for its gra-

tification ; the prospect of which is so apt to amuse
with the delusive expectation of security and en-

joyment.

The sincerity of our motives will avail more in

the unerring balances, with One who controls all

events, than the most imposing efforts and wily

artifices, which can possibly proceed from the in-

genuity of the human mind ; and will furnish a

basis of consolation that shall remain unmoved,

when the most elaborate works of the vain and

worldly are entirely prostrated, and are seen to

have been wrought to no good purpose, for the

want of proceeding from the pure and efficient

spirit of Infinite Wisdom.

New York, First mo., 1854.

INTELLIGENCE IN AMERICA.

We copy the following from a number of Put-

nam's Monthly, showing the difference between

this Ripublic and Great Britain, with respect to

its educational facilities and its newspapers:

" Reading and writing is a fair tost of popular

intelligence, or, which amounts to the same thing,

the number of children who go to school, and the

number of adults who take newspapers, periodi-

cals, and books. Now, the people of this Repub-

lie esteem it one of their first duties to make ample

provision for the gralu^ous instruction of youth.

Their public schools are open every day except

Sundays, to every class of citizens, are furnished

with competent teachers and libraries, and have

an immense average attendance of pupils. Adding

lo these the privateandgrammarschools,theyoung

Indies' seminaries and colleges, and the theological

and medical institutes, in all just 100,000 [scho-

lars], and the number of pupils will reach 4,000,-

000; which you will see, according to the usual

proportion of persons under 20 years of age,

comprises nine-tenths of our adolescence, or one

out of every five persons. 1 have seen it stated

that less than 2,000,000 of your youths go to any

school, and that the amount of your Government

grant in aid of primary instruction falls short of

£100,000, while only one-half of your men, and

one-third of your women can read ! Why, the

Slate of New York alone, with only 3,000,000
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of inhabitants, hns a school fund of 80,041,930, nround. The size of the entire structure was

and spends 82,249,814 annually on 1 1,537 dif- 1 about eight inches in its longest, and six in its

ferent schools, in which 800,507 ciiildrcn are liie shortest diameter. There was at least one open-

recipients of their bounties, besides 36,183 at the
j

ing to get iu and out, but this portion of the nest,

private academics. Thus, more than one-fourlh
|

we could not examine thoroughly from the want

of the whole population of the State receive edu-: of clear water; and after having been kept some

cation at the district schools.
|

time out of water, it was entirely deformed.

That it is nca wholly inefficient, is evident in "The nest laid at the bottom of the pond, one

that so many of our children grow up to be read- 1 foot and a-half deep in that place, and protected

ers. Here is a little statement, for instance, of by aquatic plants growing along shore. The

the issues of our periodical and newspaper press, I water here is never subjected to any violent mo

i-hich speaks much

Dailies,

Tri-weeklies,

Semi-weeklies,

Weeklies,

Semi-monthlies,

Monthlies,

Quarterlies,

and thus the soft materials of which it was

rcuiation. No. of copii-s
j

constructed, were resistant enough for that parti-

P""'«i """"""> cular locality.

50,000 225,000,000 » yVe should think that under other circum-
75,000 11,700,000 I

siancpg^ ^^^ i^^ instance, a current of water, cat-

70,000 8,320,000 fj^i, would construct their nests of a substance
2000 2,875,000 140,500,000 more capable of resistin.^ a chance of destruction.

50 800,000 7,300,000 u Further observations will tell us more about

this interesting subject, and it is with the hope

that some one will devote some attention to it,

that we have brought before the Academy the

very little it was our good fortune to observe on

this occasion."

350
150
125

100
25

900,000
20.000

10,800,000

80,000

2800 5,000,000 422,600,000

That is, nearly seventeen copies a year, of

some publication or other, to every man, woman
and child, in the nation ; or, excluding infants,

aged and diseased persons, and those who cannot

read, at least a newspaper each week to every

family. Accordingly, I do not believe that there

is an American family in the land which does not

take in some newspaper or magazine. I am not

now arguing as to the character of these publica-

tions, which, by the way, are as good generally

as those of other nations, but only as to the fact

of their almost universal circulation. In the
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ROGER LONGWORTH.
(Continued from page 148.)

In the year 1678, Roger Longworth laboured in

the gospel in Ireland; and after his return there-

from, he was arrested at Holme, in Cheshire, and

United Kingdom there is not a daily paper print-
' sent to Chester prison. The mittimus bearing date

ed out of London; of those that are printed in
|

Twelfth month 28th, sets forth that, "by reason

London, all are too costly to be taken by the: of several expressions which we have this day, at

poorer classes : which is true also of the quarter-

lies and monthlies ; and of the weekly or loca

prints, only a few obtain any considerable circu

iation.

A CATFISH NEST.

The interesting article on the Water Snail and

Stickleback, lately published in "The Friend,"

Holme, in the county of Chester, heard from a

strange person, who calls himself Roger Long-
worth, of Bolton, in the county of Lancaster, we
do suspect tliat the said Roger Longworlh is a

papist." It then says, that therefore they had

tendered him the oaih of allegiance and the oath

of supremacy, which he had refused to take ; they

therefore direct the keeper of Chester Castle to

receive and hold his body until the next General

recalled to my mind an article published in the Quarter Sessions. On this mittimus Roger was

proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences, ' detained in prison more than two months, and

for last year, and which I send for insertion, then discharged without trial, on a private order

The article is by Charles Girard. i
from one of the committing justices. He was

"A few days since, in visiting a small pond,
|

several times in Holland and Germany, labouring

situated above Schuylkill Falls village, an innu-'for the advancement of the Redeemer's kins>;dom

merable quantity of small fish were seen along of liberty and peace. In 1681, after the Yearly

shore, near the surface of the water. On ap- Meeting at London, he in company with that emi-

proaching them they all suddenly disappeared, !
nent labourer in the gospel of Christ, Roger Hay-

and the water being muddy, we could not tell dock, passed over to the cojitincnt. They visited

where they went. A scoop-net brought to light '" Holland, West-Friesland, Groningland, Frede-

a subspherical mass, composed exclusively of rickstadt, Hambrough, Saxony, Germany, Palaii-

green conferva, and which after examination nate." They were imprisoned a short period,

proved to be a regular nest, constructed, as we but being released, and having fulfilled their duty

suppose, by the parent fish, whose progeny it towards the churches, they returned to England
contained; for in it the small fishes, seen a mo- about the middle of the Seventh month. During

ment before near the surface, had gone to seek :
the same year Roger was in Ireland. His old

shelter. In all probability, the eggs were depo- j
friend James Harrison, had his mind drawn to

sited in it, and when hatched, the young, instead
,

Pennsylvania, and wrote to Roger about his pros-

of dispersing themselves, remain for some time
|

pect, in the Eighth month this year,—although

congregated, under the care of the parent who lie did not remove until the next,

provides food for them.
|

In the early part of the year 1682, Ann, the

"The number of young fish gathered around oldest child of Phineas and Phcbe Pemberton,

the nest, was at least three to four hundred, and then only four years old, began to decline. She
of different sizes. The largest were about Ijjwas of a very atfcctionatc disposition, and was
inches long, and the smallest about three-fourths very much attached to the old friend of her pa-

of an inch. This diflerence in size seems to us,
[

rents, Roger Longworlh. He was at this time

as indicating that eggs have been deposited and about starting for another religious visit to Ger-

fecundated at different periods in the nest. .many, and when the young girl and her father

"The structure of the nest was very simple, took leave of him, she told him, she "must never

confervae in strings were disposed circularly all [see him again." He passed away to his hea-

venly Father's labour in a distant land, and she

having filled the little service for others assigned

her, by cheering the hearts of her parents and

friends with her love and heavenly-mindednesi,

was taken away from all trouble before hii

return.

About the close of the year 1682, Roger Long,

worth holding a meeting in the open sheet in the

parish of St. Olaves, Surry, was committed to

prison to stand trial therefor. Sometime towardi

the close of the year 1683, or early in 1684, he

crossed the ocean to the new world. After visit,

ing Friends in the various provinces, he appears

to have taken up his abode with his old friend

James Harrrison, in the county of Bucks, in the

province of Pennsylvania.

He was at the Yearly Meeting held at Phiia.

delphia, in the Seventh month, and was one of

those who signed an epistle addressed by that

body to Friends in various parts of this continent.

He remained in and about Pennsylvania until the

beginning of the year 1G85, when he embarked

at New Y'ork for Europe. It is said that he went

by way of Barbadoes ; if so, his tarriance there

must have been brief, for he was in London about

the time of the Y'early Meeting, the end of the

Third and beginning ol the Fourth months. Oo

the 14th of the Fourth month he was arrested at

a meeting in Friends' house, Grace-church street,

and by the lord mayor was committed to New-

gate. At the sessions held Fifth month 13th, he

was tried, found guilty, and fined. Being return-

ed to the same prison, he was kept there fifteen

weeks. He was then discharged by the sheriffj.

Having visited England, Ireland, and Holland,

he came to Barbadoes, from whence he returned

to Pennsylvania in the Third month, 1687. Dur-

ing the ensuing summer, a very fatal fever pre-

vailed amongst the settlers in Bucks county, and

many valuable Friends died with it. Among
these was Roger Longworth. About eight weeks

[after his return from Barbadoes, he was taken ill.

The fever was very violent, yet he was preserved

in much meekness and patience, lying very still

and quiet during the two weeks in which the

strength of his natural constitution resisted the

efforts of disease. At the end of that period, he

was graciously released from sulfering. His

death took place the 7lh of Sixth month, (now

Eighth,) 1687, when he was about 57 years old.

His friends William Y'ardley, and Phineas

Pemberton, prepared a memorial of him, of which

the following extracts contain the most important

particulars. He was " a man of peaceable dispo-

sition, gentle and mild, ready and willing to ser?e

his friends to the utmost of his ability, and a very

diligent labourer in the work of the Lord, willing

to spend and be spent, not counting anything in this

world too dear to part with, for the same. The

Lord did eminently bless his ministry." . . He tra-

velled " much in England, where he suffered im-

prisonment in several places. Six times he passed

through Holland, and some others of those pro-

vinces;—also part of Germany,—several times as

far as Dantzick, where he laboured much for the

release of Friends, who then were prisoners there,

writing to the king, magistrates and officers, on

their behalf. At Enibden, where Friends weft

sufferers, ho laboured for their freedom, and it bein(

a time of hot persecution, went through the streets

warning the people to repent of their wickedness.'

Although he was for this imprisoned, yet at an

other time in that place having delivered a papei

on behalf of the liberty of his friends, "he was

called into the council-room and received im

friendly manner, with promise of freedom to ihi

people called Quakers, in matters of faith ani

worship. He also had good service with magis
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,
lawyers, priests and colleagues, and was

il times a prisoner in those parts. Five

he passed through Ireland, visiting Friends,

I he had good service, sometimes among the

when at mass. Once he passed through

f Scotland, twice at Barbadoes, once through

England and Virginia, twice in Maryland

jrseys, and twice at Pennsylvania, having

led by land above twenty thousand miles,

—

ivels by water, not being much less. Though
s often in storms and tempests at sea,

—

by land,—and met with bad spirits and ex-

s of divers kinds, yet the Lord stood by him
nade him a successful instrument in His

He passed cheerfully through all, by the

• of Him that called him thereto;—not being

to labour in word and doctrine, wherever

me, to the edifying of the brethren, and re-

ing things where he found them amiss. He
1 and established meetings in many parts

3 he came, to the great comfort and refresh-

of the upright in heart ; by which he got a

amongst the ancients, and is recorded

g the worthies of the Lord."

JAMES HARRISON.

nes Harrison was born near Kendal

moreland, about the year 1628. He was

;ht up a shoemaker, and lived at Stiall-

n, in Cheshire, where he followed his pro.

n. He had received a good education, and

>ne of the seekers after righteousness in that

and being early convinced of the Truth of

DCtrines professed by George Fo.k, he was

us in their support, and willing to suffer in

faithful maintenance. He received a gift in

linistry soon after his convincement, and tra-

i into the north of England on a religious

in 1655. In the same year he married

. Heath, who proved a valuable help-meet

iti.

Ties Harrison was often abroad labouring in

linistry, and whether abroad or at home,

•ed persecution. It was the common lot of

ho were convinced of the Truth, and were

ul to it. Being in Derbyshire in 1650, and

; to a meeting ai Peak-Forest, he and his

ids were set on by a priest and a rabble of

followers. Many of the Friends, among
n James was one, were sorely beaten and

ed, having the hair pulled from their heads,

:heir bodies shamefully abused. All which

ristian usage, Besse says, "they bore with

nnocent patience, not lifting up an hand

ist their persecutors."

1 the 20ih of Tenth month in the following

. being at a meeting in Shrewsbury, he with

other Friends were taken by soldiers and

at the guard-house all night, and much
id. The next day the mayor tendered them

ath, and committed them to prison. Here
as kept a prisoner until the 11th of the Third

h, 1661, when he was released by the king's

amation.

the early part of 1664, James Harrison and
:Carlvvright being at the house of Edward
ne, in Worcestershire, were arrested by a

if soldiers. On being asked for the orders

r which thoy were acting, one of them pre-

d his pistol, saying, " that is our order."

the house ofwas having been at a meeting

Thomas Janney.

Whilst confined here, he thus wrote to his

wife :

—

" Most dear, and right dearly beloved wife,

whom I love in the Lord our Saviour Jesus Christ,

for thy reverent, courteous behaviour in gesture

and words, towards me and the Lord, whom we
serve. Thy words are penetrating words, and

hath entered my heart with impressions that can

never be blotted out ; and thus with a real ac-

knowledgment of thy spiritual and lively testimo-

ny that breaks and tenders my heart, I rest, thy

very loving husband,

James Harrison."
"Castle of Chester, 2Gth of Eightli mo., 1666."

In answer she says :

—

" Dear love,— I had a great desire to come and

see thee, with my little child,* if it were the will

of the Lord ; but this I believe, that neither death,

nor life, nor any other thing, shall be able to

separate us. So, dear heart, farewell. Let us

hear from thee as often as thou can.

Anne Harrison."
Phineas Pemberton, after narrating the impri-

sonments which James passed through, thus adds,

" In all the before-mentioned sufferings and other

exercises, his wife, that worthy matron, was not

dejected nor cast down, but went through all with

a cheerful spirit, having her aim ana eye upon

that lot and inheritance, whose builder and maker
is God, and is beyond the reach of persecutors.

Whether he was in bonds, or at liberty,—in suf-

ferings, or out of sufferings,—always managing
his and her own business, and herself with great

prudence and dexterity; taking delight, and mak-

ing it her business, how to spend her days in the

service of Truth, and the serving of its friends ;

behaving herself in such an even frame and tem-

per of spirit, to all persons, and at all limes, that

she was greatly beloved of Friends, and enemies

scarce daring to come nigh, her conduct was so

prudent."

* Phebe, afterwards the wife of Phineas Pemberton.

IMPORTANT PERIOD.

" Yesterday, I was eighteen years old. This

is a very important period. May I form good

habits now in the morning of my life, and be

more and more watchful over my words, and ac-

tions, so as to become a good example to others.

Wilt thou, dearest Father, be pleased to preserve

me from the many evils that abound in the world !"

—E. Jefferis.

Were this more the concern and prayer of the

rising generation, from how many snares would

they be preserved ! The attractions and allure-

ments of the fashionable and vain world, would,

we doubt not, be overcome, and we might hope

that a greater number of the youth than is now
the case, would, through Divine Grace, become
prepared for future usefulness in Society; and

walking according to the pattern shown them in

the Mount, where God appeared unto them face

to face, they would become as waymarks and

and thus cut us off from the substantial pleasures

of the children of God. It is a great mercy where
any are, in whatever way He pleaseth, stopped

in their career, and turned to seek after the know-
ledge of God as durable riches. For however
laudable it may be to be entrusted as stewards
with a portion of this world's possessions, yet tho

time will como when it will be said, " Give an
account of thy stewardship, for thou mayest be
no longer steward." Then, if we are in a proper
state of mind, will we not account it as His great-

est blessing to us, that wo have been brought to

seek an inheritance with the saints in light, and
at such a time be enabled to " feel like a weaned
child," and have an assurance granted, that there

is a mansion prepared for us.

Well, dear young Friends, it is said that " it

is through tribulation that we must enter the

kingdom ; therelore we ought to be willing to bear

our portion of suffering.

To look outward, the signs of the times are

discouraging ; but let us not look outward but in-

ward, for " the Lord will be the hope of his peo-

ple, and the strength of the children of Israel."

When He raised up this people, there was a

discouraging lime in the outward appearance, but

as all eyed their Captain, and the bishop of their

souls, way was gradually made for them, and

they were made acquainted with one another in

the Lord, and with a fellowship in Hiin, which all

the opposition of their enenies could not destroy.

In this shaking time, let each one of us eye the

Captain above all, and seek for ourselves to know
the right way of the Lord ; "And if any man will

do His will, he shall know of the doctrine whether

it be of God." His power is the same as it was

at the beginning, and He is as willing to work for

His Truth's sake; the lack is with us; therefore

" let us gird up the loins of our minds, watch and

be sober, and hope to the end." Let us not get

discouraged and cast away the shield of faith, as

though it had not been anointed with oil ;" for I

believe if we would only bow low enough. He
would in his own time and way open to us the

course for us to pursue, and eventually cause his

people to " sing his praise on the banks of deliv-

erance."

Our Saviour said, " Other sheep have I, which

are not of this fold; them also I must bring, and

they shall hear my voice ; and there shall be one

fold and one Shepherd." And while some may
be tampering with the talents committed to their

care, letting in lukewarmness, producing weak-

ness, until an unwillingness enters to stand in the

gap. He may be preparing others to enter in and

labour, who will be made willing to bear his bur-

dens, and help build up the broken-down walls of

Zion, that " Jerusalem may yet become an eter-

nal excellency, a joy of many generations."

Therefore " let us beware lest there enter into any

one of us an evil heart of unbelief in departing

from the living God," as though he had departed

from us. Know that is for our good, and his own
glory, he is permitting us to be tried; for it is re-

corded that, " I the Lord your God am a jealous

God," and " His glory he will not give to another."

Let us therefore cheerfully submit to His proving

of us, with the assurance as wo follow Him, " that

all things will work together for good to them

who love God ; to them who are the called ac-

cording to His purpose."

N. G., Pa., First month, 1854.

tandard-bearers in the church, and finally be

prisoners were then committed to Worcester
j
made "pillars in the house of God," as this dear

and James Harrison's horse was seized at Friend was, " to go no more out."

in where he had left it, and taken away. In
|

Oh! my dear young Friends, there is in our

ame year for his faithfulness to his Christian I fallen nature a proneness to evil, which through
j

Letters from Naples announce that another an-

he was committed to prison in Chester Cas- 1 the temptations of Satan, is ready to run into thejcient town has been discovered several feet under

/here he was also confined in each of the two
I

maxims and manners of " the world which lieth
j

ground, between Acerno and Scaffari. It is

iiquent years. The imprisonment in 1606, in wickedness," and would incline us to sell ouristated that it does not resemble Herculaneum or

li for six months. The charge against him birthright for the gratifications of time and sense, Pompeii in any respect.
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REHARKIBLE DELUSIONS.
(Cnnlinueil from p.iec 150.)

"It wns deemed essential by our ancestors,

that cerlain remedies slioiild be applied tbrce,

or happy witliout a consciousness of being recon-

ciled to God through faith in his Son, and doing

the things which please iiim."

''Delusions associated uith imperfect discavery.

The infancy of society is nlways conspicuously

seven, or nine times. The importance of these! distinguished by a love for the marvellous. Won-
numbers is also shown in other connexions. Aider is but the voracious appetite of a starving

royal salute with cannon is to this day composed mind, and, like other resistless cravings, will sub-

of three times seven or twenty one guns. A su-[mit to be fed with unwholesome food rather than,

perstition was prevalent, that a company of thir-jnot to be fed at all. In estimating the figments

teen was unlucky, and that one of the number] and hallucinations of past ages, we must remem-

was cerlain to die within the year. The fact ,
ber that the sympathies of mind arc rarely retro-

1

might be so, as the probabilities of life are in speclivc. It is more easy to conceive of increased

something appioaching to that proportion. 'I'he} knowledge in the future than of defective know-

j

seventh son of a seventh son (an occurrence, the ledge in the past. However reluctant we may be to

infrequency of which would necessarily place it admit of the progress which shall render our pre-

beyond the opportunity of frequent observation)' sent attainments childish and obsolete, it is still

was supposed to be born a genius, and some even i more dilFicult to make due allowance for the errors

averred that he liad the power of healing scrofu- of those who fell far below the points which, with

lous disorders, like former monarchs, by his a natural self-flattery, we suppose ourselves to

have reached. Dut the history of mankind is the

narrative of growth attained by very slow and

often very irregular advances. There have been

certain periods when (to use a well-known meta-

phor) the day has broken upon the mountain tops

of more intelligent minds, whilst the valleys be-

low have been shrouded in darkness; and there

have been other periods when, to use Milton's finei

image, 'the overshadowing train of error has

swept the lights out of the firmament' again."

"The progress of geographical discovery will

illustrate these observations. It is our happiness

to live at a lime when this department of know-

ledge has been largely and successfully prose-

obtained. The etfect of this, wh'en duly prepar- j culed. The travellers of England will yield the

ed, was, that it took away (so it was believed) all
j

palm to no other country for patient and perse-

power of motion from the person before whom itjvering enterprise. They have penetrated almost'

touch. At all events, it was deemed essential

that he must be brought up to the study of medi-

cine. These notions were doubtless derived from

the frequent use of the perfect number seveti

among the Jews.
" ' The hand of glory,' as it was called, though

n phrase almost unintelligible to modern ears, was

regarded by our forefathers as endowed with

strangely mystic virtues, and was frequently em-

ployed by thieves and housebreakers in their de-

predations, since it was supposed to confer the

power of entering houses without obstruction

from any one who might encounter it. The hand

of a malefactor exposed on the highway was to be

vtis held
" The singular influences ascribed by our fore-

fathers to the moon, are evidently remnants of

the more ancient pagan worship of that luminary.

Pigs were to be killed and sheep shorn at the

period of its fulness, and wood was to be cut at

the same fortunate conjuncture. Peas and beans

were to be sown, according to Tusser's husband-

ry, in the moon's wane. Among the caricatures

to be found in an antique book, a superstitious

man is thus satirized : ' He will not commit his

seed to the earth when the soil, but when the

moon requires it: he will have his hair cut when

the moon is eitlier in Leo, that his locks may
stare like the lion's shag; or in Aries, that they

may curl like a ram's horn. Whatever he would

have to grow, he sets about when she is in her

increase; but lor what he would have made less,

he chooses her wane.'
"

" We believe that even yet, in London, a shop

exists in which certain beads are sold, made from

all lands, toiled through the burning deserts of

the Sahara, and shivered under the ice-bound re-

1

gions of the northern pole."

" Wlien the ancients stepped out of the circle

of their positive knowledge, they involved them-

selves in a mass of the most palpable errors.

The fables of the Cimmerians, who dwelt at the

ends of the ocean clouded in perpetual night ; the

story ofyEolus and his bag of winds; the island

of Circe, peopled by enchanters—were delusions

which, propagated by the idle and believed by

the credulous, would very naturally take root in

barren and uncultivated soils. The notions ol'

the later Jews respecting the productions of the

earth may be learned from many passages of the
j

Talmud. Enormous birds, capable of seizing
j

elephants and flying away with them, were sup-

posed to abound in certain remote districts. One
of these birds is represented in Uabbinical story

as standing up to the lower joint of the leg in wa
ter, and thus to have been seen by cerlain mari

cause of tlie extreme heat of tlie sun and the ii

lervention of the torrid zone. He placed in Al

rica the region of the Aniipodes of Antichthoaei

where he supposed the Nile to rise, and to flo\

under the ocean till it reached the upper hemii

pliere. Travellers of that day spoke of tree

which bore flowers like water-pots ; wiiilst lb

most energetic eflbrts were made lo discover tb

site of the ancient Paradise, the western nation

assigning its position eastward, and the easleri

nations westward—both agreeing in believing lh«

it was equally distant from themselves. Hai

half the amount of spiritual exertion been dirccto

to the real paradise, it would not have so con

stantly eluded their search.
" When,, after the destruction of tlie Romai

empire by the Goths and Vandals, Arabia becann

the most learned nation of its day, and took undei

its protection the discarded literature of Europe

the geographical notion of the period was, thi

the earth, like an egg, lay floating in an ocean

o

uninitigable gloom. India was then spoken ofn
abounding in gold and silver islands. Menliot

was made of a fourth continent, not discovcrabk

because of the power of the sun. Ethiopia wti

represented as remarkable as the land of Prcslei

John, whose territory was divided into islands bv

the rivers running from Paradise. The palaa

of this redoubtable king, men were told, was buil:

of precious stones, and lighted by carbuncles. Ai

the same time, Gog and Magog were exhauslleu

topics of interest. A traveller was sent out bj

one of the caliphs, with strict injunctions not lo

return till he had seen Gog's dwelling. Uiidei

such a stimulus, can we wonder that he speedily

discovered it ? He found it—so he said— built oi

iron, cemented with brass, and its gates were fifty

cubits high. In subsequent maps, this castle wa.-

made lo tower at the extremity of Asia."
" One of the great difficulties which Columbdi

had to overcome in thtj prosecution of his mari-

time discoveries, was the notion entertained b}

Spanish divines as to the shape of the sea. Hi

was gravely assured, that his vessels would, i

they proceeded in a certain direction, sail dowr

a declivity, which they would not be able agaii

lo ascend."
(To be continued.)

From the Leis'

the root of the white briniiy, and once supposed ners. Imagining that the water could not have

to possess a singular virtue when hung around
j

been very deep, from the small portion of the

the necks of children culling their teeth. But] bird's body immersed in the water, these mariners

such delusions are fast disappearing before the were about to bathe in the spot, when a superna-

increasing light of intelligence; and though per- lural voice addressed them, ' Step not in there ;

sons are stilUo be found who transmit to ignorant lor seven years ago, a carpenter dropped his a.\e

men and simple women the traces of such old- in that water, and il has not yet reached the hot-

fashioned superstitions, they are destined soon tb tom.'"*

share the fate of the broomstick of the witch, and
|

"Plutarch speaks also of little snakes, which

the terrors of St. George and the dragon. It is :
crept into men's bodies—only un exaggeration of

the happiness of Britain to possess, above many
nations, an enlightened community. It will be a

happier day still, when her population shall learn

that charms, omens, and prodigies are not the

most deadly forms of superstition ; that its worst

form is exhibited when men set up, as they are

ever prone to do, the outward and sensible as

proteclions, instead of the inward and spiritual ;

and when Ihey believe that any man is sale with-

out the guardianship of an almighty Providence,

e tortures still inflicted in the marshy lands o

Africa by the guinea-worm.
" The ancient geographer, Strabo, represented

Britain as a land not worih the conquest, and

Ireland as a region of eternal snows, peopled by

cannibals. Even so late as the lime of Claudius,

Mela, a Roman geographer, supposed that all the

southern parts of the world were inaccessible, be-

* "D'lsraeli's Curioaities of Literature."

A Visit to tlie Culta Pcrflia Woriis.

One beautiful morning, a short lime since, »|

found ourselves in a quiet and somewhat dirt;

thoroughfare, known as Wharf-road, City-road|

the location of the factory of the Gutta Perck^j

Company. Provided with a passport, we enlere
j

iheir works, and spent a very interesting '' leisuii

hour" in the inspection of the curious processej

by which this truly wonderful production is adap'j

ed lo such a surprising multiplicity of uses,
j

must excite astonishment in every mind tlli.|

an article, the knowledge of which was so receoj

ly confined to a kw Malayans, should withins^

short a lime have given occupation to the l»i

hundred persons employed in these works, loMj

nothing of the multitudes who, by patent aij

otherwise, are already engaged in its sale »i^

manufacture throughout the land. For thn*

centuries and a half Europeans dwell t"

the spots where it was raised, yet, Strang-

enough, it remained unknown lo them till

year ia42 !

Were the present a fitting place for a gn't\

dissertation, we might, perhaps, (len an ialerSij

ing passage on llie marvellous mode in wlii'
:

great discoveries are providentially adapleu

particular periods in the world's history ; rem

ing hid it may be in total obscurity, or else 1}
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r the very eyes of^mankind unnoticed and

lown, until the appointed moment of their de-

iment arrives. But we refrain from this

lus speculation : our business is now simply

scribe things which came under our notice.

St inside the gates of the factory, as we en-

I, stood a large wagon full of lumps of a sub-

;e somewhat resembling, at a distance, a load

coa-uuts, with the outward fibrous husk still

lem. To the touch, however, on approach-

Ihe difference was sufficiently palpable ; they

far more solid and much heavier than the

ts to which they seemed to bear some re-

lance.

very common practice among the cunning

arians is to extend the bulk and increase the

ht of their lurnps of gutia percha by inserting

s, while the substance is yet in a plastic state

s being moulded into suitable sizes lor trans-

on to this country. One shape, however, is

D means rigidly adhered to. We were shown
lumps fashioned into rude representations of

3, with two little berries for eyes ; represen-

is of fish and crocodiles are by no means
mmon ; while one lump has been received in

hape of an infant's head !

aving the yard, we were shown the " cutting

ine," where an immense solid disc of iron

revolving vertically, about 1.50 or "200 times

linute, against an inclined shelf, down which
locks of gutla percha were guided by a work-

and being caught by the knives inserted in

isc, they were rapidly cut into slices. The
stones moulded into the lumps played sad

; with the knives. One instance of this oc-

d even during the few moments we stood

ig on.

3 now passed on to another department,

3 the gutta percha is separated from the dirt

all other e.xtraneous mutter which is often

i up with it. Here we Ibund several spa-

tanks, into which the sliced gutta percha

;ast, for the purpose of boiling, by means of

aste steam from the engine. Being thus re-

I to a uniform consistency, it is put into what]

ihnically called a " teaser," which is some-i

like what is known as a " scutcher" in a

1 mill. This is a circular metal box, con-

ig a cylinder or drum, covered with rows of

lagged teeth, which revolves about 700 times

ninute. The shreds into which the gutta

a is thus torn fall into vats of cold water,

le gutta percha, being non-absorbent, floats

3 top, whilst the various impurities sink to

)ttom.

s now subjected to another process, which is

Dusly termed " kneading"—a term, however,

I will give our housewives an accurate idea

i nature of the process. The "kneaders"are
strong iron boxes, about three feet long

foot and a half deep, and are kept hot by
enveloped in a chest, or jacket, containing

, Inside these boxes the mass of gutta

a, hot from the boiling tank, is firmly se-

J

The chest contains a drum, which, con-

ly revolving, presses the doughy gutta per-

ithout intermission against the sides of the

But we fear it is almost impossible clearly

cribe the minutice of the process of rhanu-

,

e, without indulging in illustrations to an
: which our limits will by no means permit.

s stage it is easy to incorporate gutta percha
)lher substances; as, for instance, when it is

d to remove, to some extent, its rigidity

enacily, and to secure a greater degree of

:ity, that object is eireclcd by the admixture

lia-rubber. This principle is already car-

ut to an astonishing extent ; and what the

ultimate achievements in this direction may be,

time alone can tell.

It is now rolled out into sheets, or driven by
curious and complicated machinery into tubes, it

is also cut into longitudinal slips, for "driving

bands," &c., which appear to be very uselul ; so

much so, indeed, that we were shown a testimo-

nial from an eminent brewing establishment,

stating that their introduction had effected in re-

spect to that single item of expense alone an

annual saving of £30 !*

Perhaps the most curious application of gutta

percha is that which we shall now attempt to de-

scribe. A portion of the machinery being point-

ed out to us, in connection with the numerous
lathes in operation in various parts of the build-

ing, we were obligingly asked to notice anything

peculiar which might strike us in two of the

wheels above us. The fact was, that the portion

of the machinery alluded to worked without any
noise whatever; the cause of which was this:

—

The teeth of one wheel were of gutla percha,

while those of the other, which worked in them,

were constructed in the ordinary way of iron,

thus avoiding the disagreeable noise necessarily

caused by friction in such cases. This was cer-

tainly a very agreeable change for the better, and
would save amateurs fond of mingling with the

complicated operations of machinery many a

headache, even if it had no alleviating influence

on those who were daily accustomed to it. On
expressing a doubt as to the durability of the

thing, we were assured that the wheel in question

had been in daily use for fifteen months, turning

five lathes, without receiving any perceptible da-

mage. It required no oil, but was slightly greas-

ed ; and our conductor admitted that the results

of this curious and interesting experiment had

exceeded the most sanguine expectations. So
far as the noise was concerned, it presented to us

a most agreeable contrast with a similar pair of

wheels a few yards off; and we therefore com-
mend the hint to our manufacturing friends.

There is an old adage—not to be despised,

however, on account of its antiquity—which was
constantly recurring to us while inspecting vari-

ous departments of this concentration of marvels—" Necessity is the mother of inventions." The
large wicker baskets in which gutta percha, in its

earlier stages, is carried about from one portion

of the machinery to another, had slips of gutta

percha fastened round the handles, it had been

put on while in a plastic state, and was therefore

moulded to the exact shape required by the hand

* We were told that some object to the use of gutta
perctia " driving bauds," from the difficulty experienced
in joining them

;
but the following instructions will re-

move all obstacles in this direction. Cut the ends of

the band obliquely at an angle of thirty or forty de-
grees, making the band rather shorter than the length
required. Secure one end to a board or bench bya|pg|^,
clamp, or a couple of nails. Having heated a piece of

iron—say one inch broad and half an inch thick—to the

temperature of a laundress's smoothing-iron, so that it

will soften the gutta percha without burning or discol-

ouring it, place the iron between the cut edges of the

of the party who was to use it ; and being solidified

by the application of cold water, it had permanently
retained the requisite form. Now it is sufficiently

obvious, that to any one who has to carry thoso
large baskets full of weighty articles, it must bo
considerably more agreeable to the hand to be in

contact with a soft cool material like gutta percha,
than the uneven and comparatively hard substance
presented in the original wicker handle. Tho
same principle was a|)plied in all parts of the

building. Most of the knives had a thin coating

of gutta percha on the handles, which we were
assured by the workmen make an agreeably per-

ceptible difference to their hands in the course of
a day's work. We also saw brushes, similar to

ihose used by bookbinders and others, which had
a casing of gutta percha around the twine with
which the bristles are fastened on ; thus render-

ing them twice as durable, seeing that the gutta

percha is impervious to the wet ; while any
artisan who has used a brush much exposed to

the water well knows how speedily it is " used up."
Let them take this hint: warm a small piece of
gutta percha in boiling water, and while in a plas-

tic state squeeze it with the hand round the twino
which binds the bristles, until cold, and it is at

once ready for use. Some knife blades had be-

come loose and fallen out; they were placed in

with gutta percha, and when solidified by cold
water, such are its contracting properties, that

they were as tight, if not perhaps more so, than
in their original state. This, too, is a suggestion
which will be very useful to operatives ; lor only
a small modicum of ingenuity is requisite to apply
the principle ad infinitum. We may add, also,

that while the gutta percha, as thus applied to

tools, is in a plastic state, you may mark them
with your initials, &c., by the use of any sharp,
pointed iron instrument, and thus be enabled to
" know your own." We must leave the ingeni-

ous mechanic to draw on his imagination for

other applications of this sort, as space positively

forbids further detail.

Agricultural Changes at the West.—Instead of
exporting corn to tidewaier to the extent which
they have done for the last four or five years, the

farmers of the West are converting their grain
into bacon and pork, by which operation they re-

alize important advantages. In 1851, there ar-

rived at tidewater on the Hudson, 6,487,540
bushels of corn. During the same number of
weeks this year, the arrivals have been :^,271,370
bushels—a falling off of some sixty per cent. In

1851, the arrivals of bacon at tidewater were
10,398,900 pounds, and in 1853, the arrivals

have been 19,330,500 pounds—an increase of
nearly 100 per cent. The arrivals of pork this

year exceed those of 1851 by more than 100 per

These figures are instructive in an agri-

cultural point of view, and evince wisdom in

Western farmers. By converting corn into meat,

the husbandman retains on his farm every pound
of manure that his coarse grains will produce

.and, pressing them against it, and keeping the band
|
^^en fed to swine and falling cattle, for the bene-always in a straight direction until the edges are tho- L. ^.. ... °., ,',-,,,.,

roughly softened, and in a sticky slate. Then remove
I

"' °' '"^ somewhat impoverished fields. Il he

ron, and press the two edges together as closely as
j

exports corn, oats, peis, and other crops, as well
ble, after which a couple of nails may be d

into the loose end of the band, by a heavy weight, or

by means of a clamp, so as to make a smooth joint. A
band of ordinary thickness may thus be rendered lit for

use in ten or fifteen minutes, or even sooner, by the ap-

plication of cold water. Flat joints may be made in

like manner by shaving down the ends a little, so as,

when laid one on the other, not to be much thicker

than tho other portion. Heat the surface of tho splices,

and press them together by a weight or clamp. Avoid
heating the band throughout, and pare tho edges when
cold.

as his wheat, very little manure can be made,
and his land must suffer a rapid deterioration.

—

Hochesier American,

Arrowroot Crops in Natal.—The extraordina-

ry productiveness of arrowroot in the soil of Na-
tal, is illustrated by the fact that, from a plot of
less than half an acre, on the estate of .Mr.

Moorewood, at Compensation, a quantity of t>v>

root or tubers lias been taken, weighing 12,7U{V
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pounds, and this crop has been sold for cash at

Id. per pound, beiuR upwards of £50 for less

than half an acre ! The prepared arrowroot from

this lot has been sold m this town at Is. per

pound.

—

Cape Town Mail.

" Pravers and tears arc the weapons with which

origin with the slaveholders themselves. The great proposal to keep slavery south of the parallel i
i

excitement produced throughout the whole length SO'' 30, as far west as the Pacific, because theyd
'

and breadth of the land by the Missouri question,
i
not deem it a sufficient compliance with the d

brought conviction to their minds, that the " pecu-
,
mands of freedom, and then blindly accept a cod

liar institution" was one, which the people of the promise which would allow slavery to fix itae

free States were then lotii to tolerate ; and so firm I wherever in the whole United Slates a small mi

was the stand taken in favour of prohibiting invo- jority of a small portion of the people might choon

untary servitude within the limits of the State! to say it should come.

the saints have gained the most glorious victories,
i prp|,Qgej (^ l^e admitted; and so unanswerable A territorial government is solely a creation c

T^ ~ - - were the arguments adduced on the floor of Con- Congress, which derives its power to create ivni

_,-«« wi«|VT;m«> "ress, in support of its right to impose the restric-
1 a government from the Constitution of the UniU

^ ** * X *fc * «< *^ ** .
I ^on and its duty to limit the extent of slave ter-

-" "• •^— '"-~ i~~:.i„.., r„. .i

itory ; that (earing lest the non-slaveholding

epresentatives would carry their amendment; as
FIRST MONTH 28, 1854.

slaveholders came forward, and

States. II then Congress can legislate for tj

existence of slavery within a government that

sets up, the Constitution must confer powers fc

creating and extending slavery, and is false toll

principles it professes to inculcate and upholThere is nothing which more strikingly marks
I

a last resort
, , ,inereisiiuiinio c,^

. ijjygfgjjjg ^ compromise the section which pro.

the moral degeneracy ol tie ^en ^^no laKe m in
[ ^^.^.^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ introduction of slavery into the! Instead of being regarded as an instrument sec.

the legislative <=°""^'
.^^

°'
J'',';

""''°":
^^^''/l J „^^^ I said territory, west of the Mississippi lying north of

j

ring the enjoyment of the rights of man, and illu

nrealairrepresenationof thepjplyn^lhe.n^^^
The celebrated ordinance

[

trating the blessings of freedom, it must 1

tion itsell,) }'}='"
'"\,"°,.„^.,,,.s',l^^ be in reality an engine lor i

manner m which the savehdder» of tle^
^^^ the States of Ohio, fl.cting the innumerable wrongs and evils th.

States are urging thescheme^^
^^^^^ .^ their compact

; duster around unconditional and hopeless boiK
oftheir"pecuharinstiu on andthesu^^^^^^^^ .

^.^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^.^ ^ We do not believe its framers ever ente

rS ;^Irm^un i S'oTticTai: f;;:/:he wahin their limits.
^ ^ ^ ., ^,.

. ^
tinned the idea, that its provision could be pe

mises, to uriug uujji V
\ , , , jt s to be deplored that the " Missouri Compro- verted to such a purpose.

^Tw T ItntfdlLrr-lnd betray ihe cause mise" was ever consummated ; and it is becoming Should the section we have given, or any oth.

blushingiy con
,

'-
, ;„:ipj ,,„„,, more and more apparent that one of the parties to

|
containing similar provisions, pass into a law,

ol ff«'^'''"''^°,^''^'=,

^Sf^°' S.oT educ^^^ compact, haling succeeded for the time in will be the severest,'the most paralyzing blow th.

by a party, whose
f^^f^^.

^4^,^^<!
'^^S °

-^^J^^^^^^^^^
' allaying 'the zeal, and quieting the fears of the

! has been inflicted upon the cause of freedom, si«

them to

\^^f^.ll\'^l!'^;'''^\^ comple eK and i

advocates of freedom, in regard to the encroach- ,he Constitution of the United States was adopted

I:: o,r 1;:^ Jf.nc-pres olTisJ^ce andTiSlfl^^ \

-er^ts of slavery and the injustice of slaverepre-
1
and that it will pass, there is great reason to fe.

to l.e lost sight of or disregarded in our legislative sentation, far as to secure the admission of a new

slave State, are prepared, whenever the oppor-

tunity oilers, to set at naught that portion of the

covenant, then, solemnly declared to be irrevoca-

ble, which was intended to impose some bounds

to their odious and degrading system.

The shallow apology made for the attempt, now

making to violate the plighted faith of the Govern-

ment, and to allow slaveholders to carry their

debasing and destructive system beyond the limits

which they have themselves prescribed and volun-

. •."'.„.„ „i on.= onrtitarily bound themselves to maintain for ever, is,

lofnre created against is encroachments, and '',,-, • ^ i dko , a a ,^loiore crLiui-u n
,

j^ Compromise of 1852 was intended to

thereby more widely extended Us evils, and more " "_' '
_ .,,_.

l^,^
, ^.,„ _ , ,,, , ., ,. „ ,-

halls ; and with how many who are busiest there

the main question appears to be, how shall I act

so as be»t to promote my own selfish plans, or to

briin' most surely disappointment upon a rival, or

on an opposing faction.

There has already been given lamentable evi-

dence of a determination on the part of some of

the most influenlial members in the present Con-

gress, to bring the subject of slavery before it,

with the view of breaking down the barriers here

thereby more widely

securely fastened them upon our country. Sena-

tor Douglass, of Illinois, as Chairman of the Com-

mittee on Territories, has introduced a bill into

the Senate, for the erection of two territorial gov-

ernments, one for Nebraska, and the other for

Kansas, which bill contains the following provi-

sion :

"Section 21st. And be it further enacted, that in order

to avoid all misconstruction, it is hereby declared to be

the true intent and meaning of this act, as far as the ques-

tion of slaver}- is concerned, to carry into practical opera-

tion the following propositions and principles established

bv the Compromise measures of 1850, to wit: First. That

ail questions pertaining to slavery in the Territories and

in the new States to be formed therefrom, are to be

left to the decision of the people residing therein, through

their appropriate representatives. Second. That all cases

involving title to slaves and questions of personal free-

dom are relcrred to the adjudication of the local tri-

bunals, with the right of appeal to the Supreme Court

of the United States. Third. That the provisions of the

constitution and laws of the Dnited States in respect to

fugitives from service, are to be carried into faithful ex

ecution in all the organized Territories, the same as ii

the States."

Both the proposed territories are north of 36°

.30' north latitude, and therefore come within the

provision of the bill passed when Missouri was

admitted into the Union as a Stale, commonly

called the " Missouri Compromise," by which bill

il was solemnly stipulated that slavery was to be

forever excluded from all territory acquired from

France, west of the Mississippi and north of the

above-.Jieiuioned parallel. It is well known that this

" compromise" like all others which our Govern-

ment has made upon the subject of slavery, had its

There will then be no barrier left to the spread •

domestic slavery, and the time may come whe

slave representation will outnumber, as it no

overpowers the representatives from the fn

States. Every one desirous of averting so gra

an evil, should bestir themselves, and endeavoi

to awaken the public mind to a sense ol tl

threatening danger, so that a voice may be raise

throughout the country, against violating tt

plighted fiiith of the nation, which the incumben'

at Washington will not dare to disobey.

abrogate that of 1820, and that by it the free

States relinquished the restriction they had im-

posed, when they so reluctantly consented to the

admission of Missouri as a slave Slate. This

subterfuge is of recent birth, at least it does not

appear to have been thought of at the last session

ol' Congress, when bills for the erection of the ter-

ritorial governmentof Nebraska were brought be-

fore the Senate by more than one of the advo-

cates of slavery, in all of which the perpetual

obligation of the Missouri Compromise was recog-

nised. It is notorious that in the contentions

preceding the consummation of the Compromise

of 1852, an eflbrt was made by one, if not more, of

the champions for slavery, to satisfy the demands

of the North by a declaration of Congress, that the

restriction of slavery, south of 36^ 30' should be

extended to the Pacific ; but the attempt was un-

successful ; it being clearly understood that no fur-

ther declaration of Congress was necessary, to

secure the application of the law of 1820 to all

the territory belonging to the United States at that

time, and further legislation for territory acquired

since, could not ret^der void the covenant to which

all parties had deliberately agreed.

So fully was this admitted, that within the past

year the I'rcsident of the Senate, a notorious and

influential advocate of the slave system, expressed

his opposlion to the erection of any territorial go-

vernment in Nebraska, unless the clause of the

Missouri Compromise, prohibiting slavery north

of 36° 30', was first repealed.

The idea is preposterous, that the non-slave

holding States would first refuse to accede to the

ITEMS OF NEWS.
News from Liverpool to the 7th inst., has been recei

ed by the steamship Niagara.

The prospect of a general war appears to be increa

ing, and in consequence consols have declined. T

Czar has rejected the proposition of the European Go

ernments. Heavy snow-storms have visited Great B

tain, France, and Belgium, and destructive floods Wl

anticipated when the snow should melt.

GREAT BRITAIN.—Flour has advanced two sh

lings per barrel—the demand brisk. Cotton firm at (

prices.

UNITED STATES.—President Pierce has issued

Proclamation against " an unlawful expedition fit

out in the State of California, to invade Mexico, a nati

maintaining friendly relations with the United Slatt

ramsiilvania.—Deaths in Philadelphia last week, 1

Xcw York.—Ne.irly a million and a-half of gold ft

California by the "Northern Light."

Ohio.—Cn the 20th ult., the ueighbourhood of Moi

Vernou, Ohio, was visited by a violent tornado, wh

destroyed much property.

California.—Much gold-dust continues to be shipj

Rumours of expeditions fitting out for the Meri

provinces are rife.

RECEIPTS.

Received from S. Hobson, agent, 0., for James

Mott, §2, to 19, vol. 28 ; from G. M. Eddy, agent, Ml

for Gilbert Macoraber, $10, to 52, voL 27; from

Knowles, agent, N. Y., for J. W. Knowles, $2, vol.

from Jos. Gibbons, agent, Michigan, for Wm. Sat

thwaite, S2, vol. 27.

Omitted Eleventh month 25tb.—Received from

Bracken, agent, 0., for J. Hirst, $2, vol. 27, for Ja

Cook, $2,- • - - -- °-'- " '^^ •"
1, vol. 28, for Ruth Conrow, $3,

26.
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TO-THEOLOGy, OR BOTANY AND RELIGION.

(Continued from page 154,

J

lie Reigti of Angiosperms. This includes

30cii wliich commences witii tlie chaliv and

at the conclusion of iho tei'tiary period, or

mmediately preceding the present flora of

lobe. There is a predominance in this epoch

ints lesembling more nearly those of the pre-

pay. These belong chiefly to the divisions

)nocotyledons and dicotyledons, having seed-

Is, and hence called angiosperms.

Phus all the phenomena connected with fossil

abundance, but from defect of knowledge; not

from its going beyond, but from its slopping short

of its legitimate bounds.' All the discoveries of

geology tend only to confirm the statements of

Scrlprure, as has been ably shown by Dr. King,

in his volume on the connection beiween Geology

and Religion.
" On the subject of Bible teaching in refei'ence

10 the laws of nature, the following remarks of
j

comes more admirable in proportion as it is made

Gaussen deserve to be studied :
—

' Open the Bible, the subject of closer investigation, is a striking

find it. . . . It never does violence to facts,

nor to the principles of sound natural philosophy.

Never in one single instance will you find it in

opposition to the just ideas which science has
given us, regarding the form of our globe, its

magnitude, and its g'-ology. . . . There is,

therefore, no physical error whatever in the

Scriptures; and this transcendent fact, which be-

examine the fifty sacred authors therein, froi

Moses—who wrote in the wilderness 400 years

before the siege of Troy—to the fisherman son of

Zebedee, who wrote 1500 years later in Ephesus

and Palnios, under the reign of Domitian ; and

you will find none of those mistakes which the

science of every country detects in the works ofj Many of them are beneficially employed in pre-

precedini' venerations. Carefully go through the venting the encroachments of the sea on the land.

proof of the inspiration which dictated them, even

to their least expressions.'
" Effects of Plants on the sand of live shore, and

on the mud of rivers. Even at the present geo-

logical epoch, plants are concerned in the changes
which are taking place in the soil of our globe.

Bible from Genesis to Revelation, in search of

such faults, and as you carry on the investiga-

tion, remember that it is a book which treats of

everything, which describes nature, which re-

counts its wonders, which records its creation,

which tells us of the formation of the heavens, ol

the light, of the waters, of the air, of the moun-

tains, of animals, and of plants ;—that it is a book
,

well se(

which acquaints us with the first revolutions of ram ofshow that great changes have taken place

r planet during its preparation for the abode l the world, and which foretells also its last;—that

in, the noblest of God's works on earth ; and it is a book which describes them wilh circum-

lead us to think of that final change when Istantial details, invests them with sublime poetry,

arth shall be renewed and made a habitation and chants them in fervent melodies;—that it is

jhteousness and peace. ' But the dav of the a book replete with eastern imagery, full of ma- quantity of dry land by growing in the mud depo-

will come as a ihief in the night; in theljesty, variety, and boldness ;—that it is a book sited by rivers at their mouth. Ihe quantity of

and in fixing the loose soil of our shores. The
roots and underground stems of plants growing
in these situations extend themselves widely in

all directions in search of food, and thus become

interwoven together so as to sustain the soil in a

sort of Basket-work, and consolidate the sands

thrown up by the waves of the ocean. This is

n the case of the common bent or mar-

shores, and in some of the species of

carex growing in the sand. The great sea-dyke

which preveius the inundation of Holland is said

to owe its stability in a great measure to the plants

which grow upon it. Plants also increase the

h the heavens shall pass away with a great

, and the elements shall melt with fervent

the earth also, and the works that are there-

ball be burnt up. Seeing then that all these

;s shall be dissolved, what manner of persons

t ye to be in all holy conversation and god-

s; looking for and hasting unto the coming

e day of God, wherein the heavens, being on

shall be dissolved, and the elements shall

with fervent heat? Nevertheless we, accord-

o His promise, look for new heavens and a

earth, wherein dwelleih righteousness,

jrefore, beloved, seeing that ye look for such

;s, be diligent that ye may be found of Him
iace, without spot, and blameless.'—(2 Peter

0—14.)
In prosecuting our geological researches in a

which treats of the earth and things visible, and

at the same time of the celestial world and things

invisible ;—that it is a book in which nearly fifty

writers, of every degree of culiivation, of every

order, of every condition, and separated from one

another bv 1500 years, have been engaged

that
'

"
.

. • .

carried down by rivers at the present day is

immense. Ansted states that the Rhine at Bonn

has been calculated to carry down 400 tons of

solid matter per hour; and in the course of one

year 7000 to f:<000 millions of tons. The whole

r uv luuu yca.o, ..i..o ^^-.. v...g..^.-v. , of the Delta of the Ganges, comprising 20,000

is a' book written variously in ihc centre of i square miles, has been formed by that river and

Asia, in the sands of Arabia, "in the deserts of its tributaries. The quantity of mud carried down

Judea, in the porches of the Jewish Temple and
]

in the rainy season is so great, that it may be de-

in the rustic schools of the prophets of Bethel and
^

Iccted 60 miles from the coast. In the flood sea-

Jericho, in the magnificent palaces of Babylon son. Major Renncl calculates that 450 millions of

and on the idolatrous banks of the Chebar, and tons of mud are brought down by the Ganges

afterwards in the centre of western civilization, in daily. It is said that the muddy nature of the

the midst of the Jews and their ignorant councils,! Amazon may be seen in the oce.an at the distance

amnncT polytheism and its idols, and as it were in of 300 miles from its mouth. This mud, when

the bosom of pantheism and its foolish philoso-

pliy ;—that it is a book whose first writer was,

spirit, we need not feaT that we shall ever; during forty years, brought up among the magi-

; at a point where the knowledge of nature |Cians of Egypt, who regarded the sun, planets,

be found to be at variance wiih the truth of
i and elements as endowed with intelligence react-

mud,

deposited, is speedily taken possession of by

plants, and thus its stability is secured. Out of

the deposits of the Rhine the greater part of Hol-

land has thus been formed, and out of those of

the Po a large portion of the Venetian territory

iture. The volume of Nature and the vol- in.r upon and governing our world by their con-
1
has arisen. The papyrus of the ancients, the

of Inspiration are the products of the same'tinual evaporation ;—and that it is a book whose
|

bulrush of the Scriptures has contributed in -

iscieut Mind. God is the author of both ;[ first pages preceded, by more than 900 years, the ! small deg

the more thoroughly each is studied, the

shall we be constrained to admit the unnum-
i harmonies which subsist betwixt the two,

the beautiful light of illustration which they

rocally shed on one another. Founding on
simple consideration of the common author-

ofthe two volumes, we may discard every

usy of true science, and say wilh confidence

Christianity has everything to hope and no

form the Delta of the Nile; and

most ancient philosophers of Greece and Asia, the mangrove trees of the present day are thus

Thales, Pathagoras, Zaieucus, Zenophon, and :
contributing to the lormation of new land in tro-

Confucius;—that it is a book which carries its pical countries. The seeds ol tlie mangrove ger-

records into the scenes of the invisible world, the minate before being detached from the branches,

hierarchy of angels, the latest periods of futurity, and when they drop into the loose mud in which

and the glorious consummation of all things, the plant grows, they immediately become trees

Well, search in its 50 authors, its 66 books', its with singular stems, which divide ne.-ir the base,

1189 chapters, and its 31,17:3 versos,—search for and allow the water ol the tide and the rivers to

a single one of the thousand errors with which flow freely between them. By the doubla

to fear from the advancement of philosophy.! every ancient and modern author abounds, when I agency of roots and germinating sceds_ there is

.•e is a knowledge of nature which is essen- 1 they speak of the heavens or of the earlh, of their thus a very rapid acquisition ol new 'and, wiiicn,.

' atheistic, but this arises not from super- ! revolutions or their elements, and you will fail to' although swampy and uawholesomo at nrsK
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uliimately may be mado fit for the hubitation of

man.

'• And such the mnngrovc, which, nt full-moon flood,

Appeared itself a wood upon the waters,

Hut when the tide left liare its upright roots,

A wood on piles suspended in the air."

We find man liimself purstiing the same system,

and, whether he knows or not that he is imita-

ting nature, sowing vegetation to secure and con-

sohdale the mud which Ilia piers and dams have

detained, that he inay gain a new territory from

the waters, or lo arrest the progress of the sands

which might be blown by the wind so as to injure

the land. Thus does the marsh at length become

a plain fitted lor pasturage and agriculture, and

the sands arc consulidated and prevented from

shifting.

"The lowest tribes of plants become in an es-

pecial manner an object of study to the zoological

inquirer, in consequence of the great similarity

which exists between them and the lowest tribes

of animals. For, while there are wide and mark-

ed dillerences between the higher plants and ani-

j

inals, the lowest members of these two kingdoms

of nature approach so nearly, that it is difficult to

tell where ihe one begins and the other ends.

Thus sponges, which are considered as belonging!

to the lowest class of animals, were at one lime

looked upon as vegetables; and the common cor-

alline {Corallina ql/ici/ialis), has been lately

transferred from ihe domain of the zoologist to

that of the bolanisl. Some bodies which Ehren-

berg represents as infusory animals, are now
considered as being of vegetable origin. i

" The most careless observer must have no-

ticed on the seashore many interesting produc-

j

tions, to ail appearance of a vegetable nature,

.

resembling planis in their form and hnbils;—some'

of them being arborescent in their mode of growth,

and fixed by roots lo rocks, stones, and other

substances, in the same manner as sea-weeds.
|

The opinions of naturalists were long divided]

concerning these bodies, and we are indebted to

the work of Mr. John Ellis, on Corallines, for the

proof of their animul nature.

" Involved in sea-wrack here we find a race

Which science, doubting, knew not where to place

;

On shell or stone is dropped the embryo seed,

And quickly vegetates a vital breed."

There are still, however, many productions which

occupy an intermediate space between the animal

and vegetable kingdom, and for the time being

the zoologist and botanist must consent to joint
1

occupancy. The existence of movements is by
j

no means sufficient lo (brm a line of demarcation,!

for many true sea-weeds exhibit distinct motions

in their spores ; and it has been recently stated

that analysis can do little to help us in many
I

cases ; for cellulose, which has been long consid-

ered as characteristic of plants, has recently been!

detected in the structure of the tunics of the ani-

mals called Ascidiuns. Thus, whether we regard
^

structure, functions, or chemical composition, wei

encounter great difficullies in distinguishing be-

1

Iween the lowest members of the animal and

vegetable kingdoms, and much still requires to

be done ere we can come to any satislaclory

conclusion.

somewhat frightened the sheep, and it deviated shovel not being known. During the work most

slightly from the true course, darting into a lam|) of the men keep up a peculiar monotonous chnni

store, followed by the whole (lock. The crowd, in short slaves—one singing the s-olo, and Ihe

anxious to witness the sport, instantly blockaded others joining in the burthen. Ste|)lieiison mid

the door, so that there was no mode of egress for others have borne witness lo the amount of work

the unceremonious visiters, and as said lamp store
,

these labourers will get through. All llie wuik-

was loo contracted lo suit ibcir peculiar notions,
; men are natives, ond the expense is provided from

and wishing to regain their liberty as speedily as : the viceroy's private income. About 10,000 men

possible, they saw no other means of escape but I are employed on ihe works. They are all press,

through the window. One of them made a break, ed labourers, employed for a month at a lime,

and leaped through the show window upon the and receiving a small allowance in bread and

pavement, demolishing in its progress, glassware,
:
money. They are guarded like prisoners by Ihc

china, &c., with an alacrity truly praiseworthy, military. The cost, it is believed by Slrphenson

The crowd immediately fell back from the door, land Swinburne, the engineers, will reach 8), 000,.

and allowed a free passage, but every sheep
1
000. Part of ihe line is completed : in anulhet

'year it is expected the whole will be opened to

Cairo, and then there is a probability of the con-

tinuation from Cairo to Suez.

jumped through that hole in ihc window.

GLEANINGS lUR ' THE FRIEND."

Under ihe Sanitary Act of ihc British Parlia- Hollow bricks are increasing in favour. Their

ment, passed after the first visitation of cholera, advantages are said to be, a saving of 15 to 20

a great deal has been done in the towns through- per cent, in clay, one-third less time in drying,

out the kingdom, through the instrumentalily of
j

20 per cent, saved in fuel in the kilns, and sar-

Health Committees and Sanilary Commissioners,
j
ing in carriage by 6 cwt. in every thousand. In

towards removing and obviating many of the a small kiln of 20,000 bricks, which consumed

causes which have rendered towns less healthy seven tons of coal if solid bricks, five Ions

than the country, and have promoted the engen-|only were required if perforated. As regards

dering and spread of disease. A general system i building, the morlar going into the perforations

of sewerage in place of open gutters has been in-
' acts as pins or bolls to the buUding, making a more

[reduced, and to avoid the exhalalions which I firm and solid bond. A wall thus constructed.is

might escape at the openings into these, attention
I

full of air cells. These obstruct the passage o:'

has been turned lo their ventilation. At Liver- 1 heat, and render a house built of hollow bricks,

pool, it is proposed lo make use of a chimney ol
' warmer in winter and cooler in summer. A hoi-

great height, the base of which is above the levels
I low brick differs from an ordinary brick in being

of all the sewers. By means of fire it is believed
!
perforated from end lo end by a cylindrical in-

the foul gases will be abstracled and possibly strument which removes about one-fiflh of ils

consumed, or so changed by passing through the solid contents,

flame as to be rendered innocuous. —
The frequent breaking up of pavements to lay A man named Salt, of Saltairc, near Bradford,

and repair water pipes and for other purposes, in- 1 in England, has built a mill fur the manufacture

terferes greatly with the proper drainage of the of mohair and alpaca, which contains llj acR;

streets. To prevent this, a system of subways I of flooring, (each floor being an arch of hollow

or tunnels is proposed. In these ways the pi[)es
j

bricks,) and lighted by plate-glass windows,

are to be so placed as to be always accessible. : Twelve hundred looms will weave 30,000 yard-

The Engineer of Liverpool, under the Sanilary ! of alpaca per day, or 56S8 miles in a year. He

Act, remarks, that " sewerage, gas supply, and is building a town to lodge the 8000 or 9000

the wires of the electric telegraph could all be hands whom he will have to employ. The

accommodated in these, it is," says he, " I ' houses are to be replete wilh every convenience

think, impossible to overestimate the advantages ' requisite for the health, comfort, and well-being

which this mode presents."
I
of the inhabitants. The architect is expressly '

—
I

enjoined to use every precaution to |)reventthe

They have a railway in Egypt: it begins at ' pollution of the air or water. Wide streets, gar-

'

Alexandria near the great warehouses on the ba- dens, ground for recreation, baths and wash-

sin of the .Mahmudich Canal, and follows the

direction of ihis catial along a narrow tongue ol

land between the Lakes Madyer and Mareotis.

These past, the line takes a south-easterly direc-

tion towards Cairo, passing over two great

branches, and some small canals of the Nile.

The country is highly favourable for a rail-

houses, a covered market, schools and a inceting-

house, each combining the improvements brougb:

lo light by modern art and science, are main fea-

tures in the scheme.

John Jacob Astor left §400,000 to found a pub-

lic library in the city of New York. h\k'

Sheep amo7tg the Crockery.—A very amusing
incident occurred u few days since in Cincinnaii,

illustrative ol the natural inalinct of one sheep

to follow another. A small drove was coming up

the street, and when they arrived opposiic the

Gibson House, the foremost one made a rush to

go into an alley, but a man suddenly ccming out.

way, as Cairo lies only 40 feet above the Medit- 1 recently been opened, and contains nearly 80,000

errunean Sea, and the della is almost a perfect
j

volumes. When completed it will contain lOO,-

plain. The level of the road is however deter- 000 volumes. The room in which the books are

mined by the greatest height of the inundation of placed is 100 feet in length by 64 in width, and

the Nile, and is therefore carried on an embank- 50 in height. A broad skylight extending

ment from 8 lo 10 leet high. The material for it thirds of its length, with a row of huge cu

is obtained from side-cuttings or continuous ditches panes of glass on each side, and a double sasli

one on each side of the line. The work is thus spreading nearly horizontally across the centre,

carried out. The stronger labourer excavates
|

pours in a flood of light from above, which »i

with a broad hoe about 5 by 10 inches of soil,! that let in through the ten broad windows in In

and deposits it in a palm basket which lies between ' and eight in rear, gives an uncommonly cheer:

his feet, and which is of a half-round shape about aspect to the aparlmenr. The books are arraii-

15 inches in diameler, and with two strong han-jed in alcoves according to the subjects of win

dies. This basket when full is taken by a young- ihey treat. All the departments of human kiio"

er labourer, who carries it on his head or slung
i
ledge are embraced, some more completely than''

by the handles on his shoulders. Having arrived ! others. To mathematics special attention lia^l

at the place directed, he empties the stuff', which
j

been given. A very competent judge prouounce-'l'

is spread by a hoe again—such u thing as a it to be superior in that department, lo the Roya
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irary at Berlin. Languages, Bibliograpliy, and
ftory, occupy many shelves.

From llie Leisure Hour.

A Visit to llic Gulla Pcrclia Worlis.

(Continueil from page 15!>."1

Phe acoustic properties of gulta percha are

y marvellous. As a conductor of sound, it

ids unrivalled. We ibund tubes in use all

r the factory for the purpose of distant com-
nication. Its application in churches and cha-

s has been well tested. A very beautiful

)und-recciver" may be placed either inside or

ront of the pulpit. From this a " main" pipe

tube is " laid on" in the middle aisle, from

ch branches are conducted to pews occupied

deaf persons. The only portion that appears

ill in sight is a small and elegant branch which
;hes to the ear. By this means—as scores of

afflicted ones can joyfully testify—a deaf per-

can hear as well in one part of the church or

pel as another; and those now can hear dis-

tly who before could not even when close to

minister. The deaf gentleman can now sit

his own family pew in comfort, instead of

ig compelled to take up his uncomfortable

ition in some crowded spot near the pulpit, or,

laps, even on the very stairs thereof. One
rch was named in which a single pew con-

ed eight deaf persons, ail now able. to hear the

icher—a sight which must gladden the heart

ivery philanthropist, and indeed of every be-

ler. A mistress also may have a tube from

bedroom to that of her servant, and call her

nee. This is valuable, as some domestics ap-

r to experience considerable difficulty in hear-

a bell, especially if it should ring somewhat
early in the morning for their tastes and in-

ations. Tubes may also communicate with

parlour and the kitchen. It would certainly

1 great boon to servants to be told what is

ited in this way, instead of their having to run

itairs, and then iiave to go down again, only

laps to bring up some article which they may
i had in their hands when the bell rung,

laid on' in the residence

ht bell," and

ere gutta percha is

medical man, j'ou ring the

y your ear to the mouthpiece of the gutta

;ha tube. He is in bed, and keeps there; put-

his mouth to the other end, the dialogue goes

Medical Man.—Who's there? (Here he puts

3ar to his end of the tube for a reply.)

Servant Girl (putting her mouth to the end
le tube at the street door).— ' Please, sir, M
ih is very bad.'

Med.— ' What's the matter with her V
S. G.—'Please, sir, she's worse.'

Med.—'- Did she take the draught I left V
S. G.—'No, sir.'

Med.—'Then tell her she must take it direct-

and if she is no better in half an hour, come
le again, and I will soon be wiih her.'

this tubing and not avail himself of tiie unspeak-

able advantages it afTjrds.

At a certain stage of manufacture, gutta percha

may be incorporated with other substances so as

to give it colours and other properties not natu-

rally appertaining to it. The first application of

this principle that we witnessed was shown in

some very beautifully variegated shot- pouches.

The gutia percha, being a non-absorbent, "keeps
the powder dry" lar better than leather. ... It

appears that the admixture of some substances

slightly extends and improves the properties of

gutta percha ; but, for most practical purposes, the

article in its pure and natural state is preferable,

especially in point of strength. The variegated

gutta percha is prepared by placing layers of the

different colours required, one over the other, like

so many slrata_(as confectioners make the varie-

gated sweet-stufl'), the whole then being rolled to-

gether and kneaded in warm water. Some beau-

tiful tints procured by these means were shown
us, one of which—a dark rose-wood—particularly

attracted our attention.

In the ornamental department, tlie exquisitely

beautiful productions are too varied and multifari-

ous to be fully detailed ; they included inkstands

in ten or a dozen useful and ornamental varieties,

bowls, drinking-cups, picture- frames and looking-

glass frames, ornamental mouldings, jars, soap-

dishes, vases of various sty lesj curtain and cornice

rings, which are noiseless, and therefore a great

boon to nervous invalids; card, fruit, pin, pen, tooth-

brush and shaving-brush trays ; flower-stands,

watch-stands, shells, and lighter stands; medal-

lions, brackets, cornices, and an endless variety

of mouldings in imitation of carved oak, rosewood,

&c., for the decoration of rooms and cabinet-

work. Time will develop this department to an
indefinite extent.

The surgical uses of gutta percha, are almost

equally varied. Willi regard to splints, an ex-

perienced surgeon says:—"I hereby certify that

1 have, during a slay of six weeks in Calcutta, in

several cases used gutta percha for splints, and

one, by which a mistaken order leads to damage
and perhaps to fatal results, no tongue can tell.

In case of a "man overboard," a gulta percha
rope will float, instead of sinking as the ordinary
ro[)es do, and thus multiply the chances of safety
to the sufferer. Many other articles of great
utility on shipboard are also constructed of gutta
percha, which, especially to emigrants and those
unused to life at sea, will prove particularly valu-
able. One advantage is, that if you do break a
gulta percha article—not a very likely occur-
rence, by the way—there is linle loss, since you
can sole your shoes with a broken bucket, for in-
stance, and then put the rest of your gulta percha
articles into a state of thorough repair by soften-
ing the liitle old bits which are loft.

A very excellent and permanent source of
amusement for children on a voyage, and indeed
for all children everywhere, particularly during
the long winter evenings, is provided by gutta
percha in various colours, which is sold for ama-
teur modelling, with which the children may
make fantastic figures, take casts, and amuse
themselves with this plastic and beautiful sub-
stance in a thousand ways which will readily
suggest themselves. Children may make gutta
percha horses, dogs, houses, and other toys, and
they will not be liable to breakage. Moreover, if
Johnny does break his horse, all you have to do,
if it is past mending, is to soften it in bailing wa-
ter, and sole his boots with it, or mend your gutta
percha baskets, bowls, or foot-pans.

(Conclusion neit weeU.J

BIOGRAPniCAL SKETCDES
sters and Elders, and otber concerned membe
of the Yearly ileeting of Philadelphia.

JAMES HARRISON.
(Continued from page 137.)

In the year 1688, James Harrison removed
into Lancashire, to Bolton in the Moors. He
continued faithfully travelling about in his Mas-

did not find it in any way affected by the tem-
! ler's service, as called there;o, and for his labours

perature, which was, on an average, from ninety- jnt home and abroad was often a sufl^jrer in dis-
two to ninety-seven degrees." Thus much for its I iraints and imprisonments. In the year 1676,
heat-bearing qualities. It is also used in thin bis daughter Pliebe was married to Phineas Fern-
sheets for bandages, while stethoscopes are con-

' berton. On the 31st of the First month, 1679,
structed of it, and several other surgical articles.

1 James Harrison being at a meeting at Maccles-
ts domestic uses are still more diversified.

' field, in Cheshire, the mayor of tliat place and
Cisterns may be lined with it. It makes capital

' two jusliccs of the peace came and took down the
clothes-lines; for, being impervious to the wet, names of such present as they chose, and retired,
they are nut liable to rot by being left out in the I James Harrison was engaged in ihe ministry
rain till " the day after the washing" by some when they came in, for which they fined him

. j

careless or indolent domestic ; besides, when bro-
1 £20. They retired but a short time,' and coming

ken, they are easily mended. Damp floors may back, found'James still speaking to the people"
be carpeted with it, damp walls may be papered this they chose to call a second oirence, and for

S. G.-

th it, and bonnets may be lined with it. Sponge
bags and foot-pans may also be made of it; while

a balsam may be prepared for cuts and chilblains,

by dissolving it in chloroform.

In its applicaiion to chemical purposes it mani-
fests many unique properties. Its non-atfeciion

Very good, sir; I'll tell her what
i

by hydrofluoric or acetic acids, bleaching liquids,

say.'"
I

or by caustic alkalies, renders it available in a

hus the medical man just turns himself round
!

vast variety of cases, ;

,e bed, and without even taking his night-cap ! used in many chemical

n many cases says all that is necessary. It
j

We may add, that ii

ifficiently obvious that this is an immense ad-
1

gutta percha tubing i

age over the old plan of getting out of bed in merest whisper is ren

Id wintry night, when just in that comfortable !
tween the " man at tht

it they fined him £40. They cerlified these fines,

&c., to a justice near Manchester, who issued a
warrant to the constable of Bolton to collect them.
This he did, making a seizure of James Harrison's

household goods to the value of £40, taking
everything they could find, not leaving a skillet

to heat the children's milk in. Before a further

seizure was made for the balance of the fines, an
id it is now extensively i appeal was entered to the Qiiarter Sessions, when
manufactories. ilhe conviction was pronounced illegal, on Ihe

steam-vessels and ships, I ground that two offences had been made of once
invaluable, as by it ihe

'
preaching. The conviction was set aside, but

Bred perlectly audible be-
1
James could never recover the goods illegally

helm" and the captain in seized. On the 9th of the following Ninth month,
known as the " first sleep," and thrusting

I
the cabin, or between either or both of them and .lames was " plucked" away from u meeting in

one's body out of the window into the frosty ' the man on the " look-out" " for'rerd," and the his own house, wherein lie was engaged in the

perhaps, that comes of it being just hands aloft. The damage to vessels and loss of ministry. For this act he was fined; and Ills

I a conversation as we have given above. The
comment we can make is, that it is most

rising that any medical man should know of

lile which might have been .spared, and may still

he spared, by the substitution ol'tliis certain mode
of intercommunication for the present uncertain

leather and some other goods seized.

James Harrison found his mind drawn towards
the new settlement, which his friend William
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Pcnn was about founding in llic wilderness. When
thinking of leavinj; Bolton, he had respect to the

spiritual wants of Friends there, and was very

anxious that his house might siill be kept open

for a meeting for Friends, or as he expresses it,

" preserved for tlie Lord's service," for, he adds,

THOMAS LANGUORN.James Harrison accepted the appointment and

held it uniil his death. James was much esteem-
1 This valuable minister of the gospel was a na.

ed in civil and religious Society, and botli in 1083
' |jv[. of Westmoreland, but of the lime of his birlh

and 1084 he was appointed wiih a few others to ^e find no account. lie was convinced of the

prepare and sign the epistles to be issued on behalf! Truth pretty early, and was a sufibror for it in

of the Yearly Meeting. Being in Philadelphia at various ways. The principal account preserved

" I do not question, but our testimony will be of; the Monthly Meeting, in the Sixth month, 1084,1 of him is but a record of small fines and imprj.

force when we are gone." His desire was that
,
he was appointed by that meeting as one wlio ggnments for his faithfulness to his reli;

Eleanor Lowe, a valuable minister of the gospel,

aHerwards the wife of Roger Ilaydock, should

purchase it. Friends and others about Bolton

were very sorry to part with James Harrison and

those who were prcjiaring to accompany him to

Pennsylvania. James says, " Love in people

liere appears more than ever. Some argue

against our going; others declare their trouble,

and that they arc sorry ; and some cry when they

think of our going." But believing that the way
clearly opened in the light of Truth, and that the

Master would go with them to the new world, they

embarked on the 5th of Seventh month, lOS'-J,

on board the ship Submission, Captain Jarnes

Settle, then lying in the port of Liverpool. The
bargain with the captain was that he should take

them to " Delaware River, or elsewhere in Penn-

sylvania, to the best convenience of freighters;"

but he landed them in Maryland, on the Patu.xet

river. Leaving their families at the house of

William Dickinson, at Choptank, James Harri-

son and his son-in-law Phineas Pemberton, look

horses to ride to the falls of the Delaware river,

near which they expected to settle. When they

reached the spot where Philadelphia now stands,

they could not procure entertainment for their

horses. Thomas Fairman, or some other of the

settlers about Shackamaxon, doubtless took them

in and provided for their necessities, but the

horses were " spancelled" and turned out into the

woods. During the night tlioy wandered, and

one of them was not found for more than two

months. Although their families were yet in

Maryland, James Harrison was elected a mem-
ber of the Assembly of the province, which met

in Chester, then called Upland, in the Tenth

month. Stopping there to attend to his duties as

a legislator, he was appointed Speaker of the

House. This first session hold but three days,

Id sign the returning certificate, issued that dpigg^ He came to Pennsylvania to settl'' in the

day on behalf of William Penn, then about re-
i year 1084, leaving England in the Sixth inontb.

turning to England.
i The Quarterly Meeting for Westmoreland held at

The disease of which Roger Longworth died, Kendal, in the Fifth month previously, gave forth

fell ujion a number of the members in James Har-L certificate for him, in which they say, "The
rison's family. His aged mother, Agnes Harri- Lord hath blessed him with the riches and glory

son, who had come with him from England, soon of His own life, and of the kingdom which hath

sank under its power. She departed in peace on no end ; and in the enjoyment of which God
the 0th of Sixth month, 1087, aged eighty-six.

James Harrison soon after was himself taken ill

with it, and after a time of much suffering borne

with Chtistian patience, and cheered with the

Christian's hope, he quietly departed this life, on

the Oih of the Eighth month, being in his fifty-

ninth year.

William Yardley, and Phineas Pemberton, pre-

pared a joint testimony concerning James Harri-

son, of which we give the substance.

" That the righteous may not be buried in obli-

vion, we give forth this short testimony concern

made him an instrument in His liand, for the

help and comfort of many, and for the service of

Truth in the church of Christ ; an elder that haih

ruled well, and is worthy of honour ; who in bis

own country hath so largo a share thereof, that

he need not covet the enlargement thereof else-

where. And for outward things God hath given

that plenty thereof, and dominion therein, in the

Divine life, wherein the blessing and fulness is

obtained, to true content ; so that the glory and

riches of the kingdoms of the earth he need not

covet after." " And dear brethren, you may be

ng James Harrison, who was born near Kendal,
j

assured if it were not for brotherly respect, and

in Westmoreland. In the breaking forth of the i the gospel's sake which we have received, the

Truth in those parts, he was early convinced
' virtue whereof is sweet unto us, and the enlarge-

thereof, and in a short time after came forth in a' ment of the dominion thereof, we seek for over

public testimony for the same. His ministry was
|

the whole earth,—for the furtherance whereof

not ' in the wisdom of this world, but in the de-
' God hath made him an able minister, we would

monstration of the Spirit and power of God.'! not have willingly given him up into that out-

.Many were convinced [thereby], the serpent's ' wardly remote part of the world; whom whether we

head was broken, the wisdom ot' the fiesh con- i shall ever visibly see the face of again, or no, God

founded, and several came forth in a living testi-

mony for God, who were begotten to the Lord by

him, and still remain seals of his ministry. As

he was instrumental in turtiing many to God, so

he was helpful in the establishing of such as were

converted, being a good pattern, as well in con-

versation as doctrine, walking vprighthj as in the

daytime, being bold and valiant for the Truth,

opposing its enemies, whether professors or pro-

fane. Thev often raged sore against him, so that

in which time sixty laws were enacted with all his sufferings were very great, both by imprison

necessary forms, it was not until the Second
month of 1083, that the families of James [larrison

and those who came with him, reached the place

of their destination with their household goods.

James soon had a dwelling-house erected, and

in it, as had been the case at his residence

in Bolton, his Friends met for worship. But

there was this difference; in this new settle-

ment there were no inlbrmers, and the magis-

trates were generally Friends. Here every one

was free to worship according to the dictates of

liis own conscience. William Penn wished his

old friend James Harrison to accept the office ol

alone knows ; however, we are content, that we

live together in that life and nearness, which, as

we keep faiihful to our God, will be everlasting.

We have been comforted in him in the Lord's

power, and faithful hath he been to the work God

hath called him to, which we doubt not will praise

him when he is far from us."

(TubecoinmucUO

ment and spoil of goods. He always with courage

steadily kept his ground against all those who rose

up against him lor the Truth's sake, which was

of more worth to him than all outward enjoyment.

In the year 1082, he removed with his family into

Pennsylvania, and as his testimony was in the

land of his nativity, so was it here. He was like-

wise serviceable many ways. Though he had

,

great concerns in this world, yet he earnestly ia- ' ihen to incite his comrade to hunt
;
but the latter,

boured to keep a conscience void of otfcnce. He like people who always do the way others have

was a man of a peaceable spirit, and the Lord's done, hunted in the hay, tearing it up to no pur-

CniPTER FOR YOUTH.—No. 3.

BE STILL AND LOOK UP.

Two little boys were playing hide and seek in

a hay-mow. One hid in the hay, and it was a

long time before the other found him. When the

turn came for the other to hide, he took a seat in

the corner, close up to the eaves some leet above

the level of the hay. Here he whooped now and

power kept him a sweet savour to the end. He
bore his sickness with much patience, though

steward of his manor, at Pennsbury, According often greatly bowed down therewith lo the time of „
ii j j i

to .William's direction this service embraced the his departure, laying down his head in peace and
!

his friend, I told him lo be still, and do nothing;
'

ernoval is
j

lor he would find him sooner in that way. m\

the dead
'

he thought it harder to be still enough to catch the

pose, until the voice of the hider brought

directly under the spot where he was hiding.

Observing the fruitless eflforls of the boy to find

general oversight of" the servants, building, &c., passing away in much stillr

and what relates to the place, to receive and pay, our loss but his gain, lor ' blessed ar

direction of the sound, than to tear up the hay;

so he lired himself in that till his patience failed,

and he concluded to be still and look up,—by

which he ibund the object of his search. I

thought it a lime lo teach the following lesson.

We see some rushing headlong into schemes

—take, and put away every servant;—to receive
|

which die in the Lord, they rest from their la-

all strangers, and lo place them as to lodgings." hours and their works do follow ihem.'
"

So much was to be his service; then his wife was Before leaving James Harrison, we may just

to "overlook the maids in the dairy, kitchen and add, that his beloved partner Anne survived him

chambers, with the charge of linen and plate, and about three years. During her last sickness, she

to have ihc maids accountable for inferior matters manifested much composure and resignation,

to her.'

oversight was 10 DC •• a coupie oi cnamuers and a pr^-.,-.— , — , ^., . \a n ir An<
horse, and besides meat, drink, washing and lod<T. place." Her daughter, Phebe Pemberton, sitling

I
prime of lile hunting gold in Ualilornm or mus-

ing;—forty pounds the first year, and fifty over by her bedside weeping, she said, " Be glad, be tralia ; whilst they would find both suthcienl

atter; which 1 conceive," VVilliam Penn says, glad," thereby giving lier to undersland that she |
wealth, and more happiness, by ceasing rom

"will be a clear subsistence. 1 have truth and ought rather to rejoice than mourn on her ac- 1

immoderate striving, or ill-directed searching,

virtue in my eye for my family." count.

e Ihc maids accountable for inferior matters manifested much composure and resignation. In We see some rushing headlong into schemes lo

•." The compensation for this .general partin" with a Friend after some aifectionate ex-| get wealth and bring happiness; some lor tlie

Tht was to be " a couple of chambers and a prcssions, she added, "
1 am satisfied of a resting

]

same reason, leave their Iriends and spend tne

jand by being still and looking up for treasure iu
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m ; remembering that " godliness with con-

lent is great gain."

No. i.

GOOD BEGINNING FOR A GOOD ENDING.

le following is e.xtractcd from a book entitled

3ory and Practice of Teaching," by D. P.

n all my intercourse with the young, I have

1 no greater evil" (in schools) " than that of

eding to the more difficult branches before

lementary studies have been mastered. It is

ncommon thing to find those who have

idecP to the higher mathematics—Algebra,

letry, and the like—whose reading and writ-

re wretched in the extreme, and whose spell-

s absolutely intolerable. They have been

ling quadratics, but are unable to explain

they carry one for every ten ; they have
ered among the stars in search of other

Is, without knowing the most simple points

; geography of our own; they have studied

ithms and infinite series, but cannot be safe-

isted to add a column of figures, or to corn-

simple interest upon a common note. In

, they have studied everything, except what
St useful to be known in practical life, and
really leccmed nothing/'"

is surprising, that whilst many parents and
ars admit the truth of the above remarks,
measure knowledge by books gone through:
they are satisfied to substitute a routine of

3, for that rational method of parsing which
iates an author's style, and invigorates the

by the habit of analytical investigation.

PUBLIC REFLECTIONS ON OTHERS.

le fact that almost every provision contained

) discipline of the Society, is alluded to in

way in epistles written by George Fox,
IS that he was a man of remarkable qualities,

nprehensive mind, large religious experience,

highly favoured by his Divine Master with

sight into the nature of church government,
following epislle written in 1669, advising

ters against public reflections on one an-

, accords with the rule directing all to guard
ist disorder and confusion in our meelings

ubiic worship, and when any think they have
t against what is publicly delivered, they

d speak to the parties in private.

Po ministering Friends,—Friends all ye that
'

le in the light as Christ hath commanded,
are become children of the light and of the

and of the promise, and minisier therein, do
[

udge one another in public meetings. As
lave received the grace, and have the word
; Lord God committed to you, that minister I

id in cities, towns, countries or nations, do
|

jflect one upon another in public meetings,

lat hurts the hearers, and you do more hurl

you do good, and that makes confusion. If!

lave anything to say, have patience; let that i

30 exercised, and speak to one another by
{

selves alone ; for" that was the way before

ling was spoken against any of the church,!
hat will show the spirit of order and govern-

1

, and ihe spirit of love, and of patience and
lity. Keep down passion, and that part in

selves that cannot bear all things, whereby
)ve comes up that will endure all things, and
hich the body is edified. ' The spirit of the

lets is subject to the prophets.' This shows
•ue spirit; for that spirit which cannot bear

lings, is many times forward in judging; and
eih out of the true love and edification, which

I breeds confusion and distraction, and destroys

more than ever it will beget to God. It also goes

out of the church order, first to speak to him
alone; for by that he may win his brother.

Speaking publicly makes strife, some owning
and some disowning; and that spirit must be shut

out, by the true spirit that keeps order and unity,

and fellowship, and the true love that edifies the

body.
" And every one who feels the power stirring

in them to minister, when they have done; let

them live in the power, and in the Truth, and in

the grace, that keeps in the seasoned words, and

that keeps in an established and seasoned life.

And so all may minister as they have received

the grace. Every one is a steward of the grace

of God, if he does not turn the grace of God into

wantonness ; and so to minister in that love, grace

and power, that keeps all things in subjection and
order, and in unity in the life, power and light,

by which you may see that of God in every man,
and answer to that which God hath showed unto

the people. For the true labourers in the vine-

yard do answer that of God; the true ministers

bring people to that which is to instruct them ;

viz., the Spirit of God, and so are ministers of

the Spirit, and ministers of the grace. They an-

swer the Spirit, the grace and Truth in all, in

which all that minister have unity, and through

which, they have fellowship with God and

Christ."

TUE SHELTER.
The Eighteenth Annual Report of the Associa-

tionfor tlie Care of Coloured Orphans. Adopt-
ed First month Qth, 1854.

Although the past year has not been distin-

guished by any event of unusual interest in con-

nection with this Institution, yet in the prosecution

of our humble duties, scenes have been witnessed

of a description to awaken afresh our feelings of
thankfulness, that we have such a place of refuge

for so many of the children of want.

But while grateful, that like a peaceful fold it

is thus sheltering these helpless innocents from
the pittiless storms to which they had been ex-

posed, we desire not to forget that the spirit of

evil can insinuate his snares even here, and that

we may so feel our responsibility as guardians of

this little flock, as to watch over them, in humble
dependence on the Great Shepherd, " as those

that must give an account."

The domestic concerns of the fiimily have
been conducted with their usual good order and
economy, under the direction of our valuable

Matron. There are in the school fifty-seven

children under ten years of age, thirteen oi' whom
read with ease, ten write in their books, while

many of them practice on the slate, as a prepara-

tory exercise; and the first class are making!
pretty fair progress in Geography, Arithmetic,

and Definitions ; sewing work is carefully attend-

ed to, but the girls are so young, that but little

has been iiccomplished in this useful branch. It

is very satisfactory to observe that the teachers

continue lo I'ulfil their arduous duties with so

much patient care and faithfulness. There are

now in the nursery a healthful, happy group of

thirteen little ones, under three years of age.

We have heard objections made, to what ap-

pears to some an excessive care, with regard to

the character of the persons to whom we bind our

children— it being our practice lo require refer-

ences and make inquiry wiihout distinction of

persons—the longer those are in office to whom
this unpleasant duly is entrusted, the more they

feel their responsibility; instances sometimes oc-

curring of a nature to stimulate their vigilance in

this respect—and our coloured frien<ls repose
more confidence in us, when they find we are
thus carefully interested for the welfare of their
oflspring.

We would here express our sense of obligation
to Jacob Snyder, who in his office of Alde'rman,
ever serves us with the greatest kindness and
promptitude, and in presenting to us his binding
fees, is one of our liberal donors.

Whilst wc acknowledge the general attention
of our kind physician. Dr. Caspar Wister, and
especially his care in vaccinating a numter of
the children who required il, we desire to number
among our many blessings, the almost uninter-
rupted health of our little inmates; some cases of
whooping cough, and one death from scrofulous
consumption, of an interesting little girl, being the
only exceptions.

We think we shall hardly be charged with want
of economy, when the list of expenditures in the

Treasurer's statement is examined; yet our funds
proving inadequate to the expenses' incurred, a
kind friend to the Institution voluntarily solicited

contributions, and obtained an amount sufficient

to relieve us from immediate pressure; for which,
and also for various other donations in money,
provisions, &c., our grateful acknowledgments
are due.

Though we cannot at times but desire ih a we
had at our command an income sufficient to meet
the demands of the family, and thereby be re-

leased from the necessity of calling so frequently

upon our friends to supply our deficiencies, yet

we still hope this home of the orphan may con-

linue to be cherished, and its prosperity not be

suffered to languish ; trusting in Him who hath

hitherto helped us by seasonable aid in times of
discouragement, allbrding evidence that his bless-

ing has not been withheld from our work.

When the last Report was adopted there were
1 the House,

Children, 74
Admitted, (185;!,) ... 17

Apprenticed, - - - - 18

On trial under peculiar circum-
stances,..... 1

Sent 10 the .\lmshouse, . - 1

Returned to friends, - . . i

Deceased, - .... i

Remaining, - - . .69

91 91

CONSCIENCE VOID OF OFFENCE.

On the 15th of the Eighth month, 100 1, above
forty Friends were brought to the session-house

in the Old Bailey, in London, and called to the

bar, two, three or four at a time, as they were in-

cluded in one indictment; the substance of which
was, that they were present at an unlawful as-

sembly, under the pretence of the exercise of reli-

gion, in other manner than is allowid by the

practice of ilie Church of England, and that' they

had been twice convicted of the said oflence ; nol-

withsianding which, they thus met a third time in

manner aforesaid, &c.
Sixteen plead not guilty, but others considering

it merely an accusation of being at their religious

meetings, could not deny it, and therefore gave
only general answers, as, " I have wronged no
man," " I am not guilty of the breach of any just

law," " 1 tiiink the meeting at the Bull and iMouth

lo be lawful and peaceable," &c. These wero

set aside as guilty by confession, and the court
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proceeded to try the sixteen. The first witness

who was n turnkey, surprised the jury by his

contradictions in {jivina; evidence; for he swore

said, "The court is willing to show you favour, to the jail, that their death might be concealed n

and to abate ol" the forty pounds and to take
j

much as possible from the observation of ik

twenty." To which the women replied, " If you people,

that ho took the prisoner, John Mope, at the Bull! would lake forty or twenty farthings, we would i
iSlear the close of the year three Triends wen

and .Mouth last Sunday, and being checked for it, not give it." Nineteen more Friends were then placed on shipboard to be iransporied to Jamaica

he said the Sunday before, both which were false,
!
brought to the bar. One of them was a boy I but one of them being sick and taking mediciD?

for the prisoner liad boon in jail three weeks, about fifteen years of age, to whom the recorder died soon after being put on board. The olhet

Afterwards he said, the prisoner was brought out
i
said, "Lilllo boy, will you promise to go to [arrived there, and prospering in business, ih«j

to him, and that he did not see him in the meet- j church, and hear common prayer?" A turnkey
[

lived in good circumstances; and Edward Brush

inf. Upon this, one of the jurymen spoke to the standing by, said, " My lord, 1 believe he will, if' though a gray-hcadcd old man when he wen

iud''e, '-My lord, I beseech you, lei us be troubled 'he were away from the rest." Then the boy
!

from England, lived to return to his native land

no more with such evidence ; such witnesses will! was brought up to the clerk's table; where he
j

Soon aficr their embarkation, the pestilence brok(

aake us tedious work, and we shall not cast men

upon such evidence." But Judge Hyde endea-

voured to palliate the evidence, and reproved the

juryman for being too scrupulous.

Another turnkey was brought as witness, who

being asked whether the person at the bar was at

the Bull and Mouth such a day, answered, he

was there thai day, he came with the constable.

The jury had good reason to doubt his testimony,

who was so hardy as to swear the prisoner was

at the Bull and Mouth, though he did not see him

until he was brought to Newgate prison. When
one of the jury objected to tiiis evidence, the judge

became angry, and threatened him for undervalu-

ing the king's witness, saying he should know
the court had power to punish him, and would do

it. After some time the jury was sent out, and

the court adjourned till five in the afternoon.

About six the jury brought in their verdict, that

four of the prisoners were not guilty, and the rest

they could not agree on. The judge seemed much
displeased, and having given them further instruc-

tions, sent them out again. About an hour after

they returned with this verdict in writing: "Guilty

of meeting, but not of fact." The judge asked,

" What do you mean by not guilty of fact?" The
jury replied', " Here is evidence, that they met at

the' Bull and Mouth, therefore we say, 'Guilty of

meeting,' but no evidence lo prove what they did

there; therefore we say, 'Not guilty of meeting

contrary to the liturgy of the Church of Eng-

land.'"

The judge asked some of the jury, whether

they did not believe in their consciences, that they

were there under colour and pretence of worship.

To which one of them replied, " I do believe in

my conscience that they were met lo worship in

deed and in truth." Another of them said, " My
lord, I have that venerable respect for the liturgy

of the Church of England, as to believe that it is

according to the scriptures, which allow of the

worship of God in spirit and in truth; and if any

man iu the world worship God in the spirit, he

doth not worship contrary to the liturgy, it being

according to the scriptures ; if not, 1 shall abate

my respect for it." Neither persecution nor

threats could induce the jury to bring in any other

verdict. Then Judge Hyde, alter more threats,

took ihe names of the six who stood out, and told

out in London, which had been foretold by son*

Friends. George Bishop, of Bristol, severt

months before, published this warning "to ih<

king and parliament: Thus saiih the Lord ; med

die not with my people, because of their conscienci

to mo, and banish them not out of the nation be

cause of their conscience; for if you do, I wil

send my plagues upon you, and you shall kno«

that I am the Lord. Written in obedience to th?

Lord by his servant Geo. Bishop, Bristol, ibe

15th of the Ninth month, 1664."

It was also taken noiice of by many, that ikt

sickness broke out first, ne.xt door to the houst

where Edward Brush, had dwelt in Bear-binder-

lane. Notwithstanding this fearful pesiilenci

made its appearance, they still continued to ban-

ish Friends for keeping up their religious mcei-

ings. On the 18th of the monlh termed April

1665, eight were carried down the river to Graves-

power end and put on shipboard ; and a few days afle:

their embarkation, Judge Hyde, who had treatK

their conscientious persuasions with such con-

tempt, and contrary to all justice and sound con-

struction of law, had gone on imprisoning then

unto death, and banishing others, died suddenly,

being in health, at Westminster, in the morning,

and found dead in his closet the same day ai

sixteen years of age, to the young people of this noon. " The memory of the just is blessed, bui

day, who, they may see, felt the importance of the name of the wicked shall rol."

keeping to his religious convictions, in refusing to
_

barter away his testimony to the Truth, to avoid

the punishment he was threatened with. Keep
to the Truth and to the friends of Truth, and the

Truth will keep you.

On the 6th of the Tenth monlh, twelve Friends

were tried at Hicks-hall, and sentenced to be

transported to Jamaica. Their trial was short,

the judges being determined, and the jury ready i tration of remedies was principally iu the handij

to act by their direction. When one of the pri-
j of the priests, who believed that their prayer^

soners asked, whether it was a crime worthy of! accomplished more than their prescriptions. Th-I

banishment to meet to serve the Lord; Judge
j

remedies of the Orientals and the Romans con-i

Hyde answered, " It's crime enough; it's crime I
sisted mainly in charms; the Greeks almesurj

enough; set him by." To another who asked, passed their contemporaries in scleiici'. Cad
|

" If we meet really to worship God, must we suf-
1
proposed that, in cases of fracture, the limb whils

j

fer for that?" he replied, "Yes, that you must."
j

bound up should have the following cliann dail.n

A third said, "1 understand that God is a Spirit, sung over it: ' Huai, kanal, ista, pis/u, fisltn

and 1 met to worship the eternal God in spirit, as dominabo, dumnastra ct hixata.'' '\.'h>-

he persuades my heart and conscience; must 1 appear to have accompanied their medic

showed a certificate that he was not sixteen years

of age. The recorder asked him whether he

would swear he was not sixteen years of age.

The boy answered, " I was not brought up to

swearing." And being asked again, " whether

he would promise to go to church," he replied,

" I shall promise no such thing." So the record-

er passed sentence upon him and the other eight-

ecn, thus :
" You and every of you shall be trans-

ported beyond the seas, the men to Barbadoes,

and the women to Jamaica, being two of his ma-
jesty's plantations, there to remain seven years."

\\'hile we regard the perversion of law and jus

tico as proof of the blindness and the cruelty of

the judge towards the prisoners, in attempting to

coerce their jury by threats, it is a relief to find

men, who understand their own as well as the

rights of others, and will not allow their con-

sciences to be wounded by any act of theirs,

through fear of the penalties which hi

can inflict. And no less firm and decided were

those sutTerers for their religion, who could not

be decoyed into a compromise of principle, by an

abatement in the fine, but would take joyfully the

spoiling of their goods, and the loss of their liber-

ty, rather than violate the law of their God. Wc
would recommend the example of the boy, under

For •Thi' Frieni"

REHARKiBLE DELUSIONS. :

(Continued from page I3S.)

'Delusions involving health and life. Medi-

cal science has been a plant of slow growth."
i

• At the time of the Trojan war, the adininis-j

be condemned lo banishment

DruidH

il appli

,

nnnae \

u hetli. ,

that ]" The

thim thov should be bound lo answer for their 'judge replied, " Yes, yes ; for the law is against

misdemeanor at the King's Bench bar, the first j"-" The spirit of intolerance ran very high at

of the next term. One of them seemed unwilling
|

I'lat time, determined, if practicable, to destroy the

to be bound, but the judge told him, he must and harmless Quakers; and they succeeded by their

should. Then said he, " My lord I am content ; imprisonment in the filthy apartments of Newgate,

any wounding but the wounding of my con- in lerminating the lives of many. By sickness

science." So they were bound in an hundred contracted there, twenty-five Friends were relcas-

pounds each lo apjiear at the King's Bench bar. ed from their loathsome sulferings this year, and

The court adjourned to the 17th, when four having come through great tribulation, and wash-

women Friends were brought to the bar, being ed their robes and made ihem white in the blood

part of those who had been set aside, to whom of the Jiamb, wc may believe they were translated
|

One of these, John of Gadesden, the court pliy«!(

ihc recorder said, "You have been twice convict- into the glorious kingdom of the Son of God, cian of England, ordered Ihe king's son, lhei(f

cd u|ion record of being at an unlawlul meeting, where sorrow and sighing docs not come, and
|

sick of the small-pox, to be rolled up in scarle

shall be commitleand now the third time. tears are wiped from every eye.

by religious ceremonials, whicl

agined gave them their chiefvirtue. 'i'l

in which the medical herb was pluckel

by the right hand or the left; the imial ul
•

instrument by which it was procured; .mJ c.

the dress of the person collecting the simplrs, \vi

carefully prescribed; and the alleged absenceoj

some parts of the given formula often saved lb"*

credit of the operator." i.

"About the fifiecnth century, Jewish medicaid

practitioners were much employed in Europcn

the re- cloth, and his room to be hung with the same iti'

i

lo the House of Correction for the space of twelve; lations of some of the deceased desired their bo- lerial, as an infallible remedy."

months, unless your husbands will pay forty 1
dies, they were not granted, but ihey were pri-

1
"The middle or dark ages abounded with

pounds'for each of you." After some pause. he|vaiely interred in the burying-ground belonging | countless variety of charms, supposed to pos5i
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cy in the removal of various diseases. As

e for the ague, the word ABRACADA
R A was believed to possess great mystical

s."

rhe leaves of an alder tree on which the sun

shone were prescribed for erysipelas, and a

made of the alder and sallow for epilepsy.

jre consumption, certain inhabitants of Scot-

tied a rag to the finger and toe nails of the

person, and then, having waved it thrice

I his head, buried it privately. This appears

1 a relic of Druidism. Ricketty children

drawn through a split tree, which was after-

> bound up so that ils several parts might

together, and the recovery of the diseased

was believed to correspond with the resto-

1 of the tree."

Vrilers on medicine about two hundred years

nade frequent mention of cerlain potations

Id prescribed for various disorders. Little

can exist that the aiirani potabile was meant

ow the precious metal, not so much into the

t of the patient as into ihe pocket of the phy-

. At the same period, great virtues were

led to bezoars, that is, certain hard sub-

3s found in the interiors of land animals.

i Stones were supposed to expel poisons, and

sold at enormous prices. One variety of

ledicine was formed from the heart and liver

ers. But at that period, the more disgusting

ledicine the greater were its reputed virtues."

^he well-known custom of touching for the

i evil, as scrofulous complaints were once

d, originated in the practice of Edward the

ssor, though the manner in which it was

d by that monarch was somewhat difTerent

that which afterwards became the custom,

lears that Edward employed sundry mani-

ons, and did not exclusively rely upon the

:y of the royal touch. Referring to a sub-

nt period, Aubrey says : 'The curing of the

> evil by the touch of the king does much
e our philosophers, for whether our kings

of the house of York or Lancaster, it did the

'or the most part.' The following descrip-

f the religious ceremonial, as employed by

es n., is given by Evelyn : 'His majesty

I to touch for the evil, according to custom,

-His majesty sitting under his state in the

ueling House, the chirurgeons cause the sick

brought or led up to the throne, where, ihey

ing, the king strokes their faces or cheeks

both his hands at once, at which instant a

ain in his formalities says, ' He put his

I upon them and healed them.' This is said '

iry one in particular. When they have all

touched, they come up again in the same

, and the other chaplain kneeling, and hav-

igels of gold strung on while ribands on his

deliver them one by one to his majesty,

luls them about the necks of the touched as!

)ass, whilst the first chaplain repeats, ' That
true light who came into the world," &c.
ohnson, it will be recollected, was thus

!d by Queen Anne.
is related that an old man, a witness in a

before a court of justice, having declared

18 had been touched by Queen Anne for

ila, was asked by the judge whether he were,

cured. He smilingly replied, that he did
|

ink he ever had the complaint, but that his!

Is were poor, ' and had no objection to the!

gold.' It will be readily believed that such]

:urrence was by no means u solitary one."

he sympathetic mode of cure was subse-

y practised with grtat success, if we may,

e himself, by Sir Kenelm Digby, secretary

irles 1. . . . Mr. Howell, who had attempted

got bis
I

the Royal Commissioners all the explanations he
says sir

I
could give, and an inquiry was forthwilh insti-

to part two men when fighting a dii

hand severely wounded. 'I asked hit

Kenelm, 'for anything that had the blood upon
it. So he presently sent for his garter, where-

with his hand was first bound, and as I called for

a basin of water as if I would wash my hands, 1

took a handful of powder of white vitriol, which
1 had in my study, and presently dissolved it ; as

soon as the bloody garter was brought me, I put

it within the basin, observing in the interim what
i\lr. Howell did, who stood talking with a gentle-

man in the corner of my chamber, not regarding

at all what I was doing; but he started suddenly
as if he had found some great alteration in him-

self. 1 asked him what he ailed. ' I know not,'

said he, ' what ails me, but I find that I feel no
more pain. Methinks that a pleasing kind of

freshness, as it were a wet cold napkin, did spread

over iny hand, which hath taken away the inflam-

mation that tormented me before,' . . . Whatever
might be the merit of the powder of sympathy,
the treatment of the wound by Sir Kenelm, who,
conirary to the practice of those days, ordered the

patient to keep it clean, and to throw away all

plaiste'rs, was well adapted to elTect a cure."
" Lord Bacon refers to the sympathetic powder,

in his Natural History, with approbation. The
secret of composing similar powders, had it been
known to the public, would probably have caused
many more diseases than cures. It is a singular

phenomenon connected with the evidence of testi-

mony, that remedies praised by a thousand mouths
in one age as infallible, should be ascertained in

the next to possess no virtue whatever. All

charlatanism, however, exhibits a succession of

similar changes, and has cycles of recurrence too.

" In process of time there arose a new method
of applying this magnetizing influence. Mr.
Valentine Greatraks, once a soldier of the Com-
monwealth, prolessed to eflect astonishing cures

by stroking with his hands the pans alTecied.

Headache, palsy, rheumatism, epilepsy, convul-

sions, were said to yield to this remedial treat-

ment. In 1760, this mode of cure was taken up

by Mesmer, who was half an astrologer and

wholly a quack. He gave similar applications

the name of a science, and called it animal mag-

netism, to distinguish it from mineral magnetism,

in which it originated.

" The mode in which Mesmer operated in Paris

was extraordinary. He placed in the centre of

a room a vessel, about four feet in diameter and

one in depth, containing a number of bottles filled

with magnetized water. From the cover of this

vessel proceeded various rods of iron, each of

which was held by a patient, who made one in a

circle placed around the baquet, whilst every pa-

tient was united to the neighbouring one by a

chain of connexion. Certain " magnelizers" then

went round and directed to the patients various

passes, till the expected hysterical symptoms be-

gan to appear. All this was done in perfect

silence. Mesmer himself then appeared, dressed

in robes of flowing silk, and holding in his hand

a long wand. He professed to regulate the crises

of his patients, and when he found them in a con-

vulsed state, he made passes upon or towards

them. At his pleasure, calmness succeeded to

the energy of intense action, and tiie patients de-

scribed themselves as leeling streams ol cooling

vapour at his touch.
" JVIesmer now became the talk of the salons ol' A Curious Bank.—A painting, the properly of

Paris. Wealth seemed within his grasp, and he
\
a broker in Anderson, was the other day confided

was offered by ihe king (Louis xvi.) a large sum
, by his daughter to a Pole, for the purpose of liav-

to make known his discovery. He hud, however,
i jug it glazed. The owner, on missing the picture,

no desire to submit his empiricism to invcstigalioii
j

betrayed an unusual anxiety as to its where-

and removed precipitately to Spa. He lelt be- abouls ; which, liowcver, was somewhat naturni,

hind him a partner, M. D'Eslon, who nfforded lOjs»eing that he had been in the habit of depositing

luted into the alleged phenomena, it was con-
ducted by scientific men of the highest reputation.

Their conclusion was, that atiimal magnetism had
no proofs to sustain it except the ellecls apparently
produced on the human frame—that these effects

could be produced without passes at all—and that

whatever manipulations were employed depended
for their success on the patient's real though uii-

conscious knowledge. The conclusion was, that

the whole process was purely imaginative."

Circular of lite Bihlc Associaliua of Friends in

Amcrifu.

In again calling the altenlion of Auxiliaries to

the annual Queries to be answered previous to

the general meeting of ihe Association in the

Fourth month, the Corresponding Committee
would press upon Friends who have been enga"ed
in the distribution of the Holy Scri[)tures, the im-
portance of furnishing full and accurate answers
to all the Queries, and of forwarding their Reports
seasonably to the Depository.

It may be recollected that in making donations
to Auxiliaries, the board are guided in deciding
what number of Bibles and Testaments sliall be
sent to each, by the information given in ils Re-
port. Hence those Auxiliaries ihat do not report

in time, are liable to be left out in the distribu-

tion.

Specific directions should be given in every
case, how boxes should be marked and forward-

ed ; and their receipt should always be promptly
acknowledged.

Address John Richardson, No. 50 North Fourth
street, Philadelphia.

Tho.iias Kijibkr,

ClIAKLES Y.VRXALL,
Samuel I'ettle, Jr.

Commiitee of Correspondence.

Phihida., Second moutli, ISJl.

QUERIES.

1. What number of families or iiidiviituals have been
gratuitously furuisUeJ with the Holy Scriptures by the
Auxiliary duriug the past year?

2. AVhat number of Bibles and Testaments have been
sold by the Auxiliary within the past year?

3. How many members, male and female, are there

belonging to the Auxiliary?
4. What number of families of Friends reside within

its limits?

5. Are there any /((mSra of Friends within your limits

not supplied with a copy of the Holy Scriptures in good
clear type, and on fair paper ;

if so, how many ?

ij. IIow many members of our Society, capable of read-

ing the Bible, do not own such a copy of the Holy
Scriptures?

7. How many Bibles and Testaments may probably

be disposed of by sale within your limits?

8. Is the income of the Auxiliary suflicient to supply

those within its limits who are not duly furnished with

the Holy Scriptures?

9. Wtiat number of Bibles and Testaments would it

be nccejsary for the Bible Association to furnish gratu-

itou.sly, to enable llio .Vuxiliary to supply each family ?

10. What number would be required in order to fur-

nish each member of our religious Society, capable of

reading, who is destitute of a copy, and unable to pur-

chase it ?

11. How many Bibles and Test.iments arc now on
hand ?
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bank notes for safety between llio back and the

canvas. Upon the discovery into wliose posses-

sion it had luUcn, the broker instantly repaired to

TUE Ni:iJKASKA lULL.

The extent of the wrong proposed to be porpe-

Iralcd by the hill now before Congress, for organ-

the Pole, and on unscrewing the back, found, to i^jng the two territories of Nebraska and Kansas,

his great mortification, that six £1 notes had (.jm only be appreciated by looking at the vast

been'' abstracted. Information was immediately i expanse of country embraced within its limits. It

conveyed to the police, wiio had the glazier's extends over more than eleven degrees of longi-

housc'searched, but none of the money turned up,! tudo and twelve of latitude, comprises an area of

and it having since transpired that the picture, I 435^000 square miles, more than sufficient to

wiili the hidden treasure, had passed through form twelve States as large as Ohio, and larger

other hands before it reached the Pole, he has
: ,han the area of all the existing free States, ex-

been discharged from custody.

—

JS'orth i?/-jas/ii eluding California. Into this territory it is now
proposed to introduce slaveky, in open violation

— of the plighted faith of the government, as solemnly

.—A shock of earth- pledged in the .Missouri Compromise Act of 1820,

:"i«'

Uaili/ Mail.

Earthquake at Algc

THE FRIEND,
.SECOND MONTH 4,

quake was felt at Algiers, on the morning of the by which it is declared that slavery and invol

J5th of December, and on the same day a more! (ary servitude shall be and is for ever prohibited

severe shock was experienced at Boghar. There there, except as the punishment of crime,

were ten dilFerent oscillations, three of which It appears to be the design of the friends of this

^vere so violent, that persons were almost thrown unjust measure to endeavour quietly to hasten it

from their chairs. Tlie movement was from the through Congress, before the country can be

S. S. E. to the N. N. W. In the hospital the aroused to a sense of the enormity of the act, un-

movement of the building was so great, that the I Jer the plea that it is a pity to agitate the people

patients awoke from their sleep. The shocks
|
by discussion, and that however repugnant the

continued throughout the night. The noise was
|

act may be to many of the citizens when once

that of a number of licavy wagons passing.—
' passed, all will submit to the law.

Foreign Faper. I Should ihey succeed in their unjust designs, the

vicious despotism of slavery must be fastened

upon our national government, with all its attend

ant miseries. We trust that this calamity may
be averted, if the people will awaken to the im.

pending danger, and speak out in terms not to be

misunderstood.

We would earnestly request the readers of

" The Friend" to exert themselves in their respec-

tive neighbourhoods, to get up remonstrances, and

procure the signatures of their neighbours gene-

rally, and forward them early to some member of

Congress for [iresentation. We subjoin a short

form of Remonstrance, which has been printed

and circulated here, copies of which may be had

by applying at the Book Store, 84 Arch street.

Those who may not find it convenient to apply

there for them, can write out copies. Two
copies should m all instances be signed by each

person, one for each branch of the Legislature.

The Remonstrance is as follows, viz :

To the Senate and Bouse of Representatives of ttie United

Slates of America in Congress assembled:

The undersigned, citizens of the State of

respectfully, but earnestly remonstrate against the pas-

sage by Congress of any Bill which will permit the in-

troduction of Slavery, either now or at any future period,

into any portion of the Territory of Nebraska, or in any-

wise infringing upon the Eighth Section of the "Act
passed in the year 1820," commonly called the Missouri

Compromise Act, which declares, " that in all that ter-

ritory ceded by France to the United States, under the

name of Louisiana, which lies north of 36° 30', North

Latitude, not included within the limits of the State

contemplated by this Act, Slaveky and involuntary

servitude, otherwise than as the punishment of crime,

SHALL BE AND IS UEBEBY FOREVER PROHIBITED."

We ask the attention of our readers to the

" Ei<'htP<iiih Annual Report of the Association for

the care of Coloured Orphans," published in our

present number. We liave on former occasions

more than once expressed our opinion respecting

ihe claims of this valuable and most deserving

Institution ; we shall therefore substitute for any

thing we might desire to say now on the subject,

the following communication received from a cor-

respondent who signs it, " Not a member of the

Association."
" In the Annual Report of this excellent Insti-

tution recently published, allusion is brieily and

modestly made to the importance of having at

their 'command an income sufficient to meet the

demands of the family, and thereby be released

from the necessity of calling so frequently upon

our friends to supply our dehciencies.'

" The income from annual subscriptions and in-

vestments falls short annually $1000 to $1200 o

meeting the expenses of the Association, which

it has been reluctantly obliged to call upon its

friends to make good.

"The question naturally arises. How can the

Association be relieved from this burthen, and its

means of usefulness be further increased? I be-

lieve that if the friends of the coloured race were

sufficiently alive to what they owe to this down-

trodden people, a very few years would suffice,

through the means of legacies, to realize the sum

of $-J0,000, which, when invested, would place

the Institution on a permanent basis. Some who

have not the means of giving much themselves

are sometimes placed under circumstances, where

they could inlluence others in the disposal of their

property to appropriate part of it to this worthy

object. The Institution is so well known here,

that but little need be said in its favour. In taking

children at so early a period of lile from the

haunts of vice, training them in the path of vir-

tue, and placing them out in situations, where

their morals will be guarded, an amount of bene-

fit is conferred upon them and the comnuinily,

which cannot be appreciated."

sia Is preparing to concentrate an immense force at 1^
seat of war.

UNITED STATES.—The attempt to introduce sink*

ry into ''Nebraska" territory, is creating much eigbi

ment in Congress and out of it. There is an evideil .

nteut in those in power, to force the bills allowing it

hiough the Senate as speedily as possible.

The Telegraph suit has been decided at Washingt<H *
)y which the United States Court sustains Morse iatk.

)ossession of the peculiar mode of registering inforrt^l

tion received by telegraph wires invented li

the owners of the Bain and House 1

modes practised by tliem.

Maine.—The thermometer this week has been at wH.
f

ous places from 18 to 311 degrees below zero.

rennsi/li'ania.—The Legislature has repealed thech*

ter of tiio I'rankliii Canal Company, in riglit of whitk

the railrond is making, wliich has increased the troubta

at Erie. The Act to incorporate the whole of

phia county into one City, has also passed liy 1

jorities. The Pennsylvania Central Railroad

pleted. The freight" trains already pass llir

tunnel. Passenger trains will commence runnin

next Second-day, shortening the time to Piti;-!

hours. Deaths in Philadelphia last week, 1

7

croup. The Councils have agreed to the pn

an expense of $650,000, of six lots of groiiin;

ket-houses, in the limits of the present city. Win 11 the

houses are erected, the sheds on Market .ilncl will bt

removed. Flour has been much advanced liv il

ligence from Europe brought by the Niagar.i, ;
!

the arrival of the Asia, has fallen 25 cents jn 1

Wheat is selling at $2.10 red, $2.20 white, .^l^

^^eu York.—The New York Weekly Tribune h;i5 96,-

000 regular subscribers. Two more lar;.'. fm-. i

manufactory of ball-cartridges on Long Islaii.l, Mcwtip

on the 28th ult., by which 20 lives were lost. Tin- we*.

ther at New York has been colder the first twn aaysio .

this week than for many years. Deaths last « cik, Ul.

Consumption 55, croup 14.

Louisiana.—New Orleans. The steambo.il Gcorgi«

was destroyed by fire at the wharf. The flames spreiil

so rapidly, that .about forty lives were lost,—about hiL'

of them coloured.

NOTICE.

The annual meeting of the Auxiliary Biljle Assooh-

tion of Friends of Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting, iriU

be held at the Mulberry street meeting-house, on See-

ond-day, the 13th inst., at 7.J o'clock, p.

Friends both sexes are particularly invited \e

TiiEormns E. Beesley,

Philad., Second mo. 1854.

Married, on Fifth-day, the 22d of Ninth month, 18M,

at Beekman meeting. New York, William Osbors, o(

Pawlings, to Contest W., daughter of Stephen t,U

Ruth Moore, all of Dutchess county, N. Y.

ITEMS OF NEWS.
By the Atlantic and Asia steamships, we have Liver-

pool dates to the Mth ult.

ENGLAND.—Cotton steady with small sales. Bread-

stuffs advanced, with a riotous disiiosition manifest

amongst some of the poor at the " famine prices." Ter-

rific gales in England, which have driven very many
vessels on shore. No less than twenty-five were strand-

ed at Sunderland. The heavy snow had rapidly melted,

and considerable damage had been done to low-lying

lands.

FRANCE.—Active preparations for war are in pro-

gress.

nrSSI.\ AND TURKEY.—.\n insurrection in favour

of Turkey has broken out in Wallachia. Two or three

Ijattles w-ith considerable loss of life, has taken place

near Kalafat, in which the Turks were victorious. R

Died, on the 28th of Twelfth month, 1853, after «b

Uness often weeks, in the 49th of her age, Lydia, wift

of Ezra Battey, a useful member of Starksborougb

Monthly Meeting, in Addison county, Vermont. In the

course of her last sickness, her husband spoke of Ibt

uncertainty of her recovery, and queried of her if tlier*

was any thing in her way. She signified that her minJ

had been occupied on that subject, and that she founil

nothing; afterwards, with much composure, slic infonn-

ed her daughter that she should not recover
;
and gart

directions respecting her grave-clothes; expressing*

willingness to go if it was the Lord's will. The sam

day, in conversation with her sister, she made allusioo

to the love which had always subsisted between them

lioping tl'.ey might part in the same love ; and on h(i

sister remarking, that it would be a great trial to pari

with her, she said, " It is the Lord's will, and it is for «:

to be reconciled." She was an example of patience anc

resignation in bearing her sufferings, and through lifi

adorned her profession, by being kind and alfeclionnt

in her family, exemplary "in her deportment, diligent ii

the attendance of our religious meetings, .and sound ii

the doctrines of Friends. Nothing appeared to dislurl

the peace of her mind; and her friends have the con

soling evidence that she had oil in her vessel, her lam]

was trimmed and burning, and that she was in readi

ness to enter that city, " whose walls arc salvatioi

and whose gates are praise."
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fTO-THEOLOGY, OR BOTANY AND RELIGION

(Continued from page IC3.)

5ome of the minute plants called Diatoms,

li are on the confines of the animal kingdom,

r in enormous quantity. Thus myriads of

are ibund in the mud at the mouths of rivers,

B bottom of the ocean, and in various deposits

at and sand on the surface of the globe. In

1 peat lately sent frorn Cantyre by ihs Duke
rgyle, there have been found at least tii'iy

esofdialoms in immense quantity. Such is

the case with peat in Ii-eland, e.xamined by

lev. Wm. Smith, and peat at Premnay, Aber-

shire. examined by Professor Dickie. The
! species are widely diffused, and they seem

1 capable of enduring great extremes of heat

cold. They were discovered in millions in

;ake ice and in the deep soundings in the

est latitudes reached by the anlarclic e.xpedi-

and ihey also occur in vast numbers on the

ches of trees in the virgin forests of South

:rica.

It would appear, from the researches of

kiberg, that in the atmosphere we breathe

i are numerous species of diatoms which are

,ed by the winds and deposited in various
|

operations we know absolutely noth

showers of blood are, in reality, nothing but the

sudden growth of palmella cruenta, one of the

lower plants at the base of damp walls. Black

rain fell in Ireland, in April, 1849, over a district

of 700 square miles, and was due to ijortions of

decayed plants mixed with diatoms.

"

"To the organic chemist who examines the

mode in which thn functions of living bodies are

carried on, plants pi-eseni objects of high interest.

They may be looked upon as the great laboralo-

tifs of nature, by means of which the materials

of the atmosphei-e and the soil are 'rendered fit

for the nourishment of man and animals. They
conslifule the herbage upon which animals feed,

and they elaborate the nutritious matter from

which our bi-ead is prepared. Moreover, they act

an important part in those atmospheric changes

which are essential for the process of respiration.

The life of plants is intimately connected wi:h

that of animals. The presence of a rich and

uxuriant vegetation may be conceived without

he concurrence of animal life, but the existence

of animals is undoubtedly dependent on the life

and development of plants.

" Although chemistry has enabled us to explain

many of the changes which take place in the soil

and atmosphere, by the agency of plants, still

much is wanting ere we can understand the pro-

cesses of assimilation which go on in Ihe vegetable

tissues. A blade of

manure, as well as by attention to proper drain-
ing and sowing, lo carry on his operations in an
enlightened manner, and not undLT the guidance
of a blind empiricism.

" The art of horticulture, too, owes much to

the labours of the vegetable-physiologist, as may
be seen by the examination of Lindley's able

work on the 'Theory of Horlicullure.' The
effect of soil and of proper exposure to light and
air in the formation of wood and various veget-

able products, in giving colour to flowers, and
flavour lo fruits, are nosv well ascertained. No
one can be a successful gardener who does not

act according to the correct principles of botani-

cal science."

" We have thus endeavoured to lay before the

reader, in a cursory way, the mode in which the

science of botany ought to be prosecuted, and
some of the advantages to be derived from the

study of it. it is a science calculated to give

pleasure to every mind. Though relating to liv-

ing and organized beings, the prosecution of it

calls for no cruel experiments, nor for any re-

searches which could excite feelings of disgust

even in the most sensitive heart. It is a study

which can be turned to account in every situation,

whether in the closet or in the field, on the high-

way or on the hillside, on the cultivated plain or

Ev "the wild mountain glen. E<very

ys Dr. Brown, (that
I

which we tread becomes a useful object of con-

yet mysterious community of parts, so coiisum- templation, and a means of pleasing recreation

mate in living oneness) imbibes the moisture of even amidst the cares and toils of life. The
the earth, inhales the fixed air and the ammonia! pleasure to be derived from this science is not

of the atmosphere, and weaves its own expanding confined to any period of life, nor to any rank of

form, with all its delicate organs and their sus-
1 society. ' In youth, when the alfections are warm

ceplibilities, out of their dismembered particles, and the imagination vivid ; in more advanced life,

By a similar but more wondrous alchemy is the when sober judgment assumes the reins; in the

herbage of the fields transformed into the quiver-; sunshine of Ibrlune, and the obscurity of poverty,

in" fibre of still higher and higher forms of ani-j it can be equally enjoyed. The opening buds of

mated existence. And of all these stupendous] spring ; the warm, luxuriant blossomsof summer

;

Water, ' the yellow bower of autumn ; and the leafless, de-

The immense quantity of matter so trans

';d is proved by the various instances of black

! coloured rains, arising from smoke, pollen,

ilher substances, which have been conveyed

to a great distance; and there is no doubt

myriads of minute species of fungi and other

ogamous plants are thus diffused. The sir-

and trade-winds convey oaganisms for hun-

i of miles. These have been found by Eh-

erg to be myriads of infusorial animals and

solate groves of winter, equally atlbrd a supply

of mental amusement and gratification to the

botanist.'

"To the admirer of natural scenery, plants

possess powerful attractions. Without them the

landscape loses all its charms, and their presence

gives beauty to objects which would otherwise

attract little notice. 'Even the miserable hovel

becomes picturesque when overspread with the

carbonic acid, and ammonia are traced mto the

vessels of plants, but no farther. An organism

dit-'s, and once more falls down into the ammonia,

carbonic acid, and water, from which it sprang.

The chemist does all he can to investigate these

changes, but he has not been able lo explain the

process of organization.

" To the student of agriculture, botany presents

an important field of inquiry. The knowledge of

the mode in which plants germinate and derive' foliage of the vine ; the ruins of Ibrmer magnifi-

imaceous plants. Clouds of dust sometimes
!
nourishment, aids him in the various operations ofl cence acquire more reverence, and command a

iring the atmosphere orange or ochre, have l draining, ploughing, sowing, and manuring. In [double share of our respect, when seen through

observed. These clouds of dust occur with- 1 speaking of the sprouting of the seed, we haveitlie tracery of the ivy; and the horrors of the

le course of the trade-winds, and have been
|

already noticed llie requisites for this process,
'
frowning rock are sofiened into beauty when

coming in various directions from the coast
j

and have pointed out the necessity of attention to mantled with pendent creepers, or with alpine

frica, as at Malta, Genoa, Lyons, and Sile-lthe circumstances in which the seed is placed in shrubs. The ivy-tendril, pendent from the orient

The dust consists of various land and fresh-
1
the soil. Each plant during its growth takes up ' window of the ancient ruin, lightly defined in the

ir diatoms, the flinty spicula of sponges and .certain matters from the soil, particularly inor-
,
ray which it excludes, twining with graceful ease

r zoophytes, pollen-grains, fragments of pha- 1 ganic substances, as silica and salts of lime, po-| round some slender shaft, or woven amid the

gamous plants, such as hairs, cuticle, and l tass, and soda ; and some plants take up more of
j

tracery of the florid ar.'h, contributes in no small

3US internal parts of structure, and some pores one kind than of another. It is on this principle degree to give embellishment and interest lo the

mgi. The matters contained in these currents I that the rotation of crops rests, plants being made
!
ruin.'

lead to interesting observations as lo the
j

lo succeed each other which require difll-renl! " The love of flowers and of rural scenery is

:tion of winds, and various meteoric phcno- substances for their nutrition. Now that the che- inherent in the constitution of man ; and when

a. Coloured snow in the Tyrol has been
|
mist and vegetable-physiologist have been called deprived of the means of gratifying his tasle m

m to be in some instances due to the same
j

to the aid of agriculture, the farmer is enabled,
;
ihis respect, we see him adopting various expedi-

:e as coloured rain. What have been called! by an analysis of his crop, of his land, and of his:enls lo supply the want.
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" Wbat nre the CRScmcnts lined with creeping licrbs,

The prouder sashes fronted with n rnnpe

Of orange, ravrtle, or the fnipnint weed,

The Frenchman's darline? Are they not all proofs

That man, immured in cities, still retains

His inborn inextinguishable thirst

Of rural scenes, compensating his loss

By supplemental shifts, the best he may.

great evils nre coiistnntly perpetraird in England
in its prepnrnlioii, which are more guarded ngainst

'in almost nil oiher countries, and which miileri-

nlly impair ils flavour and slrcnglh—keeping the

jcolFcc a considerable time afier roasting or grind-

!
iiig, by which ils strength is diminished, and ils

'delicaie and volatile aroina lost; and mixing the

jinilk with it after it has been allowed partially to

cool.

From Juliii I'lmrfli man's Juuriiui,

. There the pitcher stands

A fragment, and the spoutless teapot there

Sad witnesses how close-pent man regrets

The country ; with what ardour he contrive

A pefp at nature, when he cau no more.'

"A garden presents many points of inlcrcst. My mind has for several days been attended

and is associated wilh some of the most important with an uncommon sweetness, the like I never
evenis which have taken place on the carih. A

j
knew for so long togclher, wiih a succccssion of

garden was the habitation of our first parents in
! soul-mulling piospecls. I have freedom to relate

their sinle of innocency. 'The Lord God plant-
\ what I had a sight of this iriorning before day, as I

ed a garden eastward in Eden ; and there he put
1 |ay in a sweet slumber ; which was nearly in these

(he man whom he had formed,' telling him ' to
|

words, viz. :— I thought 1 sav/ Noah's ark float-

dress it and keep it.'—(Gen. ii. 8,15.) Agar-ij„gon the deluge or flood, with Noah and his

den was the place where Christ often retired wilh (ainily in it, and looking earnestly at it, I beheld
his disciples for meditation and prayer.—(John i

, he window of the ark, and saw Noah put out the

xvii. 1,2.) When man yielded to the tempter, it, Jove; and I beheld her flying to and fro, for

was in a garden. There the curse was pronounc-
j some lime; but finding no rest for the soul of her

ed; and there, too, the Redeemer was promised, i foot, I thought she returned, and 1 saw Noah's
who was 10 bruise the head of iheserpenl.—(Gen. hand put forth to lake her in again,
iii. 15.) It was also in a garden where the pro-

j

After some time 1 thought I beheld her put forth
mised Messiah agonized under ihe withdrawal of I a second time, and a raven wilh her'; the dove
His Father's face, when He was about to be be- fled as before for some lime, and then I saw her
trayed into the hands of sinners, and to suflVr the relurn with a green olive leaf in her mouth, as a

just for the unjust, that He miaht bring sinners
' welcome token of the floods bcin« abated. I

unto God— (Matl. .%.xvi. 36—46.) The simili- ihuught I saw also the raven fly, cawking to and
tudeol a garden is ollen used to represent the t>o, bul he did not return; and it came into my
people of God (Song of Solom. iv. VZ, v. 1), who|mi„d, (his is a ravenous bird, and seeks only for
are His husbandry (I Cor. in. 9), and the trees

|
prey to satisfy his own stomach, otherwise he

of His planting (Isa. I.m. 3.) .
j
might have relumed to Ihe ark wilh good tidings,

"Flowtrslorm one of the first delights ol early lor some pleasant token, as well as the dove.
age, and they have proved a source of recrealion Again, after a short space, I thought I beheld the
to Ihe most profound philosophers. Some of the mountain tops, and some of the tree tops, begin-
grea;est men ol both ancient and modern limes

j

njng to appear above ihe waters, and that I could
have been lovers ol a garden. When man came perceive the flood abate verv fast ; and as the wa-
forth Irom the hand ol his Maker, a garden was

j

lers fell away, I saw the trees began lo bud, and
selected as ihe fittest scene for a life ol happiness.! gradual greenness of new leaves came upon
With Ihe descriptions given, even by heathen

j

(hem ; and I heard ihe voice of Ihe turtle, and
writers, of a sla:eol bliss, gardens have been olten.aw many symploms of a pleasant and happv
associated. The Elysian fields of the polished I season approaching, more than I can now relate;
Greeks and Romans, and ihe Paradises ol other I and the prospect ihereof ravished my soul. I be-
nations, bear wiluess lo this. The emblems and

: held ihe trees blossoming, ihe pageant valleys
badges ol iialions and clans are Irequontly de-

, adorned with grass, herds, and pretty flowers,
rived irom ihe vegetable kingdom. The poet was ' and ihe pleasant streams gushing down towards
crowned with laurel, and peace was marked by -he ocean; indeed, all naluie appeared to have a
the olive branch. 1 he groves of Academus were

\ new dress ; the birds were hopping on ihe boughs
the resort o( the Grecian philosophers; and under of ,he trees, and chirping, each in their own
the sacred trees ollndia the benighted heathen

j

noles, warbled fonh the praise of their Creator,
worship their idols Even our cerrietenes are i And whilst I beheld these things, a saying of Ihe
convened into gardens, and their gloom is enli-

1 prophet was brought fresh in my meimry, and
vened bylhe beau-eous (lowers which blossom

' applicable as I thought lo the view belore me,
around; while the lesson ,s read, ' M,in that is

[

^.z., » The mounlains and ihe hills shall break
bornofawoman is of few days and full oltrou- forth before you into .sinking, and all ihc trees
ble. He pometh forth like a flower, and is cut

; of ,he field shall clap their^iands; instead of the
horn shall come up ihe fir tree, and instead of

who nre always willing to bring good lidingj,

when such are lo be hud. The raven represenit

a contrary disposition, which reigns in the hearii

of ihe children of disobedience, who chiefly uim

at gratifying their own sensual appetites; the wa.

ters gradually abating, the lre<s appearing, and

afierwards budding, Ihe voice of the turtle i\nd

the pleasant noles ol the birds, all sctm clear tome

to presage ihe approach of that glorious morning,

whcnin corruption and iniquity shall begin to

abate, and be swept away; and then everything

shall appear lo have a new dress.

1 am fully confirmed in the belief, that thai

season will approach, which was foretold by the

prophets, wherein the glory of the Lord shall

cover the earth, as the waters cover the sea; and

in n sense of these things my soul is overcome. I

feel the loving-kindness of the Lord Almighty yei

waiting for the celurn of backsliders wilh unspeak.

able mercy ; and my soul in a sense of it, seems

bound stronger than ever, in ihe bonds of ihe

gospel travail; which travail 1 hope will increue

and spread amongst the faithful, lor the enlargt

meni of the church ; that the nations may flock

unto Sion ; which shall become an eternal excel-

lency, even the joy of the whole earth.

" I have often observed this, that people of ibe

icorld, never speak well of it at parting."

-(Job xiv. 1, -2.)

(Concln

How to get. the real Flavour of Coffee.—In

Knighton's "Forest Lile in Ceylon," a book just

published, we find the fulluwing hints on the pre-

paration of coffee, derived from long experience:
The subtle aroma which resides in the essential

oil of the coll'ee beiry is gradually dissipated after

roasting, and, of course, still more afler being
ground. In order to enjoy the full flavour in per-

lection, the berry should pass at once from the

ronsling pan to the mill, and thence to the cofiee-

pot; and again, after having been made, should

be mi.ved, when almost at a boiling heat, with ibe

hot milk. It must Le vt ry bad coflxe, indeed,

which, if t hcse precautions be taken, will not

aflTsrd an ai,'/eeablo and exhilarating drink. Two tion

ihr; brier shall come up the myrtle tree,

shall be to the Lord for a name, for an everlast-
ing sign that shall not be cut off." See Isaiah
Iv. 12, 13.

When I awoke, the prospect remained clear in

my mind, and had a sweet relish, which now
coniiniies with me; and the application of the
vision seems to me in this manner. The flood

which appeared to cover the face of ihe earth, is

the corruption and darkness which is so preva-
lent over the hearls of mankind ; the ork repre-

sents a place of safe, though solitary refuge,

wherein the Almighty preserves his humble, at-

lentive people, who, like Noah, are aiming at

perfection in their generation. The dove sets

forth the innocent, harmless, and loving disposi-

hich attends the followers of the Lamb,

From llie Leisure llou.

A Visit lo llic Gultii Pcrclia WorRs.

(Concluded from page 163.)

The alleged disagreeable smell of this article is

frequently adduced as an objection lo its use; but,

in Ihe matter of soles, we are assured that it arises

from the bad nephlha which is emplojed in ihe

preparation of ihe solution that is often sold wilh

them, and not from the gutta percha itself; aod

this we readily believe, for, although our ollaelorj

nerves are keen, the odour was but slighily per-

ceptible in the vast factory, although several tons
;

were in course of nianufaclure during our visit,'

* Should any difficulty be e.T;perienced in this nmlter.

let shoes or boots be soled in the following manner with-

out the solution:—Rough the sole, then huM it totli

fire, and while warm rub into it with a healed iron or

poker (in the same manner as you would make a pitci

plaster) some tliin parings of gutta perclia, whicliwili

Having covered the leather sole in this nianm r, wire

both it and the gutta percha sole until they arc siic ky,ii

the usual way, and bring them together as bet'uir .lirccWl

Many persons adopt this method in prefcnnre touj
other. As the frosty weather approaches, i( may bi

useful to state that gutta percha soles may liave iheii

slippery tendencies removed by being warmo
before the lire, and then pressed upon some sn

face sprinkled with sand or rough emery pir

putting on these soles, in addition to the alic

tions, we would recommend that a number uf 1

be made in the old sole of the shoe, or in ll

presented when the gutta percha sole is jila'

welt : these holes will be filled up by the plasti

of the gutta percha sole, when applied, and an aston-

ishing degree of firmness may thus be secured. A tool

for this purpose may easily be made out of an old fill,

giving it two or three short teeth, like a small soclioi

of a saw. In preparing a new sole, cut all ilic ' grsio

oir the sole, rasp it well over, and brush the dust ol

carefully, before you pierce the holes above alluded to.t

Having made the holes, lay on a thin coat of stdiition

let it dry, and then apply another coat, and wlicu thut

is dry, if the gutta percha sole to be applied is a slooi

one, soften it in boiling water; having taken it out, li"

it well with a cloth, bold it and the shoe sole to the f

for a few minutes, till they are sticky ; be careful, b.i

ever, not to blister the sole ; then apply it to the si-

and ]iress it well over: the softened surface of the gi:

percha sole will enter the holes and effectually prev<

its coming off. We hope the above directions wi)l

found sufficiently explicit to prevent any failure for il

future.
"

little

e surflM

dentil.

pnrtiOM
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{i a snnitnry a;;ent, in the conveyance of wr.

Hutta percha tubes are highly valuable. Out
Irs will remember the dangerous position of

[ite Louis Phillippe and family while at Clare-

i, from the water being impregnated with the

of the pipes in which it was convi-yed. VVe

ishown some sections of lead pipe from the

if Wight, in which the water in two years

laten holes a quarter of an inch deep! The
quences to the health of the persons drink-

Lich water it is truly frightful to contemplate.

5 pipes have been taken up. and gulta percha

substituted in many instances. In no case

d water be kept or conveyed in metallic

or cisterns. Gutta percha is at least twice

fable, and far more easily applied,

e latest application of gutta percha is in the

of little shoes for sheep, to prevent the

rot," which, singular to say, is caught by
et being much in the wet! These shoes

of the e.xact shape of the sheep's foot, are

\ on, and the thin upper edge is tied on with

:e of twine, or fastened to the foot by being

;ned witii warm water. The " anti-dry-rot

;r," which is placed in the shoe, as we are

ned, removes the disease; and the use of

curious little novelties is an excellent pre-

e against it.

drawing our remarks to a close, we are re-

illy compelled to omit much interesting

r; and must content ourselves with the most

illous of all the marvels which even this

ntraiion of curiosities could present—the

arine Telegraph.

nust be obvious to all acquainted with the

rties and tendencies of the electric fluid, that

sulation of the telegraphic wires is a very

te process, requiring the greatest care, and
percha of the purest quality ; for the slight-

rticle of any conducting substance, such as

for instance, in any part of the gutta per-

overing, would permit the escape of the

city, and render the whole contrivance en-

useless. The Gutta Percha Company have

ered a process, of a highly ingenious cha-

, by wiiich gutla percha undergoes this

ous perfection of purification, but of course

3pt a profound secret. As it would never

lay down the wires, or even to encase them
leir outer covering, while any uncertainty

he perfection of the communication remain-

?y are all tested previous to leaving the

. On the occasion of our visit, some fifty

of wire were submerged in the canal adjoin-

3 factory; one end of the wire was put in

jnication with a powerful galvanic battery,

Statham, Esq., the managing director, and

ler end was placed close to a wire which

communication with the earth. At the

signal, the electric fluid flashed down the

3und the fifty miles of coiled " insulated"

I the canal, and in less than the twinkling

3ye flashed out in a spark at the other end
jnicating with the wire having an earlh-

jnication. This experiment was repealed

1 times. The wires were (or a submarine
iph between Portpatrick and Uorughadee.

; are in course of preparation to connect

ch and Ostend, as well as to unite England
Dlland from some points not yet determined

L'o show the strength of the Submarine Te-

h, as thus constructed, we may slate, that

e laid down between Dover and Calais has

been caught by the anchors of ships passing

ihe channel ; but, in both cases, after " heav-

3r a considerable lime, the cable of the ship

be " cut away," and the anchors were left

npany with the submarine cable. The

communication was not impaired in the slightest

degree.

As our object Iws becyn to show the vast diver-

sity of uses to Vi4iich r^ita (lerclia may be applied,

we can hardly ik> J*<:tter than conclude with the

following poetic summary of them, written by a

visiter who had preceded us :

—

1. Ary parent died, when I le.ap'd from her side,

To fill mankind with wonder

;

2. And now I abound in the wide world around,

The green-sward above and under.

3. I hold the flower in the sunny bower
;

4. I shelter the dead in their graves
;

5. I circle the hair of the maiden fair;

6. And bid defiance to knaves.

7. The miser his gold often gives me to hold
;

8. I aid to extinguish the fire.

9. I'm chased o'er the green, where the schoolboy is

seen
;

10. I wait at the toper's desire.

11. I ride on the wave, the sailor to save,

When he shrieketh aloud in despair;

12. I whirl the machine, whose arms, dimly seen,

Hiss as they fly through the air.

13. I've been tried, and am cast with felons at last

;

14. I'm b.ilm to the wounded and torn
;

15. I rival the oak; (IG) the tell-tale I cloak;

17. I'm fashioned as high and low born.

18. I constantly mind the sightless blind

;

19. Many garments my long arms bear
;

20. By the sick man's bed; (21) by the ship's mast-
head

—

In various forms I am there.

22. Deep in the earth, though unseen is my worth,

I faithfully serve mankind
;

23. I bear the whisper of the softest lisper

;

24. And hold that which traceth the mind I

25. When the emigrant lands on far-oS' strands,

Perchance he treadeth on me
;

26. On the rich man's table, (27) in the horses' stable.

My forms you may frequently see I

Now I challenge your mind my secret to find,

Though I travel along by your bed
;

I came from the south
; (30) I may dwell in your

to do so,

this cnti

hooks, tl

% the wages every Friday, such men as desire to
a shilling or upwards as a deposit are at liberty

on which interest is allowed. Although
some amount of labour in keeping the

hccrfully undertaken by one of
:\ large number of the men and boys
to i)ut by a little fur " a rainy day."

trouble

mouth

;

31. Or may rest on the top of your head I*

When we took leave of the factory, which we
did with a grateful sense of the facilities that had

been afforded to us, we found, to our utter aston-

ishment, that, instead of the single hour we meant

to have occupied, we had been three hours and a

half engaged in our survey. Having thus intro-

duced ihis wondrous article to the attention of our

readers, and indicated the general principles suffi-

ciently to enable them to make multilarious appli-

cations of it without difficulty, we leave the n)at-

ter in their hands; and if they have felt a tithe of

the interest in perusing our remarks thtt we
experienced in our visit, and in subsequently jot-

ting down these observations, they will bo abun-

dantly repaid by the amusement and instruction

thus afflirded tliem.t

* The following explanation may serve to illustrate

the above.

—

(Ijllefers to the gutta percha tree ;
they

are tapped, and the article, which is then a milky juice,

udes. (2) It is used both above and under ground.

(3) Gutta percha fiower-pots. (4) Lining for coQins.

(5J Bonnet caps. (G) Policemen's staves. (7) Money-
bowls. (H) Water-buckets and engine-pipes. (9) Crick-

et-balls. (ItJ) Mng,>.' (11) Life-buoys. (12) Machine

ing-belt. (1.^) Indestructible vessels for the use of

prisoners. (14) Balsam for slight wounds, instead of

g-plaster. (15) Ornamental mouldings. (IGj

Coating of the telegraph wires. (17) Medallions andi _
.

of celebrated and notorious persons. (18) Curd where shall I put them \
" U ait till I can get a

indow-blinds. (19) Clothes-lines. (20; Utensils
| lantern, and 1 will go to the barn with thee," ho

for sleeping apartments. (21) Cordage and speaking-
; r^.p|je,|

. » tjion peril ips thou wilt come in and tell

nie how this happened. We will see what can

be done for thee.'

As soon as they were gone out his wife pre.

"The Christian path is a plain path,—blessed
be his name who is the Captain of salvation, the
Leader and Commander of his spiritual Israel; ho
hath opened and cast up the way for them;
through his obedience unto suffering, unto death,
he hath consecrated it by his own example, and
hath graciously offered to guide us by his Spirit

into all Truth. It was his own declaration, ' If

any man will do his will, he shall know of the
doctrine, whether it be of God, or whether I speak
of myself;' that is, he shall have adequate evi-

dence of my doctrine ; and again, he declared,
' My sheep hear my voice,' 'and I am known of
mine.' These were, however, to become as little

children, to receive the kingdom of God as a little

child, as new-born babes ; fjr unto such, these

things were to be revealed, but not to any others.

Our wonderful Counsellor did not even clear up
his Divine Truth to the understandings of his dis-

ciples, further than he saw needful for their pre-

sent growth, further than they were able to receive

and to bear it, Mark iv. a'3, and John .xvi. 12.

And though his apostle Paul wrote some things
' hard to be understood,' yet himself testifies, that

he had led his hearers ' with milk, and not with

meat,' because they were not able as yet to bear

it. Our Lord accepted, and he still accepts, the

meek and contrite spirit, the soul that is simply
made willing to come unto him, to learn of him,

and to obey him : his anointing teacheth them of
' all things.' "

—

John Barclay.

THE STOLE\ HIDES.

William Savery, an eminent preacher among
the Quakers, was a tanner by trade, and known
by all as "one who walked humbly with his

God." One night a quantity of hides was stolen

from his tannery, and ho had reason to believe

that the tliief was a quirrelsome, drunken neigh-

bour, whom I shall call John Smith. The next

week the following advertisement appeared in tho

county newspaper

:

" VVhoever stole a quantity of hides on the fifth

uf the present month, is hereby informed that the

owner has a sincere wish to be his friend. If

poverty tempted him to this false step, the owner
will keep the whole transaction secret, and will

gladly put him in the way of obtaining money
by means more likely to bring him peace of

mind."

This singular advertisement attracted consider-

able atlention ; but the culprit alone knew who
hid the kind oflTer. When he read it, his heart

melted within him, and he was filled with sorrow

for what he had tloiie. A few nights nfierwards,

tubes. (22) I'ipes for drainings, &c. (23) acousuc

tubes. (24) Inkstands. (25) Soles, (2G) Ornamental

hes. (27) Buckets and harness. (23) Noiseless cur-

tain-rings. (29) From Singapore, &c. (30) For filling

decayed teeth. (31)" Sou'-wester," hat.

t We may add, in conclusion, that, with the view of

promoting the frugality and comtbrt of the men employ-

a the gutta percha works, a savings-bank has re-

ly been established amongst them. At the time of

as the tanner's family were about retiring to rest,

they heard a timid knock; and when the door

was opened, there stood John Smith with a load

of hides on bis shoulder. Without looking up,

he said, " 1 have brought these back, Mr. Savery ;

pared some hot coffee, and placed pies and meat

on the table. When they returned from the barn

she said, " Neighbour Smi:h, I thouahl .some hot

supper would be ^oo^ for theo." He turned hi*
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bnck towards her and did not speak. Afler lean-

ing ns;ainst the firppiace in silence a few momenls,

he' said in a choked voior, " It is tiic fust time I

ever stole anything, imd I have (bit very bud

about it. 1 am sure I didn't once think that 1

should ever come to what I am. But 1 took to

drinking, and lh( n to quarrelling. Since 1 be;;an

to go down hill everybody gives me a kick. Vou

are the first man that has ever offered me a help,

ing hand. My wife is sickly, and my children

are stnrving. You have scntlhcm many a meal ;

God bless you ; and yet I stole the iiides: But 1

lell you the truth when 1 say it is the first time 1

was ever a thief."

" Let it bo the last, my iVicnd," replied William

Savery. "The secret still remains between our-

selves. Thou art still young, and it is in thy

power to make up for lost time. Pioniise me that

thou will not drink any intoxicating liquor lor a

year, and 1 will employ ihee tomorrow on good

wages. Tlie little boy can pick up stones. But

eat a bit now, and drink some hot coffee. Per-

haps it will keep thee from craving anything

stronger to-night. Doubtless thou wilt find it

hard to abstain at first ; but keep up a brave heart

for the sake of thy wife and children, and it will

soon become easy. When thou hast need ol

coflee, tell Mary, and she will always give it

thee."

Tiie poor fellow tried lo eat and drink but the

food seemed to choke him. After vainly trying

to compose his feelings he bowed his iiead on the

table, and wept like a child. After a while he ate

and drank, and his host parted with him lor the

night with the friendly words, " Try to do well,

John, and thou wilt always find a Iriend in me."

He entered into his employ the ne.xt day, and re-

mained with him many years, a sober, honest,

and faithful man. The secret of the theft was

kept between them; but after John's death Wil-

liam Savery sometimes told the story, to prove

that evil might be overcome with good.

For

teen years, he having been instrumenlal in the haiii good cause lo bless the Lord, and lo prajn (

hand of the Lord, lo turn me from the evil of my
|

Ills mercies whose presence was w itli us both by I

ways, and from darkness lo his marvellous light, i sea and land. I

1 am a witness that he held his integrity until thei " Since we came to this part of the world, [my i

finishing his course. Accoidiiig to the saying of dear husband] retained his love and zeal for God I

David, 'Mark the perfect man, and behold the and his Truth. The integrity and sincerity of la I

upright, for the end of that man is peace,' therein 1 heart 1 well knew. His treasure was not intktt|

he laid down his head. Having experienced the world ; and as it often opened in his heart, he(

work of regeneration in liimself, he became qua

fird to strengthen the brethren, and went forlh in

the ministry and word of life, [froaehing the ever-

lasting gospel of Christ Jesus. Having freely

received, he freely gave, not fearing man, but

obeying God, who had committed a large mea-

sure and clear manifestation of his Spirit unto him,

not only for his own profit and benefit, but many
others received comfort thereby. His doctrine

dropped as the rain, and his speech distilled as the

dew, to the renewing and refreshing the seed and

plant of God. Thus he went forth in the name
of the Lord, and was valiant for Truth upon

etirth. Though many weapons were formed, and

many tongues rose up against him, yet the divine

Power which stopped the mouths of lions, and

quenched the violence of fire, girded him with

strength and valour, whereby he was enabled to

encounter all his enemies, and such as endea-

voured to stop the work which God has begun in

horted and admonished others to stand loose frm

the things that are here below, and diliiicntly lol

seek after those that are above. He was a ten"

husband to me, ready to encourage and si lengthen
j

me in that which was good. I

"About the latter end of the Fifth moiiili, 1687,1

I was sick, and some fears having eiiiircd hji

inind of my being taken from him, he came anil

leaning down by me, spoke after this niaiinor, 'II

have much desired, if it were the will ol the Lort !

to go hence before thee, but I think 1 must ;;;

thee up.' When 1 had spoken what was on i

mind to him,—he lay still a time, and then ;

me, 'he did believe, for so it opened in h-

heart, that I should recover, and he should fal I

sick and die.' That very evening he was takerJ

with the ague and fever, which much weakenei'

him. In his weakness he continued for a consid.

erable time, being well content with the dealing'

of the Lord. Ilis heart was often opened
i

the earth. Afler some time, he with his wife and
j
prayer and supplication that he might be preserr-

two children came unto this country, and whilst ed in patience lo the end, and that we mighl nom

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES

Of Ministers aud Elders, and other concerned members
of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

THOMAS LANGHORN. rniU

CCoDclude.l from page IW.) She

Thomas Langhorn settled about Middlelown, Friend

Bucks county. He purchased a planlalion iheie,
!
after.

of us think hard of any of the trials [the Lord'

was pleased to exercise us with. At times k

would look at me and say, ' My dear wife, lb-;

Lord preserve thee and take care of thee. I mus

leave thee and go to iny rest.' This [rest] |)(

much longed for. Many more sweet and heaven

ly expressions and exhortations, [he uttered] ii

the lime of his weakness, which continued unti

the 3lst day of the Eighth mouth. In the nioni

ing of [that day] he called me to him, and one

more exhorted me to be content, for his time wa'

Ihen near at an end. He [also wished] that

would desire his brother, who was then absent,!

be content also. So desiring a Friend who w«

THOMAS ATKINSON.
j

wiih him to raise him up in the bed, he passe-

One of the early settlers in the province of away as one falling into a quiet sleep.

New Jersey, was Thoinas Atkinson, who, with " Now, although the consideration of the los

his wife Jane, were called to the work of the of him, bows down and tenders my heart, yet

here, he bore a living, sound, and faithful lesli-

]

y for the Lord God, to the great satisfaction

comfort of the faithful in this wilderness,

re his lot did fall. For having had the op-

portunity of being with him here in this solitary

country, as well as in our native land, both in

private and public places ; I am a witness accord-

ing to my measure, that the power and presence

of the Lord did greatly attend him in preaching

the everlasting Truth." " His short continuance

here caused many to mourn when he was taken

from them, yel not as those that mourn without

hope."

and made some improvements, labouring with h

own hands with industry and strength. Jn the

manuscript memorial of his friend John Hayton,

concerning him, this passage occurs: "As con-

cerning his coming to this country, 1 never heard

anylhing fall from him, but that he was well sat-

isfied, believing it to be his place. Accordingly

[he] did go upon his plantation with courage, in

order to make a comfortable settlement for his

family, upon the creek called Neshamiiiy, in the

county of Bucks. He often told me that he was

in as good a condition lo work and go about his

business as he could desire, being strong and

hearty and in good and perfect health."

Whilst busy in lookmg alter the comfort of liis

I'amily he did not neglect his religious duties.

We find him in various appoinlnienls of the

Yearly Meeting, and he evidently had the good-

will and confidence of those amongst whom he

moved. On the ^Blh day ol the Seventh month,

1GS7, he was taken sick, and his strength was
wasted away under the presence of disease, until

the evening of the 6lh of the Kiglilh month, when
he died utlcring these words as ho departed, " The
will of the Lord be done."

John Hayton says of him : " I knew him fogr

ry, and qualified for usefulness therein.

s noted as one of the "active and useful
" in New Jersey of 1681, and shortly

Her life will hereafter be given. But few

m well satisfied of his great gain. I doubt nc

but he is entered into ihe possession of that rici

inheritance which shall never come to an cni

ind is honoured with that life and glory whic

particulars relative to Thomas Atkinson can be
j

doth far exceed the crowns and kingdoms of thi

leaned from other sources than the testimony ol world. I can say lo the honour of God, wh

his wife, and these relate only to slight sufferings

in Yorkshire from whence they came.
" There is a short testimony in my heart con-

cerning the life and death of my dear and loving

husband, Thomas Atkinson, whom God in his

wisdom, hath removed from ofl' Ihe stage of this

world. I doubt not but that he is entered into

that rest and peace which are durable. He was
born at Newby, in the county of York, being the

son of John Atkinson, of Thrush-cross, who was
an honest Friend. [Thomas] was convinced of

the Truth before I knew him, and had received a

gift in the ministry. VVe were joined together in

marriage in the year 1678, and lived together in

love and unily. This testimony I have to give

for him,—he was a zealous man for the Truth,

and according to liie gift he had received, he bore

a failhful testimony. This, 1 with many others,

were witnesses ol in the country from whence we
came. In the year 168u', it was in our mind;

come to this country, which we did with one cou-

seni, and in the unity of our dear Friends and
breihrcn, who gave a good testimony for us by a

certificate from the Monthly Meeting. My soul

hath made mo what I ain, that my faith is moi

and more confirmed in Him who feedeth then

vens, and cloiheth the lilies. I have found Hii

always faithful, who hath proinised lo be a fathf

to the fatherless and a husband to the wido»

He hath hiiherlo been my strength and my sta

in the lime of my great distress. So, the desii

of my heart, and the travail of my soul is, thai

with my brethren and sisters who yet remain h

hind, may also finish our course in faithfuliiesi

that in the end, we may receive Ihe same rewai

wilh the righteous who are gone before.

Jane Atkinson."

~ "^ james clay poole.

Of the time or place of birth of this Friend

find no record, nor indeed anything of his earl

history. He was however one convinced of ll

t'e|Trulh, in support of which he was a sufferer

to London in 1660, He was a merchant in th

city, and appears lo have been successful in li

business, being doubtlessly active and energel

in character. He received a gift in the minislt

but we know not that he travelled much in I
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bise thereof, yet he was esteemed by the

iren as a faithful standard bearer. Bessc,

narrating the sufferings of Friends in Lon-
adds, " Tiie storm had continued many

3 with little intermission, and the courage

constancy of those who passed through it

very remarkable, parlicularly those who fre-

tly exposed themselves, at the hazard of their

5S, liberties and lives for the sake of their

c testimony to the Truth, by preaching in

ssemblies (or worship at London, esteeming

orldly interest too near or dear to part with,

hey might he found in ihe faithful discharge

eir duty in that respect." He then gives a

f such as had thus distinguished themselves,

ig whom we find James Claypoole enume-

1 the •26th of Third month, 1673, we find

iviih others signing an epistle of counsel to

ids, on behalf of the Yearly Meeting in Lon-

He was a member of the meeting for suf-

^s, being one of the representatives for Staf-

liire and Derbyshire, from Bristol and from

nd. Some, at least, of the first meetings of

)ody of Friends were held at his house,

hen William Penn obtained the grant of land

nerica, James Claypoole was one who much
)ved of the measure, and purchased 5U0U
1 of land in the wilderness. He was one also

e " Free Society of Traders" who took up

ch larger body of land in the new province,

s Claypoole sent his son John in the " Ami-
i-hich was to sail about Fourth month 30th,

, for Pennsylvania. John was to accom-

and assist Thomas Holmes, who was going

s surveyor for William Penn. Writing the

jefore his son's departure he says, " we cal-

3 there will go thither from hence above one

land Friends this year." . . " So that if the

bless us and prosper our way, the country

De planted in a little lime."

the year 1683 he himself with the rest of

imily sailed for Philadelphia. Tiie time of

irrival I know not, but he was present at the

iage of David Brientnall to Jane Blanchard,

h took place the sixth day of the Tenth month,

. On the fifth of the following Sixth month a

kale was received for him and his family

London by Philadelphia Monthly iMeeling

;

hich occasion the following minute was made,

e certificate of James Claypole and his wife

Friends of London touching his good, honest

•eligious behaviour during his abode among

, was read in the meeting and accepted

;

lich certificate mentioned his three daugh-

o be clear from all engagements in relation

irriage."

mes had many employments civil as well as

ous, heaped upon him. He was appointed

gn patents,—made a justice,—a provincial

!, register general, and one of the council,

ippointments in his iMonthly and Quarterly

ings were frequent. Great difficulties having

a in Philadelphia, from the fact that many ol

ertificales for unmarried persons from Lng-

did not state whether they were clear from

iage engagement, the .Monthly Meeting in

'enlh month, 16^1, appointed James Clay-

with some others to write to the " Yearly

ing in Jjondon" to desire its care and atten

the matter. In accordance with the direc-

;hus given, an epistle was prepared of which

Her some extracts, viz.

—

" Philadelphia, ye 22, 11 rao., 1686.

arly beloved Friends and Brethren,

—

kVho are fathers, elders and overseers in the

:h of God, and whose care, love and travail

the good and benefit of the whole family of

Jesus Christ. We salute you in that love and life

wherein our fellowship abides forever. Wo have

a certain sense and feeling that we are near unto

you, and you unto us, though outwardly far dis-

tant, and that the prosperity of Truth in all places

is your rejoicing." They then state the occasion

of their appointment and Ihe difliculties which
meetings were under for want of clearness of the

certificates, and add : " Young people when they

are agreed to marry and intend it in a little time,

are very unwillinglo wait foranswer from England.
And, considering the uncertainty of letters going

and coming safe, we must needs conless it is a

very hard case,—yet the good order of Truth
must be regarded above all." ..." As for the pros-

perty of Truth in these parts, which we know you
love to hear of, we can say, that the power and
presence of the Lord is with us as in the land of

our nativity. We have oftentimes very loving

heavenly precious meetings, and the name of the

Lord is magnified amongst us, and we are grow-
ing into the good order and practice of Truth,

wherein you, our elder brethren have been ex-

amples unto us. Dear Friends, communicate good
counsel as ye are free, and remember us in your
prayers, that the Lord may preserve us to the end
of our days in ihe blessed Trulh, to the honour of

his name and our own everlasting peace and com-
fort."

James Claypoole died in the Fourth or Fifth

month, 1687, and has left behind him the reputa-

tion of having been a useful citizen and a faithl'ul

Friend.

.1 Mme of Wealth.—Y)t. J. V. C. Smith, in an
address recently delivered in Boston, on Pales-

line, alluded to the following circumstance :

The Shieks or Arab chiefs, are in the habit of

burying their treasures in the sand of the desert;

no matter what it is, an American half eagle or a

tin box, anything they wish to preserve secure,

they immediately repair to the desert and deposit

it, where none but themselves can hope to find it.

When the doctor visited the Dead Sea, he hired

Sheiks to accompany him as guides and prelec-

tors ; he gave five dollars to each, besides the pre-

sent always necessary at the close of the bargain
;

the Sheiks went immediately out into a deseri

place to deposit their money.
Some of these Arabs live to be 125 years old;

they continue to bury their wealth as long as they

live; they are reputed to be wealthy because they

have much wealth buried; increase of riches

make scarce any dilference in their indulgence,

or mode of life. In their old age they Ibrget

where the articles are deposiled, and die without

ever leaving anything for iheir children.

It is supposed that not less than a million dol-

lars in value is thus buried annually 1 and the

lime will come when the searching for and reco-

vering of this hidden wealth, will be an extensive

and profitable business.

ih V(Do not quarr

more than enough encmit

Christian to strive agains

friends ; thei

the world for

McDonogh Estate.—As a warning to those

who accumulate large estates, with the expectation

of leaving them lor benevolent purposes when
they can no longer use them, in the meanwhile

neglecling all works of charity, it may l)C men-

tioned, if we may rely on newspaper accounts, that

during the last year the income from Ihe Mc
Donogli estate was eighty-Jive thousand seven

hundred and fifty-three dollars, and the expendi-

ture in tuxes, repairs, &c. was eighty-one thou-

sand one hundred and ten dollars!

From Iho National Era.

THE HASHISH.*

BY JOHN G. WIIITTIER.

Of all the Orient lands can vaunt
Of marvels, with our own competing,

The strangest is the Hashish plant,

And what will follow on its eating.

What visions to the taster rise,

Of Dervish or of Alineh dances,
Of Elbis, or of Paradise,

Set all aglow with Houri glances.

The MoUah and the Christian dog
Clap the same pipe beneath their noses;

The Muezzin climbs the synagogue.
The Rabbi shakes his beard at Moses I

The Arab by his desert well

Hits choosing from some Caliph's daughters.
And hears his single camel's bell

Sound welcome to his regal quarters.

The Koran-reader makes complaint
Of Shitan dancing on and otf it;

The robber otfers alms ; the saint

Drinks tokay and blasphemes the prophet.

Such scenes that Eastern plant awakes,
But we have one ordained to beat it

—

The Hashish of the West, that makes
Or fools, or knaves, of all who eat it.

It makes the merchant class, with ware
And stock in trade, his fellow sinners

;

And factory lords, with equal care,

Regard their spindles and their spinners.

The preacher eats, and straight appears
His Bible in a new translation;

Its angels, negro-overseers,

And Heaven itself a sffug plantation.

For seraph songs he takes the bark
And bay of blood-hounds nothward setting;

The planter for a patriarch.

With servants of his own begetting.

The noisest Democrat, with ease,

It turns to Slavery's parish beadle
;

The shrewdest statesman eats, and sees

Due southward points the polar needle I

The man of peace, about whose dreams
The sweet millennial angels cluster.

Tastes the mad weed, and plots and schemes
A noisy Cuban filibuster!

The Judge partakes, and sits ere long
Upon his bench a railing blackguard.

Decides, olf-hand, that right is wrong.
And reads the tea commandments backward!

Oh, potent plant! so rare a taste

Has never Turk or Gentoo gotten;

The hempen Hashish of the East
Is powerless to our Western cotton!

^''A preparation of the Cannabis Indica or Indian hemp,

under the name of Hashish, or Uaachisch, is famous

throughout the Eastern world for its singular narcotic

and into.\icating qualities, producing an agreeable hal-

lucination, or fantasia, and disposing the eater to all

kinds of exaggeration and extravagance. The effect of

the i-ollon jtl.tnl^ mental, moral, religious, and political,

uiioii tlic ini)]ile of the United States, would form a pro-

per sul.jtt I l(ir a medico-philosophic essay like that of

M. .Moncau'.^ •• l)u JIaschiseh el de I'Alienation Mentalt."
' Cotton !" said a distinguished speaker in Congress,

some years ago—" Cotton ! one would think, from the

manner in which gentlemen speak of cotton, that all

their conceptions of good were in that one word, cotton
;

that the destinies of this great nation were bound up in

cotton ; that the very thread of our fate, which the Parca;

are spinning for us is, of cotton."

—

Speech of Hon. It. C.

Wintliorn.

" There is a sacredness in tears. They are

not the mark of weakness, but of power I They
speak more eloquently than Ion thousand tongues.

They arc the messengers of overwhelming grief,

of deep conlrilion, and of unspeakable love.
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SERIOUS CONSIDERATinXS.
j

The sinle of the world at large, as well as the

low state of the church, call for serious consiilcra-

lion and refloction. " Nation risin-r against na-

tion;" pestilence has been raging and fire destroy-

ing. Famine, occasioned by the high price of pro-

visions, appears very likely lo occur in many places,,

whilst the low and outward views of the professors

of the christian name are abundantly manifest-

ed and ought to arouse such as are living at ease, i

There is a dependance upon the sacrifice of Christ

Jesus the Lord, as being sufficiently meritorious

to wash away sins, without our knowing him in-

wardly revealed, to take them away ; but " they

that are Christ's have crucified the flesh wilh its-

afTections and lusts." A celebrated writer, J.'

Wesley, makes this distinction, ' by justification I
[

mean that which Christ h;is done for us ; by sanc-

tification I mean that which he d es within us,

but justification precedes sanctification." Beau-

ties of \Vesley,

This doctrine appears to be held by most

of the sects in Christendom, and it lends men
to rest in the first without coming to the se-'

cond—to rest while in their sins. The wri-

tings of early Friends conclusively show that
j

they believed the two can only be known working

unitedly together. That it is through the opera-'

tion of the Holy Spirit in our hearts, raising them'

from earth and earthly things, sanctifying us,'

making us holy, making our hearts fit, as a tem

pie, for him lo dwell in, " making all things new,"

we can experience peace, or feel accepted and
j

justified through the otTering of Christ, It is not

as pardoned criminals alone, but we are to be

made just, by the washing of regeneration through
\

obedience to' the spirit of Jesus Christ dwelling in,

us, as sailh the Apostle, " I live; yet not I, but|

Christ liveth in me." "Know ye not that your

bodies are the temple of the Holy Ghost, that if

any man defile the temple of God, him shall God
j

destroy." Our beloved Barclay, in his article on
I

justification, in his unanswerable Apology, defines

it clearly. George Fox says, that he knew (or;

was in a state of) innoccncy and purity in his

youth. That eminent and able minister of Jesus

Christ, Stephen Crisp in his last discourse at De-

j

vonshire House, London, 1692, has the following,]

" For I know the devil is near at hand ; and when I

people meet wilh divine operations in their souls,!

that humble them and bring down iheir pride,

and convince them of the danger of their condi-

tion, he lies in the way and suggests some ^we-^

sonous thing that takes the edge off these ope-

j

rations, ihat they may dislike them; it is true

they meet with convictions of sin, but they reckon

they have that faith and belief in Christ, that doih

obliterate all their sins, that ran be laid lo their
j

charge, boih pant and to come. If I would look,j

say they, to the divine operations or anything
wrought in me, it were enough to make mo mad.

1 look only to the meriis of Christ ; my mind is

wholly fixed upon him, who is the author ofeler-j

nal salvation : his meritorious suflerings and obe-

dience can obliterate and blot out all my sins.

My Friends, I tell you manv a poor soul hath

split upon this rock. By undervaluing the opera-

lions of the Spirit upon their own hearts, ihey

make a false and wrong applicaiion of the merits

of Ciirist, which indeed are so great that none can

overvalue them ; but we must not make a false

applicaiion of them, ' For this purpose was the

Son of God manifested that he might destroy ihe

works of the devil.' He takes not uwny the guilt

of sin Ihat you might live in it still. Whosoever
believelh in Christ, shall have power over theirj

sins, and not be under the dominion and power i

of sin. ' Sin shall not have dominion over you ;'cerity appear before him. If I lake n Commf
for ye are not under the law but under grace.'

;
Prayer Book in my hands, and pray never sod

' But God b'Mlianked ye were the servtmts of
j

voutly and solemnly, if I be not sincere, or if 1 pra

sin, but you have obeyed from the iieart that form| xviihout a book, or \( \ pray without a form, orn

of doctrine which was delivered you,' ' being ject the forms that others have made for me, whr

then made free from sin ye became the servants will this avail ? But the cry of the poor, the sighin

of righteousness."—Rom. vi. 14, 18.
j

of Ihe needy, and the cfTectual fervent praycn

It is indeed high time that we all arise and shake the righteous, hath availed much for the snvio

ourselves from all filthiness of Ihe flesh and spirit ; this nation many years. Therefore I exhort yc

our eye must be single and then our whole body
j
all, as you love the nation, and as you love you

shall be full of light. I am well aware that many i selves, families, and relations, sin not again

well meaning persons, passingthrough the slate the 7/jp iorJ; for he is now setting up righleousnes

Apostle speaks of, "The things that I would not
j

equity, and justice, which shall prevail in the m
that I do," arc apt to seek to rest here, and it is

i
tion. God hath been pleased to gather in man

only as the mind turns to the living power of
j
that have been enemies in il, that are now lurne

Christ to will and lo do, that any will ever be from sin to God, and led capllve by the TrutI

able to say, " There is therefore now no condemna- and it is their greatest joy that they are no longi

tion to them who are in Christ Jesus, who walk not
I servants of sin, but are now become the servan

al'lerthe flesh, but alter the spirit."—Rom. vii. 1.' of God. Now Truth will prevail, and righleou

In ihe jear 1691, alDevonshire House, Sicphen ' ness go forth as the morning sun, and we ho(

Crisp is said to have delivered the following, the Lord will show mercy to us for the glory c

"And now my Friends, you that desire to see
j his own name, though we be an unworthy pe.

this work wrought in yourselves, commit the
]

pie. It will be matter of joy to us if the kingdoi

whole work to God, and trouble not yourselves
j

of God become, and we can say the will of ll

about it. 1 am sure God will carry on his own Lord be done; then salan's will, will be done n

work, and bringdown the devil's kingdom, and longer; the devil will have but little power if

rebuke that unclean spirit that is gone forth over

the whole
...

and pour out abundantly of

his holy S|)irit to carry on a glorious relbrmalion.

This I believe God will certainly do, irom what

he hath wrought in my soul. 1 know not what

instruments are to be employed in the work. I in or walk by the Spirit! "one in a

leave that to the Lord ; but the kingdom of Christ
[
family," like " the gleaning of gi

do God's will on earth as it is done in heaven.

It is now nearly two centuries since the nboi

was delivered, and we cannot suppose that thinj

are now better in our Society, but rather wora

How few comparatively can be said truly to lit

city or two in

rapes afier ll

shall be advanced, and it shall be outwardly, and
! vintage is over, a few in the uppermost branches.

a besom of deslruction shall sweep away all i Nevertheless the Lord will undoubtedly appear c

his enemies from the earth, and the wrath olj hehalf of his remnant, and judgment will certaii

God shall burn against them; only an obdu-,|v fall, and that heavily, on their adversnrie

ration hath been upon the nations of the eaith,
i May our young Friends not be taken with sp

and something hath stood in the way in all gene-jcious appearances, "with fine words and fa

rations. But however, 1 am sure wicked men
| speeches," " wilh the enticing words of man

England and London may well say, ' That i wisdom," but gather to the true substance, thi

Christ is the Saviour of all men, especially of

ihetn that believe.' He hath saved this city and

nation Iroin the plagues and vengeance that hang
over us. Many years the Lord hath spared us,

and waited to be gracious a long time, lo see il

we will at lust turn to him. How long the Medi-

ator will interci.de we cannot tell, there is a time

when the long suffering of God will come to an

end. God liaih brought a scourge upon the na-

tions round about us, and the flames of his wrath

have kindled upon them, and desiruciion hath

overtaken them ; how soon it may be our lot we
know not, all our money, our silver and gold,

our valor and courage will not be able to stave it

oil", if the Lord but blow upon us. It is even at

the door, there is but one way to save us, and
ihnt IS turning to the Lord, and crying to the

Lord lor the continuance of his mercies and long

sutfering, and patience towards us. What shall

we do for the good of our nation, and cities and
families, but labour every one in the fear ol God
to reform our lives, and to take heed that we sin

not against the Light, lest we die and perish in

the midsl of those terrible judgmenis that hang
over us. Let us turn from our evil ways, anJ
depart from all iniquity, that the kingdom of

Christ may beset up in ourselves. It is the righte-

ous in the nation ih a the Lord looks at, and for

their sakes he will spare a nation. If there be a

people among us ihut walk in humility and la-

ment and mourn for the abominations committed

in the midst of us, God will have regard to them,

and he will hear the cries and supplications of his

people. Friends, you that cannot make use of

sword and spear lor the saving of a iiulion, you
may do good by your prayers, and turning to the

Lord with an unfeigned heart, and let your sin-

you may be weighed as in the true balance ; evi

remembering " that glory, honour and peace,

every man that worketh good, but indignalic

and wrath, tribulation and anguish, to every soi

of man that doth evil."—Romans, ii. 9. It is n

by working in unions formed in the will of mai

however laudable their object may appear to b

that will save ourselves or others, but to nb(

every clear manifestation of the Shepherd oflsrae

and leave the event to him. He will preser

and enable, not only to judge all by his spir

but even lo bind, by the spirit and power of Jesu

whose power is overall, and whose promise wa

and still remaineth to such only that depend aloi

upon him, " Whatsoever ye bind on earth is bnui

in heaven," &c. For the Truth. S. C.

Canada West, First mo. 1854.

Fur •Ihe Friend.'

Review of Ihe Wenllier for First Monlh, 1S5J.

Although the month just ended cannot be sa

to present any thing remarkable in the meleor

logical annals of the past, as regards this imni

diale neighbourhood, yet from accounts it hi

been one of unexampled severity, in various part

both of this country and Europe. A great ainou

of snow fell during the early part of the mont

in England and on the continent ; which in man

places drifted to the depth of several feet, for tl

lime being, completely blockading inany of t

railroads. The M was colder by 7° than il hi

been in England since ISlO ; the mercury sar

lo 4° below zero. Two policemen were foul

frozen to death in London. An abundance

snow has also fallen in Maine and other of ll

New England Slates ; as also in some of ll
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lern States. Along the Chicago and Missis-

railroad a train of cars was detained in con-

;nce of the snow drifts, in the midst of a

ie, for thirly-six hours ; there were 150 pas-

3rs, who suffered greatly with the cold and

;ity of food.

is stated in the North American, that there

1 number of vessels froztn up at Cairo at the

h of the Ohio, and that the woods there

nd with the lents, &c., of emigrants, who
turned olF the boats ; there being no less

1500, whose sufferings from cold and lack

rovisions have been very great. Many are

^ with cholera and yellow lijver.

jring the course of the month, several of the

^s were visited by violent tornados, which

oyed much limber, unroofed and blew over

mber of houses and barns, &c. Some of

1 were attended by an unusual fall of rain and

and incessant thunder. It is said that the

je of Brandon near Mount Vernon, Ohio, was

St totally destroyed by the violence of the

cane there on the 20lh.

1 the morning of I he new year, the ground

covered with about 8 inches of snow, near

of which fell during the previous night,

hing was very good for several days, and

/ thing in the shape of sleigh, in great demand,

he morning of the 11th, it commenced rain-

noderately, and kept on more or less steadily

the evening of the next day. Near an inch

The morning of the 13lh was clear and de-

fully pleasant ; but ere the sun had reached

neridlan, it was again obscured by clouds,

in the evening it again commenced raining,

night was very windy. On the 17th, 18th and

, some snow fell—in all about 2 inches. An
of snow fell on the ^Sth, which was followed

lin ; during that and the day following near

an inch fell.

he range of ihe ihermometer for the month
from zero on the 3d to .57^ on the 12lb and

. The average temperature for the month

28f

—

'2]i colder than the first month of last

. The amount of rain and melted snow was
6 inches,—of snow 7 inches. For the cor-

jnding month last year the amount of rain

1.532,—of snow 2^ inches.

!St-town B. S., Second mo. Ist, 1854.

F
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establish justice," to " promote the general wel-

fare," ond " lo secure the blessings of libcrly."

Neither in the preamble, nor in the Constitution

itself, do we find an intimation of any power or

authority being comerred upon Congress to pro-

mole the system, or lo extend the area, of slavery.

On the contrary, it was well understood nt the

time that Constitution was adopted, and for many
years thereafter, that slavery was expected to run

its course and expire in the Stales where it then

existed, wilhout spreading its blighting influences

over any others. The history of the times con-

firms this statement, and we have a striking illus-

tration of its truth, in the ordinance of 1787; en-

acted by the Congress of ihc confederation, and

ratified by the first Congress under the present

Union. By this law, hereditary slavery is fori

ever excluded from the territory on the north-west
j

of the Oh'io, the only one then held by the United

States. The wisdom of this measure has been
|

conclusively demonstrated, by the unparalleled

prosperity and growth in population and wealth,

of the Slates which have been formed out of that

region.

In the gradual diffusion of light and knowledge,

the manifold evils of slavery have commanded the

attention of the professors of the Christian reli-

gion, and so far been condemned, that nearly all

those governments of the civilized world, which all

onetime sanctioned the iniquitous system, have I

passed laws prohibiting it within their jurisdiction ;1

and the k\y which still tolerate its exislence, wilhj

the exception of our own, are now entertaining or

maturing plans for its gradual or more speedy ex-

tinction.

Impressed with these considerations, we have

seen with ftelings of deep concern and sorrow,

that a bill is now before Congress for the estab-

lishment of two territorial governments, in that

section of country called Nebraska, legalizing the

existence of slavery there, and providing that

when any portion of it shall hereafter be admitted

into the Union as a Slate or States, it shall be re-

ceived with or wilhout slavery, as the people ap-

plying for admission may elect.

We feel a lively interest in the fair fame and

well-being of our beloved country, and in the!

Christian character and stability of its government,
which claims lo be pre-eminent in recognizing the

rights of man, and securing the enjoyment ofthose

rights to all ; and we feel ourselves called upon,

by an imperative sense of duly, as Christians and

as citizens, respectfully but earnestly to remon-

strate against the passage of the bill in question,

with the provisions alluded to; or lo any otherl

legislative cnaclment by which slavery, now so

generally recognized as a crying evil, and one of

the darkest blots upon professuig Christendom,

may be introduced into any part of the United

Stales from which it is now legally excluded.

Instead of opening new territory to the paraly-

sing and deeply injurious influences of this system,

and thus multiplying the wrongs and cruelties

which il inflicts upon its unoffending victims—our

fellow beings, entitled equally with ourselves to

the enjoyment of life, liberty, and social and do-

iiieslic comforts, and who are alike the objects of

that salvation, purchased for all by a Saviour's

lilood—we believe ihe Divine call to the rulers ol

the nation, is to loose the bands of wickedness, to

undo the hi avy burdens, and lo let the oppressed
go free, that so the blessing of him that is ready
to perish and hath none lo help him, may come
upon them.

Besides the evils resulting from slavery, which
of themselves form an unanswerable objection to

the proposed legislation, we conceive that the per-

mission to introduce slavery into any part of thel

territory in question, would be in direct violation I an Address upon the slave trade and slavery,

of the Slissouri Compromise Act, passed by Con- the Governors of the Western, South-western ai

gress in 1820, which declares, " That in all that Southern States. While passing through Te
lerrilory ceded by France to the Uniled States, nessee, he was taken sick at n private residen

under the name of Louisiana, which lies north of i at Low's Ferry, in Knox county, and after
i

30 30', north latitude, not included in the State! illness of nearly five weeks, deceased on I he 27

coniemplnted by this act, slavery and involun- ! ultimo. His remains were interre<l in Friene

TAUY SERVITUDE, Otherwise than as the punish- ' burial ground at Newberry. He had been a mi

ment of crimes, shall be and is hereby for
EVER PROlIiniTKD."

In this act, the faitli of the government was
solemnly and irrevocably pledged to leave this

condition of the Compromise for ever undisturbed.

The fact is indisputable, that such was the gene-

ral understanding of the law at the time of its

cnaclment, and that but for this conviction and

assurance, Missouri could not have been admitted

as a slave State.

But the Bill now before Congress contemplates

the abrogation of this contract, and the virtual re-

peal of the eighth section of the law ; thus throwing

open that vast tract of country lo slavery and in-

voluntary servitude, which were by its provisions

forever excluded therefrom.

If the supreme legislative council of the nation,

can thus violate its pledge and annul a compact
which il has deliberately formed, what confidence

can be reposed in the probity of the government,
or what security is there for the rights and the liber-

ties of the people? Il is giving the sanction of its

high example lo practices, which, if carried into

the concerns of private life, must be destructive to

ihe integrity nnd truthfulness of the community
We sincerely hope for the reputation of our com
mon country and of its government, that this obvi.

ous dereliction from fidelity to contracts may be

rejected.

The Sovereign Ruler of the universe, who holds

in his hand ihe destiny of nations, has declared by

his inspired servant, that " he who ruleth over men,
must be just, ruling in the fear of God." He can
control the kingdoms of men, and set up or pull

them down, as He sees will most conduce lo the

spread of universal righteousness. None are si

great or so powerful that He cannot punish them
none so weak and low, as to be beneath his notice

and protection. Many are the instances on record,

where He has been pleased to bless and prosper a

government administered in his fear for the gene-

ral good of the people; and though He is long-

forbearing and slow to anger, yet there are also

many proofs, that national sins have incurred his

just displeasure, and drawn down upon their

authors national calamities.

We fervently desire that it may please Him lo

influence those, to whom the legislative authority

is entrusted, with the wisdom which cornel h from
above, which " is pure, peaceable, gentle ;ind easy

to be entreated, full of mercy and of good fruits,"

that thus they may conduct the concerns committed
lo them, so as lo secure to ourselves and our pos-

terity Ihe blessing of Heaven, and to render this

great and growing republic, a model of wise and
virtuous government, and a praise and glory in the

earth.

Signed by direction and on behalf of a meeting
of the representatives aforesaid, held in Philadel-

phia, the 3d day of the Second month, 18-54.

William Evans, C'/erk.

ister in the Society for many years, and his rem

val under these afllicling circumstances must 1

deeply fell by all who knew liim.

ITEMS OF NEW S.

By the Arabia we have iaformation from Liverpool
the 21st ult.

The news points to an early declaration of war 1

Russia against England and France. A battle at CIti

between the Russians and Turks had taken place,

which the Russians have been defeated with the losi

1000 men. The English and French combined (IccUi

in the Black Sea. Two steam ships are to be sent!

the British government to renew the search for Frankli

Cotton dull and declining,—bread stuffs Huctuating.b
at the lime of the sailing of the Arabia, about atU
advices.

CHINA.—The Imperialists have retaken Amoy, am
great massacre of the insurgents, and those suspected
favour them has taken place.

CAPE OF GOOD HOPE.—The continued peme h

brought prosperity. Large quantities of ivory and olb

products were arriving at Capetown from the interi(

Rich Copper mines are being worked.

ST. THOMAS.—The Cholera is raging fearfully at lb

island. From the 1st of First month to the 18th, lifl«

hundred persons had died of it, mostly blacks.

UNITED STATES.—/'<«n5i//i'<in!a. The school (

idiotic and weak-minded children at Germantoi
through the aid of the State and charitable individni

is now in successful operation. The superintendant
James B. Richards. Philadelphia, deaths during I

week, 201, by croup 13, diseases of lungs, 33. Deal

during the year 1853—9744, of these 1246 were of CO

sumption of the lungs.

A bill has been introduced into the Legislature fort)

sale of the public works for twenty millions of dollai

Xew }'ork.—Many cases of smuggling have beea i

detected on the Cunard steam ships.

RECEIPTS.
Received from S. K. Church, N. V., for Joseph Joai

.S2, vol. 27 ; from E. Bundy, agent, 0., for J. T. Schofie;

$4, vols. 26 and 27 ;
from "R. K. Williams, Ya., $2, to I

vol. 28; from Richard T. Osborn, N. Y.,S4, vols. 27 ai

28
;
fiom H. Robinson, agent, N. Y., 51-85; from P«

Boyce, Vt., $2, vol. 27 ; from P. P. Dunn, N. J.,S2,i'

27; from Israel Bufliugton. agent, Mass., for Levi Chai

$2, vol- 27. •

NOTICE.
The annual meeting of the Auxiliary Bible AssocJ

tion of Friends of Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting,

»

be held at the JIulberry street meeting-house, on &
ond-day, the 13th inst., at 7J o'clock, p. m.

Friends of both sexes are particularly invited

attend.

TnEOPHiLi-s E. Beeslev,
Philad., Second mo. 1854. Secrela

AVEST TOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
Some of the members of Philadelphia Yearly Meelii

having been disappointed in getting tlieir children I

milted' into West Town Boarding School last session,

;

consequence of not applying before the list wa.' full,

'

avoid a similar disappointment, those who intend

enter their children for the summer session are request

'

to make early application to Joseph Snowdon, Superi

tendent, at the school, or Joseph Scattergood, Treasnr'
No. 81 Arch street, Philadelphia. !

Philada., Second mo. 1854.
|

Intelligence reached this city on Second-day INDIVN CIVILIZATION

r'"i"r,'r,'r
^ ^'i:

'"'*"'"''
. °S 'i"" i*^""!

"'" ""'
i

^'''"ted, a well quVlieed Friend and Vis wife to I

Iriend William torster, ol hngland, who some
j

at Tunessassah
; to be engaged in managing the far

years ago performed an extensive religious visit
j

belonging to the committee of Philadelphia v"earlyMec

in this city, and was well known ainong Friends '"S ;
'*'"' o"'" domestic concerns of the family.

generally. Together with three other Friends '^

T'"r''
^"""^ '°

I"'*''".'" '"'T'- u x-„ -

1
• . . i_ .1 -ir I ni .- ,- T Application may be made to Joseph Elkinlon, 3

under appomtment by the Yearly Meeting of Lon- Soutb Second street, or Thomas Evans, 180 ArchBtre
don, he had been eng-iged in the presentation of Philada., 2d mo. 7th, 1854.
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yTO-TKEOLOGY, OR BOTANY AND RELIGION.

(Concluded from page 170.)

riiere is thus a natural taste for the enjoy-

, to be derived from ihe vegetation which
rs the earth. Would that this taste had al-

3 been properly controlled and diiected, so as

asure man's comfort and true happiness !

ily God gave us a source of great enjoyment
1 He made the wild flowers so plentiful, and
1 He gave them to man as common things.

e wander by the stream, listening to its soft

c, there we find them clustering on its sur-

er crowding among the verd.int sedges and

3y banks through which it flows. White
foots lie in patches, and rich blue forget-me-

peep up among the waters; and the tall yel-

iris waves like a banner ; and brooklimes, and
r-violets, and water-cresses show their blue,

lilac, and snowy blossoms. On the banks,

yellow flowers of the silver-weed glisten

ng the grey-green leaves ; and the sweet

r of the queen-of-the-meadows is wafied far

y over the land, like a sweet strain of me-

We have already attended to the beautiful

displayed in the colours of flowers, and the

with which they are arranged ; we would

notice the regular succession in which flow-

Tiake their appearance, as indicating another

provision of our Creator. How interesting

instructive to trace the floral productions of

seasons, from the early buds and flowers of

ig to ihe withered stems and the lifeless boughs
inter! How does the voice of spring call us

intemplate the wonder-working Jehovah !
' A

months ago, and the earth was a desert of ice,

I'as silent and lifeless. The plants were dry

their beauty gone ; everywhere they presented

3 only the aspect of death. The trees stripped

leir Ibliage, like dry bones, rattled their bare

iches against each other; the brooks and the

5nts were arrested iu their course ; their mo-
was suspended ; instead of the breath of life

:h animates them lo-day, the north wind, like

breath of destruction, swept along over that

cemetery. Who of us, if custom had not

iered us familiar with the prodigies of spring.

Id not, at the sight of all that death, have been

pted to e.\claim. Lord, can all these things live

n 1 And yet what have we seen ! From the

days of spring the Almighty has prophesied

n these dry bones; they have appeared to

e, to be covered as it were with the nerves o

Now they live, and they seem to be an ex

ceeding great army to the praise of God. Has
not a spirit of resurrection, a living soul entered

into nature? Has not the breath of God, from
the four winds, breathed upon these dry bones?

h succeeding day these miracles of resurrec-

tion increase and spread with as much rapidity as

plendour. The whole creation, as if raised from
a tomb is penetrated with life, and pulsates with

joy. All ihese marvels preach to us the truth and
certainly of the Divine promises. They repeat,

in a manner most impressive, that the day is com-
ng when the earth, hitherto cursed, shall see

ising upon it the sun of an eternal spring.'

" Flowers do not appear all at once, but in

orderly rotation. 'The snowdrop, foremost of

he lovely train, dressed in ils robe of innoceney,

breaks its way through the frozen soil long before

he trees have ventured to unfold their leaves, and
even while the icicles are pendent on our houses :

ne.\t peeps out the crocus, but cautiously and with

n air of timidity; nor is the violet last in this

shining embassy of the year, which, with all the

embellishments that would grace a royal garden,

condescends to line our hedges, and to grow at

he feet of briars. The polyanthus, after adorn-

ng the border with its sparkling beauties, gives

place to the auricula, with its eye of crystal and
robe of the most glossy satin. Tulips then begin

lo raise themselves on their stately stalks, and

dorn the parterre with the gayest colours.' In

uccession appear the anemone, ranunculus and
arnation, to add fresh beauty to the scene. It is

n vain to attempt to enumerate the varied flowery

forms which succeed each other in the garden.

There is an endless mulliplicily in their character,

yet an invariable order in their approaches. Every
month, every week, has its peculiar ornaments;
not servilely copying the works of its predecessor,

but forming and executing some new design—so

lavish is the fancy, yet so exact is the process ol

nature.

" Spake full well, iu language quaint and oldeu.

One who dwelleth by the castled Rhine,

When he called the flowers, so blue and golden,

Stars, that in earth's firmament do shine.

Stars they are, wherein we read our history,

As astrologers and seers of eld
;

Yet not wrapped about with awful mystery,

Like the burning stars which they beheld.

Wondrous truths, and manifold as wondrous,
God hath written iu those stars above

;

But not less in the bright fiow'rets under us

Stands the revelation of His love.

Bright and glorious is that revelation,

Written all over this great world of ours
;

Making evident our own creation.

In these stars of earth,—these golden flowerj.

And the poet, faithful and far-seeing,

Sees, aiilce in stars and flowers, a part

Of the self-same, universal Being,

Which is throbbing iu his bruin and heart.

Gorgeous flowers in the sunlight shining,

Bossoms Haunting in the eye of day,

Tremulous leaves, with soft and silver lining,

Buds that open only to decay
;

Brilliant hopes, all woven in gorgeous tissues,

Flaunting gaily in the golden light;

Large desires, with most uncertain Issues,

Tender wishes, blossoming at night I

These in flowers and men are more than seeming;
Workings are they of the self-same Power,

Which the poet, in no idle dreaming,
Secth iu himself and in Sie llower.

Everywhere about us are they glowing,
Some, like stars, to tell ns Spring is born

;

Others, their blue eyes with tears o'erflowing,

Stand, like Ruth, amid the golden corn.

Not alone iu Spring's armorial bearing,
And in Summer's green-emblazoned field,

But in arms of brave old Autumn's weiring.
In the centre of his brazen shield

;

Not alone in meadows and green alleys,

On the mountain-top, and by the brink
Of sequestered pools in Woodland valleys.

Where the slaves of nature stoop to drink
;

Not alone in her vast dome of glory,

Nut on graves of bird and beast alone.
Bat in old cathedrals, high and hoary.
On the tombs of heroes, carved iu stone

;

In the cottage of the rudest peasant.
In the ancestral homes, whose crumbling towers,

Speaking of the Past unto the Present,

Tell us of the ancient games of flowers.

In all places then, and in all seasons.

Flowers expand their light and soul-lik« wings,
Teaching us, by most persuasive reasons,

How akin they are to human things.
,

And with childlike, credulous affection.

We behold their tender buds expand
;

Emblems of our own great resurrection.

Emblems of the bright and better land."

Longfellow.

" We ought never to forget, that we may look

on the broad landscape smiling in summer beauty,

and speak with delight of the wonders of nature,

and the goodness of a beneficent God, and follow

with reverence the man of science as he displays

God's wisdom and power in the creation of the

universe ; and yel there may be no true apprecia-

tion of the character of God, no sense of his holi-

ness, and none of that wisdom which comelh from

above.—(James iii. 17.) ' Where shall wisdom
be found! or where is the place of understand-

ing? Man knoweth not the price thereof; nei-

ther is it found in the land of the living. The
depth saith. It is not in me ; and the sea saith, It

is not with me. It cannot be gotten for gold, nei-

ther shall silver be weighed for the price thereof,

for the price of wisdom is above rubies. Behold

the fear of the Lird, that is wisdom; and lo de-

part from evil is understanding.'—(Job xxviii. IS-

IS, 28.)
" The study of the economy of vegetation in all

its bearings makes the devout mind exclaim in

wonder and praise, " O Lord, how manifold are

thy works ! in wisdom hast thou made them all

;

the earth is full of thy riches.'—(Ps. civ. 24.)
' The works of the Lord are great, sought out of

them that have pleasure therein.'—Ps. cxi. 2.)

The more we examine into all God's ways and

doings in providence and grace, the more are we
led to see the force of the apostle's slaicmcnt,

—

' O the depth of the riches both of the wisdom and

knowledge of G^id ! how unsearchable are His

judgments, and His way past finding out !'—(Rom.

xi. 33.)

" So He ordained, whose way is in the sea,

His path amidst great waters, and His steps

Unknown ;—whose judgments are a mighty deep.
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Where plummet of nrclmn)?cl'» intellect

Could never yet find soundinps, but from age

To nge let down, drawn up, ilien thrown «i;ftin,

With lenpthcnM line and added weight, still fails
;

And still the cry in Heaven is, ' U the depth !'

"

"The contemplniion ol'C.od's handiwork, whe-

ther displnjcd in the .<iarry heavens, Where He
hnlh SCI n lal)ernarlo for the sun, or in ihosc stars

of the earth—the flowers—should ever, as in the

case of the Psalmist, he accompanied by the heart-

fell conviction that ' The law of the Lord is per-

fect, converting the soul : the tcslimony of the

Lord is sure, making wise the simple : the statuies

of the Lord are right, rejoicing the heart: the

commandment of tiie Lord is pure, enlightening

the eyes : the fear of the Lord is clean, enduring

for ever: ihe judgments of the Lord are true and

righteous altogether.'—(Ps. .\i.\. 7-9,)"

REMAKKABLE DELUSIONS.

(Conliiiiu'.l froiii |m2c 175 )

"The process of ascertaining the innocence or

guilt of an accused person by the trial of ordeal

is of great antiquity. The i'ollowers of Zoroas-

ter, the Hindoos, and the Tartars, alike practised

ii. It has been already shown, in one of the

volumes of the Monthly Series, how the human
body may be rendered capable of resisting the ef-

fects of intense heat. Such preparations were

well known to the ancitnts, and to those who
lived in the dark ages. Accused persons often

handled red-hot iron without sustaining injury.

Harold, king of Norway, in order to prove his

title to the crown, walked over metal in ihis stale

unscathed. Popon, to convince the Danes of the

truth of Christianity, (a wretched proof of so im-

portant a theorem,) put his naked arm into a

gauntlet healed to a white heat, and drew it forth

entirely sound. In such instances there can be

no doubt of a familiarity with certain secrets

known only to the initiated.

"Under the Anglo-Saxon government of these

islands, the imperleciion of knowledge in the use

of circumstantial evidence rendered such trials of

frequent occurrence. The principal ordeals were

two—by water and by fire. If the trial was by

the former, a caldron of water was made to boil

in some part of a church, varying in depth ac-

cording to the presumed guilt of the accused per-

son. A heavy weight was then placed within the

caldron, to be drawn out by the prisoner with his

arm bare. The arm was afterwards covered over

and sealed up by the priest until the third day.

If, at the expiration of that lime, the limb was

healed, the accused person was deemed innocent;

if otherwise, he was punished as unquestionably

guilty. The corresponding ordeal was similar.

A red-hot piece of iron being produced, was to bo

lifted by the hands of the accused, who was re-

quired to take three prescribed steps whilst liold-

ing it. The hand was then bound up and sealed

as before. It is evident I hut such cases afforded

much opportunity for connivance and collusion,

nnd that the interesled or party |)rejudices of tlie

judges would materially mudily the results.

Many other ordeals are mentioned by various

authors. At St. Sane, in Bretagnc, was an iron

collar, which, bound round the neck, left (it was

said) the innocent uninjured, but strangled the

guilty. The action of ihe collar was regulated,

in all probability, by ihe opinion the operator

might have of the merits of tlie case before liim.

" Credulity has, however, Ibund no more ex-

tensive field for the exercise of its powers, than

that which is associated with the idea of forms

from another world."

"It would be clearly impossible to undertake

the elucidation of every occurrence which seems

to favour the belief of this superstition. Yet the

explanation of a few cases may afford a light by

which 10 eslimate the force of others yet involved

in mystery.
" That some of these alleged cases are the

simple eU'ect of error or misapprehension is what

will be denied by no judicious inquirer.

"The following is the narration of a Newcastle

.sea-captain: 'His cook,' ho said, 'chanced to

die upon his passag'' homeward. This honest

fellow having liad one of his legs a little shorter

than the other, used to walk in ihat way wiiich

our vulgar idiom calls uilh an ttp and a down.

A few nights after his body had been commit-

led to the deep, our captain was alarmed by his

mate with an account that the cook was walking

belijre the ship, and that all hands were on deck

to see him. The captain, angry at being dis-

turbed in his sleep, ordered them to let him alone,

and try which, the ship or he, should get first to

Newcastle. But turning out on further impor-

tunity, he confessed lliat he had like to have

caught the contagion ; for, on seeing something

move in a way so similar to that which the cook

was wont to do, and wiihal having a cap on so like

that which he was u»ed to wear, he verily thoughl

that there was more in the report than he was at

first willing to believe. A general panic difllised

itself; he ordered the ship to be steered round

towards the object, but not a man would move the

helm. Compelled to do this himself, he found,

on a nearer approach, that the ridiculous cause of

all their terror was part of a main-top, the re-

mains of some wreck floating bel'ore them.'*

" Sir Walter Scolt, in his 'Letters on Demon-
ology and Wilchcralt,' relates the following oc-

currence, which we imagine relers to himself and

to the supposed apparition of his deceased friend,

lord Byron:

—

" 'Not long after the death of a certain illustri-

ous poet, who had filled, when living, a great sta-

tion in the eye of the public, a Ii erary Iriend, to

whom the deceased had been well known, was
engaged, during the darkening twilight of an

autumn evening, in perusing one of the publica-

tions which professed to detail the habits and

opinions of the distinguished individual who was
now no more. ... A visitor was silting in the

apartment who was engaged in reading. Their

sitting-room oi)ened into an entrance hall, rather

fantastically filled up with articles of armour,

wild animals, and the like. It was when laying

down his book and passing into the hall, through

which the moon was beginning to shine, that the

individual of whom 1 speak saw, right before him,

and in a standing posture, the exact representation

of his departed friend, whose recollection had been

so strongly brought to his imagination. He stop-

ped for a single moment, so as to notice llie won-

derful accuracy with which fancy had impressed

on his bodily eye the peculiarities of dress and
posture of the illustrious poet. Sensible, however,

of the delusion, he felt no sentiment save that of
wonder at the extraordinary accuracy of the re-

.•^cinblance, and stepped onwards towards the

figure, which resolved itself as he approached

into the various materials of which it was com-
posed. These were merely a screen, occupied by

great coats, shawls, plaids, and such other articles

as are usually found in a country entrance hall.

The spectator returned to the spot from which
he h;id seen the illusion, and endeavoured with

all his power to recall the image which had been

so singularly viviJ. But this was beyond his ca-

pacity ; and the person who had witnessed the

* Hibbert.

apparition, or, more properly, whose excited stale

had been the means of raising it, had only to i«.

turn, and tell the young friend ho had left under

what a striking liallucinulion lie had for a inomeot

laboured.'

"The narration which follows presents o slrik.

ing case in illustration of our subject:

—

"A club of persons in the town of Plymouth

was accustomed to meet during the suinmet

months in a secluded summer-house, accessible to

many of the members by a pass-key. f^iii ucco-

^ion of one ol' its meetings, the president fur the

evening was taken dangerously ill, and, as a mark

of respect, the chair designed for him «as 1: it un-

occupied. His absence naturally led to u i unvcr.

sation on the talents and characlcr of the absnitee.

Whilst the members were thus speaking, ik

fii^ur.-^ of the president entered the room. It wai

ghastly pale, and clothed in white. Gliding to ihe

vacant chair, it lifted the cmj)ty glass before him,

bowed to the company, and put it to its lips—

then, ill dead silence, disappeared as it had entered.

The eflect on the club was horrifying. Alter re-

maining for some time together conversing on this

appalling incident, two ol the number went to the

house of the president, and found him dead.

" Long after the news of the supernatural visi-

tation had been circulated and obtained an awful

credence, it was discovered ihat the deceased man,

immcdiaiely before his death, and whilst the nurse

appointed to watch by his bed-side was asleep,

had, in a fit of delirium, actually gone to the sum-

mer-house, and had only returned to his own l»i

to die. If' that explanation had been wanting, the

whole scene, witnessed as it was by many specli-

tors at once, might have passed lor one of the

best attested ghost stories on record."
" Dr. Clarke, the traveller, relates, that being

in the vicinity of Constantinople, he was looking

out of his cabin window, having an ofhcer by his

side, when he witnessed a horrible apparition.

There floated before him a corpse, sewed up k»
hammock, in almost an upright position, half (|p

of the water, and borne along by the current of

the ocean. ' Nothing,' he says, ' could be more

horrible ; its head and shoulders were visible,

turning first to one side, then to the other, with a

solemn and awful movement, as if impressed with

some dreadful secret of the deep, which from its

watery grave it came upwards to reveal.' The

cause is evident. The process of decomposition

had rendered the body light enough to counter-

balance the weights with which, at the time of its

burial, it had been sunk, and this exjilaiued its

erect posture."

"Certain physical disordersof the stomach anil

organs of digestion are well known by medical

men to be attended by vivid imagery, as dis-

tinct as if the objects of delusion had themselves

passed before the eyes of the spectator. Such

impressions, often heightened for the time by the

eiTects of anodynes employed for their relief, have

been frequently mistaken for something superna-

tural."

" ' A highly intelligent friend,' says Dr. Aber-

crombie, ' whom I attended several years ago in

a mild but protracted fever, without delirium, hud

Irequent interviews with a sjieciral visitor, who

presented the appearance of an old and gray-

iieaded m.in, ol a most benignant aspect. His

visits were always conducted exactly in the suinc

manner ; he entered the room by a door which

was on the left-hand side of th.- bed, and sealed

himself on a chair on the right-hand side; he

then fixed his eyes upon the patient with an ex-

pression of intense interest and pity, but never

spoke; continued distinctly visible for some se-

conds, and then seemed to vanish into air. These
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were repeated daily for sevcrul days, but

times lie missed a day; and tiie appearance
iiued for several weeks. The same gentle-

on another occ;xsion, when in perfect health,

; in his parlour in the evening, saw distincily

corner of the room, a female figure in a

inj; posture, who continued visible for seve-

iconds.' "*

'erhaps, however, of all the narrations regard-

pparitions, there are none so striking as

which owe their existence to the power of
lence. How that extraordinary mental or

I power can excite the mind into the most
3US action, can quicken sensibility, can in-

ite memory, can rouse the imaginative facul-

f the guilty, we need scarcely tell. The
• carries thus within himself a phantasma-
instrument of fearful and portentious power,
d that criminals could read the lesson which
let teaches, sometimes in lines of blood or of
' Be sure your sin will find you out I'

bie on 'The Intellectual Powers."

From John Cliurchmaa's Journal.

lew monthly meeting being allowed to be
ished at Uwchlan, Chester-county, it arose
mind to salute Friends there with an epis-

copy whereof I sent to the first meeting in

rst month, 176.3, being as follows:

—

ir Friends,—In the gentle springing-up of

1 love and fellowship I salute you, my dear
en and sisters, and hereby let you know,
is my fervent desire and prayer that you

ndividually attend to the gift of God in your
learts, and therein wait fur the arisings of

re life and power; that therein and thereby
the affairs of the church may be transacted

honour of Truth and your own peace and
. For to speak in the church to the busi-

and affairs of Truth by the will, wisdom
jwer of man, however knowing he thinks

If, will lead into its own nature; and in the

linster strife and contention, and break the

of the one Spirit wherein the peace of the

islands. Wherefore I beseech you beware
f, and as I know there are among you such
the Lord by his Spirit and the gentle ope-

of his power, is preparing for his own
mind your calling in deep humility and

ttention of soul ; for in your obedience only,

3U be elected and chosen to the work vvhere-

le hath called you. So shall you be m »de

watchmen and watch women, placed on the

of Zion to discover the approach of an
', in whatsoever subtle appearance, and
d to give warning thereof to others. May
)f you stand upright in your own lots in the

iration, waiting I'or the pouring forth of the

and anointing of the Holy Ghost ; by the

ing whereof, a true qualification is given, in

fluence of the love of the Father, rightly

irsee the flock and family of oar God
;

;st whom there are some plants with you,
^^of your care.

ould Ijave be^n glad to have sat with you,
r monthly meeting, from the sense of that

'hich 1 now renewedly leel to spring and
jwards you, but cannot well leave homo. I

jreat this time, in the pure refreshing stream
f again salute you, and remain your friend

other. Joii.v Ciiurcujian."
Nottingham, First month 4th, 17CJ.

NAPLES AND ITS ENVlllONS.

i beauties of the Bay of Naples have not

been exaggerated. The harbour was much smaller portions, more than 400 feet long, commanding a
han I expected to find it, and the shipping fine view of the harbour, and not this only, but°so

nected with it and with the forts as to afforddocs not equal that of Boston, either in Uw. num
her or the size of the vessels. A considerable part

of the hay is too shallow to afford anchorage even
for small vessels, and it is occupied as the rendez-

vous for fishing boats and pleasure boats, of which
there are many hundreds thus clustered together.

In its associations with the commerce of the

world, in sweep, and depth, and majesty, in the

roll of mighty rivers and their struggles with

ocean tides, in its floating forest, bedecked with

ihe steamers of every nation, in its peopled is-

lands adorned with palaces, and its spreading

cities upon either shore, the Bay of New York
very far exceeds the Bay of Naples.

But New-York Bay is not a unit ; the eye can-

not take it at a glance; from no point can its

whole scope be seen from the Hook to the Bat-

ery ; it has its upper and its lower; it is broken
by the long reach of Staten Island ; it is formed
on the scale of the panorama rather than of the

icture. But the B>iy of Naples is a picture—

a

beautiful picture—a perfect picture, one that you
can look upon as a whole from one point to ano-

her, and then examine in detail, without being
oppressed with its vastness, and without losing in

its diversities the sense of its completeness. In

the requisite facilities for escape in iho event ofa
popular revolution. In the structure of almost
every European palace, the two prime ideas ap-
pear to be defence and escape—the luxurious
embellishments within only making it a mora
wearisome prison-house. Every palace is a guard-
house and a prison.

But this sea-bird palace at Naples, with all its

adjuncts of barracks and artillery, is a beautiful

object notwithstanding. All the principal hotels
are built along the same street, facing the bay ;

and here too, stretching for nearly a mile along
the water's edge, is the public promenade, well

shaded and adorned with statues and with cul-

tivated (lowers. But the beauty of Naples lies

mainly upon this one street, and upon two or three

others in the suburbs. The rest are narrow

—

many too narrow for vehicles, and interrupted by
flights of steps; they are noisome with filth, and
teeming with a shiftless population. The business
streets are thronged with out-door salesmen and
mechanics, and in this luxurious climate the whole
population seems to live in the open air. Gayety,
elegance, poverty, filth, activity and sloth here
exist in constant juWnpo^hion.^Edilorial Cor-

his respect— as a picturesque object to be seen respondence of the Independent.
and enjoyed, the Bay of Naples altogether trans-

cends that of New York. It is large enough to

meet the conception of vastness, swelling outward
into the sea, and in that direction bounded only

by its horizon, and yet compact and definite

enough to meet the sense of beauty. It has the

further advantage of being flanked on either hand
by tnassive mountains, while its islands give to it

a pleasing variety, without breaking its impression

by their own prominence.

The city, too, spreads gracefully around it—as

if Brooklyn, New York, and Jersey City formed
one continuous circuit about the harbour—and
ses over it in tiers of buildings crowned with

forts and towers. From whatever point it is view-

d—whether from the bold promontory of Mise-

lum on the west, or the smoking cone of Vesu-
ius on the east, from the castled heights of the

ily, Irom the long promenade that skirts its wes-
i;rn margin, or from the deck of the retiring

steamer until it is sealed behind the Island of

Capri—it is still the same picturesque, beautiful,

mposing sheet of water, siiimniering under the

noonday sun, or silvered by the lustrous moon
that here shines through an atmosphere of crystal

purity. From soma points you command a view
at once of Vesuvius and of I\Iisenurn, with the city

and its suburbs girdling the intermediate bay
;

and this coup d^aeil of the Bay of Naples is the

most enchanting picture that imagination can sug-

gest or art portray.

The diameter of the bay is about sixteen miles,

and it is surrounded on three sides by an amphi-
theatre of hills which, at either extremity, shut

down close upon the sea; all along this range of
hills, on the inner or northern margin of the bay,

stretches the cily of Naples, with its dependencies,

covi-ring au extent of at least twelve miles, and;

embracing a population of nearly half a million, what they said, that the elders of the congrega-

Yet the ciiy proper is compactly built, and as in tion, let thuui speak. When they ceased, the

all the Italian cities, its population is s ) densely breaking of bread wa-i resumed. After a tiinj the

packed that it does not appear to the eye to com- Friends again spoke, but the elders not wishing to

pete so nearly with New York in its census. hear them, commanded that they should be taken

The street lacing the harbour, free from all the
i

away. No one seemed willing lo do it, so Vava-

nuisances common to a seaport, broad, well-paved, '
sur Powell addressing Thomas Ellis, who was a

and iu many parts adorned with elegant buildings
j

deacon among them, said,—" Brother Ellis, take

of a cream-coloured stone, is one of the mustjlhcm away."

magnificent streets in the world. Here is the Remembering that tho blessed Master had not

royal palace, a building of good architectural pro- been hasty in condemning the woman that the

For "The Friend."

BlOGRAPniCAL SKETCHES

Of Ministers and Elders, and other concerned members
of the Vearly Meetin;,' of Philadelphia.

THOMAS ELLIS,

Was born in Merionethshire, Wales, perhaps
between the years 1620 and 16.30. In the lan-

guage of Hugh Roberts and John Bevan, who
prepared a memorial of him, " He was a religious

man, and had a zjal for God before he was con-

vinced of the Truth. He walked among them
that were called Independents, and by them was
accounted a godly, gifted man."
He was one of Vavasor Powell's congregation,

among whom for a lime there did appear life and
light. Yet not keeping to that which tendered

their hearts, and which would have enlightened

their eyes to see the true spirituality of the Gospel
dispensation if they had been faithful to it, thoy

gradually settled down into as great formality as

their neiglibours. Having lost too inuch tho sen-

sible presence of the Lord Jesus Christ among
them, who had once in measure broken tho bread

oflilb for th^m, and given them to partake of the

wine of His kingdom, they clung to the outivard

breaking of bread, and drinking of wine, as if the

rite were spiritual substance.

Some short time before 1660, as this company
of once spiritually-quickened men, then gradually

drying up towards fonnalily, were gathered to

partake of what they called the Lord's Supper,

two women ministers of tho Society of Friends

came in among tlv^m. When ihe "Motion of

Truth" came upon ihim, the women spoke in the

name of the Lord, " in much fear and humility."

The evilenc.3 of right authority so ae:ompanieJ
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Jews had Iirou^lit before liim, Tliomtis wns not
I
alilioiigli it came in much seeming humility, and his native country, Wales; and his ministry wai i

willin" to iiilorTerc with those' women, until they I he bore a testimony against his " mongrel mode-
j

very rlll-ctual to the convincing ol" ninny. Tho»» I

had delivered all that rested on their minds, so he
I

ration" to the salisraction of his friends, being, who wore convinced, his godly care was very
(

stirred not. After a time he was again bidden to Isweetly resloredlohispluce inlheirloveand esteem, much to water and nourish ihcm, that ihey might <

taUe tlieni away. At this he rose, and going to His mouth was now opened in the ministry, and

the women, rcquebted them to accompany him to although he had been considered as an eminent

the next room, for that he had something to say preacher among the Independents, yet his first

appearances among Fr
to them. They followed him, and he addressed

them to this elYect. " Friends, you see how we

are met logelhtr here. We arc like the prodigal,

who was spending his portion. We have a little

yet unspent. When we have spent all, we must

return to our heavenly Father, and romc to you

and your way." The women Frienils departed

well'salisfied.'and Thomas Ellis lingered a short

time longer among the Independents, alihoiigh he

had a clear sight of the decay of vital religion

and the growth of formality among them.

But he could not long be satisfied, and about

the beginning, perhaps, of 1G60, he witnessed a

fuller and clearer convincement of the Truth.

Then, " when the Lord in His great love reached

unto him, opening his understanding to see the

way of peace and salvation, he did not long con-

sult with flesh and blood, but gave himself up in

obedience to the Lord's will, and in testimony for

his blessed Truth. For this lie was an early suf

ferer, both in body and estate."

In the Sixth month, 1660, he with a number of

others were arrested at a religious mceling, and

•ith much abuse were driven twenty mi'

ids were in n

In 1668 he was taken with many others from a

meeting at Aberystwilh in Caidiganshire, and sent

to the prison in Cardigan. When information of

this reached his friend Richard Davies, a concern

came upon him to go to the magistrates of that

•ounty, and olTer himself a prisoner instead of

Thomas Ellis and some others of the more newly

convinced, that they might have liberty to visit

their families. This concern was matter of deep

e.xercise to his wife, yet she, after considering it,

gave him up to the service. Slopping on his

way to Cardigan, at the house of Thomas Ellis,

Richard was glad to find that he was at home,

the whole company of Friends having been re-

leased from prison. Thomas and his wife were

both sensible of the love which prompted the

act, and Richard was comforted in the feeling,

that his heavenly Father had accepted ihe will,

for the deed. As he was bound in spirit to visit

Pembrokeshire, Thomas accompanied liim. The
first meeting was at Aberystwilh, and here they

and all the Friends of the place were taken and

jrow in grace and in the wisdom that cumelli

from above. We may truly say of him as Paul

said of Timothy, that we had amongst us no

words. 'man in those days, like minded, for his godly

care was very much for the growth of

amongst us. He was very much given to travjj

and visit the meetings in Wales."

Early in the Eighth month, 1677, travelling

with John Murnyeat, in Montgomeryshire, they

were slopped on the highway for having been at

a meeting, and their horses were taken from

them. John Burnyeat's horse died within two

hours after the seizure, and Thomas Ellis's with,

in six months, in the hands of the informer. The

next year he was arrested, but docs not nppparto

have been east into prison. In the yinr 1681,

the Yearly Meeting of London gave lilx ily lo the

Friends of Wales at their Half Year's iiiciling, to

appoint a Yearly Meeting for Wales. At the

lime of the Yearly Meeting, Thomas Ellis ihw

wrote to Richard Davies, who was detained at

London.

"Dear Friend, R. Davies.

—

" In the love of God is my remembrance .

thee at this tiine, with many others of the like

minded, in and about the city, and especially

those who from the beginnins; have been, and stillsent to prison. In the evening Richard declared!

foot to a town called Baala, where for the con- 'the word of ihe Lord in Welch to many of theL^g^ „,ost exercised under ihe glorious weiiihtol'

scientious refusal to swear they were put in fetters, town's people, who came to the house where they
j ,i,e care and concerns of the church of Ct

and sent twelve miles further to prison. In this

prison, they were kept about fifteen weeks, during

which time' they sufl'ered much abuse an^ hard

usage. In the next year he with six other Friends

were again arrested, and for refusing to lake the

oath of allegiance were committed to prison, where

they were kept fifteen weeks. Being brought be-

fore the Quarter Sessions, and offering to make

public declaration of their fidelity to the king, in

place of the oath, they were discharged. Twice

again during this year, they were arrested, and

the last time they were confined in a hole, in

which the marshal had been accustomed to keep

his hogs. They were much exposed to the wea-

ther, in time of rain not being able to find dry

spots to lie down on, and this together with the

noise of the swine, who at night clustered round

their usual lodging-place, prevented ihe prisoners

getting much rest. They were kept in ihis pig-pen

for ten weeks, and then were removed to another

prison, where they for a time did not receive pro-

per nourishment, and had to sleep upon ihe bare

floor, because they were not willing to submit to

the illegal and exorbitant demands of the gaol-

er. However in time their patience proving more

than a match for his cruelty, lie became much

softened towards ihem, and treated them with

some degree of humanity. This imprisonment

was one of many weeks' conlinuunce.

In ihe }ear 1662, for a tithe valued at £1 10*.

he had 51 loads of rye, oats and barley, worth

£10 taken from him. Thus was he schooled in

persecution, " which," say his friends in their

memorial, " he bore patiently. Glad he was that

the Lord counted him worthy to sutTer for His

name sake, and for the lesiimony he gave him to

bear for His Truth. So he came to see that his

suflTerings and outward losses were not to be com-

pared to the gain and inward comfort the Lord

had brought him unto." He was disposed to

judge favourably of those who seemed aiming at

something more spiritual, and on this ground was

deceived lor a short time by John I'errot. IJii

elder brother in the Truth, Richard Davies ad

vised him to have nothing to do with that spirit

y confined ; and he records

comfortable meeting."

Richard was concerned that these young

Friends so recently let out of prison should be

again confined ; and having asked counsel of his

heavenly Father, it seemed best to him to write

to the chief magistrate, staling that he and Tho-

mas Ellis being bound into Pembrokeshire, had

stopped with their friend at Aberystwilh for a

day, and held a meeting, in which they and their

Friends were taken prisoners. He then begged

him to accept of Thomas Ellis and himself as

prisoners, and discharge the rest. He received

no answer, but the constable was directed to do

as he had suggested. The Friends they had met

wiih were discharged, and they were sent to the

Quarter Sessions. When they were brought to

Llanbedar, where the justices were silting, they

were moderate to Thomas Ellis, who had been

himself on the bench, wherein he had been some-

hat sharp to offenders. Richard had an oppor-

tunity of declaring to the justices his original

concern, to come and offer himself as a prisoner

n place of his friend. The bench seemed affect-

ed, and they were both discharged, the deputy
|
and instructive, and at the sam^' time lilile known

the remembrance of whom hath divers limes, aod

pecially of late, as at this present, brought both

eyes to tears, and hearts to tenderness. Alihough

I was disappointed in my expectations of seeing

thee here, at this Half Year's meeting, yet thy

letter to John Ap John, coming so seasonably,

did so answer for thee, that it was bolh joy and

refreshment lo many of us. We had a full meet-

ing of Friends from most parts of Wales ; many

having come upon the account of the Yearly

Meeting, which was concluded io be al Havet'

ford-wesi, the Second-day of the week called

Easter-week, for the following year. Here were

E. Edwards, John Ap John, W. Players, FmikIs

Lea, Philip Leonard, and Richard Waller, who

had teslimonies ; and many other Friends besid*

from other remote parts, all zealous for the

Yearly Meeting. We had mcelings here the

three last days. Thy friend and brother,

Thomas Ellis."

"Swaazey, the 28tb of Seventh mo., 1681."

Glass.—Perhaps there is no article in commoD

use, the manufacture of which is so iniereslin;

sherill' and high constable treating them very

civilly and desiring lo bestow on ihem the best

the town could afford. I'hese two men were

convinced, and persecution ceased in Cardigan-

shire.

The travellers then went on towards Pembroke-
shire, meeting some dangers and difficulties in

the way, yet satisfacloiiiy surmounting them all.

Richard says that in this journey, the weight ol

the service lay princi])ally upon him, lor that

Thomas " was but very liitle as yet opened by

way of testimony among Friends. He was an

understanding man in the things of God, and was

not hasty to olTer his otlering, till he found a

weighty concern on him."

Thomas experienced a growth in the Truth.

His friends say, " The Lord was pleased lo be-

to the thousands and millions who are ilaily

joying its benefits. Every grade in society, from

the poorest labourer, with the thrippenny glass in

his window, to the wealthy millionaire, whose

palace is decorated with the most costly mirrors,

are enabled to use it. Where or when the man-

facture of glass was first invented, is a mailer on

which writers disagree. It seems that the story

promulgated by some ancient writer, that it w»s

first dicovered by an accident that happened to

some merchants who were shipwrecked on llw

coast of Syria, and who, after kindling a fire on

ihcsand, noticed some small globules, perfectly

transparent, among the cinders, has, to a grcal

extent been regarded as true ; but indubilableevi-

donee has been adduced by travellers in the vici-

nity of the Nile, to show that ulass had been in

stow on him a large gift in the ministry, which' use by the Egyptians many centuries proviow.

he, like the good steward, diligently improved,
j

Austria can claim the honour of having first in-

He gave himself up lo visit llie churches through
, iroduced the manufacture of this very iniporloni
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on a large scale into Europe; and the

ive establishment near Vienna, founiled

1 centuries ago, and which first supplied

swilh mirrors and glass plate, is yet in op-

I. France and England, at the present

ave many and large manufactories, which,

;ry great exlcnt, supply our own market,

few York, Boston, Pittsburgh, and other

san cities are extensively engaged in mak-

)mmon glass for windows. As yet the

es have not commenced the finer depart-

of the manufacture of glass.

m Clark in a letter to one of his friends writes

sncerning the ministry—" I am afraid lest I

j

learn to preach without the help of ihel

Spirit. My dear brother, surely my poor

ich as it is, has been a life of siudy. I have

i myself of every help almost within the

of human power; I have had advantages

i kind that few of my brethren have pos-

; and without boasting I may say, that 1

ised them, in general, to the utmost of my
standing and strength. 1 have left nothing

e to acquire knowledge. VVhat is my ex-

ce in regard to preaching? Why, that the

ling which has not the immediate unction

nergy of the Holy Ghost in it is good for

ig. It is the Spirit alo/ie that can ditFuse

hrough the mind and beget its own image in

lul. He who can preach without it, may
is flesh the labour of tlie ministry ; for the

whom God will honour must be actuated

by Himself.''''

gatheringof our religious Society, it was required energy. To people older, who are naturally

of its members to come out from the world's nervous, and particularly to the phlegmatic, to-

A WORD OF CAUTION,

hiiw many ways may the subtle machina-

jf an unwearied enemy be sufl'ered to lead

ind from the place of safety, into a laby-

of doubt and perplexity. Is it not evident

n undue desire for earthly things, and an

ful pursuit of things in themselves lawful,

done more to eclipse the beauty, and destroy

lefulness of the Society of Friends, than per-

on or imprisonment were permitted to do?

1 time of outward ease and plenty, and it is

natural to wish to have it so ; no olijections

?lt to the reception of the many blessings

ised by the hand of a kind Providence ; but

jeries arise, are we making suitable returns

ese unmerited favours? are we clothed with

ity and thankfulness of heart ? are we feed-

le hungry, and clothing the naked ? are we

to others as we would have them do to us?

we spend money for that which is not bread,

our for that which satisfielh not? I fear we
many ways ; but that which I wish to point

1 a more especial manner is, a liberty which
• members of our religious Society seem to

1 having their likeness taken. VVhat ad van-

iny Friend can expect to derive by preserv-

o themselves an image or likeness of the

al man, I cannot say, but the probability

me is, that those who give way to this weak-

(for such I deem it) think they will have a

ant picture to look upon, and consequently a

of self-worship is instituted. I believe none

a better warrant for this indulgence than

urely pride, which instead of being nourished

iherished, should be immediately slain. It

3 to me that if we were individually wearing

image and impress of the Holy One, we

d have no desire to treasure up our own, but

J I'eel restrained from countenancing the

;
vanities of a world that lielh in wickedness,

t abundant evidtnce we have, that in the

maxims, its vanities and its sins, and to be a sepa-

rate people ; well would it be for us, were this our

condition now ; but how like Ephraim, many of

us have mixed ourselves with the people, stran-

gers have devoured our strength and we know it

not. May it not be said of us, " I planted thee a

noble vine, wholly a right seed. How then art

thou turned into the degenerate plant of a strange

vine unto me." O that we might individually bo

made willing to enter into the vineyard of our

own hearts, labouring to have all things set in

order there; and then become co-workers, under

the guidance of best Wisdom, for the removal out

of the church, of those things which mar its beauty

and disturb its peace. Then might we hope that

He who afflicteth not willingly, would dispel the

clouds that hang over us, and cause his light to

shine.

Ohio, Second mo. 1854.

Selecteit.

EARTH'S ANGELS.
Why come not spirits from the realms of glory,

To visit earth as in the days of old ?

The times of sacred writ and ancient story ?

Is heaven more distant? or has earth grown cold?

Oft have I gazed when sunset clouds receding,

Waved lilce rich banners of a host gone by,

To catch the gleam of some white pinion speeding

Along the confines of the glowing sky;

—

And oft, when midnight stars in distant chillness,

Were calmly burning, listened late and long
;

But Nature's pulse beat on in solemn stillness,

Bearing no echo of the seraph's song.

To Bethlehem's air was their last anthem given,

When other stars before The One grew dim ?

Was their last presence Icnown in Peter's prison ?

Or where exulting martyrs raised their hymn?

And are they all within the veil departed?

There gleams no wing along the empyrean now

;

And many a tear from human eyes have started,

Since angel touch has calmed a mortal brow.

No; earth has angels, though their forms are moulded,
But of such clay as fashions all below;

Though harps are wanting, and bright pinions folded.

We know them by the love-light on their brow.

I have seen angels by the sick one's pillow
;

Theirs was the soft tone and the soundless tread
;

Where smitten hearts were drooping like the willow,

They stood " between the living aud the dead."

And if my sight by earthly dimness hindered

Beheld no hovering cherubim in air,

I doubted not,—for spirits know their kindred^—
They smiled upon the wingless watchers there.

There hare been angels in the gloomy prison,

—

In crowded halls,—by the lone widow's hearth
;

And where they passed the fallen have uprisen,

—

The giddy paused,—the mourner's hope had birth.

I have seen one whose eloquence commanding
Roused the rich echoes of the human breast,

The blandishments of wealth and ease withstanding.

That hope might reach the suffering and oppressed

0, many a spirit walks the earth unheeded,

That when its veil of sadness is laid down,

Shall soar aloft with pinions unimpeded.

And wear its glory like a starry crown.

"Tobacco has spoiled and utterly ruined thou

sands of boys, inducing a dangerous precocity

developing the passions, softening and weakening

the bones, and greatly injuring the spinal mar-

row, the brain, and the whole nervous fluid. A

boy who early and freely smokes, or otherwise

largely uses tobacco, is never known to make a

man of much energy of character, and generally

lacks physical and muscular, as well as mental

bacco may be comparatively harmless, but even

these it is worse than useless. \Ve would
particularly warn boys who want to be anybody
^ the world, to shun tobacco as a deadly

oison."

—

Selected.

GLEANINGS FOR ' TUE FRIEND."

In no heathen country has superstition become
so firmly rooted in the national mind, as in India;

aided, as it is, by caste, by the impress of anti-

quity, by the powerful arm of a numerous and
influential priesthood, and above all, by the sanc-

tion, the openly-avowed countenance and encour-

agement of the British authorities. As regards

all the educational establishments connected with

the government of India, it is positively forbidden

to introduce the subject of Christianity in any

way. Not a volume that makes any allusion to

the gospel is permitted ; not even the name ol'the

Saviour, not the merest idea of the Creator, is

allowed to pass the lips of any within those insti-

tutions of a Christian government! Professors

who dare to infringe these stringent laws are dis-

missed ; native pu|)ils who openly become con-

verts to Christianity, are not permitli'd to remaia

as students ; and even for an officer of govern-

ment college to pen an article advoc:.iiiig Chris-

ian views for a local periodical, is visited with

he heavy displeasure of the higher powers.

It is not diflicult to picture the sad results of

this state of things. Year by year the evil grows.

Thousands upon thousands of young men are

turned loose upon the world infidels in heart and

practice. Profligate and unprincipled in iheir

lives, and becoming the heads of lamilies, they

propagate the vice and atheism engendered by

the British College, to future generations. It has

been stated on authority too good to be doubted,

that of between 50 and 60 pupils of the Govern-

ment Hindoo College at Calcutta, who were pri-

vately questioned by their principal as to their

belief in any creed, lour only expressed their be-

lief in the religion of the Vedas, a I'ew were unde-

cided, and the remainder openly avowed their

utter disbelief in Brahminism and all other creeds.

This fact is too well known in India to need con-

firmation. Yet, notwithstanding this powerful

antagonism, it is gratifying to know that Christi-

anity is making some progress even in India, and

that it advances in a regularly increasing ratio.

Durinw ten years preceding l>i\.2, but IGl Hin-

doos had made prolession of Cbrisliaiiily. With-

in the next ten years, the number amounted to

403. The following decade witnessed the pro-

lession of 647, and the period ending 1842, as

many as 1055. The ten years just past, it is

estimated, have seen not less than 2000 embrac-

ing the Christian proltission.

Solomon Northup, a coloured citizen of New
York, was in the year 1341, decoyed to the city

of Washington, and there kidnapped and sold

into slavery. It was twelve years before he was

able to make known to his Iriends his condition

and location. By the intervention of Governor

Hunt, of New York, and several influential citi-

zens of that Slate and of Louisiana, he wtjs in the

year 1863 restored to his wife and children, after

having endured for ten years (he terrible sufler-

ings incident to the condition of slavery, under a

severe and unfeeling master. That long period

was spent on the cotton plantation ol Edwin

Epps, of Bayou Boeuf, on the Ued Kiver. The
narrative of his sutFerings, edited by David Wil.

son, of Whitehall, has been published. The lul-
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lowing is his account of the cultivation nnd pick-

ing of cotton, as experienced by liimseif.

The ground is propnreei by throwing up beds

or ridgos with the plough. The women as fre-

quently as the men perlorni this labour; feeding,

currying and taking care of their teams, and in

all respects doing ihc field and stable work. The
beds or ridges are six feet wide. A plough draw n

by one mule is then run along the top of the ridge

or centre of the bed, making the drill, into which

a girl usually drops the seed. Behind her comes

a mule and harrow, covering up the seed. Tliis

is done in the months of March and April. W hen

there are no cold rains the cotton usually makes

its appearance in a week. In the eight or ten

days afterwards the first hoeing is commenced.

This is performed in part also by the aid of the

plough and mule. The plough passes as near as

possible to the cotlon on bolh sides, throwing the

furrow from it. Slaves Ibllow with their hoes

culling up the grass and cotton, leaving hills two

and a-half Icet apart. This is called scraping

cotlOD. In two Weeks more commences the sec-

ond hoeing. This lime the furrow is thrown to-

wards the cotton. Only one stalk, the largest, is

now left standing in each hill. In another fort-

night it is hoed the third time, throwing the fur-

row towards the cotton in the same manner as

before, and killing all the grass between the rows.

About the 1st of July, when it is one foot high or

thereabouts, it is hoed the fourth and last time.

Now the whole space between the rows is plough-

ed, leaving a deep water furrow in ihe centre.

During all these hoeings the overseer or driver

follows the slaves on horseback with a whip.

The fastest hoer takes the lead row. He is usu-

ally about a rod in advance of his companions.

If one of them passes him he is whipped. If one

o( them falls behind, or is a moment idle, he is

whipped. In fact, the lash is flying from morn-

ing until night the whole day long. In the latter

part of .\ugust begins the cotton picking. Al this

time each slave is presenled with a sack. A strap

is fastened to it which goes over the neck holding

the mouth of the sack breast high, while the bot-

tom reaches nearly to the ground. Each one is

also presented with a large basket that will hold

about two barrels. This is to put the cotton in

when ilie sack is filled. When a new hand is

sent for ihe first time into the field, he is whipped

up smartly, and made for that day to pick as fast

as he can possibly. At night it is weighed, so

that his cnpabilily in cotton picking is known.

He must bring in the same weight each night fol-

lowing. If it lalls short, a greater or less number

of lashes is the penally. An ordinary day's work

is 200 pounds. A slave who is accustomed to

jiicking, is punished if he or she brings in a less

quantity than that. There is a greal dilTereiice

among tliem as regards this kind ol labour. Some
of them seem to have a natuial knack which en-

ables them 10 pick wilh great celerity, and with

bolh hands, while others with whatever practice

or industry, are utterly unable to come up to the

nidinary standard. Fuisey was known as the

most remarkable picker on Bayou Bosuf. She

picked wiih bolh hands, and wiih such rapidity,

lliat 5110 pounds a day was not unusual for her.

The colion grows froi7i live to seven feet high,

with many branches interlocking. There are few

sights more pleasant to the eye, than a wide cot-

ton field when il is in the bloom. Sometimes ihe

slave picks down one side of a row and back upon

llie other. It is necessary to be extremely care-

ful not to break the branches. 'Ihe cotton will

not bloom upon a broken branch. Ej)ps never

hiiled to inflict the severest chastisement on the

unlucky servant who either carelessly or unavoid-

ably was guilty in the least degree in this respect.

The hands are required to bo in the field as soon

as it is light in the morning, and with the excep-

tion of ten or filieen minutes which is given them

at noon to swallow their allowance of cold bacon

ihey are not permitted to be a moment idle, until

it is loo dark to see; and when the moon is full

they oftentimes labour till the middle of the night.

The day's work over, in the field, ihe baskets are

" toted" to the gin-house where the cotton is

weighed. A slave never approaches it wilh his

basket of cotton but with fear. If it falls short in

weight—if he has not performed the full task ap-

pointed him, he knows he must sulFer: and if he

has exceeded it, in all probability, his master will

measure the next day's task accordingly. So,

wlietlier he has too little or too much, his ap-

proacli to the gin-house is always with fear and

trembling. Aiier weighing, follow the whippings;

and then the baskets are carried to the cotton-

house and their contents stored a\vay like hay, all

hands being sent in to tramp it down. This done,

the labour of the day is not yet ended by any

means. Each one must then attend to his respec-

tive chores. One feeds the mules, another the

swine, another cuts the wood, and so Ibrth. Fi-

nally, at a late hour, they reach the quarters,

sleepy and overcome with ihe long day's toil.

Then a fire must be kindled in the cabin, the corn

ground in the small hand-mill, and supper and

dinner for the next day in the field prepared. All

that is allowed them is corn and bacon, which is

given out at the corn-crib and smoke-house every

Sunday morning. Each one receives as his week-

ly allowance 3^ lbs. of bacon, and corn enough

10 make a peck of meal. That is all—no tea,

coffee, sugar, and with the exception of a very

scanty sprinkling now and then, no salt. When
the corn is ground, and fire is made, a slice of

bacon is cut and thrown upon the coals. The
majority of slaves have no knife, much less a

fork. They cut their bacon wilh the axe at the

wood-pile. The corn-meal is mixed with a little

water, placed in ihe fire and baked. By this

time it is usually midnight. The same fear of

punishment with which they approach the gin-

house, possesses them again on lying down to get

a snatch of rest. It is the tear of oversleeping in

the morning. Such an offence would certainly

be attended wilh not less than twenty lashes. The
softest couches are not to bs found in the li)g

mansion of the slave. The one whereon I reclin-

ed year after year was of plank. My pillow was
a Slick of wood. The bedding was a horse-blan-

ket, and not a rag or shred beside. Moss might

be used, were it not that it directly breeds a
swarm of fleas.

An hour before daylight the horn is blown.

Then the slaves arouse, prepare iheir breakfast,

fill a gourd with water, in another deposit their

dinner of cold bacon and corn cake, and hurry to

the field again. It is an olPence invariably fol-

lowed by a flogging, to be Ibund at the quariers

after daybieak. I'hen the fears and labours ol

another day begin. Such is the slave's daily life,

during a period of four months—the time of cot-

ton-picking, on the shores of Bayou Boeuf—

a

region in ilie midst of gloomy swamps, and con-

sequently concealed from lh;it public observation

which elsewhere tends to restrain the cruelties of

slavery.

Benevolence.—Benevolence consists more in

the spirit with which we give than in the amouni

which we contribute. One thing we are to give

heed to, that the " love of Christ conslraineth us."

Rich men may cast large offerings into the trea-

sury without the slightest personal inconvenience

or self-denial ; but when the poor widow catto-

her two mites, which is all her living, we are ig

that so exemplary an act of self-denial

from a profound sense of her obligalion to Gt

SUSANNA BIGG.
Susanna Bigg, [formerly Home,] of Tolte

ham, a minister, widow of Thomas Bigg, decet

ed Twelfth month 7th, 18o2, aged 85 years.

Although this dear and honoured Friend h

been long withdrawn from active service, ai

from mingling much with her friends, she is he

in sweet remembrance by many.
Of her early life we know very little, but

appears from some memoranda, that she w
early made sensible of the love of her heaven

Father, and surrendering her heart to Him, il w

her earnest desire to yield in simple obedience

all his requirings. At this interesting period 8

frequently enjoyed the company and religio

labours of Thomas Scattergood, of Philadelph

who was long detained in ihe neighbourhood

London ; and there is reason to believe, that I

judicious counsel, and tender Christian sympati

his watchfulness of conduct, and his concern I

the prosperity of the Truth, were blessed to hi

as they were to many others.

She was acknowledged as a minister by Ti

lenham Monthly Meeling, and in the exercise

her gift she was, during many years, frcqueni

and extensively engaged—visiting Friends in i

parts of this country, and in Ireland ; and w
absent about three years on a religious visit

Friends in America.

In the year 1819, she married Thomas Big

of Swansea. She was anxious conscicniiously

fulfil ihe domestic duties which devolved up

her, and was a kind and judicious mother to I

six children. Soon after the death of her hi

band, our dear Friend returned to Tollenhai

where she spent the remainder of her life. AP
having, through a long period, been actively (

gaged in the service of her Lord and Master, t

evening of her day was peaceful and tranqu

and in the quiet relirement thus permitted h(

she was still a preacher of righteousness in \

life and conversation.

About eight years before her decease, a slii,

seizure of an apoplectic kind, almost deprived I

of the power of walking, and rendered her noai

incapable of any kind of occupation ; but siill 1

mind was bright. She was able occasionally

enjoy the company of her friends, and those w
were privileged to visit her can testify lo I

cheerfulness and sweetness of her spirit.

She was not exempt from trials, varied in th

characlcr, but she bore theui with a meek a

submissive spirit. She was often engaged
enumeraling the many mercies bestowed up

her, acknowledging, with thankfulness, the " qu

hahilation," granted her amidst her loved rclaliv

and friends. She was a great admirer of t

works of nature and art, and, without impropei

indulging in these allowable sources of pleasu

they afforded her much gratification in some
her solitary hours.

To the poor, and those who were in allliclic

she was a kind and sympathizing friend, and w
ing to distribute, as she had long buen accustom

to do, to those who were in want. She was i

only much interested in the concerns of the n

gious Society of which she had been so usofu

member, but took a lively interest in those bei

volent and religious associations which are calc

lated to alleviate sulFcring, benefit in dilTere

ways our fellow creatures, and promote the cat

of Truth and righteousness on the earih.
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r.vaids the latter part of 1853, the weakness
31 beloved Friend rapidly increased, and she

ifiie much oppressed with illness. From a

hil servant, to whom she was much attached

i hose liind attention she had more than thir-

yirs, wo learn most of the particulars of the

le day, when sitting in her chair, she said

1 Treat solemnity, "I believe the work is now
:( jplislii'd." She was silent for some time,

1 fierii ards had read to her the fourteenth

1 er 111 John, from which she seemed to derive

: ceiisulation, her countenance indicating that

! vas one of those who could receive our

s'd Saviour's word, "My peace I give unto

J niU as the world givelh, give I unto you.

; ot your heart bo troubled, neither let it be

* anoiher time, when longing to be able to

? a little, she said, "But what a mercy to

r! peace of mind—perfect peace." On her

daiil asking if she were in pain, she replied,

no ! I have no pain, I am mercifully dealt

thou must pray with me, that patience may
anied to the end; I desire that the Divine
nay be done. Tell my dear children, that I

mber tiem all in love. I am ready, 1 hope,

down in rest and peace in the ever blessed

lemcr, and in love to all the world. 1 feel

ndemnation, before the righteous Judge, the

islmg arras are underneath."

taking an affl'ctionate leave of the attend

ivho sincerely loved her mistress, and said to

" What a favour that you are ready and
ng ;" she looked very happy, her counte

3 beaming with joy, while she replied, " Yes
to live with Christ in glory,—suffer with

lOrd to reign."

''e afterwards appeared to be engaged in fer

'mental supplication, which was her frequent

'ice during her long illness; and often, when
bought she was quite alone, she would break
in vocal thanksgiving and praise. She fre-

lly exclaimed, "Oh, how unworthy of the

ies bestowed upon me !"

I one inquiring how she felt, she replied, "
I

iuch quietness—Oh, what a favour!"

e was asked the evening previous to her de-

!, if she would like the usual poriion of scrip-

read to her; she assented, and listened with

tion
; it seemed to yield her comfort. She

ined lor some time very quiet, and then was
i to repeat in a low voice, several passages

ripture. The last words were, " Blessed be

holy name." She sank gradually into a

. sleep, so that the precise time was not

n at which her spirit left ils enfeebled taber-

, for the |)lace [irepared for it, in her Father's

! in heaven.

Rural Economy of Ihe Germans.

le account given by Howitt, of Germ in agri-

re, cannot fail to interest our readers. He

ch German has his house, his o: chard, his

side trees, so laden with fruit, that if he did

arefully proj) up and tie together, and in

• places hold the boughs together with wood-
imps, they would be torn asunder by their

Height. He has his corn-plot, his plot of
;el-wurtzel, or a place for potatoes, for hemp.
He is his own master, and he, therefore,

very branch of his family, have the strong-

lotive for constant exertion. You s,o the

of this in his industry and his economy.
Germany nothing is lost. The produce of]

ees and the cows is carried to market ; much
]

You see it lying in
j

f jrs, our humble abasement before hii See-fruit is dried for winter use.

the sun to dry. You see strings of them hangin^
from their chamber windows in the sun. The
cows are kept up for the greater part of the year,

and every green thing is collected for them.
Every little nook where the grass grows, by
roadside, and river, and brook, is carefully cut

with the sickle, and carried home on the heads of

women and children in baskets, or tied in large

cloths. Nothing of any kind that can possibly

be made of any use is lost; weeds, nettles, nay,
the very goose grass which covers waste places,

is cut and taken for the cows. You see the little

children standing in the streets of the villages, in

the streams which generally run down them, busy
washing these weeds before they are given to the

cattle.

They carefully collect the leaves of the marsh
grass, carefully cut their potato tops (or them,

and even if other things fail, gather green leaves

from Ihe woodlands. One cannot help thinking

continually of the enormous waste of such things

in England—of the vast quantities of grass on
banks, by roadsides, in the openings of planta-

tions, in lanes, in church-yards, where grass from
year to year springs and dies, but which ilVcare-

luUy cut, would maintain many thousand cows
for the poor.

To pursue still further this subject of German
economy. The very cuttings of the vines are

dried and preserved for winter fodder. The tops

and refuse of hemp serve as bedding for the

cows; nay, even the rough stalks of the poppies,

after the heads have been gathered for oil, are

saved, and all these are converted into manure
for the land. When these are not sufficient, the

children are sent into the woods to gather moss,

and all our readers familiar with Germany will

remember to have seen them coming homeward
with large bundles of this on their heads. In au-

tumn the falling leaves are gathered and slacked

for the same purpose. The fir cones, which wilh

us lie and rot in the woods, are carefully collect-
1 high way to the kingdom, and in an especial

ed and sold for lighting fires. manner such as have been long on their journey,

In short, the economy and care of the German and are at no great distance from the heavenly
peasants is an e.\ample to all Europe. They I country, that the strength of all such may be so

have for years, nay, ages, been doing that as re-
j

renewed, that they may run without being weary,
gards agricultural management, to which the i that they may walk and not faint."

British public is but just now beginning to open -a

its eyes. Time, also, is as carelully economized VegetahCe Instinct.—If a pan of water be placed

as everything else. They are early risers, as within s!.\ inches of either side of the stem of a

may well be conceived, when the children, many young pumpkin or vegetable marrow, it will, in

of whom come from a considerable distance, are
I the course of the night, approach it, and will be

in school at six in the morning. As they tend
: lound in the morning with one of its leaves float-

their cattle or their swine, the knitting never ing on the water. This experiment may be con-

ceases, and hence the quantities of stockings and linued nightly, uniil the plant begins to fruit. If

other household things which they accumulate!

are astonishing.

ing in the light the necessity of this, I have often
fervently petitioned for it, and though painful
apprehensions and many fears do generally attend
a state of spiritual desertion, as if it was some
way or other our own fault, and the consequence
of some impropriety of conduct, yet, as the eye
is kept single to him in submission, and ihe hun-
ger and thirst after his righteousness maintained,
such shall at seasons, when it pleuselh him, and
most certainly when their days of mourning and
conflict here are over, be forever filled and cloth-

ed with it ; so that I believe the Lord would have
us to be encouraged to press forward, keeping the
mark in view: 'Be not weary in well-doing, in

due season ye shall reap if ye faint not.' No.
thing hath happened to us, but such things as are
common to our fellow pilgrims; though I know
the enemy tells a clear contrary story, and would
have us to believe, that our case and lot is harder
and worse than hath fallen to the share of any
other ; but no credit must be given to him, who
was a liar from the beginning, and who always
seeks to cast down those whom he cannot exalt

above measure. But thou art not ignorant of his

devices ; the good soldier, thou knowest, must en-
dure hardness; and let us always remember Him
of whom the prophet spake, that he was a man
of sorrows, and acquainted with grief; and can
we expect to get to heaven without passing through
a similar process? Thou and 1 have now been long
engaged in the Christian warfare, 1 humbly trust

not altogether unsuccessfully, we can be at no
great distance from the end of the Christian race;

the crown is at the end of it, laid up for, and
shall be given to those who love the appearing of
the Lord, the righteous Judge; which 1 have no
doubt is thy case; I pray that it may evermore be
mine. Give my love to thy wife, who I believe

hath made great progress in that way that will

end in peace. O how 1 long, how 1 wish to ca-

ge all my fellow pilgrims to persevere in the

Lclttr of John Thorp.

'Second month 2d, 1708

'Though I have not written to thee for a lo

a prop be placed within six inches of a young
convolvulous, or scarlet runner, it will find it,

although the prop may bo shifted daily. If, after

it has twined some distance up the prop, it be un-

wound, and twined in the opposite direction, it

will return to its original position, or die in the

attempt; yet notwithstanding, if two of those

lime, it would be great injustice to suppose 1 had
,

plants grow near each other, and have no stake

gotten thee; 1 do not even suspect thee on the ,
around which they can entwine, one of them will

no account, and 1 am not willing to be sus- alter the direction of its spiral, anJ they will

peeled ; I rmeiiiber thee often, my dear friend, 1 twine round each other.

believe in the manner thou would wish me, ac- 1
Duhainel placed some kidney beans in a cylin-

cording to, ability and strength afforded; and 1 der of moist earth ; afler u short time they corn-

have the comfort also to believe thou art gracious- nienccd to germinate, of course sending the pluino

ly remembered of God
;
yet, like a wise and ten- upwards, to the light, and the root down into the

der father, he knowelh how to preserve his peo- soil. After a few days the cylinder was turned

le humble, and in a state of deep abasement one-fourth round, and again and again this was

before him, because he knoweth, who knoweth all repeated, until an entire revolution oi the cylinder

hings, that it is best and salest lor us. I have, '
was completed. The beans were then taken out

rideed, often observed with humble admiration,
i
of the earth, and it was Ibund that both the plume

ho unfailing wisdom of his discipline in this re-; and radicle had bent to accominovlate themselves

peel ; always increasing with all his gills and lo every revolution, the one in its elTorts to
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ascend perpendicularly, and the olher to descend,

they had formed a perfect spirul. But allhougli

the natural tendency of the roots is downwards, if

the soil beneath be dry, and any damp substance

be above, the roots will ascend to reach it.

It is said ofour blessed Saviour, that " he was
led as a sheep to the slaughter ; that when he was
reviled, reviled not again ; when he sutfered,

threatened not." And if he, the Lord of glory,

sutTered thus meekly and unjustly from his own
creatures, with what face can we ever complain

of any injury done to us?

THE FRIEND,
SECOND MONTI

The Memorial of the Meeting for Sufferings in

Philadelphia, against the extension of Slavery and

the repeal of the 8th section of the "Missouri Com-
promise," published in our last number, was present-

ed last week to the Senate and House of Represen-

tatives. Copies were likewise furnished to tiie Pre-

sident, and to each member of Congress, and also

forwarded to the Governors of each of the Stales.

The prominent plea put forth by the authors

and supporters of the bill now before Congress,

providing territorial govcrnmenls for Kansas and

Nebraska, lo excuse the clause permitting the

extension of slavery among the seltlers ol' that

extensive rciiion, is, that the principle of self-

government I es at the foundation of all our repub-

lican inslitutii'iis, and therefore Congress has no

ri"lit to impose restrictions before hand on a com-

munity dollied with authority to legislate for

Itself; but il must be lell to adopt such a social

system and such laws as it may deem ajiplicable

lo the circumstances under which it may be

placed.

However true such a principle might be in re-

ference to a community isolated from and inde-

pendent of all others, it is untrue and inapplicable

to one which in common with others, forms, or is

10 form part of a general government, and has

duties and obligations resting upon it, relating to

that general government, and to the other co-

(iidinaie parts. The Constitution of the Uniied

hiales rejects the principle now avowed, by pro-

viding that each Slate added to the Union, shall

have a particular form of government, and re-

stricting the several Stales from exercising the

light of self-government in many important par

ticulars.

Were this principle of self-government, (so

lauded on the present occasion in order to dazzle

the people, and keep ihem from discerning the

iniquity It is designed to conceal,) carried out, it

would necessarily destroy the system of slavery

which our venal politicians are manilesting iheir

willingness to extend; and it is set at naught b>

the mere introduction of ihe lerm into the phrase-

ology of the bill. How absurd, and may we not

say, how degrading it is, lor American statesmen

to declaim about " self-government" as a " funda-

menlal principle" in our " glorious republic,"

while bringing Ibrwaid and urging the adoption

of an act that provides fur the introduction, into a

region heretofore by solemn legislative enactment

dedicated to freedom forever, of a system that

not only gives to one class of men the legal right

to exercise absolute and uncontrolled power over

iinother class, whom it deprives of all free agency
but which in its cruel disregard of the dictates ol

religion and humanity, reduces ihis dowii-lrodden

class to the condition ol chattels, to be bought and

sold, tortured and destroyed, as the caprice or the

unbridled passions of their oppressors may dictate.

Where can we find any two things more diame-

rically o|)posed than the principle of sell-govern-

ment, and such a system as this.

Nor is there any more truth or force in the as-

sertion, that ihe " peculiar institution" of the South

is part of their social system, and therefore they

should have the right conferred upon them by the

government, to carry it into any territory belong-

ing to the Uiiiled Slates. Apply this reasoning,

f reasoning it can bo called, to polygamy, the

' peculiar institution" of the Mormons, and see if

the country would tolerate a Congress that would

i laws leaving it optional with the inhabitants

of a Territory or a State, in the exercise of the

right of sell-governmeni, to make polygamy their

social system. Such an act would not only bring

upon our Government the scorn of the civilized

world, but the people would rise up, and with one

accord erase the degrading blot from the statute

book. And why 1 because Christianity forbids it ;

and Christianity underlies everything in our

glorious republic," which has any good in it.

Our political and social systems are supposed
I rest on Christian principles, and though habit,

df-interest, or a want of serious consideration

continue to belray the multitude into many evils

nclioned by long practice, yet any legislative

act which would be generally recognized as a

ross violation of those principles, would certainly

be frowned down. Therefore, although many of

the men now entrusted with the management of

the aliairs of the nation, act as though they cared

but little lor those principles, yet few even ol

them would be base and daring enough, under the

pretext of carrying out the principles of self-

government, to concoct and urge the passage of a

law, that, in providing for the establishment of a

Territory, or the admission of a Stale, should con-

tain a clause expressly stating that polygamy
might be practised by the citizens, if such should

be the will o!' the majority.

But prolific of evil as this " peculiar institution"

of the Mormons, must be, it is not more opposed

to Christian principles than slavery, and iis fruits

can hardly be a greater concentration of sinful

enormities than those that spring out of the " pe-

culiar inslilution" of the South. There is no other

system tolerated in a Christian land, which is so

calculated to stimulate the passions, while it ne-

cessarily removes the restraints to their indul-

gence. Jefferson, wlio was himself a slaveholder,

and had experience in the moral effects of the

system, says. " the whole commerce between

master and slave is a perpetual exercise of the

most boisterous passions, the most unremitting

despotism on the one pari, and degrading submis-

sion on the other." " The |}aient storms, the

child looks on, catches the lineaments of wrath,

puts on the same airs in the circle of smaller

slaves, gives a loose rein to his worst passions,

and thus nursed, educated, and daily exercised in

tyranny, cannot but be stamped by it with ^odious

pcculiuntics.'' " To what extent this " odious pe-

cularity" may become impressed upon a cominu
nity, may be judged by the following transaction

narrated in a paper published in a slave Stale.

" The burniug of a negro alive near the city of

Natchez, lui accuuiit ul' whicli appears ia the Natchez
Free Trader, i li i-liiinl. the slave struck a while mao,
and the Jiiiii <

:
i i rcgjon, not wailing for jus-

tice to takri' I

> ltd Lynch law. The victim

was chaiiud ii a ii. - .
i.i. ;i.i.s were placed around him,

while he showed the gruatuit indillerencc. When the

chivalry had arranged the pile, in reply to a questiou if

he had anything to say, he is reported to have warned
all slaves lo take example by him, and asked the pray-

ers of those around. He then asked for a drink of water,

and afler quatfing it said—" Now set Hre, 1 am ready to

I

go in peace." When the flames began to burn him, in

his agony he showed gigantic strength, and «cti

forced the staple from the tree, and bounded from
burning mass I But he instantly fell pierced with
balls, and then his body was thrown into the flames

consumed, to show that no such being had ever exi!

Nearly four thousand slaves from the neighbon
plantations were present as at a moral lesson. Nu

,

rous speeches were made by the magistrates and i

isteis of religion to the slaves, warning them thd,
same fate awaited them if they proved rebellious tot
owners."—-V. Y. Tribune.

A system which, under any circumstanc

requires such a barbarous and revolting sp

lade lo uphold it, which so demoralizes

community, that ^' magisUales and 7/iinisters

religion, who are supposed to be the better ell

not only stand by as approving spectators of

horrible cruellies practised on the poor black,

cause he had "struck a white min," bat iti;

use of its sickening tortures as a warning,

which they might impress on the assembled sla

the fate that awaited them if they dared to pr

" rebellious to their owners," can surely claim

greater privileges than polygamy, and our l

vernment cannot escape a deserved odium, si

it persist ill breaking down the barrier it has!

erected to prevent the spread of its banefi

destructive influences.

ITEMS OF NEWS.
By the Africa steamship, we have advices from I

pool to the 29th ult.

No further news from the seat of war, except a
\

ment of large bodies of Russian troops towards V
The Czar's conduct still evasive. Austria

40,000 troops to Hungary.
UNITED STATES.—The Nebraska Bill is stiUl

cided in the Senate.

A^^ew For*.—Arrival of steamship Star of the]

bringing $1,000,000 in gold dust. Deaths last|

496—small pox 57.

Penniy/«««rt.—Philadelphia, deaths, 202. The
{

by the Africa has caused a fall both in wheat and i

Sale yesterday of 3000 bushels good red wheat, at f

per bushel.

WfllTELAND BOARDING-SCHOOL FOR GIRB
Those intending to apply for the Summer Termi

desired to do so, before the end of next month,

particulars, address
Yakdley Warner,

Warren Tavern P. 0., Chester Co.,'

Second mo. 11th, 1854.

FRIENDS' ASYLUJI.

Committee on Admissions.—Samuel Bettle, Jr., No.

North Tenth street; Charles Ellis, No. 95 Soulh Ei(

street, and No. 56 Chestnut street ; William liettli

14 South Third street; John C. Allen, No. 179 1

Fifth street, and No. 227 North Front street; Mora
Wood, No. 210 Race street, and No. 37 Chestnut a

William Thomas, No. 242 North Fifth street, and Ko

South Wharves; Townsend Sharpless, Nu. 187 i

street, and No. 32 South Second street; Joliii .M. V

tall. No. 161 Filbert street, and No. 138 Rarr street.

Visilinff Managers for the Month.—Wiliiani Thor

No. 242 N. Fifth street. George R. Smiili. .No.

Arch street. George G. Williams, No. 24 l N. 1

street.

Superintendent.—Dr. Joshua H. Worthinglon.
Matron.—Elizabeth B. Hopkins.

Correetio,

Forster, in

printed for

tice of the decease of WUI}
ibcr, the word " city" was i

Died, at his residence, near ;Mount Union, Stark

Ohio, on the 2nd of Twelfth mouth last, of drops

the chest, Jesse See, formerly of Berks Co., Pa., iu

34lh year of his age ; a member of Salem Monthly II

ing of Friends, Ohio. Many that knew and loved

mourn their loss; but we humbly trust he is gathil

to the home of the righteous.

PRINTED BY KITE & WALTON,
No. 3 Ranstead Place, Fourth above Chesnut stre
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REMARKABLE DELUSIONS.

(Conlinued from page 179.)

'Delusions connected with the belief in witch-

ift. The narrcilives relating to witchcraft fur-

ih a singular chapter in the history of human
ilduiity. The instinctive tendencies of the mind
q'ards religion arc shown in nothing more than

ilhe fact, that errors of a religious type are the

m deeply rooted of all which possess the mind

iman."

'Nothing can be more clear than that a large

|)porlion of the ancient magical practices arose

im the possession of physical secrets, known
|ly to the initialed. The repeated stories respect-

i; books, and their use in inagical incantations,

iifirm this conclusion. These books, though

ijched in mysterious and hieroglyphic charac-

s, contained, in fact, experinienis in natural

iiosophy ; their contents being, probably, not

ry dissimilar from those now perused by the

St students of natural phenomena. A name for

igical power being once gained, the greatest

ins were taken to keep up the reputation.

nan Raschid-Eddin, chief of the Ishmaelites of

'ria, apparently performed the miracle of mak-

g a decapitated head speak. How was it man-
,ed? The explanation is very simple. A large

lie was dug in the ground, into which the body

a pupil was thrust, and the head appearing

lOve ground, was surrounded by a dish of

onze, having the appearance ol' a basin of

ood. When the poor victim had, as by previ-

IS agreement, delivered the message he was

structed to convey, he was killed to preserve

e secret.

" In these pretended magical appearances,

any arts, perfectly familiar in our day, were

led with great secresy. Ventriloquism was,

)ubtless, e.\tensively employed. Automata were

)t infrequent; jugglery very common; burning

irrors and telegraphs seem to have been also

miliar. Optics, including the magic lantern and

imera obscura, interposed their illusions; whilst

le then ascertained discoveries of chemistry,

ydrostatics, and acoustics, conspired to delude

le ignorant spectator. Nor must it be forgotten

lat drugs, odours, and unguents, were often free-

T used in preparing the inquirer for the wonders
I be revealed to him.
" It would be impo-ssible, within a brief com

ass, to convey to the reader a due notion of the

arious ranks and degrees of demons once sup-

osed to exert a mysterious influence. ... It is a

rile remark, that a despised enemy is seldom a

vicar of Dolour, was similarly accused ; his crime
bjing that he had taught his parishioners the pa-

ternoster, the creed, and the ten commandments
in English, 'contrairc to all euro acts that they
suld knawe what they say.' The accused pro-

duced a copy of the English Scriptures as iiis

authority, which act was regarded as the strong-

est aggravation of his guilt. Ho was burned at

the Castle Hill of Edinburgh.*

"The like accusation was brought against the

celebrated Scottish reformer, John Knox. The
charge, however, seems not to have been prose-

cuted."

" In Reginald Scot's ' Discoveric of Witchcraft,'

(15S4) we find the following observations, which
considerably elucidate some of the occurrences

relating to this subject: ' The sort of such as are

said to be wiiches, are women which be common-
ly old, lame, blear-eyed, pale, fowie, and full of

wrinkles—poore, sullen, superstitious.' The same
author gives an account of' the order of examina-

tion of witches Ijy the inquisitors.' This we must

curtail. Suspected women must not be allowed

to go home after their apprehension. Great per-

suasions must be used to induce others to accuse

them. Immunities must be largely promised to

witches who confess and accuse others. The
children of witches must be attached, and if they

be craftily handled will confess against their own
mothers. Witches must be examined as sudden-

ly as possible, and the inquisitor must begin with

smaller nntlers first, so as to throw them off their

guard. The examiner must look steadfastly into

their eyes. They must be examined of all accu-

sations, presumptions, and faults, at one instant.

A witch must not be imprisoned alone. To secure

confession, the judge musl put on a pitiful coun-

tenance, saying that it was not she, but ihe devil

in her. If the accused be hardened against com-

mon tortures, an exquisitely cruel one is to bo

adopted. At the time of th examinaion, a num-

ber of instruments, grieves, manacles, and appa-

ratus of torture must be exhibited before her eyes.

If the prisoner will not confess, tbe inquisitor

persons suffered for the same offence in Como ; must declare that she has buen accused by others,

and one inquisitor alone boasted that in the and then perhaps she will confess out ol revenge,

course of fifteen years he had destroyed nine I Presumptions and conjectures are sudicienl proofs,

hundred. A perjured person is a good and lawful witness.

" The glories of the Reformation in England ' If a woman's child die, no matter how, witchcraft

were considerably diminished by the severe laws is to be presumed unless the contrary be proved.

passed and executed by Protestants against this If the parents of a suspected person be witche-i, it

imaginary offence. A law of Elizabeth, in l-'JCa, is a strong presumption that the children are so

declared witchcraft to be a capital crime." loo. It is a vehement suspicion if the witch can-

" The peruser of the criminal trials of the Scot- ' not weep at the lime of her examination ;
and yet,

tish judicature will ascertain that charges of Bodiii saith, that a witch may shed three drops

witchcraft occupy a considerable space in these out of her right eye. It is more than suspicion

—

annals. Janet, lady Glammis, was celebrated
[

it is evident proof.—if a man or beast die sudden-

for her personal beauty and her virtues. By thejly where a person accused of being a witch hath

death of lord Glammis she was left a widow with been seen lately. Little children may be exposed

one son. Her hand was subsequently sought by
j

to the torture, &c. It will not greatly sirprise

William Lyon, a relation of her first husband, the reader, if, amidst this apparatus of all kmds of

This man, when he saw the object of his attention torture, bodily and mental, it has been calculated

married to Archibald Campbell, began to regard that, during a period of thirty-nine years, m the

her with deadly hatred, and accused her of the' sixteenth century, the average number ol annual

treasonofendcavouringtotakcaway' king James executions for this crime, in Scotland nione-

V. his life by witchcraft.' For this crime she
I
amounted to two hundred.

was burned, amidst the general sympathy of the 1

people. At the same period, dean Thomas Forel, * Pitcairn's Scottish Criminal Trials.

dreaded one; and these ludicrous distortions of

the nature and character of the great enemy of

souls must, doubtless, be ranked as among de-

vices of his own ibstering, by which he, who was
a deceiver from the beginning, seeks to delude

his victims into forgctfulness of their danger.".

"The air swarmed with demons, whose antic

tricks, though the relation of them provokes mo-
dern disdain, were sources of real terror to our

forefathers. Spain boasted of a school of witch-

craft, where the malignant arts, interdicted by

he church, were eagerly pursued. It is incon-

ceivable what a succession of laws were directed

against this imaginary crime. . . . Accusations of

witchcraft were the most serious charges preferred

against the Knights Templars at the suppression

of their order, and fifty-nine of these knights were

for this crime roasted in Paris before a slow fire."

" The heroism of Joan of Arc has been often

related, and is well known. Prompted by heads

more cunning than her own, she yielded herself

to the influence of a fallacious enthusiasm, which,

at the lime of the invasion of France by England,

rapidly imparted to others, and roused the

;ing spirits of a depressed nation, though it

ended in Joan's miserable death. When captur-

d by the English, she was accused of having

attended nightly meetings of demons near Dom-
prine. It was stated that she constantly carried

about her person the magical plant called man-

drake. She was declared to possess a miraculous

sword, to employ charmed banners, and to have

seduced the king of France and the duke of Bour-

bon by means of evil spirits. To these accusa-

tions the innocent, but deluded young woman fell

a victim, and was burned for sorcery.

"In the beginning of the fifteenth century, the

burning of witches greatly increased, and it

convenient for the Roman Catholics to charge the

Waldenses with the crime. During the next

century, also, many .suffered under this accusa-

tion. In 1515, five hundred persons were burned

in Geneva under the name of witches, but really

for the crime of heresy. In 1524, a thousand
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" Nor can it be regnrdcd ns marvellous, if thus

iroated, infirm or scmi-iiisnne persons oflcn mode
' confessions' of the iin|)ult.'d i-rinics.''

The Gctirsce High Brir/ge.—The bridge by

which the BuH'nlo iiiul New York Railroad crosses

the Genesco river, near Portngcville, is one of the

most gigantic structures in this country, being

eight hundred feet in length, and two hundred and

thirty-four leot above the stream. About one

hundred feet below (he bridge is a perpendicular

fall in the river of sixty-six feet; hence, I'rom ihe

top of the bridge to the' bed of the river below ihc

fall, it is three hundred feet. The Genesee High

Bridge towers above all similar structures in

America; even the suspension bridge at Niagara

is only two hundred and thirty feet high, and no

longer than this. Some more definite idea of this

immense structure may be guthcred from the fol-

lowing statislics :

—

rising from the bed of the river

are eight stone abulments, each thirty feet high.

On these rest the truss «ork of wotd, extending

one hundred and ninety feet above the abutments.

On the lop of this slruelure stands the bridge

itself, whicii is fourteen feet high. The base of

the truss work is sevenly-five feet in width, and

Ihe top of the bridge, Iwenty-five feet. To fur-

nish the timber for it, over two hundred and fifty

acres of land have been required. More than a

million and a-half feet of timber, board measure,

have been used in the contruciion, together wiih

sixty tons of iron in bolls. The work was com-
pleted in eighteen months, at a cost of about

$140,000. The bridge was designed by H. C.

Seymour; and so periect is the model, that from

the supporting truss-work any piece of timber can

be removed, in case it becomes defective, and aj

new one placed in its stead, without affecling the

strength ol the work; or displacing any other tim-

ber. The truss- work is composed chiefly of lim-

bers placed on their ends in an upright position,

and so braced, and counter-braced, and the whole

structure made so firm, that it is estimated it will

sustain with safely twenty times ihe weight of any
train that can pass over it.

—

Annual of Scientific

Discovery.

" There is not a move common error of self-

deception than a habit of considering our stations

in life so ill-suiied to our powers, as to be unwor-

thy of calling out a full and proper exercise of

our virtues and talents."

A Fortune spent upon a Book.—The Demo-
cratic Review says, that the most costly under-

taking ever attempted by a single individual,!

of a literary character, which the world has

yet seen, ,is the magnificent work on the abo-

rigines of Mexico, by the late Lord Kingsborough.

This stupendous work is said to have been pro-

duced at the enormous cost to ihe author of

£30,000 or $150,000. It is comprised in seven]

immense folio volumes, embellished by about one
thousand superb illustrations, coloured so exqui-

sitely as 10 represent ihe originals with the most
failhful exactness. These volumes are of such
extraordinary dimensions as to be almost unport-

able. This unprecedenled instance of munificence

in the patronage of literaiure, is rendered the more
astonishing, from the lamentable fact of its hav-
ing proved the ruin of the projector. Not only
did this enthusiastic nobleman undertake to de-

fray the entire expense attending the publication,

in every item of which, as might have been ex-

pected, he had to meet the most exorbitant charges,

but he actually determined on having but a very I

limited number of copies printed, we believe only

fifty, after which, the lithographic drawing from

which the plates were taken, were erased. The
copies were printed for gratuitous presentation to

the several royal and |)ublic libraries in Europe,

it is painful lo add,tiiat this noble patron of liter-

ature and the arts, actually died in debt, a few

years since, a sad instance of self-immolation lo

his munificence, in a prison in Dublin. A copy
of ihis gorgeous work is in the Philadelphia

Library.

The First Day of tlic Week.

It was ihought the loilowing synopsis of the

Opinion recently delivered by Chief Justice Black,

of the Supreme Court ol' Pennsylvania, in relation

to travelling on ihe first day of the week, might
be interesting to some of ihe readers of " The
Friend."

It appears that ihe driver of an omnibus had
been conviclcd before an alderman, of driving,

on the first (Jay of the week, "certain horses lo

which « as attached an omnibus in which certain

persoiiS were carried over ihe sirccis of the cily

of Piilsburg, and from the said cily over and
along eerlain roads within the county of Alle-

gheny." The case having been carried up lo the

Supreme Court, ihe cenviclion was quashed, and
the opinion Irom which the following extracts are

made, delivered by Justice Black.

From the lacts presented Leibre ihe court, it

was pretty satisfactorily ascertained, " ihat the

vehicles were used on the first day of the «eek
lor purposes which aie not only innocent, but

meriiorious and praiseworlhy." "The inhabit-

ants of Lawrrnceville (a lown three miles dislanl

from Piilsburg, and between which places the

omnibus in question was passing) prefer a resi-

dence there for reasons of lasle, economy or

health. But being a mere suburb of Piilsburg,

their business through the week, and their reli-

gious duties on Sunday, require most of them to

be in the cily. The convenience of an omnibus
10 carry them and their families to church, was a

motive which is proved to have influenced at least

some of them in ihe selection of that place. With-
out I his mode of conveyance, there are great

numbers who would be wholly deprived of all

ecclesiastical communion with the people of their

own faith, ihey having no places of worship
nearer than Pittsburg; they are not able to keep
carriages, and the roads are generally in a con-
dition which makes travelling on foot diflicult for

anybody, and impossible for women, children,

and persons of infirm heallh. The whole business

is conducted with the uimost propriety. The
proof is full that all disorderly persons were turn-

ed and kept out." The agent of ihe line testified

that " the vehicles were run on Sundays with
special reference to ihe hours at which ihe reli-

gious congregations assemble and dismiss, and
not either as often, or at the same times, as on
other days."

" It is important that the laws which relate to

this oflence should be properly administered. A
general suspension o( ordinary employment at

regularly recurring periods, is universally admit-
ted to have good etlecls on the physical, moral,
and pecuniary condition of the people. It is I'or

these worldly reasons alone that the law of 1794
was made. No sane man can read the constitu-

tion and believe that the government has a right

lo enforce the observance of this or any other

religious duly as such.

"The statute is capable of being perverted by
a loose construction to purposes fur which it was
never intended. Being the only point of possible

contact belwi en tlie Church and the Stale, it i'

natural enough that some who have not fulji
'

learned the imporlant principle of loleraliun.shoul'
'

desire to make it rule hard. Besides, it happen
'

unforlunalely thai this is the very suliject oi

which the opinions of the several seels are at lb

greatest variance." ....
" We are not to decide between these conflicliDj

'

doctrines. The law protects them all, bul adopt
'

none as a favourite. It regards the sincere pro

lessors of every failh wiih equal eye, and leave

even the sin of hypocrisy lo be punished by Hin

who alone knows the secrets of the heart. Tin

government has no more aulhority on ihis quet

lion of obseiving the first day of ihe week, tbif

it has on the olher disputes of polemic theology

it may as well allempt to make men luuuiimoi

on the duties of prayer, devout meditations, hup

tism, or the eucharist as on this. It is no doul

very desirable that we should all be of mw mii>

on subjects which interest us so de.ply. Bt

how shall such a consummation be ell'ecu .1 ! Th

experiment of legal force has been fully iiicd,aiii

'

is a flal failure. The world has been governs

wiih very lillle wisdom. Its political hislorj

until we come lo ihat of our own counliy, is al

most an unbroken record of errors and of wrong!

But of all blunders ihe most preposienius is lb'

cflbrt 10 advance religious truth by Slalc lavout

and of all tyranny the most brutal, blind and re'

veiling, is that which punishes a man for the sin

cere convictions of his heart. Rulers have doubf

less been impelled to do it very ofien by the bet'

of motives. ' Mulo regnum vastatum qmnn dam
'

motuni,^ said Philip V., when told that his perse

culions would make the low countries a waste

and the British Government may have onlyde'

sired ihe salvation of ihe Irish when it hangei

and slaughtered ihcm by thousands, and confis^

cated iheir properly for honestly adhering loai,

oullawed failh. Such benevolence produces pre

cisely the same effect as the most maligunnl lia

tied. I admit that there is a great ditPerence be'

tween burning a man to death al a slow fire am:

compelling him lo pay a fine, so small ihat a la

bourer, by diligence and self-denial, can maitei

up in a month. Bul the difference is only in(/<

grce. It was to extirpate ihe princip/c of intoler

ance that our Constitution provided that ' iN(

human aulhority can in any case whatever con

trol or interfere wiih the rights of conscience, ant

no preference shall be given by law to any reli

gious establishment or mode of worship.'

"Those among us who believe that ihe inslitu

lion of ihe Jewish Sabbalh has been engrafledoi

the Christian system, and changed from ihe se«

enlh to ihe first day of ihe week, have a right

K

propagate their doclrine. But ihey must do it b)

moral means—by appeals to reason and con

science—by their own example of an uprigli

walk and conversation in life—and by charily H

those who differ from them. They must get iheii

arguments from revelation, (if they can,) not fron

the statute book. Religious Iruth asks no favoui

except that of its natural Ireedom. The absurdil)

of planting an oak in a hol-house is not more pal-

pable ihan ihat of sheltering Christianity undci

legal enactments. It needs no forcing glass. I

demands the stimulus of no artificial heat. B)

the power of its truth it will conquer the world

but it rejects the unworihy aid which ihe arm o,

flesh is so prone to offer.

Non tali auzilio, nee defensoribus istis.

" II the Act of 1794 be not construed accord-

ing to the spirit of that religious liberty which lh(

Constitution guarantees, the construction must in

evilably be wrong, and will lead to the worst cod

sequences. We need not I'ear a union of Church
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i iale ; of that there is no danger. But the

tnl('i<>si.s ot'the country depend much on tlie

e-iic'i- ol'the people for the religion which
ft ilnni. Anything which is calculated to

1 riirisiianity into contempt is a deep public

I . And how can that be done more effoctu-

rhan by clothing it in the coarse rags of hu-

egislation, patched up and forced on by judi-

Bcisions? Any advantage given by law to

jct over others, is an irreparable injury to

rty so favoured. It will naturally be con-

into an admission that it has no vital truth

tain it. We live among people who scorn

ntrivances to fetter the mind. Statutes are

iary for some purposes, but nobody in this

y believes them to be inspired. Justices of

lace, and aldermen, and judges, and sheriffs,

onstables, are useful in their way, but they

)1 called and sent to preach any system of

y whatever. Convictions and executions,

and imprisonment, will never be accepted as

nents by any American who has sense

h to know his right hand from his left. It

better even for the denomination we may
to help, that every man should be lully

aded in his own mind, and then suffered to

ccording to his honest convictions. Of
e, if his opinions prompt him to do what is

ous to his neighbour, the law should stop

But 1 hold that the essence of republican

[y consists in this: that every citizen may do

I pleases in regard to all those things which
:rn nobody but himself. And with due def-

le to the majority who seem to think other-

\ submit, that if I choose to go to church,

jen to a heterodox meeting, in a three cent

?us instead of a carriage hired for three dol-

or bought for a thousand, it is nobody's
ess but mme; and neither I nor the man who
s me ought to be punished for it.

Phese are general principles which up to the

nt time have never been violated by this

. I am willing to go now as fur as our pre-

sors have ever gone. But the affirmance of
udgmentlakes a wide leap beyond that mark,
ars the bounds of natural justice and leaves

ecedent out of sight behind it. it fines a

for carrying decent and good citizans to re-

is meetings, and to other proper places where
afore it has been thouglit they had a right to

It denounces as criminals punishable by

those men and women who go to church or

;he graves of their friends or take the air on

ay, and whose poverty compels them to go

e cheapest mode of conveyance. It is true

hose who rode in the omnibus are not con-

I, but no sophistry can make a distinction be-

I the sin of the agent and that of the persons

employ him and participate in his acts."

r.ice Black appears in other parts of the opin-

have had a care lest in deciding this case,

ght give an unwarrantable license to impro-

disposed persons to pursue U7inecessarij ava-

ls on the first day of the week, which it is

important should be held in view.

teing sensible of my infirmities, I bemoan
If unto Him, feeling that faith which gives

y, and keeps me low in a sense of my own
[less; yet quickens me in a lively hope ofi

I
Satan trodden under my feel, by the grace!

id, which is all sufficient. For I feel and
where my hope lieth ; and when I slip in

or thought, I know my Advocate ; and, hav-

ecourse to him, feel pardon and healing:

on to overcome, watching against that

I easily besets me. And I do believe the

y cannot prevail over rhe ; although he is

suffered to prove me, that I might keep continu

ally on the watch, and place my whole depend
ence on the Lord, who only can make war with

the dragon, and by tliis discovery of my (

weakness, I am also taught to be tender of the

tempted. Sweet is this slate, though low: for in

it I receive my daily bread which is given of the

Lord ; for I cannot live to him, but as he breath

eth the breath of life upon me every moment."

—

Marij Penmgton.

The Boily and ils Members.

Having lately met with the following article in

the British Friend, I am induced to forward it for

the perusal of the readers of "The Friend," be-

lieving it to express the feelings of some who are

indeed mourners amongst us, and whose prayers
are ofttimes put up to the Lord of Hosts, that He
would be pleased yet once more to cause our Zion
to arise and shake herself from the dust of the

eartli, and put on her beautiful garments, and
shine forth even as in ancient days.

M.

"Desolating are the effects produced in the

Church by individual unfaithfulness and disobe-

dience to the quickening, sanctifying operations

of the Spirit of Truth in the heart.

In such a stale, conformity to the world ensues,

instead of that transformation under the Divine

power, by which the mind is renewed, and the

good, and acceptable, and perfect will of God
truly proved. When unhappily the spirit of the

world prevails amongst the individual members
of a religious society, may it not be reasonably

inferred that the whole body becomes deeply af-

fected, and paralyzed as it were, by the death-

producing cause? For the life no longer circu-

lating freely through its various channels, even

those organs in which vitality is maintained may
be too oppressed to perform their functions fully.

And how can it be otherwise, unless we grow up

into Him in all things, who is the head, even

Christ, from whom alone, as the apostle testifies,

' the whole body fitly joined together, and com-
pacted by that which every joint supplieth, ac-

cording to the efl^ectual working in the measure

of every part, maketh increase of the body unto

the edifying of itself in love.' For want of this

growing up into the source of all spiritual life,

that which had onoe been quickened into a degree

of healthy existence and activity, dwindles and

decays.

The feet, for which straight paths have not

been made, are easily lamed and turned from the

ways of Zion ; the eye not being kept single,

loses its clearness of vision, and receives not the

pure light by and in which true discernment is

given; and the ear that has long been inatteniive

10 the gentle monitions of the heavenly Teacher,

grows dull and heavy, incapable of distinguishing

the voice of the Shepherd Irom that of the

stranger.

This is a mournful picture of the results of un-

faithfulness, whether it be regarded in an inJivi-

dual or in a collective point of view; and it is not

less true than mournlul. The knowledge that

piritual life may have been declining in our

minds some length of time before the etiects are

generally apparent, should give additional slimu-

j

lus to all who profess the name of Christ to obey
,

the sacred admonition, ' Watch and pray, lest ye
|

enter into temptation.'

Many evidences might be adduced of the allec-

tions being set on earthly instead of heavenly

things, but a few will suffice.

One striking proof of tlie leavening influence

of the world, is given in the lax altcndnnce of
meetings, especially on days when those meetings
inierfcre with the pursuit of business, or of earth-
ly gratification: and even when so assembled, if

the living are not sufficient to bury the dead,
what coldness and forrnalily are felt, and how
does the absence of true spiritual exercise, and
reverent waiting on the Most High prevent the
flowing forth of those s:rcams of refreshing from
His presence which are designed to water the
heritage of God. But more desolating still the
efl^ect, if any, not fitted to move in the affairs of
the church through submission to the turnings
and overturnings of the Divine hand, should pre-
sume to do so in the will and wisdom and autho-
rily of man. The strength of the mere natural
understanding, the energies of mind which have
sufficed to crown worldly avocations with success,
are wholly inadequate to the service of Him in

whose sight the wisdom of this world is foolish-

ness.

The excellent discipline transmitted to us by
our worthy predecessors, was established by them
in the wisdom and authority of Truth; prepared
by deep spiritual baptisms, and qualified by the

fresh anointings of the Spirit of Christ, they were
enabled to administer and maintain that discipline

in the power in which it was given forth. The
spirit of judgment was not withheld from those

who sat in judgment, for they sought it at the cost

of parting with all that stood in the way of taking

up their cross and following Him, for the excel-

lency of whose knowledge they counted all things

but loss. TlvEir o'yect was to ubi Christ, not the

perishing honours, treasures, or pleasures, of a

Id that quickly passeth away, and whose
I'riendship is enmity with God. And thus must
it be with us in the present day, if we desire to

;ee the glory of the Lord again arise and shine

imongst us. Similar qualifications for usefulness

n His service, must be sought at tlie feet of tlie

Master, and in the bearing of tiie. daily cross.

Anything short of this experience is but literal

knowledge. The form may be there, but the

spirit ivliich shouLl animate it, is wanting.

A feeble outline has thus been sketched of

some of the consequences of unfaithfulness to the

manifestations of the Spirit of Truth in the heart

;

he blessed effects of an opposite course, what
pen can adequately portray !

Desires are raised that all the members of our

Society, may be made living members, ' holding

the Head' that thereby the body, by joints and

bands having nourishment ministered and knit

together may increase with the increase of God.

Were we 'buried with Christ in baptism,' and

therein risen with him through the faith of the

operation of God, who hath raised him from the

dead,' true harmony and unity would be known
within our borders' Taught by the Lord, we
should mind the same things, speak the same lan-

guage, hear and obey the warning and uniting

voice of the trreat Shepherd and Bishop of souls.

Ziou b-jin" redeemed with judgment, and her con-

verts with righteousness, judges would be restored

as at the first, and counsellors as at the begin-

ning; every part of the body would bo in ils right

allotmen.', thu spiritual senses would be exercised

to discern between good and evil, and the spirits

would be tried, whelher they are of God or not.

The only true ground of salety and union (in

which earthly wisdom and policy are excluded,

to the unnihilution of self, and the humiliation of

ihe creature) would be experienced to be that so

beautifully and touchingly set forth in the suppH-

cation of our Redeemer, ' I in them and thou in

me, that we may be made perfect in one.'

Gathered, in the silence of all flesh, into com-
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munion with its Ilenil,—the CInircli—a living

body—composed of living members—would be

sale upon ihe etcrniil Rock, and no weapon jorm

ed against it should prosper. Z."

Seleclcd.

WKEP NOT FOR THE JUST.

.Mournful daughter of Zion I oh, why art thou weeping?

Thy princes and prophets to glory are gone

;

The redeemed and ransomed in Jesus are sleeping,

The conflict is past, and the victory won.

Dost thou weep for the church? lo I in freshness

anointed,

Other sous shall rise round her for priests of the

Lord;
Other judges to Zion's chief seats be appointed,

And Jehovah's high name be proclaimed and adored.

Dost thou weep for the world and its dark desolations.

Where like beacons they shone aud illumined the

night?

Lo I the bright mora of Salem spreads lar o'er the na-

And their nobles bow down at the blaze of its light.

Does thy love for themselves prompt thy heart to deplore

them,
As thy fathers in Christ and the friends of thy way?

Behold I greater love than was thine is spread o'er

them,

And a love beyond theirs is thy gutirdian and stay 1

Oh weep not for the just ! for their lamps were kept

burning;

They were pilgrims with meekness and mercy en-

dowed
;

They were called from a pathway of dimness and

mourning,

To a land without sorrow—a day without cloud

Oh weep not for the faithful 1 their warfare is ended

—

Their Sabbath eternal—unsullied their rest;

And their purified spirits in brightness ascended.

Communion to hold with the sainted and blest.

Arise then and cast off thy sackcloth and sadness.

Anoint—and thy beautiful garments put on I

Tune thy harp to the sweet songs of praises and glad-

ness,

For the grave is subdued—and the victory won.

Selecied.

TUE CHILD'S DESIRE.

I think when I read that sweet story of old,

When Jesus was here among men.

How he called little children as lambs to his fold,

I should like to have been with them then.

I wish that his hands had been placed on my head,

That his arms had been thrown around me,

And that I night have seen his kind look when he said,

"Let the little ones come unto me."

Yet still to his footstool in prayer I may go.

And ask for a share in his love

;

And if I thus earnestly seek him below,

I shall see him and hear him above,

In that beautiful place he is goue to prepare

For all who are washed and forgiven

;

And many dear children are gathering there,

"For of such is the kingdom of heaven."

and terrible alterations; eighteen years civil wars] tender good will to the called of God, that ha\

in England, besides many dreadful sea fights ;
j

in any measure answered their call."

ihe crown or command of England changed eight From this we give copious extracts,

limes, Episcoiiacy lai<i aside (burieen years, Lon- j
"Dear Friends,—The love of God hath bee

don burnt by Papists and more stately built again. I large unlo us, in causing the day to break foril

Germany wasted 300 miles, 200,000 Protestants that many have desired to see, and the day sti

murdered in Ireland by the Papists, this towne|lo arise with its great and glorious brightnes

thrice stormed, once taken and plundered. He
|

That morning-glory which halh caused many

went through many terrible and divers conditions, rejoice in the light of it. The breaking forth

found rest, joy, and happiness only in holiness,

the faith, feure, and love of God in Jesus Christ.

He died the 20th April, and lielh here buried.16 8 4.

' Come Lord Jesus, come quickly.

' HOLINESS IS man's IIAri'INESS."

Kor "Tlie Friend."

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES

Of Ministers and Elders, and other concerned members
of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

THOMAS ELLIS.

it was lo all that beheld it amiable,—and vei

precious to all who delighted in il. It was

morning wiihout clouds to souls which had bo

in darkness, under a cloud of error ; [lo sui

who had been] wandering about in lliedark nig

of ignorance, as slieep wiihout a shepherd,—see

ing rest, and finding none,—spending money I

that which was not bread, and labour for ||

which satisfied not the immortal soul. In tl

condition many ran to the end of their own wi

and were ready to conclude no better state wm
be attained lo.

" Friends, had not the Lord taken pity on

in thai day, many had been lost forever. Bull

Lord, who causelh ' light to shine out of darkne

halh shined in our hearts, lo give us the light

the knowledge of Ihe glory of God, in the face
•

jg ^ (

•

But thousands and thousauds, i

Never heard of that heavenly home
;

I should like them to know there is room
And that Jesus has bid them to come.

I long for the joy of that glorious time,

The sweetest and brightest and best,

When the dear little children of every clin

Shall crowd to his arms, and be blessed

der and full,

m for tliem o

shineth,—the way of life is clearly seen ! T
which is hidden from the wisdom ol'lhis world

found with great joy lo many hearts. Times

refreshment are come from the presence of

Almighty. The Lord is now planting many pi

sant plants in the paradise of pure pleasi

—the garden which he lakes delight in.
"

Sun of righteousness now shinelh amongst ll

that were in darkness, who in time past did

know him. The inshining of his glorious li|

causelh the plants which are of a right seed

grow by the water courses,—lo bud and bloss

as the rose. Such are beautiful in the sight

the Lord, and one to another. They are seas

ed with grace, and are sweet and lovely lo

An Eventful Life.—An ancient tombstone, in

Bolton, England, bears the following inscription :

" John Askew, the servant of God, was born in

London in 1608, came into this towne 1029, mar-
ried Mary the daughter of James Cromplon of

Breighlmet 1635, with whom he lived comlorlably

twenty years, and begat four sons and si.\ daugh-

ters. Since then he lived sole to the day of his

death. In his lime were many great changes
|

another work

Thomas Ellis came lo Pennsylvania about the

beginning of the year 1683, and settled amongs
the Welch Friends, west of the river Schuylkill

His service among ihe early settlers was great,
j

Jesus Christ.' This is a 'light to our foet, am

About the year 1685, he felt a concern to visit lanthorn to our |)ath.' Il will never leave U8

Friends in his native land. His friends say, darkness more, as we take heed lo it, but \

" Service he had in many places there, and many be a righteous guide at all times. All forn

were glad lo see his lace once more, that they
j

labour and seeking was in vain, because we w

might be helped on their way, by the power ihatl seeking in our own wills, and according lo^

accompanied him. After some time he returned
|

own inventions,—which never found out the w

here to his family again, and was of good ser- of life. Blessed be the Lord,—ihe light o

vice." Thomas Ellis was one of William Penn's

commissioners, and of course some public busi-

ness fell to his share, yet the cause of holiness

and Truth appears lo have been uppermost in his

mind. We have little left lo show the labours of

the faithful in that day, and particularly such as

were members of Monthly Meetings, lo the min-

utes of which we have no access. The only trace

of his travels which 1 have met with, is liberty

granted him lo visit with Samuel Jennings, the

meetings and Friends in New England. This

was early in 1688. His memorialists conclude

their account with these words :
" So in ihe year

1688 he departed this life in peace, and was buried

at the burying place near the meeting-house in

Haverford, the 8lh day of the Eleventh month." i hold,—and the Lord in this condition lakes deli

" Though his body is removed from us, yet the to be wilh litem. Considering what the L
life and power that attended and supported him in hath done for us, we have cause lo bless i

all his service and labour, is still amongst us,
j

praise his name, and to have him in our rem'

blessed be the name of the Lord, who is carrying brance forevermore. Dear Friends, can we

on His great work through them that are faillilul.
1 get his love lo our souls, when he appeared t(

Truly their names are worthy to be kept on re- ! and overlook us in the wilderness of great

cord for the encouragement and benefit of those tress, when we were running in our own
that are yet unborn." 'headlong to destruction. By His outslretc

arm did he gather us into his heavenly way,
JOHN soNGHURST. of many ways and inventions set up in the la

The residence of ihis Friend before he emi- stale by the will of man. He brought us into

grated lo America was al Coneyhursl, in the place where he feeds his flock and causelh tl

county of Susse.x. He was convinced quite early, to rest at noon. Such are those brought lo,

and had his portion of sufferings wilh his afflicled follow the footsteps of the flock of his compani
brethren, in 1603, he was imprisoned for tythes. and many of them have sat down there under

In 1670, he was pulled down whilst preaching in shadow with great delight. As we live here,

London. In 1673, he was fined £20 for preach- fruit to us halh a pleasant taste, and man
ing. John Whiting says, " he was a brave, emi- hungry soul therewith is satisfied. Nothing
nent man, as well as minister, who had a very ever satisfy the immortal soul short of this bi

fine testimony." "He wrote a very notable which comes down from heaven,—of which, 1

book, entitled ' A testimony of love and good will,
I
that eat, and know it their daily bread, n

unlo all them who desiie to come to enjoy an] hunger more, but it will be in them a salisfac

everlasting being wiili the Lord, when days in
|

springing up into everlasting life,

this world will liave an end,' in the year 1680.1 " (J surely Friends, as we live in a fresl

Which shows he was full of the love of God, and membrance of these things,—of ihe Lord's g
had a large and living tcsiirnony to bear for the love lo our souls,—neither length of time, disti

good of others." In the year 1681, he published I of place, poverty nor riches, things present

entitled "An epistle of love and [things to come, nor any other thing or crea
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ifver be able to cause a forgetfulness to over-

(,is, or lo separate us from that love which we
1 learned in Christ Jesus. This is that love

pwith he loved us in the beginning, when
|ere enemies to him, when he followed us

(his righteous judgments, and in them all did

jmber us with mercy. He might have justly

is off, according to our deserts,—but he bore

jwith many of us,—passed by our transgres-

I, and hath stood by us to this day, or we
|3een destroyed and lost forever. He hath

(;ht many into his banqueting-house, where
jjast of fat things is known. The angel of

Iresence hath attended us, which is cause of

jid rejoicing. He is our Beloved. O Friends !

one forget nor forsake him. Let us keep in

(vship with him, and dwell in a living remem-
ce of what he hath done for us. May we
r forget the spring-time of refreshment,

•ein the voice of the turtle was heard in our

! The singing of birds is come,—the sweet

5rs in God's garden are springing in the

ty of holiness. The sun of righteousness

ing upon them causelh many to grow. They
aroughl into the imago of God again, which
lost by reason of sin and transgression.

a these the former and the latter rain has

and is showered down, causing many pleas-

prings and streams to run.

0! tlie unalterable, the unchangeable Truth I

can declare the e.\tent and worth of it ! The
ues of men and angels are too short to dec

Time would fail I'ully to demonstrate the

Iness of our God, as it is tendered and I'reely

stered unto the sons and daughters of men.
hose that receive it in the love of it, and con-

i in the enjoyment of it, it is more than all

fard things that may be enjoyed in this life,

as the oil of joy and gladness to the souls of

B that dwell in the delight of it. So, dear

is, remember what the Lord hath done lor

in making you partakers of his great and
ious blessings, which the world could never

, neither can it take from you. We know
how soon this life will end, and therefore we
! cause to prize our precious lime. The pre-

time is our time; we cannot to-day assure

elves that we shall have another. Let us set

hings aside that hinders, or is like to hinder,

work of God from being carried on. Let

y one run the race with patience that is set

re them, that they may lay down their heads

Race when the body must be dissolved. The
y of this world will have an end, and what-

'er is near and dear unto us of it, must be

ed from. Father, mother, brethren, husband,

, children, relations, acquaintances, lands, liv-

i, and all things whatsoever.

Friends! all who desire to have peace and
with the Lord, when you come to lie upon
r deathbeds, remember your latter end. Call

lind what you have to do before it is too late.

le have fallen into this great distress. They
lid have given the whole world, if it had been

iible, to have had peace with God. The hour

eath hath come upon them before they have
1 aware. Death and sorrow h;ive met toge-

', and there has been none to help. This
1 happened to some that have been convinced

ne Truth, l)ecause they have not been mindful

le Lord's work, when they have been called

;. There are some now in this stale, therefore

I at this time in love drawn Ibrlh, and in pity

heir souls,—that all may come home to their

;cted habuation with the Lord, and that none

f miss their crown of everlasting life.

Friends, in love and good will do I write

ie things, it being laid on me by tho Lord of

heaven and earth, who hath been pleased in some
measure to manifest his mind and will unto me,
and to discover the wiles and snares of the enemy
of man's soul. A sense of the inward state and
condition of many has been revealed to me by the

God of my life, in whom is my daily joy and re-

joicing,—and I do much desire that all may come
to know of the work of God in (hem, and that

none may come short of that rest which will en-

dure forever. I am minded to clear my con-

science of all whom this may concern, or to

whose hands it may come, that I may be clear of

tho blood of all. That when I am to give up my
stewardship to my Lord and Master, it may be

with joy and not with grief.

'• O Friends ! how deeply ought our concern to

be for the good of our souls. The Lord hath

been pleased in love to seek us out where we were
lost, as well as others, and so bring us to be ac-

quainted with that, which this world never knew
by all its wisdom. He hath also been pleased to

entrust us with that which the wisdom of this

world was never accounted worthy to know,—to

the end that we might be partakers of an endless

life with Christ and tho saints in light. In order

to bring and prepare us to be fitted for this, Christ

the Son of God has come, that he may rule and
bear sway in all, and in every man and woman,
over all that is contrary to himself. Let all try

how it is with them, whether the Lord of life doth

rule and bear sway in you. If so, then ye are

no more your own. The Lord hath bought you,

and that with a great price, being no less than the

laying down of his life, and the shedding of his

precious blood, in order to your salvation. You
who are purchased with this price, and know
yourselves redeemed by him,—your chief delight

will be with him, and to do his will here on earth,

as it is done in heaven. But if there be anything

that beareth rule in you, which is not of the Lord,

in you the Lord's Spirit is grieved. This I see in

some to my daily sorrow. Notwithstanding they

profess the Truth, yet not being steadfast in it,

they are not made free by it, and so are still un-

der bondage. Such are often tossed in their

easily disturbed than the deep waters of its neigh-

bours. Hence tho name " Erie," an Indian name
signifying " mad,"—" the mad lake." This name,
like all Indian proper names, is very significant, it

betokens the boisterous character of Lake Erie.

THE AGES OF ANIMALS.

The English Cyclopoedia gives the following

modes of determining tho age of animals:

—

"Amongst domestic animals the age maybe
judged of by the presence, absence, or change of

certain organs of the body. The age of the horse

is known principally by the appearance of the in-

cisor teeth, or, as they are technically called, the

nippers. In cattle with horns, the age is indi-

cated more readily by the growth of these instru-

ments than by the detrition and succession of the

teeth. The deer kind, which shed their horns

annually, and in which, with the single exception

of the reindeer, ihey are confined lo the male sex,

have them at first in the form of simple prickets,

without any branches or antlers, but each succeed-

ing year of their lives adds one or more branches,

according to the species, up to a certain fixed

period, beyond which the age of the animal can

only be guessed at from the size of the horns and

the thickness of the burr or knob at their roots,

which connects them with the skull. The horns

of oxen, sheep, goats, and antelopes, wliifli are

hollow and permanent, are of a very ditlerent

form, and grow in a different manner frum those

of the deer kind. These, as is well known, con-

sists of a hollow sheath of horn, which covers a

bony core or process of the skull, and grows from

the root, where it receives each year an additional

knob or ring, the number of which is a sure indi-

cation of the animal's age. The growth of the

horns in these animals is by no means uniform

through the whole year; but the increase, at least

in temperate climates, takes place in spring, after

which there is no furiher addition till the follow-

incr season. In the cow kind the horns appear

to grow uniformly during the first three years of

the animal's life, consequently, up to that age

nds because of disobedience. They are capti- 1 they are perfectly smooth and without wrinkles;

vated by the enemy of their souls,—binding up
|

but afterwards, each succeeding year adds a ring

that which they once destroyed. People may
j

to the root of the horn, so that the age is deter-

make a show of religion, in a great outside boast i
mined by allowing three years lor the point or

and flourish, and yet be as fur from the Truth, smooth part of the horn, and one for each of llje

as the east is from the west, as to living in the' rings. In the sheep and goats the smooth or top

true lile of it, and knowing it as it is in Jesus.
|

part counts but for one year, as the horns of these

"
I have seen where the Lord should rule, the 'animals show their first knob or ring in the sec-

man of sin rule, yea, even in some that have injond year of their age; in the antelopes they pro-

measure seen the wonders of the Lord in the!bably follow the same rule, ihough we have very

deep, and in many things tasted how good he I little knowledge of their growth and development

hath been to their souls. They are not come to in these animals. There are very fe

follow the Lord fully, as honest Caleb and Joshua

instances

in which the age of animals belonging to other

classes, can be determined by any general rules.

In birds it may be sometimes done by observing

ihe Ibrm and wear of ihe bill ; and some pretend

to distinguish the age of fishes by the appearance

of their scales, but their methods are founded on

mere hypothesis, and are entitled to no confidence."

The Lilde Deafand Dumb Boy.—At the ex-

aminaiion of a deaf and dumb inslitulinii some

time since, a little boy was asked in writing,

"Who made the world!" He look the chalk

and wrote underneath, " In the beginning God

_ created the heaven and the earth."

Signijlcalion of ''Erie."— TUc question is
j

The question was llieii asked, " Why did Jesus

ten asked, " Why so many storms and disas- come into the world ?" A smile of gratitude over-

,ake Erie.' VVhy the ditrereiice be- 1 spread the lace of the little fellow as lie wrote,

did, although they have had long and many vis-

itations of God's love. The Lord had in some

measure decked them wiih his jewels, and they

have taken his jewels and decked themselves.

They have endeavoured to mix that wisdom which

he hath opened to them, with the nature and wis-

dom, which is corrupt, of this world. In this

corrupt wisdom of the world, they consult how to

make void the cross of Christ, and are in the state

with those v/ho were turning back into Egypt

again."

lers upon
tween that and the other lakes composing the

great chain between the United States and British

America?" It is .said to bo caused by the ex-

treme shallowness of its waters, which arc more

This is a fiiithful saying, and worthy of all ac-

ceptation, that Jesus Christ came into the world

to save sinners."

He was then asked. the trying quesiion, " Why
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are you born deaf and dumb, when I can both tearing out the larvtc, eacli one of wliich, if un-j chair into another room; here he had his faniilj

hear and speak?" "Never," said nn eye-wit- molcsled, and pfrfeclcd in the winged stale, would collected around him, and afier half an liour speot

ness, "shall I forget the look of sweet resignation! deposit eggs enough to produce from 10 to 100 in solemn silence, he desired to be t:ili( n back,

and peace as he again took up the chalk and
]

of its own kind for future ravages. It is true that
!
On llie following Fiflli-day, after a niglit nf gieu

wrote, ' Even so, Father, for so it scemeth good in, the rod- wing or starling is a real corn-thief— conflict, he prayed fervently. Ulteranrc failjn.

thy siirht.'
" ilhat he not only loves dry corn, but that he will he raised his arms and waved them upwards; be

Truly micht it have been said, "Out of the pull up the young plant to gratify his palate with was desired if this might be received as a tokn

mouths of babes and sucklings thou hast ordained a taste of tlio milky liquid. But his plunderings
j

of rejoicing, to repeat the motion ; and imiaedi.

praise.

fUAPTLK FOR YOITII.— Jio. a.

Usefulness and Treatment of Loivcr Animals

" I would not enter on my list of IViends,

(Though grac'd with polished manners und fin

Yet wanting sensibility), the man
Who needlessly sets foot upon a worm.

and those of the crow, and crow-blackbird, may lately he raised liis arms again.

be prevented, by sowing a peck or half bushel of For some hours previously to the close, he in.

' corn, and covering some of it slightly, along the
}

penred to be in a comfortable sleep ; ami in thi)

I

side of the field where they usually enter. The quiet stale his spirit passed away, almost imper.

cost of this is trifling compared with the cost of

replanting, or gunning to kill a few of the birds,

j

whose aid in destroying worms at other times is

sense, i valuable.
!

CTobccnnlinvlc.l.)

The creeping vermin, loathsome to the sight,

(And charged perhaps with venom), that intrudes

A visitor unwelcome, into scenes

Sacred to neatness and repose, th' alcove.

The chamber, or refectory, may die.

>'ot so when held within their proper bounds,

And guiltless of offence they range the air,

Or take their pastime in the spacious field.

There Ihey are privileged. And he that hunts

Or harms them there, is guilty of a wrong;
Disturbs the economy of nature's realm,

Who when she form'd design'd them an abode."

" While aflliction prepares us for felicity,

may console ourselves under its pressures, by
|

reincniLjcring, that they are no particular marks i

of Divine displeasure, since all the distresses of

persecution have been suffered by those ' of whom ^'. . . . .u i c j rn
, I, ..15 1 .1 n 1 ,.

mind, to estimate the number of pounds of boe
Ihe world was not worthy, and the Redeemer ol 1

'
-"^ —

mankind himself was 'a man of sorrows,

acquainted with grief.'
"

ccptibly.

GREEN TEA.

In Blackwood's Magazine, for January, we

find the following quotation from a work on Ike

Tea Districts of China, by Robert Fortune. The

statement, which ihe auilior says is verbatim

from his note-book—he having noted down Ik

process at the time—may enable the drinkers of

reen tea, who have an arithmetricil uirn of

"! I paint tbey imbibe in the course of a year. Black

(teas are not coloured.

r for 1854.

" Let no presuming impious railer, tax

Creative Wisdom, as if aught was form'd

In vain, or not for admirable ends.

Shall little haughty ignorance, pronounce

His works unwise, of which the smallest part

Exceeds the narrow vision of Iter mind ?

And lives the man whose universal eye

Has swept at once the unbounded scheme of things
;

Marked their dependence so, and firm accord,

As with unfaltering accent to conclude

That this availeth nought?" Thomson.

WILLIAM GR1I8SUAW.

William Grimshaw, of London, deceased SoC'

ond month 5lli, 18o3, aged 54 years.

" The superintendent of the workmen managed

the colouring part of the process himself.

Having procured a portion ol' Prussian blue,

he threw it into a porcelain bowl, not unlike

a chemist's mortar, and crushed into a very

fine powder. At the same time a quantity of

gypsum was produced and burned in llie char-

coal fires which were then roasting the teas.

The object of this was to soften it, in orHer

that it might be readily pounded into a very fioe

powder, in the same manner as the PrusMaii blue

had been. The gypsum, having been laken out

of the fire after a certain time had elapsed, readily

crumbled down and was reduced to powder in the

This dear Friend was a man of a meek and
retiring spirit; he had been for several years, ac-

knowledged as a minister, and his doctrine was
sound and scriptural, although his communica-
tions were frequently delivered under a sense of

much weakness and fear.

He had been, for some time, in delicate health,

j

but no danger was apprehended until a month or

1
two previous to his decease. For the last ten ' mortar. These two substances, having been thus

Wherever the human mind has been enabled days, he was confined to his bed, and on one of prepared, wore then mi.xed together in ihe pro-

to discover the uses of created things, striking his children inquiring of him, if he was aware of portion of four parts of gypsum lo three parts of

evidence of wisdom and power appears in adapt- ,
his critical situation, he replied that he was, but Prussian blue, and formed a light blue powder,

ing means adequate to ends ; in forming creatures added, " I am not afraid lo die ; this has been a ! which was then ready for use.

to suit their modes of life; and in establishing! world of trouble, and it will be a happy change." "This colouring matter was applied to the leas

such relations between the diflerent orders as to !
On one occasion, under great prostration olj during the last process of roasting. About five

maintain the most consummate harmony. Sure- '
strength, he said, that he found it difficult to lay ' minutes before the tea was removed from the pans

ly, if in so far as we can see, usefulness and or- hold on the promises, and remarked to a friend,

dor are displayed, we ought to conclude that
|

that it had been a time of great humiliation, ihe

where we cannot see by reason of our finite un-imind participating in the weakness of the body;

dcrsianding, there also are use and order, wiih
|

but there were seasons when he could look be-

which we should uot wantonly interfere: that'yond this scene of trials. At another time he

nought " was formed in vain or not for admirable ;
said, he did not think that his would be an e.xult-

ng death-bed; he felt very weak, both in body
iiid mind ; it was all weakness, even his very

itrength was weakness ; but, that, if these feel-

ids." There are, however, many creatures, the

uses of which are apparent to any reflecting and

observing tnind, and which, though entirely guilt-

less of ofTence, are harmed and hunted in the spa-

cious field wherein they are jirivileged. But, it

is to be hoped, that amongst the youth of our So-

he time being regulated by the burning of a

joss-stick—the superintendent took a small por-

celain spoon, and with ii he scattered a portion of

ihe colouring matter over I be leaves in each pan.

workmen then turned the leave-; rapidly

i, ill order that the colour

Thi

inds

,uld

round with both hand
might be equally ditfused.

" During this part of the operation,

of the workmen were quite blue. 1

ings made him cling more closely to the Saviour,
I

help thinking, that if any green-tea drinkers had

they would answer the purpose designed. On beet) present during the operation, their taste would

referring to the decease of his dear wife, some have been corrected, and, I may be allowed to

ciety, the number is very small who disturb " the years ago, he remarked, that she had a very add, improved. It seems perfectly ridiculous that

economy of Nature's realm," by shooling larks peaceful, quiet close, and he felt he could truly
j

a civilized people should prefer these dyed teas to

and smaller birds, which are so useful to us in 'say, "May my last end be like unto her's." He those of a natural green. No wonder that the

ridding the soil and trees of worms. Birds soon I
once observed that he had not inquired much ris Chinese consider the natives of the west to be a

(iiid out and remember where they are undisturb
|

specting the probability of his recovery, as he did I'ace of' barbarians.'

ed or befriended ; and they will collect and co- not feel anxious about it. On being told that the
|

" One day, an English gentleman in Shangliae,

habit there. I have even known them on the first doctor's opinion of his case was unfavourable, he
,

being in conversation wiih some Chinese from the

report of a gun, to flock quickly together in fields
\

replied, " Then 1 must look up to God in the hea-
j

green-tea country, asked them what reasons they

where gunners are excluded. The value of their '
veiis, from whom cometli my help." At another I had for dyeing the tea, and whether it would not

services there may be partly estimated, by any one
j

time, he said, " i want a world of quiet, where be better without undergoing this process. They

who will sit down awhile before sunset, where the
I

there will be no more sorrow, but where peace acknowledged that tea was much better when

hay-wagons have cleared the green sward, and ob- will flow as a river, and righteousness as the prepared without having any such ingredients

serve hownumerous and acliveare the crow-black- 1 waves of the sea." When Ins family were once
j

mi.xed with it, and that they never drunk dyed

bird, robin, and lark; their heads dipping almost
|

standing round his bed, supposing him to be dy- teas themselves; but justly remarked that, as

continually, telling the death of hapless insects. , ing, he burst forth in a clear, sweet voice: " Can I
foreigners seemed to prefer having a mi.xture of

The golden-winged woodpecker, the red-beaded, I doubt the love of God, when I feel such a glow Prussian blue and gypsum with their tea, to

the sap-suckers (improperly so called), and nut-; of it in my heart?" On the Firsl-day before he make it look uniform and pretty, and as these

liaiclies, are- also very nsejiil on luir fiiiii trees,
|

died, at his earnest request, he was wheeled in a ingredients were cheap enough, ihe Chinese had
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jertion to supply them, especially as such

Iways fetched a higher price,

look some trouble to ascertain precisely the

ty of colouring matter used in the process

ing green teas, not certainly, with the view

sting others, either at home or abroad, in

t of colouring, but simply to show green-tea

rs in England, and more particularly in the

I Stales of America, what quantity of Prus-

lue and gypsum they imbibe in the course of

!ar. To fourteen and a-half pounds of tea

pplied eight mace and two and a-half can-

is of colouring mutter, or rather more than

ice. In every one hundred pounds of col-

green tea consumed in England or Ame-
le consumer actually drinks more than half

id of Prussian blue and gypsum ! And yet,

; drinkers of this coloured tea that the Chi-

at cats, dogs, and rats, and they will hold

ir hands in amuzenieni, and pity the poor

als!"

folio

STATISTICS.
ing statistics, obtained from official

ents, afford some idea of the present re-

s, wealth, and commerce of the thirly-one

States at ihe present time :

annual value of the agricultural, mineral,

anufacturing productions of the country is

ed to at least equal three thousand millions

ars (.^,000,000,000). A large portion of

iroductions are transported by river, canal,

sting vessels, or on railroads, and which in

irse of trade changes hands several times

reaching the domestic consumer; making,

aggregate, an amount of traffic counting

isands of millions ; whilst the whole amount
1 to foreign countries is but $140,000,000,
)nly one-thirlieth part of the entire produc-

the country, which thus finds an outlet in

markets.

single article of coal annually transported

ise, and in canal-boats, or on railroads, is

cient bulk to furnish full cargoes for four

he quantity of all the American tonnage

'ed in foreign commerce, and probably

the means of livelihood to a greater num-
persons than the latter.

coastwise trade to and from the American
3 the Gulf ol Mexico is of itself, probably,

equal, in point of value, to the entire ex-

Atnerican productions to foreign nations.

statistics of exports during the year 1847, i

amine prevailed so extensively in Europe, I

I some curious illustrations respecting thej

Tiarkels and the loreign ones. There was
[

hfficully, at that time, in procuring suffi-

hipping, including both American and for-

) convey our breadstufls to the famishing

1 of Europe, and yet our entire exports

that year of the two principal articles of

Indian corn (maize) and flour—were only

hree per cent, of the former, and about ten
i

nt. ol' the latter, estimated on the whole!

"oduced in the United States; leaving nine-

n per cent, of the Indian corn, and ninety
!

It. of the wheat crop, I'or the supply of the

iiarkei, where it was actually consumed,
tports of breadstuffis at present are only

one-third of what they were during the

jiear of unusual demand ; exhibiting, in a

are striking contrast, the immense ditfer-

ilwecn the home and loreign markets in

of the former.

mere tolls collected by the canals and

ds on the transportation of merchandize

internal trade of the country, exceeds in

amount the total value of all the brcadstuffs pur-

chased from us by foreign nations.

The annual value of the crop of Indian corn,

of wheat, and of hay, each respectively, is fully

equal to the entire value of our productions ex-

ported to foreign countries. The annual amount
of the manufactures in the Stales of New York
or Pennsylvania, in either of those States, greatly

exceeds the value of such exports ; and even those

of the comparatively smiill State of Massachusetts

are fully equal to all the productions of the coun-

try consumed by foreign nations. The latter

State probably consumes breadstufls that are pro-

duced in the Middle and Western States to a

greater amount than is shipped to all Europe.

Romanism a Producer of Crime.—There is not

a little excitement in England, in view of the dis-

position manifested by the Goverimient to appoint

and support Papal priests to minister to Romish
criminals in the prisons. It appears that this

class of prisoners is so numerous, that a full sup-

ply of priests for this purpose, would bring under
pay from the Government, a considerable propor-

tion of the whole Romish priesthood in England.
The Protestants contend, that the fact that Roman-
ism has such a tendency to produce crime, is a

good reason why it should not be thus fostered by
the Government. It appears that the total num-
ber of prisoners in England, is21,f)26. Ofthese,

16,077, belong to the djurch of England ; 1391
belong to Dissenters; and 2955 to the Romanists.

Thus the few Romanists in England furnish one-

seventh of all the prisoners; while the Romish
population of England is only one out of twenty-

one of the whole people. That is, the Romish
population produces three criminals, where the

other classes, religious or irreligious, produce one.

The absurdity of the Government measure is ma-
nifest, in its taking under patronage the system

that produces the largest proportion of crime.

AUSTRALUN TURKEY.

There is, in the garden at Regent's Park, London,

a plain-looking sombre bird, a native of Australia,

called the brush turkey, whose habits of rearing

its brood are among the most remarkable in the

history of animal instincts. The bird is a thorough

chemist, and constructs for itself a patent incuba-

tor, on chemical principles, by which it hatches

its eggs in a scientific manner, without the tedious

sitting to which other birds submit. This bird,

at present, occupies part of the great aviary on

the south side of the garden, on the right after

entering the gate from the road. It is not a very

striking bird in its appearance. The upper sur-

face of the adult male, its wings and tail, is a

blackish brown at the base, growing silver gray

at the ends. The skin of the head and neck is of

a deep pink, verging to red, and tninly sprinkled

with a short dingy hair. The wattle is of a bright

yellow, shading off into red. Its size is nearly

that of a turkey.

In general habits the bird is nothing remarka-

ble; It is in reproduction of the S|iecies that its

anomalous proceedings are manilested. It is a

believer in fermentation and co-operation ; fi)r

when the breeding season arrives, a number of

the birds enter into partnership and collect a huge

heap of vegetable matter, which is allowed to fer-

ment till it forms a hot-bed. Several weeks are

patiently employed in forming this heap, but when

once formed, it does duly for several years, now

mailer being added on the top as thai bKuealh rots

away. In collecting, the birds use only the foot;

the bill is not used at all. The surface of the

ground surrounding the hot-bed is thus cleared of

every leaf and blade of grass, every scrap of vege-
tation being added to assist in the fermentation.

When this pyramidical mound of green stufl'

has had sufficient lime to heat, and when it is just
at the proper temperature for hatching, the largo
eggs are inserted, not side by side, but planted at

regular intervals from each other, and stuck into

the fusty smoking heap perfectly upright, the large
end downwards and at an arm's length below the

surliice. They are then covered up, and left till

hatched. Whether the chickens have to fight

their way through the warm, " artificial mother,"
or whether, as Mr. Gould was informed, the
females remain in the neighbourhood, is a ques-
tion not yet settled; there is no doubt, however,
that in either case nature has provided for ihe

safety of the young, and that all its instincts are
adapted to the circumstances of its birth.

I believe there is no vainer sorrow than sorrow-
ing for the dead. If the post be unalterable, and
the future inexorable, then is lamentation over
the bier vanity itself; but in truth we mourn not

for the dead, but o/teT- the dead, and for ourselves.

And this, too, is vain—a weakness of our nature,

to be indulged in only so far as it sanctifies and im-
proves us, to be mastered when it would enfeeble

our minds or prostrate our energies. I like not

the custom of the Hebiews, who honoured their

dead with wailings. I would prefer to struggle

for the composure of feelings that will permit me
to recur with pleasure to all the endearing recol-

lections which restore to me my friend, unalloyed
with gloom or repining. There are few to whom
time does not at length bring this tranquillity—
he is the wisest who can reach it soonest. I shall

let death rob me of as little as I can. If he take

the body that I loved, I shall not suffer him to mar
my spirit's meditation upon that of the departed.

I will cling to all the endearing and enduring
memories that make it oftentimes sweeter to think

upon the dead than to commune with the living.—Dublin University Magazine.

Singular Heroism under tlie Promptings of
Hmnanily.—The following heart-stirring narra-

tive is communicated from Rio Janeiro:—The
Pernambucan, one of the vessels of the Brazilian
Steam Packet Company, was wrecked near St.

Katherine's on the 1 Ith of October, and upwards
of forty of her passengers were drowned. This
disaster alforded an opportunity for a display of
heroism and bravery, rarely equalled. A black
sailor, belonging to the vessel, succeeded, with
many others, in reaching the shore, numbers had
perished in the attempt, and but few of the passen-

gers remained upon the wreck. .\ll ofthese, in-

cluding a mother and six children, did Simao save.

Twelve times had this noble lellow swam through
the furious breakers, on the coasl, and each time
returned, bringing a victim from destruction

;

then wearied, as he well might be, from his al-

most superhuman elForis, he threw himself ex-

hausted upon the sands, when a cry was raised

that one human being still remained upon the

wreck. No one was hardy enough to attempt

the rescue of the poor passenger, a blind man,
whose pitious cries lor succour were fainlly heard
on shore. But Simao, the brave Simao, again
dived into the furious surf, reached the vessel, and
broughl the poor blind man safely to land, thus
saving, by his noble and unaided exertions, n j

less than thirteen lives.

" As cheerfiilness is the most natural effect of
real goodness, it is also its most powerful recom-

mendation. Wisdom is never so attractive, as

when she smiles."



IVay in uhich Ice is formed at Sea.—Captain

Scoresby, in his account of the Arctic Regions,

says, while describing the formation of ice in the

open sea, that he has literally seen it grow to aj

consistence capable of stopping the way of a ship

w ith a brisk wind—and this even when exposed

to the full force of the waves of the Atlantic. The
surface is first covered by a peculiar substance

called " sludge," resembling snow which has been

cast into water too cold to dissolve it. This
smoolhs the surface of the sea, as if oil had been

poured upon it. It is composed of small detached
j

crystals, which gradually unite, but are broken by!

the motion of the waves inio pieces about three

inches in diameter. These pieces, becoming
thicker and stouter, again unite, constituting what
is called pancake ice. " These " pancakes" come
together in their turn, and form cakes perhaps a

foot in thickness, and many yards in circumfer-

ence. When the sea is perfectly smooth, the

freezing process proceeds much more rapidly, so

that in forty-eight hours the ice will have become
capable of sustaining a man's weight.

Pennsylvania Temperance Vote.—The Hnrris-

burg Crystal Fountain, a temperance paper, gives

the tbllowing as the Temperance vole in counties

where there were sfparate Temperance organi-

zations:

—

Counlies
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REMARKABLE DELUSIONS.

(Oonliiiued ftniu page 18lj )

le zeal of James I. against witches accom.
him on his accession to the throne of
d. His first parliament passed an enacl-
hat where witchcraft was proved, the pun-
t for the first oftence should be iinprison-
nd the pillory, and for the second, death,
irmous number of victims (said to amount
hundred annually) was sacrificed during
valence of ihis infatuation. The contagion
irried by those who were e.\p:itriated by
sligious opinions into New England, in

and great numbers perished—a disgrace
J who had sacrificed home through their
or greater freedom.

man was ever so notorious in accusing
jf this crime as Matthew Hopkins, a na"^

the town of Manningtree, Esse.\. He was
' witch-finder general,' and was certainly
rit raised to that bad eminence.' Was
n any quarter an old, poor, ill-favoured,

protected woman, disliked by any of her
)urs—Hopkins was the foremost in bring-

•^ into suspicion as a witch. If, on the
'this person, there were, as is usual with
rsons, wens, or callous parts, his sharp
lents were always at hand to 'probe them

;

the blind folded victim, agonized by the
vhich often destroys sensitiveness, or con-
ito insensibility, could not name the pre-

j

)t which had been operated upon, so much'
se for the accused. It was Hopkins who
victim, hands and feet together cross-wise,
trial by the water into which she was!
If she swam, she was unquestionably

1

if she sank,* she was sometimes saved;
)st, she left to her friends the conviction of!

Dcence. Hopkins was constantly crusad-
ut upon this errand, till at length he, who
nulated the people's phrenzy, became in

s not unfrequently happens) its victim,
n tests were tried upon himself, and he

1 for the crime of which he had so exten-
.ccused others."

the parish church of Forfar there still is,

until lately, an instrument called the I

' bridle. Chambers thus describes it: ' Aj
ircle of iron, sufficient to enclose the head,

:

3d into four sections, which are connected
I

doctrice of this practice was, that as the witcli
ten otr the water of baptism, that element re-
receire the criminal into its bosom.

by hinges ; a short chain hangs from behind. In
the front, but pointing upwards, is a prong, like to

the rowel of an old-fashioned spur, which en-
tered the mouth, and, by depressing the tongue,
acted as a kind of gag. The use of the thing
was exactly what the name portends. By it,

as with a bridle, the unfortunate old women,
formerly burned at Forfar for the imaginary
crime of witchcraft, were led out of town to the
place of execution. Its further and more import-
ant purposes were to hind the culprit to the stake,
and to prevent her cries during tlie dreadful pro-
cess of death. When all was over, the bridle
used to be found among the ashes of the victim.'*

A similar instrument is exhibited in the Museum
of Antiquaries in Edinburgh."

" Delusions connected icith tlie belief in astro-
logy. Astrology was the art which professed to

discover the course of human fortunes from the

appearance of the stars. As it took its rise from
astronomy, vvhilst astronomy was in its imperfect
stale, it might have been legitimately classed wilh
some of the contents of a former chapter; but as
it soon outran all scientific bounds, till it became
a mass of delusion and artifice, and was afier-

wards lost, as a practice, in the oblivion it inerit-

id, it will not be incorrectly placed among the
subjects of the present division. So ancient is

this art that history does not record its first ap-
plications. It was from a remote antiquity prac-
tised in the east, where it still holds an undisputed

ly. The Chaldcens, the Chinese, the Hindoos, ' Lilly, ' we afterward
are all under the influence of its fascination. It

was known lo the Egyptians, and is referred to

'n the sacred writings under the general descrip-
tions of magic and sorcery. The Rabbinical
Jews were much devoted to v. From the time of
the adoption of Egypt into the Roman empire it

was greedily cultivated by ihe Romans. Greece
alone stands, among ancient nations, an e.xception

to its use. None, however, have observed it wilh
more assiduity than the Mohammedan nations.

"The early ages of Christianity regarded as-

trology as a forbidden science. In those dark
volumes which, bearing the name of the fathers,'

stand on the lower shelves of the learned and the

curious, may be found not a few passages describ-

ing the processes and denouncing the practice of
this dark art. Tertullian protests against it. Basil

disclaims upon it with his usual eloquence. These
men did not see that the future discoveries ol

astronomical science would take root in its delu-

emmencp. Some of the astrological prescriptions
which have come down to us from that litne sa-
vour strongly of the ridiculous. Charles X[. (of
Bartholomew notoriety) consulted an astrolo"er.
He was told ihat he would live as manv days as
he could turn on his heels in an hour. 'The hint
was sufl^cient. Every morning, for an hour, the
monarch performed the part of a spindle—the
courtiers revolving on their a.xes in compliment
to his majesty.

"Astrology was much trusted by Charles I
and Charles ][. of England ; and (he former,'
hen m captivity, consulted an astrologer as to

the period most favourable for his intended escape
from it."

In the reign of James I., Dr. Simon Forman
was a celebrated practitioner of this science. He
appears to have exhibited a singular mi.xture of

very and folly, the latter ingredient bein''
perhaps predominant."

°

His pupil and successor Lilly, relates that
David Ramsay, his majesty's clockmaker, havin"
learned from the stars, or otherwise, that there

a quantity of treasure lying hid in the clois-
ter of Westminster Abbey, entered into partner-
ship wilh John Scott and' himself, to profit by its

exhumation. They met accordingly on a win-
_ht, David Ramsay bringing a sack to re-

ceive the substance. They dug to the depth of six
feet, when they met with a coffin, and because it

seemed light they did not open)t open it, ' which,' says
inch repented.' But in

the midst of their labours there arose a wind so
high and fierce, that they feared that the end of
the abbey would fall upon them. John Scott, we
are told, grew pale and nervous, but Lilly man-
aged to dismiss the evil influences; yet the mo-
ney-diggers returned as empty as they came. On
another occasion, a noted astrologer predicted
that there would be a great wind ; but as no such
phenomenon occurred, it was afterwards discov.
ered that the horoscope might be referring to state
revolutions, abundance of which happened about
that period."

" Kepler, to whose astronomical labours science
owed much, practised astrology in his day, though
with considerable disgust at the occupation. He
confesses that his services in this department
were only 'worthless conjectures;' but ex-
claims, in apology for his occupation, ' Ye over-
wise philosophers, ye censure this daughter of
astronomy beyond her deserts. Know ye not she

sions; ihey only saw that it professed an unwar- must support her mother by her charms? The
rantable interference with the secrets of the Most

! scanty reward of an astronomer would not pro-
_i 1,

jj^ j^j^^^ ^^iii^ bread, if men did not cntartain
High. Nor were their objections illegitimate.

Men have been prone in all ages to wrest the

attributes of God to an evil purpose, and to use
them for their own interested and servile ends.

hopes of reading the future in the heavens.'"
"Delusions jiromplcd by morbid acquisitive-

tiess. No subject demands, in mercantile times
" By none, in a later period, was the study of like our own, a more calm ami careful considera-

astrology more assiduously cultivated than by lion than iho morality of wealth. To acquire
Alonzo of Castile. He summoned an asseiiibly riches docs not indeed fall within the province of
of the wisest astrologers of his day, who spent

|

every man; but all men are bound to observe
five years in deliberation on the processes and re- wilh care theelhical and religious principles which
suits of their science. It was during the si.xlecnth

and seventeenth centuries, hosvcver, that the prac-

tice of astrology in Britain arrived at its greatest

* Chambers's "Traditions of Scotland."

I prir

are concerned in the possibilities of obtaining it.

All rightly acquired riches must be comprehended
by the Ibl lowing regulations. They must bo

equitably gained—possessed to no man's design-

ed injury—temperately enjoyed—held ns a trust
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for others increased wilhoul exposing the pos-
j
addilioii lo moral and religious training, the in-

1
we have lost, and surrounds us, even in tlie caj

sessor to large hazards—regarded as uncertain mates of his institution arc taught printing, shoo, tivily to which His justice has reduced us, w|i

possessions watched againsfas a means ofstlf- [making, tailoring and carpentering; so that when so many objects calculated to yield ii pcrj^lui

eintion and consPcratcTl wholly to God. When they learn it ihoy can earn an honest living eiiher lesson, if we would but learn.

the apostle said, ' Having food and raiment, let at home or abroad. It is a rule thiil ercnj app!i-\ " We ought to consider ourselves as crimiml

be therewith conieni,' he enounced the \>t\nc\- catmifor admission must ie voluntary; and tis'm a prison hung pictur of

pie that man's real wniiis go into a very small
i a proo/"o/"</ie applicant's sincirity, he uni/ergocs\L\hcTator, nnd the necessary instructions for ol

compass, and that tlierelore correspondingly small a yort«/ir/(<'s solitary co?iJinemctit on i/cot^ «/«/ laining our freedom. Yet it must be owned lli

'
'• .L_ -._ <pi,;„ .„.,. :..„ .,.!,„„: :,„ „r .\

1 these holy liieroglyphics cannot be deciph—
should be the limits of man's great desires for \\)e ttater. This test insures the sinceriiy of the ap-

hfu which is. And when our Lord, in his inimi-
|

plicHnt, and aflbrds an effectual check to impos-

Ijiblc pattern of prayer, confined the .supplications ,
ture. Many of the reformed have emigrated to

for temporal blessings to ihc clause, ' Give us this distant countries. Letters arc frcquenlly received

day our daily bread,' he reduced the wi>hes of I from these, as well as others, who speak graie-

Christian men to a very moder.ite standard of
j

fully of the Institution and its supporters ; many

idecd. In uttering the sentiment, address Charles Nash as "dear father," andcomputat
' He thai maketh haste to be rich shall not be in-

nocent,' Solomon enounced a principle of the

highest value to every community and to every

Christian in it. The industry and economy ne-

cessary to secure the daily bread are the blessings

and safeguards of society ; the perils involved in

the sudden acquisition of wealth agitate and con-

vulse it, and are not to be contemplated without

a shudder. Lord Bacon well. describes riches us

'the baggage of virtue'*— it had been well had he

not too fatally e.xeniplified the truth of his own

axiom—and adds, 'As the baggage is to the

army, so arc riches to virtue; they are necessary

but cumbersome, and the care of it oflca loseth

or disturbeth the viciory.'
"

* Moral Essays.

(To be coiiiinuea.)

GLEANINGS FOR ' THE FRIEND."

Some fourteen years ago Charles Nash had I

attention drawn to ihe state of the criminal popu-

lation of London; and after much cnrel'ul investi-

gation, he concluded that in numberless instances

the pressure of outward circumstances, rather

than absolute de|)ravily, led to a violation of the

law. His altenlion was especially directed to

those whose character and condition had been
j

substantial and

express their determination, with God's assist-

ance, to persevere in the right way, and lo practise

the lessons which they first learned from his lips.

The annual cost of each inmate is $75, of liis

emigration S50—making a total of $1J5 per an-

num. It has been estimated that each criminal,

on each conviction, costs the public §300. So
that merely as a matter of economy this institu-

tion is uselul.

The memoirs of Jacqueline Pascal, a sister of

ihe celebrated Blaise Pascal, have recently been

put in an English dress for the benefit of English

readers. They arc full of interest. Although

much less extensively known, in intellectual and I ship of images. Now, since God is far inoi

spiritual endowments, she was perhaps as nearly 1
jealous of our afTcclions than of our extern

thout a supernatural light; for the very thin;

which speak of God, and mnnife.st his glory
i

them who know and love him, serve to hide liii

from those who know him not. Persons {\\i

blinded by the darkness of iliis world, grope «fl(

earlldy things, because they love lliein and loc

upon them as the chief good. But in doing

»

they are guilty of sacrilege, lor God is the n
origin of man's existence, and ought to be itset

.\nalogics may indeed exist between tilings cr

ated and the Creator,—the least and nieaoe

objects in nature may by their unity be eiiiblea

of that perfection of unity which is found in G(

alone,—yet they have no claim on our sovereij

regard, nor can we bestow it upon them witho

incurring the guilt of idolatry, hateful alike inll

sight of God and man. Scripture is full of i;

stances of God's vengeance upon idolaters,*

the first comniandment of the Decalogue, whit

includes all the rest, particularly Ibrbid the »o

Hied lo her distinguished brother as in blood.

As with him, her early exhibitions of unusual

talent attracted the admiration and applause of

the great, and she entered with animation and
abundant promise of success, the path which leads

to fame and worldly glory. Like him too, she

soon became sensible that the crowns of roses

which graced her brows, were fading and transi-

tory—that the aroma and the incense quickly

exhaled, while the thorns remained. VVith a

resolution similar to his own, she determinately

turned her back on these vain delusions, to seek

during good. She retired to

homage, il is plain that no crime can be so w

cd and detestable in his sight, as supreme Ion

any creature, no matter wliut that creature i

represent."

Great Tininel in Hungary.—One of the Ion

est, if not the longest tunnel in the world, is k
in a forward statu of completion. It is siluw

in Hungary, and leads from the shores of li

river Gran, not far from Zaruowitz. to the rail

in the Schemnilzer hills; it is two geographic

or about ten English miles, long; it is intended

answer the double purpose of a channel to dn

injured by imprisonment. In such cases eharac-jPort Royal, and there in quiet seclusion occupied ' otT the water accumulating in the works, aod

ter beinf lost, great dilTicully is experienced in
|
her lime in such humble services as were assign- a railway to transport the ore from the mines

finding honest employ meiii. ed to her, without experiencing a single regret the river.—Annual of Sci. Dis.

Nash is not one of those theorists who pro- for the lu.vury and splendour which she had left »

—

pound schemes of benevolence from the desk or behind. Living in a state of society over which •'" "''"' '"

study, and leave the perlormance of them to Roman Catholic influences prevailed, neither she Illt'itfUlCIll lu FalUlfulliess,

others. His benevolence has more of the practi- nor her brother ever rose entirely above them. Ye faithful ones, if any such ihere be, as i

cal than the ideal. He could not write and Like Fenelon and Lady Guyon, they felt bound believe there is one here and another there amon,!

make speeches while his fellowmen were starving ; by the decisions of the Pope. Yet the spiritual the members of our once highly favoured Sociel

.bile their present position was becoming utterly views lo which they attained were irreconcileabl'

wretched, and their future destiny hopeless. But with Popery, and were at Rome perceived to be

he determined upon a plan, and he immediately so. This led to measures of repression. Port

reduced it to practice, by ofieniiig a Reformatory Royal was put down, and the inmates and those

Institution for Adult Male Criminals, in 1848, the who held with them, so far as they could be de-

first establishment of the kind of which we have
I

tected, were, under the name of Jansenists, sub-

jected to cruel persecution. Some of the lettersany notice. The prospect of success at first

seemed very doubtful. Nash's means were limit-

ed, so much so, that he h:is been obliged lo pawn
his coat, sometimes his only one, to supply the

objects of his benevolence with daily food. Some
persons averred that his life was in danger—that

the iSwIess inmates of his dwelling would first rob

and then assassinate liiin. But he was alike heed-

less of the suggestions of the fearful and the scep-

tical. He brought the criminal into contact wiih

high moral influences: his litile liousehold soon

gave satisfactory evidence that it was not insen-

sible to tliese. His eli'urls unaided bv extraneous

of Jacqueline belbre and during this season of ad

versity andsuflering, have been published. They
contain sentiments worthy of preservation and
dissemination, notwithstanding the phraseology is

in some instances modified by errors of education

never eradicated.

The following, in her handwriting, signed

jointly with Blaise, is to a married sister:

—

"Our sinful nature kee|)s us, so to speak, en-

tangled among the snares of lime and sense; and
this entanglement being at once the cause and
punishment of our past oflences, as well as a

continual temptation to commit new one

the desire of my heart is, that you may sui

failhful to your heavenly Father, though He ml

permit you to be tried in various ways, in on
I

to prove your allegiance; even though youirl

have lo stand in opposition to some whom ;l

have looked upon as fathers and mothers in I

Church
;
yea, those who may have once stood I

your Master's cause : though ihese should li>

aside, Ibllow thein not, but follow the Captaiot

Salvation. Be sure that you have him on yours i

then fear not the winds and the storms that««

be permitted to overtake you, but cheerfully »«

on, holding forth to others the invilalioii to«l

follow you as you are endeavouring to fol t

Christ. And withhold not the word of count

nor of reproof, if needful, especially to the yoi

who are desirous of choosing the riglit way, »

for want of nursing fathers and nursing mothi»

it is to be feared, have turned aside, and byjL

g heed to the enemy of their soul's peace, hdhelp, finally attracted llie altenlion of some bene-

volent individuals possessed of means, who freely
|

ought therefore to turn these very accessories of become estranged from the Truth. il

extended to him iheir countenance and support, our fall into stepping stones for our recovery, and There must be an increase of faithfullir

He now goes on prosperously. Through his in- 1
to improve the advantages alibrded us by a nier- among the members of our Society, or assurfll

strumentalily nearly five hundred individuals have cilul God, who in our temporal blessings sets be- we shall know a fulfilling of the declaratU

been rescued from crime and degradation. In fore us an ever present type of the celestial riches "My Spirit shall not always strive with ini



.vli\' is it Ihat we do so long, as it were, for

sli-|in[s of Egypt, seeing that the Lord did

irvillously gather and preserve our forefa-

as a [ipople zealous of good works, to glori-

11. He is the same as he was then, and He
able and willing to save his dependent chil-

as ever he was in any age of the world.

we then be encouraged to look around and
we are trannpling under foot any of the pre-

testimonies, which our worthy predecessors

ed so much to support, and many of them
heir testimony to their truth with their

you in the earlier walks of life who often

i
our meetings for discipline, shall I say

ly mourning to see those more advanced in

I

shifting the burdini that ought to rest on

, from one shoulder to another, and at limes

wfully letting it lall to the ground, to you I

I say, look no longer at the failings ol" others,

smember that on your shoulders the burden
soon rest. Oh then I remember the same
iwerful Arm is round about you, and if you
lithful to manifest duty, it will enable you lo

ihe burden steadfastly, and without waver-
It is unfaithfulness and lukewarmness

g our members that cause the testimonies

uth to be let fall to the ground. May we
me and all adopt the resolution of Joshua,
others do as they may, as for mo and my
we will serve the Lord."

PLATFORMS IN RELIGION.

e doctrines which George Fox preached lo

:ople of his day, were no new doctrines,

laviour and his apostles had published ihem
world many ages before. It may indeed
fely asserted, that true Quakerism and
ianity are but ditferent names for one and
me thing. Hence, it was nothing but the

ive gospel of Christ, that our early Friends
concerned to revive and spread in the

The testimonies in support of which they
3ply suffered, were all in accordance with

jspel, and were the true fruits of iis spirit,

of these were indeed, peculiar to them, but

ir only because other professors of Christi-

were unwilling fully to adopt and practise

-denying principles.

fill be freely admitted, that we live, and
jur early Friends lived, under the last

lispensation of God to man. This, we are

d, is to remain the same unchangeable gos-

the end of time. If then, the principles

stimonies which our forefathers were di-

commissioned to uphold, were the true

lies of Chrislianily in their day, they must
low, and they must continue to be so for-

It IS, however, a sorrowful truth, that there

rsons who go under the name of Friends,

not appear to believe in the permanency
peculiar testimonies. Some of these open-
;rt, and a much larger number express it

r conduct, that however useful these tesli-

i may have once been, ihey are no longer
ary. It may well be asked, what has oc-

ia the world to render these gospel princi-

) longer essential ? or when, and in what
r, have they lost their excellence?

i, however, no ditEcult task to discover the

1 of objccliun to them, and the reasoning by
they are set aside. The restraints which the

stimonies ofTruth ever impose, have become
e to many. These still desire a religious

lion ; but at the same time, wish for more

indulgence in the gratification of the carnal mind.
And what mournful desolation has the throwin"
ort'of these restrainis made within our borders I

Friends who in earlier life appeared to bo settled

in the Truth, have as outward prosperity increas-

ed, gradually lost the dew of their youth, and be-

come leavened into the spirit of the world. They
have thus imbibed a relish for its manners, and
copy more or less closely its prevailing fashions

and follies. In moments of serious reflection,

such persons cannot fail lo perceive the inconsist-

ency of their lives with the profession they are
making lo the world. Smarting from the pains
of a wounded conscience, their next step is to try

to deceive themselves, by making things accord
which are wholly irreconcilable. They argue
that our principles do not require Friends" to be so
particular about trifles—that religion is inward,
and does not consist in any particular dress, or
in saying thee and thou, or in abstaining from so
cial parties, and other innocent gratifications

—

thiit ministers of other societies may preach the

gospel even if they are paid for it, and it is but

right to encourage them in it. In short, that it

is illiberal and unnecessary to confine themselves
within such narrow limits. Thus, instead of can-
didly confessing that they are unwilling to live

within the limitations of the gospel, or to walk
consistently with its spirit, they endeavour to con-
vince themselves that our principles no longer
require such self denying lives as formerly. These
sell-deluding reasoners seem to forget that though
religion is indeed an inward work, yet if the in-

side is made clean by it, the outside will be clean
also; and ihat where there are no signs of it in

the daily walk of the professed Christian, there

can be no inward purity.

In the manner above described, persons who
are unwilling wholly to abandon the Society, are
endeavouring to pull down the high standard of
Truth to the low plallbrms which they occupy.
The example of such is open to the view of their

children, and they and other young persons some-
hear these flimsy attempts to justify it ; and

what is the consequence? In some places the

younger classes of Society have wholly lost both
the appearance and the conduct of Friends. It is

evident that they reason like their parents, and
think that the bounds of our profession may be

still greatly enlarged. Thus standing upon a

plallbnn that scarcely embraces anything lliat

belongs to our religious profession, ihey would
have the standard of Truth brought low enough
lor even their lives to be consistent with it. Tins
is no fancy picture. There are on both sides of

the Atlantic meetings connected with our Society
that would hardly be recognized as belonging h

Friends. In Ihem the display of finery indicates

that the "outwrird adorning" is more valued than
" the ornament of a meek and quiet spirit." How
little can be felt in such meetings, of the flowings
" of that river, the streams whereof make glad the

city of God."
It is a time when Friends everywhere should

be aroused to a true sense of their standing. The
enemy of all good is busy in shaking everything
that can be shaken. New by-ways are coiilinii-

ally opened, into which the leet ol the unwatclilui

are enticed. These all lead into the broad way.
Among other devices, even Ihe last resting-place

for the body has been made a snare. Friends'

are templed to abandon the places of their fathers'

lepulture, where no stone or monument proclaims

family pride, or mistaken afi'eciion, to bury their

dead where sculptured marble seems Jo be con-

tinually mocking at death. Oh I how mournful

it is to behold the vanity of the living portrayed

over the ashes of the dead.

Though it is a day of much degeneracy, yet
vye arc not a forsaken people. That Power which
first gathered Friends is slill omnipotent. The
Lord is yet raising up among us, sons and daugh-
ters to speak well of his goodness and mercy, and
to he preachers of righu.'ousncss by their circum-
spect lives. And to show Ihat He can ellecl His
purpose without instrumental means, some of these
have appeared in places and families, where no
examples of faithfulness wore about them. This
same Power is now gathering lo this people as
from "Ihe highways and Ihe hedges," those
whose eyes have been opened to see the purity of
its profession. The Lord will have guesis at his

table, and he will have a people to servo him.
But let all who have by inheritance a name

among Friends, see that they walk worthy of the

vocation wherewith they are called; for if any
continue to turn a deaf ear lo the inspeaking
voice, which points out the only path of safety, and
says, "This is ihe way walk ye in it," they will

have finally lo lie down in their shame, iheir con-
lusion will cover them.

Solar Eclipse in 1854.—On Friday, the 26th
of May next, there will be an eclipse of the sun,
which will be more or less visible in all parts of
the United Stales and Canada, and in a portion
of both will be annular. Its commencement in

the city of Washington will be seen at 4h. 2l)m.
in the afternoon, its greatest obscuration at 5h.
18m., and its end at 6h. 27iii. As the apparent
diameter of the moon will be a little less than the
sun, the eclipse cannot be total anywhere. The
Christian Almanac says:

"The ring will be only about one-third of a
digit wide, and will be visible only in the vicinity

where the line of central eclipse passes. The
eclipse is central in longitude 73^ 53' west of
Greenwich, latitude 44"' 14' north; and in longi-

tude 64° 35' west, latitude 41° 10' north. By
finding these positions upon a map, and drawing
a line from one to the olher, tin,' towns and coun-
tries through which the central eidipse passes will

be readily discovered. The path of the annular
eclipse will be about one hundred miles wide,

and extend about fifty miles each side of the line

wo have described. The annular eclipse will

move about one hundred miles per minute.
" The first time this eclipse ever occurred was

n 1313, July 2d ; since then it has returned thir-

ty-one times, including its return next year. It

occurred in April, 18U0, in May, 1813, in May,
1836. It will return again in June, 1872. Its

last return will be in the year 2593, August
17lii. The next solar eclipse that will attract

much attention in this country, will be in 1858,
March 15lh."

For "The Friend."

BIOGHAPIIIC.U; SRETCIIES

Of Ministers ami Elders, ami other eonccrned members
ol'tliu Veivrly .Meeting ofPhilndelpUin.

JOHN SONGHURST.
CO»„t.nui-.llroiii pate 183.)

"O let all such among you, Friends, remember
the Lord who lived you first! He is beautiful

and lovely to behold, belter than wine,—sweeter

I ban honey and the hoqeycomb,—more precious

ihaii gold, yea, refined gold,—than nil precious

pearls, and all the glory of this world. Truly

nothing can be compared unio him. The raging

world cannot overcome hirn,—he will forever

reign in mercy and peace in them that obey him,

and as a Judge and Condemncr over them that

rebel against him. O! come insle and see how
good the Lord is ! The reason why some come not



to know him ns he is, is bccnuse ihcv do not live cross to ihc will of
, 1. .1 m .1 _- :. • i„„..« Tl,;.. ' ^, Tl.,.,. il.

nnd walk in tlie Truth ns it

life is out oflho reasoning, consul

wisdom of llie flesh, ihat many n

which will be their overihr

)f it. The life wliich is

great.

man, in sr

cy that are not

and subile slinii never enjoy much.

lall things as well

failhlu! in a lillle.

This is that which

glorying acceptable lo God, to be true and
V il' ihey repent not [all things,— that Christ may present them blame-

Jesus is out of the less before his Father which is in heaven, that a

lading glory, and visible perishing things of this crown of everlasting life may bo their portion,

worlcf. Those who profess the Truth and do not
|

This is that which the Lord \f\\i bring all thcni

ve the life of il, are a dishonour lo it, and a to, that are faithful to hi

grief lo the Lord and his people. They that

come lo live ihe life of Christ, have their minds

redeemed out of these things. Because of the

invisible joy which ihey have sight of, they use

ilie world as if they used it not, and marry as if

they married not. So neither husband, wife, nor

children, lands nor living, poverty nor riches, can

lift them up nor cast them down. Neither can

crosses nor afflictions, things that are seen, or

that are not seen. They that have come to this,

have made choice of that which shall never be

taken from them. It will be their joy here, and

their crown and happiness in the life to come.

The sense of these things being lived in, keepelh

visible things from rooting in the mind, because

they have always that wliicli is of more value

than all visible things. This is that which causelli

many lo wail upon the Lord all the days of their

appointed lime.

" Friends, consider ! Is it so with you 1 Do
you wait upon ihe Lord wiih constant diligence^

Is your chiefest delight to be with him! If so

your joy will be in heavenly places in Christ

Jesus, and your happiness above all this world's

happiness. In this you will reign as princes ii

God's kingdom, and be fixed as stars in the fir

mament of his power forever.

"This have I seen on the one hand excellent

above all things in the upright in heart, and on

the other have I seen very great sorrow attending

and coming on them that profess the Truth of our

God, and do not come through faith and obedi-

ence to live and walk in it, but stick by the way,

and are keeping that alive which God has come

to destroy. Wo unto such that keep anything

back which God is calling for ; that are mindful

of Egypt's glory again, after they have been called

out ofil. This hath been the ruin and overthrow

of some that they have not been pressing in their

minds against that which hath appeared to hinder

the work of God in them. The holy men of God
pressed forward towards ' a city whose builder

and maker was God.' They said, ' We have no

continuing city here, but we are seeking or going

towards a city which hath (bundations, whose

builder and maker is God.' They were pressing

towards it,—which signifieth there were many
things to press against, and opposition in their

way to Sion. So there is now. They that will

not press against templaliun, and against the be-

setmentsof the enemy, shall never come to Sion's

rest. But they that are engaged in their minds

against whatsoever doth appear inwardly or out-

wardly to hinder the work of God in them, and

so continue to the end of their days, come to ob-

tain the cross, and lay clown their lieads in peace.

So blessed be the name of the Lord ! our safety

hath been and is, in being united to him, and ui

keeping our minds staid upon him. la this our

peace remains, and this brings content of mind
which is a continual feast.

" It is not he or she that sometimes looks for

ward, and at other times looks backward, is accept

cd of God, but those that always look lbr«ard to

see what will make most for the honour of God's
Truth and the prosperity of it,—if it be never so

much the denial of self, and the crossing ol the

creature's will. Upon no other terms is salvation

promised, but sell-denial and a taking up the

Such come lo enjoy

peace, which is as the streams of broad rivers lo

their souls. Shiloh's streams, which make glad

the whole city of God."
In the year 1682, John Songhurst removed to

Pennsylvania, and settled in the city of Philadel-

phia. Here he was very useful in religious meet-

ings amongst his Friends, but about 1686, he

removed into New Jersey, where he continued lo

reside until his close, which took place two years

after. Ills body was brought for interment to

Philadelphia, and was buried there Eleventh

month 25th, 1688.

sail-cloth to meet under; and after they got

little houses to dwell in, then they kept

meetings in one of ihem till ihcy could buildi

meeting-house." Two of this number that _
met, Thomas Olive and William Peachy, ha^

gifts in the ministry.

Of William Peachy's travels in the ministt

in England and in America, we have no recori

lo show. lie is mentioned among the usefii

members and ministers amongst Friends, and m
find his name attached lo certain documents issotd

by the Monthly Meeting at Burlington, iii(licalii|

that he was in esteem amongst them. Whiting

in a brief testimony to him says, he was "u
honest, upright man." Such an one could scarce

ly fail to be useful lo his fellow professors, aod to

his neighbours, whilst he lived,—and contiuuing

faithful lo the end, must inherit through the men^
of God in Christ Jesus, eternal life. He mi
buried at Burlington, First month 20th, 1689.

WILLIAM PEACUY.

Of this dear Friend, whilst residing in England,
we know little, but that for the testimony of a

good conscience he endured considerable persecu-

tion unflinchingly. His residence. Whiting says,

was in London, yet he was thrice imprisoned in

Bristol about 1664, by the mayor of that place,

who wished lo banish Friends under an Act ol

Parliament, which was about going into force.

Some years previously he had been imprisoned

at Tewkesbury, for being at a meeting. At va-

rious times in the year 1670, he with many other

Friends, suflered much cruelty and abuse from
troopers, because of their faithlulncss in attending

their religious meeting at Horsleydown. They
were haled from the meeting-house into the street,

where they were beaten with carbines and the

butt end of muskets,—and the horses of the troop-

ers were urged to ride over them. The horses

more humane than their masters, still turned

aside, and so this part of the intended cruelty

failed. On one occasion there were more than

twenty of these innocent sutlerers wounded nnd
sorely bruised, on another there were about fifty,

on the third there were more than twenty. At
this last time, it seemed as though they were de-

termined to kill the unofl'ending worshippers, and
perhaps some murders would have been commit-
ted, if it had not been for the personable etibrts

of a constable to protect them. The peace oflicer

however was injured in his labour of mercy
After this time the persecution, although it did not

cease, was carried on with somewhat less bitter-

ness in London.
William Peachy was probably a merchant, as

Whiting says he went to the fairs at Bristol, in

the year 1677, he removed to West Jersey, nnd
settled near or in Burlington. One of the first

settlers writing of those wlio came about that time

to the province, says, " Notwithstanding the mas
ters of lamilies were men of good estates, yet be

fore they could get their land in order, and corr

and stock about them, they endured great hard
ships, and went through many difficulties and
straits ; nevertheless, 1 never perceived any of

them to repine, or rcpentof their coming." "A pro

vidcntial hund was very visible and remarkable in

many instances that might be mentioned ; and the

Indians were even rendered our benelactors and
protectors. Without any carnal weapon we en
tered the land and inhabited therein, as safe as il

there had been thousands of garrisons; for the

Most High preserved us I'rom harm, both of man
and beast." The account goes on to sav, that

Friends

Coal Ashes.—For several years after the m
of hard coal was introduced into this part of thj

country, the ashes were considered of no value.

This has been found a mistake.

We long ago used them on the walks of oDt

door-yards or other thoroughfares, and found them

to be very useful, securing a hard path that was

not easily broken. Sometimes, indeed, it is d^

sirable to cover them with a thin coat of fine

gravel, or some otlu r substance equally clean.

On some soils, which are too loose and loo

light," we have no doubt that coal ashes would

be permanently beneficial.

Again, on a hard clay soil, we know of nothing

hat is more promising. It contains much silei,

in which all clay soils are deficient.

But sile.\ is not the only element which it sup-

plies. It contains alumine, carbon, and iron, iti

a soluble form, nearly to the amount of twenty

per cent. Hence, it is obvious that it is a valuable

manure for many varieties of soils.

—

F/ont tht

Plough, the Loom and the Anvil.

Moderation and Uprightnts?.

The following account of the devoledness of

Friends in his day, was written by W. I'^dmund-

son, and appended to an epistle from Leinslet

Province Meeiing. When persecution abated,

many were drawn into an inordinate pursuit of

wealth, and then into an imitation of the grandeur,

and lu.xurious modcof living, which the fashionable

world adopted. Satan has always been on the watch

to betray, and to lead back into the bro.id road,

persons who had known the work of religion, but

growing weary, were easily caught in his snares.

What a flood of extravagance and dissipation is

passing over our country, and it is to be feared is

engulphing thousands in ruin, as regards the sub-

ject of religion, and the salvation of the immortal

soul. The love of money, even for the purpose

of procuring those things which gratily the lusls

of the flesh, the lust of the eye, and the pride of

life, leads many persons to cheat, rob, commit

forgeries in ditFerent ways, and to embezzle the

property of others. The more general this be.

comes, and the more familiar people are with

frauds, though committed by others, the greater

their liability to regard them as common occur-

rences, and thereby the nice sense of justice and

strict integrity is in danger of being blunted. It

men once give way to the slightest departure Irom

doing justly, conscience is dimmed, and the way

is open for further violations of the Uoyal law

having at first no meeting-house to keep written in the heart, until the distinctions between

public meetings in, they made a tent or covert oil right and wrong may not be easily perceived; and
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the conscience may become seared, as

hot iron. This is a subject which should

iously looked at. To preserve a sound
rd of justice and morality is higiiiy import-

ihe reputation of the community, even as

s their commerce with others, and among
Ives, but inconceivably more so, in refer-

) the awful retribution at the bar of Divine

and mercy. If the temptation to get mo-
30 strong, that thousands set their ingenuity

k, to obtain it in an unlawful, and of course

hristian manner ; how ought the professor

holy religion of liim, who had not whereon
his head, to take up his cross to this fond-
' wealth, restrain and regulate his ellbrts to

e a suitable livelihood, and show an ox-

of self denial, consistent with the character

stiny of an immortal soul, created to glori-

I on earth, and to praise him in the man-
f bliss, world without end.

nds make strong professions of the duty of

nial, and of renouncing the world, in order

ote themselves to Christ, and to the work
he assigns to each member of the church ;

w many of us are captivated with what our

us profession declares we should reject. If

igal and economical habits are not watch-

ey may induce a penurious disposition,

genders the love of the money we save, and
iposition to improperly hoard it up, and
an idol of it. And this gold and silver thus

ted, will eat out as a canker, the little life

jion that may through mercy at times stir

heart of the unwary servant, to awaken
the fearful consequences of idolatry, until

, if he persists in disregarding the Divine

tions, he becomes a dry, dead branch
worldly men gather and burn. They be

30 incorporated in spirit, with the grovelling

ippers of mammon, that they are in dange
ng lost as to any real usefulness to the

of Truth, and to the necessity of knowing
3 and power of godliness to rule in them

)ther class do not appear to give way, in

me degree, to a narrow, pinching disposi'

lUt they contribute to charilable and benevO'

jrpnses, and on some occasions they give

ly, which as it proceeds from a desire to do

with their means, is commendable, and
1 be encouraged. But some of them make
lay of their wealth in the magnificence ol

Iwellings, furniture, and equipage, providing

:hildren with rich dresses, and with money
ish on themselves and their heart's desires,

ame of being rich inflates the pride of the

3n ; and being without experience of the

rs abounding in a corrupt world, they want
and participate in everything that the gay
16 rich enjoy ; and being indiscreetly sup-

*ilh means, the children launch forth into

ences that other rich children partake of;

may often be in gross improprieties at

their fond parents would shudder, did they

36 their sons were indulging in. In this

'nany parents and children have laid the

ition lor bringing their gray hairs down to

ave with sorrow and deep remorse, both at

'respect of their past lives, and in looking

Is an awful eternity.

Ihing can save from " the deceitfulness of

I,
the pride of life, or the lust of other things,"

;at which the apostles preached, "to die

[i stumbling-block, and to the Greeks fool-

Is, but unto them which are called both

ind Greeks, Christ the power of God, and

sdom of God ; because the foolishness of

I wiser than men, and the weakness of God

is stronger than men." To the faithful believer

in Christ, the means which our heavenly Father

provides for his sanctification, however foolish

and weak his requisitions may seem to the natu-

ral man, appear wonderfully adapted to his con-

dition, to humble his pride and self-confidence, to

teach him his own weakness, and the wisdom and

oodness of God, in letting him see his true state,

and giving him strength, as he yields to his bless-

ed Saviour in taking up the cross, to deny him-

self of those things which he requires him to re-

nounce. It becomes the subject of admiration

and praise, in the regenerate soul, after all has

been surrendered, and the new heavens and the

new earth, wherein dwelleth righteousness, are

introduced in his heart. The love of God reigns

supreme, and the world is put under the feet of

these redeemed ones, and their lives redound to

the glory of their Creator.

William Edmundson says: " At the first when
the Lord called and gathered us to be a people,

and opened the eyes of our understandings, then

we saw the exceeding sinfulness of sin, and the

wickedness that was in the world ; and a perfect

abhorrence was fixed in our hearts against all the

wicked, unjust, vain, ungodly, unlawful part of

the world in all respects. And we saw the good

ly and most glorious lawful things of the world

were abused and misused—and that many snare;

and temptations lay in them, with troubles and

dangers of divers kinds, which we felt the load of,

and that we could not carry them, and run the

race the Lord had set before us, so cheerfully as

to win the prize of our salvation. Wherefore our

care was to cast off this great load and burthen
;

viz., great and gainful ways of getting riches,

and to lessen our concerns therein ; that we might

be ready to answer Christ Jesus our Captain, who
had called us to follow Him in a spiritual warfare

under the discipline of his daily cross and self-

denial. Then the things of this world were of

small value with us, so that wo might win Christ;

and the goodliest things thereof were not near us,

so that we might be near the Lord ; for the Lord's

Truth out-balanced all the world, even the most

glorious part of it.

" Then great trading was a burden, and great

concerns a great trouble. All needless things,

fine houses, rich furniture, and gaudy apparel,

were an eye-sore. Our eye being single to the

Lord, and the inshining of his light in our hearts,

that gave us the sight of the knowledge of the

glory of God, which so atTected our minds, that

it stained the glory of all earthly things, and they

bore no mastery with us, either in dwelling, eat-

ing, drinking, buying, selling, marrying or giving

in marriage. The Lord was the object of our

eye, and we all humble and low before him, and

self of small repute; ministers and elders in all

such cases walking as good examples, that the

flock might follow their footsteps, as they follow-

ed Christ in the daily cross and self-denial, in

their dwellings, callings, eating, drinking, buying,

selling, marrying and giving in marriage. And
this answered the Lord and his witness in all con-

sciences, and gave us great credit among men.
" But as our numbers increased, it happened

that such a spirit came in among us, as was among
the Jews when tliey came up out of Egypt. This

began to look back into the world, and traded

with the credit which was not of its own purchas-

ing, striving to be great in the riches and posses-

sions of this world. Thtn great fair buildings in

city and country, fine and fashionable furnilure,

and apparel suitable, dainty and voluptuous pro-

vision, rich matches in marriage; and excessive,

customary.uncomelysmokingoftobacco came into

practice, under colour of lawful and serviceable.

far wide from the footsteps of the ministers and
elders whom the Lord raised up, and sent forth

nto his work and service at the beginning : and
far short of the example that our Lord and Mas-
ter Christ Jesus left us, when ho was tempted in

the wilderness with the kingdoms of the world,

and the glory of them, which he despised.

" And Moses, who refused the crown of Egypt,
and to be called the son of Pharoah's daughter,

rather choosing allliction with the Lord's people,

having regard to the recompense of reward. And
the holy apostle writes to the church of Christ,

both fathers, young men and children, advising

against the love of the world, and the fashions

thereof, which are working as the old leaven at

this very time, to corrupt the heritage of God,
and to fill it with briars, thorns, thistles, tares

and the grapes of the earth, to make the Lord
reject it, and lay it waste. But the Lord of all

our mercies, whose eye hath been over us for

good, since he gathered us to be a people, and
entered into covenant with us, according to his

ancient promise, is lilting up his Spirit, as a stand-

ard against the invasion of this enemy, and rais-

ing up his living Word and testimony in the

iiearts of many, to stand in and fence up the gap,

which this floating, high, worldly, libertine spirit

hath made—that leads iVom the footsteps of those

that follow Christ, as at first. These know him

%o bound them with his bounds, and not in their

own will and time, lay hold on presentations and

opportunities to get riches, which many have had,

and refused for Truth's sake; and the Lurd hath

accepted thereof as an olfering, and rewarded

them with great comfort, to the praise of his

great name.
W. Edjiundson."

LIGHT ARISING OUT OF DARKNESS.

Children of God, who pacing slow,

Your pilgrim patli pursue,

lu strength and weakness, joy and woe.

To God's high calling true,

—

Wliy move ye thus, with lingering tread

A doubtful, mournful band?
Why faintly hangs the drooping head?
Why fails the feeble hand?

Oh ! weak to know a Saviour's power,

To feel a Father's care

;

A moment's toil, a passing shower
Is all the grief ye share.

The Lord of light, though veiled awhile,

He hides his noontide ray,

Shall soon in lovelier beauty smile,

To gild the closing day.

And, bursting through the dusky shroud,

That dared his power invest.

Ride throned in light o'er every cloud,

And guide vou to his rest.

BoWDLElt.

" By love directed and in mercy meant,

Arc trials suffer'd, and alllictions scnl;

To stem impetuous passions furious tide;
j

To ciul) 'lie insolence of prosp'rous pride;

To w.aii iKini earth, and bid our wishes soar

Til that lilisi clime, where pain shall bo no more,

Wliorc wearied virtue shall for refuge fly

And every tear be wiped from every eye."

" Religion's sacred lamp alono

Unerring' points the way.
Where happiness forever shines

With unpolluted ray.''

A slop-watch observer of nature, in Birkdalo

park, has ascertained that the cuckoo utters its

cry 850 limes an hour ; the sparrow produces

700 chirps in the same period ; and the lark pipes

7000 notes, or 116i per minute.
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Scipcii-d fi>r"Tiic Friend." cast him down, and f»rcaily discourage him with cd to, wliich lie on the plateaux of the adjnce
" Wc src but in pari.''

j

gloomy thoughts, " Got ihce behind inc !"
j

hills. There is nothing (limsy and weak abc

" How kind it is wilh respect to our real and best i To those who are suHering under the pressure I
ihcm ; all is solid and massy, as if they w(

interests, that the Lord gives us according to His of temporal troubles, sorrow, need, sickness, or erected, like the old Saxon castles, to endure
I

will, and not according lo our own; and that he I
any other adversity, and who tbel "tossed as

|

ages. One magnificent chimney shoots up in li

condescends so graciously to guard us against the
i

with a tempest, and not comrort<!d," we would say,
j

foreground, high above them, the top of which
attainment of our poor and often foolish wishes ! i look not so much at the storm, as to Him who can i visible at a great distance. A bciiuliful churc

We may rest assured that whenever wc pray rebuke it. Look not with Martha to the pit of founded and endowed by Joseph Brook, Esq., J

without success, that which we desire is not only
|

corruption, but to flim who is the resurrection , ceased, who was one of the most gentle and I

not best for us, but is either injurious, or at least i
and the life. Stretch forth a hand of failh towards iieficent of men, stands on the slope of a hill,

inferior to what he really intends for us. How
|

the mighly and outstretched Arm of Divine Love, i you enier the village, not far from the noble hi

many a minister would never have experienced and your hope will be strengthened, and you will land almost within the precincts of the pai

the Lord's laithfulness crowning ihe labours of his
|

lie favoured with a prospect of that better country, ' where one of the proprietors of the mills rcsidt

servants, had he been called away from (his life i where " they shall hunger no more, neither thirst|Thc parsonage-house, surrounded by trees, a

at the time when, in gloomy despondency, he

desired it ! How many a Christian pilgriin would
never have seen anything of the spiritual manna,
and of the spiritual streams ffom the rocks, had

God listened to him when, with fear and trembling

lie besought him not to lead him into a desert

!

How many a brother would this day be unable to

rejoice that the power of Christ had so rested upon

any more, neither shall the sun light on them, nor overlooking the valley, is situated within

any heat, for tl,e Lamb that is in the midst of the "

throne shall feed them, and shall lend them unto

living fountains of waters; and God shall wipe

away all tears from their eyes."

Whatever our circumstances or trials may be,

let us place ourselves before the Lord, with an

open candid heart, without reserve or guile.

liini, if the " thorn in the flesh, the messenger ofi (which is the great secret of happiness or peace in

Satan," had been removed at the time he entreated

such relief with many cries and tears ! Take
courage, therefore, my brethren ! Believe that

the denial which the Lord occasionally puts upon
our requests, will eventually yield us as abundant
cause lor praise, as the assent with which he at

other times crowns them. Uo
too long which you have to wait. You may be

ready to exclaim, "O Lord make an end; it is

enough !" But no, beloved brethren ! we must
first travel, like the prophet, through a desert

unto Horeb, that we may hear the " still small

voice of peace."

When troubles come upon us, and we are dis-

posed to lament over disappointed hopes and un-

dertakings, God is gracious in making known to

us our infirmities and sins, which are in one way
or another the occasion of every disquietude.

his world,) that so His will may be done in us,

and by us ; for Ho docth all things well, whether

our finite vision can see it so or not. What a

blessed gift is faiih to the children of God ! That
which is distant it brings near; it merges the

gloom of the present into the bliss of the

link the time^ future ; and in the midst of sublunary changes, it

anticipates a peaceful paradise."

From Ihe I^cijure Hour.

A DAY AT A COTTON MILL.

distance of the church, and a handsome scliw

house not (hr off—where the children beloiigii

lo the mills are educated—complete the exlern

features of Meltham Mills and the neighbou

hood.

We will now conduct the reader through tl

mills themselves; and that he may have as cle

an idea as we can convey of the process which tl

raw colton undergoes before it is finished on tl

spools, we will commence at the Corro^ Stor
that is, the room where the cotton is stowed

bales as it comes from the plantations. We w
then follow it through all the stages of maiiufa

ture, until the process is completed.

Imagine, then, a large room, in the lower pi

of the mill, filled with these long and tighll;

packed bales, the growths of the Southern Slali

of America, of the West Indies, and of roniani

Egypt. In those remote regions, sundered 1

prodigious distances, hundreds of slaves hf

toiled under burning suns to produce this cotio

that hundreds of freeborn men might convert

About five miles from Huddersfield, in a valley

at the foot of the backbone mountains of England,

stand the Meltham Cotton Mills, the village ot
j

into threads at Meltham Mills 1 And here it i«

Meltham being half a mile higher up, upon the :
last, stowed carefully away for this purpose, all

very edge of the wild moorlands which stretch, :
witnessing many painful scenes where it w

with little interruption, from thence into North grown, and enduring many stormy tossings di

Unless this is done, we are in danger of misun-
j Britain. The scenery in the immediate neigh- iiig iis voyage, which, if all could be written

derstanding his dealings with us, and of distrust- . bourhood of the mills is very varied, and presents ' detail, would make the colton manudiclure I

ing his love and faithfulness. A sense of our own
i many features of woodland beauty, which are

j

saddest of histories. Let us examine, howevi

guilt and unworthiness is the best preservative heightened by the contrast of the black and savage
against those pangs of the heart which the psalm- moors, which come sweeping down to them from
ist speaks of, ch. 73, ver. 21. As it serves to the neighbouring hills. The valley is well culti-

explain many apparently hard passages of the vatcd, blooming with corn-fields and rich pastures,

Divine conduct towards us, so it prevents the and merry with babbling brooks and the song of
peevish and complaining thoughts which often birds. All the region round about the mills, and,
arise wiihin us respecting the hardships of our indeed, for many miles round Huddersfield, has
condition. How satisfied do we become I nay, been reclaimed within the last sixty years. Ma-
how heartily glad and thankful when only a nufacturing enterprise has changed the entire

glimpse of forgiveness, a single ray of undeserved face of the country, and seated its large human
lavour, shines once more into our hearts ! We then

j

population upon lands formerly covered with bog
seem as if we needed nolhing more to make us and heather, and inhabited only by grouse, and
hap|)y ; we submit humbly and serenely under

i
the weird fires over which Will-o'-the-wisp pre-

tlie Divine will, and all niurmurings are ex-
_

.
.

changed for contrite and thankful acknowledg-
menis of His goodness, ajid of our unworthi-

ness and short comings. Let us more and more
strive to " be of good cheer," trusting in the

Lord. " Trust in the Lord and do good," is a

cnimnand we should earnestly endeavour to

obey.

iMiiny have imprisoned themselve.s in the mere
thouglus of their own hearts ; and we hear scarcely

aiiyihing from them but complainings of the

deadness, poverty, and helplessness of iheir souls
;

truths, all good and salutary in themselves, but

should not be allowed to paralyze every spiriiual

and benevolent exertion. Most true it is, that

wiihout Christ's aid we can do nolhing! Let us
then look u|) to Him; contemplate his spirit, his

love, his merits! It is this which makes the hum-
ble believer courageous, joyful, and strong ; and
imparls new life to his spirii. It is this which
enables liiin lo s.iv to Salan when he would I'ain

as king. Factories have sprung up, ouiri-

valling the stories of eastern palaces and oriental

splendours which many of us loved to read in our

youthful days ;— factories, shooting up skyward,
lighled by innumerable windows, range above
range, and containing within them wonders such
as the eastern world never dreamed of in its wild-

est flights of fancy; machinery, doing the work
of men, without hands or feet ; making broadelolhs

and cotton fabrics, silk and fancy goods, to clothe

naked backs in all quarters of the globe; whilst

thousands of men, women and children, have
little else to do but superinlend its operations.

Nearly the whole of ihe population of the vil-

lage of Meliham, and its environs for several

miles, is employed in the Meliham Mills. These
mills consist of an enormous pile of buildings,

which stretch their huge length along the valley,

and have a very imposing appearance as you
come suddenly down upon them from the " Isle

of Syke," and ll,o-e v,isl moorlands, befoi'o allud-

some of the bales, and think as liltle as possil

of their antecedents. See, here is u specimen

Egyptian produce, and a very poor material it

Take hold of it, and pull it to pieces. Doj
not see how short the fibre is, and how full

'

dirt, chips, and gins, is ihe whole batch! '

seems impossible ever to convert it into twist!

for the delicate fingers of a fair lady to handl

and yet I have no doubt it can and will be do!

We shall see by what process hereafter. In

meanwhile let us try another bale. Here il

handful of what is called " Sea Island Collfll

and what a contrast it presents to the otk

Mark how beautifully white it is, and how li

long, and silky is the fibre. This is the prince'

all cottons, and the material which is cliiefly i

'

in the mills. You see, however,

from many admixtures of dirt and
now we will witness, in anolher room,
by which it is cleaned. "

Observe that curious machine, which tb'J

men and boys are feeding with the dirty cotlijt

sam|)les of which we have just seen. Il conia
j

two eight cutchers, or blades, which revolve Ulf

limes per minute, and the cotton is fed iiilo th(l'

and held fast by two pairs of rollers,

striking against it at such a distance as enal

them to open up the cotton, and se|iaiale

larger chips and foreign substances uliich

mixed with its fibres, and those fall lo llie boH

of ihc machine; the cotlon, thus pariially fr

from its incumbrances, is now carried fbrvvari

another roller, and undergoes a further cleansi

until it is finally driven down into a great bai

il isnotfj

chips; if

.the procf
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\ ciiil of the machine, and carried off to re-

if\
more complete and satisfactory dressing.

lie first process in the manufacture. And
fnark that, although vast quantities of this

dusty cotton are constantly subject to this

ion of cleaning, there is neither dust nor

I the room. The air is quite clear and

y. Where, then, does the refuse go? By

f
simple and beautiful contrivance, it is all

1 up a pair of tunnels, running from the

ine into a cylinder placed in the roof, and is

d thence into a chimney outside the build-

Tliis is effected by means of a very inge

contrivance of ians, which has saved many
mds from premature graves ; the process oi'

. dressing being formerly as inimical to

n life as the trade of the Sheffield grinders,

now go to another machine, and wit-

the second process of cleaning, which con-

in taking out all the small nips and shorts

the long cotton. This operation is perlbrm-

etty much in the same manner as the fer-

tile cotton being fed in by rollers, and placed

huge cylinders or com'bs, by a series of

jdrical brushes ; the combs are then carried

J one by one, and brought under the action

beaier, holding fust all the long fibres, whilst

eater frees them from the shorts, when they

tripped off on the other side, to be ready for

er use. This machine answers the same
3se as the combhig macki>ie used for wool,

e now come to the blou-ing inachine, where
ee numbei's of men engaged in subjecting the

n to a third process, siniilar lo that which it

rvvent in the first machine, only this blowing

as being much larger and finer set, the open-

5 more minutely done. The coiton is now
3red, you will observe, in the form of a we6,

vrapped round a roller, freed from most ol

ross that was originally mixed with it. The
•s are then carried to another machine, where
are doubled three together, and passing

gli another eight cutcher, are again formed

I web, and wrapped round a roller, being

: by this process as even in every square

as possible, so that they will fill the card

ly without choking it. See what piles of

rollers stand there, in their white jackets,

' to be carried to the card room; and from
:e to be doubled upwards of thirty-five mil-

of limes, and twisted and twirled by remorse-

pindles, belbre they have been tortured into

and made ready for the market. Let us

i them.

en that door in the side wall ; but be care-

r you will tumble down—down thirty feet

'. What see you there? A square tube,

ng from top to bottom of the nulls, with a

ble floor exactly fitting it, which rises or falls

juired by means of ropes and pulleys. See,

3or is now far down below where wo are

ing. Give the signal. Lo I up it rises, wiih

n to direct its movemenis. Now it is on a

with us. We step upon it, and in a few
ds are carried to the card room.

lat a strange and wonderful sight bursts

us I The room runs the whole length of the

ng, and is full of machinery, which really

alive, and seems as il' it could talk. What
r of wheels and humming of spindles salute

ir! and how compiicated is the work going

re I Yet all is accurately and beautifully

without confusion, without rest or haste,

reils of hands, most of them girls from four-

o twenty, are busily engaged in their seve-

parlments, watcliing the machinery, leeding

i instantly joining ilie broken ends ol' cntion.

i moment is lost; every eye is vigilant,
i
following descripi

every hand active. Let us see now what they
are doing with the cotton rollers, specimens of
which we saw below.

The machine to which they are now put
called a breaker ; it consists of rapid rollers, a

a large cylinder covered with card sheets, with
movable tops. These sheets contain thousands
of sharp iron teelli, so nicely and accurately set

that they catch every fibre of cotton, and separate
them film from film, laying them longitudinally

to each other. A smaller cylinder of the same
description is placed in front of the large one, and
set so close to it that it draws away the cotton in

regular proportions as fast as it is fed into the

machine. It is finally drawn away from this

cylinder by means of a comb, and delivered in a
long tin case, in beautifully white streams about
two inches wide. It is then carried to the lap
machine. From twelve to twenty-four cans are
placed behind a pair of rollers kept down by levers

and weights ; and the cotton is spread out like the

warp of a web, and rolled firmly upon another
roller, in order to go through another process of
carding, called finishing. The finishing cards
contain about 700 teeth, or points, to every square
inch, and the fibres are here thoroughly and final-

ly separated. They are then carried off in a long
thin web through the delivering roller into an-

other pair of rollers, when each inch of cotton is

drawn into lengths of two inches, uniformly from
end to end. The cans are all filled with these

long streams, which have been delivered into

them by ihefinisher ; and here, close at hand, is

another machine ready to receive them. This is

called the drawiyig frame, and you will observe
that it contains four separate divisions, each alike.

Six of the cans are placed against ihefrai?ie, and
six ends, one lor each can, are put into the back-

most roller in the first division. You will notice

that there are four rollers in all, at small distances

from one another, each of them, from the back to

the front, going round a little quicker than ils

neighbour; so that the front roller will revolve

six times for one revolution of the back roller.

The consequence is, that every inch of cotton

taken in by the back roller is drawn into si.\

inches by the front roller; so that the six ends
put in behind come out in the form of o/ie end in

front, of the same thickness and weight as each
of the SIX ends; or, in other words, as one single

end, as it came from the cards. This process is

carried on through all the four divisions ; and after

passing through them all, and being doubled

although laborious life of the lumberman, from an
interesting article furnished by the correspondent
of the New York Trihunc :

" Each man has his blankets and straw, if ho
can get it, and makes up his own bed, if it is made
at all. A cook, usually a man, is employed. The
oxen and teamsters arrive, hay is hauled in from
the ' bottoms,' where it was cut the summer be-
fore, and our men are ready to commence the
work in earnest. Two or three hands are set lo
chopping. The trees are cut down, cut off at the
top and root, and thus hauled along ; three or (bur
hands go to ' swamping,' or clearing roads for the
teams ; one or two persons peel the bark from the
trees, which enables us to pull it more easily

;

three or four act regularly as teamsters ; a few
extra hands to assist them whenever they are
needed. Breakfast is prepaitd at an early hour.
As soon as it is light in the morning, the hands
are started off for work. The time to quit at

night in the winter is at dark, but as the days
lengthen in the spring, the men are allowed to
leave otr at sundown I Every man knows his
place and business, and expects to keep ' up his
end.' A good crew of men will put into the river
from 5,000 to 8,000 logs in a winter. Nowhere
can a jollier set of men be found than these same
woodsmen. During the long winter evenings,
tales and songs, and jests and laughter, are heard
in the rude cabin ; and every man is expected to

furnish his mite to make up the social re[)ast. . . .

Whatever books are owned by individuals become
common property, and are looked upon as a kind
of free circulating library. It is not uncommon
to have debates. At almost any hour of an even-
ing, you will find the men, some standing, some
sitting, some reclining, and all talking, laughing,
reading, or singing, as though work and hardship)
were gone to return no mure. Socially, there is

no happier circle to be found than llial which is

Ibrmed about the chimney-fire in the rude log-

cabin in the woods. The hours of Sunday aro
killed in many different ways. Those who aro
religiously inclined employ themselves in reading,
writing, &c. ; some are to be seen washing their

clothes
; a lew are asleep, and others are off hunt-

ing. In the evening they retire at an early hour,
and are up bright and early on Monday morning
to begin their week's labour.

Thus passes the time till winter and snow are
gone; then the work of the logs begins. The
men keep the logs in the stream by poles, and
often ride them in the stream for considerable dis-

l«6,6:i4 times, the cotton is still of the same
j

tances. It is amusing to see ' green hands' attempt
hickness and weight as it was at the beginning

;
to ride logs ; for they often tumble ' neck and ears'

of the doubling and drawing operation.

Lumbering in Miimtsota.

It is well known that the extensive pineries

along the Wisconsin, Chippewa, and St. Croix

rivers, in Minnesota, are annually visited by

troo[)s of stout lumbermen, who spend the winter

in chopping and hauling logs, which, in the spring,

when the ice breaks up, are launched upon the

turbulent waters, and floated down to market.

They ascend the river in batteaux, taking with

hem all their supplies for the winter. By dint of

poling and pushing, they arrive at their destina-

tion about the 1st of November. Their first busi-

ness is to build a cabin, say twenty by forty feui
j

proves to have hetii substantially correct, of n
n size. The cabin is constructed of logs, daubed

j

voyage round the world, made sine : (he month of
wiih mud inside and out, and covered with slabs October last, in ihe space of less than five months,
of pine. A chimney is built in the middle of the, in which not one ol' the ship's company either
room, a long table at one end, and bunks for the

j

landed, or even saw land. This ship was the
men arearran;;ed on tillier side. We gather the

|

Benjamin Hush of Warren, Rhode Island, which

into the river, and swim, panting and frightened,

to the shore. When the streams are shallow,
large booms are built into them to draw up the

water, so that the logs can be got lo the mills.

About the end of June, the logs arrive at the mills,

when they are rapidly sawed, and rafted down lo

the river.

Common hands in woods at present receive
I'rom $25 io $30 per monlli ; teamsters, S50 to

$00. Men on the 'drive,' as it is called, get §2
and 82.50 per day, Sundays included."

—

Front
the Plough, the Loom, and ihe Anvil.

Voyage round the Worltl witliout Seeing Land.—We published an accounl, obtained from ii

source which we deemed authentic, and which

wild and iilL-d ihat port lath of October last,
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on a whaling voyage to ihe Pacific Ocean, and
proceedinj; round Cape Horn to tlie whaling
ground, nlier having taken two whales, the cap-

tain and three of the men, while in the act of

taking a third, were killed. The efficiency of the

crew was so much enfeebled by his melancholy
loss, that the mate, on whom the command de-

volved, deemed it expedient to come home. To
accomplish this ohjecl, he continued westwardly

arson, &c. The total expense of supporting these
;

before her death. She had never sulTered
fi

institutions was 889,26vJ.31, and the value of the
j

any disease, and never had any medical atte

liibour of the prisoners was $34,134.77.

—

BosCofil ant, or taken any medicine, and rclaiiied all

Traveller. faculties to the last, with the exception of
» jsight. She was a native of Scollaml, but 1

The London Chrisl'ian Times has a letter dated !

''^'J '" London street for the last

Constantinople, November, 1853
A Mussulman has just been beheaded at Adri-

anople, for professing the Christian religion. Hap-
on hisvoyage, and in 148daysof hisownreckon-lpeningat this precise moment of lime, when the
ing, or 147 ol real time, he crossed his outward

; noets of England and France are lyin" in the
track, and arrived at Warren, her port of depar-

1 Bosphorus, having come to preserve the Turkish
ture, on the IGth of June last, no one of the crew government from annihilation, it must be rcTarded
haviUK in the meantime landed from the ship.— as critical. A providence is in it, and depend

upon it, great results will follow. The circuin-

Her youngest child now alive is seven
has children who have also families."-

n-n yei

\-two,i

-IJ. P<9

Boston Adv.

Wolves.—The wolves of Maine seem to be nu-

merous and remark'ably fierce the present season.

A correspondent of the Machias Union, says that

the accommodalion stages and passengers from

Rockland, were a few days since driven back
from the woods near Indian river, and detained

over night by a large detachment of wolves.

The Brunswick Telegraph relates, that 'recently

Col. Campbell, of that town, was chased by a

pack of wolves while in the woods, not half a

mile from his house. Four of them came within

twenty feet of him, whereupon he turned at bay
iirmed with an axe; and his adversaries, after

some recHMwioilering and a few low growls of dis-

approbatioi, concluded to forego their anticipalcd

breakfast, and beat a reluctant retreat.

Tlie Sexual Character of the Strawberry is the
subject of a very interesting report just made to

the Cincinnati Horticultural Society, by a com-
mittee, who have come to the following conclu-
sions:

—

Isi. That all strawberries in their natural state,

have some blossoms, perfect in what are termed
male and female organs, while some are decided-

ly pistillate, and others staminates.

2nd. That when they are in some degree per-

fect in both organs, the fruit will be small and
indifferent, except, perhaps, in the case of " Long-
worth's Prolitic."

3rd. That if the staminate plants prevail there
will be but little fruit realized.

4th. That if they be all pistillate tliere will

Le a like result, and that of an inferior quality.

.5lh. That to insure a full crop, whatever be
the theory, it is absolutely necessary that the pis-

tillate plants predominate; indeed, that the stami-
nate plants be very sparsely distributed.

Crime in Massachusetts.—The abstract of the

Secretary of State, of the returns of the keepers
of jails and overseers of houses of correclion, for

the year ending Nov. 30, 1853, has made its ap-
pearance. In the various houses of correction,

during the year, 3594 persons have been com-
mitled, of whom 2786 were males, and 798 fe-

males; 3047 adults, and 523 minors. Of the

whole number, only 711 were natives of Massa-
chusetts, and 2277 were foreigners; 182G could
not read or write; 2340 were of intemperate ha-
bits ; the total number committed (or drunkenness
was 1945.

In the various jails there have been, during the

year, 10,343 prisoners, of whom 8839 were
males, and 1487 females—112G of this number
Merc debtors, and 262 wiinesses.

The aggregate of prisoners in both institutions,

therefore, is 13,927, of whom 5352 were charged
wiih inieinperauce, 1059 larceny, 1290 assaull,

85 burglary, 22 forgery, 23 highway robbery,
09 counterleit money, 29 murder, 10 perjury, 27

stances are briefly these:

A Mussulman young man, of the village of
Eski-Zaghara, near Adrianoplc, belonging to a
sect of Turks called Taffani, declared publicly
that Mohammed was a false prophet, and that the

true prophet was Christ, and that after him there
w;is no prophet. The Turks warned him to be
ware, but he persevered in his profession of Chris
tianity, and was at last seized and thro*n into

prison. Subsequently, he was removed to Adri-
anople, where he was tried before the highest
court of the Pasha. He steadily persisted in his

previous declaration, adding thai, "so long as
we have Christ, we have no need of Mohammed."
He also said Mohammed was a false man, and
he exposed the corruption of the Mohammedan
system. He was remanded to prison and cruelly
tortured, to induce him to recant, but in vain. He
was afterwards brought out and beheaded, and
wilh his last breath he protested against Moham-
med, and said, "I profess Jesus Christ, and for

him I die."

Steamships in Great Britain.—At a meeting
of the British Association for the Advancement
of Science, Mr. Fairbairn, Engineer, alluded to

the construction of an immense steam vessel,
which had been undertaken by Mr. Brunei and
Mr. Scoit Russell, of such vast dimensions, that

it would stretch over two of the largest waves of
the Atlantic, and would thus obtain a steadiness
of motion, which would be a preventive against
sea-sickness. This mammoth steamer is to be
680 feet long, with a breadth of beam of 83 feet,

and a depth of 58 feet. The combined power of
the engines would be that of 2600 horses. The
ship is to be built of iron, with a double bottom of
cellular construction, reaching six feet of the wa-
ter-line, and with a double deck, ihe upper and
the lower part being connected together on the

principle of the Britannia tubular bridge, so that

the ship will be a complete beam. It would thus
possess the strength of that form of construction,
and not be liable to " hogg, or break its back, as
had been the case with other ships of great length.

The double bottom would be a means of increased
safety in other ways, (or if by any accident the
outer shell were broken, the inner one would
prove effectual to keep out the water. As an ad-
ditional security, however, it was divided into ten

water tight compartments. The ship would be
propelled by paddles and by a screw, which would
be worked by separate engines.

On the 28th of January, the widow of a servant
died at the age of 100 years, in Sherborne street,

Blanford square, London, and on the 23d, at

London street, Ratclitfe, the widow of a mariner,
died, reported to have arrived at the extreme age
of 100. Tlie registrar writes: "This person,

allhough at so great an age, was able to walk
about and come down stairs alone until two days

Many friends are lost by ill-timed jcsis.
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REMARKABLE DELUSIONS.

(Cniitiniied frniii page 194 )

'he study o^ alchemy, though of a very early

n Europe, appears, as indeed we might have
;tured fmin the very form of the word, to

Srst attained eminence among the Arabians,

biy at the time when they became teachers

idicine to Europe. It bore a considerable

ly to astrology, and ihe two studies were
inlly associated. There is a considerable

blance between many of the characters

n alchemy and those of the ancient hiero-

ics ; sufhcient, indeed, to prove Ilieir origin

the same people and at nearly the same
I. The objects of alchemy were the disco-

Df the universal medicine which was to cure

seases, and the preparation of the philoso-

! stone, which was to turn all metals into

Hermes Trismegistus and Geber were

p the first among modern practitioners in

lleged art, from the latter of whom, and in

an to the language of his science, the word
ish is supposed to be derived."

laymond Lulli, a Spanish ecclesiastic, boast-

having been so successful in alchemical

manner in which he employed them. His extra-

vagance soon e.xhausted his treasures. To re-

plenish them he became associated with Prelati,

an alchemist of Padui, in the search after the

philosopher's stone. At length the scandal which

surrounded Laval led to his apprehension for sor-

cery, murder, and other crimes. Giles confessed

himself guilty, and with Prehiii was sentenced to

be burned alive. His rank, however, caused him

to be first strangled. Prelati underwent the full

sentence, and his ashes were thrown to the

winds."
" The ancient college of Manchester formerly

had for its warder a celebrated alchemist, who
flourished in the reign of Elizabeth—Dr. Dee.

He was an astrologer as well as alchemist; the

queen sent the earl of Leicester to consult him on

the inost auspicious day for her coronation. She

subsequently visited him at Morthike, and caused

him to be attended during an illness by her own
physician. He subsequently published his dis-

courses on matters connected with his art, and

these may yet be inspected by the curious in the

British Museum. He claimed, moreover, to be in

possession of the elixir vita ; yet, after passing

through a variety of adventures, he was a suiior

to the queen for pecuniary relief. He even pawn-

ed his books for food. He died in poverty at

Mortlake, 1608."
" .•\ll tyros in chernislry will be familiar with

an apparatus for impregnating liquids with cer-

tain gases, called, after the name of the discov-

erer, ' Woulfe's ap|)aralus.' This man was an

alchemist—almost the last of his race. He lived

who expects to succeed in his lawful calling with-

out diligence, prudence, and industry, may fairly

be termed an alchemist. All men, too, in n wider
sense, who are setting their afTclions on riches
instead of the living God, deserve the same ap-
pellation. They are seeking happiness where it

is not to he found, and placing their aflections in

what may take eagle's wings and fly away. The
true arcanum of wealth is to be found only in the

words of the wisest of men, ' The blessing of the

Lord, it makcth rich, and he addeth no sorrow
with it.'

" A Roman satirist, in allusion to the phrenzy
for riches which prevailed in his day, speaks
of ' the hallowed thirst for gold,' and describes

the popular longing as summed up in the follow,

ing apophthegm, 'Get money, honestly if you
can; but by any means get money!'* One of
the monarchs of these realms, a savage persecu-

tor of the Jews in his d ly, justified his <'xactiop3

by a similar saying: 'There is a nrcessity for

me to have money ; gotten from what place soever,

and by what means soever, and from whom so-

ever.' When such a maxim was avowed, we
cease to wonder ot any consequent tyranny.

Happily, the well-constructed laws of tnodern

times interpose to protect the helpless against

similar oppression. We have outlived the maxim
that

' they should get who have the power,
And they should keep who can.'

The steel-clad baron and the feudal lord no longer

hold the purses of their vassals; nor do the raids

of the Scottish freebooter, or the desolations of the

robber of the Rhine, terrify their helpless neigh.in Barnard's Inn, amidst a chaos of crucible

alembics, and other furniture of the same kind.! hours. But the desire I'or riches has by no means
So entire was the confusion, that it was said a

! abated ; though, with the prevalence of law'and
person once laid down his hat in Woulfe's room, ijberty, other means of acquiring them have
and could never find it again. It was only by a I arisen—means which, though often unpunishable

mutations, as to have converted no less than 'secret signal that his intimate friends could obtain by |aw, are, in the sight of Him who trieth men's

housand pounds of quicksilver, lead, and
|

access to his apartments. The want of the due hearts, scarcely less olFensive and abominable,

ir, into gold.* His experiments are reported
[

performance of charitable acts was, he supposed, i When violence could no longer command sudden

re been made in the Tower of London, and , the cause why, after long toil, he had never sue-
j
wealth, men have had recourse to those false re-

d that a considerable number of rose no- ceeded in discovering the elixir of life. He died
|

presentations, too easy for the impostor, and too

of a cold and inflammation of the lungs, caught
|

enthusiastically believed by the credulous,

by journeying to Edinburgh and back, in 1805— | "The first 'bubble,' to use a now familiar

such a journey being his prescription for every I vvord, of which we have any distinct account, oc-

illness.
I curred in the reign of Charles II. It arose out of

So late as 1828, a gentleman named Keller-
1 an attempt to support the national credit, greatly

vere coined from their success. Roger Ba-

also devoted much lime and attention to

!S of this description. His reputation for

certainly gained for him an unenviable

, so that he narrowly escaped being burned

ith as a magician."

Jeorge Ripley, canon of Bridlington, (York,)

n his youth a laborious alchemist, but befoie

eath his delusion on this subject entirely left

and he desired that those who met with his

man, was residing at Lilly, Herts, who in seclu-
1 damaged by the king's licentiousness and exlra-

sion addicted himself to this obsolete study, and^ valance. A general bank was then first propos-

oarncaded his house against all strangers. He;ed.~ During the agitation of this question, schemes

pretended to the discovery of all the wonders for
; of all kinds flitted before the public eye—and in

which alchemists have vainly longed, and said 1C94 reached a crisis which precisely anticipated

i would immediately burn them, for that he that he could make gold at pleasure. His cruci-
! many subsequent occurrences. Mining opera-

[ully convinced of the falsehood and inutility bles were attended by eight servants, in relays of [ions in one quarter, and large fisheries in an-

:h studies. It may be readily imagined that
|

two, for every six hours. He was a miserable other; inventions promising great wealth to their

pursuits as these became often associated ' man, who thought all the world his enemies, and proprietors, followed by the now familiar devices

crime and infamy. Gilles de Laval, a
!
was probably insane. ' In London,' it has been re- of swelling up the price of shares to an exorbitant

chal of France (nat. 1420), inherited the ' marked, ' even at the present day, it is not impos- amount, till the original projector had amassed

profuse riches, of which lie made an extra-

nt use ; but sinister rumours arose as to the

lome of these transmutations were mere tricks, and
ited in inserting a hollow cone, wholly or partial-

ed with gold and stopped with wax, into melted

)r other metal, which of course dissolved the wax,
iberated the imprisoned contents into the crucible.

me cases mere imitative metals were employed.

sible that the science of alchemy has still some considerable sums, when the luckless dupes were

secret votary feeding the furnace, and watching left to help themselves as they best could—were

with bleared eyes over the crucible. One race a part of the now familiar machinery for exciting

of alchemists is at all events very plentiful. Their, ihu hopes of the covetous, and inflicting the sever-

numbers exhibit no signs of diminution, and re- est injury on public credit."

peated disappointments do not appear to dissipate
I

"The disastrous excitement attendant upon

their day-dreams. The man, for instance, who|

makes haste to be rich by wild speculations, or
[

Jorace, Ep. I.
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ihesc spccululions wure, hinvevpr, s|K'eiiily to be the seniciice. In one week l,n\v pnid for estates

eclipsed by a monster delusion, which has ofieni upwiirds ol" three millions of liv res.

been told."
_

i Cio hccciiiinucii.)

"A man of talent .nnd cnihusinsm, without
|

„

principle, especially if his wants be many nnd his
j

3'„(. jgrsei/ Central Riii/ioad.—This rond ox-

exirnvagances grtnt, is always dangerous in any
j
jpnj^ (fom New York to liaslon. Pa., from which

sociciy. Such a m;in was William Law, who,
|,|„pe ,o Maiich Chunk a track is already graded

having devoted much of his time to questions of |;„. „ ^ond which will bring New York within six

finance, and having impoverished himself by "
j

imurs of the coal regions. The value of this road
career of dissipation, sought to recover by public g.,,, hardly be estimated. Coal can then be

projects the forlune he had lost. His schemes ai
^

i3|.(,„„|„ direct from the mines to New York at

lengih led him to Paris, then in a crisis of its his- |„ny season of the year, which will lend to keep
tory. That country, by a court magnificent be-

(|,e p^ice of that indispensable article at moderate
yond parallel, and a despotic monarch, hud hem i rnles. We see no reason why a train may not

reduced to witness an empty exchequer. The

regent of the day was the duke of Orleans—

a

man most dissipated and worthless, utterly negli-

gent of aflairs of stale, and careless of everything

except his personal pleasures. Under his regime

ihe clock of the stale had almost run down allo-

leave Mauch Chunk every thirty minutes through

the entire year, laden with coal, which now finds

iis way to New York via the Lehigh canal,

which is closed during the cohl season.

The construction of the New Jersey Central

Railroad has paved the way for this movement.

which nst upon us, to bring them up in ihe ripk;

way of the Lord, believing in the triilh of iht

saying of the wise king, Prov. xxii. 6, "Trnin ut

a child in the way that he should go, and wlitt

he is old he will not depart from it."

The time of youth is a period wherein ihe oioil

is very susceptible to good or bad impres3ion«,ii

the varied circumsiances which attend may maki:

it therefore behoves all who are placed as delt.

gated shepherds over this interesting claat >

Sooiily, to be watchful, and do all in their powc

to protect them from harm, nnd to oficn ihevu
for the seed of lile to take root and bring forti

fruit to God's praise, their own peace, nnd lb

help and comfort of the church. As a righlcot

cern prevails in the minds of parents, they »i

intercstin.

gether. In this crisis of disorder. Law found so important to the city of 'New York and s

himself at the regent's ear, and, by holding out rounding places. The road is constructed of the

large promises, obtained his consent to establish

a bank upon a grand scale, out of the amazing

success of which grew up the famous Mississippi

scheme. Ills project was nominally to form a

company, possessing an exclusive trade wiih the

countries adjacent to the Mississippi river. But

the powers it sought were enormous. It claimed

best material, and in view of the increase of busi-

ness by opening the Mauch Chunk road, the

Company are about to lay a double track from

Easlon to New York. It passes through the

beautiful towns of Elizabethtown, Plainfield, So-

merville, &c., and brings Easton within four

hours of New York. The enjiines and cars

-From the Plough, the Loom and tlie Anvil.

to have control over the mint and the public trea-!.,re „f ihe best possible make, and its affairs are

sury, and to have power to tnuliiply ihe issue ol
: ^^nducted with that enterprise and public spirit

bank notes to any amount deemed desirable. Itsk^,iju.|, „,jghi be expected from having so able and
first success was electric. It irresistibly appealed I energetic a gentleman as John T. Johnson, Esq.,

to a novelty-loving nation
;
and Law, Irom a nee-

igr us President. When the thoroughfare is

dy adveniurer, rose at once into a iJemi-god. i completed to Mauch Chunk, many a New Yorker
The visiter to Paris may be aware of a narrow

j ^^.m ^j^u t|,e coal regions, and witness scenes and
street, called Rue de Quincampoix; it was herejs|„|,|s g^ startling in beauty and romance, that if

that Law resided at ihe time ol the projection of| described to him, would be regarded by him as a

his scheme, and the intluence of the project on his
j

.igj^gQ^d edition" of a Gulliver or a Munchausen I

vicinity was astonishing. Crowds ol persons,

prince and peasant, senalors, physicians, ladies ol

rank, stock-jobbers, tradesmen—all crowded andj
For "The Friend-

iostled together, waited, regardless of weather, to! „ , „. , .... ,. .«•.•,
obtain a preference of shares. Of these there

j

Bensoas why Frientis objlC to Srndlllg to District

were fifty thousand, whilst the applicants were| SCllOOlS.

three hundred thousand ! The regent profited by I A concern has prevailed in the religious Society

the*opportunity. He increased the number of of Friends, from the earliest period of its history,

shares to a large amount, and paid offilie national, for the preservation of its members from all that

debt with the proceeds. The excitement increas-] would obsiruct their growth in grace, or in any-

ed. To obtain access to the house of the adven-
!
wise tarnish its holy profession, so that all mighl

turer, one lady caused her carriage to be upset,
;
walk as becometh the gospel, exhibiting in their

that thereby she might excite his pity ; wliilst, to' conduct and conversation among men, the efficacy

diminish the crowd, another cried ' tire.' The! of that Divine light and life in man, which is the

ante-chambers of the regent were forsaken for
'
principal means provided by Divine Providence,

those of the adventurer. The spectacle of theifor his instruction, edification and establishment

poor suddenly become rich was everywhere wit- in the unchangeable Truth. The blessed Head
nessed. A smile from Law was a priceless fa-

1 of the Church in a very remarkable manner rais-

vour. Trade was stimulaied ; extravagance and ed us up to be a people, and called us to uphold

profusion were the order of the day ; land sunk in, the testimony to this Divine light in man in its

value—every proprietor desired cash; and the
i
primitive purity.

aid of the police was required to prevent sutToca-' The young and rising generation have been in

tion. Between November, 1719, and the April
j
a particular manner objecis of this godly concern

of the next year, the price of stock rose till it las is abundantly apparent from the repeated ad

reached 2,0.'j0 per cent. The moral slate of so-

ciety during this inflammatory fever was deplor^

able, and every good man regarded it with terror

iven Ibrth by the Body, to parents and
those who have the care of children, to train them
up in the nuriure and admonition of the Lord, and

M. de Tocqueville says,
'
'I'here was no folly or ; to support schools for their education under the

vice in which the high society did not lake the
|

care of Monthly or Preparative Meetings, with

lead ; the degradation of men's minds was equal I teachers in membership with Friends, where the

to the corruption of their manners.' A nobleman pupils may as much as possible, be preserved from

of the highest rank robbed a Jew of 100,000 : the evils that are in the world. Hence, our objec-

crowns, and murdered him. When his trial ap. tions to a free participation in the district or public

preached, the judges had to pass through a long
I
schools, rest upon purely conscientious ground,

procession of the noblest and proudest lamilies, and arises from no desire to ditler from our neigh-

all entreating a mitigation of his sentence; and! hours in the performance of the important duty of

uhen the criminal was condemned to be broken education, nor yet from a censorious spirit, as

on the wheel, the most active exertions continued,' though we considered our children betler than

though fruitlessly, to obtain the commutation of| others ; but from a deep sense of the obligations

easily see the great danger their

charge who are sent to the district sclmuls are it

of acquiring the manners and custums of it,

world, and deviating from that plainness and jii»

pliciiy which has distinguished us ns a people ;i

language, behaviour and apparel. Thus a nlr

olijection manifests itself to sending our childtf,

to such mixed schools ; for as wc are sound iatk

faith ai.d testimonies of the Society, these wil

ever be held lo be important points.

Plainness of speecii, the use of ihe pronoun

thic and thou to a single person, and ijou to mof

than one, though viewed by many as very lit;

ihings, yet gave great ofTence in the brenkio

ferih of gospel light in the early days of ourSt

ciety, and many Friends suflered great abuse boi

from prolcssors and profane, because of ibei

faiihfulnei-s herein. And truly this plain way t

speaking has everything in its favour thai ci

make it both right and commendable; forlou

the pronouns thee and thou to a single persoD,

!

according to ihe rules of grammar, and accordir,

to the language of the holy penmen who wrotei

they were moved by the Holy Ghost : it is nis

in accordance with the language of the Almigbli

where he inlerrogated after this mannL-r, "Ada:

where art thou?" While on the contrary, them

of the pronoun you to a single person, has neiibt

propriety nor example in holy scripture for i

support, but had its origin in ihe pride and vanii

of the human heart. Individuals occupying hi;:

stations and swollen with pride, were unwilling

be addressed in the singular number, but cbo;

to have the pronoun you applied to each of then

as though they were more than one ordinary pe,

son. Plainness of speech likewise embraces Ih

long-eslablished usage of the Society, to call ill

days of the week, and the months of the yei

by their numerical names, as First, SecoDt

Third, &c.
The following extract from the minutes of Ih

Meeting for SutTerings, held in London, in tt

Seventh month, 1751, sets lurth the origin of it

names ol some of the months of the year, andi

all the days of the week as now in common use.

" First month, January, was so called (roi

Janus, an ancient king of Italy, whom healhenis

superstition had deified, to whom a temple wi

built and this monih dedicated.

Second month, February, was so called fro

Februa, a word denoling purgation by sacrifice

it being usual in this month for the priests of ll

heathen god Pan, to otler sacrifices and perfor

certain rues, conducing, as was supposed, to ll

cleansing or purgaiion of the people.

Third month, March, was so denominated fro

Mars, feigned to be the god of war, whom Roiii'

lus, founder of the Roman empire, pretended

be his lather.

Fourth month, April, is generally supposed

* Loudon Epistle, printed 1806.
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Is name from the Greek appellation of

111 imaginary goddess worshipped by the

monili, May, is said to have been so call-

M.iia, the mother of Mercury, another oi

.'iciiiltd ethnic deities, to whom in this

irv [laid their devotions.

Ill mih, June, is said to take its nanit

:h>, one of the supposed goddesses of the

:nth month, July, so called from Julii

one of the Roman emperors, who ga

1 name to this month, which beiore was
Quinlilis or tlie fifth.

th month, August, so named in honour of
us Caesar, another of the Roman emperors.
nonth was before called Sexlilis or the

other four months, namely, September,
', November, and December, still retain

umerical Latin names, which, according to

regulation of the calendar, will for the

be improperly applied. However, from
ntinued use of them hitherto, as well as

ractice of the Jews before the Babylo-
aptivity, it seemeth highly probable that

|thod of distinguishing the months by their

(cal order only, was the most ancient, as it

iTiost plain, simple and rational.

|he idolatrous Romans thus gave names to

I
of the months in honour of their pretend-

jes, so the like idolatry prevailing among
ixon ancestors, induced them to call the

,f the week by the name of the idol which
'. day they peculiarly worshipped.

ce the first day of I he week was by them
Sunday, from their accustomary adoration

sun upon that day.

second day of the week they called Mon-
•om their usual custom of worshipping the

)n that day.

third day of the week they called Tues-
n honour of one of their idols called

fourth day of the week was called Wed-
, from the appellation of Woden, another

r idols.

fifth day of the week was called Thurs-
•om the name of an idol called Thor, to

they paid their devotions upon that day.

sixih day ol' the week was termed Friday,

le name of Friga, an imaginary goddess

n worshipped.

seventh day they styled Saturday, as is

jd from Saturn or Seator, by them then

pped.

continued use of these names of days de-

•om such gross idolatry of the heathen, is a

itration how little the purity of the Chris-

igion was understood by the generality of

k'ho came into the public prolession of it.

following ages of Popish superstition not

dulged their proselytes in the use of such
aish names and customs, but also invented

troduced oiher unsound and unscriptura

occasions, gave rise to the vulgar names Michael-
mas, Martinmas, Christma-*, and the like.

Seeing, therefore, that these appellations and
names of days, months and times, are of an idol-

alrous or supersiilious original, contrary to the
Divine command, the practice of good and holy
men in former ages, and repugnant to the Chris,
tian testimony borne by our faithful Friends and
predecessors in the Truth, for the sake of which
they patiently endured many revilings; let nei-

ther the reproach of singularity nor the specious
reasonings of such as would evade the cross of
Christ, turn you aside from the simplicity of the

gospel, nor discourage yon from keeping to the

language of truth in denominating the months and
days according to the plain and scriptural way of
e.xpression; and so shall we follow the examples
of our worthy elders, and come up in a noble and
honourable testimony against these and all other
remains of idolatry and superstition."

There are sound and substantial reasons why
Friends should withdraw from the public schools
and support schools under the care of our Society,
and of teachers who are not only in membership,
but also testimony bearers; that so their example
combined with suitable precept may have a salu-

tary effect upon the minds of those intrusted lo

their care. And we cannot doubt but if all our
dear Friends who are in the responsible station

of parents or caretakers ol children, were duly
impressed with the importance of a guarded reli-

gious education, there would be more of a dispo-

sition apparent to meet the difficulties and incon-
veniences which often occur in the support of
Friends' schools. It is true that Friends have, in

common with their fellow citizens, to pay their

apportionment of the money to be raised for the

support of the district schools ; but what is the

saving of a few dollars, placed in competition with

the preservation and welfare of our beloved off-

spring? It is not worth being thought of as an
inducement lo place our children in such unfa-

vourable situations, however hard it may seem
for us to pay our money and receive no benefit

from It. The path of faithfulness to God is the

patii of safety (or us and for our children. De-
pending upon Him whose is the earth and the

thereof, we shall be willing to make this

sacrifice, trusting that He will bless and increase

our substance, so as to enable us to educate our

children in the guarded manner that He requires,

and which is consistent with our Clirislian pro-

fession. If a right sense of the obligations which
rest upon us to Him fioin whom every blessing

flows, were maintained, such as are in easy or

affluent circumstances would feel their hearts

opened to contribute to the assistance of those,

wlio being in limited circumstances, may need i

help in the performance of this very interesting

and important duly, and thus as good stewards!

they would be in the way of applying the bless-

ings of a gracious Providence, to the relief and
comibrt of their fellow creatures, and through a

continued course of well doing, in the end be la-

voured to hear the welcome language, " Inasmuch
Bs in religion. For when the profession ofjas ye did it unto one of the least of these my
rislian religion became national, multitudes brethren, ye did it unto me."

j

heatlien priests whose interest lay in thej J. E.

iiance of rites, ceremonies and sacrifices,
j

Belmont county, Ohio,

;ed the prevailing Christianity with selfish
|

^•''^''"'l '""""^ ""^> 1854.
j

and laboured early with too much success 1

=
I

employment lor themselves, by imposing' A minister of the " Kirk," in good old Scotland,

people a new set of ceremonies and sacri- once discovered his wife fallen asleep in the midst

earing some resemblance to those which ' of his homily on the Sabbalh. So, pausing in the
'

• former state of heathenism they had been steady, and, possibly, somewhat monotonous How
)med to. From this corrupt source sprang

^

of his oratory, he broke forthwith this personal

>ish sacrifice of the mass, the celebration address, sharp and clear, but very deliberate:

—

ch at particular times, and on particular " Susan 1"

Susan opened her eyes and ears in a twink-
ling, as did nil other dreamers in the house,
vvheijier asleep or awake.
"Susan, I dinna marry ye fir your wealth,

sin' he hae'd none I And 1 dinna marry ye for

your beauiy, that the hail congregation can see!
And if ye hae no grace, I have made but a sair

bargain I"

Susan's slumbrrs were effectually broken up
for that day.

For "The Fr,.i,<l."

A SOCIABLE BIRU.

The day after the late snow storm, we were
visited by an interesting stranger, a poor little

wren, who, perhaps pinched wiih hunger, and
seeing a door open, made its way into the kitchen
of our house. It showed no signs of being alarm-
ed, flying and hopping about as though in search
of food, but on throwing it somo crumbs it did not
seem inclined to partake of them. Feeling no
disposition to make it a captive, I It-ft an opening
in the window for it to escape, if so inclined ; but
though it flew near the opening, it did not go out.

As I passed into another room it followed me, and
perched upon an oleander which stood in one cor-
ner of the apartment. I then put some small
pieces of fat meat on the leaves of the plant, which
it soon devoured. Afier eating its fill, it flew to

the top of the bush, and there sat pruning its fea-

thers as though quite at home. After reposing a
short time it flew to the window, where there were
several pot plants in bloom, and seemed delighted

in flying from one to the other, sometimes scratch-

ing the earth from the pols, (as I thought in quest

of worms,) and then perching on the flowers, as

if to enjoy to the full an unexpected treat. It ap-

peared particularly Ibnd of reposing in the cup of
an Ethiopian lily, where I frequently observed it.

When it was not busied among the plants, it would
be hopping about the carpet very near my feet,

and several times flew on to the centre-table at

which I was seated, and perched itself on the

work-basket: if a drawer or cupboard happened
to be left open, it would go in as if to reconnoitre.

It showed no symptoms ol' fear, for it frequently

lighted upon my shoulder, and several times on
my head. Early in the evening it flew to the

lop of the oleaniler, where it roosted during the

night. We felt disposed to encourage the stay of

the little visiter, but after remaining with us part

of two days and a night, it disappeared as sud-

denly as it came.

Delaware county. Pa.,

Second month 25th, 1654.

From the Leltur* Baur.

A DAY AT A COTTUS MILL.

(Concluded from page 199.)

But mark what a change has taken place in its

appearance. When it was put into the cards it

was course and rough, with the fibres pointing in

all directions ; but now it has assumed the lustrous

appearance of silk, every fibre lying smooth and

straight, and all in the same direction. It is now
in a fit slate for lurtlier operations. You will ob-

serve that it is in one endless length, but still

thick enough to bear its own weight. Now be-

fore it can be drawn much finer, some means
must bo adopted to make the fibres hold together.

In its present slate, there will be about 100 yards

to the pound ; but it cannot be drawn out to eight

or ten hundred yards unless some means can be

devised to make it hold together. How then is

this to be accomplished ? Let us go forward to

the stubbing frame, and the didiculty will bo

solved.
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A row of cnns slanJs behind ii, tilled with cot-
j

ton in the stale we have described above. The;
frame has tiirec lines of rolU is lor the purpose ol

drawing iho riband, or sirtani of cotton, out into

n " ravhig." A scries of "Jli/ers" is also fixed

upon revolving spindles, with bobiins upon these,

spindles to receive ibc rovinj;s. As the cotton is

delivered iVoin the front rollers, it passes through

the flyers, and is wound round the bobbins, re-

1

ceiving nl the same time its proportionate quan-

1

lity o( twist by the revoluiion of the flyers. The!
bol>bins are regularly carried up and down by

j

mechanical contrivance, so that the rovingsarej

uniformly laid from end to end of the bobbins, ut

equal distances to suit their diameters.

Take a bobbin from the frame, and examine

it. It is so soft that you can press it flat with

your fingers; but it is so equal and level, that

every pail of it contains nearly the same number
of fibres! .Vnd now listen to this astounding

fact. The roving on this bobbin has been dou-

bled 746,496 limes since it left the bag, and ii is

eight times smaller than when it left the cards.

You will see that there is no more twist put upon

it than is just necessary to keep it from separa-

ting, and straining its pans by its own weight;

and this twist is the sole secret of keeping it toge-

ther, whicli was the dilTicully lliat startled us,

when it lefi the finishing machine. It is now
about one hank, or 84U yards to the pound.

The bobbins are now taken forward, and put

through a s-imilar machine to the last, bui smaller

and finer in its parts. As the rovings are getting

finer, the bobbins are made lighier, and smaller

in proportion. The rovings undergo here an-

other doubling, two of them being made into one,

which is then drawn out by rollers four times

longer than the former; and alier this process is

accomplished, it is put through a third and fourth,

growing finer and finer as it advances, until it

passes through the ln>t frame in the card room,

when every pound is made into thirty hanks,

containing 25,'J(I0 yards of roving, which has

now been doubled no less than 3,981,312

times

!

It is now ready for being spun into fine yarns,

and we must follow it, therefore, from the card

room to the spinning room. As it is too much ol

a toil to climb the long range of steps to the next

room above, suppose we mount the "/wisf" again,

and make the steam horse pull us up. So here we
are in a room filled w'nh spin?iing-jen?iies. These
machines differ considerably from the former, as

the yarns are here finished, and receive all the

twist necessary to fit them !br any purpose they

may be wished to be applied to. The "rovings"

are here also doubled into the rollers, and drawn
out to ten times their original length. They are

built upon spindles, and then dotfed off by the

hand of the spinner. It is scarcely fifty years

since yarns were spun only by hand, one thread

at a lime; but now one man, assisted by three

boys, can keep 1200 or 2000 spindles going at

once, each spindle producing a thread ! Look at

those before you: how smooth they urel how
level! the fibres all twisted firmly together, mak-
ing the thread strong and elastic. Here is a cap

finished, and just taken olf the spindle. It is solid

and hard, containing 3000 yards of yarn, and
weighs about one-third of an ounce !

The most wonderful, however, of all the ma-
chines in these wonderful mills is the selfacling
spinning-jenny, which performs all the operations

alluded to above without any help from the hand
of man. There it is at full work, no one helping

it—the dumb machine doing as it were both the

thinking and the labour. How cunningly it is

devised I how admirably it performs its duties I

It never makes a mistake, and is never wearied
;

j

upon poles until it becomes dry, being literall'

but continues to work all day long in the same " white as the driven snow."
dcise, accurate, and methodical manner. It

has taken twenty long years of thought and toil

to bring it to the state in which you behold it.

All the motions are performed with un exactitude

that no manual labour can equal. The yarn is

spun, twisted, and rolled on the spindle; the cap

is built in its proper form ; and all these operations

are carried on by the agency of that shaft which
you see, and its dependencies.

Let us now follow the caps to another part of

the works. Look you, here is a large iron chest,

or rather a great cistern, piled with baskets full of

them. What is going to be done with them now?
We shall see. '1 he doors are suddenly closed,

and the cistern is thus made air-tight. A man
near by turns a tap, and there is forthwith a rush-

ing and roaring of steam as it penetrates into the

cistern, and through every fibre of the yarns,

softening and moistening them, so that they will

not double up and kink when they are made into

twist. They are now taken out, and are ready

for winding on the bobbins, whilst they are yet

warm and moist. We shall not, however, pause

to describe this |irocess. One hundred bobbins

I

are filled at once, each of the same length, when,
jihey are doffed off by the girls, and put into a

basket to be further dealt with. The operations

seem endless, and no one would imagine that it

required so much trouble and skill to make a

spool of cotton. There is no time for reflection,

however, and we are hurried along by the never-

ceasing machinery to the next process, by which
the yarn is turned into thread.

This is carried on in a large room, containing

13,000 spindles, which are superintended by

young girls, whose pleasing faces, picturesque

dresses, and active movements, increase the ani-

mation of the scene.

After undergoing this process, the bobbins are

carried to the ruling room, to be made \i\lo hanks,
which is done as lollows. The m'achine consists

of a long-spoked cylinder, fifty-four inches wide,

with spindles attached, upon which the bobbins

are placed, perpendicularly to the reel, so that

they turn round and unwind as the reel revolves.

The ends of the thread are fixed to the spokes of
the reel, which carries the thread along with it

during its revolutions, and forms it into a hank or

skein, with any number of threads in it which
may be required, the number being regulated by
an index placed on the axle on the reel, so that

the reel may be stopped at any moment.
The hanks are now taken to the bleaching

works. Many hundredweights of thread in hank
are scattered in piles around the room, according
to the different stages through which they have
passed in their progress towards bleaching. See,

here is a batch of brown thread, just as it came
from the hank reels. It is now thrown into a

huge caldron full of boiling water, with soap and

i

potash dissolved in it. It remains there until

j

nearly all the colouring matter in it is discharged,
when it is taken out, well washed, and afterwards
put into a large vat filled with water and chlorine,

where the colouring matter is changed by the

acid. After steeping for some time here, it is

again taken out, washed well, and put into a so-

lution of sulphuric acid and water. It is after-

wards washed with pure soap and water, so that

every brown speck is taken out of it; and, as a

final process, it is drawn through a vat of clear

spring water, mixed with the extract of indigo, so

ihut the while ground may appear clear and bril-

liant. It is now subjected to hydraulic pressure,

freed from all superabundant fluid, and carried

from thence to \\\c stove, where you see it hanging

We must now follow it again to the mills, whtr

it will have to be regularly ironed. This is doo

partly by machinery. There are two poweifi

dressing machines, with triangular pipes atlachec

filled with steam, and two rollers moving perpe;

dicularly up and down. A number of girls, bu-

ly engaged in their various occupations, are ne

it ; and one amongst them takes hank after hii

of the thread, and puts them over the end ofih

pipe and roller. The latter moves upwards tt

downwards as before described, stretching oultt

thread Irom the pi|)e, until every crease in it

drawn quite smooth, and the whole hank is nu;

straight and lustrous, it is nov/ passed overlo

table in the same room, where it is separated ic

smaller heads, neatly doubled up in hank, «l

packed in parcels of ten pounds weight e»c;

when it is ready for the market.

The process by which the thread is woundup:

spools, or balls, such as are purchased in shop:

is also a very interesting one; but we have aire:

dy gone sufiicienlly into detail. We may renii-

how gratified we were to observe the care tab

to give the public exact measure, a notice beir

posted up to the following effect:—" Notice.-

VVinders shall pay one shilling for every bobt

that has two lengths less than ordered, and sii

pence for every bobbin more than ordered. Tho:

who are habitually guilty of these irregularith

shall be discharg'-d."

Such is a sketch of' this wonderful process

cotton spinning. It would have been easy enouj

to have written a lighier and more dashing ariic

about it, but the object has been to describe tl

manufacture, and to convey some idea of ihew
plicated machinery used in it. Little do the ladx

of England imagine, as they sit at work in tbt

quiet parlours or magnificent drawing-rooms,

sewing or embroidering, how many thousands

persons are employed, how many hundreds

thousands ol pounds have been expended in rr

chinery, to provide lor them the material of lb

occupation.

The general appearance of ihe handsome

boys, and girls—employed in this manufacto

we found very satisfactory, both as regards heai

and dress. As regards the schools attached

the works, we never saw pupils better traim

Their qualifications varied from simple addiii

up to algebra; and there were pupil-teachers

the schools who were really master of the fi;

four books of Euclid. Their geographical t

historical attainments were equally credilal

The whole scene was well calculated to disak

a visitor of the error once prevalent, that iherfl

ii necessary connection between manufactu

and moral and intellectual degradation. I

, i

Timely Liberality.—.McLain, the Secretary)

the American Colonization Society, in a note)

the National Intelligencer, dated the 18th us

communicates the following interesting fact: Ij

" in the abstract of the annual report whicil

read at the anniversary last night, 1 stated lJ|

we were looking for some liberal Iriend whowoti

give us $2,400 to enable us to send eighty of il

people of Montgomery Bell, Esq., of Nashvll

Tennessee, lo Liberia, in our next vessel, he l|

ing willing to give them a good outfit and il

their expenses to the point of embarkation, (I

also to pay one-half (say $2,400) the expense

their transportation to, and support six month:

Liberia. 1 have this morning received a i

from a distinguished gentleman, who was prei

last night, and heard the report, saying thai

will take pleasure in giving the $2,400 for
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fse. My heart is full of thanks and gratitude

lis noble and prompt reply; and 1 can ima-

now it will rejoice the good heart of Mr. Bell

ir of this generous gift, and of the assurance

!,ve will take his people in our next vessel, to

|rom New Orleans about April 1."

From Bentley's Miscellany.

BELSHAZZAR'S FEAST.

fhe king sat in his regal pride,

( Proud nobles throng'd the festal board,

ligh foamed the wine, whose purple tide

L-ldecJ

On the

from God's sacred vessels poured.

dedication to his heavenly Father's will, and ear-

nest love for the brethren.

The eslimale placed upon him by the public

authorities, and the citizens generally,

with that of his owq^ religious Society

17th of Sixth month, 1687, he was put in "com-

mission of the peace for the county of Philadel-

phia," and on the 18th was appointed Register-

General, in the room of James Clay poole, deceased.

This last office he declined accepting, and his

riend and fellow minister of the gospel, Tliomns

Ellis, was appoinied in his place. In the Twelfth

mimlh of that same year. Governor I'enn's " com-

mission under the broad .seal" was received, con-

stituting Thomas Lloyd, Robert Turner, Arthur

Cook, John Symcock, and John Eckley, " his d<

puty or lieutenant." John Eckley paid

appointment the same faithful attention which

this

did to his religious ones. During the ten months but it is very useful to the living.

he held the post, he was not once absent from its great conflict of spirit have experienced that it

frequent sittings. hath been matter of comfort and strength to them

Some dilficulty had arisen about the line be- 1 to hear and read of the faithfulness and constancy

tween the counties of Philadelphia and Chester,
j

of God to liis own in all ages, and liow he hath

near the Welsh tract, and Holmes's map added

that portion to Chester. Some of the Welsh pre-

ferred remaining attached to Philadelphia, and

some of them said that William Penn had pro-

mised them a county Palatine for themselves.

Whilst these discussions were going on, John

Eckley was elected in the First month, 1689, a cerning him. I shall not undertake togivo

representative of the Provincial Council for iheitory of his life, nor look far back, my acquaint-

county of Philadelphia. At his election some ol ance with him being of no long date. The con-

the inhabitants of Haverford and Radnor having versation we have had together gave me oppor

lusic and minstrelsy were there,

Loud echoing to the vaulted roof;

^nd queenly dames, whose jewels rare

Blazed in the torchlight far aloof.

;Vith revelry the palace rung;

Yet sudden 'midst the banquet's cheer

ilarm hath hushed each tuneful tongue,

And every eye glares wild with fear.

iVhy start the proud in mute amaze?
Why quail the mighty? shrieli the fair?

Why on one spot in horror gaze,

With features marbled by despair?

What hand is that whose fingers mark
With awful characters the wall ?

Whose hidden mysteries, stern and dark,

Can e'en Belshazzar's soul appal?

Stand forth Astrologers I and read

That scroll, with dreadful import fraught;

Wealth, fame and power, shall be his meed
By whom th' interpretation's taught.

What! silent all? And is there none
That fearful secret to unfold

—

"Lo!'' cried the seer, "the Holy One
To me its mystery hath unroU'd.

Tremble, proud king I thy reign is o'er,

—

Thy sceptre shall the Median sway,

—

Thj' pomp and glory are no more,

—

Thy kingdom it hath passed away.

Thou hast lifted up thy haughty brow
Against the Lord of earth and heaven :

That God, king! hath weighed thee now.
And judgment is against thee given.

Hark ! even now the voice of war
Is thundering at thy brazen gates;

I hear the battle-shout from far

—

Destruction, monarch, on thee, waits."

The Prophet ceased. Th.at very night
Belshazzar's power and life were gone,

And ere the morning star was bright,

Darius reigned in Babylon.

For "The Fr

BIOGRiPniCAL SKETCHES

linisters and Elders, and other concerned members
of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

JOHN ECKLEY.

DflhebirthplaceofJohn Eckley,! have found no

ouni, nor of the lime of his convincement and be separated by so great a distance Irom the so_

ranee into the ministry. He appears lo haveicioiy and lellowship ol those whom m the Lord, 1

Jed in Philadelphia, towards the close of the [dearly loved, and had olten been comlorled with,

ir 1684, and was one much used in civil and But when it pleased God the Guide and Disposer

igious Society. Early in 168-5, he took a cer- of his people to incline and conduct so many ol

:ate of removal out of the province of Pennsyl- our dear Friends hither, so contrary lo the expec

lia ; and from some indications it would appear lation ot some ol us that came belore them, how

iiave been to Barbadoes. He returned before : shall 1 express the effect it had upon us, heller

middle of 1697, and resided in Philadelphia
j

than lo say, it was a time not unlike th

the time of his death. His .services in thel return of Sion's caplivity. .
^

eting of which he was a member were great,; which was such that it made them to say, We

d he appears lo have been a willing labourer in
;

were like them that dream,' PsI. cxxvi. Mor was

latever appointments his Friends placed upon i

it only a surprising sudden joy that soon vanish-

n. Such services as demanded active exertion, ed,—but it was durable and subslnniial ;
occa-

;lear business head, and religious discrimina-Uioned not so much that we had lived to seoeach

n, were heaped upon him ; and he appears loj other again personally, as thai, like Israel, iNuinb.

ve been increasing in usefulness until released
I

xxiii. 21, ' ilie Lord our God was with us, and

im earthly toil to receive the reward of faithful the joyful shout of a king amongst us but

when 1 consider how the Lord hath lessened the

number of his faithful labourers in these parls, by

culling many of ihem from iheir labour to their

reward, I am ready to say, surely wo have not a

sufficient sense of our loss therein, or if we have,

we have not sufficienily expressed it. I am hearli-

ly persuaded that it is justice due lo the memory
of the righteous, and a duly, to contribute some-

thing towards perpetuating their names, who have

a I'ragrancy left upon them, and through fuith

have obtained a good report. Though their bo-

dies sleep in the grave, and, by Divine appoint-

ment they die like men, and full like others, yet

this signal ditfereiice bath the Lord declared,

' The memorial of the just shall be blessed, but iho

name of the wicked shall rol.' Prov. x. 7.

" To give testimony lo them that die in the

Lord, is not only a kind and just part to them,

Many under

in due time made them more than conquerors,

crowning their end wiih peace and dominion.

These consideralions, together with the sincere

atfection I had for this our dear deceased Friend,

when living, have prevailed with me in inali and

soberness to give this lollowiug tcsliiuoiiy (on-
' his-

voted for him, Governor Blackwell relused to let

him serve, although there does not appear to have

been any opposing candidate. This resolution

of the governor being made known through the

sheriff, a public meeting of the inhnbitanis was

held, and John Eckley was chosen by acclama-

Still the governor was not satisfied, and

did not permit John Eckley to sit, until he was

himself superceded by VVilliam Penn, who con-

ferred on the Provincial Council the powers of a

deputy governor. John Eckley once more took

his seat at the board, but did not long survive,

dying near the close of the year 1689, probably

in the Twelfth month.

Two memorials concerning this able councillor

and wise minister of the gospel, were written, ont

by Samuel Jennings, and one by his fellow coun.

cillor, William Yardley, of Bucks county. That

of William Yardley has been lost. We give the

greater part of that of Samuel Jennings.

" A testimony concerning dear John Eckley

late of Philadelphia, in Pennsylvania, but novi

deceased.
" 1 often call to mind, that in the lime of m)

inclination lo these parts of the world, amongs

the many discouragements 1 had to conquer, th.il

which stuck hardest and longest with me, was to

of the

the abounding joy ol

unity of knowing certainly and groundedly the

truth of what I here affirm. As a man he was

pleasant, courteous, discreet and grave,—and in

ic services accompanying the foremost. I

shall not labour much to enumerate his virlues,

nor assert his merit, which was so conspicuous to

all that knew him. . . . The things we have men-

tioned were but ihe least part of his excellence,

—

like the shell to Ihe kernel. His treasure was

within, out of the view of all but such as had a

spiritual discernment. Such saw him beautifully

and richly arrayed. The word of wisdom was in

his mouth, and he had received the tongue of the

learned to speak a word in due season,—which the

Lord often made ' as goads and nails fastened by the

masters o( the assemblies, which are given by one

Shepherd.' I might truly say much of his inno-

cency, love and zeal for ihe Truth, but shall con-

tent myself with what I have already said, know-

ing that he bath left a lively impression upon the

hearts of many, which cannot quickly be etTaced,

Praying the Founiain of all our blessings, that we

who have survived may finish like him, that when

our course also shall bo finished, we in ly be re-

ceived into the same rest which his soul now pos-

sesseth.
" He was seized with some indisposition of

body, but not easily yielding lo i;, lie walked

abroad some days after, and would not be dis-

suaded from accompanying the body of n Friend,

his acquaintance, out of lown lo lhe_grave. Afler

this time his distemper increased, and soon con-

fined him to his hou^e and bed, and quickly dis-

covered iiself to be the sm ill-pox, a disease known
to be anxious and atflicting to those that have il.

Nolwithstanding he cheerfully and contentedly

submitted lo the providence of God in il, upon all

occasions expressing a free and hearty resigiin-

tiou to the good will of God. Thus he conlinued

labouring under the exercise of hi.s distemper, in

which lime he was frequently filled wiili praises

lo God and instruction to Ins pcOj)le."

" Thus gr.iciously the Lord did him remove
From iroubles here, to endless joys above;

Where tears and grief are utterly cipelled.j
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And God, in glorious bcaulj- is bcbold.
Whence is it then, dear John, thnt nc arc sad I

On thy fticount, wc rather should be glad !

The [happv] gain is thine, but ours the loss
;

Thou wear'sl the crown, and wc ret bear the cross
;

Thou art delivered ; we are yet confined
;

Thy race is run, and wc are left behind,
Wliere legions of temptations still attend,

—

But thou art where they have a final end.
So that for thee there is no cause to wecii,

—

But for ourselves, we may our sorrows keep

!

Lord shield us then, whilst wc on earth remain,
That we may live to thee, and die to gain.

S. J."

Biugrniiliiral Skrtrlics for llic Voung;

JOHN BUNVAN.

John Bunyan, the atiilior of the Pilgriin's Pro-

gress, (an admirable allegory,) was of humble

birth, beini; tlic son of a travelling tinker, and

was born in 10:28, nt Elslow, in Bedfordshire.

For some lime he followed his father's occupalioii,

and led a wandering dissipaled life, afler which

he served some years in ihe parliament army.

His preservation from drowning,—from destruc-

tion by an adder,—by a musket shot,—and from

death by various ways, as related by himself,

show a kind and most merciful preserving Provi-

dence over him ; and yet he says that he contin-

ued in a state ol' hardness of heart, unacquainted

with the sinfulness of his nature, and ihe necessity

of faith in Christ, until he was twenty years old,

when lie met wiih four poor women at Bed-

ford "sitting in llie sun at a door, talking about

the things of God—aboui a new birth—about the

work of God in their hearts, as how they were

convinced of liieir miserable state by nature—of

the mercy of God in Christ Jesus—of his word
and pnimises—of the temptations of Satan—and

of their wretchedness of heart and unbelief. " Bun-

yan was so aflecled wiih the conversalion of iliese

good women, ihat he availed himself of every oj)-

porlunity lo converse with them. His irreligious

companions perceived a change in him, which
was 10 them offensive ; and being unable lo disturb

him in that steady purpose of his mind lo seek for

liupplness in God alone, they resigned his socie-

ty." Were not ihese poorCliristian women preaLh-

ers of the gospel? Ih^•y turned a sinner from the

evil of liis way, and led him lo Christ. They
had not studied for the ministry, but ihey were

clothed with I lie e.xperimental knowledge which
can alone qualify any rightly lo preach ; even as

the aposlle John was when he said, " that which

was from the beginning, which we have heard,

which we have seen willi our eyes, and our hands

have handled, of the Word of life, declare we
unio you, that ye also may have lellowship with

us; and truly our lellowship is with the Father,

and with his Son Jesus Christ.' And in like

manner Bunyan himself became a preacher. " In

1656, conceiving that he was called by God, lo

become a preacher of Ihe gospel, he delayed not

lo comply with the call. This measure excited

considerable nolice, and e.\posed him to great

perseculion : he was for nearly tliirleen years im-

mured in Bedlord jail on account of it ; where he

supported himself and his family by lagging

laces. His leisure hours were spent in writing the

Pilgrim's Progiess, and other similar works. He
was at last released ihrough the interposition of

some ol the leading men oi Lincoln, and resumed

congregations. He also annually visiled London, Sjifaking of whnt he calls the " I wo main branches'

where he was very popular; and assemblies of of the Society, says, " both these bodies [alludinj

twelve hundred have convened in Southwark, lo to Friends and Hicksites] hold ihe fundamenu
hear him, on a dark winter's morning at seven principles of the early Friends;" and it migh

o'clock, even on week days."
j

therefore be inferred, that the doctrines whicl

Of Bunyan it has been said, " ihat in conver- Friends have ever held, are consonant with iIk

sation he was mild and uHuble; not given lo lo-, opinions herein advanced by him.

quacily or much discourse in company, unless, On page 429, he says, "From these passage)

some urgent occasion required it ; observing never and oihers lo be cited in ihe sequel, we canaol

lo speak highly of himself or his purls, but rather
!
avi id Ihe conclusion, ihal George Fo.x rejecled

seem low in his own eyes, submilting himself lo ihe commonly received doctrines of satisfaction

ihe judgment of others; abhorring lying and de- or vicarious atonement."

ceit ; being just, and keeping to his word in all
|

Again, on the same poge, he says, "There,
ihot lay in his power; nol revenging injuries ; conciliation or "to«f»!C«< is wrought 2« 7«an, for

loving to reconcile dilferences; being of good judg- i

' God was in Christ reconciling ihe world umo
ment, and excellent discerning. At the age of

|

himself There can be no change in Deity."

si.\ty he resigned his soul into the arms of his
'

most merciful Redeemer."

TH E TRI E ND
THIRD MONT

On page 430, " Now it is admilled by all,thatl

sanctificalion is the work of the Holy Spirit inj

man, and it is clear from the above expression!

!

of George Fox, that he allribuled juslificalion BDd !

redemption to the same inward work of Divine

Power. Nevertheless he expressed a grateful

sense of the benefit derived from Christ's work

ivith Bisscnations on
I

»"d/"«"'-n"gs without us, when he came in that

the Doclruu-s, 'RsUmo. '.'^"^•^ prepared' to do his tather s m\ "

11,

Tlie Life of George Fc
his views concerning „.^ ^„^., o„,„, ^.o,.„.<^- . - ,,. p,- ,,•., m t .

nies, and Biscipline of the Cliristian Ciiurch.
I
""l°"°

°'^'^'''"° ""^

''""f^"
'" "'^ New reslament

By Samuel M. Ja:»nev. Philadelphia : Lip- 1

""'^ ."<^^^ covenant, he has put an end to all the

pincotl, Giambo&Co. 1853.
' offerings and sacrifices among the Jews in li.e

^ Old leslament. 1 here can be no doubt that his

We early received from the author a copy of obedience in thus suffering for us and for all man-

the above work, and have given it an allentive kind, was acceptable lo the Father, although hi«

perusal. Other engagements have prevented a ' death brought siupenduus judgments on those who

more prom[)t nolice of il. As a biography, so caused him lo suffer."

far as it goes, it gives a fair, though condensed. Again, same page, "From these expressions, il

representation of the life, religious labours and is evident that George Fox considered Christ as

sufferings, of the eminent minister and extraordi-
\

he is ihe elernal Word, ' the light which lighlclh

narv man who was mainly instrumental in the every man that comelh into the world ;' to be the

Divine hand in gathering and organizing the reli-
1

' propitiation,' the means of securing Divine favour

gious Society of Friends ; but il lacks the absorb- 1 lo all who believe and obey hiin.''

ing interest awakened by the Journal written by On page 438, afier s|)eaking of the more abun-

George Fox himself; the failure in this respect daiil shedding forth of the Holy Ghost, after the

being common with that of all others who have ascension of Christ, and ihrough his mediation,

atlempled to remodel that work, or substitute their he says, " It may therefore be truly said that he

own ixposition of its contents. is our ' propitiation,' ihe mediator of the new cove-

Had the author contented himself with giving nam through whom favour is received."

lo the public his " Life of George Fox" alone, we From these passages il will be seen that the

should have had no occasion, as we h.ive no dis- author draws the conclusions, that George Fox

position, to find fault wiih his work ; but his denied the atonement for sin by the death of

"Dissertations" convey sentiments, which nol 'Christ on the cross, or that reconciliation and

only deprive the work of the value it might other-
1

justification are attributable thereto : but that he

believed " the atonement is wrought in man;" and

that it is, as he is "the light which lightelh every

man that cometh into the world," in conlradis-

linclion lo his outward sacrifice, that Christ is the

propitiation.''—That "juslificalion and redemp-

possess, but which, in our opinion, render it,

absolutely pernicious.

The difTerence existing between the Society of
Friends and those who seceded from il in 1827
and 183S, in relation lo the fundamental doctrines

of the Divinily of Christ, and the Atonement made !
liun" are attributable exclusivelt/ lo the

by him for sin, has been repeatedly and unan-
swerably demonstrated, and is now very gener-

ally understood by other denominations of pro-

li-'ssing Christians. It is therefore not needful for

work of Divine Power.—That the benefit derived

from Christ's work and suflering without us, of

which George Fox expressed a grateful sense,

was that by the one offering of himself, he has

preaching at Bedlord. After Jai

declaration in favour of liberiy of conscieii

Bunyun's friends buill a large meeting-house

Bedlord, where he preached constantly lo gr

us to advert lo that subject on the present occa- put an end lo all the olferings und sacrifices

sion, further than to remark the manifest, and
j

among the Jews in the Old Testament. 1 1 is after

representing him as holding these views, that hevery natural disposition of the author, lo draw
conclusions in his Dissertations, favourable to the

doclrines on these points, of the Society, lo which
he belongs. We however gladly admit, that in

relation lo the Divinily of Christ, the language
he employs, in defining George Fox's belief, is

much more full and consonant with ihe received

faith of Christians, than the writings and sermons

says on page 439, George Fox truly declared his

belief in Christ "dying for the sins of the whole

world, his acceptable oiTering or sacrifice, his be-

ing our propiiiaiion and mediator with the

Father."

It seems strange afler the full and complete de-

claration of George Fox, in regard lo his belief

of the Hicksites generally are. George Fox's in the atonement made by Christ on the cross,

testimony lo the elernal divinily of Jesus Christ, lor the sins of mankind, there should be any al

that he was both man and God over all blessed this lime, who, knowing anything respecling him

forever, is loo plainly expressed lo admit of cavil, and his writings, can doubt it; much more so,

We are bound however lo protest against some that one who professes to give an exposition of

of the conclusions drawn in llie Dissertations, nol his lai;h, and to be united in that faith, should so

only because we believe them to misrepresent
j

misunderstand him. His declaration on this poiutin

George Fox, but also because the author when iheLellerlolheGovernor of Barbadoes,i3clearand
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jcif. "We do own and believe," snys he,

\l he wns a sacrifice for sin who knew no sin,

\et was uuile found in his moiilh. And that lie

prucifit'd/o/' us in the flesh without the ijates

^rusalem," " who we believe tasted death for

\ man, and shed his Mood for all men, and is

\ropitiatioii for our sins." So in the " Great

|ery," primed in 1659, pa^e 63, he says,

rist gave himself, his /lO'hj, for the life of the

,e world, he was the offering for the sins of

{•hole world, nuA paid the debt and made sat-

\tton ; and dnih enlighien every man thai

ss into the world, that all through him might

•ve, and he that doth not believe in the otler-

rs condemned already." So in the conversa-

wilh priest Stevens, mentioned in his ,Iour-

ihe says, " At that time the sins of all man-

I

were upon him [Christ], and their iniquities

transgressions with which he was wounded,

|h he was to bear and be an offering for them

p was man, but died not as he was God. And

\f\
that he died for all. men, and tasted death

very man, he ivas an offering for the sins of

iohole %vorld."

le might multiply quotations of the same cha-

er, but it is needless. The words of these

arations are to be accepted in the meaning

lily attached to them, and have always so

i
understood by the Society of Friends. The

Is
" sacrifice lor sin," " propitiation for sin,"

I always from the time of George Fox to the

bnl, been used by Friends to express the

ement made by Ctirist in the offering up of

elf on the cross, when he " bore our sins

is own body on the tree," and " through

pternal Spirit oflfered himself without spot to

fie operations in the heart of man of the Spi-

if this same Lord Jesus Christ who died lor

I,
that he might reconcile him to God, where-

jan as he submits thereto, is brought to par-

itc in the benefit of that most acceptable sac-

;, is the great work of regeneration which

y one must experience in themselves, bclore

can become sanctified, justified, and forever

scted through that one offering. This is the

tual work which George Fox is setting forth

iC extracts given by S. M. Janney, upon the

lemeni, and side by side with his letter to the

3rnor of Barbadoes. They in no one instance

tin question or set at naught the commonly
ived doctrine of the atonement, that the remis-

,of sins which any partake of, is only in and

irtue of that most satisfactory sacrifice made
out the gates of Jerusalem,—a doctrine which

Society of Friends has always believed and

ifained.

3orge Fox saith truly, " none know the atone-

t of Christ but by the light within;" and he

ks of "the word of faith in the saints hearts

mouths which reconciles to the Father;'' but

Dwhere says that the " atonement is wrought

an," or attributes the remission of sins to any

r procuring cause, than the offering of Christ

ie cross, though he is very explicit in his de-

itions how the benefits of that offering are to

liperienced, and that " none come to witness

ition, and to be saved, but w ho witness Christ

in, their sanctification, justification and re-

olion."

was one of the striking features in the early

arts to the truths of the gospel as professed

"riends, that they all inculcated the same doc-

3, and maintained the same testimonies. It

ered not from what body of professing Chris-

they came,, being taught in the same school,

e school of Christ,—they learned the same les-

, and were perfectly united in their understand-

ing of the great principles of the religion of their

Divine Master. Upon such a cardinal doctrine as

lat of the A tenement, there could be no discrepancy

wisdom, righteousness, sanclificalion and redemp-
tion. Our reconciliation, redemption, pardon,
sanctification and justification, having respect both

among them. We shall therefore give a few brief: to his sutlering death, and blood, upon the cross,
extracts from the writings of some of those most

,
as the one peace offering and sacrifice, and ns our

highly esteemed in that day, upon this point, in High Priest, thereby making atonement and re-

illustration of the faith that thiy in common with conciliation for us, and giving himself a ransom
George Fox, promulgated and most surely believed for all mankind : and also to the cffecluai saving
respecting it. [work of his grace and good Spirit within us,

obert Barclay, in his Apology, says, " Never-
iheless, as we firmly believe it was necessary,

that Christ should come, that by his death and

sufferings, he might offer up himself a sacrifice to

God for our sins, who his own self bare our sins

in his own body on the tree, so we believe that the

bringing us to experience true repentance, regene-
ration and the new birih, wherein we piirtako of
the fellowship of Christ's sufferings and power of
his resurrection."

And in a " Gospel Salutation," he snys, " Oh !

'Behold the Lamb of God, which lakclh nway
remission of sins which any partake of, is only in the sin of the world.' In what respect does
and by virtue of that most satisfactory sacrifice,

j

Jesus Christ, as the Liimb of God, lake away the
and no otherwise." .sin of the world? I answer, in two respects; 1st,

"Forasmuch as all men who liave come to As an universal and most excellent offering and
man's estate, (the man Jesus only exi-epted,) have

|

accepiahle sacrifice for sin, in order to obiain re-

sinned, therefore all have need of this Saviour, to Ademption and forgiveness by his precious blood,
remove the wrath of God from them, due to their

]

and even of a most sweet smelling savour to God,
offences: in this respect he is truly said lo have far excelling the legal and typical oblations of
borne the inquities of us all, in his body on the animals, as the offerings and blood of bulls, goals,
tree, and therefore is the only Mediator, having

|

heilers, sheep, rams, lambs, &c. all which Jesus
qualified the wrath of God towards us : so that

,
Christ, by his own one ofTering, put an end unto."

our former sins stand not in our way, being, by |

—

Hee lUd., pages 74 and 79.
virtue of his most satisfactory sacrifice, removed] Isaac Penington, in his " Incitation lo Profes-
a.nd pardoned. Neither do we tliink that remis-

'
sors," writes, "Secondly—That he did offer up

sion of sins is to be expected, sought, or obtained
|

the flesh and blood of that body, though not only
any other way, or by any works or sacrifice what-

j

so ; for he poured out his soul, he poured out his

soever, though, as has been said formerly, they
j

life, a sacrifice or offering for sin, (do not, oh!
may come to partake of this remission, that are

j

do not stumble alii; but rather wail on the Lord
ignorant of the history."

—

See Evans's Exposition, to understand it ; for we speak in this matter what
pages 43 and 45. we know ;) a sacrifice unto the Father, and in it,

William Penn, in his letter to John Collenges, tasted death for every man; and that it is upon
says, "In short, I say, both as to this, and the [Consideration, and through God's acceptance of
other point of justification, that Jesus Christ was
a sacrifice for sin, that he was set forth to be a

propitiation for the sins of the whole world ; to

declare God's righteousness for the remission of

sins that are past, &c. to all that repented and
had faith in his Sou. Therein the love of God
appeared, that he declared his good will thereby

to be reconciled ; Christ bearing away the sins

this sacrifice for sin, that the sins of believers are
jiardoned, that God might be just, and the jiistifier

of him which believeth in Jesus, or who is of the

faith of Jesus."

In reply to Thomas Hicks, who accused him of
esteeming the blood of Christ no more than a
common thing, he says: "That Christ did offer

up the flesh and blood of that body, though not
that are past, as the scape-goat did of old, not ex- only so, for he poured out his soul, he poured out
eluding inward work ; for, tdl that is begun, none

,

his life, a sacrifice or ofTering lor sin, a sacrifice

can be benefitted, though it is not the work, but ; unto the Father, and in it, tasted death for every
God's free love that remits and blots out, of which man; and that it is upon consideration, and
the death of Christ, and his sacrificing of himself, ,

through God's acceptance of this sacrifice for sin,

was a most certain declaration and confirmation. '
j

ihat the sins of believers are pardoned, that God
And in his " Christian Quaker :" " For though I might be just, and the justifier of him who believ-

still place the stress of feeling of a particular eth in Jesus, or who is of the faith of Jesus. Is

benefit, upon the light, life, and spirit revealed and this common flesh and blood I Can this be al'-

witnessed in every particular person, yet in that i firmed of common flesh and blood!"

—

See Ibid.,

general appearance there was a general benefit \pages 80 and 90.

justly to be attributed unto the blood of that very 1
in the "Declaration of Faith," presenled on

body of Christ, which he offered up through the
^

behalf of ihe Society to Parliament in 16dU, a
eternal Spirit, to wit, that it did propitiate. For, [year belbre George Fox's death, is the following:

however it might draw stupendous judgments upon
|

" Queslion. Do you believe remission of sins

the heads of those who were authors of that dis- and redemption through the sulferings, death, and
mal tragedy, and bloody murder of the Son of

|

blood of Christ?

God, and died impenitent, yet doubtless it is thus t
"Answer. Yes; through faith in him, as he

far turned to very great account, in that it was a suffered and died for all cnen, gave himself a run-

most precious offering in the sight of the Lord, soin for all, and his blood being shed (or ihe rc-

and drew God's love the more eminently unto mission of sins, so all they who sincerely believe

mankind, at least such as should believe in his and obey him, receive the benefits and blessed

name; as his solemn prayer to his Father at his effects of his suffering and dying for thcin : ihey,

leaving the world, given us by his beloved disci- by fiiith in his name, receive and partake of that

pie, doth plainly witness."

—

See Ibid., pages bi eternal redemption which he hath obtained lor us,

and 53. who gave himself for us that he might redeem us

George Whitehead, in "Antichrist in Flesh
!
from all iniquity : He died for our sins, and rose

Unmasked," says, "That we are not pardoned, again for our justification ; and if we walk in iho

justified, redeemed or saved by our own righte- light as he is in the light, we have lellowship one
ousness, works or deservings ; but by the riglile-

'

wiili another, and the blood of" Jous Christ cleuns-

ousness, merits and works of ihis our blessed Lorcreth us from all sin." Ibid., puge 2oi.

and Saviour Jesus ChrisI, being bolh imparled
j

Had George Fox held the opinions on this fun-

and imputed to us, as He is of God made unto us, dumental doctrine attributed lo him ia the work
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before us, the Christian unity nnd (ellowship

which so closely united him to these, his worthy
i

coadjutors in the work and sutlbrinj;s of that

dav, could not have existed or been maintained:

itiislandiog the cconomicul miinagc

household, it has been found they will not be less ttiai

$250 per annum for each Student, without eharRing in

terest on the large capital invested, nnd when the aver

ge nun]t)cr of Students has nearly equalled the capa

of the Students the means of becoming familiar with the i

iS than
I

of Astronomical Instruments, and their application

noiwilhstandin"', as the autiior says, (pat;e 414,)
i

city of the Institution. This sum, although less than

quolinL' William Pcnn, the " stress oC [their] min- ;
the cost of Education at other Institutions of a similar

^try tas conversion to God, regeneration
^l^^^l^i;^'^;';^^^^,^^^-^:'^]^-'^

holiness; not schemes ol doctrine and verbal
„|^^ ,11^, ^.^^11^^^, jf jl^j^ jiA-g^pn^g ^j,oul^ be explained,

creeds." But a full belief in the ntoneinent
| -fhcy will be found mainly in the System of Ed

for sin made by the dear Son of God, a ,s has

been, and is an es.senlial pari of the faith ol

Friends; nnd the whole tenor of George Fo.\'s

writings, as well as his express declarations,

conclusively prove that his views therein were the

same as those above quoied.

We therefore cannot but deeply regret that a

work professing 10 set forth the views of this emi-

nent servant ol Christ, should attribute sentiments

10 him, which every uue Friend must consider

unscriptural and uusouiid.

By the s

IT K.MS OF NEWS,
jships Andes, Alps, and Atlantic, we have

iulbrmation from Liverpool, to the 22d ult.

The preparations for war in Russia, France, England

and Austria, are going forward rapidly. Many steam-

ships, amongst which are two of the Cunard line, have

been chartered to take English troops, &c., to the assist-

ance of Turkey. The Russians have been again defeat-

ed in Asia. The movements of the Austriau Govern-

ment are suspicious, and seem like aiding Russia. A
Greek insurrection has broken out in Turkey. Bread-

stuffs and cotli'ii remain as at last quotations. A ter-

rific gale had occurred on the English coast. By an

explosion in a coal mine at Wigan, one hundred lives

were lost.

UNITED ST.\TE3.— irasAiH^(on.—The Xebraska bdl

has passed the Senate, by a vote of 37 yeas to 1-1 nays.

The Homestead bill has been ordered to a third reading

ill the House of Representatives, by 107 to 72. This

provides that any free white person, the head of a fami-

ly, shall be entitled to enter on a quarter section of va-

cant land, free of all expense. This land is not to be lia-

ble for debts contracted previously to the taking it up.

i'OT««//i'anM.—Philadelphia. Deaths last week, 178.

In the Senate of Pennsylvania, the bill for the sale of

the Public Works, has been passed, 1& to 12.

RECEIPTS.

Received from Jehu Fawcett, agent, 0., for H. W
Harris, M. Allman, Thomas Heald, B. ilalmsberry, C. C

Jloore, S. (J. Sharpless, SI. Street, Amos Fawcett, J. W
Cofl'ee, $2 each, vol. 27, for Abm. Bonsall, S2, to 26

vol. 28, for Daniel KoU, §2, vol. 26, for Sina Stratton

§4, vols. 26 and 27, for Daniel Stratton, §2, vol. 26

from John Stevenson, N. J., §2, vol. 26 ;
from G. Guin-

don, Vt., SI, to 26, vol. 27 ; from C. Bracken, agent, 0.

for Jos. Uobson, $4, vols. 25 and 26, lor Davis Conrow

S4, vols. 26 and 27 ;
from Joel Evans, agent, Pa., for

Eliz. Lowncs, $2, vol. 27, for Pennock Hoopes, $2, vol.

27, for Jos. Evans, §4, vols. 26 and 27.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM.

A stated annual meefing of "The Contributors to the

Asylum fur the Relief of Persons Deprived of the Use

of their Reason," will be held on Fourth-day, the 15th

of Third month, 1854, at 3 o'clock, p. m., at Arch street

meeting-huuse.

the determining of longitudes, and other purposes

large nnd commodious U
erected, in which a series

w in course of delivery to u

? Laboratory has been addt

Students have facilities fi,

md themiQ

Willi Clerk.

concerns of the family. Also,

teach the school.

be made to Joseph Elkinton, No.

street, or Thomas Evaus, No. 180

INDIAN CIVILIZATION.

Wanted, a well quali6ed Friend and his wife to reside

at Tuuessassah; to be engaged in managing the farm,

belonging to the committee of Philadelphia V early Meet-

ing 1
and other dome:

a suitable Friend to t

Application may 1:

377 South Seci

Arch street.

CIRCULAR,

The Managers of Haverford School, having decided to

raise the price for Board and Tuitioi

to its friends a brief statement of Ih

their judgment, render the change ui

The enhanced value of nearly eve

Bity has so increased the ordinary expenditures, thai.

desire t
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KEMARKABLE DELUSIONS.

(Continued from page iiOil.)

It, however brilliant the horizon, it proved
ill clouds and vapour. The day of awa-
came. Rumours, vague and undefined

none knew how ; and increased with por-

! rapidity. Suspicion is even more conta-

than enthusiasm, or, rather, the frenzy of

even moi-e powerful than that of hope.

5gan to think of securing themselves. The
of Conti sent such a quantity of paper to

nk 10 be cashed as to require wagons to

; the gold. The country was drained of

cie. An order was issued which diminish-

I value of the notes by one-half. Men,
ling for the payment of their notes, were
n the crowd. An indescribable panic en-

luring which guards were numerously post-

he streets to disperse the angi-y mullitude.

errors of another Bartholomew day were
ned. The bank stopped payment of the

is metals. Law was nearly torn in pieces

mob, and was compelled to seek refuge in

irtmenls of the regent. At length the ad-

er fled, and died in poverty, whilst France
duced to unspeakable distress, and the sad

of this mania survived in the increase of

tional debt by one-half. Truly was the

prediction fulfilled, ' They that iviil be

ill into temptation and a snare, and into

foolish and hurtful lusts, which drown men
ruction and perdition.'

le next remarkable delusion was that

by the name of the English ' South Sea
le'—another striking instance of the extent

;h common sense may be over-ridden by
engrossing passion for wealth."

the year 1634, the tulip-root became con-

, especially in Holland and Germany, with

ia for pecuniary speculation. The excite-

of this new passion was very great. It

ise, also, to some ludicrous occurrences. . .

:leman, of some botanical taste, finding a

I a conservatory, set himself to peel off" its

1 coats, and then cut the remainder in

The root was that of a van eyck, then

d one of the most precious of all tulip varie-

The infuriated proprietor dragged the of-

before the magistrate, where the unfortu-

ulprit learned that the botanical specimen

examined was worth 4,000 florins. He was
oned till he found securities for the payment
t sum. Such a rage, however, must neces-

have its hmits. A panic began, and govern-

ment was appealed lo, to stop its course. But at

such a time, the slroni;est government becomes fee-

ble as a child. Actions lor breach of law were
threatened; but the law refused to interfere with

contracts so nearly akin to gambling. The glit-

tering pagoda fell down with a crash, and it was
long before public credit recovered from the shock

it had sustained. This mania has been attributed

to Lipsius. Ho was, however, innocent of the

gambling part of the transaction, having only

sought good flowers at high prices.

"The years 1824 and 182.5 are memorable in

the annals of this mercantile nation, as a period

that promised great national prosperity. Agri-

culture, manufactures, and trade of every kind

were profitable. This flattering state of things

reduced, of course, the interest on money, and
stimulated men to seek for new inveslments

;

whilst all kinds of projects abounded. No les^i

than 624 new joint-stock companies spread their

shadowy, but brilliant visions before the public

eye. Though proposed, as many of them were,

by men known to be destilute of capital, the

shares were usually sold. 'You talk,' said a sa-

tirist, 'as if we had any real business to transact.

All we have to do is to puff up our shares to a

premium, delude the public into buying them,

and then let the whole concern go to ruin.' Min-

ing companies started up in profusion, and were

successful in proportion to men's ignorance of the

localities whence they were to derive their wealih.

The history of the day was, in short, just that of

a bright summer hour, which brings into the

sunshine a thousand insects of every hue

that they may be destroyed by the fury of the

coming thunder-storm. Clerks were to become
rich—labourers to be changed into masters—daz-

zling wealth danced before the eyes of those who
were rich already. So long as public enthusiasm

lasted, all was well ; but the climax was speedily

reached, and the downward course was terrible.

Banks of deposit began to be beset; commercial

discounts became diflicult ; houses of high credit

sought advances to meet their pressing demands,

and heads of the most distinguished firms were

seen to await with solicitude the answers to their

requests for discounts. It was the time when
one-pound notes were permitted to be issued by

country bankers. These notes became suspected,

and caused a tremendous run upon the banks.

Nor was it only the originally insolvent firms

which suflered. The enormous diflioulty found

in such- a moment of pressure, in turning the best

securities into cash, involved in a common ruin

many companies worthy of the largest confidence.

Men worih £100,000 were lo be seen begging

earnestly for the immediate advance of £l,000.

Even where the most serious consequences did

not ensue, many firms sullbred tremendous losses

by the sudden disposal of llieir securities. The
panic of the moment justified the statement, 'that

it arose from want of confidence in men able to

pay 40s., 50s., and 60s. in the pound.' The
Bank of England did all which was possible, but

it was feared that its own stability would have

been ruined in the crisis. At length one of llie

directors, who had said that the bank could not

stand siich a run another week, exhausted, faint,

and staggering with fatigue, presented himself
before the cabinet counsel of the day then sitting,

and with difliculty articulated the words—'All is

well.' The worst danger had gone by. On
these occasions, ihe truth nt:ver appears till men
begin to suffer. Large discoveries were made of
fraud, pufling, bolstering, and using, as if they
were securities, the names of men whose riches

lay on the negative side of a single farthing I

The capacity of man to be deluded is not easily

guaged I The stones, sticks, &c., which are

found in the ostrich's maw, are easy of digestion

compared with the incredibilities which may be

assimilated by an all-trusling credulity."

" In 1845, another of these epidemics of delu-

sion seized upon the community. It will be long
known by the name of the ' railway mania.'
" This phrenzy, like others, arose out of pros-

perous times. Trade was plentiful, and money
abundant. The system of railways had now
come into complete operation, and men flew to

them for safe investments, then becoming difficult.

The sanguine looked upon the metal road as the

best regenerator of society. The rewards of vir-

tue, the results of peace, the triumphs of civiliza-

tion were expected, not from moral means, but

from steam-engines and lines of iron. What may
be a legitimate source of pecuniary profit be-

came, as thus regarded, suggestive of conclusions

equally mournful and absurd. .Multitudes rushed

to seek a share in the high adventure. Every
quarter, each nook and corner of the island, the

lonely dell as the city mart, echoed to the sounds

of 'scrip,' 'discount,' and 'premium.' Neigh-

bourhoods where only a few poor mining huts

were to be found, or vast districts uninhabited by
any huts at all, were to be penetrated by rail-

roads, the direction of which none could account

for, and the benefils of which none could explain.

Prices of shares lay on the trad-sman's counter,

and near the gauze and riband of the milliner

—

were to be found in the dashing equipage and in

the rumbling cart—imparted new life to the old,

and suddenly matured the young; whilst a wide-

spread desire possessed almost every man lo be

something which as yet he was not."

"Some of these undertakings were prepared

and e.xeculcd with a rapidily perfectly astonish-

ing. The last day allowed by law for the send-

ing in of [ilans and documents was the 30th of

November, and lo be ready by that day was an

object of eager elFort. Apprentices were sudden-

ly promoted to be surveyors, and draughtsmen

were brought over from the eonlinent."

" Mailers continued in this state till October,

1845, when a general expectation of something

ominous began to pervade men's minds. This

was increased by the course taken by some lead-

ing newspapers. The crash came. It fell upon

the heads of many who liad thought to gel free

from the rafters of the falling house ; but it also

fell upon thousands who had been only weak,

and not guilty."

" Well docs some moralist say, ' the world is a

cheat, which never pays what it promises.'
"

Influence of Elevation ui>on Clwicra.—h has
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Iiern demonstrntcd in Lonilon ili.u in tlcvatod ncss of his compnssionntc RcdccmLT, who had olhcr necessary parts are cnsi In ihi3 shop

i

JQcalilies Ihc rava-cs of cholera are much lighter vouchsafed to grant him a full assurance of an Ions of iron are cast daily. Twelve wheels,

than in those on a level wiih the water-courses r admittance into his eternal kingdom of rest and cast every day

and that the ratio of mortality varies with the] peace. In the morning of the day on whic'

degree of elevation. If this be a general law, the
|

died, he attempted to - - " "

highest stories should be used as sleeping apart.

ments during the prevalence of cholera.

From llic Annual Monilor for 1S)1

WILLIAM CROSS.

William Cross, of Colchester, En<;land, deceas-

ed First month 2Jlh, 1353, aged 73.

This valued Friend was concerned to remem-

ber his Creator in the days of his youth. There

is reason to believe, that this proved the means ol

his preservation from the gross evil of the world,

and, as he advanced to manhood, being favoured

to experience the influence of Divine grace, and

yielding to its renovating power, he grew in the

knowledge of his Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.

He often referred with thankfulness to this period

of his life, acknowledging how mercifully he had

been kept from the paths of sin.

He resided nearly all his time in his native

town, and, as a dutiful son, he was for several

years engaged in assisting his parents to provide

for a numerous I'amily. He afterwards entered

into trade on his own account, in the prosecution

of which, he had to contend, in the first instance,

with some difliculiy and discouragement, but,

through the blessing of Him whom he desired to

serve, a degree of prosperity, commensurate with

his moderate wishes, afterwards attended his hon-

est endeavours to provide for the wants of this

life. When ability was thus granted him, he was

solicitous to imparl to the necessities of the poor,

and to contribute towards the promotion of chari-

table and philanthropic objects, in proportion to

the means committed to his trust. He took a

lively interest in the cause of universal peace, the

total extinction of the slave trade and slavery, the

circulation of the Holy Scriptures, and popular

education. In the furtherance of these objects he

willingly gave a portion of his time and money,

and it might be truly said of him, that his heart

was replete with love and good will to all man-

hind. He was often concerned to encourage

others by a word of counsel, especially those in

early lile, earnestly n commending them to endea-

vour to walk in that path which he had himself

found to be a way of pkasantness and a path of

peace.

Between seven and eight years before his death,

lie was aficcted with a severe attack of paralysis,

which, in its advancing stages, gradually reduced

his strength; yet, under this afflictive dispensa.

tion, he was preserved in patience, resignation,

and even cheerfulness, and he persevered, as long

as he was able, in meeting with his friends for

public worship. This he deemed a high privilege,

and it was his practice, for many years, to close

liis shop on the morning of the week-day meet-

ing, in order to enable those of his assistants who
were members of our religious Society to be pre-

sent. As our dear friend approached the confines

of time, gratitude for temporal and spiritual mer-

cics was increasingly the prevalent feeling of his

mind. He frequently adopted the language of the

Psalmist, "Bless the Lord, O my soul, and all

that is within me bless his holy name; bless the

Lord, O my soul, and forget not all his benefits,"

and as his weakness increased, he often express-

ed his thankfulness to his heavenly Father, who
had dealt so gently and mercifully with him, and

who, he humbly believed, had lisiened to his fee-

ble cry. He referred ccjntinualiy, with very ten-

der feelings, to the boundless and unmerited good-

thirty-i

horn

years

On such occasions as iheca

ngs lor the bridges are made, the amount of ii

as
i
consumed in much larger.

The carpenter shops are for the constructi

d, vet it was evident to those
|
and repair of cars. 'J"hc company have justco

mind continued to bo staid i pleted fifty-two cars, intended exclusively fori

I

transportation of hogs and sheep. They i

lad been happily united I made with two floors, which will enable ihtin

of be- carry just twice the amount that can be carr

utterance, ns lie

ont to do, to expressions of gratitude and praise,

but articulation

about him, that

upon God.
His wife, to w

for ider

reavement, concludes a short account ol

hours of her beloved husband with thi

" I have the consolation of believing tha

is his everlasting gain."

the last
I

by an ordinary car. Besides these, there

record.

Biillimoit and (lliio Kaiiroiiil Works.

The machine shop of the Baltimore and Ohio

Railroad Company, at Mount Clare, near Balti-

more, is quite a curiosity, and well worth a visit.

The whole management of the road is divided

into three departments, namely, Transportation,

of which Mr. John H. Done is master; Machine-

ry, of which Mr. Hayes is master; Road, of which

Mr. Bollman is master. The master of transpor-

tation performs the duty of superintending all the

freighting throughout the whole length of the road,

and has about seven hundred men under his com-

mand. The master of machinery has the entire

control of the building of locomotives, cars, &c.,

and has about two thousand four hundred men
under his control. The master of roads attends

to all constructions and repairs of roads, depots,

water-stations, and other buildings, and has about

nine hundred men under his control. Thus it

will be seen that four thousand mechanics and

labourers are employed in the several departments

of the road.

The most interesting department is that of ma-

chinery. The first in the department are the

blacksmith and moulding shops. Of the former

there are six, devoted to the manufacture of the

various parts of machinery. The first is for the

preparation of the heavier portions of the machi-

nery, such as shafts and axles of the cars and

locomotives. In this siiop there are twenty-four

forges, several of which arc attended by three

hands each. This number is requisite to handle

wiih facility the heavy shafts, which are swung

by a crane, and carried to a large steam-hammer
ill the centre of the shop. The hammer is man-

aged by a lad, who, by simply turning a screw,

regulates the force of blow to any required power.

The hammer weighs fifteen hundred pounds. All

the forges are blown by a pipe conducted from

the blowing boxes in the main building. The
other shops are for the manufacture of the smaller

portions of machinery and for repairs.

The principal machine shop is devoted exclu-

sively to the turning and finishing of the nice and

more important pieces of machinery, both of iron

and brass. In this are some thirty lathes, and

while one is engaged in polishing a small piece

of brass.Work, another is boring out the hub of a

wheel, or preparing its surface lor the tire. And
the shop is exclusively for heavy work, such as

planing down the rough surface of a heavy iron

plate, or preparing the several parts of new
bridges, which arc in course of construction for

the use of the rone!. Here, too, are the boilers,

smoke-stacks, and furnaces of the locomotives

manufactured, and also the tenders, which arc

constructed principally of iron.

In the moulding shops arc two cupolas, blown

by pipes from the mam building, where all the

iron is prepared, and where all the wheels and

buildings for the trimming and painting ofp

senger cars. '

All the immense machinery is worked by I

steam-engines, one of sixty horse power, and el

of about thirty horse power. n

The Company have nearly completed IwopiJ

erful engines, one for passengers and the 0(1

1

for freight, and intended to be used on thew.

ern end of the road. There are also mach

shops at Wheeling, Fetterman's, and at Martin

burg, the two former being for repairs, and i

last for the construction of machinery. It ise

mated that the machinery and stock on hand.s

alone worth one and a half millions of dollars!

Each shop has its foreman, who is responsii

to the master presiding over the department

i

which it is attached. The road department i

now engaged in the manufacture of two miles I

rails, composed of three pieces. This rail is 1

arranged, that much of the danger of thelr«l

running ofl^ will be avoided, by the breaks in I

rail having a proper beaiing upon the siden

The whole number of buildings at Mount Cltl

including car and engine-houses, is thirty. 1

total number of cars now running, of all descr

tions, is five thousand ; and locomotives, »

those now building, two hundred and eight.

The Baltimore and Ohio Railroad is next

the Erie road in length, the main siem, fromB

timore to Wheeling, being 3S0 miles, and

Washington branch, 40 miles. The road is

vast importance to those portions of Maryli

and Virginia through which it passes, and op

a direct line of travel to the great West i

South-west. It is under the very best of m:

agement;and the travelling public already 6

it one of the most safe and speedy means of re*

ing the great West from Baltimore and poi

further north. The freight of the road in a§

cultural products and coal, is enormous ;i

when its value as a means of passenger transii

fully appreciated, it will be second to none in:

country in this particular. It passes throq^

most romantic region, and, during the wan

months, woultf fully compensate a lover of nail

in pursuit of the beautiful and the sublime, foi

ride over its entire length. Like the Eriu r*

it is a stupendous monument of the perseverai

and enterprise of those who have overcome aln>

insurmountable obstacles, to elllct its completii

W. Wilberforce, in his " Practical Christia

ty," and in commenting on the resolves and

resolves of the newly-awakened, but unconver

sinner, observes in a note :
—" If any one wo

read a description of this process, enlivened a

enforced by the powers of the most exquisite p

try, let him peruse the middle and latter pan

the fifth book of 'Cowper's Task.' My wa

attachment to the beautifully natural conipositi(

of this truly Christian poet, may, perhaps, I

my judgment ; but the part of the work to wh

I reler, appears to me scarcely surpassed by a

thing in our language. The honourable epH

of Christian may justly be assigned to a p(

wliose writings, while they fascinate the rcai
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manifestly coming from the heart, breathe

iout the spirit of that character of Christi-

jivith whicii sho was announced to the

(Glory to God in tlie higliest, and on earlh

eood will to men."

jliographical Sketches for the Young;

ig to sliow the superiority of the Religion of the

Cross, to all other attainments.

M.A.RV JANE GRAHAM.

rv Jane Graham, was born in London,

.803, and died at StoUe Fleming, 1830.

IS a young woman of superior talents,

lultivated mind, and uncommon scientific

ents. She was mistress of the Greek,

French, Spanish and Italian languages,

3 in an uncommon degree mistres.s of her

But it proved sorrowfully true in her case,

s in the case of too many others, that her

attainments became to her a temptation

lare; and well nigh became her destruction,

seven years old, she was a very pious

lelighted in doing good; and her views of

is truth were remarkably lucid, consistent,

ictical. But at seventeen she was led astray

iterary attainments; and religion, and the

f Christ became of little or no account to

her great eagerness to acquire mental qua-

ms; and her Christian hope became at

entirely eclipsed in the gloom of Infideli-

a long season of severe conflict she was,

through Divine grace and favour, re-

hed in the faith of the gospel of Christ

and published a full account of her exer-

the hope of reclaiming others from this

pirit of unbelief. The work was written

liy in the form of a Letter to her Spanish

who was an infidel.

r health was very delicate from her child-

nd for the last few years of her life she

great sufferer ; but being now restored to

ly belief in the simple, but powerful truths

istianity, her religion enabled her to tri-

)ver sufferings; and she reaped from it the

ble fruits of righteousness.' 'Strengthen-

all might, unto ail long-suffering with

ess,' she remarked on one occasion that

ains were sweeter than honey, or the hon-
,' Forgiveness, and the remission of sins

e past, through the mercy and mediation

ist, and the gift of repentance, were now,

nents which to her outshone and eclipsed

ler attainments or considerations. She

ihem to be the ' one thing needful,' ' the

art which shall never be taken from her.'

is not death to me,' she said on one occa-

for Jesus hath tasted death (or me, and hath

up all its bitterness.' After a violent at-

f coughing and spasm, a friend said to her

r you suffer much;' 'Oh, no,' she replied,

ght to feel the pins of the tabernacle taking

Yet, she observed, ' It is nut the cessation

lain that can make Christians view the ap-

1 of death with satisfaction. For, believe

>ey have not one pain too many. But, oh,

lold the King in his beauty ! and beholding,

translbrmed into his glorious likeness! and

10 cease from sin ! this, this is the blessed

iion after which real Christians pant.'
"

ED.MDND BURKE.

mund Burke, whose name fills so large a

in the political and literary annuls of

. Britain in the last century, was the son

eminent attorney, and was born at Dub-

730. After iiaving received Wis early edu-

cation from Abraham Shacklcton, a Quaker
schoolmaster of Ballytono, he went to Trinity

college, Dublin, where he remained three years.

In 1753, he entered as a law student at the lein-

ple, but applied himself almost wholly to litera-

ture. He was for many years a member of Par-

liament. He died 1797. His compositions iiave

been collected in si.xteen volumes octavo. In

private life, he was amiable and benevolent; in

public indefatigable, ardent, and abhorrent o(

meanness and injustice! As an orator he ranks

among the first of modern times, and as a writer,

it must be acknowledged there are ihw who equal,

and none who transcend him. He was a sincere

believer in Christianity, and his noble mind was
moulded and elevated by its pure and generous

sentiments. Unlike some of his greatest colem-

poraries, he made neither the bottle nor the dice

his household deities ; he had no taste for pursuits

that kill time rather than pass it; " I have no time,"

said he, " to be idle." Although in the judgment
of the world, he was one of the greatest states

men and orators of his own, and perhaps of any
age, his humility was even more rare and remark-

able than his genius. He declined the honour of

an interment in tlie great national receptacle of
illustrious men, Westminster Abbey, and even

forbade it in his ivill; assigning as his reason, " I

have had in my life but too much of noise and
compliment." To the approach of death ho sub-

mitted with a calm and Christian resignation, un-

disturbed by a murmur, hoping, as he said, " to

obtain the Divine mercy through the intercession

of a blessed Redeemer, which he had long sought

with unfeigned humiliation, and to which he now
looked with a trembling hope." The first clause

in his will marks in a manner equally striking

his deliberate views and deepest feelings on this

great subject, and is a sort of testamentary wit-

ness to the world, of the truth and value of the

gospel of Christ. " According to the ancient,

good, and laudable custom of which my heart and

understanding recognize the propriety, I commit
my soul to God, hoping for His mercy through

the merits of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ,

&c."
" Calvary

!

Thy name to me is balm. On thee my thoughts

Repose the livelong day; and when at night

Deep sleep descends on men, my thoughts .awake

To muse upon thy wonders. Round thy cross

Twine my eternal hopes, and flourish there."

His biographer says, " Burke was superior to the

age in which he lived."

PATRICK HAMILTON.

Patrick IlamiUon,—the first Scotch reformer.

He was of royal descent, a circumstance valuable

only as it drew more attention to his doctrine, life,

and sufferings. Hewas naturally ofan amiable dis-

position, and being well educated, was very early

iBade Abbot of Perme. At the ago of twenty-

three, be visited the continent, and at VVitteinburg

met Luther and Melanclhon, from whom he re-

ceived instruction in the doctrine of the gospel.

Returning to Scotland, he began to impart the

knowledge of true religion to his countrymen.

His fervour and boldness in opposing the corrup-

tions of popery alarming the clergy, he was sum-

moned before 'the Archbishop of St. Andrews in

1527, condemned, and delivered over to the secu-

lar power to be burnt. It was hoped he would

be induced to recant, but all endeavours proved

unavailing to shake the faith and firmness of this I

youthful martyr. '

At the place of execution he gave his servant

his garments, saying, " These arc the last things

you can receive of me; nor iiave 1 anything now

to leave you, but the example of my death, which
I pray you to bear in mind ; for though it be bit-

ter to the flesh, and fearfid buforc men, yet it is

ihi! enlrancu into elernul life, whicli none shall

inherit who deny Jesus Christ before men, and
before this wicked generation. The fire burning
slowly, his sufferings were long and dreadful ; but
his patience and piety were only more fully dis-

played thereby; insomuch that many wore led to

inquire into his principles, and lo adopt them.

"The smoke of Patrick H.miilton," said a papist,

" infi cted as many as it blew upon." Blessed in-

fection ! How powerful is the example, often, of
one youlji.

Reflections at the Close of the Week.

Another week is past—another of those little

limited portions of time which number out my
life. Let me pause a little before I enter upon a
new week, and consider what this life is, which is

ihus imperceptibly slealing away, and whither it

is conducting me. What space docs it occupy in

this vast universe? What proporlion does it bear

to eternity I Let me think then, and think deep-

ly, how 1 have employed the week just past.

Have I advanced in, or deviated from the path

that leads to life? Has my time been improved,

lost,—or worse than lost,—misspent? If the latter,

let me use double diligence to redeem it. Have
I been careful to set a good example? Have I

according to my station been diligent and indus-

tricius to do good to all my fellow beings? Have
I kept my temper calm, my spirits cheerful, and

my heart in a right frame? If to these questions

I can humbly, yet confidently answer affirmative-

ly, that I have done my best; if I have truly re-

pented for all the past, made good resolutions for

the future, and sought for Divine aid to keep

them, the honest endeavour will be graciously ac-

cepted by Him, who records all our aclions and

thoughts; and before whom we mu=t stand in the

day of judgment, to render an account of the deeds

done ill the body. A.

Fur "The Friend.-

Review of the Wealhcr for Second Month, hit.

The first two days of the month were very

spring-like and pleasant; especially noticeable as

following a succession of cold and gloomy wea-

ther. On the 2nd, the mercury rose to 06",

—

higher than at any other time during the month.

On the morning of the 3rd there was a brief tut

violent snow storm. Two or three inches of

snow also fell during the night of the 7th, but

was followed next morning by rain, which con-

tinued most of the day. The 9lh was quite clear

and mild, and rendered doubly pleasant by the

re-appearance of the larks and b!ue-birds, several

of which we saw had returned from their south-

ward journey.

Tiiere was some rain on the morning of the

loth, and about three inches of snow the next

morning, but it was mostly gone before night.

The 20th will become memorable in the annals

(if snow storms. That which occurred on that

day and during the night following, throughout

the eastern parts of the Uniied Slates, is said lo

have been unsurpassed since l"^3l. It extended

from Boston, Mass., to Richmond, Va., and from

the Atlantic coast to the west of the Alleghcnies.

Accounts from ditTerent places state, that il com-

menced very inoderately, but gradually increased

till at length it assumed the aspect of what people

are pleased to designate "an old-fashioned snow

storm." The wind" was in the Bast and North-

east, and blew a smart gale the whole lime, so
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that the snow wns exceedingly drifiod. While

many places were left bare, on others ihe snow

was several feet in dcptii. Of course the rail-

roads, and in fact almost all roads were complete-

ly blocked up, and the trains on some of the lines

detained for several days. At this place it com-

menced about 9 o'clock a. m., and continued about

twenty hours. In consequence of the drift, it was

impossible to ascertain the depth accurately, but

we think the average was about 17 inches. The
depth at New York, Philndclphla, Baltimore,

Pittsburg, and generally ihroughout the intiTven-

ing country, we have seen variously slated to be

from one to two feet. There was a little snow as

far west as Columbus, Ohio.

But however general and violent this storm

was, it seems to have been no more so than the

one of rain on First-day, llic '.^Glli. It coni-

mencid here about 5 o'clock in the morning, and

anainst 2 r. m. nearly 3 inches had fallen. This

with the melting snow caused quite a freshet in

many places, but we have not heard of any dam-

age to property, except that in Baltimore many
of the cellars were fdled with water.

The range of the thermometer for the month,

was from 12° on the 24lh, to 06° on the 2nd.

The average temperature was 31
-J
=—about 3|°

colder than the corresponding month of last year.

The amount of rain and melted snow was 6.482

inches—of snow 23 inches.

The mean temperature of the three wmter

months was 30j°, or nearly 4° lower than last

winter. The amount of rain and melted

was 10.868 inches—of snow, 35 inches; for the

preceding winter the amount of rain and melted

snow was 11.456 inches—of snow, 3 inches.

West-town B. S., Third mo. 1st, 1854.

tics who inspire horror or confusion accord-

ing to the excesses they arc guilty of, or the pen-

allies they endure; but have no title to any re-

spect or any admiralion. The Church has never

denied this doctrine nor abrogaled this law : a//

Iter tnuUtions consecrate ihe legitimacy of the

cmploijmeyit of temporalforce against error."

Spirit, will not deny the Lord Jesus, nor supj.

doctrines that are not according to hi: gOSi

1 'Clear and pleasan

3 Do. cloudy.
a'Fngcy—rainy.

o,,
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\i istlcss fountain, ihe rain falls on the just and

jt3 luijust), it brings its own sweet reward:
(iattracts the approbation of God. Where
Svill be contempt ? where the indulgence of

(urmisings, and hard thoughts? where either

d, or careless detraction? where were the

5SS disclosure of real failings? where the

place for any enmity ? These hurtful prac-

and pride, the promoter of many such prac-

will fall before the prevalence of pure Chris-

ve; and surely where these are exterminated

the heart, is it not so I'ar prepared for its

nd most sacred purpose, to be a temple of

bly Spirit? Amen."

MY SEPULCHRE.
Following lines have been forwarded for insertion.

y were published originally in " The Friend," but
be new to many of our present readers.]

When the frail cord that binds me here
Shall loose its silver tie,

When every hope, when every fear
From this lone heart shall tly,

When the freed spirit shall have fled
Beyond the confines of the dead,

Oh lay me not where pomp has placed
With chiseled art so fair.

The costly stones with trophies graced,
With sculptor's nicest care

;

Oh, place me not in vaulted tomb,
But let my dust with dust consume.

Oh, let no letter'd legend tell,

Who lies beneath the mould,
No monumental marble swell

Above my ashes cold;
Ah, no I the narrow house shall be,
A dwelling of simplicity

!

Oh lay me not for friendship's sake
Where soaring pillars rise,

Where fashions daily inroads make.
Where pomp with splendour vies,

—

But lay me, where my frame shall rest,

With mother earth above my breast I

Soft whispering winds may sigh around
As pensive as they please,

Bright little flowers may deck my mound

—

My Father's works are these,

—

Jut let not art adorn the spot,
By all but kindred soon forgot

!

For sure the " narrow house" should be
A dwelling of simplicity I

Selected,

it me die the death of the righteous, and let my
id be : his."

—

Num. xxi

BY RICHARD HUIE, M. D.

•nd.—Light fall my footsteps on the floor

:

He sleeps !

-But he will wake no more !

The struggle's past: the captive 's free,

And crowned with joy and victory I

-Say, was his conflict sharp and brief?
Or had he long desired relief?

AVere cheerless days and chambers dim,
And sleepless nights appointed him?

ow.—For years he on a sick bed lay
And pined and wasted day by day.
But though by inches doomed to die,

Rich springs of comfort still were nigh
;

And when the dread foe came at last,

The bitterness of death was past.
nd.—Had then despair his bosom steeled?

Or potent drugs his senses sealed?
Did he thus fall an easy prey,

Or all unconscious sleep away?
-0, no ! Death's grim approach he knew

;

Yet shrunk not, blenched not at the view
;

His eye was calm, his mind was clear

—

But then God's angels hovered near,

Their guardian wings were o'er him spread,
Their hands made smooth his dying bed

;

And still the Holy Spirit's voice

Bade his blood-sprinkled soul i-ejoice I

And ever as his strength decayed.
His faltering tongue for patience prayed

;

And as his breath he fainter drew,
He told of consolations new

—

Of grace that ne'er would sinner fail

—

Of anchor fi.ved within the veil

—

Of golden harps and anthems sweet

—

Of crowns to cast at Jesus's feet,

Till his pale lips one moment quivered,
One gentle sigh his soul delivered,

And e'er one last farewell was spoken,
The cord was loosed, the bowl was broken.

nd.—Oh, may I with the righteous die,

And like him breathe my latest sigh I

Se)eci(.il.

THE RIGHTS OF WOMAN.
"The rights of woman," what are tlicy?

The right to labour and to pray,
The right to watch while others sleep,

The right o'er others' woes to weep

;

The right to succour in distress,

The right while others blame to bless;
The right to love where others scorn,
The right to comfort all that mourn

;

The right to shed pure joy on earth,

The right to fed the soul's high worth

;

The right to lead the soul to God,
Along the path her Saviour trod

—

The path of meekness and of love,

The path of faith that leads above
;

The path of patience under wrong,
The path in which the weak grow strong.
Such woman's nght.—These God teill bless,

And grant them peuee tlu-ouijh all distress.

For 'The Friend."

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES

Of Ministers and Elders, and other concerned members
of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

JAMES RADCLIFF.

In the year 1690, James RadclifT died at his

residence in Bucks county, Pennsylvania. He
was born, we believe, in Lancashire, England,
where he was convinced of the Truth in very

early life. In support of his Christian faith he

passed through many imprisonments, the first of

which occurred when he was but fifteen years ol

age.

In the Fifth month, 1070, for being at a meet-

ing he was arrested, and was with eight others,

committed to the House of Correction in Man-
chester. At what time he came forth in the min-

istry we know not, but he was yet young in

years. We find him in the year 1684 committed

to prison with others, for meeting together for

Divine worship, and in the Eleventh month being

indicted on that account at the Manchester sessions,

they were all recommitted to prison. Some time

previous to this, two wicked informers came to

the house of Abraham Hayworth, of Rosindale,

where a meeting of Friends had been held, which
was just broken up. Without strictly noting who
were there, they went and lodged information,

swearing that a meeting had been held, and that

James RadclifT had preached in it. As it turned

out, James had been somewhere else that day, yet

he was fined £20 ; and the olficers coming lo

distrain goods for the fine, broke open five

doors, and seized on and carried away twelve

kine and a horse worth £39. This is the last

(jersecution we find him enduring. In the year

168G, he removed to Pennsylvania, and settled at

Wrigbtstown. There was but one family ol

Friends, that of John Chapman's, near, and for

the conveniency of the families, a meeting was
established, which was held alternately at the

house of Luch, until the death of James Radclilf,

in 1090.

He was not idle after his removal to this coun-

try, in the e.\erci.se of his gift, but travelled and

laboured as the Lord o|)encd his way. Brief arc

the memorials remaining, yet they arc not with-

out interest. At a meeting of public Friends at

the house of John Goodson, in Philadelphia, First

month 2d, 1689, James Radclilf and Nicholas

Wain, informed the meeting that they were con-
cerned to visit Maryland in the service of the
minislry. At a meeting in ihc same place held
the 4tli of the following Seventh month, Nicholas
Wain gave an account of his travels in company
with James, stating " that they had many good
meetings in Maryland."
Of the character of James Radcliff, his widow

says :
" We were both of one meeting, and 1 had

knowledge of him when he was but young. He
was a prisoner upon Truth's account when he
was about fifteen years of age. ,\ltor his mouth
was opened to bear a public testimony for the
Lord and his blessed Truth, he travelled many
miles. Through many hardships, imprisonments,
and many other e.xercises, his labour and travel
was (or the prosperity of the Truth. After we
were married, he passed through many deep suf-

ferings and imprisonments, but the Lord preserv-
ed him through all. As he lived an innocent and
harmless life, being of a mild, lamblike disposi-

tion, so he ended his days in innocency, and being
redeemed from the earth, laid down his head in

peace."

"1 can truly testify that he was an innocent
man, and one that did fear the Lord in his day,
and wished the welfare of all. Yea, even from'a
youth was his heart set lo seek the Lord iiiid his

blessed Truth, which the Lord had ni .le him,
with many more, partakers ol". Blessed 'dl; liis

holy name forever ! I certainly know ih ,l it was
his chiefest care faithfully to serve the Lord and
obey him in whatsoever he required of him. It

was often in his heart to exhort others to laithful-

ness, and to improve the gift which the Lord had
committed to them. The Lord gave him power
to perform what he required of him, for which he
did return the praise and honour unto the Lord
over all. His love was universal. So lar was
he from bearing any ill-will to any, that he wish-

ed the everlasting welfare of all. It was his ear-

nest desire unto the Lord, that He would preserve

iiim faithful unto Himself, and th.U he might live

lo His praise whilst he lived. As the Lord had
put it into his heart to seek him, so blessed be his

name ! he preserved him to the end of his days.
" Though his outward body be gone to the dust

from whence it came, yet his spirit is ascended to

God that gave it, and his living leslimony and

good savour he hath left remaining as comfortable

memorials.
" Now although I with many more unto whom

the Lord made him serviceable, am sensible of a
great want of him, yet of this 1 do conclude, that

though it be my present loss it is his everlasting

gain. So unto the Lord do I desire to commit
my cause, who is able to supply all our wants,

and to make hard things easy as we truly eye
him, and have our whole dependence upon liim,

who is God over all, blessed forever sailh my
soul."

Beside this memorial of Mary Raiiclinf, there

was one prepared concerning her husbind, by
Phineas Pemberton. A careful search has been

made for a copy of this last, but without success.

It was read and approved by " public friends,"

and as Phineas came from the same part of Eng-
land as James RadclilF did, it probibly might
have thrown more light on his early labours and
sulFerings for the Truth.

TilOSIAS UKASEl'.

This Friend was convinced of the doclrinr's of
Truih early after the rise of our religious Society,

and being faithful to the light given him, he wa-s

made wise in things that accompany salvation,

and was after a time brought forth in the minis-

try. His residence was at Wooleston, near Nant-
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wich, in Cheshire, where he was soon made lo the eniire basin, nnd expresses Ihe opinion thatjviding themselves with dried meats and water
partake of suffering and |)erscciition. During the' this tract, now so barren, was once a charming! they struck right into the heart of that great des.

years 1G74 and 1075, his goods were distrainrd
j

country, sustaining millions of people, and lli;u|ert where no white man before or since has trod-

to the amount of i;.iO, for preaching at the meeting its present desolation was wrought by tlic action den, and which the hardy mountaineers will oaly

he belonged to. A man by the name of John uf volcanic fires. Lieut. Boalc says :
' venture lo skirl. After five days' travel the parly

Widdowbury, who was entitled lo, or claimed the
I

" On his first trip across the continent ho dis- 1 arrived at three mountains, or buttes, rising ia

title of Esquire, being in debt to Thomas Brasey ' covered, in the midst of the wilderness of Gila, grandeur in that solitary waslc. These moun.
£40 on bond, was so enraged at being asked for what appeared to be a strong fort, the walls of| tains were covered with a diversity of forest and

the money, that he vented his wrath not only
i great thickness, built of stone. He traversed it,

|

fruit-trees, with streams of purest water rippling

against Thomas, but against his friends also. He I and found it contained Ibrty-two rooms. In the [down their declivities. At their base was a rni-

became the chief informer. In 1675, he got an vicinity he met with numerous balls of hard merous agricultural people, surrounded with wav.

old excommunication revived against Thomas, oji clay, from the size of a bullet to that of a grape- ing fields- of corn, and profusion of vegetables,

which he had him committed to prison, and still
j

shot. What was singular about them was the: The people were dressed in leather; they knew
not satisfied, he swore he would send his wife

j

fact that frequently ten or twenty of them were nothing of fire-arms, using only the bow and at-
' "'

'
'
" "' ' stuck together, like a number of bullets run out row ; and for mile alter mile circling these butles

of half a dozen connecting moulds, or like a were adobe houses, two and three stories high,

whole baking of rolls. It is diflicult to say what i J. Badger was not allowed to enter any of their

these were intended for. They were so hard, towns or houses, and after remaining three days

however, that the smaller ones could bo discharg- bartering scarlet cloth and iron for their furs, he

ed from a gun."
|

left them ; not, however, without being given to

Among the implements which Capt. Walker i understand that they held no communication

found in his researches, were many stone hand- with any people beyond their desert home. That

after William Penn came, and settled in Chester i mills or mortars, specimens of which, we learn these are the same people that once inhabiled ihe

county. The traces of him which remain in this
j from the California State Journal, have been dis- 1 banks of the Gila and the C dorado, and left those

country, indicate the estimation in which he was
|

covered scattered through all the inining regions
|

monuments of wonder, the ' Casas Grande,' which
held by his brethren. We find him representing I of California, some even having been found at a

|

so deeply attracted the followers of Fremont and

thither also. In 1C79, Thomas was fined £20 for

one month's absence from the national church.

We know little of his labours in the ministry,

yet the little which has come down to us is satis-

factory. John VVhiting says ho was in the coun-

try where he lived [Somersetshire], about the

year 167T, and says he " had a sound, solid tes-

timony." He removed to Pennsylvania soon

his Quarterly Meeting in the Yearly Meeting, and [distance of from fifteen to twe'nty feet below the
in the year 16S8, appointed with others to draw surface of the ground.
up the epistle to London. His death took place A correspondent of the Placerville Herald,
in 1091, when his friends say, he was antient.

, writing from the San Bernardino valley, states
Looking at his evident usefulness as a man, and

dity as a minister, we can but adopt the words
n closing a still shorter memo-of John Whiti

rial of him, "Of whom I

more."
sorry I can say no

From Ihe Boston Journal.

AMlllL'iriES OF AMERICA.

Recent California papers contain some very in

teresting accounts relative lo the discovery of

certain ruined cilies in the " Great Basin" of the

West. This great basin is an immense barren

and desolate table-land, bounded on the east by

the Rocky Mountains, and on the west by the

Sierra Nevada, on the north by the Wahsatch
Mountains and Utah settlements, and on the south

by the river Gila. But two while men with par-

ties are known to have crossed ihis basin. Tliese

were Capt. Joe Walker, who traversed its centre

in the winter of 1850, and Lieut. Beale, who
crossed ils northern slope in his recent trip across
the country. Capt. Walker stales that the whole
country, from the Colorado to the Rio Grande,
north of the Gila, is filled wiih ruined habitations

and cities; and among the ruins he had met with

Doniphan, and then vanished as a dream, there

can no longer be a doubt.

" Months after this conversation with J. Brid-

ger I had another with Mr. Papin, the agent of

hat the three adventurers who are said to have the American Fur Company. Ho told mo thai

recently discovered a great pyramid between the i another of the party, Mr. Walker, the mountain-

Sierra Nevada mountains and the Colorado river, eer, after whom one of the mountain passes is

also found, at a distance of three miles from the [named, and who is known to be a man of truth,

pyramid, what appeared to have been an ancient !
had given him the same description of these iso-

bridge, the foundations and substructure of which i lated people; and in my mind there is not a sha-

were all massive stone. The distance from one ! dow of doubt of their existence."

abutment to the olher was n,bout six hundred feel,
|

Capt. Joe Walker has also visited this people,

and between the two were no less than seven dis- and gives substanlially the same account of them,

tinct piers. These piers were all apparently of, He calls them the Moquis, and says:

equal height, and at the top must have been six "Their houses are generally built ofstoneand

leet broad by twenty feet in length. They rose

in the midst of the desert, and were partially bu-

ried up by the sands, projecting in no instance

more than eight feet above their surface. There
was no river wilhin many miles of the spot—the

Colorado being the nearest—but from the position

of the ruins, the discoverers came to the conclu-

sion that some large river from the norlli-vvest

mortar, some of them of adobe. They are very

snug and comfortable, and many of them are two

and even three stories high. The inhabitants are!

considerably advanced in some of the arts, and'

manufacture excellent woollen clothing, blankets,'

leather, basket-work, and potlery. Unlike most'

of the Indian tribes ol' this country, the wonicn'

work within doors, the men performinir all the'

must have once flowed between its walls and [farm and out-door labour. As a race, they are'

piers. Evidences of various other ancient struc- lighter in colour than ihe Digger Indians of Call-'

lures were apparent in the vicinity, in numerous
I
foriiia. Indeed, the women arc tolerably fair, in

detached portions of what were once unquestion- consequence of not bcin;i so much ex|)osed lo ihe'

numberless specii ol antique pottery. In hislccpt

ably Ihe walls of buildings, and these extended
for a considerable distance in every direction, ex

last trij) over the desert he discovered, near the

Little Red River, and about midway across the

wilderness from the Colorado, a kind ol' citadel,

rising from an abrupt rock twenty or ihirty feet

in height, and surrounded by the ruins of a city

more than a mile in diameter. The outline ol

Ihe building was distinct, although only the norlh-
crn angle, with walls fifteen or eighteen feet long
and ten leet high, was standing. The houses of
the city had all Ijten built of stone, well quarried
and well built, which had evidently been reduced
lo ruin by the action of some great heat—some
fierce, furnace-like blast of lire, sitnilar to that

issuing from a volcano—as the stones were all

burned, some almost cindered, and the others
glazed as if melted.

Capt. Walker I'ound various stone and earthen
im|)lemenls among the ruins. Me spent some
time in examining this interesting spot, in tracing

the outlines of the streets and houses; but he
could find no other walls standing. He says that

traces of some tremendous fire are visible throu"h

ine which the position of the bridge

would indicate lo have been the bed of the river,

Traditions give no clue to the history of these

able relics of the past. The Indians look

with wonder on the remains, but know nothing of

their origin. But it must not be supposed that

this great basin is entirely uninhabited. We copy
the Ibllowing account I'rom the San Francisco
Herald. It was endorsed by the editor of the paper
as being furnished by a genlleman whose stale-

menls might be depended upon :

"Far away, beyond the South Pass, on the

head waters of the Gila river, lives John Bridger,

a trapper of the plains and mountains for more
than forty years. It is admitted by all trappers

that he is better acquainted than any living man
wiih the intricacies of all the hills and the streams

Miny of these women arc very beautiful.

They are neat and clean in their habits, and dress

in a picturesque costume of their own manufac-

ture. Altogether, the Moquis are (ar in advance

of any aborigines yet discovered in the territory

of the United Stales."

The possibility has been suggested, although il

is not generally entertained, that the ancestors ol

this people had' something to do with the con-

struction of the ruins which surround them Ai

all events, here is an ample field for the labours

of the explorer. We trust the subject will bo dul)

considered and investigated by competent scien-'

tific men, and that the world will ere long been'''

lightened both in relation to ihe habits and liistorj;'

of the people who are now the ojily inhaliitants "

this vast tract of territory, and lo idenlil'y tli

once mighty, but now unknown nation who ereci

ed these mysterious ruins.

that lose themselves in the Great Basins. While
trapping on the tributaries of the Colorado, an In- 1 Length of the Mississippi and ils Tributaries

dian oiiered to guide J. Bridger and ])arty to a i—According to an estimate in the St. Louis Advo
people living far in the Desert, with whom they cate, the total length of the Mississippi river, am

could barter. ils numerous tributaries, amounts to 51,000 miles'

" The proposition was acceptcJ, nnJ, after pro- of which 20,000 miles are navigable waters. '
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COiMPROMlSlJiG.

y mi ml having been clotheii with a feeling of

a.iess and mourning on account of the low and

lisDuraging state- of things in many places in

luoncc I'avoured Society, I was led to examine

nl tlie cause of such declension from the stand-

,r(of"pure wisdom :" and to what but an un-

H ngncss to bear the cross can it be attributed ?

'/ie Lord has not forgotten to be gracious,"

tis again and again lavouring us with the e.\-

ijions of his love and mercy, and at times

ivning our assemblies with his life-giving pre-

;e, notwithstanding our unworthiness. He is

jealous for his own glory, and would crown
luch more with his power, if we would more
irally yield ourselves to his disposal, submit-

to the cleansing, purifying operations of his

it, and to the squaring (as it were, in the

ntain) necessary to prepare for occupying our

ler places in his building. For want of this, it

be lamented, that many instead of standing

the gap," helping to build up the broken

n walls, first consent to wrong things ; and

me step after another, eventually come to up-

and vindicate them, to the great grief of the

ful remnant who arc still preserved amongst
ind who desire " to know nothing but Jesus

st and him crucified," and can rejoice in no-

g but what he owns.

enemy lays stratagems to suit our difTer

conditions: in some places endeavouring to

)duce unsound doctrines; and where he can-

ucceed in this, tries to lull into lukewarmness
16 support of the precious testimonies of Truth,

lough our faith was to be a dead fiiith. Hence
)mpromising spirit gets in, and departures

true simplicity are winked at or encouraged
;

saying it will not do to be too strict, or too

icular; there is no religion in dress, &c.
a man or woman will not be finally judged

nere outward things,—but by the sincerity of

t to God, and obedience to him accord-

to knowledge ; but we are told that the true

th works by love to the purifying of the

and that " where the inside of the cup and
platter is clean, the outside will be clean

Hence, where this inward purifying is

submitted lo, these outward departures (which
termed little things) become the means for

y lo become more estranged from the Truth,

ultimately to leave the Society.

h ! that our young people would be entreated

seriously to consider these things, and not,

nany of them do, sell their birthright, (as it

;,) for " one morsel of meat," the mere grati-

of pleasing their comrades. 'That you
Id take up the cross, and bear our testimonies

plainness of speech, behaviour, and apparel,"

not go counter to the convictions of the just

ess lor God in your consciences, and the

Qsel of parents, who are concerned ior your
welfare, and who " watch for your soiils as

e that must give an account ;" and who, hav-

trod the slippery paths of youth before you,

from experience, there is safety in keeping

le cross ; and that as it is faithfully and cheer-

borne, it will be as a l^pdgc, and eventually

pport to lean upon in the lime 'of trial.

fo cannot conler grace upon our children, but

e do all we can lo keep them out of harm's

cherishing the growth of the good seed sown
heir hearts, we will be clear. But if we wink

heir departures, or put upon them things which

I to encourage the vanity of their hearts, while

are responsible for them, we will be accessary

heir sin, and incur the displeasure of ilim

ise heritage childrcu are declared to be.

It seems to me, the Head of the Church
proving us as a people ; he is trying our
faith, our patience, our charity, our zeal, by
many ways and means, and sometimes by what
many may call little things too, whether wc are

on His side, or not; even it may be by a word
or small act, or by receiving or rejecting his

servants, or by standing against those who have
left their first love, to whom we may have looked

as fathers and mothers in the church ; but whom
we can follow no longerand maintain our allegiance

to Him, whom wc have covenanted to serve

through heights and through depths, at the risk

our reputation and our all. May such dear hearts

as these, whoever they are, or wherever they be,

struggle on. If it is the Truth alone wc are

wrestling for, submilting to have the axe laid at

the root of the corrupt tree within ourselves, and
being sure only to move in the day of His power,
he will prosper his own work, and will assuredly

give the victory. And where, through one cause
or another, the true helpers may be few, and we
may at times seem to stand almost alone, as we
look unto the Source of strength, from whom
coineth all our sure mercies, He will be our ever-

lasting light, our God, and our glory. And as

we are willing to bear our portion of sutlering

with him, and with his suffering seed, doubtless he
will cause us in his own time to reign with him.

O that the lender visitations of Divine love in

any one, may not be disregarded, or be as the

early dew, that passeth swiftly away ; but that we
may close in with the otfers thereof still extended
to us a backsliding people, and stand firm in our
allegiance to Him, in ihe zeal which he gives

;

without compromising to suit the times, in any
way, either in doctrine or in any of our testimo-

nies ; and then 1 have a hope, and a belief, that,

through His mercy and holy assistance, a brighter

day will dawn upon the Society, and even that

the eyes of some now living shall see it: but O !

we must lay down all crowns at the Master's feet,

whose right it is to rule and to reign, lest He
make of us a taunt and a proverb, and a reproach
amongst the nations.

.\. G., Pa., Tliirdmo., ISo-i.

Paris Academy of Sciences.—Sitting of Sep.
tember 25.—A communication was made respect-

ing a new, and as it is stated, perfectly efficacious

mode of preventing horses from taking fright and
running uway when in harness. Hitherto seve-

ral means, all of them imperfect, have been de-

vised to prevent accidenls of this nature. One
of the must in favour is a mechanism for detach-

ng horses from the traces, and setting them sud-

denly free, but the mechanism is not always
certain in its action ; and it can be easily compre-
hended that, if the horses take fright on a descent,

the sudden detaching of the carriage may be at-

tended will) very great danger. The author ot

he paper before the Academy proposes a very
simple remedy. Having remarked that horses

rarely take fright at night, (the papers say never,

but this is a mislakc, for there have been instances

of the kind,) the author imagined thit all that

necessary in order to check a iiorso when
running away, was to cause him to be visited

ih teinporury blindness; and in order to do

this, he contrived by means ol" a spring connect-

ed will) the reins, to cover the eyes suddenly.

This was done when the animals were at the top

of their speed, and the result was iheir instanta-

neous stoppage; lor the light being suddenly ex-

cluded, horses no more rush forwards, ho says,

without seeing their way, tlian would a man
idllicted with blindness. The theory of the in-

vention is so reasonable that we arc strongly dis-

posed to believe in the utility of it, and we sin-

cerely trust that we may not be disappointed.
How many calamities may be prevented by the
adoption of this simple means of checking horses,
if the inventor bo correct in his assertions.

—

D.
Fayer.

IIIOCTAW INDIANS.

When the removal of the southern tribes of
Indians to the country west of the Mississippi,
took place between fifteen and twenty years ago,
the Choctaws had lands assigned them in that'
part of the Indian Territory lying on the western
frontier of Arkansas, and between the Red and
Arkansas rivers. Some of the tribes of Indians
thus cruelly transplanted have been seriously af-
fected for the worse, and are dwindling away un-
der the unfavourable influences to which they are
exposed. The Cherokees and Choctaws on the
contrary are reported to be progressing in civiliza-
tion; and occasionally we meet with accounts of
the state of education and morals among them,
which are cheering to those who feel a°philan-
thropic interest in the aborigines of our country.
Of this character are the following extracts which
we take from a late paper

:

" David Lowry, in his report of a recent visit

to the Indian country, published in the Banner of
Peace, after stating that the Indian tille to the
country which they occupy is perfect, and that,
consequently, no Missionary Board need fear those
disasters that have heretofore attended their ope-
rations among Indians, produced by constant
change of location, gives the following particulars
of their numbers and condition:

The Choctaws number about

The Chickasaws "

The Cadocs
The Shawnees "

The Delawares "

The Kukapoos "

Thj Cherokees "

The Creeks

White persons, including missionaries

21,000

5,000

400
200
200
150
100
50

500

Making in all under the Choctaw organ'n 26,700
Upon inquiry I found that about 3,000 were

church members of the difil-rent denominations,
laving missionaries in the country of the Choc-
aws, and that not more than one-fourth of the
jopulation have the privilege of hearing [preach-
ng] at all. There is a lone of moral sentiment
generally prevailing that does honour lo the na-
tion, and indicates a disposition to receive the

,'ospel, if faithfully preached lo them. They have
enacted a prohibitory liquor law, which requires

It all liquor brought into the nation be iinmc-
diately destroyed, and that the person introducing

it be heavily lined. Nor is Ihi^law a dead letter.

I did not see or hear of a drunken person durin"
ny whole slay in the nation. The members of
the legisl.iture showed no signs of intem|)er.ince,

nor did I hear an oah from a member during the

session.

The following stalisiics will show the slate of
education among iho Indians: Spencer Academy
is under ihe conirol of the General Assembly's
Board of Missions, O. S. The Choctaws make
an annu.il appropriation of .$0,000 lor llio support
of this instilulion, and the Board adds §1,000.
One hundred boys receive instruction here. The
superintendent, Mr. Reed, is a graduate of
Princeton, N. J., and muc!) dcvolcd lo Ihe inle-

resis of the eslablishmeii!. Ho informed mo ihat

he thought about S 10,000 had been expen led in Ihe

erection of the buildings, procuring apparatus, «Stc.
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Fort Coffee Academy is under ilie control of

the Methodist Church South. It has two brandies,

one for males, another for females. The build-

ings are in the same vicinity, though not con-

nected. The annual appropriation to this insti-

tution by the nation is §0,000.

The Armstrong! Academy is in charge of tlio

Baptist church. The sum of S2,900 is annu^illy i

set apart by iho nation for the support of this in-

1

slilution. The church adds something to thei

funds, but 1 do not recollect the amount. Thirty-

five scholars are boarded and taught at the estab-

lishment. A favourable report was read to the

legislature.

The Tine Ridge Female Seminary is under the

care of the American Board of Missions, and re-

ceives of the nation an annual appropriation of

$1,600. Twenty-four pupils are supported and

taught.

The Yarrabo and Wheelock Female Seminaries

receive, each, of the nation annually 81,600.

They are in charge of the American Board, and

support and educate the same number of pupils as

is taught at Pine Ridge.

Coosha Female Academy is also under the

American Board, receives of the nation $3800,

and boards and educates 40 scholars.

The Chickasaw Manual Labour Academy is

under the control of the Methodist Church South.

The Chickasuws contribuie annually $9000 lor

ils suppon, and the Church §1500. One hundred

and twenlN boys are boarded and taught at this

iusiitution.

VVapendia Female Academy receives an annual

appropriuti' u of $600 from the Chickasaws, and

$1000 In 111 the Assembly's Board, O. S., and

supports and educates bO scholars.

Perryville Male Academy is also among the

Chickasaws. They give annually $3000 to ils

support, and the Methodists, under whose control

it IS placed, add one-si.\th of the amount afforded

by the nation. Each scholar is boarded and edu-

caied lor $66.

The Methodists also have the Bloomfield Fe-

male Seminary under their management. It re-

ceives the same annual appropriation that the

rerryville insiitution does, and boards and edu-

cates about the same number of pupils.

It is estimated that there are still about 6000
children of the Choctaw and Chickasaw nation

without the means of instruciioii. Efforts are be-

i.ig made to supjjly this want by Sabbath schools,

and an appropriation has been made by the Le-

gislature lur this purpose, but it is difficult to pro-

cure competent teachers. The plan is to employ
instructors to itinerate and occupy Saturday and

Sunday with a school at the same place, for which
the teacher receives one dollar per day. One
district reported to the lale legislature sixteen

schools of this character. The inslruciion given

is principally in the Choctaw language."

Ncvtr Brrnk a Promise.

In no way, perhaps, can a young man destroy

his business character more eliectually than by

obtaining the reputation of one who breaks his

promises. The mercantile world, in placing un-

der its ban the individual who suffers his note to

be protested, is less unjust than is popuhirly sup-

jiosed. Instances of liardship, we are willing to

concede, do occasionally arise under the operation

ol this rule; but they are less frequent than is

generally believed, and not more cruel than in

similar e.xcepiional cases. Nine men out ol ten

who fail, owe their insolvency either to liaving

traded bejoud iheir means, to a careless manage-
ment of their all'airs, or to criminal speculations.

That is, they have undertaken more than they

could perform, and this while knowing at the time

of the promise that there was great doubt whether
they could meet their engagements. I'erhaps,

indeed, they had no deliberate intention of viola-

ling their promise. But they were either more
ignorant than they should have been of their abi-

lity to perform, or tiiey trusied too confidently to

the chances of the future, or they took heavier

risks subsequently than were consistent with their

liabilities. The innocent therefore, suffer but

rarely by this species of mercantile proscription.

On the other hand, the rule is absolutely neces-

sary to the commercial world, for, without it,

payments could scarcely ever be depended on, and
financial distress would frequently be alarmingly

increased.

Strict business integrity, in this pariicular, de-

pends much on the general character. A person

who pays little regard to sligh- promises, usually

is somewhat careless of greater ones also. De-
lects of this kind, like flaws in machinery, never

lessen, but always grow worse, until, finally, un-

der the strain of a powerful temptation, they often

break down a man's career forever. The most

punctual men in keeping a trivial engagement, we
jiave always found to be the e.\aciest in their bu-

siness transactions. Washington was a memo-
rable example of particularity in small things as

well as great, and his strict probity in the latter,

was unquestionably the result, in a considerable

degree, ol his fidelity in the former. In our ex-

perience also, the men who never kept an engage-

ment to the moment, the men who were prover-

bially always "behind time," have been, mostly,

those who have failed, subsequently, in business.

We have learned, loo, to be cautious of those who
are over-ready to promise. It is the individual

who carefully considers before he makes a pledge,

who can be most surely depended on to keep it.

A multiplicity of promises necessarily prevents

the promiser from observing them all, for one

conflicts with the other, and disables even the

best-iutentioned. A disregard ol promises, finally,

is like a fungus, which imperceptibly spreads over

the whole character, until the moral perce|>;ions

are perverted and the man actually comes lo be-

lieve he does no wrong, even in breaking failli

with his warmest friends.

—

Ledger.

New York Ship Building.—During the past

year (1853) no less than 4iJ steamers of all sizes,

were built in New York ; the whole amount ol

new ships and steamers launched amounted lo

00,500 tons. In 1852 it amounted lo 51,339;
increase 9,161 tons. There are now on the

stocks vessels, the estimated tonnage of which,

amounts lo 35,340 tons. New York is fast at-

taining to be the greatest steamship building port

in the world.

" lie that can please nobody, is not so much to

be pitied, as ho ihat nobody can please."

THE FRI END
THIRD MU.NTU 1«, 1851.

I T EMS OF N EW S.

By the Asia steamship wc have Liverpool papers to

tlie 25th ult.

The Czar has allowed tlie Peace delegation from Great
Britain an opportunity of expressing their feelings

against war to liim. hi tlie meantime the war fever

appears to grow more violent in Great Britain itself.

AUSTKALIA.—Gold harvest abundant. A little rain

needed for the vegetation.

MCAllAGUA.—A launch was sank iu Lake Nicara-
gua, by which 24 Californians on their retun

United Slates were drowned.

CCB.\.—The American steamship Black Warrior bu
been seized at Havana. The alleged reason is, Ihatrt,
had nol returned a true manifest of all her cargo. Tt
excuse oirered is, Ihal as she was nol to break knH
there, it was not usual to file a full account.
MKXICO.—A revolution has broken out Id Ae«.

pulco.

IXITED STATES.—7'<nn«/;fani<7. Deaths in PhiU.
delphia last week, 203. Diseases of the lungs, 44. Tli
business now doing on the Pennsylvania Railroad, Ulj
the full amount of power of the present number of lo».

motives to carry. Many more might be profitably m.
ployed. Wheat, $1.80 for red

;
$1.90 for white.

Nrw i'ork.—The business on the principal railro*:

through the State is greatlv increasing. The ice intl:

Uudsoa river has broken up, and some damage at All*,

ny and other places along the river has been donefci

the freshet. The Star of the West has brought abov
one million in gold-dust from California, and the Geor|
Law about as much more.

Ohio.—The Ohio at Cincinnati has been very muci
swollen with a freshet. The merchants were obliged li

remove some of the goods from Ihe lower portion of|i
city. A
Mmmippi.—The steam packet Caroline was desti^

ed by fire on White River, on the 5th instant, and 40tt
50 persons lost their lives. Cabin passengers moad;
saved.

Califurnia.—The clipper ship San Francisco, of HO
tons was wrecked at the entrance of the harbour of St
Francisco.

TRACT ASSOCIATION' OF FRIEXDS.
The annual meeting of the Tract Association o?

Friends, will be held on Fourth-dtiy evening, 29th init,

at 8 o'clock, iu the committee-room, Mulberry slreei

meeting-house.
Friends interested in the object of the Associatioi,

are invited to attend.

Nathan Kite, Cltrl.

Third month, 1854.

INDIAN CIVILIZATION.

Wanted, a well qualified Friend and his wife lo rcsidt

at Tunessassah ; to be eng.iged in managing the fam
belonging to the committee of Philadelphia Yearly Mmi-

ing
;
and other domestic concerns of the family. AIm

a suitable Friend to teach the school.

Application may be made lo Joseph Elkinlon, Ka

377 South Second street, or Thomas Evans, No. 18t

Arch street.

Died, at his residence in New Jersey, on the 9th ol

First month last, Abel Hillmax, a member of Haddon-

field Particular Meeting, in his 63d year, of a lingering

disease of the lungs, which he bore with patience ud
resignation.

, on the 24th of the First month, 1854, at bti

residence in Roaring Creek, Columbia county, Pa., Hi-

CUEL IIiBus, widow of the late Jason Ilibbs, in the 84tl

year of her age. She was one of the few in the lilllf

meeting of Roaring Creek who remained with Friendi

since the Hicksite schism. She was exemplary it

plainness, and strongly attached lo the ancient doc-

trines of our religious Society.

, on the 14th of Second month last, of inflarami-

lion of the lungs, Nathaniel Barton, in the COlli yeu

of his age, a member of Haddonfield Particular Meeting.

, in East Goshen, Chester county, Pa., on tli(

morning of the 16th of Second month, 1854, Gllibuu
M., wife of Jonathan Cope, in the 41st year of heragt

a member of Goshen Monthly and Particular Meeting

Her last sickness was of short duration, and was bonu

with much patience. During her illness she was dec[>

ly concerned on account of her own situation, sayinj

she felt herself a poor weak creature, depending aloni

upon the Saviour and Bishop of souls, who is ever read)

to help all those who come unto him. The prospect o

leaving her little family and an afflicted sister, was trj

ing to her. She affectionately took leave of them witl'

kind admonition to each, saying she fell there was no

thing in her way ; and so passed easily away, leaving tbosi

who mourn her loss, the comforting hope that her de*.

Lord and Master was near in the time of suffering, am

.at last received her into his glorious kingdom of rci

and peace.
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REMARKABLE DELUSIONS.

(Continued from pase QOLI.)

iusions associatedwith religion. This chap-

stitutcs a painful part of the duty we have:

iken to pei-rorm. . . Let it be remembered,
hat if piety has been abused and per-

also has every other system which has

inferred benefits upon the world. As the

of .speculators do not proscribe traffic ; as

ds of the empiric do not proscribe medi-

s the frauds of tradesmen do not proscribe

as food is nutriiious, though liable to

iterated ; and as friendship is true, though

mes employed for base purposes—so reli-

ust not be identified with that which bears

le, but has no affinity with its character.

. as the misrepresentation is, a secret hoin-

religion is nevertheless involved in it. The
I, that, broadly speakini;, the most invcte-

posers of Christianity by name, are tena-

rotectors of its leading principles of justice

egrity, and would set up much of Christ's

m though they dethrone the King. Could

3 only convinced that, but for Christianity,

principles would never have been fully

they would beware lest ihey sweep
under the name of priestcraft, the only

by which the dangers of priestcraft can be

ted; and would they but think that much,
n various ages, has called itself Christi-

was but a well-known superscription upon

IS metal, they would save themselves much
md some pretended perplexity. In the

me, nothing more concerns the Christian

ior than to remember, that if Christ's name
upon trickery, selfishness, hard-hcarted-

d fraud ; or upon intemperance, lascivi-

s, and ambition—he who so writes it is a

nd a traitor. The bearer of the august

of Christ is deeply concerned in being true

n professed principles."

oracles of the ancient heathens are no-

1 exhibitions of innumerable frauds. The
;elebrated among them was that at Delphi,

rated to Apollo. The priestess of that god

aced upon a tripod over a cavity, whence
ious and highly intoxicating vapour was ex-

and under this influence uttered mysterious

3, which were immediately caught up and

reled by her attendants. But as the pro-

tion of any predictions was attended by

danger to the reputation of the priests, care

ken to limit and regulate the number of

Uterauccs, and not to give forth spontane-

ous oracles. Expensive sacrifices were demand-

ed before the consultation. It sometimes happen-

ed that the moment was not favourable to a

response, and the answers when obtained were

often extremely delusive—mere equivocations. If,

afier all, the prophecy turned out a mistaken one,

it was often pretended that something had been

omitted in the previous ceremonial ; and the am-

biguity of many of the answers transmitted to

posterity was evidently such that they might re-

ceive an interpretation on the one side or the

other, as the case might afterwards require. To
aid, moreover, in the fabrication of these oracles,

the inhabitants of the whole vicinity were in

league with the priests, and furnished them with

much necessary information. Discoveries have

been recently made in some of the temples of an-

tiquity, of the secret chambers and hollow statues

in which the priests were used to secrete them-

selves. Dr. Johnson relates the following in his

description of the temple of Isis at Pompeii :

—

We see the identical spot where the priests con-

cealed themselves whilst delivering the oracles

that were supposed to proceed from the mouth of

the goddess.' . . .

" The rocking-stones of the Druids were used,

in all probability, to imply the presence of super-

natural agency. Some of them still exist in

Cornwall. One, which stood in the parish of

Sithney, was so adjusted, as that the touch of a

child could set it in motion on its pivot. The
celebrated Loggan-stone was of a similar kind.

It was seventeen feet in length, and its weight

was estimated at sixty-six tons. Even a brealli

of wind caused it to vibrate. It was overturned

by the captain of a revenue cutter, who excited

such odium by his daring act as to be compelled

to restore it to its original posiiion. Toland im-

agines that the Druids persuaded the people that

these stones could only be removed by miracle.

" To record many of the foolish, and more
than foolish legends palmed on their deceived

votaries by the teachers of the Romish religion,

would exceed the compass of our volume

'The golden legend'—one of the earliest volumes

printed in this country, probably by Caxton him-

sell^—was a repertory of such extravagancies,

read by the priests instead of sermons
" The legends associated with the name of St.

Gregory are manifold. It is related of him, that

one day, when officiating at tlie altar, a bright

cloud descended, which filled the church with so

heavenly an odour, that none could dare to enter

it. On another occasion, he caused the conse-

crated bread to appear in the form of visible flesh.

Again, when certain ecclesiastical ambassadors

came to Rome searching for relics, he gave them

a linen cloth which had been in contact with the

body of a saint. The messengers saw nothing in

this present, and despised it; on wliich St. Gre-

gory pierced it with a knife, and the cloth shed

miraculous blood. When Gregory absented him-

self from Rome to escape the honours of the

popedom, a pillar of fire and a crowd of angels

appeared above his head, by which signs he was

'miraculously betrayed.'

"The most incredible stories were promulgated

respecting the discovery of the cross by the cm-

press Helena. This cross was represented to

possess such powers, as to be capable of being
reproduced to any extent without loss of its ori-

ginal virtue. This was convenient, especially at

a time when so many pieces of it were spread
about in Europe as to have made, had ihev been
all collected, many crosses instead of one.

'

"The story of St. Denis, or St. Diunysius, is

perpetuated in the neighbourhood of Paris by the

church which bears his name, and which was
formerly the mausoleum of the French kings.

Dionysius is reported to have been beheaded for

his adherence to the Christian faith, on the
' Mount of the Martyrs,' (Moiit-martre.) Imme-
diately after his decapitation, his dead body rose
from the ground, took its head into its hand, and,
amidst a crowd of angels, walked for two miles,

till it met an old woman, into whose hands the

saint put his own head. Is it wonderful that such
tales as these have brought the name of Christi.

anity into suspicion and contempt among a com-
munity who only know it through the imperfect
representation of it which Popery presents?"

" The exhibition of the holy coat of Trtives has
originated, within our own day, a class of reform-
ers, disgusted with the mummery of a senseless

religion. This coat, professing to be the seam-
less vesture of our Lord, ' woven from the top

throughout,' was first shown in 1196. For three

hundred years afier that litne the coat was never
displayed, but Leo X., in 1514, authorized a new
exhibition. At the lime of the French revolution

the garment was secreted; but when, subsequent-

ly, the Rhenish provinces were adjusted, it be-

came the subject of a special treaty. It svas again
displayed in 1810. Besides this relic, there was
then displayed one of the nails of the true cross.

A more notorious demonstration was made in

1844, and complete absolution (an equivocal term,

asserted by the priests to mean notiiing, but bv
the people everything,) was, in accordance wilji

the pope's bull, given to each worshipper. Out-

rageous and profane spectacle ! which, by setting

up the external in the place of the spiritual, hid

the Saviour behind his own cross. The accounts

of the crowding multitudes gathered together to

behold this sight must be sought for in other vol-

umes. The relic was inclosed in a golden and
glazed frame, (its colour being brown, as if long

stained by age,) and each pilgrim was allowed to

insert his hand through an opening, and so to

touch it. Was it wonderful ifsuch a scene should

have awakened in inquiring minds a sensation

somewhat resembling that which followed the

preaching of indulgences by Tetzel? Bjt how
wide, in point of gospel power, lias been the dif-

I'ereiice between tiie ' second Reformation' and
the first! It was not by unsubstantial doubt that

Luther prevailed; it was by something earnestly

believed. But rationalism has no creed, and,

therefore, no extended influence. It is a system

of negations—at least of hesitations ; positive truth

alone is omnipotent.
" We cannot undertake even to enumerate the

various delusions which a papistical superstition

has, under the name of religion, palmed upon the

world. The Crusades, which exerted so import-

ant an influence over the aspects of the then ex-
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isiing society, merit a volume to themselves.

When Peter tlie Ileniiit, jourucyint; from province

10 province, first rcprrsciiieil the injuries received

by monks and pilj;rims from I lie Saracens then

occupying the Muly Land, he kindled a conta-

gious enlhtisinsni which is altogether without!

parallel. Nobles, princes, sovereigns, hastened

in u transport of excitement to assume the cross,

and, during two centuries, the western provinces

of Europe were but the jiighroad to the ' kings of

the east.'

" Nor have we allowed ourselves room even to

mrnlion those various other absurdities—that lar-

rago of miraculous rubbish—which, in every age,

have constituted the stock-in-trade of llomanism.

Radiant saints and winking Madonnas; visions ol

supernatural light
;

pictures which bleed when

touched, and marks of the five wounds impressed

upon the bodies of enthusiastic votaries—such

delusions, whether of more or less modern fash-

ion, w licnccsocver imported, and by whomsoever,

do nothing to commend a pure and spiritual reli-

gion to mankind."
(To bo continual.)

Patents.—The numfer of patents issued by

the Pale nt Ollk-i^ in 185'i, was upwards of one

thousand, a number exceeding that of any former

year. The number of patents issued in 1851,

was eight hundred and sixty-five; the number ol

applications for ^)alents during the same period

was two thousand two hundred and fifty-eight.

An important measure has been recommended to

Congress, both by the Secretary of the Interior,

and the Commissioner of Patents, viz., the prepa-

tion of an analytical and descriptive index of all

inventions (or which patents have been issued by

the United Slates. In regard to this inde.x, the

late Commissioner says: " its importance, utility

and necessity are becoming more and more appa-

rent. No State paper, and no mere human vol-

ume can ever surpass it in immediate and enduring

value. A greater boon to science, to inventors,

and to the world at large, could hardly be named.

It would be consulted as long as the arts are che-

rished, and would rather increase than diminish

i[i interest as time rolls on."

—

Animal of iicie7i-

tijic Discovery.

Biographical Sktlchcs for Ihe Young;

Intending to show tlie superiority of the Religion of the

Cross, to all other attainments.

ANNA MARIA SCHURMAN.

" Anna Maria Schurman was born at Cologne,

1607. The powers of her understanding were

very great, and she employed them in the acqui-

sition ol' a large stock of literature. She was

skdlod in many languages; wrote and spoke

them fluently, to the surprise of the most learned

men. Alter some years she was brought under

powerful conviction by the H(jly Spirit; and feel-

ing the necessity of an entire change ol' heart,

she expressed her great desire to lay down all

the glory she had acquired by these accomplish-

ments, that so she might obtain the favour of God
as her principal treasure and cause of rejoicing,

.^nd by co-operating wiili the grace ot' God in her

own heart she was favoured to have her desire

granted.

"During her last illness, she declared her full

satisfaction in the religious choice she had made.

Alter suffering much from the disease, she ex-

pressed herself in the following manner: '1 have

proceeded one s'ep further towards eternity, and

if the Lord shall please lo increase my pains. It

will be no cause of sorrow ; the will of my God

is all to me ; I desire to follow him. How good

it is to be in his hands ! Hut it will be still hel-

ler, when I shall enjoy the morn full communion
with him, among his children, in the abodes of

blessedness. 1 have nothing more to desire in

this world.'

"The last night of her life, she said to one

who watched with her, ' I hear a voice almost

continually sounding in the ear of my mind, on

this wisp, A Christian must suffer. This voice

comforts me in pain, and supports me that I laint

not ! Oh how geod it is to remain in silence, and

patience, before God.'
"

SIR JOHN MASON.

" A strong testimony to the superior excellence

of religion, and to the vanity and unsatisfactori-

ness of worldly enjoyments, is given by Sir John

Mason, who, though but sixty-tliree years old at

his death, yet had nourished in the reigns of four

princes—had been privy counsellor to them all,

and an eye-witness of the various revolutions and

vicissitudes of those times. Towards his latter

end, he said thus to those about him: ''I have

lived to see five princes, and have been privy

counsellor to four of them. I have seen the most

lemarkable things in foreign parts, and have been

present at most stale transactions for thirty years

together; and 1 have learned ihis after so many
years experience; that seriousness is the greatest

wisdom, temperance the best medicine, and a

good conscience the best estate. And were I to

live again, I would change the court and my privy

counsellor's bustle for retirement, and the whole

life I have lived in the palace, for one hour's en-

joyment of Gocl in the chapel. All things else

forsake me, but my God, my duly and my
prayers.'

"

The transcriber of these little essays, has the

spiritual welfare of our dear young Friends greatly

at heart; and ardently desires, that whilst they are

suitably pursuing literary and scientific studies,

they may keep in remembrance this truth, that

" whatever knowledge a man be endued with,

could he by a vast and penetrating mind compre-

hend all the knowledge of art and nature ; could

he acquire all languages, and sound the depth of

all arts and sciences; could he describe the inter-

ests of all stales, the intrigues of all courts, the

reason of all civil laws and constitutions, and give

an account of all histories; and yet not know the

Author of his being, and the Preserver of his lile,

his Sovereign, and his Judge ; his best friend, and

sure refuge in trouble ; the support of his life, and

the hope of his death; his future happiness, and

his portion forever ; he doth but, with a vast deal

of knowledge, go down to destruclion."

TUE SERPEM'S BITE.

I was once witness to a most distressing event.

An itinerant exhibitor of serpents came through

the settlement where I resided, just as the district

school had dismissed its pupils for the evening.

The reptiles were represented by him to be very

beautiful, and so tame that they would come out

and return to ihcir cages at his bidding. Soon a

lew pennies were collected, and he proceeded to

the exhibition. He drew from their hiding places

two rattlesnakes, and handled them with as much
apparent unconcern as il' they had been nothing

but sticks. I was so im|)ressed with the temerity

of the man's conduct, that 1 protested against it,

and begged of those around not to encourage by

their contributions or their presence, such mani-

fest presumption ; and proceeded immediately to

leave the spot. But ere 1 could disengage myself

from the crowd, the hapless man, having first tn

the serpents into his bosom, and wound the,'

around his neck, proceeded to hold them with
I,

teeth. Whether he pressed them harder thin I

was wont to do, I know not; but inimedintetyi

his relaxing his jaws, one of them turned ai

struck his fangs into his cheek. lie had but

moment to secure them in their box, ere he fell

the ground in awful spasms ; and in less tit

twelve hours paid the price of his prcvumjuiu'

and died in agonies that struck every behold

with horror.

Ilnw ofien have I recalled this scene to n;

mind, when I have beheld tire rashiiessg wii!

which men tamper with sin. Although thejn'

told on the highest authority in the universe, th'

it "bites like a serpent," and that " its sting
'

death," yet they toy with it, cherish it, and nu>

it the familiar inmate of their bosoms, as if ilw

a blessing rather than a deadly bane. Thevcnc

of no reptile on earth is more sure and mc

deadly ; none has slain the ten thousandth pi

as many victims, as have some particular forr,

of sin, such as intemperance and lust. The|K

son of asps may destroy the natural life; b

"sin kills beyond the tomb." It is an uiidjir

death. While it takes not away the life of li

soul, it makes the life worse than annihilntii

itself, by giving to it the acutest sensibilities

pain, and tainting it with unwasting venom,

that it will be forever tortured with selfinfliCi

agonies.

Oh! that sinners w^ould take warning! Wli

will ye mock at sin—why sport with etem

death? Why run the dangerous hazard, not'

destroying the natural life, but of worse ih;

destroying the indestructible spirit?— PcaUf

Journal.

GLEANINGS FUR ' TUE FRIEND."

The original return of the Census of Grc

Britain for 1851, extended in manuscript or

38,000 volumes. It was directed that the wk

should be published in a condensed form, whii

would fill three thick folios. Two years wc

occupied in preparing one of these. The m
employed to take the census were so numerou

that il would take 13^ hours to count them, at if

rate of one in a second. The papers embracit

the householders returns weighed 40 tons,

method of realizing to the mind some defin;

idea of the 21,000,000 people in Great Britain,

arrived at by considering their number in relatii

to space : allowing a square yard to each perse

they would cover seven square miles. Again,

all these people had to pass through Loudon

procession lour abreast, for twelve hours dail;

for six days in the week, it would take ncari

three months for them all lo pass througli,

quick march. The e.xcess of females in the kin

dom was 512,361. The proportion betweent!

sexes was 100 males to 105 lemales—a remnr

able fact, when it is considered that the bin

during the last thirteen years had given thei

versed proportion of 105 boys to 100 girls. T

increase of population in the last half century *

upwards of 10,000,000, and nearly equalled tl

increase in all preceding ages, uoiwiihslaiidii

that millions had emigrated in the interval: a li

worthy of the serious atteniion of those politic

economists who would have us believe, that tl

United States will ono day be rid of its coloun

population by emigration to Africa.

Taken at hazard, 67,609 families were an

lyzed into their constituent parts, and they ga

some curious results. About 5 per cenl. only

the families in Great Britain consisted of husban
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, hi! Irrii and servants, generally considered
ipLsiirs of domestic happiness; while 893
ils liul each ten children at home, 317 had
Lv.n, and 64 had each twelve. The

r of liie houseless classes, i. e., of persons

g in barns, tenis, and the open air, on the

>f the census, was 18,249.

^ut 4 per cent, of the houses in Great Brit-

|?re unoccupied in 1851 ; to every 131
there was one in course of erection. In

d and Wales, the number of persons to a

was 5J, in Scotland "3, or about the same
london. The number of inhabited houses had
doubled in the last halfcentury,and upwards
10,001) new families had been founded.

town and country population was equally

ed:—10,500,000 against 10,500,000.

801, the people of England were on an
;e 153 yards asunder; in 1851, only 108
The mean distance between their houses

)1, was 36u' yards; in 1851, only 252

don extends over an area of 78,039 acres,

square miles, and the number of ils inha-

rapidly increasing, was 2,362,236 on the

the last census. A conception of this vast

Df people might be formed, by the fact, that

metropolis was surrounded by a wall, hav-

north gate, a south gate, an east gate, and
gate, and each of the four gales was of

nt widih to allow a column of persons to

Dut freely four abreast, and a peremptory
;ity required the immediate evacuation of

y, it could not be accomplished under twen-

r hours, by the expiration of which time,

ad of each of the four columns would have
ced no less a dislnnce than seventy-five

from their respective gates, all the people

n close file, four deep.

kes among ortizans for higher wages have
;er time been very common in England, and
tly general advance in wages has taken

Among builders this movement has pre-

I to a great extent. But the greatest strike ol

deed, the greatest on record, is that which has

any months existed in the manulacturing dis-

ci' Lancashire. Independently of several mi-

id isolated strikes in Manchester, Bury,(where
000 hands struck,) Bolton, New Heath, &c.,

are at least, in the four centres of Burnley,

b; Preston, and Wigan, 183 mills closed, of

[ggregate force of 7,400 horse-power, with

Lo86 spindles, and 41,867 looms; and 47,100
[lives unemployed. It is no exaggerated

[Ute to calculate the number of work-people

V\ke in this country at 50,000, and the aver-

loss of wages at $130,000 weekly. Indeed,

estimated that this strike, of men and mas-

:ogether, has now attained in all to the for-

ble amount of 70,000 persons. They demand
Jvance of 10 per cent, on their former wages.

IS computed five months ago, that should

then gain the victory, it would take two

3 of ihe advanced rate to make up for the

anlial loss they have sustained by the strike.

le account of the cost of strikes is an instruc-

lecord. In 1846, it was staled, at a public

ing ol operaiives, in Preston, that in one

s of the cotton-spinners at Manchester, which

i four months, they spent §2,000,000 in loss

ages alone, and in two others they lost

00,000. In another strike at Stockport, the

n-spinners lost §3,000,000 in wages; and in

•ent strikes, the wool-combers of Bradlbrd

J2,000,000; the mechanics of Leeds, $900,-

ihe operatives of Lanarkshire, about ®250,-

the colliers of Norlhumberland, $500,000 ;

wiiicli, together with the losses by ihc strikes at

Stockport and Preston, in 1840, make n total of

fifteen millions, which, to all intents and purposes,

was spent in vain.

Forty thousand tons of graniie are said to have
been raised at MacNevin's Isle, Scotland, by a

blast of 4^ tons of powder placed at the bottom
of a shaft 80 feet deep, with a mine of 40 feet, on
each side, at the bottom. The cost of the blast

was S2000. The shaft was blocked up with bricks

and cement, and rammed with 20 cart-loads ol

sand, to render the whole air-tight. Blocks of

12 tons in weight were thrown a considerable
distance.

Rowland Hill.—" A gentleman of his acquaint-

ance once met him at Brighton, where he heard

him preach a sermon in which there was such a

mixture of the humorous, that ihe congregation
were excited by it to a considerable degree of

laughter. This was followed by such an awful
address to iheir consciences, and a pathos so

deep and melting, that there was scarcely an in-

dividual present who did not weep. In the even-

ing, the conversation at the house in which he

was visiting, was of a very lively nature. After

Mr. Hill retired, the gentleman before alluded to,

thought he heard some one in the passage, and
on going out, Ibund him at the bottom of the

stairs. He feared he was unwell ; but on inquir-

ing the reason of his remaining there, discovered

him to be in a deep agony of mind, to which he

gave vent in confessions of sorrow at having been

such a trifler, and mourned over his unseasonable

drollery with ihe simplicity of a child. Before

he went to his room, he said, 'I never wish to

say a single word to excite a smile, which would
prevent an immediate approach to God, in all the

solemnity of spiritual prayer.' The scene was
most affecting, and was a striking proof of his

contrition when he reflected that by giving way
to the natural sprightliness of his disposition, he

might have prevented his real usefulness, or have

forgotten, for an instant, the character of a mes-

senger of the gospel."

—

Selected.

From Itie Public Ledger.

The Papuan Negroes of Australia.

One would suppose that there is no subject

more gratifying to the public, than that which re-

lates to the history, manners and customs of the

human I'amily ; and yet there are people living in

portions of ihis globe who are almost as little

known to us as the inhabitants (if there are any)

of the moon.
New Guinea, or " Papua," as it is sometimes

called, is an island (or perhaps a cluster of is-

lands) in Australia; has about 1400 miles in

length, and an area of less than 200,000 square

miles. Its south coast has not yet been perlectly

ex|)lored, and its interior is terra incognita.

In 1828, the Dutch corvette, Triton, visited the

south and souili-wesi coasts, and Lieul. Mudca
gives the follow iug graphical account of interviews

with the natives :

—

" Wo had scarcely commenced gelling up the

anchor when seven men were seen on the shore,

who ran out into ihe water as far as they could,

shouting loudly and making all sorts of droll and

uncouth gestures. Weighing anchor was deter-

red, and It was arranged that the commissioner.

Van Delden, should proceed towards ihe shore,

sending ihe native interpreter in advance, in a

small canoe, lo open a communication with the

natives. The narrator was ordered away with

an armed boat, to cover ihom in case of need ;

and as the canoe could not be gotten ready speed-

ily, the whole party embarked in the boat. All

of them were armed, and the muskets wore loaded

as the boat was proceeding towards Uk; shore.

When ihey readied to the distance of a musket
shot, the natives, who were armed with bows, ar-

rows and lances, commenced making singuKir

gestures with their arms and legs.- The native

interpreter called out lo them in a language part-

ly composed of Ueraiuesc and partly in a dialect

spoken by a Papuan tribe, dwelling a lillle farther

lo the north ; but his words were evidenlly quite

unintelligible lo ihem, as ihey answered with loud

wild yells only. Wo endeavoured for a long
time, but without success, to induce ihem to lay

aside their weapons; at length one of them was
prevailed upon lo do so, and the others, after u
while, followed his example, on which we all laid

down our arms, keeping ihem, however, at hand.
We now slowly approached each other, and the

interpreter, dipping his hand into ihe sea, sprin-

kled some of the water on the crown ol' his head,
as a sign of peaceful intentions. Two of ihem
immediately did the same. Upon this the inter-

preter jumped into the shallow water and ap-

proached ihem, offering some looking-glasses,

sirings of beads, &c., which were received with
loud laughter and yells.

" They then commenced dancing in the water,

causing tlie interpreter to join them. The party
was soon joined by others from the woods, who
were attracted by tiie presents. Mr. Hugenhollz
likewise jumped into the water and joined the

dance, which induced the natives lo become so

friendly that some of them jumped into the bout.

The confidence increasing, one of them com-
menced examining the weapons of the officers,

crying out repeatedly, ' kakka,' ' kakka.' They
bartered their weapons and ornaments for beads,

&c. Each exchange was accompanied with yell-

ing, which was echoed from the woods by female

voices. The looking-glasses were at first greatly

admired, but came to be looked upon with indil".

ference; pieces of cloth were then eagerly sought

for and exchanged.
" They were urged lo go on board the corvette,

but declined, giving as he understood that ihey

were afraid we would cut off their heads.

"One of our people wished to dress a native

with a vest, neckcloth and kerchief for the head ;

he submitted to the process very willingly, and

no sooner was the toilet completed, than he drew

the attention of his comrades lo his appearance,

which seemed lo afford general satisfaction. They
were curious, but not thievishly inclined; every-

thing was inspected and admired, nothing appro-

priated.

" One of ihem took up Lieutenant Medera's

loaded pistol, which was taken from him with a

serioui countenance, and it was uol attempted

again.
' But while this was going on, they began to

draw the boat towards the beach, and they also

made a movement to lake iheir arms again. We
concluded lo d'/part; and just as we were gelling

off the boat, one of the natives fixed an arrow in

tiis bow, and with it pierced the ihigh of Mr.

Boers, who was quietly silling in the boat ; at this

we gave a discharge of our fire-arms, which put

them all lo insiaiil llight, they swimming and div-

ing like so many ducks. They contrived to give

us several more arrows, by which some ol us

were slightly injured. Thus ended the first inter-

view with these savages."

in another page, this same officer says, " On
the afternoon of the day in which ihe encounter

took place, the naturalists, well nrmcd, returned

to the creek, at high water, and saw a sjiccuclo
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which was also witnessed hy those on board, by

the aid of telescopes, namely, the trees full of

natives, of both sexes, who, with we;ipons on tlieir

backs, sprung from branch to branch, like mon-

keys, making the same gestures as in the morn-

ing, and shouting and laughing in like manner.

Our people were unable to tempt them out of the

trees by showing them presents.

"Tiie next morning several well-armed natives

made their appearance on the beach, dancing,

shouting and laughing. Then came a number of

women and children, bearing brunches of trees,

and, as we supposed, fruit also, with the view, no

doubt, of tempting us ashore, liul wo weighed

anchor and departed.

" These people were black, with woolly heads,

and wore no clothing except a breech cloth."

Jonathan Price, a Seneca Indian, (grandson

of the famous chief " Cornplanter,") residing on

the Cornplanter tract, in Warren county, Penna..

recently killed a panther, which measured nine

and a half feet from the nose to the end of the

tail. He was ottered eighty dollars for the skin.

Tliirii monlli Kith, 1S54.

And the wild-wood, which waving before me I see,

Sprendint; shade o'er its leaf-covered sod,

s iiu emblem taiut of thai glorious tree,

iVIiicli in uiil'iuliii<r verdure forever shall be
In the midst of the Edcii of C!od.

Tben Imil to the valley, the lake and the bill,

In Nature's delightful array

—

Not iu vain have 1 looked on your beauties, if still

With such pleasant fancies my soul you shall till,

As shall teach me to watch and to pray.

LESSONS FROM NATURE.

BY CHARLES WEST THOMSON.

I look on the valley, the lake and the hill,

All bright in the glory of day

—

And thoughts of that better land over me thrill,

Where the pastures are green, and the waters are still

;

I would seek it—Lord, show me the way.

I mark where the f3ocks are reposing in sleep,

—

Or mid the mild underwood stray

;

Alas I what am I but a wandering sheep,

Which He, the good Shepherd, in mercy did keep

From becoming the wolf's easy prey.

I see the gay herbage iu garden and glade

—

Tho' it perish, my hope is secure

—

For thus 1 remember the promise is made,
Tho' the grass and the flower may wither and fade,

The word of our God shall endure.

I watch the bright clouds, as majestic they sail

O'er the face of the warm summer sky

—

And I think of the time when no vapour shall veil

(If my hand do not falter, my faith do not fail,)

The home which I look for on high.

As the mild, gentle zephyrs, at evening begin
In fragrance around me to play,

They tell with what wooings the Spirit would win
Stray souls from the mazes of folly and sin.

To Wisdom's pure, peaceable way..

And when daylight is passed, and the night-watchers

Their bright tapers above,

From their clear emanations
That they who shall many to

Shall shine as the stars do

I endeavour
this lesson to learn,

righteousness turn,

forever.

Tho' darkness be spread over Nature's fair face.

And hang, like a pall, in the air,

I know there's a region of glory and grace.

Where God and the Lamb are the light of the place,

And no night shall ever be there.

But when day again dawns upon meadow and grove.

Giving beauty and freshness to earth.

It reminds me of Ilim, who iu mercy and love.

Came forth like the sun, from his greatness above,

To givato lost man a new birth.

And as hour after hour speeds swiftly away.
Which no wisdom can ever renew,

My heart whispers gently, that life is a day.

And that I, with my might, should perform while I ma
Whatever my hands tind to do.

Tlio brook murmurs by me, with flowers on its brink.

Even now as these measures I pour

;

And as I behold its clear waters, I think

Of those pure streams of joy which the blessed sht

drink,

Where they hunger and thirst never more.

MEETlNG-llOUSES.

Since the separation of the adherents of Elias

Micks, Friends have been compelled to supply
themselves in many places within Philadelphia

Yearly Meeting, with new houses to hold their

meetings for worship in. Rather than contend

with them for the old Iiouses, Friends chose to

build new ones, though adhering to the original

taith and discipline of the Society, the title was
justly vested in them, and they should have been

left in the peaceable occupancy of them. Within
Concord Quarter, Friends have built ten new
meeting-houses since that period, some of them
costing from three to four thousand dollars, and
others less, according to the size and the price of

the ground, and sheds, &c., for their accommoda
tioM. The members of Springfield Preparative

Meeting in Delaware county, finding the old meet
ing-house there needed much repair, and was not

a light, pleasant building, united in purchasing
an additional lot of ground, and to erect thereon a

new house. The means were raised by subscrip-

tion, amounting to thirty-six hundred and seventy-

one dollars, and a commodious stone building,

sixty feet by thirty-six feet, put up within the last

three years. New houses have also been erected

in all the other Quarters.

The old meeting-house at Haddonfield, stood

too near the public road, and was also very in-

convenient for holding the Quarterly Meeting, the

men and women occupying two distinct adjoining

houses, and the openings through the partition

wall being so high as to prevent them from see-

ing or properly hearing each other. This was
long felt to be a disadvantage, and various plans

were at difPerent times proposed for altering the

old house, in order to remedy the inconvenience,

but some obstacle prevented its accomplishment.
Within the last three years Friends concluded to

procure another lot, take down the old building,

and erect a house that would satisfactorily accom-
modate themselves and the Quarterly Meeting.

Before commencing the work a voluntary sub-

scription to meet the cost was entered into by the

members of Haddonfield Monthly Meeting, who
subscribed nine thousand two hundred and fifteen

dollars; which with other means in their posses-

sion, made the total of ten thousand five hundred
and thirty-two dollars fifty cents. A lot for the

site containing three acres was purchased, and
properly graded, and a brick house seventy-two
feet by forty-six, two stories high, has been erect-

ed thereon, with sheds for carriages and horses,

all properly enclosed. A brick wall has been
placed on the Iront of the burying-ground, and
sundry other improvements ettected, with an in-

surance of $40U0 on the house and sheds.

One improvement in some of the modern meet-

ing-houses built within Philadelphia Yearly Meet-

ing, is in having large partition slides, which are

closed without the rattling of the pullies, so un-

pleasant in the old mode, particularly after a sol-

emn meeting; and when the two apartments are

thrown together, the obstruction occasioned by
the number of pillars necessary for narrow sliders,

is removed. We do not belong to any of those

meetings, and may therefore be permitted lOMy.l
that the zeal and honest concern for th supponH
of their religious meetings, and to provide com. I

orlable houses that may invite attendance, rather I

ban repel their members from their religious as. I

semblies, indicate that Friends have not grottn:)

indifl'erent to the cause of religion, but fromloTe*

to it, appropriate their means to meet the needful li

expenditures. i

Negligent members who have grown indiflet- I

cut to simple, spiritual Quakerism, may speak oi!

the probability of the Society going down, audi'

Satan may have led them so far from the "oar.

«

row way," that they may believe they have ii

correct foresight of its downfall. When peop''>

have no solid foundation in themselves to si

,

upon, they niay imagine that others have ii<

or may try to draw them from it into a coaii:

with themselves. We are aware that nullm:.

.

can sustain the Society, or any of the members,!

but He who raised it up, and is constantly pro;,

fering the visitations of His Spirit to the risin.M

generation, in order to fit them to support its faiu, I

and discipline. But notwithstanding the degene-

1

racy of many, we believe there is a large proper-]

tion of young persons wiihin our pale, who lovti

the Lord Jesus, and the spirituality of his reli-i

gion, and have a lively zeal for the cause o[l

Christ, and a sincere desire for the spreading ol'

his kingdom. There arc discouragements enough,"

without endeavouring to magnify them; and

while it is proper to guard against self-confidena.i

it is needful to beware tiiat the habit of talkin^i

and dwelling upon those discouragements, doti

not prevent us from numbering the many bleisi

ings still continued to us. Better is it to adop!

in truth and sincerity the language of a sertan:

of God :
" What shall I render unto the Lord for

all his benefits towards me? 1 will take the cup

of salvation, and call upon the name of the Lord

I will pay my vows unto the Lord now in itit

presence of all his people."

BIOGRiPlllCiL SKETCUES

Of Ministers and Elders, and other concerned member;

of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

J.-VMES MARTYN.

James Marlyn, it is probable, never considered

America as his home, yet as he spent a consider,

able portion of his time for several years in Penn-

sylvania, and was much employed in the service;

of religious Society here ; it has been thought

proper to introduce a sketch of his hl'e among

these biographies. He was born near London,

at East Acton, in the county Middlesex, in iht

year 1646. In the year 1672, he was througl

the illuminating influence of the Lord's Holy Spi-

rit, convinced of the truth of the doctrines ol

Christianity as held forth in their spiritual fulnes;

by George Fox and our early Friends. Beinj

laithful to that degree of knowledge which had

been committed to him, he increased in wisdoir

and spiritual understanding, and was soon callcc

to the work of tho ministry. " He was," say:

one who knew him, "an honest man, whose cod

versation adorned the doctrine of Christ Jusus

which he preached faithl'ully." In obedience ti

the plain puttings forth and drawings of hi;

blessed Master, he travelled extensively in thi

exercise of his gift, labouring zealously to spreai

the Truth. His concern was to direct his hear

ers to the spiritual nature of the kingdom of lh(

Lord Jesus Christ, and to that ineasure of lijjh

in themselves, by obedience to which they woulc

grow in grace,—and knowing their sinful nature:

cleansed, would experience pardon for their forme



in:rcs^i(.iis through the one ofTcring of the

•S:il Saviour.

[ilhc y( nr 1682, he went first to America, at

lii lime his travels appear lo have been prin-

'3\- c'Mil'ined to the New England colonies.

J ripinted by John Whiting to have returned

iv;ds I he close of 1683, and yet we find by
nbthat early in the year he was taken up and
ipsoned in London, for preaching in the street.

iiccasc was this. Grace-church street meet-

^Duso being shut by the strong hand of power
a St Friends, they met in the street, where as

were standing waiting on the Lord, for a

fed qualification to worship him, he was
:d to qualify some of his servants in the love

gospel to encourage the persecuted flock to

lulness. Thomas Gilpin, James Claypoolo,

James Martyn, successively laboured in the

itry, and ihey were for this arrested by con-

;s, and taken lo the Exchange. Here one
eir Friends, William Briggins, speaking to

onstables, he also was laid hold of, and the

ivere carried before the lord mayor. A riot

;worn against them and they were bound to

ir at the next sessions. Eventually they

fined forty shillings each, and imprisoned

ventccn days.

jout the close of 1683, James Martyn visited

iurtering Friends of Somersetshire, particu-

those imprisoned at Ivelchester. . The pri-

rs were many, and they held meetings three

a week. Henry Walrond was the greatest

icutor in the county of Somerset at that time,

his course and end might be a warning to

icutors, at all places and at all times. As a

he is represented to have been of a comely
)n and noble appearance, and before he took

)ersecution as a trade, he had a fair estate,

in a fine house with a park. When it was
vn that he was willing to be a tool to put the

nventicle Act" in execution against the true-

children of God, who felt bound to meet

ait on and worship Him, he was made a jus-

Df the peace, so called. From this time no-

prospered with him. Soon afier he com-
ced this bad business, meeting with some

in the way of losses, he concluded that it

judgment upon him,—the light of Truth in

onscience bearing witness agamst his actions,

confessed to Marmaduke Coat, "an honest,

ful, upright, but suffering man," one who had
persecuted by him, that he had received this

!k, and declared that he would never perse-

)re. He did not fulfil his promise, and
peculiarly malicious and troublesome to Mar-
uke, probably partly because he had confess-

him his uneasiness with having persecuted

nds, and partly because Marmaduke being

of substance, there was more to be obtained

robbing him than his poorer neighbours,

lotwilhstanding all he obtained in this way,
rew poorer, and his reputation and standing

the community rapidly declined. He ran

h all his estate,—and the cruel justice and
jd man, sunk so low, that he was fain to spin

'btain a scanty pittance for his livelihood, and
Id not obtain trust lor a sixpenny loaf. He
1 miserably poor, and, as John Whiling says,

iserable otherwise," "ol'whorn 1 may say, as

Iter Kawleigh did in the like case :' These
i the men ihut sought the misery of others, and
:ery found them out.'

"

:)n the 18th of Third month, 1684, James
rtyn was taken with about one hundred others

Ti a meeting at White-hart-court, London, and
;r being fined, thirty-seven of them, amongst
om James was one, were committed to prison,

the following Fifth month, he was arrested
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whilst engaged at prayer in a meeting in .Mders-

gate-street, and being taken before a justice, was
again made a prisoner of.

Towards the close of ibis year, James Marlyn
returned to America, and was soon labouring

within the limits of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting.

He held meetings with the Indians, as well as

with the white inhabitants, and no doubt was
divinely prepared to direct both classes to that

gift of grace, which doth testify against evil in the

hearts of all the children of men, who have not

through a long career of wickedness stifled its

convictions. At the Yearly Meeting in the fol-

lowing year. Seventh month 15th, 1685, he ac-

quainted the meeting that he had a concern to

visit New England. Ho was appointed on the

business of the Yearly Meeting, as if he were
considered a member thereof, and it would appear
that he tarried much within its limits.

On the last day of the Third month in the fol-

lowing year, we find him at a meeting at Flush-

ing, Long Island, wherein that valuable minister

John Delavall, was married to Hannah, daughter
of Thomas Lloyd. At the Yearly Meeting, Sev-
enth month 8th, 1686, he informed the meeting of

his intention " if the Lord will, lo visit Friends in

Maryland." In this journey, which extended

into Virginia and Carolina, we are informed, that

he and a Friend in the ministry who accompanied
him, "found their travail amongst Friends there

very acceptable, and a door was opened on Truth's

account."

He was in Philadelphia at the select Half
Yearly Meeting in the First and in the Seventh
months, and at the latter informed his Friends

there that he was about returning to England.
In the Yearly Meeting then in session, he was
appointed to ditTerent services, marking the esti-

mation of his F"riends. His gospel labours were
to the satisfaction of the church, and he left a

sweet feeling of unity behind him.

After his return to England, John Whiting
says, " he continued labouring in the ministry

according to his ability, though weak in body."
Being on a journey in Essex, he was taken

sick, and being sensible that his end was near, he

was sweetly comforted in the Lord. At one

time he said, " Good is the Lord ! great is the

work which he hath wrought in the hearts of his

people, to whom he hath given power to follow

him faithfully in the regeneration through great

tribulations, and hath made their garments white

in the blood of the Lamb, who haih cleansed and
redeemed them from the vain conversation of the

world ; so that the imago of the earthy is done
away, and the image of the heavenly is borne.

Their conversation and treasure is in heaven, and
it is iheir heart's delight lo bo there also." He
had experienced this blessed work in liimself, and
having the Witness in himself, that through the

Lord Jesus his works of faith and labours of love,

pleased God, he was now brought to the finishing

his earthly course with joy. The Lord gave him
near access to his gracious presence during his

sickness, and the blessed flowings of Divine love

and liie in his soul did often overcome him, and

the sensible feeling thereof did tend to the great

comlbrt ol those who were with him. A heart-

breaking power accompanied the praises which

he was constrained to pour forth to the God of all

his sure mercies. " Oh !" he said, "precious it

is to dwell low with the Lord ! not to aspire too

high, but to keep in the low valley, where the

[streams of life flow freely." Again he broke

forth, " Oh ! my God, how good art thou to me !

thy goodness breaks my heart I My dear Fa-

ther, 1 have loved thee ever since I knew thee ! 1

have followed ihee fiiithfuliy ever since I did know
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thy Truth ! Thou blessed God ! let all that is

within me praise thy name ! Thou hast given
mo a good reward ! Death is swallowed up of
life! Thou hast given me the victory over the

grave I My soul longs to be with^thee!"

Thus the language of praise was continually
on his li|)s, and he was kept in a state of rejoicinj^

in the Lord's mercy. At times ho admonished
his Friends to ' live in the life of their profession.'

He said, "A profession without life will stand
none in stead when they come to die. It is a
dreadful thing to see death approaching, and the
terrors of God lie upon the conscii;nce for disobe-
dience. Oh, it is a blessed thing, when death ap-
proaches, to know peace and consolation with the

Lord, and an answer of well done." He added,
" Oh what a blessed thing it is to leel life ! Friends,

life is that which will make your heart.s glad."

As his speech grew fiiinter and fainter, those

about him could hear him feebly repeating again
and again, " My soul'praises the Lord! My soul

is glad with thy joy." Thus in great peace with

his Saviour, and in blessed unity with the church
miliiant, he put ofl" mortality the 30th day of the

Eighth month, 1091. His age was but forty-five

years.

EJfcct of Industry.—We regret that wn did not

observe the following table before our J inunry

issue. Wo might then have made a m ue em-
phatic statement of the enormous v.^Lti; given

10 that which costs a mere trifle, by the labours

of an artist. A number of the British Quarterly

Review, gives the following calculation :

Bar-iron, worth only £1 sterling, is worth,

when worked into

Horse shoes, £1 10

Table knives, 36 00
Needles, 71 00
Penknife blades, 057 00

Polished buttons and buckles, 807 00
Balance springs for watches, 50,000 00

[F/ot}i the Plough, the Loom and tlie Anvil.

PERSECUTION FOR RELIGION.

Such have been the darkness and uncharitable-

nes.s that have overspread professors of the name
of Christ, that they have taken from upright men
and women even the means of earning their

bread, because they dilTered from them in their

religious faith. This can be readily done where

there is a great disparity between the circum-

stances of the inhabitants of a country, many of

whom find it diflicult to command provision for

their subsistence. The poor may be put lo great

straits by Iheir business being taken from them,

but in the day of account there will be a distinc-

tion between those who have aided them in getting

iheir bread, and those who have taken means lo

deprive them of it. "Inasmuch as ye did it unto

one of the least of these my brethren, ye did it

unto me." In the year 1675, the officers took

from William Rogers, a wheelwright, residing in

Bediordshire, England, his working tools, not for

want of other goods, but on purpose to disable

him from working for his livelihood. From u

poor lame young woman, a baptist, who earned

her bread by spinning, and leaching children,

they* took by the justice's order, her spinning-

wheel. Ho also forbad ihe neighbours lo send

her their children, saying in his ignorant zeal,

she siiould not teach children lo be damned ; and

when she had no goods left to distrain, he threat-

ened lo send her to Bridewell. The justice not

only caused the goods of several poor people lo

be taken awuy, but threatened to punish their
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neighbours for relieving them. Tiic priest of the

parish hearing of a meeting, constrained the con-

stable to give information to the justice; and so

intent was the priist for a part of the prey, tliut

he went into William Roger's yard, and nsked the

price of some wood ; when he was told, he replied,

" I'll let it alone till it be distrained, and ihcn I'll

Iiave it for lialf the value." Another zealot in

this unchrisiian work, seeing the people unwillinfr

to buy distrained goods, said l)e would sell a

lor a shilling, rather than the work should not go
forward.

The persecution of Friends at Bristol, for their

faithfulness in keeping up their meetings for wor-

ship, was great, so that most of the men and wo-

men were committed to prison. Here their suf-

ferings were intense from the filihincss of the

jail, and from the violence of ihcir keepers and

the sherifl". During this period the children hef

their meetings regularly, and with remarkable

gravity and composure. It was surprising to

spectators to see the manly courage and constan-

cy with whicli some ol the boys behaved on this

occasion, kee|)ing close to meetings in the absence

of their parents, and undergoing on that account

many abuses wiih patience. On the 15th of the

Fifth monih, 1682, one of the informers caused

five boys to be set in the slocks three-fourths of

an hour. On the 23d, eight boys were put in the

stocks two and a-half hours. On the 30lh, in the

aflernoon, about fifty-five were at the meeting,

when Helliar, a hardened informer, beat many of

them cruelly with a twisted whalebone-stick,

striking them on their heads, necks and faces,

few escaping without marks of his fury. On the

3rd of the ne.vt month, Tilly, another informer,

with a small faggot slick, beat many of the chil-

dren, but ihey bore it patiently and cheerfully.

Eleven boys and four girls were sent to Bride-

well, the deputy mayor endeavouring by persua-

sion and threats to make ihem promise to come
no more to meeting, but in that respect the chil-

dren were immovable. Wherefore having been

bailed out of jail, and returning to their meeting,

they were sent to Bridewell again ; Helliar, to ter-

rify them, charging the keeper to provide a new
cat-o-nine-lails against next morning. Ne.xt day
lie urged the justices to have them corrected, but

could not prevail. The boys and girls were most-

ly from ten to twelve years of age.

We have no persecution to deter us from peace-

ably assembling in our places of worshij) ; and

were there no oilier kind of suBering in support

of the same lailh which was then contended lor,

we might sink into lukewarmness, and lake our

ease in the enjoyments of time. Our condition is

that of a militant church struggling to maintain

inviolate the same testimonies, pertaining to tlie

gospel of Christ, which the standard-bearers of

that day upheld, which have their enemies now
under a more refined garb, and which would be

trampled under foot were there not preserved a

Land of deep, inward suflerers, who " /'or Zion's

sake will not liold their peace, and for Jerusa-

lem's sake will not rest, until the righteousness

thereof go forth as brightness, and the salvation

thereof, us a lamp that burneth."'

If young Friends of the present day have to

partake, with iht-ir older brethren and sisters, of

the trials arising from assaults made upon our

religious |irinciples and testimonies, let them re-

fleet on the sulleriugs, which even the children of

lailhful soldiers in the Lamb's cause underwent,

a century and a-half ago, in support of the same
doctrines and testimonies. Hu wlio emboldened

and sustained those young people in his righteous

cause, will give you strength and courage to

maintain it also; and we believe he is now disei-

Ihe snow with their snow shoes, down to ib

ground, thus making a wall of Irost around then

plining and preparing children, to take the places > dry wood for a fire, and there deposit their los

of devoled scrvanis, whom he has gathered t0|0f blankets and provisions. They scrape awa

their evL-rlasling reward. He is as able now as

in his outward appearance, to cause children to

sing " Ilosnniia to the Son of David," " Blessed

is he that cometh in the name of the Lord,"

"Hosanna in the highest;" and out of the mouths

of babes and sucklings he still ordains strength.

We trust our beloved younger tnembers will not

permit themselves to be turned aside, eitiier by

trials of the day or the reflections of any on our

religious principles, or upon the slraitness and

difliculties of the path. Remember the address

of the Son of the Highest to his disciples, "In
the world ye shall have tribulation, but be of

good cheer, I have overcome the world." And
"to him that overcomelh, will I grant to sit \

me in my throne, even as 1 also overcame, and
am set down with mv Father in his throne."

Lake Siiju'rior Copptr Kcgiun Jliiils.

The Lake Superior copper region mails

carried by Indian half breeds, travelling in snow
shoes, over vast frozen spaces, accompanied by

dog trains, the method being thus described by

the correspondent of the Cleveland Herald :

—

There is no route or trail over which there is

travel enough to tread down the snow and make
a solid jialh ; and without this a horse is unable

to travel.

Notwithstanding this, the government has pro-

vided these remote settlements with winter as well

as summer mails. Ours came by the way ol

Green Bay, the Escnnawba, Marquette, and the

Anse ; and often ihe first trip ol the season reaches

here in about eight days from Navarino. It pur-

ports to come once a fortnight.

A man carries from 50 to 75 pounds, and

walks 30 to 50 miles. His two dogs go before

him, with a sledge, or sled, with a flat board bot-

tom, and draw 250 to 300 pounds.

This load, however, is not all letters and pack-

ages. All men must eat, and an Indian in parti-

cular. He must carry a half axe or hatchet, a

plenty of blankets, and something for his dogs to

eat, as well as himself. What can be more deso-

late than such a journey? Yet many persons

rom here make a trip every winter on business,

n company with the mails.

Sometimes they have the trail of a previous

party, but the snow, which falls almost every

day, soon obliterates their footsteps. Perhaps
lere is a line of blazed trees which they follow,

but more often they are guided through the forest

by the " make of the ground," or by the sun, if

should occasionally peep out through the mists

nd snow of a winter sky.

Thus they go, from the first dawn of day to the

.vilighl of evening, over lakes and mountains,

through swamps and thickets, that in summer
would be inijiassable, but now smoothed up level

with snow.

The universal evergreen trees are bending to

the ground, with a load of snow on iheir branches

that frequently obstruct the way.
This Uismal procession of Indians, white men,
d dogs, go in single file, a few leet apart, and

for hours they travel on at the height of their

peed without a word or a laugh.

It is too much of a task to clear away the snow,

start a fire, heat the water, thaw the bread, and
prepare a loresl meal, to stop for it at noon. But

vening, when the shades of a hyperborean
it begin to gather among the branches of the

trees, and the northern winds howl more earnest-

ly, the company look about lor a sheltered place,

in sotne ravine where there is water, and some

hree to four feet high.

Some cut wood for the night, others bnak ol

the boughs of the pine, balsam or cedar, and la

them down for a bed. Another procures sonv

liirch bark that is dry and some dry sticks, am
some one striking fire by his flint and steel, o

his matches, has a cheerful flame, with its grate

lul heat enlivening the place. It is also neces

sary to build a lodge or house of boughs over

head, lo keep ofl" the falling snow, under wliic

ihey all gather and cook their supper with grca

glee. If a camp of Indians has been passed dur

ing ihe day, there will be seen some fresh vcni

son, that will occupy the best position around lb

fire, suspended upon the sharp points of liinbe

sticks set in the ground, and leaning towards lb

heat. Tiierc may be, however, only some sal

pork, or ham, and fl lur, made edible by meao
of a short-handled fork, and some water.

The blankets being well spread, the fire mad

for the night, the dogs fed, and the dishes wash

ed, the crowd, animal and mortal, Indian m
while, doubles itself together in most friendl;

contiguity, and goes to sleep. Long before day

light the inmates of this snow-bound lodging ar

in motion. The sounds that issue from it ar

English, French, and Indian, and all grades of:

language composed of a mi.vture of them all

The moccasins are taken down from their dryinj

places, the hasty morning repast, which w«

cooked the night before, is swallowed, the pack

made up, the dogs harnessed, and all made read;

for a start at the first light of day. What pileou

bowlings these dogs set up as they are attache

lo the train! The human part of the cavalcad

sling their packs, and all betake themselves agaii

to the dreary labours of the day.

It is thus that this communication will read

you ; but before many years we hope lo have ai

open road from the settlements, and a beaten pall

over which there would be the best of sleigiiini

between four and five months in the year.

As yet the snow has not been over a footii

depth, and the thermonieler at five degrees b'jlo(

zero.

liens vs. Curculio.—Mr. Ilanford, of Cliicngc

Illinois, stated at a recent Fruit Grower's Coo

venlion :
—" A kv/ years ago, in making an ea

closure for liens, 1 accidentally included somi

plum trees, and these perl'ected fruit, while on ihi

adjoining Irees all were desiroyed by ihe curcu

lio. I look the hint, and the ne.xt year enclusei

the balance in my poultry yard, and had a gow

crop from all. I have since tried a single coo|i

(hen and chickens) on the south side of eaci

iree, with the same good result. Mr. Belhuigei

has been equally fortunate with coops of chicken:

under his trees."

—

La.le Paper.

Sitigular Effect of Ekclric'Uy

.

—One of ih

telegraph wires leading into tlieolliceuf the llous

Line (Union Hall building), touches the gas-pipci

and Ihe etl'ect upon the light is most smgulari

The burner is a common lish-lail, which lliiow;

up two jets of flame, and every time the o|)erato

places his fingers upon the keys of the iiislriij

ment, (opening the circuit) one lork of the lluni

is pressed upward nearly an inch higher than llij

other. The eflect is the same whether ihe buriiej

is directly over the instrument, or removed a disj

lance of three or four feet. When the circuit!

not open the flame burns evenly. Who can ex;

plain it ?

—

HarlJ'ord Courant.
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'• sinrm in the Olden Times.—The yeai

iiuniorable in the history of New Eng
11 aci'ount of the unusual quantity of snow
ril February 20th and 24th of that y
MM) storms the earth was covered with

Pill ten to filleen feet, and in some places

In" deep. Many houses of one story were
iiiiil in numerous cases paths were dug from

1) liiuise under the snow drills! The visits

111,' by means of snow-shoes, the wearers

I'lisi stepped out of their chamber win-

I )iie gentleman wishing to visit his " lady

viilked three miles with snow-shoes, and

her residence as he left his own, namely,

chamber window. He was cordially le

as he was the first person the family had

om abroad for a «etli ! Cotton Mather

t a manuscript account of " this great

and the many marvels and prodigies at-

it.

—

Dailij roper.

Finn, the N-urlli Aiiicrioun &, U. S. G

Tlic Ureal Suit Luke,

le Ulica Herald gives the following facts

Stanbury's Report, recently publishtd:

:perinients U| on the properties of the water

e lake for preserving meat, were made by

5tansbury and his associates. A large piece

sh beef was suspended from a cord and im-

ed in the lake for over twelve hours, when
found to be tolerably well cured. After

Mr. S. stales that all the meat they wished

rve, was packed into barrels without any
vhalever, and the vessels were then filled

the lake waler. No further care or prepa-

was necessary, and the meat remained

clly sweet, although constantly exposed to

mosphere and sun. They were obliged to

esh waler with the brine lo prevent the meat

ling too salt lor present use.

I analysis of the water of ihe lake shows that

Uains rather more than 20 per cent, of the

chloride of sodium, and not more than 2 per

of other sails, forming one of the purest and

concentrated brines m the world. Its spe-

^ravity is about 1.17, but this slightly varies

the seasons, being probably atliscted by the

;nse floods of fresli water which come rush-

own into it from the mountains in the spring,

d by the melting of the snow in the gorges.

,e western shore of the lake, fur a consider-

distance, is lined with a substance somewhat
bling in appearance the brown, dried sea-

of the ocean. Under the magnifying glass,

ver, it was found to consist of the lar\03, or

skins of a dipterous insect. They compris-

stralum some six inches in thickness, and

jvidenlly been driven upon the shore at dil-

t periods; some appearing fresher and of a

ent texture from others, ihe insects being ol

ersize. Where these larvce originated may
sh a theme for curious speculation. Nothing

; has ever been detected in the lake, and only

arge insects in ihe brackish springs, which

ot at all resemble these remains either in

or size. That ihey have existed in almost

dihle numbers is evident, as the shores are

with the irskins, and the bottom in many in-

ss lor a long distance Iroui the shore, is cov-

ftiih thtm. Ill some places ihey lie on the

m of the lake a foot thick, mixed up with the

mud.

1 the flats near the west shore of the lake,

Slansbury and his party discovered a large

of solid salt, which was Leaulifully cryslal-

upon the sand about half an inch thick. The
tals were from one to two inches in diameter,

ittered in the bright sunshine like a bed

of diamonds." The evaporation of the shoal wa-
ter between the island and ihe main shore has left

this beautiful deposit of salt.

There are some large islands in the lake, the

principal ones being Gunnison, Antelope, and
Stansbury Islands. The latter is twenty miles

long and fifty-seven in circumference. It is a

high rocky ridge, and attains a maximum eleva-

tion of nearly three thousand feet.

The buoyant properties of the waters of the

hike are very remarkable. Mr. S. says that a

man may float si retched at full length upon his

bark, having his head, neck, both his legs to the

knee, and both arms to the elbow out of the wa-

ter. If a silling position be assumed, with the

arms extended to preserve the equilibrium, the

shoulders will remain above the surface. The
brine is so strong that the least particle getting

into the eyes causes the most acute pain. Upon
one occasion, one of ihe party fell overboard, and
although a good swimmer, the sudden immersion
caused him to swallow some mouthfuls of water

before rising to the surface. The cfTect was a

most violent paroxysm of strangling and vomiting,

and the man was unfit for duly for some time

afterwards.

It is almost impossible to find water fit for the

ordinary purposes of life along the western shore

of the lake; and yet such is the dclightl'uliiess of

the climate, that one may sleep in the open air

with perfect impunity.

On or near the eastern shores of the lake are a

number of hot and cold springs. They issue at

the foot of a flanking tower of hills, and have ex-

cavated for themselves a circular hole fifteen feet

deep, with sloping sides, and a deep channel lead-

ing into the meadow. There are currents issuing

between dilfereiit strata of conglomerate and
limestone, within a k\w feet of each other, ol

which one is a hot sulphur, a second warm and
salt, and the third cool, drinkable water.

At numerous places fine salt is brought up, and
jets of gas emitted ; the salt forms an incrustation

around the hole, and is fine enough for table use.

Three miles from the Salt Lake Cily is a hot

spring. From the hot spring to the city are nu-

merous warm ibuntains, that deposit gypsum and
other sulphates. These waters give delightful

balhs, and destroy the fertility of the soil.

The soil on the banks of the several rivers on

the eastern shore of the Lake is very productive.

Lieut. Gunnison states that a continuous field can
be made from the Tempenagos bottoms to the

VVa-ke-te-ke Creek, and the Utah Valley made to

sustain a population of more than a hundred thou-

sand inhabitants. At different points along the

rivers are magnificent water powers.

The shore-line of the Lake, exclusive of offsets,

extends 291 miles.

We have seen no statements as to the depths of

the Great Salt Lake.

THE FRIEND

As ihe readers of" The Friend" are deeply in-

terested in ihe fate of the Nebraska hill, it may
not be out of place for us to notice some of tlie

circumstances which mark the intiJiiiions of its

authors and abetlors, and the evidences of disup-

probalion given in difterent sections of the coun-

ry. in order to test the sincerity of the proles-

ion so loudly made by those who were urging

he passage of the bill, that it was intended lo

larry out the "great principle of self-govern-

ment.' Senator Chase Iroin Ohio moved uii

amendment to the provision, which leaves the

people of the Territory " perfectly free to form
Iheir institutions in their own way, subject lo the

Constitution of the United States," as followa,
" under which the people of the Territory, through
their appropriate representatives, may exclude
slavery" This was warmly discussed by many
of the Senators, and finally rejected by a vole

of thirty -six to ten, thirlccn of the thirty-six being
Northern men from Northern States.

Acolher amendment was olFercd to carry out
this principle of self-government, providing, for

the election by the people by ballot, of their go-
vernor, members of council and judges ; but it

met with the same fate, only ten Senators record-

ing their names in favour of it.

Thus it is proved conclusively that the very
men who have put forth the pl(\i of self-govern-

ment, in order to catch the attention of the people,

and divert them from detecting the wickedness
concealed beneath it, are prepared positively to

deny and oppose this lauded right, when it is

brought to bear against their nefarious schemes,
and lo place iheir names upon record against u
proposition distincily brought before them, lo allow
the people of the Territory in question, tocxcludo
slavery.

Since the passage of the famous Act of 1787
relating lo the North-western territory, it has
always been the usage for foreigners settling in

any of the Territories of the United Stales, and
holding a certain amount of land therein, after

two years' residence, to exercise the right of suf-

frage; and alter three years' residence, they have
been eligible to any office. This has been the
policy of the General Government, in order to en-

courage emigration to the new countries, of ihoso

who would be likely to make permanent homes in

them, and be interested in developing their re-

sources, and urging their improvement, and it has
been found to answer the end designed. The
Nebraska bill contained a clause in conformity
with this long-established principle, but the slave-

holders bent upon securing a firm footing for their
" peculiar institution" in the wide domain of
Kansas and Nebraska, and fearing lest the influx

there of those from other countries, who having
felt the evils of oppression, would naturally be
opposed to their man-degrading system, and
might in the exercise of self-government prevent
the soil from being polluted by it, resolved to dis-

regard and change this cherished policy and us-

ago; and accordingly an amendment was otFered

by Clayton, of Delaware, to strike out that part

ol'lhe bill, which gave to all who have taken an
oath or affirmation of their intention to become
citizens of the United Slates, and an oalh or nf
firmation to support the Constitution ol'lhe United
States and the provisions of Ihe Territorial Act,
the right to vole, &c., and to provide, " that the

right of suflrage and holding olRce shall be exer-

cised only by citizens of the United States. Willi

but very little discussion, this amendment was
adopted by a vote of twenly-three lo twenly-one.

The only thing, in the whole legislation upon this

bill in the Senate, which shows the least respect

to the juinciples and feelings of the people in non-
slavelmlding Slates, is an amcndinunt ollered by
Uadger, of North Carolina, lo the section vvhicli

repeals ihe Missouri Compromise. The amend,
ment is as follows, " Provided, lliat nothing herein

contained shall bo construed to revive or put In

force any law or regulation, which may have ex-
isted prior to the .\cl of the Glii of .\l,irch, ISiil),

either protecting, estHblishing, prohibiting or ubo-

lishing slavery." Tins was passed by a vote of
lhir;y-rive ayes to six nays, lis etrect will bo to

remove any ground tor the pleu, should the Ne-
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brnska hill pass, that slavery is authorized in the

Terriiory without any le>iislntive action, by the

revival of the old slave code of Louisiana, which

was in force throughout the whole of that country,

prior to its purchase by the United States. But

it is well known, that the slaveholders insist, and

it is believed the Supreme Court of the Uniled

States as now constituted would uphold their as-

sumption, that the Constitution of the United

States secures to them the right to carry their hu-

man chattels into any of the territories of the

I' lilted Slates, unless excluded therefrom by uircct

law, and therefore relying on that, they can allbrd

to allow this provision to stand in the present bill,

ill order to be made use of by politicians at the

North, to appease the indignation, and, if possible,

to still the clamor of tlieir deceived and outraged

constituents.

The bill was ordered to be engrossed by a vote

of twenty-nine (not one half ol the Senators) to

twelve. Twenty-one were absent or refused to

vole. The vote on its final passage in the Senate

stood yeas 37, nays 14.

It now remains to be seen whether a majority

of the House of Representatives will lend itself to

perpetrulc this gross violation of plighted faith,

this stupendous fraud and outrage upon the rights

and principles of the freemen of our country. The
pro-slavery party is confident of obtaining a ma-

jority by the aid of votes from Northern and

Westcrii Siaips. It is said Pennsylvania will give

eleven vol(s for it. Can it be? It is well known

that the Prc-ident stands ready to consummate the

act, and wiih his cabinet is using the influence of

the "overiH-ienl to secure its accomplishment. The

only hope is in the determined opposition mani-

lested by the people in the free States, by their

remonsinuices, and their resolutions, passed in

I he many meetings convened to give expression

to their disapprobaiion and detestation of the mea-

sures proposed. Such remonstrances have been

sent from numerous and highly respectable bodies.

Aniong ulliers we may mention one signed by one

hundred and forty of " the clergy" in New York

city ; another signed by three thousand of "the

cU-fgy" in .Massachusetts, and one from the " Se-

venth-day Baptists." Large meetings have been,

and continue to be held in all parts of the free

States, in which strong resolutions against the bill

are passed. Five Slates, viz. Maine, New York,

Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and Wisconsin, have

passed resolutions against it, and we have not yet

heard of but a single petition in its favour. But

noiwilhstandiiig all this, we believe, the necessity

lor action against the measure is as great as ever,

and that much has yet to be done to convince the

representatives from the free States, that their fate

as polilicians will be sealed, if they truckle to the

slave power, and falter in performing the duty

their constituents now demand of them. We trust

therefore that our readers everywhere will con-

tinue their efforts to procure signatures to remon-

strances against the bill, and keep sending them

to the members of the House.

The following are the resolutions passed at a

very large meeting of citizens ol' Philadelphia, of

all politicil parlies, held on the evening of the Mlh
instant

:

" KesolvcJ, Tluit we regard the Missouri Coiuproiiiisc

;is a sacred compiict between the Kortli and South, per-

manently binding upon the honour and good faith of

both parlies ; any attempt to viohite which should be

denounced-by every good citi/.en of the Union, to what-

ever political jjarty and to whatever geographical sec-

tion of the country he may belong.
" Resolved, That though we do not ask that Congress

should interfere with the domestic and social institu-

tions already established in our sister States, yet, in

conformity with the princijiles and teachings of the

founders of our government, the authors of our Consti-

tution, and the best and wisest of our public men from
the South or the North, wc will ever regard slavery as

at best but a necessary evil where it already exists, and
will use our utmost cllbrts to prevent its spreading into

the new and rising territories of the West.
" Uesolved, That in the Nebraska-Kansas bill, now

before Congress, we recognise a measure avowedly in-

tended by its authors to clfect a total repeal of the .Mis-

souri Compromise, to introduce and legalize slavery in

territories from which it has been heretolbre excluded
liy express contract, sancliiuud l>y naiional legislation

to abandon an iinni' i i.! i i. i
i • :ii!y fruitful re-

gion free from it, I \ r
>' ipof36dcg.

JO min., to the w.i-i .
i > -is of slave

labour, to putit uii'b 1 ih. . 'i i lii -I ..f the plant-

er and capitalist, and lo drive from il ihe hardy emi-
grant from the North, who does not choose to enter into

a degrading and ruinous competition with that slave

labour which none but the capitalist and the planter

can command.
"Resolved, That by sanctioning the adoption of this

measure, we should be recording our deliberate appro-
val of slavery as a system meritorious in itself, and de-

serving of our encouragement and support, and wc there-

lore openly and solemnly protest against the passage of

this hill.

" Kesolved, That a committee be appointed to prepare

an address to the people of Pennsylvania on this sub-

ject, and to use such other means under the sanction of

these resolutions as may be efl'ectual to present strongly

and truthfully the sentiments of this commonwealth on
the subject."

ITEMS OF NEWS.
By the Arabia and Washington steamships, we h.ive

news from Liverpool to the 2d inst.

Great preparations continue to be making in England
and France for the war with Russia. Breadstuifs still

on the decline.

SP.-VIN.—Some threatening demonstrations of revolt

and insurrection have taken place at Saragossa.

INDIA.—The English have taken possession of the

province of Meaday, in Burmah, in the name of the

queen.

CHINA.—The insurgents were at last account closely

investing Feentom. The French steamer Cassini has

been to Nankin to visit the insurgents there. The ofiB-

cers report finding an army of 600,000 men, exclusive of

a large number of women who perform military duty.

Foreigners were allowed the public exercise of their re-

ligion without molestation.

MEXICO.—The revolution in Acapalco .appears more
formidable.

TEX.\S.—A scarcity of provisions in the interior,

owing to the low state of the water.

UNITED STATES.—The storm of the ITth inst. has

been very severe to the East and North. Much damage
has been done in New York, Albany, Troy and Boston.

At Troy many houses were stripped of their roofs, and

one steeple was blown down. lu Maine the roads were

filled with snow drifts, &c. The new railroad depot at

Springfield, Mass., was unroofed.

Cunncclieut.—A riot has occurred between the students

of Yale College and the citizens of New Haven. One
life lost.

Neiv York.—Deaths in the city last week, 480.

Pennsylvania.—De-Alhs in Philadelphia last week, 209.

47 from various diseases of the lungs. Red wheat,

SI.05 per bushel; white, §1.75.

Vir'jinia.—Al Norfolk, the schooner Rachel P. Brown,

lias been condemned, for having been engaged in the

slave trade.

Lou A gr. New Orie i nearly

RECEIPTS.

Received from Amos Battey, agent, Vt.,

a-rat, t..r A. MrCiu ',.:_,::. ;h !-, T. i,,.ii,ili,

agenl, Pa., lur \\\ II ' r::n'n \: ::: .^:illll>,

W. Darlington, lienj <. <:.:'.. .\.r...:, l;,,u, -n., - .,

vol. 27, and for Susan .MeCrcw, ^2, to JO, vol. ^fi
; tiom

H. Knowles. agent, N. Y., for C. A. Weaver, $2, vol. 27
;

from Parker Askew, 0., per J. V. Wright, $5, to 26,

vol. 20.

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.

The Committee to Superintend the Boarding-school

at West-town, will meet in J'hilatklj)hia, on Sixth-day,

the Till of Fourth month, at 7 o'clock, i". M. ; the Com-
mittee on Instruction, at 4 r. u., and the Committee on

Admissions, at 5 P. M.

The Visiting Committee will attend the ssmi-aaim
examination of the Schools, on Third, Fourth, u,
Fifth-days of the same week.

TnouAS KiuDEn, CUrit

Philadft., Third mo. 25th, 1854.

TRACT ASSOCIATION OF FRIENDS.
The annual meeting of the Tract Associalioo

c

Friends, will be held on Fourth-day evening, 29lh im
at 8 o'clock, in the committee-room. Mulberry iin,;

mcnling-honse.
Friends interested in the object of the Associatiot

are invited to attend.

Nathan Kite, CUrk.

Third month, 1834.

INDIAN CIVILIZATION.

Wanted, a well qualilied Friend and his wife to f
at Tunessassah ; to be engaged in managing tin

belonging to the committee of Philadelphia Vcarh
'

lag
;
and other domestic concerns of the family. .'...

a suitable Friend to teach the school.

Application may be made to Joseph Elkinton, Ko.

377 South Second street, or Thomas Evans, No. IK
Arch street.

WEST TOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Summer session of the school will commence

c

Second-day, the 1st of Fifth month next. The pupil:

will be conveyed by railroad to West Chester, whe
conveyances will be in waiting to take them and thti;

baggage to the school, on the arrival of the raoraim

and afternoon cars, on Second-day, Ihe 1st, and Thin!

day, the 2d of Fifth month. The cars leave the depot

south side of Market street above Eighteenth strtti

(formerly Schuylkill Fifth street,) at 7i o'clock, a. «.

and 4 o'clock, r. m. The agent of the school will be»'

the railroad depot on Second and Third-day afterno«ii.i

and will furnish pupils with tickets, and accompu;
them to West Chester. Those who go by the monm,
train will be furnished with tickets by a person inn
tendance. To those who procure tickets as dircclfi

the fare from Philadelphia to the school, including b»j

gage, will be one dollar, which will be charged to Ik'

scholar at the school. All baggage should be dislincl

ly marked West-town, and with the name of the owner

and should be sent directly to the railroiid depot. Af-

plications for admission must be made to Joseph Snoi

don, Superintendent at the school, or Joseph Scatter

good, Treasurer, No. 84 Arch street, Philadelphia.

The West-town office is at Friends' bookstore. No. 8

Arch street, where all small packages for the pupils lei

before 12 o'clock on Seventh-days, will be forwarde;

All Idlers for the pupils and others at the school, shou!

be sent by mail, directed to West-town JJoardinf/SchiKi

Kest Chester P. 0., Chester Co., Pa. Postage should 1-

pre-paid, and packages should be distinctly marked >ii<

pat up in a sicure manna: so that their contents will nt

be lialilr ;-, l.r I,,-i l.^ Laicll.ti--. The stage will leu

West li , ,: , > ' r session, for the school

on .'^i .
i ,1 ;!i-days, on the arrivalo

the «_/-._,,, : L, 1 i;-:i! I in' > 111, and' from the sehooll

West Chester on the same days, to meet the aflcmoo;

cars to Philadelphia. The fare for each passenger

t

and from West Chester by the stage, will be 25 cent-

When special conveyances at other times are providt

at the school, an extra charge will be made.

West-town, Third mo., 1854.

A Female Teacher wishes to obtain a school in Ih

country for the approaching summer. Inquire i

Friends' bookstore, No. 84 Arch street.

Married, on Fifth-d.ay, the 16th of Third month, 186':

I West Chester, Wili-ia.m W. Pabker, of Pennsbui;:

. .Vnxa Mary Darli.sgto.n, of West-town, Chester Co

DiKD, on the 14th inst., of pulmonary disease, in lb

22d year of her age, Maky J., daughter of Enoch Le»i'

a member of the Western District Monthly Meeting i'

this city.—In the removal of this amiable and iuteres

iug young woman, the community has lost one whoi|

strong and cultivated mind afforded a rational prospei|

of extensive usefulness. But the flower was nijipf

before the fruit was fully developed.
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REMARKABLE DELUSIONS.

(Cornliiued from page il8.)

bout tlic middle of the seventeenth century,

excitement was caused among European
by the claims of Sabbatai Seva, who de-

hat he was the Messiah of that ancient

Though renouncing, in the face of the

erful accordance of fact with prophecy, the

of Jesus to be regarded as the predicted

ah, that ancient people have ever shown a

kable disposition to believe in false prophets.

was the son of a merchant of Smyrna, and
a somewhat erratic course in the earlier pe-

f his life, declared himself to be the long-

ted one of the Jews. He was assisted in

imposture by one Nathan, who personated

haracter of Elijah, Messiah's precursor. The
tion succeeded to a large extent."

?he dreadful extravagances practised at

, in 1533, if not well attested, would
most incredible. Certain so-called reli-

ts, with whose impieties no sect in the pre-

iay can be legitimately associated, proclaim-

at a new Jerusalem was to be set up in that

which was to attract the whole earth to its

nee. As they were pretty numerous, and

ot disdain the use of carnal weapons, they

down the magistrates, and occupied ihcir

whilst they filled the whole city with

3 and outrage. . . . From Munster, however,
lame of disaftection spread into Holland,

e John of Leyden, already notorious for the

ho had taken in the first insurrection, was
aimed the apostle of this insane and danger-

iiission, attended by twelve disciples, most of

n were women. This man claimed, by au-

ty from heaven to be king over the whole
I, avowing that he was commissioned to raise

rmy which should put down the unbelieving

|;rs of this world. He was at length besieged

lunster by its bishop, count VValdeck. For
:ig time the city held out under his influence.

IJohn of Leyden was at last betrayed ; an en-

fe was treacherously effected into the city,

the leaders of the insurrection were punished
xquisite torments, their flesh being torn from
' bones with red-hot pincers, whilst their man-
remains were exhibited in iron cages. In

insurrection, joined as it was by many who
3 smarting under severe civil oppressions, it is

ulated that not fewer than a hundred thousand

shed."

The delusions possos.--ing the body called

ifmonites, or Latter-day Saints,' are soaic of

the most extraordinary of any we have related.

This sect originated with one Joseph Smith, who,

though he was, perhaps, at a subsequent time

partially the dupe of his own delusions, began his

course as an impostor of the blackest order. . . .

Joseph Smith was born in the State of Vermont,

(U. S.) in the year 1805. . . . The whole family

to which he belonged were loose and unsettled,

incapable of industrious application, and seeking

their livelihood by digging lor treasures supposed

to be deposited in the earth by the ancient bucca-

neers. In these exploits Smith distinguished

himself as a clairvoyant. . . . But as deception is

suggestive and accumulative, Joseph Smith ad-

vanced from one lie to another. He pretended to

receive visions from heaven, and though not yet

fourteen years old, he found those who were rea-

dy to give credence to his talc. These visions,

however, did not alter the course of his life, which

was at this time, according to the admissions of

his own people, vain and abandoned. . . . 'The
Book of Mormon' was brought Ibrth to the world

as a new revelation. It professes to have been

found written on golden plates, in a mysterious

character, which only Smith himself was able to

read, and he simply by a supernatural impulse.

Its contents relate to diflerent periods, and con-

tain fifteen books, the productions of as many
authors."

" Joseph Smith, who appears to have had Mo-
hammed in his eye, and to have imitated some of

his leading transactions, professes a new revela-

tion ; declares that an angel from heaven has di-

rected him to a Divine book, long hidden from

the world ; supports his declaration by bringing

forward three witnesses, who avow they have

seen an angel, who corroborates Smith's state-

ments, and eight others who declare that they

have seen the golden volume. But it remains in-

visible to all other eyes, and is, as the Mormon-
ites pretend, divinely shut up from the view of

all besides. On this testimony the Book of Mor-

mon claims to be received as a special revelation

from God."
" The statement is so loose that one wonders

at the amount of credit it has received. There

was obviously nothing in Smith's previous cha-

racter to render it unlikely that he should invent

the whole story. All testimonies concur in repre-

senting his former life to have been abandoned

and dissolute, and his own followers confess that

his life was not irreproachable subsequently even

to his first revelation."

"If we examine the names of the witnesses,

namely, of the three affixed to the first paper, and

of the eight subjoined to the second, we shall lind

that of the three first, one was Smith's amanuen-

sis, (Cowdery,) one probably either a relative or

intimate connexion, (VVhitcner,) and one an ama-

nuensis and a dupe, (Harris,) and that of the

eight others, four were VVilmer's and three Smith's

own family."
" It may appear strange that an illiterate man

like Smith should have been able to invent a story

such as that contained in the Book of Mormon.

But there are other circumstances which explain

the wonder. It appears that, in the year 1809,

one Solomon Spaulding, who had been previously

a clergyman, set himself to compose a religious

tale, "based upon the assumed fact that the North
American Indians were descendants of the lost

tribes of Israel. As he proceeded in his story, he
read portions of his manuscript to his neighbours,
who became greatly interested in it, especially in

that part in which he fictitiously related how he
had found an ancient record, imitating the style

of the Old Testament. This volume was after-

wards put into the hands of a bookseller for pub-
lication, and whilst there was copied by Sidney
Rigdon, who it is to be observed was one of the

promoters of the Mormon imposture. Spauld-
ing's brother declared that the pretended Scrip-

tures were altogether compiled from his deceased
brother's manuscript. The widow of Spaulding
bore the same testimony ; and it is added that the
neighbours to whom the original tale had been
read, inslanlly recognized the production with

which they had been heretofore familiar as incor-

porated in the Book of Mormon which came forth

Irom Joseph Smith as a new revelation from hea-

ven. Rigdon denied, indi ed, the whole transac-

tion, but in so abusive a style and manner as by
no means to add to our conviction of his vera-

city.

" The manner in which this pretended revela-

tion is compiled, is extremely clumsy and illite-

rate. Such phrases as the following are frequent

:

'I saith unto them'—'these things had not ought

to be'—' ye saith unto him'— ' ye are like unto

they.' The mariner's compass is spoken of as

having piloted these ancient Israelites upon their

voyage, though well known not to have been ap-

plied as a nautical instrument until many ages

later than the professed period. The Messiah is

called by names not known at all to the ancient

Hebrews, and of well-kuown Greek origin.

" If the Book of Mormon have any moral pow-

er, it is derived from its appropriation of scriptu-

ral truth which it admits, though its interpretation

grossly garbles the contents of the sacred volume.

It receives the doctrine of atonement and of pun-

ishment for sin, and it avows a code of pure mo-

rality. But certain allegations borne to the con-

duct of some of iis followers, even of Smith him

self, have tended to throw considerable suspicion

upon the practice of the most eminent of its apos-

tles. Mormonism enunciates an entirely new
system of church government, dividing its priest-

hood into two branches, each consisting of many
officers—the Melchisedec and the Aaronic pricat-

hood. In these offices, Joseph Smith, as might

be expected, bears the pre-eminence. It lays

great stress on baptism for remission of sins. It

regards tlio church as a living interpreter of re-

velation. It interprets the Hebrew Scriptures

literally, never symbolically. It therefore be-

lieves that God possesses a human forin, which

doctrine is avowed in all its creeds and cate-

chisms. It sets up a great scheme of worldly

polity, to which it believes that all the inhabitants

of the earth will become ultimately subject, and

which aflbrds peculiar advantages to its founders

and leaders. It declares that 'no one can possi-

bly bo saved and reject' its messages. ... Of all

spiritual religion—the religion of the heart— it is

mainly ignorant, the visible and external being
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the lending object of \\a anibilion. How diflerent

from the system of «hicli ir sluill not be said,

' Lo tierc, or lo there,' but whose sent isuitlii/i/

Only the religion which cnii change men's hearts

is that which can convert the world."

A Fugitive Slave.—As the steamship Keystone

State was entering the Delaware Bay on the 17lh

ult., a coloured man was discovered secreted out-

side of the vessel, beneath the guards, lie con-

lessed lo being a fugitive slave, and had secreted

himself where he was found on Wednesday, prior

to ihe steamship starling from Savannah, and had

therel'ore occupied that position about forty-eight

hours. It is most astonishing how he could have

survived ihe exposure, as during the heavy wea-

ther encountered, he must have been almost con-

slantlv drenched by ihc waves. He had some

bread'in his poektt, which had become saturated

with water, so as lo become useless. The fugi-

tive was lodged in the jail at New Castle, to

await the orders of his owner at Savannah.

—

Let/ger.

[We have since heard that this poor man claims

to be free, and narrates many circumstances that

make his claim probable. An investigation is

inking place which, we trust, will result in setting

him at liberiy.—ii/. of "-The Friend.'"]

Furs and Skins.—\ great trade is done in

these on the Missouri river and at St. Louis, and

much romantic incident as well as wealth is con-

nected with the traffic.

The silver fo.\ is found only on or near the

mountain tops, where the colour is perpetual.

The trappers lake them principally from the

Utah, Sierra Nevada, and other portions of the

dividing ridge we.st of California and Oregon.

Even there, however, ihey are rare. The fur ol

the silvery gray is larger, thicker, and finer than

that of any other fox. It derives its chief value,

however, from its extraordinary and beautiful

colour. Tho skins, when pure, will readily com-

mand from $100 to $150. They are used for

muffs, and for trimming f< male articles of dress.

The Democrat says that the fur trade has de-

clined in importance williin the last twelve years.

At that period, fur was held at $6 and $S per lb.,

but it is now generally superseded by silk and

plush. Twelve years ago, no hat was fashion-

able that was not o!' Leaver, and the cost of a

good beaver hat in St. Louis was from $14 to

$25; and of caps, made of otter skin, $15 and

$20, and even more. Since the decline in the

price of beaver, that kind of game has been visi-

bly on the increase. I'utlalo and other large

game, however, do not increase. They have or

are rapidly abandoning the large extent of plains

over which the immigralion pours. Being thus

herded in a narrow compass, ihe supply must be-

gin materially to fail in ihc course of a few years.

—From the Plough, the Loom and the Anvil.

" A truly humble person is not offended, but

pleased with a detection of his errors, if in ih^'

manner of exposing ihem, ihe laws of friendshiji

and decorum are not violated by unkindness and

dissimulation. The resentments of a false humi-

lity, continually contradict ils prelensions, when

its sincerily is put lo the proof. True humility

leads us lo look for ihe cause of our trials

at home; a false liumilily lo hunt for it abroad.

Hence it is, that with I he former, all things work

together for good—while pride makes us lose the

benefit intended us, by imputing our disturbances

lo any one sooner than lo ourselves.

'

lliiigriiiiiiinil Skflclics for Ihc Young;

Intending to sliow tlic sii|nTiority of the Ucligiun of the

Cross, to all other attiunnieuts.

J. HERVKY.

When great talents and learningare, from pure

motives, and in true humility, consecrated to the

service of truth and religion, ihey become accept-

able offerings in llie Divine sight, and often emi-

nently promote the good of mankind. But when

we misapply these qualifications, make tliem sub-

servient lo pride and vanity, or atlribule to them

an eflicacy in producing virtue and happiness that

does not belong to their nature; they occasion us

lo consume our time in earnestly doi?tg nothing,

or Ihat which is worse than nothing; and lay the

foundation for bitter regret in the winding up of

life.

The worth and importance of those advantages

are lamentably overrated, if our estimation of

them is so high, and pursuit so earnest, as to dis-

pose us to undervalue, to postpone, or disregard,

that most interesting injunction of our Lord:

"Seek ye first (early, and in preference lo all

other things) the kingdom of God, and his righte-

ousness;" remembering that this is " the one thing

needlul."

Whilst the mind is occupied with the vanity

and intricacy of speculation and literary engage-

ments, and the heart elated with theJlallermg dis-

tinctions which they produce, we may not be suf-

ficiently aware of the tendency to that fatal ellect

;

but when the close of our day approaches, and

the retrospect of life is made; we shall forma

true eslimale of the worlh of all sublunary attain-

ments and possessions. We shall then perceive

that to have our conversation in the world, with

simplicity and godly sincerily; to "receive the

the kingdom of heaven as a little child ;" and to

secure an incorruptible inheritance ; are things of

infiiiilely greater moment, than all the accomplish-

menis of mind and body that this world can pos-

sibly bestow.

J. Hervey, when on a Led of sickness, wrote

thus loan intimate friend: "My health is con-

tinually upon the decline, and the springs of lile

are all relaxing. My age is removed and depart-

ed from me as a shepherd's tent. Medicine is

bafiled ; and my physician, who is a dear friend

lo his patient, and a lover of the Lord Jesus,

pities, but cannot succour me.

"Now 1 apprehend myself near the close of

life, and sland, as it were, on the brink of the

grave, with eternity full in my view, perhaps my
dear friend would be willing to know my senti-

ments in this solemn situation ; at such a juncture

the mind is most unprejudiced, and the judgment

not so liable to be dazzled by the glitter of worldly

objects.
" 1 have been too fond of reading everything

valuable and elegant that has been penned in our

language ;and have been peculiarly charmed with

the historians, orators, and poets of antiquity ; bul

were I to renew my studies, I would take leave of

those accomplished tnjles; 1 would resign the de-

lii'hts of modern wils, amusement and eloquence,

and devote my attention to the scriptures of iruih.

I would bit with much greaier assiduity at my

Divine Master's feel, and desire lo know nothing

but Jesus Christ, and him crucified."

John Fletcher.—This distinguished man, al-

though conspicuously lowly in heart, was by

nature a man of strong passions, and prone to

'an^er in particular, insomuch that it is said he

has frequently speni the greaier part of the nighl

I

bathed in tears, imploring victory over his own

spirit; and he did not strive in vain; for aoil,

roughly was nature subdued by Divine grii

that lor many years before his deoih it is beliei^

neither friend nor foe could charge him »i,

being out of temper on any provocalion whmwi ,

Selected.

TRUE SILENCE.
There may be an entire cessation of labour i

every other visible employment, mid yet ihe mi
,

be tossed as by a tempest, amid the turbulentt
]

worldly matters, and entirely incapable of obli

ing a quiet, composed and passive slate. T

impotence of man is so great, that he is enlitt

powerless in commanding a state of true silei

when he desires it; and it is only through t|

condescending mercy of One, who formerly

buked the waves when His disciples were afr

of perishing from their agitated condition, thai ,

fluctuating and troubling thoughts can be allsji

and a peacelul calm produced.
^

His disciples in that day were marvellously,

livered from danger, and comforted by His
p

seiiee ; and at this time also, it remains to bei

experience of His devoted followers, as theyc

unto Him lor help, lo realize all turbulent cogi

lions to be quieted, and a holy calm prevail ot

the sea of menial commotion, when it plau

Him to arise for our deliverance, and with I

availing language, " Peace, be slill," produce

heavenly stillness, ruling the waves of commoli

and spreading a covering of serenity.

in our assemblies for Divine worship, how

capable we are in our own strength of coinmnndi

this serenity, without the aid of that powerful iof

ence which can control all wandering thoughi

unless the same blessed Master is with us lo as

in subduing every turbulent cogitation and me

the spirit subject to his power, we do not ei|

rience deliverance, and are totally unable lo »i

ship acceptably in the silence of all tlesli. \

may meet together in an orderly manner, and

quietly, endeavouring alter a qualiliealion low.

ship the Father in spirit and in truth ; bul uak

there is a continual engagement of mind to

faithful followers of the meek and lowly Jesus,

all times, so that we may be enabled, when ifa

assembled, to present our bodies a living saciif

holy and acceptable unto God as our reasonal

service, we have no right lo expect to realize I

true anointing, or witness a display of that m
vellous Power, to our humbling admiration, wbi

only is sufficient to allay every corroding a

disquieting thought.

What adorable condescension to our lost a

undone condition ! What a wonderful manifes

lion of infinite love and mercy is that, which »

exemplified in the scheme lor our redeniplic

that when man through disobedience and trai

gression had lost the substance ol enjoyment,

I

blessed Son of God should so far comniiser

us, as to be willing lo partake of fiesli and

atlendant sorrows, and even to undergo a pain

and reproachful death for our benefit, that we

and through Him, as we lake diligent hied

his holy power and example, might be enabled

pass from death unto lile. While personally

earih His holy touch healed the sick, restored

lame and gave sight lo the blind, imparl

strength to ihe weak, even raising the dead;

in a spiritual sense, we are quickened at the
p

sent time, if we apply unio Him, in sincei

and truth; our infirmities are healed, and we

strengthened to lollow Him rejoicing on

way. For His matchless goodness what graliti

should arise, considering our entire and tulal

pendencc upon Him for mercy and help, an
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t!n |)raisc Hirn not only in words, but by n

fe tuiil holy walk, with a daily concern

( nd iiKiio to bo clothed with His heavenly

iil.s,—constancy, firmness, patience under

ug, Ibrgiveness of injuries, a prayerful soli-

licveii for our enemies, and a meek and quiet

livhich in the sight of God is of great price.

not the praise of the lips, when the heart

rom Him, to which He will condescend to

n; but when there is an earnest desire to

ourselves as clay in the hands of the hea-

Potler, under a sense of our need. He will

meet with us, strengthen and confirm

olutions, and from (he dark recesses of

ih, fashion us, as we cleave to Him, into

of the sanctuary, fit to have a place in the

il temple of the New Jerusalem. But oh !

may ever remember, though this salvn-

not of ourselves, much devolves upon us:

ligently lieed the directions of the dear

, adhere to his instructions, and be careful

arlh on his errands, under the strength and

ty which he imparts. Watchfulness, dili-

and the single eye to him, are indispensa-

our prosperity, under his benign counsel

Ip inwardly manifested for our salvation ;

read, " What man knoweth the things of

ivo the spirit of man which is in him 1

) the things of God knoweth no man, but

irit of God."—(1 Cor. ii. 11.) It is by

strict attention to this Seed of life, that we
rcifuliy sanctified, justified, and redeemed

II iniquity, and ihat we become heirs to

ssed promise; "To him that overcometh,

nt to sit with me in my throne, even as

overcame, and am set down with my Fa-

his throne."—(Rev. iii. 21.)

Third mo., 1854.

From ihe Leisure Hour.

BLAISE PASCAL.

e Pascal was born on the 19th of June,

His father, Etienne Pascal, was a man ol

jrable acquirement and mathematical talent,

aise being an only son, his education was

:ted entirely under the superintendence ol

her, who indeed was his only instructor.

)y from his earliest years displayed marks

aordinary ability. His infantile questions

he nature of things and their causes ;

II who heard them. Nor was he satisfied

}mmon reasons, but if not thoroughly con.

of their justice, he searched earnestly foi

f until he recognized the true. Having re

d that a glass, when struck by a knile oi

nstrument, gives out a sound which ceases

application of the hand, the child directed

lughts towards discovering the cause, and

en years of age he composed a treatise on

wonderful for its clear and logical rea-

Pascal, as we have before observed, was

i in the mathematics. He wished his son

proficient in the languages, and knowing the

ing nature of matljematical inquiry, he re-

, if possible, to keep Blaise ignorant of geo-

until such period as he had mastered the

Greek, and other languages. He there-

jmoved all books on the subject from the

of the boy, and relruined in his presence

conversing on it with his friends. Even

precautions were useless. The child's curi-

A-as excited, and he often entreated his father

mit him to learn mathematics ; but M. Pas-

ways refused, promising at the same time

le would teach him in due course, as a re-

[jlbr his advancerpent in Greek and Latin.

One day, Blaise asked his father what was the

meaning of geometry. He was answered, that it

is the science which treats of the; extent of bodies ;

their length, breadth, and depth, and tho way to

ke figures in a precise, just manner, together

wiih the method of finding out their relations one

th another. Having given this explanation,

M. Pascal forbad his son to mention the subject

attain.

Blaise, however, if he might not speak about

geometry, could not help thinking antl dreaming

about il. His hours of recreation were complete-

ly absorbed with these reflections, and ho amused

himself by drawing with a piece of charcoal all

kinds of geometrical figures on the floor of his

play-room. One day, while so occupied, his fa-

ther chanced to open the door of his apartment

without being seen, and to his surprise found his

son on his hands and knees in the midst of his

favourite employment. But much greater was

the astonishment of M. Pascal when he discover-

ed that the boy, by his own unaided eflbrls, and

ithout knowing the name of one geometrical

figure, had arrived as far as the thirty-second

proposition of the first book of Euclid, and de-

monstrated that the three angles of every triangle

taken together are equal to two right angles.

Being asked what made him think of such a

hing, he answered that he had previously demon-

strated such and such a truth, which had led him

on to further inquiry, and so he explained the

course of his researches from perfect demonstra

tions back to his first principles, axioms, and de.

finitions.

The happy father, struck by the grandeur and

force of his son's genius, left him in silence, and

hastened to the house of his intimate friend Rl.

Le Paillens. This gentleman observing him

greatly agitated, even to tears, begged to know

the cause of his sorrow.

M. Pascal replied: "I do not weep for grief,

but for joy. You know the pains I have taken

to prevent my son obtaining any knowledge of

geometry, lest his mind might be distracted froii

his other studies ;
yet see what he has done."

The whole history was then related, and how

as it were, the boy had of himself invented a sys

tern of mathematics. M. Le Paillens recommend-

ed ihat this ardent thirst for mathematical truth

should no longer be repressed ; and Euclid's

" Elements of Geometry" were accordingly placed

in the hands of Blaise Pascal for his recreative

readmg. He went through this book without re-

quiring any explanations. At sixteen years of

age he composed his " Treatise on Conic Sec-

lions," a work of such acuteness, that the cele-

brated Descartes would never believe that it was

the unassisted production of a mere hoy.

During this period he continued his sludics in

Latin and Greek, also in logic and other depart-

ments of philosophy, in all of which he made

i^reat progress. His application was so constant

•slablished by the Italian's researrhcs. This
iccasioned the publication of his " Tronliso on
he \V( ight and Density of the Air," which was
shortly followed by another on llie " Equilibrium

of Fluids."

His sister, Madame Pericr, informs us, that

immediately after this, when he was but iwenly-

four years of age, tho providence of God induied

him to read some religious books. He became,

by these means, thoroughly convinced that Chris-

tianity obliges us to live (done for God and his

glory; and this truth appeared to him so eviilent,

so ?i(cessary, and so useful, that he terminated,

without regret, all his scientific researches, anrL

resolvedfrom that time forth to devote himself en-

tirely to the service of religion. We need hardly

observe, however, that even scientific studies

might have been pursued by him in a religious

spirit.

Pascal had a great desire to write a compre-

hensive and profound work on the Evidences of

Christianity. It was, however, never completed
;

but, after his death, many fragments of it were

lound written on detached pieces of paper, and
these are now published in a volume, under the

title of Pascal's "Thoughts."
Besides these "Thoughts," Pascal has left an-

other work, the " Provincial Letters," written

against the Jesuits. This has been characterized

as the most admirable prose work in the French
language; and when the learned and eloquent

Bossuet was asked, which among all the books in

the world he would most like to have been the

author of, he instantly replied, " The Provincial

Letters."

Pascal had a profound reverence for the Holy-

Scriptures ; it is even said that he knew them by
heart. His charity towards the poor was un-

bounded ; and when he was reproached one day

for his profusion in alms-giving, as sure eventu-

ally to bring him to poverty, he simply replied :

"I have frequently remarked, that however poor

a man may be, when dying he seldom fails to

leave something behind him."

For many years previous to his death, Pascal

was a great sufl^erer, and throughout his resigna-

tion was most exemplary. Madame Perier, his

beloved sister, and her family, came to reside in

the house adjoining his during his last illness. At

this time Pascal had living with him a poor man,

bis wife and little son, to whom he had given up

one of his apartments entirely out of charily. It

happened that the little boy became ill of the

small-pox; and Madame Perier coming in every

day to visit her brother, it was feared that the

disease might prove dangerous to her children. It

was therefore proposed to remove the sick child ;

but this Pascal would by no means permil, affirm-

ing that there would be less risk for himself to

quit the house. He was accor.lingly removed to

his sister's, and a few days afier, al the age of

thirty-nine, this great and worthy man died.

and e.xces^sive, that his" health began to suifer atjirusling lor salvalion m the Saviour,

ihe age of eigh een. About this time he construct- 1 The character of Blaise 1 ascal is one we love

ed an arithmeiical machine, by which, willunit
]

to conlemplale. It presents to our view the spec^

any knowledge of arithmetic, all kinds of com|:

may be performed with ease

Father Merseime having proposed to the world

a very diflicult pmbleiii, which defied the ellorls

of the most lamous men of the day to solve, Pas-

cal, then on a bed of sickness, and not twenty

years old, gave the right solution, having first

offered a reward of four hundred francs to any

one who could fully resolve ii.

Torricelli, an Italian mathematician, performed

some interesting experiinenls wilh releience to

the air, which led Pascal to turn his atteiiiiuii to-

wards the subject, and he confirmed the truth

f a combination of the most lofiy inlellec-

tual endowments, profound thought, extensive

scientific acquirements, and u clear and logical

understand. ng, wilh Irue and self-denying devo-

liuu to the service of God. lie was born in a

church full of error and corruption, but, along

wilh his brother Jansenists, may bo considered

as having been in heart a proteslunt.

" It is an important precept to abstain from do-

ing a wrong thing whenever wu perceive it in

lime, and when we do not, lo bear the liumiliati.in

of tho truth courageously. If a fault is perecvcd
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before it is committed, we must see to it that we

do not resist und quench the Spirit of God, advis-

ing of us inwardly. 'J"he Spirit is easily offend-

ed, and very jealous; lie desires to Lie listened to

and obeyed ; lie retires if He be displeased ; the

slightest resistance to Him is a wrong, for every

thing must yield to 11
"

'

frailly are nothing in comparison with those when

wc shut our ears to ihc voice of the Spirit o(

Christ sncakiii;; in the drpihs uf the heart."

terfere with his religious duties. In the Fifth I business. On all the most important commiiiee!

month, 1GS4, he laid before his Friends at their! Thomas Wynne was one, and perhaps on accoct;

Monthly Meeting, a pros|>cct he hud of paying a ' of his age and experience, was generally name.:

(irst. During the meeting of the assembly ».visit with his will- to England, on busine

requesting their consent. The meeting consider-

BlOGRiPHlCAL SKETCUK

Of Ministers and Elders, nnd oilier coiicenied members
of ttie Yearly Meeting of i'liiludeliiliia.

THOMAS WYNNE.

Thomas Wynne, before his removal to Ame-

rica, resided at Caerwis, in Flintshire, North

Wales. He was early convinced of the Truth,

and was an able minister of the gospel of Christ.

In 1681, we find Richard Davies calling upon h'

ng the matter agreed thereto, and directed a cer

Faults of haste and lificate to be |)reparcd to Friends in " England,

Wales and elsewhere," signifying that Friends

were consenting to his departure.

Thomas Wynne had married a widow, Eliza-

beth Rowdcn, and a daughter of her's of the same
name with the mother, being about accomplishing

her marriage with John Brock, the parents delay-

ed sailing until the Si.\th month, that they might

be with them on that important occasion. Ed-

ward Jones, a valuable friend from the other side

of the Schuylkill, belonging to what was after-

wards called Harford or Haverford Monthly
Meeting, had married it appears another daughter

of Elizabeth Rowden, or one of Thomas Wynne's.
We find this extract given in Proud, under date

1683, as a note to William Penn's account of

friend Thomas Wynne,' who lived not far from province. " Edward Jones, son-in-law to Thomas
Bishop Lloyd's residence, and obtaining his com-

pany in a visit to that dignitary. In the begin-

ning of 168i, about the tmie ol London Yearly

Meeting, Charles Lloyd, Thomas Wynne, Rich-

ard Davies, George Whitehead and others, called

on Lord Hide about the sufferings of Friends in

England, particularly at Bristol, and had a satis-

factory opportunity. " The number of prisoners

Wynne, living on the Sculkil, had, with ordinary

cultivation, for one grain of English barley, sev-

enty stalk and ears of barley : and it is common
in this country, from one bushel sown, to reap

forty, olten fifty, and sometimes sixty, and three

pecks of wheat sow an acre here."

There is reason to believe that Thomas Wynne
nd wife accompanied William Penn to England

a list delivered to Lord Hide, to be presented in the Ketch Endeavour, which sailed from Ph
to the king, amounted to one hundred and thirty-

1 delphia on the 12th of the Sixth month, and which

nine; of which there were eighteen aged women, after a voyage of about seven weeks, made her

from sixty and upwards, and eight children. In
j

port in England. We have little information rc-

the latter end of the list it was said, 'Blessed are|specting his labours in that journey, but we find

the merciful, for they shall obtain mercy.'
"

I him in the Ninth month in London. On the 23d
Soon after Yearly Meeting, Thomas Wynne

must have sailed for America. He was at the

first Monthly Meeting held in Philadelphia, Elev-

enth month 9th, 1682, and was one of those ap'

of that month, his friend William Gibson, who
had written a postscript to his last publication,

was buried. A meeting was held on this occa

sion in W'hite-harl-court meeting-house, and i

pointed to select a site for a meeting-house, and was thought that more than one thousand persons

to consider of the manner and form of the build-
1 attended the body to the burial place. At the

ing. He was elected one of the first Assembly ofi grave it was publicly said of the body, "that it

the Province, which met at Chester, Tenth month had been often beaten and imprisoned for Christ's

4th, 1682, und of the second, which assembled in

Philadelphia, First month 12th, and again Eighth

month '24th, 1683. Of this last assembly he was

chosen speaker. His business in Philadelphia

appears to have been that of a surveyor; and

he was, according to Proud, " a person of note

and good character." Whiting says that he was
" an anlitnt, eminent public Friend."

Before his removal to America, he had employ-

ed liis pen in defence of the Truth he professed.

His first essay as an author was printed in 1677,

and was entitled, "The antiquity of the Quakers

jiroved out of the Scriptures of Truth." This

brought forth an antagonist with an abusive attack

on the book and the Quakers. The title of this

attack, as we learn from Thomas Wynne's reply

to it, was, "Work lor a Cooper." In 1679.

Thomas came out with a delence and answer to

his opponent twice as large as his orignal work.

It was culled, "An antichri^lian conspiracy de-

tected, and Satan's champion defeated ; being a

reply to an envious, scurillous libel, called Work
for a Cooper, &c."

In America he was much employed in religious

matters, us well as in jiublic atfairs. He was one

appointed by his brethren to piejiare a brief, yet

full account of the order of Society in the meet

ings for discipline in England; that it might be lor

the government ol the meetings here. The vari- 1 first of 1688, lie

ous religious services in which he was employed, biy, and was a d

sake.'

Soon after this, Thomas Wynne and twenty-

three others who were on their way to White-

hart-court meeting-house, being slopped in Angel-

court, by the officers of the law, and there arrest-

ed, were committed to prison. On the 8ih of the

Tenth month, they were brought before the ses-

sions at Guildhall, on the charge of being guilty

of a riotous assembly with force and arms, &c.,

in While-hart-court. The prisoners plead not

guilty. In the first place they had not been in

White-hart-courl, as the evidence produced for

the prosecution itself testified. This objection

was overruled, on the ground that the place where
they were arrested was in the same ward of the

city. They then stated that their being together

in Angel-court was not intentional, but accidental,

as they had been stopped whil-t passing through.

The only evidence given ogainsi them was, that

they were arrested in a common thoroughlare

when a woman spoke, the witness knew not what.

Notwithstanding the errors in the charge, and

the nature of the evidence, the prisoners were all

committed to Newgate, and fined.

How long Thomas Wynne remained in Eng-
land wc do not know ; but on his return to Ame-
rica, he settled in Sussex, one of the three lower

counties. To represent this county about the

IS elected to the assem
cnt and efficient membei

indicate thaf he had not permitted the public thereof. That body met in Philadelphia, Third
affairs in which he was necessarily engaged to month 10th, 1688, and continued its sittings until

cat out his living concern for tJie Truth, or to in- 1 the 19lh, and in that short period transacted much

find him pleading before council against omc
the rangers of Sussex county, who had kil|«ji

poor man's hogs, as he thought unrighteomly, n

not unlawfully.

On the 6th of the Fifth month, Rachel Lloyd

a daughter of Thomas Lloyd, deputy governor c:

the province, was married to Samuel Prettoi,

The marriage was accomplished at a meeting hel.

at the house of Frances Cornwall, in Sussex, an

Thomas Wynne, his wife and children, wtn

among the signers of the certificate. ProbaU.

this was the meeting to which they then belong(.i

In the Eleventh month, 1689, he was appoiDti.

one of the justices of the peace for Sussex cw
;y, which office he seems to have held unti'

returned to Philadelphia to reside, toward^

close of the year 1691. He was at the Mn
Meeting in the latter place in the Eleventh mw,.

and on the 26lh of the Twelfth month, of tbi

year, and the appointments of his brethren mi
rested that they still had a high opinion ofh

weight and judgment. In less than three vi«\-

after his last meeting, his earthly course lerrrr

nuted. Ripe in years, and rich in the respecl(

his fellow citizens, he was translated with sbcr

illness from his earthly scene of labour, to receiit

the reward of faithful dedication to the Lonf^

service. He was buried at Philadelphia, FIrr.

month 17th, 1692.

THOMAS OLIVE.

Thomas Olive, of Wellingborough, Northanif-

tonshire, England, was convinced of the Tni

in 1654 or 1655, when William Dewsbury visile:

that country. Being faithful to the requiring

his heavenly Father, he was soon made a sufler-

for the testimony of Jesus. In 1057, he wi;

some others on a First-day of the week, werer

rested whilst on their way to their religious met

ng, and were fined as " Sabbath breakers" H

his Christian duty.

On the 20th of the Third month, 1660, he is

arrested for being at a religious meeting in tS

house of John Mackerness, in Finden, and wi

imprisoned for along time at Northampton ft

his offence. During this imprisonment he Mm
orth as an author. His writing which waspu:

ished the same year, bears this title, "A sigmi

;ation from Israel's God to England's rulers at

nhabitants, from the highest to the lowest, cot

corning what hereafter shall ensue. Through

servant of the Lord who desires the returning

the Lord, and reformation of the lives of the

who are yet enemies to the Lord and themselvt

that they may escape what the Lord halh ihrcs

ened against the workers of iniquity." This lili

book is a warning to the inhabitants of the Ian

and to the king and priests, for the cruelty cic

cised by them, and in their names, upon innoac

inoffensive subjects, whose only crime was wo

shi|)ping the Lord according to the dictates

their own conscience. In a postscript he adii

"Concerning the now alHictcd, sufiering peof

of the Lord called Quakers, who are accounii

by many in this age, as the off-scouring of:]

things, and a people not fit to live in the land
|

their nativity. Many wise professors, who a)

nol faithful to anything, say they are a slubber i

self-willed people, who run themselves into suftl

ings which they need not, and so seek their oi;

rum. Thus they that fear the Lord and dep-'i

from iniquity, are become a scorn and a by-woi

amongst those who can act in their own wills,!

who please, serve and love themselves before tj
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f " Certainly you slinll know they con-

ot for trifles, but that which ihey seek and
for, is of more value than eaithly crowns,
leritance everlasting and incorruptible, that

ouls may live and rest in the kingdom thai

o end, when time and |ilace shall be no
Happy and blessed will they be in the

ting day, who have an inheritance thereof."

faithful in heart who seek nothing but the

of the Lord, and can serve none but Him,
valk bold as lions, with their lives in their

blessing and praising the Lord,—the God
salvation." " In the power of the lil'e of

jod they shall live and reign, triumphing
leath, hell and destruction,—glorifying God
1, body and spirit."

drawing a picture of the glory and re-

; of the true Israel of God in the day of its

ness, he concludes thus, " Hasten this thy

oh Lord ! and prosper it according to thy

re ;—to which my soul and spirit saith

amen! hallelujah! glory, honour and praise

Him thfit livetli and reigneth forever."

e piece he says was " written in JNorthamp-

)unty gaol, the 3d of the Fifth month, 1666,
: I am a prisoner, with near eighty more of

iople of the Lord, who, at this day, suffer

e testimony of a pure conscience, waiting

Lord to plead our cause, and clear our
ency in the face of all our enemies."

(To becnntioucil.)

THE CHRISTIAN PATH.
Traveller through this Tale of tears,

Art thou tried with doubts and fears ?

Does the tempter still assail,

Till thou think he must prevail?

Do the clouds that intervene

Dim the light thou once hast seen ?

Dost thou fear thy faith is gone,

And that thou art left alone

A wanderer on life's dreary coast,

Thy guide and comfort nearly lost?

ear a fellow-traveller's lay

—

One who has trod the painful way
;

Who, in the journey he has past.

Has met with many a bitter blast:

Upon whose head the storm has beat.

While many a thorn has pierced his feet

;

But matchless Mercy hitherto

Has interposed and helped him through,
And e'en enabled him to raise,

Oft'times the joyful song of praise.

I In patience then possess thy soul;

Stand still ; for while the thunders roll,

Thy Saviour sees thee through the gloom,
And will to thy assistance come.
Trust, humbly trust in his defence

;

I

Preserve thy hope and confidence;
I To him apply in fervent prayer;
On him, in faith, cast all thy care

;

I Then will the tempest pass away,
Then will the night give place to day.

And thou, rejoicingly, shalt find

Tbese trials wisely were designed.

To subject every wish of thine

Completely to the will divine
;

To tJK thy heart on things above
;

To fill thy soul with heavenly love
;

And through the power of mighty grace,

To fit thee for that glorious place

Where saints and angels round the throne
Forever sing, "Thy will be done."

'ncertainty of Life.—A recent notice states

a boy died iVom the effects produced by a

I from a snow-ball, and another of the death

hardy man from the accidental stroke of a

)-lash on the eye. So we have heard of one

ig from the sling of a bee, and another from

puncture of a pin on the finger. Such con-

ions of seemingly inadequate causes with fatal

Its are not infrequent. If men sometimes

ive the most terrible injuries, others die from

causes which threatened no painful results. Thus I

are we suspended by the slenderest ties over the

brink of death, and wo know not what a day or

an hour may bring forth. If we know certainly

when and how we should die, we would watch
unto prayer, and the uncertainty which rests upon

!

our fate, so far fi'om inducing carelessness,

should awaken us to still greater watchfulness.

—

Selected.

Restoration of True Unity.

The unity and fellowship of the gospel is an

unspeakable favour bestowed upon the church by

her huly Head, but is only witnessed by those

members who abide in him, agreeably to his own
words, " I am the vine ye are the branches, as

the branch cannot bear fruit of itself except it

abide in the vine, ])o more can ye e.xcept ye abide

in me." As we individually abide in Christ the

true vine, receiving the same nourishing influence

therefrom, a oneness of feeling is witnessed, bind-

ing us together in the bundle of love and life, and
making us one another's joy in the Lord.

It therefore is a subject of the greatest import-

ance to every individual, to be found in the path

of obedience to the Spirit of Christ revealed in the

heart, whereby all may come to realize the flow-

ing of the heavenly sap to their own comfort, and

the edification of the body. Where any become
unfaithl'ul, and do not abide in the vine, they aru

in the situation of those spoken of by our Lord,

"If a man abide not in me, he is cast forth as a

branch and is withered ;" and not only so, but all

the branches in whom the life-giving sap flows,

are aflected by the breach in the heavenly com-
pact, and suffering ensues therefrom to all that

keep their habitation in the Truth.

There is another kind of unity, if unity it may
be called, which springs not from the living virtue

of Christ in the heart, but is superficial. Though
such as have got no deeper than this may boast

much of their attainments as being in unity one

with another, it is little better than an outward

agreement in a certain coui'se, while the true bond

of perlectness, which binds together the regene-

rated followers of the Lamb is wanting. Our re-

ligious Society is at this time greatly suffering on

account of a breach of that unity which is from

the holy Head, produced by the unfaithfulness in

principle and in practice of many of the members,

and which causes the I'aithful to go mourning ou

their way, while at times they can adopt the lan-

guage of the prophet, " Spare thy people O Lord,

and give not thine heritage to reproach."

A number of the Yearly Meetings on this con-

tinent not long since iniited in the appointment ol

committees to meet in conference, and labour for

the restoration of unity and harmony in Society.

If they have been enabled to effect much in that

great and good cause, we doubt not every lover

of the Lord Jesus, and of that unity which flows

from him, can rejoice at it. But it strikes the

mind very forcibly, that if that conference, in-

stead of iireferring grave charges against two

Yearly Meetings lor the course they have seen

right to pursue on a subject of deep interest, had

had its attention turned to the unsound doctrines

that have been published by members of our So-

ciety, which have been the main cause of the dis-

unity amongst us, and agreeably to primilive zeal

and practice, had come forth boldly in testimony

against them, and in pressing the necessity of a

faithlul support of the discipline in that spirit in

which it was first instituted, so that the rights ol

members might be protected, as well as a godly

care extended over all within the Society, to in-

duce them lo walk as becomes our high and holy

profession, and by faithfulness to the light of Christ
in the heart, be enabled to uphold in their purity the

doctrines and testimonies which have distinguish-

ed us as a people, their labours might, lliruugh the

continued mercy of the Master of our assemblies,

have fastened as a nail in a sure place, and been
of singular service in the promotion of that work
they were professedly engaged in,—the restora-

tion of true unity and harmony in Society.

There is no other way for the wound of tho

daughter of Zion to be healed, but by individu-

ally striving to be obedient to manili-sted duty,

whereby an advancement will be experienced in

the path of safety ; and submitting with all readi.

ness to the restraints of the daily cross, we shall

know what it is to be crucified to the world, and
the world unto us ; we shall then be favoured lo

see the beauty and harmony of the doctrines of
the gospel, as promulgated by our early Friends,

and we will maintain them not merely because
they are set forth in tho standard writings of the

Society, but because the Spirit of Truth in our
hearts bearelh witness that they are true and in

accordance with the mind and will of God, as

conveyed through the holy penmen who wrote
the Scriptures as they were moved by the Holy
Ghost. Being made living witnesses of the re-

surrection power of the Lord Jesus, wc shall not

become weary of these precious doctnue^, nur of

the testimonies which sprung therefrom, aiul whijli

have descended as an inheritance to u-, but we
shall be engaged to join hand to hand, and lay

shoulder to shoulder, in carrying on the great

work so nobly begun by those faithlul sons ol' the

morning, and through the quickening virtue of

Divine life, the language of the psalmist would
again be applicable, " Behold how good and how
pleasant it is for brethren to dwell together in

unity; it is like the dew of Hermon or like the

dew that descended upon the mountains of Zion,

lor there the Lord commanded the blessing even
life Ibrevermore."

Faithfulness and Christian forbearance ought

to be the clothing of every individual amongst
us; striving to arrive at that situation, in which
self is slain by the Word of God, which is quick

and powerful, sharper than any two-edged sword,

dividing asunder between soul and spirit, the joints

and the marrow, and isa discerner of thethough's

and intents of the heart, not on this side, nor on

that side, but on all sides. As this feeling pre-

vails among us, the Healer of breaches and Re-

storer of paths to dwell in, will work for us and

in us, softening down those feelings which havo

separated friend from friend, and brother from

brother, until every germ of hardness would be

removed, and the unity of the spirit in the bond

of peace would be restored, under the influence

whereof, the language would again be uttered,

"Come let us go up to the mounlam of the Lord

and to the house of the God of Jacob, for he will

leach us of his ways, and we will walk in his

paths, for out of Zion shall go forth the law and

the word of the Lord from Jerusalem."

Ohio, Third mo. 183-J.

Gutta Percha.—In the year 1844, two hun-

dred pounds of a new species ol'gum were shipped

from the port of Singapore. It was considered

doubtful at the lime whether the gum could ever

be rendered sufiiciently useful to mankind lo be-

come an article ol" commerce. The experiment,

however, succeeded. More than twenty lliousaml

pounds were exported in the succeeiling year.

The fame of the article spread North, South, liast,

and West ; men, women, and children were em-
ployed in its collection, and the new trade hos

increased in magnitude and extent with every
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successive year. In the year 1819, more than
two milhon of pounds, or n thousand tons of gutta

percha, were exported from Smgnpore alone.

Tuks in tlie Turkish Empire.—The frequent

use of the words, " Sultan," " Porte," &c., in the

newspapers publishing accounts of affairs in Tur-
key at the present time, are erroneously under-
stood by mnnv persons.

"The Sublime I'oric" is the official tille of the

Government of the Ottoman Empire, and not ihe

title of any officer of the governmem, as many
suppose it to be.

The Ottoman Emperor is called Sulinn, or
Grand Sultan, or Grand Seignior, according to

the fancy of the person speaking or writmg.
They all mean the same thing.

Pacha is the governor of a province, and ac-

cording to the importance of his province, he is

distinguished by one or two or three tails. Every
Pacha has his own nrmy in his own province,

distinct from the grand nrniy of the Empire. A
Pacha with lliree tails has the power to punish
with death any agpnt whom ho employs, or any
individual who seems to threaten the general
safety.

Bey is a sub-governor under the Pacha.
The Divan is the Council of Slate, and con-

sists of the principal ministers.

The Reis EfTendi is high chancellor of the em-
pire, and siands ul the head ol' all the body of
attorneys—which body is thought to contain the

best miormed men of the nation.

Cadi is a sort of judge or justice of the peace.

To order the bastinado on common people, to im-

pose a fine on a rich Greek or European, to

condemn a thief to be hanged, is about all the

duty of an ordinary Cadi.

—

Boston Tra?iscript.

Oysters.—According to the Baliimore Ameri-
can, the product of the oyster trade of the city is

equal to or greater than ihe product of all the

wheat and corn raised in the State of Maryland.
The whole shores of the Chesapeake Bay and its

tributaries are ad;ipicd lo the growth of the oys-

ter, and as but one year is required for their lull

growth, an immense profit accrues to those en-

gaged in the business—a profit which is estimated

at some thiee hundred lo six liundred per cent.

There are 250 vessels engaged in the business,

which average about 90U bushels to the cargo, and
require nine or ten days for the lri|). These ves-

sels, making in the aggregate 6U00 trips during

the eight months in the year in which ibey are

engaged, give a toial of 4,800,000 bushels per

year sold in the Baltimore market. The oysters

bring an average price of filty cents per bushel,

which gives a grand lotal of Si"<J,400,000 per year

paid for oysters by ihe dealers in the cily. Some
of ihe housts send by the Baltimore and Ohio,

and Baltimore and Susquehanna Railroad, lo say
liiiihingol the other modes of transportation from
eight to ten tons of " canned'' oysters per day.
'1 lie shells are carried for manure to all pans of

Virginia and North Carolina. In the " siocking'"

of oysters, the shells will increase about one-

lourlh, winch would give a total of about 6,000,-

000 bushels of shells, which sell for Iwo cents per

bushel, making a relurn of .1t>rJ0,000 per year for

the shells alone.— The Ftougk, ikc Lamiii and tlie

Anvil.

To ascertain a Horse's Age.—Every horse has
six teeih above and Lelow. Belbre three years
old he sheds his middle ones—at three he sheds
one more each side of the central Iceth—at four

he sheds the two corner and last of the fore-leeth.

Between four and five the horse cuts liis under

tusks, at which lime his mouth will be complete.

.\l six the grooves and hollows will begin lo fill

lUpnlilile. At seven the grooves will be nigh

I
filled up, except ihc corner Iceth, leaving little

brown spots in tlieir place. At eight the whole
of the hollows and grooves are filled up. At nine

there is very often seen a small bill to the outside

corner teeth : the point of the tusk is worn oil",

and the part that was concave iK'gins to fill up
and become rounding; ihe squares of the centra
teeth begin to disappear, and the gums leave them
small and narrow at the top.

Commerce of the Black Sea.

A new interest is given lo this great inland sea,

from the fact that it is immediately connected
with Ihe war which is being prosecuted in that

quarter. As our connection with that part of the

world is only commercial, a view of the trade on
that sea may be interesting to a portion of our
readers. The most important river which flows
into Ihe Black Sen is the Danube, which for ils

size and the amount of iis navigation may be
considered the Mississippi of Europe. It is about
..'000 miles in length, and descends from its source
lo ils mouth, about 2180 feet. The steam navi-

gallon of ihe Danube may be said to commence
at Vienna. In its progress through Turkey, ihe

stream varies in breadth from 1400 to 2108
yards, and its average depth about 20 feet. Its

mouth is much obstructed by sand banks, and of
the five passages through which it flows into the

Black Sea, one only is of sufficient depth of wa-
ter to permit ol navigation: and this channel is

becoming more shoal every year; and unless
some means be taken to remove these obstruc-
tions, the commerce of this noble river will ulti-

mately be destroyed.

In 1849, 588 vessels with loaded cargoes ar-

rived at Galatz, one of ihe principal towns on the

Danube; and the value of the imports was $2,-
600,000, and of the exports $2,000,000. The
commerce of Ibraila is about equal to that of Ga-
latz. Their exports are principally wheat and
Indian corn, suet and preserved meats; and the

imports are principally English manufactures, of
which cotton yarn is one of the chief articles,

though sugar and iron make a considerable sum.
The irade of these ports in grain has increased
rapidly wiihin ihe last ten years. In 1841, the

export of wheat from Galatz was 100,845 quar-
ters, and of Indian corn 35,394 quarters; and in

1851, it was 134,474 quarters of wheat, and 350,-

6b2 quarters of corn. The exports from Ibraila

were in 1841, 84,092 quarters of wheat, and 26,-

818 quarters of corn ; but in 1851 they amounted
to 2«3,100 quarters of wheal, and 646,617 quar-
ters ol' corn. This grain was raised principally

in Moldavia and VVallachia, and with tolerable

cullivalion they arc capable, especially VValla-

chia, of producing a much larger quantity.

The principal jjort or mart of irade on the

Black Sea is Trcbizond. In 1846, the goods dis-

embarked for Persia and Georgia, were valued at

about $2,000,000, and in 1851 the imports
amounted- to some $7,000,000. In 1852, the

imports into Trebizond were valued at $8,96' ,000,

and the exports at §4,202,000—showing the dil-

ferencc between ihe two of $4,645,000. The
most important portion of this trade belongs lo the

Turkish marine, next lo this the Austrian, and next

the British. The trade of Persia conlinues to pass
through Trebizond. The number of passengers
which embark and disembark al this port is very
great. The capital atlracls vast numbers of emi-
grant peo|)le from the iutcrii)r. In 18.52, they

amouiiled to some 18,000. The nationality of ihe

vessels which arrived at Trebizond in 1852, »«
171 Ottoman, 21 Austrian, 20 British, 2 Rum'iu
2 Greek, 1 Danish, 1 Ionic, and 1 French.

It is a little remarkable that there are no An*
rican vessels which are engaged in the trade w
Trebizond. By our treaty with Turkey, we h«te

the right to pass the Dardanelles, and go into ike

Black Sea; and when we consider ihe enterpriie

of our merchants, it is a little strange ihal soib;

have not ventured upon that trade. Howe?er,

the trade of the Black Sea is not one that woolii

prove very inviting lo us. We could hardly «.
pect to compete with Great Britain in supplying

Galatz or Ibraila, with cotton twisi, nor have te

any occasion for their wheat and corn. Olhei

pans of the world furnish to us a more invjlinj

and lucrative trade, and this accounts fur our nol

penetrating into the Black Sea.

Though the commerce of the Black Sea is of

course important to Turkey, and not without in.

terest to the other commercial nations, llioreii

one drawback to that trade. The sole oulletof

the waters of the Black Sea and Sea of Marmofii

is the Dardanelles, or the Hellespont, a passage

whose navigable width scarcely exceeds iwo

thousand yards for nearly thirty miles. The

owners of this Strait can with case cut off all

communication with the Black Sea, or any mari.

lime power with two or three ships might in time

of war blockade the entrance, and so cut off all

the trade. In the approaching war, as EiigloDd'

and France will command . Ihe Mediterranean,

they can control the commerce of these seas,

Turkey will not, therelbre, suffer in her trade,

though the war be protracted. The trade of the'

Black Sea will not be materially interrupted, ei-*

cept so far as war interrupts business.

—

Atlat,

The Religious Feeling of the North against (Ike

Nebraska Bill.—A friend, who has access lo

more than filly religious papers, representing Ihe

views of all the various churches in the noD-

slaveholding States, informs us that he has noi

yet met with the first religious pajier of any kind,

that has spoken at all, and they have generally

spoken upon it, which does not warndy oppose

Senator Douglas's Nebraska bill. He also slates

that no political question has ever taken so strong

a hold upon the religious feelings of all parlies al

the North, as this one seems lo have done. Many'

of the papers which exerted themselves in 1850.

in favour of executing the Fugitive Slave Law

and upholding the Compromise, and in opposition,

to the abolitionists, are now the strongest oppo-j

nenis of this bill, and assert that if it passes, il

will give an amount of influence and respectabi-

lity lo political abolitionism which nothing else'

could possibly have given il. Upon questioasol

mere policy and expediency, comprouiises may'

be efl'ecled ; but, when men's religious cunviclioni

are assailed and their consciences violated, they

will go lo the stake rather than compromise tliein'

away. The present indications are that the reli-|

gious people of the North will go, in mass, againsll

the bill, and our people ought to know Ihal thisii

a fearful element lo have exciled and maddeiietj

against us and our institutions.

—

Louisville (%•]]
Jour7ial. ^

There is a moral reciiiude fabricated in hu!

1 wisdom, which is beautiful to the nalura;!

eye, seizes on the passions, and draws fromt'!

superficial judgment an inconsiderate approbuliul

of what perhaps when it is scrutinized into, ha:

prung from a love of popular a|iplaiise, and tenJi

J settle those who are active in il, in a rest am

enjoyment of the work of their o\mi hands."—

S

Grubb.
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' ut us lake heed we do not sometimes

I lal 7-eal for God niid his gospel, which is

hig else but our own tempestuous nnd stormy

s. True zeal is a sweet, heavenly, and

flame, which maketh us active for God,
j'ways within the sphere of love. It never
"

r fire from heaven to consume those that

little from us in their apprehensions. It

that kind of lightning (which the philoso-

speak of) that melts the sword within, but

h not the scabbard ; it strives to save the

jut hurteth not the body. True zeal is a

thing, and makes us always active to edifi-

, and not to destruction. If we keep the

'zeal within the chimney, in ils own proper

ver doth any hurt; it only warmelh,

3neth, and enlivenelh us ; but if once we let

ik out, and catch hold of the thatch of our

jnd kindle our corrupt nature, and set the

of our body on fire, it is no longer zeal— it

heavenly fire,— it is a most destructive and
ihinii."

—

Selected.

Hegraplis and Uieir Extension lo Africa.

3 a fortunate thing for commerce and the in-

rse of communities that the electric wires

been found even more indispensable to gov-

!nts than lo the children of governments.
ox populi nugbl have demanded telegraphic

es until it had grown hoarse, and yet never

)btarned them lor continental enlightenment

the brilliant exceptions of France and Sar-

never would have proved adequate to the

liation of this modern science, nor the won-
'orked by it. But the necessity of the gov-

ht became the oppoitunity of the people,

e shall see how wonderfully has that oppor-

been improved, and wonderfully and bene-

y has it operated within its peculiar district.

;ioving cause thus explained, the rapid and
rsal ramification of this method of intercom-

ation and the wiry embrace which has en-

i and is encircling Denmark, Holland, Rus-
ustria, Prussia, the union of Belgium, France,
jrland, Italy, Spain, and even Africa, be-

more easily appreciable; and it is with

;e, Sardinia, and Africa, and even with Gib-

Malta, India, and the antipodes, that this

has to do.

we spoken, only a year since, of the lines

iwn on the continent, we should have been

ed 10 a lew detached portions severed by

3rs, or couniies, or districts. We should
found the southern Liverpool of France
eilles) still resorting to the old semaphore
ke known its wants; and continually " in-

ipupar le brouUane"'—a siereoty ped phrase,

will be laniiliar to all our commercial and
|

ally to our Indian readers. This stale of

has passed away. The French Govern-
has extended its lines to Marseilles for the

rranean, to Bayonne for Spain, and to

berry lor Sardinia. Sardinia takes up the

icaliun at Chaniberry, and continues it to

ind from Genoa lines are now erecting to

At Spezzia the Mediierranean cable

ike up the link and extend it under the sea

rsica ; across Corsica, under the Straits to

acio, over to the island of Sardinia, and
under the sea from Cape Suelada to Cape
in Alrica. By a decree bearing date the

Jlt. (Jan'y), the French Government threw

its African wires to the public. Thus far

run upon certain grounds; and after hav-

plained the present advancement ol portions

preceduig works, we will pass on to the

possible fortune of telegraphic intercourse. The
Sardinian Government has promised to complete
the line from Genoa to Spezzia before May next,

and thus to connect in one chain of telegraphic

communication, the norlhernmost point of Scot-

land with the southernmost point of Piedmont.
The Mediterranean Telegraph Company have

already advertised for tenders to lay down their

cable from Sjiezzia to Corsica, and from Corsica
to Sardinia, across the Straits of Bonifacio, and
the vessels were to be ready to receive the cable,

consisting of eighteen iron and copper wires, on
or before the first of May next. The remaining
portion of cable from Cape Suelada lo Cape Ro-
sas was lo be finished and laid down by August,
thus completing our connection with Africa this

year. Two hundred men of pith and sinew have
been digging and delving in the islands of Corsi-

ca and Sardinia, ever since the beginning of Sep-

tember, 1853, so that the moment the cables are

laid down, they may be connected instantaneous-

ly lo the land wires, and signals passed from Al-

rica to the European continent. All this work
has been done by contracts taken and materials

already |)urchased within the limits of the capital,

so that the company should be secured from liabi-

lity beyond its subscribed stock, any loss falling

upon the contractors. The bane of Continental

undertakings, the supineness of the people, ren-

dered it necessary for the French and Sardinian

governments to guarantee respectively four per

cent, upon £180,000, ihe other five per cent, upon

£120,000, for fifty years, from the moment ol

opening, up to which time the shareholders re-

ceive four per cent., the total capital amounting
lo £300,000. Operations traced to Africa, and

the wires connected to the Algerian lines of the

French Government, we find that signals will be

passed to the westernmost and easternmost points

of the Algerian territory.

Having reached thus far, we perceive that new
wires are projected beyond these points, and with

vtry important objects. The French goveriimen

providing for Algeria, the company commences
again. From the westernmost point of Algeria

then it is proposed to carry an underground line

through Morocco and Tangier to Gibraltar. The
English government would doubtless support such

a line. From the easlernmosl point of Algeria, a

subterranean telegraph is projected through Tunis

and Tripoli to Alexandria, with a branch lo Cairo

Suez, the main line to continue to Beyrout, Da-
mascus, Aleppo, Bagdad, Bussora, and along the

Persian Gulf, joining the Indian line at lleydera-

bad. A submarine cable is also pro|)osed from

Tunis to Malta. Were the system now in opera-

tion, its importance to the government in the pre-

sent crisis would be incalculable, for ihe wires

would connect England and France with their na-

val stations in the Mediterranean—with Egypt,

Turkey, and India, all countries favourably dis-

posed lo us, and against the extension of Russian

power—we could flash every movement of the

Emperor's lorces from the extreniest portion ol

his line of operations to Downing street and the

Tuileries, and direct our fleeis and armies to take

positions in the Mediterranean or elsewhere, or

provide reinforcements, &c., at a moment's notice.

Who knows but that war, should it unlorlunately

ensue, will be the cause of the provision ol these

very means of communication.

"The path of life is compared to the sea, lo the

wilderness, to the earthquake, and to the fire. To
the sea, when the mind is tossed with tempest and

not cofnforted, until He is pleased to arise who
formerly said lo the sea, ' I'eace be still :'—to the

wilderness, wherein we uro luuglil to accept that

food which He who feodclh Ihe rovcns seelh meet
for us, although it may not always be grateful to

the natural desire:—to the earthquake, because
ihc earthly mind in us must bo shaken and re-

moved out of its place, before we can be formed
into the image of the heavenly :—and to the fire,

whereby everything of the first nature that is op-
posed to the Divine nature and excellence, will bo
burnt up."

—

Selected.

Kidnapped Mexican Boys.—On Thursday
morning, a Spanish boy, about 18 years old,

named Jose|)h Edward Ene Pobalo, passed through
this city en route for Washington city, in charge
of Adams & Co.'s Express Company Messengers.
The story of his history is essentially romantic.
It appears that some ten years ago, whil.j balhin"
on the coast near the city of Campeachy, Mexico,
he, with five other boys, was stolen by a gang of
French pirates, who kepi them four years, and
then sold them to a merchantman, who kept them
two years, took them lo the city of N. Orleans,
and then sold them to a Louisiana planter for ihe

term of their minority. Their owner was about
to re-sell them lo a shipmaster, lo make sailors of
them, when the boy, Pobalo, made his escape, and
worked his way to Lafayette, Indiana, where ho
attracted the notice of a gentleman who corre-

sponded with the Mexican Minister at Washing-
ton regarding him. The Minister became inter-

ested in the story of the boy, and wrote to have
him forwarded that he might restore him to his

parents, if they were living. The boy will pro-

bably reach ihe Mexican Minister this evening,

and be sent home, if there yet remains a home for

him. The superintendents of the various railroads

over which he has travelled since his history be-

came known, have given him free passage, and
the hotel keepers have declared his bills settled on
sight.—Cj«. News, March M.

Condensing Clieniical Gases in Chimneys.—
A very great improvement has been eflected in

many of the chemical works here by condensing
gases which used to escape out of their chimneys,
and which destroyed vegetation for miles around
their neighbourhoods. The gases are now drawn
into a horizontal flue which runs behind the lur-

naccs, and carries the gases to a square tower
about 45 I'eet high, which has a partition running
down through its middle, filled with pieces of coke.

Water is discharged with a force pump, worked
by a steam engine, down one partition of the tower,

and the gases being drawn up through the other

partition to the top, (which is covered,) are there

condensed, and trickle down with the watei

through the coke, and pass into a receiver, from

which they are taken and treated in such a mun-
iier as to render them valuable chemical products.

One chemical work, after building a chimney
441 feet high to carry oil' the deleterious gases,

just then discovered they did not require the chim-

ney ; that the refuse gases which it was built lo

carry away, could be condensed in a dwarf lower,

and made into marketable producis. Thus it is,

improvements ot' the most simple character are

the means of ellecting wonderful reforms in every
ieparitneut of art and manufacture. Some of the

English engineers have proposed horizontal chim-
neys lor war vess"ls ; the idea is a good one.

—

Loiuloa Corres. of the Scienlijic Atiierican.

The I'hdadeljihia Association of Frieiidt fur l/ie /lulruclion

oj' I'oor Children.

A meeting of '•The Pliilmlelpbia Association of

Friends for tlic Instruction of Pour t'liildrcn," will bo

on Second-day evening, Fourlli month 3rd, 1854,

o'clocit, at the committee-room, Mulberry street

meeting-bouse. Edwabu Ricuie, Clerk.
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In our iwenly-lhird number we quoted from the

New York Tribune an nccounl ol'llic burning of

n negro in the neighbourhood of Natchez, so given

as to convey ihe impression that the barbarous

net occurred recently. We see this is denied in

several ofihe papers, and is said to have originated

from a lact ot the kind, which took place some-
where in Mississippi several years ago.

We mention the circumstance iti order to cor-

rect any erroneous impression, which may have

been conveyed to our readers by our (]uoting the

article

Will our correspondent whose communication

is dated West Chester, Third month, &c., give

the name and page of the Work from which the

extract, on which the comments are made, is

taken !

The last number ol " The British Friend" con-

tains the following address to the Czar of Russia

presented by a deputation from the Meeting lor

Sutlerings in London, on the lOih ultimo.

To Nicholas, Emj'eror of all the liussias.

" May it please the Emperor,
" We, the undersigned, members of a meeting

representing the religious Society of Friends (com-

monly calli d Quakers) in Great Britain, venture

to approach the Imperial presence, under a deep

conviction of religious duty, and in the constrain-

ing love of Christ our Saviour.

" We arc moreover encouraged so to do, by the

many prool's of condescension and Christian kind-

ness manifested by thy late illustrious brother,

the Emperor Alexander, as well as by thy hon-

oured mother, to some of our brethren in religious

profession.

" It is well known that, apart from political con-

siderations, we have, as a Christian Church, uni-

Ibrmly upheld a testimony against war, on the

.simple ground that it is utterly condemned by the

precepts ol Christianity, as well as altogether in-

compatible with the spirit of its Divine Founder,

who is emphatically styled the ' Prince of Peace.'

This conviction we have repeatedly pressed upon

our own rulers, and often, in the language of bold

but respecilul remonstrance, have we urged upon
them the maintenance of Peace, as the true

policy, as well as manifest duty, of a Christian

government.
" And now, O Great Prince, permit us to ex-

press the sorrow which fills our hearts, as Chris-

tians ai:d as men, in contemplating the probability

of war in any portion of the continent of Europe.

Deeply to be deplored would it be were that peace,

which to a very large extent has happily prevailed

-•-o many years, exchanged lor the unspeakable

horrors of war, with all its attendant moral evil

and physical suflering.

" It is not our business, nor do we presume to

iilfer any opinion upon the questions now at issue

between the Imperial Government of Russia and

that of any other country ; but estimating the

exalted position in which Divine Providence has

placed thee, and the solemn responsibilities de-

volving upon thee, not only as an earthly poten-

tate, but also as a believer in that gospel which

proclaims ' peace on earth,' and ' good-will to-

ward men,' we implore Illm, by whom ' Kings
reign and Princes decree justice,' sn to influence

thy lir-art and direct thy councils at this moment-
ous crisis, that thou maycst practically exhibit to

the nations, and even to those who do not profess

the ' like precious faith,' the efficacy of the gospel

of Christ, and the universal application of his com-
imand, ' Love your encmii's ; bless them that curse

you; do good to ihem that hate you; and pray
for them which despitefnily use you and persecute

you ; that ye may be the children of your Father
which is in heaven.'

"The more fully the Christian is persuaded of

the justice of his own cause, the greater his mag-
nanimity in the exercise of forbearance. May the

Lord make thee the honoured instrument of exem-
plifying this true nobility; thereby securing to

thyself and to thy vast dominions that true glory

and those rich blessings which could never result

from the most successful appeal to arms.
" Thus, O mighty Prince, may the miseries

and devastation of war be averted; and, in that

solemn day when ' every one of us shall give ac-

count of himself to God,' may the benediction of

the Redeemer apply to thee, ' Blessed are the

peacemakers, for they shall be called the children

of God,' and mayest thou be permitted through a

Saviour's love to exchange an earthly for a hea-

venly crown— ' a crown of glory which fadeih not

away.' "

London, First Month 11, 1854.

[Here follow the signatures.]

The Czar received and treated the deputation

with much courtesy, and entered into some expla-

nation of the causes to which he attributes the

existence of the present serious condition of Eu-

rope. He also, through his minister, Nesselrode,

furnished them with a reply to the address.

He disclaimed, of course, all sinister designs in

the demands made by him upon the Sultan of

Turkey, and all desire of conquest in taking pos-

session of his provinces. His sentiments in re-

gard to the desirableness of peace and the horrors

of war, were, he said, entirely consonant with

those of the Society of Friends. He was above
reseniing personal insults, and was ready to hold

out his hand to his enemies in the true Christian

spirit. In short, according to his own account,

he has been grievously imposed upon and grossly

misrepresented.

I T E M S F N EW S.

The steamship Africa brings Liverpool d.ites to the

lllh ult.

But little action of importance has taken place near
the seat of war. One Russian division of the army
came into conflict with another, and it is said some
hundred lives were lost before it was discovered that

they were liilling their friends by mistake. The insur-

rection of the Greeks in parts of Turkey still continues.

GliEAT BRITAIN.—Flour is still falling. Cotton
declining. The English fleet to operate agaiust the

Russians in the North, was at the last account leaving

Spithead for the Baltic.

AUSTRIA AND PRUSSIA continue indisposed to

tiike an active part in the present war.

.SPAIN is in an unsettled state.

FRANCE.—The war spirit is strong throughout the

community.
CUBA.—The "Black Warrior" has been released on

the payment of six thousand dollars by her consignees.

This amount was paid under protest.

ATLANTIC OCEAN.—Considerable bodies of ice are

lloaling southward down the Atlantic, and the steaui-

sliip I'acihc was much delayed in her voyage thereby.

L-NITKD ST.VTES.—/'fH««/ii.a«w.—Deaths in Phila-

delphia hist week, 181 ; of various diseases of lungs, 41.

Weather very cold for tlie season during the week. A
bill has passed the House of Representatives of this

tjtatc, to establish the "Farmers High School of Penn-
sylvania." The " City of Glasgow" steamship has been

some time due at I'hiladelpliia, and fears are en-

tertained that she has fallen in with the ice.

NeK York.—Deaths in the city last week, 513. A
man frozen to death on the night of the 'iTth ult., in the

highlands. Very cold and blustering near the lakes.

Louisiana.—The House of Representatives of this

State h.as passed unanimously a set of Resolutions con-

demning the Nebraska Bill.

In the United States, 23 steamers were sunk, burnt.

or blown up in the First and Second months this yn
princi|ially on the Mississippi and its tributaries. Li,,

j

lost, nearly 200. Property destroyed, over a milli(

j

dollars worth.
Trxiu.—On the 20th of the Second month, the ptt

ries were in good state for grazing. Peas wcrt ;

l>U>om
; Indian corn had been planted, and the w||i

looked unusually vigorous and flourishing. .7

Ciili/ornia.—Thc Walker E.xpeditlon, to seize 011^^
of the Spanish provinces south of California, tiai|M
unsuccessful. Ureal rains have for some time imptde
the operations of the gold miners, yet the accounufic:
the mines were encouraging.

A stated meeting of "The Association of Priendif
the Free Instruction of Adult Coloured Persons," »
be held on Fifth-day, Fourth month fith, 1854, u
o'clock, p. M., in the third-story room of Friends' bool

store, No. 84 Arch street.

Charler j. Ai.lks, SeerttQif

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.
The Committee to Superintend the Boarding-idji

at West-town, will meet m rhiladdphia, on Sixth-i,

the 7th of Fourth month, at 7 o'clock, p. m. ; the Cot

mittee on Instruction, at 4 r. M., and the Commllleii,

Admissions, at 5 p. m.

The Visiting Committee will attend the semi-s«i«.

examination of the Schools, on Third, Fourth, u
Fifth-days of the same week.

Thomas Kimbku, CUA.
Philada., Third mo. 25th, 1854.

INDIAN CIVILIZATION.

Wanted, a well qualified Friend and his wife to raii

at Tunessassah; to be engaged in managing thefut

belonging to the committee of Philadelphia Yearly Mk
ing ; and other domestic concerns of the family. Ak
a suitable Friend to teach the school.

Application may be made to Joseph Elkintoil,Ji

377 South Second street, or Thomas Evans, Nftlii

Arch street.

Married, on Fifth-day, the 2d of Third month, W,
at Friends' meeting, on Nantucket, Joux Boadu, ,

White Haven, Cumberland county, England, to Ilinu

.M. Heaton, daughter of the late Adna Heaton, of Plltli

kill, Ulster county. New York.

Died, on the 10th of Second month, 1854, after »lii

gcring illness, which he bore with resignation •:

Christian patience, David Hole, in the S4th yearofi

age ; a useful member of Carmel -Monthly Meeting, C<

lumbiana county, Ohio. During his confinement k

was often engaged in supplication. Being asked bn

he was, he replied, "I have had a hard time, batu
withstanding my bodily afliictions, I have pleasant!.'

sons ; blessed be His holy name, he will not cu

off." He gave directions for his coflin to bo mail,

without stain or varnish. A few hours before lii-

he said, " I am going, I am going ;" and on being ..

if he was willing, he answered, " 'ifes j all 1 want, i

crave now is, to be received into the mansions of peij

and rest ;" affording a comfortable hope to his ftie«t!

that his end was peace.

, on the morning of the 14th of Third DMA
1854, in the 68th year of her age, ELiZAnExii C. IBlO

a minister and member of the Monthly Meetii;)

Friends of Philadelphia. Convinced in laily lifttb

the doctrines and testimonies of the religiuus .Scici«t;,a

which she was educated, were in accordaiirc widitn-

Christianity, it was her abiding concern liurnl'I-
'

firmly to uphold them both by precept and exani|il

submitting to the cross of Christ, to walk in coni.

with the profession which she deemed it her i

make. Though gifted with mental euJowmeiil
superior order, -aith sound judgment, and a cull

intellect, sanctified by Divine grace, which qualili

for usefulness in the church, sho sought not a pron

or conspicuous place, but to be anything or 110

as might be consistent with the Lord's will. For

months before lier decease, the infirmities of discu

advancing age dei)rivedher of the opportunity of at

ing religious meetings, but whilst ability was alfor'i
j

she was an example of diligence in the pert'orniBnt(i|

that important duty; and it is believed the langMj

might have been adopted by her, " I have fought a ir;'.

fight, I have finished my course, I have kept the 1

henceforth there is laid up for me a crown of riKl'

ness, which the Lord the righteous judge shall g"

at that day."
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REMARKABLE DELUSIONS.

(Concluded from page 22(i.J

le history of Mormonism is, however, very
r, and affords a remarkable proof how
ilion may lift into eminence the system
:
which its attacks are directed. Basing

tern on .such pretensions as we have de-

Joseph Smith soon found himself the head
owing sect. From the 1st of June, 18:50,

its numbers were thirty, it advanced like

gion of Mohammed, in regularly increas-

velopment. As it grew, the opposition

it became loud and vehement, and men,
ed with its pretensions, attacked it with a

e which savoured altogether of this world,

travelled about in search of a location for

itemplated settlement, not without some
erstandings among his own people, but ex-

an incessant fire of persecution from his

,nt enemies."

he midst of dangers such as those to

he was exposed, Joseph Smith began to or-

his followers into a body-guard to defend
;ainst his enemies. His brother, Hiram
was nominated captain, and another bro-

eorge Smith, held the office of armour-
Such measures on Smith's part provoked

londing ones on the side of his enemies.!

agonist force was rapidly raised, and one'

eaders of this band swore to destroy Smith '

army. Belbre he could accomplish this

however, the man was drowned in the

of the Missouri river—an event which
Jid not fad to regard as a just punishment'
foe. Soon after this event, the cholera i

ut in the Mormon army. At first. Smith,
oured to cure it by iho power which he,

d to be vested in himself, but he soon
i

that the disease was quite beyond his in-'

1
and thirteen of his band were removed
About the same time, Smith was accused

e of his own followers of prophesying lies,

Jfopriating the money of his people. He
I charge boldly, however, and the accuser
id the charge.

leph Smith is accused of having fled from
ts in Kirtland, where his fii-st settlement

;n, in the middle of the night, leaving his

rs to do as they could. This transaction

owed by a great schism among his peo-

mselves, led on by two of the three who
ned the first paper testilying to the authen-

f the books of Mormon, in alliance with

was Sidney Rigdon. But the last was

deep in Joseph Smith's secrets, and was soon

forgiven. The persecution of the body in the

meantime continued. Obstructions being offered

to the right of voting in political elections by the

enemies of Smith, a regular series of assaults

took place, which lasted during several weeks.

In the end, an attempt was made to massacre
the Mormons.
"The Mormons now began to establish them-

selves in Illinois, where they formed a town,
which they called ' Nauvoo,' or beautiful. Of
this town Smith was appointed mayor, and in ad-

dition to his titles of prophet and president, was
also termed lieutenant-general.

"In 1837, Mormonism began first to make
head in England, and in that year made many
converts among the ignorant and weak-minded,
principally in the manufacturing districts. Those
who looked to religion for a system of external

advantage and polity, saw much in this new sys-

tem which corresponded with their views. In

1841, Joseph Smith directed, under inspiration,

as he termed it, the construction of a magnificent

temple at Nauvoo, to which he invited contribu-

tions from all quarters. It was well situated, and
of large proportions, and a million of dollars were
expended upon its construction,"

" It was about this time that one of the leaders

of the Mormonites, Sidney Rigdon, promulged the

abhorrent doctrine of plurality of wives, in imita-

tion of Mohammed himself—a doctrine which
Smith was regarded as greatly lavouring. Smith,

now at the very height of his ambition, was put

forward as a candidate for the presidentship of

the United States, and published what he termed

'General Smith's Views of the Government and

Policy of the United States.' It is needless to

say that his pretensions were regarded in the

main with contempt. Soon after this, the accu-

sation against Smith of promoting the ' spiritual

wife' doctrine, sustained as it was by the affida-

vits of si.xteen persons, led to the destruction by

the Mormons of the newspaper which had pub-

lished them, and thence to a serious conflict be-

tween the Mormonites of Nauvoo and the sur-

rounding inhabitants, in the course of which
Joseph Smith and his brother were shot. The
prophet's death gave to him a power which it is

probable his life, had it been prolonged, would

have utterly prevented—he became enshrined and
worshipped.

" After the death of Joseph Smith, Sidney Rig-

don endeavoured to vault into the vacant chair.

His reputation was, however, so low, that this I

was found to be impossible. Ho was e.xpelled

from the society, and Brigham Young was ap-

pointed the leader—a post which he still holds.

"Again the Mormon body were compelled to

'

emigrate. They were driven from Nauvoo, and

have now fi.xed their residence at Deseret, in the

vicinity of California, in the great salt water lake

valley, which they first reached after incredible i

troubles and privations. They have formed hero

a large and increasing settlement ; they have built

an enormous temple; they are said to have been

the first who profited by the gold I'ound in Call-

1

fornia, and they have established a perpetual
|

emigration fund, to aid those Irom all countries 1

who are attracted by the hope of an earthly para-
dise. Kelly, in his 'Excursion to California,'
gives no very favourable dcsrription of the mo-
rals of the new settlement. If only half the nar-
ratives given of the practices of the leaders bo
true, they will demonstrate the fact that chastity
and purity have no true basis among them. It is

indeed true that the Mormonite books profess to

abjure such practices. But a new revelation is

I with them always possible, and who can say
what vices it may sanction ?

" Melancholy as are these illustrations of delu-
sions connected with religion, the student of the

[Scriptures] will see in them only a fulfilment

of many warnings which that Divine record con-
tains upon this subject. 'The Spirit speaketh
e.xpressly, that in the latter times some shall de-

part from the faith, giving heed to seducing spirits

and doctrines of devils; speaking lies in hypocri-
sy, having their conscience seared with a hot
iron.' A corrupt state of the heart is the prolific

source from which these delusions spring. There
is a want among their votaries of an earnest,

simple-minded, child-like desire to attain to the

truth, and mingled, as this often is, with the in-

dulgence of some known sin, it ends in the judi-

cial surrender of the victim to a strong delusion
to believe a lie. Those, however, who earnestly

and with uprightness of purpose seek to know the

Lord, no such delusions will be permitted to en-
tangle. The promise of God standeth sure, that

they who seek him with their whole heart shall

surely find him. The highway of holiness that

leadeth to His kingdom is so plain, that a labour-

ing man, though a fool, shall not err therein."
'^ C'otidusion. Our illustrations of credulity

are now nearly closed. To spend much time in

winding up these observations may be censured
by the reader as superfluous. A few short words
will be enough.

" The reader who lives in the nineteenth cen-
tury stands on vantage-ground with regard to

most of the errors which we have detailed. The
selfcomplacency naturally attendant on our ad-

vanced knowledge can well afford to pity those

who lived in a period of comparative disridvan-

tage, and who were thus victims of their own in-

latuation. We censure delusions not our own as

the man despises the delusions of the child.

" But what if we conceive of a stale of things,

as much or more in advance of the present, as the

present is in advance of the past ? We speak not

now of science, but of truths much higher and
holier than science has ever known, and in com-
parison of which mere scientific discoveries are

but as baubles. What, if we think of one who
has himself passed ' the flaming bounds of space

and time,' looking down from his 'empyreal
throne,' with all his faculties now quickened and
enlarged, upon ' the smoke and stir of this dim
spot which men call earth,' and passing sentence

upon the thoughts which now occupy others, and
which once amuseii himself. Would there be
nothing to e.xcite surprise and pity 1

" Below him is a world, every atom of which .

bears upon it the significant iinjiress of an nl-

mighty Creator, walking through all its scenes in

the varieties of his majestic power. The opening
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of ilslcullivnting

There is

INSENSIBILITY.
nn insensibility in religious mntlers

I'hen no particular defccls arc oiil-

dav—iho summer evening— ihc ph.mage ol lis I
cultivating on undergrowth of small pleasures

birds—Ihe instincts of its animals—the fra-^rance since very few great ones are l et upon long leases,

ofils lliAvers—and ihc commanding intellect ol =
K„r •Th,- it.e.Mi

"

the being who, as Cicd's vicegerent, commands

them allt speak to man at every turn of ' God's

eternal power and Godhead, so ihat they who

deny him are without excuse.' Yet, by that no- sometimes
_ ..,,,

blest production of almighty workmanship—by ,

wardly perceptible. Ihe conduct ol individuals

man himself-God is neglected and scorned,
j

may be unimpeachable, and even circumspect iii

The creature who basks in God's sunshine does the opinion ol the passing observer, at Ihe same

notvilue his smile; nor does ho who shudders! lime that hfelessness, carelessness, and almost a

at God's tempest dread his frown. The eye, the, total deficiency of religious sensibility, may be

car, the unders.andinc, proclaim the Divinity, felt by the e.xperienced in the way of nghteous-

Butthe heart refu.ses'its homage, and the man !
ness : still this class having a disciplinary right

walks like nn atheist throunh a world full of the in Society, when momentous questions are under

Holy One, knowing him not, obeying him nol, consideration, arc not apt to be backward ui

and careless of nllthat might do Him pleasure, throwing in their weight of innuence, which in

Is there
at th<

any of the delusions wc have just e.xhib- many decisions at t

rre... an infatuation as this? leared, the popular v

resent day, it is to be

d -=0 creat an infatuation as mis !
<-— . "- l-l— -oice or opinion secures the

"Or let us look a<-ain at ihe gigantic powers pre-eminence; thus iorcclosing the way in a great

ofevil everywhere stalking abroad in the world, measure, for endeavouring to e.xaminc the cogency

Man sees sin poisoning society in all lis forms,

yet he clings with eagerness to the very infiuence

which destroys him. He gives up his soul, by n

succession of voluntary acts, not quite so appa-

rent, but quiie as real as in any case herelofuro

believed. He risks that ^^oul upon ventures in

which the chances of repentance are small, and

of final ruin great. The spend-
ihe prob _ „, , ,

thrift embraces ihe want he dreads. '1 he drunk-

ard fainls for his 'liquid fire.' The pleasure-

seeker laboriously invites the ennui which he yet

feels 10 be intolerable. The debauchee eagerly

invites disgrace, premature exhaustion, and a

nerveless death. Men ask for martyrdom in

forms which brings all its pains without its attend-

ant consolations. The mind grows sick at such

exhibitions. Delusion and infuluation possess the

world.
" In all directions men are seen to act like ma-

niacs. Insane, when in youth they lay up for

themselves future diseases and death ; insane,

when in manhood they solicit their own inevitable

disappointmenl; insane, when through life they

kindle the fires of a life to come."
" Is there, then, no remedy for this wide-spread

infatuation ?—no place in which men may find

something that shall satisfy the deep craving ol

the human heart for solid happiness? Thanks ,

that thou mayest

of the reasons advanced, in the Irue light.

A strict conformity to the truth as it is in

Jesus, should be the end and aim of all discipli-

nary action, and as wc have the magnitude ol'

this continually before us, we shall see the futility

and even great danger there is of sulfering our-

selves to be swayed by any creaturely bias, till

true judgment is perverted, and we are driven

into aciivity from the mere desire to gain our

points, which perhaps are artfully decorated with

some plausible covering of righteousness, not be-

cause of any inherent love for the Truth, but more

lor the selfish wish of obtaining the ascendency,

or of being successful, as we naturally would like

to be in whatever we undertake.

An insensibility too much exists in regard lo

the importance of true holiness and the sustaining

life of religion : while contenied with a name to

live amongst men, many permit themselves lo

float listlessly along as on the wave of public

opinion, eating their own bread and wearing iheir

own apparel, neglecting the solemn injunction

which seems applicable: "1 counsel thee lo buy

of me gold tried in the fire, that ihou mayest be

rich ; and white raiment that thou mayest be

clothed; and that the shame of thy nakedne:-s do

not appear; and anoint thine eyes wiili eye-salve

How barren of true and

be to God, there is one remedy that never fail:_

one place at which all who truly seek shall find

abiding satisfaction,

' The Cross-
There no delusive hope involves despair,

No mockery meets jou, no decept

The spells and ch:

there.

; that blinded you before,

All vanish there, and fascinate no more.'

COWPER.

'The true Christian alone has found the secret

of happiness. Taught by the Holy Spirit, he

enduring enjoyment are pers<ms of this character,

and in what a state of awful uncertainty ihey

exisi, as withering branches, liable to be loppeJ

away at any moment for the preservation of the

living which remain. We may remember it was

said by our blessed Lord al a trying hour, "If
lliey do these things in a green tree, what shall

be done in the dry !"

Persons may be sensible on almost every sub-

ject of a worldly nature, and sensitive too in re-

ijard to the impressions ol which a kind or allec-

has seen through the emptiness of the world, and
j

tionate disposition is susceptible, yet if the mind

has abandoned the chase of those empty shadows I remains insensible to ihe plastic touches of a

which such multitudes around him pursue. The| Uedeemer's love, or refuses to bear Ins cross, the

fountain at which he has drunk is free and open
[

all-important means of securing never-ending life

lo all. ' If any man thirst, let him come unto are neglected. Many and arduous are the schemes,

me and drink,' is still tlie Saviour's invitation to and great and imposing the preparations in earth-

the children of men. May the rrader hearken to
j
|y wisdom to lay hold of the pearl of great price,

this atRctionate appeal, and with gratitude wel-
: either by worshipping at Jerusalem or on the

come the gospel oiler of reconciliation through mountain, instead of engaging in that unostenta-

faith in his blood I
' For God so loved ihe world,

,
tious but true devotion, which consists in worship-

that he gave his only begotten Son, that whoso-
j

ping ihe Father in spirit and in truth, forgetting

ever belicvelh in hi

everlasting lile.'

'

uld not perish, but

"Sometimes small evils like invisible insects,

inflict pain, and a single hair may stop a vast

machine; yet ihe chief secret of comlorl lies in

not suffering trifles to vex us ; and in prudently

that the Father seeketh such to worshij) him ; but

we may remember that it was said by our blessed

Lord, no doubt in reference to those outside pro-

le.ssors, " Strive to enter in at the strait gala: for

many, 1 say unto you, will seek, to enter in, and
shall not be able"

\

The present is a day in which there is much

slir in regard to cducatioit; but instead of usir

every effort to confer temporal accumplishroni''

upon iheir children, in order that they may in.

off reputably in what is termed polished sii-

what infinitely greater kindness to iheir b'

offspring would it be, if Friends with pra\>

and watchful solicitude, would endeavour to lu;

'

the precious and lender minds of their bekrn

little ones lo the early maiiifeslalions oi the sb

of light and grace in their hearts, anxiously a

every development of this blessed gill, and i'

to see it gaining n controlling influence ov( r

affections, and a restraining elfect upon ihcir

duct ; that happily as they grow in strengili,

may also grow in grace and religious sens

and become skilful workmen in the Lord's

yard, giving diligent heed to His direction-,

they may know how to train and nourish lli

der vine of life, and what to yield for destrut.

that would prove injurious to its increase : it
j

alone can relieve from a dull insensibility and I

vague perception of the Truth, and quicken Iht
|

conduct and conversation, so that iheir speec

will indeed bewray them, that they have beea wi;

Jesus.

X. York, Third mo., 1S54.
^

The Apple Man in 165:J.—N. P. MorrisKl

of Somerville, last year received SlO lor onetarj

rel and twenty-eight apples of the Ilubbardjia

variety. These apples were sold by the retsilf

at fifly to seventy-five cents a dozen. Mr.JI

cullivates, says the New England Farmer, tii:

acres of land ; hi^ fruit, this barren year, 185

brought him $8.50. For twenty-six bushels ;

apples he received $00. For one hundred «:

ihirty-six barrels, he received $408. For slm

berries and raspberries, $100. The balance,:

make up the whole sum, .$850, was for cide;

apples, sold at from eight to twelve cents a bushf

and for early wind-falls sold in July and Augu-

Perhaps some of our young men will come toli.

conclusion that the market for ^oo^/ fruil is b

yet over-stocked.

—

From the riough, the Lay

i7ul the Anvil.

GLEANINGS FUR "TlIU FRIEND."

JAQIELINE PASCAL.

When Jaqueline Pascal first desired to enl!

the retirement of Port Royal, her father objecle:

The female Principal of ihat Institution—Ik

Mere Agnes—addressed to her on ihis occasio:

! much excellent counsel.

I

" You doubt nol," she remarked, " that Godi

all powerful; but we are too apt lo long for

K

'power to take precedence of his will, so that'

may be indulged in our own will, which we be

lieve to be his also ; but this is not always 1^

case. He often suffers us to feel desires whic

he does not intend lo fulfil, and manilesis this!

ihe hindrances that his providence interpose;

Therefore, we ought to receive such delays nil

as much satisfaction as if our wishes had 1)«

granted. 'I'hey seem to me, my dear sister,

I sign that God is trusting himself in us, or ralbei

[trusting the grace which he has given us, ac

which he knows to be so strong, that it will

«

i

falter—so persevering, ihat it cannoi fail."

I

" It is your duty to Ibllow God's guidance, ao

to endure with meekness the delays occasionf

by his providence. There is quite as much s

in wishing to go before the will of God, as ihci

would be in nol obeying it at the proper time,

you do not possess your soul in perfect peace at

perfect submission, you must cease the repelitit

jof the Lord's prayer; lor the phrase, 'Thy »'

be done on earth as it is in heaven,' includes il
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:ialion of every possible wish which does

rmonize wilh God's will."

Happy are ihey who know none but God,
ho are satisfied with God.' " " Neilhcr the

a nun, nor any other mode of life, can pro-

his state of heart; yet without it all exter-

jrship is vain, and even our very prayers

litless, if the soul does not submit itself en-

lo God, and find its nourishment in doing

., according to our Saviour's words, ' iMy

.nd my drink is to do the will of my

force of these salutary sentiments was not

)on Jaqueline, although neither she nor the

made the full application of them. The
of a monastic life was still great in their

brother Blaise and she had written a joint

to their sister Perier, which had drawn from
ter some expressions ofcommendation which
houghl unmerited and extravagant. They

Were what you say true, 1 should fear

ou had learnt the lesson in a wrong spirit,

you would have lost the remembrance of

iman teacher, in thinking of God, who alone

ake the truth cfl^ectual. If it has done you
3od, that good comes from God alone, with-

hose aid neither you nor any other person

right. And although, in this sort of

ide, we do not look upon men as the actual

of the blessings we receive by their

:, yet they are too apt to rival God in our

1, especially if our souls be not thoroughly

;d from tliose carnal tendencies which tempt

consider the channels of good as its source.''

he angel refused to be worshipped by one
ras his fellow servant, so we must beg you
pay us such compliments again, nor to use

pressions of human gratitude, since we are

irners, like yourself,

nd why do you say that it is needless to

these things, because we already know
well ? We are afraid that you do not make

distinction between the things of which
leak, which are holy, and those ol every-day
Doubtless, when the latter are fixed in the

iry, they need no repetition, but it is not so

hmgs. To have comprehended these

though in a right way, I mean by the help

d's S|)irit, is not enough to make us retain

lowledge of such truths, even if we perfect-

nember them. It is as easy to learn an

! of St. Paul by heart, and to retain it in the

ry, as a book of Virgil ; but the knowledge

line is believed by her biograplier to have penned

her last poetic efl'usion, which has been thus

translated :

" ye dark forests, iu wliosc sombre shades
Niglit finds a noooday lair,

Sileiicof a sacred refuge ! to your glades

A stranger worn witU care

And weary of life's jostle, would repair.

He asks no medicine for his fond heart's pain,

He brealis your stillness with no piercing cry
;

He comes not to complain,

He only comes to die I

To die among the busy haunts of men
"

Were to betray his woe,
But these thick woods and this sequestered glen

No trace of suffering show.
Here would he die that none his grief may know.
Ye need not dread his weeping—tears are vain

—

Here let him perish and unheeded lie
;

He comes not to complain,

He only comes to die."

Jaqueline believed herself called upon to refrain

hereafter from the exercisT of her poetic talent,

and this has been entitled the Last Song of the

Swan.

Honesty keeps some men from growing rich ;

and civility, from being witty.

Biographical Sketches for the Yonng;

Intending to show the superiority of the Religion of the

Cross, to all other attainments.

DR. ISAAC WATTS.

Dr. Isaac Watts affords such an eminent ex-

ample of the supporting and animating power of

religion, under the pressure of great bodily afflic-

tion, that we trust the insertion of some notice of

it will be acceptable to the reader.

We shall pass over the most active period of

his life, and attend him when labouring under the

supineness of a feeble frame, and a long-cofttinued

indisposition. Of those seasons of affliction, hej

says, with a truly elevated mind and thankful

heart, he was not afraid to let the world know,

that—"amidst the sinkings of life and nature,

Christianity and the Gospel were his support!

Amidst all the violence of my distemper, and

the tiresome months of it, I thank God, I never

lost sight of reason or religion, though sometimes

I had much ado to preserve the machine of ani-

mal nature in such order, as regularly to exercise

either the man or the Christian."

The divine p.-ace of conscience he enjoyed un-

- der these trying circumstances; and the rational

icquired and thus preserved, is but an effort [and Christian foundation of his hope and trust in

'n order that we may penetrate ijs
j

ij,e Divine Goodness, together with his humble

appeal to God on those solemn occasions, are

beautifully and justly expressed in his own devout

soliloquy :

mory
1 meaning, the same izrace which first made
clear to us, must continue to preserve it in

icarts, by daily writing it anew on those

Y tablets.''

bus, the perseverance of the saints is nei-

nore nor less than God's grace, perpetually

ted, and not given once for all, in a mass
to last forever;—which leaches us how

etely we are dependent on God's mercy

;

he should for a moment withhold the sap of

race, we must of necessity wither away,
efore, it is plain that we are bound always to

new efforts to gain a newness of heart, be.

I we can only retain the grace wc already

ss by acquiring new grace. Otherwise, we
[d lose that grace which we lioped was our

I
just as those who would shut in light, find

Selves shut up in darkness."

)ur memory, like the teachings it retains,

1. a lifeless, i'ormal body, without GoJ's vivi-

Spirit."

it long after the date of the foregoing, Jaque-

" Yet, gracious God I amidst these storms of nature,

Thine eyes behold a sweet and sacred calm
Reign thro' the realms of conscience ; all within

Lies peaceful, all composed. 'Tis wondrous Grace
Keeps off thy terrors from this humble bosom

;

Tho' stained with sins and follies, yet serene

In penitential peace and cheerful hope,

Sprinkled ami guarded with atoning blood.

Thy vital smiles, amidst this desolation.

Like heavenly sunbeams, hid behind the clouds,

Break out in happy moments, with bright radiance

Clearing the gloum
;
the fair celestial light

Softens and gilds the horrors of the storm,

And richest cordials to the heart conveys.

Oh glorious solace of immense distress,

A conscience and a God ! This is my rock

Of firm support, my shield of sure defence

Against infernal arrows. Rise, my soul

!

Put on thy courage: here's the living spring

Of joys divinely sweet, and ever now,

A peaceful conscience, and a smiling heaven.

My God, permit n creeping worm to say.

Thy Spirit knows I love thee. Worthless one,

To dare to love a God I IJut Grace requires,

.\ud Grace accepts. Thou scest my labouring soul.

Weak as my zeal is, yet my zeal is true

;

It bears the trying furnace, Love divine

Constraining me: I am Thine. Incarnate Love
Has seized, and holds me in almighty arms

;

Here's my salvation, my eternal hope
Amidst the wreck of worlds and dying nature,

I am the Lord's, and He forever mine!"

After his recovery from one of those long pro-

tracted seasons of indisposition, his heart was en-

larged with love to his heavenly Father, and in

pathetic language he thus pours out his spirit:

"Almighty Power, I love thee! blissful name,
My healer God ! and may my inmost heart

Love and adore forever 1 'tis good .

To wait submissive at Thy holy throne,

To leave petitions at Thy feet, and bear

Thy frowns and silence with a patient soul.

Thy hand of mercy is not short to save,

Nor is thine ear of heavenly pity deaf
To mortal cries. It noticed all my groans.

And sighs, and long complaints, with wise delay,

Tho' painful to the sufferer, and Thy hand
In proper moment brought desired relief!"

Shortly before his death, he observed, in con-

versation with a friend, that " he remembered an

aged minister used to say, that the most learned

and knowing Christians, when they come to die,

have only the same plain promises of the gospel

for their support, as the common and unlearned;

and so, said he, I find it. It is the plain promises

of the gospel that are my support; and I bless

God, they are plain promises, that do not require

much labour and pains to understand them. The
business of a Christian is to licar the will of God,
us well as to do it. If I were in heallh, 1 could

be doing that, and that I may do now. The best

thing in obedience, is a regard to the will of God,

and the way to that \s, to gel our inclinations and
aversions as much mortified as ive can."

OUR ANNCil ASSEJIBLY.

As the time approaches for the gathering of

our annual assembly, my mind seems clothed

with concern that those who may be enabled to

atlend it, may be individually gathered and cen-

tered in their minds, to the alone place of safety

and discernment ; that in the silence of all fleshly

and creaturely activity, they may be enabled to

hear the Shepherd's voice, and endued wilh wis-

dom to distinguish it from that of the stranger :

that each individual who takes a part in transact-

ing the affairs of the church, may be careful to

wait for His holy anointing and putting fjrih, and

not run in the heat and zeal of unsubdued nature,

or be tempted to put forth a hand to steady the

ark unbidden; that dwelling in the pure fear of

the Lord, wisdom and sirength may be received

from Him, whose strength is vouchsafed and made
perlii'ct in our weakness. As this is the case, I

doubt not but that the Most High will condescend

to be in our midst, and strengthen his servants to

stand, wilh their feet fixed as in the bottom of

Jordan, bearing ihe nrk of His testimony with

unflinching integriiy.

There never was a time I believe, since tho

first rise of our religious Society, that called loud-

er than the jircsent, for close, inward, individual

ivatchfulncss unto prayer, so that we be not turn-

ed aside from following the Captain o( salvation,

who only is able to preserve us Iroin the many
dangers to be met with in our passage through

time, and who is to be sought unto and followed.

While one saycth, "1 am of Paul," und an-

other, " 1 nm of Apollos,"' and we are eyeing one

another, and setting up our own judgmeni, com.
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mending iliis, and condemning that one, without
j

knowing whal manner of spirit we ourselves urc

of, it is evident tliat we "nrc yet carnal and
j

walk as men," and have not submitted ourselves

to the saving baptism of our Lord Jtsus Christ,

evin the baptism of the Holy Ghost and fire, where-

by " tile dross and tin and reprobate silver" of our

nature is to be removed, that the spiritual eye

being anointed with the eye-salve of the kingdom,

we may be enabled to see, not " men as trees

walking," but every man clearly, and things as

they really are.

Oh! that we as a people were more concerned

to place our trust and confidence in the Lord

alone; "ceasing from man whose breath is in his

nostrils, for wherein is he to be accounted of,"

for we have if recorded in Holy Writ, that " they

that trust in the Lord shall be as Mount Zion,

which cannot be removed, but abidelh forever
:"

and again, "Trust ye in the Lord forever; for in

the Lord Jehovah is everlasting strength." 1

doubt not but there are those amongst us, who

can testily from ii degree of living, heartfelt

experience, that " it is better lo trust in the Lord,

than to put confidence in princes;" yet 1 fear

there is another class, somewhat like those in

former limes, spoken of by the prophet Isaiah,

upon whom woe was pronounced, " who go down

into Egypt for help, and stay on horses, and trust

in chariots because they are many, a'nd in horse-

men because they are very strong, but look not

unto the Holy One of Israel, neither seek the

Lord." "Now the Egyptians are men, and not

gods; and their horses flesh and not spirit. When
the Lord shall stretch out his hand, both he that

helpeth shall fall, and he that is helpen shall fall

down, and both shall fail together."

Falls, Third month, 1S54.

COMFORT IN THE TIME OF TRIAL.

How sweet to think in sorrow's hour
That He who reigns above,

Although supreme in sovereign power,

Is as supreme in love 1

And that to those who kiss the rod

By Him in mercy sent,

The" stall' of comfort from their God,

Shall in His love be lent.

Sustained by this, with hopes serene,

Though earth's best joys seem gone.

On this like Jacob they shall lean.

And worship Him thereon.

For God, who binds the broken heait.

And dries the mourner's tear.

If faith and patience be their part,

Will unto these be near.

Let such but say, " Thy will be done I"

And He who Lazarus raised,

Will qualify them through his love,

To add " Thy name be praised I"

Selccteil.

FAITH.
Thy triumphs. Faith, we need not take

Alone from the blest martyr's stake
;

In scenes obscure no less we see

That faith is a reality
;

An evidence of things not seen,

A substance firm whereon to lean.

Go, search the cottager's lone room,
The day scarce piercing through the gloom,
The Christian on his dying bed,

Unknown, unlettered, hardly led

;

No flattering witnesses attend,

To tell how glorious was his end

;

Save in the book of life, his name
Unheard, He never dreampt of fame:

No human consolation near,

No voice to soothe, no friend to cheer;

Of every earthly stay bereft,

And nothing—but his Saviour left.

any one of us brought before them for the bread V
of any law of God, or just law of man. Yet »< r

are many of us brought before them, as Lai
was, and as Christ Jesus said we should be,

things concerning our God, and for riglileousri

ke. For these things wo arc not asluimed.

" W'hen magistrates' eyes come to be open

. . they will see, that Quakers' principles

not destructive to good government, nor govi

ors,—but that as people come to own their ],:

ciples, and to live in them, they will ease

magistrate of a great deal of labour, and free;

nation of a vast charge, now spent nccdles:

upon priests and lawyers, and no n I'ormati. i

wrought among the people."
i

After giving the above document, Besse roakef

these remarks : " The foregoing paper txpreitel;

the early sense of this people respecting mer- '

nary priests and lawyers, as having no p'

among perfect Christians; because the true :

islers ol Christ are ever ready freely to coni!

nicate unto others their experience of the ii;

ings of his Spirit freely given Ihcm ; and t

lawyers, a government of universal pence i

find them no employment." :

The Friends of Northampton had good reuoci

to think very meanly of the labours of the !>». ;

yers, the justices and the judges, in ih'j.r pre;.;

ed eflbrts to promote and sustain jus;;.;..- in

land, and little cause to believe that the t cci'_s;a>

were promoting viuil religion, or were living u:i

der the influence ot true Christian love,—sedn;

that they were not in life and conversation mart

lesting the fruits of the Spirit, 'love, joy, pc:

long-suffering, gentleness, goodness, iaith, m
ness, temperance.' They were kept furui;

with fresh proofs that the magistrates were c i

actuated by justice, nor the ecclesiastics by Chris-

tianity in their proceedings.

^Vhen the act against conventicles had, bee:

obtained through the influence of the hirelir.;

priests of the establishment, we hesitate to call;
j

a church, early in 1670. the work ol' perseculio:!

went on with renewed vigour in Northampton. I

Early in the Fourth month under this act, Tbc^l

Good Lakd of uhich Canaan was a Figure, ' mas Olive became a sullerer. He could not, be-

1

which we here in the Fear of the Lord declare cause of the command of Parliament, I'eel himse!

without boasting, tliat others matj see ichat grows excused from obeying the commands of his Gtc,

iti that Land, that are not yet come thither." We i He met as usual publicly with his Friends forrt'

Fast sinking to his kindred dust,

The word of life is still his trust

;

The joy God's promises impart,

Lies like a cordial at his heart

;

,
Unshaken Faith its strength supplies.

He loves, believes, adores, and dies.

Selecicd.

THE MOTHER'S SMILE.

By A. E. CAKl'KNTER.

There aVe clouds that must o'ershade us—
There are griefs that all must know-

There are sorrows that have made us

Feel the tide of human woe.
But the deepest, darkest sorrow,

Though it sere the heart awhile,

Hope's cheering ray may borrow,

From a mother's welcome smile.

There are days in youth that greet us,

^Yith a ray too bright to last,

There are the cares of age to meet us,

When those sunny days are past

;

But the past scenes hover o'er us,

And give back the heart awhile.

All that memory can restore us

In a mother's welcome smile.

There are scenes and sunny places.

On which memory loves to dwell,

There are many happy faces

Who have known and loved us well,

But 'mid joy, or mid dejection.

There is nothing can beguile,

That can show the fond atl'ection

Of a mother's welcome smile.

BlOGRAPmCAl SKETCUES

Of Ministers and Elders, and other concerned members
of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

THOMAS OLIVE.

(Coiuiiiueil Iroui page 229.)

In t^e year 1667, the prisoners at Northamp-

ton gave forth a paper, in the preparation of

which Thomas Olive was without doubt concern-

ed. It has for its title, " Some Fruits reaped al-

eady by the Faiihlul that have entered into the

give this interesting document nearly in lull.

"Since the Lord called us, whom the world

calls Quakers, into that Land, where the Light of

Christ shineth, we have come to witness the

Lord's power [promise] fulfilled, that ail the chil-

dren of the Lord, should be taught of the Lord.

As the Lord will teach his people himself, we
need not that any hireling priest teach us. So

we bid adieu to all hireling priests and teachers,

and shall not, and never may, put into their

mouths again.
" Hccondly. Since we came into this good

land, «e never have been without wise men
among us; [to whom] if any difliirence hath arisen

between a brother and a brother, we have been

made willing to put our cause for determination.

So never among the thousands of those called

ligious worship, and he thus laid himself open fo:

the avarice of informers and justices, and thems-

lignity of priestcraft to rob and oppress. Thoras;

appears to have been either a manul'acturer ors

storekeeper, for his persecutors distrained "sixty

pounds worth of good cloth at one time" froiT:

him. Francis Ellington, a neighbouring Friend

who was in debt for his goods in trade, unSer-

standing that a large distraint was to be madeoc

him, and fearful lest he should be unable honestly

to pay those who had trusted him, m:ido a blllo;

sale of his goods so lar as would secure his cre-

ditors. When the oflicers came, he pointed oc

what was not thus secured, but they in hopes c

better booty, declined distraining uiiiil they hac

direction from the |)ersecuting justice under whose

warrant they wure acting. The justice was in-

clined to seize upon the secured goods, under theQuakers, brother has been found to go to law with

brother, before infidels, such us judge for gilts and
i
idea that the deed of sale could Lie made void,—

rewards. So adieu hireling priests, and deceitful I but when he Ibund that learned coun^el had told

lawyers! Christ's government which we live 1 Francis, " that if the late act had iiol frustraieC

under, will never admit of any of you. I all the law of England, he might sell Ins goods to

''Thirdly. Since the Lord hath brought us w-hom he pleased," he bade the constable to for-

into this good land, there is not a beggar found I bear acting until he should hear from London-

among us, but all are made willing to labour with But being thus thwarted in this case, ho wislied to

their own hands, that so they may be serviceable make it up, by additional severity in others. Ad-

to all in their generation. i dressing the constables, he asked " il' they had

''Fourthly. The civil magistrates either al their . taken enough from Thomas Olive." They told

assizes or at their sessions, have not at any time! him they "thought they had." He then said,
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'ejnr ijou take enough, and more, that so there

ye III t /ill/ poundsfor the king, twenty pounds
poor, and tivenly poundsfor thc'i7iformer,

\you take goods enough, then of the residue

•.all have one part, and I u-ill have the rest."

onstables appear lo have been shocked at

n outrage upon all justice and law, and told

they icould never receive a penny on that

2i." This justice was not the only covetous

njust one in that county. Yelverton, a

and burgess for Northampton, used words'

3 import to the constables. A letter from
igborough, dated Fourth month 13th, 1070,
iescribing the work of persecution in that

" They also took seven beasts from another

1 dwelling near ; and from another one hun-

ind sixty pasture fleeces, and most of his

nd pewter: from another they were order-

dislrain for seven pounds fifteen shillings
;

om another as much, who being a widow's
nd having nothing in possession, the war-
'as returned to the justices, who sent the

bles back with a command to take his

3." The letter writer goes on describing

s sums of money distrained for from Friends

and then adds, " The bishop of Peterbo-

visiied at Rowel last week, and there said

' in the mass-house, after he had given every

a charge to put the late Act in execution,!

; when they met again, (meaning the Par-

i

It) they would make a stronger for them;
vould get a law made to lake away their

and goods, and then they should be sold fori

slaves.'

"

;se, after giving the letter from which we
ken the above, remarks, " This shows that

of the leading ecclesiastics thought the laws,

I very severe, too favourable towards the

rs; wherefore they not only urged the exe-

of them to the utmost extremity, but would

gly have extended them to the utter extir-

of those whom in their mistaken zeal they

id to be hereticks."

1672, all the P'riends, prisoners in North-

)n, were released on the king's declaration

nding the penal laws in matters ecclesiasli-

Fifieen had been in confinement for the tes-

y of a good conscience, for more than six

Some of them had been in prison more
even years, under sentence of transporta-

-and one under sentence of premunire,

rds of nine. For some years after this, we
ittle account of persecution in Northampton-
Indeed, it does not appear to have re-

ned there until alter Thomas Olive had
ed to America.

o companies to purchase land in West Jcr-

vere /'ormed in England in 1676. One of

was composed of P'riends of the county of

, and the other of Friends about London.
3 latter company Thomas Olive wus one.

e proprietors o( West Jersey early in 1677,
d to send commissioners to buy the land ol

itives, to inspect the rights of such settlers

imed property, to order the lands laid out,

administer the government pursuant to the

cessions." Of these Thomas Olive was
named. The commissioners embarked in

;nt, Gregory Marlow, master, about the

njonth, 1677. As the ship passed down
ames, the attention of Kmg Charles IL was

ed to it, he being on a pleasure excursion in

ver. He directed his barge brought along-

he Kent, and seeing many passengers, and
li'ormeJ whither they were bound, he in-

f they were all Quakers,—and gave them
essing.

passage was a tedious one, and it was

lengthened by the commissioners detaining the

vessel at Sandy Hook, whilst they paid a visit to

Governor Andros at New York. The vessel came
to anchor at New Castle, on the 16th of the Sixth

month. The passengers, two hundred and thirty

in number, landed about Raccoon Creek, where

they had much difficulty in obtaining accommo-
dations. In the meantime, the commissioners

had left them, and proceeding up the river, reach-

ed the place where Burlington now stands. They
made purchases of the Indians, and after locating

land for the Yorkshire and London companies,

agreed to build a town at that place.

Thomas Olive chose his portion of land near

the Rancocas, and yet it would appear that he

had a house built in the new town, which was
first called New Beverly, then Bridlington, but

before long was changed to Burlington.

Beside the families which came in the Kent,

many arrived in the latter part of the Eighth

month, and there being few houses, and thu car-

penters fit to superintend building being few

amongst them, they were obliged to get wigwams
erected for their accommodation during the first

winter. Thomas Olive however, must have had

a house run up in a brief space of time; for a

Friend writing from Burlington, Eighth month
29th, 1677, says, " I am to be at Thomas Olive's

house until I can provide better for myself'."

(To be continued.)

Unsuccessful Men.—"I confess that increasing

years bring with them increasing respect for men
who do not succeed in life, as those words are

commonly used. Pleaven has been said to be a

place for those who have not succeeded upon
earth, [that is in accumulating worldly treasure.]

It is surely true that celestial graces do not best

thrive and bloom in the hot blaze of worldly pros-

perity. Ill success sometimes arises from a su-

perabundance of qualities in themselves good

—

from a conscience too sensitive, a taste too fasti-

dious, a sell-forgetfulness too romantic, a modesty
too retiring. I will not go so far as to say, with

a living poet, that ' the world knows nothing of

its greatest men,' but there are forms of great-

ness, or at least of excellence, which ' die and
make no sign ;' there are martyrs that miss the

palm, but not the stake; heroes without the lau-

rel, and conquerors without the triumph."

—

Geo.

S. HilUard.

CUAPTER FOR YOUTU.— .\o. 0.

USE AND TREATMENT OF ANIMALS SPIDERS,

ANTS.

On the wall, inside a cellar window, which I

passed many limes a day, I observed (as the wall

was plastered and whitewashed) a gradual accu-

mulation of glistening scales. The number be-

coming very great lis to present a sli<;ht he

1 examined them, and found they were wings of

the common house-fly. Over the heap, and
nearly concealed by two narrow timbers which
supported the joice, was an extensive and beauti-

ful spider-web. On each square inch there was
the average number of 160 wings ; and on a space

about 6 inches square (36 sq. in.) .5400 wings,

showing that in a lew weeks this family of spi-

ders had slaughtered 2700 flies. How long such

adjutants in ilic business of house cleaning might

be allowed to pursue their vocation in such a

place, must be left to individual " humanity,"

"convenience, health and safely." They are

undoubtedly, oft-times considered and trebled as
'• visitors unwelcome" when they are our friends.

I have been indebted to their vigilance and inge-

nuity to no small extent in protecting honey whilst

stored in the cellar, from the depredations of small
flies. But " in the spacious field" where " they
lake their pastime," their usefulness is much more
conspicuous and extensive. There we may see,

towards sun-et, the air streaming with their

countless webs—their ieronaulic railways—by
which they arc enabled to traverse the air and to

destroy immense numbers of insects, which are
designed for their food ; but which, if their num-
bers were increased, as they would be without
the spider's aid, might prove destructive both. to

vegetation and human health. If a single family
in a few weeks destroys 2700 flies, the ima"ina-
tion can hardly conceive the number destroyed
by the thousands which course the air and inhabit

the fields and bushes during ihe greater part of
summer and autumn. Almost every stone-heap

and s'ump has one or more families of the larger

species ; and young persons who have not been
attentive to the quick forewarnings of humanity,
or do not read the volume of nature as they ought
to do, are disposed needlessly to " set foot upon"
the unuflending creature for no olhcr reason than
that it is a spider—" a great ugly spider," in the

fear-inspiring language of the nursery.

Of what use are ants? Observe a pear, plum
or peach tree in the first stages of its decline, and
even before any signs of decline appear ! See
that busy train passing and repassing : how they
reach their destination with a regularity -nd per-

sistency worthy of imitation : up trains and down
trains rarely interfering with each other, ridding

the leaves, bark, flowers and peduncles of smaller

insects. They have been accused of gnawing off

the young peduncles, and thus causing the fruit

to fall prematurely : but I have never seen them
doing it, nor heard any one say he has actually

observed it. When we notice that the earth

swarms with these creatures, and that their food,

consists in part ol' insect juices and aninialculse,

we can readily appreciate their usefulness.

I-.ir-Tlie 1-ric-iid."

The Wcatlicr, &c. in luwu.

A correspondent writing from Iowa, says:

—

" We have had another of the beautiful Iowa
winters. It seldom rains here in the winter; not
enough the past one to wet a muslin shirt through ;

neither have we very much snow—from 2 to 4
inches at a time. The cold is more regular, sel-

dom thawing during the winter, neither is it ofien

so very cold as to prevent out-door labour ; our
coldest morning the past winter, was 18° below
zero. 1 have resided in dili'erent latitudes and oa
different soils, but never experienced any equal ia

either of these respects to this State. We have
some privations here, it being comparatively a
new place, but we can get almost anything we
want, green fruit excepted ; and it comes here, but

is sold 100 high to make as free use of as we have
been accustomed to do ; but 1 believe it will not

be long before even that will be plenty. I keep
a nursery, and planted 400 Iruii trees I'or our
iown use, thu first spring alter we came. 1 never
saw either nursery or fruit trees do betler than
they do here. 1 think this will become a great

fruit-growing region, peaches excepted."

Emancipated Slaves.— Thirty-four negroes,

emancipated by the will of William M. Colgin, of
Taylor county, Ky., who died about sixteen

months since, passed through Cincinnati recently,

on their way to Shelby county, Ohio, where the

executors of W. M.Culgin have purchased a home
lor them. By the will of their muster they were
given SlOOO in money, and horses, wagons, farm-

ing utensils, (Sec, sulficient lo give lliem a fair
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start. Samuel Simpson, one of llio c.xpculors,

went lo Sidney by railroad, to make arrange-

ments for their com/'ortable sotllenieiit ; the other,

J. G. Simpson, accompanied them on the way.

INDIANS (IF (ALIFORMA.

The following account of the intercourse of an

ollicer ofiho U. S. Aavy with the Indians ofCa-

lilurnia, and iiis etlbrts to introduce among them

some of liie arts of civilized life, appears to hold

out—may we not hope—some encouragement,

lor the improvement, both moral and physical, of

tlial poor and opjiressed, yet slill interesliiig

people.

The account was bmuyht by ihc " Northern

Light," and is now taUin iVuin the Dekiwure

County Republican.

"Capt. Howard arrived in Stockton on the

2Gih ull., from the Tejon Pass. He left the Indi-

an Reservation on the lOlh of February last, and

he gives the most glowing description of Lieut.

Beule's experiment with the Indians. He is work-

ing wonders. There are now some two thousand

three hundred of these wild inhabitants of the

Sierra Nevada profitably engaged in the cultiva-

tion of the soil, and every day brings new acces-

sions. It is a mistake to suppose that these are

Mission Indians; the vast majority are men who
have frequently been brought in conflict with the

whiles. Runners have been sent to every part of

the State, and even tribes of the Sacramento re-

gion have sent their representatives to inquire into

the condition of affairs, and all are delighted at

the prospect. Lieut. Beale had only sixty Indians

to commence wilh, but the news soon readied the

ears of one of the most influential chiel's in the

southern district, and he brought in every man of

his tribe.

" Capt. Howard says that the objection some
urge against Lieut. Beale's plan, namely, that it

is situated in the midst of a country which will

ultimately be settled by the whiles has no fjrce.

It ajipears that this reservation is bounded on the

north by a desert country, on the west by a lake,

and on the east by the mountain region; on the

south again lies an almost desert country. The
Indians reside in lule houses of their own construc-

tion, but in a short lime, Lieut Beale will teach

them lo erect adobe buildings. There are no ar-

dent spirits permitted wiihin the reservation. The
lakes and streams afford an abundance of fish,

and the prairie abounds wilh game. Many of the

Indians are employed in dressing skins. Some
specimens of iheir work we- have seen. Capt.

Howard had a ' big talk' with the Merced Indians

a short time since. They are nearly all going to

the reservation. The Four Creek country is fast

settling up. On Tule River, where si.\ monihs

ago there was only one family, there is now a

]iopulatioii of some fifty persons.

" On the reservation are numerous gulches,

well watered by numerous springs. These gulches

or ravines are now occupied and cullivaled by the

Indians who are divided into companies, each

coijipany having a rancheria. A large number
ol' liiese wild men Lieut. Beale has trained as

ploughmen, blacksmiths, carpenters, &c., and

tliese he employs in again teaching the new arri-

vals the same industrial pursuits. Each raiicheri

is thus mainly self-supporting. To those who
are meritorious he gives rewards. Consequently

all these poor creatures are delighted at their con-

dition. Nolwiliislanding the strict discipline pre-

served on the reservation, the Indians are by no

means the slaves that some seem disposed to re-

present them. The agent impresses ujjoii llieir

minds the fact ihal they are to stay or leave, just

as It mny please their fancy. Thus they enjoy

really as much liberty of action as if they were

still undisputed owners of the territory. Now,
Captain Iloward graphically says, they 'could

not be driven awny from the reservation wilh a

big stick.' Accustomed to a mountain life, they

are pleased with the ragged country on which'they

reside, and which, wilh the aid of science, they

are rendering productive. If they would indulge

in the sport of hunting, the hills and the prairie

furnish them an abundance of game of every spe-

cies, while the streams and lake abound with fish.

Tlieir quarrels are adjusted by their chiefs who
appear alone to be ies|)onsiblc to Lieut. Beale.

Surely such a system of government will be pro-

ductive of much good. A ray of hope for ihe

Indian population streams from the reservation.

"Most of the Indiins, when they arrive, are in

a perfect state of nudity. The agent immediately

I'urnishes them with clothes and blankets, speaks

kindly to ihem, and points out the particular

rancheria which they shall consider their home.
" Capt. Howard says that these Indians are very

apt scholars. They learn to plough or to sow

with astonishing rapidity. A wild boy came in

iwo months ago, who immediately manifested a

deep interest in the proceedings of a blacksmith's

shop, and expressed a desire to learn the trade.

He was immediately set to work, and so attentive

was he to his instructors, and persevering in his

industry, that when Capt. Howard left, he luul

made wonderful progress, and had become quih

a useful arlizan. This is only one of many facts

which go to prove that these wild men can b;'

civilized and readily taught the industrial arts.

" There are 2000 head of cattle, 500 goats,

and almost an incredible horde of hogs on the

reservation. The Indians are well led, well,

though of course, plainly clothed, contenled and

happy.

"In our view, Lieut. Beale's plan has been

completely successful, and if he be sustained by

the Government, and allowed to provide another

reservation for the northern districts of California,

we shall have no further trouble with the Indian

" A believer's comforts may sometimes be like

the widow's oil in the cruse, when only a little

remained; but never like the water in Hagar's

bottle, that was quite spent."

29lh, and did considerable damage in difTcrem

places; and as the lemperature for a good partoi

the time was not iiuieh above 20', it seemed ai,

disagreeable to be out, as in the coldest weather

in winter.

The average temperature for the month wtt

near 40', the same that it was last year for Thitii,

month.
I

Range of the thermometer, from 17" on Ihe
i

29lh, to 15'' on the 10th, or 58'. Amount of

rain and melted snow, 1.714 inches—of snow,

about 2 inches.

West-town B. S., Fourth mo. 1st, 1854.

I^a;gy-clcar-

1)0. some c

Some clouds.
Clear—cloudy.
Geaer«Uy cleai

Review of the Wtallier for Thirii Monlli, hU.

It cannot be said of the month just ended, that

it was one of remarkably sudden changes, although

it presented the different aspects of a very fine

balmy spring day, on which the temperature rose

lo 75°; and that of the reverse, when a cold N.
W. wind prevailed, and the thermometer did not

rise higher than 30^ during the whole day. The
whole of the monlli, from the 1st to the ItJlh, was
rather mild, and mostly pleasant; but we never

remember more delightful weather In the Third

month, than prevailed from the 10th to the 18th.

During this period the groves were made vocal

by divers kinds of spring birds, the fields began

rapidly to assume their mantle of green, and the

lorests to show evidences of returning Hie;—in

short, all Nature seemed to bs awakening as lo a

new existence. On the 22d, some spits of snow
fell during most of the day, with ocoasiun dly a

little rain. Wind in the S. E. Thus we thought

the equinoctial storm had commenced. But it

|)roved to be nothing but a violent stoini of wind

from the N. VV. This lasted from the 24lh lo the

SILENT WORSHIP.

It would seem from the following remarks of

John Griffith, that while on a religious visit in

England, he found there at that time, as there are

now, with Friends in this country, those wbc

were dissatisfied with silent meetings, and who

preferred hearing persons speak without autho-

rity lo do so, rather than labour to come to the

witness for Truth in themselves, in order to dis-

cover their real condition, and receive inslruclioo

from that Divine Word that speaks to the listeO'

ing ear, as never man taught. He says:

"I sat the meeting, which was very large, in

silence, to the great mortification of many pre-

sent, some of whom, one might have expected

from their appearance and pretensions, understood

the nature of spiritual worship better, than to

have been so anxious after words. It piovedd 1

think, as painful and exercising a meeting as OTer

I knew, to which the expectations of Friends aod

others did not a little contribute. At the conclu-

sion I was fully satisfied that I had discharged

the service required of me that day, in an exam-

ple of silence, in which I had peace. I could per-

ceive great uneasiness in many under our name,

at the silence of the meeting. This evidently

discovers a mournful degeneracy, seeing silent

worship is so directly consistent with our Chris-

lian profession of the inward teachings of ih'

grace of God ihat brings salvation, which lialli

appeared lo all men, and teaches all who dili-

gently hearken thereunto, that no time is more

suitable than when assembled together, unitedly

to wait lor this blessed leaching, and thereby te-j

ceive a renewal ol How absurd i

those who |)roless this teaching, and access i
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Foiinliiin of nil good, lo depart therefrom

iiize at the clouds, or depend on the conduits

"Mev spouts, as it" it was in their power to

lemselves, and so to supply their wants?
ilthough ihe servants have at times, by the

of all, been used as a means for our help

dification, yet such means or helps are not

senlially necessary to the spiritual worship

ised by us as u people, but that it may be

actually and as acceptably performed with-

em, in an awful solemn silence: than which

ig can be more rt aching and convincing to

in whom the Divine witness is regarded,

may also tend greatly to raise that in the

of such where it is depressed.

ome have remarked, that those who have
convinced in the silence of our meetings,

generally slood their ground in religion best.

•eason is plain, because they have at the

first laid hold of and embraced the very

Jiice of religion; whereas, ihe understanding

be, in a great measure convinced by ttsli-

and ihe mind much tendered and nifected

vely declarations of the truth; but all this

off sooner, and will leave such minds desli-

jnless I hey happily come to be fixed under

achings of the grace of God in themselves,

lave tu sit under their own vine and under

1 fig-tree, where none can make them
I. None need be ashamed of a solemn aw-
nce before God, and in the sight of men

;

r the Lord, who will be found of all such,

n\\, by his secret invisible power, vindicate

ort of silence in the hearts of all who sufler

ure witness to arise. All who reject the

of this holy witness, may justly be disre-

d by God's people, so as not lo be discour-

by what they say on that account. But on

her hand, when anything of this nature is

lie I'orm and by way of imitation only,

being nothing supernatural to support and

he same, it must necessarily lall under

npt, and like the salt that has lost its savour,

le trodden under the feet of men. That

ure passage is very observable, where some
took to cast out devils in the name of Jesus,

Paul preached. It is plain the evil spirits

notwithstanding their pretences, that they

d power to subject them ; and therelbre an-

d these imitators and pretenders, 'Jesus I

and Paul I know, but who are ye l and the

n whom the evil spirit was, leaped upon

and prevailed against them, so that they

ut of the house naked and wounded.' 1 in-

ihis passage to show how inefficacious imita-

: those would do well to consider this, who,

a serious exiimination, do not find the Lord

hem in their religious performances; lor

dly nothing can siand approved in his sight,

tain a dignity worthy of him, in this slate

bation, but the product of his own spirit in

rhcrefore, let all who profess s|)irilual wor-

reatly dread being found in senseless slupid

, although it be in the very same form

the people of God have been, and are still

to; knowing, that the best and most consisl-

s of lilllc avail, without the heavenly

perceived that some were much offend-

h me, lor abiding in the station in which the

placed me that day, which ihey did not al-

per forbear letting me know by words; nei-

d I let them pass without some close re-

on llitir SOI rowlul state and great blindness.

)Out a week after, 1 received a long letter

he sulject, setting lorlh amongst other
j

, how great a mystery it was to the writer,

'

rson in my staiion, travelling from onej

) another, should disappoint people,

Friends and others, by such unaccounlable silence.

Had not I discovered sufficient cause to believe

that this Friend was not then what he had been,

his letter would have been as great a mystery to

me as my silence in that meeting was to him.

When I had perused the letter, 1 was most easy
to let it pass without answering."

Again, he makes the just observations in allu-

sion to the manner in which too many who, while

ihey are very desirous to hear the gospel preach-

ed, are liitle disposeil to allow it to have the elfect

designed, that is, to bring them to Christ, as he is

pleased to manifest himself in the secret of ihc

heart.

" I went from Liverpool to the house of Gilbert

Thompson, and was at Penketh meeting on First

day ; where my spirit was deeply afflicted, under

a sense of many professors sitting down at ease

seeking to be led with words and outward decia

rations concerning the things of God. I havt

found this much the case at some places where

eminent instruments have dwelt. Friends have
suflered their minds to be too much drawn from a

diligent spiritual labour, to receive the bread and
water of life immediately from the fountain

thereof; and depended upon the labour of such
instruments, who are but as clouds or water-

spouts ; having no power lo fill themselves or to

feed the Hock profitably, until furnished for tha

purpose, by the bounty of the ine.xhaustible trea

sury of wisdom and all-sufficiency. Here the

fountain is forsaken for ihe stream's sake; the

eye being more to the gift than the Giver, which
is an abuse of the gift, and provokes the Lord to

jealousy; giving him just cause to withhold such
instrumental means. The reason of such a dan-
gerous mislake, to me is obvious, viz., because it

IS found easier for (lesh to receive by such a me-
dium ;

' Let not God speak unto us, lest we die,

said the people of Israel, but let Moses [the in-

strument] speak unto us.' There is a lile thai

ought to die on the cross, which is easier saved
alive under testimonies, be they ever so substan-

tial and excellent, than under the immediate teach-

ings of Christ; whose voice is as a fire against

evil of every kind, and affords no peace afier it is

discovered, until it be given up for destruction,

and to be purged away by the spirit of judgment
and burning. This pure voice speaks to us in

such a manner, that we can by no tncans turn it

off from ourselves by applying it to the slates of

others; which may be done under the most search-

ing testimonies; there being a partiality to our-

selves, which, through the deceitfulneos of the

heart, we are apt to lall into; and also to flatter

ourselves, by supposing the pleasure we take in

hearing the doctrines of Truth delivered, arises

Irom the good in us, when it may be no other

than the slate of those to whom the prophet Eze-
kiel's words and declaralions were as a lovely

song of one that hath a pleasant voice : lor they

heard his words, it seems, with pleasure, but did

them not ; their heart going still after their covet-

ousness."

which bound the rods that smote him, a true nail

of the true cross, and the sponge which waa filled

with vinegar ; wilh some miscellaneous articles

—

the bone of Simeon's arm which bore the infant
Jesus, some of the blood and bones of St. Stephen,
a specimen of the manna which fed the people ia
the wilderness, and certain fragments ol" Aaron's
rod! And to all this ihe faith of prelates and
priests is duly bound, and from all this a revenue
is raised. On the last exhibition of the grandes
reliques, seven years ago, the number of pilgrims
was no less than 180,000. Scarcely more than
five years since, nearly a million and a half of
pilgrims in Germany marched to venerate the
holy coat of Treves, which is declared to be tho
coat worn by our Lord at the crucifixion, and
gamed for by the soldiers at the foot of the cross,
though there are no less than seventeen holy coats
rivals for the honour !

An Extinct American Race.—The following'

passage from ihe Travels of Humboldt, possesses
more than ordinary interest at the present lime

:

"Amidst the plains of North America, some
powerful nation, which has disappeared, con-
structed circular, square, and octagonal fortifica-

tions; walls, 6000 toises ill length; tumuli, from
700 to 800 feet in diameter, and 140 leet in

height, sometimes round, sometimes with several
stories, and, containing thousands of skeletons.
These skeletons are the remains of men less

slender and more squat than the present inhabit-

ants of those countries. On a vast space of
ground at the Lower Orinoco, as well as on the
banks of the Casiquiare, and between the sources
of the Essequibo and the llio Branco, there are
rocks of granite covered with symbolic figures.

These sepulchres denote ihat the extinct genera-
lions belonged lo nations different from those

which now inhabit the same region.

Flax-Cotlon.—The preparation and manufac-
ture of (iax-coiton, iniroduccd in 1851 by Cheva-
lier Claussen, and from which so much was anti-

cipated, is generally regarded as a failure. Tho
most serious objections to the plan proposed seem
to be these : it has for its object the conversion of
a superior article into an inlerior one, or in other
words, the changing of the long and strong fibre

of flax into a short and weak fibre, inlerior to

colton ; the product so prepared is wanting in any
regularity of staple, or length of fibre; the fibres

of the flax are not split longitudinally as has been
represented, by the expansive action of a gas ge-

nerated within them, but they are merely sepa-

rated I'rom one another, and broken irregularly.

If it is desired to reduce the fl ix fibre lo a condition

resembling iheshort fibre ofcotton, it can be accom-
plished more expediliDUsly, cheaply and securely,

by mechanical, rather than by chemical agents.

VVith a view of examining into the plans and pro-

jects proposed by Claussen and others for the im-

proved manufacture of llnx, agenis have been
sent to Europe from lime to lime by several of the

corporations of Nev=
I large manulaciuring corporations of New Eng-

ExhibitionofRonmli Relics.—The Paris P(iys[ land, but their report has been unilbrmly unfa-
says there is to be an exhibition of the grandes ( vourabic as regards the success of the undertaking,
reliques at Aix la Chapelle, a display given only ! 'Ihe iniroduction and discu-isioii of the subject of
once in seven years, it being loo holy for an an- i Ihe manufaciure of flax in Euroiw, has excited
lual show—the grandes reliques consisting of ihe inuch interest in the United Slates, and a variety

obe worn by the Virgin IVlary at the nativity,
'
of new machines and processes for preparing and

made of colton ! and five yards long; swaddling dressing flax have been invented during Ihe pasl

clothes worn by our Lord in the manger; the year, most of which have not yet been mudo pub-
cloth in which John the Baptist's head was laid ; lie.

—

Annual of ikicntijic Discovery.
and ihe scarf worn by our Lord at the crucifixion I

[

»
But for ihe yearly edification of ihe faithful are! "Whatever is done by those around you, be

shown a locket of the Virgin's hair, a piece of the ! yourself fully determined lo walk in the must ex-

true cross, the leathern girdle of Christ, the cordlcelloul way."

—

Wedqf.
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THE FRIEND. that wc have likewise been the iiistrumenis of

extendin^i the dominion of error, and by our ex-

ample and cfTorts have undermined or corrupted

the principles of others, so that wliile we were
drawing tiiem aside from the straight and narrow
path, we have also blocked up the way for their

The extracts on " Rcmarkal)lo Delusions," pre-

pared for '-The Friend" bv one of our correspon-

dents, are brought to a conclusion in the present
i

'-'scapo "'"l ""elurn to virtue,

number. TIkv contain many facts, which, if |

Delusions in regard to religious principles or

rightly considered and applied', are calculated to ,

du"es. ''ke lliO30 on oilier subjects, arc cherished

guard us against hastily joining with movements !

""d propagated by party spirit. Our convictions

however popular, or adopting opinions however |o'" ny'" ""J "^0"^ may abstractedly be right,

specious, which have not been subjected to
' »nd we may please ourselves with the idea ol be-

thorough investigation and calm relloclion, by
j

'"g zealous advocates for truth, while we enforce

those who possess the necessary ability and know, them on others; but this spirit when admitted,

ledge for such examination and research. Popu-

lar delusions spread more or less rapidly, either

throughout the mass of a community, or within

takes from them all their vitality and force, ex

posing us to the danger of being turned aside

I'rom what, with unprejudiced minds, we would

the more circumscribed circles into which it is I

acknowledge to be the path of rectitude, and ol

divided, in proportion to the mental impressibility refusing to obey laws or principles which in Us

of the individuals composing it, and the power and absence we could not but approve as being just

habit they have acquired of thinking and reason- and necessary. How necessary is it then, that we

ing. We always find that they who have attained =*liould individually be constantly on the watch

but little knowledge of the principles that are in- ,

"^' ' our own hearts, so as to discover the motives

volved in the phenomenon asserted or the belief
|

'hat lead us to action, and Jo be kept from coming

propagaled, are the more credulous respecting its lender the inlluence of feelings or sentiments,

existence or its correctness, the more ardent in its jwlii';'! however generally admitted or admired,

dissemination, and the more determined in their 'ire m reality a delusion. The course oi the mul-

opposition to or disregard of reasoning which
|

ti'"de should never betray us into a compromise

demonstrates its fallacy on its absurdity. It is o' principle, nor the hope of effecting a desired

true that in ;l.o affairs of life which are inlended |'-nd. induce us to swerve from the straight and

to be enirusi.d lo the regulation of reason, all
i

"<>i"iow palh of truth.

men from iis lallability are liable to be deceived ; I

I" order that our religious associations may be

and it is simetimes humiliating to observe how
!

profitable, the principles which govern those with

persons of acknowledged abilities, who, by yield- 1

whom we are thus connected, must spring from

ing to the i... pulse of external circumstances, in- 1
ihe only Source of divine knowledge, and be

stead of obeying the dictates of reason, have been equally lelt to be of paramount and perpetual ob-

betrayed into error, and given their sanction to 1

''gallon; and not only must the great end pro-

prevalent lallacies, will endeavour lo pulliale ab- 1

Posed to be obtained _be tho^ same, but the same

surdities and reconcile contradictions, refusing ere- '

'
'"

~"

deuce to the tests of experiment, and pertinacious-

ly repeating subterl'nges and evasions, in order to

escape the Ibrce of the arguments brought to bear

against thein. Upon such, a heavy load of re-

sponsibility rests, when their example and influ-

ence support and extend delusions that affect the

principles or the comlbrt of the society in which

they are placed.

Error, whether in physics or in morals, is al-

ways productive of harm, either actively by pro-

ducing evil, or negatively by preventing the

s-pread ol' truth. But errors in religious principles

which by propagation have become wide-spread

delusions, arc the more incalculablj" mischievous,

inasmuch as the principles of true religion are

designed, and when obeyed are effectual, to re-

strain our propensities, and to bring us into a

state contrary to our natural bent and desire.

There is nothing then that we should more ar-

dently seek alter than to be freed from self-delu-

sion on this point, and next to this, to be preserved

from any instrumentality in misleading others, or

in sirengthening tliem in the wrong in which they

are entangled. Men may be so resolutely bent

upon obtaining a certain end, and so solicitous to

overlook or disregard the truths which stand in

the way of their wishes, that at last they may
succeed in deceiving themselves into a beliel', that

their object is a good one, and as they become

thus sell-blinded, iheir a|)pareiit sincerity in pro-

mulgating the principles in the cause they have

espoused, may act upon others, inducing them to

follow where they lead, and ti

whelming impetus to error by

means for attaining that end should be approved

by all. It is a delusion to believe there can be

lasting fellowship between those who ditfer in

principles, though they may unite in a conclusion

not openly to disagree; and it is equally so to

suppose that true unity can be promoted or main-

tained, where the impulse to action has no higher

origin than a party spirit, or a desire to promote

selfish end.

Commuiiicalcd.

COMET.
A comet was observed about 7 p. si., on the

1st inst., a few degrees above the horizon, a little

north of west. Its nucleus was of the size ol' a

star of the first magnitude. The moon was

shining brightly, and twilight was still strong,

yet the tail was distinctly visible. Its selling was

obscured by light clouds. What comet is it ?

W.
CUester Co., I'a., Fourtli mo., 1854.

ITEMS OF XEWS.
Tlie steamships Franklia and FSaltic have arrived,

bringing Liverpool dates up to the 14th ult.

Mouey liliely to be tight in England. Flour still fall-

ing. Cotton market dull. Continued preparations fi

I

purchased by private individuals for a Public tu\
The Supreme Court has sustained the action of theciti
authorities relative to the removal of the old mirkd'.
houses, and the erection of new.

jVcic Vork.—Deaths last week, 436. $780,000 ft»t

California, in steamship Ohio.
Loiimana.—The value of the sugar crop of this St«t'

in I85,J, was nearly one hundred and twcuty-scveD mil.

.

lions of dollars.

The small-pox is raging very fatally amonprt Ui,

Chippewa Indians on the south shore of Laki- SiipeH;-

Bihh Atsocialion of Fricndt in Air.i r

The stated annual meeting of the Bililc A-n, ;,,

of Friends in America, will be held at the inmmiiii.

room, -Vrch street, on Seventh-day evening, Fo«n!

month 15th, 1854, at 8 o'clock.

Friends generally, of both se.xcs, are invited to att«g<i

JouN C.iRTKii, Secrttarf.

INDIAN C1VILIZ.\TI0N.

Wanted, a well qualified Friend and his wife lo nAi:
at Tunessassah ; to be engaged in managing the f«n
belonging to the committee of Philadelphia Yearly Mm.
ing; and other domestic concerns of the family. AU
a suitable Friend to teach the school.

Ap|)lication may be made to Joseph Elkinton

377 South Second street, or Thomas Evans, No.
.

Arch street.

A Female Teacher is wanted as an Assistant in th'

Raspberry street Coloured School for Boys.

Application may be made to John Carter, No. Ui

South Twelfth street; William L. Edwards, No. 37 Aiil

street ; or John C. Allen, No. 179 South Fifth street

FRIENDS' HORSES.

The horses of Friends from other places coming to Uii

city on the service of Society, who put up within the liinlti

of the Monthly Meeting of Philadelphia, will be accoa-

modated at the stable of William H. McCiea, entrant

from Third street above Market ; and at that of Juiti

Douglas, in Si.xth street below Arch.

Arrangements have been made at the n.«iial placet ii

Camden, for the accommodation of the Friends of Net
,

Jersey. Friends of the Northern District have made u-

rangements with James Ash, in Callowhill street abOTt

Fifth, on the south side. Friends of the Southern Dii-

triet,—with Edward Trimmer, in Prune street nei:
i

Sixth.

A Friend engaged in the Drug and Apothecary boii-
;

>3S, is in want of an apprentice. A boy having eili

)nnexions would be preferred. Apply at the sonth-

ist corner of Tenth and Arch streets, Philadelphia.

Married, at Friends' meeting. East Cain, Cheilti

junty, Pa., on Fourth-day, Third month 15th, 18M.

Ewis FonsYTHE, of WiUistown, and Mary Ann, dangb-

.T of Davis and Sarah Hoopes, of the former place.

var goii fhe British Huet 1 inst Russia

liarles Napier, had entered the Baltic.

SOUTH A.MERICA.—Much sulferingin San Salvador,

owing to the destruction of last year's crop by cater-

pillars. Internal dissentions exist in various parts of

South America.
PEIU'.—Yellow fever very fatal at Callao.

CL'BA.—Much damage has been done on the island

e an over-
y,y ii,,, long-continued drought. Sparks from the loco-

strength of; motives on the railroad had set fire to the dried vegeta-

numliers. We can hardly co'nceive of a cause tion, and many estates have been completely burnt

for more poignant tiiental anguish than to '"-•
; "^^'^[ti-d sTATES.-/'«m,yra,„-..-Dealhs in Phila-

finally awakened to the conviction, that we have
j^.|p|^;,^ last week, 215. 0«-ing to the high north-west

not only deceived ourselves by relusing to be j,vi„j3 prevailing last week, the Delaware has been un-

circumscribed and governed by the truth; but
j

usually low.—The "Hunting Park Course" baa been

Died, at her residence, Columbiana county, Ohio, ot

the 23d of Third month, 1854, Phebe Whinerv, intkd

71st year of her age, a member of New Garden Monthlt

Meeting, Ohio. She faithfully discharged the duties

W

an overseer for many years. Owing to bodily well-,

ness she was latterly prevented from attending meet-'

ings, but she continued zealous for the cause of Truth.'

and mucii concerned for the support of the doctriufc

and principles of the gospel as held by early Friendi,

being fearful that a compromising spirit with sooif;

amongst us might lead many out of the hcavenlyeo-i

closure. She was much esteemed by a large numbei

of relatives and friends, and her loss will be muchftlll

amongst us. Though she was suddenly taken from ui.-

yet we believe her lamp was trimmed and burning, Biid

that she has entered into that abode, where the wicked

cease from troubling, and the weary are at rest.

, on the 24th ultimo, in the 79th year of her ap,

IlAXNAn Pacl, widow of the late John Paul. She wi!

a valued metpber and elder of the .Monthly Meetingo'

Friends of Philadelphia tor the Northern District.

, on the 2nd instant, after a lingering illnesst

Sarah, daughter of Asa Walmsley, of Bybcrry. [Ap'i

not stated.]
'

j
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GEOGRAPHICAL SCIliNCE.

•^5 from the Address delivered hy M. F.

IRY, at the minual meeting of the Neiv

'c Geographical and Statistical Society, on
'iveni7ig of the \6th of last month.

I
geographical problem that for ages has

i

the world, has been solved during the past

i
Though no ship has as yet actually made

|irth-West passage, yet navigators coming
[le West, and navigators coming from the

^avc met together and shaken hands across

|e. Lieut. Cress well, of Her Majesty's

entering the Arctic Ocean through Beh-
Straiis in the " Investigator," has sailed,

ivelled, and sailed, until to him belongs the

tion of having been the first to put a girdle

about this great continent of the new world,

ander McClure, in Her Majesty's ship

tigator," doubled Cape Horn in the Spring

0, on a voyage to the Arctic regions, in

of Sir Juhn Franklin and his companions.

)g Beliring's Straits, he parted company
er Majesty's ship Herald, Capt. Kelleit, off

isburne, July 31, 1850, and was last seen

s alterward on that side, standing to the

vard and Eastward with studding sails set.
|

Kellett left him to return to England. The
me he was seen was on the 6th of April,

'le Bay of Mercy, by Lieut. Pim, who
rving under Kellett. Thus Kellett and his

i wei-e the last to bid J\L:Clure " God speed"
West, and to give him the helping hand of

le on the East. To McClure belongs the

onour of putting to rest this vexed question

[^orth-west passage. On the 2Uth day of

1850, being on a travelling party with a

3 established the fact that the Strait between
Island and Prince Albert Laud, which he
rince of Wales Strait, and in which his ship

Dnnected itself by water and ice, with Baf-

y, through Melville Sound, Barrow Strait,

incasler Sound. This is the question lliat

xed old England for centuries. The pro-

short cut to Calhray—of a passage to

s the most important geographical pro-

hat has ever engaged the attention of the

It was this problem that led to the disco-

f the new world ; and alter this continent

scovered and portioned out to kings, a pas-

Vestward to the indies was still the grand
m. At this very moment the subject of a

y to the Pacific, of canals across the Isth-

.nd their bearings upon that self-same land

of Calhray, fill a large space in the public mind.

So that we have not yet done willi this interesting

problem, though nearly four centuries liave

elapsed since it was first taken up. If a bona fide
North-west passage, one that could be available

at all times, and that would afford a passage to

merchantmen, could really have been found, it

would have placed England almost as near to

China as she now is to the Isthmus of Panama.

Accordingly, we find her, whenever, during the

last 300 years, she has had a respite from war,

pushing forward her expedilions for the discovery

of this passage. Indeed, since the last European

war, and during the long peace which has follow-

ed it, her eflbrls at a North-west passage have

been up to this hour almost incessant. All hon-

our, therefore, to Capt. McClure for having settled

this question.

It is true the waters of the sea had, in their

mute way, signified that there was a water com-

munication from one side to the other, for we find

the same kind of whale in Baffin's Bay that is

found in Bhering's Straits, and know that the

Torrid zone is to this animal as a sea of fire

through which he cannot pass. The right whale

of Behring's Straits, it was proved, never could

double either Cape Horn or the Cape of Good
Hope. In fact, he could not pass over into the

Southern hemisphere at all. Therefore, when
the same whale that was found in Behring's Straits

was seen also in Baffin's Bay, the conclusion was

almost irresistible that there was a North-west

passage, and the whales knew of it. The cur-

rents of the sea also had indicated that there was
water communication from one side to the other.

And philosophers, consulting the agents which

control the winds, and studying the developments

of nature, had gathered data from those regions,

tending to prove the same thing. It is true the

question of an open sea in the Polar basin has

been left in the category of an unsolved problem.

McClure's track was for the most part along the

coast, and therefore he could not throw much
light upon this question. But as for the North-

west passage, money, time, and the lives of many
gallant sailors had been offered up in the effort to

find this communication. The problem was too

important, the national mind of a self-relying and

a proud people was too deeply interested, to ad-

mit, al'ter such sacrifices, any other evidence as

conclusive, short of that which appeals to the

senses, and comes wiihin the category of prool

positive. All honour, therefore, to Commander
McClure and his gallant crew, who have wrung

from the iceberg and barrier, from privation and

danger, this proof. I hope, and I am sure this

society will heartily join me in the wish, that, at

our next annual address, your orator will have

the pleasure of calling him " Admiral," for I con-

sider he has performed a most important work.

The geographical fact that he has established,

viz., that there is no practicable way through the

North-west to the " Indies" is, next to the disco-

very of a practicable way, the most important

discovery that it was possible to make in those

regions. Call it a negative discovery, if you

please; negative results are to him who is in

search of truth, sometimes iu the iinporlanco ol

their bearings, equal to, and altogether as relia-

ble, as positive. Cui-hono? Does any one ask
the question? Why the energies of Great Brit-

ain, of the most powerful nation that has ever yet

culminated in its greatness, have been directed to

a passage there. And they have been directed

with an intensity and with an iniercst that have
diverted the mind of a great people from other

and perhaps more beneficial enterprises. The
money which that nation has expended from first

to last in the search of that passage would, with

its interest, nearly suffice now to connect the two
oceans by a canal across the isthmus. Her own
officers have at last demonstrated that there is no
practicable route to the North-west. The atten-

tion, therefore, of that groat nation and people,

will now, no doubt, be as earnestly directed to

some practicable route, either by railway orcami,
across the continent.

With regard to the subject of a North-west

passage, and to that part which the Grinnell ex-

pedition has borne therein, I wish to state that a

member of this society, as the gentlemen may
well recollect, conceived that full justice had not

been done to that expedition by ihe English au-

thorities. I am happy to say, that since I arrived

in New York, last night, a chart has been placed

in my hand, which I have here, and which has

been published by the Admiralty. It is a chart

which bears the date and title that I will read. It

is entitled " Discoveries in the Arctic Sea up to

1853." There was a chart that was also pub-

lished on the 14th of October last by the Admi-

ralty, that was entitled " A Chart showing the

North-west Passage, discovered by Her Majesty's

ship Investigator, and explored by Sir John

Franklin and officers of Her Majesty's Navy."

By that chart the Grinnell expedition was ignored

entirely. This chart (the former) I hold to be a

more recent one. I have not had time to give it

a very attentive examination ; but it occurs to me
that there are only two omissions in it, to which

I would call the attention of the Society; and

these are, first, the position of the Mount Franklin

of De Haven. Captain Beechey, when he was

going up there, says, that when he was going up

the Wellington Channel, he could not see the

Mount Franklin of De Haven; but that having

gone round the right shore of Wellington Chan-

nel, he found the laud there was a peninsula. He
passed to the South-east round it, and came to a

mountain 1500 feet in height, which he ascended,

and from which he obtained a very fine view.

That mountain is in the exact position in which

De Haven says his mountain is. Placing his

Mount Franklin in a certain lino of bearing, ho

has said it to me again and again, be it far or be

it near, it is upon this line of bearing. Now, this

elevation of 15U0 feet, which is not named in tho

admiralty chart, is the only mountain in that vi-

cinity nt all. It is in the exact bearing of Do
Haven's, and is no doubt the hill which be saw.

The other omission is the obliteration of Do Ha-

ven's nameof Grinnell's Land. I have no doubt,

Irom the spirit which has been maiiilcsled on the

other side of the water—for we know that thj

English, take ihein as a whole, are men who love

right and halo wrong— I say I have no doubt that
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not mean an outward compliance with forms and
;

pointed at both ends, and the more severe h I

'

customs, in going to a place of worship, iS;c.,
i

thrusts, the deeper does it sink into the heart if '|

"

with an external show of devotion. Those cus- hini who wields it.

tomary performances, how good and useful soever
j

°

when understood and rightly directed, are of jillle ''" '"'''"• i"'iend.»

value when men rest on them, and think, hccause 1
PlTIENfE I'NDER OPPOSITION.

they do them, ihcy have acquitted themselves ofj If a true Christian concern prevails for ^
Ifare of mankind, there will be a willingDH

they will do every ihing right and proper on this

occasion, in order lo do justice lo us as well as'

to ihemselves. 1 liierefore content myself with

this brief allusion to the sul.ject, hoping it will at,

least attract the attention of the British Geogra-

phical Society, which, like the great English na-

lion, I knowto be composed of men who love

right and hate wrong. Any one who desires to

sec a more detailed statement as lo this wrong, is

referred lo two pamphlets upon the subject, pub-

lished by Col. Force, of Washington. I turn lo

more pleasing subjects; and congratulate the So-

ciety upon the activity that has been and is now

displayed by our own Government, and fellow-

citizens in the various fields of geographical

research. Kane, of the navy, is now on a second

expedition to the Arctic regions, in search of Sir

John Franklin, and geographical lore. That ex-

pedition was, I may say, started here in this

Society, and therefore, I need only remind you,

ihnt our latest intelligence from it was 20lh July,

1853, when it had safely arrived at Upernavik.

Biograiiliirul Sketches for the Young;

Intend'mg to show the superiority of the Religiou of the

Cross, to all otber attainments.

Dijing Advice of D. Forbes, Lord President of

Scotland.

" I will conclude with that which is the

most important of all things, and which alone will

carry everything else along with it; which is, to

recommend, in the most solemn and serious man-

ner, the study and [iraclice of religion to all sorts

of men, as that which is both the light of the

world, and salt of the earth.

" Nothing does so open our faculties, and com-

pose and divert the whole man, as an imvairl

sense of God ; of his authority over us ; of the

laws ho hath set us ; of his eye over us ; of his

hearing our prayers; assisting our endeavours;

watching over our concerns ; of his being to

judge, and reward or punish us in another slate,

according to what we do in ifiis. Nothing will

give a man such a detestation of sin, and such a

sense of the goodness of God, and of our obliga-

tion lo holiness, as a right understanding and

firm belief of the Christian religion. Nothing

can give a man so calm a peace within, and such

a firm security against all fears and dangers with-

out, as the belief of a kind, wise Providence, and

of a future stale. Integrity of heart gives a man
courage and confidence that cannot be shaken. A
man is sure, that by living according to the rules of

religion, he becomes the wisest, the best, a?id the hap

piest creature that he is capable of being. Honest

industry, the employing of time well, a constant

sobriety, an undefiled purity and chastity, with a

quiet serenity, are the best preservatives too of

life and health : so that take a man as an ind

dual, religion is his guard, his perfection, his

beauty and his glory. This will make him t

light in the world, shining brightly, and enlight

ening many round about him.

"Thus" religion, if truly received and sincerely

adhered to, would prove the greatest of all bless-

ings to individuals and to a nation. But, by re"

gion, I understand something more than the re-

ceiving of some doctrines, though ever so true, or

the professing of them, and engaging lo support

them with zeal and eagerness. What signify the

best doctrines, if men do not live suitably lo ihem :

if Ihey have not a due influence upon their

thoughts and their lives ? Men of bad lives, with

sound opinions, are self-condemned ; and lie un-

der a highly aggravated guilt. By religion, I do

their duty, though they continue proud, covetous, wcl

full of deceit, envy, and malice. But by religion jevii

I mean such a sense of Di

into a man, and becomes the spring of a new na-

ture within him; reforming his thoughts and de-

signs ; purifying his heart; sanctifying and gov-

erning his whole deportment, his words as well

as his actions; convincing him that it is not

enough not to be scandalously vicious, or to be

innocent in his conversation ; but that he must be

entirely, uniformly, and constantly pure and vir-

tuous; animated with zeal lo become still belter

and better, more eminently good and exemplary.

This is true religion, which is the perfection of

human nature, and the joy and delight of every

one that feels it active and strong within him.

This is not arrived at all at once; and there will

be an alloy hanging long even about a good man
;

but as those ill mixtures are the perpetual grief ol

his soul, so that it is his chief care to watch over,

and mortify them, he will be still gaining ground

upon himself; and as he attains to a degree of

need to bear patiently much opposition fm I
(

ne truth as enters others, even of a trying and provoking chartfe.

ter; and a desire for ability to be instrumentalii i

their preservation from open and degrading vis»;

for their restoration lo the saving knowledge of

the one holy faith ; or their further advancenuM

in the pathway of vital enjoyment.

When through Infinite mercy we have ben

enabled to lay hold of the pearl of great pri«,

and know this inestimable treasure to bo priztd

in our estimation far beyond every worldly grati-

fication or possession, and through our endeavoon t^'

to keep this gem increasingly bright and unt

scured from anything which would cither hida

remove it from the inward eye, all our evil pi

pensities are repressed, we are in a situation of ^
mind to commiserate the foolish who have ne.

glecled their opportunities of obtaining the onlj

acquisition which can make them truly rich

happy, classing ihem with the unfortunate

miserable in our estimation, rather than recii

purity, he will find a flame of life and joy grow-
1 for envy. Instead of enjoying the he.

rich and i

)'

ate and
f

3cipieott f
ma and i^

ing up in him. I have found this the true, and

Indeed the only joy which runs through a man's

heart and life. It is that which has been for

many years my great support. I rejoice daily in

it; and feel from it the earnest of that supreme

joy which I long for; and I am sure there is no-

thing else which can afford any true and complete

happiness."

What will it profit a man if he gain the whole

world, its vast knowledge, its riches, its honours,

its pleasures, and lose his own soul 1

Manufacture of Paper.—Some new improve-

ments in the manufacture of paper have been

brought out, or attempted during the past year.

The consumption of this article in the United

States at the present time is immense, and is con-

tinually on the increase. It is already a matter

of some difliiculty to obtain stock in suflicient

quantities to supply the various mills now in ope-

ration ; a large proportion of the rags used in tliis

country are derived from the rag-producing coun-

tries of the South of Europe, the home supply not

being at all commensurate with the consumption

lying beams of the Sun of righteousness, those

who remain and act in the frigid atmosphere of

the unsubjected will, which is continually agitated

by the uncontrolled passions that actuate and rule

ihe unconverted, are certainly objects of pity, and

they who through faithfulness are favoured to

move forward out of the press of these, and in ibe 41

high and holy calling, that their compassionate,

long-suffering and Ibrgiving Lord has designed (i

for them, will ever be lound ready to regard iheit

erring brethren with a true charily and yearning

of spirit for their repenlance and salvation. This

charity does not lead to a toleration of evil prac-

tices : it patiently wails and quielly hopes a deli-

verance from ihem, and enables us lo pass over

all personal injuries, while a hope continuea of

becoming serviceable to the authors ol ihem in the

best things, but not in a manner ihal would com-

promise the Truth, or shake hands with iniquity;

though decided in a testimony against improper

behaviour in the spirit of ihe Lamb immaculate,

we should likewise seek to be preserved in His

holy purity and Ttiar, from giving offence on our

part. But as He in infinite goodness, loved those

first who were incapable of loving Him, wailingof paper. Vast quantities of fibrous materials

imported from the East Indies, such as refuse
j

in great kindness and tender mercies upon them,

gunny, manilla, jute, coir, &c., are also worked though long in a .stale of rebellion against him,

into the poorer qualities of paper. T+I*rc is, 1 while He is seeking admillance as into the doot

however, in all these substances, an inherent dif-jof the heart, till His " head is filled with dew, and

ficulty which prevents their being made available

for the manulacture of while paper; they all con-

lain a natural fixed colour, which, hitherto, it has

not been found possible to eradicate, except by

the use of expensive chemical agents, as chlorate

of potash, oxalic acid, and the like.

—

Annual of

Scientific Discovery.

^rous ipon,Sarcas7n.—Sarcasm is a dan^

and should be used only when reason and

ment would be lost upon an opponent. It

defensive arms ol" the speaker and writer, and it

shows malignity and consci<

ploy it in the aggressive. Blighting and <Vilher-

Ing as may be its influence when cleaving the

devoted head and piercing the heart of some dis-

armed viclim, it has a iwolbid ellecl. It sears the

hearl, blasts the finer leelings, and brulalises the

mind of him who uses it. Sarcasm is a dagger

His locks with the drops of the night," so we, as

we partake of His holy and pure nature, shall be

enabled, earnestly to seek the welfare and salw-

tion of those who desire our downfall and destruc-

tion, being prepared lo act in conformity with the

highest and most ennobling Christian precept and

exam])le, left by our ever blessed Lord and Saviour

Jesus Christ, while personally on ihe earth: "1

say unto you love your enemies, bless them that

curse, you, do good to them that hate you, and

pray lor them which despitefully use you, and

persecute you; that ye maybe the children ol

eakness to cm- your Father which is in heaven: for he maketh

His sun to rise on the evil and on the good, and

sendeih rain on the just and on the unjusl."—

(Mall. V. 44,45.)
If we come short in these solemn things, how-

ever devoted we may be in other matters, it is to

be feared that we shall be lamentably deficient if
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haessotilially belongs to our juslificntion, for

ny reniemlier that our reconciliation to Him
eMcssed in these terms, "Ye are my friends,

ililo uJiatsoever I command you.'''

X.'uik, Tljird mo., 1854.

LIVING BEYOND OUR MEANS.

3 sake of appearances, to keep up a dis-

a^nd make a figure in the world, multitudes

the vicious habit of spending more than

eparn. Pride and fashion e.\ercise a merci-

lespotism over their purses. The rich in

ibundance do not feel the burden; but when
me thing is attempted by those in moderate

i( umble circumstances, ihen "comes the tug
." In order to ape the attitudes of wealth,

xhaust their resources, and even strain their

until it is perfectly threadbare,

ire is much in the habits and customs of
i(5|y, furnishing a strong temptation to this

—yet it is a serious evil. It is not as be-

man and man : it is an extravagance that

r :s in its train a pecuniary injustice. He who
€ beyond his means must supply the deficien-

)m the pockets of his neighbours, very often

le strength of a deceptive credit. His very

y gives him an appearance of affluence that

des the judgment of others. He knowing-
5ses himself off for more than he is worth,

/hat is this but a species of fraud?

1 ere is of course an end to this habit somc-
:iM;;the commercial reputation of the indivi-

a must finally be swamped by the number of

ipaid indebtedness
;
yet the whole process is

le >f dishonesty, even before this catastrophe

Is it. No Christian ought to be guilty of it.

ily disgraces himself thereby, but also

D rds the reputation of religion among men.
i moreover a very uncomforiable habit. He
ves above his means, generally owes more
he can pay ; and the farther he goes, the

he makes his condition. He becomes a

jtyped borrower ; pays one debt bycontract-

smoiher; has a great many debts to pay

—

petty, annoying bills scattered in every di-

rt, which he does not know how to meet.

hfr are constantly haunting him with their

Basant clamours ; they sacrifice his reputa.

d give the community the just impression

he is a poor paymaster. All this must be a

le of great inconvenience and perple.vity, far

real to find an adequate compensation in a
meaningless parade. It would be far wiser,

nvolve much less friction of tlie nerves, to

less and enjoy more.

le temptations of this habit are both numer-
d dangerous. It tempts a man to sacrifice

3nse of honour, to place a light estimate upon
'ord, to be easy in promising and very slow
filing. His moral principles become loose,

pass into a state of decay. His wants bribe

f, and he is likely, under the plea of necessi-

.0 do what, under other circumstances, he

d not think of doing. Sometimes he is led

jntract debts, and then move away, leaving

unsettled and unpaid. Perhaps he runs his

t in one place till he runs it out ; and then

the same thing in anotiier, till he finally

himself out.

B is tempted to acts of meanness, not to say
)nesty, such as dodging his creditors, and
ing promises which he does not seriously ex-

to fulfil. His virtue is always taxed and
ned by his pride on the one iiand, and the

aveniences of his extravagance on the other;

between the two, the path of plain and sim-

jonesly is made very difficult, fciins seldom

go alone; one form of wrong leads to another

and hence he whose proud heart requires wha
his lax conscience permits, is on the highway of

temptation. What he may be led to do in a cer.

tain crisis made by his lolly, he cannot tell. Hi
may be so severely chafed and pinched, as even

to be guilty of the crime of murder.

And then again he who consumes all and more
than all, for the purpose of display, of course has

not a penny for the offices of charity ; he can give

nothing to aid the poor, to promote the public

good, or disseminate the knowledge of the gospe'

He is always himself too poor for this work ; and
quite likely soothes his conscience and corrups hi

heart with the plea of his own poverty. II

would be glad to do something, but he cannot

—

he is so poor. Very true; but let him inquire

into the reason of his poverty. He lives too fast

;

he spends too much on himself and family ; he

keeps up more parade than he can support; and
this is the chief reason why he is unable to con-

tribute to the interests ol charity and benevo-

lence.

How much more commendable in the sight of

earth and heaven is that man who is economical
and frugal that he may be liberal ; who restrains

his own passions from excessive indulgence, that

he may devote at least a portion of his sub-

stance to the cause of God and the interests of

philanthropy. His is a rare and valuable virtue,

and, when it shall be more common in the Church
of Christ, it will be less difficult to find the moans
for sustaining and enlarging all her institutions of

love.

—

Evangelist.

For "The Frien

BIOGllilPIlICAL SKETCHES

Of Ministers and Elders, and other concerned members
of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

THOMAS OLIVE.

(Continued from page 237.)

The commissioners appear to have acted as

governors and as magistraies in West Jersey,

until Samuel Jennings was appointed deputy go-

vernor under Edward Billinge. Meetings for

Divine worship had been early established at the

houses of several Friends. That at Burlington

was held under lents, until John Wollston's dwell-

ing-house was finished. One was soon held at

Thomas Olive's house on the Rancocas, and con-

tinued to bo held there until after his death. Tho-

mas was a man of energy and well adapted to be

a pioneer in a new countsy. In about two years

he had a mill erected on his plantation, and his

influence was felt in every department of social

lile. As a commissioner, justice of the peace,

speaker of the assembly, counsellor of the gov-

ernor, and governor, he was adequate to and effi-

cient in the offices which the respect and judgment

of his friends and neighbours placed upon him.

It is recorded in token of the honest simplicity

of the limes, that on one occasion whilst he was

governor, a person who had taken some grain to

his mill, asked, " Well, Thomas, when can my
corn be ground?" The reply was, "Why, I

shall be at the assembly next Third-day, and I

will bring it behind me."

We shall not follow him in his public stations,

in which he was engaged until near his close,

except to abridge the character given him by

Smith, the iN'ew Jersey historian. As a governor

he behaved with great circumspeclion and pru-

dence. As a common magistrate, " he had a

ready method of business, often doing it to good

effect on the seat of judgment, on the stumps ol

his meadows; he contrived lo postpone sudden

complaints, till cool deliberation had shown them

to be justly founded, and then sclilom failed of

accommodating mattcis wiliujut much expense to

the parties."

He was concerned for the everlasting good of

others. Not only to the m' mbers of his own So-

ciety did he feel constrained to preach the gospel

of Jesus Christ,—but to the Indians also he de-

clared of the free grace and boundless mercy of

Him who was given to be God's salvation lo the

ends of the earth.

He was much employed in meetings for disci-

pline, on important services. One of the last of

such appoiniments, was by the General Meeting

of public Friends, in the Fourth month, 1692, to

labour with George Keiih. He bore his testimo-

ny against that contentious opjjoser of Truth,

signing both the testimony against him on the 7th

of Seventh month that year, and the epistle to

London Yearly Meeting, of the same date, rela-

tive thereto. His day's work, however, was
nearly done,—and in less than two months he

was gathered in peace to his everlasting rest.

Smith says, " by his preaching and wriiing, as

well as other public and private conduct, [he] had

gained general love and esteem, which he merited

to the last." He was buried Ninth month 4th,

169-!.

MILLICENT HODGKINS.

Of this Friend I have found but little informa-

tion. She \Yas a member of Worcester Monthly
Meeting, Old England, a sound minister, and had
suffered for her faithfulness in attending meetings

there.

She left Worcester, First month 1st, 1683,

and reached Philadelphia, Seventh month 28th,

of the same year. She was soon introduced into

service in religious meetings, and was much used

by her Friends, nearly to the conclusion of her

life. The Monthly Meeting of Philadelphia, in a

short notice of her, says, "She departed this life

the 8th of the Second month, 1692;—being in

unity, and well esteemed amongst us to the end

of her pilgrimage; and what she said in testimony

was well received."

WILLIAM YAUDLEY.

William Yardley was born ai Ransclough, near

Leek, in Staffordshire, in 1632. His parents

were honest, respectable people, who gave him a

suitable education, and brought him up as a far-

mer. The operation of the Holy Spirit within

him whilst yet a youth, stained the beauty and

the glory of earthly things in his view, and he

was concerned diligently to seek for a saving

knowledge of the Truth as it is in Jesus. He
felt that the things appertaining to eternal life and

salvation, were of far greater moment, and far

worthier of the soul's earnest pursuit, than the

fading, fluctuating vanities, and perishing plea-

sures of this world. He became a seeker after

Truth,—an inquirer after a heart-cleansing, soul-

saving religion. The people in the neighbour-

hood where he lived, whose profession was the

highest, called themselves the " Family of Love."

By some these were known as Seekers. They
hud not seen beyond all the outward, typical rites,

in use amongst the generality of Christian pro-

fessors; but they had come so far as to meet to-

gether to wait in silence on the Lord for a quali-

fication to speak lo edification. From this class

of professors, many valuable members of the

early Society of Friends were gathered,—but

nany others of them, lor want of abiding in hum-

ble watchfulness before God, lot the imagination

gain the ascendency, and ran out into Ranterisms.

But when William Yardley joined them, ihcy

seemed the most spiritual of the many sects in
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England, and had nol as yet allowed tlie ranting

spirit to get into much dominion among them.

About ihe year 1C54, " it pleased the Lord to

send two of his faithful ministers, called in scorn

Qiuikcrs, out of the norih ol" England," probably
I

cfTected,—and the rabble having been encouraged !
Wlioso humourous vein, strong sense, and simple

to commence personal abuse on thi
Mil}' tench the gayest, make the gravest smil

, . ' '. 1 • ,• 1 1 I .1
"^

I WiUv and well enipluyed, aud like tliy 1

hippcrs, cuntmued it alter they had them ui
, s,,,;,.-,,,^ ;„ parables his slightest word:

ord,

John Cunim and John Audland, on their way to

Bristol, who held meetings in StafTir.lshirc, at

which William Ynrdley, and some others of the

Seekers were convinced. Thomas Janney says

that William " received the Truth with a ready

mind, and with gladness of heart, and thought

nothing too dear to part with for it. Yea, it was

precious to him as the pearl of great price, he

having been seeking it more than the glory of this

world even in his youth." " Having received il,

in the love of it, it wrought eflcctuully, not only

in opening his understanding, but also in ils vari-

ous operations to wound, and to heal, to purge

out the old leaven, and to leaven anew into its

holy nature and quality."

Ueing now brought to sec the emptiness and

formality of the religious professions made by the

nominal Christians around him, and being brought

himself to be a living witness of the power and

life of Truth, he was called and constrained to

lift up his voice for the Truth, and to bear testi-

mony against the error. For his faithfulness

herein he was brought into sufiering. In the year

1655, Richard Dale, a Friend of Statrordshire,

about seventy years of age, " being under a press-

ing concern of mind to publish to the people the

excellency and spirituality of the true gospel wor-

ship, went into tiie steeple-house at Leek, where

beginning to speak to the assembly, he was laid

violent hands on, dragged out and carried before

a justice, who committed him to prison, where he

was detained about thrte weeks." Soon after

this Friend was discharged, William Yardley be-

ing brought under a similar concern, went to ilie

same steeple-house to bear testimony for the

Truth. Being arrested, he was sent to prison,

where he was confined for nineteen weeks, during

seventeen of which lie was obliged to sleep and

rest on the bare floor, the keeper with cruel malig-

nity not even allowing straw to be brought in fur

him to lie on. Whilst thus imprisoned, and it ap-

pears that other Friends were then confined there.

Miles Bateman, a man of good repute, induced by

"llie lervenoy of aiiection which then united" the

members of the new Society, left his own home,

and travelled about one hundred miles to visit the

Friends in Slatibrd prison. By order of th:

mayor of that place, he was for this proof of love

to the brethren, detained in prison, twice whipped

and otherwise barbarously used, although in the

words of Besse, "he had not transgressed any
law either of God or man." During his imp
onment .Miles Wenington visited him, and being

impressed with the injustice done his friend, and

the lawless and arbitrary character of his con-

finement, and of the whippings and other abuse

to which he had been subjected, he felt drawn to

call on the mayor " to e.\postulate with him in

Christian meekness." The magistrate incensed

at being reminded of his lawless acts, sent the

cxposiulator to prison, and caused him to be cru-

elly whipped.

William Yardley in his travels in the ministry,

met with his share of suffering. In 1660, he was
with others imprisoned at Shrewsbury, for his

testimony for the Truth in Shropshire. On the

20th of the Fourth nwnth, 1661, being at a reli-

gious meeting at Dronfield, in Derbyshire, a ma-
gistrate of the town came with a rude company and
ordered the Friends assembled to depart. This
they were not hasty to do,—on observing which,

he ordered his attendants to pull them out of the

house. This with great violence was quickly

placed

William Yardley was tiik

slocks, and exposed to the derision

of the people. Being released, ho was three days

at a meeting at Eyam, in the High IVak, in

the same county. During the meeting, whilst a

woman Friend named Elizabeth Deane, was en-

gaged at prayer, a constable came in accompa-

nied by soldiers, and dragged her out of the house,

tearing her clothes in a shameful manner. Re-

turning into the house, they proceeded to draw

out the rest, some by the hair of their heads, and

some by their feet, but all with violence and in-

sult. Being then taken before a magistrate, they

ere required to give security for their good

behaviour, which ' good behaviour' was construed

to mean, that they would not assemble for the

worship of their heavenly Father as they did be-

lieve was their conscientious duty. Such kind of

"good behaviour," as would lead to obey men
rather than God, they did not feel bound to, and

of course would give no security to observe. The
magistrate thcrclbre, drew out a mittimus commit-

ting the whole meeting, thirty-one men and ten

women, to Derby gaol. They were tuo far from

Derby to be sent there on the day of committal,

so were all confined that night in a barn. The
following day they were conveyed to Crich,

where they were confined the next night in one

room,—many of them lying on the bare, hard

floor. The next day they reached Derby prison.

On the I'Jlli of the following month, three of the

prisoners, Ralph Sharpley, William Yardley, and

Elizabeth Deane, all three ministers of the gospel,

were brought before a bench of justices, who sent

Elizabeth with a pass to her home at Worcester,

and committed ihe two men to the House of Cor-

rection. The rest of the prisoners were on tlie

22d set at liberty, having been confined a month

lacking one day. Ral|ih Sharpley and William

Yardley were inhumanly used by the keeper ol

ihe prison, who confined them in a close hole, too

low to allow them to stand upright in, and which

they were not permitted on any account to leave.

Their books and letters were taken from them

and never restored ; and when sometimes in their

place of strait confinement, their voices we

raised in prayer to the Lord, the helper of his

people, the keeper would strike them brutally in

the lace, and endeavour to stop tlieir mouths

During the time of their confinement, their Friend

were neither permitted to visit nor relieve them.

(To be conlinued.)

hce not, lest so despised a nnrao

Should move a sneer at thy deserved Fame:
Vet c'cn in transitory life's last day,

That mingles all my brown with sober grey,

Uevere the man whose Pilgrim marks the road,

And guides the I'royreea of the soul to God.

Sel»

THE CIIAMnER OF SICKNE.S.S.

Chamber of sickness I nnicli to thoe I owe,
Though dark thou be

;

The lessons it imports me most to know
I owe to thee I

A sacred seminary thou hast been,

I trust to train me to a happier scene.

Chamber of sickness 1 suffering and alone,

Sly friends withdrawn.
The blessed beams of heavenly truth have si

On me forlorn I

With such a hallowed vividness and power
As ne'er was granted to a brighter hour.

Chamber of sickness I midst thy silence ofl

A voice is heard;

Which though it falls like dew on flowers, so i

Yet speaks each word
Into the aching heart's uuseen recess.

With power no earthly accents could possess.

.

Chamber of sickness 1 In that bright a):>ode

Where there is no more pain,

If through the merits of my Saviour God
A seat I gain,

This theme shall tunc my golden harp'? ?oft lavs,

That in t/iy shelter passed so many days.

' 'Tis the humble God protects,

'Tis the meek his light directs,

'Tis the mourner sings his song,

'Tis the weak he renders strong,

'Tis the simple who are taught
A\'isdom passing human thought-
Lowly, mourning, simple, weak

—

These his glorious praises speak."

" The communion of saints, which we profess

to believe, like the communion of the members ol

the body, is derived from a communication of life

and spirit from the same common Head, by which

they have reciprocal fellowship and fellow feeling

among themselves, and the believers, the salt ol

the earth, who are scattered up and down, far and 1 longing alter the inward life and power, has

For •• Tlw Frieii"

Lapse from the Siibstnncc of Religion into Lifelui

I'orms.

There is reason to apprehend that many of lie

professed believers in the Christian dispensatiot,

while they would contend earnestly for whalar

termed fundamental doctrines, pay very little ^^

gard to those which rolate to the practical subJK-

lion of the carnal will, and the entire renovatic:

of the heart and afTeclions. It is easier to asset.:

to the truths of the gospel, than to submit to lit

inward work of sanctification, to part with lh»-:

evil habits and delights which the witness for &>:

condemns, and to bear the mortification of cod-

fessing Christ before the world, in acts of obed:-

ence which he distinctly requires at the hands

t

his children. Reformation from a system ofrel-

gion consisting chiefly in the observance ofi

round of ceremonies, arisin'' from a hearlfe!;

are one in Ilim. For His sake they lov

all who love Him, and the virtue of the heavenly

magnet, that draws them all to Himself, connects

them at the same with each other. Their aims,

their hopes, and their spiritual sustenance, are the

same. Local distance neither discourages their

mutual prayers nor prevents their efficacy."

COWPER ON PILGRI.M

thou whom, borne on fancy's eager wing

Back to the season of life's happy spring,

1 pleas'd remember, aud, while memory yet

Holds fast her oftice hero, can uc'er forget

;

Ingenious dreamer, in wtose well-told tale

Sweet fiction and sweet truth alike prevail

;

Selccled.

PROGRESS.

the origin of some of the difierent denominaliooi

of Chrislians. While their founders sought aflti

the bread of life in themselves, and were kept it

simplicity and true devotedness to their blesseJ

Lord, they grew in the substance of religion, ani

similar hungering souls were drawn to them. Bu

when this humility and travail of spirit, to kno»

his will and to obtain strength from Him todoii

had subsided, they looked lor a substitute, in higt

professions of faith in the sufferings and dealt) o

Christ, and called themselves believers, and thei

went back to the frequent and exact performanP

of a ceremonial worship, and to "the weak am

beggarly elements,"' in which their forefather,

found no virtue, or life to the soul.
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3 is tlie great cause of the decline in the

church among all denominations. In their

rely activity in works bf outside devotion,

various institutions of benevolence, their

id places of worship, their letter-learned

lers hired at great salaries, and their wealth,

Jem to themselves that they are " rich and
ed with goods, and have need of nothing

""

same time it js evident that the spirit of the

its vain and foolish fashions, its intoxica

nusements, its pride and overbearing man
re pressing down " as a cart with sheaves,"
I and Spirit of the lowly Redeemer in thei

, and thus the empty form with many i;

place of the power of godliness, and Christ
out of his rightful possession. So that

!at strife among many of the sects is, who
build the most gorgeous and spacious
IBS as they term them, and provide the most
nt speakers at the highest rates, and the

music, that they may attract the greatest

!r of hearers to their assemblies. Riches
andeur are to be the means of spreading
's kingdom, according to the present pruc-
id example of many professing Christians.

;reater their wealth, the more show and
ficence, the more honour to be a member ol

congregation. Such may profess to believe

itory and the doctrines of the New Testa-
but their spirit and conduct show they scorn
f-denying life of the meek and lowly Son
I, who not only came to suffer for our sins,

set us an example that we should follow his

nds maintain their testimony against showy
of worship, hiring men to preach printed

tten sermons for them, and turning to the
and beggarly elements, but many are

t with the love of wealth, some under a

jarb and comparatively plain houses, others
Babylonish garments, and lofty dwellings

rich and costly lurnilure. Those who be-

tiredofthe " plain way of living and preach-
of silent meetings, and the practical

iiion of the cross of Christ, will be exposed
temptation to set the busy spirit of restless

at work in order to satisfy the cravings
ling ears. By various means, either spe-

acts ostensibly to relieve the oppressed, and
fferings of humanity in its various forms,
ving the systems of school education, and
3g the benefits of mental culture in litera-

icience, and the fine arts, people may be
I away, for want of watchfulness, from the
ling needful, the life that is hid with Christ
d, and spiritual insensibility will overspread
ind.

lere the life and soul-satisfying substance of
eligion which Friends lived in at their rise,

es and recedes, many will be likely to

vay to other professions, and adojit symbo-
lyslems, and the formal Quaker may strive

ver himself with a belief in the nripuled
ousness of Christ, hoping that in the end he
)e saved without having passed under the

g sword, that keeps the way of the tree

!, and destroys everything in man who
Is to its operation, that separates him
his Creator. It is the want of the Spirit

hrist ruling and abiding in many, that

sing the diminution ol members in places;

no human contrivance, either lowering
'.andard by altering rules of discipline,

couraging creaturely activity in preaching,

Tig, or liequent vocal praying, will provide

•sdy. The more this is encouraged, the

ir will be the lapse from the light and life,

3hrist who is the true Vine, in which all the

living branches are grafted and abide. Wherever
any rely on the activity of man, and a profession

of the truths of the gospel, without the work ol

regeneration, they will not bo true practical be-

lievers in the necessity of spiritual baptism, and
of becoming victorious over sin in all its presen-

tations. The attainment of Christian perfection,

that purity of heart without which none can see

God, will not be regarded as possible by these

nominal believers in the doctrines of Christianity
;

but we are comforted in the belieflhat there is a large

body of living witnesses to the inward knowledge
of the blessed Truth as it is in Jesus, preserved
among us through Divine mercy, faithful to their

Christian principles and testimonies.

One of the experimental believers, wriling on
the doctrine of perfection, says: "Man finding

himself wounded, and not applying himself in-

wardly to that which can heal, labours in his own
will after a conformity to the law as it is without

him, which he can never obtain, but finds the

more he wrestles, the more he falls short. This
is the Jew still in effect, with his carnal command-
ment, with the law without, in the first covenant
stale, which ' make not the comers thereunto per-

fect, as pertaining to the conscience,' though they
may have here a notion of Christianity, and an
external faith in Christ. This hath made them
strain and wrest the Scriptures for an imputa-
tive righteousness, wholly without them, to cover
their impurities: and this hath made them imagine
an acceptance with God possible, though they
suppose it impossible ever to obey Christ's com-
mands.

" But alas, O deceived souls ! that will not avail

in the day wherein God will judge every man ac-

cording to his work, whether good or bad. It

will not save thee to say it was necessary for thee

to sin daily in thought, word and deed. Such as
do so have certainly obeyed unrighteousness ; and
what is provided for such, but tribulation and an-
guish, indignation and wrath; even as glory, hon-
our and peace, immortality and eternal life, to

such as have done good, and patiently continued
in well doing. So then, if Uiou desirest to know
this perleclion and freedom from sin possible to

thee, turn thy mind to the light and spiritual law
of Christ in the heart, and suffer the reproof
thereof. Bear the judgment and indignation of

God upon the unrighteous part in thee, as therein

it is revealed, which Christ hath made tolerable

for thee, and so suffer judgment in thee to be

brought forth into victory ; and thus come to par-

take of the fellowship ol' Christ's sufferings, and
be made conformable to his death, that thou inay-

est feel thyself crucified with him to the world by
the power of his cross in thee; so that that lilii

that sometimes was alive in thee to this world,

and the love and lusts thereof, may die, and a
new life be raised, by which thou mayest live

tienceforward to God, and not to or for thyself;

and with the apostle thou muyest say, It is no
more 1, ' but Christ liveth in me.' Then thou
wilt be a Christian indeed, and not in name only
as too many are; then thou wilt know what it is

to have ' put off tlie old man with his deeds,' who
sins daily in thought, word and deed, and to have
put on tlie new man, that is renewed in holiness,

after the image of Him that hath created him ; and
thou wilt witness thyself to be God's workman-
ship, created in Christ Jesus unto good works,

ami so not to sin always. And to this new man,
'Christ's yoke is easy, and his burden light,'

though it be heavy to the old Adam ;
yea, the

commandments of God are not unto this man
grievous ; but it is his meat and drink to be found

fulfilling tho will of God."

Ail one Family of Love.

" All Friends, mind that which is pure in you to
guide you to God, out of Babylon, out of confusion

;

there all the world is. There is the scat of llie

beast, the false prophets and deceivers, as well
within as without. One voice of deceit knows
not another, nor any of ihem, the voice of tho
living God. But, dear Friends, mind the light of
God in your consciences, which will show you
all deceit. Dwelling in it, guides out of the many
things into one Spirit, which cannot lie nor de-
ceive. They that are guided by it are one, who
have been made to drink into one Spirit; and tho
spirits of the prophets are subject to tho prophets.
God is not the author of confusion, liut of peace.
All jarrings, all schisms, all rents are out of the
Spirit. For God hath tempered the body toge-
ther, that there should he no schism in the body,
but all worship Ilim with one consent. As tho
power and life of Truth is made manliest, watch
in the discerning one over another.

"Beware of discouraging any in the work of
God. The labourers are lew that are faithful to
God. Take heed of hurting the gill which God
hath given to profit withal, whereby ye have re-
ceived life through death, and a measure of peace
by the destruction of evil. Pray that peace may
be multiplied, and the ministration of liic, to the
raising of the dead; that the seed of the Ionian
may bruise the serpent's head, discover all deceit,

and rend all vails and coverings, that the pure
may come to life, which deceit hath trampled
upon.

" All take heed to your spirits ; that which is

hasty discerns not the good Seed. Take heed of
being corrupted by flatteries. They that know
their God shall be strong. But take heed of la-

Uouring to turn the just aside for a thing of iiourrht;

but know the precious from the vile, the clean
(from the unclean. These shall be as my mouth,
saith the Lord ; for his work is great and his gifts

divers. Therefore all mind your gift ; mind your
measure; mind your calling and your work.
Some speak to the conscience; some plough and
break the clods ; some weed out and some sow

;

some wait, that fowls devour not the seed. But
all wait for the gathering of the simple-hearted

ones; for they that turn many torighieousness,shall

shine forever.

" Mind the light, that all may be refreshed one
in another, and all in one. And the God of power
and love keq) all Friends in power, in love, that

there be no surmisings, but pure refreshings m
tlie unlimited love of God, wliicli makes one an-

other known in the conscience, to read one an-

other's hearts. Being comprehended into this

love, it is inseparable, and all are here ouj. And
keep in the oneness, and note ihcui that causo
dissension, contrary to the gospel that yc have
received; that one pure faith may be held in all,

to guide and preserve all in tho unity of the

Spirit and bond of peace ; all one familij of love,

children of one Fatlicr, ami of tlie Itoiiscliold of
God." GEouGt: Fox.

Glass Culutnns.—The Prussians have put glass

to a novel use. A column, consisting entirely of
glass, placed on a pedestal of Carrara marble, and
surmounted by a statue of Peace six feet high, by
the celebrated sculptor Rauch, has been erected

in the garden of the palace at Potsdam. The shaft

IS ornamented with spiral lines of blue and while.

" Blessed are they that mourn for they shall bo

comforted. Many who have wept upon the moun-
tains of Zion, have sung aloud in the valley of the

shadow of death."
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I
refreshing fogs, which disappear soon after mid-

jdny, and are followed by heavy dews, which arc

Remarkable LongcvUij.—The Petersburg Ex-
press chronicles the death of Hannah, a negro

woman, owned by a lady in that city, at the f precipitated during the night." The moriiin

advanced age of r^8. She died of no particular

'

disease, but sank under the exhaustion incident

to extreme old age. She was born in Powhatan
county.

ists and evening dews thus supply the place ul

the absent rains, and the verdure whicli covers

the plains is the oifspring of a sea-river. What
a cliarniing myth would the ancient poets have

made out of this striking condensation !

From llio Edinburjli Review.

^Vontlerful Works of the Creator.

The mariner who first crossed the Central At-

lantic in search of a new world was astonished,

when, on the 19th September, 1492, he found

hiinselfin the midst of that great bank of sea-

weed—the sea-weed meadow of Oviedo—the Sa-

ragossa se^, which, with a varying breadih of

one hundred to three hundred miles, stretches

over twenty-five degrees of latitude, covering

200,000 square miles in surface, like a huge float-

ing garden, in which countless myriads of minute

animals find food and shelter. Now, it is the

eddy of numerous sea rivers which collect in one

spot, and the cold water of the Northern Atlantic

mixing with the warm streams of the southern

and western currents, which produce the temper-

ature most fitted to promote this amazing develop-

ment of vegetable and animal life. What be-

comes of the dead remains of this vast marine

growth? Do tliey decompose as last as they are

produced? Or do they accumulate into deposits

of peculiar coal, destined to reward the researches

of I'uture geologists and engineers when the At-

lantic of our day has become the habitable land

of an after-time?

In the chart of the Pacific Ocean we are pre-

sented with another remarkable instance of the

influence of sea rivers on vegetation. From the

shores of South Victoria, on the Antarctic conti-

nent, a stream of cold water, sixty degrees in

width, (the reader will recollect that in high lati-

tudes the degrees of longitude are very narrow,^

drifts slowly along in a north-east and easterly

direction across the Southern Pacific until it im-

pinges upon the South American coast to the

south of Valparaiso. There it divides into two

arms, one of which stretches south and east, dou-

bles Cape Horn, and penetrates into the South-

western Atlantic; the other flows north-east, and
then north-west along the coast of Chili and Peru,

carrying colder waters into the warm sea, and
producing a colder air along the low plains which
stretch from the shores of the Pacific to the base

of the Andes. This current, discovered by Hum-
boldt and called after his name, lowers the tem-

perature of the air about twelve degrees, while

that of the water itself is sometimes as much as

twenty-four degrees colder than that of the still

waters of the ocean through which it runs. The
cold air seriously alTects vegetation along the

|

whole of the coast; at the same time that the

cold stream raises fogs and mists, which not only

conceal the shores and perplex the navigator, but

extend inland also, and materially modify the

climate.

The beautiful and beneficent character of mo-
difying influence becomes not only apparent, but

most impressive, when wc consider, as the rain-

map of the world shows us, that on the coast of

Peru no rain ever falls; and that, like the desert

of Sahara, it ought therefore to be condemned to

perpetual barrenness. But in consequence of the

cold stream ti)us running along its borders, " the

atmosphere loses its transparency, and the sun is

obscured for months together. The vapours at

Lima are ofien so thick that the sun through them
to the naked eye assumes the appearance ol

the moon's disc. They commence in tlic morn-

1

ing, and extend over the plains in the form of

John Woolman says of William Hunt, he heard

him say " in public testimony, that his concern

was (in tiiat visit) to be devoted to the service of

Christ so fully, that he might not spend one min-

ute in ])leasing himself; which words, joined with

his example, was a means of stirring up ihe pure

mind in me." Were this concern conscientiously

kept to, some in the present day, would be likely

to spend much less time away from their homes
and meetintis.

The following remarks of Sarah Robert Grubb,

have often arrested my attention, and increasing-

ly so of latter limes, so that, if thought suitable, I

hope the revival of them may prove a watchword
to some of us ; not only now at our approaching

annual gathering, but attend us in our steppings

along from day to day; that wc may be what we
are, unto the Lord, to his glory and honour who
hath called us thereunto. "Cease ye from man
whose breath is in his nostrils; for wherein is he

to be accounted of?" The work, the willings and

the runnings of the creature can avail nothing;

that alone will gather to Him which comes forth

from him.

My spirit hath been afresh comforted in the

remembrance of God's care over his vineyard,

Isaiah xxvii. 3 : "I the Lord do keep it, I will

water it every moment : lest any hurt it, I will

keep it night and day." This I believe He will do

for us, for his living, wrestling seed; and nothing

shall hurt or destroy that life which is hid in

Him.

Chester county, Fourth mo., 1S54.

" My mind on drawing near to CardifF, (whither

we went to atlend the Welch Yearly Meeting

there,) was awfully affected, in a renewed sense

of the important station of a gospel minister,

which, the more my understanding is opened, the

more 1 perceive it to call for a watchful care to

keep in the station, and to preserve it unblamable,

by endeavouring to dwell low enough with the

gift, so as rigli^ly to distinguish between a silent

union with the Seed in meetings, (wherein we
sometimes sympathize with the concerns ofothers,)

and our own public service for the cause. And
I am thankful in feeling my spirit humbly con-

trited, under a sense of my own weakness, and

the commemoration of infinite kindness in times

past ; and I secretly supplicated that the approach-

ing sulemnity might be graciously owned with the

virtue of Divine life, immediately imparted from

the great Minister of ministers; whereby I felt, in

a good degree strengthened for my own measure
of exercise, which proved to be altogether in

silence. But this was not the case with some
others; with a few of whom a sense of near unity

attended my spirit, and in the exercise of their

gilts ; never tliat I remember, being so sensible

of the purity of that lite which, and which only,

quickens services in the church, and qualities the

centred mind to judge righteously concerning

[lublic oflerings in meetings. Whatever has a

tendency to close up the spring of that lile, by

casting rubbish thereinto, inslcaJ of indusiriously

removing it, such as the shallow, superficial judg-

ment of the natural mind, its old experiences and
j

wisdom, which are held out of ihe lifi-, can netr'

nvailingly invite the wrestling soul thai is panlin:

after the pure milk of the divine word, to tif"

F'ountain of spiritual consolation, or refresh the

Christian pilgrim in his journey heavenward.

the purity of that life which is hid with Chrinii

God I It cannot be supported but by thefal
and blood, tlic virtue or divine nature of the fill;

nor can it unite with that which is not conganil

to itself. There is a ministry which, lik« tk

whirlwind, the earthquake, and the fire, mike
apparent effect U|)on nature, shakes it, throw i;

into confusion and kindles it with untempent

zeal ; but proves very deficient in settling it Ufoi

the sure foundation ; or introducing it into lb:

rest which is prepared for the people of God, wb,

cease from all their own works; or teaching itt

distinguish between the voice of the tJhepheti

and the voice of the stranger. Hence, mui,

otherwise well disposed minds, have got be».

dered, their attention diverted from the one gm:

Object, and fixed upon sacrifices of their on:
which in time, are so depended upon fur ri^.

ousness, that the hunger which was once begoUec

decreases, and the state of the church ol'Laodicet

becomes theirs, growing rich and full, increaiiiij'

with goods and in need of nothing; whenalw
though s|)ecious their ajipearance, their situatiK

is most wretciied, and, in the light of Triilh.lbe;

are discovered to stand in need of everythiuf.

Under these considerations, my mind is often it-

strucled in the necessity of confiding only intlif

Spring of life itself; and approving nothingli

religious, but what comes from it, or is under iu

preparing, sanctifying power: and lor this end,i;

is necessary to be very watchful over the att-

vity of self, that the spirits may be tried, aodo;

faith proved, whether it is grounded and e*UV

lished upon the right foundation, or is of thatioit

that wavers and floats upon any imaginary pre-

sentation, whereby 1 may be rendered of ihoie

who are not to expect anything at the hando

God. James i. 6, 7. There are so many ways

for the mind, when it is ofTils guard, to beeDSMi-

ed either into sensible darkness, or a righteooJ-

ness of its own, wliich is worst of all, that, whet

clothed with a sense of my infirmity and weak-

ness, I mourn in spirit; and am thankful when,
^

in a grain of unadulterated faith, I can say,' 1;

thou wilt, thou canst make mc clean,' and brealbc

for the blessing of preservation."

" The natural man loveth eloquence, and man;
]

love to hear eloquent orations; and if there is nc:
\

a careful attention to the gift, men who ha«
|

once laboured in the pure gospel ministry, gto»-

ing weary of sufTering, and ashamed of appeariaj
|

weak, may kindle a fire, compass them*

about with sparks, and walk in the light ii

Christ who is under suffering, but of that fire

which they, going from the gift, have kindled.

And that in hearers, which is gone from the meek

suffering state, into the worldly wisdom, inayk

warmed with this fire, and speak highly of ihea

labours. That which is of God galheis to God-

and that which is of the world, is owned bylln

world."

Great Rivers.—A corres|)ondent of the fFoi*

ingLon Union gives a table, m which he compares

the size of the valley of the Amazon, willi tliatol

other large rivers. The valley of the AmaZM,

including that of the Oronoco, which is connecteil
|

with it by a navigable stream, the Ch.issiquiare,
j

contains 2,048,4-^0 square miles; Valley of llif

,

Mississippi, 9S2,000; the Yang-tse Kiang, lt'«
|

great river of China, 547,000 ; the Nile, .520,000;)

tho Danube, 234,000. «
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From the Lcl:

THE EMPEROR MU.*
! 2Sth of September, in the year 1556

panish seaport of Laredo was a scene o

3d excitement, as a (leet of fifty-six sail ol

ast anchor in its roadstead. If we enter

ito Sancto—a ship of five hundred and

s_which I'orms one of the squadron, we

an old respectahle-looking Spanisli gen-

naking preparations to leave his cabin,

is been fitted up with a degree of comfort

in those days; for it is curtained with

jngings, and has a swing bed, while the

idmitted through no less than eight glass

1. Care and travail have left their marks

old man's face, but intelligence gleains

eve, and decision is stamped upon his

When he lands at Laredo, great respect

itly paid to him ; a train of some hundred

domestics wait upon him, and the Spanish

if Salamanca does, with all deference, the

of the place. Not to keep the reader in

^ we may mention, without fartlier inlro-

that this old man is Charles V., the Na-

ionaparte of his day, who after troubling

with his ambition, and clutching some

,en sceptres within his greedy grasp, is

eary of the world, and on his way to spend

ling of his life in a monastery, having re-

nts throne to his son.

les, it appears, had long cherished the de-

I retiring from public lile, in order to pre-

i
he conceived of it, in a befitting manner,

jeternal world. In 1542 he confided his

ut, and was whispered amongst the loun

[ his palace. Although the morning ol

'" career as an emperor had been gilded

ccess, yet clouds attended its afternoon.

Ith became broken, and the hand which

the lance and curbed the charger was

;bled with gout that it was unable at times

the seal of a letter. His later schemes

uest, too, had ended in nothing but disap-

t

• so that with Solomon of old he was

say, "All is vanity and vexation

Calling, accordingly, his court together

iels, he publicly resigned his empire to his

lip_the husband of our bloody Mary

inf shipping, he had landed, as we have

Laredo, bemg thus far on his way to his

the Convent of Yuste.

3 old monarch, after leaving Laredo, jour-

ong, attended by a little start' of friends

ain of domestics, the neighbouring towns

DUt to do homage to him whose name was

y associated with the most eventful pass-

as if he had been lodging at a common inn, and

refused at parting to allow the mortified capitalist

the honour of kissing his hand.

A journey slowly prosecuted brought the party

do was a scene ol
^^ Xarandilla, an exquisitely beautiful spot, from

whose lofty eminence the eye ranged over all that

was most lovely in Spanish scenery. Here the

emperor took up his abode for a while, until the

neighbouring monastery of Yuste was prepared

for°his reception. A small band of followers,

similar in some respects to the little company

which lingered round Napoleon at St. Helena, at-

tended Charles. Prominent among these were

Quixada, his chamberlain, a nobleman of high

family, passionately attached to his royal master,

with William de la Male, a sort of poor scholar

who acted as the emperor's literary companion.

Borja, the celebrated Jesuit, accompanied Charles

as his confessor. He had pretended, on receiving

the appointment, to have some qualms about the

responsibility of the otlicc, but was assured by

Charles that he might make himself easy on that

point, as, before he left Flanders, five doctors of

divinity had been engaged for a whole year in

cleansing his conscience. The last of the ex-

monarch's attendants whom we shall name, was

Dr. Matheoso, the emperor's physician. He seems

to have lived in a continual slate of warfare with

Charles's love of cookery—being sadly perplexed,

too, at times, by the interloping of a quack doc

lor in the neighbourhood, who ingratiated himself

with his majesty by allowing him for his diet to

cat and drink pretty much what he pleased.

A few months having rolled away, and the

monastery being ready lor his reception, Charles

a courtier, but in 1540 the secret had
| ^^^ggj ^^gj. ,p ^^ f^Q,^ Xarandilla, and calling for

__ ,_: J ., ,!,„ i„„„_
^1^^ ^^^^ ^^.^^^ registry, duly signed his name as

a brother of the order of the monks of St. Jerome

—an autograph whioh was carefully preserved

until destroyed by the French soldiers during the

peninsular war. A grand service attended the

enrolment of the new friar. All the monks kissed

his majesty's hand;

birds also were his favourite companions. The

story indeed is told of liim in his early youth,

that when, in one of his campaigns, a swallow

had built a nest for her young on the top of hid

tent, he ordered the latter, on the oncurn[)ment

being broken up, lo bo left undisturbed. Music

too, formed his favourite pastime, and so correct

was the old emperor's ear, that if a monk in the

choir sung out of tune, he was pretty sure to get

some sharp rebuke from his majesty. On the

whole, however, Charles lived on excellent terms

with the monks, being condescending and ufFuble

in his manners, and dismissing almost entirely the

pomp that usually surrounds crowned heads;

still, it must be acknowledged, he displayed, for

a friar, a most uiimortified appetite for good eat-

ing. Rich dishes and iced beer he would have,

whether the doctor protested against them or not.

The weekly courier was ordered to change his

route that he might bring eels and fine fish
; par-

tridi'es were ordered from a choice neighbour-

hood, while sausages of a particular odour were

specially provided.

Criminals Sent to the United States.—An ex-

tract of a letter from London says:—"A piece of

news, that may not be pleasing lo Americans, is

this : twenty-six reformed criminals have been

sent to the United Slates this week as free emi-

grants by the London Reformatory Institute. On
Thursday there was a leave-taking. Speeches

were made, and Lord Shaftesbury shook hands

with each of the emigrants."

THE CI)\V-F1SU. •

One day the fishermen brought us in a fine

' peixe boi," or cow-fish, a species of Manatus,

ivhich inhabits the Amazon, and is particularly

ibundant in the lakes in this part of the river.

,,=, ...uj-.ot_, o .. , .he altar was brilliantly
j
[^ ^ygg a female, about six feet long, and near five

ighted up with tapers, and Charles at last found jq circumference in the thickest part. The body

hmiself in a spot where he might indulge his su- hg perfectly smooth, and without any projections

perstiiious tastes to the very utmost. A chamber I „r inequalities, gradually changing into a hori-

had been constructed for him, out of which he
j gonial semi-circular flat tail, with no appearance

could look into the chapel as he lay in bed, and N^hatever of hind limbs. There is no distinct

see high mass performed, while out of doors every-
1 neck; the head is not very large, and is ter-

ihing had been done to make the retirement
|

niinated by a large mouth and fleshy lips, some-

agreeable. A fountain cooled the air; orange uyhjjt resembling those of a cow. There are stitr

trees difi'used their fragrance, and the eye wan- i^risdes on the lips, and a few distantly scattered

dered over a district of surpassing loveliness.'' <-- >--'• D"1-:„j .k„ i,„..m .,., .,„„

Nor were the luxuries of life Ibrgolten. Charles,

who was fond of paintings, had brought some of

Titian's masterpieces with him, as well as a tole-

ble supply of books, and a decent complement

of rich plate and jewels. Altogether his majesty

Spanish history. There was not very
j
^^^ ^ ^^,^.y comfortable residence of it ; and had

ever, that wa's dignified in his mode ol
j

||^gi,g ^^\y j^gg^ iggg of superstition in his form of

ig. At one part of his road five alguazils
jg|y^ jl,g spectacle would not have been unpleas-

ables, with their staves, formed his alien-
1^^^,,^ ^(^^ olj „-,an retiring from the storms of the

laking the little party, as Charles's cham-
j

^y°,.|j (o a peaceful haven where he might tran-

complaincd, look very much like a tfoop]my gpg,j|j i,|s [i[„e in preparation for the great

is marching to prison. Charles, however,
j
^.j^^i^^g ^y^ich awaited him.* But superstition—

ave no display. He seemed to liug with
| |.^^l^°jgjjjg„|[,g superstition—tainted, as we shall

.„
^,^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^1^^ whole atmosphere.

One of Charles's most pleasing occupations was

he feeding of his dumb favourites. Of these he

p :ency the idea that he was now a pri

an, who had cast the cares of kiiigcrafi

shoulder. At one part of the road he was

)ly entertained by a rich money-broker,

longst other luxuries, provided for the

elr's use a chafing dish of gold filled with the

nnamon of Ceylon—a piece of wealthy

ion which displeased Charles so much,

insislad on paying for his entertainment

Cloister Life of tlie Emperor Charles V., by

Stirling. Aq admirable volume, weU wortliy

added to all libraries.

hairs over the body. Behind the head are two

powerful oval fins, and just beneath them are the

breasls, from which, pressure being applied, flows

a stream of bcaulil'ul white milk. The ears are

minute holes, and the eyes very small. The

colour is a dusky lead, with some large pinkish

white marbled blotches on the belly. The skin

is about an inch thick on the back, and a quarter

of an inch on the belly. Beneath the skin is a

layer of fat of a greater or less thickness, gene-

rally about an inch, which is boiled down to make

an oil used for light and for cooking. The intes-

tines are very voluminous, the heart about iho

size of u .sheep's, and the lungs about two feet

long, and six or seven inches wide, very cellular

and spongy, and can bo blown out like a bladder,

'he skull is large and solid, with no front teeth;

had several, including an old cat, and a parrot ^iic vertebra; extend lo the very lip of the tail, but

endowed wilh wonderful power of speech ; some 'show no rudiments of posterior limbs; the lore

I

limbs, on the contrary, arc very highly developed,

* It is Dr. Chalmers, we believe, who states, that the bones exactly corresponding to •h'^^c "f the

when a man passes sixty, the ten years remaining lot human arm, having even the five fingers, with

complete the threescore and ten of the Psalmist slioiild
| gvery joint distinct, yet enclosed in a slill, intlexi-

be spent as the sabbath of life—not of course by gouig
j

j^|g ^^^^^^ ^^.,jg^g ^^^^ ^ j^,;,,^ g.,,, |,ave any motion.

into anything like couvcutualexistence-ljut by reunn^
The cow-fish feeds on grass at the borders of

linTdt^U^ftU'tf^rtoVulae^t:.^ o^alef^^^^^^^^^ rivers and lakes, and swims quickly with the
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tail and paddles ; and though the external organs

of siglit and hearing are so iniperfed, these senses

are said by iho hunters to be reniarttabiy acute,

and to render necessary ail their caution and skill

to capture the animals. They bring forth one, or

rarely two, young ones, which they clasp in their

arms or paddles while giving suck. They are

harpooned, or caught in a strong net, at the nar-

row entrance of a lake or stream, and are killed

by driving a wooden plug with a mallet up their

nostrils. Each yields from five to twenty-five

gallons of oil. The flesh is very good, being

something between beef and pork, and this one

furnished us with several meals, and was an

agreeable change from our fish diet.

—

Wallace's

Travels on l/te Ainazun.

THE FRIEND,
FOURTH MONTH 15, 1854.

We have received several communications re-

lative to the holding of the Yearly Meeting which

will convene in this city next week; and as the

space in our present number will not admit of the

publication of all of them, and they would not be

appropriate after the meeting is concltided, we

trust the writers of those omitted will be satisfied

with our thus briefly alluding to their general

tenor.

It is of great importance to keep steadily in

view the hmiii object for which the church is thus

convened, iuid the qualification which the living

members UJiist receive in order to effect that ob-

ject. The lormer is, that it may become ac-

quainted with the true condition of its subordinate

branches; whether they are manifesting the life

and vigour which appertain to every part of the

true church, and which are shown forth in a faith-

ful maintenance of the doctrines and testimonies

of Truth, and the support of the discipline in a

Christian spirit, so that the members are encour-

aged and stimulated to adorn the profession they

make, by lives of godliness; and where weakness

and deficiencies appear, to see and to apply the

means most likely to be blessed for their removal,

and for the building up of the waste places. The
latter is nothing less than the divine anointing

with which the Holy Head condescends to favour

those, who, having bowed their necks to his bless-

ed yoke and cross, are in measure prepared to

know his will concerning the ordering of his

household, and to perform his bidding in the

strength that He gives.

If these two cardinal points are not lost sight

of, and each one, however they may feel that he

or she is little prepared for religious service, is

on the watch not to stretch forth a hand unbid-

den, or to obstruct in any way the concern and

labour which may rightly devolve upon the meet-

ing, there can be no doubt that all jarring or con-

fusion will be avoided; and notwithstanding the

sense of weakness and insuBiciency that may
abound, a harmonious travail for the honour and

promotion of Truth will be felt, the stakes of the

tabernacle will be strengthened, and the honest

upright members will return to their respective

places of abode with their hearts cheered, and

their faith strengthened that the Lord will speed-

ily turn again the captivity of Zion, and deliver

his poor and needy from him that spoilelh them.

All among us who are really desirous for the

prosperity 'of the Society, and the religious growth

and establishment of its individual members, must

long for the return of the day when the language

may, in one sense, be applicable to all our annual

assemblies, as it was in days gone by, " Jerusalem

is builded as a city that is compact together:

whither the tribes go up, the tribes of the Lord
unto ihc leslimony of Israel, to give thanks unto

j

the name of the Lord : for there are set thrones

I of judgment, the thrones of the house of David."

ITEMS OF KEWS.
By the arrival of the Europa stcnmsliil), we have Liv-

cr|i(iol liatos to the 24tli ult.

ENGLAND.—A still further depression in flour, grain
and cotton. A photographer is to be sent with the

army to take piclitrts of places. Great preparations
c'vci\ wlirrc making' for war, Iml little action of moment
h:ul i.ik. .1 plnrc « iih ilic r,.nirn,li„- anuies. The funds

'

fNiTKI)' ,'^TATi;S.— /v,;';,,vv/r,„/,„._Deathsin Phila-

delphia last week, 193; of all diseases of the lungs, 41.

New York.—Deaths in the city last week, 508. At
Lyons, last week, there was a fall of snow about 18

inches deep.

Virginia.—Donglas, the woman imprisoned at Nor-
folk, tor teaching coloured children, has been released

from confinement.

I'ezas.—The Indians continue their plundering expe-
ditions.

California.—In San Francisco trade is depressed.
There have been heavy failures announced, and times
arc represented as very gloomy for merchants. The
last accounts from Col. Fremont and his party of ex-
plorers, represent them to have been in a starving con-
dition, some had perished from the cold and insufficient

food.

Z^lah.—Governor Brigham and council have adopted
a new alphabet of thirty-eight letters.

Oregon.—The crater of Mount St. Helens is manifest-
ing unusual activity. Many reports of the discovery of
gold mines throughout the territory.

RECEIPTS.
Received from Dr. Isaac Huestis, 0., §4, vols. 26 and

27
;
from Isaac Price, Pa., §2, vol. 27 ; from C. Bracken,

agent, 0., for Wm. Hall, §2, vol. 27 ; from David Hes-
ton, Jr., Pa., $6, vols. 26, 27, and 28 ; from Thomas Be-
dell, and Wm. P. Bedell, N. Y., ^2 each, vol. 27 ; from
Joshua Maule, agent, 0., for Elisha Sidwell, $2, to 27,
vol. 28 ; from Geo. Foster, N. T., §2, vol. 26.

Bible Association of Friends in America.

The stated annual meeting of the Bible Association
of Friends in America, will be held at the committee-
room, Arch street, on Seveuth-day evening, Fourth
month 15th, 1854, at 8 o'clock.

Friends generally, of both sexes, are invited to attend.

John Carteu, Secretary.

PIETY PROMOTED.
This work is now printed, and will be ready for deli-

very after next week. Subscribers can then obtain their

copies by applying to William Evans, No. 134 S. Front
street above Dock street. Beside the eleven parts of
Piety Promoted, heretofore published, this edition con-
tains a new Introduction, and an Appendix embracing
numerous narratives compiled from the Memorials pub-
lished under the direction of the Yearly Meeting of Phi-
ladelphia, and other sources; making together about
180 pages of additional matter. The work is for sale

at Friends' bookstore, No. 84 Arch street. Price, three
dollars for a single copy, or seven copies for eighteen
dollars. It is in four volumes, making together 1824
pages.

INDIAN CIVILIZATION.

Wanted, a well qualilied Friend and his wife to reside
at Tunessassah ; to be engaged in managing the farm,
belonging to the committee of Philadelphia Yearly Meet-
ing ; and other domestic concerns of the limily. Also,
a suitable Friend to teach the school.

Application may be made to Joseph Elkinton, No.
377 South Second street, or Thomas Evaus, No. 180
Arch street.

A Female Teacher is wanted as an Assistant in the
Raspberry street Coloured School for Boys.

Application may bo made to John Carter, No. 105
South Twelfth street; William L. Edwards, No. 37 Arch
street ; or John C. Allen, No. 179 South Fifth street.

WEST TOWN BOARDLVO SCHOOL.
The Summer session of the school will i

Second-day, the 1st of Fifth month next. The pupjii
will be conveyed by railroad to West Chester, wket,
conveyances will be in waiting to take them andOxi,
baggage to the school, on the arrival of the monik
and afternoon cars, on Second-day, the 1st, and Thhi
day, the 2d of Fifth month. The cars leave the dtwi
south side of Market street above Eighlcomh ibttt
(formerly Schuylkill Fifth street,) at 7 i o'clock, i.i
aud 4 o'clock, v. m. The agent of the scliool willbm
the railroad depot on Second and Third-day aflcrooi*
and will furnish pupils with tickets, and accompti,
them to M'est Chester. Those who go by the monb;
train will be furnished with tickets by a" person iaii.

tendance. To those who procure tickets as dirtcM
the fare from Philadelphia to the school, including bu^
gage, will be one dollar, which will be char;;cd to A
scholar at the school. All baggage should be disliaci-

ly marked West-town, and with the name of llie owwr
and should be sent directly to the railroad lUpot. ky
idications for admission must bo made to Josi pH Snoi.

don. Superintendent at the school, or Jos(|ili Scirttaf.

good, Treasurer, No. 84 Arch street, Philadi l]ihia.

The West-town office is at Friends' hookslurc. Yo.H
Arch street, where all small packages for iIh .nn.ii.i.n

before 12 o'clock on Seventh-days, will Im

All letters for the pupils and others at the -
'

be sent by mail, directed to West-town />'"/ <

West Chester P. 0., Chester Co., I'a. Posing. -nm,,

.

pre-paid, and packages should he distinctly markni
put up in a secure manner, so that their conlcuti wii;

bo liable to bo lost by handling. The stu;.'e will I.

West Chester during the Summer session, for tlic .scl.

on Second, Fourth; and Seventh-days, on the arriv

the afternoon cars from the city, and from the scho.

West Chester on the same days, to meet the aflcrij

cars to Philadelphia. The fare for each pusjengcn
and from West Chester by the stage, will be 2J centi

When special conveyances at other times arc proTided

at the school, an extra charge will be made.

West-town, Third mo., 1854.

FRIENDS' HORSES.
The horses of Friends from other places coming to tbi<

city on the service of Society, who pat up within the limit'

of "the Monthly Meeting of Philadelphia, will be accom-

modated at the stable of William H. .McCna, eutranti

from Third street above Market; and at that of June-

Douglas, in Sixth street below Arch.
Arrangements have been made at the u=ual places in

Camden, for the accommodation of the Fririi.ls uf Nevt

Jersey. Friends of the Northern District have made u-

raugements with James Ash, in Callowhill ^inri abon

Fifth, on the south side. Friends of the S..iUhuru Dii-

triet,—with Edward Trimmer, in Prune street nm
Sixth. Friends of the Western District,—with Offlt;

Hopper, Cherry street above Twelfth.

Died, on the 12th ult., at his residence near Blooms-

bury, Warren county, N. J., Joen Stevenson, nn esteem-

ed member of Rahway and Plainfield Jlonthly Meotit;

of Friends. He endeavoured to live uprightly ; he diw

without remorse.

, at Easton, Maryland, on the 31st ult., Kwti.

relict of Dr. Thomas H. Dawson, in the 63rd year of hf:

age. This dear Friend, with a meek and quiet spirit,

was concerned to maintain the doctrines and testimoniw

of our religious Society through much privation ate

tri.al. Her heart and house were open to receive li«

friends. It had been her practice, since tluir mectiif

has been discontinued, to have her children, I'olb mu-

ried aud single, collected together at her hou-e. on Firsl-

day morning, and spend some time in reading' the Hoi;

Scriptures aud in silent retirement before the Lord.

, Fourth month 1st, 1854, at his residence, it

East Goshen, Chester county. Pa., James Tiimmas, iohi^

47th year; an esteemed niember of Goslu n Monlbl;

Meeting. This dear Friend endured an illness of mac.'

weeks duration, with much calmness and Ciiristian re-

signation, saying, he desired to leave the leruiinatiot

of his sickness in the Lord's hands. He peacefully de-

ted, trusting for acceptance through our Lord Jcso;

Christ, whom he had endeavoured to serve while i«

health, and whose arm of sujiport be was enabled W

upon in the passage through the va^fcy of the alu-I

ifflpntlK Tdow of deatli.
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GEOGRAPDICAL SCIENCE.

cls from the Address delivered by M. F.
DRY, at the annual meeting of the New
k Geographical and Statistical Society, on
evening of the IQtk of last month.

(Continued from page 24-.)

850, Lieut. Wm. L. Herndon, United States

was sent to e.xplore the valley of the Ama-
He was directed to cross over the Andes
Lima, and reaching the head waters of that

he was to follow it to the sea. The object

s expedition was eminently practical and
portant. It was to ascertain the pre-

3sources and future capabilities for trade and
;rce of that magnificent water-shed. His
has been published by order of Congress,

will be found one of the most interesting,

3tive and valuable documents of the day.

n a line of soundings from the sources of

mazon, among the mountains to its mouth
the line, and found it navigable for vessels

largest class, from the sea to the base of

ides, a distance of nearly 3500 miles. The
lion, beside the notes of its leader, brought

a valuable collection consisting of specimens

fora and \.\\q fauna and other matter, illus-

of the physical geography of that most
sting region of country. These have not

lescribed for want of funds—§'2500. Surely

vernment will furnish this sum, for if this

tion were worth sending for it is certainly

description. There is a close relation be-

the fauna and the flora of every country,

.nimal kingdom is based upon the vegetable,

le flora, if you please, may be considered as

sultant of meteorological agencies—of heal

aid, of clouds and sunshine, of rain, dews
le hygrometrical relations generally of the

phere. Now whatever is calculated to

light upon these conditions, has a bearing

your favourite science, for the fauna and

ira of a country constitute the most strikin

es in its physical geography. The capaci

f the country drained by the Amazon, to

n population, are thought to be the greatest

world, and with a population equalling that

urn to the square mile—that river basin

les an area that is large enough to sustain a

r number of people than is now living upon
irface of the earth. The winds and currents

3 sea, are such as to place the Atlantic

of the United States on the wayside of all

IS, either going or coming from the mouth

of tiie Amazon. Therefore, there is no region of

country beyond our own borders, the physical

geography of which is more interesting to tlic

people of the United States. Commerce, or ra-

ther produce, the basis of commerce, may be re-

garded as one of the exponents of physical geo-

raphy ; for, explain to me the physical geogra-

phy of a country, and I will tell you of what pro-

ductions it is capable. In this sense, therefore,

all that relates to the physical geography of the

Atlantic slopes of South America, is calculated to

be peculiarly interesting to the American citizen,

because it has in the I'uture such powerful bear-

ngs upon the commerce of his country.

One of the most striking features about the

Amazon is well described by a sailor boy that

belonged to Herndon's expedition. It bears upon

the geography of that country, because it is illus-

trative of its present condition, and therefore I may
be excused for quoting it. Richards is a young
man, who, without the advantages of a liberal

education, had been brought up on a farm in Vir-

ginia. He had shipped on board the U. S. frigate

Raritan for a cruise in the Pacific. Leaving that

ship, he joined Herndon's party in Lima. He
had seen the waves in their majesty, and the

storm in its grandeur off Cape Horn. In his voy-

age to the Amazon, and across the Andes, he had

visited the famous quicksilver mines of Huanca-

valica, and had walked through its modern mono-

lithic caves, whose pink-stained arches, groins

and columns, are of the richest and most beauti-

ful cinnabar. He had seen the Lake of Indian

myths—the classic Tilicaca of the Incas—andj

crossed the river Desaguadero, running from it,

and which the natives assured him, sometimes

running back up stream, empties into it. He had

crossed the Andes where the scenery was wild-

ness itself.

Descending their eastern slopes, he had been

enabled at one view to comprehend the whole

range of the vegetable gamut, from the regions

of eternal snow on the mountain peaks, to the

luscious climes of everlasting summer in the

plains below. And in these plains he had seen

the vegetable kingdom rioting in new forms and

teeming with new fruits—a tree whose fruit is

bread, standing to the native in place of a bakery
;

another, which, vrith its juice, performs to him

the ofllce of a cow ; and another, whose nuts

stand him in the stead of candles ; and another

that grew and flourished in spite of the name
" liquor tree," for it was itself a natural distillery.

These were things, and objects, and scenes, well

calculated to make powerful impressions upon a

mind like Richards, and wondering which of them

had made the strongest, I said, "Pray, Mr. Rich-

ards, what of all that you have seen during this

most interesting expedition struck you as being

the most strange?" "What struck me as the

most strange and wonderful?" "Yes." "Why
that such a country, as is the valley of the Ama-
zon, should in the middle of the 19th century be

a wilderness."

To the glory of the Republic, be it said, no
I moves by the state are hailed with more cnlhusi-

'asm by the popular voice than those which have

for their object the oiicning up by the lights of

science and the arts of peace, of new fields to

commercial enterprise or the extending of those

already openeil. It is to bo hoped that wo may
soon see properly equipped expeditions steaming
up the Amazon and its magnificent tributaries,

for exploration and discovery ; for llerndon was
necessarily so restricted as to equipment, that he
could do but little more than one can who should

undertake to drift down that river on a log. Some
of the strongest contrasts in geography are per-

haps to be found in the region of country drained

by this mighty river. The late General Jling-

worth, an Englishman, and a soldier of great

worth, who joined the patriot cause of South .\me-

rica at its dawn, and who died but a few months
ago, holding the office of Secretary of Stale in the

Republic of Ecuador, mentions in a letter written

not long before his death, one of those mountain,

plain, sea and river contrasts, the like of which

is, perhaps, nowhere else to be seen. In speak-

ing of the Amazonian tributaries of Ecuador, he

" I cannot, however, but repeat here that a
singular topographical phenomenon presents itself

in the Ecuadorean section of the Andrs. At the

back, or to the eastward of Ambato, some un-

known convulsion of nature has broken the chain

of the Cordilleras, and opened a vast gap or chasm
from West to East, where the deep stream of the

Pastaza is formed, receiving the waters of the pea-

pled districts of Riobamba, Ambato and Latacun-

ga. It may be supposed, therefore, that a person on

an elevated point near Ambato, and with a favour-

able atmosphere, might see the Pacific Ocean and

the course of the tributary Pastaza, descending

through the Amazon to the Atlantic Ocean. In

the month of September, 1821, and on an eleva-

tion a few leagues to the westward of Ambato, I

had the pleasure of viewing the above mentioned

gap in the Andes, and on lacing to the westward,

I beheld for a full quarter of an hour the line of

our coast, the Island of Puna, and the dark-blue

shade of the Pacific Ocean. The sun was setting,

and the evening clear."

There, with the waters of a navigable river at

his feet, coursing down the Atlantic on one hand,

he saw on the other, the island of Puna in the

gulf of Guayaquil, the great South Sea, and the

Pacific shores of his own little Republic. Lieut.

Page, in the U. S. steamer Water Witch, with a

compliment of most excellent officers, is engaged

in an exploration of the Rio de La Plata, and its

tributaries. This river is the Mississippi of the

southern hemisphere. Lieut. Page is well supplied

with instruments and means. He has with him

a photographic apparatus, with all the appliances

which ingenuity has lent to modern geographical

research. He and his ollicers know what to do

with them. They love work and rejoice in their

mission. I expect, therefore, when his survey is

! done, that we shall know much about the busin

! of that river, its commercial resources, active and

dormant, its present capabilities and future capa-

I

cities— in short, that the geography, in its widest

1
sense, of that great hydropathic basin, will bo

I

then quite as well understood as that of our own
Mississipjii. My last letter from him is dated Octo-

ber Isl, 1853. He was then with his steamer at
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the City of Ascension, on the Parripuny river. He
liad not foiind a sinj^lc l);ir, stind bank or sawyer,

to interrupt his progress. On lli'^ contrary, he

carried twenty feet of water up to liie city, which

is further from the mouth of ihc Rio do in Plain

than St. Louia is I'rom the mouth of tiie Missis-

sippi,

Lieut. Giiiiss, U. S. N., is preparing lor publicn-

lion his labours as the Director of tlie Astronomical

!

Expedition to Chili. He is an officer of llic mostj

untiring industry, and we may expect from him!

valuable contributions to our knowledge touching
j

the geography and statistics of that interesting

country. Lieut. McRae, one of his associates,

who returned to the United States by crossing the!

Pampas of Buenos Ayres, has gone back to make

further investigations'. He too, will in due time,j

le ready with his mile to cast it into the common;

geographical treasury of the world. That other!

great geographical problem, which has engaged
|

the attention of the world as long as the Nor!h-|

west passage has been a day dream with the men!

of England, has not escaped the attention of gov-

1

ernmrnt in these stirring geographical times.

The project of a ship canal across the Isthmus

of Darien, has been renewed, and it is about to be

presented to the world under more favourable

auspices that it has ever yet been. Lieut. Strain, i

U. S; N., sailed last December, with an excellent i

corps of young olaeers in the U. S. steamer Cy-

ane, for the purpose of examining that route iho-j

roughly. There is, therefore, in store among the

labours of that party, another valuable contribu-

tion to the general stock of human knowledge.

Anchoring in Calidonia Bay, on this side, he will

from that beautiful sheet of water enter the valley

of the river Calidonia, which discharges there,

and tracing this watershed to the "divide" be-

tween the two oceans, he will cross over and de-

scend through the valley of the Savannah river

to the Bay of San Miguel—another fine harbour

through which the waters of this river reach the

great South Sea. America has done but little for

the geography in one sense, of the " grand ocean,''

as some of the early navigators call the Pacific,

since Lieut. Wilkes was there about fifteen years

ago. But fresh instalments to the geographical

treasury of the world are already on their way
home from those regions, and a new expedition is

on its way out for more.

Beet-root Sugar.—The manufacture of beet-

root sugar is at present receiving great attention

in some parts of Europe, and in consequence of

some valuable Improvements in evaporation and

purification recently etiectcd, its manufacture has

greatly extended, accompanied with u reduction

of prices. In France, especially, this branch of

industry is increasing beyond precedent. The
following statistics were recently published offi-

cially in the Momteiir. The factories at work in

France on the 1st of December in 18.51, were

254, and on the 1st of December of 1852, they

numbered 335, an increase of 81. The quantity

of sugar made in 1851 was ten millions of pounds,

while that of 1852 will not be far from thirty-

seven millions of pounds. The best quality re-

tails at IG cents a pound.

Beet-root sugar has also made its appearance

for the first time during the past year in Ameri-

can ports, as an article of traffic.

—

Animal of

Scientific Discovery.

" The growth of a Christian is not like a mush-

room, but like an oak, which increases slowly but

it before it comes to perfection, and in winter,
j
cheer up ; for if Jerusalem become as heaps, ocr

when it seems dead, it is gatliering strength at holy invincible Head can raise up tlie stoneici

the root." the street to be cliildren ; can comfort all herwmj
M

I

places, and make the streets thereof hill of dm,
Scipctcd. ;,„() „ir|s playing, as the prophet says: "Thert.

Idler 0[ John Barrlny. fore," adds he, " love the Truth and peace;"—

»

"
I will show him how great things he must '

will! save you, and ye shall be a blessing: "fej.

not, but let your hands be strong. J.B.

THE EJIPiiltOIl MO^K.
(t'Diicludeil from page 247.)

daily routine of the king's iccordif

sillier for my name's sake;" and great tribul

tions must be ])assed through, in order to liave

our garments washed and kept clean, in and by

the blood of the Lamb: these have often the sen-

tence of death in themselves, that they should not

trust in themselves nor in any other, but in the Tlr

Lord Jesus Christ. Bonds and nfllictions may, to Mr. Stirling, was somewhat as f

and must await them; yet none of these things "The workshop of Torriano was 1.1:1 ii then,

move them, for they know they are appointed source of the emperor's spare time, lie wasven

thereunto, even as it was appointed unto their fond of clocks and watches, and curinus in reci

Cajitaiu to be made perfect through suffering. In-
1 oning to a fraction the hours of his rtlm ,1 leisur

deed it is by these dispensations they live, that is,
I

The Lombard had long been at wmk uponj;

through their submission and laithfulness in them;
I
elaborate astronomical timepiece, wliuli wa«;

and in all these things, the spiritual life is exer-
j

perform not only the ordinary duties of a clock

cised, maintained, and even raised; though they
I
but to tell the days of the month and year, and!;

as poor worms, maybe trampled upon, and be
j

denote the movements of the planeis. Tweo;.

very low in their own estimation, and may be years had elapsed since he had first coiicoived it,

ready often 10 say, " Surely I shall go softly all
j

idea, and the actual construction cost him thn-

my days, in the bitterness of my spirit." I long
1

years and a half. Indeed, the work had nolR.

greatly for thee, as for my own soul, and for every
j

ceived the last touches at the time of the erap.

one that is raised up to stand as a monument of
[

ror's death. Of wheels alone it contained eighleei

mercy, truth, and righteousness, in and unto lli

church,—that neither heights nor depths, princi-

palities nor powers, things present nor things to

come, may ever be able to separate us from that

clear manifestation of Divine love, in which we
have felt near to Him who has visited our souls,

and one to another. May we, my dear friend,

and all that are near and dear to each of us in the

covenant of light and life, go onward in tiiat faith

which gives the victory ; laying aside every

weight, every hindering thing, every discourage-

ment; enduring and holding out to the end of

all these bonds, trials, temptations, humiliations,

fastings, bruises, or occasions of disquietude, that

may attend, esteeming nothing strange, which

may prove even as a fiery trial ; but rather count-

in<' it all joy, that we are found worthy to suffer

in anywise for His cause, who sufll?red so much
before us and for us, that He might open us a

way out of this prison-house and place of proving.

My dear friend, my mind is enlarged, and my
eye opened to see something of the excellency of

that quiet habitation. Where none can make
afraid ; where the Lord

hundred. Torriano also construcled a sclf-aclio;

mill, which though small enough to be hiddeoii^

a friar's sleeve, could grind two pecks of corni:

,

a day; and the figure of a lady, who dancedot

a table to the sound of her own tambourine.

"Sometimes the emperor fed his pet bird!,c'j

the sylvan sort, wiiicli appear to have succeeds;

in his affection, the stately wolf-hounds that Ibl-

lowed at his heel in the days when he sal I.
|

Titian; or he sauntered among his bees and flo«-

j

ers, down to the little summer-hou.se lookingo. ,

upon the Vera; or sometimes, but more rarelj.
j

he strolled into the forest with his gun, andl'

a few of the wood-pigeons which peopled [V

great chestnut trees. His out-door exercise wa.-

always taken on foot, or if the gout forbade bin,

in his chair or litter. Next came vespers; ac.

after vespers supper, a meal very much like It

dinner, consisting frequenlly of pickled

and other wholesome dishes, which made Quit-

ada's loyal heart quake within him."

It was probably the fact of the artist Torrian:

residing wilh Charles, that gave rise to thesa;.

that the ex-emperor, on seeing how his a;

surely; iy suns, showers, and frosts pass upon

3 " our peace," havin^

ordained peace for us, and being the portion of
j

merous clocks and watches would not keep

our cup, though the earth be removed, and the ' together, wondered at his own folly in havia;

mountains carried away, our hearts are then endeavoured, by persecution, to make his subjec!

fixed and stayed ; though a host encamp against us—" though thou thyself slay me, yet will 1 trust in

thee;" " ihougli I walk in the midst of trouble, thou

wilt revive me;" "though I pass through the valley

of the shadow of death, I will fear no evil," for

even there shall thy right hand lead me, and help

me, and save me. It is in my best moments, when
such considerations as these weigh duly and fully

upon my poor weak spirit, that I feel that the

present aflhctions are comparatively light indeed.

However dark may appear to be the heavens

above, however inclement the elements around,

though the [iroud waters may seem lo come in

unto our souls as individuals, and the church la-

bouring and tossing like a little vessel in the

mighty deep; yet the Governor being on board,

the controller of winds and waves. He is engaged

to conduct her safely through all that He permits [orders obeyed. The fires of the Inquisiliot

or appoints ; and not one of those who commit blazed throughout Spain, and o!<?os-(/rt;yt' rejoicw

themselves to Hira, is made dosolaie. Doubtless

many will fall on the right hand and on the left

;

for it seems a time of sifting and shaking, and but

only just begun. But I must not distress thee,

—

hink alike on religious questions. Mr. Stirling

has well shown that there is no authority for

Charles having uttered such a saying, and thai 1;

is contradicted by all that he did while at lb;

convent of Yuste. He was, in fact, a most bigo!-

ed Roman Catholic; clear as his intellect wasoc

every other question, superstition was the ec-

chanted ground on which, when he eniered.hi-

understanding and ability seemed to desert hini.

The Reformation in Spain had just broken oul.

and it is nielancholly to perceive how Charles, 9

a time when he had retired, as he though:, to dt'

vote himself to the service of his Creator, perse-

cuted unto death those who were evidently tb'

true children of God. He wrote letters to his so:

Philip, urgently requesting him to use ever)

moans to extirpate heresy. Too well were tbest

he hearts of the orthodox. " What have 1 doni

to be treated thus?" cried a nobleman, as b'

walked to the stake, looking up, as he said so, li

Philip, as he sat in a gallery feasting liis eyes will
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?ctacle. " Were you my own son," replied

tiless monarch, "I would myself carry a

to rid the earth of a heretic like you."

i himsell' was constantly watching this

of heresy, as he termed the Reformation,

ily thing which could ever induce him to

his pleasant retreat, he asserted, would be

30 of putting down such a monstrous evil

;

terly did he grieve that, when some years

he had had Luther in his power at tJie

f Worms, he had not, in spite of his pro-

f a safe conduct, broken his word and put

death. The only consolation which the

goled old man had was, that he liad reso-

declined hearing any of the heretic preach-

;ue against the true catholic church, or in

of the reformed faith I

ay be well imagined how strictly Charles,

ining such views as these, performed the

tic duties at the convent. The friars were

dified by the zeal of their royal brother of

ighteen months rolled on in this man-
hen Charles began to find serious indications

:ss approaching. Anticipating the possibi-

his end drawing near, he asked his con-

the extraordinary question, whether it

not be good for the health of his soul that

Id perlijrm his own funeral, and received

r in the affirmative. His funeral was per-

accordingly. Here, however, we must
Mr. Stirling's narrative, correcting, as it

ome of the mistakes into which other histo-

lave fallen on the subject.

high altar, the catafalque, and the whole

shone with a blaze of wax-lights ; the

were all in their places, at the altars and

choir, and the household of the emperor
id in deep mourning. The monarch him-

s there, attired in sable weeds, aud bear-

aper to see himself interred, and to cele-

is own obsequies. While the solemn mass
dead was sung, he came forward and gave

er into the hands of the officialing priest, in

jf his desire to yield his soul into the hands

Maker. High above, over the kneeling

and the gorgeous vestments, the flowers,

ling incense, and the glittering altar, the

idea shone forth in that splendid canvas,

)n Titian liad pictured Charles kneeling on

eshold of the heavenly mansions prepared

blessed."

rles had too truly guessed the character of

ptoms of his disease. From the day of

ove ceremony he grew gradually weaker
eaker, until at last the grand climax arrived,

lus afTectingly described :

—

owards eight o'clock in the evening, Charles

if the consecrated tapers were ready ; and

IS evidently sinking rapidly. The physi-

knowledged that the case was past their

ind that all hope was over. Charles lay in

)or, seemingly unconscious, but now and

lumbling a prayer. After some addresses

attending ecclesiastic had been made, the

or interposed, saying, 'The time is come ;

me the candle and the crucifix.' These
;herished relics, which he liad long kept in

e for this supreme hour. The one was a

from our lady's shrine at Montserrat ; the

a crucifix of beautiful workmanship, whicli

een taken from the dead hand of his wife at

o. He received them eagerly I'rom the

shop, and, taking one in each hand, for

moments he silently contemplated the figure

Saviour, and then clasped it to liis bosom.

who stood nearest to the bed now heard

ay quickly, as if replying to a call, ' Ya,

voy, Senorl'—now. Lord, I go. As his strength

failed, his fingers relaxed their hold of the cruci-

fix, which the primate, therefore, held up before

his eyes. A few moments of dcath-wrestlo be-

tween soul and body followed ; after which, with

his eyes fixed on the cross, and with a voice loud

enough to be heard outside the room, he cried,

' Ay Jesus,' and expired." It is melancholy to

see a powerful mind thus leaning upon the broken

reeds of crucifixes and relics when entering eter-

nity. These are a poor substitute for the true

peace which a living faith in the atonement of

Christ gives in such an hour.

About a hundred years after his death, the re

mains of Charles were conveyed to the vaults of

the Escurial, and deposited with great honours in

that splendid mausoleum. In 1780 they were

disturbed, under extraordinary circumstances, by

Mr. Beckford, of Fonthill, that pampered child ol

fortune, who begged as a favour that he might be

allowed to look on the remains of the great em-

peror. His request was complied with. The
coffin was opened, and the light gleamed once

more on the face of the mighty dead. The fea-

tures bore a great resemblance to the emperor's

portrait.

The monastery of Yuste was long celebrated

in consequence of its having had the honour of

receiving Charles into its retreat. It is now,

however, a desolate ruin. Mr. Stirling paid a

visit to it, and we cannot, perhaps, give our read-

ers a better specimen of the great literary merits

of this work than by transcribing the passage in

which, with touching pathos, the author records

his impressions of the scene:

—

"When I visited it in 1849, it was inhabited

only by the peasant-bailifT of the lay proprietor,

who eked out his wages by showing the historical

site to the passing stranger. The strong granite-

built church, proof against the fire of the Gaul

and the wintry storms of the sierra, was a hollow

shell—the classical decorations of the altar, and

quaint wood-work of the choir, having been part-

ly used for fuel, partly carried off to the parish

church of Quacos. In a vault beneath, approach-

ed by a door of which the key could not be found,

I was told that the coffin, of massive chestnut

planks, in which the emperor's body had lain for

sixteen years, was still kept as a relic. In his

palace, the lower chambers were used as a mag-

azine lor fuel ; and in the rooms above, where he

lived and died, maize and olives were gathered,

and the silkworm wound its cocoon in dust and

darkness. His garden below, with its tank and

broken fountain, was overgrown with tangled

thickets of fig, mulberry, and almond, with a lew

patches of potherbs, and here and there an orange

tree or a cypress, to mark where once the terrace

smiled with its blooming parterres. Without the

gate, the great walnut tree—sole relic of the past

with which lime had not dealt rudely—spread

forth its broad and vigorous boughs to shroud and

di<'nily the desolation. Yet, in the lovely face ol

nature, changeless in its summer charms, in the

hill, and forest, and wide Vera, in the generous

soil and genial sky, there was enough to show-

how well the imperial eagle has chosen iho nest

wherein to fold his wearied wings."

Thus ends this singular episode of history. We
cannot but feel interested in it. It has its clear

and its dark side. The latter is the degraded

bigotry in which the mind of this remarkable man

was enslaved ; the other is the powerful lesson

which the facts supply of the hollowness of the

world. Charles V. confessed this when he re-

signed a mighty empire. May we too make the

discovery ere it be too late, and take rel'uge for

consolation, not in a vain monastic superstition,

but in a true surrender of the soul to Him, who
has invited all the weary and linavy laden of thu

children of men to come unto Him and find rest.

fm -'Thu Fneiid."

IIIOGIIAPIIICAL SKCTCiiliS

Of Ministers and Elilcrs, imJ other concernoil members
of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

WILLIAM YARDLEY.
fCniilinue.l rr.i,,, |„isi- 244.)

William Y'ardley travelled in the work of the

ministry as his Master led him, being in the words

of Thomas Janney, " very serviceable in his pub-

lic testimony, not only in convincing, but also lo

the edification of many. Yea, he was a great

stay and support to Friends in those parts near

where he lived. In the Lord's hand he was an

instrument of great service, being much esteemed

by them for his work's sake, as also in many
other places where he travelled in Truth's ser-

vice." We can trace at this time but few of his

services. He was however an attender of the

Yearly Meeting, and we find his name attached

to some of the documents issued by that body.

In the year 1682, William Yardley believed it

right to remove to Pennsylvania. He reached

the new province some time in the summer of the

year, and took up land al ihc Falls, in the county

of Bucks. He was appointed a m'jmber of the

first assembly of the province, which met in the

Tenth month, at Chester, and of the second,

which convened in Philadelphia in the following

First month. Once afterward he consented to

serve in that body, and was for several years in

the council. In 1685, he was appointed a justice

of the peace for Bucks county.

He was in the prime of life, being in 1682,
when he came to this country, in the fifiieth year

of his age. The memorial concerning him says,

"He continued very serviceable amongst us in

his testimony, sometimes visiting places adja-

cent." " In short, as he was a serviceable, so he

was a sensible member in the body, having a

sense of, and a share in whatsoever tended to the

strengthening, comforting and benefiting thereof.

On the other hand, if anything happened that

caused grief or trouble in the body, he bore his

part of it. He was a man of a sound judgment

and good understanding, being never drawn aside

by any false spirit, that hath arisen in our day,

nor ever joined with any that broke forth into

separation, or sought to divide or make schisms in

the body, in England or America. He dearly

loved the society of his brethren, and much prized

unity as one who knew the comfort and benefit

thereof."

He dearly loved harmony, but he loved unity

more. He prized j)eace, but he put it not into

competition with principle. We find him bearing

his testimony against George Keith. " He had

an esteem of all who were of a right spirit, and

were of service in the church, although they were

younger brethren. That which he testified, was

what he had learned of the Lord, and had him-

self seen, heard and tasted of, of the good word

of life. Not boasting in other men's lines. In

the latter end of his days, when he grew weak in

body, by reason of infirmities that came upon

him, he was often raised in meetings by the

power of the Lord, and carried on thereby in tes-

timony beyond the strength of his body to our

refreshment and comfort."

Being preserved in greenness and unity with

the church, he was called home from his earthly

labours and suil'crings in the Cist year of his

age. He was buried at the Falls, on the 9th of

the Fifth month, 1693.
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JOHN SKEIN.

John Skein was born in Scotland, nntl was

brought up, it would appear, in the national pro-

fession there, until convinced of llic principles of

Quakerism some time previous to 1670. He

was a merchant in Aberdeen, ond was soon call-

ed to the work of the ministry, for his labours in

which, as well as for the attendance of his reli-

gious meetings, he was ere long a sulferer.

In the First month, 1C76, the Council at Edin-

burgh undertook to carry out the Acts of Parlia-

ment against conventicles, and lo this intent they

issued a proclamation directing the sheriffs and ma-

gistrates to enforce the laws. The proclamation

was ostensibly relative to persons who had been

outlawed by the council, but the priests and their

tools, the magistrates of Aberdeen, determined to

use it as on engine to crush the Quakers with.

Before the proclamation had reached ihcm, when

ihey had only hearsay evidence that such a docu-

ment had been issued, they went to the meeling-

house of Friends, who were there met for Divine

worship, and took a number, among whom .lohn

Skein was one, and committed them to prison.

The charge against them was, ihat they had

"contravened his majesty's laws and acts of par-

liament," by absenting themselves from the parish

kirk worship since the '24th ofThird month, 1674,

and for keeping meetings at the houses of Alex-

ander Harper, Alexander Skein, George Keith,

and Robert Bruce, upon the first day of the week,

and on the first and third Third-days of every

month, from the said Third month 24ih, 1674, to

the Second month, 1676. They were cited to

appear to answer before the commissioners on

Third month 26th, 1676.

When brought to trial the prisoners made a

good defence. They showed that the charge was

not and could not be true, for that divers of them

had been out of Scotland, and that some of them

had not been in Aberdeen for several months at

a lime, during the period mentioned therein.

But all these objections were overruled, as we

as the written delence of the prisoners, presented

by David Barclay, who was one of them. Thi

document after stating that they had been kept in

prison nearly three months, says, "Though nc

Act of Parliament cited or proclaimed since, war^

rants any such thing to be done by magistrates of

any burgh, as at present our case stands ; ol'

which illegal restraints we hope the king's coun

cillors will take notice, and prevent the like for

the future; we being an harmless people, from

whom there is no ground lo apprehend any

tion, rebellion, or anything ihat can have any

tendency to violence, or making use of arms,

but merely out of that duty we owe to God, and

in obedience to his commands who \\a\.h forbidden

us in forsake the assembling of ourselves together,

as the manner of some is, and hath commanded

us lo sia7id fast in the liberty whercuilh Christ

huth made usfree, and to pra7j everywhere; yea,

he hath promised, where two or three are gather-

ed together in his name, to be iii the midst of

them. It is for this alone, and out of conscience,

that we dare not desert our meetings, and is not

out of contempt to any authority, God is our wit-

ness. And if for this the Lord should permit us

to suffer, we trust lie will furnish us with such a

measure of resignation of all that we have to his

disposing, that we should not count anything too

dear, when it comes in competition wilh his honour

and our duly to him. But we shall not wish any

in present authority to be instruments thereof,

seeing the Lord hath said lo his people, He that

imiclieth you, touchcth the apple of mine eye."

The court being willing to entrap the weak in

the faith, and those fearful of suffering, inquired

of the prisoners severally, if they would bind people called Quakers, prisoners at Aberdeeo.

themselves not to attend any more of their reli- until the council have time more maturely lo dii.

gious meetings. But not one was found among i cuss that matter, it is olfered as a present expedi.

them, who would for fear of persecution, do vio- ent, there being about forty-two prisoners, mon
Icnce to his conviction of duly. The court thenjofwhom have been six months in prison, th»iii

pronounced sentence. Such of the prisoners as might please the king's council to order their n.

were landed pro])rietors, were fined one-fourth of
j

lease, suspending the execution as to the fingi,

heir estimated rents for attending conventicles,
|

till the council take further consideration of tlx

ind onc-eighlh part in addition for neglecting the| matter, and if ihe council shall so seameet,lo

public worship. Of the rest some wore fined recommend to the magistrates of Aberdeen, ihu

£40, £30, £25, and some 20 marks. As for

John Skein and George Keith, over and above

the fine, " because ihey are found lo have preach-

ed and prayed at these unwarrantable meetings,

their finding caution under the pain of five thou-

sand marks not to do the like hereafter, or else to

enact themselves to remove out of the kingdom,

conform to the tenour of the Act of Parliament."

The sentence ordains further, that all those tried

shall remain in prison till they made payment of

the fines.

There was little fear that any of these true-

hearted disciples of the Lord Jesus Christ, would

pay such fines or enter into any agreement which

should prevent their meeting to worship their hea-

venly Father, or of uttering words of supplication

or exhortation, if they believed he required them.

So they reuiaincd in confinement. Some of them

were at times concerned to preach to such passers

by who came to the prison windows to look in on

them, and this occasioned the magistrates to close

the windows and shut out light and air. Robert

Barclay who had been on the continent on a reli-

gious visit, hearing of what had transpired in

Scotland, on reaching London on his return, ap-

pealed to King Charles IL on behalf of the suffer-

ers at Aberdeen. The king directed the paper

presented by Robert to be forwarded to the king's

council in Edinburgh. The Friends in their pri-

son-house at Aberdeen having information that

the king had recommended this paper to the atten

tion of the council, drew up a memorial to the

same body which they had presented at the same

lime, viz.. Seventh monih 7th, of the same year.

The memorial runs thus:
" Unto the king's council, the people in dcri

sion called Quakers, in and about Aberdeen,
" Showeth,

"That on the 12ih day of the First month

commonly called March, 1676, the magistrate!

there imprisoned in their Tolboolh several of us

and since that others, in all now to the number of

forty men, many whereof are poor labourers,

tradesmen and servants, for meeting together lo

wait upon and worship the Lord in spirit and in

truth, as he requires. It having been the con-

stant practice of several of us for many years by

gone. Nor have we been found guilty of sedi-

tious conventicles, since we were a people, our

principles being known to be peaceable, and not

to give any ground of suspicion to be eilher fac-

tious or seditious, but to be willing and ready lo

give unto Ctcsar what is Cffisar's, and not lo resist

the authority with carnal or military weapons,

but to be subject, for conscience sake, either ac-

tively or passively.

" May it therefore please the king's council seri-

ously to weigh and consider our conditions, where-

in we are considerably prejudged, by a tedious

restraint, and to free us of our present bonds, and

of any incumbrance that may have a tendency

hereafter lo [render] our wailing on, and wor-

shipping our God in an acceptable manner, and

following our lawful occasions to provide for

our families, as becomes t?ie?i, fearing God, and

Iconouring the king.
" Since it hath pleased the king favourably to

refer to the councils' consideration the case of the

f they observe any unpeaceableness in the wij

of that people, ihey might report it to the

council."

The council at Edinburgh did not choose to

nterfere in the matter, but referred the wholewk.

ject to the magistrates of Aberdeen, appointing

three others to assist them.

PRAYER.
I ask thcc not to make less weary

Tlie waste througli which my pathwa
I would but feel that path, though drcu

Is leading onward to the skies.

I

Guide me, my Father I if before me
The angel of thy presence go,

I will not shrink, though clouds are o'er mc
And round me gather'd many a foe.

I do not falter at the distance

That parts me from my heavenly home;
Weary as seems this earth's existence,

I know 'tis bounded by the tomb.

Nor do I dread the ills that gather,

Thick " from the cradle to the grave,"

—

Not from earth's cares and griefs, my Father,

Do I implore thy power to save.

Only from this—this darkness brooding

O'er every path of life I tread,

—

And from the gloomy fear intruding

That Thou my spirit hast not led.

I seek thy aid; I ask direction
;

Teach me to do what pleaseth Thee,

—

I can bear toil,—endure affliction.

Only thy leadings let me see.

Saviour 1 Thou knowest that earth is dreary,

For thou hast trod its thorny maze
;

Guide me through all its wanderings weary;

Keep me forever in thy w.iys.

Oh God! ray God I make no delaying!

Haste Thee to help mc when I cry I

Oh let me hear thy Spirit saying,
" This is the way ! Thy Guide is nigh I"

Guidance and strength I for these imploring,

Jesus my prayer ascends to Thee

;

Lead me through life, that I adoring.

May praise Thee through eternity.

The Solar Eclipse of Fifth Month SOth.
!

This eclipse will be the most remarkable of any :

that will have been visible in the Northern Slates

for many years. As the moon's diameter will be

less than that of the sun, a portion of the sun,

where the eclipse is central, or nearly so, will be

left in the form of a ring around ihc moon. Suck

an eclipse is termed an annular one; and thoujii

it is a less sublime, is a more beautiful phenome-

non than that of a total eclipse. The moon's

shadow or penumbra, will strike the earth in ibc

south Pacific Ocean, lat. 1° 25' S., Ion. 176° 36

W., at 5h. 45m. mean time at Greenwich. Al

this place the sun and moon will appear to be jus'

in contact at sunrise. The centre of the shadow

will enter the earlh in the north Pacific Ocean,
j

lat. 6° 39' N., Ion. 162° 53' E., at 6h. 55m. mean:

lime at G., the centre of the moon, at sunrise,]

being directly between the sun's centre and the

eye of a spectator at that place. Moving thence
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the Pacific Ocean in a north-easterly direc-

centre of the shadow will arrive at a

bout 500 miles west of the mouth of ih'e

jia river, lat.45=' 31' N., Ion. 134° 46' W.,
the sun will be centrally eclipsed on the

in ; a ring of light of considerable width

iding the moon, and forming one of the

plendid phenomena in nature. The cen-

e pursues its course over the Pacific, and
the American continent in about lat. 48°

J Ion. 125° VV. Thence its direction is a

the N. of E., until it attains the lat. of 49°

ich is its greatest northern limit,

nng then to the south it continues its patli

li the wilds of North America, and first

the United States near the Lake of the

It then crosses Lake Superior, and

; by the northern shore of Lake Huron,
he southern border of Canada, and across

r St. Lawrence, again enters, the United
n New York. After traversing the north-

rt of that State, it crosses Lake Champlain
rmont, approaching very near Burlington,

into New Hampshire, and passing near

d and Portsmouth in that State, and Ber-

thc State of Maine, enters the Atlantic

in the vicinity of Portsmouth, where it ter-

'n lat. 36° 18' N., and Ion. 51° 54' W.
places situated on this path, a perfect ring

seen around the moon ; but as the distance

le path increases, the ring grows gradually

'er on one side, till it is finally broken by
;es of the sun and moon coming in con-

n the southern side if to the north of the

nd on the northern side if to the south.

following is a table of the latitude and
ide of the central path for short intervals of

Ijy means of which its progress over the
' after the central eclipse on the meridian,

e easily traced on a map.
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Wiieii people arc taken greaily by surprise, they

cease to coiigli—a circunistunce on which he had
cviJenlly calculated. Every eye was now turned
lowards liini, and Tor a lull minute so dead was
the silence, that one might easily have heard a
pin drop.

" ' I see, my friends,' said the doctor, resuming
liis speech with a suppressed smile ; ' I sec you
can be all quiet enough when 1 ain quiet.'

" There was not a little genuine strategy in tiie

rebuke ; and as cough lies a good deal more under
the influence of the will than most coughers sup-

pose, such was its eflect, that during the rest of

the service there was not a tithe of the previous

coughing."

—

JVcsbi/terian.

Jesus said unto his disciples, ' I am the Way,
and the Truth, and the Life ; no man comcth
unto the Father, but by me.'

This our early Friends knew to be a living

gospel truth, and by humbly yielding to the inter-

nal operations of light, grace, and the Holy Spirit

of Christ in their hearts, they were enabled to dis-

cern between light and darkness, and between

the good seed and ihc evil, and the effects of both

if followed.

Isaac Penington says, ' There is a principle of

darkness in the hearts and minds of men, which
is as a seed or root of corruption in them, bring-

ing forth in them fruits of sin and unrighteous-

ness unto death.

' And there is also a principle of the pure hea-

venly light, as a free gift from God, to discover

the darkness, turn man's heart against it, and lead

him into the way and path of life. Now as Satan
rules in the princi|)le of darkness, and there is the

power of death therein ; so God rules in the prin-

ciple of light, and there is the power of life and
redemption manifested by God therein ; lor this

principle is of the Father, of the Son, of the

Spirit; yea, the Father, Son, and Spirit are in

this principle ; and here the soul meets with them,
and is brought into union and fellowship with

them, and feels the everlasting arm revealed and
stretched (brth for its delivery from corruption and
the captivity thereof, into the liberty of the sons

of God: and he that is here, meets with the sub-

stance of things, and that which all the types of

the law shadowed out ; meets with the one otler-

ing, the cleansing which is thereby the imputa-

tion of righteousness, or of faith unto righteous-

ness
;
yea, and with somewhat more, even with

the everlasting righteousness itself brought into

the heart, and dwelling there; insomuch as his

nature is changed, (truly changed,) his spirit

changed, his mind, lieart, soul and conscience

changed, his conversation changed, the leopard's

spots and the Ethiopian's skin washed away, the

deceitfulness of the heart removed, and the new
garments of righteousness, life, and salvation put

on in the stead thereof; so that he is unclothed

of the evil, unholy nature and spirit, and clothed

w ith the Spirit of the Lord : for Christ is really

made unlo him wisdom, righteousness, sanctifica-

tion, and redemption. How is that! Why he
that was once a ibol, is now made wise unlo God,
and the things of his kingdom, by the mystery of

his Son's li(c and power revealed in him. He is

a child of wisdom, and he hath heard the wisdom
of his mother, and learned wisdom of her. So
putting on Clirist, who is the righteousness, being
ingrafted into him, being brought forth in him,
he partakes of the sweetness and fatness of the

olive-tree, and is renewed into the ii7iage of the

true rigliicousness and lioliness, and drinks in

the virtue and life of the precious promises,

wherein and whereby he is made partaker of the

Divine nature, and so cannot but witness redemp- ! upcui us n church to bear a testimony against ibt

,
tion from the earthly corrupt nature. Now it is

|

sin of Slavery.

not any striving, believing, or obedience of man's i We iiave believed it to be our Christian duiyij

own spirit, which can ell'ect litis; he may will represent the wrongs inflicted upon the people a

j

strongly, he may run hard, and yet never obtain ; i
Africa, and repeatedly to plead the cause of

'

he may so cast himself upon the mercy of God,
iand hope concerning liis mercy in Christ, as to

miss of it : but the principle of life which is from
God, and faith in God from that principle, without

fail elU'cts this, and no other doth. But out of

this are the mysterious images and idols, and
subtile workings and devices of the cunning one,

to take up the mind with somewhat which ap-

pears as substantial and truly excellent, but is not

so indeed. His birth hath desires after the king-

dom, (and makes no question, but it shall be his,)

wills, runs, strives, believes, hopes, prays, reads

Scriptures, observes duties and ordinances ; and
in these they meet with a wrong knowledge, a

wrong sanciification, a wrong joy, a wrong con-

fidence and assurance, a wrong rest and peace, in

which there may be a great warmth, and seeming
life and pleasure from the fire and sparks of their

own kindling and blowing up, which the mind
that is blinded by him, can hardly suspect that it is

not true; yea may be taken with it, and strongly

justify it in its own thoughts for the true, and set

it above that, that is indeed the true. This, this

is the great mystery of iniquity, which hath great

subtlity of deccivablencss in it, to pick up and

Slave in Addresses to our own Government. Wt
rejoice and are thankful at the progress which bu
been made in this country and in other natiom,

in this cause of righteousness. Hundreds o'

thousands of slaves have been restored to libaitv.

and many of the nations of the civilized wori;

are now, to a largo extent, delivered from ii

guilt of the African Slave Trade,—a trade u

the Congress of Vienna, in 1815, pronoun'

he "a scourge which desolates Africa, di.r

Europe and afllicts humanity;" and fur tin,

prossion of which laws have been enacted,

our hearts are sorrowful in the consideration

this traflic is still carried on to a large exit:,

and that a vast amount of the po|)ulation of ih

western world is still subject to the cruelly ai.

the wrong of Slavery. We desire to cherish il

sympathy, and that we may behold the incrca>

ol'it amongst all men everywhere.

One God is the Creator of us all ; his eyesat;

in every place beholding the evil and the gooi.

He will bring every work to judgment, and evert

secret thing, whether it be good or whether ilk

evil. The families of the earlh are all of ok

blood ; all partakers in the same corrupt naluti

steal away the good seed out of the heart, and to consequent upon the fall of man; all are alike

subject to infirmity, disease and death, and L

amenable to the same judgment after death, k

the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ there ijDc

respect of persons ; He tasted death for everi'

man ; all distinctions of country, tongue and col-

our, are merged in the immensity of that love ii

which the Father has sent the Son to be the Sa-

viour of the world. Wherever the religion of tk

Gospel of Christ obtains its proper place wilhm

us, it softens our hearts ; it brings man into fel-

low feeling with his fellow man; it brings himlo

regard every man as a brother, and to look upc:

the nations of the earth as all of one family.

steal in a false image and likeness thereof, which
may have a more glorious appearance to man's
eye than the true seed itself, (for that is the least

of all seeds, makes the least show of any,) but

halh not the same nature, virtue, and ])ower.

Ah ! the Lord God of tender mercy help all the

poor souls that breathe after him, that they inay

not be thus deceived. And those that are thus
deceived, and in the snare of the enemy, (and do
not witness the faith which hath the Son's domi-
nion in it, and gives victory over sin, Satan, and
the world, and wherein the blood of sprinkling,

which livingly washeth, is felt in the light of lile,

wherein the redeemed walk to the praise of their I

Amongst the millions of mankind there is not ok

Redeemer,) the Lord guide them also to that beneath the notice of our Father who is in hea-

wheroin uU deceits are made manifest, and where ven : if we be partakers of his love, it leads us inlo

the truth, which is of the Son, is made to shine in I
P'ty 'or 'he forlorn, the helpless and the oppress-

such who were once in the barren places, and injed ; and it constrains us to do what we canio

the thick darkness, but now arc light in the Lord, t
mitigate the pain and to assuage the sorrowsof

and who have a dwelling-place with the Lord in those who are in suffering, to befriend the frienii-j

his light, which is the pure and everlasting habi- less, and to labour for the improvement of iki

tation.' 'Amen.'

—

Penington's Works, vol. 2, condition of the most degraded of our race.

aecond edition, page VZ'd. S. L. We are now assembled in our Yearly Meelin;

New Jersey, Fourth mo., ISjJ. fo'" the promotion of charity and godliness amODgsl

ourselves, and, according to our measure, for lis

"'

spreading of truth and righteousnesss upon the

To Sovereigns and those in autiioritv in e„,.,h. The condition of the natives of Africa, «s

THE Nations of Europe, and in other I

^-^u^jcted by the continuance of the Slave Trade,

PARTS OF the World where the Curis-
|
^nd that of the Slaves in North and South Aiw-

tian Religion is professed. rica, and on the islands adjacent to that CoDti-

From the Yearly Meeting of the religious Society of.nent, have again awakened our sympathy. We

believe it to be a duty laid upon us to plead lb(

cause of these our fellow men. We submit to llie

consideration of all those in authority in the DJ'

lions which take upon them the name of Chrisi

the utter incompatibility of Slavery with llio Di-

vine law, " Thou shall love thy neighbour as thy-

self;" "All things whatsoever ye would that mei

should do to you, do ye even so to them :" thes

were the precepts of our Lord. He spoke ai?

never man spoke, and of his words he declared"

"Heaven and earth shall pass away, but nijl

words shall not pass away :" they are the lawo

God's righteousness to all gcneralions. We sub

mit whether, without breaking this law, it be pos
J

sible lor man t» hold or to claim a right to pro;

party in the person of his fellow man ; whelhe'j

It having pleased the Lord to bring our fathers

to a sense of the cruelty and wickedness of the

African Slave Trade, and of the injustice of hold-

ing their fellow men in Slavery, they were strength-

ened to act upon the conviction wrought on their

minds: they set at liberty those they held in bond-

age, and in their faiilifuliiess they enjoyed the

answer of a good conscience towards God. In

that love which comes from Him their hearts

were enlarged in love to their neighbour, and they

could not rest without endeavouring to bring

others to that sense of justice anil mercy to

which the Lord had brought them. From that

time to the present day we have felt it to bo laid
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I he supreme authority of tliis law, mnn
I- sell his brother; whether lie can with-

ihiise wlio hibour for him that which is

(]LKil ; whether the forced and uncom-
lahnur of the Negro Slave be not tiie

il'lhis law; in short, whetiicr any i

the nations of men can, in any one of

:hings, violate tiic law of the Lord and be

he space of three hundred years, the trade

ves has been carried on from Africa to th

te shores of the Atlantic ; and this traffic ii

rsons of men is still prosecuted with unre

and unmitigated cruelty: year by year
iS multitudes are torn from all that they

lear in life, to pass their days in toil and

'. Men are still to be found so hardened

rt,so bent upon the gain of oppression, and
old of all that we deem the common feel

f humanity, as to spend their time and tal

1 pursuit of this criminal commerce. Wc
r to enter in detail upon the large variety

lan suffering, inseparable from this comp
quity. But we trust we do not lake too

upon ourselves, in asking those whom we
ddress, to open their ears to the groaning
oppressed, and to give themselves to sym-
vvith their sufferings; to think upon the

nd rapine, and bloodshed, attendant upon
pture of Slaves in the interior of Africa

—

'hat they arc made to endure in their tran-

he coast and in their passage across the

; and not to shrink from making themselves
nted wilh the horrors and the loathsome-
f the Slave-ship; to follow the poor, help-

noffending Negro, if he survive the suffering

voyage, and to think upon his condition

landed upon a foreign shore, and entered

1 life of hard and hopeless servitude— it may
be worked to death in his early manhood,
ive to behold his children subjected to the

degradation and oppression as himself,

sed is the man that considereth the poor,

essing of the Lord resieth upon him who,
ng the evil which attends his neighbour's

life, is stretchmg forth his hand for the re-

his poverty and distress; and his blessing

3se who, like the patriarch of old, are

ng into the sorrows and liardship of the

he fatherless, and those that have none to

Iiem. " The cause which I knew not," said

searched out."

sympathies are awakened not for the native

n alone, and the victims of the African

Trade, but we feel for those who are living

bouring in a state of Slavery, who were
Q Slavery, and possibly may die subject to

vation and its hardship. In those countries

ich this system is upheld by law, man is

ied to ihe condition of a beast of burthen,

garded as an article of merchandize. The
has nothing in life that he can call his own

;

ysical powers, the limbs of his body, belong

iher ; it can scarcely be said that the I'acul-

f his mind are his own. All that distin-

s him as a rational creature is, by the law

State, treated as the property of another,

ly be a man fearing Gud, and desiring to

i^e himself a disciple of Christ—we believe

lere are such: whatever the consislency of

laracter as a Christian, and however ad-

ihe cultivation of his mind, all avails

othing : he is still a slave, and the law allows

othing to look to in li!e but hopeless, help-

jriendless Slavery. Endowed by his Maker

i:apacity lor enjoyment, like otiier men he

is social affections ; he may be honourably

2d, and in married life surrounded by off-

spring dear to him as his own flesh ; but he knows
not the day nor the hour in which he may be torn

from his wife, or in which his children, at their

tender ago, may bo snatched away, soW to the

man-trader, and carried into far distant captivity.

So long as Slavery is upheld by law, we can have
no security for the extinction of a trade in slaves.

Such arc the contingencies of the system under
every modification of which it is capable, that,

until Slavery be abolished, men, women and
children will, we fear, be imported from Africa,

and he bought and sold like the cattle of the field ;

and the barbarities of the Slave-market will con-

tinue to pollute the towns and villages of those

islands in the West Indies in which Slavery
exists, and in the slaveholding countries of Ame-
rica.

The subject is so vast and of such manifold
atrocity, we think, that even the history of the

whole world does not furnish a parallel to its

crime. We deem it scarcely possible lor a man
of the most comprehensive mind fully to possess

himself of the extent of the evil. The Lord alone

doth know : none but the Infinite Mind can com-
prehend the individual and the aggregate suffer-

ings of those subjected to these enormities. God
alone can reach the heart and awaken the con-

science. It is our strong desire,—we speak with

reverence and fear,— it is our prayer, that He
may bring every one to a sense of his own share

in the guilt, and that, ceasing from his iniquity,

the condemnation resting upon the man-stealer

and upon those who trade in the persons of men,
may no longer attach itself to any one bearing

the name of a Christian; and that the Slavehold-

er, whether he be more or less involved in the sin

of oppression, may be brought to act in obedience

to the law of impartial and uncompromising
equity, and, without hesitation and without delay,

restore to immediate and unconditional freedom

every slave that he holds in bondage.

The Gospel of Christ is precious to us. Through
the mercy of God to our souls we trust we are

prepared, in some degree, to appreciate the means
which, in his wisdom and love. He has provided

for the redemption of the world, and the reconcil-

ing of man to Himself. In the word of ancient

prophecy, Christ was promised, that in Him all

the families of the earth might be blessed. We
cannot but entertain the opinion that the enlighten-

ment of multitudes of the inhabitants of Africa,

in the highest, and on earth peace, good will to-
ward men."

Signed in and on behalf of the Meeting.

Georgk Stacey,
Ckrk to the Meeting this year.

Nightly Serenade.—Every night, while in the
upper part of the river, we had a concert of frogs,
which made most extraordinary noises. There
are three kinds, which can frequently be all heard
at once. One of these makes a noise something
like what one would expect a frog to make, name-
ly, a dismal croak; but the sounds uttered by the
others were like no animal noise that 1 ever heard
before. A distant railway train approaching, and
a blacksmith hammering on his anvil, are what
they exactly resemble. They are such true imita-
tions, that when lying half dozing in the canoe, I

have often fancied niyselfat home, hearing the fami-
liar sounds of the approaching mail-train, and the

hammering of Ihe boiler-makers at the iron works.
Then we often had the " guarhibas," or hpwiing
monkeys, with their terrific noises, the shrill

grating whistle of the cicadas and locusts, and the
peculiar notes of the suaeuras and otlier aquatic
birds ; add to these the loud, pleasant hum of the
mosquito in your immediate vicinity, and you
have a pretty good idea of our nightly concert
on the Tocantins.

—

Wallace's Amazon and Rio
Negro.

DEEP OCEAN SOUNDINGS.

As this subject now engrosses the attention of
many of the scientific men of the present age, it

may not be uninteresting to know the results of a
discovery which has been introduced by our neigh-
bours on the other side of the Atlantic, for the
purpose of testing the existence of a foundation to

the ocean, and also to know of what it is com-
posed. There has, for several days past, been
lying in the Southampton waters, an American
government surveying brig, called the Dolphin.
This brig, which is employed under the act of
Congress, in connection with the scientific re-

searches of Lieutenant Maury, of the National
Observatory, at Washington, for the purpose of
entering into a series of meteorological observa-
tions and discoveries, left Chesapeake Bay on the

31st of May, and has completed a perfect line of
loundings across the Atlantic to Rockule, off" Ihe

and their participation in the privileges and the I
west coast of Scotland. The difference between

consolations ol the Christian religion, have been

much retarded by the evil deeds of many who
have gone among them ; and especially that the

cruelty and wickedness of the Slave Trade have

done much to keep them in ignorance of Him who
died for them. In that love which extends over

each place of sounding, averaged about 100
miles.

A line was run to the Azores, to the North of
which, about a parallel of forty-live in a south-

west direction, an elevation was discovered on tho

bottom of the ocean, of about 6000 feet, the soil

sea and land, and seeks the happiness of the whole indicating a fine yellow chalky substance, mixed
human race, we make our appeal to those with

hom it lies ; and respectfully press upon them
to take their part, in accordance with the peacea-

ble religion of Christ, in removing every impedi-

ment out of the way, thai, through the grace of

God, the African, of every tribe and every tongue,

may be brought to the knowledge of the Truth as

it is in Jesus.

May it please the Lord Almighty to bless those

who reign, and those who are in authority, in

with a small portion of the finest sand. After

leaving the .\zores, tho Dolphin took a westerly

direction, still succeeding in discovering the bot-

tom. Steering north, she made a direct line to

the "three chimneys," where, at the depth of
1900 fathoms, bottom was also discovered. At
this point, Lieut. Berryman, in charge of the ship,

finding the position of the weather was decidedly

unfavourable to a continuation of their research,

made sail and came into Southampton. The
every nation in which Christianity is acknow- [greatest depth at which bottom was reached, was
ledged. May his wisdom preside in all their coun- 3130 fathoms, in lat. from 41 to 43, Ion. 51 to

cils, and the law of his righteousness be the rule
|

5(3. The explorers have brought home wilh them
of their actions. May the Prince of Peace, Christ 'specimens of the soil which has been discovered

Jesus our Saviour, bo honoured wherever his name at their various places of sounding, and which will

is known. May his holy religion obtain its right- be laid before a committee of scientific men at

nfiiience in the earth ; and the people become
prepared to offer praise to God in the language

uttered by the Heavenly Host—" Glory to God

Washington, for the purpose of analyzalion.

The temperature of the water was also tested

at various depths ; specimens of which havo also
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been preserved. During the whole of the obser-

vations, pnrliciiiar attention was paid to tlie width,

deptli, and force of the current in difTcrent parts

of the ocean, oil of wliich imve been carefully

noted, for the purpose of being fully discussed and
explained. Tlic Dolphin intends returning at the

latter end of the week, and should the weather

liermit, will take a line of sounding to the eastern

edge of the Azores, that being a portion of the

Atlaiilio which has at present remained unexam-
ined. Of course a further explanation of the

results of this expedition, will not at present be

given, as the whole of the matlcr collected, is be-

ing carefully preserved for the uses and explana-

tion of the gentlemen at Washington.

—

English

paper.

Freticli rrot''sta7its.—A precious discovery for

the history of the Reformed Churches of France

has lately been made by M. Eugene Ilagg, of

Paris, in the public library of Geneva. It is the

manuscript liislory of French Protestants in the

various places whither they fled for refuge, a work
composed about a century ago by Pastor Anloinc

Court. As is well known. Court was one of the

men whose faith and zeal principally contributed

to sustain Protestantism in France, during the

reign of Louis XV., when its legal existence was
interdicted, and the chiefs of the Reformed
Churches were cither banished or dead. Court

published, in 1760, a History of the Camisards,

but he had i.oi lime to bring to light his great

work, L'H .^Ioire du Refuge. In 1784, after the

death ol Co irt de Gobelin, son of Antoine Court,

the unedited manuscript of this work was lost,

and from that lime no trace of it could be found.

Jt is, thcrelure, a most unexpected circumstance

that it has at lengtii been discovered amongst
other papers deposited in the library of Geneva.

It will be curious and interesting to compare
L'llistoire du Refuge by Court dc Gobelin with

that published by M. VVeiss, who had not seen the

loriiier, and to see how each confirms the other,

Uji to the lime when that of M. Weiss necessarily

leaves behind that of an historian who died in

1781 .

—

Evangelical Clirislcndoni.

LUTHER IJi AFFLICTION.

The following account of the manner in which

Luther bore the loss of a beloved child, is taken

from a translation in the New York Christi.m In-

quirer. We have here a fine example of religious

resignation, and an interesting comment on the

domestic character of the Reformer.

In her fourteenth year, Jlagdalcna was taken

by her heavenly Father I'rom hcriarthly parents.

Courageously and steadily she passed through

death, and Luther at tlie bedside of his dying

child was the same here that he n|)peared before

the Electors and the Diet. During her illness

he said, " 1 love her very much, but. Father, if ii

be thy will lo take her hence, I bow entirely to

thee." Standing by her bed, he said, " INIagda-

jena, you are hajipy lo stay with your lather

liere, and willing lo go to your Father there."

And she said, " Yes, dear liuher, as God wills it."

Tlien lie said, " Dear child, the spirit is willing,

but the flesh is weak ;" and turning around, he

added, " I love her very dearly ; if the flesh is so

strong what will the spirit be?" As she became
weaker, and was dying, he fell upon his knees at

licr bedside and wept bitterly, and prayed God to

deliver her. Soon after she breathed her last in

her father's arms.

On the day of ihe funeral Luther could not

tear himself away from the cofiln in which the

child's body had been placed. He stood by it,

and said, as lie looked at her, " Dear Lena, you
I
will rise again and shine like a star, yes, a sun.

,
Now that she has gone, I am happy in spirit, bul

in Ihe flesh 1 nm very sad. The flesh will not bo

put down, and parting grieves one very much,
it is strange, that while I know that she is cer-

tainly at peace, and that all is well with her, I

should yet be so sorry."

When his friends told him that they were
grieved for his loss, he replied, " You should re-

joice that I have sent a saint to heaven
; yes,

two." (Elizabeth and Magdalena.) He spoke
very earnestly to his friends, " My child is sent

away, body and soul, and our Father in heaven
has two saints from my body. If my Magdalena
coujd return lo life and bring me the wealth of
the Ottoman empire, I would not have her. O,
it is well for her ! Blessed are the dead who die

in the Lord. Who dies so, has certainly everlast-

ing life; and I would that I and my children and
all of you might go, for evil times are coming."
The mother was plunged by this event into

deepest grief, and Luther comforted her most af-

fectionately. " Dear Kate, remember that where
she has gone she is very well, but flesh and blood

do as flesh and blood; it is the spirit that is full

of praise and is willing. Children do not argue,
but believe as they are told ; all is simple with
them; ihey die without pain or anguish, and
without conteniion with death or bodily distress,

just as they fall asleep."

Hair.—A writer in a late number of the Lon-
don Quarterly Review, furnishes the following

information on this subject:—"London imports
about five tons of human hair annually. Black
hair comes mainly from Brittany and the south
of France, where it is collected principally by one
hair merchant, who travels from fair to fair, and
buys up, and shears the crops of the neighbour-
hood damsels. A traveller in Brittany describes

the peasant girls as attending at the fairs with
their beautiful tresses, perfectly willing to sell|out.

He saw several girls sheared, one afier another,

like sheep, and as many more standing ready for

the shears, with their caps in their hands, and
their long hair combed out, and hanging to their

waists. By the side of the dealer was placed a

large basket, into which the successive crops of

hair were thrown, each tied up in a wisp by itself.

E'or a head of hair about twenty cents in money
is given, or a gaudy handkerchief. The hair is

the finest and most silken that can be produced.
Light hair comes from Germany, where it is col-

lected by a company of Dutch farmers, who go
over to England lor orders once a year. And,
who knows from what source come these pendant
tresses, gleaming in the gas light, with which our
blooming Eves aptly entangling their snaky coil

with their own, tempt our eligible Adams."

below zero, and the other points are in acoori
ance.

—

Late Paper.
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Neiv Thermometer.—Dr. Slack, of Rhode Is-

land, has given a description of a new system of
graduating thermometers, which he proposes to

introduce directly to public notice. The fixing

of the zero point at the freezing of water, as in

Reaumur's and the Centigrade, or at the cold of
snow and salt, as in Fahrenheit's, is objeciion-

able, as these do not indicate the same tempera-
ture, except under the same atmospheric pres-

sure. The graduation proposed by Dr. Slack,

which he calls the "United Stales Thermome-
ter," seems to remove all the objections. He
lakes " blood heal," as the starting point, and
then reckons up and down, according to the

divisions in Fahrenheit. Thus, boiling water is

114 degrees above, and freezing 6() dcgi^es

The Yearly Meeting of Philadcl|)hia hasli...

in session through the week up to ihe limo ;

paper going to press. The unusual storm .

prevailed on the Seventh-day of last weuk,

on the First and Second-days of this, prevent

some from reaching the city in time to be pre*:

at the opening of the meeting. Tiie meeting ho.

ever, is large, and the business has so far b«

transacted with much harmony.

On page 254, will be found the Address wkic;

the Friends from England, who left in the steanii

Atlantic on the 15lli instant, have been cngug^

in distributing throughout the United Stales.

KECEIPTS.

Received from G. Micliener, ageut, 0., for Wm. I;

Sen., §12, to 52, vol. 2G, tor Jos. Talbot, S'), to

2G ; from Saml. B. Smith, agent, 0., for .Saml. -

S2, vol. 27, Jos. Wilson, $2, vol. 27, ami J. .M. ,-

.•Jl, to 52, vol. 27
;
from Edmund Davis, N. J., §0,10;.

vol. 27 ; from Amy C. Hoopes, Pa., $2, vol. 27.

A Female Teacher is wanted as an Assistant in t^

Raspberry street Coloured School for Boys.

Application may be made to Jolin Carter, No. IK

South Twelfth street ; William L. Edwards, No. 37 iid

street ; or John C. Allen, No. 179 South Fifth street.

WEST TOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Summer session of the school will common

Second-day, the 1st of Fifth month next. Tho :

will be conveyed by railroad to West Chester,

conveyances will be in waiting to take tliem 111,

,

baggage to the school, on the arrival of the m
and afternoon cars, on Second-day, the 1st, and 1

day, the 2d of Fifth month. The cars leave tho

south side of Market street above Eiglitcenth •

(formerly Schuylkill Fifth street,) at 7} o'clock,i.i

aod 4 o'clock, p. M. The agent of the school willbd
the railroad depot on Second and Third-day afteniooB

and will furnish pupils with tickets, and" accompiri

them to West Chester. Those who go by the raonwl

train will be furnished with tickets by a" person iit

tendance. To those who procure tickets as direclft,

the fare from Philadelphia to the school, including hf
gage, will be one dollar, which will be charged (Oli

scholar at the school. All baggage should be diaUM
ly marked West-town, and with the name of the vm
and should be sent directly to the railroad depot. .V

plications for admission must be made to Joseph Shot

don, Superintendent at the school, or Joseph SoUle

good. Treasurer, No. 84 Arch street, Philadelphis.

The West-town office is at Friends' bookstore, Ko.^

Arch street, where all small packages for the pupiljlf

before 12 o'clock on Seventh-days, will lie fo^w»^;^

All letters for the pupils and others at the school, shot!

be sent by mail, directed to West-town Boarding-SAn

West Chester P. 0., Chester Co., Pa. Postage sboilUl

pre-paid, and packages should be distinctly marked*
put up in a secure manner, so that their coutcnts will*

be liable to be lost by handling. The stage will le«'

West Chester during the Summer session, for the scllK

on Second, Fourth, and Seventh-days, on the arriral

the afternoon cars from the city, and from the school

West Chester on the same days, to meet tlie aftemcj

cars to Philadelphia. The fare for cacli passenger i

and from West Chester 4y the stage, will be 25 Ml
When special conveyances at other times are proTid'j

at the school, an extra charge will be made. I

West-town, Third mo., 1854. f

Married, at Friends' meeting-house, Burlington

J., on Fifth-day, the 13th inst., Richard J. AlLilk

West-town, Pa., and Mauy, daughter of the late ThOi
Dutton, of the fbrmer place. |
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GEOGRAPHICAL SCIENCE.

ts from the Address delivered by M. F.

!Y, at the an7iual 7neeling of the New
Geographical and Slaiiilical Society, on

veiling of the \6th of last mouth.

CContinaed from page 250.)

modore Perry, with his accustomed ener-

already had surveys made of several im-

places in the East, among them, the har-

'Jeddo, which is described by his officers

of the boldest and most beautiful sheets of

n the world, not e.\cepting the liarbour of

•ancisco, or of Naples, or of Rio, nor your

vely bay. " We ascended," says Lieuten-

int, of tlie Mississippi, in a private letter,

ithin about seven miles (in a straight line)

carrying from 40 to 17 fathoms water

way. This was nineteen miles nearer the

than any foreign vessel had ever previ-

)een. This occurred after the reception

ich I will speak presently) ; and as every-

ad gone on very successfully, the Comnio-

d not wish to do anything that would mili-

ainst the advantages we had obtained, or

Id have gone, I imagine, in sight of the

hich was hidden from us only by a point

I some three miles ahead,

lis is the finest sheet of water in ihe world,

:epting Rio and San Francisco. Thirty-

twenty-five miles in diameter, surrounded

tierous snug coves and most lovely sliores,

iins not a single island except close along'

ders, and seems perfectly clear from ob-

'

ins of any kind to navigation. It connects

le ocean by a strait, ranging from ten to

'les in width, and forty fathoms in depth."

lonstructing a chart of that harbour. Ring-

ith his squadron, has, just about this time,!

fairly upon the field of his operations,

includes the North Pacific Ocean, with its

straits and gulfs. That is tlie largest sur-

squadron now under any flag. And never

ly nation sent forth an expedilion in the

af science bettor fitted and found than thai

or accurate work and practical results, it I

ih it all the means and appliances that gov-

nt in the indulgence of an enlightened liber-

;ould suggest, or that science, ingenuity,

mprovcments of the age could bestow,

^uadron consists of five vessels. lie is

d by a corps of young and accomplished
|

3 who have entered upon their service con

These constitute the elements of success. We
may expect therefore, in the course of the next

three years much valuable information concerning

the North Pacific Ocean ; for discoveries and re-

sults as fast as made and obtained, are to be sent

home to the Ilydrographical Bureau of the Navy
for publication. Thus we have, or will have, to

enrich our archives, De Haven and Kane in the

frozen sea; Strain and Herndon, with Gibbon, his

companion, in tlie Torrid zone; Perry and Ring-

gold in the East; and Page and Gilliss, and

McRae, in the West. Nor should I forget the

line of deep sea soundings, especially, which was

run last summer, by Lieut. Berryman, command-
ing U. S. brig Dolphin, from I he neighbourhood

of Newfoundland to that of Ireland. That line

has important and practical bearings upon the

question of a submarine telegraph between Europe

and America. There is bottom for it. But while

the navy has been thus occupied in winning lau-

rels as green, may I not say as green, because

they are worn in times of peace, and in the cause

of knowledge and of truth, in the advancement of

science, and in aid of that progress which is up-

ward and onward,—may I not, therefore, say as

GREEN as any with which it is possible for the

hand of grim-visaged war to deck the brows of

victors in his battles of heroes in his cause?

But while the navy has been thus busied abroad,

the army and other branches of the public service

have not been idle at home. The Coast Survey

is a long-established institution. A report of its

proceedings is annually made to Congress. Gen-

the same cause. They both wore in search of a

commercial route to Cathay.

Nor should I omit to mention among the valu-

able labours of the officers of the army, the very

successful and interesting exploration of the Zuni
river, by Capt. Sitgreaves, U. S. army, and his

party. Much of the ground that this officer tra-

velled over is new. Besides these, Fremont and
Beale, have also been striving with the Indians,

and struggling wiih the snows of that great

"divide," the latter with that daring and gallan-

try which has challenged our admiration on for-

mer occasions, the former with a degree of zeal

and energy that has seldom been equalled, never

surpassed.

We owe to him much of our geographical in-

formalinn concerning that region of the country,

and he has made conlribulions which have been

acknowledged and appreciated wherever geogra-

phy is cultivated as a science. An enthusiastic

amateur, that brave explorer is now.there at his

own risk and exjiense, for the purpose of solving

certain questions which in his former expeditions

he was unable to decide. F"rom this hasty review

of what has been recently done, and of what is

doing for geography, by the government and the

people of the United States, it appears that few

countries have ever at any time been able to boast

ol' more activity in this department of scientific

research and discovery. And which of iliese ex-

peditions has not the public mind followed with

interest, and pleasure and profit? To the hon-

our of our free institutions, and of a free people,

be it said, not one I The popular will is in favourlemen are familiar with the value ol

and therefore it is only necessary in this connec- jof them al

tion, to refer to it as an establishment that has But though much has been done, these re-

done and is doing much for those departments of searches and these expeditions have, as they have

knowledge which it is the especial object of this innde tlieir advances, served to extend the hori-

Society to cultivate. In the same category comes zon, have given us new lights, and show us that

the Hydrographic Survey, by the army, of the much yet remains to be done. Prominent among

great American lakes. That work, too, is being I the agendaof this Society during the coming year,

pushed forward even with more than its wonted ' is to foster by its influence and its counsels, an-

vigour. It has already enriched one department
j

other expedition up the Amazon, like Page's in

of°geography with an important discovery. You ' the La Plata. The Amazon is at our own doors,

know it has been said that the bottom of Lakeland we begin with it. I shall only allude to one

Huron, especially, was far below the level of the
j

other, which cannot fail to commend itself to iho

earth. Macomb informs me, that nowhere in

that lake has he been able to find water

than 420 feet deep, which places the bottom of

that lake far above the surface of the sea.

The Mexican Boundary Commission is busily

engaged in bringing up its results. Besides these

there are various parlies at work exploring routes

ood offices and favourable consideration of this

Society, and that is, the exploration of the valley

of the Amour, in Mantchouria. This river, I be-

lieve, belongs to Russia, though its navigation

was ceded to China, by Peler the Great, in 1689.

That was before modern science and enterprise

could have been brought to boar upon it; conse-

across the wilderness for the great Pacific rail-
;

quently, unless a party be sent to explore it from

way. Lieut. Williamson is on the Pacific slope,
|

some of the Stales of Christendom, it will continue

running his lines with the spirit level and the : lo rest in its present darkr.ess for other centuries,

theodolite. Governor Stevens is at the Norih, " In almost every point of view," says Findlay,

Lieut. Whipple is at the South; and Gunnison— in his Directory for th; Pacific Ocean, published

alas ! poor Gunnison—was in the middle. Sci-
j

in 1851, " the Amour is ihe most valuable stream

ence has its achievements, and peace its triumphs, in Northern Asia. Of all the large rivers of that

yet how much does it sometimes cost to win them ! boundless region, it is the only one that emplies

Lieut. Ballot, of the French navy, upon the ice of into a navigable part of the universal ocean. It

the Polar basin, Lieut. Gunnison", of the American, is, in fact, the only highway of nature thai di-

army, upon the great " divide" which separates redly connects the central steppos of Asia with

the waters of the Atlantic from the waters of ihei^the rest of the world. But the political arrange-

Pacific, have each fallen victim j in the cause ol mcnis of man have decreed otherwise; and at this

that science whose achievements we celebrate.
|

moment the Amour is infinitely less useful as a

Though far apart, they were fellow labourers in [channel of traffic than almost any one of iho land-
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locked rivers of Siberia. The na\

THE FRIEND.

.ition of the /fs.ws.nnd hnve heard many «t»v/« about religion :
I

tral Book Committee of Indiana Yearly Meeiini; (

Amour was civen. it is understood, for the privi-lbut give me to be wuh a broken-hcarled Cliris

lege of holdm" a fair at Kiakhtn, or establishing! tinn, and I prefer his socKty to that of all ihelmaica

a factory at pCkin, which, according to Sir George rest. In those days there is too much ol talUing

Simpson, has turned out a poor compensation for
|

about religion, and loo little of religion itsell. —
• - '^

' '-•- Charles aimcon.

nd 300 were for a school in the Island ofHI

the loss of this valuable artery to Central Asia ;

and by which cession the Russian possessions of

Kamschalka and the islands beyond are reduced

to half their value."

The researches concerning the winds and the
^ „,„,uc., ..,v,.>... - ....~ -

currents of the sea, which have been carried "" '

„f priendsi'held 'Kird mont'h 29lh7l654, "the foU

at the observatory, enable me to say, that the cli-
^^^^^.^^^ Priends were appointed to fill the respec

n\Zl ASSOCIATION.

At an annual meeting of the Tract Associat

mate of that river basin corresponds to that ol

(ur lake basin, including the valley drained by

the St. Lawrence, the Hudson, and the rivers ofi

the New England States generally. And what

the commerce between these States and river

basins with Europe is, such may be, and, in time,

will be the commerce bciwcen the Amour and the

Pacific States of ll.is Union. China is in a state

of revolution; and one of the first things after the

revolutionists get firmly seated in power, will be, no

doubt, an attempt on the part of the United Stales

to foim a commercial treaty with that people upon

more liberal principles. And that this treaty

might be made with eyes open, how important is

it that our diplomatists should have full and com-

plete information as to that immense Amour

country, as to the navigation and navigability ol

that river, and as lo its present capabilities and

future capacities for trade and commerce. It is

to be hoped, that the enlightened statesman at the

head of the Navy Department, will, ere long, feel

himself ready to set on foot such an expedition.

ITO becoiilinued.J

OiTs.—The scarcity and high price of all kinds

of animal oils, have within a lew years past ca

ed into requisition and use the various kinds of

vegetable oils, especially those derived from rosin

The uses to which this oil is already applied arc

innumerable, and a great number of patents for

ippomti

offices of the Association fiar the ensuing

year.

Clerk.—Nathan Kite.

Treasurer.—Joseph Scnttergood.

Managers.—io^n C. Allen, Edward Richie,

Horatio C. Wood, Samuel Bctlle, Jr., William H.

Brown, Israel H. Johnson, Charles J. Allen,

Joseph Walton, Samuel Allen, Anthony M. Kim-

ber, Charles Jones, John L. Kile, William Kin-

sey, Jr., James Kite, Richard Randolph, Jr.

ANNUAL REl'ORT.

To the Tract Association of Friends.

The Managers present the following Report,

There were on hand, Third month 1st,

18.53, .... Tracts,

And there have been printed since,

Making,

Of these there have been distributed,

Leaving on hand on the 1st instant,

182,831
98,120

i80,9.51

90,710

improvements in i^ts manufacture and purification,
^theVplaces'wit

have been granted. A process has been recently
|

V

brought out, first in France, lately in the United Ph'^'^.^^l^SM^JJ^^f-

States, by which the losm is made to yield a sub- • ' ^^^ ^^ soup-houses, 3.50.
=fnnnf. rpspmhl n.r ta ow lu many resnects, which ^"'""°'-"", ' „' „ .. 'i, :A .i

Of the number distributed, there was taken by

one Auxiliary, 367 ; for the inmates of Moyamen-

sing Prison, and others in the lower parts of Phi-

ladelphia, 1,774; for the Eastern State Peniten-

tiary, Almshouse, and House of Refuge, 531 ; for

First-day schools, the Borough of Germantown,
within the county of Philadel-

Universalists, Infidels, and

Profane Swearers, 2,207 ; in coloured schools and

17,270 were sold; and of the destinalionof

1,().59 no record has been made.

One new Tract, entitled, " A Proper uag of

Riches, exemplified in the life of Richard Bty.

nolds," has bien added to the series sincelm

report.

Nearly the whole of the edition of 7,075 Monl

Almanacs printed for the present year Ims btei

disposed of, there remaining on hand but 125oo

the 1st instant. The inmates of the Eastirn Slik

Penitentiary, Moyamensing Prison, and llie scbo-

lurs attending the evening schools for adult co'- I

oured persons in this city, were gratuilou-

supplicd wiih copies of our Almanac. And

of the surplus stock of previous years, have U
disiributed as Tracts.

1,0C3 Select Readers, Nos. 1, 2, and 3, r

1,979 of our Series of Juvenile Books, compru.

19 varieties, have been disposed ol"; loavingua:

hand of the former, 1,147, and 16,099 of ibe
t

latter ready for sale.
i

Matter for one other small book, composedot'

j

Short Biographical Sketches, has been prepartti, i

The Managers have also been engaged in p*
|

paring for publication, in the form of a smtl!
•

book, a condensed account of the life and religi.
j

ous services of that eminent minister of the Got-
|

pel, thoJate Sarah Lynes Grubb.
|

Our Treasurer has received donations

and subscriptions to the amount of $540 6J

'

From sales of books, &c., - . 544 841

81084 96

The expenditures for printing, paper,

binding, &c., including a balance due

the Treasurer of $5 24, have been 988 59

And there was a balance in his hamls

due the Association, on the 1st in-

stant, of 96 Si

stance resembling tallow in many respects

$1084 96

Since the close of our fiscal year, the Treasurer

^'x:^r".^"=;^^ ,^7.; -» ----^^iS'MiScS^fS -.;»-;-- -•«
j ^s -r

the lubrication of heavy gearing, and other coarse

machinery. This process has not yet been made

public.

—

Annual of Scientific Discovery.

Coal and Iron Trade.—This Stale is emphati-

cally the great storehouse of the Union, in the

way of coal and iron. In the ten following coun-

ties are located the principal iron works:

Berks county has

Lancaster,

Clarion,

Huntingdon,

Blair,

Chester,

Venango,
Columbia and Montour,

Centre,

Armstrono

44 iron works.

30 do.

30 do.

28 do.

27 do.

25 do.

21 do.

20 do.

do.

The following table shows the fi.xed capita

employed in ten counties :

20 by the Young Men's Home ftlissionary Socie-

ty ; 300 were placed in public schools; and 100
;

were given to boys collected at the corners of

ate friend Margaret Sheppard, which we luve

directed to be invested on behalf of the Aeso-

streets. 800 were distributed in hotels, and 435
"""j^^^^oygh ^e have not often the opportunity

in private families ; 300 on ships and ocean steam-

ers ; 200 were granted for the use of the Aiciic

Expedition ; and there were taken for general dis-

tribution, principally in the vicinity of Philadel-

phia, 19,658. 190 were for West-town Hoarding

School ; 601 were for Libraries among Friends at

Westchester, Plymouth, Moorestown and Wood-

bury. For the supply of schools and other pur-

poses in Chester, Delaware, Bucks, Susquehanna,

and other counties in the State of Pennsylvania,

3,402 ; at Cape Island, and other places on the

sea-shore, in the Pines, and elsewhere in New
Jersey, 3,633; among passengers on steamboats

and railroad cars in different States, 754; for

New England, without designating particular

States, 785.

401 were taken by a Peace Society in Boston

Alleghany, $1,837,000

Armstrong, 1,388,000

Lancaster,

Chester,

Berks,

Total,

1,273,000

1,248,000

1,231,000

Clarion,

Columbia,

Blair,

Huntington

Luzerne,

the effect produced on the minds of in-

dividuafs by the perusal of our publications, we

are nevertheless encouraged to persevere in ibeit

circulation, believing they have been of real id-

vantage to many.
Signed by direction and on behalf of the Boari

of Managers,
Joseph Walton, Clerk.

Philada., Third mo. IStli, 1854.

It is the desire of the Association, that all ou

Auxiliaries should forward yearly statemenis o

their proceedings in time for the Annual MeeliDjj

Sclecled.

A short time before the death of Elias Boixii

not, the estimable President of the American Bibl

Society, he was much gratified by the receipt c

$1,221,000 242 were for Ithe State of Maine; 375 for Ver.
.

. ,

-^ , .. w«i
1 107 OOo'mont and Canada West; for New York City and a letter from a female, who residing to the wcs

' ' '

~ -— ^
ward, had met occasionally with some rcspcclabl

Indians, men of understanding, who discovere

concern for the situation of their country. VVhil

'922',000 ' State, 3,855; State of Delaware, 730; District of

eoeioOO' Columbia, 170; for First-day schools, &c.,

702 OOO' Virninin, 556; 1,751 in Maryland; 1,000

|N^o°th Carolina; 2,115 iu Ohio; Indiana, 1,040 ; 1 sitting in her parlour one day, unusually enjoyin

Total, 84,848,000 Wowa, 500; and for the Western country, includ-Jan opportunity of mental rest, two visitors olm

ing Missouri, 376, common interest made their appearance :

I have been in the company of religious ;,.<,- 1 20,616 were taken for distribution by the Cen.|waa her old friend, the Delaware chief, the gr«
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im-j li-hai-lus, who introduced his friend

[Ka-lii).\-Ui ; they had met her husband in

y, who hiid inviled them to dinner. They
n their return from seeing their great Fa-
s they called the President. King Ka-box-
mostly silent; when he spoke it was in the

are tongue ; he desired his friend to say, he

not speak English. Bock-ou-jai-hai-lus

lOre communicalive, but seemed dejected,

noble and animated in his whole deport-

after the cloth was removed, he said, " We
I." "And when shall I see you again,"

d the hostess. " Me old," said he, " me
ie down," spreading his hand with a low
ital motion ; then raising his eyes to hea-

id extending his hand to her, with devout
3ion, " but we shall meet with Jesus!"
led by sympathetic ardour, and Christian

is friend inquired, " Do you know Jesus?"
Jesus—me love Jesus I" Then rising

le table, a solemn farewell closed this im-
e visit; having a sweet conviction of the

! of the declaration, that "in Christ Jesus
neither male tiorfeniale, barbarian, Scy-

bond nor free.'"

writer enclosed an hundred dollars for the

nent, (particularly) of the Delaware trans-

)f the scriptures.

Jesus, lover of my soul,

Let me to thy bosom fly,

While the raging billows roll,

While the tempest still is high :

Hide me, 0, my Saviour I hide,

'Till the storm of life is past;
Safe into the haven guide

;

receive my soul at last I

le Black Wasp of Tan Dicmen's land.

he warm summer days, during our resi-

it Port Sorell, and more particularly in the

IS, we had often noticed a large kind of
ly darting in and out of the house with a
harp, whizzing noise, and, on a more at-

observation, we found a most traj^ic addi-
ide to our list of antipodean contrarieties

—

; less than the discovery of a savage and
nary war carried on by flies against spi-

nd pursued with such vigour that one would
the Tasmanian flies were bent on aveng-
tyrannies and grievances suffered at the
)f the spiders by the whole winged-insect
all the world over.

had observed the forcible and noisy abduc-
many an unlucky web-spinner, before 1

atisfactorily make out what became of them,
frequent seizures made, apparently by the

y, Ibrbade the conclusion that they were
th devoured

; but, by dint of sundry watch-
id pursuits of the flies, and by eking out
scing together my various small scraps of
ation and discovery, I at length acquired a
le knowledge of the habits and practices ol

5y black neighbours.
ze and shape they exactly resemble a large
ti wasp, but are wholly black, and possess
able stings, a quarter of an inch long. 'I'hey
'ery remarkable cells or nests of earth,
empered, and formed in layers of tiny
Us, like a swallow's nest. Many of these
laced in a small wooden out-house, between
ight studs and the weather-boarding of the
several were Ibrmed on a shelf in the porch,
some small pieces of wood lying heaped
r offered convenient nooks ; and one wasp,
ng to have a more costly lodgment than his

1 look possession of a murschuum pipe-

bich lay on the same shelf, and very snugly

laid out his house in its interior. All the nests I

have examined are arranged in the same manner,
the whole fabric being from two to four inches

long, and rather less than an inch broad ; the ex-

ternal shape of the mansion, whether square, tri-

angular, or jientagonal, depending a good deal on

the site chosen.

When coinploled, no aperture is left; but on
being opened, three or four cells are usually found,

two or three containing each a soft white chrys-

alis in a cocoon of while web; and the largest

apartment of the mansion is devoted to the pur-

poses of larder, and is always found full of spiders,

of all varieties of size, colour, and kind, all close-

ly and neatly packed together, with their legs

trussed up, so as to occupy the smallest possible

space. The strangest part of the affair is, that

the spiders are not dead, but remain perfectly soft

and flexible in every part ; and, on being exposed
to the sun and air, and slirred, a feeble movement
is evident in them, as though they were paralyzed
or stupefied in some manner, so as to be unresist-

ing victims and good fresh meat at the same time.

The storehouse is thus well supplied, doubtless

for the benefit of the chrysalis tenantry, on their

awaking to the knowledge of life and appetite.

I have rarely been more interested by any new
insect than by these black wasps, ungentle and
ferocious though they be; for there is a daring,

dashing energy and brisk industry about their

ways and doings, that is very amusing and per-

fectly original. The bee—dear little hard-work-
ing, persevering fellow that he is—can still afford'

time for many a coquettish peep into blossoms
and buds that he deigns not to taste; and, even
when arrived at home with his two pannier bask-

ets loaded with their heaped-up golden treasure,

can stay for a few moments, friendly hovering to

and fro, and pleasant exchanges of hum and buzz
with his helpmates. The ant whose ways of thrift

and industry even Solomon bids us "consider and
be wise," never takes a straight road, but with a

bit of plunder in her nippers thrice her own size,

runs hither and thither, up straws and round
sticks, or may be into a labyrinth of a violet root,

when she plays at bo-peep with you for ten min-
utes before going forward again.

But the black wasp has none of these wander-
ing weaknesses of character; solitary, slern,

ruthless, and resolute, he goes about his work of

cell-building and spider-catching. If you chance
to be near his chosen place ol' abode, you may
see him dart past with a bit of mud or a victim,

and a shrill, sharp whizzing is continued for some
seconds or a minute, during the operation ol

packing away his load, when tbrth he darts again,

straight and swift as an arrow, and the next mo-
ment very probably invades the peaceful retreat

of some cobwebbed recluse, who until now, sale

from brooms and housemaids, has meshed and
devoured his flies in comfort, but is at lengih

seized, trussed, and packed up, half-alive, by the

dark avenger.

—

Nine Years in Australia.

The Tahitian Parliament.—It is noted by
Bennet and Tyerman, that during the eight days
these extraordinary people sat in discussion, two

speakers were never on their legs at the same
time, and that an angry word was not once utter-

ed. One of the subjecis related to the question ol

death or banishment ioc murder. Ilitoti thought

that, receiving so much good from England, they

ought to do as England did. Utami thought this

was going too far; he might be wrong, but this

was his thought. Upuparu considered ihut scrip-

ture authority, not English precedent, ought to

guide them. A lively interchange of looks through

tho assembly denoted that it was penetrated WLth

these sentiments. Tati next gave ns n reason
why he had held his peace so long, that Ik; thought
he might gather what had been growing in the

breasts of his brethren ; he was glad he had wait-

ed, because some thoughts had grown in his own
breast, which ho did not bring with him. Ho
wished some one to show him the guide in the

New Testament \\]ikh authorizes the taking /t/e

for life. Paii next expresses th.it his breast is

full of thought, and surprise, and delight in the

circumstance of their taking sweet counsel toge-

ther; thinking Tati has settled the question, for

is not the Gospel our guide 1

One of the little men, a commoner or repre-

sentative of a district, next presented himself,

thinking, as no one else stood up, he would make
his little speech, several pleasant thoughts having
been growing in his breast, and all were allowed
to throw their thoughts together, so that out of tho
whole the meeting might make those stand up-
right which were best, whencesoever they came.
His thought was, that the offender being sent to a
desolate island, and compelled to think for him-
self, it might please God to make the bad things
ol his heart to die, and good things to grow there.

"But if we kill him," said he, "where will his

soul go?" The law was made for banishment,
not death.

—

Selected.

For "Tlie Friend."

BiOGRAPlUCilL SKETCUliS

Of Jlinisters and Elders, and other concerned members
of the Yearly Mee%g of Philadelphia.

JOHN SKEIN.
CContinued from page 2K )

The commissioners assembled at Aberdeen, on
the 2Sth of the Seventh month, and the Friends
were brought from the prison before them. The
Earl of Arrol addressing this little band in the
name of the magistrates, told them, " they hud
called them again to know whether they were yet
better advised, than when they were last before
them? And whether they would give bonds not

to hold any more meetings ?" To this John Skein
made answer, that " the last time they were belbre
the king's council, he being one of those accused
for speaking in the meeting, desired the accusers
might be asked, whether either George Keiih, or
himself, or any of them, had ever been heard to

speak anything in the least tending to sedition, or
to withdraw any of the king's subjects from their

due obedience and subjection to his authority?''

The earl replied, " It is enough : that matter was
spoke to at our last sitting, and you were then
found guilty." To this John answered, " there

had not been any seditious act proved against

them, and they had been kept prisoners about

seven months for no other cause than meeting in

a peaceable manner to worship God in spirit and
in truth." Here the earl interrupted him, saying
again, " It is enough." He then said to the other

commissioners, " My lords, I have delivered your
minds, and therefore it is fit they should remove."
John Skein then added, " Though you now sit ns
our judges, yet I cannot forbear from the zeal of
the Lord, and from that respect I owe you as the

king's councillors, but put you in mind, that the

day is coming, that boih you who are now sitting

as our judges, and we who are now judged, must
both siand belbre the judgment-seat of the great
Judge of heaven and earth, and therefore I wish
ye may so judge now, as that at that day yo
may have peace." Tho earl on this, said, " You
are not to be our lawgiver."' John onswcred,
"No; I only in all humility lay these things

before you."
The earl then inquired if the prisoners were all
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of one mind? Alrxander Skein made answer,

" I hope thei-c an- none of us here lliat will be so

unfaiiliful to our God, as lo give any bond,

whereby wc should bind ourselves not to meet to-

gether and worship God. And withal I shall de-

sire to lay this consideralion before you, that

there arc none of our Friends, so far as we know,

thai arc sufFering on this account in any of the

ihrce kingdoms hut wc. Tile king iiath referred

us to his council, and the council hath referred us

to you here, so that ye have all the power of the

civil aulhoriiy to do with us as it shall seem right

to you, from whom we may expect as much mo-

deration, as our Friends elsewhere have met with.

But if it shall please tlie Lord to permit you to be

the instruments of our suiFerings, I hope He will

enable us to hear it with that patience and sub-

mission that bccometh Christians."

The Earl of Arrol calling upon the other com-

missioners to speak, one said, " They plead them-

selves not guilty of seditious conventicles, as would

seem by what that young man spoke, whereas

the law concludes their very meetings seditious."

On this Alexander Skein observed, "They
could not help all the constructions of that kind

or sort, lor that it had been the lot of God's peo-

ple in all ages to have several misrepresentations

cast upon them; but we hope we shall behave

ourselves so peaceably and dutifully, that where

for conscience sake we cannot give active, we

shall give passive obedience."

The Earl of Arrol rejoined, "Qualified loyalty

smells of disloyally. It seems then, you will not

give bond." To this, wa^ed with an honest zeal,

.lohn Skein answered, " Let never that day dawn
in which we shall be so unfaithful to the Lord.

But if any should prove so, let neither the king

nor his council trust that man, for he that is not

I'aithful to the Lord, will never be faithful to his

king and country."

1 he prisoners were ordered to be taken away ;

but as they were going, Arrol addressing Alex-

ander Geilie, one of the prisoners, said, " The
Quakers' loyalty is a qualified loyally." Alexan-

der said in answer, " he understood not that loy-

alty which was not qualified wilh the .fear of

God, and obedience lo Ilini rather than to

man."
The commissioners then decreed that if the

fines were not paid by the prisoners by theoih ol

the Eighth month, that so much of their property

should be seized and sold as would satisfy the

claim, and that they should be kept in confine-

ment until the fines should be paid.

George Skein newly appointed Provost of

Aberdeen, was more cruel towards the prison

ers than he who had preceded him in thatstaiion

Me curtailed the indulgences which had previously

been granted them, and threatened to dismiss the

under ofiicers from appointment, because they had

not been as rigid as he had commanded them.

On the iJlst of the Eighth month, the public

aulhorities commenced collecting the fines which

had been imposed on Friend:^. From Thomas

Mill, a shoemaker, for a fine of £30, they dis-

trained goods to the value of £90. lie was

then discharged from prison. When his goods

were carried lo the cross to be publicly appraised

he followed ihcni, and finding the appraisers fix-

ing prices below their true value, he testified

against the wrong done him,—and then kneeling

down, he prayed to his Father in heaven that he

would forgive them. This although performed in

n meek, Christian spirit, was highly ollbnsive to

the Trovost, who committed the injured man

again to prison. This act was otfensive to the

sober citizens, and brought the Ibllowing letter to

him from John Skein.

".Vbcrdcen Prison, the L'Sth

of tlio Kiglith montli, 107C.

Provost,—Read nnd seriously consider, seri-

ously without passion or prejudice. Is there no

God in heaven? Is there no judgment day?
Must man only die as the beast, and make no ac-

count how he hath improved his time in this

world, or how he hath answered the end of his

creation? It' so, then I should think it no strange

hing, to sec thee so devoted to please the spirit of

his world,—this persecuting spirit both in thy-

self and others. But if otherwise, and thou be-

ievesl, as I desire to hope thou dost, that there is

I just and righteous God, who secth the actions

of mankind, and who halh a book of remem-
brance,—and that the day cometh wherein that

hich halh been done in secret, shall be proclaim-

ed as on the housetops, and that there is an after-

reckoning, and that man must receive his reward,

conform to the deeds done in this body,—and that

man has something in him not common wilh the

beasts, even an immortal soul,—for the salvation

of which he ought to be more concerned in pleas-

ing of God, than of any man, whose breath is in

his nostrils,—who is but as the flower of the field,

is here lo-day, and to-morrow is cut down. Now
I say, it cannot but seem strange to me, and to

all God's people, that a man who believes these

things, dare, however great his power be in the

outward, venture on such actions as thou hast done

this day, to cause or suffer a man to be imprison-

ed for no other cause than obeying Christ's com-
mand, as it is recorded in Matt. v. 44 :

' But I

say unto you, love your enemies, bless them that

curse you, do good to them that hale you, and

pray for them which despitefully use you and

persecute you.' Now I warn thee, that thou

' Seek not to cover this and such like rigorous

practices, lest thou add to thine iniquity.' No
excuse will stand thee instead in the day of the

Lord; and the power and infiuence, by which

thou proceedest as thou dost, shall not cover thee

from the hand of that God, who halh said con-

cerning his people, ' He that toucheth you, touch-

eth the apple of mine eye.' Wherefore let not

the self-seeking clergy, nor their emissaries, sow

pillows under the arm-holes, as the false prophets

did of old to those in authority, by telling thee,

that we arc not the people of God; for know
suredly, that it is, and hath been, the word of the

Lord to me, with others of my brethren, since we

came in here, that as there is no variableness nor

shadow of changing in him, so he shall be the

same to us, as be halh been to our brethren and

sisters in the time of their sufferings under the

persecuting antichristian spirit in England, Ire

land, and New England too, where some sufferec

martyrdom for his name's sake. As we continue

faithlul in owning Him before men, so h« shall

own us, not only before our very persecutors, but

also in the great and terrible day of the Lord, be

fore His Father and his angels. We shall be as

the palm-tree, the more that devils and men e

deavour to oppress us in our public testimon

for His inward appearance, we shall rise the

higher. Wherefore I beseech thee in God's holy

fear, to take heed to thy proceedings against a

innocent people, and let not the enemy withir

nor his instruments without, drive thee larlher on

in this path, wherein thou art walking, lest thou

be found a fighter against God,—and then God
will fight against thee, and thou shall not be hon-

ourable; for God hath said in ihe scriptures, ' H
will honour them that honour him;' but on the

contrary, ' they shall be lightly esteemed of tha

dishonour him.' So repent, and bo warned from

the Lord ; despise it not, though it come through

a weak instrument. If thou dost not mind, all

thy endeavours in this pfrseculing way shall bu:

tend to the filling up of ihe cup of thy secret aiiii

public sins, and ihou shall wish thou hadsl dicii

beyond seas, and never seen thy native couotry.

Receive this as thou pleasest ; but this I can sav.

I have wrote. this in true love and respect bolhlo

thy soul and body, ns likewise in obedience lo iht

Lord. What I have writ shall stand as a wiioetj

against thee in the day of account, and I shall I,

clear of thy blood. But it is the earnest prayer

of my soul to the God of Power, that lie mays
second it, as it may produce such fruits as ar

most acceptable to God, and refreshing to h,^

people. I rest as formerly, however esteemed bv

thee, Thy true and faithful friend,

John Skein,"

What Anient Spirits has //one in the Vnik,

Slates in Ten Years.

1. It has cost the nation a direct cxpenwc;

.$600,000,000.

2. It has cost the nation an indirect expenieo;'

$600,000,000.

3. It has destroyed three hundred ihouMni

lives.

4. It has sent one hundred thousand childrc?

to the poor-house.

5. It has consigned'at least one hundred at:

fifty thousand persons to the jails and penileDt-

aries.

6. It has made at least one thousand maniae.

7. It has instigated to the commission ofoDt

thousand five hundred murders.

8. It has caused two thousand persons to ctwi

mil suicide.

9. It has burned or otherwise destroyed, pr;

perty to the amount often millions of dollars.

10. It has made two hundred thousand wi:

ows, and one million of orphan children.—£.

ward Ecerctt.

THE HALIBOT FlSllliRY.

The Gloucester, Mass., people are pr

ihe halibut fishing on " George's Shoals," Ih:'

spring, with renewed vigour. There are

about seventy-five sail of vessels engaged in tk

business, and in a few weeks there will be Iwi:

that number. The schooners are clipper-buii

from 80 to 100 tons burthen, and carrying cre»

numbering some twelve men each. The hal"

are caught on the George's Shoals, a few n

from Gloucester, and about 180 miles from I

ion. The depth of water on the shoals variil

from three to twenty fathoms, wilh a heavy cu)

rent running. The vessels are anchored with i

good scope of cable out. Halibut are caught wii

a good stout cod line and hook, baited with he

ring. They vary in weight from 100 to 250 lb

each. If the fishermen meet with good loc

they can obtain from 12,000 to 30,000 lbs.io<

hours.

A few years ago most of the vessels had »i

rooms (called smacks) to keep the halibut ali'f

for the Boston market. Several built with f<k

rooms were lost on George's, probably by havii,!

the well-rooms stove in by heavy seas ; and sioij.

that, these kind of crafl are abandoned allogelhei;

and the halibut are now kept on ice, in thabofc

each vessel using up several hundred tonsofij'

in the course of tlie season. II

The halibut fishery is attended wilh moredilr

crer, hard labour and expense, than any oll^

fishing; so much so, that ihe business is confitij

to the Gloucester fishermen alone. ij

Some of the Gloucester fishermen have prolt
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a the lialibut fishery all winter; but the niajo-

^0 not start until February. There is great

r of anchoring a vessel on the shoals, on

tnt of the coming up suddenly ol' heavy

I
and storms, from which there is often no

e Imm foundering, but by cutting away the

and running before the gale. Then again,

ill of the vessel is often completely encased

he ice, with the sails and tlie rigging in the

condiiion.

jucester has suflered greatly by the loss of

nd properly in the George's Slioal fishery,

are various opinions in relation to the loss

isels while engaged in this business. Many
ns think that the vessels while riding at an-

come together in a storm, and are foundered

ch accidents ; while others are of the opinion

he vessels are run down by large ships cross-

eir paths in the night time and in thick wea-

Every large vessel should keep a good

and a sharp look out for the fishing schoon-

ihis season of the year while crossing the

3.

s trips to George's are generally made in

one week. All ihe halibut obtained at this

n of the year is brought to Boston market
2ssels arrive at the north side of Commer-
harf, their halibut being purchased by Hof

I
Smith & Co., who are the principal dealers

iton. The halibut is here packed into sugar

i, and sent all over the Union. At the pre-

ime the fishermen obtain a pretty good price,

$7 per hundred; but as the spring opens,

, large fleet is on the ground, the price will

less materially lower. When Boston market

nes overstocked, the fishermen go to Port-

Porlsmoulh, and Aew York.

3 vessels engaged in the business will stock

'n average, about $2000 during the spring

or two of the Gloucester crafts liave stocked

on one trip this spring. The fishermen

are engaged in the halibut fishery earn thei

!y, and we hope that they will be well re

ed by obtaining good fares and good prices

there is any one class of labouring men in

England who earn their money at great

and with more toil and suffering than any

, it is the halibut fishermen.

From Ihe Leisure Hour.

Old Humphrey on Mitigations,

good and pleasant subject is a great advan-

to an author. When he has to tell his reader

slcome truths, and to oppose his opinions and

irejudices, it is sad up-hill work; but when,

kind-hearted spirit, he hits on a subject in

h he can take his reader wilh him, willing to

leased or profited, it is like going down a

le slope, all ease and effortless : down such a

! would I now go, discoursing on the subject

itigations.

he great le.\icographer tells us that a mitiga-

an "abatement of anything penal, harsh,

ful." I shall apply the word as a reliever

ssener of the mental and bodily alflictions

hicli humanity is liable. A letter from a

id, which now lies before me, has drawn my
ghts to this subject. Would that I could do

stice I Would that 1 could comfort the hearts

thousand afflicted ones, by opening the

to discern the manifold mitigations which

Dund them. One part of the letter runs

oce I have been a cripple, I have become

drously leg-wise, leg-considerate, and leg-

pathizing : this is one of the collateral advan-

s of lameness; but now fur the mitigations.

Humphrey must write a paper on this sub-

ject. I have derived much alleviation from acute

pains from the electric chain. I get good spring

ater, and take it freely at night; and twice in that

iason I take a cup of cocoa, having a fire in my
bed-room all night. I have bought a pony phae-

ton, so that I can ride out daily and get fresh air.

Now, if you cannot make a good paper on this

subject, 1 shall think it your own fault, and per-

haps give you an unmitigated admonition."

Though my good friend has, in this part of his

letter, confined himself to a lew only of the things

that minister to his comfort, in another part he

alludes to other sources of relief, and among
them to the kind hearts by which he is surround-

ed. So far from quailing at his condilional threat,

I am hopefully looking forward to a ride with tiim

in his pony phaeton, tearless of his " unmitigated

admonition."

Rightly considered, this subject of mitigations

is a very consolatory one. In the days of my
childhood, 1 was once much interested in listening

to the remarks of an American. "Our country,"

said he, " is much infesied with poisonous rep-

tiles, but we are not without our mitigations ; for

where rattlesnakes abound, rattlesnake herb grows,

so that when bitten by the snake we chew the

herb and are healed." This struck me at the

lime as a very merciful provision ; but I need not

pause to inquire into the truth of the allegation,

having a much surer declaration in the Holy
Scriptures of the merciful mitigations of our hea-

venly Father : " Cast thy burden upon the Lord,

and he shall sustain thee." " He stayeth his

rough wind in the day of the east wind." " No
chasiening for the present seemeth to be joyous,

but grievous; nevertheless afterward it yieldeth

the peaceable fruit of righteousness unto them

which are exercised thereby."

Forty years ago I knew a friend who was then

in the full possession of all her faculties. She
was wedded to one of the worthy of the world,

who sometimes, when giving a lecture on geology

to his friends, would playfully observe, in allusion

to his partner, who was from Cornwall, that

though the specimens of British gems on the table

were not without their value, he had in his p
session a Cornish diamond of much greater va

than them all. When I called upon her, a few

weeks ago, I found her quite blind ; but she was
not without iier mitigations. She had learned to

read her Bible in raised letters with her finger;

she was looking forwards to a glorious abode,

where the Lord would be her light, and her God
her glory ; and she sweetly observed to me, in a

spirit -of thankfulness, and not of repining, " At

iny time of life, you know this affliction cannot be

a long one." This is the way to meet our trials,

to ameliorate our afflictions, to get all the comfort

we can from our mitigations, and to make the best

of our position.

Soon after this interview I visited the chamber

of one whom for five and thirty years 1 had known
as a trusty and faithful domestic. Heavily afflict-

ed with cancer, she was, as she believed, on the

very verge of an eternal world, but she was not

without her mitigations; she had kind friends and

necessary comlbrts ; she was perfectly resigned

to the righteous will of her heavenly Father, and

looked alone, as a sinner, for salvation to the

" Lamb of God that taketh away the sins of the

world." I left her, saying to myself, " When the

waves of Jordan rise around me, may my feel

also be found on the ' Rock of Ages,' and my
heart be fixed where true joys are alone to be

found."

It was but yesterday that an account was re-

lated to me, by an eye-witness, of an affecting in-

terview between two females ; the one being blind,

and the other deaf and dumb. The latter was
introduced to tiie former as one who had never
heard a sound ; neither music, nor ihe melody of

rds, nor the voice of aireclion, nor the words of
holy writ, had ever entered lier car. The blind
listener to this account lifted up her hands in

hankfulness and unfeigned sympathy, saying,
' 1 have heard all these sounds," and then deeply
bewailed the sorrows of her more afflicted sister.

But now, she that was deaf and dumb, shaking
'itii emotion, for her eyes had been fixed on the

ps of the blind speaker reading the meaning of
her words, in iier turn declared with thankful-
ness, speaking with her fingers, that iier affliction

was not half so heavy as was supjiosed. "If,"
said she, " I have heard no sounds, I have been
mercifully kept from the evil and impurity of a
deceitful tongue." Thus did these afflicted ones
diminish their trials by dwelling on their mitiga-

tions.

Being "born to trouble as the Sfiarks ffy up-
ward,'' afflictions must and will come to us all ;

it becomes us all then to look to our mitigations.

I take it for granted, reader, that you have some
open or secret cause of sorrow ; some liope that

you cannot attain; some fear that you cannot
avoid; or some care that is difficult to endure.
My advice is, whether your affliction be a light

one or a heavy one; the head-ache or the heart-

ache; a fractured limb or a wounded spirit; a
suffering body or a desponding soul ;—look to

your mitigations. Be assured we are sadly over-

rating our burdens and underrating our benefits,

if we cannot say,

" Though round us a shower of afllictiona may fall,

Our manifold mercies outnumber them all."

The patriarch Job sets us an excellent exampio
of falling back on our mitigations ; for he seems
to have kept a sort of debtor and creditor account,

not only of the present but of the past. He looks

not at a part of God's dealings with him, but at

the whole, and exclaims: "What! shall we receive

good at the hands of God, and not receive evil?"

Are we doing as Job did, thankfully remembering

our past mercies, and setting them against our

present trials? This, whether we adopt it or not,

is a wise course, an upright course, and the only

course we ought to pursue.

Neither past mercies, present mercies, nor fu-

ture mercies should be forgotten in the long list

of our mitigations; nor should we think lightly of

newly discovered alleviations, prol'essional skill,

medicine suited to our case, kind ministerial aid,

the visits of affection and friendship, the gentle

voice that soothes our griefs, and the kind hand

that smooths our pillow. When our trials are

sharp, it is a comfort to know that they will be

short; and, let the worst come to the worst, we
can look beyond them.

But, after all, our best miligators will ever 1x5

God's word, God's promises, and God's presence.

Having these, in all our weakness we may wago
war with every trouble; whether it be care, pov-

erty, sickness, pain, or death.

" Men, brethren, kindreds, people, tongues, and nations.

Count up your mercies and your miligatiom."

Anthony Benezet.—An acquaintance of his,

relating to' him in conversation, that lie had re>

cently heard of a person in" whose coffers after

death, many thousand dollars in specie were
found, Bcnczct expressed great sorrow at being

informed of the circumstance, and begged of his

friend to give as little currency as possible to the

fact ; adding, that he thought " It would have

been quite as reasonable to have had as many
thousand pairs of boots or slioes in the house,
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whilst the poor were sufTering with bare feet, for

the watit of them."

—

Sdccled,

FRIENDS' ASVLIM.

Thirty-scvenUi Annual licport of the Managers
of the Asylum, for the Relief' of Persons De-
prived ofllic Use oftheir Reason, Philadelphia.

The Mann{;ers present their Thirty-seventh

Annual Report.

Tlic number of patients in the Institution on

the 1st of Third month, 1853, was 06; since

which 40 have been admitted, making the whole

number under care during the year, 'JC. Ol

these 31 have been discharged, and 8 have died.

0( those discharged, 15 were restored ; 4 were

much improved ; C were improved ; and 6 wiliiout

improvement.

There were in the family on the 1st instant 57

patients, of whom 5 were considered restored—

4

much improved—9 improved—and 39 stnlinnary.

The monthly average of patients in the House
during the ytar, has been about 58.

The year which has elapsed since the last

meeting of the Contributors, has not been marked
by events of unusual interest; but the Institution

entrusted to our management has, we believe,

been maintained in a state of efficiency at least

equal to any former period ; and the best efforts

of our able and experienced Superintendent, have

been exerted on behalf of the patients committed

to his care. His Report, which is herewith sub-

mitted, will furnish a mure full account of ihe

state of the Asylum, ihe condition of the various

classes of patients, and of the means employed to

promote their restoration. Among these means,

appropriate occupation and attention to every cir-

cumstance conducive to the general health and

comfort of the inmates, being considered highly

influential.

The Treasurer's yearly statement exhibits a

balance due by him to tlie Contributors on gene-

ral account, ol $326.22 ;—on account of interest

arising from the bequest of nur late friend George
Williams, S105.12, and that of John G. Hoskins,

$233.34, and an unexpended balance of the legacy

of our late friend Beulah Sansom, of $52.01.

From the report of the Committee on Accounts,

it appears that the Expenditures during the past

year have been as follows, viz.

:

For Farm and Family, $7520 82
Salaries and Wages, 4027 42

JMedical Department, 259 04

Incidental, 93 02

Annuities, 320 79

$12,221 50

The amount charged for board, &c. of patients,

is $11,775.09 ; and there has been received fur

interest and ground rents, $567.90, making a

total of $12,343.59 ; and showing a balance in

favour of the Institution from the operations ol

the year, of $122.09.
The Farm has yielded 112 bushels of wheat,

300 bushels of potatoes, 38 large wagon-loads of

hay, 17 hogs weighing 3018 pounds, a number
of calves, and a good supply of poultry. It has

also furnished a sufficiency of milk and cream for

the use of the family, and a considerable quantity

of butter; and from the garden there has been

obtained the usual abundant supply of excellent

vegetables.

Our late esteemed friend Ann MifHin, in the

early part of the past year, presented $500 to

the Asylum, conditioned for the payment of an
annuity of $30. Her decease having since taken

j

place, this sum has become absolutely the pro-

perly of ihe Contributors.

The Executors of our late friend .Tohn G. Hos-

kins, have paid over to our Treasurer the amount

of the legacy bequeathed by him for certain spe-

cific purposes, subject to the annual payment of

$60, in trust for a relalive of the Testator, during

the life of the party. The fimds so paid over

have been invested in Bonds and Mortgages, and

amount to $6550.
The proper application of the income arising

from ihis legacy, so as to carry out faithfully the

benevolent inlerilions of the Testator, has claimed

the careful attention of the Managers; and in de-

termining the question as to what classes of per-

sons were righllully entitled to the benefit of the

fund, the opinion of able counsel has been obtain-

ed. It has been concluded to apply the income

of this legacy, and also that of our laie friend

George Williams, towards paying the whole, or

part of the board and maintenance at the Asylum
of patients in limited circumstances—the indivi-

duals being in membership, or making profession

with Friends.

Among the gratifying evidences of the interest

felt in our Institution, may be mentioned the sub-

scription for a considerable amount of the Stock

of the " Frankford Plank Road Company," made
by several liberal individuals, on account of the

anticipated advantage the road will be to the pro-

perty of the Asylum. Some of the Stock so sub-

scribed for has been presented to the Contribu-

tors ; and means have also been furnished the

Managers, to subscribe for additional Stock in the

Road, to the amount of nearly $500.

It is pleasing to observe, that the pecuniary

means of the Institution entrusted to our care,

and its consequent capacity for usefulness, have

increased, rather than diminished during the year;

yet we have still to regret the want of a more

ample fund, the income of which may be applied

to the general expenses of the Institution, and to-

wards reducing the charge lor board of patients

in restricted circumstances.

The expenses of a properly conducted Asylum
for the Insane, are necessarily large, and the ac-

tual average cost in numerous cases cannot with

propriety be charged. The views expressed on

this subject in the Thirty-sixth Annual Report,

appear to be so just and appropriate, that we feel

at liberty here to adopt and repeat them, hoping

they will claim the serious attention and consider-

ation of our friends, many of whom we gratefully

acknowledge, have on various occasions mani-

fested much kindness and liberality towards this

Institution, which, it should be remembered was

ihe first of the kind established in the United

States.

" When insanity attacks the head of a family,

perhaps with a number of children depending on

his exertions, witn but slender means of support,

and these suspended by the calamity which has

befallen them—the cost of boarding the invalid in

an Institution where he can have proper attention

and skilful and judicious treatment, is a heavy

burden, and we believe often induces a delay in

sending him there, which prolongs the duration

of the disease, and greatly diminishes the proba-

bility of recovery. Some touching instances of

this kind, where great efforts have been made and

many privations endured, in order to enable fami-

lies so circumstanced to maintain a patient in the

Asylum during the period necessary (or restora-

tion, have given rise to a strong desire in the

Board, that a fund might be formed by liberal contri-

butions, the interest from which should be applied

towards paying a part or the whole of the expense

of such patients, as well as in defraying a portion

of the cost of repairs and other necessary expend
ij/'the Institution, so as to enable the Mana<Tcrsto

admit this afflicted class at a price, still lower thin

the low rates which are now charged. There
are perhaps few objects upon which those who
are blessed wilh plenty could more advantageom.

ly bestow a portion of the means entrusted to

tlieir care, or where it would relieve a grcster

amount of poignant distress and suffering, nmon;

n worthy and highly respectable class, than jc

the formation of such a fund."

John ond Margaret Wistar having resigned the

places which they had acceptably filled as Stew,

ard and Matron, and no suitable Friend and hii

wife having offered to succeed them, Elizabeth B.

Hopkins was appointed Matron. The dutie«of

Steward have been performed by the Superinteo-

dent, with the aid of a clerk.

The Managers surrender their trust with feel.

ings of satisfaction, in the belief that their eo-

deavours have tended to mitigate the sutffringsof

a number of our deeply a filleted fellow-creaturci;

and they are cheered wilh the confidence, tliat

the blessing of Divine Providence will continue to

attend all rightly directed efforts for the relief of

the afflictions incident to our common humanity.

Signed on behalf and by direction of tlio Man-

agers,

CnARLEs Ellis, Clerk.

Third mo. 13th, 1854.

Origin of tlie term "Old Dominion."—There

are comparatively few who arc aware of the ori-

gin of the term which has so long and so gener-

ally been ap[)licd to Virginia. It originated thua;

During the Protectorate of Cromwell, the colony

of Virginia refused to acknowledge his aiithorily,

and declared itself independent. Shortly after,

when Cromwell threatened to send a fleet anil

army to reduce Virginia to subjection, the alarm-

ed Virginians sent a messenger to Charles II.,

who was then in exile in Flanders, inviting hira

to return in the ship wilh the messenger, and be

king of Virginia. Charles accepted the invita-

tion, and was on the eve of embarkation, when

he was called to the throne of England. As soon

as he was fairly seated on his throne, in gratis

tude for the loyalty of Virginia, he caused her

coat of arms to be quartered wilh those of Eng-

land, Ireland, and Scotland, as an independenl

member of the empire—a distinct portion of the

'^ old dominion." Hence arose the origin of Ihe

term. Copper coins of Virginia were issued even

as late as ihe reign of George III., which bore on

one side the coat of arms of England, Scollanil,

Ireland, and Virginia.

Napthaline, formerly a chemical product of

great rarity, is now extracted in considerahic

quantities, from the refuse coal tar of gas works.

This substance in external appearance greatly re-

sembles purified slearine, and the use to which it

is applied is somewhat curious. Put up in cake!,

and enclosed in waxed cloths to prevent evapo-

ration, it is sent to California ajid other distant

regions, where dissolved in weak alcohol it fur-

nishes the best of burning fluids,— a great saving

being thus efl'ected in freights, risks, &c.

—

Ann.

of Scientijic Disccvenj.

It is said of the well-known Richard Cecil, that

while he was at college, he had many deep and
'

secret conllicls of mind, and had to meet wilh

many insults which profiigale men oiler to-piety; i

and that under these trials he was one day walk-

ing in the Physic Gardens, where he observed a

very fine pomegranate tree, cut almost through

the stem, near the root. "Sir," said the g«r-

:
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on his inquiring the reason, " this tree used

it so strong that it bore nothing but leaves,

herefore obliged to cut it in this manner;
len it was ahiiost cut through, then it be-

bear plenty of fruit." This explanation

ag a striking illustration to his mind, he

ome comforted and instructed, saying, he

irned more in these circumstances than

II the books he ever read. " Whom the

Dveth he chasteneih.

—

Selected.

in Carriages in Common Roads.—The
ability of substituting sleam power for

on common roads, a writer in tlie Courier

iquirer affirms, has been demonstrated in

id, where its use has been prevented by the

ion of the agricultural interest, those en-

it may be, in the breeding of horses. Such
ion in this country would be ineflectual,

ellbrt is soon to be made, it is said, to in-

3 steam carriages for ordinary land carriage,

sher, of New York, has invented several

le improvemenls in the construction and

emerit of such carriages, and is now raising

stock.compan}', with a capital of $100,000,
manufacture of his machines. He alleges

: can stop his carriage, or turn it, in less

!ian a horse vehicle of equivalent weight

wer, and that it will also wear roads much
A trial will be made publicly, when the

ire in proper condition for the purpose.

Uable Monsters.—Oregon seems to rival

lalilbrnia in the productiveness of the soil,

3 mammoth size to which vegetables altain.

n is made by the papers of a huge cauli-

raised opposite Portland, weighing forty,

unds, and the world is challenged to beat it.

Chenoweth writes from the Dalles that he
owing in his garden a cabbage which he has

ly measured, and I'ound it to cover a space
:ed in a circumference of nearly fourteen

'ing four feet and six inches in diameter,

lid head is twelve inches in diameler. He
that the whole would weigh over fifty

. The seed which produced this plant was
vn until the 21st of May, and the head will

ly attain to sixteen inches in diameter. In the

;arden he has grown turnips, many of which
ten pounds ; and watermelons and tomatoes
ig, both in size and flavour, the best that he
en in the Mississippi Valley—all being of

t crop, without ploughing or spading, the

gand tending having been done exclusively

light Yankee weeding hoe, and a garden

Cuban Slavers.—The New York Herald
" We are informed that no less than

vessels are filling out in diflerent ports of

or the coast of Africa, the object being to

nd return with negroes; also, that seven
have sailed within six or eight weeks from
Dre, Boston, and New York, with tiie direct

in of being employed as slavers."

THE FRIEND,
FOURTH .MONTH 29, 1854.

ur last number we mentioned, that Phila-

1 Yearly Meeting was silting when it went
The meeting was unusually large, being

;d by a greater number of middle aged and

f
persons than we remember to have seen

ed at any lime since the separation in

1827. There were but two ministers in attend-

ance with certificates, both from Ohio; each hav-
ing a companion. On Second-day morning after

the usual preliminary business, the epistles from
London, Dublin, New York, Baltimore, North
Carolina, Ohio and Indiana, were read, as was
also the printed general epistle from London ; and
a committee appointed to prepare epistles lo those

Yearly Meetings respectively.

In the afternoon, the representatives having
united in proposing the continuance of William
Evans as clerk, and S. Hilles as assistant, they
were appointed lo the respective stations.

Three cases ol' appeal i'rom the judgment of the

Weslern Quarterly Meeting were attended lo.

All the cases, by the consent of the appellants

and respondents, were referred to one committee;
they were similar in character, and had excited

no little interest on account of their connection
with ihe newly broached notion of spiritual mani-
festations by ihe departed.

A report was read I'rom the committee of men
and women Friends appointed last year, in conse-
quence of an application from Shrewsbury and
Rahway Quarterly Meeting, to visit that meeling
and its subordinate branches, and extend such
advice and assistance as appeared to them need-

ful, and lo furnish the Yearly Meeting wilh their

judgment as to what course had better be pur-
sued on accouftt of the reduced state of thai Quar-
terly Meeling. The committee had given due
attention lo the service, but deemed it unadvisable
to make a final report at this time. It was con-
linued to give further attention to the case.

A committee was appointed lo examine and
settle the Treasurer's account, and report the sum
10 be raised for the ensuing year.

Third-day morning.—The meeting entered on
the consideration of the state of its subordinate
branches and members as exhibited by the replies

sent up to the Queries. It was favoured with

great solemnity throughout ; much feeling and
concern were manifested on account of the defici-

encies existing, and many of the causes leading

thereto were pointed out, and increased zeal awak-
ened lo incite bolh meetings and individual mem-
bers lo renewed faithfulness in coming up in the

performance of their respective duties consistent

wilh the high profession made by our religious

Society. A committee was appointed to prepare
a minute selling forth the e.xercise that prevailed

upon the subjects of extravagance and show in

the manner of arraying the dead, in the prepara-
tion and costliness of the coffin, and in ihe con-

ducting of funerals ; also against our members in-

lerring in burial grounds, not under the charge of

the Society, and where monuments are allowed
to be' erected ; and advising bolh meetings and
members lo carry out the ancient testimony of

the Society against grave-stones. It was like-

wise directed to prepare a minute on the subject

of hireling ministry, cautioning all against encour-

aging or in anywise sanctioning a man made and
paid ministry.

After reading and considering the fifth query,

the meeting adjourned.

In the afternoon the consideration of the re-

maining queries and answers engaged the grealer

pari of the sitting; afler which three separate re-

ports from the committee appointed on the appeals,

were read, each confirming the judgment of the

Quarterly Meeting; they were united with, and
two Friends appointed lo inform the appellants of

the decision of the meeting.

Fourth-day morniyig.—The Friends appointed

yesterday reported having informed the appellants

of the judgment of the meeling in their cases

respectively.

A report from the committed charged wilh tho
gradual civilization of ihe Indian natives, under
the care of the Yearly Meeting, was read. It

appeared from it, that the school had been kept
open the greater pari of the year, wilh about
thirty scholars on the list, and an average number
of len had been boarders in the family. During
the last autumn, sickness had prevailed through-
out Ihe neighbourhood, bringing death and great
distress into many families. Several of the In-
dians were carried off by it, and the valued female
head of Friends' establishment being also removed
by death, it became necessary to close the school
for a time. Since tho epidemic passed away, the
school has been resumed, and promises well. The
Indians were favoured wilh good crops in the last

season, which they secured well, and have had
ample supplies during the winter and spring. A
Friend and family suitable to take charge of the
farm and school, are slill wanted.
The minuies of the Meeting for Suiferings set-

ting forth its proceedings during tho past year,
were read, and their labours approved by the
Yearly Meeling. They were encouraged to a
faithful discharge of the duly devolved upon them,
in standing forlh in the deliince or promotion of
Ihe doclriiies and testimonies of the Society, and
in pleading the cause of the oppressed.

The report, contained on their minutes, of the
book committee excited a lively interest in tho
meeting, and in consideration of the importance of
spreading the approved writings of Friends, in

order to promote a knowledge of ihe principles

and testimonies of the gospel as held by our reli-

gious Society, it was directed that an abstract
of the report be printed and circulated.

The reports, from the Quarterly Meetings re-

specting the number of children of a suitable age
to go to school, and the manner in which they
are disposed of in that respect, were read. The
whole number of children reported was 1440.
Of these 438 attended schools under the care of
Monthly or Preparative Meetings; 225 were at

West-town; 151 at schools taught by members,
but not under the care of any meeting; 14 at

Haverford
; 53 were at private schools not taught

by members; 32 were taught at home; 164 were
at family schools; 3U7 were at public or district

schools, and 53 temporarily absent from school.

The meeting was encouraged in the belief, that

the concern manifested by it for the right education
of the children of its members, had been produc-
tive of decided benefit. A renewed exercise pre-

vailed that all the members might duly appreciate

the imporlance of rightly training their children at

home, and of selecting schools for their literary

education, where they would be screened from the

evils of pernicious associations, and kept under
religious guardianship and restraint. Friends were
advised lo avoid as far as practicable, sending their

children to the district schools. The subordinate

meetings were desired to keep this interesting

subject under care, and to forward to the next

Yearly Meeting reports, similar in kind to ijiose

received heretofore.

The Quarterly Meetings liaving forwarded re-

ports on the use by the members of spirituous

liquors, it appeared that there are still fil'ly-four

within the limits of the Yearly Meeling, who have
used il occasionally during the past year as a
drink, and five who have handed it lo others.

The reading of this statement brought much feel-

ing over the meeting, and a lively interest was
manifested that the pernicious practice should be

entirely banished from among all its members.
As patient labour had etfecled So much in pro-

moting this desirable end, it was concluded to

recommond the subject again to the close atteniioa
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of the subordinate meetings, in order that they

may strive to incite those niemU^rs who give

cause for uneasiness to increased watchfulness

against tampering with the article in any way ; to

send up reports upon the subject next year.

Fiflk-day afternoon.—The committee having

charge of the boarding-school at West-town, made
a satisfactory report, from which it appears there

has been a large number of pupils at the school

during the past year, averaging 108 boys and 105

girls, and that the family has been blessed with a

remarkable degree of health.

The examinations intothe studies and progress of

the scholars, which occur semi-annually, had shown

a commendable improvement on their part, while!

the continued care and industry of the teachers,!

together with the general good order and harmony
!

maintained in the family, atfordcd satisfactory

evidence that the concern of the Yearly Meeting

was in a good measure being carried out, and that
|

the children placed in the school were receiving a^

solid literary education, under a discipline and,

supervision calculated to instil correct principles

and habits, and to prepare them for uselulness in:

both religious and civil society.

The total disbursements in the year had been

upwards of twenty thousand dollars ; the receipts

for board and tuition, from the farm and other!

sources, left a balance in favour of the concern of

more than fourteen hundred dollars. Between

seven and eight thousand dollars have been bor-

rowed to stock the farm, &c., (which however

pays no interest,) and there is a floating debt of a

little over three thousand dolhtrs. It appears

probable that the whole amount of indebtedness

will be gradually extinguished by the resources of

the Institution, should the number of pupils con-

tinue as great as it has been during the past year.

The committee is desirous there may be an in-

crease of care on the part of those placing chil-

dren in the school, to -comply with the terms, as

regards the payment of the amount charged, at

the time specified.

In order to obviate the inconvenience and risk

attending the lighting of the school-rooms and

other parts of the house with burning fluid, it was

concluded to make an effort to introduce the ma-

nufacture and consumption of gas. Accordingly,

a voluntary subscription was opened, and suffi-

cient funds being obtained, the necessary works

are now in progress, and it will not be long before

the whole establishment will be lighted through-

out with gas. From the same liberal source, the

means have been furnished for fitting up twenty

bathrooms, provided with hot and rold water, for

the use of the boys, (the girls having been pre-

viously supplied,) and for erecting new water-

works, by which an abundant supply of pure water

will be obtained.

The new barn was finished in time to receive

the crops of last season, and the committee is

about to have a suitable milk-house erected over

the spring between the farm-house and school.

The present mode of managing the fiirm, so far

meets the expectation of the committee, and ap-

pears likely to be attended with a larger profit,

and a greater improvement of the land.

It being found that the lime heretofore allowed

in the Spring and Autumn for vacation, is toe

short to permit the necessary cleaning and re

pairs of the house to be cflected, or to afford suffi-

cient relaxation to the oflieers, teachers and

pupils, the committee proposed that each vacation

be extended to four weeks, to cominence at the

close of the ensuing Summer session.

The report was satisfactory, and the proposi

tion to extend the vacation was approved ; and the

committee encouraged to give close attention to

promote the welfare of this interesting institution,

and to accomplish the intention of the Yearly

Meeting in its establishment.

A memorial from Evesham Monthly Meeting,

respecting Minchman Haines, was read and direct-

ed to be recorded.

A minute in reference to interments, grave-

yards, tombstones, &c., was read and united with

by the meeting.

Sixth-clay jnorning.—A minute on the subject

of hireling nunistry was read and approved. In

consideration of the importance of the subjects

treated of in this, and in the minute read at the

last sitting, and also of those embraced in the

minute of the Clerk, embodying the exercise of

the meeting when considering the replies to the

Queries, it was concluded to have all three print-

ed separate from the extracts, and sent down to

the subordinate meetings to be distributed among
the members.
The committee appointed to examine the Trea-

surer's account, made a report which was ap-

proved, and directed to the attention of the Quar-
terly Meetings.

Essays of epistles to the Yearly Meetings of

London and Dublin, and to those on this continent

with which Philadelphia Yearly Meeting corres-

ponds, were read, approved, directed to be signed

by the Clerk on behalf of the meeting, and for-

warded to their respective destinations.

The meeting closed in solemn silence, we be-

lieve under a humbling sense of the unmerited

extension of Divine regard and assistance, which

had been manifested Irom time to time through-

out its difierent sittings. To meet at the usual

time next year, if consistent with the Divine will.

ITEMS OF NEWS.
Tlie Araliin, steamship brings Liverpool dates to the

15tli itist.

The news from the seat of war are very confused,

—

they indicate a sortie from Kalafat, and a sanguinary

gagement at Hersova, in both of which the Turliish

army appear to have had the advantage. The opera-

tions of the allied fleets in the Baltic had been impeded

by the breaking up of the ice. The Russians have en-

tered Servia. The city of St. Petersburg has been bril-

tly illuminated, and Te Deum has been sung in their

places of worship, in honour of the Russian army hav-

ng crossed the Danube.
GREAT BRITAIX.—The upward tendency in flour

and cotton continues.

SPAIN.—The Spanish Government has ordered repa-

tion for the damage done in the " Black Warrior"

affair, and has censured the authorities at Havana for

their acts.

JAPAN.—The Japan ports are to be open,—the time

when, not yet announced.
UNITED STATES.—The Gadsden Treaty has been

ratified by the Senate. Benton has made a powerful

speech against the Nebraska Bill.

Famsylvania.—Deaths in Philadelphia last week, 217.

No news of the " City of Glasgow." Flour market

quiet, but firm at the advanced prices. Two dollars a

bushel for red wheat, two dollars five cents for white

Neto Jersey.—Several wrecks have taken place on the

coast, attended with the loss of two or three hundred

lives.

NewVork.—More than two millions of gold from Ca-

lifornia arrived on the 25th instant. Deaths last week,

4.38.

California.—Unfavourable news from the mining

tricts. Duels, murders, kc. abound.

HAVERFORD SCHOOL ASSOCHTION.
The stated annual meeting of the Haverford School

Association, will be held at the committee-roora. Arch

street meeting-house, on Second-day, Fifth month 8

1854, at 4 o'clock, p. M.

Cii.\RLES Ellis, Secretary

RECEIPTS.

Receired from David Ball, 0., $2., to 32, vol.28;

from Wm. Picket, J2, to 32, vol. 28
;
from J. Patten, §1,

to 52, vol. 27 ; from James Schooley, Iowa, $10, toll
vol. 27.

A Female Teacher is wanted as an Assistant in %
Raspberry street Coloured School for Boys.

\pplicution may bo made to John Carter, No. IK
South Twelfth street ; William L. Edwards, No. 37^
street ; or John C. Allen, No. 179 South Fifth stre«t

WEST TOWN BOARDLNG SCHOOL.
The Summer session of the school will commenctoi

Second-day, the 1st of Fifth month next. The popi!!

11 be conveyed by railroad to West Chester, wb—
conveyances will be in waiting to take them and It

baggage to the school, on the arrival of the morn

and afternoon cars, on Second-day, the 1st, and Tliii

day, the 2d of Fifth month. The cars leave the depo-

outh side of Market street above Eighteenth Urm,
(formerly Schuylkill Fifth street,) at 71 o'clock, *.«.

and 4 o'clock, p. M. The agent of the school will be i;

the railroad depot on Second and Third-day afternoo:

and will furnish pupils with tickets, and accora|.

them to West Chester. Those who go by the mwr.

train will be furnished with tickets by a person in :.

tendance. To those who procure tickets as directti

the fare from Philadelphia to the school, including btj.

gage, will be one dollar, which will be charged to lli

scholar at the school. All baggage should be disliatl-

ly marked West-town, and with the name of the owjer.

and should be sent directly to the railroad depot. Ap-

plications for admission must be made to Josopli Snot.

don. Superintendent at the school, or Joseph Scilttr-

good, Treasurer, No. 84 Arch street, Philadelphia.

The West-town oSice is at Friends' bookstore, No. 8t

Arch street, where all small packages for the pupllilrt

before 12 o'clock on Seventh-days, will be forward-

All letters for the pupils and others at the school, fhi

be sent by mail, directed to West-town Boarding-ScI'

West Chester P. 0., Chester Co., Pa. Postage should

pre-paid, and packages should be distinctly marked «l.

put up in a secure manner, so that their conlcnt.i will tot

be liable to be lost by handling. The stage will letn

West Chester during the Summer session, for the school

on Second, Fourth, and Seventh-days, on the arriTil(<

the afternoon cars from the city, and from tlie siliooltt

West Chester on the same days, to meet the al'lcraoo:

cars to Philadelphia. The fare for each pa5=eng»lo

and from West Chester by the stage, will be 'Jj cenl-

When special conveyances at other times are proriddl

at the school, an extra charge will be made.

West-town, Third mo., 1854.

Died, on the morning of the 15th inst., of typbu

pleurisy, at his residence, in Moorestown, New Jertei.

Ebesezer Roberts, a member and minister of Chesti:

.Monthly Meeting of Friends, in the 78th year ol' liisip

Of this dear Friend it may be said, that tiiroiiKh ll

washing of regeneration and the renewing uf llii-

H

Ghost, he became a firm and upright pillar in ili' :

tant church, and being concerned to dwell dvrii, l:i-

was divinely anointed to see the mournfully .Kuin :

condition of our beloved Society,—under ;i .-i
n-

which he was unable to join with anythii)- whii

believed would tend to lower the standani of Tr

thereby bringing upon himself much reiiroio h, v

he endured with meekness, being made willing' t

fer for the sake of Him who had nd. rniol

and sanctified him.—Though his ministry was not

eloquence of speech, it reached the Witness lor Ii-

in the hearts of the hearers, not only reproving; the mt

of sin, but speaking a word of^ncouragcineiit toltf

sincere seeking traveller Zionward.—His niiud hadb^r

much withdrawn from the world for some months f
"

'

and on his being attacked with illness, there see-

nothing for him to do, but endure the pains of the 1'

which he did with remarkable patience. On his pli.

cian inquiring how he felt, after remarking that he su;-

posed he was asking after the body, he olisrrveil, ".f

respects my mind, I have never felt greater jitaceU"

quiet." On another occasion, he said, " I have hid'

sense of this for several weeks, and can say as too.'

prospect of leaving this world, there is no cloud in
B.^

way ;
all is peace ;" and having filled up his measure t'

sulfering, he was sweetly released, leaving to bis W'-

viving family and friends, the evidence that he is noi«l

"bered among those of whom it is said, " Blessed ««'|

holy is he that hath part in the first resurrection; o»|

such the second death hath no power, but theyshaUb*!.

priests of God and of Christ, and shall reign with hiiB'
j.
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GEOGRAPHICAL SCIENCE.

ts from the Address delivered hj M. F.

RY, at the annual meeting of the New
Geographical and Statistical Society, on

vening oftlie I6th of Third month.

(Continued from page 258.)

re has been set on foot during the last yeai',

r move by the Uniled Slates, which, in the

;nt of many, is calculated to have import-

d wholesome bearings upon the physical

phy of the world. I allude to the Maritime

nee at Brussels, which was held by invi-

ii this government, and in which were re-

led, in the persons of twelve delegates, the

al maritime powers.

labour of those twelve men, as they sat in

nee around the table at Brussels, had for

bject, to convert every well-appointed ship

sails across the ocean, into a floating ob-

Navy, touching the phenomena of the sea have

given rise, a new department of science has been

added lo the stores of human knowledge. Per-

haps the e.xpression is too strong ; therefore, I

will say, the corner-stone for a new department ol

science has been laid, and I quote Humboldt for

authority.

According to that great and wise man, a new

branch of science has recently sprung up on ihis

side of the water. It is styled Physical Geogra-

phy of the Sea, and to the American Navy he

ascribes the honour of originating it. As some

of the first fruits of it, I have the pleasure of ex-

hibiting to you two plates, one showing the shape

of the basin which holds the waters of the Atlan-

tic. This delineation is to the solid part of the

earth's crust, which is under the water, what a

map of the country is to its mountain ranges and

other contrasts on the same solid crust above the

sea level. The other is a vertical section from

one side of the Atlanlic to the other. These two

delineations are the results of deep-sea soundings

made by officers of the navy. These soundings

were at first unsatisfactory, because the plan upon

which ihey were conducted, never contemplated

bringing up the plummet; indeed, to bring it up

from great depths was considered impracticable;!

therefore, there was an uncertainty about them—

,

there was a feeling in the public mind of vague-]

ness with regard to their results. How do you

know that the plummet has reached the bottom?

Let us have specimens—was the cry.

In this stage of the undertaking, a clever young

officer, passed midshipman J. M. Brooke, who
was at the time serving with me at the observa-jry, and to unite the whole sea-faring world

general system of physical research, and 1 tory, came to my relief, and supplied by his in-

1 attempt, a well-directed attempt, has been 'genuily the very desideratum which was so much
to bring the sea regularly within the do- wanted. He arranged a deep-sea sounding appa-

ratus, so that when the plummet struck the bot-

tom, the plummet would become detached from

the line, leaving attached to it a small iron bolt,

which would bring up specimens from the bottom.

Last Summer and Fall Lieut. Berryman, of the

Dolphin, gave this apparatus a fair trial, and
d Spain and Portugal, Sweden, Russia, ! brought up with it specimens from the bottom at

of philosophical research. But the atmos-

embraces the land as well as the sea. It

aole, and as such, its agencies, its pheno-

and its laws ought lo be studied. And why
not the same concert of action and uni-

y of observation, which Holland and Den-

ly, Belgium, Prussia, England, and the

Stales have agreed, at the recommendation
Brussels Conference, to extend to the sea

should not the same uniformity and con-

i extended also to the land?

now proposed to convoke in Brussels a

il Meteorological Congress, which shall

of one or more delegates from every Chris-

ation, and that it shall be the duty of this

blage to devise a plan of meteorological

which, including both

niversal. Quetclet and Kreil, Hanstein,

;r. Buys, B.illot, Airy, Secchi, Lament, Sa-

James, and Janseii, and Beecbey, with a

f others, have expressed themselves in favour

the depth of 12,000 feet. Samples of these spe-

cimens were sent to Professor Bailey, of West
Point, for examination under his microscope. He
kindly undertook the study of them, and as his

letter, reporting the result, is short, perhaps you

will permit me to read it :

—

" West Point, November 29th, 1S53.

"My Dear Sir,—I am greatly obliged to you

for the deep soundings you sent me last week, and

I have looked at them with great interest. They
d land, may are exactly what 1 wanted to get hold of—the bot-

tom of the ocean at the depth of more than two

miles 1 I hardly hoped ever to have a chance of

examining—yet, thanks to Brook's contrivancy,

wc have it clean and free from grease, so that it

But for it tocomimnd itself lo the favour- can at once be put under the microscope. I was

onsideralion of this Society and lo its active
|

greatly delighted to find that all ihese deep souud-

rt, it is only necessary to say that the
]

mgs are filled with microscopic shells ; not a par-

is one which promises many highly tide of sand or gravel exists in them. They are

tant and useful results. Nor does it cull chiefly made up of perfect little calcareous shells

upon the government or individuals lor any
expenditure. As a consequence of the dis-

cs to which the investigations made by the

(Foruminifera), and contain also a small number

of siliceous shells (Diatumacere).
" It is not probable that these animals lived at

the depths where these shells are found, but I ra-

ther think that they inhabit the waters near ihe

surface; and when they die their shells settle to

the bottom. With reference to this point, I shall

be very glad to examine bottles of water from
various depths, which were brought home by
the Dolphin, and any similar materials, either
' bottom,' or water from other localities. I shall

study them carefully. * * 'I'he results al-

ready obtained, are of very great interest, and
havQ many important bearings on geology and
zoology. * *

" 1 hope you will induce as many as possible,

to collect soundings wilh Bro jke's lead in ail parts

of the world, so that we can map out the animal-

culi as you have the whales. Get your whalers

also to collect mud from pancake ice, &c., in the

polar regions—this is always full of interesting

microscopic forms."

Truly, these results are suggestive ; they seem
to form but a slender clue, indeed—do these little

miles of shells, by which the chambers of the

deep are to be threaded, and mysteries of the ocean

revealed ; yet, in right hands and to right minds,

they are sure guides to both light and knowledge.

The first noticeable thing the microscope gives

of these specimens is, that all of them are of the

animal, not one of the mineral kingdom.

The ocean teems with lile, we know. Of the

four elements of the old philosophers—fire, earth,

air and water, perhaps the sea most of all abounds

with living creatures.

The space occupied on the surface of our pla-

net, by the diflerent families of animals and their

remains, is inversely as the size of the individual.

The smaller the animal, the greater the space

occupied by his remains. Though not invariably

the case, yet this rule, to a certain extent, is true,

and will, therefore, answer our present purposes,

which are simply those of illustration.

Take the elephant and his remains, or a micro-

scopic animal and his, and compare them. The
contrast, as to space occupied, is as striking as

that of the coral reef or island with the dimensions

of the whale. The graveyard that would hold

the corallines, is larger than the graveyard that

would hold the elephants.

As Professor Bailey remarks, the animalcultc

whose remains Brooke's lead has brought up from

I

the bottom of the deep sea, probably did not live

or die there. They would have had no light

{there, and their frail liiile textures would have

1 been subjected in their growth to a pressure upon

them of a column of water of 12,000 feet high,

equal to the weight of 400 atmospheres. They
probably lived and died near the surface, where

ihey could feel the genial influences of both light

and heat, and were buried in liie lichen caves

below, alter death.

j

Brooke's lead ami llio microscope, therefore, it

would seem, are about to teach us to regard the

ocean in a new light. Its bosom, wliich teems

j

wilh animal life, its face upon which time writes

no wrinkles, makes no impression, arc, it would

now seem, as obedient to the great law ol change as

I

is any department whatever, cither of the animal

or the vegetable kingdom. It is now suggested,

that hencelbrward we should view the suriace of
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llie soa as a nursery, trcming with nascent organ-

ism ; its ili-i)liis, as' iho ctnulery lor liiiiiilies of

living creatures tiiat outnumber tiic sands on ihe

seashore lor multitude.

Where there is a nursery, hard by there will

Le found also a graveyard; such is the condition

of the animal world. But it never occurred to us

before, to consider the surface of the sea one wide

nursery, its every ripple as a cradle, and its bot-

tom as one vast burial place.

On those ports of the solid portions of the earth's

crust wliich are at the bottom of the atmosphere,

various agents are at work, levelling both upward

and downward. Ilrat and cold, rain and sun-

shine, the winds and the streams all assisted by

the forces of gravitation, are unceasingly washing

away the high places ; and as perpetually filling

up the low.

But in contemplating the levelling agencies that

are at work upon the s<did poriiuns of the crust
|

of our planet, which are at the bottom of the sea,j

we had come almost to the conclusion, that these

levelling agents are powerless there.

In the deep sea there are no abrading processes

at work; neither frosts nor rains are felt there;]

and the force of gravitation is so paralyzed down
there, that it cannot use half its power, as on the

dry land, in tearing the overhanging rock from

the precipice, and casting it down in the valley

below.

When, therefore, I was treating of the basin of

the Atlantic, the imagination was disposed to re-

gard the waters of the sea as a vast cushion,

placed between the air and the bottom of the

ocean, to protect and defend it from these abrad-

ing agencies of the atmosphere.

The geological clock may, thought I, strike

new periods ; ils hands may point to era alier era ; i

but so long as the ocean remains in its basin—so

long as the bottom is covered with blue water, so

long must the deep I'urrows and strong contrasts

in the solid crust below, stand out ruggedly and

boldly rugged. Nothing can fill up the hollows

there ; no agent now at work, that we know of,

can descend into the depths and level off the

floors of the sea.

(Conclusion nextweeljO

ment was required. Peevishness or ill-te

and rhubarb were associated in their minds al

as cause and cHect.— The hoclor.

FRIENDS' ASYLLfl.

mper ' provide for them a home, out of Ihe reach of wao;

ys or oppression.

The following Tables have been carefully pm.

pared, giving the statistics of the Institution Ibi

the past year.

SUPERINTENDENT S KEPORT.

The period has again arrived when it becomes
the duty of the Su|icrintciulent, in compliance

to present to the

Remai[ii

KEC;

Third mc

Of the thirty-nine patients discharged, there '

Restored,

Much improved,

improved.

Stationary,

Died, -
'

15

i
30-4:

with the rules of the Instiluti

Managers his Annual Report

On the 1st of Third month, IS.'}.?, there were
fifty-six patients remaining in the Asylum ; since

which time forty have been received—making
ninety-six in all, who have been under care dur-

ing the past twelve months. The largest number
on the list at any time was sixty-two; the

lowest filty-two; and the monthly average was
fifly-eight and four-twell'ths. There has been but

a small portion of the time throughout the year,

that one or both sides of the House have not buen

as fully occupied, as was consi^tcnt w ith the com
fort of the inmates. During the past three

months, every room in the female Wards has

been constantly occupied, and a number have

also been furnished with comfortable temporary
accommodations elsewhere.

The number of patients who have received the

benefits of the Asylum since the dale of the last
j

vere physical disease, which terminated faloll

Annual Report, is greater by sixteen, than during shortly after their admission, and three were re-

the year previous. Rather more than one-half,
]

moved by their friends before sufiirieut lime b»i

(«hich is about the usual proportion of recent
j

been allowed to test the eliecls ol their treatmeoi.

cases received into our Hospitals,) have been I leaving twenty-three, who, during the coursea

cases of less than one year's duration. Of these, \ the year, have been subjected to an uninterruptei

we have had the satisfaction of seeing a large course of curative treatment. Of this numb,
proportion leave the Institution, restored to Ihe! thirteen have been discharged, twelve of wlw
full possession of their mental faculties. Among I were restored, and one was much improved, h^

the patients who have long been afflicted with In- ten remain ; three of whom are restored, oaeu

sanity, as well as those of mt>re recent date, we convalescent, and six are more or less improfed

have had a number of cases of much interest, to
j

and present favourable indications of recorm.

whom the benefits of the Institution have been !
Thirteen cases of more than one year's duralio:.

strikingly apparent; two of whom, contrary to have been under special curative treattneoi:

l-rrCLATION.

nth 1st, 1^53,
Received since,

Discharged or died,

Remaining,

56

40-K

57-9(

Of the fifty-seven rcinainiiig, there are

Restored,

Much improved.

Improved,

Suilionary,

Seven recent cases were under trealment alibe

lime of the last Annual Report, and twenty-lbree

have been received since. Of these last, howeier

four were of patients who were affected wiihse-

of whom five were restored, three were improred.

and five were stationary. Among the palienteoi

the latter class is a young man who, for (iv(

years and a half, has been an inmate of thsln.

stilution, the greater part of which time was)

" One night more," said a pious and very poor

man [Thomas Hogg] when suffering grievously

from a mortification of the leg, " one night more,

and I shall be beyond the clouds." " I am afraid
j

you are very ill," said his kind friend at another

lime, " but I trust you. have no fears respecting

your future happiness, should it please God to

summon you to appear before him." He opened

his eyes, and distinctly said :—

'

"Fed by his hand supported by his care,

I scarce can doubt: wby tliea should I despair?"

It was remarked to be an inconceivable bless-

ing to have the Son of God for our friend I "It is,

it is I" said he in a tone and manner that indicated

that he was accustomed to look to God through

that Divine Mediator, and ihat he was practically

acquainted with the trulh of that scriptural decla-

ration, " To tliejn that ietieve Christ is precious.''''

— Selected.

Cure for lll-Tentper.—A sensible woman of

"the Doctor's" acquaintance, the mother of a I

young family, entend so far into his views upon

this subject, that she laught her children from

their earliest childhood to consider ill-humour as

a disorder which was to be cured by physic. Ac-|

cordingly, she had always small doses ready, and|

the little patients, whenever it was thought need-

j

lul, took rhubarb for their crossness. No punish-

1

our expectations, have been restored to the invalu-

able gift of reason.

The Managers will also doubtless recollect the

case of a female member of a highly respectable

family, whose friends, from a mistaken motive of

kindness, had kept her at home for thirty years, |ed in a most distressed condition of apparenllj

during which time she had been insane. For
j

hopeless insanity. About a year ago he bepo

many years she had not left her room, and from
[
to improve, his excitement gradually subsidinj

want of exercise had nearly lost the use of her I until he gained sufficient control over himself to]

limbs, so that she was in a truly helpless condi- engage in the occupation of drawing. At presen'.j

lion when brought to the Asylum. Happily, her
|

he is quite free from any manifestation of inuO'i

friends were able and wilhiig to furnish every

thing that could be required for her comfort and

improvement, and in the course of a (ew months,

by persevering efforts to induce her to use exer-

cise, she was able to take daily walks through

the grounds, and was so far improved in every

respect, that she could associate with her tellow

patients, and lake manifest pleasure in their so-

ciety. They will also recollect the cases of the

sisters who were brought to the Asylum on the

same day, two of them having been insane for

many years, the other being a case of recent

occurrence. The latter has recovered, and the

former have so far improved as to conduct them-

selves with propriety, and to spend the time use-

fully and agreeably to themselves, which formerly

was passed, at best, in discontented idleness.

The above are encouraging instances of what

may be done to improve the condition of some

who may be considered hopelessly insane, and

ily, IS active and industrious in his hubit8,«Mi

there appears every reason to anticip;ite his peri

manent recovery, the only remains of his formei

disease being an irritable condition of the nervou:

syslem, which it will require time to remove, be

fore he will be able, with safety, to loavo thii

sheltering roof of an asylum. Another caseoj

recovery, worthy of particular notice, is thatofi!

middle aged man, a carpenter by trade, who, foi

about twelve years, had been a constant soul*

;

of anxiety and distress to his friends. He wa

under treatment for nearly a year before an;^

signs of improvement were manifested, at theenij

of which lime he was induced to lake a pari iij

the labour of the patients in the garden. H^

soon began to improve and show a di.'sire for K

gular employment. He was then taken to ih

carpenter's shop, and work put into his hand^

which he look pride in doing in the best maanei

Altera period of probation, he was regularly dii.

are sidl very iinperfeclly understood. ! a year, as carpenter to the Iiisiitui

There are hundreds of patients of this description

in our country, who are greatly in need of Hos-

pital accommodations ; and it is surely a duty to

industrious, and rational, earn

respectable living, and is altogether a very

able member of our Asylum community.

aclivi

'

nself
;'
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;riif'ral health of the family has been ex
niiii; the greater part of the year. Not

Jiiig the continuance of hot weatlier last

g beyond the period to which it usually

s, there was no prevalence of diarrhwa oi

jffections of a like character, and the pn

and all others, with one exception, wert

om fevers of any kind. During the last

months, there has been observed among
f our old residents, a tendency to dcpres-
' the vital powers, manifested by a feeble

lion and impaired appetite and digestion,

ng the liberal use of tonics.

gratifying to be able to report the finances

Institution in a prosperous condition. Its

from the board of patients has been nearly

nt to meet all the expenditures, including

derable amount laid out for various improve-

ew force-pump has been erected, for fur-

; the Institution with a more abundant sup-

water than could be obtained by the means
isly in use. The capacity of the reser-

vas increased, by the addition of two new
to five thousand gallons, which has been

ply surticient for a two days' supply for

poses. An apparatus for warming the par-

jccupied by the female patients, and ihe

i' Ollice has also been put up, which has

;atly to the comfort of our inmates. A
bscriplion by the Managers and friends

Institution, and by the Institution itself, to

Dck of the Frankford and Germantown
Road Company, was an important aid to-

the completion of an undertaking which, by
ng the Asylum more easily accessible at

sons of the year, promises to be a valuable

ement. The fence bordering the road has
emoved, and its place supplied by a new
de of strong pales, five feet in height, ex-

along the whole front of the premises,

he exception of about five hundred feet,

a stone wall is being made. Outside of

isade a graded sidewalk extends the entire

:e, which might be planted with trees, and
make an agreeable promenade fur the

For "The Friend."

BIOGRAPniCAl SKETCHES

sters and Elders, aad other concerned members
of the Yearlj- Meeting of Philadelphia.

JOHN SKEIN.

fConlinued from page 200.)

t. George Melville, who had aulhority to

n'the goods of Friends, having applied to

mmissioiiers for further direction and power,

d it on the 24ih of Eighth month, and on

h proceeded to act under it. With twelve

s and two messengers he went to the shop of

kein, and though there were goods in sight

e than three times the value of the fine, he

ded there was not enough there, and pro-

to the dwelling-house. Here he was re-

ntrance. On this he sent to the Provost,

hority to break open the doors, but before

juisite permission came, night put a stop to

oceedings. In the morning however, he

attended by smiths with hammers, ready to

his will. But James Skein who had

d his actions in this matter, went to the

t:rate3 who were assembled, and entered a

protest, importing that there were goods

ih in the shop to answer the claim, and it

'hould break open the house, the magistrates

expect 10 be accountable for the damage

incurred. The magistrates on this advised Mel

vilie to leave the house, and to seize on the sho

goods. lie obeyed their direction, taking goods

which, by their own valuation, amounted to £130

Melville proceeded for a week or two in his

career of persecution, and was suddenly stopped,

by fear of other messengers of the law, who were

seeking to arrest him for a just debt. Early

in the Tenth month, however, having in some

measure entered into terms with his creditor, he

returned to levying fines on Friends. On the

5th, he took from Alexander Skein, cattle to about

twice the amount of the fine. The next day after,

taking the cattle to the cross to be valued, finding

no one disposed to buy them, he had them killed

and their flesh exposed for sale on the public

shambles. But lie was disappointed. The inha-

bitants who had declined buying them liviiig,

generally refused to buy them when dead, and he

found he had brought them " to a bad market."

On the 19th, he again went to John Skein's shop,

and took away about £l(JO worth of the goods,

under pretence that the former seizure was insuf

ficient. On the 23rd, he took the goods to the

cross, it being market day, to have them appraised.

The cross was opposite the prison, and Patrick

Livingstone and Jumes Hallidny, from the win-

dow of the room where they were confined, ob-

erving what was going on, so spoke to the peo-

ile, that no man could be found who would

appraise the goods so unrighteously distrained.

Indeed, the confinement of Friends at this lime in

that prison, did tend to the spreading of the Truth.

The street in front was very much crowded on

market days, and those Friends who were con-

cerned to preach the everlasting gospel from the

windows, had much larger auditories than they

would have had in their own meeting-houses in

the most peaceful times.

Early in First month, 1677, complaint having

been made to the commissioners of the preaching

of Friends from the prison windows at Aberdeen,

direction was given to remove fi

ers to a place out of the town, called the chape

These five were Patrick Livingstone, George

Keith, Robert Barclay, John Skem, and Alexan-

der Jaffray,—probably those whose exhortations

to the people they most feared, would tend to

make Quakers of them. The Provost and bailiff

of Aberdeen did not relish this order, which they

lhou"ht would give the prisoners removed there

lielter accommodations. They delayed obeying

for a time, but at last submitted, only substituting

D.ivid Barclay for Patrick Livingstone. Those

sent to the cha|)el, however, were still subject to

many privations and cruelties incident on the ill-

will of the Provost and bailiff. They were put

into a little cold narrow place, which had a great

door opening to the Eastern ocean. The room

was scarcely more than sufficient to hold their

beds, and there was but one very small window

, which admitted so little light, that the pri-

soners could not at any time see to eat their p

being made for them by the man who had chargo
of the room, the Provost chid him rudely for pre-

suming to mnilion such a thing. And on a sug-

gestion of another window being made which
would admit light into the room tiiey occupied, lie

rejected the proposition with indignation.

Those in the Tolbooth at Abenlccn were still

more barbarously treated, and application was
made by many cilizcns to the magistrates, that

to save their lives, which the physicians declared

were in apparent danger by their cluso confine-

ment, they might be removed to n large room
in the chapel. P.ut the Provost and builiir oppos-
ed the measure. The bailiff said, "lie would
pack them like salmon in a barrel ; and though
they stood as close as the fingers on his hands,
yet they should iiave no more room; and that if

ihey had not room in the chambers, they might
lie on the stairs." The stairs which he suggested

as a lodging place were very steep, and so narrow
that it was dillicult for two to pass on them.

Several remonstrances were addressed lo those

in power on beliull' of the prisoners; and when
on the 3d of ihe Second month, 1677, the com-
missioners again met at Elian, many persons
appeared before them who gave testimony to the

cruelty with which Friends were confined. The
bailiff endeavoured to excuse the proceedinns at

Aberdeen, on the false pretence that ihey had no
room to afford them better accommodation. The
council, however, directed that several, amongst
whom John Skein was one, should be taken to

Bamff. The balance of the prisoners were lo bo

sent to their own dwellings, where they were to

be under confinement, and not at liberty to liold

meetings in their own houses, or attend any meet-

ings which those in aulhority deemed unlawful,

under penalty of fine and imprisonment. Wlien
set at liberty under the order, they answered,
" We accept our liberty, but as to the restrictions

enjoined, we shall act as we see proper."

Those who were imprisoned at Bamff were de-

ivered to the sherifT to bo taken there, and were

the prison-' in his custody when the following circumstances

occurred. The king's council at Edinburg, held

the day afier the commissioners had set at Elian,

having had the hard usage of the Friends at Aber-

deen brought before them, issued an order which,

afier some general directions, commanded the

" magistrates of Aberdeen to provide the prisoners

with convenient rooms for their imprisonment, so

as that they may be accommodated with neces-

saries."

When this order reached Aberdeen, a hot con-

tention sprung up between the sherilf and the

magistrates. They directed him to lake the pri-

soners to Bamff, he insisting that the order of

council bore dute after the other, and pressed the

magistrates to obey. The dispute grew warm,

and neither would touch the prisoners. Whilst

they were entering formal protests at law against

each other, the Friends finding themselves at lib-

erty, alihough as yet nominally in bonds, inas-

miich as neither sheriff nor magistrate would lake

a ciuidle, unless the great door' charge of Ihem, " went before a public notary,
isions, wuliout

was open. At the lime of opening the duui, u

servant usually swept out the room, and because

give him room to work, some of the prisoners

times stepped ouiside the door, the Provost

gave the keeper a sharp rebuke for letting them

have that liberty of a few minutes breathing of

h air. There was a chimney to the room,

and although it was subject to smoke, the prison-

ers needed some fire. They applied to the g.-i

and entered their protests respecting the proceed-

ini's,nnd thereupon also protested, that themselves

were freemen, and .•jhould pass away on their

lawful occasions."

Thus John Skein and his companions went lo

their places of abode, or wherever they saw fit,

on the 9ih of Second month. The Friends con-

fined nt Aberdeen were soon all nt liberty ; but

the viudiclive spirit roused against them was not

berly to storo'somc lurf'or peat for"llieirj allayed, and sutrering appeared lo be the portion

fires, in a little place under the room they occu- of divers of ihem.

|.ied; but he durst show them no favour without Joseph Besse says, "It was a received obser-

permission of the Provost. On nn application
[
vaiion among this people, that during iho time of
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their dcopost siifTcriri!:; nl Alxriiioii, they foutnl

the favour of Goil utlending them, nml His hand

of providence |)reserving then), so thiit not only

their spirits were continued cheerful, praising lhe|

Lord in the midst of their mnst grievous afflictions,
j

but also their bodies kept in health and strength,

under the most unhealthy confinement, beyond i

all human probability or expectation. And even

the malice of their adversaries became, againsi

their own wills, subservient lo the spreading the

doctrine of Truth, which they were culled to bear,

and even their close imprisonment, on i)urpose to

prevent their preaching, was made n means ot

many blessed opportunities, to promote what was

the aim and design of their adversaries therein to

hinder. And that during this persecution, their

appointed meetings in that town were not oidy

constantly held at the usual times, but greatly in-

creased in the number of persons attending them
;

for the women, whose husbands were I'rcqiiently

shut up in prison, failed not, with their children,

to assemble themselves together for the worship

of God at the slated lime and place. Which con-

stancy of theirs, with the accession of other per-

sons out of the country, and the returning ol the

prisoners as soon and as olten as any of them

were released, so far disappointed the persecuting

magistrates, that they were not able lo prevent ihe

holding of any one of the public assemblies of this

people, during ihe whole course of this persecution.

"Moreover the sufferers, to their exceeding

great consolation, did especially remark, that lo

encourage them to be faithful and constant, the

power and influence of the Spirit of God was in

a more than ordinary manner manifest among

them, insomuch that their prison-house was turn-

ed inio an house of prayer and praise, and the

aboundiiigs of the love of God did enlarge their

hearts, and enable them lo utter and sound forth

his Truth to the reacliing and convincing of many

souls, and even to the amazement of their ene-

mies ; until at length the hands of their persecu-

tors became weakened, some of them being re-

moved by sudden death in an exemplary manner,

and ihe priests George Meldrum, Jolin Meiizies,

and William Mitchell, one ol' them by death, and

the other two by law, deprived of their power,

and silenced from preaching;—the Lurd ol Hud-

da, who had threatened by his own authority to

pull down their meeting-house, turned out of his

officer of chancellorship,—and James Sharp, the

Bishop of St. Andrews, so called, whom the ma-

gistrates of Aberdeen made use of as their prin-

cipal instrument, by his power in council, to crush

the Quakers, and suppress their meetings, most

inhumanly and barbarously murdered by some

wicked presbyterians, who waylaid him as he

passed by in his coach and six, and assassinated

him, calling him an apostate, a betrayer, and a

persecutor.

"This remarkable concurrence of so many
unusual and extraordinary events which belell the

principal instruments of iheir sufferings, was ob.

served and acknowledged by those who in Chris,

lian constancy and patience under oppression,

quietly expected the Lord's appointed lime lor

their deliverence, as manifest tokens of his d

pleasure revealed against their opposers, and gra-

dually tending to restrain the remainder of men':

wrath againsi the innocent sufierers, and in due

season to obtain their relief; which was shortly

after effected."

On the 4ih day of the Ninth month, 1679, the

religious meetings of Friends at Aberdeen, v

for the last time disturbed, and many Friends

among whom John Skein was one, were taken to

prison. In three hours they were all discharged.

assemblies were held at .^berdeon without moles-

tation from the magistrates, who, having abun-
dantly proveil the patience and constancy of ihis

people in religiously assembling to worship God,
to be such ns their utmost force and crneliv could

not conquer, forbore at length to repeat their

fruitless attempts, and quietly permitted what
tliey were fully convinced their power was unable

to prevent.'"
(Tul

HAVE I DONE WHAT I COULD!
I cannot draw the warrior's sword

;

I woulJ not it" I could

—

I may not give the thunder word,
To drench the field with blood:

But I mny act u wimior's part,

\Vithin that listed field—the heart.

Jly path leads not tlirough foreign lands,
O'er mountain, waste, or lea;

I wander not with pilgrim bauds;
Nor care the world to see

;

There may be gems of art in Rome,
But I have choicer gems at home.

I cannot plead with fervid tongue.
Nor strike the minstrel's lyre

;

Or blend its magic tones with song,
To set the soul on fire

;

But I may breathe a still small voice,

To make some aching heart rejoice.

'Tis not for me to paint the scene,

The artist's brush portrays—
The laughing hill, the meadow green,

The sun's cloud-softened rays
;

But, surely, I a sketch may point

Of scenes to glad yon lonely saint.

The sculptor's chisel is not mine,

Nor mine to mould the clay
;

Or make the Parian marble shine

As with Promethean ray;

But is there no rude shapeless heart

On which to try the sculptor's art?

I am not skill'd to heal disease,

To set the fractured limb
;

I cannot strait the crippled knees,

Or clear the eye-ball dim
;

But I may ply that art divine,

The art to pour the "oil and wine."

I have not wealth, nor power, nor skill,

To broadcast all around
;

The world's wide field I may not till,

Nor sow its fallow ground

;

But little spots are here and there.

Which I may weed of grief or care.

The man of learning and of parts

Soars far above my path
;

I cannot cope with stately hearts,

Who scorn my ember hearth
;

Be mine while in this dreary wild

The lot to bless the poor uiau's child.

PRAYER FOR THE ILL AT EASE.
When sickly thoughts or jarring nerves invade
lly morning sunshine or my evening shade

;

When the dark mood careers without coutrol,

And fear and fuintness gather on my soul,

Lord, whose word is power, whose gifts is peace.

Bid my spent bosom's tides and tempests cease :

Bid thy blest Jesus walk a stormier sea

Than ever chafed the azure Galilee
;

Or, if too soon my spirit craves for ease

;

Hallow the suffering that thy love decrees

:

Work my soul's faith from out my body's fears,

.\nd let me count my triumph in my tears.

Lord Carlisle.

Besse ad •From which time their iigii

If we look around and mark the excesses of

luxury, the costly diversions, and the intemperate

dissipation in which numbers of prol"essing Chris-

tians indulge themselves, can any stretch of can-

dour, cart even that lender sentiment by which

we are enjoined "to hope" and to " believe «||

things," enable us to hope and believe that all are

actuated by a spirit of Christian benevolence,

merely because we see them perform some casgul

acts of charity, ivhich the spirit of the world on
contrive lo make extremely compatible with a v^

upluous life; and the cost of which, after «||,

bears but little proporlion to that of any one vice,

even vanity I

—

tklccted.

JOSEPH WATSON.

Joseph Watson, ofCockcrmouth, an elder, de

ceased Twelfih month 28, 1852, aged 68 years

This dear Friend, whose peacclul close weat«

recording, filled, for many years, the station of ai

elder in the church, well esteemed, fidly alive k

lis duties and responsibilities, and niiiullul ofiht

apostolic exhortation, " Take heed therel"ore ud'

yourselves, and to all the flock over which il*

Holy Ghost hath made you overseers."

He had very humble views of his own Chris

lian attainments, and was fearl"ul of any men

being ascribed to the creature, often exprestiiii

with much feeling, that to him belonged nothing bu

blushing and con fusion of face; " To the Lordalo»

belongeth righteousness." During a prolraflf

illness, and gradual prostration of bodily strength

he had at seasons to experience depressing I'ee

ings, and some mental conflicts; but throu<;hal!

he found a sure refuge in the free mercy of Go

in Christ Jesus, which enabled him to hold fts

his confidence, and to possess his soul in patience

and in meek and hopeful trust. On one of ihcs

occasions, he was heard thus to supplicate: "(

my Savour, be thou my rock and my refuge

Thou art riches in poverty, a never failing hel

in every time of need."

At another time of great exhaastion, he calmi

observed to his surrounding family, " The docloi

can do nothing for me, but there is a great Pb;

sician who can. Yes, ' there is balm in Gileai

there is a Physician there;"" and then he ferver

ly prayed, " O God ! send thy guardian angel

conduct me across the billowy waters; and wjie

I pass through the daik valley, enlighten me wii

thy countenance, and land me on that happ

shore, where all is peace, and bliss I'oreverinote

Again, when in great suffering, he e.xclaimc

" Oh 1 what shall I do ?—rest myself on the boso

of Jesus."

Reviving a little, he gave explicit directions r

specting some outward arrangements, and ihi

added,"! have nothing more to say, nolbii

more to think of but my adorable Redeemer, ni

1 believe I can fully adopt the language, ' My dC'

partner will be cared for, my children provii

lor, and there is a place prepared for me,-

place of rest.' " Then, addressing his dear wi

and children, lie said: "When this does ta,

place, 1 know it will be painful to you, but 1 hoi

you will be resigned with a Cliristian resign

tion."

To a near relative he said :
" I have often i

traverse dreary deserts; but at other times, 1 8i

favoured with sweet glimpses of Canaan. I wi

we could all be more concerned to number oi

blessings, than to murmur at our trials ; howmu
heller it would be I'or us." After sending m(

sages of love and encouragement to his abs<

friends, he thus supplicated lor himself, "0
pleased to send tiie a little help out of thy sane:

ary my gracious Saviour! Help is laid up

Thee. Assist me to bear all, until thou artplei

ed to say, it is enough." Again, ' Grant nie'

little of thy peace, O Father, and faith and
|

tience; O my sweet Saviour, whether in life
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(l*,!! pain or otherwise, enable mo to say,
t/i'ly blessed will be done.''

VI St ol'icii concerned to approach the Divine
1
as an humble suppliant for pardon and

ess, a clear sense of the mercy of God in

esus extended to him, prompted the ejacu-
" Praises! praises! O to praise, adore,

y and extol Thy name, wiio, with the Son
ove alone art worlhy, through the count-

5S of eternity !"

Ifth month 23d. In the evening after a

great suffering, he said, " I am afraid I

yet sufficiently brought down into the

dF humiliation."

y the (ollowing morning he was engaged
(lication, that his sins might be blotted out,

is confidence a little renewed. How com-
to the weary, exercised pilgrim, to feel in

le of extremity, that the prayer of faith is

Jed with acceptance by a compassion-
rd and Saviour! In the evening he said,

ve now a pleasant prospect; 1 feel a little

aged. Amidst all our trials and sulierings,

s One who is able to save, and mighty to

•, to the uttermost. To think of the love of

laviour! to come down to die for us

nners." After a few more conflicts of na-

few more trials and provings of faith, the

rospect of the heavenly City opened before

hen he thus gave utterance to his feelings :

more pain, no more suffering; but all joy,

and harmony; all singing praises to the

jod and the Lamb. No need of the sun,

id of the moon, no need of the stars, for the

of the Lord doth lighten it, and the Lamb
light thereof."

vhile afterwards he said, "I have been fa-

d with a glimpse of the saints clothed in white

nts, and I leel that through adorable mercy,
be permitted to join them in singing eternal

er sending messages of Christian counsel to

dear friends, he said, " I do feel desirous of

ying too much, but I do not wish to carry
ing away with me that I ought to express.

a hope, that I may, througii the unbounded
of God in Christ Jesus, my adorable Re-

?r and Intercessor with the Father, be receiv-

to rest ; but mind it is a/l through the mercy
id in Christ Jesus; 1 have nothing, it is all

:rcy."

hen rapidly sinking, he was heard to say,

I'here am 1 1—on my heavenward journey ;''

1 little before his close, he thus supplicated

nighty Father, may it please thee to take me
yself; but O give me patience to bear all,

,0 wait thy time." Soon after he peacefully

d away.

error. Love and good-will must mark the course
of all who availingly labour in the cause of refor-

mation in the church. These are the weapons of

the Christian's warfare, whereby through l^iiith he
is enabled to triumph over all the power of death
and darkness, not only in himself, but in the

church.

It is gratifying to behold the apparent increase
of love and forbearance among our members, and
it is to be hoped that this may continue, until,

through the effectual working of the Spirit ol

grace in our hearts, we may become united in

the one body, of which Christ only is the head.
If we are preserved in patience under the trials

througii which we are called to pass, on account
of the departures from primitive faith, and willing

to forgive, even as we are forgiven, the fruits of
our chastisements will, sooner or later, be seen
in the hastening of the time of rejoicing in the

oneness of feeling and purpose to which we are
called.

As it has been by little and little, that some
have swerved from the faith once delivered to the

saints, by leaning to their own understandings,
so the restoration of these will be a gradual work
which can only be effected by patient and for-

bearing labour, the result of which is already
manifest in the measure of harmony now preva-
lent. But notwithstanding the favourable change
which is progressing, our only safety is in con-
tinual watchfulness unio prayer, lest we enter

into temptation, and thereby retard the advance
of Truth and righteousness in the earth.

We are constantly assailed by the spirit of the

world, tempting us to forsake our first love, by
conforming to the doctrines, manners and fashions

of those who have not been redeemed therefrom,

so that from our warfare there is no discharge,

but we are to use all diligence to make our calling

and election sure, redeeming the time because the

days are evil. " Greater is He that is in us, than
he that is in the world," and He will give us the

victory over all enmity as our confidence is in

Him alone, so that in the bond of perfeclness we
may become one in Him who is head over all

things to his own church.

But there is a fiiith which is overcome by the

world, in which we are led to seek honour one of

another, preferring the praise of men to the testi-

mony of a good conscience, which can only be

maintained, by keeping a single eye to the Truth,

without respect of persons. And in the fostering

of this outward faith, the love of the creature

comes to usurp the place of that true love to God
which would enable us to do his will in single-

ness of heart, loving Him above all, and our

neighbour as ourselves.

The Meteoric Circles.—M. Petit, director of the

observatory of Toulouse, has communicated the

CHARITY AND FORGlVliSESS. following note to the journals of that place: " The
le -noble testimony which was borne in our! earth is at this moment entering into one of the

Yearly Meeting to these cardinal and essen- numerous meteoric circles, the existence of which

irtues, will not, it is hoped, be soon forgotten,
[

has been for some years admitted by astronomers,

hey lie at the very foundation of Christian I
It will remain there until the 14lh or loth instant,

vship and unity, and are perfectly compatible Some of the planetary corpuscules, near which

firmness in opposing error. The endeavour I

we are about to pass, are of very considerable

mprehend and perform the things of the Spi- [ dimensions ; one of them, for instance, as large

n the wisdom of the creature, has always as the Capitole of Toulouse, was, in 1B07, turned

an occasion of concern with the upright in from ita route by the action of the earth, and fell

t; and the jarring effect thereof has been in America. At other times, in 1801, 1S03,

tly lamented in our religious Society; but 1807, ltil3, >SiC., their passage manifested itsell

inauthonzed and unlawful strivings of the by showers of dust or fragments of stones. These

of man against it, never have, and never can !
exceptional falls will, however, only produce very

owned. "The wrath of man worketh not ' insignificant ellects on the earth ;
and ihc neigh-

•ighteousness of God ;" and nothing short ofj bourhood of some small stars which we ajiproach

lure and peaceable wisdom of Truth, can ever
j

need inspire us with no alarm. It only ticites

le us etfeclually to oppose the current of
j

pure curiosity." .

A Brief Account concerning the People called
Quakers, iJi reference to I'rinciple, Doctrine,
and I'ractice; as Iteld and maintained bi/ litem
uiiiledlij nt tlieir origin. Written about the
year 1070, by Isaac Peni.ngton, a minister
amongst them.

" Thus sailh tlio Lord, Slanil vc In the ways, nnd
see, and asli for tlie ofd patlis, wbcre is tfie pood way
and watk tlierein, iiud ye shaft Und rest for your soufs."

We are a People of God's gathering who (many
of us) had long waited for his appearance and
had undergone great distress for want thereof.
UuKST.—But some may say. What appearance

of the great God and Saviour did yo want?
Ans.—We wanted the presence and power of

his Spirit to be inwardly manilested in our spirits.

We had (as I may say) what we could gather
from the letter, and endeavoured to practice what
we could read in the letter: but we wanted the
power from on high, we wanted life, we wanted
the presence and fellowship of our Beloved: we
wanted the knowledge of the heavenly seed and
kingdom, and an entrance into it, and the holy
dominion and reign of the Lord of life over the
flesh, over sin and death in us.

Quest.—How did God appear to you ?

Axs.—The Sun of righteousness did arise in
us, the day spring from on high, the morning
star did visit us, insomuch that we did as really
fee and feel the light and brightness of the inward
day in our spirits, as ever we felt the darkness of
the inward night.

Quest.—How did God gather you?
Ans.—By the voice of his Son, by the arm of

his Son, by the virtue of his Son's light and life

inwardly revealed and working in our hearts.
This loosed us inwardly from the darkness, from
the bonds of sin and iniquity, from the power of
the destroyer, and turned our minds inwardly to-

wards our Lord and Saviour, to mind his inward
appearance, his inward shinings, his inward quick-
enings; all which were fresh from God, and full

of virtue. And as we came to be sensible of

j

them, join to them, receive and give up to them,
we came to partake of their virtue, and to witness
the rescuing and redeeming of our souls thereby.

I So that by hearing the Son's voice and following

him, we came to find him the way to the Father,
and to be gathered home by Him to the Father's
house, where is bread enough, and mansions of
rest and peace for all the children of the Most High.
Now, as touching the blessed principle of Truth,

which we have had experience of, and testify to

(for how can we conceal so rich a treasure and
be faithful to God, or bear true good-will to men?)
it is no new thing in itself, though of late more
clearly revealed, and the minds of men more
clearly directed and guided to it than in former
ages. It is no other than that which Christ him-

I

self abundantly preached, who preached the king-

dom, who preached the Truth which makes free,

and that under many parables and resemblances;
sometimes of a little seed, at others of n pearl pr
hid treasure ; sometimes ol' a leaven or sail, nnd
'again of a lost piece of silver, ic. Now what is

I

tills, and where is it to be found ! What is this

which is like a little seed, a pearl, iic. What is

the field? Is it not the world, and is not tho

Wvorld set in man's heart? Wlml is tho house
which is to bo swept, and iho candle lighted in f

Is it not that house, or heart, wiiero iho many
enemies are? A mau's enemies, sailh Christ, nr'o

'those of his own house. Indeed the testimony
concerning this was precious to u'* ; but the find-

ing and experiencing the lliing toslifiej of, lo bo

j
according to the testimony, was much more so.

And this we say in perfect truth oi heart, and in
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most Ipnder love to the souls of people, ihat who-
1
even the nppenrnnco of Christ in his Spirit nnd

|

undoubtedly the Relshazzar of Daniel, and iho«
ever tries, shnll find this little tliinj;, this little power inwnrdly in iho henrls of his. So that in

j

furnishes us with a key lo the explnnalion of thi:

seed of the kingdom, to be n kingdom, to bo a minding this, nnd being faithful in this respect,
I
grrtit historical problem which has hiiherlo(

pearl, to be heavenly treasure, to be the lenven of we mind our peculiar work nnd are faithful in that

life, leavening tho heart wiih life, nnd with the
[

which God hath peculiarly called us to and re-

most precious oil and oinlmcnt of healing and quirelh of us.

salvation. So that we testify to no new thing,
j

Secondly. There is not that need of publish-
but to the Truth and grace which was from the ing the other which formerly existed. The hi;

beginning ; which was always in Jesus Christ curl rical relation concernii>g Christ is generally be-

Lord and Saviour, and dispensed by Ilim in allj lieved and received by all sorts that pretend to

ages and generations, whereby He quickened, re- ' Christianity. His death, his miracles, his resur-

newcd and changed the heart of the true b<.lievers
j

rcclion, ascension, and intercession are generally
in his inward nnd spiritual nppeamncc in them, believed by all people; but tho mystery they miss
tliereby destroying their enemies, nnd thus deliv-|of; tho hidden lil'e they are not nequainled with,

criiig them from them, l-'oii indeed tiierr is
j

but are alienated from the liie of God, in the midst
No sAviNii TiiK cKEATtruE, WITHOUT DKSTKOY-

1

ol" tlici r literal Owning ami Bcknowledjjing ol' thcsc
INO Tli.\T IN THK CKE.'lTrnE, WHICH mUKGSJthi
si'iRiTi-AL DEATH AND DESTRrcTioN UPON IT.

|

Thirdly. The knowledge of thosc, wiihout the

Israel of old was saved by the destroying of their knowledge of tho mystery, is not sufficient

I'ard enemies; nnd Israel now (the new Israel

the inward Israel) is saved by the destruction ol

their inward enemies. Oh ! that people would come
out of their own wisdom and wait for God's wis-

dom, that in it they might come to see the glory,

the excellency, the exceeding rich virtue and trea-

sures of life, that are wrapped up in this principle

or seed of life; and so might receive it, give up
to it and come to partake thereof.

And as touching doctrines, we have no new
doctrines to hold forth. The doctrines held forth

in the Holy Scriptures are the doctrines that we
believe. And this doth farther seal to us our be-

'of thii

brmg them unto God ; for many setup that which
they gather and comprehend from the relation

concerning the thing, instead of tho thing itself,

nnd so never come to a sense of their need of the

thing itself, nay, not so far as rightly to seek
after it.

And so many are builders, and many built up
very high in religion, in a way of notion nnd
practice, without acquaintance with the Rock of
Ages, without the true knowledge and understand-
ing of the foundation and corner-stone. My
meaning is, they have a notion of Christ to be the
rock, a notion of him to be the foundation stone;

pni pie, because we find it a key by but never come livingly to feel Him to be the
which God openeth the Scriptures to us and giveth

U3 the living sense and evidence of them in our
hearts. We see and have lelt in it to whom the

curse and wrath belong; and to whom the love,

mercy, peace, blessings, and precious promises

belong; and we have been led by God's Holy
Spirit and power, through the judgments to the

mercy nnd to the partaking of the precious pro-

mises. So that why should we publish any now
iaith, or any new doctrines ! Indeed we have
none to publish; but all our aim is to bring men
to the ancient principle of Truth, and to the ri"ht

understanding and practice of the ancient apos-

tolic doctrine and holy faith, once delivered to

the saints.

Head-notions do but cause disputes, but heart-

knowledge, heart-experience, sense of the living

power of God inwardly, the evidence and demon-
stration of his Spirit in the inward parts, put an
end to disputes, nnd set men upon the inward tra-

vail and exercise of Spirit, by that which is new
and living, which avails with God. Now where-
as many are otTended at us, because we do not

more preach doctrinal points or the history of

Christ, as touching his death, resurrection, ascen-

sion, &c., but that our declaration and testimony

is chiefly concerning a principle to direct and
guide men's minds thereto ; in order to give a

plain account of this thing, as it pleaselh the

Lord to open my heart at this time in love and
good-will to satisl'y and remove prejudices where
liiey may exist : thus it is in briel^

—

First, that which God hath given us the expe-
rience of (after our great loss in the literal know-
ledge of things) and that which he hath given us

to testify of, is the mystery, tho liidden life, the

inward and spiritual appearance of our Lord and
Saviour Jesus Christ, revealing his power inward-
ly, destroying enemies inwardly, and working his

work inwardly in the heart. Oh ! this was the

joyful sound to our souls, even the tidings of the
arising of that inward lile and power u Inch could
do this. i\'ow this spiritual apjiearance of his,

was after his appearance in the flesh nnd is the

standing and lasting dispensation of the Gospel,

rock, to feel him to be the foundation stone
waidly laid in their hearts, and themselves made
living stones in Him, and built upon Him, the
main and fundamental stone. Wliere is this to

be felt but within 1 And they that feel this with-
in, do not they feel Christ within? And can any

solution. We can now understand how Relahti.

znr, ns joint king with his father, may have best

Governor of Babylon, when the city was aitaeked

by the combined forces ol the Medes and Pcraku,
nnd may have perished in the assault which fc|.

lowed; while Nnbonidus, leading a force to iIk

relief of the place, was defeuted, and obliged h
take refuge in the neighbouring town of Ruraippi

(or Birs-i-NimruJ,) capitulating, after a shorts
sistnncR, and being subsequently assigned, acoord.

ing to Berosus, an honourable retirement in Car.

mania. By the discovery, indeed, of the nam*-

of Bel-shar-ezar, as appertaining to the sodoI'

Nabonidus, we are, for the first time, enabled

b

reconcile authentic history, (such ns it is relalni

by Herodotus nnd Berosus, and not as we find it

in the romance of Xenophon or the fables of Cl^

sias,) with the inspired record of Daniel, which

forms one of the bulwarks of our religion.

" It may be further of interest to your numer-

ous readers, if I append a brief sketch ofthenM-

morials of tho later Babylonian monarchs (subae.

quent to the taking of Nineveh) which are not

available for the verification of this portion of hi».

tory. Of tho lime of Nabopolassar there am
lew tablets in the British Museum which wei»

found nl Warka, but they furnish no hislotical

data. Of his son Nebuchadnezzar (or Nabuku-

durussur, ns his name is written in Babylonian),

the monuments are most extensive. Theslabm
the Museum of the East India House gives a mi-

nute account of the various works executed by the

King at Babylon and Borsippa :—further details,

referring to other parts of Babylonia, are furnilh-

ed by a cylinder, now in the possession of Sir

Thomas Phillips, and the inscription upon which

tiiat feel Christ within, deny him to be the strength ! was published a few years back by Grotefend, «l

of life, the hope of glory within them? Well, it

is true, once ngain " The stone which the buildi

refused" (Christ within, the builders of this age
refuse) " is become the head of the corner," who
knits together his sanctified body, his living body,
the church, in this our day, more gloriously than
in the former ages and generations, blessed b
the name of the Lord.

Recent Babyloninii Discoveries.

Writing to the London Atke?t(cum, from Bag-
dad, under dnle January 25th, of the present year,
Colonel Rawlinson says

" I hasten to communicate a discovery which I

have recently made in Babylonian history, and
which is of the utmost importance for scriptura
illustration.

"Mr. J. Taylor, who has been employed dur-
ing the winter, in conducting the British Museum
excavations in Southern Chalda;a under my
perinlendence, has lately disinterred a number of
clay cylinders in the ruins of Urn-Queer—(the
ancient Ur of the Chaldees, and near the modern
Arab capital of Sook-ess-Shookh on the Eu-
phrates.) Two of these cylinders have already
reached me, and 1 have found them to contain a

memorial of the works executed by Nabonidus,
(the last king of Babylon,) in Southern Chalda^a.
They describe, among other things, the restora-

tion of temples, originally built by iIm3 Chaldfcan
monarchs, at least 1000 years previously, and
further notice the re-o(ienii)g of canals dug by
Nabopolassar and Nebuchadnezzar. The most
important fact, however, which they disclose is,

thai the oldest son of Nabonidus was named Bel-

shar-ezar, and that he was admitted by his father

Hanover. Materials, in fact, exist in the Muie-

ums of England, France, and Germany, for com-

piling a full account of the domestic history ol'

Nebuchadnezzar, though unfortunately up to the

present time no record has been discovered of hij

foreign wars. The discovery, however, of sucii

a record will, it is to be hoped, reward the exer-

tions now making by the Assyrian Fund Society.

Of Nebuchadnezzar's son, Evil-Merodach, the

only relic which 1 know is a weight in the form

of a duck, brought by iMr. Laynrd from Nineveh,

and now lying in the British Museum (Layard's

' Nin. and Bab.,' page 60lt). Many bricks have

been lately found at Babylon by the French t^-
mission, bearing the names and titles of Neriglis-

sar, or Nergal-Sharezer, who succeeded his bro-

ther-in-law, Evil-Merodach. His genealogy ii

not given, but ho bears the same title of Kag-mag

(not, however, certainly with the signification of

'Chief of ihe Magi,') as in Jeremiah xxxi.x.3,18.

The son of Nergal-Sharezer, Laborosoarchod,

who reigned only nine months, has lelt no re-

cords ; but of Nabonidus, the last king, who, ac-

cording to Berosus, was placed on the throne by :

a revolution at Babylon, we are now finding relics

in all quarters. The walls of Babylon on the :

river fiice, erected by this king, were completely

exposed during a recent fall of the river, and tho
j

bricks of which the wall was composed were !

found to be unil'ormly stamped with his name and

titles. Tablets also dated at various periods of

his reign up to the sixteenth year (according to

history he reigned seventeen years,) have been

Ibund at Borsippa and at Warka; and the cylin-
'

ders and clay barrels, recently excavated by Mr.

Taylor amid the ruins of Ur, promise to furnish

a complete record ol his domestic history. His

tho Govemmt-nt. This name is eldest son, as I have stated, was named Bel-i
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( Bulshazzar), and that this prince or joint

1 j really slain at the taking of Babylon hy

may infer from finding in the Inscrip-

ilun that the impostor who caused the

IS to revolt against Darius Ilystapes,

3 personated the heir to the throne, did

the name of the eldest son of Nabonidus
r-ezar, but of the second son, Nabukudu-

It is sufficiently remarkable, that while

yrian cylinders and monumental inscrip-

especially devoted to a record of the

h's foreign conquests, and merely speak

ally of his domestic history, the custom at

1 seems to have been exactly the reverse.

alogical or bn/ia fi</e hialoncal document
yet been (baud in Babylonia or Chaldcca,

geographical, statistical, sacerdotal, and

descriptions abound.

,vould trespass too much upon your valua-

:e if 1 were to attempt to give an abstract

the present state of our Babylonian and
n knowledge, but a few remarks upon the

logy may perhaps be of interest. There
liille doubt, then, but that the historical

eserved by Berosus, and corroborated by
lenes, are substanlially correct. Authentic

nian chronology dales from the latter hall

Arthur's Seat, and down on the other into the
placid face of Duddingston Loch. The spot is to

a certain extent historic ground, for a\on<r this

little valley the young dievalier's army defiled in

1745, on their way to the field of Prestonpans. I

cannot exactly say what was the aim of our walk :

certainly my Iriend had an eye to the picturesque,

and inhaled many a good draught of liglit and
shade ; while I picked up tiny morsels of grass
and trashy-looking weeds, eyeing ihem with

greater glee than the Bathurst or San Francisco
pilgrim lingers his jaundice-faced idol. Having
no exclusive object in our ramble, we felt at liber-

ty to draw amusement and instruction from any-
thing, whether from the cirrus clouds chasing
each other across the clear blue field of heaven,
or those noisy gentlemen the sable daws, career-

ing round the distant towers of old Craig. Millar
Castle. The attention of my companion was at-

tracted by a rustling noise close under his feet;

and making a by no means graceful descent to

the spot whence it proceeded, he noticed appear-
ing from a compact mass of stones and rubbish
the hind-quarters of a dark rat-looking animal,
which seemed violently convulsed by vain ellbrts

to pierce further into the ground. To solve, if

possible, his difficulty, I joined him, and seizing

nty-third century B. C, and we are now 1
the stumpy tail, pulled from its dark and winding
retreat a struggling mole. Many of our country
readers, when boys, may have thoughtlessly

caught such by means of a trap—thoughtlessly

we say, for the mole is not an animal to be fool-

ishly destroyed, as it often has been. As sud-
denly as a greasy-tailed pig the animal slipped

from my fingers, and before I could retake him,
was half buried among the roots of the grass : but
when swung comfortably in a pocket-handker-
chief, escape was impossible, and home we went
with our prize, which puffed and snorted in the

worst imaginable humour.
An.xious to watch the habits of our singular

friend, a temporary habitation was constructed
lor him, from an old tea-chest, on whicli was fit-

led a glass lid, with sufficient apertures to admit
an abundant supply of air. A quantity of earth
served him for a bed, and worms, in dozens, con-
stituted his daily rations. Could any reasonable
mole desire more? And yet, on the third day
from his capture, he was among the things which
were !

Believing that some little interest may be taken

both in ChalcEea and Babylonia, relics of

hs who lived almost as early as B. C. 2000.
ecise duration which Berosus assigns to

Median dynasty of Babylon, and to

thians (?) who succeeded them, cannot be

ned, as the numbers are in one instance

1, and in the other wanting. The Chal-

nonarchy, however, which followed, was
hed about B. C. 1976, and continued till

518, and it is to ihis interval of 458 years

must assign the building of all the great

f Babylonia and Assyria, in the ruins of

rt-e find bricks stamped with the names ol

Idtean Ibunders."

remainder of the letter contains very valu-

ta on the history and chronology of Baby.
Chalda;a, and Assyria. In conclusion,

Rawlinson states that: "As excavations

g now actively pursued in Chaldtea, upon
nks of the Euphrates, by Mr. Loftus, at

and Warka,on account of the Assyrian

Society, and by Mr. Taylor, at Um-Qeer,
lahrein, and Nawaweis, on account of the

Museum, there is every reason to e.vpectlcven in a humble mole by the readers of thi

iring the present season, materials will be Leisure Hour," I purpose to detail our observa-

d that shall enable us to classify the Kings jtions, first, on his habits, and then on his siruc-

Chaldrean dynasty, from B. C. 1976 to B. ' ture. Determined to decide for ourselves, if pos-

, with as much certainty as has been at-

in the classification of the Assyrian Kings

[.. C. 1273 to B. C. 625, and that we shill

lave an historical tableau of Western Asia

ling up to the twentieth century B. C, or

[r to the exodus of Abraham from Chalda;a,

)re determinate and continuous than has

btained for the sister kingdom of Egypt

I comparison of the hieroglyphic records

[e thirty dynasties of Manetho. I am only

ig the result of the labours of Mr. Loftus

r. Taylor to proceed to England with the

if the last two years' researches in Assyria

ibylonia, and I thus hope to arrive in Lon-

the end of April or beginning of May,"

From ttie Leisure Hour.

"BLIND 4S A MULE."

1 bright sunshiny day " in the merry month
," a few years ago, 1 found myself, in com-
vith an old schoolfellow, scrambling; all-

sible, the much-vexed question of th'

"eyes, or no eyes," we set about a series of sim-

ple experiments to test our friend's susceptibility

to light. Of course we had the authority of many
naturalists in liavour of his eyesight, and amoni'
the rest, that of old Buflbii ; but, unfortunately for

the credibility of all his statements, we had also

read in the same gentleman's work, that four

hundred men breakliisted on the egg of an dodo,
and this dreadful swallow made us very suspi-

cious.

As the box in which the mole resided was pro-

vided with a glass top, wc could at pleasure keep
liim in comparative darkness, or shower in upon
hiin a flood of light, by simply moving the gas

flame so as to have it shaded by the side of the

box, or placed in full blaze above the glass.

When in the former state, the little nibbler de-

voured his supper of worms with groat avidity,

seeming to be as comfortable on the surface of the

mould as if in his subterranean burrow ; but no

ver an abrupt piece of rock which looks up [sooner was the light brought to bear upon hnii

one side to Edina's hoary-hcaded guardian, jihau ho displayed llio utmost uueusiucas, and

dived into the profundity of the soil. In his

marches, also, which, hy the way, though not so
lull of grace as a dancing-master's walk, were
yet far from ungainly, he invariably appeared
cognizant of the presence of an opposing obstacle
without coming in actual contact with il, and
turned right or left, face-about in quite a dignified
style. In some instances the smell of the obsta-
cle might liavo been the indicator of its presence;
but in order to overrule this objection, a variety

of objects were employed, as tliu human hand, a
piece of wood, a table knife, a bit of looking-
glass, a tea-plate, and several other articles; and
invariably with the same result: so that the next
time a man runs his head against a post, we will

try to forget the old saying, " as blind as a mole."
In the pursuit of his |)rey, we had another proof

of our friend's eyesight. A few worms were
dropped quietly into the box, out of the mole's
sight: they speedily crept into the mould, but in

their perambulations again saw light at intervals,

not unfrequently a few inches before Mr. Mole's
nose; but woe betide the unhappy wight who did

so ! he was carefully watched until an opportuniiy
occurred of getting him endwise into the sharp-

toothed jaws of his destroyer, when he was quietly

munched up, just as a child would a stick of bar-

ley-sugar. This last fact was one of the most in-

teresting which came under our observation.

Why, with his strong jaws and lancet teeth, he
would not seize a worm by the side, as I have
seen a walernewt do scores of times, and make
hisownof it, instead of allowing one after uuot her to

scamper off' from between his very jaws, I cannot
understand ; but that such is the case I am well

assured. Our verdict on the eyes of the mole
amounts to this, that the mole dues see, but that

his range of vision is very limited.

Having thus declared that our friend has the

power of sight, it would be still more satisfactory

to find, if possible, his eyes. For this purpose a
party of young naturalists sat on his body, while

one, with all the sage demonstrativcuess of a
Cuvicr, proceeded wiih the work of dissection.

As our observations on dissection of the head en-

tirely agree with those of H. K. Creed, Esq., of
Christ's College, Cambridge, and published by
him in the " Naturalist," February, 1852, it will

suffice to give his account. " Having lately," he

says, " been carefully examining the eyes of the

common mole, I find that the little black tuben-

cules which are seen, on turning aside the hair,

on each side of the head, have each an optic

nerve communicating with the brain." This is

sufficient proof that the reviled little animal in

question enjoys the blessings of sight; for surely

un All-wise Creator would never furin an animal
with all the apparatus lor vision, and yet deny it

the use of it.

Passing now from the eyes to the general Gtruc<

ture of the mole, the first thing that strikes us on
removing his coat is the extraordinary develop-

ment of the muscles of the forepart of the body,

in comparison with the hinder quarters. The
arms, or (ore-legs, are short, slifl'-lookiiig append-
ages, and covered with whut Would seem to bo a
superabundance of flesh. This, however, is not

the case; large as the quantity is, it is firm, use-

ful flesh, giving healthy strength lo every action

of the body. The chest also is protected by a

thick and broad expansion of muscles. But, lack-

u-day lor the hind-legs, they are as poor as a
rat's. Certain it is, that were the creature divided

about the middle into two pieces, it would be diffi-

cult to get over the impression that the one part

belonged to a larder resident, and the other lo a

pour half-starved outcast. The aim in this un-

equal distribution of flesh ja very ovidenU From
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the nature of the mole's habits, it requires prodi-

gious strength in its fore-quartc-rs, that it may
overcome the many obstacles to iis subterranean

explorations.

Nor is the dilTerence in the skeleton less mark-

ed. The bones of the hind leg exhibit no male-

rial dilTerence from the corresponding bones in

higher animals, being elongated and cylindrical

in shape, as in the legs of a hare or rabbit. In

the forc-ligs, however, we have a structure which

almost defies description, though we hope by aid

of (he accompanying skelelon lo give some notion

of its peculiarilies. To begin with the scapula, or

shoulder-blade, which in man and most other

mammals assumes a somewhat triangular form,

liaving two flat faces, one of which is ornamented

with an upright ridge: this bone is familiar to

every one who has picked the fiddle-bone of a
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The rains wiiich occurred near ihe close of last

month, proved more than ordinarily destructive in

the great thoroughfares of travel in many parts

of the couniry. The amount of water which fell

in Philadelphia and its vicinity was between three

and four ino4ies, while further to the north, north-

east and norlh-west, it is said to have been five

inches. The Delaware has been greatly swollen,

and great freshets have taken place in many of

the streams in Connecticut, New York, and New
Jersey, carrying away dams and bridges, and de-

stroying a largo amount of property. The dam
on the Croton river from which the supply of wa-

ter for the city of New York is obtained, has been
rabbit. In the mole the scapula loses its expand-

j^^ greatly injured, that it is feared weeks will be
ed form, and appears as a prismatic club, with

j

^pq^jj.^j jo repair the damage, and in the mean-
three sliarp edges, and lurrows between them.

| (i,„Q t|,(j (.jty will be cut off from its accustorned
Collar-bones attachthe shoulder-joint to the breast- 'pp|y ^f f|,(j necessary element. The aulliorilics

bono, and are present only in a few of the lower
1,^^^^ forbidden the use of the water for factory

aninials,asmonkeys, kangaroos, bats, and two or ^^ggg a„j wherever largo quantities are re-

tluee others. In shape, it may be said generally jj^pJ^
On the Pennsylvania Railroad a slide took

place which detained the cars for several hours.

On the Morris and Esse.v Road, a similar cause

stopped the travel for a considerable time. On the

New York and Erie Railroad great damage was

done by breaks in the embankments, stones and

to resemble Hogarth's line of beauty, being a Ion;

and beautifully curved bone; in our subject, how-

ever, its length is contracted, and its breadth in-

creased, being a short thickened body, « ith great-

er breadth than length. Next look at the humerus :

instead of a fine long c\lindrieal bone, a shorten-

ed, lialtened, and sinuated piece of osseous matter
,^^^^1, ,vashed on to the track, and bridges injured

is presented, with curves and points, and flats and

depressions, sullicient to puzzle a mathematician.

'1 he aim of this wonderlul formation of bone is

the same as that of the large development of

muscle; namely, to give sufficient strength to en-

able the burrowing creature to overcome almost

any dilTiculties, and resist impending dangers,

which would inevitably destroy an animal of an-

other organization.

It is impossible, in contemplating the anatomy

of sucli a creature, not to feel that it is as perfect

jn its kind as the gigantic elephant, or the well-

proportioned liorse; and that it as forcibly dis.

The trains were either delayed or slopped alto-

gether.

play; the po'wer, wisdom, and goodness of the

great and benevolent Maker of us all.

" I have learned not to draw hasty conclusions

what the Lord may intend in temporal alfairs,

t'lough He gives liberty to ask about them. Near-

ness to Him is the answer to prayer in all cases;

and views of His condescension and power expe-

rienced and realized by lailh from genuine, solid,

and comlbrtable communion with God. He will

not move in the channels we prescribe—in what

we guess at, and somelimes call impressions from

Him. His ways are wrapt in mystery, wisdom

and love, and cannot be traced by any lines we

can draw."

A large establishment for the manufacture of

" A break occurred near Stainway, west of Delaware

station, and nine men were carried witli it into tlie river.

Seven of tliem were instantly drowned, and two were

rescued by a boat. Tbey were labourers en the road.

It is probable that the road will be rejiaired, and that a

train will leave this evening, but none will go west this

morning."
" The New York Dailj' Times of yesterday, says : On

the Hudson River Railroad very extensive land slides

have taken place, which prevent the transit of the trains.

Some time will necessarily elapse before the road will be

again in good working order."

From another source we take the following :

" Mr. Burchill left Albany at 4 o'clock on Saturday

afternoon, in charge of an express train, consisting of

the usual number of cars, which were then filled with

male passengers only.

" As the train progressed, the country could be ob-

served as being completely flooded over all the low

lauds ; and the travellers saw that many barns had been

swept away, and that here and there large portions of

fences had lieen destroyed. Trees were seen prostrate,

and the cattle had retreated from the fields lying near

the base of the mountains, owing to the impetuosity

with which the swollen streams rushed down.

"However, the train did not meet any obstruction,

and kept its route uniil it reached Brewster's station,

which is within fifty-two miles of New York. Here it

was found that fifty feet of the railroad track had been

torn up, owing to the overflowing of the Grolon river,

and the cars were halted. The passengers got out in

perfect good humour, and some commenced to look for

shelter in the neighbourhood, whilst Mr. Burchill, i

companied by others, walked on to Purdy's station.

"At Purdy's station the water had torn up thirty

forty feet of track, levelled a large extent of wooden
fence, and floated several houses. Some wooden shan-

ties were completely carried away.
" At Newcastle, one mile south, the volume of water

had been vastly increased. About one hundred and

fifty feet of the iron track was completely uprooted. A
large mill-dam, which was situated at a distance of a

mile and a-half west from the road, had burst, and the

tremendous rush of water which followed immediately

submerged a large cotton factory, with four or five

buildinn-s, which were used for manufacturing purposes.

Anurican SecunUcs^v is said that Louis |
'^ ^°,"'V°' ''h "'""^''''li^fl^nl "j'.^'.TAT^, , , , , 1 ,

,1 totally destroyed or not, as the scene at the place baf-
Napoleon has lately invested between seven and

j
^^^ /„y ^^^..^^t at adequate description. Bales of cot-

eight millions of francs in various public securi- ton, chairs, wagons, uprooted trees, broken fences, with

lies in New York City. . a general miscellany of agricultural, manufacturing, and

ilk jbout lo be erected at Hartford. It

will give employment to some three or lour hun-

dred operatives.

The experiment of making plate glass at Che-

shire, Berkshire county, is said to be quite suc-

cessful, and a revival in the glass business is the

consequence. The [iroprielors of the glass works

at Lenox are making experiments with the sand

taken from the top of \Vashinglon Mountain, in

Berkshire county.

domestic implements, were seen floating on the nrita
of the agitated waters."

"Hartford, Ct., May 2.—The water continued tn -

here yesterday till 4 o'clock, when it came to a <

It was then 2;iJ feet above low water mark,
2J |,

than in the great flood of 1801. In the enslorn
j,

the city. Commerce, Front, Kilbourn, Fcrrv !'.•.

lery, and Charles streets, were covered v

whole length. A large stone scow passe I :

street, from one end to the other. Huiuii

were driven from their dwellings, and .-lurai
]

were drowned. Fish-boats floated through the s'-

and a great number of bridges were washed aw
greatly damaged. Some '2000 persons are lhro»;

of employment by damages to factories, mills, 4c.

loss in this city is estimated at $100,000."

ITEMS OF NE-WS.
By the Pacific steamship, Liverpool dates lo tha IJU

ult.has been received.

ENGLAND.—Not much change in flour. PwliK
market dull, with a heavy stock of pork on haodL k:'

Stockport, there are e.\tensivc strikes ; from ten totnfai

thousand operatives have ceased work.

FRANCE.—Still further increase of the army ni
navy.

From the se.it of war we learn that several engip.

ments have taken place, of little account, save in il.

destruction of human life, and the increase in mittti

consequent thereon. The English fleet have taken 6t(

Russian merchant vessels in the Baltic.

UNITED STATES.— Co;mec<icu(.— The Conn««U«:

river is very high.

Pennsylvania.—Deaths in Philadelphia lastweek,M;

The flood in the Delaware has injured the caulbn
Easton to Bristol.

A'cw York.—A land slide occurred at Brooklyn, wkic;

destroyed a house and the lives of two persons.

Oliio.—During the late extensive storm, the noftliir.

parts of Ohio were visited by snow, which lay i ukIki

deep.

Florida.—Frosts on the 2d, 3d, and 4th of last onik

destroyed many of the early vegetables, and killed lb-

cotton and sugar cane; cotton has been rfplauted;!!.

sugar cane will spring again from the root.

HATERFORD SCHOOL ASSOCIATION-.

The stated annual meeting of the Ilaverford Schocv

Association, will be held at the commit tce-roora,Artk

street meeting-house, on Second-day, Fifth moDthSlh

1854, at 4 o'clock, p. M.

Ch.veles Ellis, Secrttari.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM.
Committee on Admissions.—Samuel Bettle, Jr., Ko. 101

North Tenth street; Charles Ellis, No. 05 South Bglii

street, and No. 56 Chestnut street; William Bettl«,5

14 South Third street; John C. Allen, No. nsSot'.:

Fifth street, and No. 227 North Front street; BoratioC

Wood, No. 210 Race street, and No. 37 Chestnut slmt

William Thomas, No. 242 North Fifth street, and No.*

South Wh.arves; Townsend Sharpless, Nu. 187 Artt

street, and No. 32 South Second street; Jnim jM.WI:

tall, No. 161 Filbert street, and No. 138 Itare street

Visiting Managers for the Month.—hnuQs K. Grwm
No. 510 Chestnut street. Thomas Evans, No. ISOArci

street. Samuel Bettle, Jr., No. 101 N. Tenth street.

Superintendent.—Dr. Joshua H. Worthington.

Matron.—Elizabeth B. Hopkins.

Died, on the morning of the 11th of Fourth iDOnl!

1854, at the residence of her husband, near .Mooresto»i

N. J., Priscilla W., wife of Joshua L. Harmer, iolb

2Gth year of her age. This dear friend through it

course of her illness, was favoured willi much Chriltis

resignation and patience, bearing her suffering witbo:

a murmur, and giving her bereaved relatives and friem

the consoling hope, that she is now gathered witb lb

just of all generations, in celebrating her Maker's praii

, at his residence in this city, on the 11th nltini,

JosKi'H UowELL, an esteemed member of the Soalhf'i

District Monthly Meeting, in the 75th year of his ag

He endured the suffering which attended his short i.

ness with much patience ; and big peaceful close afToP'

the consoling belief, that through the mercy of God
i

Christ Jesns our Saviour, he has entered into amansi',

of eternal rest.
|
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now seems that we forget these oceans

alculoB, that make the sea sparkle and
h-life. They are secreting from its sur-

d matter for tiie very purpose of filling

cavities below.

I little marine insects are building their

ns at the surface, and when they die,

nains, in vast multitudes, sink down and
on the bottom. They are the atoms out

h mountains are formed—plains spread

jr marl beds, the clay in our river bot-

ge portions of many of the great basins

arth, are composed of the remains ofjust

le creatures as these, which the ingenuity

ke, and the industry of Berryman, have
us to fish up from the depth of more than

below the sea level.

fornminifera, therefore, when living,

/e been preparing the ingredients lor the

il of a land that some earthquake or up-

ages far away in the future may be

ast up from the bottom of the sea.

tudy of these "sunless treasures," recov-

h so much ingenuity from the rich bottom

iea, suggests new views concerning the

economy of the ocean,

e endeavoured to show how sea-shells

ine insects may, by reason of the offices

hey perform, be regarded as compcnsa-
that exquisite system of physical machi-

which the harmonies of nature are pre-

reasures of the lead, and revelations of

roscope, present the insects of the sea in

ght. We behold them now, serving not

compensations by which the motions of

;r in its channels of circulation are regu-

ut also acting as checks and balances, by
he equipoise between the solid and the

liter of the earth is preserved.

Id it be established that these microscopic

Ive at the siirlace, and are only buried

loltom of the sea, we may then view them
ervators of the ocean ; for, in the ofiiccs

they perform, they a.ssist to preserve its

y maintaining the purity of ils waters,

admitted that the salts of the sea come

from the land, and that they consist of the soluble

matter which the rains wash out from the fields,

and which the rivers bring down to the sea.

The waters of the IMississippi and the Amazon,
ith all the streams and rivers of the world, both

reat and small, hold in solution large quantities

of lime, soda, iron and other matter. They dis-

charge annually into the sea an amount of this

soluble matter, which, if precipitated and collected

nto one mass, would no doubt surprise and as-

tonish the boldest speculator with its magnitude.

This soluble matter cannot be evaporated.

Once in the ocean, there it must remain; and as

the rivers are continually pouring in fresh sup-

plies, the sea, it has been argued, must continue

to become more and more salt.

Now, the rivers convoy to the sea this solid

matter nii.\ed with fresh water, which, being

ter than that of the ocean, remains for a con-

siderable time at or near the surface. Ilt-re, the

microscopic organisms of the deep sea lead are

jonlinually at work, secreting this .same lime and

;oda, &.C., and extracting from the sea water all

his solid matter, as last as the rivers bring it

down and empty into the sea.

Thus, we haul up from the deep sea specimens

of dead animals, and recognize in them the re-

mains of creatures, which, though invisible to the

naked eye, have nevertheless assigned to them a

most important office in the physical economy of

the universe, viz., that of regulating the saltness

of the sea.

This suggests many contemplations. Among
them, one in which the ocean is presented as a

vast chemical bath, in wliich the solid parts of the

earth are washed, filtered, and precipitated again

on solid matter, but in a new form, and with fresh

properties.

Doubtless, it is only a re-adaptation, though it

may be in an improved form, of old, and perhaps

effete matter, to the uses and well-being of man.
These are speculations merely ; they may be

fancies without foundations, but idle they are not,

lam sure; for when we come to consider the

agents by which the physical economy of this,

our earth, is regulated, by which this or that

suit is brought about and accomplished in this

beautiful system of terrestrial arrangements—

'

are utterly amazed at the offices which have been

performed, the work which has been done, by the

aniiiialculoe

But whence come the little calcareous shells

which Brooke's lead has brought up in proof ol

its sounding, from the depth of two miles and a

quarter? Did they live in the surface waters im-

mediately above? or is [heir habitai in some re-

mote part of the sea, whence at their death, the

currenis were sent forth as pall-bearers, with the

has enabled us to put tallies on the wings of the
wind, to learn of them somewhat concerning "ils

Now, may not these shells, wi)ich were so fino

and impalpable, that the officers of the Dolphin
took them to be a mass of unctious clay—mav

, I say, the.se, with other specimens of sound'-

s yet to be collected, be all converted by the

microscope into tallies for the waters of the differ-

ent parts of the sea, by which the channels through
hich the circulation of the ocean is carried on,

are to bo revealed !

Suppose that the dwelling-places of the little

hells which compose this specimen from that part

of the ocean, be ascertained, by referring to livin"

types, to be the Gulf of Mexico—and of that from
I his part of the ocean, the regions about Cape
Morn—of another, the Arctic Ocean, &c. Tho
habitat and burial-place, in every instance, wn
will suppose, are far removed from each other.

By what agency, except through that of currents,

can we suppose them to come from the place of
their birth, and to be transported to that of iheir

burial ?

It is in vain to attempt to answer liie cui bono

in all the bearings of facts like these. Suflice it

to say, Ihey are physical facts; and in them,

therefore, there is knowledge. They are facta

vvhicli concern our planet, and touch the well-be-

ing or the rightly-knowing of its inhabitants

;

and, therefore, renewed attention to this subject

of deep sea soundings, and the specimens of ihe

bottom that may be brought up, cannot fail to be

regarded but with increasing interest.

There is something peculiarly attractive and
interesting about the mysteries of the sea. There
is a longing desire to know more of ihem.

Man can never see, he can only touch the bot-

tom ol the deep sea, and then only with the plum-

met. Whatever it brings up thence is to the

philosopher matter of powerl'ul interest; for by

such information alone as he may gaiher from a

most careful examination of such matter, the

amount of human knowledge concerning nearly

all that portion of our planet wliich is covered by

the sea must depend.

Every specimen of bottom from the deep sea,

is therefore to be regarded as a valuable contri-

bution to the sources of human knowledge. And
it is, in the judgment of right-minded men, a glo-

rious privilege to have an opportunity of increas-

in" the stock of human knowledge.

As il regards the subject before us, the officers

of the American navy are peculiarly favoured.

They especially have the means and imple-

ments for sounding the ocean in ils greatest depths,

for cullecling specimens iVom its t>oltoin, a» well

us from ils surface, and for trying its currcnia

mand to deposit their remains where the
;
and its temperatures both at and below the sur-

plummet found them? I
face.

In this view, these liitle organisms become dou- The means of doing this are not only placed at

bly interesting. When dead, ihe descent of the' their disposal by an enlighleiied government, but it

shell to ils final resting-place, would not, it may is by that govprnment made their duty, as I nnn

be supposed, be very rapid. It would partake of sure it will be their pleasure, to use Ihem.

the moiion of the sea-water in which it lived and i I hope soon to have this inleresliiig department

died, and probably be carried along with it in its', of the physical geography of ihe sea enrich.-n,

channels of circulation for many a long mile. not only by specimens of bottom and soundings,

Tho microsccpe, under the tye of Ehrenberg,! but with various other rhalerials and data collect-
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rd by oursl.ips alloal in the I.ulian and Pacific depth of about lo incbcs and driHed in places to

Ocans, the China seas, and elsewhere. many feet. 1 he wind blew strongly from the N.

There lias been r.cdillv commenced at the E., in consequence of which, several vessels were

Observatory, a chart which' it may beworlh while wrecked on the coast, and 200 or 300 lives lost,

u. mention 'as it bears upon the subject before us. The followin- from the Inquirer, will give some

It is what may be called a topographical chart of idea of the storm as it was at Philadelphia.

the sen. The object of it is, by means of the ma- "Accustomed to look (or change—skies and

terials which are alforded by the large corps of! capricious temperature during the month ol April,

ob^^crvcrs who uie co-operating with me in re- j
almost every variation in the weather within the

searches concerning the phenomena of the sea, .o| limits of meteorological possibihty, is looked for

show those pans of the ocean where icebergs are, with certainty and received with comp acency.

seen where snow falls where water-spouts rise,
i

But the snow-storm which commenced on the

where driftwood is fo'und, wheio sea-weed, lly-| inorning of ihe 15lh was an astonisher. The

ing-lish, &c., are seen.

Forcign Imm iu rut ion

of foreign iiiimigiaiiis ai

during the last year, as

years, is as follows :

January,

February,

March,
April,

May,
June,

July,

August,

September,

October,

November,
December,

1850.

13.1.54

3,- 00

5,569

14,027

42,-46

11,702

34,446

18,092

; 1,054

change was almost too great for the mind to fully

I

realize it.

" Forty hours of snow, intermingled with hail

H 1853. IIk'
''"''"'^'"'' n and cold rain, accompanied with a fierce north-

the purl ol New lorU
'

^g,(.r, after watching the grass assume almost its

omparcd wilh rrcviousN
^j^,j|^,gj ^^^^ greenest hue, viewing the swelling

bulbs, and seeing every indication of the approach

1853. of summer's genial features, went beyond all anli-

4,901 cipalions, and upset all predictions concerning the

11,958 weather. Those who braved the slorm will not

9,685 soon forget it. The wind whisked umbrellas from

23,283 the hand and hats from the head. The Delaware
.-.,^.-...1 I 1 .1 ...^ !,„.,., ^.,«- .,««« It Tlw.

1851.

14,709

8,170

16,055

27,779
33,847

34,402

27,012

30,251

33,580

1852.

11,592
5,342

21,726
28,193
33,372

40,225

29,403

Considerable damage was also sustained
k,

some other vessels. In the cily the ellbclsofit

storm were also very serious. The account «»
the wind blew very suddenly about 5 o'clock,u(

increased to a tornado, tearing oil" roofs, anl^
siroying portions of new buildings without aJu

In consequence of the storm, telegraphing »«
completely suspended.

The average temperature for the month tii

48^°, which is a fraction lower than for Foort

month last year. The range of the lliunnomBf

was from 27° on the 19th, to 81" on the 87a

Amount of rain and melted snow, 5.62 inchet-

of snow, 10 inches.

West-town B. S., Fifth mo. 1st, 1854.

^3,200 21^497 17,705 23,201 shipping, as the premoi

17,047 29,505 10,573 31,485 ample lime for having

0,633 12,117 16,511

In ihc follow

during the year

lionality :

Irish,

Eiiullsh

Welsh,
Spanish

Dulcl

Swedes,

Italians,

West Indies,

Total,

30,212
I

was rougher than we have ever seen il. Tl:

45,5781 wind lashed the waters into fury, and the waves

22,898 'dashed violenily and heavily against the wharves.

34,513 33,632
I

The ferry-boats were for a time unable to cross:

36,777 30,268 ' but little damage was however sustained by the

litions of the storm gave

the vessels secured. The

17,824! storm was more severe than any that has occur-

j
red for many years. One of the atiendanls of

2,706 239,255 300,992 284,945 the storm was the appearance in the southern

. , part of the city, of immense numbers of robins,

u!\;fi!/!!!'£!"!l
''"''';

^^'"=1' aPP^'^*-" '" ^^^"^ been blown from their shel-
„^r.r„; .nr^ Iq na-|j^,^

j ^^ somc othcr region. Heavy snow-storms

I

in the middle of April, seem however, not to be

119,644! very uncommon. It appears that the coldest

6,456 1
weather during the month is generally about the

7,470
1

16th."

4,604 It cleared off about noon Fourth-day, and

377
I

continued getting warmer till ihe 27th, when the

94' thermometer rose to 81°. About 4 o'clock p.m.

on that day, this place was visited by a thunder

storm,—but it was much heavier to the south and

east. Along the Delaware and parts adjacent, the

storm was very severe. The rain fell rapidly for

an hour or more, accompanied by a very unusual

amount of thunder and lightning. Many build-

ings were slruck in different parts of the country,

and vessels capsized or foundered. The N. Y.

Times of the 28ih, has the following :

" Already had one storm scattered death and

ships in fragments along our coast, when, last even-

ing, another sent a vessel to the bottom of the

Hudson, towards which the eyes of the civilized

world had for many months been turned, with

eager expectation and earnest hope for the success

of her caloric motive power. The storm which

commenced about 100 miles west of this, raged

furiously here at 5 o'clock, and as the Hot Air

Erricson was moving opposite what is

113,164

27,126

1,182
659

1 ,085

1,630
553
34

ssified accordi:

Germans,
Scotch,

French,

Swiss,

Norwegians
Danes,

Portuguese,

All others,

^84,945

jurlh

part

Review of llie Weather for ruurtli Monlli,

The month just ended, as usual for F(

month, has been one of changes. The fore

was rather mild and pleasant. The roads were

becoming |iretty well dried up, and farmers had

made considerable progress with their spring

ploughin;;. Their oat: , and some had

planted their corn as early as the 14lh. But

these were yet doomed to experience very im-

pressively, that a few days of genial warmth and

pleasantness, furnish no posit'

ter's dreary features are no

during that season.

ing cinders out of a side port, which is a very

large one, and lieeled her down, putting her star-

board under the water, which rushed in through

the port-hole and filled the vessel ere she could

proof, that w
more to be observed ' shi[

^

, ..

On the afternoon of the' known as the Glass-house Dock, in Jersey City,

14th,1t commenced raining, and continued wilh
j

a squall struck her while the firemen were heav-

but little intermission till next morning. On
Seventh-day the wind blew cold from the E. and

N. E., and on First-day morning it commenced

snowing, and from this till Third-day morninr-

the count

oulviein' .-. ^ ^ , .-,
, , i i ,

winter storms. The cars on the West Chester was considerable consternation on board lor „

railroad were detained a day on account of thoHime, but as she filled but gradually, the boats

drift- and those on ihc Columbia road were !
from the adjacent vessels were soon at her side,

obstructed for some time. 'and all on board were put in safety upon the

Thus, although the snow was melting most of shore, leaving her with her upper deck about 4

the lime it wasl'alling, yet it attained an average] feet under water."

Ill
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\bralinm's offering his son so precious in

e? Oh! then what is this! never was
lody so sanctified, so preparotl ; never
icrifice offered. Oh ! tiio infinite worth
3 of it! for by the inward life and teach-

jod's Spirit am I taught and made able

that glorious outward appearance and
ition of the life and power of God in that

flesh (as in my heart I have often called

e life so to dwell in it, that it was even
it. Yet still it was a veil, and the mys-
a thing ; and the eye of life looks through

into the mystery, and passes through it,

say, as to the outward, that it may be-

glory in the inward. And here the flesh

, the veil, is not lost, but is found and
its glory in the inward. Be not otTend-

oh tender-hearted reader! for [ write in

gs that are true, according to the inward
ind demonstration of the S])irit of God,
lot so easy perhaps to be understood by
present; but in due time the Lord can
em manifest to thee, if thou in upright-
' tenderness of heart, and in the silence

silly part, wait upon Him.
as to our practice, it is as follows:

ear God, who made heaven and earth,

ower is over all, who hath caused the

His Holy Spirit to shine in our hearts,

teaching us how to worship Him accept-
Spirit and in Truth; which worship he
ir-ed of us, that we meet together so to

)se assemblies, which He has gathered
)ower, and ordereih by Elis Spirit, either

or sound of words, according to His
; so that our worship is a deep exercise
pirits before the Lord, which does not

n exercising the natural part or mind,
hear or speak words ; but we wait, in

;jf the fleshly part, to hear with the new
t God shall please to speak either in-

1 our own hearts, or outwardly through
ho speak with the tongue, which he un-
and teacheth to speak: thus our minds
ihered into ihe measure or gift of grace,

by Jesus Christ, we appear before our
d our God in Christ is witnessed in the

i
praying, we wait to feel the birth of life

lis of the Father, and which the Father
Breathe in us ; and so far as the Spirit of
jier breathes upon it, and it breathes to the

so far we pray ; and when life stops, we
d dare not offer up to God any sacrifice

own, but what the Father prepares and

though we do not pray at certain set times

bnnerly were wont to do) yet we do not

God the prayer which is I'rom the birth

j1 ; but this we say, and sensibly feel,

is a gift, and the ability thereof is in God's
for we know not what to pray for as we
lor have we a power in us to pray when
ve will ; but in the Holy Spirit, in His
ig in us, is our ability ; and we are to wait

/or the moving and breathing of His Spi-

net to pray of ourselves, or in our own
times, but in the Father's. And it is a

thing to speak to God aright in prayer,

lust be silent before Him, and laid still and
lis presence, that the pure spring may open,

3 breath breathe, and the pure voice issue

or God heareth not sinners, but the born

that doelh His will. This must every

ness in his measure, as Christ witnessed

e fulness ; and there is no serving God
nor performing any duty or ordinance of

I to Him ari"ht, but in a measure of

the same Life and Spirit wherewith Christ served

Him.
So also when we read the Scriptures, our eyes

are towards the Lord, and we watch against our

own understandings, against what they could ga-

ther or comprehend of themselves, and wait lo

feel how He will open our Spirits, and what He
will make manifest to them when opened, and if

He drop down nothing, we gather nothing, but if

He give light, then in His light we see and receive

light.

So in eating and drinking, and whatever we
do, our heart is retired to ihe Lord, and we wait

to feel everything sanctified by His presence and

blessing ; and indeed here, everything is sweet

unto us. And in whatever God enables lo do, we
narrowly watch to that direction of Christ, not to

let the left hand know what the right hand doth.

For we are nothing of ourselves, nor can do any-

thing of ourselves; therefore whatever is done in

us, as we feel thp grace of God, the virtue and

power of His life working all in us, so it is still

given us to attribute all the honour and glory

thereto. And in this temper of Spirit, we find no-

thing too hard for us ; for the strength of Christ is

still at hand even in the midst of our weakness,

and the riches of the kingdom are still at hand in

the midst of our poverty and nothingness; and

His strength works, and our weakness doth not

hinder the glory of Him that works through it.

So being exercised herein by a constant sense and

daily experience that it is not by our willing or

running, according to our wisdom and strength

that we can attain anything, but by God's show-

ing mercy to us in Christ ; we therefore daily

wait at the posts of God's heavenly wisdom, lo

feel the gate of mercy and lender love opened to

us, and mercy and love flow in upon us, whereby

we may and daily do obtain what our hearts de-

sire and seek after, blessed be the Lord forever.

And truly here, in the springings of love, and

openings of mercy from our God, we have fellow-

ship and converse with the Father and the Son,

and one with another, in the Holy Spirit of Life,

and we testify of these things to others, that they

also might come into the same fellowship, and be

of the same faith which flows from, and abides

in, and makes living, in the power and life

eternal.

The Lord guide all tender, breathing, panting

spirits hither, that they may be satisfied in the

goodness and loving-kindness of the Lord, and

may eat abundantly of the fatness of his house,

and drink of the rivers of his pleasures, and not

wander up and down any longer in their own
barren thoughts, apprehensions and conceivings

upon the Scriptures.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM.

shperi^jtendent's repoht.
((Joncluded Irom page 207.)

During the past year, we have pursued towards

our inmates the same system of moral treatment

lliat has btcn I'ully described in former Reports,

and embracing the various means calculated lo

relieve them as much as possible from the burden

of idleness, and to promote cheerfulness and con-

tentment among them. The convalescent and

curable of both sexes have made free use of the

Library and the means therein provided for tiieir

entertainment. Exhibitions with the iMagic Lan-

tern have been frequently given during the win-

ter, affording to all classes olour patients a means

of enjoyment much prized by them. A neat col-

lection of thirty volumes ol' books has been pur-

chased, intended to Ibrm the commencement of a

library expressly for the use of the female patients,

to be kept in their parlour, where they can at nil

times have access to il. These books have been
selectctd with a view to the taslcs of ihe class for

whom they are designed, being principally iho
works of female authors, or containing the lives

of women noted in history. The benefits of occu-
pation have been fully shared by the male patients
in the care of the walks, garden and grounds, and
in labour on the farm; and by the females in nee-
die-work, netting, and other more active and con.
genial occupations. On the aficrnoon of ihc
First-day of the week, the patients of botli sexes
are collected in their respective day-rooms, and
a |)orlion of the Holy Scriptures is read to them.
Nrarly all of the patients attend these readings,
and many are undoubtedly benefited thereby. To
those who are capable of appreciating the plea-
sures of social intercourse, occasional opportuni-
ties have been afforded during the winter even-
ings, of meeting together in ihe Matron's parlour,
and passing the time in conversation. A number
also enjoy the privilege of taking their meals witli

ihe officers; and these occasions have not only
been a source of gratification to the patients, but
their company has been an agreeable addition to
the family circle. Twice during the year hand-
some entertainments have been [irovided, through
the kindness of friends of the Institution, in which
all have participated who were well enough lo

leave the wings. These social meetings have
afforded them much enjoyment, and the spirit

with which the greater part contributed their share
to the entertainment of each other, and the gene-
ral propriety of their deportment, manifested that

the insane are by no means necessarily deprived
of the capacity for social enjoyment.
The advantages of a mild system of treatment,

carried out with the assislaiice of a sufficient

number of competent attendanis, have been evi-

dent in tlie good order and contentment that have
been generally prevalent among our inmates, and
ihe almost entire disuse ol' mechanical restraint.

We have never considered it necessary or expe-

dient lo adopt a dress of any peculiar form or
materials.

During the last twelve years ending with 18.53,

four hundred and twenty-one patients have been
admitted into the Asylum; many of whom have
been received at a charge considerably below the

cost of mainlaining them. Some of these belong

to a class who are able, whilst in lieallh, to main-

tain themselves, but who, when visited by a dis-

ease which not only increases their necessities,

' but may also cut off the source from whence
these necessities are supplied, are placed in cir-

cumstances of a peculiarly distressing nature.

Instances are known to us, where families so situ-

ated have made great exertions in order to meet

the expense of keeping their relatives in the Asy-

lum, during the period necessary to effect their

resloraiion. To liiis class the Institution has

extended its benefits according to its ability, but is

I'requenlly obliged lo reject applicants in conse-

quence ol' being unable to receive ihem at a charge

that would come within their limited means. If

It were in receipt of the income from a fund, such

as many similar Inslitulions possess, that could

be applied towards paying a portion or the whole

of the board of patients of this description, its

benefits might be much more extensively conler-

red on them than at present.

The great increase of Institutions for the insane

throughout the country, has led to the inquiry

whether insanity has increased in a more rapid

ratio tiian that of the population. This is a ques-

tion which cannot at present, perhaps, be an-

swered saiisfaclorily, but it may be well to lojk

to surrounding circumstances, if perchance wo
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may discover in llicm nny renson to fcnr that tl\e| food is indulged in, until the stomach and diges-

affii-mative ol" the question luay be true. In thojtive orgnns arc thrown into a diseased condition,

statistics of Institutions for the insane, we find ! which, reacting on the already sensitive and irri-

prominently exhibited as causes ol the disease, ' table cerebral organs, is I'requcntly the exciting

domestic trouble, loss of property, grief, anxiety,' cause of an attack of insanity. The history ol'

and disappointments of various kinds. The value,' cases which have been sent to the Asylum wilhiii

huuover, to be atiached In these statistics is les- the last (cw years, shows an increasing number

sened from the fact, that they only refer to the of patients, who are rendered insane by the causes

circumstances which are supposed to be the im- 1
which have been thus briefly depicted, and as they

mediate agents in producing the attack, while [are in great measure within control

they take no note of the antecedents, which for a

long time may have been laying the foundaiions

of the disease. 1 believe the instances are rare,

in which insanity is producrd suddenly in a per-

foclly healthy individual by any of these causes,

but that previously to the attack there has been,

in most cases, some deviation from a healthy

condition of body and mind, which has been

brought about by the influence of the predisposing

causes of the disease. A fruitful source of insan-

ity is the neglect of that kind of training which,

at the period when the mind is most capable of

receiving them, aims at the inculcation of those

principles of religion and morality, and the for-

mation of those habits of self-control, which are

the surest safeguards against the evils of life.

How often do we sec children indulged by their

parents in every whim and caprice, or permitted

to follow their own inclinations until their self

hoped that the warning which they afford may
not be in vain.

It gives me pleasure to be able to state, that the

conduct of the attendants and olhers generally,

who have been employed in the various duties of

the establishment, has been highly satisfactory,

and that a general feeling of harmony has per-

vaded the household. This can, indeed, scarcely

fail to be the case where all are duly sensible of

their responsibilities, and are united under a sys-

tem which acknowledges the dneclion of a single

head. 1 am indebted to the Matron for valuable

services in the supervision of the domestic depart-

ment, and in the care of the female patients. The
devotion of the attendants to their charge, and the

readiness with which, when occasion required,

they have sacrificed the hours usually devoted to

rest, in ministering to the wants of the sick and

suftering, have been truly commendable. Our

will gains such an ascendancy, that finally the thanks are due to those friends of the Institution

restraints, not less of moral principle than of pa- 1 who have kindly aided us with donations for va

rental authority, are tnlirely set aside. Many
j

rious purposes, especially for entertainments fu

by Colonel Nicholls, in 16C4, when he on bci

of the English Government, took possession ol

New Netherlands. Thomas Delaval had bwg
New Amsterdam prior to this time, and it ijp^
buijle that he married among the Dutch, at leir

vo know that his family grew up familiar »»{!

he language spoken around them, and thaligat

of them were members of the " Dutch Churcfc."

Thomas Delaval was wealthy; he had hiafua
at Harlem, and attached to his city residtiet

hich was at what is now the south-east oontt
of Broad street and Exchange Place, wasaioi.
chard and a large garden. Biing a man oraae.

gy and discrelion, he was active in public affiin,

and was three times mayor. His son Jobo U
had brought up as a merchant, in which pnles.

sion he was successful. He owned a sloop,aas

probably was engaged in the coasting trade. It

1681, John Delaval held lands on the Raritat

river, and as he is sometimes spoken ofasonea
the early settlers in New Jersey, it is pmH^
that he may have had a country house then«.

Thomas Delaval died in 1682, leaving to hJaiN

John and his daughters, (who were all marrieiu
eminent merchants in that place,) his estate.

Towards the close of the year 1684, Tbooji

Lloyd, so noted as Deputy-Governor of Peun.
vania, was married at New York to Palieaet

Story, a widow. He had a large family of ckil-

dren by his first wife, some of whom had readied

maturity. His wife Patience appears lo hiK

been attached to New York, and Thomas Lloj^l

are the young persons who thus enter upon the

world, guided by no law, save that of their own
perverse wills, or with tempers so vitiated by in-

dulgence, that they are but poorly prepared to

bear with forlilude, the adverse circumstances

they may encounter. These evils are greatly

augmented by the reading of works of fiction

—

of a positively immoral tendency—by which the

imagination is fostered at the expense of the rea-

son and judgment, and the sentiments and passions

stimulated to undue activity. False ideas of men
and things are thus engendered, in consequence

of which indi\iduals thus placed in a kind of op-

position 10 the realities about them, become susjii-

cious and misanthropic, and ofien fall victims to

insanity. Of a somewhat similar character is the

neglect of training the young to habits of industry

in the pursuit of some occupation by which ihey

may he able, without undue care and anxiety, lo

provide for themselves a maintenance, and secure

a respectable position in society. How many
young men are there whose parents, desiring for

them some easier way than what they have them.

to their gratification, and for an elegant volume

of Geological Reports for the Library.

Kelyiiig on the protecting care of Divine Pro-

vidence, which we gratefully acknowledge to

have been exteadid over us in the past, we enter

upon the duties of another year, in the hope, that

the Asylum may continue to be an instrument of

blessing to the afllicted.

J. H. WoHTniNGTON,
Physician and Huperintendent.

Friends' Asylum for tbe Insane,

Philada., Third mo. 1st, ISJ-l.

For • The Friend."

BIOGRiPlllCU SKETCUES

Of Ministers and Eiders, and other concerned members
of tbe Yearly Meeting of Philadelpbia.

JOHN SKEIN.

(COEicludfd rruiii page 2CS.)

John Skein came to West Jersey to settle, and

was appointed Governor, which oflnce he held

selves walked in, send them from the workshop ! nearly two years. Of the time of his death we

or the farm to throng the various professions, in
|

have no satisfactory account. Smith, the New
the delusive hope that they will thus be able to i Jersey historian, says that he died in the Tenth

earn their bread without the sweat of their face, month, 1687, nevertheless, he mentions in the

How large a number of these are sure to meet proceedings of the assembly in the following year,

with disappointment ; and becoming disheartened the appointment of a committee to confer with

and dispirited, lose ihe mental and physical ener-jjohn Skein, which shows that he was then alive.

hed the inmates, which contributed so largely i
having bought the estate of William Dyre,*co«.

John Skein attended the select meeting in the

First month, 1690, and probably lived a year or

two later.

Although the particular time of his death is

uncertain, yet there is much unanimity in respect

to his character. Samuel Smith says, " He was

not only a serviceable man in the government,

but an exemplary, useful member in the religious

Society of his brethren, the Quakers, and had an

edifying public testimony, in the exercise of which

he was usually very tender."

JOHN DELAVAL.

John Delaval was the son of Thomas Delaval,

a prominent man in the city of New York. He

gy they once possessed, and fall into a state of

hypochondriasis or melancholy ; or, if successful,

how many are induced by the desire for wealth

or pre-eminence, and in the excitement resulting

from the fluctuations of trade, to overtask their

brain, until worn out by excessive and long-con-

tinued appfu'ation, this organ becomes incurably

or fatally diseased. These results are hastened

by the neglect of those means by which the over-

tasked system might be enabled to recover its

energies, and by modes of living which have,

moreover, a positively injurious effect upon the

physical health. Exercise and proper relaxation

are seldom thought of, meals are taken hurriedly

and at irregular hours, or, occasionally, are

omitted odire///, or stimulating and indigestible
|
was appointed to confer with the Dutch Governor Jamaica,

sistmg ol several acres on the east side of Br^

way, between Maiden lane and Wall street, n

that his principal residence for several years.

John Delaval was now thrown in the com,'

of Thomas Lloyd's family, and a warm ali-

ment sprang up in him for Hannah Lloyd,

oldest daughter of that Friend. She hoHcn

was not one of those willing to sell her birltirij;,

and she gave him no encouragement to codIiij

his suit. About this time it would appear i:

through the ministry of some Friends froinEi.,

land, John's mind was opened to sec somelliii.

of the Truth, and being faithful to what was ma

manifest to him, he increased in spiritual discen.-

ment, and was soon rightly prepared lor membe,''

ship amongst the Quakers. When this »ii

efl'ected in him, his way was open with llaoDii

Lloyd, and on the 31st day of the Third raoolt,

1666, they were married at Frii-nds' meeliK,

held in the house of John Bowne, at Flusbin;,

Long Island.

The connexion thus formed was a happy on*. '

and John having yielded to the Truth, had b-

brought so thoroughly under its control, that «

death had removed him to his heavenly re«

his widow could say, ' He never used to m*. •
i

expression of anger, or the product of a disturiiea

mind.'
|

John Delaval was soon called to thcworkoij

the ministry, wherein he laboured faithfully dui-i

ing the few surviving years of his lili;. Early i

lUyO, we find him living in Philadelphia, where

he appears to have continued to reside. Hew*
much employed in civil society, and was very

useful in the church, being zealous for the Trutti,

and earnest in contending against error. Hewn*

a strong opponent of George Keith, and liavin;

* William Dyre came from Rhode Island to >'<"

York in 1674. Many circumstances seem to iodiaHi

that he was the husband of our martyred friend MmJ;

Dyre. He was one of tbe lirst settlers in Kiiode 1

having been driven Ibitber by oppression, from B

where had been engaged iu mercantile pursuits. '"

ce mayor of New York, and died in 1«85, 1'l
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unile with nnd sign tlie Yearly Meeting's

y ngninst liim in 1093, lie soon nl'lor was
Irom his earlhly cares and employments,

gfcmoved by death early in the Sixth month,
I 'ied on the 10th day thereof.

ccount of the dying sayings of John De-
/as forwarded to" John Tompkins, in Lon-

1702, by the meeting of ministering
but no copy appears to have been pre-

e here. We do not find that the account
'er printed, and conclude it is now lost.

lowing is the substance of the testimony
Jfnes Dickenson, concerning this faithful

/ heart is opened by the power of Truth,

g 3 forth a testimony to the Lord's power,
hath wrought eflectually in this latter age

li world, for bringing many sons into glory,

number, I do believe my dear friend" John
was one. His memory lives among the

who knew him,—and he needs not these

ters to set forth the comeliness which the

ut upon him. His name is recorded in

, and shall never be obliterated. Although
one called in as at the eleventh hour, yet

faithful and zealous for the Truth,—

a

f a tender and broken spirit,—who loved

iver of Truth, and the operation of it,—and
Iped him through and over what was con-

My soul loved him and was drawn
3 him, the first day I saw him, because ol

icerily that 1 beheld in him. As our fami-

ncreased, 1 found the bent of his mind was
• the Lord in Ufirightness of heart. The
ive him a gift in the ministry, and blessed

1 it,—enabling him to get his work done in

y. His example, I pray God, we that re-

may follow. He was valiant for the Truth
th, and turned not his back to the opposers

-neither would he spare backsliders Irom it,

ood faithful to the end. His bow abode in

h, and though many archers shot at him,

kept the shield of faith, by which the fiery

of the wicked one were quenched. His soul

ireserved in communion with the Lord, and
faith of Christ he finished his testimony,

i heart full of love to God and his people.

Liord took him away from the evil to come,
ly desire is that we who remain, may keep
same power by which he was visited, and
he operation of it, that thereby all may be

f.red lor their latter end, which hastens upon
iSo [shall we] obtain the crown which is laid

I
store for all them that fight the good fighl

teep the faith, with their eyes single to Christ

I the author of it. These keep the word ol

atience, and will be kept in the hour of temp-

1, and know an overcoming. Unto him that

lometh, sailh the Saviour, will I grant to sit

me in my throne, even as I also overcame,
im set down with my Father in his throne,

e shall not be hurt of the second death, but

)g a part in Christ, the first resurrection,

I themselves to be the sons of God. Jt was
ntly said, ' Now are we the sons of God, and
h not yet appear what we shall be,' but,

n Christ, who is our lile shall appear, then

we also appear with him in glory.'

Let all keep to Christ, and know him to be

life ; so shall they be made partakers of the

r resurrection, even [a resurrection] unto

-when the sentence will be passed upon all,

r of 'Come ye blessed,' or 'Go ye cursed,'

le just Judge of the whole earth. Happy
hey be, who keep to God's power,—they will

!pt by it to his glory, and their own eternal

tion.
'

STRATAGEMS OF SATAiV.

Wc often refer to the early ages of tlie Society,

as a period in which the love and life of the gos-

pel of Christ, reigned with almost undisturbed

sway among the members. But when we inves-

tigate the history carefully, and the epistles of

admonition then written by men, on whom the

care of tlie church rested, we find evidence that

they were under constant exercise on account

of the many forms, in which the grand deceiver

wrought to betray the innocent, and to stir up

others, who had known little ol a change of heart,

to create divisions, and to destroy the liarmoiiy

that pertains to the church (jf Christ. Alter

speaking of llie tranquillity with which they had
been favoured, and which the enemy of Truth
envied, one of the worthies who kept his habita-

tion to the end, says " he began to work in some
where he found a ground to work on, and sougiil

to lead them from the simplicity of the Truth,

and to exalt their minds in the sight of tilings

opened by the Trutli, and so did not abide in the

tender fear of God, and in the humility of the in-

nocent Seed, and flew up in airy notions and im-

aginations; some into a false liberty, others into

strange imaginations of their own groutli to some
\high state, and so grew heady and unruly, and
were hardened against exhortations; rather judg-

I

ing themselves fit to teach, than to be taught ; and
these drew several after them through an affec-

tion that was not subject to the cross, and became
an occasion of offence and stumbling to many,
who were inquiring after the way of the Lord,

and a great exercise and sorrow to such as kept

in the travail and labour for Sion's redemption."

Of another class he speaks, whom Satan
" raised up under pretence of some new discove-

ries, accompanied with a voluntary humility, and

a seeming self-denial, when indeed the design was
to exalt self and mart's work, wit and reason,

above the eternal power of God, and through

feigned pretences to obtain a dominion over the

heritage oj God, and to impose and obtrude upon
' them tilings which iccre not taught by t/te living

I

Spirit of Christ Jesus in themselves, nor had been

I received by doctrine or message from the true spi-

ritual labourers in the gospel." These lost sight

of the means by which only they could be kept in

the love of God and in the heavenly unity, " and
instead thereof a secret root of bitterness grew up,

and a hatred against the prosperity of the church
of God, and the faithful servants and ministers of

it, insomuch that they lost tlie very sense of God's
blessed presence amongst us, and reckoned he had
forsaken us."

Afier contending with these unruly spirits,

meetings forchurcli government were instituted to

guard the flock, and lo recover or to disown trans-

gressors. But " when some exalted spirits came
10 see into what this work would tend," he says,
" they took offence thereat, and sought to weaken
the hands of I'aithful Friends in this good work,

[

under pretence that all must be left to the witness

of God; and if people did not find judgment in

(themselves, they must not bo judged by others,

I

being themselves gone Irom Truth's judgment and

hardened ; then they cried out of innovation and

I imposition, and such like." The administration

!
of their Christian discipline and the gradual or-

'ganization and support of the church government I

'which Friends then finally established, were at-

j

tended with great labour and sullcriiig. JMany
j

! rose up against it, and reflected upon the godly
j

care of the faithful supporters of it, wiih unsa-

voury speeches; and some apostatized from their 1

first love and lirst works, by which they were

drawn "into an exaltedness in knowledge; then

into prejudice and enmity against those that stood
in the way to hinder their exalted notions."
" And Friends," the writer says, " know this for
certain, that Satan still seeks to winnow you;
and where there doth remain, after a long con.
vincement, a lightness and an airiness in any,
such are easily driven with his pernicious winds.
And to this purjiose he hath stirred up some, who
never knew a real morfification upon that earthly
sensual wisdom that is from beneath ; nnd as they
cannot reach to a partaking of the life of Truih
in themselves, no more can they reach to the hid-
den mystery of the unity, that the Lord's people
have one with another in that life of Truth ; but
another li(e and power they have, and in it they
grow headstrong and fierce, despising them that
are born of the Spirit; yea, they grow in wisdom
from one degree to another, but it is neilltcr pure
nor peaceable, gentle nor easy to be entreated."

This deeply. experienced father in the Truth
recites several antichristian sentiments which were
afloat at that day ; and in opposition to those who
denied the immortality of the soul, he reminds
Friends of the power of conversion, and (he un-
foldings of the Holy Sjiirit, the power over temp.
tation, and the peace and joy they received in
obeying the Truth. " Now, wherefore," he says,
" hath all this work been to redeem tlie sou', and to
convert it, and cliange it from undertho dark |).juer,

and to bring it under the heavenly and glori. us pow.
er of Christ Jesus? I ask them that have known
liiis work, was it only Jor a few days, or years,
that we are to continue here in these bodies? Or
was it not the ellect of the eternal love of God in

Christ, that in him our souls migia be eternally
happy. I know such as have truly known this

travail, do know the soul to be of more worth
than the value of the whole world, and ihcy are
not liable to the seducements of such as would
undervalue the soul. But alas ! there are many
that never knew what it was to travail for souls,
but have received a sight of things at a disUmce,
in a speculative way, as loolcers on, and these
having grown up into a prolession, by a si^ht
without a real work in themselves, are very ready
to be seduced. Wanting the substance that never
waxeth old, they are always ilchiiig after some
tiew tiling, which for a time seems delightful to
them, till a newer thing is presented, and then
they are for that also, and so are always gadding
and changing their ways; till at last, by The masl
'.ering subtlety of their soul's enemy, they are led
back again into llic tvorld, or into divers sects,

heals and opinions, and afalse liberlt/ gels up in
them, in which they grow heady and stubborn,
and look upon every one that seeks to reclaim
them as their enemy, and let in hard and bitter

thoughts against them. The enemy fills them
with prejudice ; and in that stale they seek for the

failings of others, vi.nA feed upon them as bread to

strengthen themselves, and so grow more nnd
more estranged from the innocent life that \n in

Jesus, and which he hath given for food for iho
children of the kingdom.

" Oh I this is a sad condition ; and I have oflcn
with deep sorrow lamented the state of some,
when 1 have seen what a good beginning they
have made in the way of God, and have boon as
pleasant plants, and hopeful to bring forth much
iruit to the honour of God nnd comlbrt of his pco.
pie, and especially to the comfort and salvation
of their immortal souls. Yet afier some good
progress made in iho Lord's way, for want of a
diligent watchfulness, and keeping close lo iho

daily cross, and the self-denial, ihoy iiavc laid

themselves open to the spoilers, who have cun.
ningly got an entrance into them, some in Iho

ali'eclionutc part, some in the wise reasoning part.
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both lost their first love, mid their first work also." 'oClhis thread daily. The superiority of the threads

To some of these who had proceeded so far that produced by the new method, is that they are per-

they lost all sense of the love of God which led
j

fectly round. Rubber is certainly gettmg to be a

Friends to labour for their recovery, he says, I very useful anxiliary to the comlort of man. We

•'Feed no more upon your carnal reasonings, ! have, or soon shall have, if report tells true, tie-

hearken no more to those that have drawn you
j

sides India rubber noses, footballs, and the like,

from vour steadfastness in Christ Jesus, and vour
[

India rubber bedsteads, India rubber railroad cars,

place'in the body; for be assured, as your food India rubber consciences, (an old invention by the

"
If ye will still feed uponis, so will your life be,

the airy notions of that carnal wisdom, into an

airy light and tvatiton life you xvill grow."

We may see by these few selections, how some

at that day, associated as they were with men and

women of great depth in experience of the things

of God, were drawn from the foundation which

stands sure, by the devices of Satan, in various

ways. Some were " exalted in the sight of things

opened by the Truth;" and 109k flight "in airy

notions," and some "into strange imaginations ol

their own growth to some high state." Others

were raised up by Satan "under pretence of new

discoveries," whose design was to exalt themselves,

and " obtain a dominion over the lieritage of God,"

and to impose " things that were not taught by

the living Spirit of Christ .(esus, nor received by

doctrine from the spiritual labourers in the gospel,"

of that day. Some lost the sense of the Divine

presence amongst Friends, so that they reck-

oned the Lord had forsaken them. They became

so pufTed up with their own imaginations, that

they concluded " all must be left to the witness of

God, and if people did not find judgment in them

selves," they must not be judged by the church.

These first grew " into an exaltedness in know-

ledge," and then " into prejudice and enmity

against those who stood in their way, to hinder

their exalted notions."

Well would it be at a lime when party zeal

actuates not a few, if all were favoured to see

tlie stratagems of the enemy, by which he is

seeking to destroy our goodly heritage. There

is an evil spirit working in ditFercnt modes to lay

us waste, which is not likely to be cast out, but

by individual prayer and fasting; but if this state

of lasting and prayer were dwelt in, the Lord

would rebuke the devil and cast him out, though

his name might be legion, and clothe such with

his Holy Spirit, by which they would be restored

to their right mind, let their deviations have been

what they may. Then all the testimonies of the

Truth would be precious and sacred to them.

They would love those who stand firm in th
'

support, and the spirit of Divine charity would

lead all classes to seek the welfare of each other

and to rejoice over the returning wanderers Irom

the right path.

India Rubier.—The Scientific American says

that the adaptation of purified white India rubber

to the manufacture of artificial teeth, gums and

palates, has been patented in England. Many
advantages, hitherto deemed unattainable, are

contained in this substance. The adhesion is

complete ; it can be moulded with perfection to

suit every inequalily of surface, and supplies an

artificial periosteum, as it were, to the teeth, when

they become painful by the wasting away of the

gum. Improvements have also been made in the

manufacture ol India rubber thread. It has been

discovered that threads of this material, if heated

while on the stretch, do not shrink back to their

formeY dimensions; and by repealed stretchings

and heatings, any degree of fineness can be pro-

duced. In this way about C5,000 yards, or 37

way,) India rubber teeth, and India rubber thread

We hope the world will not be peopled by India

bber men, or the newspapers filled with India

bber advertising.

—

D. News.

nUMILITY.

I Icarn that it is only by tlie lowly

The paths of peace are troii

:

ir thou wouUlst keep thy garments white and holy

Walk humbly with ihy God.

The man with earthly wisdom high uplifted

Is in God's sight a fool

;

But he in heavenly truth most deeply gifted,

Sits lowest in Christ's school.

The lowly spirit God hath consecrated

As his abiding rest;

And angels by some patriarch's tent have waited,

When kings had no such guest.

The dew that never wets the flinty mountain,

Falls in the valleys free
;

Bright verdure fringes the small desert fountain,

But barren sand the sea.

Not in the stately oak the fragrance dwelleth,

\yhicli charms" the general wood;

But in the violet low, whose sweetness telleth

Its unseen neighbourhood.

The censer swung by the proud hand of merit,

Fumes with a fire abhorr'd
;

But faith's two mites, dropp'd covertly, inherit

A blessing from the Lord.

Tlie Richest Mine.—The manure applied to

the soil of England amounts to three hundred

millions of dollars; being more than the value cf

its whole foreign commerce, and yet the gralaM

soil yields back with interest all that is tiAl

lavished upon it. And so it would be here, ifiit

would only trust the soil with any portion ofogr

capital. Hut this we rarely do. A farmer wk»

has made any money spends it not in his bun.

ness, but in some other occupation. Me buyi

•more land, when he ought to buy more manuK,

or he puts out his money in some joint-stock am-

pany to convert sunshine into moonshine. Rdy

upon it, our richest mine is the barnyard, ud

whatever teinptation stock or shares may offer,

he best investment for a farmer is live slock and

plough-shares.—iV. Y. Paper.

" The principal spiritual trade of a Christian b

his hometrailc, such as meditation, sel f-examiai.

tion, supplication, and praise; this is more thu

enough to employ all his time without looking II

other's faults."

FOR THE YOUNG.

LETTER OF A. BENEZET.

To S. N.

Seventh mo. ICtli. Hit

My dear , I have of late been much en-

gaged in thought, and what serious mind can

refrain from mournful refloctions, when wd con-

sider on the one hand, the purity of our profes-

sion, and on the other have to observe the genertl

behaviour, and appearance of our young women,

and the insensibility they manifest when treated

with on these important subjects 1 I trust ray

dear friend, from the apprehension I have of thy

sensibility and kind disposition, I may mention

my thoughts on this most interesting subject, with

expectation of tender sympathy from thee; rather

than danger of giving thee any offence. I ha»e

remembered the apostle's injunction ' that Chris,

tian women ought to be arrayed in modest appj.

rel, not cosily, but with sobriety and shamefaced-

ness.' I have had also to think of the natureol

the gospel, the conduct, dress, food, &c., of hira

who was greater than any of the prophets, even

John, the lorerunner of Christ; I have remember-

ed the birth and situation of our blessed Saviour

himself, his submitting to the most humbling ap-

pearance, even to be laid in a manger, and when

grown up, declared his coining was in the form of

a servant, not to be minisieretl unto but to minis-

ter ;
' Behold,' says he, ' I am amongst you as one

that serveth ;' ' leaving us an example,' saith the

apostle, ' that we should follow his footsteps.' But

how dirierent from the example of our Lord, are

the conduct, and views of the greatest part ol our

young jieople; notwithstanding it is indispensably

necessary, that such as are desirous to folio*

Christ in the regeneration, should behave in their

clothing, &c., in such a manner, as will best en.

able them to answer the sober ends of an indus-

trious, frugal life ; a life of affection and can,

rcM-ion into benevolence, and all benevolence into not only in their own families, but as sisters and

•ilmt-oivinT The wide and comprehensive idea Iriends; as nurses spiritually and temporally to

of Clmstian charity is compressed into the slcn- many who may suffer for want of their assistarice.

der compass of a little pecuniary relief. An aged " The first Christians were exceeding care ul.o

woman of tliu world, once lamenting over the de- avoid all such things as savoured of costliness anu

Round lowliness a gentle radiance hovers,

A sweet, unconscious grace.

Which even in shrinking, evermore discovers

The brightness on its face.

Where God abides, contentment is and honour,

Such 6;uerdon Jleckness knows
;

His peace within her, and Ilis smile upon her,

Her saintly way she goes.

Through the strait gate of life she passes, stooping,

With sandals on her feet;

And pure-eyed graces, with liuk'd palms, camo trooping.

Their sister fair to greet.

The angels bend their eyes upon her goings,

And guard her from annoy

;

Heaven fills her quiet heart with overflowings

Of calm celestial joy.

The Saviour loves her, for she wears the vesture

With which He walk'd on earth
;

And through her childlike glance, and step, and gesture,

He knows her heavenly birth.

Ho now beholds this seal of glory gr.avSn

On all whom he redeems.

And in his own bright city, crystal-paven,

On every brow it gleams.

The white-robed saints, the throne-steps sir

Their state all meekly wear

;

Their pauseless praise wells up from h(

wonder
That ever they came there.

It seems to be a prevalent error to reduce al
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choosing such as expressed the greatest

5S and innocency." And that our ancient

r i understood the nposlle's advice in its full

II appears beyond all dispute from what
1 Penn says in his Reflections and Maxims,
[fthou art clean and warm, it is sufficient

;

tie does but rob the poor, and please the

ery expense which might be spared, is

wasting that which properly belongs to the

, nd every conformity to vain and foolish

is to please and allure the wanton ;

an be said in defence of the appearance of

y of our young women ? So contrary to

mble, self-denying stale of service, which
)wers of Christ, is required of them ; choos-

ippear as ladies, delighiing themselves like

:e church, in silting as queens to be looked

admired, rather than capacitated to fulfil

;r ends of life in the service we owe one

her. From a sense of the prevalency of

vils, how can the sincere lovers of truth

urn ; deeply mourn, even over many ol

.ho esteem themselves, and are esteemed
te comparatively with others. The sof"t-

d delicacy of their clothing, more adapted

n king's palaces, than Christian pilgrim'

: to these things may be added that most

practice formerly used, and now come
fashion, of causing their clothes, even

ch silks, &c., to trail on the ground, which
ayest remember was a matter of so great

to our dear friend Daniel Stanton.

ur dear young women would lake these

into serious consideration, it may prevent
ch in a solemn time may give them in-

ibie pain. I remember the case of a young
with whom I had repeatedly treated on

objects, but to no purpose; when in a con-

on, and near her end, I was desired to visit

d was informed, that she wanted the com-
f serious people; and requested her mother

admit any into her chamber, who indulged

ves in the fashionable dress of the times;

ise who appeared thus, could not afford her

fort she wanted. This will certainly be,

r less, the case with every individual at

trying hour, except sunk into stupidity, or

into hardness of heart. Sentiments of' this

earnestly wish, may be enforced upon our

I

women ; that they may consider the nature

tsign of the Christian religion, and the high

^ion we make ; that the eyes of thoughtful

i

are upon us, that they mark and despise

,our inconsistency; and above all, what a

ig and matter of joy it will be to the well

ed youth in a future day, to reflect, that

.ave to tlie utmost of their power, by their

:t, held up the hands of iheir partnts and

i, in strengthening the little good that re-

amongst us. Do not think that I say too

on the subject ; lor indeed it is a matter of

eatest weight, and ought lo be laid open in

est light: in which I am encouraged from

that the sensible youth will so far see its

ableness and necessity, as to become advo-

in behalf of the cause of Truth.

h near affection, dear I wish ever lo

I thy real friend,

Anthony Benezet.

ging-Hoiise for JVewsboijs.—A lodging,

lor newsboys has been opened in New York,

uarters provided for the boys are said to be

mgly comfortable and commodious. Neal

n berths have been provided, each contain-

o good straw beds, with warm coverings,

and drinking, for the boys' premises. The rooms
are lighted with gas, well ventilated, looking oui

from the topmost story of the Sun building U|>on

Fulton street, and promise to be well provided

with all the comforts that a newsboy can ask, and
a great deal more than he commonly receives.

Mr. Tracy, the superintendent, has his office in a

snug corner of the building, where he can exer-

cise a constant supervision over the boys. The
outer room is intended for lectures, conversations,

&c. The price of lodging is six cents per night.—N. Y. Paper.

THE FRIEND.
FIFTH MONTH 13, 1854.

We have received "An Appeal for the Insane,"

from the Managers of the Pennsylvania Hospital,

and would have inserted it this week, but that the

matter for the present number was in the hands
of the printer when it reached us. We shall en-

deavour to find room for it in our next.

We take the following Minutes from the "Ex-
tracts from the minutes of our Yearly Meeting,

held in Philadelphia, by adjournments from the

17lh of the Fourth month to the 21st of the same,

inclusive, 1854."

efTects consequent upon such a course, and be
willing to conform to the regulations of the Sodiety
in this respect,

" The introduction of monuments of wood or
stone into our graveyards, has at this time claim-
ed renewed attention, and agreeably lo former
recommendations, we are again engaged to dis-
courage the practice, and request meetings to
carry into effect, in the spirit of Christian love,
and as far as they have control of the burying,
grounds, the advice heretofore given on this sub-
ject, as contained in the discipline. We trust
also that all our dear Friends will receive tho
word of lender admonition, and refrain from
everything which is contrary to our ancient testi-

mony on this subject."

Hireling Ministry.
" We have afresh felt at this time the value and

importance of our Christian testimony against a
man-made and hireling ministry; and it is with
sorrow we observe, that in the reports from seve-
ral of the Quarterly Meetings, deficiencies in tho
due support of it are noted.

"It is the prerogative of the blessed Head of
the church to dispense to whomsoever he will,

those gifts which he designs to be occupied for its

edification. When, by the transforining power of
his grace, he has prepared any for iiis service,

and bestowed on them a gift in the ministry, such
having freely received it from Him, feel" them-

The following minutes on the Interment of
!
selves bound as freely to dispense that with which

the Dead, and in support of our Christian testi-

mony against a Hireling Ministry, prepared by a

committee verbally appointed at a preceding sit-

ting, having been read, and united with by the

meeting, they were directed to be embraced in

the extracts, and are referred to the due attention

of the subordinate meetings, and to the members
generally. The Book Committee is authorized lo

have a sufficient number printed to furnish Friends

and their families with copies, viz.

:

" This meeting has been brought under much
concern in consequence of the increased expen-

siveness and show, which are gradually obtaining

a place among Friends at the time of burials. It

is painful to observe in some instances, the costli-

ness of the materials, and the unsuitabieness of

the attire, in which the lifeless body is arrayed,

as if to inake it a spectacle to beholders, and lo

gratify the pride of the living ; the needless ex-

pense in making and lining the coffin ; the unne-

cessarily long train of carriages which follow it

to the place of interment ; and sometimes the large

entertainment afterward; as though it was in-

tended 10 make the occasion one of vain show,

insead of a solemn opportunity, the eflect of

which should be to humble us, under a sense of

our own mortality, and to subdue every disposi-

tion which could be gratified by display. We
believe these things are not only unbecoming so

serious an occasion, but inconsistent with that

Christian sim|)licity and moderation to which we
are called; and we would atTectionately caution

our members against them.

" It has also been cause of concern, to observe

hat some of our members, not duly regarding the

ancient and approved practice of our Society,

have procured places of interment which are not

under the control of Friends, and whore customs

are sanctioned, which are at variance with our

they are entrusted ; having nothing wherein they
can glory ; because a necessity is laid upon them ;

yea, woe is unto them, if they preach not tho

gospel. This was the experience of the primitive

ministers of Christ, whose glory it was, that they
made not the gospel chargeable to any. Tho
system of hireling ministry, presumes to place

this divine prerogative in the arbitrary control of
fallible men, who permit any that comply with
their prescribed forms, lo assume the sacred
ofSce : while all others, however godly in their

lives, and however clearly called of ihe Lord to

the work of the ministry, are prohibited from en-

gaging in it. It is a system which does not pro-

less that any renewed Divine aid or qualification

is to be sought for, or expected, in the solemn
acts of preaching or praying, and proposes to

perform them in return for a pecuniary compen-
sation ; all which is clearly in opposition to the

practice of the primitive church, and to the liberty

of the gospel—an obstruction to the religious

growth and usefulness of individuals ; and a great

barrier to the spread of those spiritual views
which constitute an essential part of vital religion.

" There is no testimony for which the early

members of our Society sulPered more deeply in

person and estate, than that which ihey so nobly

bore to a free gospel ministry, of Christ's selec-

tion and appointment; and there was no class of
men at whose hands they endured more unrelent-

ing persecution, than those who arrogated to

themselves the ministerial office, and would not

tolerate a religion, which struck at the very root

of the system irom which they derive their power
and their support.

" However men may have changed, the sys-

tem remains the same. Our testimony against ii,

has lost none of ils force or its obligation. Those
who slight or baulk it, arc trampling upon tho

well-known testimonies. We apprehend this is i sullerings of our worthy predecessors, and going

opening a door to weakness, and preparing the back into the bondage to carnal ordinances, out

way for departures from those salutary restraints,

which in the wisdom of Truth have been placed

around our members, and which have so evident-

ly tended to preserve them in a conformity lo our

principles and praclices. We would

warm water, and conveniences for washiog I tenderly entreat Friends to avoid the eiUuiigling

of which they were redeemed. Such we believe

will suffer loss in a S|)irilual sense; disqualifying

themselves for the performance ol" ihat worship

which is in spirit and in truth, and which only

is acceptable to the Falhcr, and l)e in danger of

settling into tukewuriiiiiesd and cold rurinulity.
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" It is our afl'ectioiiate nnil earnest desire that

nil Sur members may be afresh inciied to watch-

fulness and a. godly zeal, in reference to this im-

portant testimony ; and carefully abstain from

places where a hireling ministry is exercised ; and

where any are so unguarded as to give cause

for uneasiness on this account, that concerned

Friends should tenderly admonish them in llio

restoring love of the gospel, that so thoy may be

brought to a due sense of their error, and be

oroused to greater faithfulness."

"The following minute on the exercise of the

meeting at former sittings, having been prepared,

was approved, directed to be printed, and sent

down to the subordinate meetings and the families

of Friends, viz.

:

"Through the renewed extcndings of Divine

love and mercy, unworthy as we feel ourselves

to be, ability has been grunled by the Lord, our

holy helper and preserver, to enter at this time

into a serious investigation of the weaknesses and

defects, which ihrougii unwatchfulness, and the

captivating things of the world, have made sorrow-

ful inroads among us. Under the e.>;ercise that

spread over the meeting, beloved brethren, to

wliom the testimonies of the gospel and the health

of our religious Socieiy are dear, were led to

search into, and lay open some of the dangers

that assail the unwary. Among these is the

temptation to refrain from the constant atiendance

of our meetings for the worship of Almighty God,

under the plea of the pressure of worldly con-

corns.
" While it is our duty to use all proper diligence

in providing for those who are dependent upon us,

and to coniiuct our business so as to keep liiithlully

our promiM s, and that no one may suffer from

our neglect, it is also necessary to remember that

all worldly pursuits are to be kept in subservience

to the obedience we owe to our heavenly Father.

We believe that those who slight the tendering

convictions of his Spirit, and persist in neglecting

to offer to him llie worship which is his due, can-

not grow in the life of true religion. But those

who 'seek first the kingdom of God, and the

righteousness therctjf,' coming up in the faithful

discharge of all their religious duties, will be

blessed with his presence and power, causing

them to grow in the Truth from stature to

stature, and to whom all needful things will be

added.
" We would affectionately exhort the unfaith-

ful, seriously to examine, whether the desire for

great business, for the accumulation of wealth, or

To indulge in a style of living inconsistent with

the simplieiiy of the gospel of Christ and the ma-

nifestations of Truth in their own minds, is not

shutting out the love of God, and suppressing the

gentle influences of the Holy Spirit, whici

times has raised longings alter righteousness and

true holiness ; and thus alienating lliemselve!

from the attendance of their religious meetings

especially in the middle of the week, as well as

the fulfilment of other Christian obligations, by

which they sustain a serious loss in a spiritual

sense. Nothing that the world can give is worthy

to be put in competition with the [leace of God
that passtth understanding, which is the solace of

liis children in this life, and gives a holy hope of

the life that is to come, in the everlastmg king-

dom of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ. How
awful must be the state of that soul, when the

message is sounded in the ear, ' give an account

of thy stewardship, for thou mayest be no longer

steward,' if the great work of salvation has been

liegltcled for the love of the world, the pride ol

lile, or the lust of other things, and the fearful

declaration is realized, ' the things iliut belong to

thy peace are hid from thine eyes.' Our time is

exceedingly short and uneorlain ; there is but one

journ.y through life ; and wo have need to occupy
every moment to the glory of God, and to ' use

all diligence to mako our calling and election

sure." His grace is sufficient for our salvation,

if we take up the cross, deny ourselves, and I'ol-

low the Saviour whither he leads; and these are

ihe unalterable terms, on which only wo can

safely hope to be made partakers of the salvation

that comes by Jesus Christ.

" The Lord's mercy and goodness and forbear-

ance have been abundantly extended to us. He
has made known his testimonies with great clear-

ness, and to the obedient has given wisdom and

strength to hold them up with convincing bright-

ness to others. Though we are a rebellious peo.

pie, and he has permitted afflictions to overtake

us for our chastisement, and has covered us as

with a cloud, yet in his long-suffering kindness,

we believe the offers of his love and help are still

extended; and if we 'cleave to the Lord, with

lull purpose of heart' to serve him, he will 'turn

our captivity as the streams in the south.' He
will again give his gifts even to those who have

been rebellious, and will ' beautify the place of

his sanctuary, and make the place of his feet

glorious.'

" We desire toencourage the honest-hearted ones,

ho have been ' baptized into Christ,' and ' plant-

ed in the likeness of his death,' to lilt up their

ads in living faith that his mercies are new
every morning, and that as they have partaken of

the ' likeness of his death, they shall be also in

the likeness of his resurrection.' in his time he

will open a door which none can shut, and grant

supplies of strength to testify of his goodness, and

to invite others to come, ' taste, and see that the

Lord is good ; blessed is the man that trusteth in

him.'

"To our beloved young Friends, in whose wel-

fare we feel a deep interest, we would oiler the

invitation to give up the whole heart to their

blessed Saviour. Submit to the requirings of his

Holy Spirit, which will show you what you are

to ibrsake, and what you are to do. The cross

to your corrupt propensities may be hard for the

carnal mind to bear, but he will make his yoke

easy, and his burden light, as there is a bowing

in humility to the gentle openings of his light and

grace, and in every act of obedience, his heavenly

peace will be the rich reward. In accordance

with his doctrines and precepts, our religious So-

ciety has felt bound to show forth an exam|)le of

plainness and simplicity, to reject the (lattering

titles and language of the world, its changeable

fashions and customs; and though there is great

degeneracy within our borders, it is cause of

thankfulness that many are preserved among us,

who support their testimony by lives of self-denial

and humble walking before the Lord. May it be

your engagement, dear young Friends, steadily

to Ibllow in the footsteps of the flock of Christ's

companions in this lowly, self-denying path, that

a succession of devoted servants may be continued

among us, to whom his cause will bo precious,

and to whom he will give gilts, ' lijr the perlecting

of the saints, for the work of the ministry, for the

edifying of the body ol' Christ, till we all conic in

the unity of the faiih, and of the knowledge of the

Son of God, unto a perfect man, unto the meus
of the stature of the fullness ol Christ.'"

ITKMS UF NEWS.
The steamship Africa brings Liverpool dates to the

22U ult. The Uanada to the 29th.

•Nuthiiig decisive bail occurred on tlie Damibe. The
Kugliili and French forces are rapidly concoutratiug

harelK,,

linff.

there. A few more Russian niercliai

ca|>inred hy the Enf,'lisb. Brendfliill

SrAlN'.—The aH'air of the •'Blacl
, ._^

ajipearcd satisfactorily settled, now wears a tlircaliZ
aspect. The dilficulty is attributed to the TiuleBcerf
Sonic, the American minister at .Madrid.

IT.-VLY.—The most important news is, that on (^
13th ult., the Grand Duke and the Grand DuohenK
Tuscany washed the feet of sundry aged poor inean^
women. Of those whose feet were washed, the yoii».

est was 8t, and the eldest 92 years of ago. Whrt i

pity that the rich feet-washers "had not made distrfW
tion of a part of their estates among these their Mi-
gent brethren and sisters.

JIK.XICO.—Sauta Anna has been victorious it i

small t)attle with Alvarez.
U.NITED STATES.— \Vashinyton.—X dcterraintUoi

is manifested by the friends of the Nebraska BiU, to

force action upon it in the House this week.
From the sonlbern parts of the United States ult.

vourable account of the crops continue to be receind,

chietiy attributable to the late frosts.

I'cnnsijlvariia.—Deaths in Philadelphia last week, HI.

The boiier of the steam tow-boat Pennsylvania eipM.
ed on the 5th instant, occasioning the death of six mi
and ten horses. It is the most serious accident of iIh

kiud which ever occurred on the Delaware. The Lept-

lature adjourned aitie die on the 9th inst.

Xcic Vork.—On the Cth inst. the first canal l,o«t of

the season reached Syracuse from New York. Neirir

two millions of gold arrived from California on tlieSti

iustaut.

Louisiana.—On the 15th ult. they had fine walcriml.

ons in the New Orleans market. Strawbcrrius luil

been there for several previous weeks.
rwa.?.—Difficulties with the Indians still abound,«i

murders of both whites and Indians arc frequent.

California.—The produce of the mines conliuuet ti

be large.

RECEIPTS.
Received from Isaac Lyon, Wis., §4, vols. 2 1 mi ai|

from Thomas Bowman, 0., §2, vol. 27 ;
froni Willitu

Foulke, ag't, 0., for Eben Johnson, $2, vol. 2S
;
Iroiu J«i

Woody, agent, N. C, for Jos. Kemp, $8, to J-'. vol. SJ;

from J. King, agent, N. Y., for Benj. Gould, ir^^, to 31,

vol. 28, tor Maria Peasley, §2, vol. 28 ; from Dl. Bq-

nolds, 0., $J, to 52, vol. 27.

PIETY PROMOTED.
Subscribers who reside within the limits of New Yort

Yearly .Meeting, are informed, that their copies willta

forwarded to Dr. Stephen Wood, East BroadH:iy, .\'e»

York ; from whom they can be obtained during the

week of the Yearly Meeting.

Dii;n, on the lOth of the Fourth moulli, IS.') I, iatbt

!7th year of his age, Fkancis Jones, a membur ofXe*-

gious meetings while bodily strength was jju :
'.

.-'

when he was brought too low to attend in-

self, he would often say to the other mem
family, that he wished them not to stay at 1.

account, but that all should go that cdiiI^L .V? Iii;

disease (which was affection of the spine) iiurcasoJ, h«

appeared to have his mind more and more set upti

things above, gratefully ackuowledgiug tlic uiiuiifoM

blessings bestowed upon him, by au all-merciliil I'.ilbet,

who was about to take him to himself.

, on the 30th ultimo, at her residence in Wat
Chester, in the 80th year of her age. .M.uitii.i Jekpiimj,

a valuable elder of Birmingham Muiitlily .Meeting. Sbe

had long been feeble, yet felt very desirous of being «t

our late Yearly Meeting, and was enabled to attetil

every sitting, and to take part in the e.xercise.-i and tra-

vail of the body, to the comfort of her Friemls. She

several times spoke of the satisfaction she had derireJ

from being there, believing it would be the last lime-

During her short illness, she felt poor in spirit, bill

peaceful,—and had the consoling assurance vouchsafed,

that her blessed Saviour was near. In great sweeloess,

without struggle or apparent pain, she gently ceased M
breathe, and has, we doubt not, through the redemp-

tion which is in Christ Jesus, entered into the rest pre-

pared for the people of God. " Blessed are those scrvaiili

whom the Lord when he cometh shall find watching."

PRINTED BY KITE & WALTON,
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In Appeal for the Insane.

leal to the Citizens of PctinayJvmiia for
s to provide additio7ial accommodations
Insane.

3ity of Philadelphia has long enjoyed the

islinction ol" having, by the efrorts of its

citizens, originated, and since supported,

nstitution for the care and treatment of

ne in America. It has aimed, loo, at all

be foremost among those who have been

g to ameliorate the condition of this un-

e class of our fellow-beings, and has ever

;ady 10 provide the means lor whatever

ments benevolence and science have

to be worthy of adoption. The fii-st

pnts in this great work were made in 1750,

number of the benevolent citizens of Phi-

vitnessing the deplorable condition of

ne, and of the sick poor of the Province

—

;ed themselves together for the establish-

a hospital for their relief. A charier was

ly granted by the Provincial Assembly,
first patient was admitted in 1752. Thus

ted the Pennsylvania Hospital, which has

'ice been dispensing its blessings among
icted in every section of the State.

the opening of the Hospital, till the pre-

16, it has received and treated in its wards,

than 58,600 patients, and of these 33,900
oor people, who received every care and

j

without expense or charge of any kind.

has been eflected without assistance from

lunty, or State, with the exception of cer-

propriations made by the Provincial As-

and by the State Legislature towards the

the last century, and which were expend-

le erection of the original buildings in the

Philadelphia. All contributions to the

fund of the Hospital are securely invested,

entire income of the Institution from this

is devoted to liie relief of the indigent sick

iane.

number of patients commonly under care

o branches of the Pennsylvania Hospital

3?5, and of these about k!30 are insane,

7 free patients.

ate alterations and improvements in the

in the city have so extended the accom-

ons of that well known charily, that fifty

iick patients could be well cared for in that

g, if ihe funds of the Institution permilled

eception.

care of the insane, always a promineni

with the founders of the Pennsylvania Hos-

pital, has received a liberal share of attention

from their successors in every period of the his-

tory of the Institution. From 1752 till 1841, the

insane were received and treated in a portion of

the buildings in the city of Philadelphia ; but long

before the last-named period, those connected with

the Institution became thoroughly convinced, that

the arrangements then existing—liberal as they

were, for the period when they were provided

—

did not comport with the character of Philadelphia

for liberality and active benevolence, or with the

spirit of the age, nor did they satisfy the wants of

an enlightened community.
The wise foresight of the early managers of

the Hospital, in securing the vacant lots, then

surrounding the Hospital in Ihe cily, and the

careful husbanding of their resources, ultimately

enabled their successors to carry out in the most

liberal manner, their long-cherished object, of

providing in a country location, a new Institution

for the insane, replete with every desirable im-

provement, and without any call for aid from their

benevolent fellow-citizens. "The Pennsylvania
Hospital for the Insane," two miles west ol

the river Schuylkill, the result of these etlbrts,

may be referred to with entire confidence as an

honour to the Stale, and a blessing to the whole

community.
Since its opening, in 1841, 2445 insane patients

have been received and treated in its wards, and

of these 1699 have been discharged entirely cured,

or in various stales of improvement, while a large

number of others have been enabled to enjoy

comforts in life, to which they had long been

strangers. Its advantages have been restricted

to no class of society, lor among its cases have|

been numerous individuals endowed with the

brightest genius, having the most cultivated intel-

lects, or possessing the most abundant wealth, as

well as those who have had to bear the double

aflliclion of sickness and poverty. Of the whole

number admitted, 610 were received and treated

without charge of any kind, and a largo number
of others enjoyed the benehts of the Institution at

rates considerably below the actual cost of their

support.

The whole number of insane treated in the

Pennsylvania Hospital, since its opening in 1752,

is 6702.

The present buildings of the Pennsylvania Hos-

pital for the Insane are intended for the accom-

modation of 220 patients, 110 of each sex, this

number being regarded by the best authorities, as

about as largo as is desirable in the highest class

of curative institutions for the insane. For more

than a year, this number has been almost con-

stantly exceeded, the wards in nearly every pari

of the house, have been steadily crowded, and a

large number of applicants have, from painlul ne-

cessity, been refused admission.

Could those to whom this appeal is addressed,

listen to ihe urgent entreaties almost daily made

tor accommodations which do not exisl, could

they know the diminished chances of cure, which

become the lot of many of tlie insane, from the

I

want of proper and prompt treatment, or witness

the distress and sorrow wliich whole families suf-

fer in consequence, it is not loo much to believe,

that all that is required to remove this state of
things, would bo as cheerfully as it would be
promptly contribuled by the citizens of Phila-

delphia.

Insanity is a disease that seems to bo of grow-
ing frequency in the community, but whether this

be so or not, the unexampled increase of our

population is of itself enough to account for iho

urgent necessity which exists for greatly extended

provision for its treatment. One of the most im-

portant steps made towards securing a proper

appreciation of this malady, and a successful

mode of Ireatinent, was the general conviction

among enlightened men of what is an undoubted
truth, thai insanity, a functional disorder of the

brain, is to be regarded in the same category as

the diseases of other organs, thai there is no
more reproach connected with one than the others,

and that it is as curable, if properly treated, as

many other maladies. It is no less certain that

it is a disease from which none can claim exemp-
tion, for it spares neither age, sex, nor rank, and
all classes who sufier from it require nearly the

same kind of treatment. Although in these re-

spects resembling other diseases, it has, never-

theless, striking peculiarities, and among these,

one of the most important is that which all expe-

rience clearly proves, that it is commonly best

managed among strangers, and rarely with suc-

cess except in institutions specially arranged for

its treatment. The aid of the charitable may
provide all that is requisite for the poorest, when
sufiering from ordinary sickness, at their own
homes, but when insanity strikes down a mem-
ber of a family, it is one of the most painlul of

its attendants, that all the resources of wealth, all

the efforls of skill, and all the devoted iittentions

of the tendcresl alll-clion so commonly fail to

atford relief to ths sutlcror while at his own
home.

This appeal llien to ihe benevolence and liber-

ality of Philadulphiaiis and Peiinsylvanians, is

not merely an ordinary call for charity to relieve

the indigent and to mitigate the sutlerings of the

unforlunate. While it embraces all these in its

aims, it goes much further, and asks from this

community that it will secure itself against a con-

tingency, which, if not now actually existing, is

rapidly approaching, when our citizens—no mai-

ler how urgent may be the case, or how vitally

important the provision—can feel no security that

any one of them can rely with certainly upon

findin" in our own institutions proper uccomino-

dations for the treatment and care of those who
arc sulFering under one of the most lamentable

diseases to which humanity is exposed. The
facts are simply these—the present institutions

are more than full, the demands for admission are

steadily increasing, and additional buildings must

be promptly provided, or great loss and sulFering

must soon result to the community.

To obviate all these dillicullies, and lo provide

the best kind of accommodations, on a scale which

it is believed will be sufficient tor many years, a

plan has recently been proposed by the Physician

of the Pennsylvania Hospital for the Insane, after

a careful sludy of the whole subject, which meets

I

iho entire approbation of this Board, which ihey
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most cordially commcml lo llic s\ nip;illii.s of lli<'

wholi? coiiiimmily, iukI to curry nut which llio-j

r<)u;;lily, they now iiiiiko tliis earnest nppeal toj

their (ellow-ciiizeiis. Iniini dialely on the west of

the present plea.sure-groiiiuls of tli'e Institution just

referred to, nnd Ulonginj; lo ii, are seventy acres

oflnnd admirably situated, and possessing extra-

ordinary advantages for the intended object. On
these gromids it is proposed to erect a new Hos-

pital, replete with every modern improvement and

convenience, for about 200 male patients, nnd to

give up ihe whole of the present buildings to fe-

males. Such an arrangement, it is believed, will

possess important advantages, and once fairly in

operation, there is every reason to believe, that

while furnishing nccoiiniiodalions of the highest

order and of rare e.xccllence, lo those who wish

them, will also minister largely lo the comfort

and welfare of the indigent and those in moderate

circumstances. Carried out as proposed, with all

the knowledge derived from long experience, this

l)lnn would give to Philadelphia a provision for

the insane, certainly unsurpassed, if equalled, in

any porlion of the world.

i'o elTecl all that is desired, which is no more

than seems to be imperatively demanded even

now, will require an expenditure of $250,000,

and for this sum we appeal to the benevolent in

a community, now numbering half a million ol

souls, and which has never yet allowed an object

so deserving and so urgently needed, to fail from

the want ol a generous and liberal support.

An arrangement nearly similar is now project-

ed by the hberal people of Boston, and, judging

from all their antecedents, will soon be carried

into eflect. A comparatively limited number of

the citizens of New York have just contributed a

sum for the iinprovement of their hospitals, nearly

as large as that proposed for our purposes, and a

single individual, in another neighbouring city,

has devoted to a similar object from his private

fortune, more than will be required to carry out

our plans to completion. Philadelphia so long

and so justly distinguished for her judicious libe-

rality and enlightened benevolence, certainly can

never falter while such a want exists in her midst,

or be willing to feel that she lias been distanced

in such a work by any of her neighbours.

We appeal to Philadelphians specially, but also

lo all Pcnnsylvanians, as inleresied in ihe call.

The Pennsylvania Hospital receives its paiienis,

without preference, from every section of the

Stale, and all the populous couniies around Phila-

delphia depend upon it, for these accommoda-

tions, almost as much as the city in which it is

located.

The best guaranty that can be given for the

faithful manner in which any trust confided to

the Pennsylvania Hospital will be executed, is a

reference to the whole history of that institution

from its foundation, more than a century ago.

To commemorate the names of those to whom
this community must ever feel indebted for this

new Hospital, it is proposed that some durable

recognition shall be made of all who contribute to

the work, and that one of the ten wards into which

it will be divided, shall bear the name of each

donor to the amount of §10,000, while $5000
shall be considered as forever securing a free bed

to the Institution, which shall be named after the

giver of that amount, and which shall bo kept oc-

cupied by such recent cases of insanity, as Ihe

oflicersofthe Institution may consider most likely

to be restored, and best calculated to extend the

benefils ol' the Hospital. Every such bed can

thus be made lo restore to health one or two in-

sane in every year it shall exist, and who could

not otherwise be provided for. The payment ol

no coniriliutinn will be asked, until at least

$1511,0110 shall have been subscribed.

This appeal is made by the undersigned, com-
prising the board of Managers of the I'ennsylvania

Hospital, on behalf of that porlion of our afllicted

fellow-men, who can in no other mode than that

suggested, find the proper means of relief. We
ask the means to carry out this imperatively

needed object, from our own fellow-citizens ol

Pennsylvania, for it is solely for tiieir benefit that

it is designed. We ask it to save the mentally

sick from ncglcet and cruel exposure, and from

being doomed to a hopeless malady; lo spare

their families a load of grief and sorrow, often

loo deep for utterance; to save the community
from the acts of irresponsible individuals, and the

public treasury from the care of incurables, who
under proper treatment would have been useful

citizens. We ask this, from the parents, children,

husbands, wives, or friends of those, who, should

this dire calamity ever overtake them, must look

principally lo this Institution for relief. We ask

them to take this mailer home to their own seri-

ous consideration ; lo ponder the facts we have

briefly stated, and then to do for others, as they

would have others do for them—to give liberally

as their means are abundant, so that while they

may enjoy the pleasant refleclion that they have,

as cheeri'ul givers, rendered important aid to one

of the noblest and most unselfish works—llie New
Hospital for the Insane may be completed so

promptly, as to ineel the wants of the afllicled,

and in a manner so liberal, as to realize every

expectation of an enlightened community.

For"Th

SIMPLICITY SET AT KAL'GUT.

Fifih mo. 2Gih, 1841. "Afternoon meelin,

summary, &c. quite inleresling I tho hi,

solemn : a good deal of remark about dress and

plain language; more, I think, than on any other

point. 1 am not very fond of being made, for

simplicity's sake, to think so much about simpli-

city. 1 dont like lo be disturbed about it, and am
always glad when there is not much said or

thought on the subject ; as I think when there is,

plain'ness may almost be said to defeat its own

end, which I lake to be showing of that modera-

tion which is recommended in the Bible, and the

advantage of which is, that it lakes so lillle thought

from belter things. On the whole, however, 1

am abundantly satisfied with the Yearly Meeting.

The general tone seems lo me to be so richly

evangelical," &c.

—

Sketcliof the Life ofA. Back-

house, page W—41.

How has my spirit been grieved on seeing these

remarks in print, and circulating among our dear

young people, and by those too, who should be

upholders and supporters of the ever blessed

Truth, which we as a Society are making proles-

sion of; even of being lollowers of a meek and

crucified Saviour. Cannot some of us adopt the

lan"ua"e of the tried prophet of the Lord former-

ly, when the query was put to him : " VV'hat doesl

thou here, Elijah? And, ho said, I am very

jealous lor the Lord God of hosts : for the chil-

dren of Israel have forsaken thy covenant, thrown

down ihine altars," &ic.

If this spirit of ease and liberty is lived in and

under, and precious testimonies given us as a

people lo bear, set at nought or laid waste, surely

weakness will ensue; "strangers will devour our

strength, and we shall know it not." That I feel

constrained thus lo bear my testiinony to the

simplicity of the ever blessed Trulh as it is in

Jesus; "which neither approves an inconsistent,

nor a plausible appearance and conduct, merely

as such; but wholly condemns every part of our

lives which is not governed by the redeemio'

Spirit of Truth, wherein our faith should stuud'

so that to attain to this slate, to live under the

righteous control of Divine monition, is, 1 app^
bend, lo be a follower of Christ, under whoie

spiritual baptism the precious is separated rroa

the vile, and by whose fan, the chalF, lo which ike

vanities of this life may be compared, will Bk,

and leave the wheat, for Divine protection, in die

heavenly garner."

Chester Co., Tliird mo., 18J4.

rrom Iho Wasliinglon Uiln.

BLACKFEET INDIANS.

The Blackfecl Indians occupy a portion orik
Indian territory of the North-west, around iV

sources of the Missouri and Yellow Slone riwn,

extending southward towards the South Pass, Mi
northward into British America, including a law
porlion of the valley of Saskalchunan rinr.

They are divided into several bands or tribes mII

ed by difi^erent names, but arc all included undt!

the general naine " Blackfeul." The three priii-

cipal bands are the Blackfecl proper, llic Bloodj

and Pegans.

The tribe is a very large one, numbering sew-

ral thousands. For years they have been tk

terror of the mountains and the plain. Disdain-

iiig all alliances with other tribes, they lun

openly bid defiance lo themall,and war to ihcdetll

has been Iheir motto, whenever ihcy have mel,it

llieir hunting-grounds, with Indians of any other

tribe. Their neighbours and ])rincipal eneroia

are the Flalheads, Pend Oriells, and Nez Pereo,

from the western side of the Rocky Mountailis,

and the Dacolahs, Gros Venires, and Crow8,M

the eastern side. They are probably as perfect

specimens of ihe savage in his primiiive conditiot

as can be found upon the North Ainerican cooti-

nent. Second only to taking the scalp of theii

numerous enemies, horse stealing is the mostofr

ble and manly accomplishment. An expert hone

thief is a hero whose title to nobihly is unquo-

lioned, and no danger or risk is too great fori

young, ambitious man to run in order to acquirf

ihe reputation so much coveted.

The Blackfeet are dependent upon the buffilo

for food, clolhing, and shelter, and levy yeirlj

conlribulions upon their neighbours west of iIr

mountains for a supply of horses. The Fill-

heads, Pend Oriells, and Nez Pcrces, cross IIk

Rocky Mountains yearly lo the plains of Missoor

to hunt burtlilo for their winter subsistence, aoJ

during their absence small parlies of Blackftei

cross lo the west of the mountains lo steal nllllif

horses they can find ; rarely it is that ihey rettirt

without a supply of stolen animals. If any«'

these stealing, hunting, or war parties meet will

Indians of another tribe, no quarter is askedw

given. Some of the bloodiest battles on reconl

have been fought between the Blackfeet and woe

of the other tribes. One occurred but a •bo"

time ago, between the Dacolahs and twcniyot

thirty of them; both were upon a war pitly

against a large band o( Crows ; their trails cross-

ed, and, instead of joining forces and lighliD;

iheir common enemy, they fought each olher,«iiii

every Blackfeet was killed. It is with this wilii

and warlike tribe that it has been proposed 1»

hold a council next summer.
The importance and justice of the proposition

was ably and eloquently advocated by Mr. Orr,

of Soulh Carolina; but for some reason has been

stricken from the Indian appropriation bill. This

is deeply to be regretted, as every principle oi

justice and humanity requires that treaties shouW
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ed into in good faith between lliese wild

id the United States. In a military point

this is particularly important; as, in case

)et\veen the two countries, they could be

t upon by English influence, already pre-

ihrough the Hudson's Bay Company, lo

injury to our frontiers. By making a

ith these tribes, and sending up a steamer

<f
loaded with articles useful or desirable

an, self-interest and gratitude would at-

m lo us, and small parties of emigrants

able to cross the coniinent to the Pacific

laralive safety, who otherwise might have

ictims to savage ferocity,

following interesting scene which occurred

1st of September, 1853, at Fort Benton,

rican Fur Company's trading post, near

i of the Missouri, within ninety miles of

ky Mountains, between a small party of

len engaged upon the expedilion and sur-

Pacific Railroad route, under Governor

, and delegations from several of these

nds, including Blackfeet, Bloods, and Pe-

ill serve to give an idea of the importance

measures advocated by Mr. Orr : It was

12 o'clock when the delegation came in

little parly. They were all mounted

ood horses, and dressed in their gayest

)stume. A standard-bearer marched in

carrying a white flag. They halted at

istance from us, evidently waiting for us

and meet I hem. Governor Stevens,

anied by the ollicers of the expedition, es-

them into the Ibrt. Many of them shook

th us, but others seemed in doubt whe-

was best to be friendly or not. Governor

3 then gave them an account of the object

-that he came to make peace between

ind all the tribes east and west of the

is. He told them about the " Great Fa-

VVashingion—that he would treat them

children; and pictured to them a state ol

under which they might be more happy

osperous than in their present condition.

tened to his remarks with deep and

d attention. The system of revenge, rob-

nd warfare, which had ever characterized

plomacy, would not bear the scrutiny of

leaded, intelleclual reasoning. It was a

^lit to a friend of humanity to see the

)reaking in upon the minds of these dark

n of the prairies, as pictured forth in their

ive countenances. One or two old chiel's

to Governor Stevens in behalf of the In-

Tliey promised lo meet their red brethren

ill parts of the country ne.xt summer, in

(I, to listen to the " white man's talk," and

jarrange all their difficulties with each other

(ith the whiles. In ihe meantime they would

b from horse-stealing and war. One or two

I parties," who had siarled to fight the Flal-

|and Crows, gave up the expedilion, and re-

l to their tribe. After the " talk," supper

[irovided, and a few presents brought along

( expedilion were distributed among them.

[supper they were entertained by the tiring

f)t and shells from our mountain howitzer.

[could understand the grape and canisler,

e explosion of the shells, and subsequent

jrge of shot, was beyond their comprehen-

They said the "Great Medicine" must be

In the evening one of the chiefs harangued

ilegation ; excited by the display of the anil-

the power of the whiles, and liieir generosity

nding them presents, he had a line theme

e display ol' tiis native eloquence. He im-

d it well. His voice was clear and strong,

.is gestures natural, graceful, and enerjjetic.

He called, in an earnest manner, upon all the

warriors and braves lo listen lo and respect the

message which had been sent them by the Great

Father. It is much to bo iioped, as a matter of

justice to these poor Indians alone, that they will

not be disappointed in their expectations. They

are the only Indians east of the Rocky Mountains

) have never made treaties or received some-

g from the United Slates, and comphiined to

hnt they had been neglected while all their

neighbours were receiving presents annually.

It is doubtful whether they can ever be civilized

and settled in permanent homes. Judging from

he past history of tribes of a similar character,

hey are destined to pass away with the buffalo

upon which they subsist.

But experience has cast much light upon Indian

management, and by honest treaties, kejit in good

failh, between them and the whites, much good

to humanity may result.

THE TONGUE.

The improper use of the tongue is one of the

fruitful sources of evil, in civil and religious so-

ciety. Deception is practiced in speaking flatter-

ingly to persons when face to face, and then

detracting from their worth in the hearing ol

others behind their back. Uttering opposite opin-

ions upon the same subject in ditlerent companies,

leading each to suppose the speaker's sentiments

correspond with the views of those he addresses,

has a pernicious influence upon himself and his

hearers; and when he is detected, as he will pro-

bably be sooner or later, must destroy their confi-

dence in him. To say things for the purpose ol

gaining the flattery of others, indicates a vain

mind—or apparently for serving a cause that on

other occasions the speaker derides, is unmanly

and derogatory to the true Christian character.

To advance opinions in unison with those of a

friend, seemingly to confirm his, while the object

is to lead him thraugh a course of conversation to

disclose his mind, as if he might do it with entire

confidence and safety, yet lor the purpose ol

using his sentiments to injure his standing will:

others, or to support an opposite cause, is among
the evils produced by the " unruly member that

is full of deadly poison." Such a practice can-

not be long concealed. Men of observation form

a pretty correct estimate of those they mingle

with. They detect the cunning, flattering, plaus-

ible policy, and hold the authors in slight esteem,

but they award lo people of honest simplicity and

straightforwardness, the respect and love which

are their due, even though the outside may not

wear the gfss and smoothness, by which the

cral'ty strive to lull suspicion.

THE UEROIC MINER.

A poor but pious miner in Cornwall was down

deep 111 the earth with another miner sinking a

shaft. They were blasting rocks, and their cus-

tom was, alter the rock was charged, for one first

to ascend in the bucket, and the other lo wail

until the bucket came down again, then ignite the

fuse, get into the bucket, give the signal to the

man above, and be drawn to the top before the

explosion. In the present case, the train unex-

pectedly look fire. The fuse was hissing, both

men rushed lo the bucket, got in and gave the

signal lo hoist ; but the man above could not dra-

slialL bf. in heaven." The bucket was drawn up,

d the man was safe.

Eager to know the fate of his magnanimous

companion, he bent over the mouth of the shafi.

Just then the explosion rumbled below, and ii

plinter struck him on the brow, braving a mark

he will carry to llie grave. They soon com-

menced labouring among the fallen rocks lo ex-

tricate the corpse. At last they heard a voice.

Their friend was yet alive. They reached him,

ind found him without injury or scratch. All ho

could tell of the fearful scene was, that the mo-

ment his friend was gone, ho sat down and look

and held it before his face. When
asked what induced him to let his companion

escape, he replied, "/ Mieved my soul was safe;

1 was not so sure of his.
^^

Now look at him who, to build a city called by

his own name, sacrificed a hundred thousand

men, and at this poor miner, who, to save the

soul of his unconverted comrade, sat down there

to be blasted to pieces, and say which is the true

hero.

—

Ilng/ish Paper.

Fur " rii^ Friend.',

FOR TUE VOUSG.

An acquaintance of Anthony Bencz t was re

hting to him in conversation that ho bad recently

heard of a person in whoso coffers after his death,

many thousand dollars in specie were found,

when he expressed great sorrow at being inform-

ed of the circumstance, and begged of his friend

lo give as little currency as possible to the fact;

adding, that he thought " it would have been quite

as reasonable for him to have had as many thou-

sand pairs of boots and shoes in his house, whilst

the poor were sutfering in bare feel for the want

of them." He considered a penurious mind as

scarcehj rational; and, aware of his liability to

censure with severity those who indulged that de-

grading propensity, he would sometimes check

himself by saying, " the hig/iest act of charily in

tite world is, to bear with such iinreasonaUcness

of mankind." He deeply lamented the conse-

quences which he saw were produced by the love

of money ; tracing lo that cause many of the un-

happy turmoils which often laid waste the har-

mony of families ; and which was not unfrequent-

ly the foundation of sanguinary conflicts between

nations. When ho was made acquainted with

the existence of disputes between individuals on

account ol' pecuniary matters, he has been known
lo negotiate with them, by persuading one to ac-

cept less than his demand, and the other to allow

more than be at first conceived right; and having

ihus brought them to the nearest point of reconci-

liation, he has paid ike difference out of his own
pocket, and restored the parties lo peace and in-

tercourse, wiihout suffering either of them to

know, it was purchased at the expense of hid

purse.

Though " full of good works and alms-deeds,"

which yTelded him the gratitude of thousands

;

respected for his integrity even by those whose

conduct he opposed ; honoured at hom"! and abroad

for the purity of his motives; admired for his ex-

panded views of the jirinciples of eternal justice

and right, which he unceasingly advocated ; ho

was favoured continually to have on the armour

of humility ; and protected by it, none of ihoso

things exalted his depending spirit. In writing lo

a friend, he says of liimsell, " O ! that a true gos.

pel nothingness may prevail in my heart, is my
most sincere desire. [ crave to verify in myself..lem both. They at once saw their danger ; both

^

could not escape, and delay was death. One ol i i„ all cases, tlio doctrine of one of the copies 1 use

the miners was pious. Looking for a moment at in my school, viz.:

his companion, and stepping from ihe bucket, he . jy^t jje i„y tljoiiglits, and ftll my words sincere,

said, "Escape for thy life; in a few moments 1 And know no wisli, but what the world ma/ hear.' "
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For ••TimKrli-nd."

OX THE DEATH OF A YOr.VG FRIEND.
' Death cannot conic to him imtimclv who is fit to die
The less of this cold enrih, the more of heuven,
The briefer life, the earlier immortality."

Thy j-oulh was one lon^' stimracr day,

Oliiddencd with sunshine anil with flowers

;

Earth's choicest treasures round thee lay,

And smiling Hope led on the hours.

Life seemed so rich, thy home so blest.

How couldst thou bid the world adieu?
But He '• who kuoweth what is best,"

Stained all its glory in thy view.

And when upon thy onward path
The tempest lowered in fearful form,

Oh I then, in mercy, not in wrath,
Ho housed theo from the coming storm.

Lingering upon the couch of pain,

In deep communing with thy Lord;
The still small voice spoke not in vain,

" Trust wholly in the liviug Word."

Then power ivas granted from on high,

And humble faith and hope divine
;

And grace was given thee to reply,

"Thy will be done, and only thiue."

Serene and peaceful came the close,

And gently passed thy parting breath
;

Calmly as for a night's repose,

Those loving eyes were closed in death.

No, not in death! true life and love.

And union with the angelic band,
Await thy homeward flight above,
Thy waking in the spirit-laud.

Fifth mo. Slh. X .

BY JOHN G. WniTTIER.
"The spring comes slowly up this way."

—

Chrlslahd.

'Tis the noon of the spring-time, yet never a bird
In the wind-shaken elm or the maple is heard

;

For green meadow-grasses wide levels of snow.
And blowing of drifts where the crocus should blow;
Where wind-flower and violet, amber, and white,
Un south sloping brook-sides should smile in the light,

O'er the cold winter-beds of their late-waking roots
The frosty flake eddies, the ice crystal shoots

;

And, longing for light, under wind driven heaps,
Kound the poles of the pine-wood, the ground-laurel

creeps,

Unkissed of the sunshine, uubaptized of showers,
With buds scarcely swelled, which should burst into

flowers 1

We wait for thy coming, sweet wind of the south I

For the touch of thy light wings, the kiss of thy mouth
;

For the yearly evangel thou bearest from God,
Resurrection and life to the graves of the sod I

Up our long river-valley, for days, have not ceased
The wail and the shriek of the bitter north-east-
Raw and chill, as if winnowed through ices and snow.
All the way from the land of the wild Esquimaux,

—

Until all our dreams of the land of the blest,

Like that red hunter's, turn to the sunny south-west.

0, soul of the spring-time, its light and its breath.
Bring warmth to this coldness, bring life to this death

;

Renew the great miracle ; let us behold
The stone from the mouth of the sepulchre rolled.

And Kature, like Lazarus, rise, as of old I

Let our faith, which in darkness and coldness has lain,

Revive with the warmth and the brightness again,
And in blooming of flower and budding of tree

The symbols and types of our destiny see
;

The life of the spring-time, the life of the whole.
And as sun to the sleeping earth, love to the soul I

FROM THE GREEK OF PYTUAGOUAS.
Let not soft slumber close my eyes
Ere I have recollected thrice

The train of actions through the day:
Where have my feel marked out their way?
What have I learnt where'er I've been.
From all I've heard, from all I've seen ?

\A'hat know I more that's worth the knowing
What have I done that's worth the doing ?

Wliat have I sought that I should shun?
What duties have I left undone?
Or into what new follies run?
These self inquiries point the road
That leads to virtue and to (Jod.

For •Till' Friend."

An Exhortation to Faithrulnrss.

The mind of the writer has of late been frc-

qiicnlly e.xcrciscd that as a people we might be

more and more gathered to, and abide under, liie

holy influences of the Spirit of Truth, to which
early Friends liad their minds subjected, and with-

out which they feared to move. Their chief con-

cern, ihc burden of their ministry appears to have

been to turn all to Christ as to a hght within.

How faithful in declaring the inability of man,
however learned or ingenious, with whatever elo-

quence or fervour, in anywise to save his fellow

man. Many of them had tried all outward helps,

sparing neither pains nor expense according to

their means, and had to testify that it is not by
men, nor ordinances, nor any outward observa-

tions, but "by the Spirit of the Lord ;" agree-

ably with the experience of the great apostle of

ihe Gentiles, that he received not, " the gospel of

man, neither was he taught it, but by the revelation

of Jesus Christ." It is very obvious in the present

day, that Friends as a body are not under the

direction of the Spirit of Christ as their fathers

were, but that the world and the things of the

wuild, a love of ease, and adesiienot unfrequent-

ly manifested of amalgamating with other sects

of prolessing Christendom, have obtained the pre-

eminence with many. Does not the term " be-

ing born of the Spirit," imply that man is not

sullicient of himself, however learned or trained,

to do any good work aright? As surely as "a
haughty spirit goes before a fall," or that " before

honour is humility," so certainly is it necessary
that we must learn not to look to ourselves as

having any sufiiciency in ourselves, or to others,

before we can e-xpect to receiv? that wisdom'from
on high which is profitable to direct. ,J^ is a

very diirerent thing to make the Spirit of Truth
our guide, from placing our dependence upon what
is denominated the ' writlcn icord,'' which is also

called the 'glorious gospel,'' and its trained ex-

pounders, ' miiiislers of the gospel.' Such assump-
tions were never acknowledged by George Fox
and other early Friends, but they declared Christ

10 bo the " Word, the living, eternal, all-quicken-

ing Word nigh in the heart and in the mouth," and
the gospel to be tlie " power of God, which was
before the devil,"—a very significant phrase.

How strong, pointed and condemnatory, is the

language of early Friends, of a man-made minis-

try, or a ministry in man's own time and will,

performed for money. Schism is sin ; for to re-

fuse a ministry which is of God, and to divide the

church and set up another or a new order, must
be a very serious matter, and was so esteemed by
the Society of Friends.

1 speak of these things with a view of bringing

the matter more before the minds of younger
Friends, that they may seek to know more and
more the God of their fathers for themselves; for

the Lord will assuredly visit lliom, and will make
himself known unto all such as are willing to

deny themselves of the pleasures, honours, and
fashions of this vain world, and will not sell their

birthright, or despise it as one of old did, who,
when he would have inherited the blessing, found

no place of rcpentanre, although besought it ear-

nestly with tears. May the consideration of this

sink deep into your hearts, that in the time of

your visiiation you may wrestle like Jacob, and
prevail like Israel. My faith is, that very many

will yet arise as champions for the Truth, botk

sons and daughters, valiants in Israel, " coutcndio.

for the faith once delivered to the saints." Andfot
this end choose not your portion in this worii
but let your allections be set on heavenly aiidefc

during substance.

John Woolman gives most excellent advice on

merchandizing and trading; George Fox ilig

writes of youth ' being brought up in things inooi

cent and useful ;' and we ought to seek to kno*
the will of the Lord concerning us therein, beiiii

faithful to that which is made known, and wtitju

for further manifestations of the Divine will, ooij.

milting ourselves unreservedly unto the Lord,

It is to be feared that an undue mixture with

other professors, and unfaithfulness, by avoidiD>

the plain language, by uncovering the head ig

their meetings, and uniting with them in soeitl

worship, &c., has been a means of further detii.

tion, until an assimilation becomes apparenl,n
merely in dress and address, in marriage, fiiK

rnis, tombstones, &c., but the very spirit goal

after them, and then a ministry arises that end»
vours to unite Babylon with Jerusalem—"Mn.
lory Babylon, the mother of harlots and aboiniiu.

lions of the earth," with spiritual JerusuletnlJul

Cometh down from God out of heaven. It is higt

time to declare the undisguised Truth, andlolet

the cry mightily arise, according to holy wrii,

" Come ye out of Babylon my jieople, that jtbe

not partakers of her sins, lest ye be also of be

plagues, for her |)lagues shall come in onedij,

death, and mourning, and sorrow." It vu
under the immediate direction of the Spirit «'

Truth that our early Friends were led, after i

very long night of apostacy, " to raise up Ik

tabernacle that was fallen down ;" the Lord •«
eminently with them in the work, and oh lie!

none be afraid, for it is the fearful as well aslbt

unbelieving, that will be cast out. May then out

hands be strong, nothing terrified by our ad»(f.

saries, but trust in the Lord, who will enable «i

to bear cheerfully their measure of sulferiiig. Cell

to mind the undaunted and uncompromising »a-

lour of Edward Burrough, who declared that ''the

Spirit that ruled him, should yet break forth Id

thousands;" and of F'rancis Howgill, that dignifiw

and noble soul, to whom it was revealed after i

deep travail of spirit, " before the Lord, thalbt

might comfort and strengthen his Hock by an

assured testimony," viz., " And thus said the

living God of heaven and earth, upon the 28lho:'

the Third month, 166'2, 'The sun shall leaveitj i

shining brightness and cease to give light lolb.' '

world ; and the moon shall be aliogetlier darkness

and give no light unto the night ; the stars shall '

cease to know their ollice or place; my coveoM'.

with day, night, limes and seasons shall sooner

'

come to an end, then the covenant I have

made with this people into which they have en-

tered with me, shall end or be broken. Yea.

though the powers of darkness and hell combine

against them, and the jaws of death open; ye!

will I deliver them and lead them through all.

will confound their enemies as I did in Jacob, and

scatter them as I did in Israel in the dayso(<

1 will take their enemies, I will hurl them hither

and thither as stones are hurled in a sling; mJ

the memorial of this nation or people which ore

holy unto me shall never be rooted out, but shall

live through ages, as a cloud of witnesses in gen-

erations to come. I have brought them to the

birth, yea, I have brought them forth. I havej

swaddled them and they are mine. 1 will nout- i

ish them and carry them as on eagle's wings; and}

though clouds gather against them, 1 will makei

my way through them, though darkness gather!

together on a heap and tempests gender. 1 wiUjj
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e4iem as with an east wind, and nations
low that they are my inlieritance ; and
II iinow I am the living God, who will

eir cause with all that rise in opposition

1! .hem.' " May then, all of us be delivered

! fear of man, whether within or without
of our Society, following the Captain of
ation, clad with his invincible armour
ing the word of his command ; that thu;

[ our ranks without wavering, we may be
than conquerors ; for it is not by might

3 power, (that is, human,) but by my Spirit,

e Lord.

S. C.
West, Third mo., 1854.

MERCY AT LAST,

ler of the family of Penn, in Buckingham-
young woman delighting in the hnery

asures of the world, was seized with a vio-

ess which proved mortal to her. In the

her sickness she fell into great distress of

Iterly bewailing the want of that inward
hich makes a dealh-bed easy to the right-

After several days languishing, a little

tion appeared after this manner. She was
ne in a kind of trance, in which she ap-

led she was brought into a place where
was, to whom, if she could deliver her pe-

ihe hoped to be relieved. But her endea-
ncreased her pain; for as she pressed to

it, he turned his back upon her, and would
much as look towards her. But that

added to her sorrow was, that she beheld

admitted. However, she gave not over
jning Him; and when almost ready to

nd lier hope to sink, he turned one side of

3 towards her, and reached forth his hand,

;eived herrequest; at which hertroubled soul

immediate consolation. Turning to those

her, she repeated what had befallen her;

,
" Bring me my new clothes ; take off the

iid finery ;" and charged her relatives " not

k and adorn themselves after the manner of
krld ; for the Lord Jesus whom she had seen,

red to her in the form of a plain country-

iwithout any trimming or ornament what-

nnd his servants should be like Hmi."
'hose adorning," the apostle says, " let it

that outward adorning of plaiting the hair,
" wearing of gold, or of putting on of appa-

it let It be the hidden man of the heart, in

hich is nut corruptible, even the ornament
leek and quiet spirit, which is in the sight

d of great price."' " Moreover, the Lord
Because the daughters of Zion are haughty,

alk with stretclied forth necks, and wanton
walking and mincing as they go, and mak-
inkling with their leel, therefore the Lord
nite with a scab the crown of the head ;"

in that day the Lord will take away the

y of the tinkling ornaments about their

" the chains and the bracelets, the bonnets

e ear-rings, the rings, the changeable suits

larel, the glasses and the fine linen, the

and the veils. And instead of sweet smell,

;hall be stink; instead of a girdle, a rent;

I of well set hair, baldness ; and instead ol

acher, a girding of sackcloth ; and burning
I of beauty."—Isaiah 3d chap,

ugh many Christians in name, strive to

itiL-mstlves and others, that there is nothing

scruples which some others leel in relation

clothing, it is evident from the Holy Scrip-

that the Lord has commissioned prophets

lostles to call the people to lay aside their

; and naany, who h^ve despised the idea of

religion being at all concerned in regulating dress
and address, when brought on a death-bed, have
felt with full force, the vanity and emptiness of
all ornament put upon these perishable taberna-
cles, which are to be food for worms, so that they
could not depart in peace without acknowledging it.

Some have directed plain dresses to be made for

them to wear in case they should recover, others
have given directions that the body should be laid

out and interred in the most simple manner. But
there arc those who ridicule these things and
Friends for maintaining their Christian testimony
in this respect. They would lead the young peo-
ple to believe it is all imagination, and if they
would join them, they would satisfy them that
they have an easier way in which they can walk
to the kingdom, than self-denial and the daily
cross. They profess to be the orthodox succes-
sors of the apostles, while they bear little resem-
blance to them in spirit or practice, and would
not take the pains to teach the truths of Christi-

anity, unless they are paid for it. Without their

salary they could not alford to furnish matter for

a discourse, while the sands of the hour-glass are
running.

For "The Friend."

BIOGRAPniCAL SKETCflES

Of Ministers and Elders, and other concerned members
of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

WILLIAM WALKER.

In the wisdom and goodness of God, his gifts,

graces and callings, are not confined to any class
amongst men. Yet it is often found that he
chooses the poor in earthly riches, and the un-
learned in worldly knowledge, as his ministers,

making them rich in faith, and wise in the things

pertaining to salvation, through the power of his

Holy Spirit. Thus qualified by him, they are
able labourers in the gospel of his dear Son, de-

claring that which their own eyes have seen, and
their own hands have handled of the good word
of life, under the fresh putting forth of their holy
Leader.

William Walker was born in Yorkshire, Old
England, whence he removed to Pennsylvania
shortly after William Penn commenced settling

the province. He was not then a member of the

Society of Friends, but in a few years afterwards,
ho was convinced of the Truth.

Being faithful to the gift of grace received, he
grew in spiritual experience, and was soon under
the qualifying power of the Lord Jesus Christ,

prepared for and brought forth in the work of the
ministry. He was at this time a day labourer

;

and though his employment was hard, and his

prospect of increasing in worldly possessions
small, he was content with his allotment.

Having become acquainted with Elizabeth Mor-
gan, a poor, but pious widow of Philadelphia, a

mutual attachment in the ordering of Divine Pro-
vidence grew up between them. About the be-

ginning of the Ninth month, I68y, they were
married. He continued faithfully to labour in his

heavenly Father's vineyard, and was industrious

in his bodily e.xertions for the maintenance of his

family. He did not crave riches,—nay, he was
fearful of entering into trade, lest through its en-

grossing tendency, he should grow less watchliil

lor his Master's will, and less qualified to do it.

His Friends finding his labour hard and his earn-

ings small, advised him to learn a trade. To this

he answered, " I dare not let out my mind to

learn one, but can freely Ibllow my present call-

ing, if the Lord will enable me ; because it is no in-

cumbrance to my mind, and through God's good-
ness we do not want."

Ho was somewhat advanced in years when
convinced, and great was his anxiety so to live

in watchful obedience to his heavenly Father, as
to do the work of his day, and receive the penny
at last. It mattered not to him that his path in
ihis life was among the poor and lowly, ho felt

that he was in his own proper place, and he knew
by a little sensible experience, something of tho
reward in store for the righteous at the end of tho
trials and temptations of time.

His widow says, " In an unexpected time, way
was made for our getting into a small, business,
which suited our capacities, and the Lord gave a
blessing to our endeavours. He often visited the
sick, and his soul sympathized with tho afilicled,

being also willing to administer to the necessities
of the poor as objects of charity presented. Ho
was a tender husband to me, and one whom my
soul had true unity with in the life of Jesus ; his
delight and meditations being in the law of tho
Lord. Muny were the seasons of Divine love we
enjoyed the little time we were together, which
often tendered our hearts before the Lord, in our
private retirements, so that praises have been re-

turned to his pure name, in a sense of the abound-
ings of his love and life."

When the difficulties amongst Friends, arising
from the unsubjected pride and wayward fancies
of Keith arose, William was one, who knowing
that the Lord's faithful children are called to bear
a testimony against error, as well as for the Truth,
cleared the Society of any responsibility for the
actions of George Keith and his fallacies, by testi-

fying against him.

In 1G93, it appeared needful that some Friends
should go to England to counteract George Keith's
elforts to promote discord and disunity there.
Three Friends were found who had been prepar-
ing for religious service in England, all of whom
at this time were members of Philadelphia Month-
ly iMeeting. These were Samuel Jennings, Wi|.
Ham Walker, and Thomas Duckett.° That
Monthly Meeting at its sitting, Ninth month
24lh, 1693, directed certificates for each of them,
to be prepared and signed, in order to avoid
delay.

.
William Walker visited Friends about London,

and then passed into Wales, where he remained

j

labouring until the next spring. He then returned

1

to London to attend the Yearly Meeting, Georgo
[Keith also intending to be at it. William doubt-
less expected to have his share of exercise and
conflict of spirit, in opposing that apostate from
the faith,—but his heavenly Father had better

things in store lor him. Before the opening of
the Yearly Meeting he was taken sick, and all

efforts to arrest the progress of the disease proved
unsuccessful. As he lay in bodily weakness and
distress, the love and power ot' God was greatly
with him, sustaining his spirit, and comloriing
those about him. On observing some weeping,
he said, " Weep not, dear hearts, lest you trouble

me." " O the goodness of the Lord !" He then
raised up his hands and said, " Lord, thou art

allogelher able to do wonderful things! Thou
shalt be my physician. Oh, the wonders of tho
Lord! What have I seen of the transcendent
glory ! Though 1 see but a little, yet it is admir-
able glory." Addressing those around him ho
said, "The old enemy would have had mo let go
my hold; but 1 said, ' I have an interest ia thee,
and I will hold thee. Lord.'"

Upon finding those about him anxious that ho
should recover, ho said, " Nay, 1 have no pro-
mise of lite." He thus spoke ol' the Saviour : " I

can see him ; his arm is open to receive mo."
"The Lord is a physican indeed, a physician of
value." At another time liu said, " We must all
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double our diligpnce." Lying in n sweet frnme
of mind, he ultered the following expressions in n

very melodious manner: "His compassion fails

not ; he wiiiis to be gracious. Oh the wonders
of the Lord I The wonders of the Lord in the

dce|>."

At nnother time he said, " ^fy fnilh is steadfast

in tlio dear Son of God. Although I am under
great weakness and alllictions, yel in the strength

of my Father's love I shall bo enabled to stand

against the mists of darkness. The enemy would
fain unpin my faith. God's people are always
preserved while they wait still at home. Oh!
Lord Jesus Christ ! I will hold thee fast ; thy com-
passion fails not. Oh ! sweet Jesus Christ, I have
great cause to hold thee fast. Oh I sweeten death

unto me! Oh! thy sweet presence! In it there

is life. Oh Lord I give me strength ; I will not

let tliee go ; thou hast regard to ihem that fear

thee ; thy compassion tails not ; thou art at my right

liaiid to uphold me. Oh! my Saviour! thou art

ot my right hand to save me; thy compassion fails

not, O Lord." He afterwards "said, "Oh! Lord
Jesus ! Come, sweet Jesus, I long for thee ; now
death is pleasant."

He e.xhorted a sister of his wife who was with

him to " Fear the Lord God ;" and on her asking
if he had any message to send to his wife, he
made this answer : " My dear and tender love in

the Lord Jesus unto her, and to all my dear
Friends everywhere; and [I desire] that you may
double your diligence to your soul's comfort, the

days you have here. My dear love to our

Friends in America, where I have been sweetly
refreshed, and had many good meetings among
them." After some repose, he exclaimed, " Oh !

Fountain of life !" He paused, then added, " 1

cast the care of my dear wife and children, if liv-

ing, upon the Lord. I trust in him." "Lord
Jesus Christ, come, receive my poor soul. Come,
O my soul's Beloved ! Come, Lord, I long for

thee. Lord Jesus Christ, if there be any iniquity

in me, search it out."

He afterwards said, "I feel the angel of thy

presence lo surround me: Come, Lord Jesus
Christ, come, come, receive my soul into thy be-

som." Again, " Come, Lord Jesus Christ, let me
entreat thee come away, and receive me out of all

sorrow ; come away, my Lord." After a time,

he added, " 1 feel the Fountain of life I My soul's

Beloved is come."
Thus, in a sweet, heavenly frame of mind, he

continued until his close, which took place Fourth
mouth l:itli, ie<J4, in Southwark.

For "Tile Friend.'

BULSTRODE WUITLOCK.

Bulslrodc Whitlock was one of the most accom-
plished men of the age in which he lived. VVm.
Penn says of him, that being with him some time

at his own house in Berkshire, amongst many
serious things he spoke, this was very observ-

able. " 1 have ever thought," said he, " there

lias been but one true religion in the world; and
that is the work of the Spirit of God in the hearts

and souls of men. There have been indeed divers

forms and shapes of things, through the many
dispensations of God to men, answerable to his

own wise ends, in reference to the low and un-

certain state of man in the world; but the old

world had the Spirit of God, lor it strove with
them ; and the new world has had the Spirit o(

God, both Jew and Gentile, and it strives with
all; and they that have been led by it, have been
the good people in every dispensation of God to

the world. And I myself must say, I have felt

it from a child to convince me of my evil and

vanity ; and it has often given me a true measure
of this poor world, and some taste of Divine

things; and it is my grief 1 did not more early

apply my soul to it. For I can soy since my re-

tirement froiTi the greatness and hurries ol" the

world, I have felt something of the work and
comfort of it, and that it is both ready and able to

instruct, and lead, and preserve those who will

humbly and inwardly iiearkcn to it. So that my
religion is the good Spirit of Ciod in my heart; I

mean, what that has wrought in me and for me."
Al'ter a meeting at his liouso, to which he gave
an entire liberty for all that pleased to come, he

was so deeply ad'ected with the testimony of the

light. Spirit, and grace of God in man, as the

gospel dispensation, that after the meeting closed

in prayer, lie rose up and pulled oil" his hat, and
said, " This is the everlasting gospel 1 have heard
this day; and I humbly bless the name of God,
that he lias let me live to see this day, in which
the ancient gospel is again preached to them that

dwell upon tlie earth." This was no previously
prepared discourse, cither printed or written.

For "Tlie Friend."

Jesus said unto his disciples, ' As long as I am
in the world, I am the Light of the world ;' but he
also told them, ' It is e.\jiedient for you that I go
away; for if I go not away, the Comforter will

not come unto you ; but if I depart, I will send
him unto you."

This precious Truth of the gospel, promised
by Christ himself, was largely witnessed in the

days of the apostles, among the true Christians.

Isaac Peninglon speaking of it, gays, " They
were truly enlightened. The ministers of the

gospel were sent by Christ, to turn men from
darkness to light; and from the power of Satan
to God, and they were faithful in their ministry,

and did turn men from the darkness and power of

Satan to the light of God's Holy Spirit; and they
were enlightened by it, and received power through
it, and so came to be children of the Light, and
to walk in the Light, as God is in the Light.

They tasted of the heavenly gilt which Christ

gives to those who come unto him, and become
his sheep ; and he gives life, eternal life ; he
brings them out of death, and gives them a savour
and- taste of the life which is eternal. This the

apostles testified of, even of the life wliich was
manifested in that body of flesh of our Lord Jesus
Christ; and they that turn from the darkness to

his light, lie gives them a taste of the same life.

"They were made partakers of the Holy
Ghost. The gospel is a day of bringing forth the

spiritual seed, and of pouring out the Holy Spirit

upon them. The law state is a state of servants
;

the gospel of sons! and because true believers in

Christ are sons, God sent forth the Spirit of his

Son into their hearts to cry, Abba, Father. And
|God will not deny his own Spirit to his children

that ask it of liim ; he knoweth how absolutely

necessary it is to the slate of a son ; and whoso-
ever truly receiveth Christ, Christ doth give him
power to become a son ; which power is in, and
with, and cannot be separated from, his Spirit.

Yea, the Spirit of Christ is so necessary and in-

separable from him that is Christ's, that the apos-

tle expressly affirms, that if any man hath not the

Spirit of Christ, he is none of his. They tasted

of the good Word of God ; from which the gift

comes; of that Word which was iti the beginning

of the world, which is ingrafted into the hearts o(

those that truly believe; which Word is able to

save the soul : and they tasted of the powers ol'

the world to come. Ol' the power of an endless

life whereof Christ is the minister, and according

to wliich he ministers life, in tliat holy, true, liv-

Its, breakiu

ing, inward spiritual temple, which ho p'lt^^

and reareth up for an habitation to God
own Spirit : for ho who is Light hath ap

inwardly, causing his light to shine inv

causing his life to spring inwardly : so thii^

who is light, who is life, who '
'

and known in his own inward visi

forth, and appearances.
" For God is a Spirit, his nppearaim

i

spiritual, his day is spiritual, his kingdom iifc

ritual, his light is spiritual, his life is spiritgi

his day-star is spiritual ; and iiis day da'

and his day-star ariselh in the heart. Thtuni
day.spring from on high did visit us, who ut
darkness, and in the region of the shadow

death. And here we have met with wlmi

apostles met with, the very same light of hi'

very same enlightening spirit and jiowcr,

have been enlightened by it, and tasted o!

same gift. The very same grace that ap;>

to them, and taught them, hath appeared ;.

and taught us; and of it we have learnco

same lessons, in the same covenant of life when;

they learned; and now can we seal to their its

rnony in the same spirit wherein they gave itfoi;.

and witness to the same eternal life, and the si-

holy oil and anointing, our eyes having U-i

opened and kept open by it. And though ik:'

be great disputes about our testimony in this d«i

yet let but any man come rightly to distinguish i

himself between that which God begets in :

heart, and all other births, and let that spenk au

judge in them, that will soon confess that out ;>

timony is of God, and given forth in the author:)

and by the commission of his own Spirit. Tri

wisdom isjustilied by the children that are bor«

of her ; it is the other birth that doth not, norcu

own her. The other birth can own lormercB-

pensations, (according to the letter of them;)lia

not the life and power of the present.

"I have known the breaking down of miiciiii

me by the powerful hand of the Lord, and apatv

ing with much (though not loo much) for Chriili

sake. The Lord hath brought the day of disttoi

and inward judgment over my heart; he balk

arisen to shake terribly the earthly part in n
(yea, what if I say that the powers ol' heaven iuit

been shaken also), that he tnight make me c>(*

ble to receive and bring me iulo that kiagdoa

wliich cannot be shaken. And now that whio

God hath shaken and removed (out of the W)/

in me, I see others build upon, and they thinlit

shall never be shaken in them ; but such boi

not the day of the Lord, nor the terrible seard

ing of his pure light, nor the operation of bi

poner, which will not spare in one, what he

reproved, condemned, shaken, and overturned u

another. He that knows the living stone wilhit,

and comes to him, and is built upon the re»el»

tion of his Spirit, lil'e and power, (revealed ii

wardly against the power ol' darkness) is notdt

ceived. All that otherwise build (1 mean upoi

an outward knowledge concerning Christ, «ik

not upon his inward life), their building will no

be able to stand in the day of the Lord. 1 wi>l

they might have a sense of it in time, that ih*.'

may not perish forever; but e.xperience thallil'

and power of our Lord Jesus Christ, which nj

deemeth and preserveth out of the perishing sUii

forever and ever. Amen."

—

Uxtraclcd from lk\

Works of Isaac Peni/igton.
j

N. Jersey, t'ourth mo., 1854. |.

The annual income of each person in EngUo)

is twenty-two cents a day ; in Ireland, eight; i^

France, fourteen; while in our most industrioij

States it is thirty ; and taking the whole nalioi'j

seventeen.

—

D, News, n
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]Jfia7i Produce Crossing the American
A letier from Toronto, slates that Am-

ents ill Canndn are purchasing up butter,

ese, pork and beef ibr the supply of our

ies, where the prices of these articles

inily risen so high. This rise has been

to various causes, huckstering being the

f
, but it is, probably, as much owing to

d production as to any other cause. A
lount of the producing population has

ried off to the gold fields of California,

large number of railroads now in

of building, have diverted labour from

re; while a general rise in prices results

3 increased quantities of gold flowing

into the country. The letier alluded to,

te" of 20 per cent, duty, tlie agricultural

of this province are finding their way
le American fronlier in increasing quan-

Agcnts of American houses are traversing

( itry in every direction, and buying up

;gs, cheese, pork, and even hay. This

icle has never before been purchased in

ket for exportation ; but is now purchased,

ind sent over in considerable quanlilies.

dy, so early in the season, reached the

13 price of $10 a ton. This trade is di-

D two great Atlantic cities, New York and

but principally the former. Catile and

also bought up in considerable quanlilies

American market. This is a large and

ade, in the face of the e.visling duties
;

Ies in question being actually consumed
merican market, and consequently paying

Led;;cr,

ABYSSINIAN MONKEYS.

monkeys, especially the cynocephali, who
)nishingly clever fellows, have their chiefs,

hey obey implicitl}', and a regular system

cs in war, pillaging expeditions, robbing

Ids, &c. These monkey-forays are ma-
vith the utmost regularity and precaution,

coming down to feed from their village on

main (usually a clift in the face of some
with it all its members, male and

old and young. Some of the elders of the

stinguishable by the quantity of mane
:overs their shoulders, like a lion's, lake

I, peering cautiously over each precipice

they descend, and climbing to the top of

lock or stone which may afford them a bet-

\r ol the road before them. Others have

bsts as scouts on the flanks or rear, and all

'eir duties with the utmost vigilance, calling

imes, apparently to keep order among the

pack which forms the main body, or to

itice of the approach of any real or im-

danger. Their tones of voice on these oc-

are so distinctly varied, that a person

ccustomed to watch their movements will

ih fancy, and perhaps with some truth, that

understand their signals,

main body is composed of females and in-

nced males, and young people of the tribe.

3f the females who have small children car-

1 on iheir back. Unlike the dignified march
eaders, the rabble go along in a most dis-

manner, trolling on and chattering, with-

ing the least heed of anything, apparently

ig in the vigilance of their scouts. Here
if the youth linger behind to pick the bcr-

somc tree, but not long, for the rear guard

up forces them to regain their places.

a matron pauses to suckle her ofl'spring,

il to lose any time, dresses its hair wliile

it is taking its meal. Another young lady, pro-

bably excited to jealousy, or by some sneering
look or word, pulls an ugly mouth at her neigh-

bour, and then uttering a shrill squeal, highly

expressive of rage, vindictively snatches at her
rival's leg or tail with her hand, and gives her,

perhaps, a bile in the hind quarters. This pro-

vokes a retorl, and a most unladylike quarrel en-

sues, till a loud bark of command from one of the

chiefs calls them to order. A single cry of alarm
niiikes them all halt, and remain on the qui vive,

till another bark in a different tone reassures

them, and they then proceed on their march.
Arrived at the corn-fields, the scouts take their

positions on the eminences nil around, while the

remainder of the tribe collect provisions with the

utmost expedition, filling their cheek-pouches as

full as they can hold, and then tucking the heads
of corn under their armpits. Now, unless there

be a partition of the collected spoil, how do the

scouts feed?—for I have watched them several

limes, and never observed them to quit for a mo-
ment their post of duty till it was time for the

iribe to return, or till some indication of danger
induced them to take to flight. They show also

llie same sagacity in searching for water, disco-

vering at once the places where it is most readily

found in the sand, and then digging for it with

their hands, just as men would, relieving one an-

other in the work, if the quantity of sand to be re-

moved be considerable.

—

FarkyrCs Life in Abij-

sintiia.

The Radish.—-Few vegetables are cultivated

with greater I'acility than the radish ; it seldom
commands notice in the pages of our periodicals,

because every one is satisfied that there is no se-

cret in its management—sow the seed and a crop

will follow. This, however, will not hold good
in all cases, and occasionally it is found that even
this common root demands that certain conditions

be fulfilled ; for frequently the produce of the rad-

ish bed is not fit for use. It is one of those roots

which are not submitted to the process of cooking,

and for this reason it must be produced at table in

a tender and crisp state, or it will be rejected. All

such vegetables owe this quality to the soil in

which they grow, and several other points in their

treatment. To produce tender and crisp flesh in

any vegetable rapidity of growth or development is

essential ; the tissue of which the substance is

composed must be quickly formed, so as to attain

its full size before the influence of the air and sun

convert it into woody fibre, or at least so act upon

it as to harden it.

The radish then requires a light, loamy soil, so

open as to permit the swelling of the bulb or root,

and yet firm enough to prevent the sun from act-

ing with loo much force on them while forming.

The soil must be rich enough to promote rapid

growth, and yet not so highly manured as to in-

duce greater development of leaves than is abso-

lutely necessary, as by this means the size of the

root would be diminished. A proper degree of

coolness and moisture are the most essential con-

ditions in the production of crisp and tender speci-

mens. Stitr clay soil must be avoided; and dur-

ing the latter part of Sfiring and summer, a spot

selected for the sowings little exposed to the mid-

day sun. Sow moderatel)' thin, as when too thick

the crop is inferior. Give plenliful supplies ol'

water at this season ; and if the soil is not very

rich, a little manure might be added with the wa-

ter. Avoid special applications of fresh manure,

as this would produce an undue proportion of

leaves.

By attention to the selection of a loose and mel-

low soil, avoiding ono too stiff or siandy, and care

in the application of abundance of water, there can
be little fear of a failure. In sowing the seed, it

is necessary, when the soil is very light, to treud
it a liltle. In very dry seasons, the roots will not
remain long tender after arriving at maturity, and
should therefore bo drawn as soon as they obtain

:.

—

Counln/ Gent.medi

MODERN JEWISH CUSTOMS.

The Jewish population at Jerusalem has been
diflerently esiimated, from three thousand to five

or six thousand. The number varies no doubt,
from time to time. Among them may be found
representatives from almost every country in the
world, though the greater part of them consist of
Spanish, German and Polish Jews. Many of tho

men are devoted to the study of tho law, and aro
generally acquainted with the Hebrew of the Old
Testament, and with the Rabbinnic, while they

j speak, as their vernacular tongue, the language
of the country where they were born, "or whenco

j

their fathers emigrated. This fact agrees wilh
the statement in Acts ii. 5, seq., where it is said
that "there were dwelling at Jerusalem, Jews,
devout men, out of every nation under heaven,"
and that they spoke the several languages of the
countries to which they belonged.

The modern Jews at Jerusalem have several
synagogues, which they attend, not promiscu-
ously but according to their national affinities.

The Spanish Jews, including those from Portugal
and the northern coast of Africa, meet by them-
selves, ill some of the synagogues, since they aro
too numerous to form a single congregation ; and
the German Jews, including those from I'oland,

Hungary, and some other lands, meet by them-
selves in otl'.er synagogues. This fact again
reminds us of something very similar to it in the
time of Christ and the Apostles and brought to

view in Acts vi. 9 seq. We read there that the
dispulanls who engaged in the discussion with
Stephen, were connected with synagogues that

were supported by distinct national communi-
ties. Some of them were from the synagogues
of the Libertines, i. e., Jewish freedmen or tho
sons of freedmen who came from Rome; some
from the synagogue of the Cilicians, (to which
Paul belonged probably ;) others from that of tho

Alexandrians, and so on. At Safel, in Northern
Galilee, I learned from the Chief Rabbi, Jacob
Berish David, that the Jews there amounted to

three thousand, and that they had eight syna-
gogues, four of them appropriated to the use of
the Spanish and Arabian Jews, and four of them
to the use of the German and Polish Jews.

I attended the Jewish worship at Jerusalem,

and was struck with the accordance of the cere-

monies with those mentioned in the New Testa-

ment. The sacred roll was brought from tho

chest or closet where it was kept; it was handed
by an attendant to the reader; a portion of it was
rehearsed, llie congregalioii rose and stood while

It was read, whereas the speaker, as well as tho

others present, sat during the delivery of the ad-

dress, which formed a part of the service. In
like manner, we read that the Saviour, on a cer-

tain Sabbuih at Nazaralh, " went into the syna-
gogue, and stood up to rend, and there was de-

livered to him liie book (or roll) of tho prophet
Isaiah ; and when he had read, he closed (properly
folded up) the book, and delivered it again to the

servant, and sat down ;" and then proceeded to

explain to tho people the meaning of the Scr p-

turos to which they had listened. See Luke iv.

IG, seq.

Tho modern Jews arc not unmindful of the cere-

moaial riles, especially of the ablutions which tho
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Jews in ancient days regarded as so important in

connection with their worship. Every synagogue

has a bath under the same roof, or in the vicinity,

large enough for the immersion of tiie whole

body. In one of the synagogues at Safet, an en-

tire room is filled with such baths ; one of them,

whicli I measured was twelve feet and four inches

long, and proporlionally deep, wilh steps leading

down into it. Its dimensions equal to those of

the swimming baths of the Greeks and Romans.

Proselyte baptism, as it is called, is still practised

among the Jews. When any one adopts their

faitii, he is immersed as a sign and seal of his ad-

mission into their community. A short time be-

fore my visit to Jerusalem, a Jew who had pro-

fessed himself a Christian, renounced his new

faith, and returned to that of his fathers. The

net of his immersion was performed in one of the

synagogues at Jerusalem.

In one of the synagogues at Safet, I found a

scribe engaged in making a copy of the law. A
more elegalit Hebrew manuscript, a more perfect

specimen of thecaligraphic art, I never saw, than

that executed by this Jewish amanuensis. No
printed page could surpass the beauty, symmetry

and distinctness wilh which the characters were

drawn. One peculiarity that struck me at once,

as I cast my eye over the parchment, was the

horn-like appendage attached to some of the let-

ters. 1 had seen the same mark before this, in

Hebrew manuscripts, but never when it was so

prominent as here. The sign in question, as con-

nected wilh Lameth in particular, had almost the

appearance of an intentional imitation of a ram's

head. It was to that appendage of Hebrew let-

ters that the Saviour rel'erred when he said

:

" Not one jot or tittle [Utile horn it is in ihe ori-

ginal Greek] shall pass I'rom the law until all be

fulfilled."—Mat. v. 18. It was on one of the

mounts of Galilee, that the Saviour uttered these

words : and it was exceedingly interesting to me

to^meet with such a proof in the same country,

that copies of the Old Testament are still made

here so minutely similar to those used in the syna-

gogues when Christ himself preached in them.

—

Frof. IlackcU, in October No. Christian Review.

A Country of Fests.—Dr. Hooker, in the course

of his " Himalayan Journals," just published,

gives the following sketch of a pleasant excursion

on the Nepaulcse Himalaya: "Leeches swarmed

in incredible profusion in the streams and damp

grass, and among the bushes; they got into my
hair, hung on my eyelids, and crawled up my
legs and down by my back. I repeatedly took

upwards of a hundred from my legs where the

small ones used to collect in clusters on the in-

step; the sores which they produced were not

healed for five months allerwards, and I retain

the scars to the present day.

" Another pest is a small midge, or sandy-fly,

which causes intolerable itching and subsequent

irritation, and is in this respect the most insuffer-

able torment in Sikkim; the minutest rent in one's

clothes is detected by the acute senses of this in-

satiable blood-sucker, which is itself so small as

to be barely visible without a microscope. We
daily arrived at our campaigning ground stream-

ing with blood, and mottled with the biles of

peepsas, gnats, midges, and musquitoes, besides

being infested with ticks."

Slave MotJiers and their Offspring.—A bill in

relation to the sale of slave mothers and their

children is now before the Legislature of Georgia.

It providis that no slave childien under live years

of age shall be separated from their mother by

any kind of sale whatever, legal or otherwise.

unless in legally dividing an estate, it shall be

found impossible to effect a division without such

a separation. The passage of this bill would

greatly mitigate one of the evils of the slave sys-

tem.

—

Lcdccr.
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We have by request given place in the present

number to the Appeal for the Insane, made by

the .Managers of the Pennsylvania Hospital, to

which we would call the attention of our readers.

It speaks for itself, the facts given, demonstrating

that wc in Pennsylvania fall far short in provid-

ing adequate relief lor one of the most pressing

wants in the community. When that most de-

plorable alTliction, the loss of the use of Reason,

overtakes a member of a family, if the disease is

of that character which is most likely to be cured

during separation from family lies, and domestic

associations, it is of the utmost importance those

means should be readily available, and that they

should be speedily resorted to. But when the

Institutions lor the treatment of such cases are

not capable of receiving more than half of the

cases occurring, it must necessarily follow that

many will be deprived of the benefit which such

institutions confer; and thus be kept much long-

er under their grievous affliction, if they are

not consigned for life to hopeless dementia or

raving mania. Though we do not like anything

that savours of an appeal to ihc pride of Penn-

sy Ivanians, yet we trust the funds may be obtained

for the ereclion and endowment of a Hospital as

proposed. An Institution calculated for two hun-

dred and filly patients, is as large as should be

trusted to the oversight of any one Physician.

From the course pursued in the House of Re-

presentatives at Washington, it appears almost

certain that the Nebraska Bill will be passed in

that body, probably with some amendment, but

retaining the clause repealing that part of the

Compromise Act of 1820, which forever prohibits

the introduction of slavery into the territory pur-

chased from France north of 30° 30' North lati-

tude. The Administration appears determined to

subserve the Slave power, and to make the coun-

try submit to its wishes, we cannot say demands,

for the people of the Slave Stales have never

asked for the concession voluntarily offered to them

by truckling politicians Irom llie North. I

thought the question will be decided next week.

While our country is making so shameful an

exhibition of its disregard to iis solemn contract,

and its willingness to pander to the rapacious lust

of power in the slaveholders, it is a relief to turn

to another Government, which while making

much less pretension about liberty and the right

of man than these United Slates, has consummated

an act of justice and mercy which entitles it to

the commendation of every lover of his race. W
allude to the following, which we lake from the

National Era of the 4th instant.-

" From Venezuela—Emancipation.—The barque Vene

zuela arrived at I'hiladelpliia, ou Monday, from Port(

Cabello, with dates of the Ulh iiist. On llie 24tli ult.,

tlie Venezuelan Congress abolislicd slavery throughout

the Republic, and the bill became a law the same day

by the signature of the President, who had previously

freed all his own slaves, ludemnity to the planters was
specified, but funds for that purpose had not been set

apart. The number of slaves in the Republic is about

;1U,UU0, the greater part of them being old. Their
' average value will not exceed §200, which gives a

I

total of §2,000,000."

ITEMS OP NEWS.
By steamship Atlantic we hare Liverpool datMtttki

1st lost.

Odessa, the greatest seaport on the Black S«»,k^
been bombarded by the English licet. The vejidi

j,

the harbour were destroyed, and the fortresses dinm.
lied.

The barque Favonrite, from Bremen to Ballin

was run into by the barque Ilesper, in the liriiisb d
nel, on the 28th ult., and so injured as to sink imin.

ately. The passengers, amounting to 180, arc supix,

to have been all lost. Grain and llour slightly iet.

ing,—cotton, fluctuating, tendency downward.
AUSTRIA.—The emperor has been married.

CAI'E OF GOOD HOPE.—E.xcitemcnt prevjili i;

Cape Town, arising from reports of extensive disoonriii

of gold fields in the interior.

U.NITED STATES.— iraj/iiV"—The debate wtl,
Nebraska Bill still continues in the House. Theftiiifc

of the bill intend to close the debate, if possible, oiUi
20th inst.

Pennsylvania.—Deaths in Philadelphia lastwetk.f
During the year ending Fourth month 3nth last, v-

vessels cleared from Richmond, taking wilh them c

than eleven hundred thousand tons of coal.

irginia.—At the Chesterfield coal pits a terrible

plosion took place ou the IDlh inst., by which 20 l

; killed.

RECEIPTS.

Received from Wm. C. Williams, 0., $2, vol. 27 ; fr

Luke Aldrich, per P. M., R. I., SG, to 52, vol. 27;fr

Wm. Smith, Maiden Co., Pa., S">, to 27, vol. 28;frm

Dougan Clark, per J. Russell, N. C, SG, to 52,voLlI.

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.

The Committee charged with the oversight ofUii

Institution, will meet there, on Fourth-day, the Tttif
'

next month, at 10 o'clock, A. M.

The Committee on Admissions, meet at 8 o'clock lit

same morning;—the Committee on Instructiun, ontlit

preceding evening, at 7J o'clock,—and the \'i»itiB{

Committee, on Seventh-day afternoon, the :;d proiiao.

TuoiiAS KiMBEK, Clerk.

Philad., Fifth mo. 20th, 1853.

Died, at Plainfield, Belmont county, Ohio, the Mi
of Third month, 1854, Elizabeth, daughter of Win.C.

and Rebecca Williams, aged 17 years wanting 20d«T!.

Her disease caused a speedy dissolution, but shewasc-

abled to bear her sufl'erings. which were very sei

with Christian patience. This dear youth was '

quiet unassuming manner, and of few words, bu'.

strong mind. Although she said but little respct:
^

her close, her relatives and friends have a comfort«l. .

hope that her end was peace, and that she is gathotJ

home with the just of all generations. 1

, at his residence, near Parkersvillp, Cht

county, Pa., on the morning of the 2(;tli ult.. .1

Baily, an esteemed and valued memljcr v( Kr:

Monthly Meeting of Friends, in the 70th year of his ~,

For some days before his death, he seemed impress

.

with the belief, that his close was drawing neat,tt:

said to one of his family, "My end must be very oetr.
'

" I am sensible of it." He then conversed calmly for i

time, and remarked, " I have always been a full belieti: •

in the doctrines of the Christian religion." AtoneUnw,

being asked if he wanted anything, he said, " Nothio!

but patience, to bear all that I may have to bear. Hi

appeared to have nothing to do, but to fill up his OH.

sure of bodily suffering, his mind being staid andetil-

lected, in the prospect of a heavenly inheritance. Ilf

sulfered much from difliculty of breathing, and at om

time, when feeling somewhat relieved from it, kt

solemnly uttered this brief but impressive tcstimooj,-

" Verily, there is a reward for the righteous, verily be ii

a God "that judgeth in the earth." And again, wbea

suH'ering from the same cause, he said, "Oh! th»ll

could llec away, and be at rest." To him death »p-

pearcd to have" no terrors, but rather to be as a door,

opening to heavenly rest. Retaining his faculties, cleu

to the last, he passed quietly away as one falling askfp.

His ransomed and redeemed spirit, joining, we humbly

believe, that innumerable multitude which John lt«

Divine saw, and of whom it is recorded, " For the Lamb

which is in the midst of the throne, shall feed Ibcm,

and shall lead them unto living fountains of waters, aol

God shall wipe away all tears from their eyes."
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From the Leisure Hour.

A RAMBLE TO ROTTERDAM.

Englishman nbroad wishes to see a town
Dutch, we recommend him to visit Rol-

1 preference even to Amsterdam. Go
dam, and you may study every phase of

laracter, and see every national peculi-

1 specimens of every species of national

^ transit of less than twenty hours from
1 will bring you within sight of the coast

id ; but the chances are ninety-nine to

you mistake it for a low thick bank ol

low fog. Another half hour, and the

enters the shallow river Maas, twenty

m the mouth of which lies Rotterdam.
; that you menially repeat the graphic

truthful lines in " Goldy's" noble didac-

"The Traveller:"—

n of other minds my fancy flies,

som'd in the deep where Holland lies,

nks her patient sons before me stand,

e the broad ocean leans againsl the land,

dulous to stop the coming tide,

le tall rampire's artificial pride,

rd, methinlvS, and diligently slow,

nn connected bulwark seems to grow;
ds its long arms amidst the watery roar,

an empire and usurps the shore,

: the pent ocean rising o'er the pile,

m amphibious world beneath him smile;*
low canal, the yellow blossora'd vale,

'illow tufted bank, the gliding sail,

rowded mart, the cultivated plain,

f creation rescued from his reign.

while around the wave-subjected soil,

s the native to repeated toil,

trious habits in each bosom reign,

ndustry begets a love of gain.

! all the good from opulence that springs

all those ills superfluous treasure brings,

ere display'd."

I approach close to Rotterdam, you see

smiill craft, and abundant signs of the

of a numerous and busy population ; but

the oily itself? You behold ranges ol

nd warehouses, but there is nothing to

that the city lies beyond, e.xcept the tall

seples of the churches surmounted by
lis, and vanes, and weather-cocks, and

of fantastic things, brightly flashing in

:ams. Dutch cities are alike in tins re-

STou are sceptical of their actual existence

,3 not a poetic exaggeration. The sea is a(

her than the laud on many parts of the coas

3g but the dikes prevent." it from inundaiii]

la auuident whiuh sometimes happens i

iather.

till you traverse their streets. They are built on

a dead level, and consequently present no points

of view. Neither from afar, nor near, neither

from without nor within their limits, can you ever

see more of them than the street you happen to

he in. The only way to obtain a view, is to

mount to the belfry of a church, and then you
may count every chimney in the place. Conse-

quently, the fine and picturesque ellect produced

\>y the streets of a town being built on eminences
and slopes, and rising undulating ground, is utter-

ly wanting. Whatever beauty a Dutch town

may possess, it owes nothing to nature. We
have ofien wondered what the sensations of a

phlegmatic Hollander would be, if we whisked

him out of Rotterdam and dropped him on the

summit of Calton Hill, and bade him gaze around
him at romantic Edinburgh ! We fancy he would

be so astonished, that he would suffer his never-

lailing pipe to go out ei-e he recovered his breath,

and twitched up his broeks!

Landing at the Boompjes, a noble quay, we
re at once favourably impressed by the civility

of the Custom-house officers, who e.Xiimined our

gage with a promptitude that we inuch wish

that the London Custom-house would condescend
to imitate, instead of keeping travellers dancing

attendance for hours, as once happened to our

iinforluiiate self. And go where you will in Hol-

land, you will meet with similar civility, but no

servility, from Jan, the waiter (all waiters are

called Ja7i), up to Mynheer Unpronounceable, the

great burgher, who owns a dozen streets and a

score of ships. Better still, you find plenty of

people to speak to you in English; and they will

get you a biefstuk, (as they know that English-

men live entirely on biefstuks), but alas I for the

toughness and insipidity thereof! Moreover, they

admire England and Englishmen above all other

nations and people on earth, except, of course,

their own darling tract of sand, and their own
countrymen. The nationality of Hollanders is

most intense. The love of country with them is

no mere intangible idea, but something which is

a part of themselves, a feeling they inhale with

every breath they draw. Their patriotism has

often been splendidly manifested, especially dur-

ing the wars with Napoleon.

Almost every street in Rotterdam has a broad

and deep sluggish canal running liirough it ; and

the vessels poke their bowspriis up to the very

windows of the fantastically painted gabled houses.

JJutch cleanliness has been a proverb any lime

this three hundred years; and it needs only a

glance at their vessels, to be satisfied that it is

well founded. There is hardly a Dutch craft

afloat in these canals but what looks us if it had

just come out of a glass case. The bulwarks and

blocks are scraped and varnished till you can see

your face as in a mirror, and there rs less dust

on the decks than in many a drawing-room. Rows
of lime trees are planted along the rdgcs of tlie

canals—iheir stems serving as mooring posts lor

the shipping—and in front of most of the bouses

are gardens of tulips, and all sorts of bright,

gaudy flowers, with summer-houses and Chinese

pavilions for smoking. Th'j Dulcn merchant

thus manages to combine busine-is and pleaj'ire

in one focus. Here is his house—there is his

delight, the garden—and a few paces beyond lies

his richly-freighted ship, just returned 'from his

own plantations in Java. The stolidity of the
Dutch cliarncler has, we think, been vastly exag-
gerated, and satirized with more wit than truth.

It is very true that the Dutchman's disposition is

solid, cautious, and somewhat phlegmatic, (and
occasionally incredibly so), but he is not the au-
tomaton generally represented. He has his plea-

sures, and he enjoys them too, quite as much as
ourselves. He is an ardent reader, and is fre-

quently familiar with the imaginative writings of
all the best authors of England, France, and Ger-
many ; many of which are as well known and
appreciated in Holland as in their respective
countries. He is well educated, and his drawing-
room displays as much taste as that of the refined

Englishman. He is a liberal, ay, and a really

munificent patron of the fine arts. With respect

to his dress, it is all nonsense to imagine that the
upper classes in Eiolland wear enormous breeches,

and coats with buttons like saucers, as we see
them represented in pictures and on the stage.

The fact is, they dress just like other gentlemen
and ladies in any civilized country; and they
bear themselves the same in society. If you
met a young Holland gentleman, and did not
previously know him for such, you would never
set him down for a Dutchman, for he is often

exceedingly lively and animated. We remember
once having a long chat in French with a most
intelligent and vivacious young man, and fully

supposed we were conversing with <i " live

Frenchman," until he set us right with the infor-

mation that he was a native of Amsterdam, and
had lived there all his life.

There are very few wheeled vehicles to be met
with in the streets of Rotterdam, but sledges are
more frequent, and occasionally carriages drawn
by dogs. The roads are frequently paved with
brick, to facilitate locomotion. There is no deaf-

ening din and rattle on the pavement, and you
feel very thankful for its absence. The great

variety of architecture, sometimes ludicrously

fantastic, and the originality of the ornamL-nls

and curious blending of colours on the e.xtcrior of
the houses, impart a picturesque aspect to the

streets. Little mirrors obliquely proj'ict at every
window, that the inmates may see at a glance
whatever is passing. The great nuisance in pro-

menading the streets, or in sitting in the rooms
at your inn, or any place of public resorl, is the

fume of tobacco. Everybody seems to smoke
Ijom morning till night; and soinelimjs a little

urchin of five or six years old consumes as m uiy
cigars per day. The burgher never crosses his

threshold without his pipe in hand. The great

charm of existence would vanish were tobacco lo

cease lo grow. It is of course very cheap—si.i-

pence, and even fourpence per lb.—and the great

excu-ie for smoking it is, that 'he huinidity of the

iilmosphere absolutely necef^itales its use lor

health's sake. Wc think li.erc is some iruih in

this, for the climate in Holland is exceedingly

trying for many inonihs in the year. But the

Hollander kn'iws not the meaning of mo.i^r I'loii

in the gratilicaiioii of iir^rc than one of his physj.
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ca! tiistes ; tnko tlie prnctice of cailtig pickles

an cxnm|ilc. He devours a perliclly aiiiazi

quanlily of all sorts of pick led trash daily, almost

hourly. An Englishman stands aghast to see not

merely portly mynheers, but young ladies, take

hold of a jar ort;lierkins and cabbage, and munch

away for half an hour at a time. This depraved

and almost disgusting taste is acquired from in-

fancy, and may ho said to be hereditary. That

it is highly pernicious, cannot be doubted—much

more so than tobacco. It is no marvel that che-

mists' shops abound, and that all ranks are con-

tinually swallowing drugs to counteract the evil

rlTict of being ovurgorged with pickles and sour-

kraut I

The lower orders in Rollerdiim, and nil Dutch

cities, seem lo live very h:irdly. Provisions are

generally dear, and they exist almost solely on

coffee, coarse bread, a little cheese, cabbage, and

fruiis. The latter are amazingly plentiful and

clieap. The very hedges in the country are

planted full of fruit trees. One great drawback

to the pleasure of living in Holland, that must be

felt to be appreciated in its magnitude, is the scar-

city, or rather the absolute non-existence, of wa-

ter for drinking. It is highly dangerous to drink

the water of the country. That used at the ho-

tels, and in private families, is brought in stone

bottles from Germany.
There are railroads from Rotterdam to the

Hague, Utrecht, Anislerdam, &c. ; but if the tour-

ist has time, and wishes to see the country and

enjoy huiiself, let him by all means preler the

tnk-shuits, or canal barges, which are very com-

fortable old-fashioned convej.ances, and go at the

rale of four or five miles per hour. A siriking

object is commonly to be met with, in the shape

of an immense raft of limber from the upper

Rhine, the produce of forests growing in the val-

leys of the Murg and the Neckar. Cabins are

built on the raft for the accommodation of the

navigators, who frequently number one hundred

to one hundred and filty. The cost of travelling

by the tiekihuit is \d. English, per mile.

Whether you travel by water or by land, every

mile you go !rom Rollerdam takes you through a

most fruitful country; and what astonishes an

Englishman very much is, to see dense woods

and charming old lanes—real old English lanes

in every respect! Then there are endless or-

chards bending beneath the weight of fruit, and

countless picture.'-que windmills, and delightful

meadows, and charming villas, and neat cottages,

and cosy tempting farm-houses with storks nest-

ling their young on the chimney tops, and home-

steads, and cattle, and all the accessories of a

beautiful and interesting landscape. Never more

tell us about ihe dulness of Dutch scenery! The

dulness certainly exists, not in the country, but

with the spectator who views everything through

a prejudiced vision.

A traveller should somehow manage, to pass a

gala day in a Dutch village or small country

town, to see the peasantry in their holiday attire

—the girls in red caps—the women with hoops of_

silver, and even broad plates of gold, in some in-

stances, on their heads, and heavy ear-rings, and

other glittering ornaments—and the men and

boys with gaudy purple vesKs, and crimson neck-

erchiefs, and jackets and trowsers with rows of

bri"lit metal buttons. The carillons, or chimes,

then sound sweetly from every belfry ; and in no

country ia the world is the art of chime-playing

brought lo such perfection. It is, indeed, a treat

to hear the evening chimes ol the churches both

in the villages and towns.

Statistics of I\njhnittj.—A correspondent of

the Franklin county (Vt.) Herald, while sloppini; cii)itale flight, wiilmut wniiing to identify the d ^

at a hulel in one of the most jiopulous towns in ease, frequently throwing away their blank':*,

Vermont, took pains to count the oaths which [and refusing to touch, or take with tliem anyilnn;

were spoken in his hearing. The names of the belonging to the camp.
"

Deity were profanely spoken on Monday 136

times, Tuesday 297, Wednesday 148, Thursday

309, Friday 191, Saturday 205, and Sunday
331. The prevalence of this vice is a disgrace-

ful feature of the age.

—

D. News.

Small Pox among llic Cliippcwas.'

It does certainly appear to be the sad and af-

fectin" destiny of most of our aboriginal tribes to

waste away, and probably ultimately become

extinct, under the operation of the various adverse

circumstances to which they are exposed.

The prevalence among them from lime lo time

of diseases, which their ignorance and rude man-

ner of life make incalculably more destructive

ihan is now happily the case in civilized commu-
nities, contributes greatly to the anticipated mel-

ancholy result. The following narrative of the

recent sufferings of the Chippewas, extracted by

one of our daily papers from the St. Paul (Mine-

sota) Democrat, of Fourth month 20th last, will

be read with painful interest.

" The Democrat contains a long and interest-

ing report from Dr. T. T. Mann, who was

pointed by the Superintendent of Indian Afl'airs, to

visit and vaccinate the Chippewa Indians on the

St. Croix. We extract the greater part of it

:

" On the morning of the 25th March, J. H.

Day, M.D., with Paul Beaulieu, Government in-

terpreter, left St. Paul in a two-horse conveyance,

provisioned with an outfit for a long, hard ser-

vice. On the morning of the 27lh, they were

compelled, from the flooded and broken state ol

the country, to abandon the team, and take into

service two ' Coureurs des J3ois' to assist in car-

rying their cooking utensils, bedding and provi-

sions, and continued their journey on foot.

" Some distance from the Falls of St. Croix,

the party fell in wiih and vaccinated a small band

of 21 Indians. These poor creatures were in a

tate of painful apprehension from the approach

of small-pox ; had sad stories to relate of the ter-

rible effects of the scourge that had visited their

people further up the country, and were very

profuse in expressions of gratitude for the aid

and security thus unexpectedly conferred upon

them by the Superintendent.

Guided by re|)orts as to the present most pro-

bable habitat of other bands, our parly, alter

great difficulty and danger, on account of floating

ice, crossed the river, and soon lell in with the

mail carrier from La Pointe, who had traversed a

real part of the Indian country. From him they

had the gratification to learn that the La Pointe

county funds had been used in procuring the In-

dians in that vicinity vaccination, and carrying

into effect such other sanitary measures as be-

came necessary to arrest the pesfilence. Out ol

his little isolated community twenty-seven per-

ished, and the remainder are represented to be in

very destitute, enfeebled and needy condition.

"Again, the party fell in with a Mr. Ryan,

ho had witnessed to some extent the ravages of

the disease. He says the encampments are all

broken up and deserted ; the bands, scattered in

detached families, crept away in the most seclud-

ed, least frequented, and least accessible nooks of

he forest. The Indian has become so frantic

from dread of the contagion, that so soon as the

malady makes its appearance in a lodge, the

doomed victim is instantly abandoned to his fate,

the terror stricken families making the most pre-

The sick were left alone in the wilderness,
J:

the terrible conflict for life. The husband aba:

doned his wife, the mother her helpless oflspru,;

the son his aged parents, regardless in the su'n

stilious fear that fell upon them, of all the prom-i:

ings of natural affection, and the obligations

c

duty in their wild disorderly retreat.

" On the 30ih, our party operated upon fonr

five, and tlie next morning, a few others recejvim

the grateful inlellignnce of relief at hand, folloi

ed and were vaccinaied. The mortality in th:

vicinity had been very great. Some diaUw.

further, toward evening, our party saw near

lumbering camp, a squalid old woninn, who hi

crept from the thicket, as if in the last extreme

to seek assistance from any whites that miglii!,

passing. She was the wretched remnant n\
only survivor of a large family. Crouched upoi

her haunches, by the smouldering embers of'

deserted camp fire, covered with rags, her fjel

hideously marked, her disordered hulr hangii

!

in knotted ropes about her shoulders, she sat mo

tionless, steadfasily gazing upon the vacancy be

fore hef. Her family all lay dead, mosloflhet

yet upon the surface. She had hidden bennt

dried leaves and grass, corpse alter corpse, till be

strength failed, from disease, want of susteDsn?

and assistance, and she could bury no moit

Even the stimulus of hope had died out. Abso

doned by all her relatives, connexions and frierid:!

she was left alone in the dreary solitude of tb:

forest with no companion but death. '

" All that humanity could dictate, ami syafi^

thizing hearts prompt lo arouse her to a sensei,

her existence, and call off her mind from iissj^

broodings over the |)iclure about her, was doffij

but to no purpose. She looked at no one—
«

J.

the movement of an eye, the motion of a muscjj^

nor change of position indicated a consciomnei

of the approach of strangers. The last lie thi

;

bound her to life had broken, her heart crusbti

and she sat an almost inanimate monument i

despair.

"Continuing onward, whenever squads of Ii

dians were met, they at once would eagerly inqui!

if our party were fleeing from the small-pox, m
when told the object of their visit, were nolle!

gratified than surprised at the concern manifes

ed for their sufferings by the Superintendent, f

counting other acts of his kindness and though

lilness in supplying them with goods in theit

reme destitution, and sending back a profusic

of really sincere acknowledgmenls fi)r the sam

" The party now set off for Yellow Lake, whe

hey expected to gain definite intelligence of Olhi

Indians from a half breed there residing. He

were a few, who were immediately opiMated upo

and by this time our travellers were so crippl

by walking through marshes, copse, and slreair

hat their sufferings were almost intolerable. Tbi

now learned the fate of the Puck-wa-wan ban

At the breaking out of the disease, this band nui

bered fifty-four souls, all of whom perished t

seven. At Clear Lake, a short distance furtbi

out of two lodges thirteen died. Again thevoj

jeurs push forward, and at night, Dr. Day writ

of this tramp, ' I was so exhausted watling throu

inuil, brush-wood, and clambering over I

imber, that I lelt it impossible to lake aii'

tep, and that a man must be animated by a s,

for something nobler than a love of money to
'

enabled to relish such a trip,' t'

Learn that Indians are 30 miles up Tamai|'

Creek. Snowfalls eight inches—travel all
**''
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lid icampments, and preparations for sugar
-all deserted. Still continue fcirvvard in

Mr. Breaulieu thinks lliey are not far

Dr. Day remains in camp, while Mr. B,

jn all night, overtakes and vaccinates

H ing now, with almost incredible hardships

exposure, explored all the country
lie prescribed limits of the instructions,

; upon all Indians discovered, and send

to many bands and families beyond said

r party gladly turned I heir faces home-
ich trip was less painful than the

being able to purchase a canoe high up
Croix, in which they reached the

ustice to the chief Nah-ga-nub, I should

lis own language, his compliments to the

r: ' He wishes me to express his sincere

3 his Great Father, for the inlerest he has

ed in our behalf. I am anxious to take

he hand and shake it hoarlily.' He goes

y, and wishes it related, ' that the course
resent Superintendent gives him a supe-

m to their gratitude and affections over
redecessors. They can almost forget the

inflicted by fraudulent devices of cralty

in their regard for the present Executive,

confidence his benevolent measures in-

Sentiment on Slavery in Virginia.

is not more tliau one man in ten in the State
slaves, and tliere is no one who does not own

id but few wlio do own tliem, wlio do not say
and tacitly admit in their conversation,

is a curse to the State, retarding her pro-
telligence, her population, her wealth, aud
s. These are facts known to every man,

ed about at the corners ; but many men are too
ak them out plainly.

ere any one in this State who does not know
;inia is the most desirable part of the country
idence of man, and yet that it does not con-

•fourth the people on the same space as any one
;e States ? Is there any one who does not know
tern Virginia has increased twice as fast as

Virginia in population and wealth, and yet th.at

no other reason for that increase except that
far less? Is there anyone who does not

at Norfolk has the best liarbour in the world,
that it is a village smaller than Wheeling, while
be, and would but for slavery, be larger than
k? You may ask why this etfect is produced
vj. The reason is plain. The slaveholders
work. They give their time, when they have
t mature years to idleness, pleasure hunting,
ambition, the entertainment of their friends, to

y reading or dissipation. They regard labour
fit for slaves, and look with contempt or com-
upon those who have no slaves, and must there-

ur. Under these circumstances, the great
al, manufacturing, mechanical, and agricultu-
are scarce. To use a common phrase, they
middle class. In other words they have no
look seriously to the great duties of life, and
them faithfully."— Wheeling ( Va.) Times.

ivithstanding the bold and uncompromising
which slaveholders present in all their

3 with the North, respecting the institu-

slavery, reflecting men among them can-

lolly shut their eyes upon its evil effects,

I to discover that it is a curse in whatever
Jnity it exists. The preceding article from
!heeling Times, which is said to be an influ-

papcr, doubtless represents correctly the

lenls of a numerous, and we would hope an
sing class, not only in Virginia, but also in

cky and several other slavcholding States,

lappily, people associated in communities

)t so much guided in their conduct, by an

t desire to know and do that which is sim-

ply right and in accordance vviili the Divine law,

as they are to pursue the course they imagine

will most conduce to their material prosperity.

Hence, nations and States often have to realize

by hitler experience that " the way of the trans-

gressor is hard," and to learn wisdom in the

school of adversity. Happy will it be for our

Southern brethren, and fur the whole country, if

a conviction that slavery is not only a political,

but a grievous moral evil, should become so gen-

eral among them as to lead to the early adoption

of measures tending to its removal. #

Tiic Ciirisllan Armour.

" For the weapons of our warfare are not carnal, liut

mighty through God to the pulling down of strong
holds, casting down imaginations and every high thing
that exalteth itself against the knowledge of God, and
bringing into captivity every thought to the obedience
of Christ."—2 Cor. x. 4, 5.

Being made a witness through the powerful

operation of the Spirit of the living God, of the

overthrow of the kingdom of Satan within him-

self, and knowing the wiles of an unwearied ene-

my, the apostle was constrained to counsel his

brethren, and failed not to warn them of the dan-

gers that lay in their way ; by no means assur-

ing them of an easy conquest over'the powers of

darkness, but rather apprising them of the exceed-

ing strength of the enemies they had to oppose;
under a sense of which, in another epistle he en-

joins them " to put on the ichole armour of God,
that they may be able to stand against the wiles

of the devil." " Siand therefore, having your loins

girt about with Truth, and having on the breast-

plate of righteousness, and your feet shod with

the preparation of the Gospel of Peace ; above all,

taking the shield of faith, wherewith ye shall be

able to quench all the fiery darts of the wicked ;

and take the helmet of salvation, and the sword
of the Spirit, which is the word of God, praying
always with all prayer and supplication in the

spirit, and watching thereunto with ail persever-

ance and supplication for all saints."

He also li-lt the necessity of minding closely his

own standing, lest after having preached to others

he should become a cast-away. When we con-

sider the many things which there are at the pre-

sent day, to draw us aside from the steadfast

maintenance of the failh once delivered to the

saints; the many by-paths that are enticing the

feet of the unwary traveller, and which, though

seeming at first to deviate but little, will he found

ultimately to lead far away from the path of safe-

ty, even landing those who pursue them, in the

chambers of death ; ought we not to be incited

to exceeding vigilance, lest he who by his arts,

prevailed over our first parents, and who from that

day to this has been unremitting in his efforts to

allure to destruction the children of men, should
succeed in inducing us to believe it is better with

us than it really is; and thus by lulling us into a

ancied security, obtain an easy victory, and lead

)s captive at his will. It was through a remark-
able display of Divine power that our forefathers

n religious profession were raised up to be a peo-

ple, and were enabled clearly to uphold the stand-

ard of righteousness in the midst of a crooked

and perverse nation, and though as to the outward

there may seem at the present time to be but little

suffering attendant upon walking in the way of

Truth ; if we are so favoured as to have our eyes

anointed with the eye-salve of the kingdom, we
shall see that sulfering is sLill the portion of the

righteous, and that in the midst of a day of easy

profession of the name of Christ, if wo would be

his true disciples we must leave all and follow

him, " Ye are they who have conlirtued with

me in my tein])lations, and I appoint unto you a

kingdom, even as my Father haih appointed unto

me." This was the language of our blessed Re-
deemer to his few despised discipli:s, and will

doubtless be api)licablo to such in this day as are

found faithful to him,—prclerring lo dwell with

Ilis lowly seed, though under oppression, to being

made in any degree partakers of a rejoicing which
they cannot feci to be from Him. Let us then
" gird up the loins of our minds, watch and be

sober," and in- a lime of mournful degeneracy
from the life and power of godliness, be duly
awakened to a sense of the dangers which attend

us, lest unhappily we should sleep the sleep of
death, and by disregarding the day of our visita-

tion, the things which belong lo our peace bo for-

ever hidden from our eyes.

The Lord will have a tried people, and if it is

our happy privilege to be of this numlier, it must
be by yielding ourselves to His divine disposal,

and being willing to suffer whatever He may per-

mit lo come upon us for our allegiance to His

cause; and though " His way may be in the sea,

and His p.ilh in the great walers," yet in His
adorable mercy He will still condescend safely to

lead His humble obedient children. For " the

Lord's portion is his people, Jacob is the lot of
his inheritance. He found him in a desert land,

in a waste howling wilderness. He led him about.

He instructed him. He kept him as the apple of
His eye. As an eagle stirreth up her nest, flut-

lereth over her young, spreadeth abroad her

wings, taketh them, beareth ihem on her wings,

so ihe Lord alone did lead him, and there was
no strange god with him."

The Lord is the same; he changeth not ; ho

will not give his glory to another, nor his praise

to graven images ; and as in days past he pre-

served Daniel in the lion's den, and Shadrach,
Mesheck and Abednego, in the midst of the burn.

ing fiery furnace, even so he is now able lo work
for his poor and afflicted, yet faithful children, so

as not to suffer a hair of their heads to be

harmed, while standing lor his testimony ; and as

they follow Him who is the spiritual Moses, to

give ihem the victory over all their enemies, and

10 strengthen them to put to flight the armies of

the aJiens, by means of those weapons which " are

not carnal, but mighty through God, to the pull-

ing down of strong holds, casting down imagina-

tions and every high thing that exalteth itself

against the knowledge of God, and bringing into

captivity every thought to the obedience of

Christ." To whom with the eternal Father be

oflered all woi«ship both now and forever. Annan.

N. Jersey, Fifth mo., 1851.

Fur The Friend."

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCUES

Of Ministers and Elders, and other concerned members
of the Yearly .Meeting of Philadelphia.

WILLUM STOCKDALE.

Among the early converts to the spiritual doc-

rines of the gospel as preach"d by George Fox,

vas William Stockdale. Of the place of his

birth I find no account ; but it appears that about

l(i57-9, he was living in Scotland, where he par-

ticipated in the persecution which the intolerant

priests and professors of that country meted out,

whilst they had the power, to all who dilFered

from them in religious liiith.

On one occasion, ho with John Bowran feeling

a concern to go to Strathaven, in Lanark, on a

market-day, declared in the m.irkei-place tho

everlasting gospel, as tiie Lord gave them ability.

Whilst thus earnestly engaged for the good of
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tliose there gathered, they were forcibly set upon'

by some nicked people, who with staves und

stones knocked tlieni down several times. After

this cruel abuse, they were violently driven out ol

the town by the mob, some of whom continued to

stone them.

The most of the Friends in those pails had

been previously excommunicated. Some friendly

pirsons were excommunicated for ciiterlnining

Quakers, some for denying the tyrannical power

of the presbyiery.sonie for denying that Matthew,

Mark, Luke and John, were the gosjiel,—the gos-

pel being, lluy said, in the language of Scripture,

the power ol God. Thirty-three were e.xcoiniiiu-

nica'.ed on charge of saying, that the priests who

preached up thai men must continue to sin during

iile, were ministers of the tnan of sin.

On another market-day, William Stockdale

with many others, holding a religious meeting in

the grave-yard of Stratliaven, a rude company ol

the priests' hearers came with stones and slaves,

and with violence and bloodshed broke up the

meeting. Not content with this, they continued

their nssaulis, driving the poor bruised and beaten

worshippers some distance from the town. At

another time under a religious concern, he stood

in the yard of the steeple-house of Damanoy ; and

as he was in the ability received, declaring the

Truth to those who were passing by, the priest

came, who encouraged the people to beat him. At

this, some of the elders of the congregation, and

other hard-hearted people, assailed him, violently

knocking him down. W hilst in this position,

some of them placed their feet on him, and some

plucked much hair from his head. The demon-

strnlion of their wicked will to injure him was ap-

parent, and some exclaimed, ' He is killed.' The
Lord however, preserved him, although he was

not able to speak, nor rise from the ground, for

a long time.

Towards the close of 1659, a book giving an

account of the persecution of Friends in Scotland,

was published, in which William Stockdale gave

the reasons why Friends denied the priests.

" First. They are teachers that walk in the

steps of the Pharisees, that Christ cried 'woe'

against. Mall, xxiii. 6. They stand praying in

the synagogues, and are called of men, master,

contrary to Christ's command to his ministers
' Be not ye called master.' Because they are

such as break Christ's command, therefore

deny them.

"Secondly. They preach another gospel than

the apostles did, saying, 'Salvation is by the

Scriptures,' which is contrary to that held forti

by the prophet. Is. xlix. 6, who siiid Christ was
given for salvation to the end of the earth. The
apostle says there is no salvation in any other.

Acts iv. 12. Because they preach another gos-

pel ; therefore we deny them.
" Thirdly. They say the Scriplures of the Old

and New Testament is the foundation for believ-

ers to build upon,—contrary to the apostles' doc-

trine, who say, Christ is the foundation and chiel

corner-stone. Psalm cxviii. 22; Acts iv. 11 ; Rom.
ix. 33; 1 Pet. ii. 7 ; Matt. xxi. 24. Because they
hold out another loundation than the holy men ol

God did ; therefore we deny them.
" Fourthly. They take hire for thoir preach-

ing, contrary to Christ's command, who said to

his ministers, 'Freely ye have received, freely

give.' Because ihey neither receive freely, nor
give freely : therefore we deny them,

" Fifthly. They deny that the grace of God
which brings salvation hath appeared unto all

men, and so would make the apostle a liar and
false minister, w ho saith, 2 Tim. xi., ' The grace
of God that bringeth salvation, hath appeared

unto all men.' Because they deny the apostle's Christ, as spoken of by William, was the purchu

doctrine, we deny them. of Christ's death,—the means whereby inanm
"Sixthly. They deny the doctrine of perfcc- made a partaker in the benefit of the one ^

tion, which is the doctrine of Christ, who said, lofTering,—and therefore in his view, it was ij;

' Be ye perfect, as your heavenly Father is per- suflicient for the work of salvation. Ontheolki

led ; and ' Be ye holy, for I am holy.' Tins

doctrine the apostles walked in, and spake amongst

those that were perlcd, 1 Cor. ii. C ; and laboured

to present every man perfect in Christ Jesus.

Because they [the priests] are not found in this

labour, but cry against it, and preach up sin for

life, which is a doctrine of devils; therefore we
deny them.

" Seventhly. They run into Cain's way, and

run greedily after rewards and covetousness, con-

rary to the apostle, who said he coveted no man's

jold, silver, nor apparel, 'Acts xx. 23; therefore

we deny them.

Eighthly. They are made ministers by the

of man, and persecute and rail against such

:ar God, and are of an honest conversation
;

therefore we deny them.
" Ninthly. They add too, and diminish from

e scriplures, unto whom the plagues of God are

due ; therefore we deny them.

Tentlily. They are such as Ezekiel cries

against, 34, that feed with the fat and clothe with

the wool, and make a prey of the people ; there-

fore we deny,them.
" Eleventhly. They keep the drunkards, swear-

ers, liars, proud, covetous, and all manner of vile

persons in their assemblies, and cast out those

that lear God, and are of honest conversation
;

therefore we deny them.
" Written by one that worships God in spirit

and in truth, and denies all false worship which

men set up; and is also a witness for God against

deceit and deceivers, by name
Will. Stockdale."

" The 2Gth of the last month
called February, 165Y."

William Stockdale soon afterwards was living

in Ireland, where persecution again became h

portion. Whiting says of him, that " he travelled

much in the service of Truth in England and

Scotland, and was very serviceable, especially

Scotland,—and also in Ireland where he dwelt."

He belonged to Charlemount meeting. He was

one of those concerned in publishing in 1680, the

last book devoted to Friends' sufferings in Ire-

land.

In the year 1687, he removed to Pennsylvania.

When George Keith, having imbibed various no-

tions on doctrinal points, and I'ailing to be esteem-

ed a great leader amongst Friends, began to

quarrel wilh them, he soon became dissatisfied

with the plain Quaker doctrine of William Stock-

dale. Towards the close of 1691, William, in

speaking of the light of Christ, said it was ' suffi-

cient to salvation.' Meaning thereby the sound

scripture doctrine, that the Spirit of the Lord

Jesus Christ, manifesting itself as a light in man,

is sufficient, if believed in and obeyed, to lead

man aright in this life, and to secure him when
lime shall cease an admittance amongst the chil-

dren of God. This doctrine of Christianity, long

held and advocated by George Keith, now offend-

ed him. He declared ' that the light of Chiist was

not sufficient to salvation wiiliout something else.'

If George Keith had said, that it was the one great

oflering of our Saviour that opened the way for

man to obiain salvation, and that it was only in

virtue of that olFering that the light of Christ was

vouchsafed to lead man in the path of righteous-

ness on earth, and to an eternal inheritance in

glory, William Stockdale and he would have

agreed. But in the terms he enunciated his

opinions, they could not agree. The light ol

hand, George Keith preached and dwelt much
the outward sufferings of Christ; and lliougi

acknowledged the light of Christ also, yet <'.

such palpable distinctions between them,
;

William told him he was preaching two Chnr.

This at least George Keith charged him nk
ying, calling him "an ignorant heath n."

William Stockdale whilst sensible of the sooji

ss of the views he had intended to convey, t»,

very willing to acknowledge and take back Mr

words which in the warmth ofcontroversy he mijli:

have uttered, if they made any of his Iriendijt.

easy. George Keith however, was not so the-

able. He was affronted at the judgment of iW

meeting that he must acknowledge his fault

his indecent expressions to William StocktUle,

he being his elder in Truth and in years."

The time was drawing nigh in which Wjlliti;

Stockdale must go to give an account of the deed

done in the body. He was poor in this world

his old ago, and if the kindly aid of his bre;';

had not interposed, his declining days would ;

been marked by privation. But he was bel

and respected, and through the kindness o

Friends, and the merciful ovcrshadowings i

blessed Saviour, whom he had long enilenv:

to serve, he had needful comforts allotted, aiic

joy that maketh truly rich, and whereunl

sorrow is added.

He was buried in Philadelphia, Seventh mw
23d, 1093.

kfbcrgs in the Allaiilic.

Every ship from Europe brings no'oiintsolij

unusual quantity of icebergs in the Atlantic, ll

is probable that the north-westerly winds, which I

have prevailed in this latitude to such an extnor-

dinary degree this winter, have raged alsoinlkj

Arctic circle ; have set the ice-fields in motioo

earlier than common ; and have tilled the Atlaoit

'

with drifting bergs and pack.

The origin of these ice-mountains was lag|i

subject of controversy. By some persoM Ite
i

berg was thought to be the result of monllBo:

freezing in the open sea. By others, it wasmo:;

correctly attributed to a land origin. Dr. Rw,

the historian of the late American ExpedilioB.liM

proved conclusively, by observations on tlieept*.

that the iceberg has a similar origin with thegii'

cier, being deposited on the sides, and in lhe«».'

leys of Arclic mountains, and afterwards pulni

forward, exactly as glaciers are, down iheillfi'

and along the gorge. As these valleys evaB*

ally open to the sea, the field of ice is fioellj

protruded into the water, where a pari of it breath

off, at last, by its own weight, and is floale:

away. The early navigators, seeing these eoor-

mous masses, called them in their native tongut

" bergs," or mountains, and by that name the)

have been known ever since.

Not unfrequently large masses of rock, whi»

are frozen up in the glacier on land, are borne oa

wilh the iceberg. As the berg melts, they drop

away, and sink to the bottom of the sea. Geolu-

gists tell us that the huge boulders, which are

often seen in the interior of this continent, hun-

dreds of miles away from primitive formations oi

a similar character, were llius transported, a;

some far distant period, when most of Ametics

was still a vast ocean. In melting, the berg'

often assume the most fantastic shapes. Sora*

look like Heating towns, with towers, pinnacl«i
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r< s. Some near llie shape of gigantic cas-

onne recall the fairy descriptions of the

Nights. The temperature of the water
T wer than that of the atmosphere, they mell

n faster tlian at top, and finally turn over,

I ;ng the deep for an immense circle around,
ling ships that happen to be near.

play ol light on these bergs is, at times,

bably beautiful. At other times, how-
e ice mountains move surrounded with

offspring of their own evaporation; and
occasions, woe to the mariner who is nol

in time of the damp mist he sees settling

ound. After traversing our eastern coasts,

g to make our springs later than those

Pacific side, the bergs are melted down
julf stream, or borne otf in greatly reduced

le coasts of Ireland, where they disap-

ever.

EXCUSES.
prone are mankind to shrink from the

ments of duty, rather desiring the amuse-
f this transitory existence than the qualitica-

rcifully bestowed on those who seek aright,

II that their blessed Lord calls for at their

and by which only they can perform it to his

and glory, and to their own peace. When
y is shown us, excuses are often readily

ed, even of a specious character; perhaps a

f our own unworthiness to be engaged in

)rk, is prominently arrayed before the

y the enemy of all good, as well as a want

y and qualification on our part to perform
. what cruel insinuations! and only de-

to rob us of happiness, by preventing the

nee of a reasonable service: for He who
s our obedience and devotion has declared

is yoke is easy a'nd His burden light, and
all with this kind and consoling language,

unto me all ye that labour and are heavy
nd I will give you rest. Take my yoke

ou and learn of me : for I am meek and
n heart: and ye shall find rest unto your
The truth is also unanimously attested

servants of the gracious Helper of his

that he requires nothing further than he

us to perform, and that he richly rewards
thl'ul and all those who trust in him.

iad however, of submitting with a cheerful

ncc in these blessed promises, to every

d duty, and with a paramount desire to

bled to do it acceptably, very prone is the

mind to imagine, that this submis-

ust so completely place us out of the reach

estrial comlbrt as to destroy our greatest

less below. This conclusion arises from

ndness and weakness of human nature,

so tenaciously clings to visible enjoyments,

hen it is necessary to sacrifice or forego

f them, it shrinks as though everything

conduces to the desirableness of life was at

Iforgetting that all power and strength be-

ko Him who calls for the surrender or the

S, and that the cattle on a thousand hills are

idisposal. The great and beneficent Crea-

I heaven and earth, is abundantly able to

hew treasures of enjoyment, infinitely sur-

Ig what we are capable of realizing in a

of nature. He is also faithful and true,

g our best interest, and as we are obedient,

3t fail to show us what wonders have been

(ht for our advantage, even through a wilUng-

an our part to comply with the offers ol

; and will give us " ilicoil of joy for inourn-

nd the garment of praise for tiie spirit of

How many there have been, and doubtless are
at the present day, who have found it very diffi-

cult to resign the vanities and pleasures of the

present world, when they were required to for-

sake them, and to embrace the Truth in lowliness
and simplicity, in order lo become the humble and
despised followers of the lowly Jesus. Slill this

is equally important now as it ever was, for this

solemn truth continues unalterable : " Wide is

the gate and broad is the way that leadoth to de-

struction, and many there be which go in thereat.

Because strait is the gate, and narrow is the way,
wnich leadeth unto life, and few there be that

find it."

And doubtless wo shall realize lo our inexpres-
sible sorrow, if we neglect and despise the invi-

tations of redeeming love, unto the supper, (like

some formerly who were ready with excuses, though
they appeared to be favoured and chosen indivi-

duals,) that we shall be forever excluded, and the

language go forth, "none of these men that were
bidden shall taste of my supper," and the table

will be filled with the poor, and the maimed, and
the halt, and the blind, irom the streets and the

lanes of the city, and even from the highways
and hedges.

New York, Fifth mo., 1854.

Report of the Indian Committee.

The Committee for the Gradual Civilization

and Improvement of the Indian Natives, Report

:

That at the lime of presenting the last account
of our proceedings to the Yearly Meeting, the

larm and school at Tunessassah were under the

care and direction of our Friends, John and Su-
sanna L. Wood, who were assisted by Rebecca
Cope.

At that time a day school had been opened, and
a few girls from a distance admitted into the fami-

ly as boarders. As the house was not adapted
lor a large family, it soon became apparent that

more room would be required for the comfortable

accommodation of the proposed boarding-school.

The Committee, in anticipation of this, had made
some preparation for the enlargement of the build-

ing ; and during the past year, a new wing has

been erected on the west side of the house, twen-

ty feet by twenty-five, the first floor to be used as

a collecting-room, and the second as a lodging,

room for the girls.

The east wing, thirty feet by twenty-one, for-

merly used as an out-kitchen and wood-house,

has been raised so as to correspond in height

with the west wing. The kitchen has been en-

larged and entirely refitted, and a lodging-room

for the boys finished over it, making ample room
lor more boarders than have yet been admitted.

The dining-room has also been enlarged, and
other improvements were completed last fall, and
a few additional children were received.

Bui the school had not been long in operation,

when it pleased Him, whose ways are inscrutable,

to visit the neighbourhood with sickness ; and it

was thought best to close the school, and return

the children to their parents. It is with feelings

of sorrow we advert to this afflicting visitation,

during which, not only a considerable number of

the natives were taken olf by death, but our va-

lued friend, Susanna L. Wood, was likewise re-

moved after a short illness. She was a faithful

and elFicient helper in the important service en-

trusted to us by the Yearly Meeting; and while

we deeply feel her loss, we are comforted in be-

lieving, that having been earnestly engaged in

doing her work in the day time, she has been

mercifully gathered among those who rest from

their labours, and whose works do follow them.

Our friend, M.iry lilkinton, whose continued
inleresl in the cause, which has so long engaged
her attention, and whose experience so wull qua-
Idled her for the service, having kindly ofTered
her assistance in preparing for un increase of
boarders, was there at this time, and was attack-
ed with the prevailing fever. After several
weeks' illness she so far recovered us to be re-
moved to her own home; and the health of the
neighbourhood being restored, at a suitable time
the school was again opened under the care of a
Friend, who olTered lo lake charge of it tempora-
rily, which was very acceptable to the Com-
mittee.

The number of scholars has been gradually in-
creasing, and at the last account the list included
ihirty pupils, ten of whom resided in the family,
viz., six girls and four boys; but in consequence
of the difficulty of crossing the Allegheny river
during the winter season, the number in attend-
ance has not averaged more than fifteen. It is

proper to remark that most of these children have
had very little opportunity of obtaining school in-

struction, and they have therefore chiefly been
engiiged in acquiring a knowledge of the rudi-
ments of education. Three read in the New
Testament, study geography, and are pretty well
advanced in arithmetic ; three read in the Select
Reader, No. 1, are exercised in writing, and have
niade some progress in arithmetic; nine read in
Easy Lessons, spell, and have commenced the
study of anthmelic. The conduct and advance-
ment of the children have been mostly satisfac-
tory. In the evenings the girls are instructed in

sewing or knitting, of which they have done a
good deal during the winter; and they are also
emjdoyed at times in some parts of the house-
work, so as to train ihem to usefulness in this im-
portant department of domestic economy. Reli-
gious meetings have been held on Fifth-days ia

the school-house, and on First-days at the dwell-
ing, the children generally sitting quietly, and in

a manner becoming the occasion.

Although it is cause of much satisfaction, that
the school is again in successful operation, yet it

will be remembered that the present is only a
temporary arrangement, and that the Committee
are very desirous of obtaining the services of a
suitable person to take charge of it ; and also of
a Friend and his wife to aid in the management
of the farm and of the domestic concerns ; and
will be glad to receive early applications for those

stations from such as may feel drawn to engage
in this useful and benevolent work.

Rebecca Cope, who was an acceptable assistant

in the concern, requesting to be released, left the
settlement last summer, and Sarah Eastlack ex-
pressing a willingness to return, is now usefully

engaged there.

During part of the past year a school was kept
at Horse Shoe Bend lor the children of that vi-

cinity, but it has been discontinued for the pre-

sent, and some of the children received as board-
ing scholars into the family at Tunessassah. The
amount of farming among the natives during the
past season, was greater than usual, and their

crops were good, so that they have been enabled
lo get through the winter comfortably. The
continued resolution of many of them agiitist the
use of spirituous liquors, and their improvements
in habits of industry, alford encouragement lo

persevere in the benevolent work of inelioraiing

the condition of this deeply injured people, e»|>e-

cially as they are at this lime greatly exposed lo

lempialion by the inirodiiciion into ilieir neigh-
bourhood of men of loose morals, engagr;J in

constructing a railroad llirough iheir reserv iLoii.

From the Report of the (Jominittue, who ox-
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amincd the account of our Treasurer, it appears
that on the 8lh iiistnnt, there was in his hands a
cash biihince of SlST.SO, and securities amount-
iny 10 12,938 dollars.

Signed on bclialf and by direction of the Com-
mittee,

'I'lioMAs Evans, Clerk.

Philada., Fourth mo. KUh, lbJ-1.

SCUIYLKIIL WATER.

The citizens of Philadelphia for many years
past have enjoyed the great advantage of an abun-
dant supply of wholesome water, but the opinion

has of late been gaining ground, that its quality

was deteriorating, in consequence of the large

quantity of impure water pumped into the Schuyl-

kill river from the coal mines, and the establish-

ment of manirtacturing touns upon its banks. The
City Councils have consequently had under con-

sideration the practicability of resorting to some
mode of filtration, by means of which the water
might be improved. With the view of ascertain-

ing the necessity for such a proceeding, which it

was found would be attended with much difficulty

and heavy expense, the Superintendent of the

Water Works recenlly procured an analysis of

the water by Professors Booth and Garrett, and
the result has been printed by order of Councils.

These chemists give the following as a compara-
tive analysis made at dlHercnt periods by Profes-

sors Boye, Silliman, and themselves.

surrounding country looked more like a dreary
scene in tiie hill country of New Jersey, than
" sunny Italy," and there was even more snow at

LK^ghorn and along the Mediterranean than here.

The next morning the mercury in Fai)renh

stood at 4 degrees below fieezing point, and on
Saturday fell 'i degrees lower.

The passes of the Alps are clothed with snow,
so that the mails from France and England
habitually several days behind time.

—

D. Nncs.
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f/ji iiiaent in Bread Making.—Two French-

P, ri;untd Marlin and Moriani, attended the

?ing of the Marylebonc Board of Guardians,

rfipplieil for the use of the baUery of the work-

10 in Diiler to perform an experiment in bread-

1 ng. They assert that they can produce 150

J pound loaves from a saclv of flour, now pro-

,,g nnly from 90 to 100. The bread, so

1), has been tested by chemical authorities in

. cr, and they report that it contains all the

;i!ius tA the best bread, and nothing prejudicial

Lallli. The plan is a secret known only to

iviiii.irs. The application was granted. The
inuifut was made on Thursday, and was per-

;v .siircessful. Two sacks of Hour, under

I wi'iT issued by the workhouse aulhorilies.

I
was worked up by English bakers, and pro-

d ',1(1 loaves, weighing 360 pounds. The
1- was worked up by the French bakers, upon

lew principle, and yielded 134 loaves, vveigh-

520 pounds. It is admitted that the experi-

; was fairly performed. Many scientific men
present.

—

London paper,

he First of New York.—The first vessel that

red the bay of New York was a yacht ol

,y tons, called the Half-Moon, manned by

en or twenty Dutchmen and Englishmen,

nanded by Hendreick Hudson. The date

September 1, 1G09—two hundred and forty-

years ago. Hudson described the adjacent

try as " a very good land to fall into, and a

iant land to see." Such it was then, and

it is still. He sailed up to Albany, was en-

led with the country, went home and gave

a glowing account of it, that Dutch adven-

s soon came over in considerable numbers,

he first houses erected on Manhattan Island

! cabins, and they stood near the present Bat-

, The first business carried on was trading

the Indians for furs. The first " headman" of

York—forerunner of Westervelt—was Hen-

k Corstiasnsen, who for several years super-

ided the peltry trade for a Dutch company,

first vessel built in New York was most fitly

prophetically named "The Unrest." Captain

k built and commanded her.

he first band of permanent settlers arrived

I Holland in 16"-25. They came in two ships,

brought one hundred and three head of cattle,

es, sheep, and pigs ; bought the whole island

renty-two thousand acres—of the Indians, lor

ity-four dollars, and built, besides their own
lences, a horse-mill, the upper story of which

ed as a church. In 1028, an act was passed

he Dutch government which has influence to

hour. It gave to all persons who should send

I colony of fifty adults the title of " Patroons,"

the privilege of selecting any land, except on

sland of Manhattan, " for a distance of eigh

s on each side of any river, and as far inlanc

ihould be thought convenient."

—

Valentine's

'.ory of New York.

Cui'iosilics of a Census,

'here are some curious results brought to light

he late British census respecting the socia

of modern England. The enumeration was

n, in a single nighi, by leaving schedules at

y house; by mquiring of vessels when they

hed port; ;ind by having proper officers to

t up the statistics of vagaboiidcy. It required

f thousand agents to manage the affair. The
It showed that, out of a total population ol

.21,907—20,000 were absent in France, 2783

lussia, 1235 in Turkey, 649 in China, and

rs elsewhere. The wliole number of persons

at sea, in the army abroad, or in foreign coun-

tries, was about a quarter of a million. At the

beginning of the century, the population of the

United Kingdom was eleven millions, so that it

has nearly doubled in fifty years. This ratio of

increase is not so great, however, as that in the

United States. Every year, according to the

census, 115,000 persons die in England of pre-

ventable diseases. The cholera deaths, in a few

months, at the last visitation of the disease,

amounted to 72,000, or, as the census puts it, as

much as the nine greatest battles in the wars of

Napoleon, including Waterloo. When sanitary

measures shall have been made more perfect, boih

ihese causes of premature death, it is thought, will

be partially, if not completely, removed.
These are only preliminary lacts however. The

real point to which we wish to call altenlion re-

lates to the increase of towns in England. For
the first time in her history the population of the

rural districts, including the small towns, is no
larger than that of the cities and larger towns.

The consequence is that England no longer grows
enough food for her population. She has ceased

to be an agricultural nation, and has become a

manufacturing and commercial one. With some
persons this is regarded as an advance in civiliza-

tion. They contend that town populations are

more intelligent than country ones; that life in

cities, may, on the whole, be rendered more
healthy ; and that England can, with safety and
cotTifort, hold ten times as great a population as

she does now. Olher persons maintain that the

nation has reached its culminating point, and must
now begin to decline, for that, in all ages, a pre-

ponderating town population has sowed the sei;ds

of death in kingdoms. The Free Traders gene-

rally hold to the first opinion, the Protectionists

and Conservatives to the last. But, whichever is

right, the great fact cannot be altered. The urban

populatitm ol England is destined to increase still

further, and the "rural to decline proportionally
;

and so the problem, whether a nation can prospi-r

or nut, which has to import a large portion of its

food, will be worked out again :—lime will show
if with a ditferent result from former trials.

The second point to which we would call atten-

tion is the great |)revalency of celibacy in Eng-
land. Out of a return of 67,609 households, only

41,916 are genuine families, the remaining biing

domicles kept by bachelors, spinsters, widows or

widowers. As this is not an exceptional state

ment, but given as a (air average of the ceiisu:

report, more than a third of the adult population

ol England would appear to be unmarried

Daily L'apcr.

Missouri and Free Negroes.—A decision on the

right of free negroes emigrating from other States

to Missouri, was delivered by the county court o(

Monroe county, at the late February term—Jus

tices Campbell and Herndon on the bench. Arm-
stead, a free negro, of good moral character, emi

grated to that Stale from Virginia some three o

four years ago, and^applied to the county court

and oblaincd a license to reside in Monroe county

under the provisions of the statute made and pro

vided. Recently proceedings were commenced in

the aforesaid court for ihe purpose of revoking the

license of said free negro; alleging as a cause lor

revucal that he iiad emigrated to the Stat9>/'roin

the Slate of Virginia, in violation of the statute ol

IS47, which declares that no free negro or mu
latto shall come to the Stale under any pretext

whatever. A motion was filed moving the court

to dismiss the proceedings, because the slalul'

was unconstitutional and void—that the statute

was enacted in violution of the solemn compact

ntered into with the Congress of the United
States by Missouri, upon her admission into tiio

The question was elaborately and ably argued
by James Carr and W. J. Howell,—Mr. Carrcon-
tending that the proceedings should be sustained,
and the license revoked, because the prohibitory
statute was constitutional and proper. Maj. Howell
conlended that Missouri was bound by her own
solemn compact and agreement, by which she had
pledged herself never to pass any law prohibiting
any citizen of any one of the States of this Union
from emigrating to Missouri, and enjoying ull the
privileges of citizens of like class in the State.

The court sustained the motion and dismissed the
proceedings, declaring that the legislature of tho
Stale had no right to disregard and violate tho
solemn compact entered into by Missouri in order
to be admitted as a Slate of the American confe-

deracy ; and therefore that tho act prohibiting free

negroes and mulalloes from emigrating to tho
State was unconstitutional and void.

—

Laic Pa.

Tlie English Language.—The words of the

English language are a compound of several for-

eign languages. The English language may be
looked on as a compilation, both in words and
expressions, of various dialects. Their origin is

from the Saxon language. Our laws were derived
from the Norman, our military terms from the
French, our scientific names from the Greek, and
our stock of nouns from the Latin, through the
medium of the French. Almost all the verbs in

ihe English language are taken from the German,
and nearly every noun or adjective is taken from
other dialects. The English language is com-
posed of 15,734 words, of which 6732 are from
Latin, 4312 from the French, 1665 from the

Saxon, 1168 from the Greek, 691 from the Dutch,
211 Irom the Italian, 106 from the German, (not

including verbs,) 90 from the Welsh, 75 from the

Danish, 50 Irom the Sj)anish, 50 from the Ice-

landic, 34 I'rom the Swedish, 31 from the Gothic,
16 from the Hebrew, 15 from the Teutonic, and
the remainder from the Arabic, Syriac, Turkish,
Portuguese, Irish, Scotch, and other languages.

Currents of the Pacific.—The 23th of October,
a small cask drifted ashore near Honolula, which
was opened by a native and found to contain a
tin box. In this tin box was a memorandum writ-

ten in several languages, to ihe etfect that the cask
was thrown overboard from H. B. M. ship Kattle-

snake, on the 20th July, 18J3, latitude 21 de-

grees 7 minutes N., longitude 151 degrees 31 mi-

nutes W. It was requested that any one finding

the cask should forward it to the Admiralty, la

England, in order that the currents might be de-

termined which had floated tho cask until picked

up. It thus appears that the cask was just ono
hundred days afloat, and in that lime had accom-
plished a distance west by north, of 300 miles,

showing a current, including, however, the action

ol the winds, oi' ihree and a half miles every
twenty-four hours.

Not an Enlkusiast.—Tlie energy of the man-
ner of the late Rowland Hill, and the power of
his voice, are suid to liuve been at times over-

whelming. While once preaching ut Wolton-
under-Edge, ins country residence, he was car-

ried away by the impetuous rush of his leclings,

and raising himself to his full height, exclaimed,
" Beware, 1 um in earnest ; men call mi an enlliu-

siusi, but I um not; mine are words of truth and
soberness. VVlicii I lirsl came into this part of

the country, i was walking on yonder hill; i saw
a gruvel-pit full in, and bury ihrue huinao beiugs
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alive. I lifted up my voice so loud, that I wns

heard to the town below, a distance of n mile.

Help came and rescued two of the poor sufferers.

No one called me an enthusiast then—and when

I see eternal destruction ready to fall upon poor

sinners, and about to entomb them irrecoverably

io an eternal mass of woe, and call on them to

escape by repenting and fleeing to Christ, shall 1

be culled an enthusiast? No, sinner, I am no;

an enthusiast in so doing."

Ohio and Fennsijlvania Railroad.—Large as

has been the business on the Ohio and Pennsyl-

vania Railroad this season, it is said that fifty per

cent, more freight would have passed over it if the

machinery of the road had been sufficient to carry

it. The company has used extraordinary exer-

tions to stock the road ; but the limited number of

locomotive factories in the country is not equal to

the great demand made upon them.

—

Ledger.

THE FRIEND,
FIFTH MONTH 27, 1854.

As had been anticipated, the Bill establishing

the territories of Kansas and Nebraska, and re-

pealing the clause of the Compromise Act of,

1820, prohibiting the introduction of Slavery

north of 36° 30' North latitude, passed the House

of Representatives on the •.^3rd iiist., the session

havin" been continued throughout the alternoon

and evening of the 2-2d, and until one o'clock a.

M. of the next day. On the final vote there were

113 yeas and 100 nays. As it was amended in

the Houst', the bill will have to go hack to the

Senate.

So far as human foresight can discover, this is

the most fearful inroad which slavery has made

upon the rigliis and interests of the free States

since the institution of our Government, and ap-

pears likely to place within the slaveholders'

grasp, the means of extending their influence and

securing their power, until their aggressions be-

come iusu|)porlable to those not immediately con-

nected wiih them, and the inhabitants of the nomi-

nally free States are goaded into resistance, and

prepared to lay aside those party feelings which

now fetler their strength, and which have induced

a large number amongst them to sacrifice truth,

justice and honour, and adopt a measure which

must, we think, degrade the country in the eyes

of the civilized world.

Since the agiiaiion respecting the introduction

of the State of Missouri, there has no subject come

before Congress, connecied with the civil polity

of the Government, that has apparently produced

a more wide-spread or deeper f eling in the com-

munily, than the Nebraska Bill; and the opinion

of a large part of the people opposed to it, in the

North and West, has been exi)ressed in every

way in which it is usual to manliest the popular

sentiment ; while there has been little or no ex-

hibit of any very strong desire on the part of the

proslavery party to have the prohibiting clause

of the Act of 1820 annulled. And yet ibe votes

in both the Senate and House of Representatives,

conclusively show, that Northern and Western

politicians,—the political gamesters—who are de-

pendent upon the people lor thrir ofllcea, believe

that a majority of thini are in favour of, or indil-

ferent to the measure, otherwise iheir votes would

have bien different; for tliey have on more than

one occasion shown that principles have but liitle

influence excepl as they conform with tlicir selfish

interest. Theoretically our Government is slriclly

rcprusentulive ; and within the limits of tho Con-

stitution, the majority is absolute. The represen-

tative is accountable to his constituents, and knows
that if he disregards or counteracts their wishes,

he will be dismissed from their service. How
then arc wc to account for the discrepancy be-

tween the feelings manifested by those who have

raised their voices against the passage of the Ne-
braska bill, and the action of those supposed to

represent them in the Legislative Halls at Wash-
ington, who have voted for its enactment?
We cannot but fear, that it is because these

men know, or at least have strong reason to be-

lieve, there is an under current of very diflerent

feeling pervading a majority of the people, which

overlooks or sets at naught considerations of jus-

tice and right when they conflict with parly alle-

giance, or oppose long-cherished prejudices. Is

there not reason to apprehend that this deplorable

legislation is but an external evidence of a wide-

seated, deep-rooted unsoundness in the public

morals, and that notwithstanding the loud and

earnest protest raised by a large and respectable

portion of the community against the nefarious

violation of the pledge solemnly made by the go-

vernment, and against the spread of slavery

throughout that vast extent of country, from which

Congress had declared it should be forever ex-

cluded, yet the Senators and Representatives from

many of the free States, who spare no pains to

ascertain the sentiments of those on whose voles

they must depend, have good reason to believe,

that their course on this question will not prevent

them from receiving the support of a majority at

home?
We fully believe that a very large majority of

the people in the United States is opposed to sla-

very in the abstract. They believe it to be a great

evil, and they would be glad if the country was

rid of it : but in the free States they neither see,

nor, so far as they are aware, feel its evils. Poli-

tical party feeling takes strong hold on them,

and both the great political parties have striven to

put slavery out of their pale. When called on to

exercise the elective franchise, the masses too

readily follow their leaders, without inspecting

very narrowly the morals and upright lile of the

candidates, provided they promise largely to pro-

mote parly interests ; and so negative is the feel-

ing respecting slavery that it is rarely taken into

consideration by them, or the question entenained,

whether those asking to be elected will attempt to

restrict or extend it. Were the principles and

feelings of the great body of the people in the free

States what they should be, this indifference would

not exist. It remains to be seen whether the re-

peal of the Missouri Compromise, as it is called,

will arouse the true friends of freedom and of the

country, to make proper exertions to bring the

people to think and act aright on the question.

We feel no disposition to meddle with parly poli-

tics, and have relerred to them merely because

they afl'ord a solution of the enigma presented in

the scenes which have been enacting for some
weeks past at the seat of Government.

The Slave power is undeniably in the ascend

ant, and having exceeded beyond all expectation,

in overturning the barriers heretofore opposed to

its sway, it is already boldly demanding another

sacrifice from the country, to gratify its insatiable

cravings, and there is great reason to fear llie

IS not Strength of principle left to opj)ose it su

cessfully. vVe allude to the projected seizure ol

Cuba, or the determined aticnipt to plini-e

country into war with Spam, in oidt.r to obt

that coveted island.

Wc should think that even tho most enthu-

siastic admirers of " Uncle Tom's Cabin," must

l>y this lime be convinced that this coUosal ovil

not to be shaken by works of fiction ; ai

las long been evident that unchristian denu
ciations of slaveholders, ami propositions

f.

violent measures against slavery, especial

hen mingled with infidel sentiments, ai

tirades against the professors of religion wh
cannot unite in such measures, tend to disgust ih'

"^

lublic mind with the subject, and repel man, m,
ober-minded men, who do not sufliciently discr

minate between the importance of the cause ilse'^

and the unwise course of many who profess to b

its es|iecial advocates, from giving such c!ipitt<>«<

sion of their detestation of the system, as woul

be productive of permanent effects. We thin

the events that are transpiring show the nijcessii-

for renewed zeal on the part of the friends of th'

poor slave, and instead of allowing tliem to dig

hearten, and paralize their eflorls for his bcoefil

they should stimulate to greater exertions; bu.
"

those exertions to be availing, must be enlerei

into and prosecuted under the influence of Uuu
wisdom which '• is first pure, then peaceable, gen.s

tie and easy to be entreated, full of mercy and goot

fruits." Especially does it become the member
of our religious Society to keep themselves cleai

of party heats, arising out of, or connected wilhL:

the political strile to which slavery may giwf;

birth, and avoiding all "entangling alliancej'r

with others, seek to awaken a more fervent con- 1^

cern within our own borders, that our hands may

be made and kept clean of the sin and guilt, ihatJ-

in respect to slavery as to other things, attacheil

to all who " knowing to do good, doeth it not.''1
ITEMS OF NEWS.

Tbe last advices from Europe are by the steamship*

Franklin, bringing Liverpool (lutes to tbe lOlh inst, t

Tbe accounts from the seat of war on tbe Black Se»^

and tbe Danube, are of bombardments, destructioQ of I

property, and loss of life. No event of importance, i

likely to tend towards tbe conclusion of this bloody I

business, has taken place. The apparent success in I

the recent conflicts is with the Turks and their allies, j

MEXICO.—The war between Santa Anna and Alr».j

rez still continues. Alvarez at last accounts appeared
j

to be successful.
j

UNITED STATES.—The only important news from

Washington, is the final passage of the Nebraska Bill I

by the House of Representatives ;—majority 13. Those !

who have assisted in this disgraceful measure will bo

remembered.
Crops throughout the country generally promise well,

although particular kinds in some places are likely to

be short. The fly has injured the wheat in a few spots.

Treaties have been made with the Indians, by which

the poor, degraded, and diminishing remnants of tribes

have ceded new tracts of land to tbe United States.

i-'rHnsy/foHW.-Deaths in Philadelphia last week, 152.

Ohio.— -V great storm on the Ohio river, on the Itith

inst., has destroyed the suspension bridge at Wheeling.

California.—Markets dull,—produce from luines good.

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.

The Committee charged with the oversight of this

Institution, will meet Merc, on Fourth-day, the 7th of

next month, at 10 o'clock, a. m.

The Committee on .\dmissions, meet at 8 o'clock the

same morning;—the Committee on Instruili.m, on the

preceding evening, at 7J o'clock,—and tin Vi.-iting

Committee, on Seventh-day afternoon, tbe .1 lunxirao.

Thomas Kimuli;, Clerk.

Philad., Fifth mo. 20th, 1853.

DiKi), on the 10th ultimo, at the residence of her tjro-

ther, Isaac Jackson, in this city, Phebe Jackson, in the

7 7 lb year of her age, a member of the Northern District

.Moulhly .Meeting.

, of pulmonary disease, on the 6th instant, at the

residence of his father-in-law, Joseph Larken, Georci!

J. Smedley, in the 33rd year of his age ; a member Of

Concord Monthly Meeting, Pa. His close was peaceful
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BUTTONS.
humorous and whimsical writer of the last

ry entertained his readers with a chapter on
i-holes. The humour of the conceit lay in

screpancy between the dignity of authorship

he trifling nature of the subject. A button,

niliar and figurative phraseology, with some
1 a term of utter disregard, not to say con-

not to care a button for a thing, is to have
re at all about it; and not to be worth a

, is to be utterly worthless. In this respect,

a multitude of others, we are altogether

nt from our long-tailed Iriends the Chinese,

I respect for buttons knows no limits, seeing

heir claim to the honour and reverence of

fellows rests upon their right to wear them,

ndependent of the contempt of the lieedless

ihman and the veneration of the reverent

se, buttons are buttons ; and since they are

rybody's fingers' ends every day in every-

! life; and since we cannot do without them,

at we will; and since, above all, they form
f the staple productions of Birmingham,
many a splendid fortune has been realized

ir manufacture ; we invite the reader to

up his coat this cold morning and come
with us to see them made.

e we are at the button manufactory. As
5tal buttons boast of the greatest antiquity,

attend to them in the lirst place. The
)rocess of manufacture, which consists of

ing the metal—a mi.\ture of copper and zinc

ing it in flat moulds, and then rolling it to

quired thinness in a rolling-mill, the reader

ise to have been already gone through.

letal, rolled into strips of about five feet in

and as many inches in width, has now to

into circular blanks. A female, seated at

II hand-press, holds the strip of metal in one
md the handle of the press in the other ; she

the metal and depresses the punch some
or forty times in a minute, and every time:

ink" or disc of metal is cut from the strip;

lis into a drawer beneath. iNow the blanks

ut are so sharp round the edges that they

acerate the fingers; the ne.xt process,

jre, is to give them a round edge, which is

)y a young girl seated at a table, who, turn-

e handle of a machine contrived for the

se, forces the blanks to revolve between two

'lates having concave edges, which, press-

ih great force upon ihem in their passage,

: a round edge to the button. If the button,

i of being a commoa flat button, is to have

a convex surface, it has now to bo

pressure from a press armed with a polished con

cave surface. This is done with astonishing ra

pidity, as indeed are all the operations of the

hand-press, the use of which is universal in Bir-

mingham. It is by means of the hand-press that

the various devices we see on metal buttons arc

impressed on their surfaces, such as ornamental

borders, anchors, masonic emblems, thistles, &c.,

&c., as well as the makers' names. The press

has only to be armed with the appropriate dies,

which are changeable at pleasure, and the work
proceeds with characteristic rapidity. Some but-

tons, which are stamped with deeper-cut dies, or

have to receive impressions on both sides, require

extra force of pressure, and these are stamped by

men. Again, a vast proportion of metal buttons,

particularly of the larger kind, are hollow, being

formed of two pieces of metal, one called the shell

and the other the bottom. These are known as

shell-buttons, a term probably due to the shape of

the larger of the two pieces of metal, which, after

it is cut from the strip in the shape of a flat disc,

passes through another press, by which it is trans-

formed into a kind of miniature saucer, wiih its

edge raised all round ready to overlap the bot-

tom. The two parts are biought into permanent
contact by a single pressure, the overlapping ed^e

ijected to, kind of pan, in which they arc subjected to the

heat of a small furnace, in which the mercury
evaporates, and the button assumes its golden
dress. This latter process, when the button is a
superior article, is a very careful one, and re-

quires continual watching by the manipulator,
who removes the buttons one or two at a ticne

when they are sufHciently baked. Formerly, the

mercury used in gilding was wasted and lost;

but now, by a skilful arrangement of the flues, it

is condensed, collected, and used again: by tills

ingenious invention there is not only u savin" in

the expense of manufacture, but the serious dan-
ger to the health of the operative from the inhala-
tion of volatilized mercury is obviated.

Most buttons which undergo gilding require
burnishing; this, the finishing process, is accom-
plished in the lathe, and of course is the work of
a man, occasionally assisted by a boy to turn the
wheel. Taking the buttons in his left hand, he
inserts one in the hollow of a chuck turned to fit

it ; an agreeable half-musical twang is heard as
he applies the polishing blood-stone to the rapidly
revolving surface, and in a few seconds a deep
and brilliant polish is produced.

In describing the above processes, we have re-
ferred merely to such buttons as form the staple
of the manufacturer. The reader is not to sup-

clasping the smaller piece in its circular embrace. I'ose that the capabilities of the art end hero.

The button has now to be shanked. The shanks Buttons may be had at any price which the wearer
are bought from the shank-maker, who can sup- may choose to pay for them ; he may employ the
ply them cheaper than the button-maker can make

I

t'fst artists in the land in designing, and pay lari'e

them. The shanking is performed by a woman, sums for die-sinking, and may sport a button
who, laying the buttons on their backs, places the, worth five pounds if he choose. We were shown
shanks in the centre of each, retaining them in

[

patterns exquisite in design and perfect in work-
their places by small iron clasps or springs; she

now touches the part where the shank and button

unite, with a little solder, and when a batch of

them are thus prepared they are exposed in an

oven to a heat which melts the solder, and the

work is done.

The next process to be considered is the silver-

ing, and after that the gilding. The silvering is

thus managed : the buttons are first very summa-
rily and efficiently cleansed by immersion in an
acid solution ; they are then put into a large earth-

en pan along with a mixture of common salt,

cream of tartar, and silver, and probably some-

thing else; here they are violently dashed and

manship, and which, as specimens of art, were
worthy to figure in the collections of the medallist.

But it is now many years ago since the manu-
facture of metal buttons received almost a fatal

blow from the hand of fashion ; the brass and gilt

buttons of our boyish days, which we were so
pleased to wear, and still more pleased to cut
from our coat and use in the play-ground, have
almost totally disappeared from the attire of boy
and man, and have given place to the cloth-cov-
ered or Florentine button, the manufacture of
which next demands our notice.

We have all seen tailors occasionally employed
covering horn buttons with cloth by means of

jumbled and shaken about for some minutes, at
j

needle and thread. This would appear to be the

the termination of which violent usage they glisten ,
simplest form of the Florentine button ; but though

in all the splendour of new coin, being completely ' millions of covered buttons are made monthly in

coated with silver in every part. The gilding is
j

Birmingham, the needle and thread have nothing

a more complicated ceremony, as well as a more to do in the business, and only come into play
expensive one; it may be thus briefly described;! when the goods are linished and have to be sewn
the buttons to be gilt, being first properly cleansed i

on cards or coloured paper for sale. It is the

in the way above alluded to, are thrown into a hand-press, with its magical punches, tools, and
vessel of what is called " quickwater," a solution

^

fittings, that, in the hands of young lemalcs, ac-

of nitrate of mercury; the mercury precipitates' complislies nearly the whole ol' the work. At
upon the metal and gives the buttons a whitish the factory of Messrs. Elliott, in Frederick-street,

appearance. They are now, when dry, ready having climbed a narrow staircase, we arc ushered

for the operation of the gilder, generally a female, into a long room, where amid the prattle of chil-

who applies the gold to the parts to be gilded by dren and the occasional singing of a merry tune,

means of a brush dipped into a kind of paste, a small army of young femiles are scaled at the

formed of mercury and gold-leaf mixed in certain !
presses and actively engaged in the various de-

proportions, at a moderate heat. A number ol partmenis of the manufacture. Here one is rain-

thein arc now shaken together in a bag to remove
^

ing a shower of the blanks which form the upper

any excess of mercury, and are then put into a aide of the button into the drawer beneath the
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[ircss |HiiU'liiiig llieiii o

rale
i
crliiips ui" liliy

almost equal lapiilily, traiislbims llie flat circles

iiin^liclls with riiiscil rim-! ; n iliird is cutiinjj; lliu

bci'.loms, each of which has a perforation witli a

serrated edge in the centre; a fourth cuts out llie

thick paper pufliug which is to fill the space be-

tween the two pieces of melnl ; a fifth cuts the fine

silken texture or woven pattern whicli covers ihc

outer surlacc; and a sixth the piece of coarse

black canvass which goes between the paper pufl-

iug and the perforated boltom, and whicli is pre-

vented from being drawn fort!) by the tug of the

tailors' thread by means of the serrated edge wliich

grips it fast—an ingenious contrivance patented by

Mr. Elliott. The fixing firmly together of these

five pieces wliich go to form the button is accom-

plished by the instantaneous pressure which they

undergo in a steel matrix, into wliich the operator

places them in propter order, and then, by a touch

of the lever, they are combined in a perfect button,

the parts of which it is impossible to sever witiiout

destroying them all. This last operaiion appears

to a strniigcr a complete piece of jugglery, and ii

is not without the trouble of some serious thought

upon the matter that the mind obtains a clue as

to the means by which it is effected. The result

is, of course, dependent upon the ingenious con-

struction of the minute implements brought to

bear so forcibly upon the diffirent materials.

We have above described the manufacture of

of the metal sheet at tlic ore employed, in a separate chamber, in sewing'

minute; uuolher, witlilw" needle the linen buttons on coloured pa

per in squares of a gross each, after which they

are consigned to the dealers.

We must glance now for a few mnmcnts at the

manufiicture of pearl buttons, in the making of

which above two thousand persons are engaged in

Birmingham. The mother-of-pearl, of which they

are made, is a substance secreted by the large

oysters of the Indian seas; it is bought by the ton

in the London market, and taken to Birmingham
to be wrought. The first operation, al'ter cleans-

ing the shell, is cutting the blanks, which is done
by a tubular saw worked in a lathe ; llioy arc then

rasped (lat on one side, and afterwards turned in

the lathe to the required pattern. If they iiave to

be drilled for shirt buttons, this process is per-

formed by women, by means of a drill fixed in

the lathe. In many pearl buttons a shank of me-
tal is inserted. As neither solder nor any adhe-

sive composition can be used, an ingenious device

is resorted to : the shank is split below its ring into

the form of an inverted v, thus a ; the turner now
cuts, at the back of the button, a hole much wider

at the bottom than at the orifice ; he inserts the

shank at the aperture, and a sharp tap of the

hammer causes the A-shaped wire to spread out

(lat, and shank and bottom are inseparably fiis-

tened together. The next process is the polishing

with soap and rotten-stone, which is also done in

the laihe. Pearl buttons are made of all sizes,

one, the commonest kind of Florentine buttons; from that of a child's fist, as seen on the shaggy

but in this extensive establishment, where little

less than a thousand hands are employed, an im-

mense variety of buttons bearing the same generic

designation, but differing widely in shape, size,

and cost of production, are made. Some are flat,

s6mc convex, some round, some elliptic in form;

some are covered with exquisite patterns woven

at Spitalfields or Kidderminster, some with plain

and some with figured textures ; others again are

globular, and others cone-shaped ; some are de-

signed to project like flower-buds, and some to

droop pendent in the form of acorns. Such an

extensive variety in the goods produced must

necessarily imply a considerable variation in the

modes ol operation ; but the principle of pressure

in the hand-press is perhaps the basis of the whole

industrial process, with some few exceptions, and

it may well be some very important modilications.

We were struck with the remarkable beauty ol

some of the designs woven at Spitalfields for but-

ton coverings, as well as by the singular and in-

genious economy practised by the weavers, who
contrive to leave the spaces between the button

patterns, which are woven in pieces many yards

in length and lialf a yard wide, uncovered by any

portion of the silken web. This rigid economy

IS carried out in the whole business of button

making ; the scraps of metal being returned to the

furnace, and even the shreds of punched paper to

the paper-mdl.

Shirt buttons and buttons for ladies' use, which

are manufactured at this establishment in prodi-

gious quantities—as many as from forty to fifty

thousand gross of one kind having been produced

in a single week— tire made by a process analo-

gous to that above detailed. The chief difference

would appear to be, that the metal used is finer,

undergoes a process of purification, and is cut into

rings instead of Hat circles ; there are other minor

ditlt;rences which it is not necessary here to no-

tice. They are made with a rapidity which

exceeds thought and bafHes observation ; a round

number of children are employed, whose main
occupation is to place the several parts of a but-

ton together preparatory to their permanent union

in the press. A considerable number of females

great-coat of a sportsman, to that of a small pea.

Besides the buttons already noticed, there is an
almost infinite variety of fancy articles, which it

would be in vain for us to attempt to describe.

Many of these are made of coloured glass, in con-

junction with metallic knobs or ornaments; some
are exceedingly beautiful in design, others alto-

gether as old and whimsical. Not a few of these

varieties are made at a cost at which no manufac-

turer who had to pay wages could produce them.

The trade in ahese fancy descriptions of goods is

in the hands of numbers of small independent mas-

ters, with whom it would be hopeless for the capi-

talist to compete. The existence of these small

masters, who are technically denominated "gar-

ret-masiers," is an anomaly in the working world.

They are a singular class of beings, who prefer

their personal freedom to every other considera-

tion, and will submit to every deprivation except

that of liberty. The regular toil ol the journeyman

under the master's eye, and the discipline of the

workshop, are more hateful to them than the low-

est poverty. Rather than enter the workshop, they

will labour at their own miserable homes for half

the remuneration of the regular journeyman ; and,

as a body, they have done more to reduce the

wages of labour in many departments of manufac-

ture than all the vicissitudes of the market or the

strikes of the artisans. They are always to be

found in numbers in large cities. There can be

little short of five thousand of these, working under

price at ditrerent trades, in the city and subuibsof

London. Nearly every department of industry

suffers from their practices; that of the cabinet-

makers, perhaps, to a greater extent than any other,

it is sad to be forced to add, though it is what

might be expected, that generally they are the

most demoralized class of the industrial community.

Saicdust used as Matmre for Orchards.—

A

year last fall 1 hauled a load of old rotten sawdust

and threw it around my young apple trees. IVly

neighbour, over the way, is one of those charac-

ters who plod on in the same old track Ihut his

father and grandfather did, believing that they

knew all, and more too. My neighbour said if I

put sawdust around my trees, I would surely
;,

ihem. He said he put manure around some}
his trees, and killed them. I told him I woi
risk it, " any how."

I put fresh stable manure around one row, a

sawdust around the next ; around another ro\,

put leached asiies; and the remainder oft'
orchard I manured Willi well-rotted baro-yj'

manure, and in tlie spring spread it well, a!

planted the ground with corn and potatoes. T
result was, many trees grew very luxurianll'

but the trees where the sawdust was grew ti

best, the bark being smoother, and the trees h'

a healthier appenrance. I will also slate tl'

part of the orchard |)lanled in potatoes, gn
greatly belter than that part planted with coi

The soil was clay loam.

—

Fanner and VisiUlf,\

A RIGHT CONCERN. i.

In our business and various domestic relalioi''

we find the necessity of continual care that nothlr

essential may be neglected which might invob'

in perplexity or serious loss : negligence or a wa'

of diligence is often fraught not only with dist

poinlinent, but disastrous consequences in ll''^

luture. Domestic tranquillity and quietude d'
pend very much upon the vigilance ol' each mer'

ber of the family, in regard to their individu

duties in striving for the general welfare, and fi

each other's good and preservation in evei

sense.

Our spiritual happiness is no less dependei

upon a proper exercise and concern of mind, th;

everything may receive its appropriate atienlio(f

at the right and seasonable time. As in our ou

ward concerns it is requisite to perform the sevm

ral divisions of labour in their proper courseVj

bring about profitable results, so in matters a|j.

pertaining to the household of faith, it is of sli 1

greater importance that they receive due altentioi|.

as they are clearly shown to require our seriwa

and solemn consideration; for as secular busines,,

requires diligence to make it profitable, so dot,;

our Christian work require a lively concern t,

render it prosperous, that the welfare of thewhol^

family of religious fellowship, either eollectivel!

or individually may neither be neglected, nor an,

of the members deprived of that help or encoui!

agement in their heavenward way which we ma^

be enabled to impart.
^

But instead of our outward affairs from thci.

imperative claim upon our attention, being peij

milted entirely to absorb the mind, the necessitj

of these merely sublunary concerns ought forciblj

to stimulate us to the still more urgent considera!

lion of our spiritual welfare, and that of our be;

loved fellow travellers through this vale of tearsj

As the heart is devoutly fixed upon the unfailin;.

Source of all our sure mercies, with an honest coi

corn to effect every holy requiring, 1 believe W'

shall not only become recipients of Divine regar(

and condescension in respect to temporal bless

iiigs, but shall be instructed so to walk and labou

in the church of Christ as to secure our owi

peace, as well as to be an availing assistance am

consolation to others, by extending the helpinj

hand in some way or other, while passing throujjl

this probationary scene.

By endeavouring thus to live, the influence wil

not be confined within the precincts of the Societj

to which we belong, but from the savoury live;

and guarded conduct of the members, the joyful

appeal would arise, " Come taste and see tha

the Lord is good ;" and by dwelling under thi;

righteous concern, the most desirable result ma)

be brought about, which can be conceived in thi:
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itofcxistpnre, " ihnl others by our good works
ii;i they shall behold, may glorify God in the

y r visitation."

S',- Yi.rk, I'iftii mo., 1831.

2 mciical Laws of Uie Sexes.—The hast census

vdi'cs .some curious facts. It fi.\es the nume-
alaw of tiie sexes thus :

—

1 Tluie are more males than females born, by
4 per cent.

2 At "JO years of age this preponderance is

ti ly lost, and there are more females than

ih.

8 At 40 years, the balance is again the other

ijanil there are more males than females.

4At 70 the se.ves are about even, and the ulli-

«tage of the human being is reached without

y ecided advantage to either se.\.

ween 70 atjd 100 years of age, there are

1 more white women than there are males,

more than 5 per cent, of the whole num-
Beyond the age of 40 years, tlie probabili-

flongevity are much greater for American
in than for men. This contrasts singularly

the fact, that the plujsique (relatively) of

lean women is inferior to that of American
That Diet, as is shown, however, tells tre-

ously on women between the ages of 20 and
hen their mortality is very great.

e longevity of some women is very exlraor-

y. There are four hundred and thirty Ame-
women above 100 years of age.

REPORT ON BOOKS.

the Minutes of Philadelphia Yearly Meet-

ing, 1854.

e meeting taking into consideration the im-

nce of spreading the approved writings of

for the information of others, by which
rinciples and testimonies may be more e.x-

ely diffused, directs that an abstract of the

rt of the Book Committee on that subject,

be placed in the Extracts; and it is the de-

)f this meeting that Friends may seek out

lie persons in their neighbourhoods, to whom
can advantageously hand those works, as

IS to encourage the reading of them in their

families.

e abstract of the Report is as follows :

ring the year ending Fourth month Isl,

there were sold from the bookstore seven
red and ninety-eight books, and thirteen hun-
and sixty pamphlets, and gratuitously dis-

ed five hundred and eleven books, and five

red and thirty-two pamphlets.

this year, " No Cross No Crown," by Wil-
Penn, has been stereotyped, and will form a

ble addition to our stock of stereotype plates,

3g a work eminently calculated to promote
religion, and well adapted for circulation

g all Christian professors.

the gratuitous distribution, supplies of books
jamphlels have been furnished as follows,

to eight libraries belonging to, or under care
sparative Meetings in this Yearly Meeting

—

jst-town Boarding-School ; Moorestown Li-

, under care of an association of Friends;
iospital for Lunatics, at Utica, New York,
le use of the officers, attendants, &c. ; to the

ry of the Coloured Institute; to a First-day

ol Library ; to a School Library, in Jamaica,

Indies ; to the Philadelphia Library ; to per-

in St. Louis, Missouri; and to some inquir-

idividuals in Virginia. Gratuitous dislribu-

las also been made to [lersons resident in the

rn parts of Pennsylvania, in Maryland,
igan, Ohio, Washington, D, C, Mississippi,

California, Canada East, and Newfoundland.
Books and pamphlets in German have been pre-

sented to persons reading that language, residing

in different parts of this and adjoining Slates. Ten
copies of " Barclay's Apology" liavo also been

furnished to individuals occupying the station of

ministers in other religious societies.

The books and pamphlets thus distributed have
been widely disseminated, and beside the interest

and inquiry awakened by them in the minds of

those who received them, there is reason to be-

lieve they will serve to spread among others a

knowledge of the doctrines and testimonies of the

gospel, as held by Friends.

The establishment of libraries within the limits

of Preparative or Monihly Meetings, alluded to in

our last report, has, we are glad to find, received

attention in several neighbourhoods, and we do

not doubt a benefit will be derived therefrom, cor-

responding with the efforts to spread and to jiro-

mote the reading of the approved writings of

Friends among the members, and others in their

immediate vicinity. It is greatly to be desired,

that those of our members who have engaged in

this good work will be encouraged to persevere

in it, and that others who have not yet put their

hands thereto, will feel its importance, and no

longer manifest a lack of that lively zeal in the

furtherance of it, which, if awakened, would en-

sure success.

Every year accumulates evidence of the bene-

fits derived from the establishment and continu-

ance of the Bookstore, as a place to which resort

may at all times be had, by our own members
and others, to procure the writings of Friends ap-

proved by the Society. There are many belong-

ing to other denominations, who, dissatisfied with

their formality, and anxious for a more spiritual

religion, are desirous to acquaint themselves with

the views of Friends, and willing to read such

works as may come into their hands for that pur-

pose. It is of great importance there should be

a place of ready access for such as these, where
they can be supplied with works calculated to

give them correct information respecting our prin-

ciples and testimonies; and that our own mem-
bers should have the opportunity to procure

readily for themselves and families, those valuable

works at a comparatively small expense.

The continued increase in the distribution of

books and pamphlets from the Depository, by

sale or otherwise, which has occurred from year

to year, indicates a growing relish for the kind of

reading which they afford, and while it gives

grouncJ for encouragement, in the belief that the

concern of the Yearly Meeting is being measur-

ably answered, it likewise shows the necessity

for keeping up a stock sufficient to supply all the

demands that may be made upon it.

EMIGRATION.
" A good man's steps are ordered by the Lord."

If we arc happily preserved in a state of watch

fulness unto prayer, desiring above all things tc

be faithful to our God, in that sphere in wliicli i

is his will we should move, the mind will be kept

from improper anxiety as to our iocalion in the;

world. Feeling in our measure as David did

when he said, " Lnrd I have loved the habitation!

of thine house and the place where thine honour;

dwelleth," we shall be liivoured through the in-j

shinmg of Divine light, to see when it may be

consistent with the will ol" our heavenly Fuihor to

change our residence. It is to b(^ feared that lor

want of stability in the Truth, and a godly care

to consult the holy oracle, many have suffered
|

themselves to become unsettled by the very flat-

tering pros|iecl9 presented of advantages to be

gained by removing to iho far west. Those to

whom the subject is presented, and who may
think of going, should individually seriously in-

quire, Shall I in so doing be fixed in my proper

place ? have I received sufficiently clear evidence

that He in whom wo live and move and have our
being, orders my steps thither? There can be no
doubt but He whose will is our sanclificalion,

and who divideth to every man severally as he

will, of the gifts of his Holy Sfiirit, to be occupied

until He come, has an undoubteil right to have the

ordering of all the members of his household ; and
if these are only humble enough and fuilhful

enough to his voice inwardly revealed, they will

avoid all miscarriage, and be kept in their proper

places, to God's honour, the benefit and comfort

<jf the church, and their own peace.

We may by suffering the perishing things of

the world to gain the ascendency in our affections,

give way to unsetllement, and change our resi-

dence, when we have no better motives to base

our movements upon, than the desire of increas-

ing our wealth. Some may strive to satisfy

themselves with the excuse, that it is lawful for

them to endeavour to get land to settle their chil-

dren upon, and argue that by selling their farms

in the more populous part of the country, and
going to the West, where land is cheap, they can

accomplish that desirable object. With all the

excuses that can be adduced, we cannot exonerate

ourselves from the awful responsibility that at-

taches to those who believe that all our steps, if

we are the Lord's children, must be ordered by

him. It must indeed, be a very serious thing for

members of our religious Society to remove from

meetings and neighbourhoods where they might

continue through Divine assistance, serviceable

in the promotion of the cause of Truth and right-

eousness in the earth. If the movements of any
have been without the sanction of the blessed

Shepherd of the sheep, they may place themselves

in positions wherein their services may in great

measure be lost to the church, greatly to the dis-

advantage of the meetings from whence they re-

move, and likewise of those within the limits of

which they settle. A rapid emigration of Friends

to any particular country or neighbourhood, par-

ticularly when the greater pan have no butter

motive for their movements, than to add to their

hundreds or their thousands, is rather to be

dreaded than rejoiced at.

The great unsettlement among Friends in some
places, is cause of much concern, and it is to be

feared its injurious effects will be felt by the dif-

ferent classes of Society where it prevails. Asv
removals from one country to another are often

attended with deleterious results to the young,

through the dissolution of old, and the forming

of new acquaintances and associations, parents

and those who have the care of children, ought

seriously to remember the responsibilities which

rest upon them, in exposing their children to

needless perils.

Those who have but limited means, and large

families growing up around them, have their dil-

ficulties, and may sometimes find their atten-

tion turned towards the new land of the West,

where they think they might be able to procure

a little setllemoiit to raise their interesting charge

upon. Even under such circumstances us these

there is great need of seeking lor wisdom of Him
who givelh to nil men lilierully and upbrnideth

not, whose is ihe earth and the fulness thereof,

and who can bless or blast at his pleasure.

Parents who are duly concerned lor the wel-

fare of their beloved olfspring, will ever feel it
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their duly to seek for them the blessing of hen- prepared for usefulness in the church militant, ungodly scholars, felt his heart turned towat'i

ven which niakclii iruly rich, and wliercunto no and an example of humble dedication in the path] the poor sufferers in love. The work of purific i

-•orruw is added. 'I'liis, il iliey are happily fu-jorduly. Ilis falher was u man greatly eslucmcd
i

lion and snnctificalion was goin;; on in him, m
voured to oblaiii il. is u treasure far greater than

j

in liis day, and was of a considerable estate, re-
j
a measure of the light of the Lord illuminalii

mylhing this world can atlbrd. Were all ourjsiding al an ancient house called Dolobri

niJmbi rs concerned lo carry out this safe and Montgomeryshire, North Wales. There, about

consistent view of the sulyect, wailing for the the year 1(540, Thomas Lloyd was born.

Ijyht of Divine approbation lo sliiiic upon their

paths, I believe there would be far less unsellle-

menl and moving from one part of the land to

aiuither. The Divine blessing would attend those

w ho were failhfid lo the Lord's direction, and a

growth and establishment in llie unchangeable

Tiulh would be realized by them, true peace of

mind would be secured, llie strength and seltle-

luint of llie church would be pruinoled, and ihe

kingdom of our dear Redeemer advanced in the

earth.

Oliio, I'il'lh monlli, 1S31.

LIFT Ul' THE CROSS.

Lilt up the cross, wben in thy way
Sunic paiiil'ul duty lies uiiiloue;

If thou art His who bore its loud,

Thou mnyst not the commaudmcnt shun.

Lift up the cross, and teach the worUI

—

Which slill prv/eisions may condemn

—

Thy burning words and sigus of love

Uave more than words aud sigus iu them.

Lift up the cross, if low in dust

Its glories by the foe are trailed,

Though faint and faltering, be the first

To lift it when the strong have failed
;

Lift up the cross that men may see,

Though nil fors.ike in peril's hour,

There's one that's true and only he

h 30 who knows and trusts its power.

Lift up the cross my wearied soul

That o'er the task has lingered long;

Thou fearest—nay, thou shall not die,

For those who touch this Ark arc strong.

Lift up the cross, and lift it high

;

Its holy peace looks gently down
;

Hark to the call to win or die

!

Now for the cross, behold the crown 1

BIOGRiPlIlCil SKETCHES

Of Mini.-itcrs .ind Elders, aud other concerned members
of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

THOMAS LLOYD.

The aposlle declares to the Corinthians, " For
yc see your calling brethren, how that not many
wi.*e men after die flesh, not many mighty, not

niiiny noble are called ; but God hnth chosen the

foolish things of ihe world lo confound the wise;

and God hath chosen the weak things of the world

to confound the ibiiigs which are mighty ; and

base things of the world, and things which are

despised iialh God chosen, yea, and things which

are not, lo bring lo nought things that are: that

no flesh should glory in his presence." Although

the Truth bo now, as it was then, yet through

the powerful visitations of the Holy Spirit, we al

times see those who are wise and learned, and ol

high connections in this world, yet numbered
among the poor in spirit, the humble and contrite

ones, who are rich in faith, and eminent labour-

ers in the Lord's vineyard, walking in humili-

ty as little children,—as dedicaied ministers of

tlie Lord, doing service for others wilh alacrity,

distributing of their substance with cheerfulness,

and neither trusting in their intellect, iheir riches,

nor the gifts and graces bestowed upon them, but

in the Lord alone,

Thomas Lloyd is a notable example of a high-

ly educated, and highly connected man, who
through submission to the power of Truth, became

Thomas was a lad of good parts, and his father

his education, gave him the advantage of the

best schools to prepare him for the college al Ox-
ird, whither his elder brother Charles had pre-

iously been sent. Thomas was distinguished as

scholar al Oxford, and we arc told that " many
of ihe great" " cast an eye of great regard upon

him," because of "natural and acquired parts."

This occasioned him to be profl'ered " degrees,

and places of worldly preferments," but he de-

clined them. Ilis brother Charles had succeeded

to the paternal estate at Dolobran, was in com-

mission of the peace, and was beloved and re-

spected as his father had been. From his station

he was soon thrown into some degree of inter-

course with the people called Quakers, who were

then increasing in Montgomeryshire.

Ilis attention had been turned to the new Socie-

ty whilst he was at O.xford as a scholar, and in

the Ninth month, 16G0, Richard Davies, that

aposlle of the Truth in Wales, having appointed

a public meeting at the house of Cadwallader Ed-

wards, near Dolobran, Charles, no longer a jus-

tice of the peace, nltendcd it. Richard Moore,

another faithful minister of the gospel, was also

al the meeting, and in the words of Richard Da
vies, " The Lord was not wanting, but allbrded

iinlo us his good presence ; life and power came
from him, that reached lo the hearts and under

standings of most of the people then present, who
gave testimony to the truth, life, and power ol

God, that appeared wilh us al that lime ; and in the

love, fear, and life of Truth, we parted."

Richard continues: "The next morning we
wenl to visit Charles Lloyd, of Dolobran, who
tenderly received us, and several thai were at the

meeting came there that day ; where we had a

sweet, comfortable, refreshing time, in the pre-

sence of the Lord ; as it is said, ' In his presence

is fulness of joy, and at his right hand there are

pleasures forevermore.'—Psal. xvi. 11."

The ministry at ihis meeting was greatly bless-

ed to the convincement of many who had been

there, and the report was widely circulated that

most of those residing on thai side of the county

had turned Quakers. About the middle of the

Tenth month, Edward Lord Herbert, Baron of

Cherburg, sent lor seven of those who had been

at the meeting, among whom Charles Lloyd was
one, and after some discourse with them, he ten-

dered them the oulh of allegiance and supremacy,
for refusing lo take which, he committed them
the next day to a close prison al Welchpool.

They were jirisoners for several years, and one

ol them, Humphrey Wilson, died of a distemper,

occasioned by the coldness and unwholesomeness
of the place. The place in which some of them
were confined was very filthy. Charles Lloyd
was put in a liltle smoky room, where a little

straw served him for a bed lor a considerable

time. His wife, who was of a family of note in

Wales, came lo be wilh him, willing for the sake

of the company of her dear husband, to share his

trials and privations. Richard Davies says

"Thus they both, with the rest of Friends, did

rather ' choose to sufler aflliclion with the peo[:

of God, than lo enjoy the pleasures of sin lur

season.' "

Thomas Lloyd observing the cruel persecutions

which Friends were palienlly enduring at Oxford, I called lo suffer imprisonment lor the testimony

Irom unjust magistrates, and cruel, wild, and a good conscience. He was soon, however, ei

his understanding, gave him to see the vanity;!

ihe " forms, customs and traditions of the schot;i

and colleges, of logic, philosophy, and the libei |.

arts, so called."
,

Whilst thus feeling, he learned that his broth,

i

Charles had joined the new Society, and was t

prison for his faithliil support of their principli i

Thomas left Oxford, and went to N\'clchpool t

see his brother. Here conversing with him m
the other Friends in prison, and mingling wi

those not then in confinemcnl, he began mo,

fully to understand the doctrines and leslimoni i

of the new Society, and lo be more and mo i

convinced of their truth and consistency wii

scri|)lure. The Lord indeed, by his blessed Spin
opened his understanding to receive the Truth i

the love of it, and strengthened him to be faithli

to his convictions of duly. He came to loke it

the daily cross,— lo follow the Lord Jesus fori)

slruclion in righteousness, and to cease from mi|

whose breath is in his nostrils. Like Moses 1

chose rather to sufTer afllicfion with the people
f

God than to enjoy the ])leasures of sin for a se

son. He returned no more to Oxford, but free

giving up the honour, preferment, and riches

the world, he was made willing to be accounted

fool for Christ's sake, and to bear the reproachi

of men. His former vviU, affeclions and pie

sures, being crucified, he became a scholar
.j

Christ's school, and in the fear of the Lordli

was instructed in the true wisdom, which is fro

above. Turning his back upon the vanities aii

sins of the world, and following the leadingi

guidance and instructions of the Divine lig[(

grace and Spirit of Christ Jesus, he grew moi

and more in understanding of the mysteries of llj

kingdom of God, and of the things which con

cerned his own everlasting peace. The Loii

made him wiser than his earthly teachers ha

been, and in time qualified him through a gift ;

the ministry, and the blessed influences of l!

Holy Spirit, to instruct others in righteousness.

He remained about the residence of his brolhe

and the prison al Welchpool, for some time,
J'

was ready to assist his elder brother in the Trull

Richard Davies, in his efforts for the discharge i

the prisoners. Many having been added to thoi

already in prison, Richard and Thomas paid

visit to most of the justices who had been engage

in the work of persecution. They closed ihei

visits to these with one to Lord Herbert. The

found him engaged bowling, but having an oppoi

tunity lo speak to him respecting their Friends

i

prison, he listened lo them whilst ihey endeavoui

ed to convince him that the actions of their Friend

for which they had been confined, was simj)!

their endeavours to fulfil the will of God accor<

ing to their conscientious belief. He would ni

promise to set the prisoners at liberty, but hesei

the jailer private instructions, which caustd hii

lo allow them more liberty. He had a house

i

his own near the outskirts of the town, where he!

the Friends go. Richard Davies says this houi

" was a sweet, convenient place near the fields.

He did nol think it worth while to send a person I

watch them, but gave them the liberty of tl

town, except that they must not go to their o»

houses." Meetings were kept for several yeai

in the house of the jailer, for Friends in those par

being generally in prison, it was the most convi

nient place.

About the year 1GG.3, Thomas Lloyd was fir
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i, and accompanied Richard Davies to the

; place of worship.

(Toheccitinufil.)

nistnj.—" I have many times seen it very

able to be deeply humbled and awfully pros-

I before the almighty Helper of his people;

30 what we are in the ministry may be by

race only ; having observed that where the

jrely part is not wholly abased, but some
iency or treasure belonging thereto is saved

served, it being very close work to be strip-

fall, there has been a mixture brought forth,

he linen and woollen garment, or sowing the

with two sorts of grain ; and when any by

m, their own unwatchlulness, or the neglect

lers whose care should have been over them,

ne as it were established in this mixture, they

fn gel out of it the right way, by the bad

;
removed and the good preserved. Oh, it

great thing to stand fully approved in this

in service I to speak as the oracles of God,
io minister of the ability immediately given

'm. Blessed will that servant be, who when
Lord cometh, is found dividing the word
it, giving the flock and family of Christ their

r portion of meat, and that in due

\Griffilh.

THE RIGUT SPIRIT,

nay safely be said, that a good cause often

I's as much from the indiscretion of its advo.

t,
as from the opposition of its enemies; and

3 the case when in the heat of party spirit,

who entertain correct views—in respect to

nt departures from Truth, whereby a door is

id for the admission ol' innovations prejudi-

o its spread—are led to deride and despise

who oppose them, and who perhaps have

(een alike favoured with clear views of the

tening dangers into which they have been

yed, by lending an ear to seducing spirits

to beguile them,

single eye to the promotion and honour of

1 would preserve from this, and enable us ten-

to feel for all who may have been ensnared in

et of fleshly wisdom, and are in bondage to

ird task master, who is unwilling to let them

lat they might follow after Truth. Ah, how
i partial and selfish view of a state like this,

up the way in the mind for the extension ol

ring labour, and endanger the springing up

root of bitterness, by which many may be

d. The pure garments of the gospel are

side for a fleshly armour, and thus the ene-

f Zion's prosperity and peace is permitted to

I, even under the cloak of seeming oppo-

to error.

has been remarked, and it would seem justly

lat "folly hath its martyrs as well as wis-

' for we may sometimes see the advocacy

of right in a contentious spirit, visited with

opposition and persecution ; from bearing

1, the sufierer could derive no satisfaction or

itage, because feeling a consciousness within

he had not striven lawfully, and there
'

not expect to be crowned. His end was

, and therefore out of the Truth, for the

otion of which he professed to labour. The
peaceable wisdom which is from above, and

thout partiality, and without hypocrisy,

ed of all her children, and a testimony

1 in their hearts against that wisdom which

im beneath, however specious its appearance

be, and none of the transformations thereol

ible to deceive them. Their eye being kept

to the Truth, their bodies are filled with

light, enabling them to detect all enmity and de-

ceit ; and as they are iailhful thereto, strength

will be given them, rightly and availingly to con-

lend against errors on every hand. Standing
upon the foundation of Truth, and turning neither

to the right hand nor the left, from the path point-

ed out by the W isdom which alone is profitable to

direct; they find her ways to be ways of pleasant-

ness and all her paths to be peace. Tliese will

not court persecution for the sake of human sym-
pathy or praise, but patiently suffering for the

cause and testimony of Truth, their reward will

be sure.

It is by the exercise of fleshly wisdom, that

partial views are begotten in the mind, and some-
times lead to the formation of separate associa-

tions, lor the support of some one particular testi-

mony at the sacrifice of spiritual unity, by the right

support of all. Thus a zeal without knowledge
may be created, and usurp the place of pure wis-

dom, leading from true humility, and a sense ol

our entire dependence upon our heavenly Parent,
lor guidance and preservation in all our under-
takings.

Resist not Evil.—The pastor Obcrlin, having
received warning that some uncivilized and bru

tal persons in the parish had formed a plan for

waylaying and inflicting upon him "a severe

castigation," took for his text in church, on the

Sunday when he had been told the outrage was
to he perpetrated, those words of our Saviour
" But 1 say unto you, that ye resist not evil : but

whosoever shall smite thee on the right cheek
turn to him the other also;" and proceeded, from
hose words, to speak of the Christian patience

vith which we should sufler injuries, and submit

to false surmises and ill-usage. After the service,

the malcontents met at the house of one of the

party to amuse themselves in conjecturing what
their pastor would do, when he should find him-
self compelled to put in practice the principles he

had so readily explained. What, then, must have
been their astonishment when the door opened,
and Oberlin himself stood before them !

" Here
I am, my friends," said he, with that calm dignity

of manner which inspires even the most violent

with respect; " I am acquainted with your design.

You have wished to chastise me because you con-

sider me culpable. If I have indeed violated the

rules which I have laid down for you, punish me
for it. It is better that I should deliver myself
into your liands, than that you should be guilty

of the meanness of an ambuscade." These sim-

ple words produced their intended effect. The
peasants, ashamed of their scheme, sincerely beg-

ged his forgiveness, and promised never again to

entertain a doubt of the sincerity of the motives

by which he was actuated, and of his afiectionate

desire to promote their welfare.

—

Life of Oberlin

From the Plough, the Loom and the Anvil.

Indian Cora or Maize.—Us llistory, Growth, &(!.

BY G. BLIGUT BROWNE, OF TENNSYLVA?

Among the class of farmers who devote

attention to the cultivation of corn, it has become

a question, as to whether or not suckering should

be encouraged, or considered as an injury to the

crop. Advocates of bolh sides of tins question

have presented themselves, and have sustained

their peculiar views with considerable plausibility.

But ihus far, I have not seen any article on the

subject, in which the writer has suflicienlly well

based his argument on the nature and physiology

of the plant itself.

VVitliout going into the classification of this

plant, by Liunseus, or by any other founder ol

an artificial system of botany, I will proceed to

consider the construction, habits, (Sic, of the zea
mays, maize, or Indian corn.

This plant is a native of America, and, proper-
ly speaking, belongs to the tropics. It was, how-
ever, described as growing in the temperate zones,
near the tropics, by the earliest historians on the
subject. It is an annual and endogenous. Maizo
is physiologically constructed to endure great heat,

and to resist evaporization.

In the tropics, during the hot and dry season,
vegetation undergoes a species of hybernation,
and awakens with the approach of the wet wea-
ther. So soon as the earth obtains suflicient

moisture, the seed of this annual vegetates, but in

a way well adapted to resist the heat of the cli-

mate. For instance, when a grain or seed of
maize receives sufficient moisture, it commences
by exhibiting signs of germination, by throwing
out roots and stem ; but the roots will far outstrip

the stem in growih ; in fact, the roots will attain

great lenglhs before the cotyledons will appear
above the ground. By this means, the plant is

well fortified with an abundant supply of mois-
ture or sap-bearing roots, before it ventures to

show Its stem to the sun. The cotyledons make
their appearance enveloping one another, and the
stem is fortified with a glazed surface, through
which very little liquid can evaporate. The stem
IS composed of cellular tissue and spiral tissue,

and does not become woody.
This plant is capable of projecting shoots from

each joint or node, and these juints bear tho ears
of corn. These shoots arc by some (I think im-
properly) called suckers. From the summit of
the stem is projected a stalk, which is crowned
by a tassel, or the male organ of reproduction.

Embryo ears are Ibrmed, and put forth their silk

at the same period that the tassel makes its ap-

pearance. It is rare that more than the two up-
permost nodes, or those situated immediately below
the tassel stalk, put forth any silk, and those situ-

ated lower down usually show at this stage that

they are abortions. No doubt more of the nodes
would put forth true fruit, if the plant was capa-
ble of perfecting it, and such is sometimes the

case in the colder climates ; but, often in the

warmer latitude, plants have been known to pro-

duce seven perlect ears. Some twenty years
since, a Mr. Baden, in Maryland, had corn (hat

produced from four to seven ears on a stalk.

The lemale organ or pistil protrudes itself at

the apex end of the ear, and is called in familiar

language the silk. Every grain on the ear has
one of these fibres of silk communicating with it.

This silk is all produced at the same time, and at

a proper lime to be impregnated by the pollen

falling from the tassel. If any earsliould mature
its silk too late for the pollen, (a case which I

cannot conceive to happen without some disturb-

ing^case,) it will not bear any fruit. At tho lower
extremity of the silk is the ovule, and it is fenil-

iztd by the |)ollen passing down to it through the

cavity in the centre of the silk. The ovules,
after being fertilized, become miniature plants,

consisting of root, stem, and leaf. Tliese ovules
thus matured are accompanied by a deposit of
starch, and the whole enveloped in a glaze cover-
ing, constitutes the grain. The grains occupying
the apex extremity of the cob have, notwiihsiand-
ing they are generally somewhat smaller, been
fertilized quite as early in the season as any of
the lower ones. They owe their diminished size

to a want of supply Irom the mother plant. Some-
times tins want ol' supply will occasion not only
the superior grains to be smaller, but will occa-

sion them to dwindle away entirely. This want

I

of supply is not occasioned by any sterility of ibo
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soil. Any soil cnpable of affbrdin!; to the plant

the means of producing the stem, lassel, and silk,

will be able to continue its bounty until full de-

velopment. This defect in the superior portions

of the ear is occasioned by the climate, which, in

such cases, has proved al the latter portion of llie

season unpropitious for the growth and maturing
of the seed.

Suckers (properly speaking) take rise from the

slalk below ihc ground, and are capable under
sonic circumstances to become complete plants,

producing slalk, tassel, and silk ; and, no doubt,

if the climate would favour the enterprise, would
bear ears. In the natural climate of the maize,

grown on a soil undrained of its fertility by hus-

bandry, and in the natural stale, unimproved by
cultivation and art, it may bo able to furnish to

this sucker, or second growth, sufficient nutriment

to bring it to niauirity. Hut in our climate, and
limited by one short season, no such result must
be expected. Maize has been by cultivation much
enlarged in the grain, and greater number ol

grains are found on the cob of our cultivated va-

rieties, than originally grew on the naliiral plant.

The great desideratum of the Northern farmer is

to make his corn in the allotted time, and to have
his crop well matured before our early frosts.

AVe have usually no lime to lose, and there can
be no doubt that any treatment which would re-

tard the maturing of the ear, would not be a good
one.

Shoots from the nodes above ground cannot do
much, if any harm, to the plant, because they

are soon arrested in their growth. The stripping

ol these shoots will occasion a very bad wound,
and is calculated to do more injury than good.

The case is very different from the under-

ground shoot or sucker. They derive iheir sap

Irom the roots of the parent plant, and conse-

quently divert the supply, at a moment when it is

most needed to assist in procreation, then going

on in the parent plant. Nothing should be allow-

ed to interlere with this function, as the early

maturing of the seed depends on the vigour with

which this process is presented.

'Iherefore, on the whole, 1 should conclude
that the shoots or suckers which start from the

nodes above ground, should not be removed; and
that those which have their origin below ground
should be removed.

For "The Fric-ntl."

In the trials and discouragements of the present

day, the faithful, consistent Friend is often tempt-

ed to think that he has lallen on peculiarly evil

limes, and thai the prospect of a succession ol

those who will continue to adhere to the doctrines

and maintain the testimonies of Truth, is gloomy
and little likely to be realized. But i believe this

tcmpialion has been present with the devoted but

fearl'ul labourers, ever since our religious Society

was first gathered, and found itself called on to

bear a testimony against the mixed religion, and

the corrupt practices of the world. We find evi-

dence of It in most of the journals of those wor-

thies, who being very jealous for the honour of

their Master and his cause, laboured in their day
to have the camp cleansed of its various defile-

ments, and who liaving kept the laith have inhe-

rited the promises. John Griifilh says in his

journal

:

"1 continued in the city some time, visiting

meetings with diligence. My mind was deeply

exercised as usual in a painlul travail, with and
for the suffering Seed of Uod in the hearts ol

professors, who to me appeared, in a general way,
living, moving, acting and breathing, in an airy

exalted region above it. 1 have often been ready

to say, By whom shall Jacob, the true Seed,

arise 1 for he is very small in the esteem and re-

gard of professors of most ranks. Yet I could

see an afllicled, suflering remnant, lie very low,

lis under the ruins, and panting as it were, strug-

gling for life. .'Xiid although we could see and

know one another, and travelled together under

a degree of the same painful sense of things; yet,

not liaving it in our power to relieve one another,

our proper business was to travail under our re-

s|)cctive burdens, until the Almighty Deliverer

was pleased to appear, calling his suffering ones

to dominion and to rule with him, who is Lord of

lords and King of kings: for the Lamb and his

followers shall have the victory ; though they arc

permitted sometimes to suffer long. I had then,

at times, faith to believe ho would raise the dry

bones, and they should stand upon their feet; an

army to fight the Lord's battles; to bring the

mighty from their seats, and to take the crowns
of some from them, who seemed to reign as kings,

making their nakedness appear.
" Surely the complaint of the Lord, by the

mouth ol his prophet concerning Israel, was
mournfully verified in the city of London, re-

specting a great part of the Society, viz., ' My
people have committed two great evils ; they have

Ibrsaken me the fountain of living waters, and
hewn them out cisterns, broken cisterns, that can
hold no water.' Such is a mere profession, though

of the Truth ilsell', without the real possession.

This is holding the Truth in notion, speculation

and imitation only. The same may be said of

whatever is done in religion, without the immedi-

ate influence, direction and leadings of the holy

Author's spirit and power. Sound doctrine may
be preached, as to words and the main scope

thereof, and true principles imbibed from educa-

tion, tuition, or other outward means
; yet the

man's part being alive, active and always ready
;

the child's and fool's state, that knows its suffi-

ciency for every good word and work to be im-

mediately received from God alone, is neither

experienced nor abode in. ' For it is not you that

speak, but the Spirit of your Father that speakeih

in you, or by you.' I say, without this living

sense of things, all is but a broken cistern ; it will

hold none of the water of life ; which is the real

cause, that the endeavours and seeming zeal of

some for the promotion of religion, are so dry,

insipid, and inefficacious. Truth will carry its

own evidence. The spring of action being the

Holy Spirit of Christ, it will gain the assent of all

his children, and answer his pure witness in the

hearts of the rebellious, far beyond what many
conceive or imagine. Upon which I would just

observe, that the only way to preserve the

strength, glory, and dignity ol a religious society,

is for all who undertake to be active in it, cer-

tainly to feel the Lord leading and directing them
in all their services ; and on the other hand, the

sure way to desolation is, when the active mem-
bers in religious things move therein by the

strength of human abilities only. A great deal

depends on that, more than some are aware of:

It is observable, that the preservation of the Jew-

ish church in purity, much depended upon the

governors and rulers thereof; and so do and
will, the prosperity and purity of the Christian

church."

Since that day we know how greatly the Lord
condescended to our low esiate as a people, and
in his mercy again raised up those who wore pre-

pared from living experience to dechire the un-

changeable truths of the gospel, as believed in

and sujiported by consistent Friends, from the

beginning, and who laboured abundantly and with

a good measure of success, to bring the house-

hold of faith into tho good order instituted by
blessed Head. And though things may oppe'

very low and out of joint at the present lime, j'

I believe there is sufficient reason fur the honci

hearted to lift up their heads, in the hope thai \

who has watched over and kept the Society

this day, notwilhslanding the defection and dog'

neracy of many wilhin, and the bitter enmi

and contempt of many without its pale, is n'

now unmindful of it, and of the struggle going (

to keep it upon its original foundation, and ih

he will bless those efforts in his own way oi'

lime, and yet cause it to shine in the cleiirnc

and with the brightness that characterized it wIk'

its members consisted of those who had bet

brought out of other religious professions, oi

had learned the doctrines of Truth, and the test

monies that grow out of them, in the school

Christ alone.

THE ri:d ul
At a very Hill meeting of the Royal Gcograpl"

ical Society, last week, a paper was read "0''

the Physical Geography of the Red Sea," by D°

G. Buist, F. R. S., F. R. G. S.
"

The Red Sea is the most remarkable csluat!

on the surface of the globe; it is 1,'^80 miles
j

length, with a maximum breadth of nearly 2C

mik's, a circuit of 4,020 miles, and an area <

108,154 miles ; its cubic contents are prubabi

about 800,000 miles; its greatest depth is 40'

fathoms. The main depth of its axis is aboil

150 fathoms for about ten miles along mid-chai'

nel. The neap-tides at Aden, Ras Klohamnw!

and Suez, are about five feet ; the spring is abot]

seven feet ; and the rise in the upper end of ih

sea , by a continual south wind, is about fou

feet. The temperature and saltness of tho Re

Sea is almost the same as that of the ocean. Tb,

evaporation over its surfiice amounts to aboi!

eight feet annually, which seems to be provide!

for by a strong inward current from the India

Ocean, a lower current of the water thus conco

trated flowing out again through the Gullof Atfcl

sweeping around by Scinde, and so southwirfS

till diluted by deluges of rain from the wester

shores of India. Crossing again to Africa,
'<

flows northward, and returns to the place whenci

it came, to give off" fresh supplies of vapour tothj

rainless districts around.

The Red Sea is walled in by vast chains c

mountains, which from the eleventh to the 8U

icenth parallel, and from Aden to 200 miles iW

Abyssinia, are volcanic, affording a volcanic fltt

of about 10,000 square miles in area, probaH'

the third largest in the world, a portion of whic

is still active. Gilbelteer has been smoking coc

stantly for the past century, and a violent cru[

lion occurred in ihe Zebaz Islands in 1846. Fror

lal. 16 deg. to lal. 30 deg. the rocks seem mostl

to belong to the vast nuinniulitic formation, whic

has been traced from Hurmali to the Bay of Bi'

cay in one continuous sheet around nearly ow

third of the globe. All around the shores of tb

Red Sea are evidences of a submergence an

re-emergence of the land, at probably a recer

geological period. The volcano of Aden contain

an old sea beach in its crater.

The Isthmus of Suez consists of gravel an

shells, the latter being identical with those no<

found in the seas adjoining; and there is reaso:

to suppose that this part of the shore has rise

from six to ten feet within the last tlu'ee thousan

years. Robert Stephenson has pioved, by sui

vey, that the level of the waters of the Meditei'

ranean and the Red Sea is the same, and to a

appearance the bitter lakes on the isthmus hav'
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); lime formed a portion of the sea, though
irface of the waters is now fifty feut below
l.'cl.

[e CUilf of Akaba difTers remarkably in il

ictii'isiics from that of Suez, from which it

litcd by llie Isthmus of Senai. The Wad
1, or valley stretching from the Gulf ofAkaba
d the Dead Sea, appears in part to be an old

iach, deeply grooved by torrents; but however
istiug to the geographer, very little is known
The summit level has been placed, in the

ictions of this society I'or l'^43, at 485 feet

the paper by Captain William Allen, of

lyal navy, in the ~'3d volume, it is evident

othing certain is known either about the po

or altitude of its divide. From Akaba to

ead Sea is a distance of about 105 miles, the

;e of the latter being 1,350 feet below

e Mediterranean ; and we are altogether

ant of the extent of the boundaries of this

irdinary depression.

s singular, that though the Red Sea is tra-

d every week by scores of Englishmen, and

h vessels of the Indian navy are constantly

ng about in it, or lying at Suez, or at Aden,
low less of its physical geography than we
that of Siberia, the Ural Mounlains, or some
ins of the Arctic regions ; and while the wilds

uth America are being carefully explored, a

of vast importance, associated as it is in our

i with some of the most wonderful events in

history, remains utterly neglected at our

Roderick Murchison, in adjourning the meet-

the ~'4th instant, expressed his great saiis-

n in having occupied the chair when a me-
containing so many geographical data

ig on geology, had been communicated in so

and intelligent a manner, and hopefl that so

man as Dr. Buist may be employed in a

il natural history survey of the Red Sea, by

we might hope in due time to obtain as

ate an acquaintance with it as we have ob-

I of the Mediterranean, through the solid re-

les of Admiral Smyth. As regards Capt.

s offer to explore the VVadi-Akaba, it was no
)f the society that the exploration had not

ago been undertaken, he (the chairman^

g last year very strongly recommended the

taking to the proper authorities.

I -Age.—" I begin to feel the year's draw
in vvliich I shall cease to have pleasure in

I was thinking lately of Psalm xcii., 14

—

y shall bring forth fruit in old age.' And I

It I found a cluster of such fruit in Romans
lapter, 3d and 5th verses. Old age, thought

time when tribulation commonly bear down
rit—and if unsanclilied they work peevish-

but if sanctified patience. I have known a

old Christian whose heart was softened and

ived by them—his firmness became tempered

gentleness—and his zeal with tenderness and
nee. When a youth it may be was full of

ind would hardly be persuaded to put up

n injury—but now he will give up anything

ulh and a good conscience for the sake ol'

Old age, thought I further, is a time in

experience becomes mature, observation

efleciion are now ripened into decision

—

unsanclified works obstinacy—but if sanc-

the meekness of wisdom. The aged Chris-

ad large experience of his own ignorance,

less and depravity ; and this rendered iiim

,e and forbearing. Old age is a time in

heaven draws near, and hope goes forth to

it. Old age if unsanctified commonly in-

!S in covetousness—but sanctified by the

grace of God we shall seek higher, and seek after

a better portion. How delightful to ace tiie mind
soar while the body bows ; and to hear the vene-
rable saint utter, with broken but affecting accents,

'The time of my departure is at hand. I have
waited for thy salvation, O Lord I' Such hope
maketh not ashamed, for having received the

earnest in the shedding abroad of God's love in

the heart, we siiall receive the inheritance, and so
shall not be ashamed or confounded belbru him at

His comins."

—

Selected.

The Slaver N. H. Gcwibrill.—This vessel, be-

longing to Baltimore, was brought into New York,
a prize to the Irigate Constitution, having been
seized on the African Coast.

The Gambrill is a small schooner of about 118
tons burthen, and was built in Baltimore. She is

not the clipper build, and is in no respect fitted for
the occupation in which she was supposed to be
engaged. When captured she was just preparing
to receive her cargo. The bottoin of the vessel
was completely filled with water casks, which
were all planked over. In addition to the regular
stove for cooking provisions for the crew, a large
galley had been put up the day previous. The
cook, on being questioned, said that the captain
had told him that " the galley was lor him to cook
the food for the niggers." It is supposed that she
would have received I'rom 300 to 350 slaves, in

the narrow space between the deck and the plank-
ing over the water casks—a space in which a man
could not stand erect.

Her crew consisted of eleven men, all told—the
captain, first and second mates, cook, steward,
four men before the mast, and two passengers,
who went out in her. The captain was an Ame-
rican ; the two mates were Englishmen. When
the Gambrill was ready to sail, permission was
given to the captain and crew either to return in

the vessel or to go on shore and shift for them-
selves. They all preferred the latter alternative,

excepting the cook and one of the crew, who re-

lumed in her.

—

Ledger.

Bayard Taylor on Nutmegs.—On our return

to the ship we visited a nutmeg plantation. The
trees, which are from twenty to thirty feet in

height, are planted in rows, at intervals of about
twenty feet. The leaf is dark green and glossy,

resembling that of the laurel, and the I'ruit,

at a little distance, might be taken for a small

russet coloured apple. When ripe, the thick

husk splits in the centre, showing a scarlet net-

work of mace, enveloping an inner nut, black as

ebony, the kernel of which is the nutmeg of com-
merce. The clove tree, not now in its bearing
season, has some resemblance to the nutmeg, but

the leaf is smaller, and the foliage more loose and
spreading. As we drove through the orchard,

he warm air of noon was heavy wiih spice. The:
ich odours exhaled from the trees penetrated

;

the frame with a sensation of languid and volup-

tuous repose. Perfume became an appetite, and !

the senses were drugged with an overpowering
leeling of luxury. Had I continued to indulge in

it, I should ere long have realized the Syborite's

complaint of his crumpled roseleaf.

Cure for Hydrophobia.—At Udina, at Friuile,

poor man suffering under the tortures of hydro-

hobia, was cured by draughts of vinegar, given

him, by mistake, instead of another potion. A
physician of Padua got intelligence of this event,

and tried the same remedy upon a patient at the

hospital, administering a pound of vinegar in the

morning, another at noon, and a third at sunset,

and the man was speedily and perfectly cur«d.

THE FRIEND
aiXTH .\1UXTI

The remark is not unfrequently made by writ-
ers of the present day when descanting on tho
changes and commotions whichcharactenze it, that
society is now "in a transition state;" old system
are breaking down with the weight of years and
corruption, while habits and associations that
have derived their force more from venerable
age than intrinsic worth, are giving place to new
trains of thought and closer assimilations of inte-
rest, which in turn must im|)ress their lineaments
on the face of society, differently combine its ele-
ments, and finally remodel and improve its whole
construction.

No one who takes an intelligent survey of what
lis passing among and within the ditferent nations
ol' the earth, can avoid the conviction that the
world has arrived at a momentous stage in its

progress, and that causes which have been long
j secretly working, are rapidly bringing forth

j

changes in civil and political circles which no hu-

I

man wisdom could have foreseen, and no mere
j

human power liave accomplished. The contest
between truth and error grows louder and more

j

fierce as the combatants for each become more
lully aware of the strength, the resources, and the
demands of their opponents. This contest is not
confined to the political arena, but is being waged

i

within the various denominations of the professing
church, and though it may ofttimes seem as if the
cause of Truth was but little advanced in many
of the disputes carried on by the respective
parties, yet there is no doubt that every attack
upon error weakens the foundation upon which it

rests, and though it may not cause it to fall at
once, prepares the way for another and a more
successful assault.

But amid the commotions and overturnings that
abound, the Christian religion as it came from its

Divine Author, being perlect in all its parts, re-

mains unchanged and unchangeable, and what-
ever revolutions may take place among the pro-
lessors of it, its terms continue to be unalterable,
and the character of its fruits the same. But
everything in the visible church which is not in

strict conformity with that religion, but has had
its origin in the will and contrivance of man, how-
ever specious in appearance, anJ adapted to tho
wants and wishes of his unregenerate heart, as
the light of Truth is permitted to shine more and
more clearly upon it, will be made manifest, and
must be removed before she is brought back iato

that simplicity and spirituality which rightfully

belong to her.

This rejection of the ceremonies and formalities

which sprung up in the night of apostacy, and
return to the pure faith and polity of the primitive
believers, was remarkably exemplified in the rise

and organization of the religious Society of
Friends. As the various individuals who first

composed it, and who were gathered out of the
ddierent denominations of professing Christians,
were redeemed from their natural corruption,
and from the influence of tho spirit of the
world they saw in the clear shining of Divino
light with which they were favoured, that Christ,
who was given to be Head over all things, must
be all in all, the Alpha and Omega in everything
pertaiaing to the salvation of the soul, tho con-
ducting of the affairs of his cJiurch, and the ad-
vancement of his kingdom on the earth. Hence
in all their religious movements, both as individ-

uals and as a religious body, they believed it in-

dispensable to be first prepared for and put forth

to each particular service by Iliin to perform il
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the address to the Czar, and the writings of Fox,
Penn, nnd Barclay, and shall merely transcribe

three short paragraphs, omitting the names men-
tioned in them, not as approving the sentiments

contained therein, but as illustrating the evils

rising from members of such a deputation spread-

with the strength and wisdom he was pleased to

furnish, and carefully to guard against entering on

or prosecuting such concerns from selfish motives

or worldly policy. When circumstances rendered

it necessary for them to appear before rulers and

governors, they were especially careful to move
in the authority of their Divine Master with a |ing before the public the impressions growing out

single eye lo his lionour, and so to perform the
j

of, or the circumstances connected with it, by
service required, as not to mix up the travail ofi which the object designed to be promoted may be

the church with the popular movements of the day. greatly frustrated.

As those engaged in the work were kept under " The official report represents the Emperor as

the weight of religious exercise in which the con- ! pacifically disposed, and lends to redect upon the

cern originated, it was seen and felt by the per-
1
Western Powers as having been guilty of sus()i-

SODS with whom they had to labour, and the place
'
cious and unfriendly treatment; while Mr.

and influence they obtained with them was often

remarkable and efTective.

Friends have aimed to act upon this ground

from that day to the present, and so long as they

remain true to their principles they can act on no

other. But amid the changes of the present event-

ful period, we think there is reason to fear that

this only safe mode of proceeding in the aflairs of

the Society, is being deserted or lost sight of by

some, and that unless the alarm is taken, and the

unchangeable principles of Truth maintained, it

will be lound, when loo late, that our own Society

has been lecturing at Darlington and elsewhere,

and volunteered an apology for Nicholas, confi-

dently proclaiming him as of a mild and religious

spirit, most anxious to preserve peace, and most
worthy of the respect and confidence of the Eu-
ropean Governments. This was just what had
been dreaded, and what, in fact, ihe Russian
autocrat intended. We can imagine how he must
have been gratified at perceiving the success ol

his stale craft, and amused at the blindfold credu-

lity of the deputation. Charity and readiness to

believe on due evidence, and when other circuin-

J'enn.v/lvama.—Dcnths in Philinlcljiliift Iiist week, K
Xnn Vork.—More thnn twomillion ami n-hnlf of go

from I'lilifornin, bus arrived durliif; tliu week, id U
Norlli .Stnr, Illinois, and Nurtlicrn Light.

California.—Tho yield of the gold regions conlinu

large.

' RECEIPTS.
Received from C. Bracken, agent, 0., for Pusey Wocx''

S2, vol. 27 ;
from C. E., for F. C. P. Hill, N. C, $4. v.,;

26 and 27; from S. Hobson, agent, 0., for E. Deiin -

2, vol. 28, forH. Rhoads, §2, vol. 27.

n'EST-TO\\Tv" SCnOOL.
The Committee charged with the oversight of tli

Institution, will meet ihere, on Fourth-day, the Ttkci

next month, at 10 o'clock, A. M.

The Committee on Admissions, meet at 8 o'clock tli

same morning;—the Committee on Instruction, on lb

jireceding evening, at 7 J o'clock,—and the Visilinf

Committee, on Seventh-day afternoon, the 3d proximii

TuoMAS KiMBEB, ClcrL
J

Philad., Fifth mo. 20th, 1853.
'

in some places is in "a transition state," not from i stances justify it, are always admirable and obli-

the worse lo the better, but from the pure princi-
1

gatory ; but there is a wide distinction between

pies and practices in which it was established, and l charitable construction and an undislinguishing,

to which it has so long held, lo the mixed and de-
]

unreasoning credulity."

fective policy which governs the men and the

movements of the world.

We are Led to make these remarks, in conse-

quence in the newspapers of the day

" The Russian policy has been for a century

aggressive, perfidious, and crushing; and that any
one acquainted wilh history should speak of Ni-

cholas and his government as Mr. has done.

repeated reference to the course pursued by some is lo us inexplicable. And we imagine the depu

of the deputation of members of our Society, who I talion must themselves feel this, and clearly see

recently had an interview with the Czar of R
sia. We allude to the lectures delivered by at

least one of them, after their return, on the opin-

ions they had formed of those they visited and the

incidents of their embassy. A letter writer from

England, in one of the papers, says, "one of the

three delegates from the Society of Friends to St.

the game that has been played with them, and

regret their own weakness, now that the secret

correspondence has given so pointed a contradic-

tion to their recorded judgment, and so thorough

a confirmation of the worst representations of the

Emperor's character."
" We trust the deputation will now confess their

Petersburg, gave an account, highly inleresting error, and cease from doing an injustice to Europe

and indisputably honl'St, last week, to a public and the world, by whitewashing a character which

meeting ol two thousand of his neighbours," and ' has paraded its own shame. This is the amende

in another p:iper we find an analysis of one of' honorable which they owe to society, and will re-

those lectures, by which it appears the audience ' fleet a credit for ingenuousness and love of the

was amused w ith a description of what the depu- ; truth, on themselves, far more valuable than any-

talion saw—the personal appearance of the Czar I thing that could be won by maintaining a politic

—the splendid views of the docks and fortifica- 1 silence, and thus seeming to adhere to their for-

tions—the grand and imposing adornings of ihe 1 mer conclusions."

palace—the number of steps leading to the recep- We have no doubt that the hearts of many
tion-room—the number of lights it lakes to illumi- Friends in England, are greatly grieved wilh such

nate it—the beauiiful efl'ect produced by the a state of things as these innovations reveal ; but

mingled gold and malachite—and the richness unless there is firmness to bear testimony against

of Ihe paintings in the galleries, which filled the modified Quakerism which so many have em-

him with admiration and amazement, with much braced, and to withstand the practices consistent

more equally out of place, and unbecoming in any
j

with it, which from time to time manifest them-

consisient member of our Society, let alone one selves, the original ground on which Friends act-

who had been sent forth upon such an important

service.

This course necessarily exposes the motives

and action of such members to the animadver-

sions of the public, who are ever ready lo detect

the inconsistency of such proceedings with the

professions and former practice of the Society,

and delight in opportunity to ridicule or revile

it. Hence we find in the last number of the

" British Friend," an extract from one of the

public journals, given as "a specimen of the

opinions of the press," and which the editors may
well say, they deem "suggestive of serious

thought to us as a body." We attach but little

importance to the criticisms of persons of other

societies who may be hostile to its principles, on

the otTicial documents issued by Friends, and

therefore pass over the comparison drawn between

ed, cannot be maintained, and things must con-

tinue lo grow worse and worse, until the Society

loses all its distinguishing characteristics.

ITEMS OF NEWS.
By the steamship America, we have news from Eu-

rope to the 13th uU.

Spain, Portugal, Piedmont, and Sn-eden, are reported

to IJe willing to join the allied Powers against Russia.

I'ourteen Russian merchantmen captured in the Black

Cotton declining,—flour advancing.

AU.STRALIA.—The yield ofgold continues unabated.

SPA.NISH A.MERICA.—.\ revolution is in progress

at Bogota. In Mexico, at last advices, Santa Anna was

rutrealing from Acapulco.

lINiriiU STATES.—Considerable excitement has oc-

curred in Boston and New 'i'ork, on account of attempts

to arrest and carry off alleged fugitive slaves. At Bos-

ton, one of the marshal's officers was killed.

Carriages will be at West Chester on the arrivil o]

the aftirnoon cars on the Gtb, to convey such membwj
of the Committee to the school as may go that way.

I

INDIAN CIVILIZATION. ;

The Committee for the Civilization and ImproTej

mcnt of the Indian natives, are desirous of engaging
ij

Friend and bis wife to assist in the care of the farm am'

family at the Boarding-school at Tunessassah. Alsoi]

suitable Friend to take charge of the School. I

Application may be made to Joseph Elkinton, No)

377 South Second street; Thomas Evans, No 180 Ardi

street.
j

Philada., Fifth mo. 31st, 1834.

Died, on the 12lh of Third month last, John Shut
LESS, in the 76th year of his age; a valuable memb«ro
Chester Particular Meeting.

, Fourth month 12th, 1854, Elizabeth, widow

the late William Hallowell, in the 82d year of heragt

a member of the Northern District Monthly Meeting o

Friends of Philadelphia.

, at his mother's residence, in Germantown, P».j

on the 2Sth of Fourth month last, in his 37th yen

Thomas Edge, a member of Bradford Monthly Mcelin;

Chester county. His bereaved relatives have the consol i

ing belief that a portion of the time of his lingering ill-|

ness, was through unmerited mercy, improved to kij

everlasting advantage.
|

, at Germantown, Pa., on the llth of Fifth monlk

1854, Maria Hodgson, eldest daughter of William and

Mary Hodgson, of that place, aged 46 years. Her cl(>i<|

was peaceful.
j

, on the 13th ult., in the 60th year of her agti

Mauy W., wife of Thomas H. Terrell, a useful and bf|

loved member of Short Creek Monthly Meeting, Ohio

She was firmly attached to the principles, and concern

ed to support the testimonies of our religious Sociclr

and being clothed with that charity which thinkoth ai'

evil, and possessing in no common degree the amiabli

and endearing qualities, which win aS'ection and rfi

gard, she was much beloved by a large circle of rcU

lives nnd friends.—During her illness, she not only im

parted impressive counsel to those around her, hut ali<

dictated several letters of religious admonition to somi

who were absent.—Her sickness was not attended will,

severe pain, for which she expressed her thankfulness

saying, her " heavenly Father had dealt mercifully will

her, her bodily suffering not being great, and her raim

enjoying sweet peace ;" adding, " I see not the shado«

of a cloud between me .and my Saviour." Her hear

overflowed with love to God and to the whole humaii

family ; and sympathizing with the slave, she repealed

ly referred to the exercise she had passed through ii

regard to using the products of unrequited labour. A

one time she observed to her husband, "Should lb"

raised from this sick bed, if thou art willing, we wil

withdraw as far as pr.acticable from all participation ii

this guilt, and let such articles as are required for nn

at this time, be free from the stain of slavery."

, suddenly, at Wilmington, Del., on the 20th n

Fifth month, 1854, Thomas Stai-leu, in the 63rd yea

of his age ; a member of Wilmington Monthly Meeting
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THE COBBLER OF IIAMBUKGU.

a fine summer s evening, as crowds oT arli-

vere parsing along the si reels of Hamburgh,
ik colFee and lo hear the music at the Elb-
ung, or Altona, a shoemaker was busy cob-
his shoe benealh an awning near his door,

s his head was a starling, which sang, and
red, and seemed to keep up a busy talk with
d-hearttd possessor,—now turning his head,
loking down upon his bald pate with a most
s eye, as a master would watch and e.\am-

apprentice at his work; and then, as if

iatistk'd, would ruffle his leathers, fly up lo

reh, and pour forth every note, and bit of

and witty saying which he had learned, tu

delight ol old Hans ihe cobbler. "Ach!
ber Vogcl!" Hans would say, half aloud

—

art a liappy bird and well provided for;

hy should not I be a happy Christian with

nercies !"—and so he would begin losing
the fine old German psalm-lunes.

le thus engaged on ihe said evening, hard-
;ing up from ihe sole of ihe large shoe before

nd heedless of ihe crowded street, a young
^ho was passing by stopped and addressed
saying, " Well, Iriend—beg pardon— but

>eem a merry (ellow !" The person who
poke had the look and dress of a student.

es were dark and sombre, with the lull

eye, the high nose, and rather saliow skin

narked the descendant of Abraham. Hans
up lo him and replied with a cheerful

!

Merry!—to be sure, I am right merry,
|

other; and why should 1 not be so?" " All
j

!" replied the sludenl, wiih a sigh and
ig of the shoulders. " Why should you
you asked," continued the student. "

I

reply, ihat your own poverly might afford

cient cause for sadness in you. But you
iving thing, I suppose, to take care of,

3 bird up there, who seems, by the way,%i
jolly as yourself." "And why should he

! merry? my litile speckled-breasl !" said

chirruping to his starling. '-But lie is not

family, young man ; for I have a wife and
ichildren to provide for with these hands

;

t you sec I can sing at my work."
! student was silent; and he began to think

;he sorrow he had experienced in iho midst

ks and literature; and in spile of having
and health on his side, with fair prospects

ess in the world ; yet, he knew not why or

|. sadness like the pall of the dead often

on his spirit ; and questionings from the

endless future and from beyond the grave came
to him in his solitary hours, to which he could

give no answer; and he had no peace from
thoughts of God, when he had any thoughts of

him at all; and he knew not Jesus Christ I lie

uas a Jew ; and fell that for his soul all old things

had passed away, but nothing had as yet become
new I And so, wliile in one of these gloomy
moods, and when on his way to seek some re-

pose from the music, and enjoyment from the

company in the public gardens, he was arrested ; kingdoi

by the busy and happy cobbler, and by a sudden

impulse was induced to address him, in order to

discover from what source one so poor, and yet

so contented, drew liis happiness.

Again resuming the conversation, he said, " I

confess, friend, 1 am surprised to see a poor arti-

san like you so cheerful." " Poor !'' exclaimed

Hans; "how knowest thou, friend, how my ac-

count stands with the bank ! Poor! I am richer

than thou knowest." " It may be—il may be,''

said the student with a smile ;
" I must liave heard

of, though I have forgot, thy name in the e.\-

hange, or heurd of the sailings of thy ships, or

when in the bank."—" Enough," said llans,

hou hast confessed ihy ignorance of me !"

—

and then stopping his work, laying his hand on
the student's arm, and looking at him with an

e.xpression of countenance from which all fun

was banished, he said, calmly and solemnly.

Stranger, I am not poor. Don't pity me

—

envy me; fiir be it known to you that I am a
King's son!'"

The student started—made a low bow—and

departed. "Poor fellow—poor fellow!" he mut-

tered lo himself. "And art thou happy only

because thou art mad !—and art thou able lo

rejoice only because all realities are lo thee

dreams, and all dreams to thee realities 1 I have

;ht strength and comfort at thy mouth in

Eden of One who should be a conqueror, and
bruise the serpent's head, he pointed out the
growth of prophecy, from age to nge, regarding
the kingdom of the Redeemer—showing how "all
things must be fulfilled which are written in the
law of Moses, and the Projihets, and the Psalms,
concerning Christ;" how " it behooved the Mes-
sias lo sulfer these things, and to enter into his

glory ;" liow all power was now given liim ; how
he was now establishing on earih a universal

A week passed ; and again the student travers-

d the same street; and there, in the old place,

vas Hans, busy as ever in his stall ; and the star-

ing as ever in his cage. The student, as he

passed him, took oft' his cap, and said, "Good
evening to your royal highness!" " Halt, friend!"

cried Hans, with a cheerful but firm voice, " and

come here to me for a few minutes. I am glad 1

have seen you again. You lelt me abruptly,

t'other evening. 1 suppose you thought me mad.
But I am not so; but in sober earnest. 1 tell you

again I am a King's son ; and when you inter-

rupted me, I was singing a song about my king-

dom. Would you like lo hear il ?" "Surely, if

It please your royal highness," replied ihe Jew,

with a benevolent amile, and anxious lo gratify

his strange acquaintance, whose insanity he never

doubted.

Hans, having provided a seat for the young
Jew, began lo sing a hymn on ^^ Thy kingdoiiL

conie;" and when it was finished, perceiving thai

It was listened lo with apparently deep interest.

never to be moved," which embraced
Jew and Gentile in one citizenship; and how
every subject in his kingdom was a son and heir,

yes, a "joint lieir" with Christ the King, and
would "reign with him forever and ever!"
As old Hans expatiated on these promises, his

work was laid aside, his eye beamed with love
and hope; and deep feeling gave eloquence and
grace lo his language. The Jhw sat as a child
at his feel, gazing up to him with his full black
eye, and so absorbed by all he heard, for the first

time in his life, of ihe promise made of old unio
his fathers, that he was roused from his waking
dream only by Hans taking liim by the hanrj"

and saying, " Now, thou seest how I am a King's
son, and why I am happy ; for 1 know and love
ihis Jesus, and all lliings are mine, whether lii'e

or death, things present or things lo come ; and,
young man," he asked with emphasis, " believest

llwii the prophets? 1 know thai ihou believest !

For, unless I mistake thy countenance greatly,
thy fathers did; and thou, my son, believing lo

them, must also believe in Him whom they liave

foretold, and whom God hath sent to perform tlie

mercy promised lo thy fathers, and lo remember
his holy covenant, liie oath which liesware lo thy

lie asked if he understood

I'ulher Abraham.'
The Jew was silent. Unutterable tlioughts

passed through his mind. " Where," he asked
meekly, "can I learn more of this? for I see that

Lhou believest and hast peace!" "From this

book," said Hans, handing him a Bible. "Go
home and read there about the kingdom, and re-

turn to me when thou hast studied the passages I

shall point out lo thee; and while thou art doing

battle with ihe enemies of thy soul— for Satan
will stir up a host to destroy thee— I shall, like

Moses, pray for ihee on the mount, and ask One
lo pray for thee, whom as yet lhou kiiuwesl not,

but who knowelh lliee, and who is greuler than

Moses !' The young Jew grasjied Hans by the

hand, and taking oil' his cap, made a respectful

bow and departed. " May the Lord ingraft him
into his own olive-tree !" said Hans, looking up-

ward and resuming iiis work, when llie form of
the Jew was lost lo liiin us he turned into a neigh-

bouring street.

My slory is ended. The substance of it was
told me by a distinguished Christian Jew, as we
walked together in the streets of Hamburgh.
What became of Hans 1 could not learn. But
ihe young Jew is now Mr. iN , lor many
years an eminent and successful missionary to

The Jew
\
his brethren in Silesia.

shook his head. Ujion which Hans proceeded to

explain all he knew—and it was much—about ihe

kingdom of Jesus Christ and the glory of its

King. Beginning with the promise uttered in

Reader, let us divide one lesson before we pari

;

it is this: If the seed of truth is in thine hand,

sow it in any field which God provides for thee

in his providence ; and ihe least seed may become
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n areat tree, whoso fruit may frcd many souls, to the light of Christ in ihe heart uhich leaves
^ -...- ...:,k .... 1 niany ill error and puilt, nnd furnishes means liir

unlearned and vain bafjhlings, {»ross and wild con-

ceptions of the dillerent texts, which the iinslable

and unlearned too often pervert to their own

confusion and des^fuclion.

From llie journal of George Fox, it appears

ihat he felt constrained to go to a steeple-house,

when a priest quoted this passage, and told the

|)eople, that the "more sure word of prophecy"

was the scripture, at w hich G. F. said, " Now the

LonPs jiuiver was 7nigldy iipmi mc, and so strong

hi mc, thai, I could not hold, hut was mcule to cry

out and say, ' O no it is not the scriptures, and I

told them what it was, namely, the Holy Spirit

and make glad thine own, hereafter, with exceed-

ing joy.

The Drunkard's Cloak.— \n the time of Oliver

Cromwell, the masislrales in the north of Eng-

land punished drunkard's by making them carry

what was called " The Drunkard's Cloak." This

was a lar'ic barrel, with one head out, and a hole

wr.ugh the other, through which the ollbnder

thns made to put his head, while his hands were

drawn through two small holes, one on each side.

With this he was compelled to march along the

public streets.

What a stran iht it would be, wt all the
I

'

by which the holy men of God gave forth th

Anil "vnrw'e may i

scriptures, whereby opinions, religions, and judg-

nr ^r fn- ibem loiments were to be tried; for it led into all truth,
,ctler 10. 'I'<=^mj^^|„„d

^^ „^,,^ ,|.e knowledge of all truth. The
- 1 , r

"
1 ,..v ; i-^„ u-^r

'• .lews had the scriptures, and yet resisted the Holy
hem to put the contents of rum and whiskey bar-,

,.,jected Christ the bright morning
•els inside themselves, as they arc too fond ol "'"-="' J

. r

.

.Irunkards now-a-days compelled to march about

wearing barrels for clon'

safely aflirm, that it would be better

be piil inside of barrels in that way, tl

j^.—ticketed.

Till! ''More Sure Word of rroiiiiccy."

'J'he " more sure word of prophecy," mentioned

in '~ Peter i. I'J, I believe was unanimously con-

sidered by the writers amongst our early Friends

to have allusion to a measure of the Spirit of

Christ in the heart, which all possess unless they

are reprobates. Amongst some modern writers in

our Society, however, it is set forth as meaning the

Scriptures. Although considerable has been writ-

ten concerning the import of this passage, perhaps

It may not be out of place to make a few obser-

vations respecting it. " We have also a more

sure word of prophecy ; whereunto ye do well that

ye take heed, as unto a light that sliineth in a

dark place, until the day dawn, and the day star

arise in your hearts." The idea that the term

\Vord has reference lo the scriptures, appears in

my view to have the following insuperable objec-

tions.

In the immediate context it is staled, " that no

prophecy of the scripture is of any private inter-

pretation. Fur the prophecy came not in old time

by the will of man: but holy men of God spake

as they were moved by the Holy Ghost," clearly

implying that that which was thus written, can-

not be comprehended at the will and by the ca-

pricious understanding of the natural man, and

that all prophecies of the scriptures are interpret-

ed only by a measure of the same Spirit of light

and grace whereby they were dictated. Now
abundantly corroborative is scripture testimony,

that there is a measure of the Spirit of Christ in

the heart, and that without this enlighleniiig Spirit

to unfold scripture to the understanding, it must

remain scaled to our comprehension. Admitting

this truth, which I hope lew will deny, must we

suppose that I he scriptures, as some here under-

stand by the " more sure word of prophecy," can

shine in a dark place, if they prove benelicial to

us ? It is evident that if the light and grace mer-

cifully given as the means of our salvation, illu

star. They persecuted Christ and his apostles

and took upon them to try their doctrines by the i

icriptures, but erred in judgment, and did not try
1

hem aright, because they tried without the Holy
j

Ghost." For this act of dedication and devotion,

it appears that George Fox suffered his first im-

prisonment, and was kept in jail a considerable

lime. Those who profess to uphold the same

gospel truths, which G. F. inculcated, must in-

deed find themselves in a perplexed situation, if

they enterlain the same belief that the priest ex-

pressed in this instance, for they must necessarily

suppose that G. F. was under a delusion when he

corrected him ; and if they admit it in this case,

I see no reason why in the propagation of all the

oilier views wherein he differed from the then pro-

fessing Christian world, they may not consider

him equally deceived.

It is doubtless thought by some, of no material

consequence to differ in one poini ; but we may
remember that when a breach is made, though

small in our cstimalion, it gives room lor a larger

opening. A corner-stone in a building can sel-

dom be removed without loosening others, till the

whole edifice is in danger of lalling in ruins.

Discrepancies like this may often be thought ol

minor import, and that we can entertain our own

views on certain passages of scripture, and con-

tinue just as orderly and religious as ihough we

had the true understanding of things ; but opinions

which, as in this case involve principles, perhaps,

have a mote immediate effect upon practice than

many are apt to imagine, and oflentimcs in a

manner not readily pereeptible to the careless ob-

server. The followers of Elias ilicks no doubt

thought, that his peculiar views, invalidirting a

beliel in the divinity of our Lord and Saviour

Jesus Christ, though they dilfcred from the ex-

press doctrines of ancient Friends, were not very

momentous; but what a lamentable departure

from the uni'ty of the one true faith was thus

effected. Now, on the other hand, if that full and

clear belief of His appearance in the heart, as set

forth by our ancient Friends, is impaired, as wide

a breach is made for the scattering of the flock in

spoke when he said: "This shall bo the co'

'

nant that 1 will make with the house of Isra

after those days, saith the Lord, I will put i
^

law in their inward parls, and write it in tl»
'

hearls; and will be their God, and they shall

my people." (Jer. xxxi. 33.)

In making these remarks the writer has not",

sire to stir up controversy for the sake of il,

I

should he happily be instrumental in slrengthi'i

ing a true belief in any perplexed mind, il wmJ
be cause of gladness, desiring that all might coi

to enjoy a settlement on the immutable grout'

in Ihe one unchanging faith, wherein alone
.,

can expect safely and prosperity, and can enji

that unity of spirit one with another, which is t;

only bond of enduring peace.

New York, I"i('lli mo., 18r)4.

Fishing Fish.—In the course of a lecture ut,

vered before the Royal Institute, Loudon, Pij

fessor Owen noticed the peculiar provision i

one species of fish for capturing their prey

means of an apparatus attached to ihe upper ja

resembling the tackle of an angler. A proje

ing bone acts as the fishing-rod, and from Ittht

depends a bright red substance, that serves I

purpose of the bait. The fish, having its boi

buried in the sand, projects its apparatus, and 1

smaller fishes ihal seize hold of the bait, are)

stantly transferred into its open mouth.

minutes the heart sufficiently to enable it to derive !
the opposite direction. The heart is very prone

strength and knowledge from the scriptures, it

cannot be said that they shine in a dark place.

A"ain, this opinion would have a tendency to re-

move our main dejieiidence from the immediate

teachings of Him in whom all fulness dwells, and

give some place lo the belief that the scriptures

are the "primary adequate rule of faith and man-

ners," instead of the "secondary.^'

It is evidently the unsnnctilied human under-

standing, looking to the let:er lor direction and

further illumination, without sufticienlly attending

to rest on something short of the anointing of

which the apostle John speaks, afier this manner,

"But the anointing which ye have received ol

him abidelh in you, and ye need not that any

man teach you; but as the same anointing teacli-

eth you of all things, and is truth, and is no

lie, and even as it hath taught you ye shall abide

in him." This " anoinling ' here s|iuken of, and

the " more sure Word of prophecy,' I believe both

reler to a measure of the Holy Spirit in the heart,

and is the same of which the prophet Jeremiah

Siisprnsion Briilgc fur the llitio.

The fullowiiig is a brief description of the pr

posed bridge across the Ohio river at Cine

as designed by D. GrilRlh Smith, Civil Engineel

This bridge will consist of one principal ope;

ing between two stupendous towers of suspensioi

the centres of which are 1400 feet apart.

From these towers the road-way will be mii

pended by three lines of wire cables, at an elev

lion of 112 feet above low water, leaving l]

whole width of the river clear and unobstructed

The road-way will consist of two carriage-waj

separated by the centre line of cables, and fo

footways; the width of carriage-ways at the a
ire of bridge, will be 10 leet each, and the foi

ways 3 feet, making the entire width of plutfor

32 leet in the clear.

The carriage-ways will pass through two ma

nificent gothic arches in each tower ol suspensioi

the width of each arch will be 1^ leet, and loll

crown of arch about 30 leet.

There will be, as we have slated, three lines

cables, and in e.ich line four cables ; these cubli

will pass over rollers in cast-iron saddles, lirni

fixed on the summits of the pyramids; the extr

niities of the cables will connect with strong a

chor-chains, laid in the most substantial hydraui

cement masonry.

The grade of the road-way, on the Cincinm

side, will commence at Columbia street, and ri

at an angle of five degrees to the tower of suspe

sMi. At Front street, an elevation of 16 fe

will be obtained. In crossing Front street, il

proposed lo construct a " Malleable Iron Bridge

of the Tubular (Jirder pattern. On the south sii

of Front street the road-way will commence, ai

be suspended to the shore-cables. The sume pli

of approach on the Covington side will bo aJopie

The entire structure will be so arranged, ai

united in such a manner, that each of ihe pat

may be taken out and replaced separately;

that there can be no dillicully in repairing ai

part of the bridge whenever required.

The principal diiiiensions may be more conv

niently examined in a tabular form. _
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'SIS OF TUE CAPACITY OF TIIK PROPOSED
BKIDOi:.

h of span, - - - 1400 feet.

length of suspended platform, I'J.S.) "

tion of platform above low water, 112 "

length of cables, - - 20liO "

jer of cables, . . - 1'^

wires in each cable, - 2000
ate strength of cables, - 18000 tons.

seclionni area of anchor-chains, 800 super-

al inches.

ate strength of anchor-chains, 24000 Ions,

num permanent load, - 924 "

transitory load, - - 7!)t "

num load, - - - 1718 "

num tension of cables at the

nts of suspension, - - 532G "

)er of persons that may collect

the platform, - - - 12704
)er of o.xen that the platform

contain, .... 1.588

on of cables resulting from

ght of floor and 1588 oxen,

ch weighing 1000 lbs.,) . 5236 tons,

jximate cost of bridge, $150,000
required for its construction, about two

rs.

design exhibits a plan of structure far ex-

ig in strength and grandeur any similar

r projected either in Europe or Ame-

icn M. Telford constructed the suspension

i across the " Menai Straits," it was regard-

all Europe as the mightiest achievement of

3 first stone of that magnificent structure

lid on the lOlh of August, 1819. On the

Df April, 1825, the first chain of this stupen-

work was thrown over the " Straits ol

i," and on the 25ih of February, 1825, it

pened to the public ;
" a magnificent spec-

" says Dr. Arnott, "to behold chains of

ous iron stretched high across a channel of

;ean, and supporting an admirable bridge-

of safety, along which crowded processions

30ur, regardless of the deep below, or of the

while, beneath, ships with sails full spread,

jursue their course unmolested."

now compare this bridge, which was
onder and admiration of all Europe, with the

d bridge across ihcOhio river at Cincinnati.

•JSIONS OP THE MENAI SUSPENSION BRIDGE.

nee between the points of sus-

ision, 579 feet.

It of road-way above high tide, 100 "

:tion of cables, - - - 43 "

jth of bridge, - . - 880 "

num permanent load, - - 489 tons.

transitory load, . - 300 "

num load, .... 789 "

)nal area of anchor-chains, - 260 inches.

'o years after the completion of the Menai

!, iMr. Tellbrd added another laurel to his

acquired fame, by constructing a suspen-

)ridge across the Conway river, one tower

ich stands within that ancient fortress, " Con-
iastle," built by Edward ill.

span of the Conway bridge is 350 feet.

.tion above high tide, 18 feet,

span of Freiburg bridge, in Switzerland, is

eet.

e span of the Hammersmith bridge across

hames is 400 feet, 3 inches.

e span of the suspension bridge across the

be, at Pesth, in Hungary, is 1000 feet.

e span of the VVheehng bridge is 1010 feet.

It will appear from the liistory of suspension

bridges, that no span has ever been coiistructefl

that will rank in magnitude and grandeur with the

proposed bridge across the Ohio, at Cincinnati.

ELlZABCTn SMIIU.

Elizabeth Smith, of jiradford; wlfi; of David

[larris Smith, deceased Seventh month 3d, 1853,

aged 46 years.

There are many stones in the Lord's spiritual

building. Some of them occupy a very promi-

nent place, obvious to every passer by ; and there

are comparatively hidden ones, who nevertheless

hold important positions. They are known and

regarded by the great Head of the church, and
are in near fellowship with its living members.

In this class may be ranked the dear Friend

above named. From early life she gave indica-

tions of the renovating power of Divine grace in

her heart; and being deprived of the tender care

of a beloved mother, when only about fifteen

years of age, it was instructive to observe the

manner in which she was enabled, as an only

daughter, from thai early age to her marriage, to

enter into and conduct the domestic all'airs of her

bereaved father.

She was beloved b) the relatives and friends

who surrounded her, for her kind and airectionate

disposition, her humble and diffident deportment,

her watchful care in all things to walk worlh'y of

our high Christian calling, and consistently wiih

her profession as a member of our religious So-

ciety.

In the training of her children, and the conduct-

ing of her household affairs, she was anxious to

avoid everything inconsistent with Christian sim-

plicity, and the standard of Truth ; and she had

for some years acceptably filled the station of

overseer.

For a considerable time our dear Friend had

been in a delicate state of health. In the fore-

part of the year 1850, her two youngest children

had an attack of whooping-cough ; she took the

complaint, and it lelt a susceptibility of the lungs,

which, ere long, excited serious apprehensions on

her account.

In the autumn of that year, she had a hemorr-

hage from the lungs ; and the winter was spent

with her family, at Hastings. She passed the

greater part of the two following ones at Tor-

quay. The warmer atmosphere was congenial,

and seemed to have a favourable eflect on her

health ; yet she appears to have had an abiding

impression of the uncertainty of her long continu-

ance here. It was evident to her family, from

her domestic arrangements, and her occasional

remarks, that her mind was preparing for the

change, which was approaching; and to her hus-

band, she sometimes expressed herself more fully

on this deeply interesting subject.

In ^he alternoon of the 22d of Sixth month,

she had a severe hemorrhage, which continued

I

with little intermission, until the evening of the

25th. During this time she was kept in a sweet,

quiet frame ol mind. She said she did not see

how it would terminate, but that she lult nothing

but peace; all condemnation was taken away,

and she believed she should be accepted.

During the few remaining days ol' her life, she

had at times considerable dilHcully of breath-

ing; but It was instructive to those who had the

privilege of attending upon her to mark the

peacelulness in which she was preserved, and the

evident ripening lor her eternal inheritance.

She said she had for several days been much
comforted with the passage of scripture, " Tliou

will keep him in perfect peace, whose mind is

stayed on thee, because he triisteth in thee." She
could now sleep but little, but dozing, now and
then, she asked her husband if it was right for

her to spend hor time thus, when it was so short.

At another time, she said to him, "Thou hast

been anxious that I should feel a full assurai^cc of

accceptance. \ wovi have tlial. All fear of death

is taken away, and I have a bright prospect be-

fore mo." She had great pleasure in hearing Iho

Holy Scriptures read—they had always been very

precious to her— requesting at one time to hear

the 17th chapter of John.

On Sixth-day, 1st of Seventh month, she ap-

peared so much belter, that a ray of hope seemed
to dawn on her anxious relatives, tliat her time
might be somewhat prolonged ; but during the

night, a change took place, which showed them
that it was or<lered otherwise by Him who can.

nut err, even in his most mysterious dispcnsa.

tions.

On Seventh-day, she seemed to be remarbably
strengthened for the work which remained to her

on earth. She felt that her day was drawing to

a close, and said she had no desire to see the

dawn of another morning. She' was unusually

sensible of Divine help and support, while she had
interviews with difierent members ol' llie family,

imparting suitable counsel to her children, and
giving directions on various subjects to her be-

loved relations. She made some touching re-

marks to her beloved and only brother, and ten-

derly sympathising with her husband in anticipa-

tion of his loss, she said to him, "It will be a

severe stroke to thee, but thou wilt bo supported.

The separation is only for a short time, and then

we shall meet again. The world and all its con-

cerns sink into insignificance at such a time as

this, they appear to me as a heap of rubbish."

In allusion to the evidence of acceptance mer-

cifully granted her, and to the help vouchsafed to

her for the discharge of these debts of conjugal,

parental and Christian love, to those whom she

was about to leave, she remarked, that " it was
not of herself but of the Lord ; it was all of grace,

no merit of her own ; O, no ! all of mercy."

About eleven o'clock she desired the doctor to

be sent for; and took leave of him expressing her

satisfaction in what he hud done lor her. Not

long after, she requested that her two elder chil-

dren might be called, expressing her wish that ail

might be kept quiet, and her hope that patience

would be granted her to the end ; desiring those

around to pray for her, that if it was the Lord's

will, the time might be cut short.

After this the breathing became more difTicult,

and continued so till about two o'clock in llic

morning, when she said to her husband, " Is not

this death?" He assented, and expressed his be-

lief, that the last conflict would soon be over, in-

quiring if she still continued to feel the supporting

presence of the Lord and that Christ her Saviour

was precious? Slie lifted up both her hands ond

said, "Oh yes!" adding so faintly as scarcely to

be heard, " He is not wanting at this hour."

From this time she gradually sunk, and about

three o'clock, appearing like one going to sleep,

the silver cord was gently loosened which bound

her spirit to its earthly tabernacle; and her sor-

rowing friends are comforted by the firm belief

that her ransomed spirit was permitted to join

that glorious company who surround the throne,

and sing the song of Moses and of the Lamb.

" If you would relish your food, work for it ; if

you would enjoy the raiment, pay for it before

you wear it; if you would sleep soundly, take a

clear conscience to bed with you."
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For-ihu Krun.i." of Ins scrvniits, which ihey nre to occupy until hc|Jesus Christ. He is the Captain of tin ir saUi

THE SPIRIT OF EMIliRATlO.N. points out a change, if there is to beany. Cir-
1
tioii, bnih in bis glorified existence ;U llic rigl •

The disposition to remove into new countries,' cumstances around them may seem to point to il,i UnnA of the Failu-r, ami also in every iiU'mbcri •

where land in its primitive slate can be bought al
j

and allendanl trials may add (orce

ii low price, and will yield

ikd Friends in

Icssc

ftrw •

in be bouj;ht al ! and allendanl trials may add (orce to the apprc-

:)d crops, has unset- j hcnsion iliat il is proper to remove ; and yet their

|ilaces, and contribuied to i
very dillicullios may be the cup of suH'ering, as

meelin"s which were once lar<;e. but n members of the church of Christ, wluch limy are

:ars sinci-, seciions eagerly sought and sot- called to partake of, for iheir own sake, and the

tied Irom the high character given of the soil, are

being already (icscrled by some of I he fust settlers.

Attracted by exaggerated accounts of the qualities

of the country still farther west, and giving way

111 the propensity to move to a land of prumi>e,

they find it diflicult to come to n jiermanent stand.

There can be no doubt it has been proper for

some, to leave iheir former residences, and to

settle in the wilderness ; but they have had need of

Divine guidance and approbation in such an im-

portant stop. Their privations arc often great,

their labour severe, and lieing frequently attacked

wilh disease causiul by the decay of vegetable

matter that is produced in great luxuriance around

them, many arc prematurely worn out, and dca'.h

terminates their toils, and their earlhly prospects,

be.'ore they reach the period of old age. The

wealth which they had nnticipatcd from the in-

crease in the value of land is not ofien realized,

and many of the comforts left behind in their for-

mer settlements, are not always (bund in the new

country. On the part of the first emigrants it is

« severe struggle in clearing and tilling the land

and providing a subsistence, which with their

lodging, and their clothing must olien be rough,

anil scanty in the supply.

There is a sort of enjoyment in a community

of new comers in contending with the common
difliculties, and rendering assistance to each other

as far as is in Iheir power. Their freedom of the

restraints of established customs, and the moral

influence of religious and cultivated society in old

settled parts of the country, may also be agree-

able to the natural man, leading him to think he

is breathing a much freer atmosphere. Some
may suppose that the simple mode of life they are

compelled to adopt, is congenial with the growth

of vital religion, and their abstraction from the

fashions and the example of the vain world, must

contribute to a closer walk with their heavenly

Father. These circumstances ought to contribute

to this cfTecl, and would probably do so, were all

who migrate to the now countries true Christians,

sent there by Divine Providence, and did not the

same ambition to get rich or constantly increase

their earthly store, actuate them as it does those

left behind; and especially could they have also

left the temptations of the devil wilh their former

residences and companions.

But the same cunning serpent is met wilh in all

parts of the world ; and men and women who are

reprobate concerning the faith which gives victory

over all corruption, will also migrate to new coun-

tries. In the absence of wholesome law, and the

power to enforce it, and where there are few to

uphold the standard of Truth and righteousness,

by lives and principles of religious integrity, so-

ciety may become corrupt, and children and young

people may grow up in a loose, unregulated

way, very opposite to that purity of heart, and

circumspect walking which is essential to the fol-

lower of Christ. The grace of our Lord Jesus

Christ, is able to save in all circumstances under

which man is necessarily placed ; but if man takes

the government of himself into his own hand.

Divine grace and light may withdraw and leave

liim to prove his folly and his weakness. We
may salely conclude that He who appoints the

bounds of the habitation of the children of

lias a will in reference to the place of the abode

promotion of his kingdom.

Many Friends have left the slave States, very

probably believing it would be safer for themselves

and their children, to get out of the influence of

that wicked system of abomination, cruelty, and

injustice. But in removing, their direct and prac-

tical testimony ugninsl the evil, is withdrawn ;

and if it was dangerous for them to remain, the

danger of the less number left in that land ol

Kgyptian bondage, must have been increased.

The pastors, and elders, and overseers ol the

flock withdrawing, their example, to encourage

and uphold others in the path of duty, would be

lost to them. Had they remained, a much larger

and stronger hand of united opponents to slavery,

would have presented a check to the slaveholder,

which might have convinced him of his error, or

induced him to transfer himself to parts of the

States, wholly inhabited by his own kind.

We have heard the remark made after Friends

have broken up and sold their land, that instead

of other Friends taking their place, slaveholdi

and slaves have come in, throwing further apart

the Tamilies of Friends, and occupying farms neai

ihe meeting-house, and in the midst of the few

members, much to their trial and discouragement

Some who did remove into free States, never bet-

tered their temporal or spiritual condition, but ra-

ther fell behind in both respects. Had they con-

tinued where they were raised up into religious

service by the hand of the Lord, they might have

enjoyed more true happiness in their worldly

means, become more lirmly established in the

Truth, comlorted the Hock around them, and been

inslrumenlal in gathering souls to God, like an

army to make war in righteousness against the

man of sin, where the Lord had placed them.

Where individuals have been born anew, and

grown up into usefulness in the church, it must

be a very clear intimation from Hun, who has

sanctified and made them vessels meet for his

use, to warrant breaking olF their connection with

fathers and mothers, brothers and sisters, to

whom, in a spiritual sense, they have been joined

as bone of their bone, and flesh of their flesh
;

who have seen the changes which the Lord had

wrought in them, witnessed his giving them gifts

to be occupied in the part of his household which

he appoints, and who have been helpers in their

growth and preservation in the Truth. We do

not undertake to say that such are never to change

their meeting and be joined to another, but with-

out earnestly seeking for Divine counsel, in the

subjection of all creaturely desire, and being fa-

voured with it, the severing of bonds, which have

connected them with men and women of religiuus

experience, who have been their counsellors and

monitors, may be Ibllowed by consequences pre-

judicial to their religious growlh and stability, but

which in their self-will, they cannot and may be

unwilling to foresee. Is there not reason to be-

heve that such injudicious movements have land-

ed the parties in difficulties and in loss themselves,

and that the meetings which they left have dwiu-

tlled, or been otherwise injured by it, and olher

members been scattered into parts they should not

have removed into, or have turned aside into the

world I'rom the one thing needful, through their

instability.

True Christians are servants and soldiers ol

ins church and army, by the immediate direciior '

and influences of the Holy Spirit. The npo«i i

told the primitive Chrisli.ins, " Ye are not yo«'

own
; yo are bought with a price ; therefore gloril

'

God in your bodies and in your spirits, which «i
i

his.'" This cannot be done but in receiving «t'

olieying nil the commands of our invincible C«|''

tain, both in what we are to do, and where it

to be done. He will not fail to give these con'

nands, and faith and strength to obey, if we mi '

render body and spirit to his government. H'
servants have great peace in believing and iodit

iig his will ; he makes hard things easy, gtii*

lliem the victory over all their enemies, teacbiti

Iheir hands to war, and their fingers to figbliJ

his battle against sin and temptation, whercvof if

places them. " Brethren, let every man, where^

he is called, ther.Mii abide wilh God."
|

From iho T.ilsnrr IIi.
"

Curious Fuels about SlicUfisd).

BV A NATUKAI.IST.

It is well known that what naturalists call y.

cruslacea, or in other words crabs, lobsters, ait

the like, change their shells at given intervals, 1

least until they arrive at a very advanced periit

of existence. This change is very complete, ef

tending even to the corner of the eyes, to thelij

ing membrane of the stomach and the grindii)

teeth, with which that stomach is I'urnished. Du|

ing the years ofgrowth, (a period not satisl'actorij

determined) this changeof an unyielding arnwl

is necessary, inasmuch as without it the animi

could not increase in size, but would be forced 1

remain no larger than what il was at first. Th

eff"ect of the release from a hard unyielding e

casement is to allow the expansion of the who

frame, which suddenly pushes forth its growt

and, this being attained, a now coat of armour

acquired, to be cast olf again at a subsequent p

riod. This moult of solid armour is lerinetil

naturalists exuviation.
|

Reaumur, who watched the progress of exM

alien on the river crayfish, describes it as alteoj

ed wilh many eflbrls and much struggling,

few days previous to the commencement ul II

operation, (early in autumn) the creature abstaii

froin all solid nourishment, and the plates of shf'

on the back and tail will be found to otlor le

than the usual resistance to the pressure of tl

finger. Shortly afterwards the crayfish appea

restless, and rubs its legs against each oilier;

then throws itself on its back, agitates its who

body, which appears to become distended, uiii

some of the plates are partially burst and raise

Some degree of rest follows these first struggle

but after a short time the animal again exerts i

muscular energy. The back plate is now set

to rise gradually from the legs beneath, and

about half an hour the animal has extricated itse

from this portion of its shell. By drawing in i

head, the antenna), the eyes, and the legs are dra,

ged out as from a case, but the extrication of 11

last, being the most difllcult and complicated op

ration, is not etlected without great efibrt, ai

occasionally even the loss of one or more limbs-

a matter of the less consequence, as they wi

sprout forth again. The hinder parts are wit

drawn with less difficulty, the tail-plates beic

thrown otF by a forward motion, attended wilh

brisk and stretching action. The creature is no

seen divested of its armour, which is cast oil, a|

pcaring unbroken as if no struggle had ever laki

place within it.
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[ the piiwvn and the shrimp, the process of

laliou hits not, \vu believe, been rigidly

hed.

Ihc lobster, the circumstances ntlonding ex-

on, as detailed by Mr. Cruch, are dilTereiit,

;his fact is the more surprising when we con-

how closely allied the river crayfish is to

narine lobster. The lobster, to the last, is

lous and vigorous ; and instances have been

n which, enticed by the bait, it has enter-

ilo the traps on the very eve of casting ils

nsomuch that on the fisherman commencing
indle his prize, the animal has slipped away,

Lin empty liusk as the only reward of his

A circumstance of this kind afibrdcd Mr.

:h the opportunity of giving a minute dcscrip-

of the creature, when it made its escape, (for

pe it did) to the no small annoyance of the

rman, who had calculated on the possession

prize somewhat above the ordinary magni-

It does not appear that any extraordinary

jgles or contortions have been observed in the

when engaged in delivering itself from its

imels, or that the time of moulting is prO'

led, as in the case with the river crayfish

eover, it is certain that when delivered fron

hell, it possesses great activity in effecting its

pe.

everting to the specimen examined by Mr.
ch, it was found lliat the case of the horn

feelers was perfect to their minutest extrem

full-grown mussels were firmly attaclied, like a

phalanx in dense array, presenting a curious pic-

ture. In the British Museum, specimens of crabs

arc to be seen, the back plates of which are cov-

ered with a close mass of oysters or mussels;

and Mr. Couch has found oysters iij inches in

length, attached to the back plate of living crabs.

It has been stated that the crab, the lobster,

and others, devour their cast-olF covering ; we

grrally doubt this. We possess the stomach of a

marine crayfish, filled with the fragments, mi-

nutely ground, of shell, apparently cither of its

own species or a lobster; but this does not prove

the stalement ; it merely informs us that these

shellfish prey upon each other, the weaker fiilling

victims to the stronger. ^Ve do not, however,

positively deny the fact in question, for wc are

well aware that the toad rolls up its cast-off cuti-

cle, (changed at certain intervals) and swallows

it at a gulp.

There is another curious fact in the history of

crustaceans, to which we may here ad

allude to the power with which they are endowed
of reproducing their limbs when lost by accident.

The loss of a leg is of little consequence; so little

so, that when suddenly alarmed, a lobster will

ofien throw off its claws with a jerk. Indeed

usually when a limb is injured, the animal break;

it off at tiie joint, second to its junction with the

trunk, where tiie growth the most speedily and

liiflcertaitny commences. No pain seems to I'ollow

the sheath of the eye-stalk, and the Iranspa-j this strange operation ; the wound is soon covered

covering of the eyes were uninjured; the' with a delicate skin, and a new claw is in due

is of the back part of the body with the tai

es were all joined together, and the parts

ealh the snout, including the jaws, foot-jaws,

)ing claws, and legs, wilh the breast plate, the

ig of the stomach, &c. formed one connected

lion. But how was the escape of the animal

ils too tightly braced armour eflected ?

ough the middle of the great back plate ran a

straight as if it had been cut wiih a knife,

ideiitly formed by a natural process of

iration. Tlirough this aperture, when expand-

the animal had made its escape.

the common crab, the exuviation takes place

i separation of the broad back plate from the

er plate, the animal lying on its back at the

;; this division being eti'ected, the limbs and

jr parts are easily withdrawn from their sheath,

lust be observed, however, that previously to

process, both in the crab, the lobster, and

•s, the flesh on the claws of the animal shrinks

3t considerably, otherwise the contents of the

claws in particular could not be extricated,

it does not appear that the shells of the claws

he crab or lobster are split open. The crab

sn newly extricated somewhat resembles a

p of dough inclosed in skin, and has at first

r sufficient strength to enable it to crawl to

le place of safety. There it takes as much
i as will sufiice to distend the whole body and

skin or membrane-like covering, which is now
cate, flexible, and elastic. There is, in short,

jdden expansion of growth, previous to the

wlh of the fresh plates of armour, which are,

course, adapted to the newly acquired bulk of

animal.

n the earlier stages of life, the exuviation and

jiden pushing forward of growth occur severat

|es in the course of the year, but, as the animal

jances toward maturity, they take place at

re and more distant intervals, till at last exuvi-

n either ceases or occurs only after lengthen-

periods. We susjiect that alter a certain time

leases, because we have ourselves minutely

mined a large Norway lobster, whose back

le formed a bed, upon which a mullitudo of

me produced. It remains, however, unprotect-

ed with a hard shell until the next time for chang-

ing the whole of it arrives, and the new limb

seldom or never acquires the size of the corres-

ponding claw, although equally perfect. An
analogous circumstance occurs in many lizards,

and especially the gecko, which quickly repro-

duces a lost tail.

For "The Frienil."

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES

Of Ministers and Elders, and other concerned members
of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

THOMAS LLOYD.

(CoiUinued Ironi (lageSOl.)

The visit to the steeple-house, performed by

Richard Davies and Thomas Lloyd, referred to

in our last number, was made at the request of

Justice Corbet. On this occasion, Richard says,

Thomas Lloyd spoke a kvi very seasonable

words to the people." Whether this was his first

appearance in the ministry, there are no records

to show, but we know that thereafter ho was often

engaged in this way, at home and abroad.

In the year 1664, he was arrested with others

whilst quietly travelling on the highway, and for

refusing to swear was committed to prison, in

which he was confined, it appears, for eight years.

Just previously to his commitment, or wiibin a

few months after, he was married to Mary, a

daughter of Gilbert Jones, of Welchpool. The
prisoners at VVelchpool, we have already shown,

through the favour of the jailor, were placed in a

house belonging to him, pleasantly situated in the

outskirts of the town, and were allowed many
privileges. During the time of his confinement,

several children were born to Thomas Lloyd,

who being brought up in the fear of the Lord, and

submitting to his yoke and governmeiil, became a

source of great comfort to their parents, and were

made serviceable in the church of Christ.

In 1G7'.J, the prisoners at Welchjtool wore with

the rest of the sufleiers in Groat Britain, on tiic

by letters patent. Thomas Lloyd afier hia release
from prison, lived at a place called Macemore, in

Moiilgomeryshire. Of his religious services iiis

brethren say, " His sound and ellectual ministry,
his godly conversation, meek and lamb- like spirit,

It patience, temperance, humility, and slow-
! to wrath ; his love to the brethren, his godly

care in the church of Christ, that all things might
be kept sweet, savoury and in good order ; his
helping hand to the weak, and gentle admonitions,
wc are fully satisfied have a seal and witness in

the hearts of all faithful Frieni>s who know liini."

" Wc may in truth say, he sought not himself,
nor the riches of this world, but iiis eye was to

that which is everlasting, hoiiig given up to spend
and be spent for the Truth and the sake of
Friends."

Oil the 7th day of the First month, 1670, an
informer named David Maurice, whose residence
was in Denbighshire, but who iiad been newly
made a justice in Montgomeryshire, came to

Friends' meeting-house at Cloddiecochion, wilh

fourteen or fifteen armed men. The members
who met there for worship were few in number,
and were sitting in silence, when he entered. He
directed them to depart, but Tiiomas Lloyd re-

quested tliat he would grant them liberty to sit

lilieen minutes longer bolbre departing. To this

he assented, and with his armed followers, sat

down amid the quiet worship|)ers. Tliomas
Lloyd felt constrained brielly to define Irue reli-

gion, and also to point out wiiat true worship
was. Maurice conlessed that the doctrine deli-

vered was sound, yet he fined Thomas Lloyd
twenty pounds for preaching; and although he
was no magistrate ol ihe corporation in wliich ho
was acting, he fined the house twenty pounds,
and each of the hearers five shillings.

On the IGlh of the Fourth month following, he
sent two persons, one his clerk and the other a
tenant of his, lo the plantation of Thomas Lloyd,
to distrain his property for the fine. These men
lurked about the ground while it was yet dark,

and had seized on lour cows and a mare, and
driven them away before sunrise. This illegal

act, for there was no officer of that parish, that

hundred, or corporation, w^ith them, was lurlher

consummated by their driving the cattle into liio

adjoining couuly, to his own tblate.

This David Maurice was net only a great per-

secutor of Friends, but of other dissenters also.

But he came to an untimely end. Richard Da-
vies speaking, it would appear, of the year 1676,
thus writes : " 1 being at ibis time in London, and
my service there pretty much in the lime of the

said hard persecution, my dear friend Charles

Lloyd sent me up a full and large account of the

sutieringsof Friends there, by this wicked inform-

er David Maurice; and when 1 had read and con-

sidered them, I was under a great cunsideralion,

what way to take to prevent the further intended

mischief of this man ; and I laid their innocent

and laithful sull'erings in sesret before the great

God of heaven, who hath ihe hearts of all men in

his hand, and may order ihem as seemeth good
to him.

" After this, when the time of the Quarter Ses-
sions was come, the clerk of ihe |)eace told the

court he had received the new commissions ; which
being read, and this David Maurice being then
present, and finding himself left out, he fell into

a great rage and passion. In a lillle lime ibo

said David iMaurice went to London, and was put
into commission again ; but being made high sho-
riU'of Ihe county this year, he could not act as a
justice of the peace ; and ho fell into a groal rage,

lor ihe said office was likely to be churjjeablo to

ecclesiastical laws, discharged from coofiaemeni I him. So that year wo had peace and quieiness
;
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nnd wlien liis shcrirtsliip was over, he wns coming
through a brook ciillod Lynllclh, ncnr his own
house nt IVn-y-boul, nnd it was supposed his

horse threw him, and he was carried down into

the river Tannnt a consiilerahio way, and there

miscrnbly perished. Thus the Lord helped us

through nil our alllictions nnd troubles; and we
see that they thnt trust in the Lord shall not be

confounded, but are as Mount Sion, ami cannot

be removed ; nnd as the l)ills arc roundabout
Jerusalem, so is the Lord round about his people;

blessed and praised be his holy name forever and
evermore saiih my soul."

About the year 1677, lawyer Walworth, an
opposer of Friends, and one of the counsel against

tieorge Fox, at the lime that counsellor Corbet

delivered the opinion that under premu7iire there

could be no imprisonment, was made judge of

three of tiie counties in North Wales. He com-
menced his circuit in Merionethshire, nnd causing

some Friends to be arrested, he tendered them
ti)e oath of allegiance and supremacy. This of

course they could not take,—whereupon he told

them lie did not intend to jjrocced against them
\iy preniun ire, but that the refusal to take the

oath was high treason, and that they should be

tried for their lives at the ne.xt nssizes. He told

them that the men should be liniigcd, and the wo-

men burned. The Friends in Wales were alarm-

cd, for Walworth was a wicked, hard-hcaried

man, and intended to do as much injury to them,

as he could, under any plea of law ellect. It was I

concluded that Thomas Lloyd should at once pro-

ceed to London, and lay the whole state of the

case before counsellor Corbel, of whose legal abi-

lity Friends iiad a high estimate. Wiien Thomas
opened the matter to him, Corbet expressed much
concern, for it was evident that VValworth had

law on his side, and was inclined to do mischief.

" By that way," he said, " they might try us all,

if popery came up again ; for they have the writ

Ue Haretico Comburendo in force, which was
executed in Queen Mary's days, for the burning

of heretics, is not repealed to this day." Being

awakened to the importance of the matter, the

counsellor and Thomas Lloyd waited on some o(

the members of Parliament, and laid before ihcm

the dangers wliich had arisen, and might arise,

from leaving the law as it stood, and so effectu-

ally aroused their fears, that the law was repeal-

ed that very session. Some of those in authority

.spoke to Walcott, and he thereafter let Friends

alone; and in Wales quietness and -peace prevail-

ed for some lime.

ns it appears that the fruit liad been killed almost

entirely, before.

There have been violent storms of wind, rain,

hail, iVc, ill different parts of the country, though

nothing remarkable in thai way bus occurred

here. By a late paper, we learn that a " terrible

storm of rain, accompanied with thunder, light-

ning, and a very powerful wind, amounting al-

most to a liurricanc, passed over the cily of:

Wheeling nnd vicinity, on tiie afternoon of thel

17th. During its prevalence, the celebralcd Wire
Suspension Bridge across the Ohio, was com-

1

piclely blown down, and left bottom upwards in !

the river. 'IMie strong cables and wire cords

were twisted nnd broken as though they were

mere tlircads, and iho cniire structure hurled at

a single blast from its strong foundation. The
abutments sustained only slight injury. Fortu-

nately, and almost miraculously, no lives were
lost. There was no person on the bridge nt the

time, and no boats near in the river. Navigation

was temporarily obstructed. It is said that most
of the cables will serve to put up again. The
slorm was very severe in the surrounding neigh-

bourhood, though doing no great damage."
The 26th was very clear, thus favouring the

thousands, and perhaps millions, of gazers at llie

eclipse.

The average temperature for the month was
61 J°, or more than 'i.° above that for la^yenr.
Range of the thermometer, from 34° to 79°.

Amount of rain, 3.821 inches. For F"iflh month
last year, it wns .5.678 inches. The average

temperature of the three spring months was 50°,

and amount of rain 11.155 inches. Last year

the average temperature was 4<J|°, and amount
of rain 12.012 inches.

West-town B. S., Sixth mo. 1st, 18i4.

shipped for the mouth of the Amazon ; all at hit.,

own hazard. He then secured a sufficient num.
her of competent mechanics to go out with him
to put the steamers together, and set up their ma.,,

ehiiiery, and on the day of the date of the letter,
,

the enterprise had been so far crowned with sue-
,

cess, that the first of these little river bonis had

made its trip, and appeared off Par*, some seven.

ly miles from the mouth of the Amazon.
It was n gala day. The cily was astir with

,

joyful aniicipations; and the little steamer was
received with every demonstration of sntisfuction.

i

Slie was decked with flags, among which the stars,'

and stripes were conspicuous, and bore a glad-

1

some company, some two hundred persons.—
<

The Flougli, the Loom and tJw Anvil.

TUKE. '~^S

I
'

I
I

ijl

Review of the Wcuther for rifth Monlb, 1S51

Allhough the rc-putling forth of the vegetable

world was somewhat retarded along the eastern

coast, by the influenfe of floating icebergs in the

Atlantic, yet the frequent relreshing showers, and

uniform mildness of the weather during this

mouth, have amply made up for this temporary
halt in Nature's onward movements, and

" Plants, flowers and shrubs o'er all the land
Kg prdmptly rise, so thickly stand,

As if they heard a voice,—and came,
Each, at the calling of its uauiu."

Indeed, a more luxuriant growth of grass, wheat,

&c., is seldom seen in this climate, and fears are

entertained that the latter will be so large, it will

fall very much, and thus prevent its filling well.

In the early part of the month the fruit-trees

made a brilliant display of bloom, but, like many
counterfeit appearances, it was nothing but show ;

s
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inale in tlie waste of the constitution by smok-

I
Tobacco exhausts and deranges the nerv-

ipovvers, and produces a long train of nervous

iises. It is peculiarly calculated to produce

ases to which the stomach is liable; and es-

tiily those forms that go under the name ol

depsia, with all their kindred train of evils. It

exerts a disastrous influence upon the mind,

frequently produces an enfeebling of the me.

y, a confusion of ideas, irritability of temper,

l of energy, an unsteadiness of purpose, melan-

y, and sometimes insiinity. These are the

nate efTects of the use of tobacco, and though

may not perceive them in his own case, we
assured that the tendency of the drug is al-

s toward disease.

All writers agree that the only remedy for

ruinous effects of tobacco is, ' to touch not,

,! not, handle not.' Dr. Shew says, ' Cbarla-
' may go about, as indeed they have done,

ending to have some secret remedy by which
lobacco appetite may be permanently deslroy-
I But all such pretence is from the father of

1 If, through reason, conscience, and religion,

iin cannot break olFthis habit, his case is for-

: a liopeless one. A season of sickness is an

llent one in which to commence the reform
;

luse, under such circumstances, nature, ever

; to herself, takes away all longing for the

irsed drug. True, no one should wait li>r

I an apportunity ; but when it does occur, let

t improved. The slaves of tobacco who have
trgone a course of hydropathic treatment, tell

hat the healthful stimulation aflbrded by the

|r processes enables them far more easily to

iheniselves of this pernicious habit."

I
F..r "The Friend.'

'

PRINCIPLES OF PEACE,

ur blessed Lord told his disciples, ' When ye
hear of wars and rumours of wars,.see that

|e not troubled.' I have felt a concern per-

my mind, that the members of our religious

ty, in this day of great commotion, (while

otsherds of the earth are smiting one another,)

be earnestly engaged to labour for the

iding and increase ol the glorious gos|iel of

; and salvation in the earth; Christ being

only hope, and the exaltation of his kingdom
rejoicing.

ir holy Redeemer said, ' All they that take

word shall perish by the sword.' Oh I that

ids everywhere may be preserved from tak-

iny part in the desolating spirit of war, that

lates the political world at this time; that

may, by word, by life and conversation,

fest to others ; they are the followers of the

and lowly Jesus, who said he came not to

oy men's lives, but to save them.'

is well known that the Society of Friends as

ly, from its origin down to the present day,

borne testimony against the spirit of war
its bearings, yet I am afraid all are not so

gathered to the Shiloli of God as to evince

eir life and conduct that they are truly the

lies of the Lamb of God, ' Who taketh away
ns of the world : who died fur all men; and

prayed for those who took his lite away, in

memorable words, ' Father, forgive them, fur

know not what they do.' Being led as a

to the slaughter, and as a sheep dumb before

Learer, he opened not his mouth; for his

iom being not of this world, it behooved him,

jmit to the will of his holy Father, in ofter-

j his body a sacrifice for the sins of all man-
opening a door lor all, through repentance

tmendment of •life, iu humble obedience to

race and Spirit of God, to come out of thpt

low and degrading spirit of darkness and animo-
sity cherished in minds of evil men, into the love

and tiie peaceable Spirit of Jesus lluit desires the

good of all and the hurt of none.

Stephen Crisp, one of the early Friends, speaks
thus on the subject, " When you see divisions,

and parlies, and readings in the bowels of nations,

and rumours and tempests in the minds of the peo-

ple, then take heed of being moved to this party
or to that party, or giving your strength to this

or that, or counselling this way or that way, but

stand single to the truth of God, in which neither

war, rent, nor division is ; and take heed of that

part in any of you, which trusts and relies upon
any sort of the men of this world, in the day of
their prosperity; for the same party will bring
you to sutler with llicm in the time of their ad-

versity, which will not be long after ; for stability

in that ground there will be none: but when they
shall say, come join with us in this or that, re-

member you are joined to the Lord by his pure
S|iirit, to walk with him in peace and in righte-

ousness, and you feeling this, this gathers out of
all bustlings, and noises, and parties, and tumults,

and leads you to exalt the standard of truth and
righteousness, in an innocent conversation, to see

who will flow unto that; and this shall be a re-

fuge for many of the weary, tossed and afllicted

ones in those days, and a shelter for many whose
day is not yet over."

" So dearly beloved Friends and brethren who
have believed and known the blessed appearance
of the Truth, and tasted of the powers of the

world to come and known Jerusalem to be a quiet

habitation, keep near to the Truth trusting in the

Lord so that the munition of rocks may be your
defence, and the God of Israel your rearward."
One of ilie early Friends who, through un watch-

fulness, hud slipped, but through mercy had been

brought back, about two hours before his exit said,

"There is a spirit which I feel, that delighls to do
no evil, nor to revenge any wrong, but delights to

endure all things, in hope to enjoy its own in the

end. Its hope is to outlive all wrath and conten-

tion, and to weary out all exaltation and cruelty,

or whatever is of a nature contrary to itself. It

sees to the end of all temptations. As it bears no
evil in itself, so it conceives none in thought to

any other: if it be betrayed, it bears it; for ils

ground and spring is the mercies and forgiveness

of God. Its crown is meekness, its life is ever-

lasting love unfeigned, and takes its kingdom with

entreaty, and not with contention, and keeps it by
lowliness of mind. In God alone it can rejoice,

though none else regard it, or can own ils life. It is

conceived in sorrow, and brought forth without

any to pity it ; nor doth it murmur at grief and
oppression. It never rejoiceth but through suf-

ferings ; for with the world's joy it is murdered.

I found it alone being forsaken. I have fellowship

therein wiih them, who lived in dens, and desolate
j

places of the earth, who through death obtained

this resurrection and eternal holy life."

Oh ! how desirable it is, that all who profess the
I

holy name of Christ, should be gathered by his pow-
er, out of all that hurts or destroys the peace of Zion,

into the holy mount of God, where the streams of I

heavenly love unceasingly flow, and where all is!

peace and joy in the Holy Ghost. These redeem-
j

ed souls, whose robes have been washed and made
clean in the blood of the Lamb, if they continue

teadlast unto the end, will undoubtedly be enabled

to say in the language of Scripture, 'O death

here is thy sting 1 O grave where is the victory !'

Xcw Jersey, Sixth mo., 18 jt.

of Hampton. A man flogged one of his slaves so
severely as to cause his death. Suspicion was
iirst entcrlnined from the sudden death and secret
interment of the negro, and his body being disin-
terred and subjected to the inspection of a jury, a
verdict to the above effect was given. A warrant
was issued for the arrest of Watson, who immedi-
ately fled, and has not since been heard of. Wo
sincerely trust that he may be arrested and pun-
ished for the horrible crime.

—

Norjulk News.

"THE TUREIv CALLS."
TUIIID ilOLU.

sliimberer, rouse thee I Despise not the truth

;

Give, give thy Creator the days of thy youth
;Why standest thou idle 1 The day Ijreakcth—see I

The Lord of the vineyard is waiting for thee I

" Sweetest Spirit, by thy power,
Grant mo yet another hour;
Kanhly pleasures I would prove,
Earthly joy, and earthly love ;

Scarcely yet has dawn'd the day,
Sweetest Spirit, wait, 1 pray."

SIXTH AND NINTU IlOUIiS.

0, loiterer, speed thee I The morn wears apace
;

Then squander no longer thy remnant of grace,
But haste while there's time I with thy Jlaster agree;
The Lord of the vineyard stands waiting for thee I

" Gentle Spirit, prithee stay,

Brightly beams the early day.
Let me linger in these bowers

;

God shall have my noontide hours;
Chide me not for my delay.
Gentle Spirit, wait, I pray !''

ECEVEXTH noun.

0, sinner, arouse thee I thy morning is' pass'd,
Already the shadows are lengthening fast

;

Escape for thy life! from the dark mountains flee;

The Lord of the vineyard yet waiteth for thee

!

"Spirit, cease thy mournful lay;
Leave me to myself I pray I

Earth hath flung her spell around mo.
Pleasure's silken chain hath bound me;
When the sun his path hath trod,

Spirit, then I'll turn to God !"

Eark ! borne on the wind is the bell's solemn toll :

'Tis mournfully pealing the knell of a soul

—

Of a soul that despised the kind teachings of trnth,
And gave to the world the best hours of its youth

;

The Spirit's sweet pleadings and strivings are o'er;
The Lord of the vineyard stands waiting no more I

A Slave Whipped to Death.—We learn (hat a

detestable tragedy lately occurred in the vicinity

POLITRY AND EGGS.

Few persons, we apprehend, have any correct

idea of the magnitude of the trade, at home and
abroad, in poultry and eggs. Having recently

had our attention directed to a work embodying
some interesting statistics on the subject, we pro-

pose placing them before the reader. The amount
of sales of poultry at the Quincy market, Boston,

in the year 1848, was six hundred and seventy-four

thousand four hundred and twenty-three dollars,

while for the whole city of Boston they exceeded
four millions. The number of eggs sold in Quincy
market was l,r39,735, the price paid for them
being about 8'-U3,3.i'.2, or an average of 18 cents

per dozen. The sales in the whole city, it is sup-

posed, Icll little short of S1,0U0,(IU0. The daily

average consumption of eggs at three of the hotels

in that year was l!()0.

The city of New York, however, it is estimated,

expends a million and a half of dollars yearly in

the purchase of eggs. Probably the amount in

1S53 was much larger, as the above estimate was
made for 1848. One single dealer in Philadel-

phia sends to this city daily one hundred barrels

of this commodity.
Ireland and France are great cgg-cxporling coun-

tries. We have not the most recent statistics, but

they are of sutricienlly late date to approximate

to the present condition of the trade. M'Culloch
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snvs that the amount paiJ yearly by Knglanci toi

Ireliind for c?<;s and poultry is from £200,000 10,

£300,000. The yearly value of ciigs alone ex-

porleil from Ireland to Ureal Britain exceeds

£100,000. The numter is probably between

70,000,000 and 80,000,000. The British census

for 1841 gave an atl valorem estimate of the

poultry stock in Ireland, in which each fowl was
|

valued at only six pence sterling. According to i

this estimate, it showed that in the province of

Leinslcr the slock of poultry amounted to £50,043 ;

in Connaught, to £35,310; in Munsler, to £02,-

j

830, and in Ulster, to £47,833; making a total

of £202,1 72. But even at the low average named,
j

the amount probably much exceeds ihis, as the

people supposed the inquiry was made to obtain
,

the basis of some new tax, and reported the num-
j

bar as less than it really was.

The number of boxes of eggs shipped by the

cilv of Dublin-packet company's vessels to Lon-

don during the year 1844-5, was 8,874. A box !

of the usual dimensions contains 13,000 eggs,'

but occasionally larger ones are used, capable of

conluinmg four times that number : so that about

23,500,500 eggs are annually shipped from Dub-

lin alone to Loudon. To Liverpool, in the same

year, in the same company's vessels, were ship-

ped 5,135 boxes, containing 25,.')65,500 eggs,

giving a total export from Dublin to two ports of

England of 48,039,000, valued at £122,500.

Since then, however, the trade has enormously

increased.

In 1840 Great Britain imported from France

and Belgium 96,000,000 ol eggs, the duty upon

which (one penny per dozen) amounted to £34,000.

Nine-linlhs ofthe foreign eggs iniporlcd into Great

Brilain are from France. The imporlalion thence

in 1842 was 89,548,741 ; iu 1843, 70,415,931;

and in 1844, 07,487,920. The presuul yearly

importation exceeds 80,000,000. The consump-

tion of eggs in Paris is eslimatcd at upwards of

one hundred 7nillio7is yearly. Supposing a fowl

to produce one hundred and twenty eggs annually

—which is perhaps a fair average—the reader

may imagine the immense stock of poultry that

must be kept in France. Any one who has travel-

led in fhat country is aware that they are reared

in vast numbers, jhey being the most profilable

slock on the many small farms owned or tenanted

by the French peasantry.

'i'he lale poultry shows have tended to awaken

new interest in the breeding and rearing of poultry

by our own farmers, especially those whose land

is situated near large cities, or where there are

means of rapid transport to such cities. Though

we are far from believing all the stories which in-

terested parlies, or amateur poultry-keepers put

forth, there can be no question that, wilh econo-

mical management, the poultry-yard becomes a

source of large profit, as it is of unabated interest.

On Ihis subject, however, others are far more

competent to speak than we are. But we are glad

w hen a new impulse is given to the rearing of any

domestic stock, and though the present movement

in that direction looks a little loo much to extrava-

gance in size, or peculiarity of breed, its more

mature result will be beneficial to the farmer, and

through him to the consumer.

—

N. Y. Com. Adv.
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Correction.—In the " Report on Books," on the

the third page of our last number, a mistake oc-

curs as to the number of books sold (luring the

year. It should have been eleven hinidred and
ninety-eight, instead of seven hundred and ninety-

eight. Tho same mistake occui^ in the " Ex- it indicts that it is a rare thing to be able loin

tracts" sent down to the subordinate meetings. duce the suflering victim to forego the arcusiomw
indulgence; as wo have said before, the morn

We wish to call ihe attention ofall our readers energy is weakened as well as health destroyed

who cither are already, or are tempted to become
addicted to the use of the poisonous weed, to the

article on the sixth page ofthe present number of

our journal, extracted from a little work on "The
Evils of Tobacco," by Dwight Baldwin.

A few years ago there was reason to believe

that the use of Tobacco was very nearly banish-

ed from among the members of our religious So-

ciety. Here and there might be found some few

who, having acquired a taste for the poisonous

plant, and long accustomed themselves to the

stimulus it imparls, kept each other in counte-

nance in snuffing, chewing or smoking; and tried

to persuade themselves and each other that it was
necessary to their comfortable existence; but

companies of smokers were comparatively rare,

ihe chewers turned aside when the coveted mor-

sel was deposited in the mouth, and the snuff-box

was nearly banished from Society. There is rea-

son, however, to fear that the use of Tobacco is

again coming into vogue among us, especially

among the young men ; and such is the power of

examjile, and the little restraint exercised by pa-

rents and olliers upon this point, we apprehend

the evil will continue lo increase, unless that class

are made aware of the deplorable elFucts conse-

quent on subjecting the system lo the continued

imbibition of the poison coniained in tobacco.

Such is the ]iower of habit, and so wretched are

the feelings of the veteran smoker, the chewer,

or the snufler, when he or she first makes the

attempt to break their bonds, and so greatly is the

mental as well as the physical energy enfeebled

by iho narcotic, that wo have little hope of in-

ducing such to abandon the practice ; each one is

always able lo find an excuse for the loved indul-

gence in their particular case; but we desire to

impress on those who are comparative novices in

this species of stimulation, and those who may be

templed to indulge in it, but have not yet given

way, that ils elfects on the system when long

cotuinued, are always highly deleterious, and

ihat sooner or later those efl'ecls will manifest

themselves. It is true we do not often meet with

cases where death appears to bo immediately at-

tributable to the use of tobacco; but so far as our

experience goes, and that is not very limited,

when disease of any kind attacks those who have

been addicted to its use, the constitution is found far

less able to contend against ihe ravages of such

diseases; they discover to I heir cost, that the nerv-

ous system, on which ihevital functions depend, has

been undermined, and when the artificial stimulus

is withdrawn, it sinks prostrate; in short, that

they have long been cherishing a secret enemy,

that in the hour of need betrays them to the as-

saults of the destroyer. Thus we believe death

not unfrequenlly is the result in cases of sickness

where, had not the individual been long poisoning

himself wilh tobacco, his vital energy would have

made a successful resisiance, and he would have

triumphed over the malady under which he sunk.

There can be no doubt of the truth of the state-

ment in the extract we have given, that the use of

tobacco is " peculiarly calculated lo produce dis

eases to which the stomach is liable," as it is also

to atlect the liver. Physicians are ofien called

on to prescribe for the cure or mitigation of gas-

tric pain, or a sense of indescribable wretched-

ness, the result more or less direct of the use ol

tobacco.

We have again and again seen such cases,

where nearly all the comlort of life was destroyed

by this cause ; and yet such is the dreadful slavery

and, like the poor inebriate, the slave to lobacco.

has neither the courage nor the fortitude to shake

ofT the chain that fetters him to his latnl habit."

In several instances we have known the use oi

tobacco lo produce insanity, and involve the suf-

ferer, his family and friends in the deepest af."

(iiciion.

There are many other things connected wilh the

use of tobacco, that render it very desirable to banish

it entirely from society, such as ils olFensivenes}

to those who are not accustomed to it, and ihf

noisomcness of the exhalations from the lungs ol

those long addicted to smoking, its leading lo ihe

use of inloxiculing drinks, &c., but it is not neces-

sary to dwell upon these, as they will have but

little weight in a decision respecting it, if the

graver evils we have alluded to arc not suHicienti

lo oblain judgment against it. Let the queslwnj

ihen come seriously home to all our readers,

whether these deplorable elFecls, though they may

only occasionally occur, (and they are much more

frequent than is generally supposed,) should noil

deter every one from incurring the risk ofexperi-j

encing them? and even should we while usiD|>{

tobacco escape them ourselves, can we feel jusli-l

Red in giving the weight of our example to a'

practice, which year alter year leads thousands of

its victims to the grave? i

ITEMS OF NEWS.
By tlie Asia and Niagara steamships, we havenewii

from Liverpool to the 27tli ult.
j

Some more fighting had talien place on tlie DanulM

;

the Turks appear victorious. An Englisli steamer h»t-'

ing been stranded near Odessa, has beeu taken posses-l

sion of by the Russians. I

Flour has slightly declined. Cotton stationary.

UNITED STATES.—A'cw IVi-.—Deatlis in lliecilj

last week, 415,—by cholera,

Pennsylvania.—Deaths in Philadelphia last week, 1«

The new city is about being organized,—Robert T

Conrad has been elected ils first mayor.

JJdawdTe.—l'^t Wilmington, on the 3Ist ulliino, tbrci

wagons containing four hundred and fifty kegs of gun-

powder e.xploded near the corner of Fourteenth

Oranire streets. The three drivers were instantly killed

and two other persons,—the horses were blown

pieces, and the houses in the vicinity much injurti

The explosion was felt in this city, and in many i

places at even greater distances from the spot.

Tennessee and Mississippi.—The cholera has appeareo

at Nashville and Vicksburg.

Georgia.—On the 18th ult., wheat harvest had com-

menced near Augusta.

INDIAN CIVILIZATION.

The Committee for the Civilization and Impron-

ment of the Indian natives, are desirous of eugagings

Friend and his wife to assist in the care of tlie farm aad

family at the Boarding-school at Tunessassah. Alao i

suitable Friend to take charge ofthe School.

Application may be made to Joseph Elkinton, Ko

3T7 South Second street; Thomas Evans, No 180 A«l

street.

Philada., Fifth mo. 3l3t, 1854.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM.

Commillee on Admissions.—Samuel Bettle, Jr., No. 10

North Tenth street; Charles Ellis, No- 95 South Eighll

street, and No. 56 Chestnut street; William Bettle, Nc

14 South Third street; John C. Allen, No. 179!

Fifth street, and No. 227 North Front street ; Horatio C

Wood, No. 210 Race street, and No. 37 Chestnut street

William Thomas, No. 242 North Fifth street, and No.'

South Wharves ; Townsend Sharpless, No. 187 Ar

street, and No. 32 South Second street; John M. Wt

tall, No. 161 Filbert street, and No. 138 Race street.

Visiting Managas for the Month.—Samuel Bettle, Jf

No. 101 N. Tenth street. John Elliott, No. 41 N. fifl

street. John Carter, No. 105 S. Twelfth street.

Superintendent.—Tit. Joshua H. Worthington.

jVa(ron.—Elizabeth B. Hopkins.
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UOOKS AND EYES,— I'lNS.

le of ihe Hansom cabs, with which Birming-
is well supphcd, soon transports us lo the

3 and eyes faclory of Mr. Cutler, of which
lust endeavour if possible, though it is by no
s easy, lo give the reader an adequate idea.

Or the kindness of the young gentleman who
ed us round, we should have come out of the

•y as wise as we went in ; he had the polite-

lo retard the action of the machinery, and
Irender inlelligible a process which otherwise,

[the rapidity of its execution, would have

I
our scrutiny. Elooks and eyes, a sort ol'

I'ousins to the buttons, are useful little contri-

|!s with which every child is familiar; though
hilosophers, we imagine, have any idea how
ire produced. Let us see if we can render

jsiness intelligible. We had half e.xpected

the universal hand-press ein|)loyed in this

faclure, as in so many others, but were
biy disappointed. Instead of a simple press,

ber of small machines, each not much big-

a porlable writing-desk, but of very

icated construction, and characterized by a

of rapid, eccentric, and beautiful movements,
ranged in rows, and all driven by steam-

in a state of marvellous activity. To be-

he beginning; let the reader suppose the

rom which the hooks and eyes are made,
been drawn to the proper size, and coiled

kind of spinning-wheel standing at tlie

f the machine. 'I'he machine once set in

(we will suppose it an eye-making machine)
5S little or no superintendence, but unwinds
re from the wheel as fast as it wants il, and
:S it in a receptacle beneath in the form of

eyes," at a rate rather faster than one
id. The wire entering at a small orifice

1-plate at the left hand side of the ma-
gradually propelled lorwards from left to

in the course of which journey it is not

to the spectator; when it reaches a certain

1 its progress, and at which it is visible, a

sullicient for the lorinaliun ol' an eye is

ly cut otr by a small descending blade; at

le instant a small cylindrical steel nipple

ion the centre of the detached inch of wire,

nds llie central loop, while, at the precise
I

two smaller nipples, one on each side, 1

bove, round which the ends of the wirei

miy coiled by simultaneous blows from a

of lateral punches. The " eye" is now
ted ; but there it would remain last coiled

the three nipples, occupying the place of

the ne.xt comer, were it not for the appearance of

a litile spider-looking claw, which springs for-

ward like a hunter upon his prey, and dashes it

otr into the drawer beneath, along with thousands

of its predecessors. Each of these nuichines will

work at the rate of four thousand an hour, and n

single person may superintend half a dozen of

them. The hooks are formed in the same room
by machines precisely similar in outward appear-

ance, but dilfering of course in internal structure;

two machines are however generally required for

the hook : the first forms it in the shape of an eye

without the central loop, but wiih a long double

wire in the place of il ; the second is a simple

press with which a female bends the hooks to the

required shape; this press, however, like the ma-
chines, is worked by steam, and we noticed that

the narrow bar of steel which bends the hook, de-

scending about a hundred times a minute, worked
considerably faster than the girl could contrive to

feed it, although she showed astonishing skill in

the rapid use of both hands.

On ascending another flight of stairs, vvc were
shown into a room where both operations of the

hook-making process were instantly performed

by a single machine, under the personal superin-

lendence of the inventor.. The machines for this

double process are still more complicated in their

structure, and from their great rapidity of mo-
tion, making above a hundred complete hooks in

a minute, are all the less comprehensible by a

stranger. The young man whose invenlion they

are, informed us that they might be worked at

the rate of 150 a minute; they present a remark-
able triumph of mechanical skill, and it is diffi-

, while watching iheir beautiful evolutions, to

get nd of the idea that thtro is some inherent

nielligence within them, and to realize the liicl

hat all these complicalcd motions are generated

by the aid of mechanical appliances, from the

up-and-down movement of the piston-rod of a

sieam-engine.

We need scarcely mention that hooks and
eyes, being made of dilFerent kinds of wire, have
alter processes to undergo, such as japanning,

scouring, and sometimes silvering; nor need we
describe the means by which this is accomplished,

in the sketch of ihe button-making we liave

detailed an analogous process.

The reader will now follow us to the large and
busy establishment of Messrs. Edelslen and Wil-

liams, where, by the courtesy of the proprietors,

we are about to witness the arts of wire-drawing
and pin-making. Though this firm consume an

mmense quantity of wire daily, in the mainiluc-

urc of |iins of every |)ossible size and description,

heir operations in wire-drawing are by no means
limited to their own consumption ; ihey have to

up|)ly a large demand made by oilier houses for

wire of all diameters, from thai used fur garden-

fences, or the electric telegraph, down lo that of

the finest gua4je, a single pound of which mea-

sures above filieen liundred yards, or ne.irly

scven-eightlis of a mile.

The iron to be drawn into wire comes from the

iron-makers in long coiled rods about half an inch

in diameter. The first step towards making these

into wire, is lo point one end of each of the rods;

they are then put inio a large lun-shap''d vessel

of cast-iron, which by means of steam power i8

made to revolve rajiidly in cold water for the

space often hours, at the end of which time Ihey

are purified from all objectionable matter. The
rods, thus cleansed, are now drawn through a

succession of holes in hard sleol plates, until they

are reduced to the required thinness ; while draw,
ing, it is coiled round cylindrical blocks, and ihe

speed at which ii is drawn depends u[ion the dia-

meter of the wire, the finest guages travelling

quickest. Afier the wire is drawn, it has to be

annealed ; and for this purpose it is piled, two or
three tons at a time, in an annealing [)0t of cast-

iron, seven or eight leet deep and a yard in dia-

meter : here it remains subjected to the action of
the fire for seven hours, when it is drawn forth

and allowed to cool. It has now lo be cleansed,

which is done by immersing it in a solution of
sulphuric-acid. We have seen, during our rum-
bles in Birmingham, ihe drawing of iron, copper,

brass, silver, and gold wire: so far as concerns

the drawing alone, Ihe same process is applicable

to all. Wires may be coated with other metal

with astonishing rapidity : thus tinned wire is pro-

duced by drawing it through boiling tin, first pre-

paring it by immersion in acids.

Having now got possession of the wire, we can
proceed to the pin-making. Pins are yet manu-
factured by two dilferenl processes—the old-fush-

ioned one of hand-labour and by machinery. The
first spectacle to which we were introduced in

the pin-making department of this esiablishmeiit,

overthrew all our old notions on this subject. We
had perused accounts of ihe whole process in days
long gone by, and naturally looki;d for the wire-

culters, the grinders, the headers, &c., &c. whose
wondrous operations were always quoted as so

powerfully exemplifying the advantages of the

division of labour. What was our aslonishmenl

on beholding, instead of the division of labour

among numerous living hands, the complcle mo-
nopoly of every department of the pin-making

process, by one small machine ! The contrivance

of this machine is originally due loan American,

but it has undergone much improvement in the

hands of the .Messrs. E & W. Happily, we are

not called upon to explain its construction ; in ap.

pearance it somewhat resembles the hook-and-eye

machines already noticed, though it is a trifle

larger, being about the sizj of a lady's work
table. The wire, as in the case of ihe liooks and
eyes, is coiled in considerable quantities round a

rude kind ol wheel in the rear; il is uncoiled and

drawn away us it is wanied, by the inutiun of llie

machine, which first straightens it by dragging it

through a series of small perpendicular rod—
then cuts it into shafis, or pieces of sullicient

length to form a pin ; this process, us well uj that

of straightening Ihe wire, is for tiie most part visi-

ble; but the several pieces or shafts then disap-

pear among the intricacies of the ininutu and

rapidly ucling machinery. Wc calcii u glimpse

of them glimmering here and there, but cannot

identify the dilFerent stages of their lorinalion ;

they are liurried on rapidly i" tlic embrace of

numberless polished steel members of the crualive
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(•limine; but we fail to dciccl m wliat imit of ilieir

pro^ri'ss ihoy nre scviTully j;roun<l lo a point so

iiiif as 10 piiTcc ilic (li'sli ;it ihe s-li^hlcsl coiirnci,

or %\ Ill-re the lu'ad orcacli is moiiKltd or puiiclicil

in nn cicfiant Ibrni iVom llie sulid nic:nl. Enough
Id .s;iy lliiil, rrniii nn iipcriun; bcncalli tin- rii;lit-

Imnd corner of llie iimcliiiic, lliey are patlcriiij;

lilie rain (and coiiipkti-ly linishcil in every re-

spect, willi ilie exccpiion of tlio silvering,) inio a

box bf-riralh, nt the rale ol two hundred and tliirty

pir niinuie

!

Besides these machines, several of vvhicli \vc

saw in operuiion, manuraelurin<; pins of diHerinl

sizes, some so siiinll as hardly lo exceed a third

of an inch in length, llu re were various other ma-

chines of a less complex structure, employed in

I he dilierent processes, some performing sinj^le

operations and some double ones, formerly per-

formed by hand. Thus there are machines for

cutting shafts, solely—others fur cutting and

grinding—and others again for heading. Strange

as it may appear too, amid the scene of such start-

ling improvements, the old mode of manufacture

by hand labour is not altogether abandoned; we
saw a man grinding the |;oiiits of pins by hand,

a feat which exhibits nn small amount of dexteri-

ty ; he lakes a handful of the short wires in his

Icit hand, in a moment has their ends evenly ar-

ranged tilong Ihe whole leiiglh of his palm, and

keeping them constantly revolving by a lateral

motiuii of his right hand upon ihcir surface, pre-

sents the whole row at once lo the broad edge ol

a wheel whizzing round at the rate of GUOO revo-

lutions a miiiulf ; in a liiw seconds all are ground

to a point, and he is ready to repeat the cere-

mony.
Most pins, as our readers know, are made from

brass wire; but nearly all have to be silvered, as

it is called, belijre they are ready lor the market.

This whitening of the pins is lor the most part

accomplished by a preparation of tin, with the use

of acids ; though for the more expensive sorts sil-

ver is actually used. Mourning pins are gener-

ally made of iron wire, and, like the hooks and

eyes, are immersed in a japanning mixiure, and

dried over a fire to give them their black dress.

The pins being now completely manulactured, ii

remains to slick them on the jiaper, upon which,

as everybody knows, they generally make their

appearance before the public. This last piocess

too, odd as it may seem, is here accuni|)lished by

a machine. Some thousands of the shining pies

are thrown into a vessel lormed of two plates ol

tin shelving do« nwards towards the centre, where,

huwever, they do not touch, leaving a space be-

tween them suHiciently wide for the shanks or

shalls of the pins to lall through, but not wide

enough to admit the heads. 'I'lie pins, thus dang-

ling jjoinls downwards, are by some lo us incom-

piehensible movemenls drawn through and disaj)-

pear, and immediately present themselves, points

foremost, and arranged in dozens with equal in-

tervals between eacn, lo the paper which a lemalc

holds in her lingers ready loliled lor their recep-

tion ; the whole tv>o dozen winch constitute a row

are stuck through the paper at once; anotlier row

comes forward immediately, and the whole num-
ber of rows which go to a paper of |)ins are stuck

in a very lew minutes.

15y the old method of pin-making, the heads

were manufactured separately and fastened to the

pin by a blow; the head is now Ibrmid from ihe

metal of the shank, and consequently cannot sepa-

rate from it. The number of pins made in this

establishment is almost incredible ; they have been

calculated to amount to about six millions-in a

day, which would give above eight thousand a

minute, supposing the day's work to average

twelve hours. The mnchincry in operation is

made on the premises, under the inspection and
friquenily from the designs of the proprietors.

Concerning hearing and telling news, George
Fox writes thus: " In the low region, in the airy

lip, all news is uncertain ; there is nothing stable;

but in the higher region, in the kingdom of Christ,

all things are stable and sure, and the news
ahiai/s ^'OOf/ and certain. For Christ, who hath

all power in heaven and in earlh given him, rulelh

in Ihe kingdoms of nan ; and lie who doth inhe-

rit the heathin, and possess ihe utmost parts of

the earth, with His divine power and light, rules

all nations with his rod of iron, and ' dashes them
to pieces like a poller's vessel,' the vessels of dis-

honour, and the leaky vessels that will not hold

his living water of life; and He doth preserve his

elect vessels of mercy and honour. His power is

certain and doth not change, by which he doth

remove mountains and hills, and shakes the hea-

vens and ihe eariji. Leaky, dishonourable ves-

sels, the hills and mountains, and ihe old heavens

and earth, are all lo be shaken, removed, and
broken lo pieces, though lltcy do not see it nor

llim that doth it; but the elect and failhlul sec it,

anil know lum and His power that cannot be

shaken and cliaiigelh nol."

larger Ihon those they are in. If very large s|k

cimens, once in two years is often enough. Tlie'

are better under than ovcr-poited.

Alter the growth is complete, they require i

be kept cool and shaded during summer, ocm
sionally syringing over head, and ihe pots siudi

ously kept from becoming dry, or the buds «r

likely to lall oil'.

The best way to keep ihese and similar plant

during .••ummer is in the open air, under a caiiva

awning, so that the driving winds and heavy ruin

can be kept oirihi-m, plunging the pots to the rir

in some iion-cunductiiig maleiial.— Cuunlrij Gen
ikman.

Ciilluri' uf llic Camelia Jiipmiica.

As a green-house plant, llw camelia stands se-

cond 10 none in ils range of admirers. In the

old and new world it is equally sought after, form-

ing a conspicuous feature in the collections of ihe

most costly exotics, as well as the most humble.

It has two pleasing atlraclions, beautiful ever-

green foliage at all times, and flowers the entire

part of the winter can be easily obtained, in shape

and colour equal to the finest rose. Under the

hands of the florist, no planl has made more ra-

pid strides lo the standard aimed at; and to this

country belongs the history of many of the bright-

est gems.

lis native country is Japan, and it is very near-

ly allied lo the plant that produces the lea ol

commerce, {'Thea sinc/isis.) it is a lavourite

wilh the Clunese, who have been long known to

possess a yellow one, a desiderata much sought

alier. Mr. Fortune, during Ins mission lo ihe

Cluuese, succeeded in procuring and sending to

Kurupe specimens, which have since flowered.'" It

IS thus described: They are of the kind known
as anemone-flowered, of a pale yellow or lemon
colour, the ceiilre petals being the darkest. It

flowers very freely, and both in habit and foliage

IS very neat. The leaves are smaller than in llie

ordinary kinds. It is tlioughl to be much hardier

than any other known camelia.

The camelia has a regular period for growth,

after which it forms its flower buds; and this pe-

riod is of the most consequence to the cultivator,

if superior plants and flowers are desired.

As a general rule, they commence growing as

soon as the flowering is nearly passed, and should

then receive an abundance of water at ihe roots,

the atmosphere at all times moist, and the plants

syringed frequently over head. The temperature

also should be kept from .5.)" to GO'^ as a minimum,
and the plants kepi caielully shaded from the

mid-day sun.

As soon as ihc growth of the wood is complete,

they commence growing at the ro it, and this is

the time many preler re-potting them; but pro-

vided the proper temperature is kept up, we pre-

ler doing tins just belorc ihcy commence siariing

iheir buds. All young planis should receive a

shift once a year, using pots about two sizes

From Ihe Do.iion Tr«»elkr.

Explurutions in the Puclfic.

An interesting account of the explorations of th

Uritish ship Kattlesnake, Captain Stanley, on ih

south-eastern shores of New Guinea, and in Ih

Louisiade archipelago, during the years 184ii-50

has been published in London by Mr. McGilliv

ray, the naluralisl of the expedititin. The worl

allbrds an excellent description of that region wliid

—but a brief period since almost unknown—hos

since the commencement of the Australian emi

gralion, promised to occupy for the future no in

significant station among the counlries of thi

earih.

Mr. McGillivray says of the inh^ibilants of Ncv

Guinea, and the Louisiadcs, that nothing can Ix

more singular than their appearance, wilh ihci

long frizzled hair siaiiding out from their hiaii

in a mop of a foot and a-half in diameter. Fron

the back of this hangs a huge plaited pigtail, orna

mented wilh the teeth of pigs and dogs, la ffoi

is stuck a long piongedcomb, lantastically adorn

ed wilh feathers. The men wear hardly an

clolhing, although their bodies are proluselyoi

namented, a piquancy being given lo the whol

COS ume by a human jaw, wilh a couple of colli

bones, securely lashed together as a bracelel, bi

whether as the memorial of a deceased friend (

ihe trophy of a slain foe, the olHcers of the Rj

ilesnake could not determine. The womeo «i

attired in a grass petticoat, elegantly made, an

decorated with no little lasle.

Dr. McGillivray made several attempts to ealal

lish an intimacy wilh the natives on shore, bi

invariably found thai the moment they saw thi

their numerical force was greater than that of

whiles, they began to be troublesome, and on on

occasion made an inefl'ectiial uuack on the shij

boats. Their detenniiied hostilily |MevcnloJ h

Irom making any exploralions iii the iiiU'nor. W
quote the following account of a biruriiig scei

which occurred at Bruuy Island, in the LouisiaJ

.\rchipelago.

" VVe landed at the same place as before, an

this time the natives ran down prancing and ge

ticulating. Many of them had garlands of gw
leaves round their heads, knees and ankles; son

wore long oners dependii their «rn

nd ears, and floating in the wind as they gallo

d along, shaking their spears, ami prancing ju

s boys do when playing at horses. Tliey so

urrounded us, shouting ' Keluuiai I kelunnai

;

(ilair word for iron) and oll'ering us all sorl

iliings in exchange. One very line athletic ir

Kai-oo-wliy-who-ah by name, was perfcclly i

to get an a,\e, and very soon comprclii nded

rraiigeinenls that were made. Mr. Brady da

ten lines on ihe sand, and laid an axe dowo 1

them, giving K (1 really can't write ihatloi

name all over again) lo understand, by signs, th

when there was a ' banar' (yam) on every

he should have the a.\e. He comprehended ' *^

rectly, and boiled off as fast as he could ruo.sO' '
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ng with his hands Tull of ynms, whicli he

ed one by one on the ap])ro|)rlale lines ;

Jarful lest some of tlie ollicrs should do him

the ax.', he caught hold of Brady by the

nd would not let him go until ynms enouyh

en brought by the others to make up the

r, and the axe was handed over to him,

len there was a yell of delight 1 II' juinp-

ivith the axe—flourished it—passed it to his

nions—tumbled down and rolled over, kick-

his heels in the air, and fiiKiliy, catching

f me, we had a grand waliz, wiih various

ilastiqiies, for about a quarter of a mile."

Doctor exchanged names with his black

as a mark of regard, and called him by

in appellation, Tamoo, whereupon nil the

5 ga:hered round and patied liiui, evidently

ig that he was a very imelligent while fel-

The natives, both of New Guinea, and ol

nailer islands, always exhibited a greal

ty to look at the legs of the while men, and

ask permission, very gently, but pressing-

these mountains were forty.ei<4ht miles off, and
j

speaks to the heart in accents full of instruc

the calf 1pull up the trouser, sp

lands, drawing in their breath and making

es all the while. On one occasion, when

aw the front of the Doclor's shirt blow open,

ing his white breast, they set up a univer-

3Ut.

! dangers to the ship during her stay among

sfs and rocks of the Louisiade Archipelago,

often very great. On one occasion, when

:ould not find an nnchoi^ge, they were

d to send some men ashore to build a fire,

; aid of which they managed to keep the

1 the same position all night

—

within a very

J space which they knew to be free of shoals.

3ther time, when they had been fi)r a week

iped ill logs, they succeeded in finding an

rage under the shelter of a small island,

ext morning nothing was to be seen upon

ud side, beyond the island, but heavy clouils

and rolling mist below, while to seaward

s as clear as possible.

bout an hour after sunset a change canie

he scene, far more magical, far more sud-

han anything ever attempted on the stage,

the dark green curtain is drawn up to show

lining scene of some new pantomine. All

e the clouds began to lift, the mist dispers-

id in the course of half an hour the coast ol

Guinea stood bi-f>re us, clearly defined

St the sky, tinged with the rays of the set

an.

'he mountains seemed piled one above an

to an enormous height, and were of a deeper

han I have ever seen befuje, even in the

s of Magellan. They were intersected by

nse gorges, and, from the loot of the lowest

s, a considerable tract of low and apparently

al soil reached to the beach.

give an idea of this scene by description

1 be utterly impossible. The intense blue ol

ountains contrasting strangely wiih musses

lite, fleecy clouds, driven rapidly past them

e g de ; the bright gleams of the setting sun

B nearer hills, covered with the most luxuri-

Bgetation, from which the most mysterious

jeis of very while smoke from lime to time

out ; and the two surveying ships quite in

are^round, surrounded by native canoes,

leted the picture, which we did not enjoy

long, for in these latitudes, as you know,

is no twilight; and, in less than an hour

the time the clouds began to rise, all wa

; and though wo saw many of the peak

, we never had another chance of seeing the

3 range so clearly."

bsequent observations showed that some of

high as the peak of Tencrifll'.

Dr'; McGillivray expresses a highly favourable

opinion of the fertility and capabilities of New
Guinea—or at least of that portion of it which

came under the observation of ihe surveyors. A

J\ mouniain plateau runs for three or four hun-

dred miles, parallel with the coast, at a distance

of some fifiy miles from the shore. A coniinual

precipitated by this high land, which de-

scending in the form of rivers, wandc'rs in rich

deltas through the a'luvial flats which extend

backwards from the sea.

Early Religious Instruction.—Thnlwall thought

It very unlair to influence a child's iiiiiid by in-

ng any o|)inions before it came to years ol

discretion, and was able to choose for itself. "I

wed him my garden,'' says Coleridge, "• and

told him it was my botanical garden." " How
so'.'" said he; " it is covered with weeds." " Oh 1"

I replied, ''that is because it has not yet come to

ils age of discretion and choice. The weeds,

you see, have taken the liberty to grow, and I

thought it unfair to prejudice the soil towards

roses and strawberries."

Ur. Uwight thus speaks of the importance of

ill so

consideration

i, O Lord
s no vari

early religious training. "The great truths ol

religion should be taught so early, that the mind

should never remember when it began to learn,

or when it was without this knowledge. When-

ever it turns a retrospective view upon the pre-

ceding periods of its existence, these truths should

always seem to have been in its possession, to

have the character of innate principles, to hive

been inwoven in its nature, and to constitute a

part of all its current thinking."

11 M E

"The note of the cuckoo, though uniform,

always gives pleasure, because we feel that sum

mer is coming; but this pleasure is mixed with

melancholy, because we reflect

soon be going again. This is tl

which embitters all sublunary enjoyments. Let

the delight (d"my heart, then, be lu tl

and Creaior of ail things, ivitli tclLom

ableness, neither shadow of laming.
" What manner of communications are these

that ye have one with another, as ye ivalk and are

sad ? . . . . -Did not our heart burn within us

while he talked tvil.h us by the ivay, and while he

opened to us the scriptures ?" Luke xxiv. 17, 32.

Mow precious is that heart-glowing fee

often produced by religious intercourse one \

another, and pious coiitemplalion on heavenly

things! When the risen Saviour joined liimsell

;he two disciples, on their journey to Emmaus,

y were conversing on scenes of deep interest,

scenes which had astonished them, and filled

heir hearts with sorrow. But the presence of

heir Lord though unknown to them at the time,

;aused their hearts to burn within them, while he

alked with them by the way, and while he ex-

pounded unto them, in all the scriptures, the

things concerning himself

Are there not moments in our lives, when we

experience feelings similar to those ol the two dis-

ciples, moments when our hearts arc sorrowlul

and our countenances sad? but in seasons like

these, it is good and salutary to abide in patience,

and give the mind to holy conleinplalion, in a

lervent breathing of soul to the Father ol mercies,

ihat he may be pleased to help our inhrinities. In

such moments the biesscd Saviour, of whom it is

said, ' In all their afflictions he was iifflicted,' joins

himself to us, cheers our drooping spirits, and

grace, and love. The i>ilgrim, thus

goes on his way rejoicing; his faiili strong' h«'ned

"nd his heart burning wiihin him, h.: »uvs to Iih

elestial visitant, as the disciples ilid. Abide with

ts. And he went in to tarry with litem.

When thus favoured wiih precious visilalions

of a Saviour's love, how important it is to lend an

attentive car and an obedient heart to tho whis-

pcrs of Ihe Shepherd's voice, whicii is genlle,

lowerful, and divine. How imporlant to promote

hat communion wiih God in spirii, which culms

he mind in trouble, strengthens the characlcr of

he Christian, and enables him to perform all

those relative duties required of iiim, both in iiis

habits of comparative solitude, and in his more

ictivc course in contact with the world. When

he spirit is seasoned with grace, good resolutions

;row sironger, and evil passions weaker; those

things are made plain which before appeare<l i|b-

scure; doubts and fe.irs arc chased away by luith

and hnpe; and spiritual slothfulness gives place

to holy Z'.al and perfect love."

For "III.- Friend."

BinCIUPllICAL SRETCUliS

Of Ministers ami EIiUts, aii.l otlier concerneil members

of Ihu Yearly .\k-oling of I'hiludelpliia.

THOMAS LLOVD.

(Coiilinueil frmii piigeSlO.)

In the year 1080 or 1G91, William Lloyd, a

clergyman of the Church of England, was ap-

poiiaed Bishop of St. Asaph, and soon after he

ctile'red ou the duties of that station, he sought to

draw dissenters by argument, rather than by

I'lirce to the establishment. Amongst olh^'rs he

desired to hear what reasons Friends could otFer,

for their peculiar tenets, having little doubt but

that he should be able to show the futility of all

ihey might advance. He came to Welchpool in

the Seventh month, IC'^l, and sent a message to

Richard Davies, Charles Lloyd, and Thomas

Lloyd, to meet him on this account.

Richard Davies was bound to London, and

could not Slay, having made his arrangeim nts,

hut Charles and Thomas waited on the bishop.

He expressed his displeasure at the absence of

Richard, asserting that however important the

business might be which called Richard to Lon-

don, the business he wished lo see him about was

.Tieater. He then enter.d into discourse with

Charles and Thomas, and a general discussion

followed, in which they sustained the views of

Friends, having for antagonists tho bishop,^ his

chaplains, and some other of the clergy. Tho

dispute was managed with great mo.leration, and

lasted from two in the afternoon until two on the

following morning. The subject of this day's

examination, was Friends' reasons for separating

from the Church of England. The bishop found

the arguments of the two brothers much more

difficult to overiurn than he had imagined, and

before they separated, a public dispute was agreed

10 be h-ld'at Llaiivilling.

On the day of the dispute, tho town-hall at

Llanvilling was crowded with |)eople, the gentry

of the neighbourhood were there, and the bishop

wiih his priests. During the two days which iho

discussion lasted, great order and decorum were

maintained, and the Friends were allowed full

opportunity to explain and defend their vi.-ws.

|Bul two pe'rsons were permitted to lake part in

the argument against ihein, one of whom was n

deacon naiiiid Humphreys, afierwards

Bishop of Bangor.

All the arguments were reduced to writing by

clerks appointed for liio purpose, with an evident
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vnnce.

The discussion was
Chiistinnily ihe nposilos pracNsed, relative to wa-
ter baptism, and somewhiit concerning the supper.
The bishop and his clergy appear lo have depend
ed on the practice ol" professing Christendom, and
to have declined entering into a defence of ihci

own principles.

On Ihe day on which the dispute ended, Thomas
Lloyd rendered these three reasons lor withd
iiig from the establishmeni :

1st. Because their

worship.

Jnd. Bi cause their miiiislry was no gospel

las not a gospel

Ud. Because ll

dinanees.

Ilichard Davics

rdinanccs wt no gospt

received an account of
the dispute from Charles Lloyd, says, "But they
would not join with him to proveany of them,
llmugh often soliciied thereunto. Friends being
sullerers must submit to all disadvantages. They
had no notice beforehand of what matters ihey
should argue till they came lo the place of dis-

pute, and the last day they forced Thomas Lloyd
to about twenty.eight syllogisms, all written down
as they dis|)uled, to be answered extempore; and
the bishop said, he did not e.\pe^;t so much could
be said by any on that subject, on so little warn-
ing. He said that he e.\pected not to find so
much civility irom the Quakers. He highly
commended Thomas Lloyd, and our Friends
came off with them very well. They had also
much discourse with the chancellor, and one
Henry Dodwell, and with the Dean of Bangor,
alterwards Bishop of Hereford, very learned men,
who were also at the said dispute. . . . Several
of the clergy with whom I afterwards discoursed,
seemed not well satisfied with that dispute; for
they said, they thought the validity of water bap-
tism was much weakened thereby; and several
noted men that were present said, they thought
there could not have been so much said against
water baptism as had been said there."
The particulars of the dispute were not printed,

as the bishop the projector of it was conscious that
the cause he wished supported had lost ground.
Thomas Lloyd, however, appears to have had a ma-
nuscript copy of the account prepared bv the clerks
appointed by the bishop, which Robert' Proud, tl

iiislorian, had seen. The title he said,

account of a conference between the right rever-
end the Bishop of St. Asaph, and m7. Charles
Lloyd and Mr. Thomas Lloyd," &c. He adds,
" It is a learned and ingenious dispute, marked
wih moderation on both sides, chiefly in the syl-
hjgisiical method, on baptism, and what is called
the Lord's supper, &c., wiih divers Greek quola-
tKiiis and e.xplanations IroiTi the New Testament."
Thomas Lloyd conliiiued laithfully fulfilling

the ministry committed to him, and was willing
to spend and be spent for the service of his Divine
Master. His friends say of him, " He never
turned his back on the Truth, nor was weary in

his travels Sionwards, but remained a sound pil-

lar in the spiritual building. He had many dis-
putes with the clergy, and some called peers in
England, and also sulILred imprisonments and
much luss of outward substance, to the honour ol

Truth, and stopping in measure the mouths of
gainsayers and persecutors."

in the succeeding year I681;, Thomas Lloyd
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Soon after his arrival in the Province, he lost
le general principles ofj his wife Mary, who is represented in the testimo-

ny of cotemporarics, to have been a vuluabfe
Friend; and, indeed, we might have arrived at a
similar conclusion, from observing the character
of her daughters, who were some of the foremost
women in all respects, in the province. Her eld-
est daughter Hannah, on the death of her mother,
although but about her seventeenth year, look
charge of her father's household, and wisely and
lenderly conducted herself towards her younger
sisters. She acted a mother's part towards the
youngest, and her exemplary care was blessed to

them, and lo her own soul also.

About the close of 1683, Thomas Lloyd was
chosen one of the counsel of Pennsylvania, which
office he held for a long period. But although
busily engaged for the well-being of the people°of
the province wherein he had settled, his heart
yearned no less earnestly for the spiritual interests

of the Friends of his native country, Wales. The
travail and exercise of his soul for them, induced
him to address them the following epistle,

"Philadelpliia, 2i of Sixth mo., 1631.
" My dear and well beloved Friends, of and

belonging lo Dolobran Quarterly Meetin".
"The warm and tender salutation of my love

is unfeigned to you, with whom I have conversed
and walked some years, in unity, zeal, concord,
and endeavoured serviceableness. You are, be-
cause of our nearness, fimiliar, yet honourable in

my thoughts and esteem. The truth as it is in

Jesus, prosper and increase daily in your minds,"
and rest bountifully on your habitations. My
heart is affected with the remembrance of you,
and especially of the virtue and operation of that

living principle which traverseth the deeps, and
though it bounds the seas, yet cannot be bound
thereby, but continues its being and entireness
through and over all distances, and makes
many, one people to himself. The God of I

and the excellency of Jacob is with us, and the
present days are as ihe former, days of glad tid-

ings, days of humility, days of holy fear, obedi-
ence ami refreshment, increase and growth to the
faiihful. We and you are under respective exer-
ercises, the way of your trial may be in a more
severe manner at present. The Lord in his wont-
ed tenderness bear you up, and grant you a re-

joicing in simplicity and godly sincerity before

love I bid you a Christian and brotherly farewell 1

Your friend and brother,

Thomas Lluvd."

SclMted.

THE PILGRIM OF ZIOX.
Sad i)ilgrim of Zion, though chastened awhile,
ThrouRli this dark vale of tears, Hope still bids th

smile;
Far spent is the night,—see approaching the day,
That calls thee from sorrow and sighing away.

Xo tear of repentance, nor wave of the storm,

—

Not a cloud shall e'er darken the light of that morn<
Where thy sun sets no more, but forever shall shiu
Unsullied in beauty, in glory divine.

lite thy robe, shed blood, the pr

thee from earth, and to raise tlice to hcani 1

e blooms in peace, and blest joys feast thJ

Where God is thy glory, the Lord thy delight.

Oh I pilgrim, till then, be thou instant in prayer,
Life's sorrows and pains thy Redeemer will bear;

h, still the love that ne'er dies,

conduct thee in peace to the skies.

J. TavloI.

Reposing in de
Sheds a light t

Selecta4.

UEAVEX'S LESSON'.

An him. That is no new thing to you, to sulfer joy-
fully in your persons and goods ; Ihe Lord gave
us strength, courage, satislaction and honours
thereby. Whilst he is in our eyes, and his holy
fear in our hearts, whether in bonds or free, in

that or this part of the world, our preservation we
shall witness. Our meetings are very full : I guess
we had no less number than eight hundred last

First-day. We are glad lo .see the faces of ser-

viceable Friends here, who come in God's free-

dom, who are persons of a good understanding
and conversation, and will discharge their sta-

tions religiously; such will be a blessing to the

province. The favourable revolution 01 Provi-

dence hath founded the government so here, that

a man is at liberty to serve his Maker without
contempt, discouragement, or restraint. Truth
indeed makes men honourable, not only here, but

in most places at last ; but here Truth receives a

good entertainment at first. Our governor is

embarking lor England; our well wishes go with
and attend him. He hopes lo have an opportunity

Heaven te.nicheth thee to mourn thou fair young bridej

Thou art its pupil now. The lowest class.
The first beginners in its school, may learn
How to rejoice. The sycamore's broad leaf,

Kissed by the breeze, the humblest grass bird's Ile8^
Murmur of gladness; and the wondering babe
Borne by its nurse forth in the open fields,

Learneth that lesson. The wild mountain stream,
That throws by fits its gushing music forth,

•

The careless sparrow, happy even though frosts
Nip his light foot, have learned the simple lore
How to rejoice. Mild nature teacheth it :,

To all her innocent works.

But God alone
Instructeth hoK to mourn. He doth not trust
His highest lesson to a voice or hand
Subordinate. Behold He cometh forth !

*

A meek disciple, bow thyself and learn
The alphabet of tears. Receive the lore,
.Sharp though it be, to an unanswering breast,
A will subdued.

And may such wisdom spring
From these sad rudiments, that thou shalt gain
A chase more noble ; and advancing, soar
Where the sole lesson is a seraph's praise.

Ob I be a docile ^holar, and so rise

Where mourning hath no place.

Yet aga
hui

Who ha

ihle

Selected.

consider them of old, the good, the great, the

' wisdom and glori6ed

they the loved and I

blessed the world
their God by purity

—

Did those speed in favour? w
admired?

Was every prophet had in honour? and every desiriog

one remembered to his praise 7

What shall 1 say of yonder band, a glorious cloud of

witnesses,

The scorned, defamed, insulted—but the excellent of

earth
;

It were weariness to count up noble names, neglected

in their lives,

Whom none esteemed, nor cared to love, till death had
sealed them his.

For good men are tlie health of the world, valued only

when it perisheth.
Like water, light, and air, all precious in their absence.
Who hath considered the blessing of his breath till the

poison of an asthma struck i

Who hath regarded the just pulses of his heart, till

spasm or paralysis have stopped them ?
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9, an unobserved routine of daily grace and
om,

Id, wliosc

! Ashes.—The value of aslies as a slimu-

^egelable life, is now too well understood

illustratioii. On corn, wheat, garden

es, and root crops in general, the highly

il effects of wood ashes, have probably

messed by every one. In compost, they

wreat value; and as a top-dressing for

nd—especially where the land is cold and

to the production of nnoss, or has become
oul,' ashes are of the greatest service. In

vaiion of fruit trees, no application is of

elTiciency, or productive of more imme-
obvious resulls.

;flect of leached ashes upon the crop may
)od, perhaps, for one or two years as that

nieached, but it cannot be as permaneni,

of the polash is washed out by the pro-

leaching. " Wood ashes may be used to

ge to almost every class of crops, but es-

as dressing for grass, grain, millet, and

corn; but they are the most perceptible

'guminous plants such as clover, peas,

&c. As a top-dressing to grass lands,

)t out the moss, and promote the growth ol

over. Upon red clover, their effects will

3 certain if previously mixed with one-

f their weight of plaster."

ihere is a remarkable difference in the

of potash produced by equal weights ol

t trees and plants. In Sir Humphrey
Lectures on Agricultural Chemistry, we
table showing this difference in several

[trees and plants, which we give below as

r of interest to the curious. Potash was
lied " salts of wormwood," and the reade

ceive that the name was not inappropriate

e notices that while the oak has only 15

1000 of potash, wormwood has 730!

Parts of Potasli

parts
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to order your lives niid convpr'sniion in nil things ;
' pnlion. IIo lind the salisfnclion to deliver hor to

for ihe children of God nrc led by his Spirit. 1 the owners in Clare, with the proceeds oflhc out-

hnvc olleii gn ;illy lenred, lest the descendants of wiird carfjo, in Aniericnn p,i)U\. The rest of the

the Lord's worlhies, who were full of faith nnd ,
crew, four in number, reiiched home nlive, but

good works, should liike i heir rest in the outside i very much debililnted. Mr. Theriau is a mere
of thing's, valuing themselves on being the oil'- skeleton, from over e.ierlion, anxiety, nnd want
sprinj: of such : n sorrowful mislako which thetof'leep. The proceeds of the .cargo were insured

Jews fell into! May all cq^isider that it is impos- in [iosion, nnd it is belived some suitable acknow-
sible to be the children of Abraham, unless iliey ledgnicnt will be made of the youni; man's faith

it is slain nnd destroyed by submitting to the WcJ
of everlasting life.

^

" The enemy's tcmplalions arc ever directed t

the mind, which is within; if they lake nol,il|

not ; if thev arc embraced, lust IS pt)

do the work of Abraham." The remarks that fo

low are of particular interest to those in the min-

istry :—The testimony given me to bear, went forth

sharply against such who were strong and confident

ill profession, without real expirience of the living

virtue and holy elTioacy of God's eternal Truth, to

quicken and season their spirits. We find it very

hard to gnin any entrance on such. The testi-

mony is olten lelt to rebound, which in low limes

is a great discouragement to the poor instrument.

Here the faith and patience of the Gospel must be

exercised. 1 undersiood nfter meeting, that the

state of some present had been lemarknbly spoken

to that day, which tended to humble my mind in

thaiikl'ulness before the Lord, for his gracious

help and guidance.

After these exercising painful tiines, doubts are

apt to enter nnd fears to possess the mind, lest

we have been mistaken in what we apprehended

AUv.
, energy and perseverance.

—

Boston Daily

For "The Friend."

THE CROSS OP CHRIST.

" If any man will come nfter me, lot him deny
himself and lake up his cross daily, nnd follow

me, for whosoever will save his life shall lose it :

but whosoever will lose his lile for my sake, the

same shall save il, for what is a man advantaged,

if he gain the whcjie world, and lose himself or

be cast nway ? For whosoever shall be ashamed
of me and of my words, of him shall the Son of

man be ashamed when he shall come in his own
glnry, nnd in his Father's and of the holy angels."

This unalterable doctrine spoken by the Son and
sent of God himself, is plain, positive and easy to

be understood by every one
;
yet a stroni; disiiosi-

ppenrs through almost all Christendom
le Lord required of us to deliver. 1 say us, as

|

lo evade it; and it is much to be feared that

I do not doubt that it has been the experience of many thereby jeopard the salvation of their sou

many others as well as mine. This ought to be '

carelully guarded against, lest the poor instru-

ment sink below its service, by giving away its

strength nnd sure deience. The soul's armour
and weapons being thus imprudently given away
or cast otf, our spirits are weaker than those ol

others, and consequently fall under them. Here
that dominion, in which there is ability to teach,

may be lost.

There is great danger also, on the other hand,

of being too confident nnd secure. I have ob-

served some, alter they have darkened counsel

by a multitude of words without right knowledge,
and exreedingly burdenfcd the living, appear quite

cheerful and lull of satisfaction, seeming as if

thoroughly pleased themselves. This is a lamen-

table blindness, and discovers them to be at a

great distance from the dictates and holy impres-

sions of Truth. This is what all ought earnestly

to pray they may be preserved from, walking

carefully in the middle path, retaining a jealousy

over themselves, with a single eye to God's
honour and the promotion of his Truth. Then
will their feet be shod with the preparation of the

Gospel of peace, and will appear bcuulilul upon
the mountains."

A Sailor Hero.—Although instances of hero-

ism and self sacrifice are not rare among sailors,

few can be adduced more striking than one thai

hns recently come to our knowledge. The British

brig Venilia, Capt. D'Entr
tacia, Wtst Indies, October

Soon after sailing, the officers and crew, seven in

number, were taken down with fever, except a

young seaman, named Hilaroin Theriau. Find-

ing that upon him alone rested the responsibility

ol managing the vessel, nnd of providing for the

salcty ol the lives and property thus unexpeciedly
thrown upon his charge, he put the brig under a

reeled topsail only, to prepare for severe weather.
When eight days out, Capt. D"Entrement died ;

five days afierwards the first officer breaihed his

hist. Theriau alone, for lorly days, steered the

vessel; hove her lo, to cook, to attend to the

sick, lo bury the dead, and to take a few hours
rest in the day time ; and did his best to get the

vessel home, although unacquainted with navi-

amenlably frustrate the glorious de

God concerning them. The " Cross of Christ

is a figurative speech, borrowed from the outward
tree or wooden cross on which Christ submitted

to the will of God, in [lermitting him lo suffer

death at the hands of evil men," but the "Cross"
of Christ, " mystically, is that Divine grace and
power, which crosses the carnal wills of men,
gives a contradiction to their corrupt affections,

and constantly opposeth itself lo the inordinate

and fleshly appetite of their minds; and so may
be justly termed the instrument of man's holy

dying to the world, and being made conformable

to ihe will of God : nothing else can mortify sin

or make it easy for us to submit to the divine will

in things otherwise very contrary lo our own."
The preaching of the Cross in primitive times,

was fitly called by Paul, that skilful apostle in

spiritual things, " the power of God," though to

them that perish, it was then as now foolishness.

That is, " to those who were truly weary and I

heavy laden, and needed a deliverer, to whom sin

was burdensome and odious; the preaching of

the Cross, by which sin was to be mortified, was
the power of God, or a preaching of the divine

power, by which they were made disciples ol

Christ, and children of God; and it wrought so

powerfully upon them, that no proud or licentious

mockers could put them out of love wiih it. But
to those who walked in the broad way in the full

latitude of their lusts, and dedicated their time
mem, left St. Eus-

j
and care to the pleasure of their corrupt appetites,

30, for Clare, N. S.
j

to whom all yoke and bridle were, and are, intol-

shness." This holy power of the Cross ol" Christ

makes its appearance inward in the heart and soul

for where the sin is, the Cross must be. Now
all evil comes from within ; this Christ taught.

"From within, out of the heart of man proceed

evil thoughts, adulteries, fornications, murders,
thefts, covelousness, wickedness, deceit, Inscivious-

ness,an evil eye, blas|)hemy, pride, foolishness: all

these evils come from within and defile the man,"
if given way to. How wnichlul we ought to be al

ail times and in all places lest we give way lo

those evil propensities that make their appearance
in the heart, and make them ours ; for then sin

will be brought forth and live in the heart, until

sently conceived, thai is inordinate desires; Ji,

conceived brings forth sin; and sin finished, tb|

is acted, brings forth death. In all this, the h»i
of an evil man is the devil's mint, his wurk-houii

the place of his residence, where he exercises k

power and art." And wiien he thus gets posN
sion of the heart nothing short of the power
Christ, the Lamb of God that laketh away tl

sins of the world can dispossess him, spoil ajj |ij

goods nnd cast them out.
,

So that it is easy to bo understood, " Wheij

the Cross must be taken up, by which alone ili

strong man can be bound, his goods spoiled, aij

his temptations resisted; that is wiihiii tlioheaj

of man." " The cross and the way are spiriua
j

it is an inward submission of the soul lo thewii

of God, ns it is manifested by the light of Clin I

in the consciences of men; though it be cuDtrarl

to their own inclinations. For exun|)le; whe

evil presents, that which shows ihe evil doesal.-

tell them, they should not yield to it ; and iftb«|

close with its counsel il gives them power toe
j

cape it. But they thiit look and gaze upon II

leinptation, at last full in with it, and ure ovel

come by il ; the consequence of which is guiliaij

judgment. Therefore, as the Cross is lliut Spifi

and power in men though not of men but ofGoii

which crosselh and reprovelh the ne-,liy lasisan

alFections; so the way of taking up tlie.Croesi:

an entire resignation of soul lo the discoveries ao

requiriiigs ol It. Not to consult worldly plcasurt

or carnal ease, or interest, tor such are caplivak

in a moment, but continually to w.itch again;

the very appearance of evil, and by the obeJieoc

of faith, of true love lo and confidence in G«
cheerfully to olFer up to the death of the Cro.-

that evil part in themselves, which not endurin

the heat of the siege, and being impatient iolh,

hour of temptation, would by its near relation I

the tempter, more easily betray their souls intl

his hands."
j

This shows to every one's experience, hoi|

hard it is to be a true disciple of Jesus 1 Thj

way is narrow indeed, and the gate very straii

—where not a word, no, not a thought, must sli]

the watch or escape judgment; such circuinspeci

tion, such caution, such patience, such conslancjj

such holy fear and trembling, give an easy inteij

prelation 'o that hard saying "Flesh and bloo,

cannot inherit the kingdom of God;" those wh

me captivated with fleshy lusts and alleclioo^

lor they cannot bear the Cross, and they that can.

not endure tbe Cross, must never have the Crowi

" To reiim, 'l is necessary fust lo sull'ef."
,

Extraordinary Discovery of Coins.—A ver

extraordinary discovery was made by a labourin;

man in the neighbourhood of Coleraine recenti;

while cleaning out a ditch. He li)uiid nn ur

containing 1937 coins, together with 341 ouna|

of silver in pieces of various sizes. The coii

are Roman, in the most perfect stale of proserv:,

tion, of the most antique description, and what ,

very singular, no two coins appear lo beartlj

same superscription. The silver is composed of

large number of weighty ingots and ornamenli|

pieces, supposed to hive been used on arnioi,

lor horses. There are also several battle nxc

marked with Roman characters. The whole

now in the possession of James Gilmour, wntcl

maker, Coleraine, where they may bo seeo t;

any one curious in the science of numismatics. :
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hai Chickens,—It would appear from the

ihnt Shanghai chickens are not in I'avour

—"We are adverse to all big things,

g mountains, and we love ihem because

the immediate creation of God, and are

aiming lo heaven. We never saw n big

i, but had cost more than he came to, in

him grow up lo liis size. So with big

-and in reply to a Shanghai I'riend,

ivilh the AecWn'mg furore, we here give it

pinion that two pair of legs attached lo

i thriliy fowls, like the Mf.xican game and

will sustain and keep in a better condi-

e flesh and feather than a pair of gouty

ter a modern Chinaman. And, too, care-

irison, deduced from the realities of cause

t, teaches us that, as scratching is one of

enis of good living to a rooster, the

ireeds in this parlicular, have greatly the

,e over the aulomalon monsters of the

^ard. With bountiful crops and good sea-

may be made to do ; but lb53 was whole-

ow to practical Shanghai breeders. Give

rking or Mexican game for the spit—

a

lo crow—a turkey to roast, and guinea

eggs, and we will give up all other fowl

D those who choose to indulge in them.

doodle-doo^ was ihe good old-fashioned

ow of ihe roosters in the days of our boy-

le insupportable 'Come and feed me
of the Shanghai, is doleful enough to an

he funeral of a corn-crib."

^ralio7i to Iowa.—The i

present season is astonii

ration into

and unpre-

For miles and miles, day after day,

ries of Illinois are hned with cattle and

pushing on towards this prosperous State,

nt beyond Peoria, during a single month,

n hundred and forty-three wagons had

and all lor Iowa. Allowing five persons

ion, which is a fair average, would >

'

jIs to the population.

ee Negro Boy arrested as a Fugitive

The HIairsville (Pa.) Apalachian says

ihen Slinler, a coloured boy, born in thai

IS been arrested as a fugitive on board

iti boat, and taken to Covingion, Ky. The
the boat ihrealened to flog ihe boy if

'

-onl'ess he was a fugitive, and under the

nsion of punishment he made such an a

The citizens of Blairsville are takit

correct this outrage, and to punish those

in it.

—

Ledger.

facture of Salt.—During 1853, there

inulacturtd at the sail springs at and near

e, New York, 5,404,45;i bushels of sail,

larger quaniily than has been nianufac-

ring any previous year. In 179.2, ihe year

3re opened, only 25,476 bushels wtre

D. Neu-s.

ojs hi/ Machinery.—The mill recently

by Wm. M. Cooper & Co., in Church

lelow Washiiiglon, for the manufacture of

)y machinery, has now gone lully into ope-

Flour barrels are now turned out with a

that defies competition, and the slaves and

being prepared with that precision that

peculiarly to machinery they fit together so

ly that it is almost imposcible to see the

The hoops are the only part of the barrels

prepared by hand.

—

Ledger.

1 you set about a good work, do not rest

have completed it.

Institute for Coloiircil Yoiilli.

To the Instiluio for Coloured Youth

—

The Managers Report:

That during the past year the schools in Lom-
bard street have been conducted in a very interest-

mg and creditable manner, by the same teachers

mentioned in our last report, viz., Charles L. Rea-

son, principal of the high school, Grace A. Maps,

assistant teacher of the female department of the

me, and Sarah M. Douglass, teacher of the pri-

mary school for girls.

At the dale of our last report, the primary

school had been so short a time in operation that

ve made but a brief allusion to it, but we are now
)leascd to state our belief, that both in a moral

and literary point of view, the teacher has exer-

cised a salutary influence over the pupils, and is

very desirous to carry out the object of its estab-

lishment, to prepare the sciiolars for entering the

high school.

The great need of this preparation is continu-

ally manliest, those applying for admission being

very deficient, particularly in arithmetic. Through
her careful conscientious attention, several of her

scholars have been enabled recently lo pass thi

examination needful for admission to the high

school, and we are informed by her reports, th

ihere is a commendable spirit on ihe part of most

of the children lo reach the required qualification

We continue to mniniain closely the standard

of attainment requisite for admission. This h;

limited the number of boys under the care of oi

principal, C. L. Reason, more than we hoped

would be the case, but we are confirmed in ou

belief that it operates favourably, by slimulalin;

ihe pupils in other schools to more exertion to

improve and qualify ihemselves, ihus extendin^

the usefulness of our instilulion beyond its walls.

We had expected that our school would have

attracted some pupils from a distance; but the

realization of this, has as yet been prevented,

chiefly, we believe, by the want of a suitable

place for boarding young persons of colour.

in addition to the usual course of instruction, as

stated last year, arrangements were made by the

board, with Edward Parrish, (a very competent

lecturer,) to deliver a series of lectures on che-

mistry, during the winter months. Through his

kindness and the interest felt by him in the ob-

jects of our Institute, the Managers were enabled

at a very moderate expense, to give our scholars

the opportunity of acquiring much valuable infor-

mation. The lectures were illustrated by suitable

apparatus and experiments, and were made very

inieresting by the clear and agreeable manner of

delivery.

Those of the managers who were present can

bear witness to the intelligent attention and or-

derly deportment of the audience, which consisted

not only of the pupils of the schools, but of many
of iheir parents and friends. The study of che-

mistry lias since been pursued in the school with

advantage.

A very satisfactory semi-annual examination

of the pupils of the high school was held in the

early part of the Second month. A number ol

managers and a large company of the friends ol

the scholars and of the Inslilution, were present.

The time allotted for the purpose proved too short

for recitation in all the branches taught, but those

attended to were well performed.

The weekly examinations by the manage
have, however, atforded good opporluniiies for

horoughly testing the attainmcnis of our c

At many of these, Friends interested in the Insti'

lulion, have attended, and questioned the boys

closely, and have expressed themselves well sutis.

fied with the appropriate answers given on various
bji cts. We have also had occasionally, seve-

I visitors frotn iho southern Slates, who were
idently much surprised at the progress of the

pupils, and who very candidly expressed their

satislaction with it, although more or less con-
nected with that oppressive system which would
chain down all the nobler faculties of the mind,
and repress all aspirations after the true dignity

of manhood, for the low and selfish purpose of
making men instruments lo acquire weullh and
gratify ambilion.

In the female department of the high school,

there is also great improvement. Several of the
girls give evidence of lalent, and will, we think,

by their diligent application and great interest in

ihe pursuit ol' knowledge, be prepared before long,

to act as instructors of others. The exemplary
deportment of their female teacher, and the faith-

ful unassuming manner in which she performs tho

duties of her station, are very satisfactory to tho

Board.

An evening school for boys has been kept up
during the winier as heretofore and was pretty

well attended. This was taught by our principal

Charles L. Reason. That he performed this ser-

vice to the satisfaction of his scholars, was hand-
somely manifested by their delegating one of their

number to present him with a valuable token of
iheir regard, which was delivered with a very ap-
propriate address, expressive of their sense of tho
value of his instructions.

The Library and Reading Room continue to bo
well managed by our efficifiit superinlendi,-nls and
librarians, James M. Bustill and wife. Order and
regularity are preserved. The books are well

taken care of and extensively read. Many of the

catalogues have been sold, and fines are collected

when the rules are not complied with.

We have made some additions to the Library
during the past year. Chiefly periodicals selected

from the best published on mechanics, agriculture,

and general liierature. A few good books of re-

ference have also been added.

The Institute continues to be viewed very fa-

vourably by the respectable and intelligent por-

tion of our coloured population, and they are

increasingly disposed to avail themselves of its

advantages, and by their example and advice, to

induce others to do the same.

The number of pupils now on the register of

the High School is 37, of whom 18 are males,

and 19 females,—their attendance is very regu-

lar.

The pupils of the Primary School number about

30.

A report from the Librarians will accompany
this. On behalf of the Board,

ftl. C. Cope, Sec'y pro tern.

Esteemed Friends,—In presenting our first an-

nual report, we congratulate you that Ihe anxiety,

care and expense attending this institution, have

not been in vain ; though the location is felt to be

a great drawback upon its prosperity, many pa-

rents objecting lo place their children in contact

with the profanity and immorality ihat prevail

here in great profusion.

A number of persons from other Stales have
visited the library, who expressed themselves very

much gratified with the beauty of the room, and
the liberality of iho managers.

A portion of Ihe visiling commitlee have b<>on

regular in attendance, and have shown themselves

deeply inler<;stcd in the library and reading-room.

From the opening of Ihe library lo Fourth

month 1st, l^-)\, cards of admission have been

issued lo 38U persons.
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Nuinbur of books loaned oul during tlic

year,

Number of books loaned in reading-room,

Books remaining out, "JIS.

iinlces received, 3S9.

Tola I,

The number of readers now using the library,! "On iho opening of the afiernoon session, on
345, ol which 175 are mules and 170 females, the nomination of the representatives, the clerks

were reappointed, and the minutes of the Meeting
4210 for Sullerings were read. By these it appeared
1363 that meeting had sent a Remonstrance to Con-

gress against the extension of the area of slavery

5575 l)y the Nebraska bill, and had petitioned the legis-

lature of the Slate in favour of a prohibitory

I liquor law.

Many books not in the library, have been called
|

" On Seventh-day morning, the answers to the
for, but very few persons have left without receiv- queries were considered, during which many re-

ing instruction from those already provided.
I
marks were elicited; and having proceeded as far

There are now on the tables for the use of the
i

as the third query and answer, inclusive, ad-
reading-ronm

—

Journed.
7 Nos. of The Builder.

j

" In the afiernoon, the consideration of the an-

Civil Engineer and Architect's I swers was resumed and finished, and a memorial
Journal. I of the Monthly Meeting of New York concerning

Practical Draughtsman's Book of ; Anne Molt was read, when the meeting adjourned

11 Nos,
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JOHN HOWARD,

he norlh side of the priory of St. Barlho-

says John Slowe, in his " tjuivey of
' " is the hine truly called long, which

from Smilhfield to Aldersgate-slreet."

file when our venernhle metropolitan to-

T recorded this characteristic notice of a

wn localiiy, it wus " built on both sides

enients for brokers, tipplers, and such

ut the brokers had the predominance

Is, for an annolator upon Strype de-

lOng-lane as "a place ot note for the sale

el, linen, and upholsterer's goods, bolh

nd and new, but chiefly for old." It is

n probable, that many a thrifly salesman

ueer old neighbourhood made a decent

ut of his yearly gains, though only one

now of has attained to any celebrity. This

1, that no fortune was ever laid up by any

igent sons of trade in our great metro-

itined to a better use in the hands of the

successor, than the fortune ol' him to

e now rel'er. Many a fatlier has felt

! wise man so touchingly expresses: "I

the Uibour which I had taken under the

juse I should leave it to the man that

B after me, and who knoweth whether he

a wise man or a foul?" And survivors

nessed a sad squandering by the new

r of money scraped together by much
Jsl not a little of self-denial. But the

us tradesman in Long-lane, whom we
thinking of, was honoured as the accu-

of riches which, instead of " perishing

sore travail," became, through the bene-

jf his son, the instrument of mercy to

and the world, surrounding his name
jslre at which generations to come will

k with reverence and praise.

Howard ktpl a shop somewhere about the

fthe place so noted for the sale of uphol-

joods ; and when, by diligently following

of business, he had obtained enough to

i
" otiu7n cum digyiitate,^' lie first retired

d, and then removed to Clapton. About

2 Clapton residence was described as a

e mansion situated on the western side of

t, but much decayed, and lately disfigured.

3n alter it was pulled down. There, in

r. Howard must have been living in good

ances, as in that year he paid the fine

serving as sherifl' of London. He had

ion, about thirteen years old, who was
' born in the Clapton house; though con-

siderable obscurity rests on the scene as well as

the exact date of his birth. This son was llie

John Howard on whose name, by universal accla-

mation, the title of philanthropist has been bestow,

ed—a title far surpassing any which heralds can
record or sovereigns confer. We fancy we see

liim in his father's garden—a lad not tall of his

age, yet thin and spare, and rather fragile in liis

make and appearance, with large nose, and eyes

sparkling with benevolence, and compressed lips,

which show that he carries with him a will too

strong to be easily broken. Hair cut short in

front and curled behind, and costume somewhat
like a full court dress in miniature, complete the

portrait. Young Howard went to school for

seven years with Mr. Worsley, a good Greek
scholar at Hertford ; and was then removed lo

the care of Mr. Eames, who was tutor in a semi-

nary conducted in Tenter Alley, Moorficlds, for

the education of both dissenting ministers and lay-

men. Mr. Hames was of rare attainments, a

friend of isir Isaac Newton, and pronounced by
Dr. Walts to be the most learned man he ever

knew. But Howard, with these advantages, never
turned out a scholar. Strange to say, he not only

knew very little of Latin, and less Greek, but he

could never write his own language with propri-

ety and correctness. But among his school as-

sociations there occurs one of those instances o(

generosity with which his history abounds. Mr.
Densham was assistant to Mr. Eames, and won
the respect and gratitude of Howard. The latter,

just before setting out on iiis last and fatal journey,

gave Ills old tutor an unlimited order to draw on

his banker for wha'ever sum he might stand in

need of; but the delicate conscientiousness of the

poor scholar was as great as the benevolence of

his rich friend, for though at the time having only

twelve or thirteen pounds a-year, he diminished

his little capital rather than accept the discretion-

ary privilege.

Howard's father did whnt 'it^vi m^n in his cir-

cumstances are wont to do. Though he could

leave his son a fortune, he determined to bring

him up to trade, and therefore bound him appren

tice to Messrs. Newnham and Shipley, wholesale

grocers in Walling-street. For that old thorough-

lare with a Roman name, we must confess some
considerable pencltant. Memories of the time

when the great masters of the world had their

provinces in Britain, and Roman manners and

Roman hearts covered the banks of the Thames,
all about that neighbourhood, come thick and fast

before the mind's eye, as we sometimes thread

that alley-like avenue to London Bridge, in pre-

ference to the broader and more crowded high-

way of Cheapside. Milton's shade, of course,

meets us at the corner of Milk-street, and we like

to think also of the grocer's apprentice, grown

somewhat since we described him at Clapton ;

who amidst hogsheads of sugar and chests of tea

was acquiring habits of application to business of

no little use to him in ulier life. Meditating on

tills early portion of Howard's history, our

thoughts take the shape so well defined by his

last biographer:—" No man can foresee even for

an hour the turns ol' fortune. It is the part of

wisdom to be armed and prepared for whatever

may belall. Knowledge of a profession is no bur-

den. A gentleman is n^.t the less a grnlleman
because lie is convtMsant with law, with trade,

with medicine; nay, ho is then more a gentleman
than he otherwise could be, for he is more com-
pletidy independent. He alone is perfect master
of his actions who has a personal m'-ans oflivin"

—some art or cral't, knowledge or skill, of which
chance and change cannot divest him ; wanting
this, his present interest or his fears for the future

must often modify his liopcs and warp his con-
science."

It would seem, however, as if Howard, who had
been well schooled in filial obedience, only sub-

mitted lo the drudgery of the grocer's warehouse,
without any liking for scales and ledgers, inas-

much as we find that almost immediately upon his

father's death he procured the surrender of his

indentures. His apprenticeship obligations were
early cancelled upon the payment of n sum of
money ; but the youth, freed from the yoke of
servitude, was by no means disposed to riot in his

new-found liberty, but with a steadiness and care

such as belong to the ripest years of human life,

he attended to the preservation, improvement, and
proper use of the patrimony he inherited. Ho
personally superintended the repairs of the Clap-

ton House, and as we walk through the main
street of that now populous suburb, we think of

Howard's visit to the paternal abode, and his re-

collections amidst the scenes of his boyhood, and
call to mind how daily ho might be seen by a

buttress of the garden wall, at the hour when the

baker was passing with his cart, buying a loaf of

the man, and flinging it over the wall, and then,

with a laugh, saying to his father's gardener, the

playmate probably of his own earlier days, " Har-

ry, see if there is not something for you there

among the cabb.iges." The frolicsomeness of

Howard in his youth bore the stamp of true kind-

liness of disposition, and that punctuality in en-

gagements which marked the entire history of

Howard in his manhood.

But he did not live in the Clapton House—that

was let. His own place of abode was Stoke New-
ington. He had lodgings there, where he studied

and improved his mind. The delicate stole of

his health required more attentive nursing than

he found in the house where he first lodged, so he

removed to apartments under the roof of Mrs.

Sarah Lowne, a widow of a little properly, resid-

ing in Church-street, who devoted her time to the

care and comfort of the young invalid. He had

some rather strange notions, and when they

shaped themselves into the form of duty, they al-

ways rested upon n very firm substratum of con-

scientiousness. Though he was only twenty-five,

he considered that he could justly repay the lady

[for lier kimlness, though she was fifty-two, by

j

nothing less than the oU'erof his hand in marriage,

I with tho resolution of promoting the happiness of

her life w ho had saved his. The eccentric proposal

was at first refused, but being strongly urged, was

at length accepted, and Howard amply ledeemeJ

i his vow. He always expressed himself as having

been linppy in his choice, though his domestic

enjoynunt was nf a dilfercnl chancier from that

I

which ho afterwards so richly rca|)ed during the
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leii yiars ofwcilJed coii)|iaiiioiislii|) lie spent with
,

to make, we st.iti d lliat a pig would nut grow, IT

his second will—his beloved I Icniiclla. Thi? first I deprived of iij;lil. We soun after met nn old

Mrs. Howard died id 1755, between two and three
j

genlleuian, and he had lived sixty years without

years after her marriage, and lies buried in St.

Mary's, While-cliapel. Howard felt lonely when
this tie was dissolved, and broke up housekeeping,

giving away his furniture to the poor of tiiu vil-

lage. The old [gardener we have mentioned re-

ceived for his sliiiro a bedstead and bidding, a

table and hall' a dozen chairs, together with a new-

scythe—a dividend of the philanthropist's relics

which, at a subsequent period, « hen tiio donor's

discovering the fact, and ihu first words he ad-

dressed to us were;—"well, you told me why
my pigs would not grow. Two years ago, I put

in a snug place under my barn, six pigs. It was
warm but dark, and ihey were fed through the

floor. In the spring 1 took them out, and ihey

looked like rats. Tliey hadn't grown a pound. '

A larnier of our acquaintance was some time

since driving a mare. We asked him how she

fame had spread lar and wide, became mightily I became blind. He told us that he |)ut her and

enchanced in value. We have no means of as- 1
two other three year old horses into a perfectly

dark stable in the fall, and in theceriaining the house where Howard lived at Stoke

Newiiigtoii, but we know where he worshipjied.

We have a vivid recolleciion of the old iiide|iend-

cnt chapel there, as ii appeared about twenty years

ago, then much in the same state it had been in

I'roin the beginning. The small pulpit, suimounted

with a huge sounding-board, and ihe tall-bucked

pews and heavy galleries, spoke of other days,

constiiuliiig an appropriate back-ground for the

figure of young Mr. Howard in earnest prayer, or

reverently listening to his pastor, Micaiah Town-
send. The man of whom we write, it should be

remembered, was eminent for his spiiitual piely,

no less than his active benevolence. He breathed

through his letters and journals a devotional fer-

vour which, while they rebuke the languid reli-

gious sentiments of frigid professors of Christian-

ity, are calculated to excite a sympathetic ardour

in the hearts of all who have any spiritual sensi-

bility. The motto on his monument in Carding-

ton church, written by himself, was expressive ol

his evangelical creed, and his tone of humble con-

fidence from (irst to last, " My hope is in Christ."

Howard removed to lodgings in St. Paul's

churchyaid, whence he proceeded to the continent,

and where, we presume, he afterwards returned.

That visit to the continent was a very evenllul

one. Ho was taken prisoner, and barbarously

treated, and detained lor some months a captive

in Franco. There he saw and felt what entered

into his soul, and afterwards helped to impel him
onward in his astonishing career of prison visita-

tion and reform. He was permitted to return to

England, so strong was the confidence he inspired,

to negotiate himself with the government lor his

liberation. He had pledged his honour to go back

to prison if he did not succeed ; and when his

friends congratulated him on his escape, he desired

them to defer their expressions of joy, till he had

obtained an honoural^le discharge of his obliga-

tions. So the shadow of Howard passes us in St.

Paul's churchyard, out on parole, like another

Regulus, prepared to re-enter the land of captivity

if he cannot obtain liberty upon terms fair and just.

A right noble study is that for the men of com-
merce, and for all sorts of men who pass by St.

Paul's every day : My word is niTj Loud. This

sentiment, embodied in the conduct even of a

heathen, ought surely to guide all believers in that

book which commends him who " sweareth to liis

own hurt and changeth not."

(Conclusion neilweek.J

Light for Animals.—We are often impressed

with the gross neglect of otherwise intelligent

men, in not securing abundant light lor animal
liie. To the animal and the plant alike and to

each and every human being, light as well as

warmth, is absolutely indis|)ensuble. Put a plant

in a cellar and it will grow up colourless, flexible,

healthless. Put it in a dark place, and yet give

It air, and it will hardly do better. Yei people

will attempt to bring up animals imprisoned and
lioused. In some public remarks we had occasion

, soon
after they came to the light, they were stone blind.

These illustrations show conclusively, that light

is necessary to every living and growing thing.

Our barns are not light enough. Our houses, too

many of them, are too destitute of light. Parents

pursue a blind and benighted course, when they

encourage their children in living housed and im-

prisoned, when they encourage them in envelop-

ing their faces under impenetrable veils, lest their

cheeks should blister. You cannot blister the

cheek of a cherry or a peach. Better remember
that the ruddy glow of priceless health, and the

life and animation that irradiate beauty, can never

exist in perlection, unless in full and free expo-

sure to air and sun light.— Toledo Blade.

"I ain't going to learn a Traiic."

Ain't you \ I should like to know why not.

Hundreds and tens of thousands have learned one

before you, and many more will do the same
thing. A trade well learned, may make a name
and a fortune well earned, if you ever get either

without working for it, you will be either very
" lucky," or very uniortunate.

1 don't think much of a boy who says he is not

going to learn a trade. If his place in ihe world

is such that he can learn a good trade and have

a good situation, he will bo very unwise not to

seize the opportunity. A boy who goes to a

trade, deteriiiined to make himself inaser of his

business, and to be a welUinlbrmed and intelligen t

workman, will soon rise to the head of his proles-

sion, if he pursues the right path. The lailhful

apprentice who delights to do his day's work
well, and to do it to the best of his ability, so as

to earn the praise of his employer, will li^el hap-

pier, and be a more honourable man, than he who
does just enough to shulUe along through the

day, and then hurries away from his work as

though it were a nuisance.

I knew a boy who was too poor to go to school

and college, although he would have liked that

course very well. But he had to work. So he

went to learn a trade. Ho tried to do his work
always to the very best of his ability. He went
to a place, and the first day his master came to

look at what he had done, and alter closely exa-

mining it, he turned round and said to his fore-

man, " James, that is very excellent work for a

new boy. It is about as good as any of our jour-

neymen do it !" Did not that little fellow feel as

proud as if he had won a triumph? He was re-

warded from the start with the good o|)inion ol

his employer, and he never forgot the pleasure with

which he heard his master's encouraging words.

Not long ago a boy was about leaving school,

and as I had a chance to speak to him, 1 asked,
" What are you going to do?" " I am going

into a merchant's joobing house." " Going to be

a clerk, then. W by do you not learn a trade?"]

"Trade!' said he, "/ aim going to learn a\

trad* /"

" Not going to learn a liade 1 I should like to

know why a trade is not as good as a clerkship.

I suppose you think it is more genteel and rcspec.

table ! What would you do, if nobody learned «
trade? Where wnuld you be with your^oiWng.
house, I wonder. Now, if you would only be i

book-binder, or printer, or carpenter, or mason,

or shoemaker, and act with the true spirit of j

noble workman, you inay reach tile head of your

business, and become the best known man in yout

line in the country."
" What, be a cobbler .'"

" Certainly. You had better be a good cob-

bler, and a successful man in your diameter and

lile, than a bad clerk or a doubtful merchant

Have you never heard of men that have learnec

trades, and what they have done? Now,suppo«
1 and my brother, and a good many others, go Ic

work at our trades, and we make boots, shoes

hats, tin-pans, knives, threshing niilli, watches

and other things, and then, because you ha?i

never learned a trade, and don't know enuujjh It

1)0 of any other use to us, suppose we ask you ti

sell these for us—how much more genteel an

you than we? Is it genteel to earn a living ii

some way, without b'-ing obliged to take olTyoii

coat and dirty your hands? it may he gmletl

in one sense, but the clerk who begins in tlm

spirit will pretty surely make a bud inercham

The merchant or the clerk who will not take ol

his coat, and lilt a bale of goods, or nail up i

box, but makes the porter do it, because it ii

beneath him, may get along in the world, but tlm

chances are against him. !

" Learn a trade 1 Did you never hear of sucll

a man as Ben. Franklin, who learned the iirinliD|i

trade, and became one of the most distihguiahtil

men of modern times ? Have you never heard oj

a carpenter named Rittenhouse, or a man wbij

made philosophical instruments, and afterward
j

revolutionized the world with his discoveries ill

the steam engine? Have you heard of Jamel

Watts, or is It genteel not to know any ibinl

about trades or those who have learned them
jWho was Ark Wright, that followed the trade of

barber? Or Whitney, or Fulton? Who wi

Governor Armslroiig, of Massachusetts, or Isaa

lIiU of New Hampshire, who learned the tradecj

a printer. Did you ever hear of the man wh|

swung his sledge at the anvil, and became thf

distinguished blacksmith, named Elihu Burritli

And talking about cobblers, did you ever heart

a distinguished cobbler named Roger Shermani
Or of the illustrious lame cobbler of Londo|

named John Pounds, who founded Ragge|

Schools, and put into operation one of th

greatest pieces of moral machinery of the agel"

" No!"
" Y'ou haven't 1 Well, you know just enoug

to be a clerk ? You should leel it to be an h

to stand on the same platform with such

even if they are distinguished cobblers and
smiths.

But goon ! Be wise! Resolve to do alvai

as you know how ! Be faithlul, and perseveit

By and by we shall perhaps hear of your bein

a distinguished merchant—distinguished for ft

vale and public virtue."

So we bade our young friend good-bye, wi:

our best wishes, and resolved to say to oi

readers in the Evangelist, about the same, aa »

said to him.—iV. Y."Evangelist.

A Furious Elephant at Large— Three Hm t

killed.—We learn from the Providence (R. lit

Journal, of the 6tli inst., that the large ehphar*!

flannibal, attached to the Broadway menagenl
which was at exhibition at Pawtucket, oil Hie !|'.
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got loose from his keeper on the way
iwtucket to Fall River, early yesterday

;. Before starting, his keeper made him
Hinder part of a wagon loaded wiih 3500
for the purpose of getting it into line. It

sod thai this, although not unusual, might
ggesled to him tlie mode of atlack which
[ed afterwards. When ahout seven miles

wtucket he became furious, turned upon
er, who had to fly for his life and take

n a house, got free, and ruslied along the

;siroying every thing in his way. Meel-

irse and wagon belonging to Mr. Sialford

le thrust his tusk into the horse and lifted

'agon and rider into the air. He mangled
e terribly, and carried him about fifty feet

ew ihe dead body into a pond. The
vas broken to pieces, and Mr. Short con-

y hurt. The elefihant broke one of his

IS tusks in this encounter. A mile farther

har.t, now grown more furious, attacked

ime manner a horse and wagon, wilh Mr.
VV. Peck and his son. lie broke the

ind wounded the horse, which ran away,
k was pretty badly hurt in the hip.

) the keepers were engaged in securing

iller elephant, who had not, however,

;ed any signs of insubordination, the

ne got off from them, and went through

'ille, when Mr. Mason Barney and ano-

11 mounted their horses and kept on his

.near to him as was prudent, giving warn-

he danger to the passengers whom they

he way. The elephant would occasion-

1 to look at them, but did not attempt to

hem.

lext man in the path was Mr. Pearce, who
ng with his lillle son in a one horse wagon,

coming towards the elephant, and being

by Mr. Barney, turned around and pui

e to his speed, but the elephant overtuuk

J seizing the wagon, threw it into the air,

it to pieces, and breaking the collar bune

1 of Mr. Pearce. The horse, disengaged

e wagon, escaped with the fore wheels,

1 elephant gave chase for eight miles, but

:alch him. The elephant came back from

jccesslul pursuit, and took up his march

1 the main road, where he next encoun-

r. X Eddy, with a horse and wagon. lie

p the whole estabyahment in the same
before, smashed the wagon, killed the

nd wounded Mr. Eddy. He threw the

•enty feet over a fence into the adjoining

broke down the fence, went ovrr and

up the dead horse and deposited him in

, where he had first met hiin. He killed

;r horse, and pursued another, who fled to

the elephant followed, but at the door

; by a fierce bull dog, which bit his leg

ie him otF. Once on the route, the keeper

lead of him, saw him plunge over a wall

ie for a house. The keeper got into the

rst, hurried the frightened people within

pper story, and providing himself with an

xeeded in driving ofl^ ihe furious beast,

ihant finally exhausted his strength, and

iself down in the bushes, about two miles

ide's Ferry. Here he was secured with

and carried over the lerry to Fall River,

jf the lime he ran at the rate of a mile in

inutes. 8700 were paid in damages.

most favourable circumstances, he finds to be

twenty-five liiihoms, or one hundred and fifty fict,

and the lemporatur(; at that deplii 89 degrees

Fahrenheit. The peculiar transparency of tiiis

spot (in the Pacific Ocean) he attributes to its free-

dom from admixture wiih the comparatively tur-

bid waters of the great rivers of the East and
North-east of Asia, and partly to it.s high temper-

ature. Near Cape Horn the limit of vision is

about ten fathoms

—

sixty feet.

sparency of tlie Ocean.—Commander
of the United Slates Navy, has furnished

;rican Scientific Association an interesting

1 this subject. The lowest depth at which

are visible from the surface, under the

SeU'cleil.

" I have a great miiiil,"

" I have a great mind," said Jell'ery Jones, as he

sat alone by the fire, looking listlessly at the live

coals, and the flickering flume; " I have a great

mind to do it to-morrow."

The case to which Jt ffery alluded was this. He
had an aged relation to whom he had acted un-

kindly, nay, very unkindly, and what was worse,

he had never acknowledged his (ault. As he sat

by the fire on, the last night of the year, reflecting

on various events, his conscience smote him, and

then it was that, feeling compunction for the fact,

he thought about writing to his relative and con-

fessing his fault. " I have a great mind," said he,

" to do it to-morrow."

Now the great misfortune of il is, that when
one says he has " a great mind" to do a thing, his

mind is seldom or ever great enough to do it. He
merely means that he ha.s some inclination to do

it, but this by no means amouiils to an intention.

So it was with Jefl'ery Jones. He had pen, ink,

and paper within his reach, and his time was at

his own disposal; why, then, could he not write

his leiter that night as well as in the morning?
As Jefliery continued looking at the fire and

musing on things gone by, he remembered, also,

that a neighbour of his had done him an injury,

iliough nut intentionally. It is true that he had

endeavoured to atone for it, and earneslly implored

to be forgiven, but this forgiveness had never been

granted. The last night of the year however was

not a time to be implacable, so ihe thought of call-

ing on his neighbour in a kindly spirit occurred to

him. "I have a great mind," said he, " to call

on him to-morrow."

It was but six o'clock when lie said this ; why,
then, could he not have put on his hat and great

coat and seen his neighbour at once? He would

ihen have healed the wounded heart of another,

and afforded satisfaction to his own.
As Jeffrey Jones went on in his cogilalions, it

occurred further to his memory that a few days

before a case of great distress had been mentioned

10 him. A poor, deserving woman, well brought

up, had, by the sickness and death of her husband,

been reduced to extremity, so that a little tempo-

rary assistance was required to enable her to keep

her house over her head, and support her little

ones. There were many who were ready to help

her, but some one was wanted to take the lead.

Jeffery Jones was rich enough to spare from his

own purse the required sum without inconvenience,

or by the effort of an hour he might haveobtaiind

it from others, but lie neglected to lake either

course. The last night ol' the year brought the

matter home to him, and he began to think ol

going to the poor woman and telling her what he

intended to do. " I iiave a great mind," said he,

" to go to her in the morning."

O Jeffery I Jefll-ry ! hadst thou had the cause of

the poor woman at thy heart, thou wouldst liave

gone that very hour; the fatherless might then

have blessed thee, and ihe widow have put thy

name in her prayer.

Jeffery Jones mused another hour or two by his

cheerful firo and well-swept health, having a

"great mind" to do many things, hut ending all

in doing nothing. Th'' cold weather gave an ad-
ditional charm to his fireside; a comfurlahle loa

and a hot sufiper drove away from his thoughts
his aged relative, his pcnilent n'-ighhour, and the

poor widow ; and Jeffery Jones retired lo a downy
bed, very litile alfeeted with other people's miseries.

The morrow came and brought wiih it its occu-
palions and its cares ; and though Jiffery was in

a great degree, a man of leisure, lie found enough
business of one kind or anolher lo engage his at-

tention ; absorbed by the event.s of the passing

hours, the refleelions of ihe preceding night no
longer held a place in his memory.
A week or two of ihe new year had flown before

Jeffery Jones gave himself Iho trouble lo inquire

after the widow, and ho ihen learned ihat as no
one had slc[)pcd forward in her favour, the land-

lord had distrained upon her for rent, and the poor

broken-hearted woman with her little ones, had
departed no one knew where.

Go get thee to thy comforts, Jeffery Jones ; cat,

drink, and sleep, if thou canst, without compunc-
tion ; but for all this thou art not guiltless con-
cerning ihe fatherless and the widows. " Blessed

is he that considerelli the poor: the Lord will

deliver him in time of trouble—the Lord will

sirenglhen him upon the bed of languishing:

thou wilt make all his bed in his sickness." Psa.

xli, 1, 3.

It might, perhaps, be as much as llireo or four

tnonihs alier this, lor the hawthorn tree was tli(?a

in blossom, and ihe birds were singing, when iho

news came suddenly upon Jelfery Jones that his

neighbour had left the country for Canada, hav-

ing declared that if one thing more than another
oppressed his mind on quitting his native land, it

was the circumstance of his never having obtain-

ed the forgiveness of the neighbour whjm he had
unintentionally injured.

And so, Jefl'ery, thou hast allowed ihy neigh-

bour lo cross the wide seas wiih an arrow in his

heart, though wilh a word of kindness thou

mighlest have removed it, and poured oil and
balm into his wounds.
Thou hast prepared bitter herbs for thy repast,

and planted thorns in thy pillow. " If ihy

brother trespass against thee, rebuke him ; and
if he repent, forgive him. And if he trespass

against ihee seven times in a day, and .seven

limes in a day turn again to thee saying, I re-

pent: thou shall forgive him." Luke xvii. 3, 4.

It was when the rea[)ers were at work wilh

their sickles, and binding the sheaves in the

fields, that a leiter with a black seal came lo

Jeffery Jones, which made his heart misgive him.

It was, as he feared, to say that his aged relation,

to whom he had acted unkindly, was.dead.

And what thinkest thou now, Jeffery J The
poor widow wandered away in her distress with-

out thine aid ; thy neighbour left his country

without the consolation of thy forgiveness ; and
ihy aged relation has been called away from the

world without an acknowledgment from Ihee of

thine unkindness. Truly thou hast encompassed
thyself about with many sorrows.

To waste that lime in profitless musing, which

ought to be employed in benevolent action, is a

great, though a common error. When our plough-

ing and sowing is ideal, our harvest is not likely

to be real. We may point the finger of reproach

I

and derision at Jefl'ery Jones: but are we our-

jselves free from his sinful infirmity? Do our

deeds equal our determinations ? and are wo
aware that he who defers till lo-morrow the duly

of lo-day, risks the haz:ird of never doing ii at

all?

Reader, time is hastening on with giant strides,
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uniJ elcniily wiili nil of us is well niuli nt linnd If

iliiiu llu^l a fault lo confess, nn injury to forjiive,

or a Uiiuliiess lo perform, be not coniciu will)

lu-ivinj; " a grcol mind" to do it, but set about it

Willi all thy iieart, and let it be done directly,

—

HemcnibiTinp, in lliis world of sin and sorrows,

Thai one " lu-diiv" is worili u score " lo-uiorrows."

BIBLE ASSOriATKIN OF FRIENDS.

Ticculi/'Jith Annual Report of the Mib'c Asso-

ciation of Frienc/s in America.

The Rlannners report, that there lias been sold

or "iratuitously disposed of during the past year,

:i369 bibles, 12(37 testaments, and l(i4 copies ol

testaments and psalms. Of these, r2l9 bibles,

and 915) lestameuts, have been furnished to Auxi-

liary Associations, for siialuilous dislrihulioii or

sale al low prices, at tlicir discretion. An edition

of 1500 copiesof the llefirence Mible, one of L'OOO

of the School Bible, and one of -'OUO of the li4mo.

'IVsiament, liave been printed during the same
period.

A statement of thi' Treasurer's nccounl, exhibit-

ing; llic receipts and disbursemeiils, is herewith

submitted; and also an account of the stock of

books on hand.

Our eslccmed friend Margaret Sheppard, lately

df ceased, bequeathed SoUO lo the Association, and

this sum has been paid lo our Treasurer. It is

expected that the legacy of 81000 bequeathed by

our lute esteemed friend John Paul, and payable

on the decease of his widow, will soon be received,

li is intended that the amount of these legacies

shall be iiivesttd, so as to increase the permanent

funds of the Association.

Reports have been received from 12 Auxili-

aries, viz., Vassalborough, Maine; Burlington,

New Jersey ; Thiladelphia, Fairfield, Chesterfield

and Alum Creek, Ohio; While Lick, Concord,

Hamilton and While Water, Indiana ; Salem and

Three Kiver, Iowa.

One new Auxiliary Association has been recog-

nized since the last annual meeting, viz. : that of

Concord, Indiana. From a number of them, no

leporls have been received, but an examination

of those which have come to hand, shows that

(jur friend-', who arc willing to co-operate with us

in various parts of this widely extended country,

continue sensible of the interest and importance

of the work in which wo are jointly engaged.

The gratuitous distribution to the more distant

Auxiliaries appears to have been acceptable and

useful, as will be shown by a few extracts from the

riqjorls. One Auxiliary says; " We desire sin-

cerely to express our most grateful feelings to you,

for your very liberal supply of bibles and testaments,

to us the past year,thereL)y placing in our powerthe

means of doing much good." Another ;
" We be-

lieve that much good has arisen to Friends within

our limits, through our feebleendeavours to promote

the circulatiiin of the Holy Scriptures." Another;
" We can most thankfully acknowledge the recep-

tion of a box of Bibles and Testaments from the

Managers, which has enabled us to furnish some

families and several individuals with good Bibles

and Testaments, which have generally been

thankfully received. We huve an extensive field

of labour open before us, situated as we are in a

new country, and many of us with young and

rising families, and in but limited circumslances,

yet we do not leel like relaxing our labours in the

cause we have so recently embarked in, bul,

owing to our wide spread borders and frequent

immigration, we ha\e but lillle hopes of soon

being able to supply all our members wilh the

Sacred volume."

Within the limits of some of them, there appears

lo be still room for a good deal of labour, beliire

every member of the Society of Friends, capable

of reading, shall be lurnished wilh a good copy ol

the Bible.

In others there is not much remaining to be

done in that respect, but we think it highly desir-

able that Auxiliaries thus favourably circum-

slnnced, should keep up their organization, and

Cdiiliiiue their interest in this work of Christian

benevolence. We feel the value of their aid and

CD-operation, and would suggest that when the

wants of our own members are adequately pro-

vided for, they should in the exercise of u just

discretion, in some measure extend the sphere of

their operations, more piirliculariy among those

who, though not in membership wilh Friends, yet

ailend our religious niceiings. The wants of their

coloured neighbours, may with great propriety be

investigated and su|)plied, and we apprehend not

unfrequently other cases will come to their know-

ledge, in which they have reason to believe dona-

lions ol" the Sacred Volume will confer a benefit

upon the recipients. We would repeat the invita-

tion heretofore extended lo Friends in those neigh-

bourhoods where no Auxiliaries have been formed,

or where they have been suffered to decline, loan

examination of the subject, and can assure them

ol' the cordial co-operation and aid of this Asso-

ciaiion, if they feel disposed lo join in this labour

of love. Notwithstanding the endeavours used

lor jears p;ist, to ascerlaiu and supply the wants

of Friends generally, we apprehend there may
still be localities where no Auxiliaries exist, and

yet where the meniLers of our religious Society

are but imperfectly furnished with the sacred

writings. In such places. Auxiliary Associations

might be formed lo great advantage, and our dear

Friends who may engage in the performance of

this Christian duly, msiy, it is lo be hoped, be

themselves benefitted by the closer altentioii ihey

will probably thus be induced to give to the Holy

Scriptures, which " are able to make wise unto

salvation through faith, which is in Christ Jesus."

Signed on behalf and by direction of the Board

of Managers.
WiLLTAM Bettle, Secretary.

Philada., Fourth mo. 13tli, 1854.

Summary of tue Treasuher's Accou.nt.

Paymexts.

For Salary, Priming, (Sic. &c. . .3930 10

Balance on luind Fourth mo. 7th, 1854, 044 15

S4474 25

adds nothing to the general wealth. With thee)

ceplion of rent, they pay out nothiniy, subsistinj

as they do, only upon rice and dried hsli.n year'l

supply of which they bring with them from hoim

Their money is all carefully hoarded, wilh th

hope of enjoying its benefits upon their return t

China. But this is not all. Tliey are even wors

than useless. They have, by a powerful comb'

nation among themselves, secured a position wbetf

ihey may set at defiance the mandates ofthecouruJ:

Crimes committed by thim go unpunished fc'

want of witnesses sufficiently courageous to leslift

in the face of their threats and inlimidalions, an^

perjury is so common among them, that the Reeoif

der considers it his duty never to rendir a coeC

viclion on uncorroborated Chinese evidence. Froif

these accounts, it would appear that the Chinetil

or at least the lower classes of them, by no mean'

furnish a desirable addition to the motley popul«{

lion of our Pacific shore. :
f

Rccciiits.

From sundry sources, . . . 2S55 03
Lehigh Loiin belonging to Sinking

Fund, paid off by the Company, . 500 00

Leg^icy of Margaret Sheppard, . . 500 00

S4474 25

The Chinese in California.—TX^f^ San Fran-

cisco editors do not seem lo hold their celestial

brelhern from across the ocean in very high e.^M-

malion. The Commercial says, that within the

past years the Chinese population in that city has

increased very rapidly, so that now a person pass-

ing through some large sections of that city might

easily imagine himself among the low streets of

Canton or Hong Kong. Nauseous odours, horrid

caterwaulings, and dirt and filth in abundance,

characterize ihe localiiies where they reside. Their

occupations are generally of a character which

SelecUl.

THE WOULD I.S NOT TIIIXE FRIEND.

Lo where ii crowd of " I'ilgrira's toil"

Von cnifTKeJ steeps among 1

Strange their attire, and strange their mcin,

As straight they " press" along.

Their eyes with bitter streaming tears

Now bend towards the ground,

Now 'rnpt, to heaven their looks they raise,

And bursts of joy resound.

And hark I a voice from 'midst the throng,

Cries, " Stranger wouldst thou know
Our name, our race, our destined home,

Our cause of joy or woo 7

" Our country is Emanuel's land
;

We seek that promised soil

;

The songs of Zion cheer our hearts.

While strangers here. we toil.

" Our aching hearts do oft o'erllow,

Our eyes oft bathed in tears.

Yet nought hut heaven our hopes can raise,

And naught but sin our fears.

" The flowers that spring along the road,

We scarcely stoop to pluck
;

We walk o'er beds of shining ore,

Nor waste one wishful look.
'

" We tread the path our Master trod,

We hear ihe cross He bore,

And every thorn that wounds our feet,

Has wounded Uim before I"

Our po%vers are oft dissolved away
In ecstasies of love

;

And while our bodies wander here.

Our souls are fix'd above 1

We purge our mortal dross away.
Refining as we run

;

And whilst we die to earth and sense,

tlur heaven is here begun !

Wonderful Eggs.—In 1 848, in consequence of

land slip on the side of a hill in Madagascar, ii

the county of the Sakalaves, the eggs and bone

ofan immense bird were brought to light. In 1850

two eggs and some fragments of bones were sen

to France, and placed in the Museum of Nalura

History, at the Jardin des Plantes. M. GtofTre;

St. Hilaire declared these eggs and bones to belon|

lo a species to which he gave the name of Epliy

noris. Captain Armange of the French merchan

service, has just brought home two others of thes

eggs, and he declares that the Malgaches assure

him in the most positive manner, that a huj

bird still exists in the interior of the island, an

that it was able to carry off a cow. Up I

the present lime no fact has come to light in sv\

port of that assertion. One of the two eggs not

brought home contains. Captain Armange declare!

a litre and a half more than those in the Museun
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BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES

srs ami Elders, and other concernoil members
if the Yearly Mectiiiij of Philadelijhiii.

THOMAS LLOYD.

CConliiiued from imfc 310.)

records of the meetings for discipline in

phia show, thut Thomas Lloyd was held

sstimation by his brethren, inasmuch as

littees appointed on cases ot" importance
usually one. We do not purpose fol-

him through all the diflicullies of his

I'e. It is enough to say, I hat lie was for

ears much employed therein, and that

onscientiously lulfilling what he believed

, his motives were not always properly

ted by some, and he suflered unmerited

I. As one of the council we find him very

y at his post, being absent Irom but two

3 during the year 168-1. About the

1 month of 1684 he married Palicnce

if New York, and in ihat city appears to

iided for several years, although he con-

attend to his duties in Pennsylvania, as

Ihe council, as president of the council,

ty-governor, and as master of the rolls,

ftices he at diHerent times held. At his

;
in New York, a meeting for worship

netimes hold, and it seems likely from

icient documents, that Flushing Monthly
was held there for a time, occasion-

' periodicallv. We find in the Sixth

1686, that Casper Hoet and Elizabeth

ine having been allowed to marry by

; Monthly Meeting, consummaled the mar-

the house of Thomas Lloyd, in the city of

3rk. In the previous Third month, his

ighter Hannah was married in a meeting

ihe liouse of John Bowne, at Flushing,

ay indicate that the " Weekly Meeliiig"

uuse of Thomas Lloyd, was established

the Third and the Sixth months, 1686.

ugh not employed on society matters in

phia Monthly Meeting, from the close of

the middle of 1689, during which time

lence was probably at New York, Thomas
ill regularly atlended Philadelphia Yearly

, and was therein frequently appointed to

epistles. After his return to Philadelphia

:, we find him much made use of in all

ents of religious Society there,

as a steady opposer of George Keith, and

aiihfulness to his religious duty towards

stale, he suffered much contumely. His

say that all the difficulties and trials he

1 m his native land were small " com-

I the many and great exercise, grief and

he met withal, and went through in Penn-

i. It is hard to declare what we have

of them ; he with much meekness and

: bore all, and we are well satisfied his

is great with the Lord. The revilings,

,t provocations, the bitter and wicked lan-

ind rude behaviour, which the Lord gave

ience to bear and overcome ; he reviled not

lOr look any advantage, but loved his ene-

id prayed forthem that dispitefully abused

source of trial to Thomas Lloyd and other

Friends in America, was the fact, that

f their beloved brethren in ihe Truth, in

i, did not at first detect the bitterness of

and departures in doctrine of George

These were at first inclined to think that

n contention of George was as much the

heat of his aealous opponents, as of any

roDg in his belief or in actions. William

Penn, in one of his off hand letters written before

he understood the condition of things, docs not

hesitate to attribute ihe dilferenco to a puerile

vanily of scholarship between George Kciih and

Thomas Lloyd. He soon saw the unsuuiidness

of this view, and williout doubt he sincerely regret-

ted having penned such a senliinent.

The reproaches of open aposlutes, the cold ac-

cusation of too much zeal Irom misinformed

friends, the insinuaiion of more unworthy motives,

were all borne by Thomas Lloyd, with Christian

patience. Me lived to know that his firm stand

against Keith was at last appreciated in England,

and the love and respect of the honest-hearted on

the American conlinent, were much drawn to him.

In the Fifth monlh, 1688, his daughter Rachel

was married vvilh his consent to Samuel Preston,

at Lewes, in Sussex county, on the Delaware.

This match was satisfactory to Thomas Lloyd.

Samuel Preston was a valuable Friend, and

Rachel was an exemplary and worihy woman.
In the First month, 1694, his daughter Mary was

married to Isaac Norris, in Philadelphiii. The
prominent station so long held by the father of

the bride, perhaps occasioned many to be at the

meeling on ihe day of the marriage, who wer*;

not accustomed to be at such a place. Among
these some disturbance took place, which one

of the followers of George Keith made a subject ol

complaint against Thomas Lloyd, to George
Whiuhead and Friends in England. Wlieri the

members of Philadelphia Monthly Meeting heard

of this charge, ihey directed a leiterto bo adressed

to George Whitehead, clearing their beloved

Friend, then gathered lo his everlasting rest, from

all blame in the mailer.

It appears that Thomas Lloyd never heard of

this attack on his Christian character. On the

5ih day of the Seventh month, 1694, he was
taken with a malignant lever. His pain was very

severe, but the Lord was with him, enabling him

to bear it all with much patience. His bodily powers
however rapidly failed under the disease, and it

was soon evident that his death drew nigh. Many
Friends, notwithstanding the malignancy of the

disease, were gathered in his chamber, a short

time before his departure, lo whom he addressed

the following comforting expressions. " Friends,

I love you all, and 1 am going from you ; I die in

unity and in love with all faithful Friends. 1

have fought a good fight, and have kept the failh,

which stands not in the wisdom of words, but in

the power of God. I have fought not for slrife

and contention, but for the grace of ou.- Lord

Jesus Christ, and the simplicity of the gospel. I

lay down my head in peace, and I desire you

may all do so. Friends, farewell all I" Ad-

dressing Grifiiih Owen, he said, " I desire ihee

to mind my love to B'riends in Old England, if

thou livest to go over lo see them. I have lived

in unity with them, and do desire the Lord to

keep them all faithful to the end, in the simplicity

of tiie gospel."

After six days' sickness, his Friends add,

" it pleased the Lord to remove him to himself, out

of the sorrow, grief, and troubles of this world,

to the kingdom of everlasting joy and peace,

which is his great gain, although great loss to

this country." He died. Seventh month lOih,

1694, in the fifty-fourth year of his age.

Philip Henry jecommendcd it as a good rule,

to lay by for charily in proportion lo llic circum-

stances : as it will be easier to layout in chanty,

and we shall be more apt to seek for opporlunilies

of doing good, when we have money lying by us,

of which we have said, " This is not our osvn, but

the poor's."

I'RLITS 111' HUARERISJI.

In rrfli(-iing on the great changes in reference

lo the; observance of many of ihe requirements of
ihe Christian religion, that have manifested them-
selves wilhln the lust two hundred years, moro
especially among its professors in Great Britain

and America, it is very observable llint nearly all

of them are upon those points of doctrine and
[iraclice, which were opened on the minds of our
early Friends by iheir Divine Master, which ho
called on ihem to preach to the people, and for

which they were first scolfed at and derided, and
afterwards imprisoned and persecuted many even
unto death.

The (undamenlal doctrine of the indwelling of

the Holy Spirit as a light and a guide for man;
the obligation resting on him to obey its teachings

under all circumstances, and the inalienable right

to liberty of conscience necessarily (lowing from
it; the testimony against war ; thai against oaihs

;

that against slavery ; the development of ihe true

relations subsisting between a community and the

individuals composing it, and the obligation to

perform, wiih promplness and liberality, the du-

ties growing out of those relations ; each and all

of these were eiiher specifically proclaimed by
George Fox and his coadjutors, or immediately

sprung from the principles which they spread

broadcast over the land, which were nurtured by

their sufferings, and which many of them sealed

with thuir blood. Within the last few years,

many among other religious professors, in review,

in" the progress of society and the advances

made by it in ihe discharge of its civil and religi-

ous obligations, have admitted ihe debt it owes to

those worihy sons of the morning; the world has

condescended to acknowledge to a certain extent

the grievous wrong it inflicted on them, and

stands ever ready to welcome with its blandest

smile, every advance that Friends arc willing to

make towards lellowship wilh it.

It is perhaps difficult to esiimate how large a

portion of the changes alluded to are attributable

lo the extraordinary enlightenment of early

Friends, their unflinching dedication to the cause

of Truth, the faithfulness of the Society generally

during the first hundred years of its existence

and of very many of its members, down lo the

present day ; but it is still more difficult to con-

ceive, to how much greater extent the world

would have been changed for the better, had all

i

those who have professed to believe in the saiiio

doctrines and testimonies that the early Friends

promulgated, continued to walk consistent with

iheir high profession, adorning the doctrince of

God our Saviour; instead of so many of them

abandoning the self-denying path whercinlo wearo
all called ; and thus not only obscuring the light,

it was intended we should diffuse on all around, but

giving occasion of offence and stumbling toothers

who were seeking freedom from the l^raldom of

sin, and the yoke of ceremonial performances.

Undoubtedly it was ihc will of Him who called

us lo be a people, that Friends should be living

! practical witnesses for the truth us it is in linn,

illustrating the purity and spirituality of this last

dispensation lo man, and by bringing forth the

fruits thereof in life and conversation, drawing

others within the sacred enclosure, and thus

spreading the kingdom of Christ in the earth. But

the manner in which large numbers claiming the

right of membership, are turning iheir backs on

their high culling, vitialing iho f.ilh the Sociely

has always prolessed, and assimilating wiih the

world in their manners and mode of living, and

even of conducting the affairs of the Society, has

defeated, and is de.''eaiing the design of ihe Head
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of the Church concerning it, and provenling tlie

more wide dissemination of its principles and tes-

timonies.

John Griffiih.in reference lo tliese things, snys,—" Is not the great design of the Almighty ob-

vious, in galhering us ns a people into his fold, to

sit under his teachings, and consequently under
his glorious nianilcstaiion, showering upon us

great plenty of rain from above, and heavenly
dew as upon ilcrmou's hills, that we might he ns

Iho garden of the Lord, full of fruitful plants and
fragrant flowers, sending forth a swiot smell, yea,

to he as a fountain of gardens, and wells ol' living

water, and streams from the goodly bi-autiful

niouniains of Lebanon. It is written, ' Outof tlje

belly of him that believes, shall flow rivers of llv-

ing water.' By this it plainly appears, that the

Lord's chosen people are like conduits, channels,

or water-spouts, to convoy the water of lite into

the wilderness, that it may become a fruitful field,

aiiii that the desert land may come to rejoice, and
blossom as a rose; also into the sea, viz. amongst
the nations, languages, tongues and people, to heal

the fishes that are in this sea, the backsliders and
distempered of mankind.

" But oh, how slowly doth this work go on !

and what n little progress it hath yet made, lo

what was exptcled by those valiants, who fust

engaged against Babylon in the morning of our

day, and made that kingdom shake! Many under
the same profession in this day, are turned agaiiist

the Truih, and at the same time that they pretend

lo maintain its cause, are supporting and strength-

ening the kingdom of Babylon in all their power,
which is exceeding strange, and perhaps would
not be believed by hundreds that really are doing

it. The reason is, they first of all have taken

some draughts ol the wine, out olliaby Ion's golden
cup,w jiereby they are so intoxicated, as not lo know
w hat they arc doing ; so that, when they think they

are serving God, they are serving satan. Were nut

the Jews drunk with this cup, when they dreamed
that God was their father, and at the same lime

were in reality of their liitherthe devil, doing his

works, when they thought they were doing Goil's

works? This woful mistake has been, and is

almost general among mankind. When they
suppress llie measure of grace in themselves, and
drink a few draughts as above-said, they are then

fit to follow aiiti-christ whithersoever he will lead

ihcm. Bui he will lake care, not lo have much
cross to the will of the flesh in his religion, lest

they should be tempted lo leave him; that bein>'

the very reason of the violence ihey have offered

lo the divine Witness, which formerly rose up
against them in their minds, viz., because ihey

saw if ihey loUowed that, the cross must betaken
up, and self must be denied. At this they have
stumbled; and although little sense is at present

retained thereof, by reason of their intoxication,

yet when they are summoned before the judg-

ment-seat of Clirist, and the books come lo be

opened, all will then see things as they really are,

which do not at all change their natures, though,

by the delect in the capacity before described,

they be not seen or understood.

"It is worthy to be remembered, and deeply
pondered by great numbers in our Society, that

It was the rebellion and unfaithfulness of the chil-

dren of Israel, that was the cause of their being

turned back again into a barren, doleful, howling
wilderness, when near the borders of the land of
promise. They doubtless might then liave enter-

ed, subdued the idolatrous iiihabilanis, and taken
lull possession thereof, ligd they believed in and
obeyed the mighty Jehovah, who wiih an out-

stretched arm had brought them out of the land of
Egypt, dividing the Red Sea in mercy to them,

dow from the clouds towards the:and for the destruction of their enrmies. Bu
what a long wilderness travel ihey had alter- which has promoted all these oiilfiourings of ir'

wards, for about the space of thirty-eight years, and of gladness. He has had his loved partiiM

'until all that people had fallen, except Caleb and the wliole time in his eye, nor once lost sight.

i

Joshua, men of upright lienrts whom the Lord the nest, while he was ascending and descendiDil

honoured with being the leaders of an entirely I Human calendars often fail; but in sontiecoui-

new people lo possess the land. Cannot the tries the well-known notes of the lark and ll!

empty foriiiai professors amongst us, who, under cuckoo become to the husbandman the trueconl
great pretensions, have sufTered a heart of un-

1
mencement of the season. But the smaller bin'

belief, a rebellious heart, that has departed from the
I

mark it with the greatest distinctness: the reil

living God, and embraced this present world, read breast, the wren, and the thrushes, earliest »ir|

their own condemnation in this account? Shall their midday notes, and often before the sumnyl
they ever enter into the heavenly Canaan, or be strangers come.

,

.accounted worthy to carry on his glorious work I Our little wrens are certainly remarkable forth

in the earth ? No, verily ; but they must full into I loudness of their tunes, compared with the liitl

great condenination, except they repent and re- 1
body whence they issue. This disproportion bi

I deem their misspent time, and another people be tween the voice of a bird and its size is ver

raised to maintain this glorious cause, to whom ' striking and wonderful. Peacocks can make 1

the Calebs and Joshuas in our Society will be as louder noise than a lion, nnd the diminutive
leaders and directors ; like Priscillas and Aquilas,

to expound unto them, who inquire the way to

Sion, the way of the Lord more perfectly ; for I

am fully persuaded, our Society will not cease to

be a people, nor the glory ever depart therefrom

wholly, as it did from the Jewish, and in a great

degree the lapsed Christian church."
Notwithstanding the degeneracy this worthy

man then saw among the members in his beloved

Society, lie yet had faith to believe a remnant
would be preserved faithful to their God, whoj song to her I'aithf

should bo as a seed, and to whom in time others, voice of affection

than many an onimal. What musical instrumei

olits size can equal the canary, the nightingali

or the mocking-bird; especially the latter, th

prince of all songsters?

Singing, among the fealliered tribes, is the prt

rogative of the male. Not so with man. Th
toil of incubation, and the fatigue of nursingib

helpless brood, becomes the duty of the feAliI

bird. But to cheer these labours and to suppoi,

her under them, their alllwiso-Crealor has giie:

companion. At first it is th

d love—then cheers the hour

of her confinement, and becomes also the

of security. While she is hatching, he sits upoi

some near branch, and thus continues to walcht

to sing. As long as he is heard, she rests in per

feet security. As some poet expresses it

—

would be gathered, until the ranks that were
broken by the desertion of those who rebelled

against the Truth, should be filled up, and an

army prepared, as in the beginning, to uphold

pure Christianity, and to make war in righteous-

ness against the man of sin. He remarks, "I
have no doubt but that a p .ople will be preserved

from generation to generation, to contend earnestly

for the faith once delivered to the saints, and to all of a sudden, these cheerful notes stop—lb

maintain the same with the doctrines and prin- most certain signal for his companion to take can

ciples resulting therefrom, so eminently revived of herself and young,

in our predecessors, and most surely believed by The nests of small birds show more contrivanct

us. So that when it shall please the Lord to than the^larger, and are generally warmer an

awaken the nations, there will be no occasion to

expect new discoveries or other manifestations, but

the Lord will show where he feeds his flock, and

" Most blest when most unseen."

Let any danger approach or intrude, in a moment

where they lie down at noon."

From Uic Ctiristian Advocate and Journal.

BIRDS' NESTS AND SUJIGS.

Vea, the sparrow hath found a house, and the swallow
a nest for herself, where she may lay her young, even
thine altars, (J Lord of hosts, iny King, and my God.

—

Psalm, lx.\xiv. 3.

Since I wrote a few days ago, our feathered

visitors have much increased in numbers, variety,

and songs. All of them are busy with their

nests. I can now watch around my cottage the

blue-bird, the wrens, the catbird, and the robin,

industriously employed in this important business

of their lives. In the adjoining field, the meadow
lark is at the same work. She builds on the

ground, beneath some turf, to hide and shelter her

dwelling.

With the music of this bird comes its mirth and
many pleasing associations ; the verdant fields, the

grove, the golden break of day and the early

matin hour, the fluttering from branch to branch,

the soaring in the air, and the answering of its' wiih cotton. The bird lays two eggs at a time

young. These united, elevate and cheer the mind,
I

white as snow, with yellow specks ; and during

and hence it is so delightful to behold the lark
j

the short interval when she quits her work full

warbling upon the wing, and elevating its notes
j

food, the male takes her place. The eggs aresc

while soaring, until the little musician seems lost small, that a short exposure to the cold would ifl'

in the immense height towards the heavens. The] jure them. At the end ol twelve days the nestling

strains continue, although the singer himself is i ajipears, about the size of a blue-boiile fly.

unseen. Then he descends with a swell, while The visits of these migratory birds become visit

deeper. Their eggs, liable to cool quickly, i

this increased warmth and protection. Hence

too, the mother is so constant on the nest, whicl

the male occupies when his mate is obliged toab

sent herself, seeking food. Within a few days I

have noticed the first humming-birds of this sea.

son

—

the least, but the most beautiful of all birds

They are most innocent nnd sportive, and delighi

to luxuriate among the brilliant flowers of a

suckle now blooming at the end of my cottage

What canequal their changeable coloured feathers

—crimson, varying like an opal in ditrerent lights

—black, and glossy greenish brown, which silks,

nnd velvets cannot imitate? Their hi ads are small.i

with very little round eyes, and black asjel. Thejj

seem to b(; never still, and use their wings will

such raiiid motion that you cannot discern theiij

colours, except by their glittering. Visiting flowel,

after flower, they extract its honey with theii

little forked tongues, as if with a kiss. Th(|

rapid motion of their wings produces a humming

sound : hence their names. Not less curioui

are the nests of these birds, suspended in the aitj

at the point of an orange, pomegranite, or citron,

tree. They arc about the size of a hen's egg

two, admirably contrived, and warmly linedl
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id mercy to man. The same swallow

rnittcrs from the straw-built slu-ds,"

rid and France during tlie summer, dc-

dark sons of Africa in the winter, as lliey

I their insect prey, over the plains ol'that

itinent. The same cuckoo which stopped

urchin on his way to the rural school, by
<nown lay, startles the car of the young
avage, as he roams amid his native wilds

then, would not love and care for the

Our blessed Saviour noticed the sparrows
id " God hearelh the ravens w/ien thetj

'rive them not from your trees and fruits,

eat storehouse of God's beautilul creation

iiiough for the wants of all.

duly over, these feathered songsters, by
ret impulse, will soon wing their way over
sea, rising far above the slorms of both,

still onward, they keep their steady

ntil they reach the happy desired shore,

an unseen liand had mercil'ully guided

n easily imagine, in this wonderful flight,

j1 emblem of the race of the pious Chris-

1 seeks his rest in heaven. He listens lo

, unheard by the outward ear, " Bchol'l

of your rest.'" Ills views and hopes are

d the regions of the earth. As he ad-

liese disappear, until at last ho enters the

'the skies, rests at the feet of his Sav-
I is singing hosannahs and hallelujahs

;ls and blessed spirits before the throne

G. P. L>.

ve, June, 1854.

GOSPEL DISPEXSATIUN.

ook Peter, John and James, and went up

untain to pray, and as he prayed, his face

e as the sun, and his raiment was while

ht ; and there appeared unto ihem Moses

>, talking with him.' The aposiles beini^

lid and not altogether comprehending
k'enly appearance, Peter said to Jesus,

it is good for us to be here ; and lei us

ree tabernacles; one for thee, one for

nd one for Elias.' While he was yei

, a ' bright cloud overshadowed them
;

ce came out of ihe cloud, saying, this is

^ed Son, hear him.' In after-time when
3 writing to those who had obtained like

failh with the apostles, and alluding to

norable time, it is evident that he now
)d that the dispensation of the Law and
lets had passed away, that Jesus Christ

adorable Head of the church, and that

ling of his lioly Spirit, the light of ihe

gospel, was the more sure Word of pro-

nto which tliey would do well to take

he apostle Paul having also seen clearly

lispensalion of the Gospel, in writing to

2WS, says, ' God, who at sundry times

ivers manners, spake in lime past unto

!rs by the prophets, lialh in these last

ien unto us by his Son, whom iie liath

1 Heir of all things, by whom also he

worlds.'

! Fox, in his epistle for all the children

?ery wliere, who are led by liis Spirit,

in liis Light, in which tliey have lile,

1 fellowship with the Father and tlie Son,

with anotlier, says, ' All slaiid steadfast

Jesus your Head, in whom you are all

i and female, and know his government,

:rease of whose government and peace

there shall be no end ; but there will be an end
of tlie devil's, and of all that are out of Chrisi,

who oppose it and him, whose judgm nt doth noi

linger and their daninaiion doih not slumber.
Therefore in God and Christ's lighl, life, Spirit

and power, live and walk, that is over all (and
the seed of ii) in love, in innocence, and simpli-

city. In righteousness and holiness dwell, and in

his power and Holy Ghost, in which God's king-
dom doth siand. All children of new and heavenly
Jerusalem, that is IVoinNibove, and is free, with
all her holy spiriiual children, lo her keep your
eyes. As for this spirit of rebellion and opposi-

tion that hatii risen formerly and lately, it is out

of the kingdom of God and heavenly Jerusalem;
and is for judgment and condemnation, with all

its books, words and works. Therefore Friends
are to live and walk in the power and S|)irit ol

God that is over it, and in the Seed that will

bruise and break it to pieces. In which Seed you
have joy and peace wiih God, and power and
authority to judge it; and your unity is in the

power and Spirit of God, that doth judge^it : All

God's witnesses in his tabernacle go out against

it, and always have and will.

Let no man live lo self, but to the Lord, as

they will die in him, and seek the peace of the

church of Christ, and the peace of men in him,
lijr 'blessed are ihe peace-makers.' Dwell in ihe

pure, peaceable, heavenly Wisdom of God, that

IS gentle and easy to be intrealed, that is full of

mercy ; all striving to be of one mind, heart, soul

and judgment in Christ, having his mind and
Spirit dwelling in you, building up one another in

the love of God, which doth edify the boily ol

Christ, his church, who is the holy Head thereof.

Glory lo God through Christ, in this age and all

other ages, who is the Rock and F'ouiidation, the

Emanuel, God with us. Amen, over all, the

beginning and the ending. In hiin live and walk,

In whom you have life eiernal.

All children of l\ew Jerusalem, that descends

from above, the holy Cily, which the Lord and

the Lamb is the light of, and is the Temple; in

It they are born again of the Spirit. These that

come to heavenly Jerusalem, receive Christ; and

j

he givelh them power to become the sons of

I

God, and they are born again of tne Spirit; so

Jerusalem that is from above, is their mother.

Such come to heavenly Mount Sion and to the

innumerable company of angels, lo the spirils of

just men made perlect; and to the church of Ihe

living God written in heaven, and have the name
of God written upon them. So here is a new
mother that bringeih forth a heavenly and spiri-

tual generation. There is no schism, no division,

no conlenlion nor strife in heavenly Jerusalem,

nor in the body of Christ, which is made up of

living stones, a spiriiual house. Christ is not

divided, for in him there is peace. Christ saith,

' In me you have peace.' And he is from above,

and not of this world: but in ihe world below, in

ihe spirit of it there is trouble, therefore keep in

Christ and walk in him. Amen.
New Jersey'.

Bending Timber.—An e.vhibitlon and trial of
ihe model maehineof the Ship-limber Bending Com-
pany, look place lately, nt ihe odicc of ihe Com.
paiiy, in Trinity Building, and was witnessed by
a considerable number of ship-builders and oiher
persons interested. Experiments were made with
pieces of wood of various sizes, mostly of live

oak, which were easily bent in any desired curve,
wiihout steaming. The leading principle in tho
process consisis in the applicuiion of an " end
pressure" lo the limber, at the same lime that it

is compressed and turned, thereby destroying tho
capillary tubes by forcing them into each other.

The model employed was one twelfth of the size

of the working machine. It is alleged that there
is no longer a necessity for searching the forests

for crooked slicks suitable for ship. building, as all

limber, under the new process, is equally service-

able; and it is claimed that the bent timber ia

stronger, and less liable lo defect than the crooked
and cross-grained pieces ordinarily selected.

Cabinet-makers can also be furnished with ma-
lerials suitable for their purposes. A thick piece

of black walnut was shown at the oflTicc, which
has been bent in the form of an ellipsis, the two
ends meeting. Mahogany, and other woods
equally brittle, are said to bend with the samo
ease. So far as we observed, the spectators were
well satisfied with the result of the trial. Mr.
Jarvis, timber inspector and measurer at the Unit-
ed States Navy Yard, Gosport, expresses the
opinion that the whole frame o!' a ship, except
perhaps the floor-limbers, will ultimately be bent

in this way.

—

N. Y. Jour, of Com.

Christian love cannot be cultivated, nor envy
destroyed in our hearts, but by ihe power of the

Holy Spirit. We may as well try to pull up by
the roots the oak of a century's growth, or over-

turn a mountain by our own strength, us to era-

dicate the vice of envy from our hearts, without

the aid of God's own Spirit, that aid is jiroinised to

fervent and persevering prayer, and if we have
it not, the fault is our own.

The people of the meiropolis of London have

gone to work in good earnest, in preparing a vast

necropolis, having purchased ^Uti acres at Guil-

lijrd, on which to construct a cemetery.

As thou walkest in the garden, dost thou ob-
serve the slow motion of the shadow upon a dial

there? It passes over the hour-lines with an im-
perceptible progress, yet it will touch the last line

of day-light shortly : so thy hours and moments
move onward with a silent pace ; but they will

arrive, with certainty, at their last limit, how
heedless soever thou art of iheir moiion, and how
thoughtless soever thou mayst be of the improve-

ment of time, or the end of it.

" A good word is an easy obligation ; but not

lo speak ill, requires only our silence, which costs

us nolhiiiij."

THIi TRIEND.
SIXTH MUNTII H, .>i.

Written on a leaf containing ihe dying expres-

sions of a distinguished servant of Christ:—
"Thus weary seamen, as tliey ply

Through dashint' waves the lalioiirinK oar,

.Sliouhl they the wished lor luad descry,

With shoutings hail the opening shore
j

On hinder barks cast back an anxious eye,

And raise the animaliDg signal high I"

It is with gre;it regret we witness in many pans
of the slavehulding Stales, evident tokens of a
retrograde movement, in relation to the cruel and
oppressive system which exists in their midst, and
which they appear not only desirous lo cherish
among themselves, but determined to spread
throughout all the vast territory that is held under
Ihe governmeni of the United Siaies. There was
a lime when the advocates ol" the rights of the

|JOor slaves were cheered with assurances, com-
ing now and ihen from diirereiit quarters in the

slave disiricis, that there were many therein,

among the professors of the b nigu religion of
Christ, who clearly recognized the evils of the
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unchristian system, and were steadily exerlin}'

iheir influence, so (or as the liiw ofiliu land would

permit, to miiii^nle its horrors, and circumscribe

its existence. These were ever ready to admit

the (lirelul etrect slavery produces not only on the

bondsman, but upon the masters and the soil, as

well as upon the social system that admitted it

wiihin its limits; and though they plead the laws

of their respective States as completely fettering

their hands, and preventing them from making

active exertions on behalf of the thousands in fet-

ters around them, yet they professed to hail with

joy, the day, though but in distiint prospect,

which would witness the breaking ol every yoke,

and letting the oppressed go free. We arc will-

ing to hope there are many, very many, now in

the South, who entertain correct views ol the evils

of slavery, and ihe obligation resting on them to

strive for its amelioration and final removal from

our country ; but their voices are hushed amid the

outcriis lluit attend the present onslaught on free-

dom, and on all who are defending her cause, or

]ileading for the rights of the oppressed; and in

the violence with which the arrogant pretentious

of the slaveholders are urged, and the plea for

justice lo the free States denounced and defied,

there is not found with many moral rectitude

and courage suflicient to withstand the torrent of

evil, or maintain the ground taken by them in

belter days. This is sorrowfully manifested by the

action ol the l.ie " Conlerence of ilie Methodist

Church, South," which it will be seen by the fol-

lowing extract from the Journal published, at New
York, by that denomination of |)rofeasing Chris-

tians, has expunged from their discipline the rule

that prohibited any of their members Irum purchas-

ing or selling any slave lor mere pecuniary profit.

The Methodists are a numerous body in the

Souihern Stales, and by their testimony against

slavery, iniperlect as it confessedly was, did much
towards modifying the public opinion there re-

specting it. In an evil hour they have made a

retrograde step, and the sorrowful etlccts of it

will, we venture to say, be felt for years to come.

Southern General Conference.—The Conference ad-

journed OQ Wednesday evening, May 30lh. Tbc ordin-

ation of tbe bishops-elect—Messrs. Pierce, Early, and
Kavanaugh—took place on the afternoon of the 25th.

On the morning of the same day a report of a committee,

recommending that the seetion on slavery be expunijed from

the Discipline, was adopted by a rising vote, only one

member being opposed. A resolution of the same re-

port, which recommended striking out the clause in the

General Rules which forbids the " buying and selling of

men, women, and children, with intention to enslave

them," was laid on the table, but was taken up on the

following day. After considerable discussion a vote

was taken, whcu Cj were found to be in favour of strik-

ing out, and 42 against. As it required a two-thirds

vote to change the General Rules, the resolution, though

it bad a large majority, was lost. Another resolution

was then ottered, declaring that the rule in question " is

understood as referring exclusively to the slave trade as

prohibited by the Constitution and laws of the United

States." This was carried by a vote of 96 to 10. There-

fore tha General Rules of the M. E. Church, South, as

thus interpreted, tolerate any kind of slave-trading

which is not " prohibited by the Constitution and laws

of the United States."

So numerous have been the recitals wiihin the

last year of earthquakes occurring in various

parts of the glnbe, that it reminds us of the e.\-

pressi«n of Cow per, in relation to their frequency

ill his time,

" The old aud crazy earth

Has had her shaking fits more frequent.

And foregone her usual rest."

We have however heard of none in the western

world, in which the destruction was more imme-
diate or more general than in the awful convul-

sion that laid San Salvador in ryins.

The following account of it wo take from the

Ledger

:

The Dreailful Earthquake at San Salvador.—Loss ofLife.

—A circumstantial account of the terrible earthquake

whicb occurred at Sau Salvador, on the ICth of April

last, is given in the government organ of Sail Salvador,

which we find translated in the New York Ilerald. The
work of destruction was acconiplislied in ten seconds.

The population of the city is about 2r.,noo. San Salva-

dor is the Capitol of the country of that name in Central

.\nierica. It has sull'cred greatly in past times from

earthquakes. Severe ones are recorded as having oc-

cnrred in the years 1575^1593, 1625, 1G56, and 1798.

.Vnother, which occurred m 1839, shattered tlic city, and

led the people to think of abandoning it. The volcano

has also, several times, thrown out sand, and threatened

general devastation. Hut none of the earthquakes al-

luded to were comparable in violence with that now
recorded. The event has inspired so profound a terror,

that the people do not propose to return again to the

same site, but to select a new locality for their capitol.

liuin of the CiDj of San Salvador.—J\\<i night of tbe

16th of April, 1854, will ever be one of sad and bitter

memory tor the people of Salvador. On that unfortunate

night our happy and beautiful capital was made a heap

of ruins. Movements of the earth were felt on the

morning of Holy Thursday, preceded by sounds like the

rolling of heavy artillery over pavements, .and like di.s-

t;int thunder. The people were a little alarmed in con-

sequence of this phenomenon, but it did not prevent

them from meeting in the churches to celebrate the

solemnities of the day. On Saturday all was quiet, and

confidence was restored. The people of the neighbour-

hood assembled, as usual, to celebrate the passover.

The night of Saturday was tranquil, as was also the

whole of Sunday. The heat, it is true, was considera-

ble, but the atmosphere was calm and serene. For the

first three hours of the evening nothing unusual occur-

red ; but at half-past nine a severe shock of an earth-

quake, occurring without the usual preliminary noises,

alarmed the whole city. Many families left their houses

aud made encampments in the public squares, while

others prepared to pass the night in their respective

ourt-yards.

Finally, at ten minutes to eleven, without premonition

of any kind, the earth began to heave and tremble with

uch fearful force that in ten seconds tbe entire city was
rostrated. The crashing of houses and churches stun-

ned the ears of the terrified inhabitants, while a cloud

of dust from the falling ruins enveloped them in a pall

impenetrable darkness. Not a drop of water could

got to relieve tbe half-choked and suffocating, for the

Us and fountains were filled up or made dry. The
clock tower of the Cathedral carried a great part of the

edifice with it in its fall. The towers of the church of

Francisco crushed the Episcopal Oratory and part

of the palace. The church of Santo Domingo was
buried beneath its towers, and the college of the As-
sumption was entirely ruined. The new and beautiful

edifice of the University was demolished. The Church
of the Merced separated in the centre, and its walls fell

outward to the ground. Of the private houses a few

were left standing, but all were rendered uninhabitable.

It is worthy of remark that the walls left standing are

old ones ; all those of modern construction have fallen.

The public edifices of the government and city shared

the common destruction.

The devastation was effected, as we have said, in the

first ten seconds ; for although the succeeding shocks

were tremendous and accompanied by fearful rumblings

beneath our feet, they had comparatively trifling results,

for the reason that the first had left but little for their

ravages.

Solemn and terrible was the picture presented on that

dark, funereal night, of a whole people clustering in the

plazas, and on their knees crying with loud voices to

heaven for mercy, or in agonizing accents calling for

their children and friends, whom they believed to be

buried beneath the ruins I A heaven opaque and omi-

nous ; a movement of the earth rapid and unequal,

causing a terror indescribable; an intense sulphurous

odour filling the atmosphere, and indicating an ap-

proaching eruption of the volcano
; streets filled with

ruins or overhung by threatening walls ; a suffocating

cloud of dust almost rendering respir.vtion impossible.

Such was tbe spectacle presented by the unhappy city

on that memorable and awful night.

A hundred boys were shut up in the college, many
invalids crowded the hospitals, and the barracks were
full of soldiers. The sense of the caliistropho which
must have befallen them gave i)oignancy to the first

moments of reflection after the earthquake was over.

It was believed that the at least a fourth part of the in-

habitants had been buried beneath the ruins. The

members of tbe government, however, hastened tot
certain, as far as practicable, the extent of the eitt ;

trophe, and to quiet the public mind. It was fuuad tb: i

the loss of life had been much less than wa.s suppoM
and it now appears probable that the nuinlier of It

killed will not exceed one hundred, and of woanlt
fifty. Among the latter is the liishop, who rcceifid

severe blow on the head ; the late President, Sch
Duenas ; a daughter of the President, and the wiki
the Secretary of the Legislative Chambers—the Utt«

severely.

The movements of the earth still continue, aii,

strong shocks, and the jieople, fearing a general iwi

lowing up of the site of the city, or that it mtjl
buried under some sudden eruption of the volcano,

u

hastening away.

ITEMS OF NEWS.
U.VITED STATES.—The Grand " Pacific Railr-

Company" of New York appears to be a great r

Nominally nearly one hundred million dollars have

subscribed to the stock, really the whole propcrtv

the subscribers would scarcely reach one inilliui;

mill on a hundred dollars subscribed, has been |iai

Wheat crop in Indiana is suffering from fly ; in

souri the crop is excellent. Wheat harvest is ov.

part of North Carolina, and the new grain is already i

large quantities coming northward for a market. Mon«

Patent for the Telegraph has been extended for Mrr

years.

I'enniylvania.—Deaths in Philadelphia last week, 1"

The new Mayor has prohibited by pnu limatioD U.

keeping taverns open on the first day of iln' week, to.

declaring his intention to enforce ancient luw> a;.'.iiDBHIi'

selling of spirits, segars, &c., on that day. In rouscqaeop

the city was unusually quiet on the 18th. Tin proprit

tors of two or three hotels, and of a few taverns and soil

shops, have been arrested and bound over lor violaliii(

the ordinance.—But little sale for flour. The markf

depressed, but prices have not given way much. B«
has fallen in all the Eastern cities. Money scarce, an.]

of course stocks are low. !

New 3'or*.—Deaths in the city last week, 429; (i|

these 57 were from Cholera. Number of deaths, frcn

the beginning of the year to this time, 11,022; to th/

same period last year, 8,500. Au increase of deathjo'

about 30 per cent.; the increase of population isfroo

8 to 10 per cent.

RECEIPTS.

Received Fourth mo. 14th of W. B. Oliver, for Avis Kmh

S 2, vol. 26
; for Nathan Breed, §2, vol. 26; for PhUi|

Chase, §4, vols. 26 & 27.

Married, on the 15th instant, at Friends' Meelin?

House, Parkersville, Chester county, Pa., Charlis J

ALLE5, of Philadelphia, to .Martha D., daughter of Wil

Ham and Phebe W. House, of Pocopsou towDship

Chester county.

Died, on the 3d instant, of pulmonary consumption

JosiAU Leeds, in the 36th year of his age. He bore the

sufferings of a lingering illness with much patience anc

resignation to the Divine will. For some months pre-

vious to his decease, he had given up all expectation o

recovery, and spoke with entire composure of the ap-

proaching event. A day or two before his close, beinf

asked if he wished anything, he answered, " No
;
notbinf

but a little more patience aud strength to carry mi

through, for which I must look to my heavenly Father-

Growing gradually weaker, he quietly passed aw«.T

leaving to his surviving family and friends the consolmi

belief, that their loss is his gain.

, on the morning of the 15th instant, in the 74tl

year of her age, Ann E. Jenks, a member of the Jlonthlj

.Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia.

INDIAN CIVILIZATIO.V.

The Committee for the Civilization and Improre

ment o£ the Indian natives, are desirous of eugagingi

Friend and his wife to assist in the care of the ti

family at the Boarding-school at Tunessassah.

suitable Friend to take charge of the School.

Application may be made to Joseph Elkinl

377 South Second street; Thomas Evans, Xu 1

street.

Philada., Fifth mo. 31st, 1854.
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JOHN HOWARD.

CConcluded from pape u22 )

ing tlie other London haunts of Hownrd,
plunge into the prison world of llie last

Elsewhere in the metropolis, what we
him for the rest of his life is ne.xt to no-

It is a wonderful progress we have to

we follow this illustrious individual in his

tvigation of charity, "not to survey ihe

usncss of palaces- or tho stateliness of

not to make accurate measurements of

ins of ancient grandeur, nor to form a

the curiosity of modern art, not to collect

ir collate manuscripts; but to dive into

IS of dungeons, to plunge into the inl'ec-

lospitals, to survey the mansions of sor-

paln, to lake the gauge and dimensions

y, depression and contempt, to remember
)tten, to attend to the neglected, to visit

ken, and to compare and collate the dis-

f all men." The augean stable which

i undertook to cleanse is no unapt symbol
ens of corruption, tyranny, cruelty, and

ich Howard resolved to purify and trans-

hen he entered on his great work of prison

ion. In his book on prisons, he gives the

his earlier visits to those in London; and

it source, aided by kindred docunjents, we
ie materials of what lor the most part will

rest of this paper. The following pas-

ive a graphic character about them, and

IS to catch a glimpse of the philanthropisi

gaged in his errands of mercy;—"At
iit I entered every room, cell, and dun-

ith a memorandum-book in my liand, in

noted particulars on the spol." " I have

quently asked what precautions 1 use to

: myself from infection in the prisons and

i which 1 visit. I here answer, next to

goodness and mercy of the Author of my
miperance and cleanliness are my pre-

ss. Trusting in divine providence, and

g mysell" in the way of my duly, 1 visit

t noxious cells ; and while thus employed,

D evil. 1 never enter an hospital or pri-

ire breakfast, and in an offensive room 1

draw my breath deeply."

leral description of the London prisons by

,
gives a fearful idea of the neglect of dis-

which prevailed when he began his re-

3. The statistics which Howard su[iplies

to the prison world of London, afford ter-

iight into the miseries experienced by the

Newgale was rebuilt between 1778 and 1780.
As then erected, and as it stdl remains, it presents

a great improvement upon its predecessor; but,

as Howard observed, it is far from being a model,

and at ihe commencement of the present century
ihe gaol fever broke out lliere, which he predicted

would be the result of its defective and faulty ar-

rangements. One shudders on entering the con-

demned cells which Howard opens for our inspec-

tion. There are upon each of the three floors five,

all vaullod. The strong siono-wall is lined all

round with planks studded wi h broad-headed
nails; and such is the aspect of thrs'' darksome,
solitary abodes, that criminals, before unmoved,
have been struck with horror, and have shed tears

on entering ihcin. Fifteen condemned cells hap-

pily appear to us, now that the criminal law has

been reformed, a most unnecessary provision ; but

alas ! when Howard wrote, they seemed not more
ihan to suffice for the demand which was created

by the Draconic severity of the judicial code. In

twelve years 467 executions took place in London,
including two by burning, the two culprits being

women, one condemned for murder, the other lor

coining.

The hardened criminal and the juvenile offender

were closely associated, and if the hitler resisted

his initiation into Ihe mystery of the prison-house,

be underwent a mock trial by some impudent

offender, who assumed the office of judge, and

lied a knotted towel on his head to imitate a wig.

Prisoners were requested to pay "garnish," as

contributions to riotous entertainments were called,

and the miserable creature who had no money
was stripped of his clothes, in discharge of the

villanous demand.
A singular relic of the ancient administration

of torture is mentioned by Howard as continuing

in a form which was observed in his time. When
prisoners capitally convicted at the Old Bailey

were brought up to receive sentence, and the

judge asked, " What have you to say why judg-

ment of death and execution should not be award-

ed against you ?" the executioner slipped a wiiip-

cord noose about the thumbs.

The Fleet Prison stood not far off Newgate,

and there the philanthropist discloses some start-

ling scenes of disorder. "They play in the court-

yard at skittles, mississippi, fives, tennis, etc. ; and

not only the prisoners, lor I saw among litem

several butchers and others from the market,, who
are admitted here as at another public house. The
same may be seen in many other prisons where

the gaoler keeps or lets ihe tap. IJesides the in-

convenience of this to prisoners, the frequenling a

prison lessens the dread of being confined in one.

On Monday night there was a wine club, on

Thursday night a beer club, each lasting usually

till one or two in the morning. I need not say

how much riot they occasion ; iiow the sober pri-

soners and those that are sick arc annoyed by

them."

We are next conducted to New Ludgutc, in

Bishopsgate street, a prison for debtors, Irce of

the city, and for clergymen, proctors, and attor-

neys. The common side debtors are in two 1 irge

garrets, Ihc forest and dock, winch have no fire-

places. Tiie prison is out of repair, the walls and

ceilings very blick, being never white-washed.
There is no infirmary, no bath. It was in refer-

ence to this debtors' prison, that the Spectator
says :

" Passing under Ludgate the other day, I

heard a voice bawling for charity, which I liiought

I had somewhere iioard before. Coming near to

the gate, Iho prisoner called me by my name, and
desired I would ihrow something into the box."
Happily it is all now swept away, and so is the

Poultry compter, with regard to whicii Howard
remarks: " At Ihc root of the prison are spacious
leads, on which the master's side debtors ore
sometimes allowed to walk, but then the keeper
is with ihem, for Iho leads communicate with the

adjoining houses, one of whicli affords a ready
escape from so close a prison in case of fire."

From this specimen of heedlessness about the se-

curity of the prisoners, Howard next takes us lo

the Wood street compter, where all are kepi secure

enough ; there we are shown a room about 35
leet by 18, with 23 beds ranged round the walls,

on three tiers of shelves. At one of his visits, he

informs us, there were in this room tiiiriy-nine

debtors, seven of them with their wives and chil-

dren. The room was swarming with bugs. There
was a chapel in the ci'urt, and under it a tap.

room ; within the unwholesome precincts of this

place, eleven prisoners'died in 1773.

We pass on next to Bridewell, where there was
no court, and fresh air could be obtained only by
means of a hand-ventilutor, with a lobe to each
room of the women's ward. It enjoyed a privi-

lege peculiar to itself, that of having an allowance
o\' rije straw once a moiilh. " No other prison in

London," says Howard, " has any straw or bed-

ding." In the new prison, Clerkenwell, our re-

former notices some commendable arrangements*
but condemned certain cabins or cupboards, five

in number, only 10 feel by 5 in measurement,
each with a barrack-bed for two prisoners: mise-

rably close and unwholesome cells, having no air

but from grates over the doors into tlie gallery.

On visiting the Clerkenwell Bridewell in 1777, ho
found thirty convicts, commilled for a term of
years. Same of these, and others besides, were
sick, and complained of their feet, which were
actually turned black. In 1783 five were ill, one
was dying wiih little or no covering on, and in

another room one was laid out dead. In ihe wo-

men's sick ward, twelve were lying in their

clothes on the barrack-bedstead and on the floor

without any bedding whatever. In this strange

lour about London, which, in proportion as the

scenes described shock our sensibilities, must have

been to our pliilanlhro()ist n series of tortures, we
arrive next at Whiiechapel prison, which presents

nothing noteworthy, except ihc fact of ihe debtors

hanging out a begging-box from a little closel in

[the front of the house, and attending lo it. each in

turn. It brought in only a few pence diily, of

which pillance none partook bul those who on

I

entrance paid the keeper half a crown, and treated

.the prisoners with half a gallon of beer. We has-

ten by the Tower Hamlets' Gaol, in Well-clo.se

Square, and St. Catharine's Gaol, which Howard,

j

ihough he had vi^iled them repeatedly, only briefly

notices, nor can wo tarry at the Savoy, with its

I

military guard-rooms, where the philanlhropist
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liad seen many sick of the {jaol dislompcr, but

wliore heallt-rwards found n dccidfd iniproveiiicnt

ill licallh, owing lo beller sanilnrv rcgiilulions.

We must, liowtviT, relalc a siriliing incidi-nl

wiii.li will ever associate wiili llio history of the

isavoy, the rcmembiaiice of Howard's amnzinj:

|iersonnl couruj;c and influence over prisoners.

During an aiaiining riot there, the men conlincd

had killed two ol" their keepers, and no person

dared lo approach tliem, until the intrepid pliiliin-

ihropisl underlouk lo do so. Gaolers and iViends

endeavoured lo dissuade iiiin ; but in he went

among two horrid rufliaiis, whose savage spirits

he so compielely subdued by his persuasions, that

Ihev allowed themselves lo bo quietly conducted

back to their cells. At Tothill Fields, Bridewell,

be informs us, ihe prisoners washed their hands

and faces every morning, before they came for

their allowance, a practice lluit must have been

very grateful to liiin, lor lie ever enforcd the

slriclest cleanliness on those over whom he had

any control ; and wc remember hearing from an

old man, who lived at Cardington, how he would

notice and reward the children whose hands were

clean ; and that he'oiice said to a cottager who
was not over-l'ond of sellVablution, "John Basset,

go home and wash your hands, or no dinner.''

Howard describes Westminster Gate-house as

empty, but the King's Bench, Soulhwark, as full

lo ovt'rflowing. It was so crowded in the summer
of ]776, thai a prisoner paid five shillings a-week

for half a bed, and many lay in the chapel. The
debtors, with their families, two-lhirds of whom
were within the prison walls, amounled lo a po|)u-

lation of 1U04.

But, perhaps, of all llie London prisons, the

Marshalsea was the worst, where debtors and

pirates were huddled together in da/k narrow

rooms, four men in eacii, sleeping in two beds.

The tap-room was let lo a prisoner, and there the

inmates of the |)lace, at limes, slept on the floor;

and lo show the habits of drinking which prevail-

ed, it is suflicienl lo repeat a statement by Howard,
that one Sunday 600 pots of beer were brought

in from a neighbouring public house, because the

prisoners did not like the beverage supplied by

the tapster within the walls. The spot where we
close this melancholy ramble, amidst the scenes

of prison lite ihree-qiiariers of a century since, is

the Borough Compter, the last place of confine-

ment of the whole number in London which How-
ard describes. It was out of repair and ruinous,

had no infirmary and no bedding, while most ol

the inmates were poor creatures iVom the court ol

conscience, who lay there till their debts were

paid.

It is dreary enougli to pursue this pilrimage

from prison to prison ; but it is instructive as an

illustratiiin of the fallen state of humanity. Where
but in a world where things are sadly out of order,

and the relations of the creature to the Cicator

are disturbed, could such flagrant abuses prevail

under the colour of political justice ? Nor can we
help congraiulating our country, and blessing the

God of nations, lor ihe improved slate of lliings

existing in our pwsons at the present day, mainly

through the inslrumenlalily of him whose shadow
we have been lollowing. It was a tremendous

strung-hold of iniquity that lie dared lo assault,

enough to make the courage quail in even a braver

heart by nature than his own ; but sustained by

help from heaven he nobly curried through his

mission, and crowned it wiih a success which, if

not complete, was signal. His life was a truly

earnest one, a batlle wilh wrong, and an errand

of riciiest mercy. 'Tis pleasant lo follow poets

and painters through tiieir career of elegant lile-

rature and art; bul we feel ourselves to be in a

far dillerent presence, one that gives us inspiring tlon. So unless liiou believcsl that he that stands

and solemn views of human duly, as we track the
|

at the door of thy heart and knocks, and sets ijiy

footsteps of John Howard. He has something sins in order before thee, and calls ihee to repent,

more serious lo do than to gather flowers and lance, be the Saviour of the world, thou wilt die in

eelio back nature's sweet music; lie lias lo tram-! thy sins, and where he is gone, ihou wilt never

pie on serpents, to rend asunder chains, and come. For if thou believest not

to let rays of light and love into ihe cells of the

captive. Appropriate is the statue lo him in St.

Paul's, with huge iron manacles and fi'llers under-

Ibot, and a great key in his hand. But, alter all,

Howard only walked at a humble distance in the

I'ootsleps of iiim whom the Hebri'W Seer described

as binding up the broken-hearted, proclaiming

liberty lo ihc captives, and the ofiening of the

prison-doors lo them that were bound, iloward's

benevolence was bul a reflected beam of his, who
gave himself for the redemption of our race out of

u bondage worse than that of English or even

Algerian gaols. His bentficent course was only

an oulgrowih of the gospel he embraced. Ah !

reader, do you really believe this gospel? do you

love its compassionate Author 1 and are you striv-

ing after his likeness 7

The story of Howard's personal exploits almost

exhausts our store of London associations in con-

nection wilh his name. We remember only one

more, of a very difl'erent character from the fore-

going. With this we must close our paper. Great jsel

Orniond-slrcel has been the residence of several i in;

possible that he should do thee good, or effect thv

salvation; Christ works not against faith, bul bv

it. It is said of old, he did not many mighty

works in some places, because the people believed

not. in him. If thou truly believest in him, ijiioc

ear will be atlintive lo his voice in thee, and tlie

door of thine heart open to his knocks. Thou
wilt yield lo the discoveries of his light, and the

teachings of his grace will be very dear to llice.

It is ihc nature of true failli to beget nn holy

fear of olleNding God, a deep reverence to his

precepts, and a most tender regard to the inward

testimony of his Spirit, as that by which his chi|.

dren, in all ages, have been safely led lo glory.

For as they that truly believe, receive Christ in

all his lenders lo the soul, so, as true it is, ihii

those who receive him thus, wilh him, rcceite

power 10 become the sons of God; that is, on

inward force and ability lo do whatever ho re-

quires ; strength to mortify iheir lusts, conlroi

their afl'eclions, resist evil motions, deny ihem

s, and overcome the world in its most colic-

ppearances. This is ihe life of llie blesstc

celebrilies. There lived Hicks, the learned author
|

cross of Christ, and what thou, O man, must uki

of the Thesaurus; ihere lived Dr. Mead, and • up, if thou iiitendest lo be the disciple of Jesus.

Ur. Slukelv, and Dr. Hawkesworlh ; ihere too i Nor canst thou be said to receive Christ, or belieii

lived Lord Chancellor Thurlow, when he was
rubbed of ihe great seal by a gang of house-

breakers ; and there loo, for a little while, Howard
look up his London abode, in a house left him bj

his sister. While there, a female of rather for-

bidding appearance made repealed inefTecUial

attempts to see the philanthropist. At last she

succeeded, and gained admiltaiice to the library.

He thought, from the visitor's look, that one of

the other sex was come to him disguised, wilh

some evil intent. So he rung the bell and inti-

mated a wish that the servant should remain in

in him, whilst thou rejectest iiis cross. For as'

the receiving of Christ is the means appointed ol

God lo salvaiion, so bearing the daily cross aflci

him is the only true testimony of receiving him;'

and therefore it is enjoined by him, as the gteai

token of disci|)leship. " If any man will comd

after me, let him deny liimself, take up his crosi'

daily, and follow me."—Luke ix. 23.

—

I'cnn, ':

,

I

The Cashmere Goat.—The cditorof iheFariiiel

and Planter says : This goat, w hich has receniH

he room. But it was quite needless; for the
i

'^'^e" introciuced into the United Stales fromlui

iranger turned out to be a real woman, but a i

'^''7' ^^y Dr. Davis, of South Carohna, is oflar

aiher enthusiastic worshipper : for she lirsl pour- S^\ ^'^^ than our common goat, is as easily kep!

d forih a flood of extravagant compliments, and h'"^ by this experiment is proven lo be admirabl;

then took her leave, declaring thai, after having ^^apt'^'l »" our climate. Its great excellence i:

seen the man she so much admired, she could go "l^^t instead of a coat of hair, 11 has a I eece offic.

home and die in i.eacc. ^'^'X appearance, from lour to six inches longii

one year's growth. It is from the fleece ol this goa

the celebrated Cashmere shawls from China an;

made. Besides its beautiful and silky appearance

textures made from the ilecce of this goat outweai

all known substances. Stocks made of it havi

been worn six winters without material injury

They can be shorn annually, and the averai?

... weight of each fleece is about four pounds,

„.,„,',,
I

times weighing as much as seven pounds, beio:

in value to the united fleeces of about si.xleci

Merino sheep annually. Dr. Davis considers ihesi

alaablc

that he refuses to sell full blood ewes at all

ADDRESS TO CllRlSTEXDUM.

Oh, Clirislcndoin ! beliive, receive and apply i

Chiisl rightly; this is of absolute necessity that

thy soul may live forever with him. He told the

Jews, " if ye believe not that 1 am he, ye shall

die in your sins, and whither I

come." And because liiey believed him not, they

did not receive him, nor any benefit by him ; but|^^^'i^'

they that bt-lieved him, received him ; "and as
'^'S'"'"

,
, , ,.

many as received him," his beloved discii-le tells I

^°
''f "'^."P"^'* '°

TA^'^uf^'V
us, " to them gave he power to become the sons '^^' ^^,

'•'=

"^f
'°

'"^^J^'i '^'""^,7'
, „

of God. whicirare born not of blood, nor of theh"' ','u "'"i''?
'^'°'" «10U to .$200 each. He,

will of the flesh, nor of the will of m-in, bul of ^"-Y .'''^'r'""''
''O""^^. ^nd has given several l^

God." That is, who are not the children of God '"« '"^nds.

after the fashions, prescriptions and traditions of •"

men, that call themselves his church and people,

which is not after the will of flesh and blood, and
the invention of carnal man, unacquainted wilh i brother of the celebrated ship builder, lakes his de

the regeneration and power of the Holy Ghost,
^

piirlure in the steamer '.\merica,' for Boston, thi

bul of God; that is, according to his will, and the! afternoon. Since his arrival herein the 'Light

'

working and sanclification of his Spirit and Word ning,' he has made arrangements for his brolbe

of life in them. And such were ever well versed { to build for diflerent Liverpool houses neari;

in the right application of Christ; for he was ;.£J00,000 worth of shipping—a pretty good Sjx

made to them indeed propitation, reconciliation, jciinen of tlie business-habits of the entcrprisin

salvation, righteousness, redemption and juslifica- Yankee.'

English orJcrsfor Amcrica7i Ships.—TheLii

erpool Courier ol May r.3ili says : " Capt. M'Kay
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FnX AND WUITEIIR/IU.

?n a colleclion of llio epistles, wrilten by
i Fox, was about to be pubiisliL-el, Ueorge
iieafl, who had been his cotempnrary many
wrote an epi.stle by way of preface to the

From Ihe very intimate knowledfie he lind

t eminent man, the character which he
and the account of his labours and his

an failh, are instructive, and worth being
by his successors in religious profession",

ore we are acquainted with llie founders ol

:iety, the more we shall discover the sound-
their religious principles, and the honesty
doubting firmness with vvhicli they believed

oclaimed them as the doctrines of the New
lent, which shall never fall to the ground,
itinue to S|>read and finally to prevail over
osition. He says, " The sirnplicily and
:ss of the author's style is not to be des-

he being more in life and substance than
wisdom of words, or eloquence of speech,
e Lord being pleased to make great use of
id to do great things by him, for liis name,
?ed's sake, of which there yet remains
of witnesses, even lo that divine power, and
wisdom ol" God, in the mystery of Chrisi,

ivas with him, and supported him, and lifted

head through many great fighls of aflliclion

ils.

' our long and frequent conversation, know-
nd intimacy, together with his living and

I testimonies, his godly care and zeal for

; honour and prosperity, I have deeply
nd known the author, his unfeigned love,

icy and integrity in the blessed living

whose Christian care among many other

relating to the churches of Christ, the

good order and discipline thereof, greatly

at no offence in any tbing might be given
;

e ministry might not be blamed; well

g what trials and proofs attended Christ's

rs and ministry in these latter days, in

Jegree, as in the primitive Christians'

namely, that he, with many others in his|

pproved himself and themselves as the

rs of Christ, in much patience, in deep
ns, in necessities, in distresses, and some
;s and cruel beatings, in prisons, in tumulis,

jrs, by walchings ; by luslings, by [)urity,

wledge, by long-sulFfring, by kindness, by
ly Ghost, by love unfeigned, by the word
h, by the power of God, by the armour of

jsness on the right hand and on the left,

3ur and dishonour, by evil report and good
as deceivers and yet true ; in which proofs

s ministers, this, his ancient servant, had
share, and the true root of the matter was
far beyond his expressions."

)ugh many false predictions, prophecies and
reats were early breathed out by persecutors

tiious spirits against him, and his friends
|

ethren, whom he unfeignedly loved, and i

his and our holy profession, way and tes-

{

as if in a very short time all would come to i

and he laid waste, yet thetj have all been

intcd, and 231'oved false ; and his Chris-

ing testimony and work further manifest
God, and not of man, nor of tlie will of

or Truth that is strongest of all, hath still,

d and must pnvaii. And though the

' of our deceased brother and faithful

of Jesus Christ be still greatly reviled,

most grossly defamed by some implacible

riesand hardened apostates, who could not

heir evil ends and destructive designs

him in his lifeiime, yet his memory is

3ciou3 to many thouaands, who truly i'ear|

nward
idence

God and love liis Truth, who liave n t

sense, that such a divine power and
attended him in his innocent ("hrislinn leslimDny,

minislry, labours and sullbrings, that the devil

and all persecuting agents could 7uver stop nor

frustrate his testiinonij or service, in turning many
lo righteousness, even from darkness unto lighl,

and from the power of Satan, unto God.
" In many of the epistles he often mentions the

Seed, the life, the power of God, and the like;

whereby he iniends no other than what the Holy
Scriptures testify of Chrisi ; wliich we know he

Iruly loved and esteemed, and was ofien conver-

sant in reading them, and had an excellent me-
mory, and spiritual sense ihereof given him ol

the Lord. By the pure, holy Seed, he meant and
declared Christ, ihe promised Seed, wherein all

the promises of God are yea and amen. And as

Christ is the Word of God, the Word of Life, the

Word of faith, be is that inmiorlal and incorrup-

tible Seed, of which all true and spiritual believers

and children of the light are begolten to God and
born again ; and which Seed or Word of eternal

life abidetli in him that is born of God, and sinneth

not because thereof. And as the generation ol

God and children of his kingdom, and of the pro-

mise, are called the good seed, and counted foi

the seed, being born of that incorruptible Seed or

Word of life, which endureth forever; being that

blessed Seed and holy generation, which was fore-

told Christ should see, and for which the travail

lis soul was.— 1 Pet. i. 2;J, 15: Isa. 53.
' This our deceased friend and servant of Jesus

Christ truly testified of Him in all respects, both

nie in the flesh and in the Spirit ; both as

Christ was and is our only Mediator and Advo-
cate, and as he was and is God over all, blessed

forever; whom he so dearly loved and honoured,

hat he often otTered up his life, and deeply suiler-

ed for Him; and that in dear and constant love

to his seed, that a holy generation might be raised,

trengthened and increased in the earth among
he children of men. His knowledge and minis-

ry of our Lord Jesus Christ, being after the

Spirit, in life and power, did no ways imply any
lessening of the dignity or glory of Christ, nor

any defect of faith or love to Christ, as he came
and sulFercd in the flesh for mankind, os some
adversaries have injuriously misrepresenled and
aspersed him. For he highly esleemed Christ's

suHerings, death, resurrection and glory, and
powerfully testified of the virlue, power, blessed

and spiritual design, fruit and ellects ihereof, as

revealed and witnessed by his Holy Spirit. And
as we have no cause to question, but as with this

innocent and good man, to live was Christ, so lo

die was gain, in both which he glorified God.
"Christ Jesus, being our spiritual Rock, Foun-'a-

tion and Head, he is truly precious to us and all true

believers, in all states and conditions, both of his

humiliation, glory and dominion ; his great grace

and goodness appearing in those precious minis-

terial gifts given by him, when he ascended up

on high, for his minislry and church. And it is

very observable, that though to express Christ's

lowly condition and appearance in the world, He
is sometimes, in holy Scripture, t(;rmed the Seed,

his name is also called the Wonderful, Counsellor,

the mighty God, the everlasting Father, the I'rince

of peace ; upon whose shoulders the government

is laid; and of the increase of his government

contemptible in the eyes of the high and lofty

ones of ihe world, to confound tlir; wisdom of llio

world, according lo 1 Cor. i. He chose poor
^lK|Jherds lo divulge that great evangelical truth

of Christ's birth, and eerlain wonnnlo preach that

gospel truth of his resurrection; uiid boih from
angelical lestimony as well as from their sight of
Chrisi himself. Truth must not be rejected be-

cause of such instruments as God, in his wisdom, is

pleased to employ in his work, nor the diiy of
small Ihiu" : be des ill be

of good matters, great ihings, glorious attainments
and perfections do spring. Glory, honour and
dominion to our most gracious God, and to the

Lamb on bis throne, fo.'-evcr and ever. Now
dear and well beloved Friends, all live in love

and pe;ice, /;<//(«r///i,' Ihe. true faith, imiceahlc ari'l

1^00(1 cj-AuiipIr nfihr uniiiful in Cliriit, and the God
ol love aiiil puacr uill be with you."
We may see that many eflorts were made to

frustrate the services of George Fox, but they
could not prevail. The clear views of the gospel
dispensation which he promulgated, cnligliiencd

and convinced many of their truth, and have con-
tinued to be a blessing to Christendom. It is

allecling that any at this day should attempt to

weaken the influence of his testimony and that of
his coadjutors, by disseminaling sentiments dero-
gatory lo their scriptural self-deiiyiiigdoctrines and
practice, and the siinplicily of our holy profession.

Doing any thing to turn the children from the

blessed Trulh, and the path-way it leads its

humble followers in, for which iheir ancestors

suflered, many of them even unto death, will at

one day be Ibund a heavy burden, that will not

be accom|ianied by pe.ice. We arc thankful in

believing that there are a large number, who are

couscienliously bound to support the original doc-

trines of Friends in life and in principle, and that

the Society will finally rise above all the assaults

that are made upon its failh. If these maintain
the unity of the Spirit in iheir labours to guard
ihe flock against all innovalions, enduring pa-

lienily and firmly the conflicts of the day, and
setting before the young people the fruiis of Chris-

tian love and forbearance, we may trust the Lord
will coniinue to be round about and defend us,

and through the divine influences of his Holy
Spirit, bind the young people to the Society and
lo ils testimonies, from among whom, as they

bey Him, he will raise a band of valiants for tii^i

cause.

CURIOSITIES OF N.l'lLR.lL HISTORY.

I. A T.4JIK LION.

We repaired to ihe Hotel Royal, for we couIJ

not think of departing from Constanlina without

aying our respects to the royal inhabilant of that

house— 1 mean a superb lame lion. This king of

he desert received us in an aparimttit he occu-

pies on the ground flwr of the hotel. The door

of this room, which communicates with a court-

yard, is kept constantly open, and the lion enjoys

the privilege of walking in and out whenever lie

pleases. He is so cxiiemely docile and good-

tempered that no one can feel the least afraid of

him; and we stroked him with as much confi-

dence as we would a dog or a pet pony. . He is

ten monilis old, and fully conscious of his own
sirength and his power to uso it. It was exceed-

8 lion and a largo grey-

rolled over iho

most ingly curious lo seeand peace there shall be no end. A
suitable to Christ's low and suffering condition,

j

hound playing together. 'I'hey

lo make use of such iiislrumcnis as arc most floor witli llie sporliveness o( two young kittens.

Uke. himself in humihtij arid lowliness of jniml, I'Vhe dog fearlessly thrust his bend inio ihe mouth

although they be but low and mean in the world's of the lion, round whose neck ho twined his slen-

eye and esleem. God is pleased lo make choice ider fore-lcgs, so that ihey were perllclly conceal-

of low, mean and weak ihings, and of instruments
I

ed beneath the long flowing mane of his noble
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playmate. Tliia beautiful lion has been purchased,

for a considerable sum by the owner ofn French
,

menagerie, and in a very short lime ho will quit

his native land to be translLrrLd to U\s wuodcn
prison.— Tuitr in Barbanj. \

II. A r.VMNi: M VCIiTKATF..

Many are liio parallels sought to be run between

the genus homo and the canine race. Men and do;;s

possess many trails in common, the one lakiny;

such manners as they are not born to, from the

other. We will tell one more instance of the;

natural or acquired srgacity of the latter. The
agent of the American E.xpress Company, in this

city, owns a noble Newibuniihind dog, whose

blood we believe is crossed by that of a still nobler

breed, the St. Bernard, lie is n right majestic

nnimal, and the incident we have to relate may
prove liim magisterial also. Two inferior dogs

got into a quarrel on the walk near the Express

olTice, and had worried and wrangled for some

lime, in a style as disgraceful as anything seen

in Congress, since the descent of that body from

its aforetime dignity. Seeing that the difficulty

was not to be ended at once, the old fellow, who
had been watching the combatants from a little

distance, advanced slowly to the fighters, and

raising his paw, gave them a culT upon the head,

at the same time looking stern reproof at the

youngsters. One of them turnid tall and (led in-

conlinenily, while the other looked up at the pa-

triarch, wagged his tail mildly in acknowledgment

of his rank and authority, and trotted off. This

wns wiinessed by several persons, who, struck

wiih admiration at the conduct of the dog, confer-

red upon liini the title ol "Peacemaker."

—

Ro-

chester Democrat.

III. THE WASP A FLY-CATCHER.

k correspondent sends the Scottish Press the

following curious incident illustrative of the habits

of the wasp :
—"One day in September last, while

sitling in my room with a window open, a wasp
chose to pay me a visit. I did not feel myself

either flattered or delighted with the visit, and ac-

cordingly rose to show my unwelcome guest out,

when 1 was surprised to observe the wasp dart

like a sparrow-hawk upon a house-fly, both being

on the wing at the time, and capture it. The
v\asp then alighted on the window-curtains wiih

its viciim, and after having slung it to death, tore

oflf its head, and then its wings and legs, leaving

nothing but the trunk of the fly, wiih which ii

flew away. I have observed a similar occur-

rence since. This may be a propensity in the

wasp not known to naturalists, as in any history

of the insect I have met with, I have nut observed

it described as being a fly-catcher, and the publi-

cation of this fact in your journal may be useful

to those who take an interest in such matters."

IV. EFFECTS OF EDUCATION ON THE ROBIN.

The most remarkable instance that I ever re-

member to have met with of a young pupil not only

imilating, but far surpassing his tutor, was about

nine years ago, in Jermyn-strtet, Haymarkel. At

that period 1 revelled in the undisturbed enjoy-

ment of a large aviary, numbering no less than

three hundred and sixty-six inhabitants, all first

rote songsters; and my fame as an amateur had

spread widely. Among the multitude of my vi-

sitors was a gentleman, who informed me that a

friend of his was poss(-ssed of a most wonderful

bird, that he should much like me to sec and hear.

I took the address, and went at an early day to

view the prodigy. On entering the house refer-

red to, and on presenting my card, I was at once

ushered into a drawing-room. 1 there saw two

cages—nightingale cages—suspended on the wall.

One of them, wiih a nighlingale in it, had an open
front; the other had a jjreen curtain drawn down
over the front, concealing the inmate. Alter n

little conversation on ornithology, my host asked
me if I should like to hear one of his nightingales

sing. Of course, I was all expectation. Placing

me beneath the cage, and drawing up the curtain

before alluded to, the bird above, at a whistle from
his master, broke out in a succes?ion of strains

that I never heard surpassed by any nighlingale.

They were, indeed, surprisingly eloquint. "IlVwi
a nightingale ! ejaculated 1. The rapid utterance

of the bird, his perfect abandon to the inspiration

of his music, and his iiullllercnce to all around
him, caused me to invulunlarily cxcluiin with

Coleridge,—

" TImt strain .i

Full lain it would delay

.And so it did. I stood riveted to the spot, know-
ing how seldom nightingales in a cage so de-

poned ihemselves. After listening somo lime,

and expressing my astonishment at ihc long-

repeated eflbris of the peformer, so unusual, I

asked to be allowed a sight of him. Permission
was granted ; the curtain was raised, and I saw
before me—a robin! This bird had been brought

up under the nighlingale from its very earliest

infancy, and not only equalled, but very far sur-

passed ils master in song. Indeed, he put him
down and silenced him altogether. This identical

bird, 1 should add, was sold a few weeks afier-

ward for nine guineas ; he was worth the money.
In this case, the robin retained no one single note

of his own, whereby the finest ear could detect

him ; and this paves the way to still more singu-

lar discoveries hereafter.—WiUiam Kicld in the

Gardener's Chronicle.

BIOGriAPiliCAL SKCTCUES

Of Ministers and Elders, and otber concerned members
of the Yearly Meeting of PUiladelpbia.

THOMAS LLOYD.
CCoMtinucdfrom paae 325.)

James Dickenson's Testimony.

A Testimony is in my heart for my friend and
brother. Thorns Lloyd.

He was a man that the Lord visited by his

eternal Power and blessed Spirit, and thereby

gathered him to a knowledge of himself, with

many thousands more, and walked in humility

and fear, till he knew his heart purged with the

spirit of judgment and burning, and was baptised

with the Holy Ghost and with fire, and so put on

Christ, whom he knew to be the Author of his

faith, and so knew him to be his Divine Saviour,

and also to pour forth of his Spirit upon him,

and give a gift of the ministry to him, amongst
many of his brethren, whom the Lord raised to

proclaim the day of glad tidings to many thou-

sands. And he was zealous for the Truih upon
earth, and stood in defence of the gospel, against

the oppo.sers of it, to the conclusion of his days.

His care was to the opening of the power of Truth
in his gift, as one who knew a mortification to all

his ov.-ii abilities and acquired parts, which made
him the more comely in the sight of all that loved

Truth for Truth's sake, and kept in the simplicity

of the gospel, which he loved in nil ; and was
tender ove/ all that professed Truth, and ready to

serve all, professors and profane ; not regarding

his own interest, that had the least share in many
of his concerns, that Truth and righteousness

might be established in the earth, and that God
might reign in the house of Jacob. The loss of

him occasions my spirit to mourn, yet not as one

without hope, being well satisfied ho is m
wiih Christ, the Redeemer, who lives forever.andf
shall stand the lost u|)on the earth, judging bhJ
who rise up against hiin.Tind his faithful follovwt
whose care have been to follow him throiioji

t||,

many tribulations, and have washed their «r.
menis in the blood of the Lamb; v^ho have not

loved their lives unto death, but given up all for

Christ's sake ; these arc they which shall reigo

wiih him upon Mount Sion, and shall sland with

palms in their hands, (signs of victory ) of ||),

number of whom, I doubt not at all, was tliisny

dear friend, Thomas Lloyd. His love and ctn
was great over the flock of Goil, and lie loved ihe^'

uiiiiy of ihe brethren, in which be finished hit

testimony.

He was a pattern of humility to bis tender chil.

dren, over whom he was tender, desiring tlieir

growth in the Truth above all. And I pray Godf
that they may (oilow his example, and ktepiolbe!'

same i^ower that preserved him; so ui|| il^j.

blessing of God rest upon them, and « ill enrich j'

them every way. He is removed from us, «nd
|

though it be our loss, it is his everlasting gajn;|

and we rejoice in that his spirit lives amongst w, I

as those that are brought to the general uscmbly, ^

and to the church of the first-born, and to God,''

Ihe Jud^e of all, and to Christ Jesus, the .Media-

1

tor, and to the blood of sprinking, that speakelh
f

belter things ihan that of Abel, that cried lor ven-
f

geance ; and removed out of this troublesome;

world, and do believe that ho is entered into that
\

mansion of glory, where the wicked cease from
|

troubling, and where the weary are at rest, and I

the strife of tongues cannot reach him. He needs |

not these characters to set forth the excellency of
j

his pious life, neiiher shall I attribute any thing
f

unio him, but to that Power that made him what
j

he was to God, and what he was that was good to I

all mankind. Desiring we that remain maj '

walk as we had him for our example, who wnsa
|

faithful follower of our great Pattern and Ei-
|

ample, the Lord Jesus Christ, who preserved I

him, and is only able to preserve us, to whom I i

commit all, and remain a true lover of the souls I

of all men.

James Dickensoh.

They that be wise shall be as the brightness

of the firmament, and they that turn many to

righteousness, as the stars, forever and ever.—

Dun. xii. 3.

The Unknown Trades o/Parjs.—" Dick Tin-

to," the Paris correspondent of the New York

Times, writes under this head, that the guesser of

rebusses and riddles is making a rapid fortune.

At the caffes, the reading rooms, and clubs, where

people cluster in numbers to read the illustrated

papers, there is a natural desire to know the solu-

tion to the pictorial charades and enigmas, without

waiting the issue of the next week's number. A
man with a natural tact at resolving them, has

made a trade of it. He gels the paper before any

one else is up at eight o'clock, and sets out in his

rounds with the desired explanation. He sells the

secrets to the heads of the various establishments,

charging each person five sous, and thus earns

fifty I'rancs a rebus. As there are three a week,

he makes S1500 a year. He spends but a third

of this, and invests a thousand per annum. This

has been going on for a long time, and his savings

amount to a very pretty sum. He will have 8

house of his own bel'ore a great while, and will re-

tire to a country life.

M'Ue Rose, a raiser of ants, earns thirty francs

a day. She has correspondents in all the depart-

ments, and never receives less than ten bags a day.

She makes them lay when she likes, and can get
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nnas she says, ten limes wliat ihey would
in a slate of nature. She sells the eggs
rden of Plants, as good for certain species

to the pheasant raisers of the environs,

othecaries for sundry medicinal purposes,

se lives and sleeps in the midst of her in-

d the skin of her whole body has grown
e to their bites. She is as callous all over

h she were a universal corn. The police

>de her remove from Paris to an isolated

yond the barriers.

atagotos kills cats at night, and sells the

ifT makers, who persuade grisetts that it is

kind of Siberian sable,

ecog has made artificial cocks' combs for

thiity-nine years. A neighbouring ma-
Lirnishes him with steam power, and he

tures the article from ox and sheep tongues,

jces some ten thousand a day, and sells

the rate of three cents per dozen. M.
)uld live upon his income, but he continues

1 nevertheless.

sliaies hunts a species of harmless snake
:dges, which he sells for eels. There are

dred sellers of eels in Paris, and M. De-
somewhat a rival with his snakes. These
1 good fry at the barrier eating-houses,

Deshaies lives a happy careless, and roam-
ence in the woods, dressed like a leather

, and earning fifty dollars a mon'.h.

'ustijied.—Friends, No one is justified,

;
the commands of Christ ; no one is jus-

'ing in iniquity ; no one is justified in pro-

inly Christ's words, the prophets' and the

words, and living outof thiir lives. No
islified living in the first birih and nature,

e'laith and hope, which dolh not purify

s pure. No man is justified not believ-

ie Light, as Christ commands, but with

it is coEidemned ; for the Light is the con-

Dn of them all that walk contrary to it.

re the power of God, mind. No man is

acting contrary to that Spirit which dolh

: them. G. F.

Danger of Evil Associations.

na Lightfoot, near the close of her de-

i'e, expressed herself to this etlect, that

have need of a special care against keep-

leir families persons of corrupt morals and

imunication, which have a tendency to

le tender minds of the children ; she also

her apprehension that some Friends were

with the blood of their offspring by their

jf care, in this respect,

•en naturally inchne to the company of

iih whom they are under the least re-

and in places where there is reason to

t those employed are persons of unsound

principles an*d habits, it requires great

the part of parents to protect their chil-

Ti a lamiliar association with them. The
jf to effect the desired object is, to observe

enlious care to admit none that are evil

s into tlieir families—and when such are

ently introduced, if they cannot be re-

ihey should be dismissed. This we take

religious duly binding on all ; for the I'u-

racters of our children both as men and

as may be expected to be greatly influ-

^ the conduct and conversation of those

ompany they incline to keep,

ave no doubt but many parents-can trace

ly departures from the paths of innocence,

endeavours to please and conciliate the

if unworthy assistants employed in their

father's service. No parent but knows it would
be in vain to expect any success in the growth of

a young plantation of fruit trees, unless they were

fenced about and prulected by suitable enclosures.

If these hints should increase a watchful care in

this matter, the otject of their insertion will be

answered.

A Friend to tlic " religioics, guarded
education of Youth"

Friends, forsake the company of wild people,

and choose the company of sober men, and that

will be creditable in the end. Choosing the com-
pany of wild and light people, who delight in vain

fashions and ill courses, is dangerous, and of a

bad report among sober people; for the eyes of

all such will be upon you; and if they see you
are wild, you will come under their censure.

Therefore love gravity and soberness, and wisdom
that dolh preserve. G. F.

" If our most amiable qualifications and afPjc-

tionate endearments are not subservient to and

sanctified by the Refiner of hearts they are incum-

brances to the Gospel and the services of it."

THE FRIEND
SEVENTU ilOXin 1, 1854.

We take the following extracts from the ac

count of London Yearly Meeting, given in the

last number of " The British Friend."

LONDON YEARLY JIEETIXG.

"The Yearly Meeting of ftlinisters and Elders

assembled on Second-day morning, the 2^d o

Fifih month."

"The Yearly Meeting at large convened at

ten o'clock, the usual hour, on the morning ol

Fourth-day, the 24lh of Fifth month, and in ap-

pearance presented no perceptible dillercnce, as

compared with last year, in regard to the number
in attendance.

* * * * "The opening minute was read by

Joseph Thorpe, the clerk of last year, and the

meeting constituted by calling over the names of

the represenlalives from the dilferent Quarterly

Meetings, who responded to the call, with the ex-

ception of some seven or eight, for whose absence

sufficient reasons were given.

" The representatives were desired to meet at

the close ot the first sitting, to consider of a suit-

able clerk, wiih two assistants, and to report to

the meeting in the afiernoon. * *

"The clerk informed the meeling that there

was an appeal on the table from Joseph Jones,

against the decision of Lincashire Quarterly Meet-

ing in his case. Two minules of said meeting

were read, intimating that, though they had

some doubts as to the right of the appellant to be

heard, they had yet appointed respondents. The
appeal was accordingly consigned to the commit-

tee of representatives, to judge of the question as

to right of appeal ; and if this appeared conclu-

sive in favour of the appellant, they were to con-

sider and report their decision in regard to the

appeal itself.

" Ttie epistles from other Yearly Meetings

were then all read, beginning with that from Dub-

lin, succeeded by one from each of those on the

American continent. In the epistle from Phila-

delphia, allusion was made to the Nebraska bill,

threatening the extension of the slave power; but

the fate of which had not been decided when the

epistle was written. More or less allusion was

made in this and other epistles to the subject of

slavery ; and also to the want of lovo and unity,

and dwelling on its supposed causes and remedy.
The contents of these documents were othurwiso
mostly satisfactory, and were commented upon
briclly by a number of Friends. As usual, the

committee of representatives were charged with
ihe duty of considering and bringing in rei)lie3 to

a future sitting.

"The rcadmg of iho reports from the various
Quarterly Meeungs, of the sulFerings sustained
by our members in connection with lilhes, iSic.,

was next undertaken by one of the assistant clerks.

The amount seemed to vary but little froiji that of
precec^ig years.

" Helore separating, the clerk stated that he
held in his hands a letter addressed to this meet-
ing, whicii it would be proper to commit to one or
two individuals, whom the meeting might appoint,
to judge of its fitness for being read. A commit-
tee was thereupon named, and they left the meet-
ing accordingly. On being inquired of, when
they returned, whether tiie letter in question was
suitable or not for Friends to hear, they requested
leave to postpone making their report till iho
afternoon silling. The meeting then adjourned
at one, till four o'clock.

" Fourth-day a//c/«oon.—[Joseph Thorpe was
appointed clerk with two assistanis.] A report
staled that the committee of representaiives had
nominated certain of their number to consider the
appeal of Joseph Jones. * # * *

"On behalf of the Friends appointed in the
forenoon, Josiah Forster reported, that they
thought the letter which had been referred to ilieir

consideration, ought not to bo accepted by the
moeiiiig. The leller in qnesion came from those
St) ling themselves 'the Yearly Meeting of Anti-
slavery Friends in Indiana.' Considerable ditler-

ence of opinion was hereupon manifested ; whilo
some argued that we should not be proceeding
according to order and former precedent, to enter
into communication with such as had seceded from
the meetings with which we are in correspond-
ance, whicli might be said to bo acknowledgmg
what could not be

—

two Yearly Meetin<'s in one
place; others were of the judgment, that every
case should bo disposed of on its own merits, with-
out regard to precedent ; and, as the Anti-slavery
Friends had kindly received the deputation sent

I

them some years ago by this meeting, it would
not be using them courteously to retuse to listen

10 what they had now to say.
" It was subsequently urged, that it would bo

an extraordinary proceeding to depute a commit-
tee to consider of such documents, and yet not

adopt their opinion or recoinmendation. On this,

Josiah Forsler observed, that he had purposely

spoken of the letter in a way dillerent to what
was usual in similar instances, in order not to

prejudice the case of the Anii-slavery Friends ;

but now that it was required of the committee to

say distinctly whether they thought the letter

suitable or not for the meeling to hear, he would
plainly say it was their united opinion that it was
not suitable to be. read to the meeling; for which
opinion he a-signed what app'jared to be satisfac-

tory reasons—chiefly in rel'ulation of what had
been asserted ; first, that this meeling had entered

into communication with the said Anti-slavery

Friends through the deputation already relerrej

lo ; and, secondly, that circumstances might have

so changed as to render it expedient lo diller from

our former course.

" lie further explained, that the communication

alluded to on the part of the Yearly Meeling, was

simply the presenting of iho Anti-slavery Friends

with an address tiiruugh certain of our number,

advising them to lay down their separate meet-
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in^s, and return lo those regularly organized and

acknowledged ; which advice had not been taken,

except by a portion ol' their members, and thai not

a lari;c one. Neither had there been any change

ol" circumstances to authorize our departure from

established order, inasmuch as the Anti slavery

Friends still justify their proceedings in the sepa-

ration. It was therefore concluded, thnt the let-

ter should be returned to the writers through the

clerk ; the committee, also, to whose considera-

tion it had been referred, were encouraged to com-

numicate with them in a conciliatory and sym-

imtliizing manner, staling the rensot)s which had

operated to prevent the reception of their^hltcr by

this Yearly Meeting.
" The queries were then taken up."

[A discussion took place whether all the an-

swers or a summary of them should be read.]

"The rest of the sitting was occupied with list-

ening to the answers, which were overtaken as

far as Dorset and Hants; together with a testi-

mony on behalf of Ann Lucas, of Hitchin ; Jo-

seph Ashby Gilletl, of Banbury, and a minute

from the west division of Cornwall Monthly Meet-

ing, respecting Catherine Lidgcy, of Truro.

" Fifth-day morning. Fifth vionth 25th.—Re-

sumed the reading of the answers to the queries,

commencing with those from Durham. After the

reading of these, together with a testimony from

Darlington Monthly Meeting, concerning Anna
Hul<;hinsnn, of Bishop Aucklnnd, the committee

nominated yesterday to consider the appeal of

Joseph Jones against the decision of Lancashire

Quarterly Meeting, presented their report, which

was read by the clerk. It slated that they had

listened to the appellant and respondents until

both parties had acknowledged tiiey had been

fully and fairly heard ; and it was the judgment of

those whose names were attached to the report,

that the decision of Lancashire Quarterly Meet-

ing ought to be annulled. The names appended

to this report were nineteen. Previous lo this do-

cument being disposed of by the clerk, soine un-

certainty appeared to arise in regard to the num-

ber necessary to subscribe. It was staled lo be

the rule, that a simple majority of the committee

sufficed lor overturning the decision of a Quarterly

Meeting ; but two-thirds were required lor its con-

firmation. The clerk accordingly made a minute,

adopting the report as the judgment of this meet-

ing, and directing a copy of it to be given to the

appellant and to the Q. Meeting of Lancashire.
" We understand that this case of Joseph Jones

was one of marrying before the Registrar; and

the reversal of the Monthly Meeting's decision is

not to be looked upon as sanctioning such a mode

of marrying, but as resting on the ground of irre-

gularity on the part of the Quarterly Meeting in

the case.

" The answers to the queries were again pro-

ceeded with, and overtaken as far as Norfolk,

Cambridge, and Hants. Rend also at this sitting,

a testimony from Mnrsden Monthly Meeting con-

cerning Siisaima Ilaworth ; a minute from Feel

Monthly Meeting respecting William Grimshaw
;

and a testimony from Kingston Monthly Meeting

in behalf of Mary Sterry. The several testimo-

nies were commented upon by a number of

Friends, and much suitable and impressive coun-

sel administered.
" During the course of the sitting, Jonathan

Grubb, of Sudbury, laid before Friends a concern

to pay a visit lo the women's meeting, which being

generally united with, he was liberated accord-

ingly. * * *
" Fifth-day afternoon, four o'clock.—Finished

ihe readmg of the answers lo the queries, includ-

ing ihose from Ireland, at this sitting, together

with a testimony from Pickering Monthly Meeting

concerifing Ann Priestman.
" The customary report from the meeting of

|

ministers and elders was presented and read. Ii

gave a summary of the answers to iho queries

aiidrcssed lo their body, but incomplete in so fur

as the answers from one of the (iuarterly Meet-

ings—that of Derby and Notts—had not been re-

!

ceived at their lirst sitting, though it was staled

that they had subsequently come to hand. It ap-

peared from the summary that there were few

exceptions in the answers, save want of unity in

three meetings. Some doubt arising whether the

stale of Society could yet be said to be fully be-

fore the meeting, in consequence of the answers

from the Quarterly I\Ieeting above named, not be-

ing included in this report from the meeting of

iTimislers and elders, it seemed questionable whe-

ther lo defer or proceed at once to the considera-

tion of the stale of Society thus in some degree

imperfectly e.xhibited. It was ultimately agreed

to proceed, leaving the disposal of the answers

from Derby and Notts in the hands of the Friends

who acted as clerks to the meeting of ministers

and elders, that body being at liberty to report it"

occasion required.

" The exceptions to the answers, especially as

regards the first query, appeared to be more nu-

merous than on almost any former occasion. The
number who had joined the Society on the ground

of convincement in the course of the past year

appeared small. Of the whole number, which did

not exceed tive-and-twenly, more than the half

wure admitted in one Quarterly Meeting, the re-

mainder being divided among three or lour other

Quarters, while the rest had received no acces-

sions at all.

" In the answers from Ireland, it was stated

that eleven had been joined lo the Society on the

ground of convincement ; but it was alterwards

explained that this number included, if it did not

principally consist of, youths who had just com-

pleted iheir education at Brookfield Agricultural

School. * * *

" Adjourned shortly after seven o'clock, till

four on Sixth-day afternoon. * * *

" SixLh-day afternoon.—Some preliminary ar-

rangements having been made in relerence to fu-

ture sittings, and the appoinlment of Second-day

morning next, at nine o'clock, for the meeting ol

the Tract Association, Edward Backhouse, junr.,

requested that a Friend from Slavanger might be

permitted to bo present at our deliberations, [which

was granted.] * * *

"Though considerable part of yesterday after-

noon had been devoted to deliberation upon the

state of Society, as exhibited by the answers to

the queries, the whole of this silting was similarly

employed. Notwithstanding the comparatively

large number who spoke on this occasion, as well

as previously, upon this subject, there seemed a

remarkable harmony of view among ihem; at the

same time that the remarks at the one sitting were

mostly of a different strain from those on the other.

" After sufficient expression appeared to have

been givffi lo the concern of individuals, on the

general question then before the meeting, ihe pro-

priety ol' issuing a general epistle was sug-

gested for consideration; and it appearing that

the practice of former years could not be safely

departed from, the preparation ol'said epistle was

consigned to the committee of the representatives.

" The attention of Friends was thereafter drawn

to the subject of the war in which this country is

lamentably engaged against Russia, with the view

of ascertaining whether a simplu allusion lo it in

the general epistle would sutiice, or if it would

bo necessary and expedient to issue a minute, t

other document, expressly for the occrisiDn.
i^

attempt was also made to elicit some nutlioriistiv

opinion in reference to the income-tax. ' '

been imposed, as expressly stated b

.

cellor of the E.ifcheipier, for the pu;

bling this country to carry on tin .. u. ^
question raised was, whether, as a .Sni'iety, «
could, in consistency with our well known test!

mony against nil war., pay this assessment. * •

The whole subject was at last referred to the larg

committee; and, lo allow of its having time fo

interchange of sentiment, the meeting adjoume.

about hall-past six, when the said committcecam
together, and sat till after eight o'clock, harin^f

before it the consideration of the returns of litb,

distraints, &c., and subsequently the dispoMloj

the question last referred to, when the conclusioij

arrived at was, to frame a paragraph cxprtij|4

bearing upon it in the general epistle. '|

" Seventh-day morning. Fifth month 27tt,-i

Met at eleven. Read a report of last year froii^

the Meeting for Sufferings, in relation to iheinjj

of the aggregate amount of lii

the Yearly Meeting printed epistle, whirh reporj

had been deferred for further consideration, wii

account of there not being then siifficii-iit unani,]|

mity of sentiment to warrant its adoption, loi

this report the Meeting for Sufferings gaveitasj

their judgment, that the insertion of the nmonall

of distraints might now be advantageously dis-j

continued in the yearly epistle. A very consid-j

erable time was spent in listening to the expression!

of opinion for and adverse lo the propo-sed mea-j

sure—the discussion appearing to have been pro-|

traded by misapprehension on the part of soiik

as lo its object. Eventually the sense of the

meeting became apparent in favour of what wn
recommended ; the clerk, therefore, framed a mi-

nute, stating the adoption of the report, and di-

recting the omission of the amount of distraints in

future in the epistle. At the same lime, in order

thill no mistake might prevail in regard to this]

omission, as if the testimony of the Society I

against all ecclesiastical demands was in any de-|

gree to be departed l>om, the minute provides that'

a paragraph in the epistle shall annually be de-

voted lo encourage Friends in a faithful inainteo-

ance of that important testimony.
" The reports of the various public educational

establishments were then introduced. * * * •

" The reports from the other schools followed,

and were mostly satisfactory. * * * *

" After the reading of these documents, and

a number of Friends had otTered certain com-

ments upon them, and on the question of educi-

tion generally, the clerk made the usual minute

respecting them ; including the ordering of Itie

annual-subscription in support of .\ckworthSchool,

and the appoinlment of representatives by the

Quarterly iVleetings to attend the general meeting

on the 5th of Seventh month next.
" A Friend then adverted, at considerable

length, lo the unprovided state of many children

after they lel"t our schools, as regards the carry-

ing out of their education any way in keeping

with that in which it had been conducted wliiis

at these inslitulions; owing to which, the caro

and instruction therein provided became often,

unhappily, almost entirely lost. A number ol

Friends expressed their satisfaction at the intro-

Juclion of this subject, but the meeting could then

come to no formal conclusion ; only, it was sug-

gested, that Monthly Meetings and overseers

should exercise a watchful care over youths thus

circumstanced, with a view to their help and pre-

servation. * * *

" A somewhat kindred subject was next iotro'
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I great importance of having our cducn-

inaries provided witii properly qualified

The difficulty on tliis point had long

be great; but it was now, in some
jviated by the Flounders Institute, some
f which a Friend here detailed to the

His principal object appeared to be, to

nown that the capabilities of that excel-

were crippled by a heavy debt of some
and pounds, incurred in the building of

ition. * * * *

Dus to taking up the minute of last year

Mtetings for Sufferings, respecting dis-

i stated above, the cleric called over the

Meetings, to ascertain if any proposi-

been intrusted to the representatives,

replied in the negative,

irned at two, till eleven o'clock on Sc-

morning.
<.d-day morning. Fifth month 2Qth.—
:veii o'clock. Immediately on the open-

te being read, the Clerk stated that a

as desirous of addressing some observa-

le meeting, which he then proceeded to

erence to the general question o( the

Society ; detailuig somewhat minutely

been liis views and feelings during our

illings.

Friends were liberated to visit the wo-

eling.]

iiinute of last Yearly Meeting, in refer-

mpropriate tithe rent-cliargo, was then

s may be recollected, the Quarterly

were requested to appoint representa-

tend and confer with the Meeting for

1 on this subject, and report to this

eeting. A report was accordingly pre-

id read, staling that the conference had

as directed, but no conclusion had been

to submit for the adoption of the mcet-

3 Friends under the appointinent, jointly

Meeting for Sufferings, were therefore

to resume consideration of the subject

invcnience, with a view to coming to a

y conclusion, and report the same next

irterly Meetings being at liberty to add

espective appointments, if occasion re-

lommitleo appointed to audit the accounts

;iety, produced their report, which was

appeared from their statement, that the

re had exceeded the income by upwards

undred and fifty pounds, and that the

in hand, amounting to some four bun-

ds, would be more than exhausied be-

nnual contributions could be received.

an was therefore directed to be made,

n amount than last year, and remitted

he correspondents as early as conven-

this report of the auditors will, as usual,

wn to the counties, it is unnecessary

ve the details, farther than to state, that

iditure for ministers travelling on the

of Europe exceeded one thousand

ind for the deputation to America with

5S on slavery, upwards of five hundred ;

jssia did not exceed one hundred. A
on of about one hundred pounds had

sived from Friends of New England,

he expense of ministers from among
elling on the continent; and it was inti-

it a further remittance was expected,

nute Irom the committee on Epistles was

, intimating that there was now a bill

B House of Commons, having for its

total abolition of church-rates ; and it

;ested lor consideration, whether this

lught not to petit.on I'arliament with the

same view. With but little difference of opinion,

tiic propriety of doing so was recogni/.ed, and a

committee named to prepare the draft of a peti-

tion to be brought into annihrr silting, and to be

generally signed by Friends now attending the

meeting.
" Second-daij, aflerno07i.—Met at four o'clock.

Read the minute of last Yearly Meeting, appoint-

ing the deputation to America with the address on
slavery and the slave trade. This led to the

production of the report from the deputation,

which was also read. The document is of very

considerable length, as, in addition to a narrative

of their journeys into the different Stales of the

Union, there is appended a series of refioctions

which the deputation had been led to make upon
ihe general system of slavery, from their witness-

ing and coming into more immediate contact with

its manifold evils. In the report, affecting men-
tion is made of the last illness and decease of our

beloved and valued Friend, William Forster, and

tnany alFectionale testimonies were borne to his

memory. The document, in boih its parts, was
felt to be highly satisfactory, and it was accord-

ingly adopted by the meeting; with directions to

have it printed and distributed among Friends in

this country, together wilh all previous minutes

of the Yearly Meeting, and reports in connection

witJi the subject, since the original ing of the con-

cern in 1S49. A copy is also to be sent to each

of the American Yearly Meeelings, and such

further publicity abroad, as the Meeting for Suf-

ferings may deem to be requisite.

" Third-day morning. Fifth moiitli, SOlh.—Met

at ten o'clock. * * *

" The minute of last evening respecting the

disposal of the report from the deputation to

America, having been left imperfect, and having

been subsequently revived, was now brought in

and adopted.

[A visit from a woman Friend was received.]

" Read a report from London and Middlesex

Quarterly Mceiing, respecting the registry of men
and women Friends in want of situations, and those

requiring assistants, &c.
" A minute from the Meeting for SulTcrings

followed, detailing sundry alterations as to meet-

ings eslablished or discontinued since last year.

" The minute of last Yearly Meeting, continu-

ing the committee on geographical boundaries,

&c., was next read, together with reports from

the different Quarterly Meetings interested in the

changes which had been proposed respecting

them ; with the exception of Derby and Notling-

ham, which hud nut reported. Some difficulty

arose as to the proper mode of procedure wilh

these documents. [The subject was continued

under the care of the commilee as before.]

" Adjourned at half-past one o'clock.

" Third day. Afternoon.—Met at four o'clock.

" The business prepared for this sitting consist-

ed chiefly of selected extracts from minutes of the

Meeting for Suficrings. First came an epistle

addressed to the Meeting lor Sufferings in Phila-

delphia.
" The minute of last Yearly Meeting, continu-

ing tho committee appointed to assist the Quar-

terly Meetingof Dorset and Hants, was next read.

* * * The committee were of the judgment that

they might now be discharged, and in this the

meeting concurred.
" The report of the printing committee came

next in order; then sundry minutes connected

with the originating and carrying out of the ad-

dress to tho Emperor of Russia ; which, with tlie

address itself, were all read. As tho names of

the deputation to whom the presentation of this

address was committed by tlie Mecling for Suf-
ferings are already familiar to most Friends, wo
need not repeat them here. Joseph Sturge, one
ol the number, entered into a long explanation of
the proceedings of the deputation—their reception
at St. Petersburg by the Emperor and others,

which appeared to be listened to with interest and
satisfaction; though our Friend obviousJy felt

that he was speaking in exculpation, us it were,
of himself and his colleagues. There seemed,
however, to be but one feeling in the meeting, as
to the concern itself having been a right one ; as
well as to its having been judiciously and effec-

tively carried out, which was expressed by more
than a 'i^iw. The chief, if not the only cause of
dissatisfaction in the matter, appeared to have
arisen from what had been construed into attempts
to justify or lake the part of the Emperor of Rus-
sia, representing him as humane and pacific ;

whereas, neither public nor private character had
any thing to do with the mission, which was
simply an effort to dissuade from an appeal to the

sword, which no conceivable circumstances could
render justifiable for Christians.

" This was succeeded by other documents from
the Meeting for Sufferings. First came an epistle

from the body of the same standing in New Eng-
land ; detailing the painful position of their Yearly
Meeting, in consequence of other two co-equal
meetings refusing to receive their epistles, and
otherwise acting at variance with the provisions

ofthe discipline.* Tlie Meeting for Sufferings

for New England also mentioned the circumstance
of John Wilbur having been liberated, by the

seceders from their Yearly Meeting, to pay a
religious visit to this country. Whereupon our
Meeting for SufKjrings, as Friends are all aware,
issued a minute cautioning our members every
where against receiving John Wilbur; he having
no certificates from the body in correspondence

with us, and not being, as the minute stated, a
member of the Society of Friends.f The reading

of these latter documents elicited but very little

remark, save regret for the painful situation of

Friends in America, in their present divided cir-

cumstances, so at variance with what all would
desire. * * * * The meeting adjourned about
half-past six, till four the next Hlttrnoon.

" Fourth-day, afternoon. Fifth month, 31s<.

—

Met at four o'clock. The committee appointed

at a preceding meeting, to prepare the dralt of a
petition to Parliament in favour ofthe total aboli-

tion of church-rates, presented the same ; but, on
its being read, considerable alteration apppeared

requisite, and as the time of the meeting was too

* If the report is correct, in relation to the contents of
tliis epistle, it [the epistle] betrays a wnnt of knowledge
of" the provisions of the discipline," us tbere is ootbing
in the latter requiring cither the writing or the receiv-

ing of epistles. To what the " otherwise" may allude

we know not, but il must be equiiUy groumlless as the

other charge. It was a mistake in London Yearly Meet-
ing to permit these unfounded charges against two co-
ordinate meetings wilh which it professes to be in unity,

to be spread before it. But this is not the first time
those two Vcarly Jlcclings have been misrepresented.

Editor of "Tue I^iukxd."

f Time was when being a member ia any ooe meet-
ing of our religious Society secured the rights and pri-

vileges of membership in all parts of the Society. Uwing
to the divisions produced by tho unsound scntimenla

disseminated by J. J. Gurney and others, that is not the

case now. Within the limits of Philadelphia Yearly
.Meeting, the members of the smaller body in Jicw Kng-
liuid are fully recognized as possessing those righCs and
privileges. The same justice was accorded to J. Wilbur
l)y very many of the members of London Yearly .Miol-

ing in dilTorent parts of Great Britain, while be was oa
tho visit hero alluded to.—/W.
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valuable to be spent in' verbal criticism, the (locu-|

itient wus consigned to John Allen, Rickman

Godlce, and Charles Lloyd Braiihwaitc, who

went out with the view ol" preparing an improved
^

copy.
I

" Selected minutes of the Meeting for Suffer-

ings were then taken up. First, a report from

the committee of that meeting, appointed to cor-

j

respond wilh Friends in forci^jn parts; viz., all

Pyrmontand Mindcn, Congenies, Stavanger, &c.
|

The accounts received were of an encouraging;

nature—a considerable accession to their num-

bers had been made within the last year; ol

twenty-one, the total number, eighteen were re-

ceived at Siavanger.
" Intelligence respecting the members of our

Society in South Australia, Van Diemen's Land.

iic, was also cominunicited, and much was said

in reference to the benefit which these our distant

Friends would derive Iron) our Meeting for Sullcr-

ings, as also the meetings to which such as had

emigrated had previously belonged, maiiilaiiiin^

regular correspondence, and suppling tlu'm with

epistles, books, &:c. From the statement of Ed-

ward Sayce, who had resided, as we understood,

for twelve years in Melbourne, South Australia,

the number of Friends, or those connected with

them, ajipeared to he larger than many were

aw;ire of. Meetings lor worship ar6 held in vari-

ous places on that widely e.xtended territory ; as

also one in New Zealand. There are also one

or two Meetings for Discipline.

" Thomas Norton drew the altenlion of Friends

to the school at Nismes, established by John and

Martha Yeardiey, a number of years ago, lor the

instruction of children belonging to those profess-

ing wilh us there. * » * *

[Accounts of visits on the continent were

read.]
" Next came the report of the appropriation of

the negro and aborigines' fund, showing a balance

yet in hand of about £900.
"The amended dralt of the petition to Parlia-

ment, above alluded to, was read, and, with little

further alteration, adopted. It was to be ready

forFiiends appending their names and addresses

to-moriow morning—a hope being expressed that

this might be done very generally, as likely to

give more weight to the petition. The presenta-

tion was consigned to the care of the Meeting for

Suiferings. There was also read, at this sitting,

n minute from the Meeting for Sufferings respect-

in" charilable trusts, which had already been

sent down to the Quarterly and other meetings.

" Adjourned till to-morrow morning at eleven.

" Fijlh-day, Hixlh monlk 1st.—Met at eleven

o'clock.

[A discussion arose as to the propriety of the

general meeting for Ackworth assembling at the

usual time at the School inconsequence ot' scarlet

lever existing there.]

" At a subsequent opportunity, it was stated that

the Commillee had held a conlerence, and agreed

to pro^iose to the meeting that representatives

should Le appointed to ihe school as previously

directed ; on the understanding, that if the healil

of the family there rendered iheir coming toge-

ther inexpedient or dangerous, notice, in due

time, would be given by advertisement and other-

wise.
" The minute in the Book of Rules of Discipline

respecting the character and qualifications of those

chosen to compose the Meeting for Sufferings

was then read, as directed by one of ihose Rules

when the list of correspondents was called over

and vacancies occasioned by removals or deaths

upplied.

"The minute of last year, in relation to the

extension of care towards Friends visiting this

country from America, with certificates for reli-

gious services, and referring the matter to the

Meeting for SulFerings, was next taken up ; when

the best way of again disposing of it seemed to be

to continue it under the care of that meeting, and

to report next year.

"The subject of the alteration of ihc geo-

graphical boundaries of Quarterly Meetings, as

brought forward at a previous sitting, and then

referred to the committee h;iving it in charge, to

report again before the close of the meeting, was

resumed on the presentation of a condensed report.

This committee, as may be remembered, is the

one nominated in IS.'iO, with subsequent additions,

to perform a general visit to the Society, which

service they performed as reported ; but were

continued, in consideration of the proposals which

ihcy made in reference to the said geopraphical

boundaries. Since the report already alluded to

as brought into a preceding sitting, they had again

had the subject before Iliein ; and now, after de-

puting certain of their, number to assist in the

completion of the proposed alterations, and giving

their judgment thereon, they desired to be released

from the position which they had previously held ;

to which the meeting assented.

Proceeded with the Epistles in reply to ihose

received from other Yearly Meetings. Those to

Ireland, Phiiadi-lphia, New York, Baliimore, New
England, and North Carolina, were read, and wiih

some slight verbal corrections, adopted and signed

by the Cierk. These documents appeared to be

much of the usual character, and called for but

ttle remark beyond verbal criticism. A danger

ppearing of this being carried too far, and en-

croaching on the time of the meeting, one Friend

expressed himself somewhat strongly in depreca-

liou of the freedom thus taken. Several Friends

spoke with equal decision on the other side, when
the difficulty was satisfactorily adjusted by the

judicious observations of the Clerk and another

Friend, to the eirect, that while we could in no

degree countenance the idea that any individual

was to be prevented from giving his opinion in a

proper spirit, and as briefly as he was able, on

documents submitted for the adopiion of the meet-

inc, it was at the same time to be remember-

ed, that no slight responsibility attached to the

iVeedom thus used, in consideration of the cir-

cumstances under which these Epistles are pre-

pared.

"Adjourned about two clock, till half-past five.

" Ftjlh-day afternoon.—The Coiumitiec on

Epistles not having finished, more than half .an

hour elapsed before the meeting was fully gath-

ered.

" Report was received from the Women's Meet-

ing that they had finished their business. The
two remaining Ejiistles, viz., to Ohio and Indiana,

were submitted, and, like those previously brought

in, approved of and signed by the Clerk on the

the meeting's behalf. In all of them alleotionate

mention wus made of the alllicting bereavement

sustained in the decease of our much-loved F'riend

William Forster.

" Previous to proceeding with the Genera

Epistle, the Clerk took the opportunity to acknow-

ledge the great satisfaction which it had afforded

him, to witness the regular attendance, dui

this Yearly Meeting, of so many of our younger

Friends, their solid deportment, and the deep

lerest manifested by theiii in the proceedings ol

the meeting. He desired that these, his dea

young Friends, whose privileges of education had

so greatly exceeded those of many of their elder

brethren, might seek to have their talents and

acquirements sanctified and devoted to the ser«ic

of the Lord. He would also commend them t

the kind interest of their elder Friends; and tsw
cially would he invito their Christian iniercti ii

behalf of another class—those wiio appear lohani

very loosely to the Society; a kind word, o ?

even a kind shake of tiie hand, might often beihi

means of winning these closer lo our walls, &r,
" The General Epistle was thereafter tetd

On a second reading being suggested, much mis
faction was expressed by a number of FricDdtii

reference lo the contents, and they thought (k

criticism thus invited would not be allended will

profit ; they were therefore desirous that llioepii

tie should be at once adopted. This, howevei

was overruled ; but little alteration resulted froii

the revision, and the epistle was at length paned

and signed on behalf of the meeting.
" A Friend was subsequently engaged innp-j

plication. The Clerk then read the clo»inj

minute, to the following effect:— In conclu«io(ij

we desire to acknowledge that we have been fav.f

oured, on the present occasion, to transocl IIk

business which has come before us in great hir.|

mony, and, as we reveienily believe, ii theleati,

of the Lord ; to the strengthening of the bandof^

Christian fellowship, and to the edifying of thel!

body in love. And for this His unmerited good-'

ness, we desire to render under God all the praiie.^

" In this precious love we separate, inleniJing tol

meet again another year, ifllie Lord piTinil,

" A brief but solemn pause ensued, after wbick

the large gathering dispersed."

ITEMS OF NEWS.
Information from Liverpool to the 14th in.st. has bwn

received by tbe steamship Atlantic.

The Russians were still investing Silistria, ami miii;

lives have been lost in the attempts to sturiii it, and in

the sorties made by the Turkish garrison. Tlji- L'ircii-'

sians are reported lo have captured all tin- liussiui

fortresses in their country. The war in Kuro

reduced the value of the Railroad Stocks in Englinii,

fifty millions of pounds.

UXITEU STATES.—Wheat crops in Missouri trni

Wisconsin are reported as very large. Kcar Kochestn,

New York, one nurseryman has "several acr»5 ol

Itoses," now in full bloom. He has 400 kiiiJ.-;. Aonj
Comet has been discovered, not yet visible to the nakni|

eye. Deaths in New York last week by Cholera, 10 lea

than the week previous.

PaiJisylvania.—Deaths last week, in Philadelphia, 22J;i

of Cholera t). Of the deaths by Cholera 4 occurred iolbei

women's end of the County Prison. Prompt raeasurtJ,

have been taken to reduce the number of inmates in

that building. The heat has been very great. Th«-

Ihe shade on the 27th, 01°.
"

RECEIPTS.

Received from Jos. Tripp, N. Y'., per Wm. H., jr., $!,

rol. 27 ; from N. P. Uall, U., for Isaac Hoge, $1 to 16,

rol. 28 ; from Jos. Talnall, Del., per W. P., §4, vols. 2i

West Nottingham School, Cecil county, Maryland,

under the charge of Nottingham Preparative Meeting if

Friends. The course of instruction comprises theusuil

branches of a good English Education. A few pupiUof

either sex can be accommodated at this school. l'ri«

of board and tuition, Thirty Dollars per quarter. For

particulars, address the Teacher,
Thomas Warixo,

*
Port Deposit, Md.

Died, at his residence, on the 27th of Fifth montl

last, of consumptioa, Josuru Fox, Jr., aged 23 yeai»,«

member of Haddontield Meeting. This dear youth w«l

of quiet unassuming manners, and of few words

Although he said but little respecting his close, his rela-

tives have a consoling belief, that his end was peace

and that he is gathered with the just of all generations-
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ELECTROTYPE PROCESSES.

! now standing in the splendid galleries

islitute tlie show-rooms of the Messrs.
. and Mason, in Newhall-street. They
iple extent, and furnished with such a

rray of beautiful and gorgeous produc-
renders any attempt at description of

a failure. The surpassing merit of some
3signs is already familiar to the visitors

eat Exhibition, who will remember the

! representing the triumph of Science and
and which is appropriately adorned with

;s of Newton, Watt, Shakspeare, and
his unique production is now beloro us

;

id us on all sides are numbeiless speci-

verylhing that can be wrought in silver

from the rich cpergnes and costly table-

if the aristocracy, down to a plain snlt-

knife-rest, and all so accurately and cx-

Snished by the electrotype process as to

1 undistinguishable from the workman-
3 silversmith and jeweller. In addition

of this description, Ihere arc also mas-
se statues and groups of figures, the de-

liich it may be seen, on close inspection,

out with the greatest exactness, although

trace of the tool of the sculptor. Many
re grand in design ; some are reproduc-

le works of the Greek sculptors—others

1 masters. Not the least interesting to

lumerous collection of articles in bronze, I

; artistic talent with domestic usefulness,-

ikstands disguised as fruit, rustic figures,

als, which may serve the double purpose

veights and chimney-ornaments, cliarm-

Dusts of celebrated men, etc. elc. Again,

he whole stock of the jeweller's shop so

is worn on the person—ladies' neck-

;ntlemen's watch-guards, brequet chains,

brooches, necklaces—everything, in

th which the goldsmith in Cheapside

! taste or assails the vanity of the weaker,

he matter of that, of the stronger sex too.

beautiful things around us are manufac-
I far, thai is, as relates to all we can see

which is but their outer surfaces—by the

f electricity. We must endeavour, as

ihiough the factory, to render the pro-

iigible.

ader is doubtless aware that the mode of

uring plated goods, as practised at Shef-

elsewhere, is by spreading plates of sil-

one or both sides of plates of copper or

d then moulding or working the plates

thus combined into the forms of the articles de-

sired—afterwards coating the edges with solid

silver. In the electro process, on the contrary,

the article, wh;itever it may be, is finisiicd to the

required shape, with all its ornaments, however
proluse, and when complete in form, is silvered

or gilt by the scientific application of electricity.

The art of electrotyping owes its origin to the

accidental discovery of certain natural pheno-

mena. It was found by an experimenter, who, in

making trial of Danicll's constant battery, had used

as one of the liquids a solution of sulphate of copper,

that the electric current decomposed the sulphiite,

and that the copper was deposited in a thin me-
tallic film upon the inner surface of the vessel.

This discovery naturally made a considerable

noise at the liine, and thoughtful heads soon set to

work to turn it to a useful and therefore profitable

purpose. It was found that the copper deposit

brought away a perfect impression of the surface

to which it was attached, and that it could be made
by very simple means to attach itself to anything.

This led to the multiplication of copper plates, and

a consequent reduction in the price of copper-

plate engravings, as any number could be struck

otr from electrotyped plates, and the expense of

re-engraving, when one plate was worn out, was
thus saved. It led also to a new style of engrav-

ing, known as Palmer's process, by which raised

copper plates could be used, instead of wood-en-

gravings, in the common printing-press. It has

been applied to various other mechanical and

artistic purposes, among others to the copying of

Daguerreotype pictures; but in no other branch of

arts or manufacture has it been so extensively

available as in the fabrication of plated goods, an

art which, as far as execution is concerned, it has

exalted to the level of that of the silversmith and

jeweller. Let us now take a brief survey of the

various operations going on in the workshops of

his establishment.

The great majority of the articles here manu-
factured are first fashioned from plates of the pure

white metal known as German silver, rolled in

the mill to the required thinness. Many of them,

consisting of vessels for domestic use, such as tea

and cotli;e-pots, are partly formed by hand labour,

the part wliich forms the vessel being cut from

a flat plate of metal, which is soldered together

at the sides. The metal having been softened by

annealing in a furnace, the article is handed over

to a workmtm, who, with a hammer of hard wood
or horn, forcibly ticats and bangs it into the pro-

per shape; by means of continued thumping ho

can impart considerable rotundity to a plain i

cylinder, the malleable metal taking any shape,

}

though not very readily, that he may choose toi

give to it. It is in this manner that the graceful!

lorms of tea-pots tiro modelled in great variety,
|

from the swelling cone-shaped pyramids to the:

flatly-compressed globes. Nothing mure than the i

bare trunk of a vessel, however, can be thus;

formed. The spout, the handle, the ornaments, ^

the bottom, the cover, etc., have all to be struck

in dies, the expense of which, where such a vari-

ety of exquisite patterns are wrought, must make
prodigious demands upon capital. Dies too, some
of them of astonishing size, are necessary in lhe|

formation of the various pieces of a dinner-service,
such as plates, tureens, salvers, etc. They are
cut by a slow and laborious process, in heavy
masses of steel, hardened lo such a temper as lo

stand without injury the most violent usage. The
manner of using them is as follows: the die from
which an impression is to be taken is firmly fas-

tened l)y means of four lateral screws to the centre
of a solid bed, above whicii rises an engine not
unlike the guillotine in shape and construction

;

it consists of two iron pillars, grooved down the

centres of each, between which a heavy weight
is made to slide up and down with unerring pre-

cision. The mtlul to receive the impression is

placed upon the die; the descending weight, being
armed with a piece of soft lead, is then raised by
the action of the foot upon a stirrup, and sufTered

to fall, with a force depending upon the height to

which it was raised, upon the surface of the die.

If the die be very shallow, and the melnl to be
impressed vfcry linn and pliable, one or two blows
are sufficient for the purpose. We have now be-

fore us a handsome wreath of foliage, the impres-
sion of which is jierfect, which we saw struck

upon brass extremely thin, at one blow. But if

the metal be of theaverage thickness of the articles

manufactured, the blow must be repeated many
times; and if the die be deeply cut the weight
must be armed with a corresponding punch form-

ed to fit the hollow of the die. Further, any
attempt to force the plate into a deep die at one
blow would fracture the metal and render it use-

less. Much management is required in this pro-

cess, which must be wrought gradually : the first

two or three blows are comparatively light, and
for them the weight is armed with u punch or
" force" of soft lead ; as the metal sinks deeper

into the die, the " force" is changed for one of
harder material, until the last and finishing strokes

are given with the full power of the engine and
with a punch or " force" of iron. This is not all

;

the repeated heavy blows harden the metal to such
a degree that it is no longer malleable, and to ob-

viate this it has to be annealed, it may be, several

tiinps during the process of stamping. The Messrs.

Clkinglon have a large apparatus worked by steam

for stamping articles of a great size.

Supposing the several pans of an ornamental
article to be modelled and stamped, they have
now to be soldered together. By mcansof jcis of

gus, and blow-pipes inflated by the steam-engine,

a kind of solder much harder ihun that in general

use, and not readily fusible, is here employed. By
this means the spouts, handles, hinges, elc. of the

ddferent articles are firmly united, the hollows

beneath the raisrd surlaces of the ornanientai por-

tions being filled up with fused metal. The
articles, now complete in form, are next taken to

the polishing-room, where, by rotten-stone applied

by brushes rapidly revolving nt the ends of small

spindles, they are brought lo a surface perfectly

smooth. Such of ihcm as require lo be engraved

are now made over to the engravers, whom we
see, with the usual implements, transiiTriiig ele-

gant paltcrns to their surfaces. We may now
consider the articles ready for iho plating-room.

The first thing that claims allenlion on enlering

the plating-room is the stupendous elcctro-mng.
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nelic niacliiiic, wlm-li, in llic form of a liugcj solid nms^*, as elllcluiilly as if filleJ will
uliLtl, stands close lo the entrance. This is n the foundry,
contrivance for producing dcclricilv bv the aid of| ^

in„n„e,s, no Ic^s than sixtyfour of which, each of,

'rcscnMhcifir u'!,1 i': I'VnVvT'' "Vl Th^ ToUowin,. statements illustrate the heneftt | consideration. Among the numerous ex|^.™

; .!!. !..!..,i:„r'!r.. V'''.'". u" !'?/' .'.'".'"".'^ ?'^
1 1 of a variety of pursuits, and especially of mechanic for the attainment of this ohjoct, the form calk

radcs: |
'he Artesianwe.il is not the least inierestini

[ !

I'Vniii Itic: Christian Ai:

I

ARTliSlAN WELLS.

The abundance cf good water, in any pla(

otherwise desirable as a place of abode, is agiv

46, the amount of whose business wasSl.O-'JO.SOO
Amount of woollen manufactures, &:.c., $285,000.
Total business, $4,103,340.

The Shoe Business i?i Haverhill.—The Haver-
hill Banner says there arc more than two hundred
dilforent kinds of shoes manuracliired in that
town, from the bi-ogan to the finest kind of ladies

shoes, the sales some days amounting to from
seventy to eighty thousand dollars. It is estimat-
ed that there are at least five million pairs manu-
factured annually, the shoo business of the p^acc
being only second !o that of Lynn, the great shoe-
market of the country."

wheel spinning round nt the rale of six hundred
revolutions in a niinule. The force of the electric

current is in some sort iiuiicaled to the spectator

by the rapid succession of vari-colourcd snarks!,p, "'T' "'^,"'","r.''
"

passing continually from the armature of the en-
v,!rue7a'l "itS -oi

"
Tl

gine to ilie twisled strand ol conducting wires, one r!„._.:„„ :„" ,r> '.Ti.;-"i

end of which is immersed in the silvering trough
or vat, which occupies the centre of tlie room.
'I'he force of this machine is said to be suflicienl

lo deposit lifly ounces of silver in an hour; the

silver is supplied by plates of the metal sunk at

the bottom of tlio trough. As a substitute for the

ordinary galvanic battery, the power of which
requires lo be continually renewed, this machine
has been found enlirely successful, it having con-
tinued lor many months in operation witliout any
material variation in jiower. We observe, how-
ever, ihat the process of silvering by the gal-

vanic battery is going on in the same room in

smaller vals. When the articles to be silvered

are brought into this room, all that has to be done
is to suspend them, so that they shall hang clear
oftlie boltom and not touch each other, in one or
other of the numerous vats where, under eleclric

agency, the deposiiion of silver is going on. They
have to remain iheiea certain lenglh of time, pro-

portioned 10 the thickness of the silver covering
required : they may be either coaled within a thin

fihn or solidly encased in a suit of silver armour.
One great advantage of this process is, that articles

to be silvered may be first engraved, ihe deposi-

lion of silver going on with such unvarying thick-

ness in every part, that tlie finest lines of the en-
graving tool, and even the characteristic marks of
the engraver, are exactly reproduced upon the

silver surface. Any attempt to silver a surface
finely engraved by any other means would
infallibly deface or chuke up the work of the
artist. The operation of gilding is performed
in precisely the same manner—though we wit-

nessed a sort of legerdemain feat in ihis depart-

ment of the works, Ihe operator gilding the bowl
of a spoon in less than two seconds by simply
immersing it in a brown-coloured liquid.

On emerging from the silvering vals, the articles

are washed and dried, and conveyed lo the polish-

ing-rooms, to be polished and burnished. The
polishing is performed in various ways. Flat

surl'aces are liammered upon a glossy anvil by
'leavy hammer, and finally polished by rub

the Artesian well is not the least

A Busi/ and Grouing Place.—The population !

Properly speaking, perhaps this term can onlyl

of Milford, in Mass., at present exceeds 7001).
j

"PPlic'l '» '''ose wells from which, i h rough ilj

of buildings erected last year was 78, opening drilled into the earth to the subterranej

he number of boot manu- spring or watercourse, either through the nakt

llictorics is 40, which turns out l,4.'J0,19't pairs. "P^rture of the rock, or through a metallic lulf

Their value in 18.53 was $2,594,346. Number |

'"^'^'''*^''' '^e water is spontaneously discharged
i

of firms engaged in mercantile business last year, j'''° 'op of the ground, so that the spontaneot

discharge of water appears lo be necessary loth

filling up of the definition ; a common sprio

being a natural Artesian well ; but there aresoir

drilled wells which do not thus discharge the

waters ; and yet there appears to be no ^real lej

icographic error in applying this name tn them.'

A company of men have been, fur ihe lasltwj

years, constantly employed at the business of dn'

ling wells within perhaps a circle of ten mile!

diameter, in Franklin county. Pa., whoconiiniit

their operation until a full supply of water i«ol'

taincd, but not sufficient to overllow. Beforf

corning hither, they operated extensively \n CuidI

berland county; and in diflerent places ihey hai

pursued the same business for the last six yeanf

This may seem a strange business to follow «j I

yet so great is the dermnl

Tlie Church-Yard Beetle.—Frazier's Magazine
has lately contained a number of very interesting constant employ
papers called" Episodes of Insect Life," from the| 'or 'heir labour, that as soon as ihey finish ooi

last published one of which we make an extract, joh they have another engaged ready to begin.
|

as follows :
|

The manner and plan are these. Whenamar
" A German named Gleditsh, who had laid has no spring to satisfy his aquatic necessiiiefj

some dead moles upon the beds in his garden, whe- he begins to dig a well. After digging a shot

ther as examples of retributive justice for their de- 1
distance he is likely to reach the rock, the sol

palm of the hand. Hollowedbin^

surfaces are subjected lo the action of felt or
leather rubbers, revolving rapidly in a kind ol

laihe. The parts to be burnished are rubbed to

a dazzling lustre by burnishing tools of polished

steel. After this, such fillings, as handles ol

crystal or ivory, as may be wanted are added,
and a final colouring by the applicaliun of plute-

jiowdcr qualifies them for the show-room or the

nuirket.

\\'e must add one word explanatory of the

manufaclure of bronze figures liy electrotype. To
produce such a figure a model must first be form-
ed ; from this a mould is taken, the interior of
which is rendered, by a slight coaling of black-
lead, or other means, susceptible of the deposit

;

it is then put into a vat containing a solution of
copper, and the deposiiion commences. The
solidity of the figure will ol' course depend upon
the time it remains in the vat; and supposing ii

lo remain a sulFicient lime, with an adequate sup-
ply of Ihe sulphate of copper, it may become a

laccment of his borders and walks, or for good
reasons, or for none at all, docs not appear, obser
ved that the bodies of the little gentlemen in velvet
disappeared mysteriously. He watched, and found
that the agents were beetles, which, having first

deposited their eggs in the carcases that were to

be the provision for their larvte, buried their
bodies, so that they might be safe from predatory
birds and quadrupeds. Into a glass vessel he put
four of these insects, having filled it with earth, on
he surface ofwhich he placed two dead frogs. His
sextons went to work, and one frog was "interred
in less than twelve hours ; the other one on the
third day. Then he introduced' a dead linnet.

The beetles soon began their labours, commencing
operations by removing the earth from under the
body, so as to form a cavity for its reception. Male
and fetriale got under iho corpse, and pulled away
at the feathers to lower it into its grave.

" A change then came over the spirit of the
male, for he drove the female away, and worked
by himself for five hours at a stretch. He lifted

the body, changed its position, turned and arrang-
ed it, coming out of the hole, mounting on ihe
dead bird, tramping on it, and then again going
below to draw it down deeper still. Wearied with
his incessant eirorts, he came out and laid his head
upon the earth beside the object of his labours, re-

maining motionless for a full hour, as if for a good
rest. Then he crept under the earth again. On
the morning of ihe next day the bird was an inch
and a half below the surface oftlie ground, but the
trench remained open, the body looking as if laid

out upon a bier, surrounded by a rampart of
mould.

" When evening came it had sunk a half inch
lower. The next day the burial was completed,
the bird having been completely covered. More
corpses were now supplied, and in fifty days twelve
bodies were interred by the four beetle's in this

cemetery under a glass case."

ate, the hard carbonate of lime, or, harder Blill

a sort of quarlzose variety of limestone. He per

haps puis in a (nw blasts, which reach no water

gets discouraged, learns the success of the Ane

sian drillers, and their terms, and employs them

The well, as far as dug, is now lo be stoned

o

bricked up, and it is ready for the drillers. The)

come, make a board box full three inches square

and long enough to reach from the rock lo i

covering of boards laid over the toj) of the well

Through this box the drill, whose point is ihm

inches wide, plays up and down upon the rock.

Now, the wonder to most people unacquainlw

with the process is, how the operation is carriei

on. Suppose, then, what is sometimes the case

that the proprietor carries the excavation bj

spade, pick, crowbar, sledge, or powder, or all i"

their turn, to the depth of twenty or hMjniy-fi«'

feet. Now the drillers come, and phicing ihcii^

drill-box upon the rock, brace it firmly to secufi

t in place, letting it extend to the top (looriDg

The drill is made up of several dilferent pieces

for the convenient regulation of its length. Firs'

there is a piece about two or two and a half feel

long, which is called a bit, having the end foi

drilling brought to a circular edge, constitulini

an arc of perhaps sixty degrees, and the angle o

the edge subtended between its two faces, perhap:

about ninety degrees, about like that of a eommoif

axe, or rather more like a common stone drill

except that the edge is much thicker. A thinnci

edge, they say, would not endure Ihe blow givci f

10 ihe drill. At the upper end of this piece is n

male screw, upon which is fixed the Icmale screw

of another |ucce of iron, perhaps four or six fee

long, to give weight to the drill ; and on Ihe lo( I

of this a male screw, as on the previous one, am i

on all the others. Thus the boxes of the feinali i

screws, all opening downward, do not get fillei

with dirt. After these iron pieces comes a woodoi

pole, armed at both ends with iron, to furnish ih"
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as described, and square shanks and
rs, on which wrenches may lay hold to

he poles togolher firmly, or lo unscrew
as many poles being used as are necessary
required length; their individual lengths
cm nine to eighleen or twenty feet. Above
3oles is a bar of iron, perhaps four or five

g, which seems to give stability lo the

and above all a swivel, by which the drill

sasily turned at every blow, so as to make
3 round. The drill, as thus made up,
about one hundred pounds, its own weight
e only thing whicii gives (brco to. the

hich is increased or diminished at plea-

substituting iron for the poles, or the con-

Irill is now attached to a spring-pole, the

end of which, presenting directly over

I
and over the heads of the operators, is

lly stifl" and strong to raise and sustain it.

iling consists in bending the pole, so as to

drill drop with its whole weigiit upon the

!iich is done by three men suddenly tread-

)0t-straps attached to ihe end of the pole
;

pole immediately straighiening itself by
elasticity, thus raising the drill, is again

bent by the ieet of the operators. 'I'hus [o

is not sufficient mobility in the dust to do this;

but with the addition ol\a lilllo water it is easily

moved abotit, when by a littlu motion of the

cylinder up nnd down, by means of the cord at-

tached, liie water and sand pass together through
the valve into the lube, wlioso upward motion
closes down the valve, and the downward motion
opens il, letting in more and more sand, until

almost all the sand is in the cylinder, and can
now be taken out of the shaft. If the water be
more than sufficient to (ill the cylinder, it is no
great obstruction, since llie valve moving freely

upward, allows the cylinder to pass down through
the water, being completely filled and enveloped
with it, and to find the bollom of the shaft, wliere

the sand, from its superior gravity, will remain
until the approach of ihe tube shall stir it up,

when the slight up and down motion of the tube
will cause the sand to pass with the water into llie

tube, near the bottom of which it will rem
while every downward motion, opening the valve,

lets in more sand, and every upward motion clos.

ing it, shuts in what sand is already in; the sur-

plus waler, being lighter than the sand, after fli-

ng the cylinder, running over the top : so that

renioving the cylinder will bring out almost every
of the coarser grains of the drilled dust, the

never fail,.whose living waters flow continually,

with more than Artesian strength or abundiincc,
which " spring up unto everlasting lile ;" and of
which, if a man " drink, he shall never ihir.sl."

" Ho, every one th;U ihirsleth, come yc to llio

waiers." "Whosoever will, let him take ihu

water of life freely." J. A. Baldwin.
Baltimuro, March 8, 1851.

er hour, day after day, week after week
elimes month after month, these men con
bend this pole to make it drop the drill

in raise it by straightening itself; in this

drilling si.x, eight, ten, twelve, or perhaps

es two or three times that nuinber ol

1 a day.

low is this quantity of rock, thus pulver-

er the point of the drill, to be taken out

aft? In the first place, the drill, having
w or cavity sufficient to contain any part

ust or sand, must iiself'he removed from

, before the sand can be removed. The
ole is so arranged that the free end can

i aside, like the movable end of a crane,

-ir convenience, is now done, after detach-

im the drill. Now, the iron bar is un-

fi-om the upper pole of the drill; then,

lifting the drill to the next coupling of

3 irons of which have square shanks and

s, as stated, a wrench is slipped upon

;r iron, below its shoulder, wiiich rests

wrench, which itself rests upon the lop

ard box in whicii the drill plays ; thus

g the drill until, with another wrench,

r pole is unscrewed and taken away;
drill is again lifted, and again sustained

rench, until another pole be unscrewed
;

n for all the poles, until the whole drill

3d in its several parts. If by any acci-

lower part of the drill should slip from

ds, and fall lo the bottom of the shaft, as

s happens, there is no other way to re-

)ut to let down a pole, clasp it, as before,

wrench, to sustain it, screw anolher pole

et down this, and screw on another pole,

n until suflieient length is obtained to

: sunken part; when, with a few turns of
• pari, it attaches itself by the screws to

• part, when it is all to be removed as

removing the drill they are ready to

the sand in the shaft ; a;id for this they

n cylinder about four or five feet long,

)ugh to almost fill the shaft in the rock,

1 with a valve opening upward in one

attached at the other end to-a cord, by
is let down into the rock. The design

I cause the drilled sand to pass through

into the tube, and have the valve close

ler it, thus shutting it in the tube. There

mainder of the cylinder's capacity being filled

wilh water, leaving all the surplus water behind,

a little muddied with the finer dust. The water
left in the shaft is no great hindrance to the mo-
tion of the drill at any time; and unless its quan-
tity be large, is rather an advantage, by causing
the sand to move away freely before the point of
the drill.

It is a common thing to strike a vein of water
in the rocks sufficient lor all these purposes, but

not sufficient for a permanent supply of the well

;

in which case, the drilling is continued until the

desired supply is attained. When that is reach-

ed, it sometimes rises so as to fill the well to a

convenient depth to become a good reservoir,

from which the water can be drawn as from a

common well. At other times, the subterranean

stream is capable of supplying the desired amount
of water, but its fountain not having the necessary

elevation, there is not sufficient internal pressure

to cause the evolution of the water at the lop of

the shaft ; in which case it becomes necessary to

nsert a permanent metallic tube, furnished wiih

t piston, to act like that of any other common
pump. When the well serves the purpose of a

reservoir, it is liable to misl'ortunes, rendering the

water impure and unfit lor use, like any other

well ; so that a tube is even then convenient, hav-

ing its top a lew inches above the rock, to preveni

the accumulations of sand or filth, or any thing

else getting into the well, from going down the

perture. In such a case the rock, or the tube in

the rock, may be plugged up for llie time being,

prevent the flow of water, so as to make the

cleaning of the well an easy undertaking.

This kind of well, in some respects, is the

cheapest, nicest, and most convenient of all wells

n the regions where it may be necessary to have

hem ; and in many instances by the use of the

tube we may be supplied from a lower fountain,

hich may be better water than those nearer the

top of the ground. But, alier all that can be said,

his, like all other wells, may become dry. Like

all eartiily good, however interesting or costly, it

may fail. This indispensable of lilb, water, as

abundant as by the wise and benevolent d

of God it is in nature, may become wantinj;

Fnr"Tlie l-ric-nd."

M.IIILOX II. LOVETT.

As tlio apostle I'aul dechired of himself " that

what he was, he was by the grace of God," so it

remains that whatever growih any may attain lo in

religious experience, il must be by the operation

upon the heart of a measure of the samo grace
and good Spirit, that is in mercy dispensed unto

all, and that workoth in us, as we become passive
" as clay in the hands of ihe potter," and not

through any merit of our own.
It is not therefore with any view to the exalta-

tion of the creature, that I am induced to preserve

this short memorial of our dear departed Friend
Mahlon II. Lovell ; but rather that the Truth of
which he made profession might be Gxalied, and
the name of the Lord magnified.

lie was early in life found walking in the
" broad way that leadclh to destruction." Being
of a light and airy disposition, he was fond of
participating in the vanities and follies of a delu-

sive world, and as lie partook largely of the foun-

tain of intoxicaling pleasure, his heart was unpre-

pared for the reception of the good Seed, until

through the adorable mercy of God in Christ

Jesus, he was made willing lo lend a listening

ear to the monitions of the voice of the Heavenly
Shepherd, unto which as he carefully gave heed,

he was instructed, from time to time, in the things

which belonged to his soul's peace, before ihey
were forever hid from his eyes. Being thus

favoured with a renewed visitation from the day
Spring from on high, it may be said of him,

that " he was not disobedient to the heavenly
vision," but became willing to yield himself up lo

serve Him, whom he had so often pierced and
persecuted in his spiritual appearance in his

heart, whereby he grew in grace, and in a saving

knowledge of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ,

and was in lime led to bear an open testimony lo

the sufiiciency of that I'ower that had made him
what he was.

Thus growing from one degree of grace to

another, he became an able ininislcr of Christ,

and was sometimes -called to travel abroad, to

labour in the work and service of the Gospel.

He was one who was often greatly iiumbled in

himself under a sense of his own littleness and
nothingness, whereby he was led lo ask for wis-

dom of Him, " who giveth lo all men liberally

and upbraidoih none;" so that drawing his sap

and nourishment from the Root of divine life io

himself, and feeling his qualification to be received

from Him, he was many limes remarkably fav-

oured, in his goings forili in the ministry, under

the bapiiziug power of Truth, lo bring forth out of

the treasury " things both new and old" whereby
the disobedient were warned and the careful

humble traveller encouraged.

It was his portion lo partake largely of the cup

of sulfering on account of the church, often hav-

ing lo sit in low places, and be baptized for ihc

dead and dying in Israel, and was thereby quali-

isj fled lo speak pertinently lo their several sialcs in

demonstration of the Lord's Spirit.

But here, as elsewhere, and now as ever, there
j

II was not long however before tin's failh.'ui

is an indispensable good, of which no one need
|

servant—who having, as I firmly believe, filled

say, " Wiio shall descend into the deep lo (jring up the measure of that whicii is behind of the

it up 1" There is a fountain of life which can afflictions of Christ ia llie flesh for iho body's
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Bfsidcs lliis work in llic miiiistrv nl

gal<t.—wns called to rfiuic'r ihe account of his] and unity, u lien tlie evident inieni of ilie spenker
|

[ know his service is scaled in the hearts of ehoa

stewardship, that ho niii;hlcntcr into a Cull fruition
|

is to smite with the tongue. The true minister
j

sands of the Israel of God

of that glory thill shiiir he revealed to the right- of the Gospel in the exercise of his gift,

eous, when their "ear:hly house of tins taber- ' reprove, and that sometimes sharply, but no I and abroad, Thomas Jnnney had oiIht serriti

nacle" shall be dissolved; for when but in the leeling but love for the Dlfeiider and the cause
,
lor the ehurcli. In meetings for discipline «(

meridian of lilc it pleased the Lord to visit him of 'I'rulh can possibly actuate him if he is find him employed, and in the Yearly Meeliii]

with sickness, which coiiliiiucd upon him a little ministering in the ability which God gives. l not unfrequently he was one appointed lo prep«n

more than two weeks, during which time he pass- Grilfiih Owen says of Thomas Janney, that in Epislles of advice either to subordinate nieeiiDg

"(I ibroui'li much bodily sutllring, without being! early 'ilc he was '• made willing not only lo be- and their members, or to the churches abroad,

heard lo^iuirmur, when his purified and redeemed lieve, but to sulfer imprisonment and the cruellies When George Keith departed from the Truth

spirit was released from the shackles of mortaliiy

and permitted, we doubt not, to join with thai

muliilude of the redeemed who had gone before

turn, in singing praises unlo the Lord God and

the Lamb forever and ever, amen.

Thus we see one alter another of the Lord's

servants are being removed from amongst us, w ho

havmg served God in their day and genera-

tion according to his will, and occupied the

talent coinnnited lo their charge, are prepared to

hear the welcome message sounded in their ears,

'
' enter thou inio the joy of thy Lord." D. H.

BlflCR.irillClL SRliTCilES

Of Ministers an.l KKlcrs, and other conccrr members

of sinners lor Truth's sake, that it might prosper and by his turbulent behaviour and unsound

and be spread abroad on the earth; that the timents made it manifest that he was no longei

name of the Great God might be exalted. The in unity with the Society of Friends, Tliomt,

Lord did not only reveal his everlasling gospel Janney and other faithful standard bearer» ii

unto him, but made him an able minister of it, to Hucks county felt much syntpalhy wiih Frieodi

which, as he bowed in obedience thereto,
! highly esteemed him for his work's sake, lie

|

proceedings of George Keilh. It was and

of tlio Yearly Meeting of PLiladeliihiii.

THOJIAS GAKDINER.

CConliliucd froiM page 33-J.)

Of Thomas Gardiner who deceased at Burling.

ton, in the Seventh niotith, 1094, we have little

information, except that he was one

useful amongst Friends in New Jersery. The

Select Yearly Meeting, when sitting at Burling

ton, was held in his house, and thither strangers

coming to attend the Yearly Meeting were direct

cd lo go. He appears lo have been a hospitable,

kind-hearted entertainer of the Lord's servants,

and doubtless was through unmeriled mercy

graciously received of the Lord Jesus, who de-

clared that whosoever gave but a cup of cold

water to a true disciple should in no wise lose his

reward.

THOMAS JANNEY.

Thomas Janney was born in Cheshire, Great

Britain, about the year 1633. Whilst still young,

the Lord was graciously pleased to visit hiin with

the reKeneraling influence of his Holy Spirit,

tl

the work of sanclification was commenced anu

carried on in him. He was convinced of the

Truth as held by Friends; in the year 1053, he

being in the twenty-first year of his age. He
was soon called lo the work of the rninisiry, in

the exercise of which he travelled in England

and Ireland, the Lord blessing his labours ol love.

He suft'ered imprisonments and fines for his faith-

ful testimony against tithes and for his altendance

of religious meetings, but none of these things

moved him. His chief concern appeared to be

that the blessed Truth might prosper in the earlh,

and thai the name of ihe Lord might be magni-

fied.

He was an example of great meekness, coiri-

hined with ardent zeal ; and thus his labours for

the good of others being sweetened by divine

love, were eminently successful in reclaiming

otfenders. His zeal did not cause him to reprove

with asperity, neither did his love lead hini to

pass by ofl'ences against the Truth. His love

led him to reprove error for the good of the erring

and the benefit of others, and his zeal taught him

that his Master's work could only be dune in his

Master's Spirit. No good can spring from enuu-

cialion of the clearest truths, delivered in a bitter

spirit, nor from the most eloquent praise of love

the turning many from darkness to light and
from Satan's power unto God. [Thus ho was
enabled] to water, refresh, and cdily the churches

of Christ in many pans of the world. Although

he was not a man of much literature, yet Ilie

Lord endued him with true wisdom from above,

—

with sound judgment and understanding to the

dividing the word aright, to reach to the stales

and conditions of the people,— to the raising the

pure mind and good desires in them afier the

Lord and his Truth. He was of a meek and

lowly spirit,—true-hearted lo God and to liis

people; willing and ready lo spend and be spent

I'or ihe Truth's sake. He counted nothing so

dear and near to him, as God's Truth and the

service of it. He preached not only in words,

but also in life and conversalion. [He was
clothed] with the fear of God, which made him

lowly in the sight of all good people. He was
careful of giving ofi'ence to any sort of people,

but in the spirit of love, tenderness and meekness

he endeavoured to rectify w hat was wrong or out

of good order in any."

Having fulfilled his service for his divine

Master in his native country and in Ireland, way
opened for his removal to Bucks county in Penn-

sylvania, where he settled in 1G83. He was
soon called into public life by his neighbours,

being for a number of years in the coun-

cil of Pennsylvania, and during part of the

lime a justice of the peace. His Friends of the

Falls Monthly Meeting thus speak of his service

amongst them. " He settled with us at his first

coming into these parts, labouring amongst us in

word and doctrine divers vears. We loved and

n Philadeli)hia, who were the objects of George'

most furious attacks. A testimony agaio)

George was issued by ihe General Meeting ol

ministering Friends held in Philadelpiiia, Fourll

month 20lh, 1092, and the Quarterly Meeting

Bucks county responded thereto at its next mei

ing, held Sixth month 17lh. The response froii

Bucks run I bus ;—

•

"Dear Friends, whom the Lord hath visilet

with his marvellous light, life and love, whici

halh clearly shone,—been shed abroad,—«n(
manifested in your hearts, whereby you, with us

have been refreshed, comforted, strengthened ai

ediiicd in a plenteous manner, so that the way

made plain before us lo eternal rest and peace

Those who are witnesses hereof, and abide failh-

lul thereunto, know that another foundation can

no man lay than that which is already laid, even

Christ Jesus, the Light of the world,—the Wayli

lile, rest and peace everlasting. Such shall stand

against the winds, storms and floods of all that is

opposed and contrary, when the careless, slothful

and hypocrites shall be made manliest,—and Ibit

their standing is on an insecure foundation, which

will fail in the needful time. So they shall be

tossed liiiher and thither by the storms, winds

unstable waters. To you, dear Friends, whr

continue failhful to the Truth already received

is the salutation of endeared love, in the coveDani

of light and life, wherein we are dear and oeai

one to another. I

" A paper lately came to us, given forth ik

20th of the Fourth month, 1692, by our faithful,

well-received and approved Friends and brethren

in the ministry, against the present actions and

being an able minister of the Gospel, sound in

doctrine,—endowed with wisdom and a ready

utterance; and furnished with openings into the

mysteries ol the things of God's kingdom. He
was not forward to offer his gift, having a true

regard to the Giver, who said fonnerly, ' Cast the

net on the right side of the ship.' 'I'lierofore his

bow abode in strength."

"Although the Lord had furnished him with

such excellent qualifications, he had so learned

self-denial as not to glory therein ; but was ready

lo prefer his Friends before himself, and gave

them the right hand of fellowship. He was care-

ful to keep the testimony of Truth clear on all

accounts, saying, ' Those that appear in public,

are doubly bound so lo do.' He was of a cheer-

ful, peaceable temper, and innocent and blameless

in lile. As the Lord had b'jstowed a gift in the

ministry, beyond many of his fellows, so he was

careful to improve it to (the Lord's) honour and

the comfort of his people,—labouring therein, not

only here in Pennsylvania and New Jersey, but

he also several times visited the churches in New
England, Rhode Island, Long Island and Mary-

land." His friend, Griflilh Owen, after cnume-

ratirjg the above places in which ho had laboured,

adds, " Where he was serviceable to many, and

he present grief and sadness of our spirits toseci

that there is need of such tcsliinonies lo be given

against one that we did esteem very highly ini

love's sake, while he kept low and humble before

the Lord. Diolrepes-like, loving to have the pre-

eminence, he recciveth not them approved amongst

us, and yet dolh publish to the world that he ism

unity with the faithful brethren every where.

Therefore, lest the siinple-hearled, (who are re-

mole and ignorant of the present stale and condi-

tion of the said George Keith,) should be deceived

by feigned words and lair speeches, we see thai

there was a necessity for the said paper to bo pub-

lished, and cannot but join wilh and approve the

same. We also declare that we have not unity

nor lellowship wilh him in his present proceed-

ings, nor with his separate meetings ;—ueithei

have we fellowship nor unity with the presem

undertaking of^ucli as either mistakenly or wil

fully join with or assist him in the said worko

separation."

Thomas Jannev, and others.

An amiable and wise woman will always havi

something more lo value herself upon than outwan

advantages, which, however captivating, are slil

but minor parts of a truly excellent character.
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Go forth iiito tbe country
From a world of care imd guile

Go forth to the untiiinted air

And the sunshine's opening smile.

It will clear thy clouded brow,
It will loose the worldly coil

That binds thy heart too closely up,
Thou man of care and toil I

Go forth into the counlrv
Where gladsome siyhts and sounds

Make the heart's pulses thrill and leap

With fresher, quicker bounds.

They will raise fresh life within
The minds enchanted bower,

Go student of the midnight lamp,
And try their magic power I

Go forth into the country,

With its songs of happy birds.

Its fertile vales, its grassy hills

Alive with flocks and herds.

Against the power of sadness
Is its magic all arrayed

—

Go forth, and dream no idle dream
Thou visionary maid I

Each season hath its treasures.

Like the air all free and wild—
Who would keep thee from the country
Thou happy artless child?

Go forth into the country,

It hath many a lovely grove
;

And many an altar on its hills,

Sacred to peace and love.

And whilst with grateful fervour

—

Thine eyes its glories scan.

Worship the God who made them all.

Oh, holy Christian man.

BY OLD HUMPHREY.

pose if there be one thing more than an.

mt gives pleasure lo the eye and to the

'hen we are walking abroad, it is sunshine,

ir this is your opinion or not, it is certainly

lion of Old Humphrey.

The earth and skies, a goodly sight I

Are lit up with the golden light;

And every gleam in goodness given
With all its glory, comes from heaven.

is there that does not like sunshine? I

as soon expect to find a young person, who
ot eat plum pudding as one who disliked

,e ; for it adorns the earth and the heavens,

kes the heart cheerful. How it quivers on
ding water! How it glitters on the gilded

:-cock 1 How it blazes on the window

^ have a tale to tell you about the sunshine,

ened one evening in my youthful days, that

aite tired of the pretty book that had kept

ng still for two whole hours ; so closing it,

into the garden with my sister,

ig people seldom like to be confined to one
)ng together. I remember with what gaiety

along the grass plot, and up the garden

n such haste that by the time we reached

ver at the lop of the garden we were quite

breath ; so we we sat down in the bower,

iked around us.

IS autumn, and the garden had a lovely

ance. There were the gooseberry-trees,

eir yellow, red, green, and brown leaves,

hung so slightly that they seemed ready lo

ihe least touch, fcjome of the sunflowers

llyhocks were withered and dry ; but an

-tree which was nailed against the wall,

looked beauliful ; its leaves, partly yellow and
partly red, wore curled up, and had a waxy ap-

pearance that mtich pleased ua. A fresh breeze
swept over iho garden ; and as il bent llic tall

poplar-trees, the leaves fell olT, and ihc wind
drove iheni to a great distance, while some, that

were lying dry upon the ground, mounted up into

the air.

Tale nntnnin's hue had tinged the trees

That rudely rock'd to the lilustcring breeze
While springing lightly from the ground,
The yellow leaves were Hying round.

I always loved a bustling wind, and wc quite

enjoyed the animated scene before us. Every
plant in the garden seemed in motion. The ivy

leaves were dancing round the edge of the bower,

and a few tall dahlias that had outblooincd their

companions, waved gracelully to and fro. though

we e.xpected every minule that their slender steins

would be broken.

II was rather too cool to sit still, and we began

plucking some of the wilhcred leaves to put in a

book.
I

"Let us make a garland of them," said my
sister; " they will look very pretty, contrasled %vith

some of the green ivy leaves ;" so we set to work
collecting the most beautiful colours.

Soon u cherry-tree attracted all our attention;

for, at ihe very top of it were some bright orange-

coloured leaves, mottled wilh brown, and they

looked more beautiful than any we iiad seen in

the garden.

"Oh, if we could but reach them," said I ; and

my sister was determined to get at them.

Wc shook the tree, but the branches were stifT

and strong ; so that with all our shaking wo could

scarcely move the top bough on which tliey grew.

There were plenty of leaves, mottled with brown

within our reach, and a great many on the

ground; but these were nothing compared with

the bright orange leaves that waved over our

heads.

At last we fetched a long stick, and striking the

branch, to our great satisfaclion the leaves fell to

the ground. We both ran to the place where they

fell, and looked about; but what was our disap-

pointment when we found they were not even so

pretty as many we had already gathered. Indeed,

we had some difficulty in distinguishing them from

those which had lallen before.

" Ah! I see now," exclaimed rny sister, hold-

ing one up over her head, " it was the sun shining

upon them that made them look so bcaultful."

And true enough it was ; for a kw that were

still left on the top of the tree looked as bright

and beautiful as these had done which were now
the cause of our disappointment.

No doubt hundreds of young people have been

disappointed in ihe same manner, and probably

they may have discovered that the sunshine

alters the appearance of many things in this

world beside the bright orange leaves at the top

of a cherry-tree ; for many things that appear very

beautiful when the sun is shining upon them, are

not worlh looking at in the shade.

i remember once being very much struck with

a brinlii light on the ground, at some distance from

me; it was so dazzling that it appeared like a

fallen star, but when I went up and examined it, I

found it to be nothing more than a piece of an old

glass boiile. It was the sunshine which made ii

look so beautiful.

I remember how I used to admire the beau-

tiful carriage, fine horses, and gold liveries of

Squire Adams, a very rich gentleman who lived

near my father's house. Every Sunday ihc

carriage drove up to the church door wilh the

squire and his lady, and ihey sat in the large

crimson pew on one side of the pulpit. When
the service was over, nobody thought of moving
until the squire and his lady iiad left the church,
and every ()oor man bowed, and every poor wo-
man made a low courtesy, as llicy passed the

carriage. The squire and his lady received much
company, and kept a great many servants. Ah !

the sun was shining on them then, but it was very
dillerent afterwards.

Squire Adams spent a great deal of property,

and lost a large sum of money at the gaming
table; so, at last, lie was obliged to give up his

carriage and fine estate, and lake a small house
at some miles distant. When Squire Adams gave
up his carriage and servants, he was obliged, also,

lo give up his company, for the great folks who
visited him before, never went near him after.

And what made all this diilerence ; he was still

the same Squire Adams. Why the sun shone
upon him no longer; the shade came, and then

nobody knew anything about iiim. And gloomy
indeed was that shade, for he had found pleasure

in dissipating amusements, but had taken no de-

light in reading his Bible.

Poor old Susan Jarvis lives in an almshouse,
and is very happy, though the sun has long ceased
to shine upon her. There was a lime when she
was very well off in the world; but it pleased

Gnd, whose " ways are not as our ways," to

afRicl and bring her low. She lost her husband,
and soon after a daughter, her only earthly com-
fort ; but she was enabled lo look ii[) amidst her

fiillictions, and s ly, "The Lord gave, and the

Lord hath taken away; blessed be the name of
the Lord." Though she lives by herself in an
almshouse, yet she is not gloomy; she has found

th:it the ways of religion are ways of pleasant-

ness.

1 think I should not have said that the sun hath

ceased lo shine upon her, for the Lord iiath, in

her case, made the heart of the widow to sing for

joy. Her treasure is not here; she has .seen

enough of the changes of this world lo know that

there is no dependence lo bo placed on its sun-

shine, and she has found enough of comfort in

putting her trust in the Sun of Uighleousness,

even in that Saviour, ihe Lord Jesus Christ, wilh

whom is no variableness, neither the shadow of

turning.

And now I have shown you the difference be-

tween the sunshine of worldly prosperity, which
is liable to be obscured in a moment, and the sun-

shine of God's presence which shall be around

his faithful followers lo all eternily. Solomon
says, "A pleasant thing it is for the eyes to be-

hold the sun ;" and so it is, whether we look on
the sun in the firmament, or with the eye of faith

gaze on the Sun of Righteousness, the only Sa-

viour of sinners, the Lord of life and glory !

I know not whether the sun is shining on you
or not ; that is, whether your worldly comforts

are great, your health good, and your prospects

bright: but if Ihe sun is thus shining upon you,

take care! for when we have the comforls of

earth around us, we are templed lo think liltle of

heaven ; when we feel strong in ourselves, our

I

faith in God and his Son, Jesus Christ, is very, very

weak. Take care, 1 say, of the sunshine ! In

the storm, we are sure to seek a shelier. In

trouble, we are ready enough to go lo Him, who
; is a very present help in time of trouble, and in

'sickness and sorrow, lo pray thai ho will become
' (he strength of our heart and our portion forever ;

but in sunshine, alas ! God is not in all our

thoughts.

I remember hearing a lady, who hud known
something both of adversity and prosperity, and

I
who was ihen in worldly prosperity, say that she
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found it mucli more diflicull to live to God in pros-

perity than ill adversity.
|

You have seen liow llie sunshine quivers on the i

runninj! water, glitters on the gilded weatlier-cock,

'

and blazes on the window panes. You have

heard how it beautified the laded leaf of the

cherry-tree, and ndonicd the piece of the old

broken bottle. 1 have told you also how worldly

prosperily, like sun-liinc, puts a temporary plitler

on all things around us; and you liave read that

though the sunsiiine of prosperity did not ktep

rich Squire Adams from trouble and alUiction,

that the sunshine of God's presence made poor

Susan Jarvis iiappy.
I

Whenever, ilien, the sun shines around you,j

nsk yourselves if it be likely to endure, and be

not deceived when earthly things gli;ier brighter^

than those of heaven. Once more, I say, have a

care of the sunshine ! and seek the grace of the

Redeemer, as the greatest good lo which you can I

attain ; for as a faithful servant of God hath said, I

" He who in prosperity finds God in all things,

shall in adversity liiid all tilings in God."

THE CROSS OF CHRIST.
I

God forbid, said the apostle, "That I should

glory, save in the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ,

whereby the world is crucified unto me, and 1

unto the world." Penington says, ' That which

is contrary to the world, and crucifies to thej

world, that is the cross. The cross hatli this
[

power, and nothing else; and so there is nothing

else to glory in. The flesh luslelh against the

spirit, and the spirit against the flesh ; and these

are contrary one to the other, liere is the cross:

the spirit which is contrary to the flesh, which

mortifies the flesh, through the obedience whereof

the flesh is crucified. If ye, through the Spirit,

mortify the deeds of the body, ye shall live.

Whatsoever is of and in the Spirit, is contrary to

the flesh. The light of the Spirit is contrary to

the darkness of the flesh. The holiness of the

Spirit is contrary to the unholiness of the corrupt

heart. The life of the Spirit is contrary to the

life, (or rather death,) that is in sin. The power

of the Spirit is contrary to the power that is in

Satan and his kingdom. The wisdom of God is

contrary, and a foolish thing, to the wisdom ofj

man. Yea, the new creature, which springs
|

from God's Holy Spirit, is contrary to, and death
j

to the old. Now he that comes iiilher, out of his

own wisdom, out of his own will, out of his own I

thoughts, out of his own reasoning ; and comes

to a discerning of God's Spirit, and to the feeling
j

of his begetting of lilb in his heart, and his stir-

rings and movlngs in the life which he halh be-

j

gotten; and wails here, and receives counsel

here; he is taught to deny himself, and to join to
|

and take up that, by which Christ daily crosseth

and subdueih in him that which is contrary to
j

God. And here is the fight of faith, and the

good travel under the cross, whereby the holy

journey is gone through, and the enemies, (which

rise up lo oppose in the way,) vanquished and
j

overcome: for here is the power revealed; thej

preserving power, the leading power, the conquer- ',

ing power of Him, who rideth on conquering and

to conquer his spiritual enemies in the hearls of

his children, who know his voice, and are subject

to him; who daily denying themselves, and tak-

ing up the cross, follow him.'

I'enn says, ' The great work and business of

the cross of Christ, in man, is self-denial ; a word

of much depth in itself, and of sore contradiction

to the world ; little understood ; but less embraced

by it ; which yet must be borne.'

The Son of God is gone before ns, and, by the

bitter cup he drank, and tiic baptism he suflered,

has left us an exumpio that wo should follow his

steps. This made liim put that hard question to

the wife of Zebcdee and her two sons, upon her

soliciting that one might sit at his right, and the

other at his left hand, in his kingdom ;
" Arc ye

able to drink of the cup that 1 shall drink of, and

to be bajilized with tlie baptism 1 am baptized

with?" It seems their failh was strong; they

answered, «' We are able;" upon which he re-

plied, " Ye shall drink indeed of my cu(), and be

baptized with the baptism I am baptized with,"

bul their reward he left to his Father.' ' What
was the cup he drank of, and baptism he suf-

fered ? I answer ; they were the denial and of-

fering up of himself by the eternal Spirit to the will

of God, undergoing the tribulations of his lile, and

agonies of his death upon the cross, for man's

salvation. VVhat is our cup and cross that we

should drink and sutler? They arc the denying

and ofiering up of ourselves, by the same Spirit,

to do or sulier the will of God lor his service and

glory. This is the true life and obedience of the

cross of Jesus; narrowstill,but before, an unbeaten

way. When there was none to help, not one to

)pen the ills, lo give knowledg to direct

he course of poor man's recovery. He came in

ilie greatness of his love and strength; and

though clothed with the infirmities of a mortal

man, being within fortified by the almightiness ol

an immortal God, he travelled through all the

straits and difficulties of humanity, and first of all

others, trod the untrodden palli to blessedness.

come let us follow him, the most unwearied, the

most victorious Captain of our salvation ! lo whom
all the great Alexanders and mighty Cxsars of

the world are less than the poorest soldier of their

camps could be to them. They were all great

princes of their kind, and conquerors loo, but on

very difierenl principles. Christ made self of no

reputation to save mankind ; but those plentifully

ruined people to augment theirs. They van-

quished others, not themselves. Christ conquered

self, which always vanquished them. Of merit,

therefore, he is the most excellent prince and con-

queror. Besides, they advanced their empire by

rapine and blood, he by sutreringand persuasion :

he never by compulsion, they always by force

prevailed. Misery and slavery followed all their

victories ; his brought grealer freedom and iislicity

to those he overcame. In all they did, they

sougjit to please themselves; in all he did, he

aimed lo please his Father, who is God of gods.

King of kings, and Lord of lords.

It is this most jjerfect pattern of self-denial w^e

must follow, if ever we will come to glory. To
do this, let us consider self-denial in its true dis-

tinction and extent. There is a lawful and an

unlawful self, and both must be denied for the

sake of him, who in submission to the will ot God
counted nothing dear, that he might save us. And
though scarcely any part of the world has got so

far as lo need that lesson of the self-denial of law-

fill self, since every day it most greedily sacrifices

to the pleasures of unlawful self; yet to take the

whole thing before me, and because it may pos-

sibly meet with some who are so far advanced in

this spiritual warfare as to receive benefit from it,

1 shall at least touch upon it.

Tiie lawful self, which we are to deny, is the

convenience, ease, enjoyment and plenty, which

in themselves are so lur from being evil, that they

are the bounty and blessings of God to us : as

husband, wile, child, house, land, reputation,

liberty, and life itself. These arc God's favours,

which we may enjoy with lawful pleasure, and

juslly improve as our honest interest. But when

I

God requires them, at what time soever, or is plauec

to try our afieclions by our parting wiih lliem;
I

say, when they arc brought in compi-iiiion will

him, they must not bo preferred, but deni-i

Christ himself descended from the glory of

', father, and willingly made himself of no rep

lion among men that ho might make us of soi;

with God. From thinking it no robbery to bei

equal with God, he humbled himself to the poor

form of a servant
;
yea, to the ignominious death

of the cross, that he might deliver us an example

of pure humility, and entire submission to the will

of our heavenly Father. It is the docirine t«

teaches us in these words," He that loveili father

or mother, son or daughter, more than nie, is dm

worthy of me." Again, "Whosoever he be of

you, that forsaketh not all he hath, cannot be my
;

disciple:" He plainly told the young man, ibm

if he would have eternal life, he must sell all, tod
i

follow him: a doctrine sad to him, as it istoj

those who, like him, notwithstanding all their

hiyh pretences to religion, love their possessions

more than Christ.

This doctrine of self-denial is the condition lo

eternal happiness: " He that will come afier

let him deny iiimself, and lake up his cross aBd

follow me."
As this does continue to be the way to ever-

lasting bliss, (and there never will be any other,)

it is the humble desire of my mind that all may

be willing to follow Christ in liie path of self-

denial while lime and opportunity is dispensed lo

them; so that ihey may be favoured to procure

lo themselves, " bags" that wax not old, a trea-

sure in heaven that will last beyond the grave.

New Jersey, Sixth mo., 18J4.

THE LAW OF PRICES.

The first thing to be attended to is the wayi

which the price of any article brought lo market

is aflected by the variations of its supply 9n Ihe

one hand, and of the demand for it on the other.

The holders of sugar, for example, after having

reserved what they need for their own use, bring

the whole surplus to market, where they dispose

of it in return for those oiher things which Ihey

do need. It must be quite obvious, that if there

be more of this sugar exposed than ihere is a

demand for, the great force of the compelition

will be among the sellers, lo get it off their hands,
j

Each will try to outstrip the others, by holding
j

out a greater inducement for purchasers to buy
,

from him—and this he can only do by holding ii

out to them on cheaper terms. It is thus that

each tries to undersell the rest—or, in other

words, the great supply of any article of exchange

is always sure to' bring down the price of it.

" On the other hand, let the same article ha»e

been sparingly brought into the market, insomuch

that, among the buyers, there is a demand lor it

to a greater extent than it is to bo had. The

force of the conipetiiion now changes place. Ii

is among the purchasers, instead of the sellers.

Each wiTi try to outstrip his neighbours, by hold-

ing out a larger inducement to the holders of a

commodity now rare, and, therefore, in more

urgent request than usual. This he can only do

by ofiering a greater price for it. It is thus that

each tries to overbid the other—or, in other

words, the small supply of any article of exchange

is always sure to bring up the price of it.

" The price, then, of a commodity falls with

the increase of the supply, and rises with the

diminution of it; a law of political economy,

which is expressed still more shortly thus—that

the price of every article of commerce is inversely

in proportion to its supply.
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it is conceivable, that there might be no
n whatever in the supply—that, from one
another, the same quantity of sugar, or

any*other commodily, may be brought to

and yet, for all this, may there be a great

variation in the price ot' them. The truth

not only may the holders of an article

t always the same quantity on hand for

t the buyers niay not always have the

ed of it. There may be a (luctuation in

and for an article, as well as in the supply

ind it is quite evident that the price just

i falls with the demand, instead of rising

ng inversely to it. Hence the more ex-

aphorism in political economy, that the

any commodity is directly in proportion

?mand, and inversely in proportion to the

-a doctrine that is somewhat more loosely

lerally expressed, by saying that the

an article depends upon the proportion

10 demand and the supply bear to each

;re is nothing in the interposition of money
this process. Its office is merely to faci-

i exchange of commodities. But the pro-

Df their quantities in the exchange is just

3, when made to pass through such an
iium, as when brought closely and directly

ter. The venders of so much corn may,
price of it, buy so much sugar. It is not

ml to bring both these articles, or perhaps

'them, in bulk and body, to the scene of

tiation ; and so the money that is received

)ne is given for the other. This, how-

?s not affect the proportion between the

of quarters of the one commodity, w hich,

en state of the market is held as equiva-

le number of hundred-weights of the other

ily. This depends on the two elements

id and supply alone; and is the same as

;pedient of money for carrying into effect

tracts of merchandise had never been

mere intervention, then, of money, will

)lrx the reader out of a right estimation

s subject. He has only to remember,

er by adding to the supply of any article,

ing the demand for it, the price of it is

ed; and that eilher by lessening the

Dr adding to the demand, the price of it

sed.

^ there are certain articles, that, in this

are far more tremulous than others, or

re readily vibrate in price, and with a

ider range too of fluctuation. All are

r the fluctuations of the corn market ; and

consequence, the heat, and often the

if deep and desperate adventure, are asso-

ith the temptations and losses of such a

The truth is, that, generally speaking, the

ies of life are far more powerfully aflect-

3 price of them by a variation in their

, than are the luxuries of life. Let the

;rain be deficient by one-third in its usual

or rather, let the supply of grain in the

whetlier from the home produce or by

ion, be curtailed to the same extent,

—

will create a much greater addition than

ird to the price of it. It is not an un-

ediction, that its costs would be more
bled by the short-coming of onc-tiiird or

!h in the supply. Not so with an article

f,
and more especially if something else

urchased for it m the way of subslimtion.

nple, let such be the failure of West India

in any particular year, that rum is dcfi-

one-third from its usual supply. There

consequent rise in the price of it, but

nothing at nil like the rise which an equal defi-

ciency would create in the price of grain,
" Such is the fact ; and there can be no difl*!.-

culty in apprehending the cause of it. Men can
more easily suffer the deprivation or the diminu-
tion of a luxury ; and, when its price ofFers to

rise exiravaganlly, they can limit tlieir demand
for it. I can commute the use of rum for the use

of another and a cheaper substitute; or, tailing

this, I can restrain my consumptiouj or abandon
it altogether. Its scarcity will enhance its cost

on the one hand ; and this, on the other liand,

can be met or counteracted, to any extent, by a

slackening of the demand. The point of equili-

brium between the sellers and the buyers of rum
will bo shil'ted ; and its price will become higher

than before, but not so high as it would have been

had rum been an indispensable of human comfort,

and therefore given all the more of urgency to

the applications of purchasers. This is not the

case with rum, but it is so with grain. The mass
of our families could not, without distress or great

inconvenience, limit their use of it to two-thirds

of their wonted consumption. Each will press

forward to obtain a larger share of the general

stock than his neighbour; and it is just this

earnest competition among the buyers that raises

the price of necessaries greatly beyond the pro-

portion by which the supply of them is deficient.

Men can live without luxuries; and will be con-

tent to put up with a smaller allowance of them
for a season, rather than pay that price to which
they would be elevated by a demand as intense

as all must have for the necessaries of existence.

Men cannot live without necessaries, and will not

be so content to put up with a reduced allowance

of them, as they would of the mere comforts or

expensive gratifications of luxury. It is thus that

the same proportional lack in each class of com-
modities gives rise to such a difference of effect in

augmenting the price of each of them ; and it is

just the more earnest demand, in the one case

than in the other, that explains the difference.

"A failure in the general supply of esculents

to the extent of one-half, more than quadruples the

price of the first necessaries of lil'e, and would

tall with very aggravated pressure on the lower

orders. A failure to the same extent in all

the vineyards of the world would most assuredly

not raise the price of wine to any thing near this

proportion. Rather than pay four times the

wonted price for Burgundy, there would be a gen-

eral descent, on the part of its consumers in high

lilij, to claret, or from that to port, or from that to

the home-made wines of our own country, or I'rom

that to its spirituous, or from that to its lermented

liquors. And the facility of thus substituting one

indulgence fur another, is not the only refuge

against an enormous charge upon these articles.

There is also the facility of litniling the amount
of the indulgence, or of withdrawing from it alto-

gether—a refuge that is not so open to the popula-

tion under a famine of the first necessaries of

existence. There is much of shifting and of sub-

stitution certainly among families when such a

calamity visits them—as from animal to vegeta-

ble food, from flour to meal, from meat to pota-

toes. But, on the supposition of a general short-

coming in the yearly produce of the land, the

price of each of these articles rises successively

with the run of purchasers towards them. On
the one hand, the eagerness of demand after

all the varieties of food wdl enhance the price of

all, and greatly beyond the proportion of the de-

ficiency in the supply of lliem; and, on the other

hand, this enhanced price is necessary so to res-

train the consum|)tion of the families as to make
the deficient stock of provisions stand out till the

coming of the next harvest. It is thus, by tho

way, ihat u population survive so well those years
of famine, when the prices, perhaps, are tripled.

This does not argue, as is obvious from the ex-

planations which we have now given, that ihey

must therefore he three times worse fed than

usual. The food of the country may only, for

aught wo know, have been lessened by a fourlli

part of its usual supply ; or, in other words, the

families may, at an average, be served with three-

fourths of their usual subsistence, at the very time

that the cost of it is three times greater than

usual. And, to make out this larger payment,
they have just for n year to retrench in other

articles—altogether, it is likely, to give up the

use of comforts, and to limit themselves more
largely in the second than they can possibly do
in the first necessaries of life—to forego, perhaps,

many of the little seasonings wherewith they were
wont to impart a relish to their coarse and humble
fare, to husband more strictly iheir fuel, and be

satisfied for a wiiile with vestments more thread-

bare, and even more tattered, than what, in better

times, they would choose to appear in. It is thus

that, even although the first necessaries of life

should be tripled in price for a season, and
although the pecuniary income of the labouring

classes should not at all be increased, yet they

are found to weather the hardships of such a visi-

tation. The food is still served out to them in a
much larger proportion than the cost of it would,

In the first instance, appear to indicate. And in

the second instance they are enabled to purchase
at this cost ; because, and more especially if they

be a well-habited and a well-conditioned peasan-

try, with a pretty high standard of enjoyment in

ordinary years, they have the more that they can
save and retrench upon in a year of severe scar-

city. They can disengage much of that revenue

which before went to the purchase of dress, and
of various luxuries that might, for a season,

be dispensed with—and so have the more to ex-

pend on the materials of subsistence. It is this

which explains how roughly a population can

bear to be handled, both by adverse seasons and
by the vicissitudes of trade—and how, afier all,

there is a stability about a people's means which
will keep its ground against many shocks, and
amidst many fluctuations. It is a mystery and a

marvel to many an observer, how the seemingly

frail and precarious interest of the labouring

classes should, after all, have the stamina ol'sucli

endurance, as to weather the most fearful reverses

both of commerce and of the seasons; and that,

somehow or other, you find, afier an interval of

gloomy suflering and siill gloomier fears, that the

families do emerge again into the same state of

sufliciency as before. We know not a filler study

for the philanthropist than the workings of that

mechanism by which a process so gratifying is

caused, or in which he will find greater reason

to admire the exquisite skill of those various adap-

tions, that must be referred to the providence of

Mim who framed society, and suited so wisely to

each other the elements whereof it is composed."
ClIALMKKS.

Fnr "TheKriend."

Review of llic Ucalliir fur Sixth Monlh, Mi.
The month ending yesterday was rather fav-

ourable for crowning the hopes of the agricul-

turist, as the appearance of the crops doth abun-

dantly testify. Grass is quite heavy, and for the

Inst few days the sound of the mowing-machine has

kept us in mind that the hay-harvcsi has arrived,

and much of the crop has already been secured ia

this neighbourhood.

Wheat is rapidly assuming a golden hue and
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is well niyli ready for ihe reapers. The growth

was so large that it is considerably down.

From the table below it appears tliat some rain

fell on ten days, but there was no great amount

at ;niy one time. There was but little thunder

and lightning during the month. On the ;24lh n

very remarkable hail-slorm passed over a part of

Maryland, as appears from the following taken

from a late paper.

" Chester-town, Md., was visited by a hail-

storm of a most destructive character, on the 24ih.

Houses were unroofed, trees torn up, fences pros-

trated, and the wheat and corn crops almost

entirely destroyed. Sheep, ducks, turkeys, and

small birds were killed in large numbers. The
hail stones were as large as a hulled walnut, and

many of tiiem measured six inches in diameter.

The e.\tent of the storm was from three to five

miles in width, and twenty miles long. The
loss is tslimated in Kent county alone at from

$200,000 to $300,000.

Tiie 26ili was clear and pleasant, and withal a

day to be remembered by the people at West-

town, as tlie establishment was, on that evening,

for the first time, lighted up with gas. Tiie 27tli

;iiid 26th were very hot ;—mercury rose to 90^

at ihis place.

The average temperature for the month was

G7^ ;—range of the ihernioineter from 44° on the

2ud to 90° on the 27lh and 28lh. Amount of

rain 3.089 inches. Last year the average lem-

|cralurewas OU;^; and amount of ru.u 1.309

West-town B. S., Scvcuth mo. 1st, 1S51.

^
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PAPIER MACUE.

next visit is to Constitution-hill, to the

iment of Messrs. Jennens and Bettridge,

roductions in papier mache have done so

)\vards i'amiliarizing the public vvilh ihe

of art in union with manul'actures. The
lication of the material of paper to the

;tion of solid articles is due, we believe, lo

hman ; but even the French liiemselvcs

at they are far surpassed by the English

ualily of the goods now produced. There
s several modes of preparing the material,

it, which is profitably applicable only to

I purposes, consists in reducing paper to

of pulp, and then compressing it into

the result however is not very satisfac-

: articles produced being far from durable,

) their briltleness and liability to fracture,

ond process reduces the paper to a per-

e, which, mi.\ed wilh other substances, is

J into various forms, such as picture-

pedestals, brackets, cornices, heads of

:, and other architectural devices, for

)urposes it has been largely used for dc-

public buildings and private residences:

sed, however, lor articles requiring plain

surfaces, it shows a tendency to settle in

allows, a defect which no other quality can
3ate. The third process, which is that

I by the Messrs. Jennens and Bettridge, we
deavour lo describe as we saw it in opera-

iheir establishment. The first step is to

certain number of sheets of a thick, soft,

y kind of machine-made paper, one upon
1

, over a mould hollowed into the exact

the article to be produced. VVhen by

ve layers of paper the article is thus form-

carried to an oven heated by flues, where
ns until it is so thoroughly dried and har-

,s to resemble wood of a very fine grain,

ich it may be readily cut, carved, and

with edge-tools as easily as if it were the

od or mahogany of the cabinet-maker,

(antage of this elaborate mode of preparing

y of the article over that of merely press-

si pulp into a mould is loo apparent lo need

; out—the surl'ace produced being capable

iiiig to a perfect level and susceptible of

St and most permanent polish. The article

ileased from the oven is planed, cut, and

a rough shape, after which it is immersed

rdening spirituous mixture and again ex-

jr twelve hours to a great heat, which ren-

Bo perfectly solid and cri-^p uiid(?r the tool

of the workman that it might, if necessary, be

carved or engraved in relief like the finest box-

wood. The material in this stale is worked up

to ils perfect form, after which it is japanned,

brought to a surface unimpeachably smooth, var-

nished, and, if required, finally gilded or painted.

The above process may be considered as that

which articles that are but slightly ornamented,

and which constitute perhaps the staple of the

manufacture, have to undergo. But the stranger

who visits this establishment cannot fail to be

struck with the gorgeous and truly regal display

of richly elaborated structures, embracing every

purpose of utility and luxury, which in crowded

and dazzling profusion adorn the show-rooms.

Here the light and plastic paper is seen to assume

every variety of form suggested by the imagina-

tion of the artist, while at the same time it is

shown to be susceptible of every S|iecies of orna-

mentation that can be applied to manufacture.

Easy reclining-chairs, drawing-room chairs in

every variety of graceful pattern, sofi-tables,

screens, work-tables, work-boxes, portfolios, ink-

stands, infants' cots, elegant vases—these are but

a few of the various forms into which paper is

impressed, and in all of which its pre-eminence

over any other material is evident, from the fact

of its lightness, its durability, and its utter incapa-

bility of fracture by fair usage. A vast number

of these articles are profusely ornamented by de-

signs inlaid in pearl and imitative gems, inter-

woven beneath the lucid surface with threads and

veins of gold. The processes by which these rich

and glitlering ornaments are imbedded in the hard

and impenet'i-able surfaces were invented by the

Messrs. J. and B., and are secured to ihem by

patent. The most valuable characteristic, how-

ever, of this manufacture appears to us to be the

opportunity it affords for combining the labours of

the artist with those of Ihe mechanic. The sur-

face of the prepared paper is admirably adapted

lor painting in oils, far more so indeed than either

the canvass or the panel of the artist, and conse-

quently we find that the flat surfaces of many of

the different objects adorned with copies from the

works of celebrated painters, or with small ori-

ginal pictures by the artists engaged. In a room

in this establishment we found a number of young

men thus occupied at the easel, engaged in copy-

ing pictures upon the surfaces of diflerent articles

of a useful description. It is plain that nothing is

wanted but an improved taste on the part of the

public, which would create a demand lor the ser-

vices of first-rale arlists, to bring this branch of

the manufacture to the highest perfection. In the

same room we observed the process of gilding

upon glass and polished surfaces ; it is managed

as lollows: the surface upon which a design has

to be drawn in gold is first entirely covered over

with gold leaf; upon this tiie artist paints his de-

sign, perhaps a leafy wreath, or an arabesque or

scroll ornament, with a camel-hair pencil dipped

in a brownish varnish ; the varnish dries in a lew

minutes, and then that portion of the gold not

covered by the-varnish ii wiped off wilh a piece

of soft cotton wadding. iNothing is now visible

]

but the design painted in brown-tinted varnish ;

the varnish however is rapidly wiped off by a soft

wad dipped in spirits of turpentine, and the design

remains in all it.s brilliancy. The manufacture

of papier mache goods has made rapid strides

during the last twenty years. When it first arose

in Birmingham, it was confined lo the produciion

of tea-trays, waiters, and similar articles, demand-
ing little expense or ingenuity in their construc-

lion. The excellence and durability, however, of

these trifiiiig objecis proved the value of the male-

rial, and doubtless affordeil a stimulus to the vast

improvements which hav"c since taken place.

Among ihe most important of these may be reck-

oned the ornamental panels for purposes of deco-

ration, which have latterly risen so much in

demand, and wilh which the cabins of many of

the largest steamers have been fitted uji.

A Senium on llie wurd Malt.

For an off-hand sermon, having no better autho-

rity that human contrivance, the following is per-

haps as good as any that has been lately preached.

Mr. Dodd, a very worthy minister, who lived

a few miles I'rom Cambridge, had rendered him-

self obnoxious lo many of the cantabs by fre-

quently preaching againsl drunkenness; several

of whom meeting him on a journey, they deter-

mined to make him preach in a hollow tree which

was near the road side. Accordingly, address-

ing him with great apparent politeness, they nsk-

ed him if he had not lately preached much against

drunkenness. On his replying in the affirmative,

they insisted that ho should now preach from

a text of their choosing. In vain did he re-

monstrate on the unreasonableness of expecting

him to give lluni a discourse without study, and

in such a place ; bul they were determined lo take

no denial, and the word Malt was given to him

by way of text; on which he immediately deli-

vered himself as follow :

" Beloved, lei me crave your attention. I am
a little man, come at a short warning, to preach

a short sermon from a small subject, in an un-

worthy |)ulpit to a slender congregation. Beloved,

my text is Malt ; I cannot divide il into words,

it being but one; nor into syllables, it b;ing but

one ; I must, therefore, of necessity, divide it into

letters, which I find lo be these four, .M— .\—L

—

T. M, my beloved, is moral ; A, is allegorical
;

L, literal; T, theological. The moral is set forth

to leach you drunkards good manners; then M,
masters. A, all of you, L, listen, T, lo my text.

The allegorical is when one thing is spoken and

another thing is meant. The thing spoken is

mall ; the thing m'iant is the juice of malt ;

which you cantabs make, M, your master,

A, your apparel, L, your liberty, T, your trust.

I
The lilerni is, according to the letter, M, much,

'

.\, ale, L, little, T, trust. The theological is ac-

cording lo ihc etlect that it works, and these I

find of two kinds; first, in this world; secondly,

in the world lo come. The eff.-cis that it works

jin this world are, in some, M, murder, in others,

A, adultery, in all, L, looseness of life, and in

'some, T, treason. The effects ihit it works in

[the world to come, are M, misery, A, anguish,

L, lamentation, and T, torment. .\nd so much

for this lime and text. Ishill improve this; first
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lie concluded in tlie iisii

jouiij; men, pleased with his

liy way of exiinrlalion, M, masters, A, nil of you,

L, leave oil', T, li|'pliiig ; or, secoiidly, liy way o(

excumiiiiiiiicaiioii, M, masters. A, all of you, I^,

look lor, T, torment ; thirdly, by way of caution,

take this; a drunkard is the annoyance of ino-

desiy, the spoil of civility, the ilestruciion of

reason, the brewer's njient, the ale-house bene-

factor, his wile's sorrow, his children's trouble,

his own shame, his neijjhhour's scoff, a walkinji

swill-bowl, the picture of a beast, and the monster-

of a man."
form ; and the

eimiiy, not only

sincerely thanked him, but absolutely profited

more by this short and whimsical sermon, ihaii

by any serious discourse they ever heard.— Old

I'en/nj magazine.

ILT NAILS.

In a former paper, we introduced the reader to

a poor nailor, occupied, with his family, in task-

ing; his feeble energies against the iron machines

which, urged by steam, have devoured his means

of living. Passing through Lancaster-sireet acci-

dentally, our ears are assailed by the din of these

machines at work, and we step into Farmer's fac-

tory to witness their performances. The owner
politely accompanies us round, and explains the

process, which, tremendous as its effects have

been upon the fortunes of the nail-mnkers, is one

of exceeding simplicity. A nail-cutiing machine

is but a ponderous mechanical coninvanco for

causing the sharp square ed^e of a massive cut-

ting tool to rise and fall nt regular intervals and

with irresistible power some hundred times a

minute. If the nail requires a head—and they

may be made to pattern by these machines—ad-

ditional mechanism is necessary. In this case

the nail is caught, the instant it is cut off, in a

kind of vice, wliicii holds it fast while it receives

a heavy blow fr^ m a lateral punch, cut so as to

give the form ol head desired.

The first step towards the making of cut nails

is the rolling out of iron in sheets about three feet

in width and six in lengih, and of various thick-

nesses for nails of various descriptions. This is

done at the rolling-mill ; and piles of these sheets

are standing in the sheds ready for cutting. The
first operator to whom we are introiluced stands in

front of a huge pair of shears, worked by steam,

between the blades of which he lays the end ol

one of the sheets of iron, which is about the eighth

of an inch in thickness ; the shears make no more
of it than a housewife's scissors of a strip of linen.

The whole sheet is in a very Cew minutes cut up

into ribbons of about two and a half inches wide,

the exact widih being regulated by a gauge, which

insures that all shall be cut alike: the gauge can

be set to any measure, according with the length

of the nails to be cut. We now turn lo the nail-

cutlers : they are seated in rows, each in Iront of

the ponderous machines, of which some half-score

are at work at once, creating an indescribable din,

amid which we strive in vain to catch the accents

of our guide. The work-people are of both sexes,

and each of them is incessantly twisting half round
and then back again a sort of mop-stick, which he

or she holds in the hand, while the nails are fall-

ing in a clinking shower into baskets placed on
the ground. It is the falling of the nails and not

the voice of our guide—of which we cannot hear

a syllable—which brings us lo a comprehension
of the mystery. The fact is, that at the end of

each of these jumping mop-sticks protrudes one ol

the aforesaid iron ribbons cut olt by the shears,

the extremity of which ribbon each operator is

poking into the jaws oif the iron-eating machine

as fast CIS wrist and elbows can manage it. N<iw

the cutting tool of the machine does not descend'

in an exactly horizontal position (because if it did

it would cut the ribbon into small bars of iron and
j

not into nails), but in a slightly angular direction,

which causes it to cut off a wedge of the iron,

having a point at one end while it may be the

sixth of an inch wide at the other, or, in other

wurds, a nail. It is plain that if the iron to be cui

were to be presented to the knife twice following

in the same position, ihe second piece cut off would

be a uniform bar and not a wedge or nail ; conse-

quently this is never done, the operator turning

over the ribbon by a semi-twist of the broom-stick,

and changing sides to the music every time. Con-
sidering that this goes an a hundred or more times

in a minute, and that the nail-machine has no no-

tion of occasional relaxation, we should imagine

the nail-cutters enjoy but few idle moments, and,

further, the noise being hicessant and rather

louder than the rush of an express train through

a tunnel, they are not very favourably situated

for gossip.

There is more variety in the nails cut by this

singular machinery than one would be led to ex-

pect ;' we were shown nails of all sizes and shapes,

and with every form of head in use ; and saw

nails of a shape entirely new, making to order, to

suit some whim or useful purpose. One of the

greatest advantages of machine nail-making is the

economy of the material: when nails are forged,

twenty to twenty-five per cent, of the iron is

wasted ; when they are cut, there is positively no

waste at all to speak of. Some of the machines

which are used lor culling what are called brads,

cut the heads complete without striking; and it

would be possible to catch them as they fall I'rom

the machine, and to fit iheni together again into

the form of ihe strip of iron from which they are

cut ; and if they were weighed before and after

cutting, it is a question if any appreciable loss ol

metal would be found to have ensued. In addi-

tion to the machines above desc;ribed, which cut

Gut a single nail each at a blow, there are others

with broader blades, and of a more complex de-

scription, which cut as many as six nails at each

descent of ihe tool. These are chiefly used for

cutting the smaller sorts of headless nails used by

shoemakers : the strips of iron from which they

are cut are laid in trenches side by side, and a

whole row of them cut at once ; in this case I here

is no turning round of the metal to be cut, the mo-

tion which produces the wedge-like shape of the

nails being etfected by a modification of the ma-
chinery. So rapidly do some of these machines

do their work, ihat several thousands of nails are

|)roduced in a single minute. The fruits of their

labours lie around, packed in bags of about fifty

pounds each. From twenty to thirty tons of iron

are thus cut up weekly in this factory, producing

probably not less than fifteen hundred millions of

nails in a year. When we remember that nearly

five hundred tons of iron are cut up into nails

every week 'in Birmingham, and that each ton,

taking one sort with another, is calculated to pro-

duce a million of nails, by far the major portion

of them being very small, we may Ibrm some
idea of the cut nail trade, and may well wonder
what becomes of its tremendous product.

Polygamy in Utah.—Let it not be forgotien that

we have a territory covering an area ol two hun-

dred thousand square miles, with a white popula-

tion of at least thirty thousand souls, and rapidly

increasing every year, where polygamy is an es-

lablished institution, and where it is deemed more
honourable to have an unlimited number of wives

than to have only one.

Slavery in Scotland.—It is nn undeniable ftct,

appearing from the records of our High Court of

Justiciary, that even so late os the last century

there was a species of slavery recognized and eo-

r

forced by Scottish law. A custom prevailed in outj'

criminal jurisprudence whereby ihesupremejudgeif'

were empowered, wherever they saw meet, lbooiD.F°

mute sentence of death into gifting away theeoo-f'

demned persons, as slaves into perpetual servitude *

under specified masters within the country. Thiii"

commutation, of course, stood in place of oar

modern system of transportation for life in such

cases. The following extract will make the modv

of gifting understood :
—" At Perth, the 5tli dajrof

December, 1701—The Commissioners of Juflici.

ary of the south district, for securing the peace of

the highlands, considering that Donald Uuberlsoo,

Alexander Stewart, John Robertson, and Doodd
McDonald, prisoners within theTolbuoth, andio-i;

dieted and tried at this court, and by virtue of tjieii

inquest, returned guilly of death ; and tliecommii.1

siuners having changed the punishment of death lo{

perpetual servitude, and that the said panels arc J:

at the court's disposal : Therefore, the said com-

.

missioners have given and gifted, and hereby givef

and gift, the said Donald McDonald, oneofthei:

said prisoners, as a perpetual servant to the Right (i

Hon. John Earl of Tullebardane ; recomniondiDg

his lordship to provide a collar of brass, iron, or K

cop|)er, which, by his sentence or doom, whereof

t

an extract is tlelivered to the magistrates of the I

said burgh of Perth, is lo be upon his neck with this i

iiiscripiion, 'Donald McDonald, found guilly of 1

death for theft, at Perth, December 5, 1701, and!

gifted as a perpetual servant to John Earl of Tulle-

i

bardune;' recommending lo his lordship lotrans.

)

port him I'rom the said prison next week," &c, it

would appear thai a similar commutation »ai

made of the doom of the other prisoners. It isre-

corded that about forty years ago, some fi-hermen,

in draging their nets in the river Forth, above Alloa,

brought up from ihe bottom a brass collar with this

inscription upon it :—" Alexander Slewart, fuuud

guiliy of death for iheft, at Perth 5lh December,

1701, and gifted by the Justiciars as a perpetual

servant to John Areskin of Alva." This curious

collar is now in possession of the socieiy of Scot-

tish Antiquaries.

—

Falkirk Herald.

PERHAPS not:

BY OLD UUMl'IIREY.

I love to tell young people of wlnl took place

in the days of my youth. I feel that it does i

good, and I hope that it does them good too. If i

you have never heard of old Richard, the gar-

1

dener, you shall hear of him now. 1 have much i

reason to remember him ; for often did he humble

me when I was proud, and encourage me when 1

1

was cast down.
" When I am a man," said I—for old Richard, i

the gardener, had put me into a sad passion, in

refusing to let me pull ihe finest peaches from the

tree next to the summer arbour : " When I am a

man," said I, " my garden shall be full of peach-

trees, and I will pull off the peaches just when

it pleases me. I will not be such a siingyold

fellow as you are, for I will give my peaches to

every body."
" Perhaps not !" said Richard, as ho quietly

went on with his work.

Now, though I was in a sad passion, yet this

" perhaps not" of old Richard provoked ine more

than ever; so that I became yet more resolved

than before to have a great garden filled with

beautiful peach-trees when I grew up to be a man,

&c., to- give away peaches to every one, if it were
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onvince old Richard that I was right, and
as wrong.
.vays I'eel ourselves to be right when we
jassion ; no wonder, then, that I walked
h a proud hrart, thinking what a difler-

3 was between me and that old screw of

!r; I was ready to give away peaches to

y ; while he was too stingy to part with

the moment I really haled' him; and if

ive had my way, the garden would soon

I under the care of another gardener,

fire cannot be kept up without fuel, so

in any one keep up his passion long

some fresh cause of discontent ; and

; is always likely to arise, which will be

temper. The atHiir of the peach-tree

[) over, when, all at once, old Richard

voked me. At that time I kept rabbits

1 by the stable door; and knowing that

vomun who lived in the village liad a

rey buck, my mind was fast set upon
m. It was no hard matter to persuade

r to give me money enough to buy him
;

erefore, looked upon the grey buck as

A pen was cleaned out ready, and I

about to set off to make the best bargain

when old Richard came by. "Look
id I, " what a nice pen I have got for

buck that I am going to buy of mother
In another hour he will be all my

' Perhaps not !" replied Richard,

ulh of the matter was, that the old gar-

owing my error of making sure of every

t 1 took into my head, meant quietly lo

ne. It was as much as to say, " JNlaster

in this uncertain world, we should never
e of any thing. It is as God pleases

we have our will or not, and we should

le prepared for disappointment." This
jlichard's meaning; but I was too wilful

angry.

t do you mean by perhaps not," said I,

passion, " when I am going (or him now
I tell you that the grey buck shall be in

n less than an hour, ay, in less than hall

and you shall see him there."

I went with my covered basket in my
II pleased with my errand, though sadly

nper with old Richard.

II be a good tiling," thought I, as I has-

vn the village, " to bring home the grey

It it will be a still belter thing lo convince

foolish gardener, that I was right, and
as wrong."

I came to mother Griffith, to my great

she had sold Ihe grey buck the day

It is true that she otfered to sell me a

or a black and while buck, but I would

hing to do with them ; so back I went

iavy heart. To lose the grey buck was
' sad ; but for old Richard to be right

was twenty times worse. If I was proud

.'ft my rabbit pen, I was humble enough

.'ent back to it again. There stood the

;ner, just as though he had wailed to see

he grey buck out of my basket. I hung
• head ; but thinking it better lo speak lo

ice than lo be questioned by him, I put

y basket and said, "That provoking old

las sold the grey buck to somebody else,

ihe knew thai I intended to buy it, for 1

IS told iier so yesterday."

^ou mean to say then," said old Richard,

I the cover of my basket, as though he

rdly believe me ;
" Do you mean to say

have not boughl him V
I have not bought him," replied I, almost

burst into tears wilh vexation : " and 1

will be bound for it that young Jones of Hall

Top, or young Parry of the Grange, or Kdull

Johnson, has bought him, just on purpose lo spite

me."
" Perhaps not," said old Richard ;

" for it is a

pity lo judge hardly of any body wilhout occasion

lor it, but as your basket has got no grey buck in

it. Id me see whether mine has."

With that he drew out a basket from behind
the s:able door, and taking ofl'lhe top of it, lo my
amazement, |)ulled out the very grey buck ihni

had belonged lo molhcr Griffith. Seeing that 1

had set my heart upon having it, and fearing lest

somebody else should buy it while I was dilly-

dallying about the mailer, he had gone and boughl
ihe grey buck himself, lo make me a present of

it, and now had brought it with him. If I was
humble before, this kind act of old Richard
humbled me siill more ; and I thought of his

" perhaps not," in a very diiferenl spirit lo whal
I did when I heard him speak of it. There is

nothing in the world like a kind acl lo humble ibe

bean. The grey buck was now my very own, and
I and old Richard were good friends.

The very nexl day my falher promised lo lake

me wilh him, if ihe weather kept fine, on a visil lo

my uncle's, where I dearly loved lo go; but the

sky looked cloudy, and a liltle ihing put me out

of heart. I went into the garden where old

Richard was, and told him all about ihe matter.
" II will rain," said I, " I know il will, and I shall

be disappointed; but it is always so when I have

a holiday, or wish lo go any wliere. It will be

sure lo rain."

"Perhaps not, master William, perhaps not,"

said Ihe old gardener, looking at the sky. There
was comfort in the very words; and what was
belter, it turned out as old Richard thought it

would. The day cleared up; the sun broke out,

and I had one of the happiest holidays wilh my
falher that I ever enjoyed in the whole course ol

my life; and which will not soon be forgotten by
me.

As I grew older, and understood old Richard

belter, I learned lo respect and love him as a

kind-hearled and pious man. I found out that his

" perhaps nol" was a difTerent thing lo w hat I had

laken it to be. It was not ihe ill-natured remark

of one who found pleasure in crossing the wishes

of those around him, bul the considerale observa-

lion of a wise and good old man, who, knowing

by experience the folly of being loo much elaied

by a lillle sunshine on ihe one hand, or too much
cast down by a few clouds on the other, thought

it right to give a friendly check lo these extremes.

I cannot full back on a single thing that ever had

half so much lo do in making me ihoughtful and

considerale as ihe " perhaps nol" of Richard, ihe

kind old gardener.

VVlien my aunt died, I thought that I should

never lift up my head again; she was such a

very kind friend. For a lime I took on sadly
;

and one day, when in the garden, 1 told old Rich-

ard that I was quite sure my heart would break.

"Perhaps not, master William," said he kindly,

"though your loss is a very heavy one, to be

sure. There is a sweet passage in [the holy

Scriptures] which says, ' VVhen my heart is over-

whelmed, lead me lo the Rock that is higher

than I.'— Psa. Ixi. 2. In many parts of Scrip-

lure, Jesus Christ is likened to a rock. ' For they

—the Jews—drank of ihal spiritual Rock that fol-

lowed them; and that Rock was Christ.'— 1 Cor.

X. 4. He is 'as the shadow ol a great rock in

a weary land.'— Isa. xxxii. -. Look to him, mas-

ter William, and llie day may yelcomo when you

will be able to bless God even for your Iroubles,

and to say, 'He set my feet upon a rock, and

ished my goi

in my mouth, •n pr

When I lost my kind uncle, I thought I had
lost everything. " Richard," said I, " now it is

all over with me. Bolh my kiml relalions are
gone, and I shall know no:hing bul sorrow nil llic

days of mv life. This will be Iho case, I know
it will."

" Perhaps nol," said Richard ;
" when I was n

boy, my parents treated me hardly, and at last

turned their backs on mo: you would have
thought my case a hipoless one, but David says,
' VVhen my falher and my nioiher forsake me,
then tlie Lord will lake me up.'—Psa. xxvii. 10.
And I found ihis saying a true one in my case.
God did lake me up, and he has been my slay in

youth, manhood, and age; so that through them
all, I have been enabled to sing of mercy. He is

a Father of the fatherless.'—Psa. Ixviii. 5. la
Him ' the fatherless findelh mercy.'—llosea xiv. 3.

Turn 10 your heavenly Father, for he who gave
his only Son lo die for sinners, is nol likely lo for-

sake them that trust in him. Believe in him, and
you will be safe. Keep his commandments, and
you will be happy."

In this way the good old man comforlcd me in

my childish days; and since then I have had
much reason lo call his kindness lo my remem.
brance ; for often, when my too ardent hopes have
led me to believe that I should carry everything
before me; and when my fainl-hearled and fool-

ish tears have led me lo conclude that evil was
coming upon me, have I been brought at once into

a steady and healihy stale of mind, by ihe " per-

haps not" of old Richard.

Premium for Cure of Cholera.—John Robert
Breani, a scientific Frenchman, who died in Paris
in 1852, left, by will, 100,0l'0 francs (about S20,
000) as a premium lo the person who shall discover
the cause of Asiatic cholera, or the euro of that

terrible disease. The money is left in trust to the
Institute of France, but the Institute have made no
regulations, as yet, for ihe presentation ofcssays

;

as the heirs of Jlr. Breani are contesting, in

court, the legality of this legacy. As soon as

the decision of the court is declared, if in favour

of the legacy, it is expected that the Instilule

will proclaim the regulations to be observed

by comjielilors fir ihis munificent prize. Until

that lime, all communicaiions to the Institute, or
to any other quarter, on the subject, are premature
and useless. Such is the substance of a commu-
niealion just received at the State Department,
Washington, from our Minister in Pari--, and pub-

lished for the information of all interested in ihe

matter.

Ncio Three-Cent Pieces.—The new three cent

pieces aboul lo be issued from the mini are a very
pnlly coin. Unlike the old coin of the same de-

nomination, they are of pure silver. The star is

surrounded by a raised line, while in the space
over III. on the opposiie side, and within the C,
is a sprig, and underneath there is a quiver of ar-

rows. Thiy arc somewhat thinner than the old

coin, but a little larg-r in diameter.

Selling Rianon Sundaij.—Five tavern keepers
have been arrested in Germanlown, Philadelphia,

for selling liquor on the Sabbath, and, in accor-

dance wilh the recent decision that tavern licences

do not give the right lo vend liquor on Sunday, have
been held to answer the charge of selling without
license; The law should also hcenlorcod against

restaurants, oyster cellars, tobacco and segar
shops.

—

Daily I'apcr.
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Curiosities of China.—Here is a mnn lending a
^

white goal with only three legs, which he wishes
j

to sell, but on a cnrclul eNnminalicn we perceive

that one of the lore legs has been neatly amputated
'

while the animal was young. There are half a

dozen gaming tables, each surroiunled by its crowd

of players and spectators. 'J'he Chinese are invet-

erate gamblers, and as ihe slakes at many of these

tables are as low as a single cash, few are so poor

that they cannot make a venture. One of the

methods has some resen)bliince to ihe " little jo-

kers," so well known at our race courses. The
player has three sticks, the ends ofwhich are thrust

throuj^h his fingers. There is a hole through each

of llie other ends, which are held in his hand ; a

cord is passed through one of them, and the play

consisis in guessing which one, as ihe cord may
be transferred from one to the other by a quick

movement of the fingers. I put a "cash" on the

board, made a guess, and win a cake of suspicious

looking candy, which I give to the nearest boy, to

the great merriment of the bystanders. There are

also stands for the sale of pea-nuts, reminding us

of the classic sidewalks of Chatham sireet, and for

the sake of Young America, we must invest a few

cash in its favourite fruit. But here is an enler-

tainment of an entirely novel character. A man,

scaled on the pavement, holds in his hand a while

porcelain tile, about a foot square. This he over-

spreads with a deep blue colour, from a sponge

dipped in a thin paste of indigo, and asks us to

name a flower. 1 suggest the loius. He extends

his fore-finger—a most remarkable fore-finger,

crooked, flexible as an elephant's trunk, and as

sharp as if the end had been w hiitled oil'—gives

three or four quick dashes across the tile, and in

ten seconds or less, lo ! i here is the flower, exquisite-

ly drawn and shaded, its snowy cup hanging in the

midst of its long, swaying leaves. Thrte more
strokes, and a white bird, wiih spread wings, hov-

ers over it; two more and a dog stands beside il.

The rapidity and precision of that Ibre-fiiiger seem
almost miraculous. He covers the tile with new
layers of colour, and flower alVr flower is dashed

out of the blue ground.

—

Bayard Taylor.

BIOGRiPllICAL SKETCHES

Of Ministers and Elders, and other concerned members
of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

THOMAS JANNI^y.

CConliimed rrojii page 3-10.)

A concern having for some time tested upon the

mind of Thomas Janney to visit Friends in Great
Briiain, he informed the brethren at home thereof,

and they, although feeling and expressing much
reluctance at parting with him, yet having unity

with his proposed service, gave him up iherelo,

sorrowing. His attached Friend Griffith Owen
being also liberated for religious labour in Eng-
land, they travelled together. Griffilh writes,
" About the latter end of the Third month [1695],
in ihe unity of the brethren in Pennsylvania, we
took our leave of them, and went lo Maryland, to

take our passage for England. 1 may safely say,

the presence ol God went along with us, and pre-

served us, through exercises and some perils we
met with. We came safe to London, where we
vi>iled our Friends and brethren."

After spending a lew weeks in that city, they
went to Cheshire in ihe Sixth monlh, where Tho-
mas " liad many relalions who were faithful

Friends ; and though they were dear to him, and
their houses might have been his home, yet lie

rested little, but visited the meetings of Friends in

several neighbouring counties." His conslilution

was evidently failing, yet his earnestness to do

his Master's service carried him on. Having been

through many counties of England and Wales,
he was at Inst obliged to lay by in Derbyshire,
where he was taken quite ill. In the spring ol

1C9G, being in measure recovered, he was again

industriously engaged in visiting Friends until the

time of the Yearly Meeting nt London, when he

went to that city.

During the sitting of the Second-day morning
meeling of ministering Friends, Thomas felt his

mind drawn to utier some words by way of a

tesiimony concerning the right qualification for

and exercise of the ministry. Being sensible of

ihe awfulness of speaking in the name of the

Lord, he waited reverently for the right time

to communicate his exercise, and whdst doing

so, others ministered, and occupying the time,

he found no way open for him. The meeting

broke up, and he felt some uneasiness, because

the tesiimony had not been delivered, which un-

easiness increased as his attendance at the Yearly
Meeling made it evident that there was much need

of the advice. On ihe First-day of the Fourth

month, being very feeble in health, this concern

remaining upon him, he committed some hints

ihereof to writing, intending to lay them belore

ministering Friends. After narraling the opening
of the lestirnony in his mind, and his inability to

relieve himsell in the Second-day morning meet
ing, he thus writes

:

" [It has] opened at times to me, in this my
bodily weaKness, that as the Lord hath counted

us wonliy to be concerned in so weighty a work,
what need have we to look unto him therein,-

that as his messengers wc may receive a

speak His word, not our own. In the delivery

ol it, we are to wait in humility upon him, out ol

all lorwardness and presumption,—that so, his

power and wisdom we may receive, [enabling us

rightly,] to deliver it.

" It is recorded concerning Gideon of old, that

the Lord looked upon him, and then said unto

him, 'Go in this thy might, and thou shall save

Israel.' So the Lord's countenance and presence
being with us, hath been our strength and ability

in this spiritual work and war wherein he hath
concerned us. As Gideon was afraid until he

had tried again and again, even so have some ol

us both cried unio the Lord in a deep sense ol

our own inability, and of the many strong and
subtle enemies we have to war with. We have
not only tried the Lord, but as we have kept close

to him, we have found him faithful. If we go
from the Lord and frotri his living word, to our
own parts, wisdom, or ability, they have failed

' us, and have grieved the good spirit of the Lord.
Gideon liad blown his trumpet, and gathered
muny thousands alter him, and so had something
else lo trust to, beside the Lord. But the Lord
said unto him, 'the people are too many for me
to deliver Midian into their hands; least they
should vaunt themselves, and say, my own arm
hath done it.' if we think we can do something
of ourselves, or join in our ability and will, and
thereby hope to help forward the Lord's work,
then the people are too many for the Lord to

work by, who will not give his glory to another.
When self works, it is apt lo vaunt, and so rob

God of his honour, and the Lord Jesus, our light,

life, power and wisdom, of his pre-eminence, with-

out whom we can do nothing.
" Dear Friends, brethren and sisters, it is in

this living immortal Word that our faiih stands,

as to accomplishing us for the work whereunto
the Lord hath called us. We are to wail dili-

j

gently to leel its powerful operation in all our
exercises, that the Lord's council may in this

word of wisdom be divided aright. Our Lord

Jesus Christ said to the fishermen in the dayioi

his flesh, ' follow me, and I will make you fisbm '

of men.' Even so hath he called us in our

generation, and teaciieth us to cast in the net

on the right side of the ship. Our work may
well be compared to angling. The angler uteih

not the same bait for all sort of fishes, neither ibe

same for all seasons, and as those who are con-

viiiced of the Truth arc in several condiiions.aBd

there are various states amongst those whoaiaj!

wiihout God in the world, we should wait l(

the light of the Divine word, that we may be

sensible of the slates of those among whom we may

be concerned, that we may be able to divide the

word aright. The sense of this has caused

to cry secretly to the Lord, 'Whence shall we!«

have for all these, that every one may hate ti

little?'

" In this latter age, light and undersiandingar*

much increased in comparison with ages past, and

especially since we received the light of this glo-

rious day, in which a remnant are come to walk

and shine. These are as lights in the stations in

which God has placed them, and have been in.

stiumenlal in giving light to others. Some
diverted the knowledge and understandings

they had attained from the good end, for which

the Lord bestowed [these gifts] upon ihem, and

have gone from the simplicity of ihe gospel of

Christ. Nevertheless light hath increased, not

only among the children of Light, but a

others also. So the ancient pro|ihecy is in

measure fulfilled, which sailh, 'The light of the

moon shall be as the light of the sun, and the

ol the sun shall be sevenfold.' When shouldlhis

great increase of light be? 'In the day,' gaiih

the Lord, ' that I bind up the breach of the daugh-

ter of Zion, and heal the stroke of her wound.'

This ihe wise have seen in measure fulfilled

although in the great and long night of aposlacy

Zion might have taken up her lamenlalion as of

old, ' My wound is incurable ; my stroke is griev-

ous.'

" May we wait upon the Lord that by him»«

may be furnished according to the people and sea.

sons in and among whom we may be concerned,

that so his holy and worthy name may be glori.

fied by us and through us, his trulh exalled,aiid

our testimonies lend to the information, edificatioii

and comfort one of another. 1 know that herein

many are concerned, who, with me, have said in

their hearts, 'Who is sufficient for these things!'

Thomas Janney."

After writing the above, his weakness increased,

and he became so ill, that his recovery was very

doubtful. The air of London by some was

thought not to agree with him, and he was advised

lo leave it. This he did, intending to reach his

relations in Cheshire. He look but short journeys,

yet the little was more than his strength could

bear, and when he reached Hilchin, he was very

ill. He found a comfortable resting place thert,

I in the house of William Turner, who, with other

Friends of that place, was very kind to him, and

carefully and tenderly watched over him.

Two of his relations coming from Cheshire lo

visit him, he expressed his satisfaction therewilh,

as he scarcely deemed it likely he should be able

again to visit that county. To one of them he

said, " It is some exercise to think of being taken

away so far from my home and family, and also

from my friends and relations in Chesire. I would

gladly have got down into Cheshire; but I must

be content, however it pleases God to order it. I

shall be missed in America; Friends there were

troubled when I came away. I have laboured

faithfiilly amongst them ; they will be grieved at

the tidings of my death. My family will wanl
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y care hath been for my sons, that ihcy

kept in the (ear of God. I have been a

imple to them. I have a care upon me,

y may be kept humble while they are

that they may bend their necks under the

Christ. If 1 am taken away, 1 am very
my spirit. I have answered the requirings

1 have been faithful in my day, and 1

ihing that troubles my spirit; my spirit

lear."

g the time of his sickness at Hitchin, he
er a concern on behalf of his lellow-

3 in the ministry of the gospel of Christ,

riy for the young. His desire was, that

;lit observe the leadings of God's spirit in

listry, and not lean upon their own nalu-

. The leaning on which, he observed, had
ed divers inconveniences.

THE OLD SEXTON,

to a grave that was newly made,
ed a 8extoa old, on his earth-worn spade.
Fork was done, and he paused to wait
funeral train at the open gate,

ic of bj-gone days was he,

his locks were gray as the foamy sea,

these words came from his lips so thin :

her them in—I gather them in,

her them in, for man and boy,
after year of grief and joy,

builded the houses that lie around,
ery nook of this burial ground;
er and daughter, father and son,

3 to my solitude one by one

;

:ome they strangers or come they kin,

her them in— I gather them in.

1 are with me, yet I 'm alone,

King of the Bead, and I make my throne
monument slab of marble cold

—

ceptre of rule is the spade I hold
;

2 they from cottage or come they from hall,

dnd are my subjects

—

all—all—all.'

hem loiter in pleasure or toyfully spin,

her them in— I gather them in.

her them in, and their final rest

re, down here, in the earth's dark breast';"

the Sexton ceased as the funeral train

nd mutely over that solemn plain I

I said to myself, when time is told,

ghtier voice than that Sexton's old,

be heard o'er the last trump's dreadful din,

her them in—I gather them in."

e we have no continuing city, but we seek

one to come."

bile his staff the traveller handles
[n his weary journeying,

orns may tear his dusty sandals,

Fangs his tender feet may sting

;

it were life devoid of pain,

iss were proffered man in vain.

ok aloft, where light is breaking
Through this doubt-enveloped sky

—

rward leap, the joy partaking,

Of a higher destiny.

Ft thy staff, and move apace
the pilgrim-thronging race.

hing procureth love like humility, nothing

: pride. I never yet (bund pride in a noble

or humility in an unworthy mind. Of all

observe that God has chosen the vine

It that creeps upon the helpful wall. Of
s, the soft and patient lamb ; of all fowls

and gentle dove. When the Almighty

i to Moses, it was not in the lofty cedar,

sturdy oak, nor the spreading pine, but in

-a humble, slender, abject, busli. As if He

y these elections, check the conceited ar-

of man."

T/icBcc Moth.—Apiarians are frequently great-

ly troubled with lliis insect, which 6ftcn proves

destructive to their hives. T. Hudson stales, in

the Ravenna Cabinet, that in his opinion the ra-

vages of the great enemy of bees—the Bee Moth

—

may be prevenicd by the process of thoroughly

saturating the lime with salt, as the miller will

not deposit its eggs in a lime thus prepared. His

plan is to plane and prepare the boards for the hive,

and then let them remain for a few days immersed
in a strong brine. His own personal experience

and observation, as an apiarian, has led him to the

above conclusion and practice, which others, as

well as himself, have found to be generally attended

with complete success. An apiarian, who has hail

much experience on the subject, says:—" In the

spring, about the time the bee.s commence working,

we whitewash our hives for the purpose of promo-

ling the health of the bees, and preventing depre-

dations from the moth. We put a good portion of

fine salt in the whitewash, and put it in the hives

outside and inside, up to the comb, and apply it

very liberally to the lower edge of the hive, and

on the board at the bottom. VVe learned the value

of this by e.xperimenis on sick bees. A number
of patients were placed in a glass, and various

remedies tried. When this was offered, they com-

menced eating it, and recovered in a few hours.

VVe then applied the whitewash to six or eight

hives, in which the bees were dying fast, and had

ceased to labour, and the ne.xt day they were all

in good health, and able to do a good d.iy's work

We are never troubled with the bee moth or sick

bees. VVe apply the whitewash to the lower edges

of the hive, and to the board a lew times during

summer. The bees seem pleased wiih it, and

many of them take a good dose, though they ap-

pear perfectly well. They doubtless consider

' prevention better than cure.'"

even from the dust ; and that we should not forget

from whence all that is good, either immediately
or mediately comes, even from the Source of all

od. This would make us backward and limid

giving our judgment ; it would render us ready
and willing to esteem others better than our-

selves,—quick to hoar, slow to speak, slow to

wrath ; because wc should be patient, humble,
forgiving one another, pitying ono another ;—for

we should then know how frail man is."

A Curious Structure.—The nest of n tarnntula

(spider) has been found in California, of most sin-

gular construction. It is about three inches ia

length, by two in diameter, built of adobes, the

walls being nearly half an inch thick. Inside is

a projection, which nearly divides it into two apart-

ments about an inch in diameter. The inside is

lined with a while downy substance, not unlike vel-

vet, and presents one of the cleanest and most tidy

little households imaginable. But the most curious

part of it is a door, which fits into an aparlure and
closes it hermetically. The door is secured by a

hinge, formed of the same fibrous substance as the

lining of the house, and upon which it swings with

freedom. The nest is occuied by a dozen litile

tarantulas, which seem to subsist upon a yellow

secreted substance that appears upon the wall of
the front apartment. The arrangement ofthe door

for ihe proteclion of the lilile inmates, indicates

great instinctive architectural knowledge. It is

the intention ofthe finder to forward this curiosity

to the Smithsonian Insiilule at Washin^Ion.

FOR TUE YOUNG.

From the Diary of a young Friend, in the twen-

tieth year of his age, 1817.

" I think I have seen the danger of young per-

sons dwelling any where else than in the valley

of humility. Human learning, human attain-

ments and excellencies, I mean all ihoso things

that are obtained by the memory, judgment, rea-

soning powers, and mental abilities, separate from

any immediate influence and assistance derived

from the Source of all true wisdom,—ihese natu-

ral acquisitions and talents are well in their places

and are servicable to us, when kept in subjection

10 the pure leachings of Him, ' who teaches' by

his Spirit ' as never man taught.' But when any

nalural faculty usurps and domineers over the

little seed of the kingdom sown in the heart, it

had been better that such an enemy were cast

into the sea, than that such mischief should be

done. I have been in company wilh some young

persons of our religious Society, who have been

not a litile injured by giving way to pride and

foolish talkativeness, in respect to many matters,

in which, though they seemed well informed, yet

not keeping in the littleness and lowliness, they

have acquitted themselves but ill, through letting

in a forward, prating spirit.

" Now the best light in which we can view true

talents and virtues, and in which they are set ofl' to

the best advantage, is the sombre shade ol humi-

lity. For the more the frame-work is coloured,

or gilt, or carved, or ornamented, the more there

is to take off the attention of the eye from the

picture itself. So that it seems to me best lor

each of us to dwell in the littleness, in the lowli-

ness ; always bearing in mind whence wo are,

PLAINNESS OF DABIT.

" It is wilh much grief and concern, that we
observe in some a declension from the way of

righteousness and truih, as well as from the plain-

ness of habit, and simplicity of speech and beha-

viour, which were so conspicuous in our early

Friends, and many of their ofispring. This de-

clension, we apprehend, arises from a disregard

to the divine Light and Truth they have often

been recommended to as the Regulator of their

words and actions. By a careful, conscientious

regard to this, llie holy men in all ages obtained

a good report ; and our ancients, and many of

their immediate ofispring, were comely in iho

eyes ofthe nation for their solid deportment, and

religious regard to their words and aciions. The
like holy concern now would tend to regulate our

youlli. This would instruct them to avoid all

pride and affectation, and endue ihcm with humi-

lity, modesty and virtue, which recommend to the

favour of God, and a good esteem ami)ng nun!

A religious regard to the Light and Truth, God's

Witness in the mind and heart of man, ever pro-

duces the most beneficial effects, as well to society

in neneral, as to every one in particular. This

would introduce universal love, peace and con-

cord among mankind ; sweeten the bitter spirit;

muluallv endear relations and friends, and tiring

all into the unity and fellowship of the Holy Spirit.

VVe do, therelbre, earnestly recommend Friends

every where to this, and in a particular manner

the youth ofthe present generation."

Antiquities.—An ancient viUn, ditToring from

those of Herculaneum and Pompeii in everything

but its arcades of pillars, has been discovered near

Scafati, in the kingdom ofNaples. The minsion

comprises ten roomj of considirable magnitude,

lis upper portions were lounJ at n depth of only

lour leet beneath the surface. Two bronie instru-

ments for ploughing, some human skeleloiiH,,and

the bones of a°large bird, were disinterred iVom

among the ruins.
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For •••I'lie Krieiid."

JHE CROSS OF CHRIST.

Nolwiihslnndin^ ilie Aposile told some that he

would not glory siive in the cross of Christ, yet

ther; were many in his day who were enemies lo

the cross of Christ ns well as now, for he says,

"Many walk, of whom I have told you ol'ten and

now tell you even weeping, that they are the

enemies of the cross of Christ, whose end is des-

truclion, whose god is their belly, and whose

glory is in their shame, who mind earl lily things."

But how very ditlcrent speaks he oi" Jesus, our

holy Paltcrn in sell-denial, "Let this mind be in

you, which was also in Christ Jesus ; who made

himself of no reputation, and took upon liimsell

the form of a servant, and was made in the like-

ness of men ; and being found in fashion as a

man, he humbled himself and became obedient

unto death, even the death of the cross, wherefore

God also hath liighly exalted him, and given liiin

a name which is above every name: that at the

name of Jesus every knee should bow, of things

in heaven, and things in earth, and things under

the earth; and that every tongue should confess,

that Jesus Christ is Lord to the glory of God
the Father."

The Cross being the way to everlasting life,

Penn says, ' This made those honest fishermen

quit their lawful trades, and follow him when he

called them ; and others who waited for the con-

solation of Israel, to ofler up their estates, reputa-

tation, liberties, and also lives, to the displeasure

and I'ury of their kindred, and the government

they lived under, for the spiritual advantage thai

accrued to them, by their faiihful adherence to

his holy doctrine. True, many would have ex-

cused themselves from following him, in the par-

able of the ft-ast. Some had bought land, some

had married wives, and olhers had bought yokes

of oxen, and could not come ; an immoderate

love of the world hindered them; their lawful

enjoyments, from being servants, became their

idols ; they worshipped them more than God,

and would not quit them to come to God. This

is recorded lo their reproach ; and we may herein

see the power of self upon the worldly man, and

the danger that comes to him by the abuse of

lawful things. What, thy wife dearer to thee

than thy Saviour! and thy oxen preferred before

thy soul's salvation ! O beware, that thy com-

forts prove not snares first, and then curses. To
over-rale them, is to provoke him that gave them,

to take them away again: come and follow Him
that giveth life eternal to the soul.

Woe to them that have their hearts in their

earthly possessions ! for when they are gone, their

heaven is gone wiih them. It is too much the

sin of the greatest part of the world, that they

stick in the comforts of it : it is lamentable to

behold how their afTeclions are bemired and en-

tangled with their conveniences and accommoda-

tions in it. The true self-denying man is a pil-

grim ; but the selfish man is an inhabitant of the

world : the one uses it, as men do ships, to trans-

port themselves, or tackle in a journey, that is to

get home ; the other looks no further, whatever he

prates, than to be fixed in fullness and ease here,

and likes it so well, that if he could he would not

exchange. He will not trouble himself to think

of the oiher world, till he is sure he must live no

longer in this! then alas! it will prove too lale.

Not to Abraham, but to Dives, he must go; the

story is as true as sad. On the other hand, it is

not lor nciught, that the disriples of Jesus deny

themselves; and indeed Christ himself had the

eternal joy in his eye: for the joy that was
before him, says the Author to the Hebrews, he

endured the cross ; that is, denied himself and

bore the reproaches and death of the wicked ; and

despised the shame, the dishonour and derision

of tlie world. It made him not afraid nor shrink ;

he contemned it ; and is set down on the right

of the throne of God. To the encouragement,

and great consolation of his disciples when Peter

asked him, what they should have, who had for-

saken all to follow him, he answered, " Verily i

say unto you, ye which have Ibllowed me in the

regeneralion, wlicn the Son of man shall sit on

the throne of his glory, ye also shall sit upon

twelve thrones, judging the twelve tribes of

Israel," that were then in npostacy Irora the life

and power of godliness ; this was the lot of liis

disciples, the more immediate companions of his

tribulations, and first messengers of his kingdom.

But the next that follows is to all. " And every

one that hath forsaken houses, or brethren, or

sisters, or father or mother, or wife, or children,

or lands, for my name's sake, shall receive an

hundred fold, and shall inherit everlasting life."

It is this recompense of reward, this eternal crown
of righteousness, which, in every age, has raised

in the souls of the just a holy neglect, yea con-

tempt of the world. To this is owing the con-

stancy of the martyrs, as the triumph of the

truth is, to their blood. Nor is this a new doc-

trine ; il is as old as Abraham. In several mosi

remarkable instances, his lilb was made up of

self-denial. First, in quilling his own land, were
we may well suppose liim settled in the midst of

plenty, at least sufficiency : and why ? because

God called him. This should be reason enough;

but such is the world's degeneracj', that in fact il

is not, and the same act, upon the same induce-

ment, in any now, though praised in Abraham,
would be derided. So apt are people not lo un-

derstand what they commend ; nay to despise

those actions, when they meet them in the people

of their own times, which they pretend to admire

in their ancestors.

But he obeyed ; the consequence was, tliat

God gave him a mighty land. Tliis was the

first reward of his obedience. The next was a

son in his old age; yet God called for his dar-

ling, their only child, the joy of their age, the son of

a miracle; and him upon whom the lulfillmg of

the |)romise made to Abraham, depended. For

this son God called : a trial which one would

think, might very well have overturned his faith,

and stumbled his integrity ; or at least put him
upon this disjiule in himself; this command is

unreasonable and cruel ; it is the tempter's, it

cannot be God's. For, is il to be thought that

God gave mo a son to make a sacrifice of him ?

That the father should be the butcher of his only

child? Again that he should require of me to

ofler up the son of his own promise, by whom his

covenant is to be performed, is incredible.

Thus Abraham might naturally enough have
argued to withstand the voice of God, and indulge

his great alFections to his beloved Isaac. But
good old Abraham, who knew the voice that had
promised him a son, had not forgotlen to know it,

when it required him again. He disputed noi,

though it looked strange, and perhaps with some
surprise and horror, as a man. He had learned

to believe, that God who gave him a child by a

miracle, could work another to preserve or restore

him. His atleclions could not balance his duty,

much less overcome his (aiih, for he received him
in a way that would let Inm doubt of nothing thai

God had promised of him. To the voice of this

Almighiiness lie bows, builds an aliar, binds his

only son upon it, kindles the fire, and stretches

forih his hand to take the knile: but the angel

Slopped the stroke. " Hold, Abraham, thy inte-

grity is proved." What followed? A ram

served for the sacrifice and Isaac was his agtin.

This shows iiow lif.le serves, where all is resigg.

ed, and how mean a sacrifice contents (he

Almighiy where the heart is approved. Ii is not

the sacrifice that recommends the heart, but ibe

heart that gives the sacrifice acceptance. God
olien touches our best comlorts,and calls forihit

wc most h)vc and are least willing to part wiili.

Not thtit he always takes it utterly away, but lo

prove the soul's integrity, to caution us from ex.

cesses, and that we may remember him the

Author of those blessings we possess and live

loose to them. I speak my experience : the wiy

to keep our enjoyments, is to resign them ; ud
though that be Inird, it is sweet to see ihcm te-

turned, as Isaac was to his father, with more lore

and blessing than before.'

Such great love to God, such firmness and con-

stancy in following of him, in all his

ments as is set torth the Abraham, il

truly a bright example lor all |)rofessing Christn-

dom to follow.

New Jersey, Sixth mo., 18r)4.

e (

Counterfeiting Bank Hills.—Two skillful and

ingenious artists of New York have devised anew
]

plan for making bank notes which cannot be coun-

terfeited. The Courier says it will present some

curious and entirely novel combinations of art aod

science, which will be the subject of a patent, both

in this country and Europe.—The inventors, it

says, are gentlemen of large experience in the

difficult field in which they are now exerting their

talents, and in the production of th^ plate now in

their hands, will employ much artistic, mechanical

and chemical knowledge. It will carry on its face

the simplest marks of recognition and identifica-

tion; so simple, so plain, indeed, that any person of

the most ordinary capacity, can readily, and with

certainty, determine its true character. By this

arrangement, every bill holder will be able to act

as a deleclive police on any eiFort at counlerfeil-

ing. The associated banks of Boston recently of-

lered a large reward for such an invention, so that

if there is anything in this supposed discovery, the

inventors will probably be well compensated for

iheir skill.

Killing Wire-Worms by means of Cobs.—k

correspondent of the Michigan Farmer speaks

highly of the practice of placing corn cobs in the

hill of corn as a preventive of ilie injuries of wire-

worms, as given in the Rural, of April 1st. The

worms eat in o the cob, and leave the young corn

alone. Theeditor has found this remedy an excellent

one, and suggests that, at the timeof hoeing, oneof

the boys gather up the cobs and burn thecn, wire-

worms and all. If left in the cob they would wax

fat, and increase there just as rapidly as theywould

if left alone altogether. It would besomo troubleto

stick corn cobs round each hill of corn in a large

field, but where wire-worms are destructive, if it

prove as ceitain a preventive of injury as is claim-

ed, it would pay.

T/ie Uses of India Rublxr.—The editor of llic

Boston Medical Journal states that in those tropical

regions where it was necessary to transport water,

he found that river water, placed in an India rubber

bag, and securely corked, remained at the end ol

six weeks perfectly sweet and good ; while water

carried in the whole skin of an animal, as is the

custom in that country, became excessively offen-

sive in the desert in a low days, besides assuming

the colour of a pale decoction ofcotTee. In wooden

casks, another method adoped by travellers, the

changes wrought on the water are analogous to

those observed in water tanks at sea. The writer
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decide whether the preservation of the

iuo to the utter exclusion of air, or to tiic

exerted upon it by the material itsull'.

s one of much importance to travellers

countries, where, forlhesupply ofthisim-

ement it is frequently necessary to trans-

ough great dislances.

TRAINING CHILDREN,

iting with children, even when very

is highly desirable that parents should

ced by a portion of that wisdom, which
3 end from the beginning." When
ito conflict with their Witywardness and
i, it should not be regarded as a chief

concern to know how we shall soonest

B child, and so relieve ourselves, but

IV we shall so manage our tender charge
sent crisis, as may subdue the will, and
16 mind to be subject to the government
;ason in after life. This is very import-

if parents have no higher aims for their

han to preserve them from the control

d selfish passions, and to render them
:izens of the community, respectable and

in the world. But when we foresee the

at an early subjection of the will may
?d to have upon their fulure characters

ans; that a froward and perverse tem-

ihed and strengthened by indulgence in

nay be expected in riper years to render

Ge of the cross ofiensive, and obedience

fculiarly irksome and repulsive ; it be-

matter of great interest, that parents

properly imbued with Divine wisdom,

a patient and prayerful spirit in the

3nt of their children, even from the

n very early life, when it cannot be

;hat children are accountable for their

s it not plain to be seen that the evil

acting upon the wayward and peevish

;eks to mar the good effects of parental

i, and by crealing a will opposed to

B parent, prepare the mind for his own
OSes. Then it is, that the wise and
;ye of the parent is needed to foil the

lesigns, and so far as they have power,

their precious charge from the snare oi
]

view of the subject, how important is it

hose who are occupying the station ol

families, should be such as are able to

the views of the parents, as there can

jbt that an imprudent and irreligious

y easily destroy the good effects of the

lal discipline.

AN ARCTIU WINTER.

d came on us gradually. The first thing

struck me was the freezing up of our

s,the drip candle appearanceofthe bung-

our inability to lay the tin cup down
minutes' pause without having its con-

solid. Next came the complete inabd-

in drink without manufacturing it. For
ne we had collected our water from

ul fresh pools of the icebergs and floes
;

d to quarry out the block in flinty, glassy

I then melt it in tins for our daily drink,

n Wellington Channel. By and by the

ich we passed through as we travelled

ncakes and snowballs. VVe were glued

even as late as the 11th of September, I

flowering Potentilla from Barrow's Inlet.

nything moist or wet began to strike mc
ng lo be looked at—a curious out-of-the-

iction, like the bits of broken ice round

a can of mint-julcp. Our decks became dry, and
studded will) botryoidal lumps of foot-trodden ice.

The rigging had nightly accumulations of rime,

and we learned to be careful about coiled rojics

and iron work. On the 4ih of October wo had a
mean temperature below zero. By this time our
little entering hatchway had become so complete a

mass of icicles that wc had to give it up and resort

to our winter doorway. The opening of a door
was now the signal for a gush of smoke. like va-

pour; every stove-pipe sent out clouds of purple

steam, and a man's breath looked like the firing

of u pislol on a small scale. All our eatables be-

came laughably consolidated, and afier different

fashions, retjuiring no small experience belbrc we
learned to manage the peculiarities of theirchanged

condition. Thus, dried apples became one solid

mass of impacted angularities, a conglomerate of
sliced chalcedony. To get these out of the barrel,

or the barrel out ofthem, was a matter impossible.

We found, after many trials, that tlie shortest and
best plan was to cut up both fruit and barrel by

repealed blows with a heavy axe, taking the lumps
below to thaw. Suurkraut resembled mica, or

rather talcose slate. A crowbar with chiselled

edge exiracted \\\e lamincB badly ; but it was, per-

haps, the best thing we could resort to. Sugar
formed a very funny comfiound. Take q. s. of

cork-raspings, and incorperatc therewith another^.

s. of liquid gutta percha or caoutchouc, and allow

to harden ; this extemporaneous formula will give

you the brown sugar of our winter cruise. Ex-

tract with ihe saw; nothing but the saw will suit.

Butter and lard, less changed, require a heavy cold

chisel and mallei ; their fraciure is conchoidal with

hosmaitic surface; flour suffers liltle change, and

molasses can at 28 degrees be half-scooped, half-

cut by a siiir iron ladle. Pork and beef arc rare

specimens of Florentine mosaic, emulating the lost

art of petrified visceral monsirosities seen at the

medical schools of Bologna and Mdan ; crowbar

and handspike! for at 30 degrees the axe can

hardly chip it. A barrel sawed in half, and kept

for two days in the caboose-house at 76 degrees,

was still as refractory as flint a few inches below

the surface. A similar bulk of lamp oil, denuded

of the staves, stood like a yellow sandstone roller

for a gravel walk. Ices for the desert come, of

course, unbidden, in all imaginable and unimagi-

nable variety. I have tried my inventive powers

on some ofthem. A Roman punch, a good deal

stronger than the noblest Roman ever tasted,

forms readily at 20 degrees. Some sugared cran-

berries, with a little butter and scalding water, and

you have an impromptu strawberry ice. Sjch is

the "composition and fierce quality" of our ices,

thiit they are brought in served on the shaft of a

hickory broom; a transfixing rod which we used

as a stretcher first, and a fork afterwards. So

hard is this terminating cylinder of ice, that it

might serve as a truncheon to knock down an ox.

The only difliculty is in the processes that follow.

It is the work of time and energy to impress it

with the carving-knife, and you must handle your

spoon deftly, or it fastens to your tongue. One of

our mess was tempted the other day by the crystal

transparency of an icicle to break it in his mouth :

one piece froze to his tongue, and the other to his

lips, and each carried ofl'ihe skin ; ihe ihermom-

j

eter was at 28 degrees. Thus much for our Arc-

tic grub. I need not say that our preserved meals

would make very fair cannon-balls.

—

Dr. Kane\
Journal of Ike GrinncL Expcdilion of Sir John

Franklin.

every thing ihat might look ostentatious. The
most prudent course wo can pursue, is lo associato

as much as possible with those who from riiu.\ prin-

ciple, love the shade."

Uuotl Effccls of a I'raytrful Spirit.

A woman Friend, now about ninety years of
age, told the writer ol' this, that when she was a
little child, she slept with a pious old grandmo-
ther. One night afier they had gone to bed, the
child turned lo her, and said, "Grandmother,
why does thee moan so when thee comes to tied ?"

" Because my chdd," said the grandparent, "
I

am so anxious that my grandchildren should be
good children, and fear the Lord." This made
an indelible impression on the mind of the child

;

and who can tell how far this seemingly small
incident may have been instrumental in leading to

the innocent and exemplary course of conduct,
which she has hitherto pursued through the course
of a long life.

BOOKS.

" There having been, for many years past, a
great circulation of vain, idle, and irreligious

books and pamphlets, tending to lead Ihi; mind
away from sober and serious duly, to infect the

inexperienced and unwary wiih infidelily and cor-

ruplion, and lo alienate their atleniion from tiie

Spirit of God, under whose influence and holy
keeping alone is safety ; we earnestly request
that parents, and all others who have youth under
their tuiiion, will keep a constant eye over them,
and as much as possible guard them against, and
prevent them from wasting their precious time
upon such unprofitable and pernicious reading;
and that they accustom them to the frequent and
diligent reading of the sacred writings, which
through divine goodness are afforded to us, for

our ' instruction in righteousness,' and 'that We
through paiience and comfort of the Scriptures
might have hope.'

"

For "The Friend."

On reading this morning in last week's number
of ' The Friend,' the piece entitled " Fox and
Whitehead ;"—these words livingly sprang up in

my heart ;
' The Lord will work and who shall

let it V
It was said of Joseph :—" The archers sorely

grieved him, shot at him, and haled him; but his

bow abode in strength ; and the arms of his hands
were made strong; by ihe hands of the mighly
God of Jacob." I verily believe His outstretched

arm, to strengthen and uphold, is still round
about his church and people : for, " As the moun-
tains are round about Jerusalem, so the Lord is

round about his peojile from henceforth even for

ever."

Seventh mo., 2nd, 1854.

THE FRIEND,
SKVliXTII .MO.NTII 15, 185-1.

" Female modesty is often silent, female decorum

is never bold. Both forbid a young woman lo

lead the conversation. And true religion avoids

Among the crowd of evils that grow out of
Slavery and fasion tiiomselvcs upon the society

in which it exists, are the benumbing of the

finer feelings of humanity, and the stimulating of
ihe cruel and vindictive passions of ihc heart.

Jefferson bore strong lesiimony lo ils debasing

influence in this way, and we have no doubt that

every day gives much sorrowful evidence of the

irulli of the position; ihough the acts illusiraling

It may not be brought before the public eye.

Every now and then, however, some narrative
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finds its way into tiie periodicnls of tiic dny, de-

tailing events wiiicli it would siem almost incred-

ible, could occur among a poo|)lu pnifessing to be

civilized and to be governed by Christian prin-

ciples, but which are too well attested to be dis-

puted, and prove that cruellies supposed to have

stigmatized and to have passed away with, the

barbarism of the middle ages, are yet practised

among slave-holders, and receive sanction and

applause not only from individuals, but from large

portions of their community.

In the Ledger of the Cth inst., is an extract

from the Knoxville Register, Ten., of the 25th

ultimo, giving an account of a horrible murder in

Jetierson cour)ty, in th.U State, said to have been

perpetrated by a slave, and of his subsequent

punishment. It is not our purpose to transler to

the columns of this Journal, the narrative of the

dreadful crimes committed; it is enough to say

that they could hardly have been perpetrated by

any one who had not been brutalized by abject

slavery, or whose passions had not been trenzied

by the unbridled indulgence of slave-holding.

The murderer having fled, the account says :

" The indignation of our population was intense and

had no bounds. A large number assembled and began

u vigilant and thorough search for the hardened wretch,

and on last Sabbath, about 12 o'clock, he was arrested.

On the day following he suffered at the stake by torch

that penalty which his infamy deserved, and was burn-

ed to death at one clock, within a few hundred yards of

the place where the murders were committed. About

one thoutand cilisens ii-ere present, and the execution teas

performed coolly and deliberately ; and in the large assem-

bly there was not a dissenting voice to the execution.

" This violent measure was adopted in this county as

a means of absolute necessary self-defence, which could

not be secured by an ordinary resort to the laws. Two
executions on the gallows have occurred in this county
within a year or two past, and the example has been
unavailing. Four executions by hanging have taken

place, heretofore in Jefferson, of slaves guilty of similar

otfences, and it has produced no radical terror or ex-

ample for others designing the same crimes, and
hence any example less horrible and terrifying would
h.ive availed nothing here.''

A little more light is thrown on the case by an

extract from a letter published in the Athens Post,

likewise given by the Ledger. The writer says :

" The excitement was intense, and the whole county
rose up in arms, formed themselves into companies to

hunt for him, and yesterday he was overtaken crossing

Chucky river, about twenty miles from this place, and
was immediately fired upon, one shot taking effect in

Lis right arm. He immediately turned and gave him-
self up to the pursuing party, who took him to the

house of -Mr. L. I). Franklin, where, by scretciny his finycrs

and then his hands in a rice until all the bones were smash-

ed, (and other treatment which cannot be mentioned in

print,) he acknowledged that he had committed the

murders."

It is very possible that the wretched man,
whose whole life had been passed in a communiiy
where he was considered no better than the beast

tliat perisheth, and under a system contrived and

carried out for the express purpose of preventing

him from knowing or exercising the rights and
responsibilities belonging to him as .a human
being, may have done the dreadful deed; but

there can be no weight attached to the confession

extorted from him under the tortures, inflicted by
a device, which may be considered an improve-
ment upon the " iron boot" of former ages, both

in regard to ihe mode of ap|ilication and to the

agony produced by it. For any evidence that

it aflbrds, there is no certainty that the murderer
is not yet at large, and that the " one thousand
citizens" " coolly and deliberately" burned to

death an innocent person. What would the civi-

lized world think or say, if in any one of our free

Slates, where every one who chooses has the

opportunity of acquiring education, and learning

the duties devolving upon him as a member of

socieiy, and whose responsibility is consequently

so immeasurably increased, if a murderer, alter

an impartial trial and conviction, was to be chain-

ed to a tree and burned to death, in the presence

of and with the approbation of a lliousand of our

citizens? It would call forth a general burst of

indignation, and be considered proof of a degraded

semi-barburous state of society : and the reason

it does not produce the same result when occur-

ring in a slave-holding communiiy, is, that it is

recognized as one of the legilimate cflecls con-

nected with the abominable system tolerated

among us.

But the South appears to have become infatu-

ated in regard to its " peculiar institution," and
in the excilement produced by its recent triumphs,

boldly avows its wish to revive the foreign slave

trade, in order to extend it wherever it can be

introduced.

" The Charleston Mercury speaking of the intended
withdrawal of the United States squadron, from the coast

of Africa, says :

" The South no longer regards slavery as a necessary
evil— it no longer dreams of emancipation as a pleasing
prospect. But soberly and laboriously, in all the lights

of religion, morals, politics, and a growing experience,
the question has been examined, and she now stands up
before the world, and asserts her institution to be a
positive yood. It was natural, therefore, when slavery
was esteemed an evil, and its abolition hopefully count-
ed on, that Southern men should consent to the destruc-

tion of the commerce which tended to spread and per-

petuate it. But how can any man who regards slavery

as a blessing, object to the employment of the proper
means for its diffusion ? If slavery be an evil, the

course is plain. Remove nil obstacles to its destruction.

If a blessing, remove all obstacles toils progress."

Comment on such an avowal is unnecessa

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
EUROPE.—Advices from England to the 24th ult. re-

present the prospects for the coming harvest as quite

good; prices of bread stuffs were tending downward;
Western Canal flour was selling at 3Gs. lid. Baltimore
3"s. Gd. The British funds had materially advanced

;

Consols were quoted at 94. The allied Baltic fleet was
near Cronstadt ; the Russians appear to have fortified

every important point in the Baltic so thoroughly as to

make attack too perilous for the assailants. On the

Danube, the Russians have failed in their repeated
attempts to take Silistria, and having suffered much loss

from a sortie made by the Turks on the 15th ult., had
withdrawn to the north bank of the river. The English
and French troops were assembling at Varna on the
Black Sea, about 60 miles from Silistria. Austria and
Prussia had made a united demand upon the Russian
government, insisting upon the speedy withdrawal of its

armies from the Principalities. Later news by the
Baltic to the 28th ult. show a further decline of Gd. in

flour. The Russians were in full retreat from the
Turkish provinces, leaving their sick and wounded
behind them

; their loss in this campaign by sickness
and the carnage of war, is estimated at 50,000 men. The
Baltic's last rua from Liverpool to New York was made
in nine days and twelve hours, the shortest on record.

London and Liverpool papers were received in Philadel-
phia by noon of the tenth day after their issue, a cir-

cumstance which never before occurred.

UNITED STATES.—"The National Celebration."—
The manner in which the fourth of the month is spent
by a large portion of the people in this country, is a
great and growing evil. The disorder and intemperance
prevalent in many places, arc fruitful of disasters, which
it would require a long chapter to record. The most
serious on this occasion appears to have been a collision

on the Baltimore and Susquehanna Railroad between
a large traia containing people from Baltimore, who had
been out of the city on an excursion, and were returning

towards evening, and another train leaving Baltimore.

The results were of the most appalling kind, a great

number of human beings having been crushed to death,

and many more mutilated in a shocking manner. Thirty-
three persons have lost their lives, and others, if they
should survive their injuries, will be crippled and maim-
ed for life.

Kansas.—The latest intelligence from this Territory

shows a strong and determined movement on the part

of slaveholders to ap|iropriatc it to their e.xclusiTeoee»
palion, preparatory to its being made a shive Sttu
.'^ettlcrs from the adjacent slave States were inovingiji,

it in great numbers, and meetings had been held h
them, at which it was resolved to permit no BMUen
from the North opposed to slavery to remain thew.

JVew York.—Frauds aud breaches of trust to tbil

amount of millions of dollars on the part of laen hento-^
fore high in the public confidence, have been discortwj L
and occasion much alarm and uneasiness. DealhiUi]
week, 701, of which ys were from Cholera. l

rhiladetphia.—The most destructive fire, eincrtiij
great one of 18511, occurred on the night of the Sid um^
During a performance in the National Theatre on CbMi.ji
nut near Ninth street, a fire broke out in the building;

the audience were all enabled to escape in safely, b«i

one of the actors perished in the flames. Th^ fir* mm
communicated to the large edifice, known as the HiiNia
building, at the corner of Ninth aud George (tteeli,

which together with the theatre was totally desttojei

The houses on the south side of Chestnut street, extttj.

ing east from Ninth for a distance of about 250 •«<,

were also consumed, and on George street the deMne-
tion involved all the property on the north sidebetWMi
Eighth and Ninth streets. The theatre destroyed, thoi{k<

but a slightly built structure, was the largest of lhq»el

schools of vice and folly in this city. Deatlis forlb«|

week ending 8th inst., ',368, of which 22 wer« fiw
Cholera. The excesses of the fourth instant, in coBoec-

tion with the great heat of the weather, has teadtd t«l

swell the weekly record of mortality, both here and ini

New York.

West Xottinyham School, Cecil county, Ma^lmd,
under the charge of Nottingham Preparative Meetiogof

Friends. The course of instruction comprises the

branches of a good English Education. A few pupUlol

either sex can be accommodated at this school,

of board and tuition. Thirty Dollars per quarter. Toi

particulars, address the Teacher,
TnoMAS "Warixo,

Port Deposit, 1

FRIENDS' ASYLUM.
Committee on Admissions.—Samae\ Bettlc, Jr., No. 101

North Tenth street; Charles Ellis, No. a,'! Suutli I

street, and No. 56 ijhestnut street ; \Villiaiu lk'ttl(,Sii.

14 South Third street; John C. Allen, Nu. 179"
"

Fifth street, and No. 227 North Front street ; Horatio C.

Wood, No. 210 Race street, and No. 37 Chestnuts
William Thomas, No. 242 North Fifth street, andl
South Wharves ; Townsend Sharpless, No. 187 Arci

street, and No. 32 South Second street; John M.Whi-

tall, No. 161 Filbert street, and No. 138 Race street

Visiting Managers for the Month.—John Elliott, 'No. <1

N. Fifth street. John Carter, No. 105 S. Twelfth Itttrt.

Nathaniel Randolph, No. 585 Vine street.

Superintendent.—Dr. Joshua H. Worthington.
J/a(ron.—Elizabeth B. Hopkins.

Died, on board the steamer " Oriental," on her ttip

from St. Louis to Louisville, on the 6th of Fifth moDlk,

1849, after a painful illness of sixteen hours, of cb

Sarah Bell Ladd, in the 31st year of her age, dougkler

of our late esteemed Friends Thomas and Ann Ladd,Rick-

mond, Va. It is consoling to her relatives and Frieuii!

to learn, from repeated expressions of resignation mi

faith in our blessed Redeemer, that there is reason W

believe she has, though unmerited mercy, exchanged

i

state of suffering for one of inexpressible joy.

, on the 31st of Twelfth month, 1853, at hcrrt-

sidence, (Ingleside), Shenandoah county, Va., of pul-

monary consumption, Sibelia A. Conn, wife of Rapb«i

M. Conn, and sister of Sarah B. Ladd, in the 38th je«

of her age. For several years previous to her last ill-

ness, her mind was often brought into deep exercise. .1

short time before her decease, whilst engaged in fertfol

prayer and supplication, she was favoured to feel i

sensibly the overshadowings of the Divine presenct,

after which she otten expressed her faith in a cruciW

and risen Lord, and reliance on his promises ; and bui

a few moments before her departure, she was mercifiiHf

favoured to experience a foretaste of that glorious im-

mortality reserved for the righteous. To her atfliclol

relatives she said, " Weep not for me," and exhorted

them to follow her to heaven. " Blessed are the dead

which die in the Lord from henceforth
;
yea, saith 11"

Spirit, that they may rest from their labours, and tbeir

works do follow them."
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THE CHILDREN OF LIGHT.

2S children of light. This is the simple
liful suhstance of your Christian duty,

our bright privilege, which, il'you use it

to the grace whereby you have received

a prelude and foretaste of the bliss and
heaven. It is to light that all nations

lages have had recourse, whenever they

symbol for anything excellent in glory
;

! were to search through the whole ol

nature for an emblem of pure unadul-
ippiness, where could we find such an
except in light?—traversing the illimita-

is of space with a speed surpassing that

itf incapable of injury or stain, and,

ever it goes, showering beauty and
In order, however, that we may in

inherit the whole fulness of this radiant

we must begin by training and fitting

for it. Nothing good bursts forth all at

he lightning may dart out of a black

It the day sends his bright heralds be-

to prepare the world for his coming.

I we endeavour to render our lives here

as it were the dawn of heaven's eternal

should endeavour to walk as children ol

ur thoughts and feelings should all be

ght, and have something of the nature ol

lem : and our actions should be like the

light itself, and like the actions of all

-ers and of all those beings which per-

;ht, and may be said to form the I'amdy

while we should carefully abstain and

Dm all such works as pertain to darkness,

i-rought by those who may be called the

darkness.

he children of light will walk as having

of knowledge, steadfastly, firmly, right

3 the end that is set before them. When
walking in the dark, through an un-

id roadless country, they walk insecurely,

y, timidly. For they cannot see where

treading ; they are fearful of stumbling

stone, or falling into a pit; they cannot

p on lor many steps certain of the course

taking. But by day we perceive what

us and about us, we have llie end of our

or at least the quarter where it lies, full

and we are able to make for it by the

d speediest way. The very same advan-

3 those who are light in the Lord, the

of spiritual light, over the children ol

darkness. They know whither ihey are

heaven. They know how they are to

get there: by Him who has declared Himself to

be the V\'ay : by kee|)ing His words, by walking
in His paths, by trusting in His atonement. If

you then are children of light, if you know all this,

walk according to your knowledge, without stum-

bling or slipping, wiihout swerving or straying,

without loitering or dallying by the way, onward
and ever onward beneath the light of the Sun of

Righteousness, on the road which leads to hea-

ven.

In the next place the children of light are up-

right, and honest, and straightforward, and open,

and frank, in all their dealings. There is nothing

like lurking or concealment about them, nothing

like dissimulation, nothing like fraud or deceit.

These are the ministers and the spawn of dark-

ness. It is darkness that hides its face, lest any
should be appalled by so dismal a sight : light is

the revealer and manilester of all things. It lifts

up its brow on high, that all may behold it : for

it is conscious that it has nothing to dread, that

the breath of shame cannot soil it. Whereas the

wicked lie in wait, and roam through the dark,

and screen themselves therein from the sight of

the sun ; as though the sun were the only eye

wherewith God can behold their doings. It is

under the cover of night that the reveller commits
his foulest acts of intemperance and debauchery.

It is under the cover of night that the thief and

the murderer prowls about to bereave his brother

of his substance or of his lile. These children of

darkness seek the shades of darkness to hide

themselves thereby from the eyes of their fellow-

creatures, from the eyes of Heaven, nay, even

from their own eyes, from the eye of conscience,

which at such a season they find it easier to hood-

wink and blind. They, on the other hand, who
walk abroad and ply their tasks during the day,

are those by whose labour their brethren are bene-

fited and supported; those who make the earth

yield her increase, or who convert her produce

into food and clothing, or who minister to such

wants as spring up in countless varieties beneath

the march of civilized society. . . . Our Saviour

himself tells us, ihal the condemnation of the world
'^

lies in this, that although light is come i7ito the

xcorld, yet men love, darkness rather than light,

because their deeds are evil. Nothing but their

having utterly depraved their nature could seduce

ihem into loving w hat is so contrary and repugnant

to it. For every one that doeth evil halclh the light,

nor cometh to ttie light, lest his deeds should be

reproved. Bui he that doeth truth cometh to the

light, that his deeds tiiay be made manifest, that

they are wrought in God. To the same eftect He
commands His disciples to let tlieir light so shine

before men, that they may see their good works,

not, however, for any vain ostentatious selfish

purpose—this would have been directly against

the whole spirit of his leaching—but in order that

men may be moved thereby to glorify God. . . .

Again ; the children of light arc diligent, and

orderly, and unweariable in the fulfilment of their

duties. ... All the children of light are careful

to follow their Master's example, and to work his

works while it is day: for they know that the

night of the grave cometh when no man can work,

and that, unless they arc working the works ol

light, when that night overtakes them, darkness
must be their portion forever.

The children of light arc likewise pure. For
light is not only the purest of all sensuous things,
so pure that nothing can defile it, but whatever
else is defiled, is brought to the light, and the
light purifies it. And the rhildren of light know
that, although whatever darkness may cover them
will be no darkness to God, it may and will be
darkness to themselves. I'hey know that, al-

though no impurity in which they can bury their
souls will be able to hide them IVom the sight of
God, yet it will utterly hide God from their ^ight.
They know that it is only by striving to punfy
their own hearts, even as God is pure, that they
can at all fit themselves Ibr the beatific vision
which Christ has promised to the pure in heart.

Cheerfulness, too, is a never-failing character-
istic of ihose who are truly children of light. For
is not light at once the most joyous of all things,
and the enliveiier and gladdener of all nature,
animate and inanimate, the dispeller of sickly
cares, the calmer of restless disquietudes? Is it

not as a bridegroom, that the sun comes forth from
his chamber ?—and does he not rejoice as a giant
to run his course? Does not all nature grow
bright the moment he looks upon her, and wel-
come him wiih smiles? Do not all the birds
greet him wilh their merriest notes? Do not even
I he sad tearful clouds deck themselves out in the
glowing hues of the rainbow, when he vouchsafes
to shine upon them ? And shall not man smile
with rapture beneath the light of the Sun of Right-
eousness? Shall he not hail His risin" with
hymns of praise and psalms of thanksgivin"?

Shall he not be cheered amid his deepest affliction,

when the rays of that sun fall upon him, jnd-
paiiit the arch of promise on his soul ? Ii cannot
be otherwise. Only while we are hemmed in with

darkness, are we harassed by terrors and mis-

givings. When wo see clearly on every side, we
leel bold and assured ; nothing can then daunt,

nothing can dismay us. Even that sorrow, which
of all others is the most utterly without hope,

the sorrow for sin, is to the children of light the

pledge of their future bliss. For with lliem it is

the sorrow which worketh repentance unto salva-

tion ; and having the Son of God for their Saviour,

what can they fear ? Or, rather, when they know
and leel in their hearts that God has given His
only begotten Son to sulfer death for their sakes,

how shall they not trust that He, who has given

them His Son, will also give them wiialsoever is

for their real everlasting good.

Finally, the children of light will also be child-

ren of love. Indeed, it is only another name for

ihe same thing. For light is the most immediate
outward agent and minister of God's love, the

most powerful and ra|)id dilluscr of His blessings

through the whole universe of His creation, it

blesses the earth, and makes her bring forth herbs

and plants. It blesses the herbs ami plants, and
makes them bring forth their grain and their fruit.

It blesses every living creature, and enables all to

support and enjoy their existence. Above all, it

blesses man, in his goings out and his comings in,

in his body, and in his soul, in his senses, nnd ia

his imagination, uud in his alleclions: iu his so-
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ciiil in eicoursc with liis brolier, nnd in his soh-

tnry conirnuiiioti wilii iiis Makpr. Merely blot out

light from the earth, and joy will puss away from

it; nnd hcnlih will pass away fiomit; and life

will pass away iVonn ii ; and it will sink back into

a confused lurmoihng chaos. In no «ay can the

children of light so well prove tliat this is indeed

tliiir parentage, as by beceming the inslrumcnis

of God in shedding His blessings around lh(

Light illumines everything, the lowly valley as

well as the lofty mountain; it fructifies every-

thing, the humblest herb, as well as tiie lordliest

tree ; nnd there is nothing hid from its heal. Nor
docs Christ the Original, of whom light is tin

image, make any dislinclion between the higl

and the low, between the humble nnd the lordly.

He comes to all, unless they drive him from their

doors. He calls to all, unless they obstinately

close then; cars against Him. He blesses nil, un-

less they cast away his blessing. Nay, although

they cast it away, he still perseveres in blessing

them, even unio seven times, even unto seventy

times seven. Ye, then, who desire to be children

of light, ye who would gladly enjoy the foil glory

and blessedness of that heavenly name, take heed

to yourselves, that ye walk as children of light

ill this respect more especially. No part of your
duty is easier; you may find daily and hourly

o|)portunily in practising it. No part of your
duty is more delightful ; the joy you kindle in the

heart of another cannot fail ol shedding back its

brightness on your own. No part of your duly

is more godlike. They who attempted to become
like God in knowledge, fell in the garden of Eden.
Tliey who strove to become like God in power,
were confounded on the plain of Shinar. They
who endeavour lo become like God in love, will

feel His approving smile and His helping arm ;

every etlurt they make will bring them nearer to

His presence; and they will find His renewed
image grow more and more vivid within them,
until the lime comes, when they too sh;ill shine

forth as the sun in the kingdom of their Father.

Hare.

Slatislics of Crime in Philadelphia.—Crime
seems to be increasing to an alarming extent in the

ciiy of "Brotherly Love,"as well as in our own.
This is apparent Irom the following slatemenl :

—

In 1336, the whole number of commitments was
-.2,373

; in 1850 they had mcrensed lo 7,687, and
in 1>53, to 11,'J05. Since 1850, the number of
disorderly breaches of the peace, and threatening
cases, has grown bi'yond all precedent, the array
being more than double that of any year prior lo

1850. -Kuring ll-.e last three years the average
yearly commitments of this kind had been 6,225,
while, before IS.JO, the average was 2,310 per
annum. The cause of this increase may be found
in rhe unlimited sale of inlo.xicating drinks.

—

Xeic-
York Christian InUUiiiencer

.

Grasshopper Eoasi.—The ediior of the Empire
County (Ualilbrnia) Argus de.<cribes a great dish
among the Digger Indians, in the districts where
the grassho|ipers are very numerous, and gives
the lollowing account of iheir mode of preparing
the delicacy :

—"A piece of ground is sought where
they most abound, in the centre of which an exca-
vation is made, large and deep enough to prevent
the insect from hnppmg out when once in. The
entire parly of Diggers, old and young, male and
female, then suriound as much of the adjoining
grounds as they can, and with each a green bough
in hand, whipping and thrashing on every side,

gradually approach the centre, driving the insects
before them in countless multitudes, till at last all,

or nearly all, are secured in the pit. In the mean-

time smaller (xcavalions are mailc, answering the

purpose of ovens, in which fiies are kindled nnd

ke|)t up till the surrounding enrih, for a short dis-

tance, becomes sufficiently healed, together with a

flat stone large enough to cover the oven. The
grasshoppers are now taken in coarse bags, and

after being thoroughly soaked in salt water fur a

lew moments, are enipiied into the ovens and closed

in. 'JVn or filteen minutes suffices lo roast ihem,

when they are taken out and eaten without further

preparation, and with much apparent relish, or, as

IS sometimes the case, reduced to powder and made
into soup. And having from curiosity lusted, not

of the soup, but of the roast, really if one could

hut divest himself of the idea of eating an insect

as we do an oyster or shrimp, without other pre-

paration than simple roasting, they would not be

considered very bad outing even by more refined

epicures than the Digger Indians."

Ucnliam Luke and lis Ice.

VVcnhnm Lake is situated in Wenham, Essex
county, Mass., seventeen miles from Boston, and
within a stone's throw of the Eastern Railroad,

although a swell of land liides the view of its

waters from the traveller. It is nearly two miles

long, about half as wide, and very deep, in some
places exceeding three hundred feet. Nestled

among the hills, grassy slojies, and woody valleys,

with here nnd there herds of cattle grazing upon
its banks, it may well challenge the admiration ol

the passing traveller, who wonders that a gem of

so picturesque beauty, should scarcely be known
out of the county in which it is situated. The
water is as pure and limpid as that of Lake
George ; indeed, so clear -and transparent is it,

that at the depth of fifteen or twenty feet the vora-

cious pickerel may be distinctly seen, pursuing
his finny prey. The lake is fed entirely by
springs, and the amount of water it receives from
these sources, must be considerable, for, notwith-

standing it has no inlet, and constantly loses by
evaportation, there is a large and rapid stream
flowing from it, with scarce a perceptible differ-

ence in the driest season. The lake, wiih the

surrounding scenery, is certainly one of the most
fascinating and picturesque spots it lias ever been
my fortune to meet with, in Europe or America.
Years ago, a native poet attempted to do it justice

in the lollowing lines, which, barring the moose
and doer, are as applicable now as then:

'Tis mora

—

And balmy June breathes soft o'er Enon's waters,
Turning tlie tiny waves to dulcet music
Upon the pebbly strand, so soft and sweet
That e'en the ^olian lyre might envy.
And o'er the daik and green verdure of the hill and

grove
Sparkle the tears of night in many a dew drop

—

While fitfully the red wing's tender wail
Is borne by passing breeze, from loveliest glen,
And echoing chasm's dark abyss.
Far in the azure blue, the eagle soars
Till lost in boundless space, he's seen no more.
On velvet lawn that borders oft the lake,
Lulled by the distant waterfall and music telling leaf,

The graceful deer and stately moose repose,
tjr cross the foliage from the scented grove.

Wenham Lake is better known in England than

in this country. Who that has travelled in Great
Britain, has not seen posted in glaring capitals, in

almost every hotel of any pretensions in the Unit-

ed Kingdom, " Wenham Lake Ice used here."

The royal family and nobility are all served with

ice from this lake. Even torrid India is indebted

to this little sheet of water, for one of its greiite>t

luxuries, when the fierce" Sirocb" brings its into-

lerable heat.

We well remember, a few years since, when

on board one of the oriental steamers, plying

the Mediterranean, meeting several olViceis beloi

ing lo the army in India, who, inadverlenlly ;,,

conversation, speaking of ice and its inultip!

uses, remarked that the citizens of Calcutta,

ing been deprived of it the season before, touk

greatest precautions to make sure of future bu.

plies, being anxious lo prevent recurrence of sucif

a calamity as they considered it. r

Even the imperlurbable Turk will throw aii(!(f

his chiboiiqup, to sip the iced beverage, furni»hc(f

by ihe infidel dogs, of which the writer hu KkJ'

ocular denionslration at Cairo, in Egypt. Y(,f;

two hundred miles up tha Nile, our party foaojf'

and enjoyed VVenham Lake ice. j'

There were the grim old pyramiils in thedii.1

lance, thrusting up their time-worn summits Btef

hundred feet into the cloudless sky. Shadetolf

the Pharaohs ! what have you not seen 1 Ye h«K^

witnessed the first dawn ol art, and received ilx!

homage of a world for countless ages; buif

stranger than all, a people born in a day, by ibeii
'

enterprises furnish your degenerate posterity, with

-

a lu.\ury unknown before. I. B. W, >

For"The Friert."

THE FRASERS.

Hugh Miller, the famous Scotch geologist, ha

written an autobiography. His origin, as is gen-I

erally known, was humble. His education, I

ever, was not so defective as one might imagioel

that of a labouring man would he. There is i

class of the people of Scotland similar in mam
respects to a class w hich abounds in our own Nei

England Slates— hard-working, sober, shreviij,

pretty well-informed, and thinking |)cople. In

the course of his career as a mason, Hugh forroeij

the acquaintance of a number of individuals o(

this description, of whose characters Tic furnishes

his readers with a lively description. Upon one

occasion, when employed in preparing stone for

the erection of a house on the West coast of Ross-

shire, he worked under the direction of oiieoflbe

Frasers, whom he describes as "an ancient ma.

son, remarkable over the north of Scotland for

his skill as an operative, and who, though he was

now turned of sixty, was still able lo build anJ

hew considerable more than the youngest BDii

most active man in the squad. He was at this

time the only survivor of three brothers, all mi-

sons, and all not merely first-class workmen, but

of a class to which, at least, to the north of Ibe

Grampians, only they themselves belonged, aail

very considerably in advance of the lirsl. And

on the removal of the second of the three brothers

to the south of Scotland, it was found thai, amidst

the stone-cutters of Glasgow, David Fraser held

relatively the same place that he had done among

those oflhe north. I have been told by Kennelh

Matheson—a gentleman well known as a master-

builder in the west of Scotland,—that in erecting

some hanging stairs of polished stone, ornamented

in front and at the outer edge by the common

fillet and torus, his ordinary workman used to

com|)lcte for him their one step apiece per day,

and David Fraser his three steps, finished equally

well. It may seem strange how, in ordinory

stone-cutting, one man could thus perform ihc

work of three. My acquaintance wiih old John

Fraser showed me how very much the ability de-

pended on a natural faculty. John's strenglli

had never been above the average of thai of

Scotchmen, and it was now considerably reduced;

nor did his mallet deal more or heavier blows

than that of the common workman. He had,

however, an extraordinary power of conceiving

of the finished piece of work as lying within the

rude stone from which it was his business to dis-
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. ; and while ordinary slone-culters had to

and re-repeat their lines and draughts, and
this way virtually to give to tht-ir work
surfaces in detail ere they reached the true

d John cut upon the true figure at once,

ide one surface serve for all. In huilding

exercised a similar power: he hamnier-
1 his stones with fewer strokes than other

en, and in fitting the interspaces between
already laid, always picked out from the

his feet the stone that exactly fitted the

while other operatives busied themselves
ing up stones that were too small or too

or if they set themselves to reduce the too

nes, reduced them too little or loo much,
i to fit and fit again. Whether building

ing, John never seemed in a hurry. He
n seen, when far advanced in life, working
isurely, as became his years, on the one
a wall, and two stout young fellows build-

inst him on the other side,—toiling appa-
twice harder than he, but the old man
contriving to keep a little ahead of them

vid Fraser I never saw ; but as a hewer lie

[]• considerably to exceed even his brother

On learning that it had been remarked
a party of Edinburgh masons, that, though
d as tiie first of Glasgow sloiie-cutlers, lie

ind in the eastern capital at least his

he attired himself most uncoulhly in a

led coat of tartan and looking to the life

imed, untaught, conceited little Celt, he
;d himself one morning, armed with a

f introduction from a Glasgow builder,

the foreman of an Edinburgh squad of

engaged upon one of the finer buildings

.ime in the course of erection. The letter

i neither his qualifications nor his name
;

sen wrilten merely to secure fur him the

ry employment, and the necessary em-
it it did secure. The better workmen ol

y were engaged, on his arrival, in hewing
;, each ot which was deemed sufficient

r a week ; and David was asked, some-
credulously by the foreman if he could
Oyes, he thouii)it he could hew.' ' Could
such columns as these?' 'O yes, he

lie could hew such columns as these.'

of slone in which a possible column lay

s accordingly placed before David, not

Dver ol the slied, which was already occu-
workmen, but agreeably to David's own
directly in front of it, where he might be

all, and where he straightway commenced
extraordinary course of antics. Button-

ong-tailed tartan coat fast around him,
d first look along the stone from the one
anon from the other and then examine it

and rear; or quitting it altogether for the

would take up his stand beside the other

n, and alter looking at them with great

eturn and give it a few laps with the

laughter; and it was wliispercd in the evening
that the strange Highlander had made astonish-

ing progress during the day. By the middle of
the (burth day ho had made up for his two days'
trifiing and was abreast of the other workmen;
beibre night he was far ahead of them, and ere

the evening of the fifth day, when they liad still

full day's work on eacii of their columns, David's
was completed in a style that defied criticism;

and, his tartan coat again buttoned around him,
he sat resting himsell' beside it. The foreman
went out and greeted him. ' Well,' he said, ' you
have beaten us all : you certainly can hew.'
' Yes,' said David, ' I thouglit I could hew co-

lumns. Did the other men take much more than
a week to learn V ' Come, come, David Eraser,'

replied the foreman, ' we all guess who you arc :

you have had your joke out; and now I suppose,

we must give you your week's wages and let you
away.' 'Yes,' said David, 'work waits for me
in Glasgow ; but I just thought it might be well to

know how you hewed on this cast side of the

country.'
"

FOR THE YOUXG.

From the Diary of a dear young Friend, in his

twentieth year, 1817. Well worthy the exam-
ple and serious reflection of many of our young
Friends of the present day.

"Twelfth mo., 1817. I can look back upon
many a favoured season, many an availing pray-

er,—sometimes a single sigh after that which
good,—sometimes the mental eye turned inward

during a i'e\f spare minutes of inlermission or

leisure from the hurry of business when in my
father's employment; sometimes as I went and
returned to and from town, but especially before

dinner. At that particular time I secluded myself
for a short season, for the purpose orrea(
the Scriptures, or more commonly for silently

seeking the Lord, and waiting upon Him for sup

port, stienglh, sustenance, or whatever He saw

needful for me; * * and it has been memorable
to me since, when I was engaged in the business

of an attorney's office, and lived at lodgin

hen the same power, as I was concerned to keep

close to it, preserved me through all the difficul-

ties and trials that were strewed in my path. Oh,
what sweet First-days have I spent at a disagree-

able dull lodging; what meetings have 1 had in

the middle of the week, when I gave up every

hing that stood in my way, and thus procured

iberty to attend them. What sighs, what cries

unto the Lord in secret corners, when a few
minutes could be spared in the midst of the bustle

of worldly engagements ;—when walking through

the noisy crowded streets, what songs of praise

unto the Lord God of all tender mercies, who
overshadowed me :—and when occasionally an
afternoon was allowed me, wherein to be absent

business, what sweet contemplative walks in

n a style evidently imitative of theirs, but
|

the country a few miles out of town ! How shall I

usly a caricature. The shed all that day
id with roars of laughter; and the only
ily grave man on the ground was he who
ed the mirth of all the others. Next
David again buttoned liis coat; but he

luch better this day than the former : he
awkward and less idle, though not less

It than before ; and he succeeded ere

in tracing in workmanlike fashion, a few

1 along the future column. Ho was evi-

;really improving. On the morning of

. day he threw olT his coat ; and it was

t though by no means in a hurry he was
' at work. There were no more jokes or

d, in speaking of the merciful compassion ol

Him, who regards the prayer of the humble un-

der many circumstances which 1 have not men-
lioiied ! When we are enabled to s^y, ' I am
thine, do with me what thou wilt,' surely we may
never doubt but that ' whosoever calls upon the

name of the Lord, shall be saved.' * * How
strongly does the instance of faithful Abraham
come to my mind whilst writing these lines ; and

I am encouraged to believe, that He of whom, ii

is said, ' faithl'ul is He ill it hath called you, who
also will do it,' even the Father of faithful Abra-
ham, whose tender mercies are over all his works,

will be near to the very least of His contrilo lilile

ones ; even those who feel bowed down, and
bruised, and buiretled. He knows who these are,

though no one else may cast an eye upon them, or
cstet in or regard them. What a sweet savour,
what an acceptable incense arises from the hearts
of those though no knee be bent, or mouth opened.
Surely under the shadow of His wings; under
the blessing of the strength of His extended arm,
shall these go forth through this vast howling
wilderness; the floods shall be divided and dried

up before th^m, and the parched desert shall be-

come a fruitful field.

" 1818. The day before yesterday I com-
pleled my twenty-first year, and may record, with
some feeling, that my breathing in secret unto the

Lord is, that He would in mercy continue near to

help me in time of need ;
* * for He alone who

began the work, can safely carry it on, and bring

it to such a conclusion as will redound to His
own praise.

" I desire greatly not to be led away and en-

snared, by coveting or looking for the esteem or

notice of others, even of religious characters: I

also pray in my heart, that 1 may be preserved

Irom liking to hear my own voice and tongue in

company ; and from the least approach to any-
thing like showing off even good qualities. If we

a right state, we shall forget ourselves, and
not esteem those things as our own, which are

wrought in us, or which we have been enabled

rightly to do or say.

"I have seen, that much care is needful not to

be endeavouring or presuming to correct the views

and sentiments of others by our own strength, and
in our will and time: I see danger in this for all,

but especially lor young people, who are so likely

to get into argument and much talking. There is

seldom anything gained tliereby ; but the way to

openness and conviction is much blocked up. But
afler patience and waiting, and much uneasiness

has been undergone, lest the right thing should

suffer, and after not a little exercise of mind on
account of the person who may hold such a wrong
sentiment, I have known a word spoken in season

or put forth in meekness, do more than all the

ill-limed efforts of a man's own will and strength.

" 1819. This I may say, and leave upon re-

cord, that though many almost indescribable dif-

ficulties and presentations of evil have been per-

mitted to come upon me, sometimes like a mighty

flood, so that in hours of extreme weakness and

infirmity, I have been almost ready to give up

the fight of faith ;
yet to this day, the Lord strong

and mighty, the L ird mighty in battle, lias been

pleasedin his abundant compassion to encamp
around me, and to give me songs of deliverance,

and of praise. O! young man, or young woman,
to whom this may come, who art seeking tho

" better country," though thou be weary and

heavy-leaden, take courage! there is a staff, and

stay, a strength and succour with Him who is the

way and the guide; who hath gone before, and

who leadeth on His little ones gently and sweetly,

as they are able to follow. He will be with His,

• even to the end of the world.'
"

Velocity of t!ie Wind.—Professor Stoddnrt, in a

lecture recently delivered on the hurricane, in Knox
county, Ohio, stated that in one town a grove of

oak trees was almost entirely blown down. Tho
runk of one of these trees was about three feet in

liameter. Assuming, however, its diameter to bo

but two and a half feet, a force of 147,000 pounds

would be required to break it. Tho surface oftho

tree exposed to the action oftho wind was about

000 feel, which would give a pressure by the wind

of 147 pounds per square foot, or a velocity of

not less than 171 miles per hour, which is nearly
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one-fourth the inilial velocity of a cannnii ball.

Allowinu the hi-i^ht of the hurrlcnnc, or whirlwind,

to have bctn sixty feet, llie whole lorco everted at

one time along its truck was five tiious;ind million

pounds, or a working power equal to more than

half the steam power of the globe.

Of Mil

Biniiil.irillC.lL SKLTCllCS

sters and Elders, and other concerned

ol'llie Yearly Meeting of I'biladelpliii

libers

noss, who shine as the stars forever and ever,

—

and who sing praises to Zlon's King; praises,

praises, honour and glory to Him that silleth upon

the throne, and to the Lainb forcvermorc."

IJOnERT WAIIDF.LL.

The place of birth of this Friend I cannot find,

but ho was, when young, at Belturbct in Ireland,

where his father was " master of the store, there

being a garrison of soldiers there." In the year

1656, William Edmundson says:—"We hud a

meeting at Belturbet, and the Lord's power and
THOMAS JANNKY. presence was with us ; but the prevost of the

rrniii piiBe 3jy.) town was an envious man, who came with some

Althouuh Thomas Jannev little expected to
j

rude people, broke up our meeting, and took us

leave his bed of sickness in Hitchen, yet, in the
|
to prison, both men and women. We were all

n a very cold place ; the women were

mightily pinched with cold, it beinjj frost and
words of his companion, Gritlilh Owen, " the Lord

was pleased to raise him, having some more

service for him. He recovered his strength and

travelled down into Cheshire and Lancashire.

After we had visited ihe meetings in those parts,

he said often to ine, '
I am clear, I am clear ol

England.' At Warringion, he told me he was

not well in body and would go to a relation's

house that night. From thence he rode to the

house of his brother-in-law, Hugh Burgess,

an\ongst his relations where he formerly lived."

Here his health declined again, but he was

amongst his near connections, and had his sister

to wait on iiim. He thought of returning to

America in the spring of 10U7, but he did not

live through the winter.

Griffith Owen, who was engaged in prosecuting

his religious labours in England, had to leave

him, but says :
—" I visited him sometimes, and

found that his sickness and weakness increased

upon him. He bore it with much patience and

contentedncss, and although his outward man

grew weaker and weaker, yet his inward man

was strong in the Lord, and desirous, if agreeable

to His will, to be removed off this world into the

rest prepared for him.."

Seeing his end near, his sister spoke to him

about his family. To this he made little answer,

his heart being in measure weaned from all its

earthly affections, but he added, " If it be the will

of God, that I be taken now, I am well content."

He died in much quietness the 11th day of the

Twelfth month, 1096, and was buried on the ISih

in the burying place of the meeting where ho had

formerly belonged. At the time of his burial, his

companion says: "A great many Friends and

other people came, and Friends had a good sea-

son. The Lord's power was over all. Oh, the

desire and cry of my soul is, that many more may
come to walk as he walked, and to follow his

good e.xample. The remembrance of the sa

voury life by which he was governed, is swee

and comfortable to me, and to all God's people.'

Ho was aged 63 years, and had been a ministe

of the Gospel 41 years.

The memorial of the Falls Monthly Meeting

concerning Thomas Janney closes thus :
—" Last

of all he had drawings to Old England where he

finished his course. Some of us parted very

hardly with him, in much brokenness and many
tears. Great is our loss of him, yet his gain

is greater. Though he be dead, he yet liveth.

Neither can he be forgotten. The memorial of

the righteous shall bo had in everlasting remem
brance, though the name of the wicked shall rot

and go out like the snulT of a candle. This is i

comfort to us, being satisfied that this our dea

Friend hath finished his testimony in fuiihfulness

and hath laid down his head in peace wiih the

Lord whom he served, and hath received his

herilance amongst the sanctified. His lot and

portion is with those that turn many to righteous.

The next morning he set all the other

Friends at liberty ; but me he put in the stocks

n the market-place, and people gathered about

me, where I had an opportunity to preach the

Truth to them, which they heard wiih soberness,

were tender, and reflected much upon the Prevost

for abusing nie."

Amongst the lookers-on was Robert Wardell.

He was but a boy, but his feeling for the sufferer

was strong enough to overbalance his prudence,

and in the excitement of the moment he told the

Prevost : " He had set a belter man than himself

in the stocks ; and there was a time when such as

he durst not have meddled with William Edmun
son." The Prevost was irritated at the rebuke of

the boy, and seizing him placed him in the stock:

by his iViend William. Robert's father threaten

ing the Prevost with legal penalties, his son was

released, but the mind of the youth had been

awakened by what he had heard of the doctrines

and seen of the Christian practices of the sufferers

that day, and keeping to the openings of Truth,

he became convinced of Friends' principles, and

in due time was anointed and qualified to preach

them to others. His love for his friend William

Edmundson continued through life.

In the year 1660, Robert Wardell, now grown
to man's .estate, was arrested at a meeting at

Caven, with five others, and they were all commit-

ted to prison, where they were kept four days.

At the end of that time, without any examination,

or any proof being given that they had broken

any law, they were discharged, part of the clothing

of some of them being kept under pretence of fees.

In the same year, or perhaps the next, distress

was made on his goods, as well as other Friends

near Cavan, on a plea of prison fees due. From
Robert Wardell a cow, and some other goods,

were distrained.

Robert Wardell soon removed to Sunderland,

in Durham, and laboured abundantly in the min-

istry, visiting Scotland, Holland and parts of

Germany, and he had, we are told, "an extra-

ordinary talent as to discipline." His services

were, therelbre, highly esteemed amongst his

Friends,—tending not only to the convincing open
opposers, and gathering others to a knowledge ol

the Truth, but also in building up and confirming
those already awakened.

In the year 1693, he paid his last visit to Ire-

land, and in the following year, made preparation

for a religious visit to America. Robert Barrow
having a similar concern,—they, with the unity

anJ concurrence of their Friends, in the Tenth
month, 1694, sailed for America.

They had the company of Samuel Jennings

and Tliomas Duchett on the voyage, who having

been engaged in religious service in England,

were now returning home in peace.

On reaching America, the two Roberts very

industriously engaged in visiting Friends, and ji

is recorded that in less than a jear thcyhtd
visited nine of the American provinces, and «|.

tended 3'J8 meetings. They are spoken ofu
ancient in several of the records relating to them
and yet Robert Wardell could not have l)cen it

his time quite sixty years old. It is possible, (hu
imprisonment and hard usage had given some.

thing of the appearance and feebleness of ageio
them.

After holding these meetings lo the "comfon
and mutual relreshment in the Lord" of ihem.

selves and those they visited, and having been

sustained by his merciful power " under all nti-

cises which they met withal," they, towards the

close of 1695, left the continent for the Island of

Antigua. Alter having much service in thil

island and Bermuda, they took passage forJi.

maica which thev reached the fijurlh ol' Second

monlh, 1696. They were both indisposed when

they landed in Jamaica, yet did not on that ac-

count lay by to rest. They held several meet.

ing"!, but the great heat of ttie climate proved too

much for the constitution of Robert WarJcli lo i

endure. His strength rapidly failed, and he be-

came seriously ill. He said, "1 have been sicli

many times, but I never felt myself as I uni now;

therifore 1 know not iiow it may be with me: the

will of the Lord be done: I am given up, and am

content with the Lord's will."

Addressing the woman Friend at whose house ^

he lay sick, he said:—"The Lord reward Ihec

for thy tender care ; it makes me think of my

dear wife. I know not whelher I may ever see

her more; but, however, the will of God be done.

I am and was willing to be contented with the

will of God, whether life or death, before 1 came

hither ; and I bless God I am not afraid to die."

With the peace of God eminently supportinj

and consoling him, he lay waiting for hisenil,

yet earnestly concerned for the best welfare oi"

those about him ;—exhorting them lo look to the

careful education of their children, and to the

maintenance of proper discipline in the church.

His decease took place the ::22nd of the Sixth

month.

T/ot/e in Insects.—Bugs are an iinporlant article

in the trade of Rio Janeiro. Their wings are

into artificial flowers, and some of the more bnl-

liant varieties are worn as ornaments in the ladies'

hair. One man manages to earn his living by

selling insects and olher specimens lo the strangers

who visit the port. He keeps twelve slaves con-

stantly employed in finding the bugs, serpents, aod

shells which are most in demand. The nearest

approach to his business which we can remember

is that of the trade in fire flies at Havana; the in-

sect being caught, and carefully fed on ihe sugar

cane, is used as an ornament ibr ladies' dresses.

Being twice the size of the American fire fly, it is

very biilliant at night. The Creoles catch them

on the plantations, and sell them to the city belles,

some of whom carry them in liny silver cages

attached to their bracelets. They make a fine dis-

play by lamplight.

Convcrsio7is lo Mohammedanism.—The Bishop

of the Cape of Good Hope mentions one truly as-

tounding fact—that some English emigrants have

actually been converted to Mohammedanism by

certain Malay settlers.

Abi.ut 300,000 feet of the best while pine plank

are annually sold by the lumber irierchants ofNew

Haven, Ct., for the manufacture of the Americnn

friction matches in the immediate viciniiy.

—

D.

News.
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following touching effusion was wrillen by

y Forresier while at Maultnain the mis-
station in India, at which she had been
her dying husband, Dr. Judson, when he

;ed on a nearly hopeless voyage for heal

date of this poem he had been four months
ilthough it was ten days before the sad

as communicated to her."

SWEET MOTHER.
I wild south-west monsoon has risen,

i'ith broad, gray wings of gloom,
ile here, from out my dreary prison,
look as from a tomb—Alas I

[y heart another tomb.

)n the low thatched roof, the rain
k'it.h ceaseless patter falls

;

choicest treasures bear its stains
;

[ould gathers on the walls ;—would hearen
fwere only on the walls I

?et mother, I am here alone,

1 sorrow and in pain
;

; sunshine from ray heart has flown

;

t feels the driving rain—Ah, mel
he chill, and mould, and rain.

ir laggard months have wheeled their round,
ince love upon it smiled,

1 everything of earth has frowned
In thy poor stricken child, sweet friend,

by weary, sulfering child,

watched my loved one night and day,
carce breathing when he slept,

1 as my hopes were swept away,
'd in his bosom wept—Ah, me !

[ow had I prayed and wept I

1 when they bore him to the ship,

saw the white sails spread
;

ssed his speechless, quivering lip,

,nd left him on his bed—Alas I

. seemed a coffin-bed.

en from my gentle sister's tomb,
ong since, in tears, we came,
u saidst, " How desolate each room !"

^ell, mine were just the same that day

—

he very, very same.

n, mother, little Charley came,
ur beautiful, fair boy,
h my own father's cherished name :

ut oh ! he brought no joy—my child

rought mourning, and no joy.

little grave I cannot see,

hough weary months have sped
:e pitying lips bent over me,
nd whispered, " He is dead 1"—Mother !

'is dreadful to be dead I

not mean for one like me

—

3 weary, worn, and weak

—

tb's shadowy paleness seems to be
en now upon my cheek—his seal,

n form, and brow, and cheek,

for a bright-winged bird like him,
hush his joyous song,

. prisoned in a coffin dim,
lin Death's pale phantom throng—my boy
3 join that grizzly throng I

mother, I con scarcely bear
3 think of this to-day I

as so exquisitely fair,

liat little form of clay—my heart
till lingers by his clay.

when for one loved far, far more,
3me thickly gathering tears,

;tar of faith is clouded o'er,

sink beneath my fears, sweet friend,

y heavy weight of fears,

but to feel thy fond arms twine
round me once again I

most seems those lips of thine

ight kiss away the pain—might soothe

lis dull, cold, heavy pain.

gentle mother, through life's storms,

may not lean on thee,

helpless, cowering little forms

ing trustingly to me—poor babes I

} have no guide but me.

With weary foot, and broken wing,
With bleeding heart and sore.

Thy dove looks backwards sorrowing.
But seeks the ark no more—thy breast
Seeks never, never more.

Sweet mother, for thy wanderer pray,
That loftier faith be given

;

Her broken reeds all swept away,
That she may lean on heaven—her heart
Grow strong in Christ and heaven.

Once, when young Hope's fresh morning
Lay sparkling on my breast.

My bounding heart thought but to do,

To work at heaven's behest—my paina
Come at the same behest I

All fearfully, all tearfully-
Alone and sorrowing,

My dim eye lifted to the sky.

Fast to" the cross I cling—Oh I Christ I

To thy dear cross I cling.

Maulmain, August 7, 1850.

dew

THE STRAWBERRY PLA\T.

St. Pierre.

One day in summer, while I was busied in the

arrangement of some observations which 1 had

made respecting the harmonies discoverable in

this globe of ours, I perceived, on a strawberry

plant which had been accidentally placed in my
window, some small winged insects, so very beau-

tiful that I took a fancy to describe them. Ne.\t

day a different sort appeared, which I proceeded

likewise to describe. In the course of three weeks

no less than thirly-seven species, totally distinct,

had visited my strawberry plant : at length they

came in such crowds, and presented such variety,

that 1 was constrained to relinquish this study,

though highly amusing, for want of leisure, and,

10 acknowledge the truth, for want of e.xpres-

sion.

The insects which I had observed were all dis-

tinguishable from each other by their colours,

their forms, and their motions. Some of them

shone like gold, others were of the colour of sil-

ver and of brass; some were spotted, some stri-

ped ; they were blue, green, brown, chestnut-

coloured. The heads of some were rounded

like a turban, those of others were drawn out

into the figure of a cone. Here it was dark

as a tuft of black velvet, there it sparkled like a

ruby.

^'riiere was not less diversity in their wings.

In some they were long and brilliant, like trans-

parent plates of mother-of-pearl ; in others, short

and broad, resembling net-work of the finest

gauze. Each had his particular manner of dis-

posing and managing his wings. Some disposed

theirs perpendicularly ; others horizontally; and

they seemed to take pleasure in displaying them.

Some few spirally, alter the manner of butterHies ;

others sprang into the air, directing their flight in

opposition to the wind, by a mechanism somewhat

similar to that of a paper-kite, which, in rising,

forms, with the axis of the wind, an angle 1 think

of twenty-two degrees and a half.

Some alighted on the plant to deposit their

eggs ; others, merely to shelter themselves from

the sun. But the greatest part paid this visit from

reasons totally unknown to me ; for some went

and came in an incessant motion, while others

moved only the hinder part of their body. A
great many of them remained en'irely motionless,

and were like me, perhaps, employed in making

observations. i

I scorned to pay any attenlioo as being sulfi-

!

ciently known, to all the oilier tribes of insects

which my strawberry plant had attracted ; such

as the snail which nestles under the leaves ; the

butterfly which flutters around ; the beetle which
j

digs about its roots ; the small worm which con-
trives to live in the pa re fichyme, that is, in the
mere thickness of a leaf; the wasp and honey-bee
which hum around the blossoms ; the gnat which
sucks the juices of ihc slem ; the ant which licks

up the gnat ; and, to make no longer an enume-
ration, the spider, which, in order to find a prey
in these, one after another, distends his snares
over the whole vicinity.

However minute these objects may bo, they
surely merited my attention as nature deemed
them not unworthy of hers. Could 1 refuse them
a place in my general history, when she had
given ihem one in the syslfm of the universe?
For a still stronger reason, had I written the his-

tory of my strawberry plant, I must have given
some account of the insects attached to it. Plants

are the habitation of insects ; and it is impossible

to give the history of a city, without saying some-
thing of its inhabitants.

Besides, my strawberry plant was not in its

natural situation, in the open country, on the

border of a wood, or by the brink of a rivulet,

where it could have been frequented by many
other species of living creatures, [t was confined

to an earthen pot, amidst the smoke of Paris. I

observed it only at vacant moments. I knew
nothing of the insects which visited it during the

course of the day ; still less of those which might
come only in the night, attracted by simple ema-
nations, or perhaps by a phosphoric light, which
escapes our senses. I was totally ignorant of the

various species which might frequent it at other

seasons of the year, and of the endless other rela-

tions which it might have with reptiles, with am-
phibious animals, fishes, birds, quadrupeds, and,
above all, with man, who undervalues everything
which he cannot convert to his own use.

But it was not suflicient to observe it from the

heights of my greatness, if I may use the expres-
sion, for in this case my knowledge would have
been greatly inferior to that of one of the insects

who made it their habitation. Not one of them
on examining it with his liitle spherical eyes, but

must have distinguished an infinite variety of ob-
jects, which I could not perceive without the as-

sistance of a microscope, and alter much laborious

research. Nay, their eyes are inconceivably su-

perior even to this instrument; for it shows us
the objects only which are in its focus, that is, at

the distance of a few lines ; whereas they perceive,

by a mechanism of which we have no conception,

those which are near and those which are far off".

Their eyes, Iherelbro, nro at once microscopes

and telescopes. Besides, by their circular dispo-

sition round the head, they have the advantage of
viewing the whole circuit of the heavens at the

same instant, while those of the best astronomer
can take in, at most, but the half. My winged
insects, accordingly, must discern in the straw-

berry plant, at a simple glance, an arrangement
and combination of parts, which, assisted by the
microscope, I can observe only separate from
each other, and in succession.

On examining the leaves of this vegetable, with
the aid of a lens which had but a small magnify-
ing power, I found them divided into compart-
ments, hedged around with bristles, separated by
canals, and strewed with glands. These coni-

partmenls appeared to me similar to large verdant
inclosures, their bristles to vegetables of a parti-

cular order; of which some were upright, some
inclined, some forked, some hollowed into lubes,

from the extremity of which a fluid distilled; and
their canals, as well as their glands, seemed full

of a brilliant liquor. In plants of a ditferent

species these brisiles and these canals exhibit

forms, colours, and fluids, entirely ditrcrent. There
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are even glands, which resemble basins, round,

square, or radiated.

TRAlNlMi nilLIlliUN.

Parents who give liieir chiMren a good educa-

tion, do well ; for a <;ood education extends one's

opportunity of usefulness in the world, and opens

many avenues for respectable or profitable call-

ings that are closed to those who are wanting in

this respect. But an education cannot be n good

one where moral and religious training are neg-

lected. Knowledge gives power and influence,

and if these are not misapplied, they may become

instruments of much harm. Behold our halls of

legislation; occupied, generally, by men who
have been instructed in our highest schools of lite-

rature, and yet how deficient do we see them in

the very first elements of true wisdom—how wil-

ful, bow reckless, how vain and ambitious—how
blind to consequences, to the future; how slow to

profit by the past ! And why? may we not learn

something from the reflection that many of them

have been nursed by slaves ?—have been taught

to rule, but not to obey

—

their evil propensities

pampered and llieir wills rarely crossed. And
has not the same course been pursued, and

the same eflect followed where there have been no

slaves employed?
What will it avail to "sow among thorns,"

where there has been no discipline to subject the

will, and thus to lay the foundation in humility

and a reverence for sacred things—very many ol

the children of this republic are sadly deficient

in these things—and all of thoseof ourown Society

cannot claim to be an exception to the rule.

There is too much wilfulness—too little respect and

deference for age and experience and authority.

Let us then begin at the root;—"Train up a

child in the way he should go,"—in the way of

the cross to his own will, when that will is oppos-

ed to reason and religion ; and as it is some time

before reason begins to operate, and still longer

that the youthful passions are blinding and impe-

tuous, how needful that the will of the interested

and aflx'clionate parent should govern. Let not

the order be reversed. Let it never become a

habit for the child to rule and for the parent to

yield, for in this way the child will become strong

in his waywardness, the parent weak, and autho-

rity be lost—and let it not be supposed we are

pleading lor rigorous discipline—this will rarely

become needful if timely care is taken to supersede

it—a gentle force will remove the bud, which,

sufiered to grow and harden, in the lapse of years,

will require the sharp knife or the harsh saw to

remove. What mind inured to Christian dis-

cipline does not find that many of our severest

conflicts are needed and dispensed to induce a

submission of will that had not been sufficiently

subdued in early youth.

detects the acid. Even in Stilton cheese, for

which I p;iid the best price, calcareous nodules of

carbonate of lime have been detected. Cream of

tartar is an article of common consumption in the

summer months, under the form of lemonade,

ginger-beer, and other cooling beverages. I have

examined recently a sample which contained throe

parts of alum in four, and the druggist was obliged

to mix it with a better article to make it saleable.

The price paid pcrcwt. was £5 ; alum is only lOi.

per cwt., consequently the person alluded to has

been defrauded to the extent of £.3 ~s. Gd. This

cream of tartar, or rather tartar cream, will, I

dare say, bo shortly sold and consumed in Bir-

mingham, under the characteristic cognomen of

pop! With what effects ? Spirits of sweet nitre

and spirits of sal volatile are both sold much di-

luted with water—the former ofien contains aqua-

fortis, and thus a mild and useful medicine is ren-

dered irritating and injurious ; the latter in one case

lately produced indirectly serious consequences.
" Within a mile of the centre of this midland

seat of intelligence, in a back street with a very

aristocratic name, resides, or did reside, a milk-

man, celebrated I'or the thickness and richness of

his cream. He was thought to have rare cows.

His name was up, and he drove a roaring trade.

His cream consisted of very finely prepared

chalk, and a modicum of cow cream, to which a

rich butler tint was given by turmeric. The real

cream he churned. My informant is the drug-

gist who regularly sold lum these articles."

Adultcratloa o[ Vinrgar, Milk, &c.

A large meeting was held a short time since in

London, M. Scholefield, M. P., in the chair, to

discuss the adulterations in foods, drinks, &c.,

practised by dealers on the people.

J. Postgage, Lecturer on Anatomy, at Syden-
ham College, Birmingham, presented a statement,

from which we quote the lollowing curious pas-

sage:
" Much of the malt vinegar I have met with is

little less than oil of vitriol diluted with water,

coloured with burnt sugar, and a small quantity

of the real article added to give it the proper

odour. A solution of the chloride of barium soon

DARK DAYS.

In the year 358, before the earthquake of Nico-
media, the darkness was very dense from two to

three hours. Two years al'terwards, in all the

provinces of the Roman empire, there was obscu-

rity from early dawn to noon. The stars were
visible, and its duration precludes the idea of a

solar eclipse. At the return of light, the sun ap-

peared first in a crescent form, then half its face

was seen, and was gradually restored to its whoh'
visible disc. In 409, the stars were seen by day
at Rome. About 536, the sun was obscured for

14 months, so thai very little of his light was
seen. In 507, such darkness prevailed from 3

p. M., till night, that nothing could be seen. In

626, half the sun's disk was obscured for eight

mcnths. In 733, he was again darkened, and
peo[Tle were generally terrified. In 934, Portugal

was in darkness for two months, the sun having
lost its brightness. The heavens were then open-

ed in fissures by strong flashes of lightning, when
there was suddenly bright sunlight. September
21, 1091, the sun was darkened for three hours.

February 28, 1206, for six hours complete dark-
ness turned the day into night. In 1241, on
Michaelmas day, the stars were visible at 3 p. m.

In 1547, April 23-25, three days, the sun was
so obscured that many stars were visible at once.

Thus says Humboldt in Cosmos.
If we come almost to our own time, to May 19,

1790, history and tradition assert the occurrence

of a remarkable day prevailing over New Eng-
land, at least, and considerably in some other

places. It came on between 10 and 11 a. ji.,

and continued until midnight, growing gradually

darker and darker, even till 11 at night. Candles

and lamps were lighted for the people to see to

dine and to perlorm work about the house.

These became requisite before 12 o'clock, m. In

the evening, so dense was it, that farmers could

scarcely, even with the aid of a lantern, grope

their way to the barn to take care of the cattle.

The birds retired to their roosts at 11 a. m., and
the day was converted into night.

—

North ArMr.

Tlic Turkish Slave Trailc.

This traflic is carried on only among the Wh.1i
tern fribes of the Cauca-sus mountains, and ihcl'

fair Circassian maidens look forward with deli^i i

to the hour when they shall be sold by th.

parents to the Turkish traders, and for the iiesiri

end bravo the miseries of the Black Sen pissaj

with pleasure. The Russians objected to tli

slave trade, inasmuch as it aflordeii supplies c:

gunpowder and other important articles to their

enemies, the warlike Circassians; and when, at<

the lime of the Adrianople treaty, they obtained

the Western Caucasus, they established a line of

forts along the shore to prevent the trade. A few

years since, however, Russia withdrew, in effect, t;

her prohibition of the slave trade, by doclaring

that though Turkish vessels might come to Anapi

and buy as many young Circassians as lliey

pleased, the slaves must all be entered as Ru^aiin

subjects travelling to Trebizonde or Constantio.

opie, and provided with Russian passoits. By

this shrewd policy the slaves have a right to claim

the protection of the Russian Ambassadors and

Consuls in Turkey, and thus all such Circassians

who may be raised to high olTices of state in Tur.

key will be led to regard Russia as their natural

protector.

Tillil MODEL HOUSEKEEPER.

I must be permitted to say that there is one

department of labour, both in the city and in the

country, which woman seems disposed to aban-

don, but which, for her own honour and the progress

of civilization, she ought to fill. The topic is

homely, but whatever pertains to homo should ba

delightful. Every woman should be a good house-

keeper. A well ordered house is worthy ihe

dignity of being compared to a well ordered Stale.

But for perfect housekeeping, as for perfect gen-

eralship, one must have seen service in all the

subordinate ranks. In the present stale of society

we need not go far to find many a man who would

give all the waltzes and polkas that a matrician

"enius ever invented, and throw all the new-fan-

"led flourishes upon piano and guitar into the

bargain, for healthful breakfiists, and for dinners

somewhere within fifteen degrees of longitude of

the appointed hour. There are no points in our

" Psalm of Life" where duty requires ol' a man's

stomach that it should, as Longfellow says,

" Learn to labour and to wait."

or that it should first wait and then travail. No

higher respect is due to the greatest inventor or

discoverer than to the woman who lias mastered

the philosophy of Domestic Economy, and who

works the machinery of her household with astro-

nomical order, precision and silence. In such a

house even inanimate things seem to be endued

with diligence, and to tell the force of the ex-

ample. " The stork in the heavens," says the

prophet, " knowelh her appointed time, and the

turtle, the crane, and the swallow, observe the

time of their coming." And so it is, in such a

house, with all the turkeys, ducks, and sirloins,

they know and observe the lime of their coming;

while all unseemly vessels of pantry or scullery,

as soon as their work is done ; like Job's beasts,

"go into their dens and remain in llieir places."

Such a housekeeper elevates the drudgery of

cooking into the dignity of a science. Her kit-

chen is a laboratory, and she a learned professor.

Her culinary processes of compounding, baking,

roasting, are science applied to the arts—to

the most useful of all the arts, that of health-

making, strength-begetting, and longevity. In all

her condiments and preserves, she gives lessons
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ipeulics; and the provocatives and relishes

ich ruder workmen exhaust Araby and
Archipelagoes, she finds in fresher and
iliciuus sweets and savors of nature's indi-

concocting. Hence in her household there

dyspepsy, but always eupepsy. Slops,

nd unctuousness, she holds to be an iinmo-

as they truly are. Thus the swinish

omy of the common table is changed into

e ; and the gross sensations of animal

are refined into emotions of fitness, ele-

and happy companionship. Under her

rene sleep chases away nightmares and
les, which in forty-nine cases out of every

re caused by vile concoctions from the

and the forgeries of salaeratus never lor-

;r family ; but her children have heart-

stead of heart-burns; frolics in lieu of

clean bills of health for druggist's bills;

levolence towards all mankind insiead of

;
all the doctors in the Red Sea. She puts

1 the idea that the cultivator of the soil

novvledge in order to turn the sunshine,

I, and other elements into productions for

lars and our store-rooms ; but that when
le to the far more difficult and delicate

itation, and those very productions are

ves to be turned into vital tissues—into

ting heart, into brain, retina, and all the

of touch, taste, and smell ; aye, into vital

00, buoyancy, glee and spontaneous hap-

which are the token and effluence of

the process may be presided over by any
t slave of the South, or " hanimal" just

from an emigrant ship.

husband of such a wife enjoys, in one

,
the security of a hereafter, even in this

r he lives where moth and dust do not

. Every article in his wardrobe knows
s on its good behaviour. His linen never

) be without a button. No seam ever ven-

ues some passionate men "to rip out;"

I it knows the instantaneous penally of

ils lips sewed up. How greatly do such

Ms promote good humour, and all the

ind domestic virtues, and how immensely
lessen the labours of the Society against

swearing!

—

Epis. Recorder.

ULTiTFL'L INSECTS,

u would preserve your fruits, protect the

If you would save your crops, you must
ie insects that damage the farmer. Read
Vorking Farmer for January the report of

rris upon the Rose Bug, with its slender

ipering before and behind, covered with

^fellow down, equipped with pale red long

ne of the greatest scourges of the nursery

den. It does not conliiie its ravages to

;, whence it derives its name, but attacks

pe-vine in myriads ; and apple, plum and
trees have not been spared. Other trees,

n the grass, have been devoured some-

y this indiscriminate feeder, that has its

ice, but yet will not allow a fastidious

ishness to deprive him of a dinner.

1 eat them in great numbers, and barn-door

re fond of making a repast upon them, as

lies, insects and otiier animals. If insects

destroy each other, all other living things

all before them, and finally not an animal

t be left upon the face ol the earth.

t Lice love company, and so cluster to-

rn great numbers on the limbs of trees and

They exude a sweet liquor or sap ex-

frorn vegetation, of which ants are very

id the latter are often observed to be ex-

ceedingly active in ascending and descending
plants, which afler n while appear unhealihy. The
disease from which ihey suffer is attributed by
many lo these ants, but they ore perfectly inno-

cent, and never injure trees at all. The indus-

trious creatures are only visiting their friends,

these plant-lice, sometimes called aphides, in or-

der lo milk them. They are, in truth, the milch
cows of the ants, who treat ihem wilh the utmost
lenderness, which seems to be reciprocated by the

lice ; for they will dispense their I'uvours with

apparent pleasure by squeezing out drop alter

drop of the precious liquor on purpose lo gratify

the sensual drinkers, standing round in a circle to

imbibe it.

In the aulumn the ants even remove the plant

lice from their summer dwellings upon the branch s

of shrubbery, flowers and trees to their own more
comfortable and less exposed domicils in the

ground, where they take care of ihein as kindly

as they do of their own offspring, in return for

which, ihey draw from them much of their own
nourishment. Thus atTectionate is the relation

between the ant and plant louse. On the other

hand, the latter do much damage to plants, upon
which they feed in vast numbers, causing them
to pine and decay. If no Iriendly ants relieve

them of the superabundance of their juices, they

will overffow upon the limbs and foliage, or be

ejected and fall in showers around them. This
substance is sometimes called honey-dew ; but

there is another of the same name, which consists

of sap oozing from leaves.

Another class of insects is called Hymenoptera,
comprehending bees, wasps, ants, ichneumon flies,

together with many other insects. " Go abroad

in the summer time," says Dr. Harris, "and you
will behold the saw-fly making holes in leaves

with her double key-hole saws, and the horn-tail

boring with her augur in the solid trunks of trees
;

you will not fail to observe and admire the un-

tiring scrutiny of the ichneumon-flies, those little

busy-bodies, Ibrever on the alert, and prying into

every place to find the lurking caterpillar, grub,

or maggot, wherein to thrust their eggs:—the

curious swellings produced by the gall-flies, and

inhabited by their young ; the clay-cells of the

mud wasp, plastered against the walls of our

houses, each one containing a single egg, together

with a number of living spiders, caught and im-

prisoned solely for the use of the little mason's

young, which thus have constantly before them
an ample supply of fresh provisions;—the holes

of the sturnp-wasp, stored with hundreds of horse-

flies, fur the same purpose;—the skill of the leaf-

culter bee in cutting out the semicircular pieces ol

leaves for her patch-work nest;—ihe thimble-

shaped shells of the ground-bee, hidden in clus-

ters, under some loose stone in the fields, made of

little Iragmenis of tempered clay, and stored with

bee-bread, the work of many weeks for the indus-

trious labourer;—the waxen cells made by the

honey-bee, wiihout any teaching, upon purely

mattiematical principles, measured only with her

anteiia:, and wrought wilh her jaws and tongue;

the wuter-light nests of the hornet and wasp, na-

tural paper makers from the beginning of time,

who are not obliged lo use rags or ropes in the

formation of their durable piper combs, but have

applied lo this purpose fibres of wood, u material

that the art of man has not been able to manufac-

ture into paper; the herculean labours of anls in

throwing up their hillocks, or mining their gal-

leries, compared wherewiih, if Ihe small size

of the labourer be taken into account; the of-

forls of man in his proudest moiuinicnls, his

pyramids, and his culacoiiibs, dwindle into imig-

nificance.

Leighton.—Some ones;iid to him, " You have
been lo hear a sermon." " 1 mel a sermon," was
his answer, " a sermon de facto, for I met a
corpse ; and righlly and profitably are iho funeral

riles observed when the living lay it to heart."

Though thou exalt thyself as the eagle, and
though thou set thy nest among the stars, thence
will I bring thee down, sailh the Lord.

—

Ubailialt.

\Vlio art tliou ttiat soaring bigli,

Pride of heart tby bosom swelling,

Look'st arouuil with haughty eye.

Trusting in thy lofty Uwelling I

.Sloop thy wing or thou 'rl undone !

I-et not pride of heart deceive thee,

lie, the Uigb and Holy One
Of thy dwelling shall bereave thee.

Oilfrom Cotton Seed.—An establishment for

the manufacture of oil from the cotton seed has

been sinned in New-Orleans. It is asserted that

the oil is of a bland, pleasant taste, possessing all

the qualities of olive oil ; that it burns with great

brilliancy, and is peculiarly filled for using upon
machinery, on account of not gumming or drying.

l( the oil is really valuable, the manufacture will

soon become an important one, for the quantity of
raw material is unbounded.

There are in Pittsburg and its vicinity, it is

said, 17 large rolling mills, 12 principal or large

foundries, 20 glass manufactories, about 20 engine

and machine shops, 5 large cotton factories, 4
large flouring mills, besides some smaller ones,

and it is eslim;ited that th;re are more than 100
steam engines in operaiion in the city and vicinity,

besides those above named.

—

D. News.

How easy il is to deceive ourselves concerning

attacks made upon our self love. When a person's

position is definite, he ceases to be anxious concer-

ning the slights of others ; especially where his

uppermost concern is, to have a clear conscience.

To take offence upon trifling occasions resembles

a man scudding along a wall in the consciousness

that his coat is out at elbows.

Jewsin Boliemia.—The Provincial Government
of Bohemia has issued a circular forbidding Jews
lo give their children Christian names, or to keep
Christian servants.

THE FRIEND.
SEVENTH MONTH 22, 185.1.

As there is no longer any doubt that the

peculiar epidemic influence that predisposes to,

and produces cholera, is now existing throughout

a large portion of the Uuiled Stales, it may not bo

amiss 10 offer a few remarks to our readers, on
the course which reason and experience dictate

should be observed by those exposed to its

eff'ecls.

Although the exact nature of the specific cause

of the disease is unknown, there is no sufficient

reason to believe that the disease itself is conta-

gious ; that IS, there is no proof that a person

affected wilh il, can communicate it to another

who is nol, or has not been exposed to an atmos-

phere contaminated by the cholera poison. This

should remove all fear of nursing those sulToring

from the comfilaint, because if the atmosphere in

which the patient is placed is pure, the allondanls

are not liable to contract the disease ; if it contains

the morbific agent, ihey are as liable lo sutler

from It out of the sick chamber as in it, provided

the apartments are freely ventilated.

Certain things act as predisposing causes of
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tlic disease ; and it is perhaps snfo to say that

any thing that diminishes the vitiil energy may
be classed among these causes. Hence excesses

ued exposure to llic Two ports are to bo opened for trade witli the Unilrt

„., |..r„il»; .,r Hpre.plivoh'l""=s, and American citizens arc to be permitted to «.
"d i>"^o'^'> "' u^it^"

-side there temporarily under certain restrictions.

great fatigue, long-coniir

direct rays of tiie sun, eatinj; 1..,^-. ". ..,...,.. ,.j^, ,^^.^^ temporarily
or unripe fruit, and perhaps more than either oi CUBA.—There are 11 frequent importatiou of

of all kinds, inasmuch as they necessarily leave
|
these, sudden exposure to a cool wind when the] slaves from Africa into this island. The brig dtrj

the system lan-uid and debilitated, fit it to receive
j

body is warm and perspiring. Of course, carcmes Eagle, of Philadelphia, on the 25ih ult., landed h«

the fu'u impression of the epidemic. A mistake in eating or drinking are powerlul -citants of^ ^l^^^^ZTL'rZ^atLTu::^^'^
is very generally commitled, by individuals where llie disease. A full of several degrees in the

the cholera is prevailing making too great a

change in their diet. Some give up almost all

kinds of vcgclablc food, and avoid fruits as though

they were poisonous. By this means the stomach

is irritated, and the digestion impaired ; the food

taken is not properly assimilated, the blood be-

comes impoverished, and the vital energy lessen-

ed. Others discontinue the use of meat, and

impose on themselves a diet of rice or gruel or

some other of the farinacious articles. Tiie

stomach deprived of its accustomed nutritive

stimulus, loses ils tone, becomes disgusted with its

daily task, and reluses to perform ils functions

witli the alacrity needful for health. It is far

better for all those who have been accustomed to

a temperate use of animal and vegetable food, to

make no change in their ordinary fare, except it

be to avoid those unripe vegetables (indulged in in

ordinary times,) which experience has proved to

be unwholesome. Ripe fruits are generally pro-

motive of health, when they are fresh picked, and

parlaken of in moderation.

Great injury results from the frequent use of

the many nostrums and cholera mixaires, which

are often kept on hand, and by many resorted to

whenever there is any sensation perceived iu the

stomach or bowels which they think dilFerent from

ordinary, but which probably they would not

have noticed in times of less excitement or fear.

Thus the digestive apparatus is often seriously

deranged by daily doses of camphor, or pepper-

mint, or others of the active articles usually em-

ployed, and feelings of uneasiness or distress

produced, which are mistaken lor premonitory

symptoms of the dreaded attack ; and are sup-

posed to call for repeated and probably more

potent doses of the medicine which is the cause of

the mischief. But there is no one of the many

things that have been resorted to as preventives

ol cholera, that has produced one-half as much

injury, both in inviting the disease and rendering

it unmanageable when it made ils attack,

thermometer, when the disease is preva

always I'ollowed by a large increase of cases,

ndicating the propriety of changing the clothing

so as to prevent the surface of the body becoming

chilled. The skin should not only be kept warm

but perfectly clean by frequent ablutions in a tepid

bath or with a sponge.

We have perhaps said enough to point out to

our readers the errors frequently committed in

le anxiety to ward off this dreaded disease, and

the proper precautions to be observed. It is very

desirable that the mind should be kept as free

from excitement and alarm as possible as there is

nothing much more depressing to the vital func-

tions, than fear. The advice of the Apostle is

iipplicable here as in all other cases: "Let your

moderation appear in all things." Observing

this, and maintaining a humble reliance on the

overruling care of the great Preserver of men,

we may wait the event wilhout perturbation or

over anxiety.

Bowdrn's ITiiionj of ike Society of Friends

i)i America, Vol. II.

The second volume of this work, contain!

the History of Friends in Pennsylvania and N
Jersey to the year 1820, has just been received

and is for sale by Uriah Hunt, No. 44 Nort'

Fourth Street.

In preparing this work, James Bowden has had

access to the History of Pennsylvania by Robert

Proud, the History of New Jersey by John Smith

the History of Friends in the two Provinces by

Samuel Smith,—various recently published vo-

lumes of Biography, and many historical accounts,

and biographical sketches written for and published

ently

The Grcv Eagle was subsequently captured.

liAUBADOES.—Accounts to the 13th uU. rcpt«i«iii M
the ravages by Cholera as fearful ; in HridgelowQ tlone

J

the deaths being from 150 to 2U0 a day.

UNITED STATES.— Con^rMS.—The Senate lia)be«

igaged in the consideration of the Homestead bill,

hich meets with much opposition in that body. Th«

House has passed the River and Harbour bill, appro-

priating nearly two and a half millions to the improrc-

ment of rivers and harbors and kindred objects at nan-

places ; the largest items being for the rcmOTilof

obstructions at the mouths of the Mississippi, and for

St. Joseph's Harbour on Lake Michigan.

The Cholera prevails extensively, and in manyplic«

is very fatal. The cities of Chicago and St. Loaii ii

particular have suffered greatly.

California.—DiWes to the 16th ult. received ; thcjidd

of gold continues large. The branch mint at 8u
Francisco is in action. Many substantial bnildinp

were being erected in the city; real estate and rents bid

fallen greatly. The crops of wheat and hurley wer«

very large, and if not sulKcient for the entire wants of

the country, will iu great measure supply them—price

of wheat, 1.80 per bushel. Vast quantities of the po-

tatoes of last year remain on hand, the surplus, of which

no use can be made, is computed in the valley of

San Jose by millions of bushels. Accounts from tbe

Indian reservation on the Tejon, under charge of U.S.

Superintendent Beale, are highly satisfactory. The In-

dians have 1200 acres of excellent wheat, aud 400 mim

of barley. Good houses were being built for the natitcs,

and schools established for their children.

Xcw i'orA.—The draft for seven millions of doUui

(equal to about thirteen tons of gold) given the MeiiMo

minister under the provisions of the recent Treaty with

Mexico, has been paid at the sub-treasury, aud the gold

deposited in some of the city banks. There ismnth

sickness in the city ;
the mortality for the week cndiog

15th iust., being 817; 147 deaths are reported from

Cholera, and 157 from Cholera infantum.

rhiladdphia.—The deaths for last week reached the

number of 413, double the number of the corresponding

week last year when the deaths were 206. Twobun-

dred and twenty-three of last week's deaths were of

aused b;
in our Journal. We presume many of our children under hve years of age, bS

readers w,l. be desirous o^f possessing/a volume
j

-^e„d^^83^^^^^^

vhich contains particulars of the settlement and

subsequent history of Friends in Pennsylania and

New Jersey, now first brought together. Pre-

the fixed to the Volume is a map of the meetings of

Cape Island.—An abundant flow of soft

use of brandy, or gin advertised as Schneidam I Friends in Philadelphia Yearly Meeting ; on one

Schnaps. While the disease prevailed a few
j

corner of which is a plan of the City of Phila.

years ago, some one who probably was interested delphia in 17(30,

ale of the article, adverlised that brandy

in tmall quantities was a certain preventive of

cholera. Others, desirous of participating in the

profits, followed his example, and the daily papers

abounded with puffs and recommendations of

brandy and gin as specifics against the disease.

None can know the lull extent of the evil thus

commilted, but many of the physicians who had
^^.^.^^ Au-tna ha- ma(

the fullest opportunity forjudging of the ravages,};^. ^.,^°-,^ .^ ?^ provided,

lemic, bear testimony that a large "um- forthwith occupy the com

There is a wood engraving of" Richard Town-

send's original dwelling-house," and several others

of old meeting-houses.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
EUROPE.—The steamer Asia brought Liverpool dates

of the epidemic.

the first instant. The whole Russian army of occu

pation was falling back iu good order from the Princi-

Austria has made an agreement with Turkey,
iau army shall

py tue country from which the Russians

ber of deaths was attributable to this use ol

those poisonous stimulants, though partaken in

what were considered very moderate quantities ;

ihe system having thereby been kept in a state of

unhealthy excitement favourable to the reception

of the disease, and rendered unable to contend compelled by the force of

with, or throw it olf when it was developed. All against Russia to some extent,

alcoholic stiinuhints should be carefully avoided.

Not a few of those who commenced in this way

to tamper with them, though they escaped cholera,

fell victims to their use as confirmed inebriates.

While the causes to which we have referred

predispose to the disease, there are others

which more immediately excite it. They are

generally such as make a sudden and powerful

impression on the system. Among them are

have retired; the Austrians are to evacuate it on the

establishing of peace with the least possible delay. If

this plan is carried out, hostilities will probably cease

for a time on that line of operations.

The attitude of Austria is still a source of uneasiness

in England, as it is evident that though she has been
take part

er she nor Prussia

fully into the views of the two Western Powers.

.More Russian troops have beeu sent to the Crimea, and

the emperor Nicholas was reported to be on his way
thither to inspect the fortifications, and provide for the

defence of this portion of his territory, which with the

important station of Sebastopol is now threatened by

the allied fyces collected at Varna.

JAPAN.—On the 28th of Third month, Com. Perry

concluded the long sought treaty of Amity and Friend-

ship between Japan and this country, and on the 15th

inst., it was ratified by the Senate of the United States

has been obtained by boring to the depth of 80 feel

This and other places of fashionable resort as Saratog*,

Newport, &c., are not much frequented this season.

Si. Louis.—Deaths for the week ending 10th instant,

505, of which 206 were from Cholera, and 22 from sun-

stroke, a great mortality for a city having about on^

fourth the population of Philadelphia.

Chicago.—The epidemic appears to be abating.

/Jo5(on._There were 111 deaths for the week ending

15th instant, 31 of which were from Cholera.
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TUE STPvAWCLKRY PLANT.

St. Pieree.
(Concluded from pape 3jS }

Mature has made nolhing in vain. Whore-
as prepared a habilation, she immediately
I. She is never slrailened lor want of

she has placed animals, furnished with

single drop of water; and in such mul-

lat Leeuwenhoek, the natural philosopher,

up to thousands of them. Many others

I, and among the rest Robert Hook, have
ne drop of wa:cr as small as a grain ol

ime ten, others thirty, and some as far as

: thousand. Those who know not how
atience and sagacity of an observer can

t, perhaps, call in question the accuracy
observations, if Lynnnet, who relates

Lesser's " Theology of Insects," had not

aled the possibility of it, by a piece of

!m abundantly simple. We are certain,

of the existence of those beings whose
figures have actually been drawn. Others

J, whose feet are armed with claws, on

of the fiy, and even on that of the flea,

redible, then, from analogy, that there

als feeding on the leaves ot" plants, like

: in our meadows and on our mountains ;

pose under the shadow of a down im-

le to the naked eye, and which, from

ormed like so many suns, quaff nectar

ilour of gold and silver. Each part of

r must present to them a spectacle of

3 can form no idea. The yellow anthera

•s, suspended by fillets of white, e.xhibit

;yes double ratters of gold, in equilibrio,

3 fairer than ivory ; the corolla, an arch

inded magnitude, embellished with the

I the topaz; rivers of nectar and honey ;

parts of the floweret, cups, urns, pavi-

Ties, which the human architect and gold-

ve not yet learned to imitate,

ot speak thus from conjecture ; for, hav-

nined one day by the microscope the

af thyme, I distinguished in them, with

rprise and delight, superb flagons, with a

;k of a substance resemliling amethyst,

gullets of which seemed to flow ingots

gold. I have never made observation

roUa simply, of the smalle-t flower, with-

)g it composed of an admirable substance,

nsparent, studded with brilliants, and

n the most lively colours,

lemgs wliich live under a rcfle.x thus en-

must ha\e ideas very diflfcrent Irom ours

and of the other phenomena of nature.

A drop of dew fdtering in the capillary and trans-

parent tubes of a plant, present to them thousands

of cascades: the same drop, fixed as a wave on
the extremity of one of its prickles, an ocean

without a shore; evaporated into air, a vast aerial

sea. They must, iherelbre, see fluids ascending

instead of falling; assuming a globular form in-

stead of sinking to a level ; and mounting into the

air instead of obeying the power of gravity. * *

In these ephemerous beings, we must find tlie

youth of a single morning, and the decrepitude of

one day. If they possess historical monuments,
they must have their months, years, ngcs, epochs,

proportioned to the duration of a flower; they

must have a chronology different from ours as

their hydraulics and o|):ics must diHer. Thus,

in proportion as man brings the elements of na-

ture near him, the ])rinciples of his science dis-

ap|iear.

Such, therefore, must have been my strawberry

plant and its natural inhabitants in the eyes of my
winged insects which had alighted to visit it; but

sup])osing I had been able to acquire, with them, an

mtmiate knowledge of this new world, I was siill

very far from having the history of it. I must

have previously studied its relations to the other

parts of nature; to the sun which expands its

blossoms, to the winds which sow its seeds over

and over, to the brooks whose hanks it forms and

embellishes. I must have known how it was

preserved in winter, during a cold capable of

cleaving stones asunder ; and how it should ap-

pear verdant in the spring, without any pains

employed to preserve it from the frost; how,

feeble and crawling along the ground, it should

be able to find its way from the deepest valley

to the summit of the Alps, to traverse the

globe from north to south, from mountain to

mountain, forming on its passage a thousand

charming pieces of checkered work of its fair

flowers and rose-coloured fruit, with the plants

ol' every other climate ; how it has been able

to scatter itself from the mountains of Cache-

mire to Archansel, and from the Felices, in Nor-

itself? Is it not presumable that there may Uo

trees which produce strawberries, as there are

those which bear pease and French beans ? May
we not even consider as varieties of the straw-

berry, the- numerous species of the raspberry, and
of the bramble, with which it has a very striking

analogy from the shape of its leaves; from its

shoots, which creep along the ground and replant

ihernselves ; from the rose form of its flowers, and
ihat of its fruit, the seeds of which are on the out-

side? Has it not, besides, an aflinity with the

eglantine and the rose tree, as to the flower ; with

the mulberry, as to the fruit ; and with the trefoil

itself, as to the leaves, one species of which, com-
mon in the environs of Paris, bears, likewise its

seeds aggregated into the form of a strawberry,

from which it derives the botanic name of Uifo-

hum fragiferum, the strawberry-bearing Irefoil?

Now, if we reflect, that all these species, varieties,

analogies, affinities, have, in every particular

latitude, necessary relations with a (nultilufle of
animals, and that these relations are altogether

unknown to us, xve shall find that a complete his-

tory of the strawberry plant would be ample em-
ployment for all the naturalists in the world.

THE CROSS OF CHRIST.

Cross of Christ was held by all of olden
patriarchs, prophets, and the apostles of

Th(

time,

our Lord, and the publishers of the Gospel of
peace and salvation, not only as necessary to be
preached to others lor their acceptance, but that

they were to manifest their love and allegiance to

God by daily bearing this cross, and thus regulate

their daily walk in humble obedience to the will

of God revealed in the heart by the Spirit of Jesus
Christ our Saviour.

Penii holds up l\Ioses as a remarkable e.tample

in sacred history for self-denial, before the appear-
ance of Christ in the flesh. " He had been saved,

wiien an infant, by an extraordinary Proidence,v

and it seems by what followed for an extraor-

way, or Kamschatka ; how, in a word, we find itldinary service ; Pharaoh's daughter, whose com-
in equal abundance in both American continents,! passion was the means of his preservation, when

the king decreed the death of the Hebrew male
children, look him for her son, and gave him the

education of htr father's court. His own grace-

ful presence and extraordinary abilities, joined

with her love to him, and interest in her father

to promote him, must have rendered him, if not

pabic of succession, at least of being chief

though an infinite number of animals is makin^

incessant and universal war upon it, and no gar-

dener is at the trouble to sow it again.

Supposing all this knowledge acquired, I should

still have arrived no farther than at the history of

the genus and not that of the species. The vari-

eties would still htive remained unknown, which

have each its particular character according as minister of alfiirs under that wealthy and power-

they have flowers single, in pairs, or disposed in
! ful princo . . . Hut iMoses, ordained for other work,

clusters; according to the colour, the smell, and
|

and guided by a Letter Star, an higher principle,

the taste of the fruit; according to the size, the no sooner camo to years of discretion, than tho

figure, the edging, the smoothness, or the downy
|

impiety ofEgypt, and theoppression ofhis brethren

clothing of their leaves. One of our most cele-j there, grew a burden too lieavy for hiin to bear,

brated botanists, Sebastian le Vaillant, has found,! And though so wise and good a man could not

in the environs of Paris alone, five distinct species,! want those generous and grateful sentiments,

three of which bear flowers without producing
i
which became the kindness of the king's daughter

fruit. In our gardens we cultivate at least twelve; to him ; yet he had also "seen that God who is

diflerent sorts of foreign strawberries;—that of invisible," and did not dare to live in the ease

Chill, of Peru; the Alpine, or perpetual; the and plenty of Pharaoh's house whilst his poor

Swcdi>h, which is green, ii;c. lint how many brethren were required " to make brick witliout

varieties are there to us totally unknown ? Has straw."

not every degree of latitude a species peculiar lol " The fear of the Almighty taking deep hold of
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Ills lieart, he noMy n-riised to be ciillnl the son of; and nrrivc according to llie deeds done, nut tlie liave over those who see liiin not. In (hej,

riiiirai.irs dunghier, and chose n life of aflliction I profession made, in this life. It is the doctrine ' increase ihoy are not lifted up, nor in ilioir adver.

with the despised and oppressed Israelites, and io!of Jesus, that if ihy riyht hand ofl". nd thee, ihoulsilies are they cast down; because iliey are mo.

be companion of their temptations and jeopardies must cut it viV; and if thy right eye ofTend ihce,
'
derated in the one, and comforted in the other, by

rather "than lo enjoy the pleasures of sin for a thou must pluck it out; that is, if the most dear, I his divine presenrc. In short, heaven ij ihj

!

season ;" esleeming the reproaches of Christ, the most uselul and tender comforts thou enjoyesi, throne, and the carlh but ihc footstool, of that man,}

which he sufTcred for makinij that unworldly I
stand in thy soul's way and inlerru|>t thy obedi- who liath self under foot. Those who know ilni'

choice, greater riches than nil the Ireasur s of cnce to the voice of God, and thy conformity lo [station will not easily be moved; they learn to]

thai kingdom. Nor was ho so foolish as they

thi)U;;hl him ; he had reason on his side ; for it is

Sikid, " lie had an eye to the recompense of re-

ward ;" he did hut refuse n lesser benefit for a

greater. In ibis his wisdom transcended that of

the E;jyptians; for they made the present world

their choice, as uncertain as the weather, and so

lost that which has no end. Moses looked deeper

mid weighed the enjoyments of this lite in the

scales ol" Eternity, and found they made no weight

there. He governed himself, not by the imme-
diate possession, but the nature and duration of

the reward. His failh corrected his nlfections, and

laiiyht liim to sacrifice the pleasure of self to the

hope he had of a future, more excellent recom-

pense.

" Isaiah was no inconsiderable instance of this

blessed sell'-denial ; who, ol" a courtier, became a

prophet, and left the worldly interests of the one,

lor the failh, patience and sufferings of the other.

His choice did not only lose him the favour of

men ; but their wickedness, enraged at bis iiiteg-

ri;y to God, in bis fervent and bold reproofs of

them, made a martyr of him in the end, in the

reigii of kiii2 Manasses. Thus died that excellent

man, commonly called the Evangelical Prophet,"

for his remarkable clearness of prophecy in the

coming of the blessed Messiah, and the purity,

holiness and power of the sublime truths of the

glorious Gospel of Christ. "The fidelity of Daniel

;

an holy and wise young man, who, when his

external advantages came in competition with his

duty to Almighty God, rclinqnished them all.

Instead of being solicitous how to secure himself,

as one minding nothing less, he was, with the

utmost hazard of himself, most carellil how to

preserve the honour of God, by fidelity to liis

will. And though at the first it exposed him to

ruin, yet as an instance of great encouragement

lo all, who like him,- choose to keep a good con-

science in an evil time, it at last advanced him
greatly in the world ; and the God of Daniel was
made famous and terrible through his persever-

ance, even in the eyes of healhen kings.

" What shall I say of all the rest, who, counting

nothing dear that they might do the will of God,

his holy will revealed in ihy soul, ihou art en- number their days, that they may not be sur.

gaged, under the penally of damnalion, to pari prised wiih their dissolution; and to "redeenj

with them. The way of God is a way of failh; ! their time because the days are evil ;" reinenib.r.

as dark to sense, as it is mortal lo self. The ling that they are but stewards, and must deliver

children of obedience, with holy Paul, count all ' up their accounts to an impartial Judge. Thir-..

things as dross and dung, that they may win

Christ, and know and walk in this narrow way.

Speculation will not do, nor can refined notions

enter it; the obedient only eat the good of the

land. They that do my Father's will, said the

blessed Jesus, shall know of my doctrine; them
he will instruct. There is no room for instruc-

tion, where lawful self is lord and not servant.

For self cannot receive it; that which should, is

oppressed by self, fearfiil and dares not. What
will my fiilhcr or mother say ? How will my
husband use me? for though I have a most power-

ful persuasion, and clear conviction upon my
soul, of this or that thing, yet considering how
unmodish it is, what enemies it has, and how
strange and singular I shall seem to lliem, 1 hope
God will pity my weakness, if I sink ; I am bui

flesh and blood ; it may be horeafler he will belter

enable me; and there is time enough. Thus
selfish, fearful man. Deliberaling is ever worst;

!br ihe soul loses in parley the power manifes-

tation brings with it. Never did God convince
people, but, upon submission, he empowered them.

He requires nothing without ability to perform

it : that were mocking, not saving men. It is

enough for ihee to do ihy duty, that God shows
ihce thy duty

;
provided thou closest with the

Light and Spirit, by which he gives thee thai

knowledge. They that want power, are such as

do not receive Christ in his convictions upon the

soul ; and such will always want il ; but such as

do receive him, receive power also, like ihose of

old, to become the children of God, through the

pure obedience of laith. VVIierelore, let me
beseech you, by the love and mercy of God, by

the life and death of Christ, by ihe power of his

Spirit, and the hope of immorialily, you whose
hearts are established in your temporal comforts,

and are lovers of self more than of these heavenly

things, let the time past suffice; think it not

pieties, as too manynouirh to be clear of such

abandoned their worldly comforts, and exposed ' are lijund in, whilst your iiiordinale love of lawll

their ease and safety, as often as ihe heavenly 1 things has defiled your enjoyment of them, and

fore, not lo self, but lo Him they live, and in Hit

ihey die, and are blessed wilh them that dieiailt

Lord. Thus I conclude my right use of lawful

self."

New Jersey, Seventh mo., 1SJ4.

ly CTening'

vision called them, to' the wrath and malice ol

degenerate princes, and an apostate church ?

More especially Jeremiah, Ezekiel and Micah,

who, after they had denied themselves in obedi-

ence to the divine voice, scaled up their testimony

drawn your hearts from the tear, love, obedience

and self-denial of a true disciple of Jesus. Turn
about then, and hearken lo the still voice in thy

conscience ; it tells thee of thy sins, and of the

misery in ihem. It gives a lively discovery of

with their blood. Thus was self-denial the prac- the very vanity of the world, and opens to thy

tice and glory of the ancienis, who were prede

cessors lo the coming of Christ in the flesh ; and
shall we hope to go lo heaven without it now,
when our Saviour himself is become ihe most
excellent cxam])le of it? that we might deny our-

selves, and so be the true followers of his blessed

example. Whoever thou art, therelijie, that

wouldst do the will of God, but faintest in thy

desires from the opjiosition of worldly considera-

tions; remember i tell ihec, in the name of Christ,

that he who prefers latiier or mother, sister or

brother, wife or child, liouse or land, reputation,

honour, office, liberty or life, bel'ure the testimony
of ihe Light ol Jesus in his own conscience, shall

be rejected of bun in the solemn and general
inquest upon the world, when all shall be judged,

soul some prospect ol elernity, and the comforts

of the just who are at rest. If thou adherest lo

this : thou wilt soon find, that the power of its

charms exceeds that of the wealth, honour and
beauty of the world, and, finally, will give thee

that tranquillily, which the storms of lime can

never shipwreck or disorder. Here all thine en-

joymenls are blest: though small, yet great by

that presence which is within them.
" Even in ihis world the righteous have the better I The advantages claimed for this style of build-

of it, lor they use the world without rebuke, be- ing are, first, its great cheapness, and the rapid-

f

cause they do not abuse it. They see and bless ity wiih which it allows of construction. It effecu

the hand that feeds and clothes, and preserves
|

a saving of one-third the cost, and three- Iburths

them. Beholding him in all his gifts, they do not in labour, over every other method. Mr. S. stated

adore them, but him; so the sweetness of liis I that he could complete an ordinary dwelling-hous

blessing who gives them, is an advantage such
j
iu forty days. Second, the variety of style and i:

Jro?i Houses.—We attended yesterday

an informal meeting of business men, at Ihe Aik-

lion Rooms of M. N. Croft, Court street, Brook-

lyn, at which Mr. Sexion, the inventor of anetf
plan of iron buildings, explained his system. He|

constructs the frame work of his buildings enlireljt

of cast iron, in sections, which are made to inter.

I

lock by very close fitting and ingenious joims,

secured by keys. This method of building Rvoi(li|

the labour of drilling and bolting, which has beta f

a great inconvenience of iron buildings. It alio

allows the house to bo taken down iu seclioaj,

and removed at a very liille expense. He corerj

the frame work on the outside wilh plates ofiron,

by a similar system of interlocking, willioulany

bolls or other fastenings, the joints being packti

with gutta-percha, so as to exclude water under

hydraulic pressure. To finish the dove-tailingj

of the joints, he has invented a machine thatcaa

perfoimthe work of Ibriy men. The walls are

made hollow, and the enclosed space is filled in

with a uon-conduc'iing composition of beach sand

and other substances, so that, as Mr. S. observed,

his house becomes, when finished, a perfect fire-

proof safe.

The roofs and floors are made of casl-iroi

frames, resembling heavy window sashes, the in-

terstices being occupied, as in the case of win-

dows, wilh plates of glass, of any required thick-

ness and transparency. The ghtss used is not

our common glass, but is in itself a new and

valuable invention, being' called malleable glaa,

from its wonderful property of toughness allowiof

it to bend freely without breaking. It can be

drawn out into threads of any fineness, and so

strong and flexible that they are said lo be com-

mencing the manufacture of piano and violin

strings from their material. Mr. S. handed round

a piece of this glass string for inspection, ll wji

as small as the E string of a violin, and could be

bent around the finger, or tied in a knot apparenllj

like cat-gut.

Plates of this glass being let into the frame

work of the floors, the whole is then covered ow
with a peculiar transparent cement of Mr. S.'i

invention, which makes the whole floor look like

one solid plate of glass. The cost of roofing witb

this material is 75 cents per square foot. The

walls inside can be covered with plaster, or finish-

ed with iron or glass, at the option of the builder.

All the interior ornunientation, such as mantel-

pieces, panels, &c., may be of malleable glai
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It can be obtained at a small cost, by
combinations of the same pattern. The
remarked that in the construction of llic

•yslal Palace, but six dillerent patterns

juircd. Third, the facility wiili which
uilding can he taken down and removed.
ts security from damage by fire or ligbt-

us saving all the expense of insurance,

cidental advantages are, its durability,

rom vermin, &c.

—

N. Y. Leader.

AD310MTHI.\.

isideration, fashion, and the world, are

;derates against the Christian religion,

m even good kind of people often con-

ive on excellent terms; and the fair re-

which may be obtained by a complaisant

ty to the prevailing practice, and by mere
of manner, without a strict attention to

principle, is a constant source of danger
h. There is something almost irresisti-

:ing in the contagion of general example
;

i necessity of that vigilance, which is the

of Christianity, to quicken by incessant

)n.

ir reputation is one of the most laudable

"human ambition; yet even this may be

1 into a snare, by inducing a treacherous

IS soon as it is obtained. A fatal indo-

pt to creep in upon the soul when it has

Hired the good opmion of mankind.

a fair fame, and the support of numbers,
itful dependence: for as every individual

for himself, and answer for himsell,

2 imaginary sources will fail, just at the

.vhen they could have been of any use :

the soul is in its greatest extremity. A
utation, even without internal religion,

worth obtaining, if the tribunal of hea-

fashioned after the manner of human
judicature. If at the general judgment
to be tried by a jury of our fellow mor-
luld be but common prudence to secure

lur at any price. But it can stand ns m
d in the great day of decision ; as it is

ummation of Infinite Goodness, not to

js to the mercy of each other's sentence
;

irveus i'or His Hnaljudgment, wlio knows
ive ol every action I who will make strict

[1 into sincerity of heart, and uprightness

m; in whose eyes the feeble prayer, and

It desire of the lowly Christian, will out-

3 most sjilendid profession, or the most

action of him in whose heart is lurking

ambition,

her danger arises to some people from a

idea, that only great and actual sins are

rded agiinst. Whereas, sins ol omjisio/j

,
perhaps, the most formidable part of

logue ol otFunces. These generally supply

r what they want in weight, and are the

serous for being little ostensible. They
10 be repeated with less regret, because

nbrance of Ibrmal actual crimes, assume
id a shape, and terrify by the impression

ular scenes and circumstances. And
memory of transacted evil haunts a ten-

;ience by perpetual opposition, omiUed
ks in:o quiet oblivion, without deeply

;
the conscience, or tormenting the ini-

. These omissions were, perha[)s, among
etsins,' from which the royal penitent so

desired to be cleansed. And it is worthy

ost serious considera;ion, that these are

:es against which the gospel pronounces

denunciations. It is against the tree

no Iruit ; the lamp which had no oil

;

the unprofitable servant who made no use of his

talent that the severe senienco is denounced ; as

well as against corrupt fruit, had oil, and talents

ill applied. Wo are led to believe, from the same
high authority, lliat omiited duties, and neglected

opportunities will furnish no inconsiderable por-

tion of future condemnation.
" The world extols brilliant actions : the gospel

enjoins good habits and right motives: it does not

inculcate splendid deeds, which make heroes, or

sounding sentences, which constitute pliilosophers ;

but it enjoins the harder lask of renouncing self;

of living uncorrupted in the world ; of subduing

besetting sins, and of not thinking of ourselves

' more highly than we ought to think.' "

From the Clirislian Advocate anil Journal.

CURIOSITIES OF NATUIIAL UlSTORY.

TDGNACITY OF ROBINS.

Well known as is the pugnacity of robins, one

or two instances may be given. Their being so

wholly absorbed during combat as to be re-

gardless of all else, was ludicrously evinced at

Springvale, by a pair fighting from the air down-

ward to the earth, until they disappeared in a

man's hat, that happened to be lying on the

ground, and in which they were both captured.

On one occasion two of these birds caught fighi-

ing in a yard in Belfast were kept all night in

separate cages. One was given his liberty early

in tl-.e morning, and the other being tamer—pos-

sibly from having been the better beaten of the

two—was kept with the intention of being perma-

nently retained. But so unhappy did the prisoner

ook, that it too was set at liberty in the yard,

-vhich was believed to be its chosen domicile.

The other came a second time, and attacked it,

vhen my informant, who was present, hastened

to the rescue,- and the wilder bird flew away.

The tame one was again caught, and brought into

the house for safety. The intruder was now
driven out of the premises, and in the evening,

-vhen it was expected that he was in a different

ocality, the other bird was turned out ; its wicked

and pertinacious antagonist, however, still lay in

wait, a third time attacked, and then killed it:

—

the tame bird, though the inferior of the other in

strength, always "joined issue" with it, and fought

to the best of its pour abiliiy.

Some years ago, at Merville, (County Antrim,)

a robin kept possession of the green-house, and

killed every intruder of its own species, amount-

ing to about two dozen, that entered the house.

Tins had been so frequently done, that my inlbr-

mant became curious to know the means resorted

to for the jiurpuse ; and on examination of two or

three of the victims, he Ibund a deep wound in the

neck of each, evidently made by the bill of the

slayer. The lady of the house hearing of the

bird's cruelty, had the sharp point of its break cut

oil", and no more of its brethren were aftersvards

slaughtered ; but it did not itself long survive this

slight muiilalion.

The following came under my own observation

at Wolfhill:—Two robins fighting most wickedly

in the air alighted to take breath;—having reco

vered a little, and approached within a lijot ol

each other ready to recommence the charge, a

duck that had witnessed the combat quickly wad-

dled up, and in the most gentle and pacific manner

shoved with its bill the one to the right and the

other to the left, thus evidently separating Ihem

to prevent a renewal of the coiilliot.

Having alluded to their evil propensities, the

following note must be introduced. Mr. Poole

having a slate-trap once set lor birds, saw, on

going up to it, a robin perched outside. Ou open-

ing the trap, one of these birds was found within.

It was carried ofl", and the other wiih amiable

intent followed the captor of its companion (as it

was presumed) even into the house.— T/ioi/ijno/i's

ISalurul lliiioi ij of Ireland.

ANIMALS AT I'LAY.

Small birds chase cacii other about in play, but

perhaps the conduct of the crane and the trumpeter

(Psophia crepitans) is the most extraordinary.

The latter stands on one log, hops about in the

most eccentric manner, and throws somersets.

The Americans call it the mad bird, on account

of these singularities. The crane expands its

wings, runs round in circles, and throwing liiijo

siones and pieces of wood in the air, endeavours
to catch them again, or pretends to avoid them,

as if afraid. Water birds, such as ducks and
geese, dive after each other, and cleave the sur-

iiice of the water with outsireiched neck and
flapping wings, throwing an abundant spray

Deer ofien engage in a sham battle or trial of

strength, by twisting their horns together and
pushing for the mastery. All animals that pre-

tend violence in their phiy stop short of exercising

it; the dog takes the greatest precaution not to

injure by its bite; and the ourang ouiang, in

wrestling with his keeper, ailcmpts to throw him
and makes feints of biting him. Some animals

carry out in their play the semblance of catching

their prey 1 Young cats, for instance, leap after

every small and moving object, even to the leaves

strewed by the autumn wind; they crouch and
steal forward ready for the spring ; the body

quivering and the tail vibrating with emotion,

they bound on the moving leaf, and again watch,

and a'^ain spring forward at anither. Rengger

saw young jagu;irs and cuguars playing with

round substances like kittens.

Young lambs collect together on the little hil-

locks and eminences in thtir pastures, racing and

sporting with each other in the most interesting

manner.
Birds of the Pie kind are the analogues of mon-

keys, full of mischief, play, and mimicry. There
is a story told of a tame magpie, which was seen

busily einplo\ed in a garden gathering pebbles,

and wiih much solemnity and with a studied air

dropping them in a hole about eighteen inches

dee|), made to receive a post. Alter dropping

eacli stone, it cried, Currack 1 triumphantly, and

set oil" for another. On examining the spot, a

poor toad was found in the hole, which the mag-

pie was stoning for his amusement.

Dumcsticaliiig Strange Animals.

Geofli'rey Saint Hilaire, and other eminent nat-

uralists in France, are beginning to turn their

serious attention to the acclimation or domestica-

tion of animals which have hitherto been totally

unknown to Europe, or known only as objects of

scientific curiosity. Within the last month ihey

have received for the Jardin d s Planles, n number

of Yaks from China—an animal which ButTon

says " is more precious than all the gold of the

iS'ew World." In Thibet and China this animal

serves as a horse, an ass, a cow, and a sheep ; he

bears heavy burd ns, draws large loads, supplies

milk, has flesh which is exc llent, and hair which

can be wrought into warm clothes. To naturalize

him, therefore, in Kurope, would be an immense

service to mankind, and as he bears cold bravely,

the French naturalists have every hojKJ.that they

will be able to do so, though, by the way, the late

Lord Derbv m ide the atle.npt and failed. Some

Chinese have boon brought over to oltcnd the

Yaks.
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B10GR.\PI11CAI SKETCHES

Of Minister? and El.lers, and other comcnied members

of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

(Coiitinui'd from imije 356.)

KOBERT BAUKOW.

Of Robert Barrow's life, religious labours, ond

happy dealh, an extended account has already

appeared in "Tlic Friend." He deceased in Plii-

ladelphia, Second montli 4ili, 1097. See vol. 13,

page 3tj6, «kc.

KOBEBT OWEN.

We shall add but lilllo to Hugh Robert's testi-

mony concerning this Friend. Alkr his settle-

ment in Pennsylvania, he was active in the dis-

charge of his religious duties, continuing raitlilul

and loving, respected and beluvcd to ihe end of

his days.
"" He was one ihat feared llie Lord from

his youth, being convinced of the Truth, when

about seventeen years of ago; he loved ihe com-

pany of such of his ncquainlancc as were most

substantial in riligion, and was also beloved by

ihem and all sort of people that knew him, being

greatly helpful to his brethren, and made a cause

of gladness to those that were his fathers in the

Truth. The Lord not only opened his heart like

Lydia's formerly, but he likewise opened his

mouth to publish his name and truth amongst

many, travelling several limes through his native

country, Wales, where he was of good service.

In 1090, he came into Pennsylvania, where he

lived about seven years, visiting this and the ad-

jacent provinces, and was also very useful in the

meeting where he resided, both in doctrine and

discipline; he was indeed a strong pillar in the

church: I never saw him take part with a wrong

thing. Oh, the want of him which I feel I his

place is yet empty ; I pray God, il' it be his will, to

fill it up. Oh, niy brother, my dear companion I

how can they that knew thy faithfulness to Truth,

do less than leave a memorial to succeeding gen-

erations? for thy name is worthy to be recorded

in Israel. He was a man of piace, and hated all

appearance of contention, and indeed he was a

skilful peace-maker, being endued with wisdom

and authority, yet full of mercy and compassion

unto every appearance of good. His removal is

a great loss unto us who are left. Wtll, my dear

brother, in the remembrance of ihee, and ihe

many good and precious opportunities we have

had together, my soul is bowed and ready to say,

I shall never have the like companion, so fi'ted

and knit together in every respect ; the more 1

consider my loss of thee, the greater it appears;

therelbre conclude this my testmiony, and return

to my own work and service, that 1 may be pre-

pared to fullow alter thee.

' Hugh Roberts.

"He died the 8lh of the Fifth month, 1697, and

was interred the 10th of the same, in Friends'

burying ground at Merion, in Pennsylvania."

ELIZABETH CCWPEUTIIWAITE.

This Friend was a native of the north of Eng-

land, where she was convinced of the Truth about

Ihe year 1652. We do not know her maiden

name, but she married Hugh Covvperlhwaite, and

lived at Flushing, Long Island. The memorial

concerning her says, " She was a woman service-

able to the church of Christ in several respects, as

well by a public testimony to the blessed Truth,

which sha bore in much plainness and sincerity,

delighting in the prosperity of I'ruth, and of the

people of God. She had true jiKigincnt when to

ypeak, and when to be silent ; and divided between

Iha precious and the vile, being tender to the

broken-hearted, but as a sword against that which

was evil, and which tended to division in the

church of Christ; very desirous that the young

generalion might grow' up in the life of Truth, as

in the education thereof.

" She was at times sick several months before

she died, which she endured with great conlented-

ness, often expressing the love of God to her, and

said that she Iclt his heavenly presence. In the

time of her sickness, she bore many faithful testi-

monies to the glory of the worlhy namo»of God,

strengthening and encouraging Friends in his

work and service, and against ihe spirit of sepa-

ration; for the Lord had sealid it upon her liearl,

that that which leads out of the heavenly unity, and

brotherly fellowship, was a false spirit, and not of

the Father. She often said that such could not

be heirs with the true seed, and exhorted those

about her against the superfluity of the world ;

showing them the ill consequence thereof. Those

Friends who came to see her, she exhorted tt)

faithlulness, saying there is nothing like it. She

continued sensible to the last, and departed this

life on the 15lh of Tenth month, in the year

1097."

JOHN AND MABUARET LYNAM.

Of these Friends, an extended account has been

already published in "The Friend," vol. 17,

page 317.

They resided in Philadelphia, where Margaret

died. Twelfth month 13, 1097, and John, Second

month 7, 1093.

Sfledcd.
ENXOURAGEMENT.

lie who slumbereth not, nor sleepeth

His ancient watch around us keepeth;

Still sent from Uis creating hand,

New witnesses for Truth shall stand—
>'ew instruments to sound abroad

The gospel of a risen Lord
;

To gather to the fold once more
The desolate and gone astray.

The scattered of a cloudy d.iy,

And Zion's broken walls restore.

PARTING.

0, 'tis one scene of parting here,

Love's watchword is farewell I

And almost starts tire falling tear,

Kre died the last that fell I

I!ut happiest he, whose gifted eyo

Above this world can see,

And those diviner realms descry,

Where partings cannot be
;

\Yho, with One changeless Friend on
Life's various path has trod,

And soars to meet, beyond the sky,

The ransomed and their God.

Selecieil.

Tijpe-seUing Machine.—A correspondent of a

London paper, writing from Copenhagen on May
18th, says:—
Owing to the politeness of the editors, I have

now been able to see the new composing machine

as in actual operation in the office of the Fadre-
lundct. Instead of the usual cases and composing-

sticks, and the compositor standing at his work,

we see a person silting before a machine with

keys like a piano, which he plays on incessantly,

and every touch on the tangent is followed by a

click ; the letter is already in iis place in the long

mahogany channel prepared for it. The whole

is excessively ingenious. In fact it is fairy work.

The most wonderful part is, that it distributes the

already used type at the same time that it sets the

new page, and with an exactness perfectly sure.

No mistake can ever occur. The compositor, by

this machine, does four times as much work as

imother workman, but as he requires an assistant

to line and page the set type, this brings it to

»H
"

tiiice the amount of type set. The whole is |q

clean and pleasant that it will probably soon be i

favourite employment for women. The nmchiiM
occupies a very small space, not more iham
large chtiir, and is beautifully made of hard woo^
brass, and sleel. lis success is 'now beyond
doubt. The proprietors of the Fcedrdundcl
so gratified by the one they now have that the*

have ordered another. The price is 2,400 Dio.

ish dollars. It will last apparently for a ceaiun

or two without repair. Mr. Sorenson, the inven.

lor, himself a compositor all his life, kindly shows

the machine to any visitor. Of coursu a compo.

sitor Cimnot set with this machine at once; it aiil

lake a short lime, a few days, for him to become

familiar with the details, but he is then u genll^

man compared to his old comrades.

K..r " Ih.- Frif«4«

" For I have learned, in whatsoever stale lam,

to be content."

—

Paul.
" Every one is subject to so many losses here,

that, unless he has a share in the bank of Un,
he may soon become impoverished of all hit en.

joyments, and be a bankrupt as to felicity, Bol

what an enriching privilege is an iiUcreaj ig

Christ! Whereby we are insured against all Ji

losses, and furnished for all misfortunes! Pot

though in the world we may have tribulation, jet

in Him, who overcame the world, shall we hare

peace and joy. Our nearest and dearest Friends

may be removed by death ; but in Him we have

a store of dearer and diviner relatives. Oar riches

may fly away as on eagle's wings, but in Hira

we have the treasures of eternity ! So that ills

but for a moment, and in the meanest things ihil

the true Christian can sustain any loss. Our

names may be reproached among men, but (hem

is a divine antidote against this; that they may

be ' written in the Lamb's book of life,' who will

confess them before his Father and all the aogeli.

Our situation may at limes seem lonely and deao-

late, but in Him there is the sweetest of cumpanj, \

the dearest converse; causing our habitation u

seasons to feel like a paradise below. Thelhiofs

of this world may all seein jointly to go against

us, but lie will make them all work togpiherfor

good. Our comforts may fall oiF like the blighlcJ

blossoms of the orchard ; but in Him nobler com-

forts shall flourish, and never fade nor wither.

Every day may bring now disappointments, (snd

what else should we look for in this present

world,) but in Him none are disapaoinied, who

bear Ihe cross, des'pising the shame ; for He gives

those (spiritually) to enjoy all things; so that in

the midst of many privations they can say, 'I re-

joice in the Lord, and joy in the God of my sal-

vation.' And then, if those hold out faithful to

the end, there is prepared for them in heaven, an

inheritance incorruptible and uiidefilt;d, and that

ladoth not away ; when they shall be forever—

lofever with the Lord."

Intelligence of the Ass.—An eminent naturalist

puts in the (ollowing good work for the long-eared

race:—The ass is always esteemed as the stupid-

est of animals, yet if one be shut up in the same

enclosure with half-adozui» horses of the finest

blood, and the party escape, it is infallibly ilie

poor donkey that has led the way. It is he »loii«

that peneluites the secret of the bolt and latch;

and he may be often seen snufling over a piece

of work, to which all other animals are incom-

petent.

The brightest hours of prosperity have their

clouds, anil the stream of life il not ruffljd by ob-

struction will grow putrid by stagnation.
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TRAIKIXG CUILDREN.

various causes, the cliarge of a family oC
lildren oflcn devolves upon the mother
,nd vhcn such duly feel tiie weight of
ge, they ore properly objects of much
y to those who feel the obligation to visit

ws and the fatherless in their aflliclion.

—

jurden such feel is no doubt intended fur

d ; for what is it but a consciousness ol

of wisdom, of patience, of decision and
ufficieut ibrthe occasion I and vvliat is

this, to lead them to "cast their burd
i Lord?" It is said, " Cast thy burden
Lord and he sliall sustain thee,"—and
thy fatherless children; I will preserve
le, and let thy widows trust in me." Il

can hapjiily be brought to this, what need
el Tliey have access to the Source ol

of strength—to the " God of patience
lolalion ;" and all rightly directed di»-

under such influence, will be as the

! lor future usefulness in the community
e church : it will constitute them as fure-

o " prepare the way of the Lord and to

paths straight," in the subjected wills of
eful oir^priiig.

hen this religious weight is not felt, or
n is too easily cast upon others whocan-
xpecled to leel as parents should feel,

we expect but a want of due subjection
rence ibr parental authority, and conse-
ect in the future character of the child,

der a family aright, there seems to be
father's authority, and a mother's unlir-

ion and care—but when from any cause
these is wanting, we cannot doubt but
vho is "ihe Healer of breaches" is com-
meet the case and to supply all our

5uch is the confidence we ought to feel

—

we ought to possess, to enable us to dis-

jr duties acceptably in all the iniporlani

if life, and especially so in the care of
children.

COLUillBCS AT BilRCELOSA.

tterof Columbus to the Spanish monarchs,
ng his discovery, had produced the

sensation at court. The event it com-
d was considered the most extraordinary
rosperous reign ; and, following so close

conquest of Uranada, was pronounced a

ark of divine favour for that triumph
in the cause of the true faith. The

IS themselves were for a lime dazzled

Idered by this sudden and easy acquisi-

new empire, of indefinite extent and ap-

boundless wealth ; and their first idea

cure it beyond the reach of question or

on. Shortly after his arrival at Seville,

5 received a letter from them, expressing

It delight, and requesting him to repair

dIv to court, to concert plans for a second
I extensive expedition. As the summer
idy advancing, the time favourable for a

hey desired him to make any arrange-

Seville, or elsewhere, that might hasten

ition, and to inform them by the return

trier what was necessary to be done on
This letter was addressed to him by

of '' Don Christopher Columbus, our

of the Ocean Sea, and Vjceroy and
• of the Islands discovered in the Indies ;"

me time lie was promised still further

Columbus lost no time in complying

lommands of the sovereigns, lie sent a

dum of the ships, men, and munitions i

tliat would bo requisite, and having made such
disposiiions at Seville as circumslances p 'rmitled,
set out oti his journey (or Barcelona, taking wilh
him the six Indians and the various curiosities and
productions he had brought from the New World.
The fame of his discovery liad resounded

throughout the nation, and as his route lay through
several of the finest and most populous provinces
of Spain, his journey appeared like the progress
of a sovereign. Wherever be passed, the
rounding country poured forth its inhabitants,
who lined the road and thronged the villages, hi

the large towns, the streets, windows, and bal-

conies were filled wilh eager spectators, who rent

the air with acclamations. His journey was con-
tinually impeded by the multitude pressing to

gain a sight of him and of the Indians, who were
regarded with as much admiration as if ihey liad

been nativesof another planet. It was impossible
to satisfy the craving curiosity which assailed him-
self and his attendants, at every stage, with innu-
merable qucsiions; popular rumour as usual had
exaggerated the truth, and had filled the newly
lound country wilh all kinds of wonders.

It was about ihe middle of April that Columbus
arrived at Barcelona, where every preparation
had been made to give him a solemn and magni-
ficent reception. The beauty and serenity of the

weather, in that genial season and favoured
climate, contributed to give splendor to this me-
morable ceremony. -As he drew near the place,

many of the more youthful couriiers and hidalgos
of gallant bearing came forth to meet and welcome
him. His entrance into this noble city has been
compared to one of those triumphs which the Ro-
mans were accustomed to decree to conquerors.
First, were paraded the Indians, painted according
to their savage fashion, and decorated with tro-

pical leathers and with their national ornaments
of gold ; alter these were borne various kinds of

live parrots, together with stuffed birds and animals
of unknown species, and rare plants supposed to

be of precious qualities: while great care was
taken to make a conspicuous display of Indian

coronets, bracelets, and other decorations of gold,

which might give an idea of the wealth of the

newly discovered regions. After these Ibllowed

Columbus, on horseback, surrounded by a brilliant

cavalcade of Spanish chivalry. The streets were
almost impassable, from the countless multitude;
the windows and balconies were crowded with

the fair ; the very roofs were covered with spec-

tators. It seemed as if the public eye couid nut

be sated wilh gaziing on these trophies of an un-

known world, or on the remarkable man by
whom it had been discovered. There was a sub-
limity in 'this event that mingled a solemn feeling

wilh the public joy. It was looked upon as a

vast and signal dispensation of Providence in

reward for the piety of the monarchs; and the

majestic and venerable ap|)earance of the disco-

verer, so dilferent I'rom the youth and buoyancy
that are generally expected I'rom roving eiuer-

prise, seemed in harmony with the grandeur and
dignity of his achievement.

To receive him with suitable pomp and distinc-

tion, the sovereigns liad ordered their throne to be

placed in public, tinder a rich canopy of brocade
of gold, in a vast and splendid saloon. Hero the

king and queen awaited his arrival, seated in

state, with the prince Juan beside them ; and at-

tended by the dignitaries of their court and the

principal nubility ol' Castile, Valencia, Culalonia,

and Arragun; all im|)atient to behold the man
who had conlerred so incalculable a benefit upon
the nation. At length Columbus entered the hall,

urrounded by u brillant crowd of cavaliers,

mong whom, says Las Casas, he was conspicu-

Otis for his stalely and commanding person, whicli,
wilh liis countenance rendered venerable by his
gray hairs, gavo liim the august appearance of a
senator of Rome. A modest smile lighted up hi?
features, showing that he enjoyed the stale and
glory in which he came ; and certainly nothing
could be more deeply moving to a mind inflamed
by noble ambition, and conscious of hiving
greatly deserved, than these testimonials of the
admiration and gralitude of a nation, or rather of
a world. As Columbus approached, Ihe sovereigns
rose, as if receiving a person of the highest rank.
Bending his knees, he requested lo kiss their
hands; but there was some hesitation on the part
of their majesties to permit tiiis act of vassalage.
Raising him in tlie most gracious manner, they
ordered him lo seat himself in their presence; a
rare honour in this proud and punctilious court.

At the request of their majesties, Columbus now
gave an account of ihe most striking events of his
voyage, and a description of the islands which ho
had discovered. He displayed the specimens ho
had brought of unknown birds and other animals,
of rare plants of medicinal and aromalic virtue;
of native gold in dust, in crude masses, or labour-
ed into barbaric ornaments ; and, above all, the
natives of these countries, who were objects of
intense and inexhaustible interest; since there is

nothing lo man so curious as the varieties of his
own species. All these he pronounced mere har-
bingers of great discoveries he had yet to make,
which would add realms of incalculable wealth to

the dominions of their majuslics, and whole nations
of proselytes to the true faith.

The Words of Columbus were listened lo with
profound emotion by ihe sovereigns. When he
had finished they sunk on their knees, and, rais-

ing their clasped hands lo heaven, their eyes filled

with lears ofjoy and gratitude, they poured forth

thanks and praises to God for so great a provi-

dence ; all present followed their example ; a deep
and solemn enthusiasm pervaded that splenJi.l

assembly, and prevented all common acclamationi
of triumph. The anthem of Te Dcum Laudamus,
chanied by the choir of the royal chajiel, with iho
melodious accompaniments of the instruments,
rose up from the midst in a fiiU body of sacred
harmony, bearing up as it were ihe leelings and
thoughts of The auditors to heaven ;

" so that,"

says the venerable Las Casas, " it seemed as if

in that hour they communicated with celestial

delights." Such was the solemn and pious man-
ner m which the brilliant court of Spain celebrated

this solemn event, oirering up a grateful tribute of
melody and praise, and giving glory tci God for

the discovery of another world.

W.VSllINGTO.X IrVIXO.

SoIi'Clcil.

Human life is compared to a sleep; to iho

rapidity of a flood; lo a tale that is told; to a
vapour that appearoth for a little time, to a flow-

er that flourisheih in the morning, and in iho

evening is cut down and withureth ; to vanity ; lo

a shadow that passeth away. Etornily, ihat

solemn word, soon passes from lite lip ; but who
can grasp the mighty, the immense idea, wliich
this word elcrniiy conveys? All thought is lost

in its immensity, and swallowed up in its fathom-
less abyss. The mind may conceive though
faintly, of millions of ages heaped upon millions,

till numbers lose themselves ; or ralherlill wo ore
lost in the vast culculaiion. But who can mea-
sure eternity ; compared with whose everlasting

lines, myriads of years are infiniiely less limn
atoms floating in the (nidd.iy sun .' All men aro
husteoing to elerniiy. All are stamliiig upon the

brink of an inicrmiuablu state of being. Vet all,
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except the little flock of Christ, .nre living, as if abh^d to put its diamond-like droppings under a

life would never end ; and die as if beyond I he i microscope, more easily than \vc formerly could

pent

grave there was nothing to awaken their

ous concern.

If all the water flowing round this earth,

And with ten thousand times as much, v

In a huge cistern, wliosc unwieldy bulk

The whole contained ;
but at cue leaky pore

At certain iiciiods should one drop dispense
;

And at the dislauce often thousand years,

Of intervening time, those periods fix;

—Yet sooner twice ten thousand times the whole
Thus drop by drop shall draw the ocean dry,

Than the duration of eternity,

One moment of its endless term abridge
;

Then what avails it, whether liere we taste

Life's transient joys or heart corroding cares,

If we, in peace, may happ'ly end our race

;

A race how like the shuttle's rapid flight,

(Jr faint illusion of a moruing dream.

From Ihe Leisure Iloiir.

ASTRAL AVOXDERS.

Such is the title of an admirable lecture recently

delivered before the Church of England Young
Men's Society, in Freemasons' Hall ; and when
we stale that the lecturer was J. Craig, m. a., the

proprietor of the celebrated Wandsworth telescope,

which in space-peuetrnting power exceeds Lord

Iv'pse's nearly as much us his monster glass sur-

p'Sscd the inslruments of some of his astronomi-

Ci.l predecessors, our readers will parlici|)ale wilh

place under ils range the emerald joinings of a

dragon-fly's wing, or the downy feathers of the

variegaieil butterfly."

It will be interesting to know, that besides the

general desire to obtain a deeper insight into the

works of God, one of the principal reasons thai

induced Mr. Craig to undertake the construction

of his prodigious telescope was, thai he might be

able to pursue his investigations into the nature

and properties of light. It appears that his devo-

tion to this particular branch of study dates from
a very early period of his life; and he gives the

following anecdote of his youthful days as fur-

nishing a suggestive hint to him in the philoso-

phical mquiries of his mnturer years. " When I

was a boy," he says, " from some cause or other

I was put into a dark room, and tried to escape

out of it. I had a knife in my pocket, and I began
to cut a hole in the door to try to get quietly away
by coming at the lalch. Slill something occurred

which induced me to wish to remain where I was.

I heard a footstep, and I knew 1 was not doing

quile right. When 1 pulled my hand back, the

sun happened to be shining very much, and 1 saw
little globules running oil" in all directions. I

thought even then, this was very remarkable; I

again put out my hand, and on pulling it back, I

saw the lillle globules running off' as before. When
us in the pleasure with which wc witness ils pub- 1 grew up to be a man I began to think of that

ligation. Many persons, ever since the announce- 'childish thing. I felt certain then thai light was

ment that this powerful achromatic instrument had

been construcled, and was about to turn its pene-

trating eye to the face of the sky, have been

awaiting, wilh the impatience of scientific curio-

sity, the disclosure of some new and startling

facts respecting the mechanism of the heavens,

and the richly-peopled universe in which our

globe forms but an insignificant speck. To such,

this little pamphlet will be highly acceplable. It

contains some striking statements, which will be

new to many tyros in the science, eouclied in

plain leriTis, and by means of familiar illustrations

rendered intelligible to all ordinary readers. The
lecture, moreover, is pervaded wilh a spirit of de-

vout reverence for the almighty Being upon whose

glorious works the author so discriminatingly

descants, which it is truly refreshing to meet wilh

in productions of this sort. Without any inten-

tion of exhausting the publication of the veins of

precious ore that everywhere inlerlace its pages,

we may yet be permitted to cull

as proofs of the richness of the soil.

Among the first lessons which we received in

natural philosophy, no proposition was staled with

a more dogmatic certainty of ils axiomatic trulh,

than that w Inch declared light to be a subtle, im-

palpable and imponderable substance, it ajipears,

however, that this, in common with so many
other received opinions of our boyhood, is likely

to be exploded by the spirit of scientific research

that is abroad. For Mr. Craig—a gentleman who
is not for a moment to be suspected of indulging in

n speculative mania—dclibcratively declares it as

his firm belief, that " however intangible some
may esteem light to be, we shall reach a time, il

we have not arrived at it already, when we shall

be able to put this so-called intangible substance

under a microscope; and I should not be at all

surprised that you may yet live to sec, in the

very light that garnishes this our globe, consisting

though it does of very small globules—which can-

not be larger than the millioueth part of a grain of

sand, or else they would puncture out our eye-

sight as easily as would an arrow-shower ol

needles, so quickly do they move— 1 say, 1 should

not be at all surprised to find that you will be en-

a fluid, and could run ofl' our fingers like water;

and if you feel any interest in light, and will ex-

amine for yourselves, you will see that light is

truly a fluid: it has its waves, its currents, its

ocean deeps; and our telescopes may yet tell us

something of its tidal soundings."

It is matter of common remark how diffi-'ult,

except by familiar comparisons, it is form any
adequate conception of the vast distances, magni-

tudes, and weights, wilh which the astronomer

has to deal. And it is surprising how our finite

understandings have been aided of late years,

through the commendable attempts that have been

made" by writers and lecturers, to popularize and

simplify the sublime facts of sidereal science. Mr.

Craig, in the contribution before us, has now added

his mite to this fund of felicitous illustration. For
example, wilh the view of facilitating our compre-

hension of the size of our globe, he employs the

following simjile mode of teaching:—" If you were

ihw specimens to stand," says he, " upon one of the highest

mountains in Wales,—Snowdon for instance,

—

and look around you fijr ten hours a day—(and

the ten hours bill has shown us that men should

not work longer than ten hours out of the twenty-

four)— if you were to look, supposing such a thing

possible, from a high mountain, about sixty miles

round you, or thirty miles radius, it would take

you thirty years to see the whole of this our

globe." Then, having set us wondering through

all our faculties at the mighty bulk and the im-

menseness of the outspread surface of the planet

which we inhabit, he next proceeds to take us an-

other slop in the shining highway of creation,

which leaves our powers of nppreheiision quite

paralyzed and awe-stricken. He goes on to com-
pare this great dwelling of the human race with

one of the starry host known as Alpha Lyrte,

which has lately been measured ; and slates

that, supposing this bulky globe of ours to

be only of ihe size of a pin's head, then the com-
parative diameter of the beautiful orb in question

would be two miles and a quarter. Now if that

which is represented by the pin's head would

consume thirty years to complete ils survey, how
many ihouaand years would it take to scan the

'surface of Alpha Lyrao? Here is a problem fef

j

our young mathematical readers to solve! Tin
old comparison of mountain and mole-hill is do«
utterly at fault, and can no longer expresa the

ideas that are descending upon our age.

Again—to return from the mighty and the nil*.
"

nificent to the niinule—in illustrating the iiiGoilt
"

minuleness of the animal creation, even as brought

to light in this world and with our present impw.

feet instruments of observation, Mr. Craig says:—
" Let me ask you what you think is Ihe middle-

sized animal that we know of in creation, takiiw

the whale as the largest creature of which «e

have any cognizance. You will be surprised

when I tell you, that the middle-sized animal, from

the whale downwards, is not the elephant, as you

might imagine, but the mite in a cheese!"

There are few questions, perhaps, connected

with the explorations of the celestial telescope, llm

excite such deep interest and curiosity among the

amateur students of astronomy as that which re.

lales to the inhabitation of the moon. M;iny, we

remember, were the airy speculations and poetic
f'

dreamings of our earlier years upon this fascinai.

ing theme; and ardently did we long for the

dawning of that period when science and art cont-

bined should triumph over apparently insuperable

difiiculties, and set this long-discusscd topic satis-

factorily, at rest. Happily, we already seem to

be in a fair way lo witness ihe solution of ihii

grand problem. The revelations of the Wands-

worth telescope in respect to the " pale queen of

night" are wonderful almost to fabulousness. Lat

we should bo thought to exaggerate the statements

of Mr. Craig on this subject, we will allow himto

speak lor himself:

—

" Now, concerning the moon," he says, "let

mo tell you what friends of mine have seen. I

found all the telescopes used lor looking at ihe

moon were directed to the craters, and then to the

mountains. They could scarcely do otherwise,

because these lelescopes were of ihatcomparaliveljr

smaller size and construction, that il required a

very large object to beat all seen. But these are not

the places, if there' are any inhabitants of the moon,

to look lor them. If you want to see whether there

were persons in this earth, you would not get inloa

balloon and go to the top of Mount Vesuvius, and

look into the crater, and then say, because yoii

saw no persons there, that there were no inhabit'

ants in the earth. I think therefore it is not a fair

report concerning the moon to tell us, ' Oh, il is

lull of mountains, full of craters ; it is a volcanic,

desolate globe, without an inhabitant.' Now, 1

saw through my telescope, with a pretty high

power, a particular rock, something like Cleo-

patra's Needle, which must have been nearly hall

as high as our Alps. There was no volcanic

erupiion round about it, but it rose up distinctly

and clearly out of the level plain. I then looked

at other mountains and craters, and from whatl

saw, I conceive that though there be only one-

third of the moon which consists of level plains, it

has, in its proportion, as large a quantity of space

to be inhabited as our own globe. If you lake

away our oceans and our mountains, I do not be-

lieve there is on this earth more than a third par:

which can be inhabited by man. I am told by a

person who has looked through my telescope, thai

he can distinctly see, when he puts on high pow-

ers, that much of the plains of the moon arc level,

and he imagines that in the neighbourhood ol

Plato, where ihis peak-like rock arises, there is a

greenness and a verdure to be seen there, evi-

dently demonstrating that on such spots the soil is

alluvial.

" Now, let me tell you what power is necessary

to bo put on the telescope to see an object six feel
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The focal length of the telescope is

;et, and the usual power that a good opti-

I put on a telescope is a hundred to liie

n that calculation, therefore, the telescope

ive us 8000 magnifying power, supposing
osphere permitted it. But power mucli
1 that, a power of 6000, would enable us

a railway-carriage moving through the

Of course 1 do not expect to see an object

lature; but if there are creatures of the

lix feet square, in one of the hundred hours

d by Sir William Herschel, you would see

Illy. An elephant, or two elephants to-

night very well be seen when moving. 1

ay the atmosphere is suited for that, but I

hat a power of six thousand put upon a

e, will give you a landscape twenty miles

3ter, and unylhing in that space the size

;et square will be seen. We may, ihere-

pe in good time to answer the question,

or no there are inhabitanis in the moon,
not require a building as large as West-
Abbey to ascertain that."

JOHN FREDERIC OBERLIN.

3," says liis biographer, " interesting to

3 gem of those dispnsiiions which, when
into maturity, bring forih remarkable
thus, the self-denial, generosity, and

;nce, which so peculiarly distinguished

Jt man, were manifest in his earliest in-

The lollowing is given as one among
/idences of il :

—" Passing one day by the

an old clothes vender, in Strasburg mar-
Dor infirm woman was endeavouring, wilh-

less, to procure an abatement in the price

ariicle she appeared to be particularly

of purchasing. She wanted two sous to

3 the sum demanded, and was on the point

ng the stall from her inability to give

hen Frederic, pretending to be engaged
rielhing else, only waited for her retiring

1 slipped the two sous into the dealer's

id whispered him to call the poor woman,
her have the gown; and then without stop-

her thanks, instantly ran away." His la-

nan of remarkable integrity, made a small

;e 10 his children, and it seemed Frederic's

ppiness to do good when able, and impart

'tie store. Even at a very early age, his

prayer was, "Speak, Lord, for thy ser-

ireth. O Uod I teach me lo do thy will."

lious and highly accomplished mother, he

knowledged hnnsell indebted for his love

things that are excellent," and for the de-

iubsequenlly I'elt of dedicating his talents

powers to the good of others. "During
ncy and my youth," he says, " God ofien

led to touch my heart, and to draw me to

He bore with me in my repeated back-

with a kindness and indulgence hardly to

ssed."

of llic Traiisporl Europa—Loss of Twcnty-

uiic Lives.

transport ship Europa, on her way to

was burned on the 31 st of May on the

at about 200 miles from the English coast,

me she liad on board 62 dragoons and 57

The captain of the ill-fated vessel makes
wing report to her owners :

the day in question, viz. the 31st May,
;ary officers were all suffering from sea

, with the exception of Col. Moore, who,

'self, had visited iho 'tween decks and

Id several limes that day, and at 9 p. m.

we went and inspected every position that could be
examined in the lower hold. There was no ap-

pearance of fire, and wo returned to the cabin
with the conviction on our mind that the ship was
perfectly safe; but scarcely an hour had elapsed

before wc were startled by the alarm of fire. 1

immediately ran below, and discovered the fire

burning fiercely in the fore peak, where we had
stowed a quaiitiiy of hawsers, rope, tar, pilch,

oakum, varnish, and sails. The officers, seamen
and soldiers were on the spot almost simultane-
ously as myself, and every one exerted every
effort in their power to extinguish the fire. The
force pumps, which had been fitted by orders of

tiie government to supply the troops with water
from the tanks and butts in the hold, had hose

attached, and with those belonging to the ship's

pumps were taken below, and the jets directed in

and upon the burning mass. The troops also

worked vigorously in passing buckets of water to

those below to check the progress of the flames,

but to no purpose. The tar, pitch, and other eoim-

bustiles, on igniting, sent furih an overwhelming
blaze into Ihe forehold, firing the bulk of tow
which was on board for padding the horse stalls.

The heat and smoke now became so great that all

hands were forced to quit the lower hold ; many
were almost suffocated. On reaching between

decks, we found flames ascending the Ibre-halch-

way in huge volumes, cutting oil' all communica-
tion wiih the fore part of the ship. As hopes of

saving the Europa from destruction were then

past, and ibis at the furthermost was at IO5
o'clock—^just hah'an hour from the moment that the

alarm of fire was raised, this will show the rapid-

ity the fire gained. The volumes of smoke that

rolled up the main and af er hatchway overhung

the main deck like a cloud— it was most suflbca-

ing and the flames from both halches chased us

on to the poop.

" I have omitted to inform you that on my first

coming on deck 1 ran the ship away before the

wind, in order to near a bark and a brig that were

to the leeward of us. The boats were lowered

and filled with men. All were got clear except

the long boat, which from the beginning I saw it

was im|iossible to get out. The last boat was
taken oiFthe skids on the poop, from whence we
were compelled to launch it to save it from being

burnt. It was tlien about 11^ o'clock; the main
deck was then in an ignited siale, and the masts

and rigging aloft were in flames. I slill kept the

ship belbre the wind, to near the vessel lo leeward

and to keep the fire forward. Nearly all on board

had left the vessel by ibis lime. Among iheni

were all the officers ol'thc ship, the adjulani, sur-

geon, and cornet of the troop, leaving Lieuleiiant-

Colonel Moore, with the veterinary surgeon and

about "-'6 soldiers on board, besides myself, car-

penter, one ordinary seaman, and the cook, on

the burning wreck. Mr. Black, the Admiralty

agent, and the second male were in the last boat

which quitted the ship. She was pulled away at

11^ o'clock,

" The mainmast went at two o'clock, then the

foremast, and the ship rounded immediately after-

ward. It was blowing very hard at the time,

wilh a very heavy short sea on, raining heavily.

I will not lurlhcr dwell upon this painlul moment
than to add llial, as the ship rounded with head

lo wind, the lire s|)read over to where we were

and burnt us out, compelling us to seek siielter in

any way we could. A number of men took to

the wreck of the mainmast ; some were lost in

attempting to make it. 1, wilh the carpenter, got

over to leeward and found very great dilficully in

gelling under the weather-channel, and making
along the bands to sec if there was more unburnl

wood to hold on by, but we were driven into the

fore-chains, the half of which were slill unburnl.

Sufi'icc it lo say, that at three o'clock the boat of
the brig Clementina, Capt. Pike, came up and
look us out of the lore-chains. The boat also

picked up ten men from oil' the spars of the
wreck. One man died in the boat. The noble
old Lieut. Colonel, I regret to say, perished in tlie

wreck. Several troopers implored him to leave
the ship in the boats, but he would not leave his

men, and shared their terrible fa'to. The men in

the boats were picked up by the bark Marana, of
Dundee, and a Prussian schooner. Her Majesty's
steamer Tribune look us ofi" the brig on Sunday,
the 4th inst., and on the circumstance being re-

ported that the remainder of the survivors were
on board another vessel, she overhauled the bar-
que and schooner, and took all hands on board."

One of the rescued officers furnishes the follow-

ing account

:

" Of the number originally embarked on the

Europa, twenty-one have doubiless perished ; two
officers (Lieut. Col. Moore, and Veterinary Sur-
geon Kelly) arc among the missing, and six non-
commissioned officers, ten privates, two of the

ship's company, and one woman, have shared the
same fate. The greater number of these were
washed away from the wreck of the masts, to

which they had clung, but Lieut. Col. Moore re-

mained at his post to the last ; and having repeat.

ediy declined to leave the burning vessel until all

his men had bten salely removed, was at last

driven into the niizen channels by the violence of
the flames, and there unfortunately perished.

From the concurrent testimony of those left on
the burning wreck, from \\\ v. m., of the 31st
ullo., to i>\ A. M. of the 1st inst. it would ap|)car

that the conduct of the master (Mr. Gardner) was
marked by great coolness and intrepidity through-

out these trying hours; he was the last man to

quit the wreck, and had his zealous endeavours

to maintain order and save life been as ably se-

conded by his ship's company, there can be littio

doubt that the list of casualties would have been
reduced."

Youth is nn obstacle to ihe favour of God, nor'

lo devotion to God's service. St. John was the

youngest of the disciples ; but no one was more
I'avoured than he, nor more zealous in attachment
to his master. His example calls upon those who
are entering on their career of moral obligation

and responsibility, to do that which the wise man
calls upon them in words lo do; namely, to re-

member l/ieir Creator in Uie chu/s of their yoiuk ;

and of this we may bo sure, that if they do so

remember him, he will not forget them in lime

of age, nor forsake them when ihey are old and
gray-headed. If youih present peculiar tempta-

tions to withdraw us from the service of God, it

endows us also with peculiar ability lo serve him.

The strength of opening manhood is never so well

employed as in practising subserviency to God's
' revealed' will, and in triumphing over lis spirit-

ual enemies; it receives a grace and beauty from
religion, and produces an abundant harvest of
good works, and of glory lo God.

—

Selected.

Live on -what thou hasi—live, if thou canst, on
less. Do not borrow either for vanity or pleasure

—the vanity will end in shame, and the picjisuro

A man who has liberty 10 draw without limit

upon a wealthy friend, will not be apprehensive

of want, though his own resources may bo scanty.

Lei us not be fearful. Elijah was faint wilh his

his journey, and requested that he might die ; but
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nnnels brought Ijim food from heaven, and in the

strength of that nioal lie travelled Ibriy days, even

to the mount of God.

THE FRIEND
SEVKXTII MON-J 54.

The weallicr coiiiiiiues too warm to admit of

much inclination for either mental or physical

exertion. With* Farenheit's thermometer ranginj;

from tiO to Oil, and sometimes rising some distance

above the latter point, it requires no inconsider-

able ellbrt to perform the indispensable duty of

supplying the body with the nutriment it demands,

and the vis inerila: is so greatly increased, that

locomotion is soon productive of exhaustion, de-

manding repose. Under such circumstances, it

can hardly be e.xpected that much original mutter

will be prepared for our columns, nor do wo sup-

pose our readers would desire the labour of rcad-

mg long articles, however interesting the subjects

treated might be, at times when the temperature

was less enervating. When the burning heat of

summer shall have given place to a more temper-

ed and invigorating atmosphere, we trust our

co-labourers and correspondents will again favour

us with their contributions, and "The Friend''

continue to deserve and call forth the interest and

favour which its subscribers have so long mani-

I'ested in it.

One of the daily papers says,—" The sale of

npiuin has increased one thousand per cent, in

Trenion, New Jersey, withiti two or three years

past." This, if true, is indie itive of an alarming

increase in that city of a most pernicious practice,

to which we fear it is not confined ; we mean the

habitual use of this poisonous drug for the pur-

pose of producing or keeping up the excitement

that results from its internal administration,

individuals, and indeed communities, may become

addicted to the intoxication resulting from Ihe use

of opium, and be as completely demorahzed by it

as others are by the use of ardent spirits. In-

deed when indulged in, its effects upon bolh body

and mind, are, il possible, more deplorable and

revolting, than those which succeed excessive

indulgence in alcoholic drinks. Nothing can be

more hopelessly degraded than the Chinese opium

consumers, who throng the shops where it is sold

in Canton, and other parts of the celestial empire.

We recollect seeing it staled in a report of one

of the benevolent societies in this city, that the

visiteis had discovered it to be not an uncommon
practice among many of the poor who claimed

assistance, to use opium ; and that in some sec-

tions, in the outskirts of the town, opium and

laudanum were kept for sale at the jjrocery stores,

and were largely consumed in the families of the

poor. It is ail easy matter for persons to be

betrayed into the practice of resorting to the use

of ihis powerful narcotic, and great caution should

iherefore be observed when it is necessarily resort

L-d to for ihe relief of pain, or to procure sleep,

lest those for whom it is given for these purposes

become fond of it, or learn so to depend upon it

as to be unwilling volunlarily to relinquish its

use. Physicians are sometimes not a liule cul-

pable for leading their patients into the frequent

use of opiates, wiihout sullicienlly guarding them

against the danger of learning to rely upon them

lor the removal of every little pain, or a sense of

distressing uneasiness, and for leaving persons for

whom they have been properly prescribed, belijre

they have ceased their use, and become com-

pletely emancipated for their enervating effects.

Opium is a stimulant narcotic. As is well known,

it nets powerfully upon the nervous system,

allays pain, and controls spasm. When its

energy is not expended in the removal of pain oj-

spasm, its first ellecls are to invigorate the circu-

lation, increase the muscular strength, quicken

the senses, and stimulate the intellectual faculties.

As the excitement of the brain increases, the ima-

gination is exalted, and delightful visions (low

before the mind, which may be increased into a

temporary delirJiiin. As this singe begins lo pass

olf, a placid inditference comes on, terminating in

eep, to be succeeded generally by headache, ner-

nus tremors, and a sense of indescribable wretch-

edness. It can bi3 readily understood how this

succession of elfecis may induce those who are

subjected to them, to repeat the poi-ionous dose.

The feeling of distress that supervenes after the

first and secondary effect, the mental as well as

the physicial debility, together with the excessive

rvous irritation, the renu'nibranceof the delight-

ful reveries, the increased energy, and the pain-

calin ihut followed the longed-for portion, all

combine to seduce the sufferer into a rejielilion of

the dose ; and unLss aroused to a sense of im-

pending danger, and resolutely delermined to

avoid the snare, the poor victims of opium may
soon be hopelessly given up and lost to them-

selves and society. We have thought it right to

spread this warning before our readers, not be-

cause we suppose any of' them are in danger from

his cause, but we have reason to know that the

unnecessary and frequent use of opium in one

form or another, even among those who would be

little suspected, is more often resorted to than is

supposed.

SUMMARY OF EVEXTS.

EUROPE.—Xews from Europe to the 8th inst. Only

an average grain crop expected. Bread stuffs in mode-
rate demand ; flour from 36s. to 38s. The official return

of the revenue for the quarter ending the 5th inst., shows

a falling off of £812,000. The question whether a deci-

mal currency shall be adopted, is earnestly discussed.

The War.—On the 9th ult. the Turks, in attempting

to storm two Russian redoubts on the Asiatic side of the

lilaek Sea, were defeated with a loss of from 1500 to

2000 men killed. On the 21st and 22d ult., the retreat-

ing rear guard of the Russian army was attacked near

Silistria by the Turks ; the Russians are said to have

lost 2500 men, but to have made good their retreat.

The (Jzar is said to have returned a negative answer to

the demand of Austria and Prussia, but in conciliatory

terms. A detachment of 25,000 Austrian -troops had

been ordered into Wallachia. The opinion that the

Russians were withdrawing into their own territory,

was incorrect. It would seem that finding their posi-

tions near the Danube unsafe, it had been determiuec

to concentrate the forces on the river Sereth, the boun-

dary between Moldavia and Wallachia. Some fortresses

on the lower Danube are still held by the Russians.

The Baltic fleet on the 29th ult. was still before Cron-

stadt ; some shots had been exchanged, but there had
been no regular attack.

SPAIN.—A foniii<l il''> ;:i-urrf . linn in which a large

body of the militai . i. ilrueral O'Donnell is

eugagcd, has bruk. :i i .i i.-nrgents demand the

dismissal of the mini- : -mi \'.i' i|iii-cn's favourites,

Fureiyii news lo the Villi iiiflanl. Flour had declined

Is. per bbl. Consols had fallen to 92. Austria

countermanded the advance of troops into Wallachia.

The allied fleet had retired from Cronstadt. St. l'et<

burg is threatened with a severe visitation of cbol

The insurrection in Spain not spreading, and likely to

MEXICO.—Largo portions of the country suffering

from want of rain ; much discontent with Santa Auna'

rule ;
the condition of the city of .Mexico is described as

sad and desolate ; the inhabitants being rapidly swept

away by cholera, typhus fever and dysentery.

CANADA.—There is the promise of a most abundant

crop of wheat; a surplus of twelve millions of bushels

for export is expected; last year the exports were five

millions only. Cholera prevails in many places; in the

city of Montreal the mortality from that cause has been

heavy.
UNITED STATES.—Con?re«».—After full discussion

in the Senate, it was found that the llome.nend bill i,
it came from the House, could not pass that bodt-

.

suli.-ititute was then introduced, which passed byal«^
uiajorily. It i)rovide3 lor a grant of a quarler seciioj

of land to any free white pei-jon, who is the head of

»

family, or twenty-one years of age, and is capable ofhold.
'and under the laws of the State in whicli ibe luiU
no patent to be issued for the lands until live jetn

after entry, and the payment for the same of Iwculv.treJo

cents per acre ; or If the lands have been in the nurkti

more than twenty years, twelve and a half cents per»c« b
The custom-house returns for the Sixth inonih ihow

great falling otl" in the amount of duties collected, th,

tal being 3,081,000 dollars, against 5,3ju,ouu dollars

for the corresponding month, 1853. The iiniujrls forlhe

last fisciil year amount to about 280 millions, and il ij

worthy of note, that no small portion cf this ImmeDie
ponation consists of intoxicating drinks and articiti

of luxury.

Loss of the ft, i:ii :r:. li ::,'Ji!i— tliis vessel MiW
from Havre, on til, i ,i viry valuable ctrgo

and touched at I
.

in, il,i_v. tin the more,

of the 17tli in
;
,,liiMn;_;

1
^I'-n-e fug ,^lie went aihon

on Long Island, about 75 miles from Xew 'iork. IV '

passengers, lUO in number, were lauded salelv, and Bctt

of the cargo has been secured, but the vessel is deMtd
lost.

TS'ew Orleans.—Deaths for the week ending Dth 1ml,

191 ; the week previous, 329; of which 114 werefrom

Sun stroke.

St. Louis.—Mortality for the week euding ITthioii

282, of which 138 were from Cholera.

Ballimore.—Up to the 17th inst., was frc« fcoa

Cholera; mortality of the week, 160.

Delroit.—259 deaths in the first thirteen dnys of Ibii

month, mostly from cholera.

Jjrookli/n.—Deaths for the week ending IGth inst,

221, of which 84 were from Cholera. Last week, 21)

deaths—16 from Cholera.

jVcw York.—Deaths for the week ending 22d ioil,

915, of which 183 were from Cholera; under ten yew
of age, 538.

rhilaJelphia.—The anthracite coal trade is actiretn,

yond all precedent ; the three principal lines seol to

market last week 121,471 tons ; more than two miUioiu

of tons have been sent from the Schuylkill and Leiiigli

already the present season, and yet the supplyuw
equal to the demand. Deaths for the last wi-ek, 43l,rf

which 61 were from Cholera, and 81 from Cholonln-

fantura ;
under five years of age, 242.

The weather has been extremely warm. On theJlr.

inst., the average temperature, from 9 a. m. to 7 r. iL,Kii

97.4 ; the highest being at 3 p. M. when it was 100; Ihi

lowest at 7 i'. M. when it fell to 93.

Boston.—Dc-.ahi last week, 98 ; only 14 from Cholm.

GEORGE FOX'S JOURNAL.
Those subscribers to the Leeds edition of thisirori,

who may not have received their copies, will pleaMMli

on the agent, or send, as soon as. convenient, and pro-

cure them. The edition, which was a very birgeont,

is entirely exhausted in England ; but the nn.liTsipiei

has still a few copies remaiuing, beyond ilic iiumbir

subscribed for; and Friends, desirous of pnsMssingitt

work for themselves or their families, woul,! ilo wellw

apply early to W. HODd.^i iN, Jr.

S. E. cor. of Arch and Tentli .-is,, Pbllki-

A few damaged copies will be sold at a low price-

mainly damaged in the covers, by getting wet on lit

voyage.

Evening Schools for Adult Coloured Pn-xm:!.

Waxted.—A Principal and three Assistant Tetcbffl

for the men's school, and a Principal and l.iur Assi.i-

ants for the women's school. Application may bemtii

to either of the undersigned. John C. Allen, No, 1''

S. Fifth street; William L. Edwards, No. 37 Ar;i

street; Samuel Allen, No. 134 S. Front street.

A TEACHER WANTED,
For the Girls' second arithmetical school at Wost-to"

Boarding School. Apply to Anne Tatum, Woodbut;;

Sidney Coates, 330 Arch st. ; Elizabeth I'eirsou, 254 V

Fifth St.; or Sarah Allen, 146 Piue st.

Correction.—\a ihe article "Training Children," Wt
week, omit " not" in the 9th line.

Died, on the 11th inst., after a short illness, Ro»:f

L. PiTFiELD, of this city, in the 79th year of his age; «>

esteemed member of Philadelphia Monthly Meeting <•

Friends for the Northern District.
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SACTER OF PAUL AFTER CONVERSION.

BY JOHN KITTO.

have more than once directed attention to

t change which was wrouglu in Saul by his

on to Christ. This change atlecled not

his views and senlimenls, but his temper
iracter, his mind and heart

s suppose lor a moment that the record
s history ceased wilh the ninth chapter of

i, and that we possessed no autographic
Dns in the Epistles of his later temper and
,—knowing only the general fact, that he
a great apostle, and laboured wiih exlra-

j diligence and success in the Lord's vine-

that then, wiih our knowledge of his pre-

reer, with our recollection of its violence,

, and cruelty, would have been the idea

ild be likely to form of his subsequent
'.tl It seems likely, wiih these recollec-

id wilh our knowledge of the fact that

;n are not always amiable, that good men
always kind, that pious men are nol

lender-hearled,—we should conceive of
one who, in the midst of his greatness,

i, and usefulness, was probably a harsh,

and exacting man, incapable of much
ss towards others, or consideration for

rinities.

le reverse of all this is the fact Il

3 liltle to say of Saul, that after his con-

le was no longer illiberal in bis reproaches,

3 in his accusations ; that he reviled no
at he wronged no man ; ihal he op|)ress-

an—nay, ihat he preserved a conscience

jffence ; or even that he adhered strictly

iws of trulh and justice, inlegrily and
ess, in the whole of his conversulion and
int. Ho was far more than all ihis. He
ned of his Divine Master lessons of meek-
i Ibrbearance, genileness and kindness;

imbibed much of His lowly and lovely

He exemplified it by his patience, in the
' severe afHiclions, in necessities, in dis-

stripes, in imprisonmenls, in tumults, in

in walchings, in fasiings. 2 Cor. vi. 4,

ne word, he had " (lut on Christ," and in

Him on, had "crucified the (lesh with

ions and lusts," its natural tendencies and

, and stood I'orlh complete in Him—

a

jlure—a far better, and nobler, and more
reature. His history and his writings

n prools of th

consummate knowledge of human nature, no
than that tenderness of heart, which led him to

encourage in his young converts every opening
promise of goodness. He carefully cultivates

every favourable symptom. He is " gentle among
them, as a nurse cherisheth her children." He
does not expect every thing at once; he does not

exact that a beginner in the ways of religion

should start into instantaneous perfection. He
does not think all is lost if an error is commilled

;

he does not abandon hope if some less happy
converts are slow in their progress. He protects

heir budding graces ; he fences his young plants

till they have had time to lake root. If he rejoices

hat the hardy are more flourishing, ho is glad
that the less vigorous are nevertheless alive.

There is scarcely a more lovuly pari of his

character, though it imay be less obvious to unob-
servient eyes, as being more tender than great,

than the gentleness exhibited to the Corinthian con-
verts in his second Epistle to them. He is anxious,

before he appears among them again, that every
breach may be healed, and every painful feeling

incitement lorefurmation. Thus, although Timothy
is exhorted to have no company willi iiim who
obeys not the word of Paul's epistle, the prohibi-
lion is only in order " that he may be ashamed ;"

yet is he not to be accounted asao enemy, but ad-
monished as a brother.

His sorrows and joys, both of which were
intens'e, never seem to have arisen from any thing
which related merely to himself. His own hap°
piness or distress were little induonccd by personal
considerations. The varying condition, the alter-

nate improvement or declension of iiis converts
alone, could sensibly raise or depress his feelings.

Wilh what angui.-,h of spirit does he mourn over
some, " of whom I have told you often, and now
lell you weeping, that they are the enemies of liie

cross of Christ." Mark, again, his self renounc-
ing joy >

—"We are glad when we are weak and
ye are strong." Again, " Let me rejoice in the
day of Christ, that I have nol lived in vain, neither
laboured in vain."

Self-denial in all things lay at the root of his
regenerated character. VVe find him willincr to

done away, which his sharp reproof of an oflend-
j
forego the most innocent and lawful gratifications,

ing individual may have excited. He would not rather than grieve or offend the weak. " If meat
have the joy of thtir meeting overshadowed by make my brother to offend, I will eat no flesh

rid standeth, lest I make my brotherany remaining cloud. Want of consideration is

an error into which even good men sometimes
fall. They do not always enter intimately into

the circumstances and character of the persons

ihey address. But Saul writes to his friends like

one who felt, because he partook of the same fallen

humanity wilh them; like one who was familiar

wilh the infirmiiies of our common nature; who
could allow for doubt and d

sion and
rust, misappreheii-

; who expected inconsistency, and
was not diiterrcd by perverseness ; who bore wilh

while the

to offend"—be an occasion either of his ofTLiiding,

nal word mayor of his being offended, for the i

perhaps he taken in either of those senses.

Il may likewise be remarked, that althoufh he
neither courted the smiles, nor shunned the frowns
of men, by any servile or dishonourable conces-
sions, yet he considered it as the part of wisdom
and duly, to accommodate himself in every thing
consistent with truth and a supreme regard to the
will of God, to the weaknesses and even the pre-

ailure where it was not sinful, and who could re-jjudices of those with whom he had lo do.

prove obduracy without being disappointed at
[

'his was merely to secure opportunities of serving
meeting wilh it. The apostle's tenderness for his

j

'hem, manifesting hereby that true philanthropy
converts was, doubtless, increased by the remem- which is the genuine spirit of the religion of
brance ofJiis own errors,—a remembrance which
left a compassionate feeling on his softened heart.

Il never, however, led him to be guilty of that

'schievous compassion ol' preferring the ease of

Jesus.

His soul, now become truly Christian, was suf-

ficiently enlarged to comprehend all mankind;
and although (or rather because) himself a follower

his Iriends lo their safety. He never soothed ,
"'J'-"*'is on princi|)les never lo be shaken, he felt

where it was his duly to reprove. He knew that

nlegrily was the truest tenderness; that a harsh
ruth which might tend to save the soul, had more
humanity than a palliative which might endan-
ger it.

The intimate feeling of his own imperfections

is everywhere visible. It makes him more than

once press on his friends the Ciiristian duty of

bearing one another's burdens, intimating how
necessary this principle of mutual kindness was,

as they themselves had so much to call forth the

most strongly and tenderly for those he had left

behind, entangled in the fetters of Jewish pre-
judices. Language—even his own nervous and
comprehensive language—could not express in

terms sufficiently strong and tender, the alFec-

tionate good wishes of his soul on their behalf.
" Brethren, my heart's desire and prayer to (.iod

for Israel IS, (hat they might be saved." Horn. x.l.
But the benevolence ol' the apostle was nol con-

fined within 'he narrow limns of country or
friends. He felt great lenderness and compassionhemsel

Ibrbearance of others ; and in his usual strain of' lor the unbelieving in general ; he poured out his

referring to first principles, he does nol forget lo soul in earnest expostulations wiih ihem, and in

remind them that this was fulfilling the law of 'he most earnest prayers lo the Father of mercies

Christ. and God of all grace in their behull". Truly, con-

In his most severe animadversions this apostle corning such, could Saul say with David, " Rivers

does not speak of any with hopeless harshness.
|

of water run down mine eyes, because they keep

He seldom treats the bad as irreclaimable, but
|

not thy law;" for in his Epistle lo llie Pliilippians

i

generally contrives lo leave them some degree ol,(iii. IS,) we find this parallel decluralion,

—

view of Saul's character after the heart I
credit. He seems to feel that by stripping erring, "Many walk of whom I have told you often, and

had been exchanged for a heart of flesh, men of every vestige of character, he should strip
I

now tell you even weeping, that they are the

nothing more worthy of notice than that
|
them also of every glimmering of hope, of every [enemies of the cross of Christ."
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But whilo llic zc;\l of tlie nposllc \v;is thus

tenderly solicitous for the spiritual welliire of

entire communities, this did not absorb his warm
ntlaclimcnt to individuals; nor did his ardent re-

gard for their hij;hest interests lead him to over-

look ihcir |)ersoi;al concerns.

Wc might produce in proof of this the large

number of brethren and sisters who are mentioned
by name at iho end of most of his epistles, and
are {^reeled one by one with the most delicalo

manifestations of Christian and faithful love.

There is a Priscilla and an Aquila, his fuUow
lielpcrs in the word of the Lord Jesus Christ, who
liave exposed their lives for his; iheie is an
Andronicus and a Junia, his relations and com-
panions in prison, who were in Christ before him ;

there is a Persis, much bi loved by him, for she

had laboured much in the Lord ; and a Rufus,

chosen in the Lord, whose mother, he says, is

mine. From this point of view, these chapters of

salulaiions, which are often passed over as of no
general interest, offers us a study most attractive

and instructive, by enabling to penetrate into the

apostle's private lite, and into his dearest relation-

ships. But this is not all. Among the numerous
Christians who surround him, there are some for

whom he reserves a special allection—Luke, the

historian, so faithful and affectionate; Barnabas,
his fellow labourer, his love for whom had not

been cooled by a temporary alienation ; Philemon,
to whom he wrilcs with a liveliness of affection

which the pen of the most loving woman could
not surpass ; Epaphrodilus, whom God had res-

tored to health in answer to his prayers, lest " he
should have sorrow upon sorrow ;" Epeiphrns,

Tychicus, and above all the others, Timothy and
Titus,—Timoihy, than his second Epistle lo

whom no mother ever wrote a letter lo her son
more full of tender solicitude,—Titus, " his own
son in the faith," of whom he writes that when
he came to Troas, " I had no rest in my spirit

because I found not Titus, my brother."

In short, all that Saul said, and all that he did,

from the day of his conversion to that of his death,
was one sinking and beaulilul comment upon his

own declaration lo the Philippians,—" God is my
witness, how earnestly I long after you all in

the bowels of Jesus Christ."

A Tmincl.—The approach to Cincinnati, by
railroad, has been embarrassed by the mountain
against which the city rests. This is being ob-
viated by the construction of a tunnel over ten

thousand feet in length. It is progressing at

either entrance, and by shafts from the summit at

three points. The shal'ts reach some two hun-
dred feet into the earth, from whence the blasting

sounds like heavy but distant cannonading. Thej
rock and earth are drawn up by steam power.
Most of the operatives are Cornish miners. The
tunnel will cost nearly a million of dollars, and
is expected to be completed in sixteen months.
Some sixteen or eighteen railroads, made and
making, wdl probably enter the city through this

tunnel. The company has purchased (ourteen

acres of land in the city for a depot, machine shop,
car houses, &c. So that allogelher it is a most
important enterprise.

—

Late I'apcr.

' Sacred to God' should be inscribed on all our
possessions, in the use of which we arc to consult

his honour, and acquiesce in his arrangements and
dispensations.

a neat picture, but still the life is wanting. It is much a favourite with Uncle James; my father
not the gilded paper and good writing of a petition land he had been close friends for years, and ig

that prevails with a king, but the moving sense the vigorous and energetic sailor he had found hii

of it. beau iaeal of a man. My uncle Alexander waj
" of a different cast from his brother, both in Intel.

Tlir VWWi ^" ""^ '^'"•"''" led and temperament
;
but he was chiiracteriied

lUL l.MLtJ. by the same strict integrity; and his religjom
Hugh Miller makes frequent and honourable feelings, though quiet and unobtrusive, were per.

mention of his uncles, to two of whom, James and haps more deep. James was somewhat of a humo.
Sandy, he tells us, " he owed much more of hisjrist, and fond of a good joke. Alexander wjj
real education than to any of ihe teachers whose ' grave and serious. Uncle Sandy had acquired
schools he attended." He says, " My elder uncle i the trade of a cartwright, and was employed at i
James added lo a clear head and much native

i

workshop in Glasgow, at the lime the war of the

sagacity, a singularity retentive memory and a '
first French Revolution broke out; when, moved

great ihirst of information. He was a harness-
1
by some such spirit as possessed his uncle, the

maker, and wrought for the farmers of an exteii- victim of Admiral Vernon's expedition, he entered
sivc district of country ; and as he never engaged '

I he navy. He sailed with Nelson ; witnessed the

icr journeyman or apprentice, but executed all , mutiny at the Nore; wns with Duncan at Cini.
\

his work with his own hands, his hours of labour,

save that he indulged in a brief pause as the twi-

light came on, and took a mile's walk or so, were
usually protracted from six o'clock in the morn-
ing till ten at night. Such incessant occupation,

of course, left him little time for reading, but he
often found some one to read beside hirn durin"
the day ; and in the winter evenings his portable

bench used to be brought from his shop at the

other end of the dwelling, into the family sitting-

room, and placed beside the circle round the

perdown, and under Warren olf Loch Swilly

assisted in capturing two French ships of the Jioe;

was in Egypt with Abercromby, and at the tiege

of Alexandria. And then, as he succeeded in pro.

curing his discharge, he returned home with a

small sum of prize-money, heartily sickofwat
and bloodshed. All my uncle's narratives wet«

narratives of what ho had seen—not of what be

had done ; and, when perusing, late in life, oneof

his favourite works—'Dr. Keith's Signs of ike

Times,' he came to the chapter in which thatei-

hearth, where his brother Alexander, my younger cellent writer describes the lime of hot naval

uncle, whoso occupation left his evenings f

would read aloud from some interesting volume
for the general benefit,—[dacing himself always
at the opposite side of the bench so as to share in

the light of the worker. Occasionally the family
circle would be widened by the accession of from
two to three inlelligfnt neighbours who would
drop in to listen ; and then the book, after a
space, would be laid aside, in order that its con-
tents might be discussed in conversation. In the
summer months, Uncle James always spent some
time in the country in looking alter and keeping
in repair the harness of the farmers for whom he
wrought; and during his journeys and twilight

walks on these occasions, there was not an old
castle, or hill-fo

a sea-shell—a mure.\—not un frequent in the Me-

or ancient encampment, or an- diterranean, which he found time enough to traas-

que ecclesiastical edifice, within twenty miles of fer, during the heat of the landing in Egypt, froni

the town, which he had not visited and examined [the beach to his pocket ; and the first ammonite I

over and over again. He was a keen local an- [ever saw was a specimen, which I slil

are which immedialely followed the breakingoul

of the war, as the period in which the second fill

was poured out on the sea, and in which the wa-

ters ' became as the blood of a dead man, so (hit

every living soul died in the sea,' I saw him bead

his head in reverence as he remarked, ' Prophecy,i

I find, gives to all our glories but a single verse,

and it is a verse of judgment.' His narratives of

what he had seen were singularly truthful and

graphic, and his descriptions of foreign plantsaad

animals, and of the aspect of the distant regions

which he had visited, had all the careful minute-

ness of those of a Dampier. He had a decided

turn for natural history. My collection

Prayer.—Prayer is not a smooth expression
or well contrived form of words; not the product
of a ready memory, or of a rich invention exert-

ing itself in the performance. These may draw

tiquary ; knew a good deal about the architectural
styles of the various ages, at a time when these
subjects were little studied or known, and pos-
sessed more traditionary lore, picked up chiefly
ill his country journeys, than any man 1 ever
knew. What he once heard he never forgot;
and the knowledge which he had acquired he could
communicate pleasingly and succinctly, in a style
which, had he been a writer of books instead of
merely a reader of them, would have had the
merit of being clear and terse, and more laden
with meaning than words. From his reputation
for sagacity, his advice used lo be much sought
'after by the neighbours in every little difficulty

that came their way, and the counsel given was
always shrewd and honest. I never knew a man
more entirely just in his dealings than Uncle
James, or who regarded every species of mean-
ness with a more thorough conlempt. I soon
learned lo bring my books to his workshop,
though not yet of the kind he would have chosen
for himself; but he took an interest in my interest

;

and his explanations of all the hard words saved
me the trouble of turning over a dictionary. And
when tired of reading, I never failed to find a rare
delight in his anecdotes and old world stories,

many of which were not to be found in books, and
all of which without apparent effort on his own
part he could render singularly amusing. I was

specimen,

that he brought home with him from one of the

liasic deposits of England.
" Early on the Sabbath evenings, I used regulat-

ly to attend at my uncles' with two of my iiiaterDal

cousins, boys ol about my own age, and lallerlj

with my two sisters, to be catechised. Siibbalh

schools my uncles regarded as merely conipenso-

tory institutions, highly creditable to the teachers,

but very discreditable, indeed, to the parents aod

relatives o( the taught; and so they of course

never thought of sending us there. Later in the

evening, altera short twilight walk, for which the

sedenlary occupation of Uncle James foriiied an

apology, but in which Uncle Alexander always

shared, and which usually led them into solitary

woods, or along an unfrequented sea-shore, some

of the old divines were read, and 1 used to take

my place in the circle, though, i ain afraid, notio

very much advantage."

An Ancient Book.—The oldest book in ibe

United States, it is said, is a manuscript Bible in

the possession of Dr. Witherspoon, of .Alabama,

written over a thousand years ago I He describes

it as follows:—"The book is strongly bound in

boards of the old English oak, and wilh thongs,

by which the leaves are also well bound together.

The leaves are entirely made of parchment, of"

must superior quality of fineness and smoothness,
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rior to the best satin. Tlie pages are all

th great accuracy, and written with great

ty and beauty, In the old German text

d divided oil' into ciia|)ters and versos,

chapter of every book in the Bible is

vilh a large capital of inimitable beauty,

ndidly illuininated with red, blue, and
;, slill in vivid colours ; and no two of

al letters in the book are precisely alik

OPENING OF JAPAN.

?r from an officer in the Japan Expedi-
ilished in the daily papers, giving some
cumstances connected with the opening

, from which we take the following:—

•

; confidently asserted that the ciiief men
lie Japanese expressed themselves to the

at the time had now arrived when it was
for Japan to change iier policy in regard

ourse with foreigners, and to act like

ions in that respect.

not a little curious that so much ignor-

existed in regard to Japan. The ques-

been often asked what a fleet could

sh towards bringing to terms a people

ig some lifiy millions. The answer is,

in is entirely at the mercy of a maritime

1st, because the people of that country

subsisting on a minimum, and depend lor

islence upon their coast trade, which is

, and a destruction or interruption of this

de brings famine and desolatiun through-

nd ; 2d, an immense numberofthe popu-

ide on the sea-shore, in villages and cities,

ily mention Nangasaki, Natsmai, Ozaca,

o; the latter of which, if not the largest

;he world, probably contains more inha-

lan any other. In view of these facts,

I, the Japanese have been brought to

Jow that the truth on this score has been

lere is no knowing to what e.xlcnt the

ins will be made and granted.

Japanese are intimidated. They had

fa people who had for a long while anti-

hostile visit, and had wearied in watch-

. The very length of time which the

n has threatened them has been in favour

icess.

first question asked was, as usual, on

?ct of religion. Perhaps this may now
I form, which their ancestors have hand-

I regret that I am not able to Inform

I much circumstantiality of what took

that head. Commodore Perry is said to

)rmed them, however, that in his country

Dns were free, and that he did not come
in that subject. I believe he even advised

adopt the same policy. Protection is to

ed to our ship-wrecked seamen, and coal

learners. The treaty will be made out

;h, Dutch, and Japanese. Some months

se belore all the negotiations are ratified,

neantime something interesting may be

)r from this quarter, either from the move-

our own fleet, or from the action which

ch and English will take, if they do not

iselves already sufficiently occupied,

ly be gratifying to your readers to be

of some of the incidents of the by-play,

3, which attended the negotiations. The
being exceedingly artful and punctilious,

yf be certain that it required no lililc

and firmness to deal successfully with

le former visit last year the fleet anchor-

raga—on this occasion they anchored

feddo. To this the commissioners

remonstrated, saying that Uraga liad been
the place agreed on. In the meantime tiic boats

were sounding every day, and after receiving

reports as to the de|)lh of waler, the vessels would
be moved u|) higher towards Jeddo. To
sounding the Japanese ohjectcd, of course ; but

when they found the Americans advanced steadily

they stipulated to hold the negotiations at a poin

halfway between Uraga and the American an
chorage. An officer sent to examine that spot

found it a fishing village, totally inappro|)riale

the purpose. The Japanese were obliged to yield,

as Perry threatened to hold the interview in Jedd
itself. Of that interview you will have read.

During its continuance, however, the suite of ih

Commodore were entertained by a feast, whici

they represent as being to them most unsavory.
Cooked worms, fried snakes, and a variety

indigestible compounds, had to be partaken of for

politeness sake.

" The houses (not more than two stories high

probably on account of the earthquakes) have no

signs of that sumptuousness of which we read so

much, nor did the officers, eilher at this interview

or in their rambles, observe any evidence of that

wealth and pomp with which the high function-

aries of Ja|)an are said to surround themselves.

They had soldiers ranged in a line to the council

house. These were armed wilh an old fashioned

firelock—a cover being thrown over the breech

—

with cross-bows and with spears, inlaid with

mother-of-pearl. Their aspect was slated to be

extremely unwarlike, and poorly calculated to

inspire terror into the hearts of a valorous enemy.

It is even a matter of surprise that the Japanese

can be considered as a warlike nation. The books

which have been written on them, on this subject

and on many others, as far as such limited ex-

perience can be trusted, are extremely defective

and erroneous. Their cannons arc not more than

twelve pounders, and nothing astonished them more
than the size of the guns on board of the steamers

— frequently taking otF their hats and inserting

their heads, as if to lest practically the truth of

what they saw. A friend entertains so little opin-

ion of their prowess, that he assures me he

would not be afraid to enter Jeddo with a boat's

crew.
" Jeddo, as seen from the vessels, docs not

present that imposing appearance some say it

does. Though, as I have said, it is no doubt the

most populous city in the world, there was no

reason to believe it possesses any splendid build-

ings ; at any rate, not any very towering edifices

— no spires, no beaming minarets, like the roman-
tic cities of the East. It was remarked that in

visiting the Susquehanna, an officer of Japanese
artillery went at once to the mast head, may be

to sec Jeddo, or to make professional observa-

tions.

" As usual, on the arrival of the American
fleet, a cordon o( boats was placed around it. The
commander took out his watch, and pointed lo the

boats, indicating that they must be removed in

five minutes. It is unnecessary to state that this

very forcible hint was understood, and the boats

were removed. In insisting upon these small

points, or apparently small |)oinls, and by keep-

ing aloof himself, (only being seen twice during

the negotiations,) Commodore Perry manil'csted

very great discretion, and operated more elTec-

tually than he could have done by any other line

of conduct. It seems that the invariable mode ol

proc('eding heretofore with the Japanese, has been

10 impose an indignity ujioii foreign officials, and

contempt has always been consequenl thereon.

They wore not allowed to display cither on this

visit, Tliey were met by persons as studiously

punctilious as themselves, and determined to

yield not the smallest point.

"The lower orders were very kind to the visi-

lers, and manifested no little satisfaction at the

aspect afluirs seern to be assuming. It is certain

that the exclusive system Japan lias hcreloloro

adopted, has not been in accordance with the

wishes of the great body of its inhabitants. All
writers agree on this subject, and the experience
of this visit already proves it.

"Thousands are ready to avail themselves of
the opportunity of commerce with this country,

and no doubt wo shall soon know what is most in

demand, f leave it to political economists to cal-

ciilalo what will be the efiect of opening a market
of fifty millions of people, to nations as ready for

trade as the American and English, and many
others. Wc regard not this great event in that

point of view. In the meantime, however, it may
be stated that glassware is in demand there, as

recent experience demonstrates, as well as mer-
cury, yellow amber, aud a variety of articles of

a small kind, which traders only can discover.

"I will not prolong this epistle. One would

suppose, in reading of Japan, that it was cullivat-

ed everywhere. This was not the case near

Jeddo. On the contrary, the prospect on land

strongly resembled some parts of the shore near
the Chespeake. The houses were not very re-

markable for cleanliness."

The Expedition to Central Africa.—A. Pe-'

termann has addressed the following to the

Athenceum :

" Communications have been received from Dr.

Vogel up to the llth of October last. At that

date he was still in Mirzuk, but the departure

thence was fixed for the next following day. He
had unavoidably been obliged lo stay upwards of
two months at that place, on account of his travel-

ling companion and protector, the brother of the

Sultan of Bornu, to whom, as well as to other

people in that part of the world, as Dr. Vogel
says, the trite saying, " time is money," is alto-

geiher unknown, and who alone had caused the

delay, although, when asked on their arrival at

iMurzuk, as to when they would depart, he gave
the answer—" Tanwa, tanwa,' immt^diatcly, im-

mediately.' Dr. Vogel has partly occupied his

lime at Murzuk in reducing his various observa-

tions, the results of which have now been sent

home ; and partly with exploring the surrounding

country. Among other things, he found some
interesting tombs of great antiquity in the Waddy
Djerma, near the village Khraik, about one hun-

dred English miles north of Murzuk. These
tombs consisted of about fifty pyramids, mostly

between six and eight feet high and six to eight

feet square at the bases, the sides corresponding
.

precisely with the lour quarters of the globe.

Only two of these pyramids were sixteen feet

high.
" One of the pyramids were opened, and in the

interior a carefully constructed tomb, five to six

feet long, three feet wide, and three feel high, was
discovered, with the skeleton of a child, appa-

rently ten or twelve years of age, together with

some pearls or corals. Dr. Vogel tried to get to

the interior of one of the larger pyramids ; but

from the continued breaking of the implements in

demolishing the walls, the people declared that it
•

must be the tomb o( a saint, the disturbance of which

would bring misforlune on their heads, and, con-

sequently, refused their assistance in the excava-

tion. It is gratifying to learn that Dr. Vogel has

not in the least sulFered from the climate, and has

passed the time at the most dangerous place,

Murzuk, without indisposition, while nearly all
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his people were more or less atincUed wiili fever.

He hoped to reach Kuka in fifty-five to sixty days.

From ihe circumstance ihnt no news had come
from Dr. Barih, there can bo little doubt thai this

energoiic traveller has conlinucd his journey to

Timbuctoo, and commenced the exploration of the

middle course of the Kowara and the counlrics in

that region, which arc as yet unknown to Euro-

peans."

—

Late 2-)upcr.

THE CROSS OF niKlST.

"I am now come to unlawful self, wliich in a

religious or moral point of view is more or less

the immediate concernment of the greater part of

mankind ;" and is " of infiniic consequence to be

deeply considered by" all. Pcnn says, " that un-

awfiil self in religion, which ought to be mortified

by the cross of Christ, is man's invention and

performance of worship to God, as divine, which

is not so, either in its institution or performance. In

this great error, those people take the lead, who
attribute to themselves the name of Christians, and

are most exterior pompous, and superstitious

in iheir worship. They do not only miss exceed-

in"ly, by a spiritual unprepn redness, in the way

of their performing worship to God Almighty,

who is an eternal spirit ; but the worship ilself is

composed of what is utterly inconsistent wiih the

very form and practice of Christ's doctrine, and

the apostolical example. That was plain and spirit-

ual, this is gaudy and worldly : Christ's inward

and mental; iheir's outward and corporeal: lliat

suited to the nature of God, who is a Spirit; this

accommodated to the carnal part. Instead of ex-

cluding flesh and blood, behold a worship calcu-

lated to gratify them : as if the business were not

to present God with a worship to please him, but

to make one to please themselves." . . " But what

said the Almighty to such a people of old, upon

the like occasion? 'Thou, thoughtest [ was such

an one as thyself, but I will reprove thee, and set

thy sins in order before thee. Now consider this,

ye that forget God, lost I tear you in pieces, and

there be none to deliver. But hirn that ordereth

his conversation aright, wilTT show the salvation

of God.' The worship acceptable to him is, ' To
do justly, love mercy, and walk humbly with

God.' He that searcliclh the heart, and tries the

reins of man, and sets his sins in order before

him, who is the God of the spirits of all flesh,

looks not to the external fabric, but the internal

frame of the soul, an inclination of the heart.

Nor is it to be soberly thought, that He who is

clothed with divine lionour and majesty, who
covers himself with light, as with a garment, who
stretches out the heavens like a curtain, who
layeth the beams of his chambers in the deep,

who maketh the clouds his chariots, and who
walks upon the wings of the wind, who maketh
his angels, spirits, and his ministers a flaming

fire, who laid the foundation of the earth, that it

should not be moved ibrever," can be adequately

worshipped by those human inventions, the refuge

of an apostate people, from the primitive power of

religion and spirituality of Christian worship.

Christ drew olF his disciples from the glory and
worship of the outward temple, and instiiuied a

more inward and spiritual worship, in which lie

instructed his followers. " Ye shall neither in

this inountaiii, nor yet at Jerusalem," says Christ

to the Samaritan woman, " worship the Father.

God is a Spirit, and they that worship him, must
worship him in spirit and truih." As if he had
said ; for the sake of the weakness of the people,

God condescended, in old time, to limit himself to

an outward time, place, temple and service, in

and by which he would be worshipped ; but this

was during men's ignorance of his Oinnipresence ;

they considered not what God is, nor where he is.

;I am come to reveal him to as many as receive

I me. God is a Spirit, and he will be worshipped

in spirit and in truth. People must be acquainted

with him as a Spirit, consider him, and worship

iiim as such. It is not tilat bodily worship, nor the

ceremonious services, in use among many now,

that will serve, or give acceptance with this God,
who is a spirit. You must obey his Spirit thttt

strives with you, to gather you out of the evil of

the world; that by bowing to his instructions and

commands in your own souls, you may know
what it is to worship him as a Spirit. Then you

will understand, that it is not going to this moun-
tain, nor to Jerusalem, but doing the will of God,
and keeping his commandments. Commune with

thine own heart, and sin not ; take up thy cross,

meditate in his holy law, and follow the example

of him whom the Father hath sent.

"Stephen, that bold and constant martyr of

Jesus, told the Jews about their beloved temple

and tlie end of its services ;
' Solomon, built God

an house, howbeit God dwellelh not in temples

made with hands; as saith the prophet, heaven is

my throne, and ihe earth is my footstool ; what

house will ye build me, saith the Lonl, or where

is the place of my rest? Hath not my hand made
all these things?" The martyr goes on and tells

those apostate Jews, who were of those times

the ceremonious and worldly worshippers: " Yc

sliff"-necked and uncircumcised in heart and ears

ye do always resist the Holy Ghost; as did your

fathers, so do ye." As if he had told them, no

matter for your outward temple, rites and shadowy

services, your pretensions to succession in nature

from Abraham, and, by religion, from Moses ;

you are resistors of the Spirit, gainsayers of its

structions: you will not bow to its counsel, nor

are your hearts right towards God: you are the

successors of your fathers' iniquity; and, though

verbal admirers, yet none of the successors ol'lhe

prophets in faith and life. The prophet Isaiah

carries it a little farther than is cited- by Stephen.

For, after having declared what is not God's

house, the place where his honour dwells, these

words immediately follow: " But to this man will

I look, even to him that is poor and of a contrite

spirit, and trembleth at my word." Behold, O
carnal and superstitious man, the true worshipper,

and the place of God's rest ! This is the house

and temple of Him whom the heaven of heavens

cannot contain ; an house self cannot build, nor

the art nor power of man prepare or consecrate.

Paul, that great apostle of the Gentiles, twice ex-

pressly refers the word temple to man : once in

his first epistle to the church at Corinth :
" Know

ye not that you are the temples of the Holy Ghost,

which is in you, which ye have of God ?" and not

the building of man's hand and art. Again, he

lolls the same people, in his second epistle, " for

God, as God hathye are the temple of the

said ;" and then cites God's words by the prophet,

" I will dwell in them, and walk in them; and I

will be their God, and they shall be my people."

This is the evangelical temple, the Christian

church, whose ornaments are not the embroideries

and furnitures of worldly art and wealth, but the

graces of the Spirit ; meekness, love, faith, pa-

tience, self-denial, and charity. Here it is that the

eternal wisdom, who was with God from everlast-

ing, before the hills were brought forth or the

mountains laid, chooses to dwell, rejoicing in the

habitable part of his earth, saying my delights are

with the sons of men ; not in houses built of wood

and stone. This living house is more glorious

than Solomon's; of which his was but a figure,

as he, the builder, was of Christ, who builds us

up an holy temple to God. It was promised of
old, that " Ihe glory of the latter house should

transcend the glory of the former ;" which gospel

house or church made up of renewed believen

filled with divine glory and the beauty of holjnett

should exceed the outward glory of Solomon's

temple, which, in comparison of the latter houw
is but flesh to spirit, fading resemblances to Ihe

eternal substance. . . . For God's presence is not

with the house, but with them that are in il, «bo

are the gospel church, and nol the house. Oh!

that such as cull themselves Christians, knew but

a real sanctity in themselves, by the washing of

God's regenerating grace, instead of thai iinagin-

iiry sanctity ascribed to places; they would then

know what the church is, and where, in these

evangelical days, is the place of God's appear-

ance. This made the prophet David say, "The
king's daughter is all glorious within, her clothing

is of wrought gold." What is the glory ihm u

within the true church, and that gold which mskei

up that inward glory? Tell me, O maniisii

ihy stately buildings, rich furniture, plate soil

jewels, or the costly array of thyself or farailyl

" No, they bear no pro[)orlion with the adorning

of the Kmg of heaven's daughter, the blessed and

redeemed church of Christ."

New Jersey, Seventh mo., 1854.

A new Usefor Collodion.—Cotton powder [gun

cotton] dissolved in ether, forms a varnish which

sticks last, dries quickly, is impermeable to wa-

ter, and impenetrable to air. It is called collodion,

and is much used in surgical cases. A gardener

has just discovered that it may be made of vast

utility in producing plants and shrubs from cut-

tings. On making the cutting, the varnish is ap-

plied to the part cut, which immediately becomes

closed, or, so to speak, healed. The cutting it

then planted in the ordinary way. Out of twenty,

six cuttings of hot-house plants, to which collo.

dion was applied, twenty-three struck root;

whereas out of the same number, to which it wu

not applied, only twelve succeeded. With plants

kept in green-houses, and those in the open air,

even more satisfactory results have been obtained.

The collodion may also bo most advantageously

employed in gralung.

"Lowliness of heart is real dignity, and humi-

lity is the brightest jewel in the Christian's

crown."

Selected.

THE CHILD'S -WISH IN SUMMER.

Mother, mother, the winJs arc at play,

Prithee, let rac be idle to-day.

Look, dear mother, the Howers all lie

Languidly under the bright blue sky.

See, how slowly the streamlet glides :

Look how the violet roguishly liidcs
;

Even the buttertiy rests on the rose,

And scarcely sips the sweets as he goes.

Poor Tray is asleep in the noonday sun.

And the tlies go about liim one by one
;

And pussy sits near with a sleepy grace,

Witliout even thinking of washing her face.

There flies a bird to a neighbouring tree,

But very lazily flieth he.

And he sits and twitters a gentle noto

That scarcely ruffles his little throat.

You bid me be busy : but, mother, bear
How the humdrum grasshopper soundeth near,

And the soft west wind is so light in its play,

It scarcely moves a leaf on the spray.

I wish, Oh, I wish, I was yonder cloud
;

That sails about with its misty shroud

;

Books and work I jio more should see,

And I 'd come and float, dear mother, o'er thee.
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Selected,

eternul."Phe things that areanseen

ere is a state unicnown, unseen,
Where parted souls must be :

Dtl but a step may be between
That world of souls and me.

le friend I loved has thither fled,

With whom I sojourned here :

see no sight— I hear uo tread,

But may she not be near ?

iee no light— I hear no sound,
When midnight shades are spread:
3t angels pitch their tents around,
And guard my quiet bed.

:sus was wrapt from mortal gaze.
And clouds conveyed him hence

;

ithroned amid the sapphire blaze,

Beyond our feeble sense.

et say not—who shall mount on high
To bring him from above?
3r, lo I the Lord is always nigh
The children of his love.

he Saviour, whom I long have sought
And would, bnt cannot see

—

nd is he here ? wondrous thonght 1

And will he dwell with me ?

isk not with my mortal eye
To view the vision bright

;

dare not see Thee, lest I die

;

Yet, Lord, restore my sight 1

ive me to see Thee, and to feel

—

The mental -vision clear
;

he things unseen reveal ! reveal I

And let me know them near.

seek not fancy's glittering height.
That charmed my ardent youth

;

it in thy light would see tlie light.

And learn thy perfect truth.

le gathering clouds of sense dispel,

That wrap my soul around;
I heavenly places make me dwell,
While treading earthly ground.

lume this shadowy soul of mine.
That still in darkness lies,

let the light in darkness shine.

And bid the day star rise !

apart the faith that soars on high,

Beyond this earthly strife,

hat holds sweet converse with the sky.

And lives Eternal Life I

Jaxk Taylor.

For "The Friend."

BIOGRAPlilCAL SKETCHES

;er3 and Elders, .and other concerned members
of the Yearly Meeting of Philadeljihia.

CConlinued from page 364.)

MOEGAN CADWALLADER.

3g the early settlers of Merion, Penn-

i, was Morgan Cadvvallader. Of his son

ame name the following account has been

;d.

vas born in the Ninth month, 1679, and

iwards the close of the year 1698 taken

I was brought under concern about his

1 condition. He said when he was in

le had not been so careful as he ought to

en ; that when he had heard religiously

led Friends speak of ihc preciousness of

k of the Lord, and the necessity of being

and of using few words in conversation
;

not given sufficient heed thereto, but he

n pleased with the company of the light

n.

: when the Lord was pleased to visit him

:kness, and bring him in his apprehension

;ar death, then ho began lo consider his

n, and saw himself wanting. Then the

the Lord came upon him, and he took

delight in his service ; and the company of those

who were most serious, and careful to keep close

lo the Lord, was most nccept.iblo to him. He
desired that they would pray for him ; and the

Lord put it into his heart to go alone to wait upon
him, and pray unto him. It was his chief con-

cern to be serious and grave, and lo refrain from
that company which he formerly delighted in.

Such a lear was upon his heart, that he would
desire his friends and relations, if they heard him
at any time to say amiss, to tell him of it. When
he was in his last sickness, a friend visiting him,

inquired how he did, he replied, ' I am not afraid

of death, nor punishment after it ; for I know and
am satisfied that the Lord will have mercy on

me : and yet I wait to come one slep nearer to

him.' To another Friend he said, taking his

leave of him, ' When thy heart is tendered, re-

member me ; for it is good for one that is weak
to have help.' He often said, ' The time of my
going lo my long home draws nigh.' ' How good
is the Lord, and how great is his love !'

"One time he asked his mother how much he

wanted of twenty years, she replied, ' Three
quarters of a year.' ' Then,' said he, ' if I go to

my grave in my youthful days, I shall escape a

great deal of trouble that is in the world.' And
111 rlher said, ' I very often used to go alone into

the woods, and Rtll on my knees to pray to the

Lord, and make covenants with him, and that

with many tears. Though I have sometimes been

too short in performing the covenants which I

made in my distress; yet the Lord has been

merciful to me, and I am willing lo die. This

poor carcass, which is much decayed already, will

go to the grave ; but the purer part, or spirit that

is in it, will go to the Lord that gave it.'

"He said to his brother, 'I know thou art

tender, and often broken into tears : if thou wilt

be careful, the Lord will be good lo thee. I desire

thee, after meeting on Firs't-days, and on other

days, when thou hast time, to read the Scriptures,

and Friends' books, and spend less time in read-

ing history ; though I do not say there is harm in

so doing, if it do not too much employ thy

mind, for these things will be of little worth at

last. I hope thou wilt think on my words, when
my body is in the dust.' He prayed on this wise,
'

I Lord, who doth hear and see in all places,

let it be good in thy sight to look upon me a poor

mortal. Comfort and strengthen thou me, against

the lime that thou mayest see it convenient lo

take me out of this world ; and if there be any
under great trouble. Lord, do thou help them.'

" The morning before he departed, a friend

asked him how he did ; his answer was, ' I am
very well. I can wait bravely to-day, belter than

at any lime before;' and desired his lather lo wait

with him that day ; and also entreated both his

father and mother lo pray lo the Lord for him.

He gave good advice to his sisters, lo shun vain

company; adding, 'Through the goodness and

mercy of the Lord I am going to a good place.

Do not despise your father and mother.' Farther

speaking to ihem all, he said, ' When I am depart-

ed, be you silent, and have a care you make no

noise ; but for weeping, you cannot help that.'

Then ho said, ' Turn me on my right side, and I

will trust in the Lord.' These were his last

words that he spoke, and so slept about half an

hour, and departed this life without struggling, as

if he had fallen into his natural sleep.

" He died the 16th day of the Twelfth month,

in the year 1698, aged nineteen years and three

month.

The most efTcctunl way lo secure happiness to

ourselves is toconlcr itou oihers.

SUBJECTION OP SELF.
" ITc that rules h\i spirit is Ijetter tliau he that takcth

a city."

In renouncing the pleasures of a sinful life, the

Christian only resigns the artificial means of hap-
piness, for solid and subslanlial joy; but in regu-

lating the temper, he encounters n dillicult and
sometimes painful task. To understand iho doc-

trines of the Gospel, and admire its privileges,

indeed, to afiecl all the exterior of religion is no
very difficult attainment ; there belongs lo each of
these, some outward gratification, some ellbrt of
the understanding or exhibition of the person.
" Praise is lo be obtained in the great congrega-
tion ;" but lo watch the secret repinings of the

mind—to subdue the risings of anger—to guard
the door of the lips, when the attention is frittered

and vexed, urged from its favourite pursuit—lo

return the answer of peace when provocation

mingles with authority, and frowns occur for

trifles—lo endure the obloquy of reproach when
our actions are guided by the purest motives of duly

and of principle, and lo forego every selfish consi-

deration without exciting applause—this is that

secret warfare which Solomon commends in his

own energetic language,—" He that rulclh his

spirit is bolter than he that laketh a cily."

—

Spiritual Gleanings.

The Jlgrlcultiirc uf Palcsline.

In no part of the civilized world where a pro-

ductive soil abounds, is the condition of agricul-

ture at a lower ebb than in the country about

Jerusalem. The city is largely inhabited by

Jews, many of whom are pensioners of their bre-

thren in all the rest of the world. They are mi-

serably poor, indolent, and without employment.

The country round about is in possession of the

Arabs who hate the Christians much and the Jews

more. The Arabs are the worst farmers in the

world. Their implements of husbandry are so

rude and primitive that a sample of them would

surprise even a cotton-planter of South Carolina.

It is supposed by many that the lands of Pales-

tine are generally of the poorest character for the

purpose of the husbandman. Nothing could be

iiirther from the truth. The country possesses a

great diversity of climate, owing lo the variation

in elevation. The valley of the Jordan, at the

level of the Dead Sea, is 1,312 feet below the

Mediterranean, while the mountain of L'banon

rises above the line of perpetual snow, which is at

9,300 feet above the sea, so that here is eternal

winter, wliile the valley of the Jordan is a perpe-

tual tropical climate, and between these variations

of altitude there are all the varieties of productions

of the temperale zones. The soil is generally a

calcareous, light-coloured loam in the interior,

particularly near Jerusalem, and near the sea-

shore it is of a dark red loam, and on the jilains

of Sharon very productive, yielding three crops a

year of such things as will ripen within that space.

The soil produces good wheat, and corn, oals,

potatoes, &c., about equal lo the average crops of

Connt-cticut. Cotton has been produced here in

quality an J product per acre equal to the best

upland plantations in this country.

Fruit of various kinds grows to great perfection.

The grapes in particular are very superior, while

peaches, pomegranates, apricots, plums, olives,

figs, oranges, and melons, arc rich and abundant.

Altogether, the climate and soil, and the pro-

ductions, make it a most desirable country for a

residence. The rich lands near Jaffa can be

bought for a sum equal to about six or tight del-

lars an English acre.

To all this there is a drawback, which has
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licretoforc dcierrrd selllers from seeking a home
tliere, who know how lo apprecinle and cultivate

such a soil and make the productions profitable

and homes in such a climate pleasant and bcauti-j

ful. The country is in possession of the Arabs,;

who in point of cultivation are but a small remove i

above the wild Indians of this continent.

From time to time missionary cflbrts have been

!

made in Palestine, both by English and Amcri-j

cans, with one universal degree of success

—

tliatj

was to make no converts, but embitter the bigots I

against those who were trying to tell them of a

better religion than their own.

Two years ago, an eflbrt was made in a new

line to ameliorate the condition of the inhabitants

of Palestine. Seven Americans, with improved

plows and other tools, and American seeds, located ,

upon a piece of land seven miles from Jerusalem,

one mile from nclhjeliem, and made preparations

for farming after the American system.

Their location was in the valley of Arlos, upon

the very site of one of the gardens of Solomon.

Their friends in the city were much opposed to,

their going out there to reside, urging them, if

they were determined to try to cultivate llie soil,

to keep their residence in the city, for fear of the

Arabs. This did not suit their plans, and they

took up their residence upon the land and com-

menced operations, plowing deep with one of our

best plows, harrowing with an iron-loollicd har-

row, such as was never seen there before, and

planting corn, potatoes, beans, peas, oats, barley,

wheat, and all sorts of garden vegetables; in

short, making a peiibct American farm.

The operations, instead of exciting the jealousy

of the Arabs, aroused them to a slate of surprise,

and the news of what the Americans at Solomon's

garden were doing, and what wonderful tools they

were using, and how peaceable and quiet they

were, never saying anything about their religion,

flew on the wings of the wind, and visitors came
to look and wonder, from fur and near. The
operations of the carpenier and blacksmith were

not among the least sources of wonder. The
rapid manner in which he heated his iron, and

hammered it into just such shape as he desired,

was beyond the comprehension of the simple-

minded people.

One day the farm received a visit from twenty-

five Sheiks, who inspected all the tools and the

way they were used, and the effect produced, and

looked at the growing crops, so much beyond any-

thing they had ever seen produced before, and

then turned their heads together to consult upon

the wonders they had witnessed. The conclusion

was that these peo|)le must posssess a very supe-

rior kind of religion, as that is the standard upon

which they base all their estimates of character.

They made apijlicalions at once for several ol'

their sons to servo as a|)prentices to learn Aineri-

can farming, and did not even object that they

should be taught the principles of American reli-

gion; for surely, said they, it must be a good

religion, as these are very good people, and God
blesses their labour beyond any other in all Pales-

tine.

It would have been dangerous now for any one

to molest the American farmers, since they had

all the Sheiks and principal men in the country

on their side, and anxious for their success and

influence. The Jews, too, began lo think it would

be better for them to cultivate such a fruitful soil

than starve in the city, as many of them have

done, and they began lo apply lor situations as

labourers, notwithstanding the priests always

taught them that it was derogatory to the nalioiiiil

character of the Hebrews to till the soil. Though,
if they had undertaken it by themselves, they would

not have been permitted by the Arabs, who hunt

them as they would wild beasts. But, under the

protection of the American larmers, the Arabs

will permit them lo labour, and it is now a matter

of serious discussion among those who Jvnow of

ihe success of this enterprise, whether the most

feasible plan for colonizing the Jews in Palestine

is not to make them cultivators of its rich soil.

Owing to some ditl'icully which arose in regard

to the title of the land, they commenced upon in

the valley of Artos, the little colony moved last

year to the plains of Sharon, where they have

got a permanent location, and the number consists

now of ten Americans, male and female, and two

Germans.
One of the number was in our office n few days

since, from whom we derived these facts. He
speaks in most encouraging terms of the success

of the agricultural project, and ultimately, by that

means, of an influence upon the inhabitants, that

will eventually result in great good.

This etlbrt has been made through the liberality

of a few Christians in this city, and by the same

S|)irit that actuated the first movers in the work,

immense benefits may be conferred upon that

country. All that is wanted to make it a desira-

ble country for the emigrants of Europe is an in-

crease of the present colony sufficient to form a

nucleus or rallying-point, and more extended ope-

rations, and a gradual drawing in of the resident

population to adopt the same modes of producing

the varied and profitable products of the soil.

—

N. Y. Tribune.

TRAINING CHILDREN.

A quiet government is no doubt the best, and

generally the most efficient. The parent who
rules in a quiet way, has the best control of his

own spirit, which is indispensable to right author-

ity in a family. What he says is more likely to

be to the purpose; and if his words be savory

also, they will seldom fail to forward the end de-

signed. Where much is said, counsel is often

obscured by the multitude of words. Threaten-

ing, also, should be avoided. Threats are some-

times the resort of those who love their ease, and

and hope thereby to escape the trouble of a better

discipline—but generally they are made under the

influence of a brittle temper—of harsh feelings.

Harsh feelings will dictate harsh judgment, and

harslijudgment, carried out, will harden the heart

of the child. Threats made and not executed, do

but weaken the authority of the parent, and con-

firm habits of disobedience in the child. They
encourage presumption also: for knowing the

parent's will, and presuming upon their forbear-

ance, children learn to become heedless of their

displeasure—a most dangeious habit for a child

to contract in early life. The writer is very far

from any disposition to claim lo himself the credit

of having always acted up to the advice he is

giving. He has made many mistakes which he

would be glad of the opportunity of correcting,

but from a good deal of experience and observa-

tion, he is fully persuaded that in the hands of an

affectionate parent, a considerable degree ol

strictness in early training is no cruelty, but the

reverse. If it breaks the spirit, it is only the

spirit of the oppressor, which ought to ba broken

—that spirit which is seeking to wrest the govern-

ment of the child from its rightful lord and esta-

blish over it the worst of tyrannies—that spirit

which seeks to mar the beauty and innocence that

the good Spirit often imprints upon the child in

tender years. Against this spirit it is we shouhl

contend and not against the child, but xa.\\\iitfor

the child,—for his life and for his happinen-.

break the spirit of thorf)pprPssor and deliver ikt

innocent and oppressed. If iho parent is not

accustomed to watch over his own spirit, nori*

keep it in subjection, the enemy will insiainn

himself and contend against the child with hit

own weapons, thus wounding the siiirits of bo»b.

l'or"Tl.oFri.it«

SHANGHAIS.

Who knows the advantages or disadvanlagn

of the Shanghai fowls except those who have bMg
engaged in raising them in common with other

chickens. If the Editor of "The Friend" placed

that essay on Shanghais in his columns as a hint

or caution to the members of our Society to

beware of gelling into a spirit of spcculatioa,

I

hope it will have its use.

Notwithstanding all this, let those fowls hire

their due. I have raised several kinds, and am

decidedly of the opinion that they are nwre pnfl.

able, in several respects. 1st. They are larger;

~*nd. They are quiet and more easily managed

while raising their young. 3rd. Almost anyfeniw

will turn them. 4ih. Tlicy I'eud on grass nearly

the same as water-fowls. 5th. And more than

all, the quantity of eggs they lay; the same ia

winter as summer; and eggs we know are eggi

in our winter-markets. Olh. They conimeiice

laying younger than our common fowls: and I

have known them lo fetch ofl" a nice brood of

chickens at the age of six months. i\ly opponent

says, ' Give me Guinea fowls for eg^s.' I will

just say who ever heard of those fowls laying in

the winter season ? true, they lay from 18 to 20

eggs belbre selling : but Shanghai's lay two dozen,

and sometimes more : and do not slop for ibe

inclement season. A prominent objection tolhem

is, they do not scratch for a living : this is with

me an item in their favour. And as for llieir being

such unaccountable cnrn consumers, llie pieis

shows for itself, ihat ignorance of iheir properties

combined with a prejudice against them, was the

cause of such a conclusion. Otuo.

Ohio, Seventh mo. 1834.

WHAT FAMILY GOVERNMENT IS.

It is not to watch children wiih a suspicioaj

eye ; lo frown at their merry outbursts of innocent

hilarity ; lo suppress their joyous laughter, and lo

mould them into melancholy little models of octo-

genarian gravity.

And when they have been in fault, it is not lo

punish them simply on account of the personal

injury that you may have chanced to suffer in

consequence of their fault ; while disobedience,

unattended by inconvenience to yourself, passes

without rebuke.

Nor is it to overwhelm the little culprit with a

flood of angry words ; to stun him with a deafen-

ing noise ; to call him by hard names, which do

not express his misdeeds; to load him with

epithets, which would be extravagant if applied to

a fault of ten-fold enormity : or lo declare with

passionate vehemence that he is the worst child

ill the village and destined to the gallows.

But it is to watch anxiously for the first risings

of sin, and to repress them; to counteract the

earliest workings of selfishness; to leach an im-

plicit and unquestioning obedience lo the will of

the parent, as the best preparation for a future

allegiance to the requirements of a civil magis-

trate, and lo the laws of the great Kulcr and

Father in heaven.

It is to punish a fiiult because it is a fault; be-

cause it is sinful and contrary to the commandsoi

God ; without reference lo whether ii may or not
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I productive of immediate Injury to the

to olliers.

reprove with calmess and composure,
'iih angry irritaliun ; in a few words fitly

id not with a torrent of abuse ; to punish

s you threaten, and liiroaten only when
intend and can remember to perform ; to

you mean, and infallibly to do as you

govern your family as in the sight of

D gave you your authority ; wlio will

)ur strict fidelity with such blessings as

ed on Abraham, or punish your criminal

ith such curses as he visited on Eli.

—

t Observer.

]oDTcrsation upon the CuUrpiUar,

FOR YOUKG READERS.

! papa! see what a very curious insect

und here in the wall of our summer-
aid little Cassie to her father, as she and
ger sister and brothers were busily em-
i dressing their little gardens, and train-

leysuckle, with its sweet-smelling bells

it scarlet berries, through the branches of

ii creeper which formed the roof of their

,ver.

let me see it," said Nannie, running up

ler, who had hastened to her papa, who
:d upon a rustic chair just opposite to

! children were thus employed, with a

lis hand. " Why, that is a caterpillar,

'hich you know mamma told us will in

f time turn into one of those beautiful

i that flutter from flower to flower."

Nannie; but this is covered with pretty

low balls, which are quite bright and

d see ! it is not nearly so large or so

the caterpillar mamma showed us, and

ne of those little yellow balls."

papa, what kind of butterfly will it pro-

ear children," said their papa, " that un-

insect is destined never to become a

of any kind. It has met with enemies

destroyed hsviia/ity; that is, its power

longer in any state, and left it nothing

npty skin. I shall presently endeavour

1 to you how this has been effected ; but.

Tie hear whether Harry can tell me what

)illar comes from."

a pupa," said the youngest child—a lit-

bout eight years of age, who, from his

iking questions, and his desire of gaining

on on everything that he could at all un-

was called the doctor—" mamma
lat the butterfly lays a number of little

lich are hatched into little caterpillars,

it first very small, but very soon grow

is those caterpillars which we saw on the

leal."

Quite right ; these eggs are laid in some

ere, as soon as they are hatched, the

irpillar is sure to find plenty of food suit-

nature ; and this he devours so greedily,

icreases in size in a wonderful manner,

lime arrives that he is about to undergo

change ; and as he was a motionless egg

became a caterpillar, so now he again

almost motionless, and changes into an-

id of egg, as it were, from which the

tterfly is to issue. Can any of you tell

ame by which naturalists call the eater-

papa," said James, the eldest boy, who
led with great attention to what had been

Naturalists, or those persons who are

skilled in natural history, call the caterpillar /an;«,

which means a mask, that is, a disguise or cover-

ing."

Fttpa. Right, my boy ; Linnanis, the most
eminent amongst naturalists, invented this name
larva, because ihe caterpillar is a kind of outward
covering or disguise of the future butterfly within.

It has been ascertained by curious microscopic

exaniination, that a distinct butterfly, only unde-
veloped and not full grown, is contained within

the body of the caterpillar ; and that this latter

has ils own organs of digestion and respiration,

etc., suited to its larva life, quite distinct from
and independent of the future butterfly which it

encloses.

Harry. What do you mean, papa, by micros-
copic, or whatever you call it?

Fapa. I think Cassie will be able to explain

this big word microscopic to you ; as she has been
very lately looking through a misoroscope.

Cassie. Oh yes ; don't you remember the last

day we were at Mrs. Bagot's, that Mr. Bagot

I

showed us a very curious instrument which had a

number of glasses, through which we looked, and
Isaw the down on the wing of a moth, and the

I
little vessels in the rose branch which carry up the

I

sap and nourishment to the flower? This instru-

ment, he told us, was a microscope ; and micros-

Icopic examination means, looking at the larva or
! caterpillar through a microscope.

I

Fapa. Yes; and this shows us the little em-
i bryo or young butterfly inside of the larva ; and
lat the same time discovers to us the lungs and
stomach of the larva, by which it breathes and

j

feeds, quite distinct and independent of this little

butterfly, as I have already told you.
Natinie. But I think mamma said that the

butterfly comes from a chrysalis, or cocoon of silk,

i which the caterpillar spins before it changes into

I the butterfly.

Fapa. So it does, Nannie, The full-grown

I

butterfly lays the egg ; the egg produces the

1 larva, or caterpillar, which, as we have seen, con-

tains the future butterfly ; and when the proper
I period arrives, and the life of the insect in this its

first stage is to close, the caterpillar becomes what
is called a ^;i</ja, inclosed in a chrysalis or cocoon

' (often composed of silk, as in that of the silkworm,
which supplies us with that important article,)

and lies torpid for a time within this natural

cofiin, from which it breaks forth at the proper

j

period as a perfect butterfly.

I

Harry. \\ ill you tell rne, papa, what you mean
j

by a cocooni and what produces it ?

Papa. The larva or caterpillar, when about to

end its larva hie, appears to be conscious of this

approaching state some time previously ; and ac-

cordingly we find the dillcrent kinds of caterpillars

making dilFurent arrangements for their security

and repose whilst in that state. Some, like that

which Cassie found, retreat to a retired and secure

situation, such, for instance, as the summer-house
where it was discovered ; others make their way
under ground, and there remain buried till they

rise under a new form; whilst others, again, spin

themselves a hiding-|)laco of silk, which is called

la cocoon, and inclosed in it, as in a natural coflin,

pass this period of their existence in a slate ol

1
torpidity and death-like inactivity, during which

they are called /)!^;?a;, till at length, if they escape

the dangers to which they arc liable, they emerge

into renewed life, no longer to grovel on the earth,

but, as beautiful winged creatures, to soar high

above it, and join their com[)anion3 in the air :

—

" Wliero he nrriving, roinid ixljoiit dolh lly

From bed to bed, from ouu to oiIkt border.

And lulvCi survey, with curious, busy eye,

Of every flower auU herb tbere eel ia order

:

Now llii.i, now tlmt, lie tiisietii tcndiTJy,

Yet none of them he rudely doth disorder,

Nor with his feet their silken leaves defiiec,

l!ut pastures on the iileasurcs of Cftch ijluce."

Cassie. Oh ! how very wonderful. Who would
sup|)ose that an ugly creeping insect like a cater-

pillar could be transformed into such a bcauliful

creature as a butterfly? But, papa, 1 do not yet
perfectly understand what you mean by a pupa.
Pupa. Wlien the caterpillar has arrived at the

close of its life as a caterpillar, it becomes, as I

have just told you, motionless or torpid, that is,

inactive or apparently dead. It remains forsomo
time in this state, having previously cast ofT its

caterpillar's skin ; and the insect is tlicn called a
pupa, which is a soft, jelly-like mass, liable lo be
injured or completely destroyed by any violence it

may meet with. But in order to protect it from
every thing of this kind, that great and good Beici"

who is the Author of all life, impels it lo provide
itself with a means of security. In some cases
this is cflected by a cocoon of silk, or some other
material, which the insect is led to construct lor

its future abode; in others, ils soft skin bein"
moistened with a gummy liquid which it emits, it

becomes hard and of a shell-like ap|)earance, and
thus it remains till it issues forth in its perfect
state. [Ih be concluded.)

TAIN INDULGENCES.
" Oh, that my head were waters, and mine

eyes a fountain of tears, that I might weep day
and night for the slain of the daughter of my peo-
ple !" not slain with the sword, but with the

fashions, the maxims, the customs and the vani-

ties of the world. I rejoiced to see an allusion to

this subject in the columns of " The Friend," for

my spirit is often grieved in observing the rich-

ness and costliness of the furniture, and the orna-
ments conspicuous in the habitations of some from
whom we might expect difTerent things ; and who
profess to be followers of Him who wore a seam-
less garment, and to believe in the same self-deny-

ing principles and testimonies of our worthy pre-

decessors, who were cast into prisons and dungeons,
and not only denied the comforts, but even the

necessaries of file. How then can we indulge in

these needless and showy things that evince little

of the humble spirit of Him who said, " The fo.xes

have holes, and the birds of the air have nests,

but the son of man hath not where to lay his

head." Though we may be entrusted with an
abundance of this world's treasures, yet this is

no excuse for these indulgences, but rather an in-

citement to show forth our gratitude lo the Giver
of these blessings by our simplicity and willing-

ness to be examples to Ihe flock in all moderation,
showing ourselves good stewards of His manifold
gifts. For if we are not faithful in the unrighte-

ous mammon, and use it lo His honour, He will

send leanness into our souls, and utter the solemn
language, " Shall I not visit for these things, and
shall not my soul be avenged on such a nation as
this?" Yes, truly, we have need to be aroused
from the lethargy caused, by giving our strength

to the world and ihe perishing things thereof, und
not enough eyeing the Captain of our salvation,

who uttered the consoling assurance of acknow-
ledging us before His Father and the holy angels, '

if we acknowledged him before men.

The number of miles of railway in operation in

the United Slates at present is 17,77(), against

13,266 miles in operation on 1st of year, 1^53,
or an increase of 4,510 miles in twelve monlhs.

The number of miles in operation in 185:3, was
10,S13.
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For "Jho Fricud."

AMELIA OPIE.

A life of Amelia ()|)ic hns been recently pub-

lishcd, ol" wliicli we find a brief sjno|)sis nnd

review in the Spectator, an Eiiglisli paper. The
Reviewer says: "She was born a Unitarian; for

years she was, perhaps, practically a notliing-at-

all-ist. As lialf a century rolled on, she began

to turn iier attention to religion, and finally settled

do«n amongst the Quakers,—prompted as much,
probably, by tier personal associations with the

Gurney family, and other Friends at Norsvich, as

by any theological considerations."

She used the plain language, conformed some-

what in dress to the Quaker gaib, and there ' her

coiivincement seemed to end.' The Spectator

says : " In her last illness she iiad the Litany

read to her, earnestly making the responses ; and

she was surrounded, in lileand death, by counter-

feit ()resentmenls of men opposite enough."
" She lay dead ; placed in her coffin in the

lower chamber beneath the one in which she had

brealhed her last; surrounded by the portraits of

her iriends, which, hanging upon the walls of the

room, used so often to allraet her notice, and won
from her some expression of remembrance and

regard. Men of all views, political and religious,

were there; all known, and having earned a niche

there by some superiority of natural or acquired

excL-llenccs. There Lafayette, Cooper, David,

Madam de Slael, and others of her foreign friends,

liung side by side. Tliere J. J. Gurney and his

brother, Elizabeth Fry and Lucy Aggs, and close

by ihem, the Bishops of Norwich and Durham,
and Professors Sedgwick and Whewell ; there

the poets and statesmen whose genius had charm-
ed lier; and last though not the least, Mrs. Sid-

dons in her glory as Queen Catharine."

If tliis recorded convert to Quakerism lived

amidst gilt pictures of play actresses, warriors,

bishops, painters, authors, and professed ministtrs

of the Gospel amongst Friends, and on her death-

bed, clung to the Litany and its answers, instead

of quietly resting in spirit on the Lord Jesus for

comfort and support, what must have been the

nature of that Quakerism which acknowledged
her and wiiich she acknowledged? I !

THE FRIEND,
CIGIITII MUNTU

One of our correspondents \\ho has sent us an

acceptable literary selection which appears in our

paper this week, says, " though I, as an indivi-

dual, am always best pleased when I see our

little sheet come well stored with religious matter

of a savory kind ;
yet as thou hast to cater for a

variety of tastes it would bear the appearance of

being necessary to give considerable variety to the

matter thou servest up, as this probably would

be the most satisfactory to by lar the greatest

number."
We are glad of the aid of our friends, in mak-

ing for us entertaining selections of matter calcula-

ted to furnish tlie readers with valuable inlbrma-

lion in the various departments of science, and of

natural history. But we also, feel anxious to see

every number of " Tlie Friend," as it is issued,

go forth into the inany families wiitre it is a wel-

come visitant, " well stored with religious matter

of a savory kind." We wish to see the readers

thereof well instructed in the true principles of
Quakerism, as set forth in the writings of our
worthy predecessors, and exemplified in their

ac:ive cross-bearing. Christian lives and holy
deaths. There are materials in almost every
family for the preparation of a few pages for our

Journal, which would be valuable and instructive.

Many excellent letters of faithful Friends now
gone to their everlasting reward, well calculated

to stir up the zeal of the living, are sulfcred to

! slumber in private collections; many an account

of preservations in life, and Christian support in

death, aro retained in old manuscripts, which

might have a tendency, if given to the world, of

quickening the faith of the leeble traveller Zion-

ward, and comforting the soul of the " faint, yet

pursuing" Christian warrior.

Our correspondent continues : " That " The
Friend," which has always been considered as

the organ of the Society on this side of the great

waters, from its commencement, by the body of

sound Friends licre, may ever continue justly en-

titled to hold that position by maintaining a strait

forward and unwavering course, without a fear of

acknowledging Truth, or exposing error, when
necessary, is what I, with many others, do greatly

desire." With this honest expression of kindly

concern, we can heartily unite. We have aimed,

and do still continue to aim, at making and pre-

serving our journal a consistent and unwavering
advocate of the principles of Truth, the testi-

monies of the Gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ,

set forth in the Holy Scriptures,—revealed in-

wardly to the saints, and believed ;n, lived up to

and preached by George Fox and our worthy pre-

decessors. We have no unity with any defection

in principle, nor any departure in practice ; and
intend, as light and wisdom are ailurded us, to

stand if we can, in our proper post against the

mighty inroad of a worldly spirit, and the conse-

quent declension from primiiive spirituality and
simplicity, so prevalent in some places.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
EUROPE.—News from Eugland to the 15th ult. Flour

in Liverpool, 33s. 6rf. to 34s. 6d. Cotton had also de-

clined. Cholera has appeared in many places, in Eu-
rope. An Australian emigrant ship had been obliged

to put back to Liverpool, after losing fifty of the passen-
gers

; it has broken ouj, in the allied Baltic fleet now in

Boomersund tjound, and also in the garrison of Cron-
stadt ; at St. Petersburg there were 580 cases on the

1st ult., and at Marseilles (France) 106 deaths had oc-
curred in one day.

The War.—Ten thousand more French troops were
being sent in English vessels to the Baltic, further
collisions between the Turkish and Russian forces in

Wallachia are reported, in which the latter sustained
considerable loss.

About 150 wagons with wounded Russian soldiers,

among them 80 olScers, had arrived at Bucharest, and
450 carts loaded in the same way had arrived at Jassy.

—Could we have seen these melancholy trains, and
looked upon the wretched beings conveyed in them, it

might aid in forming a conception of some of the hor-
rors attending that unspeakaljle abomination, war. The
war intelligence always reaches us first from England,
and of course is somewhat different from that which
would be given by Russians.
Accounts from St. Petersburg represent the doings of

the English on the coast of Finland as barbarous, and in

some cases of the most atrocious character ; they speak of

a number of petty predatory incursions in which unpro-
tected villages have been burned and plundered; small
vessels belonging to the peasantry captured or destroyed,
and in some instances the commission of outrages of the
most odious kind.

Four days later. In the Liverpool market, wheat and
flour had further declined. The insurrection in Spain
is believed to be spreading throughout the country, not-

withstanding the strenuous eUorts of the government to

put it down.
Russian troops were re-entering Wallachia, and the

allied forces in Turkey in movement towards the

Danube.
BARBADOES.—Up to Si.xth mo. 27, the ravages of

Cholera were unabated ; it was thought C500 persons
had died.

HAVANA.—At last dates, was suffering from Yellow
Fever.

UNITED STATES.—Oq the 25th ult., the Senate ra-

tified a treaty with Russia, binding the United States to

neutrality during the present war, niil

ftcknowledgmeut by Russia of the mer. i:

ucutrals expressed briefly by the pln.i

ships make free goods." A Russian a^'m;

be in Washington with propositions to . i .u- ibe i!

sian possessions in America to the United Statet b
pecuniary consideration.

The Vestruclion of San Juan de Xicara;iua. San Ji

or Grcytown contained about 80 houses and 500 in

bitants
; its principal importance was dirinj from

being situated at the eastern terminus uf \\\i- propoi

ship canal through the isthmus, by way ol Luko Nil
ragua. The protectorate formerly e.vleinlij orer

place by the English, had been latterly wiilidrawn, i

the State of Nicaragua exercising no jurisdiction,
i

people had established a government and laws of tb

own. Some weeks since, a difficulty occurred with

American captain, who in a dispute had killed one
the natives. Solon Borland, of Arkansas, on hi«i»ti

from a diplomatic mission, was at San Juan when II

occurred, and l)y threats and violence prevented t

arrest of the offender. On Borland's going on sho

soon after, some indignities were olfered hiiu by thet

cited people, and there was an attempt Xo iurcst hii

but it was forbidden by the mayor. Wliiu ilu- oinil
ister reached Washington, he complaiiud .,| thcinut
he had received, and the U. S. sloop of war Cvanetv
promptly despatched to demand an apolo;;y, amlamT
of money as satisfaction. The demand ii.ii la-ingcoili

plied with. Captain Hollins, it is presumed in aiconUo

I

with his instructions, caused the defenceless town to

bombarded on the 13th ult., and afterwards elfecWill

entire destruction by burning the remaining buildings,

thus depriving the inhabitants of their means of sul

sistence, and leaving them without shelter under tj'

tropical sun. t

The Wheal Crop. That of Illinois is stated to be tl!

largest ever raised in the State ; that of Ohio to pro'i

better than was anticipated ; and that of Virginia to I

above average.

KVsconsm.-The Supreme Court of this State hat 4
cided the Fugitive Slave law to be unconstilutional

lleallh of Ci(!c».—Where there is no Cholera,

principal cities appear to be healthy ; some of them ui

usually so, but wherever this dread visiter makes

appearance, it is usually accompanied by a great

crease of some other forms of disease ; thus in K

York only 241 of last week's mortality are attributed I

Cholera, and yet the aggregate reaches the startllD'

number of 1139.
|

New Orleans.—Interments for the week ending 16t

ult., 120.

I'iltsburff.—Only 20 deaths in a population of 70,00'

Jialtimore.—In the week ending 24th ult., 174. Lai

week, 212.

Boston.—In the week endi.ng 29th ult., 108.

New rorA.—Total interments for the week, 1139;

these, 241 are attributed to Cholera; 26, Cholera Mor

bus
; 282, Cholera Infantum

; 75, Diarrhaw ; and 41

Dysentery; the foreign population and youngchildit:

are the greatest sufferers.

Brooklyn.—257 deaths—92 of Cholera.

i-'Ai/ai/e/pAm.-Interments last week, 573; ofCholcri

70; Cholera Morbus, 14 ; Cholera Infantum, lOG; Diw

rhcea, 21; Dysentry, 41; Sun-stroke, 27; under on

year of age, 187 ; under five years, 303.

St. Louis.—la the week ending 24th ult., 296 deaths

The epidemic is still very fatal at Chicago, Detroil

and many other places.

A TEACHER WANTED,
For the Girls' second arithmetical school at Wcst-toit

larding School. Apply to Anne Tatum, Woodburv

Sidney Coates, 330 Arch St. ; Elizabeth Pcirson, 254 S

Fifth St.; or Sarah Allen, 146 Pine st.

DrED, after a few hours' illness, on the Gtli ol bevcnl.

mouth, in the Gist year of her age, Mary Wkiobi

(wife of Nathan Wright ;) a member of the I'hiladelphi

.Monthly Meeting of Friends for the Northern District.

, at his residence ^in Columbiana county, Ohi(

on the 12th ult., James' Akmstuong ; a minister «o

member of Sandy Spring Monthly Meeting, in the 671

year of his age. lie endured a protracted illness i

several months, with exemplary patience and Christin

fortitude, and has left to survivors the consoling belie

that, through the mercy of his Redeemer, his end ffi

peace.

, near Milton, Wayne county, Indiana, on tb

12th of Seventh month, of pulmonary consumption,!

the thirty-eighth year of age, ISABELLA,

Charles T. Westcombe, (formerly of Worcester, Eng.

and daughter of Saml. Stokes, formerly of Philadelphii

Her end was peace.
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;nt Visit to tlie Geysers of Iceland.

BY PLINY MILES.

y, July 26lh, 1852, I spent nt the Gey-
liey rise out of the ground near the base

some three hundred feet in height. Most
t springs I have seen in Iceland are at

of hills. The Geysers are on ground
arly level, sloping a little from the hill,!

r fil'ty acres or more. The springs are

hundred in number, and of every size

, some very large, others small, scarcely

ng any water at all. The Great Geyser
jleyser" par e.xcellence—attracts by far

attention, as from its great size, the

of water it discharges, and ihe magnitude

idor of its eruptions, it stands unequalled

)rld. It is on a lilile eminence that it

e for itself, a hollow rock or petrified

t has been formed by a siliceous deposit

water. On approaching the place, you

;ee where the Great Geyser is, by its

ntity of steam. 1 walked up to the margin

i there it was, perfectly quiescent, like a

infant. It is shaped exactly like a lea-

1 appearance circular, thougli it is a liltle

I?y measurement, the larger diameter

X feet, and the smaller diameter forty-

. . . The temperature, by Fahrenheit's

eler, was 209" above zero, only three

lelovv the b liling point. The basin itself

et deep, and in the cenli'e there is a round

pipe," as it is called, running down into

like ^well. At the top where it opens

jasin, this pipe is sixteen feet across, but

;low the surface it is said to be but ten

imeler. This pipe is round, smooth, and

and is said by Sir George Mackenzie

rs who have measured it, to extend per-

irly to a depth of 65 feet. The rocky

nd sides of the basin and pipe are smooth

light colour, nearly wiiile. The quan-

eam that escaped from the surface was

ible, but not nearly so great as I should

would come from such a body of hot wa-

h is the appearance of this most remark-

itain while slill, and certainly it does not

a violent or dangerous pool. . . When in

! stale, the Geyser is altogether a dilFer-

. When I arrived in the evening, the

s not over half full of water, but the next

it was full and running over, though the

of water that flows from it is not very

\ slight rising of the water, as if b )iling,

1 the middle of the basin directly over

when in a quiescent state. Now arrived

at the Geyser, we must wait its motion, for iho

eruptions occur at very irregular intervals, some-
times several times a day, and sometimes but once
in two or three days. Knowing that it gave a

warning—by firing signal-guns—before each
eruption, I took the time to go about the grounds
and see what there was to be seen. I gathered some
fine mineralogical specimens, some beautiful sam-
ples of petrified peat, or turf, all rools and vege-

table matter turned to stone. Fifteen or twenty
yards west of the Geyser is a gully or ravine,

with nearly perpendicular sides, and ihirty or

forty feet deep. I went down into this, and found

a little rivulet of warm water in it, the banks
being composed of volcanic matter and red earth.

I heard a gurgling noise in the bank, and went
up to it, and there was a little mud spring of

blubbering clay, hot and steaming. While in this

ravine, I heard a sudden noise oi' explosions like

cannon two or three miles away, and yet it seem-
ed to be near me, and under the Great Geyser.

It was the subterranean explosions that always
precede an eruption. 1 ran up to ihe Geyser, and
saw the water in a violent slate of agitation and
boiling, with considerable air coming up out of

the pipe to the surface. This was all; only a

false alarm, and not an eruption. 0(1' I went, on

another exploring expediiion about the grounds.

I heard a violent gurgling up towards the foot of

the hill to the west, and went to see the cause of

it. About 150 yards from the Great Geyser I

found a jet of steam coming out of a hole in the

ground, and down out of sight I could liear mud
boiling and sputtering violently. I noticed here

what I had heard was a characteristic of the hot

springs of Iceland, deposits of clay of difTerent

colours and of great beauty. It was moist, in a

slate somewhat like putty, and lying in layers, in

several distinct colours. Red, blue, and white

were the prevailing tints. It was most fine-

grained and beautiful, and I could not help think

guide repenledly ran across the narrow rocky
partition that separated llic two. . . . The jjuide

now showed me the Sirokr, or what Sir John
Stanley calls the New Geyser. It is a mere hole

in the ground, like n well, wiihout a basin or
raised margin. It is nine feel in diameter at the
lop, and gradually grows smaller to abjut fivo

feet in diameter. The Strokr—a word signifying

agitator—is a most singular spring. I looked

down into it, and saw the water boiling violently

about twenty feet below the surface of the ground.

It is situated 131 yards south of the Great Geyser.
While looking at this, I heard a noise, and look-

ing up saw a burst of water and steam n. Utile

way ofT, that the guide said was the Little Geyser.

It is 106 yards south of the Strokr. I went to il,

and found an irregular but voluminous burst of
water, rising with considerable noise, eight or ten

feet high. It played about five minules, and slop-

ped. I found that it played in a similar way at

pretty regular intervals of about half on hour,

throughout the day. About noon, some two hours

after the first alarm, I heard again the signal-guns

of the big Geyser. The discharges were near a

dozen, following one another in quick succession,

sounding like ihe firing of artillery at sea, at the

distance of two or three miles. I ran up to the

Geyser, and saw the water in a stale of violent

agitation, and soon it rose six or eight feet, in a

column or mass, directly over the pipe. It, how-
ever, soon subsided, and the water in the basin,

iVom being full and running over, sank down the

pipe till the basin became nearly empty. 1 was
doomed to disappointment this time, there being

no more eruption than this. It was two or three

hours before the basin got full of water again.

About four o'clock I heard the reports again, and
louder than before; the guide hallooed to me, and
we ran up near the margin of the basin. The
explosions continued, perhaps, two minutes, ihe

water becoming greatly agitated, filling the basin

ing would be of considerable value as paints, if it 'to overflowing, and then, as if the earth was
were collected. I gathered some of it, but in the openinj;, the fountain burst forih wi:h a shock that

absence of proper things to carry it in, and the

long journey before me, I reluctantly lelt the

samples behind. About 140 yards southwest of

the Great Geyser I came upon two deep springs

or pools of clear water, hissing hot and steaming.

These pools appeared two springs of irregular

outline, each from 10 to 15 feet across, and nearly

or quite 30 leet deep. The water was so clear I

could see directly to the bottom. A narrow,

rocky boundary separated the two. This bound-

ary, or rather partition, as well as the sides of the

spring, was apparently a silicious deposit or petri-

faction caused by the water ilself. On going up

near the margin, and walking round on every

side, I noticed that the earth or rock overhung the

springs on all sides, so 1 could see directly under,

and the crust near the margin was very thin,

giving it a most awful appearance,

approach too near the margin, and it should

break off; down he would go to inevitable deaih

'

i[i the seething cauldron. ... A person might

Ucry easily run into these springs, or rather iliis

I double spring, for it is just even lull of water, and

on level ground. I did not see it till I was jusl

on the margin. Some late traveller here said his

nearly threw me over. The water shot in one

immense column from ihe whole size of the pipe,

and rose perpendicularly, sepirating a little into

different streams as it ascended. Such a spec-

tacle no words can describe. li» height, as near

as I could judge, was about 7l) or 75 /eel. The
awful noise, as a renewal of the forces kept the

water in play, seemed as if a thousand engines

were discharging their sie.im-pipes up through a
pool of boiling water. Great quantities of ^Icani

accompanied it, but not enough to hide the columa
of water. We stood in perfect safety wiihin forty

feet of the fountain all ihe time il was playing,

which was about six or eight minutes. Well was
Il said thai, had Louis XIV. of France seen the

Geysers of Iceland, he never would have made
ihe foun'nin of Versaillej. Compire ihe work of

If one should man when he makes a spurliiig jet from a pipe

wilh a two inch bore, to a column of boiling wa-

ter ten feet in diameter, and near a hundred feet

high, and rushing up with the noise and actual

lorce of a volcano I . . . 1 had ihoughl thai Nia-

gara Falls was the greatest curiosity, and Fingart

Cave, al SlafTa, the most pleasing one ihnl I had

ever seen ; but—though not ai all alike^lha
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prcal Geyser of Iculainl, as a mnrvcllous work of, ping bulow ihe surface, and sinking down inlo the

nature, eclipses ihcin both. . . . The Geyser play- pipe, up 'twould come again; and, as the water
ed lower and lower, and in the course of two or' would reach the surface of the ground, it would
three minutes alter it began to recede, had all, seem to burst and shoot not only liigli but wide,

sunk down into the pipe, leaving the basin quite! The failing water wet the earth for some twenty
onipiy, and the pipe also down for about ten feet. 'or thirty feet from the pipe. I picked up some
This was the first time 1 liad an opportunity olj small fragments of tho grass turf that we had

king into liie pipe. The water was scarcely thrown in, and found them literally cooked
agitated at all, but slowly rising. In the course

ol two and a iialf hours the basin was again full

and oveiflowiiig. According to Ihe most reliable

esiimales, the n)axiinum height of the eruptions of

the Great Geyser is iVoni 90 to 100 feet. . . , The
first account of these remarkable fountain's dates

back about COO years. To me, one of the most

remarkable circumstances connected with Iceland

is, the constant and regular supply of fire that

keeps springs of water at a boiling heat, and sends

forth fountains with n force beyond all human
power, and with a constant and unceasing regu-

larity, for hundreds, and, for aught we know to

the contrary, for thousands of years. Whence is

the supply of fuel? Why does it not all get con-

sumed? Hut a child can ask a question that a

man cannot answer. Some have attempted by

drawings and illustrations to figure out a theory

of pipes, cavities, and conduits under the earth,

that, supplied with a constant stream of hot water,

would produce the erujitions (hat we see. The
great irregularity in time and in force seems to

set at naught the wisest calculations. We can see

the effect produced, and can look on and admire,

but the springs of adion are hid by the Almighty
in the wonderlul laboratory of nature.

. . . The Strokr is little less remarkable or in-

teresting than the Great Geyser. Though of less

magnitude, it throws its stream of water higher, laud u

and wider too, and more varied, in consequence genia

of its raiher irregular bore. This bore, or pipe,

is somewhat rough and a little crooked, like the

Irishman's gun, made for "shooting round a cor-

ner." One rule seems-to pervade all the Geysers
or shooting springs of Iceland. The larger they

are, the more seldom their eruptions. Tho Great
Geyser, from what I can learn, does not give one
of its highest eruptions ofiener than once in one
or two days, the Strokr once or twice a day gen-

erally, and the Little Geyser every thirt}' or forty

minutes. The Slrokr can be made to erupt by
throwing in stones or turf. The Ibrmer sometimes
choke it up, but turf and sods do not; and more-
over they produce a fine effect by giving a black,

inky appearance to the water. I had my guide

cut up a quantity of turf with a spade, and, piling

iheni up on the margin, we threw them—several

bushels at a time—down the well of the Slrokr.

They splashed in the water, which was boiling

I'uriously, as usual, about twenty leet below the

top. The ebullition nearly ceased, and we watched

There are two or three farm-houses in the

vicinity, and near one of them, in a hot spring, 1

saw u large iron kettle placed, and in it were
clothes boiling. Indeed, if tliese hot springs were
movable property, would they not be worth some-
thing attached to a large liotel or bathing estab-

lishment ? I boiled a piece of meat for my din-

ner in one of tiie springs, and while the culinary

o|)eration was going on, I went to a pool in the

brook that flows from the Great Geyser, and had

a most delicious warm bath. 'Twas all gratis

—

no charge for hea'.mg the water. The brooks

that flow from the Geysers all retain tiieir heat

more or less for several hundred yards, until they

are swallowed up in the icy cold river into which
they empty. Some travellers have spoken of a

sulphury taste to meat boiled in the Geysers, but

I did not observe it. . . .

'Tllc tljernl.'

THE UXCLES.

with

" My uncle Sandy had, as I have already said,

been bred a cartwright ; but finding, on his return

after his seven years' service aboard a man-of-war,
that the place had cartwrights enough for all the

employment, he applied himself to the humble,
but not unremuneralive profession of a sawyer,

often to pilch his sawpit, in the more
of the year, among the woods of

the hill of Cromarty. I remember, he never fail-

ed setting down in some pretty spot, sheltered

from the prevailing winds under the lee of some
fern-covered risitig ground or some bosky thicket,

and always in the near neighbourhood of a spring,

and it used to be one of my most delightful exer-

cises to find out for myself among the thick woods,
in some holiday journey of exploration, the

place of a newly.formed pit. With the saw-pit

as my base-line of operations, and secure always
of a share in Uncle Sandy's dinner, I used to

make excursions of discovery on every side,

—

now among the thicker tracks of wood, which
bore among the town-boys, from the twilight

gloom that ever rested in their recesses, Ihe name
of the dungeons ; and anon to the precipitous sea-

shore, with its wild cliffs and caverns. The hill

ol Cromarty is one of a chain belonging to the

great Ben Nevis line of elevation ; and though
It occurs in a sandstone district, is itself a huge
mass, composed chiefly of granitic gneiss and a

for some little time, but no red splintery honestone. It contains also nume-
eruplion seemed to come at the call we had made,
AVe walked away a few steps, thinking that this

method of producing an eruption was not infalli-

ble, when suddenly it shot forth with a tremen-
dous explosion, throwing its column of dirty water
an immense height. As near as I could judge,

the water ascended about one hundred and thirty

feet. The explosive, or, rather, eruptive ibrce

was not quite as regular as in llie Great Geyser,
but would momentarily slacken, and be renewed,
the height of the column sometimes not being over
seventy or eighty feet high. How black and inky
the water looked I and occasionally pieces of turf
were seen flying high in the air. . . . After play-
ing about fifteen minutes, ii began to slacken, and
gradually settled down. It look some time, how-
ever, to get over its " black vomil," caused by the

turf and earth that we administered. After drop-

rous veins and beds of a peculiar-looking granite,

of which the quariz is white as milk, and the

feldspar red as blood. When still wet by the

receding tide, these veins and beds seem as if

highly polished, and present a beautifiil aspect

;

and it was always with great delight that I used
to pick my way among them, hammer in hand,
and fill my pockets with specimens.

It is low water in the Frith of Cromarly during
streamtides, between six and seven o'clock in the

evening ; and my Uncle Sandy in returning from
his work at the close of the day, used not unfre-

quently to strike down tho hill-side and spend a

quiet hour in the ebb. I delighled to accompany
him on these occasions. Thi re arc professors

of Natural History that know less of living nature

than was known by Uncle Sandy ; and I deemed
it no small matter to have all tlic various produc-

tions of the sen with wiiich lie was arquainu
pointed out to me in these walks, and lo be put

possession of his many curious anecduii s reg«n

ing llum. lie was a skilful crab and oysu

fisher, and knew every hole and crannie bIod

several miles of rocky shore, in which the cre«

lures were accustomed to shelter, with not a fei

of their own peculiarities of character. CoDlnr
to the view taken by some of our naturalisls,«uc

as Agnssiz, who held ihat the crab is highari.

standing than the lobster, my uncle regarded tb

lobster as a more intelligent animal than tho cral

The liole in which the lobster lodges has alu,

always two openings, he has said, through on

which it sometimes contrives to escape when

other is stormed by the fisher ; whereas the cij;

is usually content, like the rat devoid ofwul)
wilh a hole of only one opening; and besiJesgelil)

so angry in most cases with his assailaoi, a«ic|i

become more bent on assault than escape, and »(

loses himself through sheer loss of temiwr. Aik'i

yet Ihe crab has, he used to add, some
intelligence about him too. When, as

happened, he got hold in his dark, narrow recei

in the rock of a luckless digit, my uncle showed n»i

how that after the first tremendous squeeie bi|c

began always to ex|)eriment upon what he hoii

got, by alternately slackening and straitening bii

grasp, as if lo ascertain whether it had life

'

or was merely a piece of dead mailer; andlbal

the only way to escape him, on these trying cecal

sions, was lo let the finger lie passively belweetj

his nippers, as if it were a bit of slick or tangle:]

when apparently deeming it such he would be!

sure to let it go; whereas on the least attempt lc|

I
withdraw it, he would at once straiten his gnpei

I

and not again relax it for mayhap half an hour.

In dealing with the lobster, on the other hand.l

the fisher had to be beware that he did not depend

I too much on the hold he had got of the creature,

!
if it was merely a hold of one of the great claws.

For a moment it would remain passive iu his

grasp; he would then be sensible of a slighl

liremor in the captured limb, and mayhap beat a

i slight crackle; and, presto, the captive wojU

i

straightway be ofl' like a dart through the deep

water hole, and only the limb remain in the

fisher's hand. My uncle has however told me

that lobsters do not always lose their limbs wilh

the necessary judgment. They tluow them off

when suddenly frightened without first wailing lo

consider whether the sacrifice of a pair of legs i$

the best mode of obviating the danger. On linng

a musket immediately over a lobster just ca|i-

lured, he has seen it throw off both its great cla»s

in the sudden extremity of its terror, just as a

panic-struck soldier sometimes tffrows away his

weapons. Such, in kind, were the anecdolesof

Uncle Sandy. He instructed me too how to find

amid thickets of sea-weed the nest of llie lump-

fish, and taught me lo look well in its immediate

neighbourhood for the male and female fish, espe-

cially for the male; and showed me further that

the hard-shelled spawn of ihis creature may, when

well washed, be eaten raw, and forms at least as

palatable a viand in that slate as the iniporttd

caviare of Russia and the Caspian. There were

instances in which the common crow acted as a

sort of jackall lo us in our lump-fish explorations.

We would see him busied at the side of some weed-

covered pool screaming and cawing as if engaged

in combating an enemy ; and on. going up lo the

place we used to find the lump-fish he had killed,

i'resh and entire, but divested of the eyes, which

we found as a matter of course, the assailant, in

order to make sure of victory, had taken the pre-

caution of picking out at an early stage of the

contest. Nor was it merely with the edible thai
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;d ourselves on these journics. The
metfillic plumage of the sea-mouse,

to) stepped as if in the dyes of the rain-

ited our admiration lime afier lime ; and
;ier wonder used to be awakened by a

irer sen-worm, {annelid) brown, and
s a piece of rope-yarn, and from 30 feet

t in length, which no one, save my uncle,

found along the Cromarty shores, and

'hen brolven in two, as sometimes hap-

1 the measuring, divided ils viialily so

between the pieces, that each was fitted,

not doubt, to set up as an independent

and carry on business for itsell'. The
too, that form for themselves tubular

s built up of large grains of sand (amphi-

Iways excited our interest. Two-hand-
ufts of gold-hued bristles,— furnished,

,
with gieatly more than the typical

of fingers— rise from the shoulders of

latures, and must, I suspect, be used as

1 the process of building ; at least the

the most practised builder could not set

ith nicer skill than is exhibited by these

1 the setting of the grains which compose
lindrical dwellings. Even the mason-

id bees are greatly inferior workmen to

son amphiiriles. 1 was introduced also,

)b excursions, to the cuttle-fish and sea-

d shown how the one, when pursued by

y, discharges a cluud of ink to conceal

It, and that the other darkens the water

t with a lovely purple pigment, which my
is pretty sure, would make a rich dye,

extracted of old by tlie Tyrians, from a

I which he had often seen on the beach

xandria.

ned, too, lo cultivate an acquaintance with

'o or three species of doris that carried

loraceous, tree-like lungs on tlieir backs
;

:quired a sort of ufTection for certain shells

are, as I supposed, a more exotic aspect

ir neighbours. Among lliese were Tro-

ryphinus, with its flame-like markings

m, on a ground of paley-brown ; Patella

8, with ils lustrous rays of vivid blue on

epidermis, that resemble the sparks of a

: breaking against a cloud ; and above

'aa Euiopea, a. not rare shell further to

1, but so little abundant in tiie Frith ol

y, as to render the live animal, when
wice in the season I used to find it creep-

he laminaria, a species of sea-weed, at

;me outer edge of the tide-line, with its

mge mantle flowing liberally around it.

It of a prize. In sliort, the tract of sea-

lid dry by the ebb formed an admirable

nd Uncle Sandy an excellent teacher,

horn I was not in the least disposed to

lid when, long after, 1 learned to detect

ne bottoms now far out of sight of the

d the forest-covered Silurians of cent

, and anon opening to the light on so

among the mountain Limestones of our

ntry, I have felt how very much I owed
structions.

irnia Indian Reservation.—Accounts
: Indian Reservation at the Tejon are to

est degree satisfactory. The harvestin

acres of wheat and 400 of barley had

commenced, and it is estimated that afte

g a sufficient quantity ol seed for the

wing, there will be a surplus of fully

buslu Is of wheat. A military post has

ablished on the Reservation, for the pur-

keeping off intruders. Superintendent

erecting substantial houses for the In-

dians, and is organizing schools for tlic instruc-

ion of the young. As this is the first attempt on
he part of the United States Government lo civil-

ze the Indian, llie fxperiiiient is anxiously watch-

ed by all who desire to see the remnant of the

i race preserved.

rroin llic I.c-i^iiru Hour.

A I'uuvcrsadim upon the I'lilii'iiiUur,

FOU YOUNG READKKS.
(Concludeti from pa:.'!' :t7jj

James. But what were the enemies that you

said had destroyed the caterpillar ihiit C'ussie has

found in the summer-house, and will prevent it

from becoming a butterfly?

Papa. I was about to mention ihem to you, my
boy, as they are associated with one of the most
extraordinary circumstances, or phenomena as

they are called, connected with insect life. Do
you see these little silken balls, so bright and

yellow, which are on this caterpillar?

James. Yes, papa ; they are about the size of

little grains of wheat, and sometliing that shape.

Nannie. If they were not on the caterpillar,

and fastened to it, so as to appear a part of itself,

from what you have told us I should have thought

them little cocoons.

Papa. And so they are, Nannie. But in order

that you may understand how they came there, I

must mention to you that there are certain lillle

flies, called ichneumon flies, which, in their

caterpillar or larva state, inhabit and feed on other

caterpillars; and from this circumstance are called

parasitical, which means living upon others.

Harry. Ob ! how very strange. But, papa,

how can they get into the caterpillar, so as to live

there?

Papa. The ichneumon fly is furnished with a

long sharp sting, called an ovipositor, which means

an egg-placer. Can you tell your sisters, James,

what that word ovijmsitor is derived from?

James. Yes, papa ; from the Latin word ovum,

egg, and position, placed.

Papa. And {vom positum we get the Eng''

•s the most wonderful circumstance in connexion

with this subject. The ciitcrpillnr which lias been

thus attacked by the icjmeunion (ly goes on feed-

ing and apparently thriving quite us well during

the whole of its ciiterpillar life as those that have
escaped. For, by a wonderful provision of instinct,

the ichneumon grubs within do not injure any of
the organs of tho larva, but feed only on the fuiuro

butterfly inclosed wiliin it. And, consequently,

it is hardly possible to distinguish a caterpillar

which contains these enemies from those that are

untouched.

Harry. Then how are wc to know the sound
caterpillar from the eaten one?

Papa. I have just told you that as long as it

continues a caterpillar you cannot easily know tho

one from the other; but when the period arrives

for the close of its larva life, the dillcrence appears;

then, those that have escaped their parasite ene-

mies prepare to soar upon their beauteous wings
into a new world of delijihts ; whilst of the other

unfortunate insects who have been thus attacked

tho skin alone remains, and even it soon melts

away and entirely decays.

James. Thank you, dear papa, for telling us so

much about these wonderful little insects. I am
sure I shall always sec a caterpillar with much
more interest than I have hitherto felt.

Papa. I am glad to hear you say so, James.

And, indeed, there is not a single object within

your reach which will not afford you both delight

and instruction, if you carefully examine into its

nature and history. But tell me, do you re-

member what is tiie Greek word which signifies

" soul?"

James. I think it is psyclii.

Papa. Yes, James, psyclib is the Greek for

soul ; and is it not remarkable that it is also the

Greek for butterfly ? Now, if you look into your

Classical Dictionary under the name ps^c/ii, you
will find that the butterfly was the symbol or

representation of the soul ; and, on that account,

in old paintings, amongst the ancients, when a

man had just expired, a butterfly appeared flutter-

words, position, deposit, etc., etc. Now, the_/?y ing above, as if rising from the mouth of the

being possessed of this long sharp sling, or ovipo- deceased. But this subject is connected with one

sitort pierces with this the body of a caterpillar in
{

far more important as well as interesting to us,

several places, and deposits her eggs, which are and which is very suitable and appropriate to

there hatched, and feed as grubs or larvm on the what I have just been leading in the very inte-

inward parts of their victim. But just at the resting and highly instructive book that I have in

period when the caterpillar is about retiring for my hand.

the purpose of assuming the pupa state, from Cassie. Oh! papa, what is the name of the

which it is to emerge a perfect insect, the ichneu- book ? Will you allow us to read it? or will you

mon grubs, having by this time completely devour- read it out lo us yourself?

ed the hidden butterfly, come forth from their Papa. It is a " View of the Scripture Revcla-

lurking-places, and spin upon the outside of their lions of a Future State," and gives us the infor-

lale habitation their little silken cocoons, from mation contained in the different parts of the bible

which they are to issue as flies. relative lo the occupation and state of the psyche

Cassie. Oh! now I understand all about it, or souls of those who, having escaped the enemies

papa. These little yellow silken balls, on this to which they were exposed on earth, are pre

caterpillar that I have found, are the cocoons of served and prepared for those regions of blessed-

that horrid fly, which has been eating up the poor ness where they shall dwell forever in the glorious

little butterfly that was contained inside of it. bodies with which they are to be invested on

Papa. You are very nearly right, Cassie; it arising out of the stale of death, or sleep, as the

was not exactly the ichneumon fly that devoured scriptures call it, and which might in some sense

the hidden butterfly ; bul it was ihe grub or larva, be termed the pupa state of mankind. Now if the

which was produced from the egg that the fly had butterfly or psycho slate be symbolical of the soul

deposited in tho caterpillar, and which, having when clothed with its resurrection body, can any

now completed ils dcsiructivc work, issues forth of yuu tell mo to what the Am»ki« body itself may

and spins its little cocoons, which you see. be compared?

Nannie. 15ut, papa, does not the ichneumon James. I think, papa, that the larva or cater-

flv immediately kill the caterpillar? Will not the pillar slate very much resembles man in this life,

si'in", by means of which it places ils eggs in the
j

while preparing for the great change ;
when, after

body' of the caterpillar, at once cause its death ;
' his body has lain in the grave, just as the pupa

or if it recover this injury, will not the grubs orldoes in the tomb of the cocoon, his soul is lo

larva of the fly devour it up? mount upward in a new body to tho kingdom of

Papa. You might very naturally suppose that heaven,

this should be the result ; but here, my dear child,] Papa. Yes, my dear boy. In many par.s of
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[Scriplure,] man is called a uorm ; but as ihe

worm or c:iter|iillnr chnnj^es into the butterfly, so

shall those who, by the help of God's good Spirit,

conquer their corrupt aiid'carnnl desires, and set

their affection on things above, be changed into

the likeness of the glorious body of their blessed

Lord and Saviour, who has passed into the heavens

before them as their forerunner. And it is not a

little remarkable that the place where the Al-

mighty is said particularly to dwell is called in

scripture " his pavilion," a word taken from the

Greek papi/ioti, which also signifies a butterfly.

But you must remember, my dear children, that ii

is in this life you are to be prepared for the enjoy-

ment of that which is to come, in order to be

capable of participating in iis happiness ; and it is

in this life also that your soul has to contend with

those secret enemies which, like the ichneumon

flies, are ever seeking to destroy it. It is neces-

sary to observe, too, that our well-being and pros-

perity in this life is by no means a sure proof of

our being free or secure from those secret enemies.

Can you tell me, Nannie, docs the caterpillar

which has been attacked by the ichneumon fly

cease to feed ? or does it show in any manner that

it has been thus attacked ?

Naniiie. No, papa ; it conlinues still to feed

and thrive, just as if it were uninjured.

Papa. Precisely so, Nannie. The caterpillar,

assailed by its apparently insignificant foe, shows

no symptoms of its dangerous state, for it is not

on the caterpillar that it feeds, but on the butter-

fly, psyche, or soul contained within it. And as

the caterpillar thrives and grows apparenily as

well with as without those unseen enemies, so a

man may have a secret enemy within his own
bosom, destroying /iiS soul-psyche, though without

interfering with his well-being during the present

stage of his existence, and whose presence may
never be detected till the time arrives when the

last great change shall take place.

Cassie. But, papa, the poor little caterpillar

could not know any thing of these cruel flies, and

therefore could not guard against them nor de-

stroy their eggs.

Fapa. And therefore, my dear child, we may
pity, but we cannot condemn these poor insects.

However, this is not ihe case with regard to our-

selves. God has given to us understanding or

reason ; and he has also given lo us, [the Scripture

of Truth,] and promised of his Holy Spirit to those

who seek it, in order to guide and direct them
aright as lo those things which concern their

eternal welfare. Now [the Bible] tells us of the

enemies that we are exposed to ; it teaches us

also how to guard against them; and when we
are assailed by them, it [tells us where to look for]

the means and the power of overcoming them.

And now, in conclusion, I will repeat for you a

little hymn which you will find in the " Teacher's

Manual for Infant Schools," and which is very

appropriate to what we have been speaking of.

" Yon butterfly, whose airy form
Flits o'er the garden wall,

Was once a little crawling worm,
And could uot fly at all.

" The little worm was then inclosed
Within a shell-like case,

And there it quietly reposed
Until a change took place.

" And now on rich and purple wings
It roves as free as air,

Visiting all the lovely things
That make the earth so fair.

" And we, if humbly we behave,
And do the will of God,

And strive to follow to our grave

^1 The paths the saints have trod,

.Shall find a change more glorious fur

Than that which came to light,

When, burstinr; through its prison bar.

The butterfly took flight.

'Through Christ, who reigns above the skies

To us it will be given
Aloft on angels' wings to rise,

And taste the jovs of heaven."

Excess of ceremony shows want of breeding
;

hat civility is best which excludes all superfluous

formality.

For "The Friend."

lilOCRiPillCAL SKETCHES

Of Ministers and Elders, and other concerned members
of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

CConlinued from pace 3730

KOGER GILL.

Roger Gill, of London, was born about the

year 1064. In his youthful days he was guilty,

according to his own testimony, " of many gross

and enormous crimes." The natural and unre-

generaie nature was in dominion in him, and

although he frequented the meetings of the Bap-

tists, yet he knew nothing of the soul-saving and

heart-cleansing baptism of the Holy Ghost and

fire. When about nineteen years of age, he was
convinced of the Truth as held by Friends, and
submitting to the power and virtue of the Holy
Spirit, his corrupt heart was changed. The ef-

fectual baptism was upon him, and he was washed,

sanctified and justified in the " name of the Lord
Jesus, and by the Spirit of our God." The fear

of God was now his defence against those vices

which had formerly enslaved him, prompting him

lo seek earnestly lo the Lord, his helper, lor

strength to enable him to withstand the assaults

of Satan. So he grew in grace, and in the saving

knowledge of our Lord Jesus Christ, striving to

attain lo " his measure of the stature of the lull-

ness of Christ."

After some years, a gift in the ministry of ihe

gospel was dispensed lo him, and being faithful

and diligent therein, he became, though young in

years, as a father in the Truth, able, through the

fresh unfoldings and renewed anointings of the

Holy Spirit, to divide the word with heavenly wis-

dom to the flock. Speaking in season to the

weary, strengthening the leeble-niinded, support-

ing the weak, having milk for babes, strong meat

ior manhood, consolation for the true Israel of

God, and just reproof and admonition to the back-

sliding and rebellious.

He laboured for a time in his native country,

but it was not long before he felt an overflowing of

gospel love in his soul towards the iiihubitanls of

America, wilh a concern to visit them. This

concern grew and increased until the time qanie,

when it seemed proper to endeavour to fulfil it.

Thomas Story was under a similar concern, and
being, in the First month, 1698, at a meeting in

Southwark, with Roger Gill, he, after the meet-

ing, found an unexpected freedom to mention to

him his concern as they were returning to Lon-
don. After unfolding it, he asked, if he knew of
' any ministering Friend concerned for those

parts,' for he wanted a companion. Roger was
silent for a time, and then said, " It is now long

since I was first concerned that way, and the last

night,inmy sleep, was as if making all things ready

for my voyage." To this Thomas pleasantly

said, " Is it no more but a dream yet?''

They met again shortly after, on the way to a

meeting at Enlield, and Roger said, it would be

the Seventh month at soonest that he could be

ready, for he had to see his wife and family in a

way of living, as ho knew not he should everw
them again.

U'iih the consent, approbation, and encourtH
ment of the brethren of the morning meeiini

London, they made ready to sail in the ship Pr
vidence, of London, bound for Virginia, of whir
William Cant, a Friend, was commander.
the lOlh day of the Ninth month, they went o[''

hoard the vessel, accompanied by several det*
Friends. Of the parting opportunity, with whoir

Thomas Slory has given the following accouDI:
" Being together in the great cabin, thego»

presence of the Lord commanded deep and in

ward silence before him, and the Comforlcroflhil*

just brake in upon us by his irresistible power!"!

and greatly tendered us together in his heavenlif'

love, w hereby we were melted into many teanf'

Glorious was His appearance to the humbling op
us all, and the admiration of some there whodi(i'

not understand it. In this condilion we remainedj*'

for a considerable season, and then William Penif"

was concerned in prayer, for the good and prep
servalion of all, and more especially fur us thedf

about to leave them; with thanksgiving also foi

all the favours of God, and for that holy and pre.

cious enjoyment, as an addition to his many for-

mer blessings. When he had finished, the Lore

repeated his own holy effusion of divine toul'i

melting love upon the silent weeping assembly,lc

the full confirmalion of us more iminedialely con-

cerned, and further evidence to the brelhrcn of the!

truth of our calling. In this love unfeigned, aod

tender condilion of soul, we embraced each other

to our muiunl satisfaction ; for the same powerful

love ol Truth that makes us loath lo depart from

ihe Friends and brelhren of our native laad,t

drawing us to remote parts of the world, and re-

maining in our liearis, gives courage and slrenglh

to leave all, and follow the Lord w heresoever he

will. We looked alter them so long as we could

see them ; not with minds to go backwards, or

wilh any desire now to return, but in the comfort

of divine love ; which neiiher distance of place,

nor number of years, shall ever bo able to obstruct

or delace, as we keep true to the Lord in our-

selves."

Their passage over the mighty ocean was a

very tempestuous one, yet were the travellers

comforted by the assurance ihat ihe Lord was

wilh them, secretly sustaining them by his lile-

giving presence, and showing them that he was

Lord God Omnipotent, who ruleih the raging of

ihe sea. They landed in the Chesapeake, on

the r.2ih of the Twelith month, and iniinediaieiy

commenced their labours of love lor the good of

souls.

After divers heart-tendering meetings in Vir-

ginia, they passed into Carolina. On ihe IDihof

the First month, 1699, several slaves alteuded a

meeting, who had previously received the Truth.

To one of these, Roger Gill felt constrained lo

speak a lew words by way of ministry, " by which

she was much tendered," and Thomas Story, shak

ing hands wilh her as he passed, she was much

broken. Thomas says, "Finding the day of the

Lord's tender visitation and mercy upon her, I

spoke encouragingly to her, and was glad to find

the poor blacks so near the Truth, and reachable.

She stood there, looking after us and weeping, as

long as we could see her. I inquired of one of

the black men, how long they had come to meet-

ings. He said, ' they had always been kept ia

ignorance, and disregarded as persons who were

not to expect aaythiiig from ihe Lord, till Jona-

than Taylor, who had been there the year before,

discoursing wilh them, had informed them ihat

the grace of God, through Christ, was given also

to them, and that they ought to believe in, and
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ind taught by it, and so might come to be

'liends, and saved ns well as others ; of

hey were glad. The nt xt occasion was,

k\'illiam Ellis and Aaron Alki[ison were
hey went to meetings, and several of them
onvinced.' Thus one planteth, and an-

fatereth, but God giveth the increase."

he 14lh, they had a very good meeting in

Roger was ' very powerful' ' in his testi-

' " to the praise of the Lord, of whom
3 the power, and to whom be all the glory

." Returning northward, they had a nicet-

h some Indians to whom Roger Gill spoke

immortality of the soul, and also that God
ilaced a witness in the heart of every man,
approves that which is good, and reproves

ich is evil." To this the chief assented,

ing through Maryland, Pennsylvania and

lersey, they proceeded into Connecticut,

liaving appointed a meeting at Stanford,

yor undertook to break it up, by sending a

jle with a warrant. Thomas Slory inform-

company assembled, that the law of Eng-
llowed toleration ; but ihe constable said

d not stand on the laws of England, but

law of their own that no Quakers should

I meeting among them, and none there

be.

sr Gill, who was filled with zeal, com
i speaking to the people, paying no heed

order of the constable. In ihe course ol

nmunicalion, he spoke of the anti-chrisliar

manifested of old time in New England
they had whipped and in many way:

Friends, cutting oil" the ears ol" some, and

g others, because they were Quakers,

they came in love as the peaceable mes-

s of God to them. He added that the samt

I'as yet alive among them in Conneclicut

juld be at the same cruel work still, but was

led by a better power. The constables,

;
their commands of no efFect with the

r, ordered the people to withdraw, and they

obeying, they commanded the landlady ol

use where the meeting was held, to forbid

Ihe house. At this ihe iwo Friends went

estreet, and Roger, lifting up hisstrong voice,

imed, " Woe, woe, woe, to the inhabitants

place who profess God and Christ, with-

; knowledge of God, and void of his fear."

I lull opportunity of relieving themselves in

eet, they passed on to Fairfield, where the

ay there was to be a great Quarterly lec-

it which were gathered the inhabitants of

townships and their ministers. The Friends

concern to go to it, but desirous not to

the people, by entering with their hats on,

et down on the green near the meeting-

they drew nearer as the preacher gave out

xt, and patiently heard them to the end.

he had prayed, tiie lecture concluded, and

lople being about withdrawing, Roger Gill

ited that they would stay and hear him.

)eople were willing enough to remain, but

of the preachers called on them to depart,

ome called for the magistracy. The one

lad spoken that day took Roger by the hand,

ssircd him to come oil' the form on which

IS standing ; and the minister of Stanford

' Sir, you are not qualilied ; you have no

"rom the people as we have.' Roger an-

d, ' Have you your qualifications and call

from tlie people ? Our call is from God,

ve recommend our testimony to the coii-

;es of the people: through the grace of God
II them to the laith and obedience of Christ,

ot they us.'

{To be concluded.)

Fnuii rulnurn'B Magiiino

TIIE TWO ANGELS.

nV I-OXC FELLOW.

Tlic present verses, it is understood, have been

suggested by two actual incidents occurring in

Longfellow's own family, and in that of his friend,

the poet Lowell, the same night at Cambridge.

Two angols, one of Life, and one of Death,
Passed o'er the villai;;e as the morning broke

;

The dawn was on tlicir faces, and beneath,

The sombre houses hearsed with plumes of smoke.

Their attitude and aspect were the same,
Alike tlieir features and their robes of white

;

But one was crowned with amaranth, as with tlame,

And cue with asphodels, like flakes of light.

I saw them pause on their celestial way

;

Then said I, with deep fear and doubt oppressed :

" Beat not so loud, my heart, lest thou betray

The place where thy beloved are at rest!"

And he who wore the crown of asphodels,

Descending, at my door began to knock,

And my soul sank within me, as in wells

The waters sink before an earthquake's shock.

I recognized the nameless agony.
The terror, and the tremor, and the pain,

That oft before had filled or haunted me,
And now returned with threefold strength again.

The door I opened to my heavenly guest,

And listened, for I thought I heard God's voice

;

And knowing whatsoe'er he sent was best,

Dared neither to lament nor to rejoice.

Then with a smile, that filled the house with light,

" My errand is not Death, but Life," he said :

And ere t answered, passing out of sight,

On his celestial embassy he sped.

'Twas at thy door, friend I and not at mine,

The angel with the amaranthine wreath
Pausing, descended, and with voice divine,

Whispered a word that had a sound like Death.

Then fell upon the house a sudden gloom,

A shadow on those features fair and thin
;

And softly, from that hushed and darkened room,

Two angels issued, where but one went in.

All is of God ! If he but wave his hand,

The mists collect, the rain falls thick and loud,

'Till with a smile of light on sea and land,

Lo I lie looks back from tl^ departing cloud.

Angels of Life and Death alike are His;

Without his leave they pass no threshold o'er
;

Who, then, would wish or dare, believing this.

Against his messengers to shut the door?

" The world passeth away, and the lust thereof."

What ground, alas, has any man
To set his heart on things below,

Which when they seem most like to stand,

Fly like the arrow from the bow I

Who 's now atop ere long shall feel

The circling motion of the wheel I

HUMILITY.
• Humble we must be, if to Heaven we go

;

High is the roof there, but the gate is low :

Whene'er thou speakest, look with a lowly eye

—

Grace is increased by humility.

Moke Territories.—Indian Represent.^-

TIVES IN Congress.— It is said by the Washing-

ton correspondent of the New York Tribune, that

the national administration has sent to the Chick-

asaw, Choctaw, and Cherokee tribes of Indians n

a proposlion, accompanied by bills drafted in three

dilierent tongues, to organize the Indian territo-

ries below the southern boundary of Kansas ter-

ritory, and give them a representation in Con-

gress. According to the leller we quote from,

the proposition embraces a plan for three separate

territorial governments, one extending over Ihe

Cherokee nation, a second over the Creeks, and

a third over the Clioclawa and Cliickasaws. These

trib.''S were to be allowed six months lo consider

the matter, and iho government has made glow-
ing promises of aid for their territorial organiza-

tions in case of iheir agreemenl. If this be true,

it may be taken for granted as accomplished
already, for it is an easy matter lo procure the

assent of these Indian nations lo the plan, and
with the present overwhelming Democratic majo-
rity in both branches of Congress, the adminis-
Iration may carry through any measure which is

deemed desirable. The territory in question com-
prises nearly all the remaining unorganized terri-

tory of the United States, and extends from the

Red River lo the thirty-seventh parallel of latitude,

which is the boundary of Kanzus, and from Ark-
ansas on the east lo Texas on the west. Tlio
area covered is about equal to that of ihc Slate of
Arkansas. The Choctaws and Cliickasaws have
been for a number of years consolidated under
one government of their own, though latterly

there has been some disagreement between them.

All of the tribes mentioned are considerably ad-

vanced in civilization, cultivate the carlli as farm-

ers, have schools and academies, live like the

whites, and conduct their governmental atrairs in

the same way, by means of elections by ballot,

legislatures and elective chiefs. The Cherokee
nation is quite a promising specimen of n native

commonwealth. As slavery is an established in-

stitution among these tribes, no doubt the princi-

pal reason for the proposed territorial organiza-

tion is to secure another slave Stale, or perhaps

three of them. A bill is already before Congress
to enable the whole of the civilized Indians lo be-

come citizens, as well as to enable them to sell

parcels of their lands to while settlers. This
plan will doubtless be combined with the proposed

territorial bills, and so open lo while slaveholders

Irom the Southern Siales a new area. It is by
no means a new idea, but has been long enler-

lained. It is pressed at the present time, because

everything favours its success.

—

jY. American.

Steambo.\t Disasters on the Western Ri-

VERS.—Tne St. Louis Republican has, wiih a

great deal of trouble, made out a list of steamboat

disasters during the first half of the year, which is

unparalleled by any period of the same length of
time in the history of navigation on the waters of
the West. The number of accidents caused by
collisions, fires, &c., is considerably over one hun-

dred, involving a loss of very little short of
$2,000,000 of property ; and resulting in llio

destruction of more than three hundretl /ives.

The Republican says, in addition to the nnm-
ber of steamboats lost and injured during the past

six months, there have been from 100 lo 150 coal

boats with a large number of lives losl on the Ohio
river between Pittsburg and Louisville. Of the

exact number of coal boats and lives lost we are

unable lo give anything like a correct account, as

the Ohio river papers at the lime the accidents

occurred all disagree in reference lo the number
of each.

—

N. Amer.

A great suit has been decided recently in the

Court of Appeals of Kentucky. For four or five

years a case has been pending between Cook and
Grant, of Mason county, the former having

poisoned a dog belonging lo the hitler. Tho
ablest counsel, in that part of the Slate, was en-

gaged, and the decisions' of the various courta

would fill a respectable octavo. Dy ihis last judg-

ment Grant gels 819 and costs.

" He that cannot forgive others, breaks down
the bridge over which he must pass himself,—for

every man haih need lo be forgiven."
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Rfvifw of the Weather for Sfvrnth Month, h)l.

Accounts from all parts of the country concur

in saying liiiit the month just [mssod, was unusu-

ally liol. The temperature has been from 95- to 1
w

11)0", in the States of the norlh, as fur as Newiul

powc(lifTerent situations varied as to suck

according to the same law.

It was soon afterwards discovered, by careful

observation of the mercurial barometer, that even
1 remaining in the same place, it did not

ys stand at the same elevation ;—in other

Hampshire. In the Southern States, it was con-, words, that the weight of atmosphere over any
siderably over 1 1)0"^ at times. Many persons died ' particular part of the earth was constantly flue

from being sun-struck. luating; a truth which, without the barometer,

While the Seventh month of last year was re- 1 could never have been suspected. The observat

markoble for the number of its thunder-storms, I of the instrument being carried still farther, it was
attended with hail, &c., this year there was hardly

I

found, that in serene dry weather the mercury
any thing that would bear the title of storm. We

i
generally stood high, and that before and during

have seen no account of any hail-storm in the
i
storms and rain it fell:—the instrument therefore

country except one in Illinois. This was quite

destructive, however, over a small extent of coun-

try ; some of the stones measured 10 and even

13 inches in circumlerence. There was only

about one-third as much rain during the month as

there was in the corresponding one last year, yet

as the growing crops had a very good start from

the frtqueut copious showers of the previous

month, they sutlered but little on account of

drought.

The weather through liarvest was fine for

securing the crops, except that it was rather hot,

for the comfort of those engaged at it.

The average temperature of the month wa?
75'; that oi the Seventh month last year was
71|. Range of the mercury in thermometer from
55° on the l:ilh, to 96^ on the 21st. Amount ol

rain, 2.616 inches, lor the corresponding month
of last year, it was 7.483 inches.

West-town B. S., Eighth mo. 1st, 1854.

c S I S S 'S

might serve as a prophet of the weather, becom-
ing a precious monitor to the husliandman or the

sailor.

The reasons why the barometer falls before

wind and rain will be better understood a few-

pages hence ; but wc may remark here, that when
water which has been suspended in the atmos-

phere, and has I'ormed a part of it, separates as

rain, the weight and bulk of the mass are dimin-

ished : and that wind must occur when a sudden

condensation of aeriform matter, in any situaiion,

disturbs the equilibrium of the air, for the air

around will rush towards the situation of dimin-

ished pressure.

To the husbandman the barometer is ofconsi-

derable use, by aiding and correcting the prog-

nostics of the weather which he draws from local

signs familiar to him ; but its great use as a

weather-glass seems to be to the mariner, who
roams over the whole ocean, and is often under
skies and climates altogether new to him. The
watchful captain of the present day, trusting to

this extraordinary monitor, is frequently enabled to

take in sail and to make ready for the storm,

where, in former times, the dreadful visitaiion

would have fallen upon him unprepared.—Tlie

marine barometer has not yet been in general use

for many years, and the author was one of a

numerous crew who probably owed their preser-

vation to its almost miraculous warning. It was
in a southern latiiude. The sun had just set with

placid appearance, closing a beautiful afternoon,

and the usual mirth of the evening watch was pro-

ceeding, when the captain's order came to prepare

with all haste for a storm. The barometer had
begun to fall with appalling rapidity. As yet,

the oldest sailors had not perceived even a threa-

tening in the sky, and were surprised at the ex-

tent and hurry of the preparations; but the required

measures were not completed, when a more awful

hurricane burst upon them than the more experi-

enced had ever braved. Nothing could withstand

it ; the sails already furled and closely bound to

the yards, were riven away in tatters : even the

bare yards and masts were in great part disabled
;

and at one time the whole rigging had neajly

fallen by the board. Such, for a few hours, was
Tilli BARUMliTLR. the mingled roar of the hurricane above, of the

Galileo had found that water would rise under waves around, and of the incessant peals of

the piston of a pump, to a height only of about thunder, that no human voice could be heard, and

thiriy-four feet. His pupil Torricelli, conceiving i
amidst the general consternation, even the trumpet

the happy thought, ihat the weight of the almos- '

sounded in vain. In that awful night, but for the

phere might be the cause of the ascent, concluded httle tube of mercury which had given warning,

that mercury, which is about thirteen limes heavier ! neither the strength of the noble ship, norths

than water, should only rise under the same
^

skill and energies of the commander, could have

influence to a thirteenth of the elevation:—he ,

saved one man to tell the tale. On the following

tried and found that this was so, and the mercu- 1
morning the wind was again at rest, but the shij)

rial barometer was invented. To afford furiher 'ay upon the yet heaving waves, an unsightly

evidence that the weight of the atmosphere was ihe
i

wreck.

cause of the phenomenon, he afterwards, carried I

The marine barometer diflers from that used on

the tube of mercury to the tops of buildings and shore, in having its tube contracted in one place

of mountains, and lound that it (ell always in to a very narrow bore, so as to prevent that sud-

cxact proportion to the portion of the atmosphere !ilen rising and falling of the mercury, which every

left below it ;—and he found that water-pumps in
j

motion of the sliip would else occasion.

721 1211

?iS
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some other situation, to stand at only

inches, it proves that one-third of the

2re exists below the level of the new situ-

f our atmospheric ocean were of an uni-

isity all the way up as our watery oceans,

weight of air thus left behind in ascend-

Id mark every where a change of level

qual, and the ascertaining any height by

)meter would become one of the most

f calculations :—the air at the surface of

1 being about twelve thousand times lighter

bulk of mercury, an inch rise or fall of

meter would mark everywhere a rise or

e atmosphere of twelve thousand inches

lousand feel. But owing to the elasticity

hich causes it to increase in volume as it

from pressure, the atmosphere is rarer in

)n as we ascend, so that to leave a given

if it behind, the ascent must be greater,

er the situation where the experiment is

he rule therefore of one inch of mercury

jusand feet, holds only lor rough estimates

I surface of the earth. The precise cal-

,
however, for any case, is still very easy

ood barometer, with a thermometer attach

with tables, or an algebraical formula ex

;
all the influencing circumstances, enablei

certain elevations much more easily, and

cases more correctly, than by trig

survey.

veight of the whole atmospherical ocean

ding the earth being equal to that of i

ocean of thirty-four feet deep, or of i

; of mercury of thirty inches, and the aii

[ the surface of the earth being eight hun

,d forty times lighter than water, if the

nsity existed all the way up, the atmos

foul'd be 34 times 840, or about 28,0UU

1, which is equal to five miles and a half

lunt of the greater rarity, however, in the

regions, it really extends to a height of

ilty miles. From the known laws of aerit

'

f, we can deduce what is li:iund to hold i

it one half of all the air constituting on

lere exists within three miles and a ha

le earth's surface ; that is to say, under

[ of the summit of Mont Blanc. A person,

tomed to calculation, would suppose the

ae more equally distributed through the

les than this rule indicates, as he might at

io suppose a tube of two feet^diameter to

y twice as much as a tube of one foot,

li in reality it holds four times as much.

frying a baromeier from tlie level of the

i to ibe top of St. Paul's Church in Lon-

of llampstead Hill, the mercury liills

alf an inch, marking an ascent of about

idred feet. On Mont Blanc it lalls to hall

ntire barometric height, marking an eleva-

fifteen thousand leet ; and in Du Luc's

balloon ascent it fell to below twelve

indicating an elevation of twenty-one I experience

d feet, the greatest lieight to which man has
j

Among th

and some minutes elapse before they recover. In

the elevated plains of S. America, the inhabitants

have larger chests than the inhabitunis ol lower

regions—another admirable instance of the animal

frame adapting Itself to the circumstances in which

it is placed, h appears from all this, that although

our atmosphere be fifty miles high, it is so tliin

beyond three miles and a half, that inountain

ridges of greater elevation are nearly as elfectuul

barriers between nations of men,
rocky ridges in the sea arc lie

tribes inhabiting the ojiposite coa:

slands

the finny

were mercifully gatlicrcd, and became us a city set

0[i n liill.

The current was against them, os it is now
against the fuilhlul ; but they were enabled lo

withstand its (orce, being made more llian con-

querors through llim who loved them, and culled

them to come out and be separate from tlie multi-

tude, who were following their own invciilions,

and in their craftiness, were lying in wait to de-

ceive and ensnare ; and the same divine power is

still able to sustain us, amidst all tlie trials

through which we may be called lo pass, and He
will do it, as we continue faithful lo tiio end, abid-

ing in watchfulness and simplicity.

The Name wilhoul the Virtue.

An article on the fourth page of a lalo number

of "The Friend" is suggestive of profitable rcflec-

lions to those who are disposed candidly to con-

sider its bearing, as an evidence of the lowering

of the standard of Truth, by the admission of a

conformity to a world, of which this instance is

far from being a solitary example. Such are lo

be met with in every direction, and it is because

of these that those who are not content with a

mere name lo live,—as it respects themselves,

and their fellow.professors—areengaged in openly

contending against the innovations of a worldly

spirit, which have made, and still threaten such

great devastation in the church. To have our

atTections set upon worldly riches, grandeur, or

honour, while professing a friendship for the

Truth, is hypocricy, which cannot escape the

judgment of ilim who is of purer eyes than to

behold evil with any degree of approbation.

Not only are such as thus baulk their profes-

sion in danger themselves, but their example is

stumbling to others, and for this are they accoun-

table. How few are the rich who glory not in their

riches, or the wise who glory not in their wisdom,

even among those who are professing that self-

denial which leads to the renunciation of all out-

ward display, and every hurtful indulgence. The
pride and pleasures of the natural life, are in

many instances usurping the dominion which be-

longs alone to that which is without an end ; even

with those who are not wanting in profession

—

though a vain [irofession—of friendship for Truth,

without obedience to its requirements. " Ye are

my friends," said our blessed Redeemer, " if ye

do whatsoever I command you," but " if ye love

any thing more than ine, ye are not worthy of

me ;" " if ye love the world, the love of the Father

is not in you."

This is close doctrine, and, having the author-

ity of Christ, nothing that is opposed thereto, will

stand the lest ; wherefore it concerns us all to

examine our foundation. That genuine Quaker-

ism is a revival of primitive Christianity, and that

this is easily spoiled by every mixture, both

nd observation abundantly testify.

many hindrances to our religious

Ancctlote of Edwartl Biirrougli.

" Many of the tradesmen and mechanics of

London were in the habit of assembling in tho

fields, on the outskirts of the city, near the close

of dry and pleasant days, to amuse themselves in

wrestling, or in watching others so engaged. Ouo
evening as Edward Burrough was passing by,

his attention was drawn to a company of people

assembled round an athletic man, who had already

thrown several competitors, and was then wailing

for another. As no one otLred to enter the ring

with him, he seemed flushed with pride at his

success, and full of vain-glory, because of that

strength and activity of body, which was given

him by his Creator for nobler purposes. As the

wrestler thus stood in the pride of his strength,

with the crowd of admiring spectators around

him, Edward Burrough stepped into the ring.

The successful champion looked with surprise at

his new opponent, whose serious countenance and

solid demeanor seemed so little like the usual

light, and unmanly deportment of the competitors

in these trials of strength and agility. If the

wrestler was astonished, the idle gazers around

him were not less so; and they watched with

intense interest, lo see the result. But the object

of ihis youthful minister of Christ, (who was then

about twenty years of age,) was not to wrestle

with flesh and blood. Tlie weapons of his war-

fare were not carnal, though mighty through God
to the pulling down of the strong holds of sin and

Satan. He had been redeemed by the eflectual

workings of the grace of Gud in his own heart,

from the spirit of the world, with all its vain plea-

sures and pastimes, and he was now enlisted un-

der the banner of the Prince ot' Peace, the Captain

of salvation, in making war with the spirit of anti-

christ, and against all the corruptions, which

abound in the world. It had become his meat

and drink to do his Master's will; and he felt it

his pleasure no less than his duly, to labour to

gather souls to Christ—lo turn men and women
irom darkness to light, and from the power of

Satan unto God, clothed with aulhority from his

divine Master. Afier standing a few moments,

he addressed the bystanders in a powcrl'ul and

awakening manner; to which they listened with

attention and wondering admiration. He told

Ihem that their heavenly Father had not lel't him-

sell' without a witness in iho heart of man ; but

,cended Irum the surface of his earthly
j

growth, which are to be found in our association

j„,_ j

with the worldly wise, and the worldly great, is

extreme rarity of the air on high moun- that of a time-serving and man-pleasing obscqui- .... r,.

us orcou s/ aflect animals. A person ' ousness, which doth greatly lower the dignity of| bad placed m every one a measure of his grace

"on the summit of Mont Blanc, although a Christian professor, betraying as it does a !

or Holy Spirit, by which man was, at times en-

iiTg his chest as much as usual, really i worldly atkction, by a worldly conlormity.

1 at each inspiration only half us much air A firm and yel forbearing support of our rel

oes below—exhibiting a contrast to a man
|

gious testimonies will enable us to v

livin" bell, who at ihirty-four feet under
j

assault of the enemy to the convincing ol gain-

lid name lo
3 breathin" air of double density, at sixty- [sayers ; while a mere prole

>et of triple, and soon. It is known that I live will only tend to bring reproach upon the

rs, and even their practised guides, often church ; so that it must be the concern ol every

vn' suddenly as if struck by lightning, when awakened mind lo coniinue in watchlulnes- '

bin.' lofty summits, on account chiefly of I temptation, which would lead us into r

iness of the air which they are breathing, formality, out of which our worthy fu

ghtened lo sec his fallen condition, and to feel

:ie iiccessily for regeneration. Many of his

ithstand the
I

hearers were deeply ullecled by his discourse, for

he was very aptly called ' a breaker of stony

hearts; a son ol thunder, as well as a consoler of

the conlrile in spiril.' The labour ihus bestowed,

in this slraiigely gathered meeting, was made,

ulness against through the Uivme blessing quahlying the instru-

iito a l^'eless' menl, and preparing ihu hearlsol the hearers for

fathers [tho reception of the seed sown, effectual m turn-
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ing the feet of some of lliem into the way of pence,
and leading ihcni to a knowkd^o of the Truth as
it is in Jesus. Thus liiis spiritual wrestler was
made victorious in this new arena, and having
been faitiiful to the rcquirings of duty, in thus
publicly wrestling against wickedness, he retired
from tiie ring in peace."

Singiilar Occurrence.—The following is from
the Centreville Times:—"Under the obituary
head in to-day's paper will be found the death of
Mr. Jacob Reese. On the day of his death Mr.
Ueese was engaged in seeding oats, and toward
evening was startled by a voice apparently at hi:

elbow, saying, " You may sow but shall not

reap!" He looked around, and seeing no one,
continued his work of seeding, attributing it, as

ho afterwards stated, to his imagination. At
every step, however, the warning was repeated,

and at last, unable to bear il, he proceeded home
to his wile. He was persuaded by her that it was
only imagination, and finding that he had no
fever, and did not complain of any unusual indis-

position, she induced liim to return to the field.

There, however, the same solemn warning voice
attended him at every stej)—" You may sow, but

you shall not reap!'" and in a slate of extreme
agitation, he again ceased work and went home.
He look an early supper, was shortly after altack-
ed with a swelling in the throat, aud belore sun-
rise next morning was a corpse !"

Pressure of tlie Poor Rates hi Ireland.—Noi.
willislanding the marked symptoms of improve-
ment in all branches of Irish industry, the fairest

test of which is to be traced in liie rapid decrease
of pauperism in a majority of the union work
houses, Clare, or, at least, a portion of that county
still suffers under the pressure of a poor's rate
nearly equal in amount to the same levied during
the sorest seasons of disease and famine combined.
A rate which has just been struck (subject to cer-
tain deductions and additions) for the union ol

Tulla will show how matters stand. In one elec-

toral division the rale is as high as Is. in the
pound ; in another, 6s. ; in four others the average
is 54-. i:d. ; in five more the average is is. Id. ; in

three, about 3s. id. ; while in two only the rate is

a few pence below the last-mentioned figure.

THE FRIEND.
EIGIJTU JIONTU

A letter from a Friend expresses a fear, lest

from the remark of a correspondent published in

the Editorial of last week, viz., "'The Friend'
which has always been considered as the organ
of the Society on this side of the great waters,"

—

the inference may be drawn, that the conductors
of this journal claim, or wish it to be considered
in that light. We make no sucli pretensicm, and
have no such wish. There is no periodical or
company of individuals, either in this country or
in Great Britain, authorized to speak or to act as
the organ of the Society of Friends.

The session of Congress that closed on the 7th
insl. has done so much, either directly or indirectly,

to foster and extend slavery, that a different tone
upon the subject from any heretofore publicly
assumed, is now boldly manifested by a number
of Editors at the South, who claim to speak for

the slave-holders. Among other things put forth,

is the assertion that slave-labour is really more
productive than that performed by free persons

who are paid for their services, and thai, all things
taken into consideration, the contrary opinion, so
long entertained, is a delusion. This, and the

declaration, not unfiequently made, that the slaves
are really happier aud more contented, while
serving their tiastcrs, than when made free and
obliged to take care of themselves, is, we tliink

happily contradicted by the following anecdote told

by the Editor of the " Portland American," who
had been spending some time in Washington City.

A fine looking and intelligent coloured man, about
forlv years ol' «ge—a waiter at Gadsby's—was nsked by
us if he was a slave. lie replied Willi glisteuing eyes
" Xo, but I ouce was."
We then told him, if it was not against the rules of

the house, we should like to know somethiug of his his-

tory. His story, in few words, was this :

" I was bora here & family slai'c. Until I saw a chance
to be free, my study was to do as little as I possibly
could without being flogged."

" But why so ?" we asked.

"Because when a man works for nothing, he don't
work very heartily. I knew if I laboured all day long
I was no better oli' than if I didn't work any. I bai
iuducemeut and hope. But by and by mistress said if

I could earn three hundred and eighty dollars to buy
my freedom with, she would then give me my papers.
I astonished every body who knew me. Every day I

did the work of three slaves. People said, ' What's got
into lazy Jem?' Ah, sir, they didn't know I was dig-
ging, and ploughing, and sweating for liberty. The
black man likes freedom as well as the white man.
Well, it wasn't long before I called upon mistress with
the money, and received my papers. I felt like a king,
sir, as I marched out of her parlour a free ma.v. I ran
about the streets, and shook hands with all my coloured
friends, and shouted 'I 'm free I I 'u free!' I looked
at myself in the glass a dozen times a day, to see how
a freeman appeared

; and will you believe me, sir, I

hardly knew myself I I feared I was growing proud

—

my eyes shone so, and I stood so straight. That crook
y back, and that sneaking look in my face were

all gone. Well, sir, since then I have got a wile and
five children. I have some money at interest, and I

paid nine hundred dollars down for the house my family
live in."

This was the substance of the story, which was told
eloquently, and with pathos."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
EUROPE.—News to the 26th ult. There have

no recent hostile movements of cousequence in the
the peculiar attitude of Austria causing the contending
parties lo await her action. The allies no longer con
sider Prussia as favouring their cause. It is stated that
there are 20,0U0 Russian soldiers sick in the Principali-
ties. Accounts from Great Britain and the continent
generally indicate abundant crops the present sea
in anticipation of which bread stuffs continue to
cline. Liverpool price of flour, 30s. to 31«., being lower
than in New York or Philadelphia.
SPAIN.—The revolutionary party have triumphed

the obno.xious ministry have resigned, and the Queen a:

a last resource has sent for General Espartero, one of
the insurrectionary party, and entrusted him with the
duty of forming an administration ; a more liberal
policy is expected if it be possible to re-establish order.
MARSEILLES.—From the 15th to the I8th, 669

deaths of Cholera occurred
;
great alarm was felt, and

a large portion of the inhabitants had left the city.

UNITED STATES.—Congress adjourned on the 7th
inst. The Reciprocity Treaty between the United States
and Great Britain was ratified by the Senate. This im-
portant measure will, it is hoped, prevent further dis-
putes respecting the Fisheries, and by encouraging freer
commercial intercourse between the" United States and
the British possessions in North America, tend to the
preservation of peace and good neighbourhood. The
River and Hnrbour bill has been vetoed by the Presi-
dent. The Homestead bill fell between the two houses.

CaU/oniia.^-}iev,-s to the 15th ult. Fires had again
occurred in San Francisco and Sacramento, destroying
an immense amount of property. The town of Colum-
bia, Calaveras county, had been nearly destroyed by
fire ; loss in this case, $500,000. In portions of the
State, vast quantities of the growing wheat had been
destroyed by fire. The overland immigrants had begun
to arrive. The mining accounts continue favourable.

Xeiv iV.^ioo.—Hostilities with the Apache Indians
continue, and robberies and murders are of frequent
occurrence ou the frontiers.

Kansas.—Beds of coal have been discovered—« cIn
cumstanco of special importance to a thinly woodM
country. It is said, that the greater part of "the imai.
grants arriving in the territory, are opposed lo gltTtn'

St. Louis.—Deaths for the week ending the 31it^

Ballimore.—Cholera has not yet appeared in thtchr
though it has been very fatal in the Almshouse Him.'
miles distant. '

^
Xcw i't-r*.—Deaths last week, 1153, includin» «.

by Cholera.
' ' "'

AW^on.—Deaths last week, 131, includine 33 k.
Cholera. 6 « ^

riiiladdphia.—The average temperature for th» Se-
venth month, according to the record kept at the Pwn.
sylvania Hospital, was 78.83 deg., being more (bH3
deg. higher than the average of the last 2a years.
The coinage at the mint last month amounted Is

3,587,350 dollars
;
the deposits to 4,250,000 dollan.

Deaths last week, 468, including 88 by Cholera.
Jirookli/n.—Dn&lha last week, 263, including $5 of

Cholera.

RECEIPTS.
Received from A. L. Benedict, agt., 0., for A. Chto.

man, §3, to 52, vol. 27
; for Thomas Townscnd, agttt

N. Y., S2, vol. 27, and for F. Mills, $2, vol. 27; ft!
Moses Child, $2, vol. 27.

The Moral Almanac for 1855 is received, and fe

at Friends' Book-store, 84 Arch street. Price $2 i

Eighth mouth, 1854.

A TEACHER WANTED,
For the Gills' second arithmetical school at West-ten

Boarding School. Apply to Anne Tatum, Woodb
Sidney Coates, 330 Arch si. ; Elizabeth
Fifth St.; or Sarah Allen, 146 Pine st.

Dodbuj:
n, 2548.

Evening Schools for Adult Coloured Persons.

Wa.ntei).—A Principal and three Assistant Teachen
for the men's school, and a Principal and four Assiit-

s for the women's school. Application may bemide
either of the undersigned. John C. Allcii. No. lt»
Fifth street; William L. Edwards, No. 37 Aich

street; Samuel Allen, No. 134 S. Front street.

Married, at Friends' Meeting-house, Somerton, Ohio,

Fourth-day, the 26th of Seventh month, SiMUil
Walton, of Philadelphia, and Sarah J., daughter of the

late James Edgerton, of Belmont county. Ohio.

Died, on the 23rd of Fifth month last, at her resi-

dence in Bucks county, Pa., Sarah Paxson, relict rf

Moses Paxson, in the 79th year of her age ; a member
and esteemed

age :

of Solebury particular and Buck-
ingham Monthly Meeting.

, at her residence, Belmont county, Ohio, thc9H
of Sixth month, 1854, Alice Plumer, in the 89th vearof
her age

; a member of St. Clairsville particular ud
Plainfield Monthly Meeting.

, at her residence, near Plainlield, Belmont CO,
Ohio, the 26th of Sixth mouth, 1854, Ruoda, wife of
Richard Dillon

; a member of PlainCeld .Monthly aid
particular Meeting, after a lingering and painful disriM
of the heart, which she bore with patience and resigna-
tion, and her friends have the consoling belief, that bet
end was peace.

, at the residence of her parents, in Knox county,
Ohio, on the 3rd of Seventh month, 1854, in the 23nl

year of her age, Rachel, daughter of Jehu and Hannah
Lewis, after a protracted illness of seven months, which
she bore with Christian patience and resignation;*
member of Alum Greek .Monthly .Meeting of Friends.

, on the 15th of Seventh month last, in the 78lh

year of her age, Han.vah Dillin
; a member of the

.Monthly Meeting of IMends for the Western District.

This dear Friend was attlicted with severe illness for

several months ; during which time she .experienced
uch sore trial of faith and patience; but through the

adorable mercy of a gracious Saviour, she was enabled,
short time before her close, to say to a friend upon

bidding farewell, " I not only enjoy peace, but often

)y." Her sufferings continued until within a few houn
f her close

; after which she departed without a sigb

or groan, leaving to her friends the consoling evidence,
that all was well.
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Friends.—Tliruuij,h the tender mercy
aveiily Father, our laith has at this time
2wed in (he all-sufficiency of his grace in

ir Saviour. How great is his luithful-

lis children and people of every name,
J over! "Truly Gud is good to Israel,

ui h as are of a clean heart."

ey only who are washed, who are sanc-

o are justified, in the name of the Lord
d by the Spirit of our Gud, (I Cor. vi.

can enjoy the unspeakable privilege of

hip ill Ihis spiritual Israel. No rite, no
nnmbershipin any church, c^n suffice

us children of Abraham. There must
•cumcision of the heart, the pulling off of

nan which is corrupt, according to the

lusts, and the pulling on ofthu new man
'ler God, is crealed in riglileousness and
ess. (Eph. iv. 22, 24.) The calling ol'

tian, beloved Friends, is emphalically a
j

you also may I:

y calling." " Therefore," says the Apos- ' work, and, through

world knoweth us not, because it knew
' (I John ill. 1.) If we are conscious

world lovelh us, and that we love the

iw much reason is there lo fear that we
yet experienced that great and all-im-

lange, whereby they who were " by na-

ihildren of wrath," (E|ih. ii. 3, 13,) are

igh through the blood of Jesus, and made
of the adoplion. They who are thus

nio the Lord's family, who are sealed

rloly Spirit oi" pronnse, and made heirs

ind joint heirs with Christ, have their

neir hopes and their afTeclions set upon
things, and are no longer coiilorined lo

d. (Rom. viii. 17.) Sirangers and pil-

m earth, their citizenship is in heaven,

joying wiih a purer relish his outward
' are taught of God to keep wilhin the

s of his Holy Sjjiril, in their use even ol

gs, and are constrained by ihe diclaies

;newed nature lo renounce the vanities,

leasures of a world lying in wickedness,

lie, the energies and the substance which
eld jrorn these pursuits will not be spent

Beloved younger Friends, you whose hearts the

Lord halh toucln d, and w ho are almost persuaded

to be his disciples. Oh that you could be prevailed

upon to make the full surrender of all that you
have, and of all that you are, to the service of

Hun who hath loved you. It is not for the ser-

vant lo choose his work; and we would bj far

from inducing any to do that which is not re-

quired at their hands : the work of the Lord must

ever be deeply humbling to those who are en^iaged

in it; and He alone can prepare ihem for il,

through a course of self-denial and discipline in

ibe school of Chrisl. But our faith is strong that

if the young men amongst us were true in their

allegiance to their Lord, and failhful to the guid-

ance of that Spirit who divideth to every man
severally as He will, (1 Cor. xii. 11,) they would
all find some place of usefulness allolled to them
in ihe Lord's household, and not a few amongsi

ihem would, as in primilive times, be q
according to their respective gifis, to call sinners

to repentance, to proclaim the unsearchable riches

of Christ, and to edify the body in love. And
though partakers of the affliciions of the gospel,

ihey would at times be permitted humbly to re-

joice, that they have a portion in Christ betler

than all earthly riches or honour.

Our hearts are also drawn lorih in tender soli-

citude for those who have reached the meridian

of life, and who, though at times sensible of love

lo their Lord, may be conscious that they have
not given themselves up to his. service. Upon
some of you the sun is ready to decline, and you
have not yet begun, in good earnest, lo labour in

his harvest-field. The present hour only is yours;

In enterinj; at this lime inio ihc slate of our
Sociely, with a lively concern fur ilu religious
welfare, we have been impressed wiih a deep
sense of the vital importance of ihe great duly of
prayer. Far indeed be it from us to desire tliut

any of our memb-rs should approach the L'lrd
wiih the tongui: and wiih ihe lip, whilst the heart
is far from llim ; but under the solemn convic
lion that whaievtr be our cirStinslances in lili; or
our posiiion in the church, prtyer is, in the Di-
vine appointment, essential to our spiriiual healih,
we would earnestly press upon all lo seek oppor.
tunities in the course of each day (l>r private re-

tirement and wailing upon the Lord ; and tenderly
lo cherish those precious, but t)fien gentle and
easily resi-sted moiinnsof ihe Lird's Spirit, which
would contrite and humble our hearis, and draw
them forth in fervent peiilions for ihat spiritual

ngsi
i

food which can alone supply our daily, our con-
fied, linual need. May none amongst us be living in a

slaie of unconcern, insensible to the rigliieous

judgment of God upon all that is unholy; their

sins, unrepented of and unforgiven, still reslingon
their souls: rather let them be encouraged to
come in deep humiliation to the mercy-seal, there
to plead fir pardon and plenleous redempiion, in

the all-availing name of our crucified Redeemer.
And how precious for us all is Ihe assurance
" that we have a great High Priest, that is passed
inlo the heavens, Jesus the Son of God ;" one
who is touched wiih ihe feeling of our infirmities;

and ill whose holy name we are inviled lo " come
boldly unto the throne of grace, that we may ob-
tain mercy, and find grace to help in lima of
need." (Hub. iv. 14-16.) But when we have
asked for this grace, Oh ! that we may be trulyihe night comelh, wherein no man can work

May you delay no longer to give yourselves I

willing, in all liumiliiy, to wait for il,"and

holly unto Him. Be failhful, be diligent; thai
|

cept those manilestaiions of the Lord's lighl, love

your pari in His blessed
|

and power to our souls, whereby He wou.d, in the
is unmerited mercy, receive' I'iches of Ins wisdom, graciously fulfil our peli-

every man "the lieavenly penny from the Lord
j

I'ons, and enable ua to follow Him faithfully in

of hie." that path of self-denial and practical godliness
And for you, dear Friends, who are parents,] which He would open before us.

wheiher in earlier or malurer years, strong are Amongst those gratifications of sense from
our desires that you may be fully alive not only

,

which iho members of our religious Society, by
lo the privileges, but also lo the sacred responsi- common consent, growing out of what, we believe'

bilities of your station. Whilst training your be- to be a root of Chrisiian principle, have,- with
loved ofTspring in right habits, and providing for much unanimity, leli themselves reslramed, are
their inslruction in things " civil and useful in the ihe study and practice of music. That which is

creation," may you ever keep in remembrance, that of the character ordinarily designaied as sacred
upon you, primarily, devolves the solemn duty ol i

music not unl'requenily slimulales expressions and
educating ihem lor eternity. May you, even

j

feelings which are lar from being the genuine
from their very lender years, seek lo be enabled breathings of a renewed heari, and lends lo delude
io bring them unto Jesus, that He may bless 'ihe mind by producing an excitement often un-
ihem; and may you, in ihe ability which He; happily mislaken lor devoiion, and lo wiihdruw
givelh, train ihem up nol only in the nurture, but ihu soul from ihat quiel, humble and retired

also in ihe admonilion of the Lord. There is an Irume, in which prayer and praise may be truly

aulhority given you lo be exercised for the good ullered with the spirit and willi ihe underslanding
of your children, which It would be ireachery to I

also. And as to ihyse musical exhibiiions lu

their best interests lo surrender. It is an autho-
'

which an aitempt is made lo combine religion

rity confided lo you, as their appointed guardians with a certain amount of amusement, it is hard lo

on behall of the Lord, for their discipline and undersland how a truly Christian mind can allow
prol(!clion ; and whilst il is exercised in love, it itself lo sanction the profunatiun of the sacred
will be so far from diminibhing, thil it will lend

; name by the allendunce of such performances;
iselves. Oilier and lar worlliier objects

i

lo jiromote their love for you, as well us their where the most awlul events recorded in Holy
before them, atl'urding abundanl scope

^

honour,—that filial honour lo which, under the Scripture are made the subject of prolessed enler-

ht exercise of every talent wiih which gospel, as under the law, a promise is annexed, i tainment lo an indiscriminute assembly, many of
been entrusted. [(liph. vi. 2.) |whom make no pretensions lo religion. That
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imisic, on the ollit-r Ivuui, wliich does not in any prcscrvcil fioni nny participniion in limt excite- llie papers of Eastern Virginia denouncing, »#
dejirte partake of the characlcr usually desi;;nated

,

nunt, and tliat tendi iioy to exasperation npninsl
|

nnnsual violence and coarseness, ihe whole NJ
ns'sacred has, we fear, in innumerahie instances,

|

ihose who may be called our enemies,',\vhicli arejlhern people for what is styled the lanatici;

ilhired the (eel of the yi un^', to the lighincss, the lamong the many fruits of bitterness fostered by which they oppose the repeal of

•;aieiy, and even the dissipation of the world, and

thus proved among the many snares against

which we are enjoined fervently to pray, " Lend

lis not into temptation." The Christian cannot

surely devote hours and days to pursuits of this

description, without being in danger of unfaithful-

jiess in his stewardship of that time which he is

caleJ upon to " redeem;" and of impairing that

tenderness of conscience, and that filial lear of

©trending God, which are among the most precious

evidences of the work of grace in the heart. (Eph.

V. 16.)

We have received, in usual course, an epistle

Love to all mankind, lliat love which would
do them good, and in iiuwise injure them, is one

of the blessed fruits of the Iluly ypiiit, when al-

lowed to exercise its righilul dominion in the

heart.

Undor existing circumstances, wc would en-

treat our Friends everywhere to be on llieir guard
against entering into any engagements in business,

which would be likely to involve them in transac-

tions connected more or less directly with the

maintenance of war or of a military establish-

ment. We would also ofler a word of caution

(though we trust there are but few for whom it

aticism wi

1,0 U\mi
compromise.

from our Friends in iieland, and one from each
j

need I'u I) thai none of you, whilst professing the

of the Yearly Meetmgs in North America. It is
|

principles of peace, allow yourselves to be present
""

my of those occasions of military or naval dis-

play, which are calculated to kindle a niarial

spirit amongst the inhabitants of this favoured

land. And greatly do we desire that, through the

help of the Lord, our Society may be enabled

i-ery satisfactory to*us to be thus reminded of the

love and interest of our distant brethren; and

warm are our desires that the members of our

Society, cverwhere, being builded together by the

One Spirit upon the One Foundation, Christ Jesus,

may be rnore and more closely united in Him.

Report's have been furnished to this meeting

from the several meetings of Friends in Great

Britain and Ireland, of the distraints upon our

members in support of our ancient Chris;ian testi-

mony against all ecclesiastical demands. We
have directed a digested statement of the particu-

lars ol these distraints to be printed and circulated

lor the information of our members and others.

'I'his testimony to the freedom and spirituality ol

gospel ministry, and against the usurpations of

human power and wisdom in the things of God,

is still dear to us, as to our forefathers in the

Truth. \\ e desire afieciionately to encourage all

our members to its continued faithful support, in

the meekness of wisdom ; and we would tenderly

entreat them to be upon their watch against that

spirit which would lead any of them away from

its full and consistent maintenance.

Our minds have been, at this time, deeply af-

fected by the awful consideration that, after the

lapse of so many years of comparative tranquil-

lily, the nations ol Europe are again plunging into

the horrors of war. Our atlenliun has been called

to numerous passages of sound Christian doctrine

and excellent practical counsel, on this subject,

contained in our printed ' Rules of Discipline and

Advices,' as well as to the ' Testimony against all

Wars and Fightings,' issued by this meeting a

few years ago; and we commend them to the

serious perusal of our members. Whilsl not in-

sensible of the solemn responsibility of the proles-

sion which we are making herein before men, we

feel bound explicitly to avow our con;inued un-

shaken persuasion that all war is utterly incom-

patible with the plain precepts of our Divine Lord

steadily and faithfully to maintain this precious

testimony with clean hands, and wiih a conscience

void of ollence toward God and toward men.

And now, in conclusion, we would express our

reverent thankfulness for the help and comfort

afforded us throughout this Yearly Meeting, and

our renewed sense of the blessedness of true gos-

pel fellowship. (Eph. iv. 25.) If we are members

of Christ, we are also members one of another.

Let us therefore seek to be so kept in watchlul-

ness and humility, that nothing may interrupt

this living membership in the living body,

or impair the outward bond of harmony and

Christian order amongst us. Let us be subject

one to another, and each to the body in love.

(Col. ii. 7.) Thus vigilant, humble and depend-

ent, rooted and built up in Christ, and growing up

into Him in all things who is the Head, our joy

and peace would abound; and walking in the

light as God is in the light, we should be more

and more knit together in the heartfelt experience

of that unuiierably precious word, "The blood ol

Jesus Christ his Son cleanseth us from all sin,

(Eph. iv. 15; 1 John i. 7.)

Signed, in and on behalf of the Meeting, by
Joseph Thorp,

Clerk to the Meeting this year.

Capt. Solomon Marsh, of

premises an apple-tree,

A Hale Old Tree

Litchfield, had on

which measures 14 feet around the trunk, and

yielded the past season 20 bushels of good fruit.

Previous to 1835 it yielded about one hundred

bushels per year ! The tree was brought from

Hartford by the first settlers of Litchfield, and has

borne delicious fruit one hundred and thirty years
'

and Lawgiver, and wih the whole spirit and lenur So says the Litchfield Republ'

f his gospel ; and that no plea of necessity or o'

policy, however urgent or peculiar, can avail to

release either individuals or nations, from the

paramount allegiance which they owe unto Him
who hath said, " Love your enemies." (Matt. v.

44.) To carry out such a profession consistently

is indeed a high attainment, but it should be the

aim of every Christian. May this testimony never

Slavery in Virginia.—The enicute at Wheel
ing, Va., caused by the opposition of the editor of

one of the local papers to the Nebraska Kanzas
bill of Mr. Douglas, has called forth from the

VVellsburg, Va., Herald, an article on the subject

of slavery in Virginia, which excites some atten-

tion. The Herald says that it is undoubtedly the

be advocated by us in the spirit of political zeal, interest of the entire State, and particularly of the

or of mere worldly expediency. Let us honestly ! western portion of it, to get rid of slavery as

examine our own hearts, whether we are ourselves,
' quickly as possible with safely to the State and

so brought under the holy government of the 'justice to the masters, and that the way to bring

Prince ol Peace, as to be willing to suffer wrong ju about is for the influential editors of Wheeling

and take it patiently, and even, if required, to
i to grajiple the question manfully, and strengthen

sacrilice our alitor the sake of Him and of bisiihc iiublic opinion of the Western majority in

precious cause. In this frame of mind wo shall lavour of gradual emancipation. While the pajiers

be kept in watchfulness and humility, and be best
|
of Western Virginia are speaking thus, we find

Fi.r "Tlie Friei4,f

TUE CROSS OF CHRIST.
!

The importance of this irrevokable doctrine

i

Christ induces me to revive his expression on I

subject, " Whosoever doth not bear his cross 1

1

come after me, he cannot be my disciple." Ij

further I pursue this doctrine, the more fully Ji|

persuaded, that the safety of the members of c

Religious Society depends upon our humbly ab|

ing under the restraining influence of tbc cross I

Christ, and that it is altogether vain and fuiile I

Friends of this country or any other, to lonk f.l

or even expect a revival in the life and power!

Truth, through any other way than an hum]

submission to the cross of our Lord and Sa»k

Jesus Christ, keeping the spiritual ear open
^

hear what the Spirit saith unto the churches ; aoi|

willingness on our part, through holy help, toobti

then 1 believe, in this and other countries, i|

Society of Friends would arise in newness ofll

and shaking themselves from the dust of li

earth, in the name of the Lord God of Hosts,!

strengthened to put on the whole armour of G i

and through his eternal power quench all the Bel

darts of Satan, and stop the mouths of gainsayeii

letting the light of the glorious Gospel of Chi|

shine in its brightness, bringing lorth under I

influence of heavenly love the peaceful fruits

i

righteousness and joy in the Holy Ghost; them

might be said of us in the langiMge of Scriplui

" Happy is that people whose God is the Lot

yea, happy is that people who are in such a case

Penn goes on and says: "It is not performif

duties of religion, but the rise of the perforinan

that God looks at. Men may, ani somedo, cro

their own wills in their own wills; volunta

omission or commission. ' Who has nquir

this at your hands]' said the Lord of old tot

Jews when they seemed industrious to have serv

him ; but it was in a way of their own contrivii

or inventing, and in their own time and will; t

with the soul truly touched and prepared by I'

divine power of God ; but bodily worship onl

which the apostle tells us, profitetli little. N

keeping to the manner of taking up the cro

in worship, as well as in other things, has been

great cause of the troublesome superstition ih

is yet in the world. For men have no mo

brought their worship to the test than their sin

nay, less; for they have ignoranily thought tl

one a sort of excuse lor the other ; and not tli

their religious performances should need a cro

or an apology. True worship can only cor

from an heart prepared by the Lord. This pi

paralion is by the sanctification of the Spirit; 1

which, if God's children are led in the genet

course of their lives, as Paul teaches, much mo

in their worship to their Creator and Redeemf

And whatever prayer be made, or d.jcirioe

uttered, and not from the preparation of the Hj

Spirit, It is not acceptable witli God. Nor can

be the true evangelical worship, which is in spi

and truth ; that is, by the preparation and aid

the Spirit. For what is a heap of the most path

tical words to God Almighty ; or the dedicatii

of any place or time to liim ? He is a Spirit,

whom words, places and times, strictly c iiisidi

ed, are improper or inadequate. Though tti

be the instruments of public worship, thryJ

but bodily and visible, and cannot carry our

quests any I'urlher, much less recommend ihi

to the invisible God. They are for the sake
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;regation. It is the langungo of the soul

irs ; nor can that speak, but by the Spirit
;

1 aright to Almighty God wiihout the

:e of it. The soul of man, however livfly

things, is dead to God, until he breathe
•it ol lil(3 into it; it cannot live to him,
ss worship him, without it. Thus God
:iel tells us in a vision, of the restoration

ind in the person of Israel, an usual way
ting among the prophets, and as ol'lcii

1, 'I will open your graves and put my
you, and ye shall live.' So, though

lught his disciples to pray, they were in

irt disciples before he taught them ; not

men, whose prayers are an abomination

And his leaching them, is not an argu-

it every one must say that prayer, wlie-

say it wiih the same heart, and under the

ualifications as his poor disciples and
s did, or not, as is now loo supersiiliouslv

sumptuously practised. But rather that

then, so we now, are not to pray, our

yers, but his ; that is, such as he enables

ike as he enabled them then. If we are

ke thought what we shall say when we
fore worldly princes because it shall then

us ; and if it is not we w ho speak, but

it of our heavenly Falher, that speakcih

nuch less can our ability be needed, or

e to study to ourselves forms of speech

pproaches to the Great Prince of prmces,

kings, and Lord of lords. For if we con-

3 greatness, we ought not by Christ's

d; or our relation to hirn, as children,

not: he will help us, he is our Father;

f ho be so indeed. Thus not only ihe

)f the body, but of the soul is shut, till

:ns it; and then he loves to hear the Ian-

'it.

I body ought never to go before the soul

r: his ear is open to such requests, and

t strongly iniercedes for those that offer

But it may be asked, how shall this pre-

be obtained? I answer, by waiiing

', yet watchfully and intently upon God :

says the Psalmist, ' thou hast heard the

f the humble; thou wilt prepare their

hou wilt cause thine ear to hear:' and
sdom, 'The preparation of the heart ini

rom the Lord.' Thou must not think

I thoughts, nor speak thy own words, I

ideed is the silence of the holy cross, but

slered from all ihe confused imaginations

apt to throng and press upon the mind in

ily retirements. Think not to overcome
ighty by the most composed matler cast

aptest phrase : no, one groan, one sigh

mounded soul, an heart touched with tru'

a sincere and godly sorrow, which is

; of God's Spirit, excels and prevails with

Vherefore, stand still in thy mind, wait to

sthing divine, to prepare and dispose thee

lip God truly and acceptably. Thus

p the cross and shutting the doors and

of the soul against every thing that

alerrupt this atiendance upon Go3, how
soever the object be in itself, or however

r needful at another season, the power o(

ghty will break in, his Spirit will pre-

heart, that it may offer up an acceptable

It is he that discovers to the soul iis

nd presses them upon it; and when it

: alone can supply them. Petitions not

I
from such a st-nse and preparation, are

nd fictitious ; they are not true : lor men
their own blind desires, and not in the

rod ; and his ear is stopped to Ihem. But

iighing of the poor, and crying of the

needy, God has said he will arise ; for the poor

in spirit, the needy souls, those that want his

assislance, who are ready to be overwhelmed,
that feel their need, and cry aloud for a deliverer

;

who have none on earth to help, ' none in heaven

but him, nor in the enrlh in comparison of him.'
' He will deliver (said David) iho needy, when he

cries, and the poor, and him that has no helper.'

' He shall redeem ihcir soul from deceit and vio-

lence, and precious shall their blood bo in liis

sight.' 'This pour man cried, and ihe Lord
heard him, and saved him out of all his trouliles.'

' The angel of the Lord encampeih roundabout
them that fear him, and delivers them.' He llien

invites all to come and taste how good the Lord
is. Yea, ' He will bless them that fear the Lord,
both small and great.'

"

New Jersey, Seveutli mo., 185 1.

THE BliniSlI UlItliNDlNES.

GlLHEUT WuiTf^.

The House-Martin.—In obedience to your
injunctions I sit down to give you some account
of the house-martin, or martlet ; and, if my mono-
graphy of tliis little domestic and familiar bird

should happen to meet with your apprubalion, 1

may probably soon e.xlend my inquiries to the

rest of the British hirundbies—the swallow, the

swift, and llie bank-martin.

A few house-martins begin to appear about the

sixteenlh of April; usually some lew days later

than the swallow. For some time after they ap-

pear, the hiruiidines in general pay no attention

to the business of nidification, but play and sport

about, either to recruit from the fatigue of their

journey, if they migraie at all, or else that their

blood may recover its true tone and texlurc after

it has been so long benumbed by the severities of

winter. About the middle of May, if ihe weather

be fine, the martin begins lo think in earnest of

providing a mansion for its family. The crust or

shell of this nest seems to be formed of such dirt

or loam as comes most readily lo hand, and is

tempered and wrought together wiih little lists ol

broken straws to render it tough and tenacious.

As this bird often builds against a perpendicular

wall without any projecting ledge under, it re-

quires its utmost efibrts to get the first foundation

firmly fixed, so that it may safely carry the super-

btruciure. On this occasion the bird not only'

clings with ils claws, but partly supports itself by

strongly inclining ils tail against the wall, making

ihat a fulcrum; and, thus steadied, it works and

plasters the materials into the face of the brick or

stone. But then, that this work may not, while

it is soft and green, pull itself down by ils own
weight, the provident archilect has prudence and

forbearance enough not to advance her work too

fast ; but by building only in the morning, and by

dedicaiing the rest of the day to food and amuse-

ment, gives it sufficient time to dry and harden.

About half an inch seems to be a suffieient layer

for a day. Thus careful workmen when they

build mud-walls (informed at first perhaps by this

little bird) raise but a nioderulo l.iyer at a lime,

and then desist lest the work should become lop-

heavy, and so be ruined by ils own weight. By
ihis method in about tenor twelve days is formed

an hemispheric nest with a smill iiperiure towards

the top, strong, compact, and warm ; and perleclly

fitted (or all the purposes for which it was intend-

ed. But then nothing is more common than for

the house-sparrow, as soon as the shell is finished,

to seize on it as ils own, lo eject the owner, and lo

line it after its own m.mner.

After so much labour is bestowed in erecting a

mansion, as nature seldom works in vain, martins

will breed on for several years logclher in Iho

same nest, where it happens lo bn well sheltered

and secure from the injuries of weather. Tho
shell or crust of the nest is a sort of rustic work
full of nobs and proiuberances on the outside:

nor is the inside of those that I have examined
smoothed wiih any exactness at all ; but is ren-

dered suit and warn), and lit for incubation, by n
lining ofsniall straws, gra-ses, and fealhers ; and
sometimes by a bed of moss inlerwovcn with

wool.

As tiio young of small birds prcsenlly arrive ot

their full growth, they soon become im[ialient of
confinement, and sit all day with iheir heads out

at the orifice, where the d.ims, by clinging to ihe

nest, supply them with food from morning till

night. For a lime the young are fed on the wing
by their parents; but the feat is dune by so quick
and almost imperceptible a sleight, that a person

must have alteniled very exactly lo their motions,

before he would bo able to perceive il. As soon
as ihe young are able to shift for themselves, iho

dams immediately turn their thoughts lo ihe busi-

ness of a second brood ; while the first flight,

shaken off and rejected by iheir nurses, congre-

gate in great flocks, and are the birds that aro

seen clustering and hovering over on sunny morn-
ings and evenings round towers and steeples, and
on the roofs of churches and houses. Tliesc con-

gregalings usually begin lo take place about the

first week in August; and therefore we may con-

clude that by that time the first flight is pretty well

over. 'I'he young of this species do not quit iheir

abodes all together; but the more forward birds

get abroad some days before the rest. These,
approaching the eaves of buildings and playing

about before Ihem, make people think th it several

old ones attend one nest. They are ofien capri-

cious in fixing on a nesling-|)lace, beginning many
edifices and leaving them unfinished ; but, whcQ
once a nest is completed in a sheltered place, it

serves for several seasons. Those which breed

in a ready-finished house get the star;, in hatch-

ing, of those that build new, by ten days or a
fortnight. These industrious artificers are at

their labours in the long days before four in tho

morning : when they fix their materi^ils they

plasier them on with iheir chins, moving their

heads with a quiek vibratory motion. They dip

and wash as they fly sometimes in very hot weather,

but not so frequently as swallows. It has been

observed that martins usually build to a nirih-east

or north-west aspect, ihat the heal of the sun may
not crack and destroy iheir nests: but instances

are also remembered where ihey breed for many
years in vast abundance in a hot stifled inn-yard,

against a wall facing to the south.

Martins are by lar the least agile of the four

species; their wings and tails are short, ond

therefore they arc not capable of such surprising

turns and quick and glancing evolutions as the

swallow. Accordingly they make use of a placid

easy motion in a middle region of ihe oir, seldom

mounting to any great heighi, and never sweep-

ing long together over iho surface of the ground

or water. They do nol wander far for food, but

airect sheltered dislricts, over some lake, or under

some hanging wood, or in some hollow vale, espe-

cially iiv windy weather. Tlicy'breed the latest

of all ihi! swallow kind: in X'iTi they had nest-

lings on to October the iwenty-first, and are never

wiihout unfledged young as laie as Mxliaelmm.

As the summer declines ihe coiigreg iling flocks

increase in numbers daily by llie coiisiani acces-

sion of the second broods, nil ai hist they sworm
in myriads upon myriads round the villages on

Iho Thames, darkening the lace of ihc sky as they

frequent ihc ails of that river, where ihey roost.
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They rclire, (he bulk of I mean, in vast

cks together nhout the beginning of October:

but hnve appcariii of late years in a considerable

(light in Ibis n( igbbouihooci, lor one day or two,

as late as November the third and sixth, after

I hey were supposed to have been gone for more

than a forlnigbt. Thry ihcrcfore withdrew with

us ihe latrst of any sptcies. Unless these birds

are very short-lived indeed, or unless thiy do not

reiurn to the district where ihey are bred, they

must undergo vast devastations somehow, anil

simiewhere; for llic birds that reiurn yearly bear

no Planner of proportion to the birds that retire.

The CiiiMSEY-SwALi.ow.—The liouse-swal-

low, or chimiiey-swallnw, is, undoubledly, the

firsl comer of all the Britikh hinindines, and ap-

pears in general on or almut the thirteenth ol

Apiil, as I have remarked from many years' ob-

servation. Not but now and then a straggler is

seen much earlier : and, in particular, when I was

a hoy I observed a swallow for a whole day toge-

ther, on a sunny, warm Shrove Tuesday ; which

day could not fall out later than the middle ol

March, and often happened early in February.

It was worth remarking that these birds are

seen first abmit lakes and niill-ponds ; and it i.-^

also very particidar, that it' these early visitors

happen lo find frost and snow, as was the case ol

the two dreaiiful springs of 1770 and 1771, they

iriimcdialely wiihdrawfor a time—a circumstance

thi-i, much more in favour of hiding than migra-

tion ; since it is n)uch more probable that a bird

shoLild retire to its h\ bernnculum ju>t at hand,

tluin return for a wtek or two only lo wanner
luliludes.

The swallow, though called the chimney-swal-
low, by no means builds allouethcr in chimneys,

but often within barns and out-houses against the

rallers, and so she did in Virgil's time.

Garrula qu t.gr, nido

In Sweden she builds in barns, and is called

Iculu iica/a, the barn swallow. Besides, in the

warmer pans of Europe, there are no chimneys
to houses, except they are E/iglish-built ; in these

countries she constructs her nest in porches, and
gateways, and galleries, and open halls.

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES

Of Ministers and Eldi-rs. and other concerned members
of the Yearly JJeetiug ol Philadelpliia.

KOGER GILL.

(Concliideci from page 381.)

At a meeting on Long Island, about the first o!

Seventh month, 1699, Roger Gill was led to treat

on the Resurreclinn, and to expose the unscrip-

tural views of those who so held ihe resurreclion

of the body, as to make ' flesh and blood' inherit

the kingdom of heaven. He said, that he had
once believed, that if the body of a man were
burnt lo nshes, and those ashes silted through a

sieve over all the earth, sea and air, yet, at the

last day, the same dust should come together

again, and ihe same body 'should then arise;'

adding,' I now believe otherwise.' Quoting the

words of the apostle to the captious inquirer in

his day, " Thou fool, thou sowtst not lliat body
that shall be, but bare grain."

After meeting, a man came to see Roger, and
expressed his ohjeclions to the views he bad
preached, saying, " I believe in the resurreclion

of the very same body ; for, the apostle saith, ' It

is sown a natural body ; it is raised a spiritual

body,' &c." Roger adduced some convincing,

arguments, but the man continuing to cavil, Tho-

[

mas Slory called for a Bible. He then read ihej

words of the apostle, 'That which ihou sowrst,

thou sowest not ihat body that shall be, but bare

grain, it may chance of wheat or of some other

grain ; but God givetli it a body as it hath pleased

him, and lo every seed his own body.' lie then
[

addressing those around, said, 'Therefore the

same body doth not arise ; but as the grain ol

wheat dies to its present (orm of being, by send-

ing forth a blade, being no oiher than the one

grain expanded, and that blade a stalk, and ofien

many; and that sialk, or stalks, an ear, or many,
with other grains, but not the same individual

grain, of the same nature, shape and kind; so

argues the apostle for the resurreclion of the

body, that that which is sown ariselh no more,

but God gives it a body as it pleasetb him ; though

no comparison will hold in every circumstance.'

Roger (iill now heard that a pestilential fever

had broken out in Philadelphia, and that many
were dying there, Friends as well as others. His
heart yearned to be amongst the sufferers, and

until his way was made clear to go to them, he

had liitle rest in his spirit. At a meeting near

New York, he lell himself bound in his le-timony

!o declare the state of things in Philadelphia,

showing that divers good Friends h.id been re-

moved by the sickness ihen raging there. From
ihis awful circumslance, he gave a solemn warn-

ing to those assembled, ' to be prepared to meet
the Lord, if peradventure the stroke of his hand
might reach' to them.

Samuel Jennings followed him in tesiimony,and

referring to what had been said, he showed them,
' that it was no new or strange thing for the peo-

ple of God to suffer in common calamities, but the

love and favour of God being assured to them,

whether life or death ensued, as it might best

please the Lord, there was no occasion of fear, or

to be dismayed at suL'h things, esptcially to ihose

who were prepared, as the aposlle when he said,

"For to me to live is Christ, and to die is gain."

And since a translation through death lo life is

the exceeding great gain of the saints, we have no

ground to repine at the loss of their society here,

though most grateful, but raiher pa'ienily and

diligently wait upon the Lord till it may become
our lot.'

Roger Gill felt his religious concern for Friends

about New York abate, but he said, ' if he bad

wings, he could fly to Philadelphia to the distressed

Friends.' After finishing the meetings previously

laid out, he and companion came to Burlington,

Seventh monlh 9th, and the next morning Roger
rode into Philadelphia, gelling there bel'ore the

morning meeting was over. Alter hearing of the

distemper, he had had noease in spiril until be came
to the city, and now he entered upon the service

of visiting the sick and dying, and warning and
comforting ihe living.

On the 15ih, Thomas Slory came lo Ihe city,

who found Roger well, but he says, " Many
Friends on their sick and dying pillows ; and yet

the settled presence of Ihe Lord was with them at

that lime : such is the goodness o( God lo his own
peo|)le, that in iheir bodily or any other affliclions,

his holy presence greatly abnti s the exercises of

nature by its divine consolation. O ibe love that

flowed in my soul to several in the times of my
visits to them ! in which I was lifted over all fear

of the contagion, and yet not without an awful re-

gard toward the Lord therein."

Roger, in one public meeting, told them that

when one hundred miles from them, his love in the

Lord was so great, that had he wings, he would

have flown to them. In another meeting, during

the time of the Yearly Meeting, he \'

on his knees in fervent and dev

sion with the Lord, to stay his haiei.

would please to accept his life for ;i ;...:i

did freely offer it up for the people.

His offer seemed accepted. The gene
ness abated, and he was soon taken dowi

the disease, afier which time very few died.

lay in great pain and affliction of body,

membered his offering, and said to Friends

him, ' It is not in my heart to repent of tl

I have made.'

He was preserved in cheerful resignall

withstanding the great suffering he was cm
and he remained watchful to speak a word
son to those around. He exhorted Fri^

faithfulness, and said, "The Lord hath s

my alfliclions to me, and hath made my
as a bed of down." Some at one time :

of their hope of his recovery, he said, "Ti
have neither thoughts nor hope about being ra:

in this life; but I knovv I shall rise sooner I

many imagine, and receive a reward accordii

my works."

His sickness continued seven days. A
hours before his death, he took leave of his Irit

and sai<l, ' Farewell, farewell, farewell, fore

He, in great peace and sweetness, departed

life. Eighth month --.'nd, 1699.

lie was aged about thirty-four years.

Thomas Slory, who was in Maryland a

time of the decease, writes thus, " 1 had the nffl

ing news of the death of my companion, Ro

Gill, at Philadelphia ; at which my soul '\

"really bowed, and my heart tendered, and I

ground whereon I sat was watered wiih my lei|

i was fully satisfied he had obtained a crowif

everlasiing peace with the Lord, and that his it

mory should not rot, nor his living testimony
'

in those American parts, wherein we had l.ibun 1

together, from Carolina to New England ; wh

many hearts had been tendered by him and sol

comforled, and several convinced ; and all ihroif

that divine power by which he is now ruisedi

glory, to sing praises to him who sitleih on t

throne, and ruletb and reigneth, and is alij

Worthy, forever and ever. Amen."
f

Timber in South America.— It seems son!

what extraordinary that the greater part oft

limber should be bTought from countri

the navigation is stopped nearly half the year

ice, and where the rivers are at all times obslru

ed by rapids and subject to storms, which rei

ihe bringing down the rafts a business of"

danger ; where, too, there is little variety ol'lii

her, and much of it of such poor quality as ot

to be used on account of il.s cheapness. Oiit|

other hand.the valley of the Amazon and ilscoui|

less tributary streams offers a country where I

rivers are open all the year, and are for hunJre

and even thousands of miles unobstructed by i

pids, and where violent storms at any season Si

dom occur. The banks of all these streams a

clothed with virgin forests, containing timbe

trees in-inexhaustible quantities, and ci such com

less varieties that there seems no purpose li

which wood is required, but one of a fitting qu,

lity may be found. In particular, there is ceda

said to be so abundant in some localities, that

could, on account of the advantages before mei

lioned, be sent to England at a less price ihan evt

the Canada while pine. It is a wood which worli

nearly as easy as pine, has a fine aromatic odou

and is equal in appearance to common mahogan;

and is therefore well adapted for doors and «

inlernal finishings of houses; yet, owing tali

want of a regular supply, the merchants are oblig'
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pine from the Stales to make their pack-
!S. For centuries tiie woodman's axe has

e pioneer of civiliziition in the gloomy
af Canada, while the treasures of this great

ile counny are still unknown.— Wallace's
on the A/na:on.

3E LAME CHILD TO HER MOTHER.

vhat makes tliee look so sad? a tear is in thine

ist with sigbs doth often beave ; mother, what
;es thee cry?
me, thy crippled girl, thou thus so often weeps?
r and grief, with quivering touch across thy
rt-string sweeps?
am a helpless one—my step may never fall

anding echo at thy side, or in my father's hall

;

ependent still must be as length'ning years
by,

1 in my helplessness till in the grave I lie.

is not the cause that brings such scalding tears

1 thee

;

that I ne'er can do, of service aught for thee
;

ause I know thou tbink'st my childish heart is

her dear, though I am lame, there 's much to

Le me glad.

:s bring their garlands bright of fresh and lovely

ers
;

ng to thee the berries plucked in merry leisure

rs

;

this, but while I sit my canvass is inwrought
rits and flowers as beautiful as those that they

e brought.

,
with my pencil, trace the scene they make so

:h will still delight them all when they have
ied to play.

3 the children's merry sports my bounding heart

share

;

to see who 's out and in ?" I watch the bouncing

lost start, as down it comes to catch it e'(

forget that there are sports I cannot sei

:e;

1 I take my book, and sit in my small easy

ir
;

isant things I often read I ne'er might see or

id skip and run about, where other children go.

mes think the guests that come and praise my
ive mind,

ger oft around me so, and look so pleased and

1,

?se would pass me quickly by, and scarcely ask

name,
; I am a little girl, and oh, so very lame,

th too that I have more of my kind father's love,

my helplessness must on his tender feelings

re,

1 takes me on his knee, and strains me to his

rt,

s me of his warmest love I largely share a part,

essed is my lot in this, that such misfortune

3 to me every heart, and yet to be but lame,

1 such love and sympathy I 've still such bless-

s left,

ward world is not to me of loveliness bereft,

een blind, had earth ne'er been thus brilliant to

le eye,

e'er have watched the sparkling stars, or .seen

clouds go by

;

easure would have thus been lost, that now is

;3 to me,
,n here admire them all, dear mother, I can see.

> the joyous sounds of morn ring gaily on mine

isive tones of eventide, these also I can hear
;

lins of joy from human voice, which float upon

air

ids of sorrow or delight with others I can share.

ter far than this, the thought that I can fondly

luer feelings rest with me, because I cannot rove
;

i afl'ections in my heart are nursed by constant

ught,

is, dear mother, ia a gift I e'er to thee have

ught.

:Vt times I 'm sad, because on i

so bound
;

But then 1 raise my thoughi
aruunil,

Who
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iher, he pulls the people along over the snow in

a sledge."
" What is a sledge?" cried out Edward Hull,

" and how do ihe dogs pull it along]"
" 1 will tell you," said old Gerird. " In sonoe

outlandish countries they have snow on the ground

all the year round ; and the frost is so keen that

the fingers' ends are almost pinched olF."

" l?ul d" lh<>y wonr no gloves ?" inquired Henry

Dohb-i, opening hiseyis wide.

" Y«-s ; but not such as you see in this

coiiniry."
" What sort are they?" cried out Peter Fuller

and Kdward Hull both together.

" Why, if you will listen, you shall know from

bei'inning to end ; for the old sailor that I spoke

of^had been there, and he told me about the

nloves, as well as about the Black Hole of Calcutia

and a score of other things."

"The Black Hole of Calcutia ! what is that?"

said Joseph Barnes. " I never heard ol that ; tell

us all about the Black hole of Calcullu."

"That I will and welcome," replied Gerard

Bliikc; " but maphap it will be just as well lor

some of you to tell me first what you know of the

church spire."

"You began to tell us," said Henry Dobbs,

" but vou did not go on."

"Why, no, I do not know how I could," said

Gerard, " when you would have me tell you all

about lat Alderman Grant. But do you remem-

ber what I told you about him that surprised you

so, and the tale about the spaniel dog V
" You never told us any thing about it after all.j

nor about the spaniel either, or we should have'

remembered it," said some of the rest o( them."

" Well," said old Gerard, enjoying the joke

thai he had put upon the young people, in au-

swcring their questions, " perhaps you know

something about Farmer Richelts, and ihe draw-

well ; or how the black lolks make sugar, and kill

lions and big sn^ikes?" But no; not one among

them knew any thing about one of these things.

" This is very odd," said Gerard Blake, look-

in" first at one, and then at another, " that you

for'et so soon. However, surely you know what

a sTedge is, and how the dogs pull it along, and

what sort of gloves the folks in cold countries

wear; and il you will tell me, then 1 will tell you

all about ihe Black Hole of Calcutia."

William Pike, Henry Dobbs, Thomas Billetls,

Peter Fuller, Joseph Barnes, and Edward Hall

stood siaring, not knowing what to say; while

old Gerard Blake, in a pleasant way, gave then

the lollowing good advice :
" The houna ihat runs

after many hares at once is not likely to catch

one of them; and the lad ihat will have half u

dozen tales told hiin, without having patience to

hear one of them to the end, will find himself jusi

in the same situation. If you had lisiened pa-

tiently, I would have told you all about the church

spire, and Alderman Grant and his spaniel dog,

and Farmer Richetts's dog ; and if that had not

been enough, in my rough way I would have

miide it as plain to you as two sticks, how the

blacks are kidnapped, how they make sugar, and

kill lions and big snakes. Every one should have

known what a sledge is, and how the dogs pull it

along; v\hat sort of gloves the outlandisli people

wear among the snow ; and if there had been any

spare time left, you should have had the lale of the

Black Hole of Calcutia into the bargain; but alter

all, the lesson you have learned by your disappoinl-

menl mny do you moregood than all of them |iui

togeil.er. Be content, boys, to hear and to do one

thing at a time, and it is ten to one but you will

become wiser, and get over more work, than il

you follow Ihe bad plan of undertaking many

things at once. My father used to say to me,
' Gerard, do one thing at a time ; do not be read-

ing your Bible when you ought to be at the

plough, and do not go lo plough when you oughi

lo'be reading your Bible. It is right enough that

you should work to get your bread ; therefore be

up in the morning, and put your hands to the

plough-tail belimes; and it is right, loo, that you
should get hold of ihe bread of eternal life; tliere-

jfore read your Bible and pray over il, that God';

grace may bless it, and make its promises you

;
comfort here, and your joy hereafter. But mind,
what you do, do heartily, and be content in at

tending to one thing at a time.' " I have jusi

another word or two to say lo you all," said

Gerard. " Make it your chief object to obiain

ihe favour of God. As sinful creatures, you can

obiain it by believing in the Lord Jesus Christ,

who died to alone lor sin. Remember what 1

said lo Martha, when she was careful and troubled

about many things : ' One thing is needful.' Luke
X. 41, 4'.2. The advice 1 have given, will apply

very well to earthly things; but remember, there

is nolhing in the whole world of such imporlance

to you as ihe salvation of your inimortnl souls.

May you all choose that good part, which shall

not be taken away from you."

Gerard Blake got up from his sent, and walked

slowly across the green ; for he saw Richard

Morris moving in the direction of the blacksmith's

shop at the corner. Pike, Billetls and Fuller

went one way, and Dobbs, Barnes and Edward
Hall went olF together another, but though the

boys moved in dilferent directions, they all made
the same resolution, which was never again to

interrupt old Gerard in the middle of a siory,

and lo be content wiih attending to one thing at a
time.

CURISTIAN LIBERTY.

In that weighty epistle addressed by Stephen

Crisp a short lime before his death, lo all ihe

churches of Christ throughout the world, we find

the following tender and wholesome advice, which

commends iiself lo all in ihe present day.
" And all you, dear friends, upon whom the

Lord hath laid a care for his honour, and lor the

prosperity of the truth; and gathered you into the

good order of the gospel, to meet together to

manage ihe affairs thereof; take heed that ye

have a single eye to the Lord, lo do the Lord's

business in the leadings of his Spirit, which is but

one, and brings all that are given up to be go-

verned by it, to be of one mind and heart, at least

in the general purpose and service of I hose meet-

ings ; although through the diversity of exercises,

and the several degrees of growth among the bre-

thren, every one may not see or undersiand alike

in every matter, at the first propounding of it
;

yet this makes no breach of the unity, nor hin-

ders the brotherly-kindness, but puts you often

upon an exercise and an inward travailing, lo feel

ihe pure peaceful wisdom that is from above to

open among you ; and every one's ear is open to

il, in whomsoever it speaks, and thereby a sense

of life is given to the meeting, to which all that

:\re of a simple and tender mind join and agree ;

but if any among you should be contrary minded

in the management of some outward affair, re-

lating lo the truth, this doth not presently break

the unity that ye have in Christ; nor should

weaken ihe brotherly love, so long as he keeps

wailing for an understanding from God, to be

gathered into the same sense with you, and walks

with you, according to the law of charily. Such

a one ought to be borne with and cherished, and

the supplications of your souls will go up to God

for him, ihat God may reveal it lo him if i'

will ; that so no ditrercnce may be in uniin

ing, so far as is necessary for the good .

church, no more than there is in mailers of i^

and obedience to God ; for, my friends, it isii

of absolute nccessily that every member of j

church should have the same measure of ^

slanding in all things; for ihen where w

duly of the strong bearing with the weak ?

where were the brother of low degree? \

would be any submilling lo them that are s

others in the Lord? which all tend to r,

serving unity in the church, notwiihslanuin^ >

different measures and dilFerent growths ol" g

members thereof; for as the spirits of the prop; i

are subject to the prophels, so are the spirits olj

Ihat are kept in a true subjection to the Spiri(

life in themselves, kept in Ihe same suhjeciioi)

the sense of life given by the same spirit in i

church ; and by ihis means we come lo know i

one master, even Christ, and have no room f

other masters in the matter of our obedience

i

God : and while every one keeps in this true 8.

jection, the sweet concord is known, and the(

is not only upon Aaron's head, but it reach}

Ihe skirts of his garment also; and things i

kept sweet and savory, and ye love one unoH
from Ihe greatest to the least in sincerity, and,

the aposile saith, without dissimulation; andli

love excludes all whisperings of evil things;
i

backbiting, lale-bearing, grudging and munnurii

and keeps Friends' minds clean one lowij

another, wailing for evtry opportunity lo

each other good, and to preserve each oiher's •

putalion ; and their hearts are comforted at ^i

sight of one another ; and in all their affairs, b<'

relating to the church and to the world, ihey «

be watchful over their own spirits, anl keep

the Lord's power, over that nature and ground

ihem^elves that would be apt lo take an ofTcD'

or construe any word or action to a worse sci

than Ihe simplicity thereof, or the intention of V

other concerned will allow of.

" And whereas il may often fall out, that amo

a great many, some may have a diliurenl app

hension of a mailer from the rest of their brellm

especially in outward or temporal things; the

ought lo be a Christian liberty maintained forsu

lo express their sense with freedom of mind,

else they will go away burdened; whereas il Ih

speak their minds freely, and a friendly and Clir

tiun conference be admitted thereupon, th

may be eased, and oftentimes the different anpi

hension of such an one comes to be wholly i

moved, and his understanding opened, lo see

the rest see; for the danger in society dolh c

lie so much in that, that some few may have

differing apprehension in some things from I

;eneral sense, as il doth in this, namely, whi

uch that so differ, do suffer themselves to be li

out of the bond of charily, and shall labour to ii

pose their private sense upon the rest of tlit

brethren, and to be offended and angry if it be n

received ; this is the seed of sedition and stri

that hath grown up in too many, to their o»

hurl.

And, therefore, my dear Friends, beware of

and seek not to drive a matter on in fierceness i

iigcr, nor to take offence into your minds

any time, because what seems to be clear to yni

is not presently received ; but let all things in tl

church be propounded with an awful revereni

for Him that is the head and life of il ; who hai

d, ' Where two or three are met in my nam

there, I will be in the midst of them.' And i

le is, and may be felt by all who keep in li

pirit; but he that follows his own spirit, sei

nothing as he ought to see it. Theretiare let a
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of iheir own spirits and natural tempers,

are sometimes called, but let all keep in I

lUS temper; then are ye tit for the service I

louse of God, whose house ye are, as ye
i

Dn tlie IbundalioB that God iiath laid ; and

juild you up, and teach you how to build

mother in him, and as every menibi'r must

in themselves, and all I'rom one head ; this

not hurt ilsell'in any, but be tender of the

1 ; for by this one life of the word ye were

, and by it ye are nourished, and made
into your several services in llic church

THE INCLES.
(Conlinueil rro.n page 370.)

I Sandy's facts wanted a vocabulary nde-

fitted to represent them ; but though they

a commodity of good names," they were

ied on careful observation and possessed

; element of respectability,—perfect orig-

They were all acquired by himself. 1

sre, however, to the habit of observation

e assisted me in forming, than even to his

imselves ; and yet some of -these were of

ue. He has shown me, for instance, that

snse granitic boulder in the neighbourhood

wn, known for ages as the Clach iMul-

Cursed Stone, stands so exactly in the

Dw water that the equinoctial tides lay dry

side, but never its outer one ;—round the

de there are always from two to four

f water; and such had been the case lor

a hundred years belbre, in his father's

mdiather's days,—evidence enough ol

have heard him say, that the relative
' sea and land were not altering; though

the lapsed century the waves had so

encroached on the low flat shores that

men of his acquaintance, long since pass-

y, had actually held the plough when
vheve they had held the rudder when old.

, too, to point out to me the effect of cer-

ids upon the tides. A strong hasty gale

; east if coincident with a spring-tide sent

vaves high on the beach and cut away
Dods of the soil; but the gales that usu-

it the larger tides from falling during ebb,

olonged gales from the west. A series ol

ven when not very high, left not unfre-

from one to two feet water round the

Malloch during stream-tides, that would

>e have laid its bottom bare ; a proof he

say that the German Ocean from its want

Ith, could not be heaped up against our

,0 the same extent, by the violence of a

werful east wind, as the Atlantic by the

a comparatively moderate westerly one.

rvoods on the lower slopes of the hills,

lere was no access to the zones uncovered

ebb, furnished me with emjiloyment ol

kind. 1 learned to loolt with interest on

king of certain insects, and to understand

if at least their simpler insiincts. Tlie

liadem Spider, which spins so- strong a

at in pressing my way through the lurze

, 1 could hear its white silken cords crack

yielded before me, and which 1 found

n the strange art of rendering itself invi-

the clearest light, was an es|)ecial favou-

ough its great size and the wild stories I

d about the bile of its congener— the ta-

made me cultivate its acquaintance some-

a distance. Olien however have 1 stood

ts large web, when the creature occupied

e in llie centre, and, touching it with a

i grass stalk, I have seen it BUllenly swing

on the lino " with its haml.s,"' and then sh.ike
with a motion so rapid that the eye failed either
to see web or inMCt for minutes together. 1

learned, too, to take an especial interest in what,
though they belong to a different family, are
known as the Water Spiders; and have watched
their speeding by fits and starts, like skaters on
ice, across the surface of some woodland spring,
or streamlet,—fearless walkers on the water thai

with true faith implanted in the instinct, never
made a shipwreck in ihe eddy or sank in the

pool. It is to these little creatures that Words-
worth refers in one of his sonnets on sleep :

—

" sleep, thou nrt to me
A fly that up and down himself doth shove
Upon a fretful rivulet ; now ahove,

Kow on the water, vexed with mockery."

As shown, however, to the poet himself on one
occasion, somewhat to his discomfort, by James
Wilson, the " vexed fly" though one of the hemip-
lerous insects, never uses its wings, and so never
gets " above" the water.

" Among my other favourites were the splendid

dragon-flies, the crimson-specked Burnet moths,
and the small azure butterflies, that when flutter-

ing among delicate hare-bells and crimson-tipped

daisies, used to suggest to me the idea ol flowers

that had taken to flying. The wild honey-bees,

too, in their several species had peculiar charms
for me. There were the hufl'colourcd caiders,

that erected over their honey-jars domes ol

moss; the lapidary red-tipped bees, that built

amid the recesses of ancient cairns, and in old dry

stone-walls, and were so invincibly brave in de-

fending their homesteads, that [hey never gave up
the quarrel till they died; and above all, the

yellow-zoned humble bees, that lodged deep in the

ground along the dry sides of grassy banks, and

were usually wealthier in honey than any of their

congeners, and existed in larger communities.

One of my discoveries of this early period

would have been deemed not an unimportant one

by the geologist. Among the woods o( the hill,

a short half-mile from the town, there is a morass

of comparatively small extent, but considerable

depth, which had been laid open by the bursting

of a water-spout on the uplands, and in which the

dark peaty chasm remained unclosed, though the

event had happened ere my birth, until 1 had

become old and curious enough thoroughly to ex-

plore il. It was a black miry ravine some 10 or

12 leet in depth. The bogs around waved thick

with silvery willows of small size; but sticking

out from the black sides of the ravine itself and

in some instances stretched across it from side to

side, lay the decayed remains of huge giants ol

the vegetable world, tliat lud flourished and died

long ages ere, in at least our northern part of the

island, the course of history had begun. There

were oaks_ of enormous girth, into whose coal-

black subs'tance one could dig as easily with a

pick-axe as one digs into a bank of clay ; and al

least one noble elm which ran across the little

siream that trickled rather than flowed along the

bottom of the hoUcjw, and which was in such a

state of kee|)ing that I have scooped out of its

trunk with the unassisted hand a way fur the

water. I have lijund in the ravine—which I

learned very much to like as a scene of explora-

tion though I never failed to quit il sadly bemired

—handfuls of hazel nuts of the ordinary size, but

black as jet, with the cups of acorns and wiili

twigs of birch that still retained their silvery outer

crust ol' bark, but whose ligneous interior existed

as a mere pulp. I have even laid open in layers

of a sort ot unctiousclay resembling I'uller's eurlh,

leaves of oak, birch and hazel, that hud fluttered

in the wind iliousauds of years before ; und there

was one happy day in wlurh I su/-cerded in dig-

ging out from \\\r very bolloiii of tlio exciivolion •
huge fragtnint of an exiruordiniiry-luuking doer's

twrn. It wua a broad, maxnive, Hirungc-luoking

piece of bime, evidently old-fusliioncd in ilH ly|>o ;

and so I brought il home in triumph to Uncle
James, as the anliquary bf the family, ansured

that he could tell me ull about il. Uncle Jamci
paused in the middle of hia work, and taking iho

liorn in his hand, surveyed il leisurely on every
side. " That is the horn, boy," he at Icnglh oiild,

"oino deer tliat now lives in this country. Wo
have the red deer und the fallow deer und the

rue; and none of ihem have horns at ull like thai, I

never saw an elk ; but 1 om preily bure lhi<

broad, plank-like horn can be none other llian

the horn of an elk." My uncle set aside his work,
and taking the horn in his hand, went out to

the shop of a ciibinel-maker in the neighbourhood,
where there used to work iVom five to six journey-

men. They all gathered round him to examine
It, and agreed in the decision that it was an en-

tirely ditferent sort of horn from any borne by
the existing deer of Scoihind,and th.it his surmise

regarding it was probably just. And, apparently

to enhance the marvel, u neighbour, who waa
lounging in ttie shop al the lime, remarked, in a
tone of sober gravity, thai it had lain in the moo
of the willows " lor perhaps half a century."

There was positive anger in Ihe tone of my uncle's

reply. "Half a ceniury, sir 1
!" he exclaimed

;

" was the elk a native of Scotland half a ceniury
ago ? There is no notice of the elk, Sir, in British

history. That horn must have lain in the moss
of the willows for thousands of years !" " Ah
ha, James, ah ha," ejaculated the neighbour, with

a skepiical shake of the head; but as neiiher he

nor any one else dared meet my uncle on histori-

cal ground, the controversy took end with the

ejaculaiioii. 1 soon added to the horn of the elk

that of a roe, and part ol that of a red deer, louiid

in the same ravine; and the neighbours impressed

by Uncle James's view, usid to bring strangers

lo look at them. At length, unhappily, a lela-

tion, settled in the south, w ho had shown me a

kindness, took a fancy to ihem ; and smil by the

charms of a gorgeous paini-b ix which he had just

sent me, I made them over lo him entire. They
lound their way lo London and were uliimalcly

lodged in the collection of some obscure virtuoso,

whose locality or name I have been unable lo

trace."

lUp/osion of Gas.—Persons who go lo search

for a leak in the gas p;pe with a light in iheir

hands, are in dandier of being blown up. In

Tremont Temple, Boston, ihree men were injured

by an explosion. They incautiously ligliled a
lamp, though the room was so filled with gos that

jthey could scarcely breathe.

—

Ledger.

Coffee Leaves.—.\ Brazil paper stales that

Brazil exports 250,000,000 lbs. of coffee yearly,

'and ihat the leaves are really more valuable than

the fruil, though not yet used os an article of ex-

port. 'l"he iiifusKin oi colFee leaves is more nutri-

tious and more invigorating than lea, and is pre-

ferred, by all who have tried il, to an intusion of

the coff.o berry. The leqves are treated in the

same way as the b'Trn's, by r<i:is:in,'.

THE FRIEND.
KIUIITIi MONTH 19, 1854.

We have always slu liously avoided introduc-

ing politic* into the columns of " The Friend,"
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nnd are desirous lo do nothing thnt would engen-

di^r or promote party strife nmon^ the members

of our Religious Society, but the action of Con-

gress during its lust session has brought the ques-

lion of slavery so directly before the people, the

aggression of the Slave power has been so enor-

mous and unblushing,'!indlhe appeal lo the ballot

box for sanction or acquiescence in the course

that has been pursued, is so fully recognized, thai

it seems a duty of more than ordinary importance

for every one having the right to vote, and dis-

posed lo avail themselves of it, lo bear in mind

the great principle al stake, and that it is reiison-

nble lo suppose if the next Congress should prove

OS subservient to the slave-holders as the present

has been, the propagation of their peculiar institu-

tion will become the settled policy of our govern-

tnenl, and must in time render the free Slates

completely subservient to iheir supposed interest.

Under these circumstances, we think it is not

out of place lo make a short extract from the

"Address to the People of the United States" put

forih at Washington, by members of Congress

who opposed the passage of ihe Nebraska bill.

They have had full opportunity lo make llieiti-

selves acquainted with llie designs of the Admin-

istration and ils supporters. After describing the

course pursued in order to effect the passage ol

ihe Nebraska Bill, they say :

—

'•The deed is done. It is done with a clear procla-

mation, by the Administration and by Congress, that

tlic principle which it contains e.xtends not only to

Ivansas and Nebraska, but lo all the other Territories

DOW belonging lo the United States, and to all which

may hereatter be acquired. It has been done uaneces-

Earily and wantonly, because there was no pressure for

the organization of Governments in Kansas and Ne-

braska, neither of which Territories contained one law-

ful inhabitant who was a citizen of the United States

;

and because there was not only no danger of disunion

apprehended, but even no popuhir agitation uf the ques-

tion of Slavery. By this reckless measure, the free

Slates have lost all the guarantees for freedom in the

Territories contained in former compromises, while all

the States, both slave and free, have lost the guarantees

of harmony and union which those compromises af-

forded.
" It seems plain to us that, fatal as the measure is in

these aspects, it is only a cover for broader propagan-

dism of Slavery in the future. The object of the Ad-
ministration, as we believe, and of many who represent

the slave States, is to prepare the way for annexing

Cuba, at whatever cost, and a like anue.\ation of half a

(iozen of the States of Mexico, to be admitted also .is

slave States.
" These acquisitions are lo be made peaceably, if they

can be purchased at the cost of hundreds of millions
;

if they cannot be made peacefully, then at the cost of

war with Jlexico, and war with Spain, with England,

and with France, and at the cost of an alliance with

Russia, scarcely less repugnant. Unmistakable indica-

tions appear, also, of a purpose to annex the eastern

part of San Domingo, and so to subjugate the whole
island, restoring it to the dominion of Slavery. And
this is to be followed up by an alliance with Brazil, and
the extension of Slavery in the valley of the Amazon.
It is for you to judge whether, when Slavery shall have
made these additions to the United States, it will not

demand unconditional submission on the part of the

free States, and failing in that demand, attempt a with

drawal of the slave Stales, and the organization of i

separate empire in the central region of the continent

From an act so unjust and wrongful in itself, and fraught
with consequences so fearful, we appeal to the people.

We appeal in no sectional spirit. We appeal equally

to the North and to the South, to the free States and to

the slavtholding States themselves."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
EUROPE.— r-ie Har.—In a recent debate in the Bri-

tish parliament. Lord John Russell affirmed that Eng-
land would never sheathe the sword, except upon the
conclusion of a just and honorable peace. He intimated
that among the conditions which such a peace should
include, would be the extinction of the Russian protec-
torate over tlie Principalities, and the obliteration of the
menacing armam nts at Sebastopol. He also stated that

Louis Napoleon fully concurred in this view of the gua-

rantees which should bo provided against Russian ag-

gression. The additional troops being sent to the Bahic,

consist of 30,UOU French and CUOO English. The num-
bers of the allied army in the vicinity of Varna are given

as ()0,OOU French, 30,000 English, and 10,000 Turks.

FK-\NCE.—Cholera has appeared in 2t> deparlmenls,

and ils ravages appear to be aggravated by the exces-

sive fear, which accompanies il. It broke out at Avignon

among a detachment of BOO French soldiers stationed

there, of whom 245 died. At Aries it was very fatal, us

well as at Marseilles and other places.

CHINA.—The last accounts represent the rebellion as

still making progress, and tendiug towards the tinal sub-

version of Iho reigning dynasty and prevailing religion

of the empire.

BAUBADUliS.—The Cholera at last dates was abating,

after having greatly reduced the poimlaliou of that

small island. Jlorc than 12,000 persons are stated to

have perished.

U.NITED STATES.—The Crops,—as far as has been

ascertained, there have been seasonable showers during

the summer, and the crops are good over the country

generally, but some portions of our widely extended

land have sull'ered severely from drought; such is re-

ported to have been the case in part of the New England

States, of the north-western counties of Pennsylvania,

and some of the southern counties of .Maryland.

The Cholera.—A larger portion of the whole country

appears to be subject to the intlueuces producing cholera

than in any former year, nor is it by any means con-

fined to cities and large towns ; we hear of its preval-

ence in all our northern border States, from Maine to

.Minesota, and in the middle range from the Atlantic

to Missouri, some of the Southern States only having so

far escaped. It is from comparatively a few points only,

that there are any accurate returns of mortality ; it is,

however, evident from these that the number of our fel-

low creatures daily falling belore the destroying angel,

is quite large.

California.—The accounts from the Indian reservation

continue cheering to the friends of the poor natives.

The Indians are said to work cheerfully and diligently

at all the usual occupations of agriculture, and their

settlement has become a scene of singular prosperity
;

the crops of the season are abundant and valuable, and

what is most remarkable, although the community is

composed of many dilferent tribes, they work together

in entire peace and harmony.
Oregon.—Rich gold diggings are reported to have been

discovered near Port Orford, and lead mines near St.

Helena ; but of still more value, are extensive beds of

bituminous coal recently found at Coosa bay on the

Pacific coast. There are 35 dour mills in Oregon, mostly

built within the last two years, and constructed in the

best manner.
New Orleans.—Twenty-six large stores were destroyed

by fire last week, and property destroyed to the value of

a million of dollars. There were 122 deaths in the

week ending the 30th ult., including 12 from Yellow

Fever.

Buffalo, N. r.—In the week ending the 5lh inst., there

were 155 interments, many of which were from Cholera.

New Bedford, Mass.-~[s probably the most wealthy

city in the United States. The assessed value of real

and personal estate for the present year divided by the

number of people as determined by the census of 1850,

gives an average of 1B15 dollars to each man, woman,
and child.

St. Louis.—A savage and disgraceful riot growing out

of the election, occurred on the 7th inst., the parties

engaged in it being the natives against the foreigners.

Several lives were lost; many persons woun<led, and 50

to 60 houses destroyed. Deaths for the week ending

the 7lh inst., 310.

New York.—Number of deaths last week, 1051, in-

cluding 265 by Cholera.
Philadelphia.—The cool weather has had a favour-

able cft'ect upon the public health, the interments last

week being reduced to 358. Among the deaths, there

were 65 from Cholera
; 52, Cholera .Morbus ; 12, Cholera

Infantum.

FRIENDS' SELECT SCHOOLS.

The committee having charge of the Select Schools

in this city desire, before the re-opening of these semi-

naries for the Fall Term, to call the attention of their

fellow members to some of the advantages which these

schools offer for the Education of thechitdren of Friends.

In that for Boys, situated on Cherry street, between

Eighth and Ninth streets, the studies pursued are Read-
ing, Writing, (under a teacher particularly employed for

the purpose,) Spelling, Defining, and Derivalious from

Latin and Greek Roots, Grammar, Geography Arith-

metic, Algebra, Geometry, Mensuration, ,SurTo\

Book-keeping, History, Mental Philosophy, Chemi.
Animal and Vegetable Physiology, the Latin aadtir
Languages, English Composition, Astronomy aoj
higher branches of the .Mathematics.

Occasional Lectures are delivered on Chomistrj,

:

lural Philosophy, &c., illustrated by appropriate Ei|.

ments ; nnd with the view of increasing the interes!

value of this department of instruction, larj^i- and
able additions have been recently made to tiio Cbc;

and Philosophical Apparatus.
Nearly the same course of instruction, etc'

Greek, is pursued in the Girls' school on St. Jig
street, with the addition of the French languagt
Botany.
Both of these departments of the Institulion are It

plied with competent instructors, aud particular cm
taken that the leaching shall be thorough, and Ihepifil

well grounded in the essential rudiments of a good «

liberal education.

In the St. James's Street School is a priiii;[iv •]:

ment for the elementary instruction of youiv ' ^I'l.

of both sexes—and similar schools are Krpi iu i

,

Northern District, at the .Meeting-house on Sixth inij

—and in the Weslern District, at the Meetiiig-homiij

Twelfth street, which are under the supervision aadw
of the committee.
The Holy Scriptures are daily read in all the schoo

and endeavours are used to m.ike the pupils ucquunt

with the contents of the sacred volume, and wiih t

Principles and testimonies of our religious SoLietj.

The charges for Tuition in all these schools on
moderate, as to be within the reach of Dur niembe

generally; and we would earnestly invite Fricndl

secure for their children a participation in the benet

of a religiously guarded education thus provided (i

them.
As the irregular attendance of pupils at school mmi

retards their progress in learning, and is a great ditx

vantage to the school at large, it is suggested to pareo

and care-takers, that they will consult the real inlert

of the children by requiring their regular attendini

when in health. It is also hoped, that they will encoui

ago the pupils to a cheerful compliance with the ruii

which have been established for the government of ih

schools, especially those which require the dress, Un

gunge and deportment of the children to conform loih

plainness and simplicity of our religious profession.

On behalf of the Committee,
JoH.N CARTER, Clerk.

NOTICE.

Mary Hodgson, Jr., No. 94 N. Tenth street, is willio

to accommodate with board, the daughters of sue

Friends, as wish their children educated in her school

where they will have the comforts of a home, aodn

ceive instruction in the usual English branches, FreDChl

Latin and Drawing. The session commences the 4lho

Ninth month. A limited number only being accomiiii>

dated, early application for admission is necessary, fo

terms, apply at her residence, or of W. Hodgson, Jr.

Tenth and Arch streets.

RECEIPTS.

Received per C. E. for J. G. Edge, Isaac C. Evans, ani:

L. King, $2 each, for vol. 27.

The Moral Almanac for 1855 is received, and for sail

at Friends' Book-store, 84 Arch street. Price $2 pergt

Eighth month, 1854.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM.
Committee on Admissions.—Samuel Bettle, Jr., No. lo:

North Tenth street ; Charles Ellis, No. 'Jo South Eighll

street, and No. 56 Chestnut street ; William Betllc, No

14 South Third street; John C. Allen, No. 179 Soull

Fifth street, and No. 227 North Front street; Horatio C

Wood, No. 210 Riice street, and No. 37 Chestnut street

William Thomas, No. 242 North Fifth street, and .No. 41

South Wharves; Townsend Sharpless, No. 187 Arcl

street, and No. 32 South Second street; John M. Whi

tall. No. 161 Filbert street, and No. 138 Race street.

Visiting Managers for the Month.—Nathaniel liaudolpb

No. 585 Vinestreet; JeremiahHacker, No. 144 S. Fuurtl

street; William Kinsey, Frankford.

Superintendent.—Dr. Joshua H. Worthington.
J/a(TOn.—Elizabeth B. Hopkins.

PRINTED BY KITE & WALTON,
No. 3 Eanstead Place, Fourth above Chestnut street
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and there a bird may affect some odd
• place; as we have known a swallow
)wn the shaft of an old well, through which
ad been formerly drawn up for the pur-

inanure: but in general with us the

I breeds in chimneys, and loves to haunt

acks where there is a constant fire, no

r the sake of warmth. Not that it can

in the immediate shaft where there is a

It prefers one adjoining to that of the kit-

nd disregards the perpetual smoke of that

as I have often observed with some degree

er.

or six or more feet downjthe chimney does

e bird begin to form her nest about the

of May, which consists, like that of the

larlin, of a crust or shell composed of dirt

,
mixed with short piecp.s of straw, to ren-

lugh and permanent ; with this difference,

ereas the shell of the niariin is nearly

leric, that of the swallow is open at the

I like half a deep dish: this nest is lined

6 grasses and leathers, which are often

d as they float in the air.

derful is the address which this adroit bird

ill day long in ascending and descending

lurity through so narrow a pass. W hen

g over the mouth of the funnel, ihe vibra-

her wings acting on the confined air oc-

1 rumbling like thunder. It is not impro-

lat the dam submits to this inconvenient

1 so low in the shaft, in order to secure

ods from rapacious birds, and particularly

'Is, which frequently fall down chimneys,

in attempting to gel at these nestlings,

swallow lays from four to si.\ white eggs,

/ith red specks, and brings out her first

bout the last week in June, or the first

July. The progressive method by which

ng are introduced into life is very amus.

St they emerge from the shaft with difficul-

gh, and ollen fall down into the rooms

for a day or so they are fed <in the cliim-

, and then are conducted to the dead,

bough of some tree, where, silting in a

;y are aitended with great assiduity, and

in be called perchers. In a day or two

ey become //!?/£«, but are still unable to

ir own food; thereloro they play about

1 place where the dams are hawking lor!

[id when a mouthlul is collected at a cer-

1

lal given, the dam and the nestling ad-|

viince, rising towards each other, and meeting nt

an angle; the young one all the while uttering

such a little quick note of gratitude and com-
placcny, that a person must liave paid very liltle

regard to the wonders of nature that has not often

remarked this leal.

The dam betakes herself immediately to the

business of a second brood as soon as .she is dis-

engaged from the first; which at once associates

with the first broods of liouse-martins ; and wilh

them congregates clustering on sunny roofs, tow-

ers, and trees. This hirundo brings out her sec-

ond brood towards the middle and end of August.

All the Slimmer long is the swallow a most in-

structive pattern of unwearied industry and affec-

tion ; for, from morning to night, while there is a

family to be supported, she spends the whole day

in skimming close to ihe ground, and e.xertingthe

most sudden turns and quick evolutions. Avenues

and long walks under hedges, and pasture-fields,

and mown meaduws where cattle graze, are her

delight, especially if there are trees interspersed;

because in such spots insects most abound. When
a fly is taken a smart snap from her bill is hoard,

resembling ihe noise at the shutting of a watch-

case ; but ihe molion of the mandibles is too quick

for the eye.

The swallow, probably the male bird, is the

excubUor to huuse-martins, and other little birds,

announcing ihe approach of birds of prey. For,

as soon as a hawk appears, wilh a shrill alarming

note he calls all the swallows and martins about

him ; who pursue in a body, and buffi't and strike

their enemy till they have driven him from tlie

village, darting down from above on his back, and

rising in a perpendicular line in perfect security.

This bird also will sound the alarm, and strike al

cats when they climb on the roofs of houses, or

otherwise approach the nests. Each species ol

hirundo drinks as it flies along, sipping ihe sur-

face of the water; but the swallow alone, in gen-

eral, washes on the wing, by dropping into a pool

for many times together : in very tiot weather

house-martins and bank-murtins dip and wash a

little.

The swallow is a delicate songster, and in soft

sunny weather sings both perching and flying ;

on trees in a kind of concert, and on chimney-

ops : is also a bold flyer, ranging lo di.slaut

downs and commons, even in windy weather,

which the other species seem much lo dislike;

iKiy, even frequenting exposed seaport (owns, and

making little excursions over ihe salt water.

Horsemen on wide downs are often closely at-

tended by a liltle party of swallows for miles

)gether, which play before and behind them,

sweeping around, and collecting all the skulking

insects ihut are roused by the irampling of llie

horseb'leet; when the wind blows hard, without

this e.xpedient, they are often forced lo settle to

pick up iheir lurking prey.

This species feed much on litile co!eoplera, ns

well as on gnats and flies; and ofit n seiiles on

dug ground, or palhs, for gravels lo grind and

digest its food. Belbrc ihey depart, lor some

weeks, lo a bird, they forsake houses and chim-

neys, and roost in trees, and usually withdraw

about ihe beginning of October; ihongli some

l\-w stragglers may appear on, at times, lill iho

first week in November.
The Sand-M.*rti.n.—The snnd-mnriin, or

bank-marlin, is by much ihc least of any of tlie

Brilis/i liirundines ; and, ns far as wc have seen,

the smallest known hirundo; though Brisson

asserts that there is one much smaller, aod that

is the hirundo esculenla.

But it is much to be regreiied that it is scarce

possible for any observer to be so full and exact

as he could wish in reciling the circumstances

attending the lile and conversation of this liltle

bird, since il \s fera ^alurii, at least in this part

of the kingdom, disclaiming all domestic attach-

ments, and haunting wild heaths and commons
where there are large lakes; while the other

species, especially the swallow and house-marlin,

are remarkably genile and domeslicaled, and
never seem lo Ihiidc themselves safe bul under the

protection of man.
It is curious to observe wilh what diflerent de-

grees of archileclonic skill Providence has en-

dowed birds of the same genus, and so nearly

correspondent in their general mode of life! for,

while the swallow and the house-martin discover

ihe greatest address in raising and securely fixing

crusts or shells of loam os cunabula for their

young, the bank-martin lerebraies a round and

regular hole in the sand or earth, which is ser-

pentine, horizontal, and about two feet deep. At
the inner end of this burrow does this bird deposit,

in a good degree of safely, her rude nesi, consist-

ing of fine grasses and feathers, usually goose

leathers, very inarlificially laid together.

Perseverance will accomplish anything ; though

at first one would be disinclined lo believe that

ihis weak bird, wilh her soft and lender bill and

claws, should ever be able to bore the stubborn

sand-bank without entirely disabling herself; yet

with these feeble instruments have I seen a pair

of Ihem make great dispulch, and could remark

how much they had scooped that day by the fresh

sand which ran down the bank, and was a diflier-

ent colour from that which lay loose and bleached

in the sun.

The Elcplmnls of llic £ust.

A person who had never seen a wild elephant

can form no iilea of his real character ciilier men-

ially or physically. The unwieldly and sleepy-

looking beast, who, penned up in his cage iu a

menagerie, receives a sixpence in his trunk, and

turns wilh difliculty lo dep >si! il in a box, whose

menial powers seem lo be concentrated in the

idea of receiving buns tossed into n gaping moulh

by children's hands; this very bo.ist n)ay have

come from a warlike slock. liis sire may have

been ihe terror of a dislrict, a pitiless highway-

man, who thirsted for blood ; who, lying in wait

in some thick bush, would rush upon the un-

wary passer by, and know ni pleasure greater

than the act of crushing his vic;im lo a shu|)cless

mass beneath his feet. 1 hive heard people ex-

claim, upon hearing anecdotes of elephant hum-

in:.', " Poor things !" Poorihmgs imleed ! 1 should

like 10 see the very iiersoii wliu thus expresses his

pity going ut his best pace with a savage elcphttut
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ahoT liim ; give liini a lawn
likes, niiil SLU the flcphniil gn

ynrd oftliu cIkisc, fire in Ills i

lor.'' char'je ; and woiiUI udI 1

to run upon il !,. vored hor remarkable abililirs. was when slic was .llecl a canal junciion between iheAtlamicta
inin^ a loot ,n every showujg h,m s.,m8 multiplied from 14 to 4.880, Pacific oceans. This was known as tl,e Nb,,
ye, liiry in his head- which at lust he lhouj;ht she must have worked ' gua route. The en-ineerin" diflkulties and i

'

lieliyingyentleman
I

on the slate below, and then transferred. He
|

immense cost of ihis^undcnaking, however, t.k,'who lately exclaimed Poor thing I be thank ul .alleged as much, which she would by no means in connection with the fact ihaT, even if nccMtothelucky bulla that would save h.m from de-
^

admit. He then, to test her, told her to multiply a ' plished, its advantaues would fall short o(Z
struction? There ore no animals more misun- line of pounds, shillings and pence, which he gave demands of the world's inter-oceanic iraffic m
derstood than elephants; they are naturally sa-

|

her, by 72. To his surprise, she multiplied it as der it e.xtremely improbable that any praa^
vage, wary, and revengeful, displaying as great

|

fast as any other person could have done it by
courage when in their wild state as any animal [Yet this girl never learnt the mulliplication table
known. The laci of their great natural sagacity higher than 12 times 12. She can also add upei"ht
renders therm the more dangerous as Ibes. 1

w hen they are tamed, there are many that are not

safe for a stranger to appioaeh, and they are then

only kept in awe by ihe sliarp driving-hook of the

mohout.

Elephants are gregarious, and Ihe average num-
ber of n iierd is about eight, although they fre-

quently form bodies of fifty and even eighty in

one troop. Each herd consists of a very large

proportion of females, and they are constantly

met without a single bull in their number. I h;

seen some small herds formed exclusively of

bulls, but this is very rare. The bull is generally

much larger than the female, and is generally

more savage. His habits friquenlly indiice him
to prefer solitude to a gregarious life. He then

becomes doubly vicious. Ho seldom strays many
miles from one locality, which he haunts lor many
years. He becomes what is termed a " rogue."

He then waylays the natives, and in fact becomes
a scourge to the neighbourhood, attacking the in-

oflensive without the slighlest provocation, carry-

ing destruction into the natives' paddy fields, and
perfectly regardless of night fires or the usual pre-

cautions for scaring wild beasts. The daring
pluck of these rogues is only equalled by their

extreme cunning. Endowed with that wonderful

power of scent peculiar lo elephants, he travels in

ihe day ume doufi the wind; thus, nothing can
follow upon his tract without his knowledge. He
winds his enemy as the cautious hunter advances
noiselessly upon his track, and he stands with

ears thrown lorward, tail erect, trunk thrown high

in the air, with its dislendtd lip-pointed to the

spot from which he winds the silent but approach-

ing danger. Perfectly molionless does he stand,

like a statue in ebony, ihe very essence of atten-

tion, every nerve of sense and hearing stretched

to its cracking point ; not a muscle moves, not a

sound of a rustling branch against his rough sides,

he is a mute figure of wild and fierce eagerness.

Meanwhile, the wary tracker stoops to the ground,

and wilh a practised eye pierces the tangled brush-

wood in search ol his colossal feet. Still further

ar,d further he silently creeps forward, when sud-

denly a crash bursts through ihe jungle; the mo-

or ten lines of pounds, shilli

Iding the lowest lines tog

pence, by first

her, then the tliird

lowest, and so on. When performing these cal-
culations, every limb and feature seem at rest.

One day lately, the teaclier set the door open
and ordered the children to he quiet, as he was
going to give her the most difficult count she ever
got. He then told her to walk out in the garden,
and find out' how many moments were in 9,000
years. She walked only about ten yards at an
ordinary pace, when she told the answer correctly,

never having reached the garden. ' But,' says
one of the boys, ' she did a I'ur bigger count than
that yesterday, the biggest, they say, that was
ever done by any body. She multiplied 1234.'36789

by 987654321, and gave the correct answer in

less than a minute, for the bet of a half-penny,

which she relused lo take, because her teacher
had forbidden her, in the presence of the scholars,

to calculate large sums at the bidding of any per-

son. On being interrogated as to how he knew
whether the answer was correct, the boy replied,

that two of them had counted it on a slaie, and
found it correct, and that the figures were so far

above hundreds of millions that none of them
could read them. The girl's name is Maria
Cleland, daughter of Gavin Cleland, shoemaker

Darvel.—Ao/7/i British Mail.

ISTUMUS OF DARIEN.

Most of the readers of " The Friend" an
.vare of ihe elforls making by different com.
inies lo effect a highway across the isthmus

lying between the Atlantic and Pacific Oci
It is an enterprise in which the whole world is

interested. Should a water communication prove
practicable and be perfected, it

produce a revolution in comme
complelely change the moral
of many of the nations of the East, as well

exercise a powerful influence on our own country
'

' e States of Central America. These con-
siderations give more than common interest lo the

following account of an exploring party sent out

by one of the Companies striving to secure the

ly improoauie mat any pracijcj

steps will be adopted to carry out this project.

" Besides this rouie, no fewer ihan six olhej

projects have been brought more or less beforj

the public, of which one is partially execuih'

Commencing at the norihern extninity of lb'

tliread of land that links together the two g^i
continents of America, there is, first, the Mexicji'

line of railway, extending from the Hay ofTe
huanlepec to the Bay of Campeche. Nhi'
beyond ihe si:e of the Nicaragua rouie, we hii.l

a proposal for a roadway across the stale of Cosii.

Uica. The fourth is a railway from C^hagresoi,

the Atlantic lo Panama on ihe Pae.fic, part o

which has already been completed, while twenty

three miles of the journey has yet to be perforrottj

by means of mules on a miserable road. Th'

first ten or twelve miles of ihis line is supporle,

on limber-piles, driven into swampy land fs;

worse than many of the bogs of Ireland, and form,

ed one of the most arduous engineering operatioci

that is to be met with in the history of roilw«;,

construction. The next line suggested is fron

St. Bias or Mandigo to Chepo in the Bay of ?i,

nama. About 100 miles to the south of ibtj

Panama iron highway is the s|)ot, in the district

of Darien, where it is now proposed to cut a wide

and deep seapath for the vessels of all nalions.

The remaining project, is to render the riw

Atrato on ihe borders of New Grenada navigablf.j

and form a canal navigation into the Bay of

Cupica or the river San Juan.

Of all these conflicting schemes, thai whick

proposes to excavate a watery route through the

Isthmus of Darien possesses the grealest feasibi-

lity and the most universal interest. It hastbe,

ianction of names eminent for i ngineering achieve-,

iieni, and has been favourably enleriaincd bytbe

governments of the first commercial iialiunsoftht

earth. A company has been lorined uiidur tbe

highest auspices, a deputation from which only a

II necessarily
!

'^^^^ ^^ft'ks since obtained an audience wilh the

French emperor, and secured his promise of cot-

mem has arrived lor the ambushed charge, and ,,ght and the means, to undertake and accomplish
the elephant is upon h^m.—l-rom the Rijie und\x\^,^ great work. The account is taken from
the Hmcnd m Ceylon.

THE DARIION CANAL.A Really Wohderjul Child.—There is at pre-

sent attending the Hasiings school, Darvel, Ayr-
shire, a girl aged bLtween eight and nine years,

who commtiiced ihe study ol arithmetic less than

a twelvemonth ago. Such are the powers of her
memory, that she is now able lo calculate men-
ially, in a very few momenis, such questions as

these : How many seconds in 00, 80, 90, or 900
years? How many ounces in 20, GO, or 100
tons? She can multiply such a line as £894 19i.

\\d. by 32, 50, 98, as cleverly and correctly as land new highways for

any ordinary arithmetician would multiply by 4,
j

modern enterprise are opening up in every direc-

6, or 8. Ccunls in long division, (simple andjtion. It will probably be in the recolleclion ol

compound) she divides by short division, or in a many of our readers, that about six months since

nerce, and probably I

French emperor,

and social condition ! dial co-operation in carrying out Ihe projecl.

Even so early as the sixteenth century llie Spaoish

government instituted inquiries into the praclica-

biiily of such an underlaking ; but ihe dillicultit^

lo be surmounted being loo lormidable lor tlieeD-

gineeriiig science of those days, it was of neces-

sity abandoned. These obstacles to the retdiZJ-

tion of this mercanlile desideratum, although ibej

have changed in character in more recent tim«s,

have scarcely diminished in number or force.

Foremost among them has been the total lack of

all reliable information respecting the interior of

le present day, engineering achievements
I
the country to be crossed, together wilh thejcal-

which a century ago, had they been possible, ! ous vigilance and hostility of the aboriginal tribes

' The Leisure Hour

habiting it. If we except Dr. Cuilen, who i

ed ihe Isthmus of Darien in lo48, and subse-

quently imparted to us some glimpses of iis geogra-

phical leatures, we have had, until the present year,

no evidence that this terra incosmla has ever

would each have marked an epoch, follow one
another in rapid and startling succession. To
meet the requirements of the ever-expanding
commerce of the nations, broad rivers are yearly
being bridged across, isthmuses, to use an eng-
ineering phrase, arc canalized, mountains tunnel- j been completely explored by a while man. Tk

'i"d, continents intersecled wilh Ihe all-uniting rail,
j

only work prolessing to give any thing like au-

Ithentic information on ihis region ol' woods,

swamps, unknown rivers,

and savage Indians, is

line, by such liguies as 34, Oti, 72, 92, >Scc., in 8

or 10 seconds.

The first time her teacher, Mr. Tarbel, disco-

we devoted a paper to the exposition of a scheme,
ihen exciting considerable attention among the

mercantile classes, by which it was proposed to

Id beasts, reptiles,

history of the buc-

caneers of the sixteenth century, written by them-

selves, and which records their piratical adven-

tures on the coasts of the Pacific ocean. In the

commission of their depredations, the isthmus was
i
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everal times by them; but na the natives

thoy wore jruided generally acted com-
in these excursions, they evidenlly took

the most difficult and circuitous routes,

ingly contrived never to return by the

y. These detours hove rendered it im-

define their route on a map with any
1 accuracy.

attenlion of Sir Charles Fox iiaving, in

r, 1851, been specially called by Ur.

that portion of the isthmus lying be-

! two excellent harbours ofCaledonia Bay
julfol' San Miguel, two civil engineers

t out in the spring of last year, under the

of Messrs. Fox, Henderson, and Brassey,

prescntatives of an embryo company, for

3se ol" making a survey of the proposed

"ler an absenceof four months and a half

rned, having to a great exlent succeeded

icientific mission ; and Mr. Gisborne, one

gentlemen, has since published, in the

I journal and an official report, ihe result

explorations.* By lollowing ihe steps of

erprising travellers., we shall be able to

many important particulars respecting

jmplated inler-oceanic route—a route, lot

embered, which the great Humboldi, after

nearly half a century to the study ol

America, has pronounced superior to any

\t could be selected through that entire

and.

ling from Soulhampton on the 2nd of

r. Gisborne and his assistant, Mr. Forde,

at Cartagena, one of the chief maritime

New Grenada, on the 1st of last May,
; was detained six weeks waiting for Dr.

fho, it had been arranged, was to join the

ploring band. The time, however, was
ed, for Mr. Gisbourne and his companion
k excursions into the interior for the pur-

laking observations in the natural history,

:ation, and the geology of the country,

ler was likewise engaged by the aulhor-

samine and report upon an uncompleted

ilended to connect the Dique and Ma
ivers, the construction of which had been

by the fiiilure of the contractor. The
lation of this work was regarded with

inxiety by the inhabitants of Cartagena,

ilidole to many of the evils under which

o suflering,a[]d as a germ of certain future

ly. As a specimen of the inconveniences

, they complain, it may be meniioned that

ley to Bogota, the capital, consuines from

wo to twenty-five days, and costs 25,?. for

person. The proposed canal would ob-

economise both timt; and money. The
in governmeni, indeed, is so impressed

importance of this undertaking, that, in

2's opinion, it would be disposed to grant

any thing except money to a company
T to open and maintain this navigation,

overished state of its treasury is strikingly

; from the fact that, when lately ihreaten-

an invasion by General Flores, the House

i.bly voted a forced loan of 2,00(),0U0

or the equipment and support of 2U,00U

vhich sum they could only raise by sell-

Fortresses and cannon of the country,

lie impatiently tarrying at Cartagena, Mr.

ae encountered several other represenla-

his profession, bent on somewhat similar

several of them with roving commissions

Atrato and Panama. Most of them were

Isthmus of Dariea in 1852 : Journal of the Ex-

3f Inquiry for tlie Junction of the Atlantic luid

ceans. By Lionel Gisborne. London : 6aun-

Stanford. 1853.

Americans. A siugular spociinon of nalive deco-

ration also mot his eye on one occasion. "The
oihcr evening," he says, " 1 saw on ihe rtpposiie

balcony a number of young ladies, one of whom
seemed covered with ihe most luminous brilliants.

I found that sho had formed a necklace, bracelets,

and brooch wiih a number of firi.-llies, which I am
sorry to say she had sluck upon pins. Notwitli-

sianding tiieir suflerings, they continued to emit

their phosphorescent light for a long time, serving

her vanity at Ihe cost of a lingering death."
" Dr. Cullen being still detained at Bogota, the

seat of the government, where he was altempling

to negotiate ihe cession of a lease of land for ihe

intended canal, Mr. Gisbourne took his depariure

wiihout lilm, on the lllli of June, on board the

briganline " Veloz ;" and in four days anchored

in Port Escoces, or Scotch Harbour, so called from

having been, in 1695, colonized by a number of

Scotch emigrants, who were induced lo attempt to

lound a setllement (here by the allurements of an

excellent haven, an exuberant soil, a salubrious

climate, and ihe prospect of rich gold mines. This

well-meant eflbri at coloniza'ion disasirously fill-

ed through the hoslility of the aborigines and ihe

buccaneers, and ihe jualousy of the Spaniards, en-

tailing upon poor Scotland a loss of 400,001)/. and

the lives of many of her energetic children. On
the spot shadowed by these melancholy remem-
brances it was that the enterprise of ihe nindecnih

century was aboul to strive to conquer the delbils

and disasters of the sevcnteenlh. Here it was

ihat the special labours that brought Mr. Gisborne

from Europe were to commence. The isthmus at

I his point is inhabited by the Mandingo tribe of

Indians, who are represenled as very numerous,

and exceedingly jealous of an invasi<m of their

territory, which they and their forefathers have

held and defended for ages against all hostile

comers. Well knowing, as iheydo traditionally,

the terrible consequences that have almost invari-

ably resulted from the incursions of white men,

they are resolved to rt-sist the aggressions of in-

truders at all hazards. The lapse of more than

a century and a half has not effaced the stain upon

the cause of civilization left behind by Spanish

cupidity and cruelty ; and any fresh attempts to

penetrate the inlerior of their country, especially

if attended by barometers, iheodolites, the me:

surin

ardour of llie sun. \ confused noise issues fronr.

every bush, from the clefis of the rocks, and from

Ihe ground underminid by the lizards, millepedes,

and ccxilas. These aru .so many voicfs, procioim.

ing thai all nalure breathes, and ihal under n

thousand difFirent forms life is diduscd ihrough-

oul the cracked and duslv soil, as well ns in the

bosom of th(

around us.

alers, ai in th< ihat circulates

For •Thr Friend.-*

THE CROSS OF CDRIST.

Oh ! that Friends may everywhere in nil humi-

liiy bow their necks to the yoke of Christ, bear-

ing the daily cross, in the holy fetir <if God, so

that the soul may be kept nlive in the power of

Truth ; f r Penn says, " The whole nerd nol ihe

physician; the lull have no need lo sigh, nor the

rich to cry for help ; those who aro not sensible

of their inward wants, ihat have no fears and ter-

rors upon tliem, who IokI no need of God's power

10 help them, nor the light of his countenance lo

comfort them ; what have such to do with pray.

er? Their devotion is, at best, but a serious

mockery of the Almighty. They know nol, ihey

want not, ihcy desire not, what they pray for.

They pray that the will of God may be done, and

do constantly their own; for, though it be soon

said, it is a most lerrible thing lo them. They
ask for grace, and abuse what they have; ihey

pray for the Sj)irit, but resist it in ihemselves,

and scorn at ii in others : they request the mercies

and goodness of God, and feel no real want of

them. In this inward insensibility, liiey are as

unable lo praise God for what they have, as to

pray for what they have not. 'They shall praise

the Lord that seek him ; lor he salislieth the long-

ing soul ; and fillelh the hungry wiih good things.'

This is also reserved lor Ihe |)oor and needy, and

those that fear God. ' Let the [spiritually] poor

and needy praise thy name; ye that fear the

Lord, praise him; and ye seed of Jacob, glorify

him.' Jacob was a plain man ; of an upright

heart; and they that are such are his seed. And
though, with him, they may be as poor as worms

in their own eyes, yet they receive power to

wrestle with God, and prevail as he did. With-

out the preparation and consecration ol this power,

110 man is fit to come belbre God ; else it were

..„, and oiher scientific appliances, would !"Wtler of less holiness and reverence to worship

St certain to rouse their suspicions and
|

God under the gospel, than it was in the times of

kindle their revenge. These Indians, however, the law, when all sacrifices were sprinkled, belbre

are becoming somewhat of a commercial people, [they were otrered ; the people consecrated that

and are friendly disposed towards the English, jotlbred them ; 'ere they presented themselves be-

although the Spanish are regarded by them wilh fore the Lord, if the touching ol a dead or un-

ihe bitterest aversion. Such are the people, whose clean beast then, made people unfit for ihe lemple

hills, valleys, rivers, and hunting-grounds our two or sacrifice, yea, for society with the clean, until

English engineers were about to travel at the ' first sprinkled and sanclifiod, how can we think

perd of then- lives. Their only chance consisted 1
so meanly of the worship instituted by Christ in

in eluding the notice of the natives, and penetrat- gospel-times, as ihal it should admil ol unpre-

ing to the interior as sleallhily and rapidly as I pared and unsanclilied otlerings ? or allow that

lossible, their destination being the opposite Pacific those who either in thoughts, words, or deeds,

(.(jyg, daily touch that which is morally unclean, con,

without coming lo the blood of Jesus, lliat

sprinkles ihe conscience from dead works, ac-

Animal Life in the Tropics.—Uumho\6i thus ceptably worship the pure God I li is a down-

describes the exuberance of animation, even in ils nght contradiction lo good sense ; the unclean

lowest forms, under the eqna,or:-At noon, in! cannot accep.ably worship "'«' ^'".^.'^
'^ ^oly ,

these burning climates, ihe teasis of ihe ibresl the impure that which ,s
P'--^'^'<='- .

'Y' 't,^"

re.ire to the thickets, ihe birds hide themselves holy mlercourse and communion belwixt Chris

beneath the folia-e of the trees, or in the crevices and his lollowers; but none al all betwixt Christ

of^he rocks yt-l amid this a .parent silence we and Belial ; belw.en him and ihose who disobey

hLlIa dull ;ibraUorac"n,inuri murmur of in- his commandments, and live not the li.e o. his

sects that fills if we may use the expression, all blessed cross and sell-denial.
, . ^ ,

he owe ra.a of the air. Noihing is belter fii-
" Bui as sin. so formaliiy cannot -rsh'p God ;

led to make a man feel .he extent and power of though the manner were o. '''=! ";^" °'^'"" "";

or-anic life. Myriads of insec.s creep upon the
;

I his made the prophet, personal.ng one in a great

sod and flutter round the plants, parched by ihe strait, cry out, ' Wherewith shall 1 come beloro ihe
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Loiil,niicl bow ni)S(iri>rforetlie high God? Shall

I cotnebefort' him wiih burnt oiriTinus ? wilhcalvps

ola year old ? Will ihc Lord be pU-nscd w llh ihoii-

sniids of rtinis, or wilb Icri ihoiisimds of rivers ol"

oil? shiill 1 give my firsl-boni lor my Ininsgres-

sioii, ihe fmit of mv boilv for iho sin of my soul ?

He hath showed ihie, O mim, what is good: and

what dolli the Lord f' quire of ihoe, bill to do

justly, 10 love mercy, anil to walk liumbly with

thy God ?' 'I'lic royal prophet, sensible of this

calls thus upon God: "O Lord, open thou my
lips', and my moulh shall show forth thy praise."

He did not dare to open his own lips, he knew
that could not praise God; "For tliou desiresi

not sacrifice, else would I give it
:" If my formal

ollerings would serve thou shouhlst not want

them; "Thou delightesl not in burnt olTerings.

The sacrifices o( God am a broken spirit, a broken

and a contrite heart, God, thou wilt not ilespi>e."

And why ? Because this is God's work, the ellirt

of his power; and his own works praise him. To
the same purpose God himself speaks, by the

mouth of Isaiah, in opposition to the formalities

and lip worship of ihe degenerate Jews. "Thus,
saith the Lord, the hcaviMi is my throne, and the

earili is my Iboi-stoid, where is the,hoiisc that ye

build to me, and where is the place of my rest?

For nil these things hath my hand made. But to

this man will I look, even to him that is poor, and

of a contrite spirit, and trembleih at my word."

B bold the true worshipper ! one of G^d's pre-

paring, circumcised in heart and ear, that n sists

not the Holy Spirit, as those lofty professing Jews
did. If ibis was so then, even in the lime of the

law, which was the dispensation of external and

shadowy perlbrmances ; can we expect accept-

once without the preparation of the Spirit of the

Lord in these gospel-days, which is the proper

time lor the efTusion of the Spirit ? By no means
;

God is what he was; and none are his true wo
shippers, but such as wtirship him in his own
Spirit ; of these he is tender as of the ap|)le of his

eye ; the rest do but mock him, and he despises

them. And why do they mock him, and He
despise them? Because their hearts were pol-

luted, they loved not the Lord with their whole
hearts, but broke his law, rebelled against bis

Spirit, and did not that which was right in his

sight. The cause is plain,—by the amendment
he requires: "Wash you, make you clean, put

away ihe evil of your doings from before mine
eyes: cease to do evil, learn to do well: seek

judgment ; relieve the oppressed
;
judge the father-

less
;
plead for the widow." Upon these terms,

and nothing less, he bids them coine to him, and
tells them, ihat though their "sins be as scarlet,

they shall be white as snow ; and though they be

as crimson, they shall be white as wool." So
true is that notable passage of the Psalmist;

"Come and hear, all ye that fear God, and 1 will

declare what he hath done for my soul : I cried

to him with my mouth, and he was ex'olled with

my tongue. If I regard iniquity in my heart, the

Lord will not hear me. But verily God hath
heard me, he hath attended to the voice t^C my
prayer. Blessed be God which hath not turned
away my j.rayer, nor his mercy from me.' Much
might be cited, to show the d'ispleasure of God
against even his own forms of worship, when
performed without his Spirit, and that necessary
preparation of the hearl in man, which nothing
else can work or give. Above all other penmen
of sacred writ, this is most frequently and empha-
lically recommended to us by the c.vam|)le of the

Psalmist, who, ever and anon calling to mind his

own great slips, and the cause of tliem, and the

way by which be came to be accepted of God, and
obtained strength and comfort from him, reminds

himself lo wait upon God. " Lead me in thy

Iriilh, and tench me, for thou art the God of my
ls.ilviitl»>n ; on line do I wail all the diiy long.'

His soul looked to God for salvation, to be dell-

]
vered from the snares and evils of the world

This shows an inward cxercisi;, a spiritual atten-

dance, thai stood not in exleriml forms, but an

inward divine aid. And truly, David had grea

encouragement so to do; the goodness of God in

vited him lo it, and sirengthened him in it

" For," says he, " 1 waited patiently upon the

Lord, and he inclinid unto me, and heard my cry

He brought me out of the miry clay, and set my
feet upon a rock."

New Jersey, Kiglitb mo., 185-1.

Preserving Fruit witliout Sugar.

We have received numerous applications for

information about the ttiodus operandi of putting

up fruit so as to preserve it in a fresh state, with-

out cooking, drying, or packing in sugar. It is a

business that cannot so well be done in families

as in large manufactories, where everythini' is

arranged for convenience; but still, with a little

experience and careful atteniion, every lainily can
save enough of the various fruits of the season to

furnish their tables with a great delicacy during
ih.il portion of the year when they can gel no-

thing of the kind. 'I'he whole secret consists in

exfielling the air from bottles or can.s by heating,

and then sealing up the contents hermetic. illy, ll

the article to be preserved is peaches, select such
as you would fur sweetmeats, and pair and cu!

them so they can be put in the botile, and you
must do this with the least possible delay, or they

will be coloured by ihe atmosphere. Some per-

sons who want them to retain their natural white-

ness, put them under water. When the boitle is

full, cork it light and wire down the cork with a

very liltle projection above the glass. When you
have bottles enough to fill a kettle, such as may
be most convenient, put them in and boil with the

water all round up to the nozzle, for about fifteen

or twenty minutes, or until the bottle appears to

be full of steam—the atmosphere having been

forced out through the cork. As soon as the

bottles are cool enough to handle, dip the corks

in sealing-wax so as to cover them quite tight.

An additional precaution is used by some in put-

ling tin foil over the wax.

Another plan is to cook the fruil slightly in a

kettle, and then put in cans or hollies and pour

hot syrup of sugar in to fill up the interstices, and
then cork and seal. The heat of the fruit and
syrup answering to expel the air. But the less

they are cooked, or sweeiened, the more natural

will be ihe lasie, like fresh fruit, when opened.

We have eaten peaches a year old that we could

not tell from those sugared an hour before.

Tomatoes are very easily preserved, and retain

their freshness better than any other fruit. The
small kind are only used. Scald and peel them
without breaking the flesh. Boilles should hold

about a quart only, because when once opened,

the contents must be used up at once. Bottles

made on purpose, with large throats, and a ring

on the inside are the best, and bottles are better

than cans lor all acid fruit. The cans, however,

are more easily secured by solder than the bottles

by corks and wax, and the air is let out ihrough

a small puncture alter the large opening is soldered

up and cans healed, and that hole stopped with a

single drop of solder.

Every article of fruit will keep fresh if the air

is exhausted and the bottle sealed light. The
least particle of air admitted through any imper-

fection of the sealing will spoil ihe fruit. If the

air could be driven out wilhout hent, ihern wool
Ih! no need of cooking, and only just enouji

should be given lo expel the air and not ch«n:'
the tuslc. Many persons prefer to add syrup m '

by about one pound of sugar lo a qiiarl of w ,

to all suitable fruits. Green corn, beuns, t.

toes, pie plants, currants, gooseberries, clien,..

strawberries, peaches, are the most common thini'!

put up in this way. They add greiilly to the pleji

sures of the table, and to the health ol" ihosewjn;

consume; quite unlike, io that respect, the com

mon preserves. 1'

We have known fruit for pies put up in thr«i

quart cans, by partially cooking in an open keitk*'

in a syrup just sweet enough for use, and |iullia>l

the Iruil in the cans hot and soldering iminedi*.

tely. It kept thus perleclly.
|

Some fruits keep much betler ami uiili |e«{

healing than others. Peas are amoiii; ibehardi

est articles lo keep ; ihey contain so much fij&il

air. I

\Vc advise every family in the country tolfj

this plan of pulling up fruits for winter use, i

small scale this year, and if successlul, eol

upon it next year.

—

D. News.

DIVINE iNSPIR.\TiON AND MIRACLES.

There are those, even in ihis enlightened ap,

who contend that the day of inspiration and mi-

racles is p:isl, and ihat ibe Scriptures are the alone

source of Divine revelution. Bit while thi

lo be found an availing means of access to liie

ihrone of grace, and a voice in the secret ofihe

heart, saying, " ihis is Ihe way, walk ihou in it,"'

so that we need not that any man teach us, «are'

as the heavenly anointing teacheth, which is trulh'

and no lie, and while the hearts of men are

changed from a state of nature to a stale of grace

Ihrough the working of a hidden power, by which

they are raised as from the grave of sin and

death into newness of life, how can such a posi-

tion be maintained? It is by the same Almighty

Power by which the world was created, and by

this alone, that any one of us can be reJeemeJ

from the world ; and saved with an everlasting

salvation, for wiihout the assistance thereof, »«

cannot even think a good thought. It is very

possible for us to read the Scriptures, from begin-

ning lo end, wilhout a single taste of that bread

of life, which is the nourishment of the prayerl'ul

soul, whose daily engagement it is lo ask of Him

I alone can dispense it. But in order thut the

Scriptures may make us wise unto salvation, il

ust be Ihrough faith which is in Christ Jesus,

and then they will be blessed lo us by Hun who

gave them forth, through his inspired servants.

As they were written by inspiration, they can

onlv be comprehended and appreciated by the

assistance of the s.inie Spirit that dictated them,

the medium through which all true and saving

knowledge must come.

Who that has ever been availingly exercised in

prayer for deliverance— lor themselves or others

rom the bondage of sin, can doubt the Influ-

ence ol" immediate inspiration, or the continuance

of a miraculous power by which the sick haie

been healed, and the dead raised, even from the

lime of our Saviour's personal appearance on the

earth lo the present day? or who that has wit-

nessed the refreshment atibrded by a lew inspired

words, by which many may have been fed, can

call in question that power which is able to feed

the mullilude witli what may appear but sulficient

for a lew, or even for a single individual 1 Tlial

the extension of the same Divine power is wit-

nessed now—by lho.se who are engiged in seek-

ing ils help—that was experienced in the days oi
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personal appearance on earth, no truly

b"li(.'ver would dare to call in question,

1st be a very outside reliyion that would
even a doubt upon this |)oint.

IS like a very sin-soothing religion that

lit of our leaning upon what has been
hout us, regardless of the power that is

he dominion wiiliui us, that, through ihe

and wonderful working thereof, we might

meet for an incorruptible and undeliled

ce, with all those who have been sancti-

;by ; but such is the natural aversion to

3, that very many are willing to satisfy

es by endeavouring to live on the labours

; but it is written " he that will not work,

eat ;" and this will be found true as it

the spiritual lood, which must be sought

order to be found, according to the pro-

eek and ye shall find."

true breathing of the soul unto God,
through the inspiration of the Almighty,

in alone give us an understanding ol our

)r we know not what we should pray lor

ght; but the Spirit maketh intercession for

lielpeth our iiitirmilies ; therefore no form

: that is not called forih under the imme-
luence of the Holy Spirit, can avail with

om we proless to worship, and even ihese

ilways needed in the otl'ering-up of accep-

yer.

Tbou art vnnquishccl and neglected,
And the good whicli thou hustUone,

Though by man it lie forgotten,

Shall be deathless as the sun.

Though neglected, gray and grassy,
f^liU 1 pray that my decline

May lie tlirnugh as vernal valleys,

And as blest a calm as thine.

GOIXG 4 NUTTING.

BY OLD HCMl'IIREY.

Many say that age and youth cannot agree

together; let us try to prove the contrary. Old
Hum|ihrey, on his part, will endeavour to enier-

lain you and do you good ; and do you, on your
pari, try to profit from his remarks.

" What now boys I What now !" said I, as two

young nephews of mine came towards me. " Oh
1 see that you have your nut hooks and satchels.

I warrant there will be fine work ainoni; the nut

bou"hs and the brov shelle But where are

Sclected-

g the forty years' pilgrimage of Israel in

erness, a preiernatural column of fire and

tended the camp. It rested with them,

'ed on before them, directing and conduct-

1 in their journeys ; in the night season it

right and shining light ; and in the day-

fforded a grateiul cooling shade from the

heat of those sultry dtserts. Thus is

resent with his church, while she sojourns

rth; guiding her steps, enlightening her

3, and mitigating her sorrows,

lund each habitation hov'ring,

See the cloud and fire appear 1

ir a glory and a cov'ring,

Showing that the Lord is near,

lus deriving from their banner,

Light by night, and shade by day;
ife they feed upon the manna,
Whicli he gives them when they pray.

Sclecied.

DESERTED ROAD, IX PENNSYLVANIA,

ncient road that wind'st deserted

Through the level of the vale,

veeping toward the crowded market
Like a stream without a sail.

landing by thee, I look backward,

And, as in the light of dreams,

;e the years descend and vanish^

Like thy whitely tented teams.

ar I stroll along the village

As in youth's departed morn
;

it I miss the crowded coaches,

And the driver's bugle-horn.

iss the crowd of jovial teamsters

Filling buckets at the well,

'ith their wains from Conestoga,

And their orchestra of bells.

) the mossy wayside tavern

Comes the noisy throng no more,

nd the faded sign complaining,

Swings unnoticed at the door,

'hile the old decrcpid tollman

Waiting for the few who pass,

3ads the melancholy story

In the thickly springing grass,

ncient highway, thou art vanquished
;

The usurper of the vale

We hove nnswered nil your questions now undo ;

we shall be losing lime if wp slay any longer."

"Very true; but wliiil think yon of the fine

) iiigs that arc said about money—'Money
makes the man ; and, m<jney buys nil things V "

" Yes ; but you showed us the folly of these

fine sayings ; and you said ihal money could cure

luiiher the toothache, the hcuduche, nor the heart-

ache."
" Did I ] Why you seem to remember every

thing that I told you. Hut are you quite sure

that you do not wish to ho inisers V
" Quite sure uncle I Quite sure 1 We wish to

be nothing but just what we are—a band of
merry-heacied boys going a nutting."

" That is right boys 1 ! that is right 1 If I were

to talk to you for an hour, hardly could I teach

you a better lesson than that of being thankful

lor such things as you have, and making the l)eit

of that stale of life in which it has pleased God to

place you."

The
UNITY OF THE SPIRIT,

lily of the Spirit in the bond of peace

going? Where are you going!"
" We are off to Kerby's Coppice, uncle, for

they say that the nuis are as thick there as they

can be. You shall have some of them

we come back, for we mean to fill our saichels

as full as they will hold."

" Thank you, boys ! thank you. Oh, the days

hen 1 was young I Well, you have a blue sky

and a sunny afternoon before you ; but now a

question or two belbre you go. Suppose you had

your choice, would you be heroes, or boys going

a nulling V
" Why boys going a nutting, to be sure! We

do not want to be heroes covered with glory, with

an empty coal-sleeve. No! No! Y^ou have told

us enough about war to prevent us from wishing

to be warriors."
" But what say you to be monks boys, and to

live a quiet and retired life in the cluisler ?'

" We do not want to live a quiet and retired

life; we only want to go a nutting. Y'ou havei

told us enough about monks to set us against suchj

a life as they lead. It would not suit us at all toj

be cooped up in a dreary cell with a string ofj

beads around our necks, to bow down to a wooden

iige. We remember the lines

—

' We love the sunbeam and the tree
;

We love to wander wild and free;

And gloomy monks we will not be.'

ir way to the nu

enters into almost all ol George Fox's epistles.

There is no Christian unity out of the Holy Spirit,

that baptizes into one body. Sameness of views

and purpose will not constitute true unity. Evil

men and seducers Irom the life and government

of the Truth can hold for a lime a kind of unity,

but not in the biml of the Prince of princes' peace.

In one of his cpisiles, he says: " Friends in the

power and lile of God, dwell in unity one with

another, that with the lile of God ye may answer

I hat of God in every one. Keep down and low,

that fioUting may rtign, but life among you ; and"
unto the power ol God be obedient. And Friends,

the going from ihe lile and power into the change-

able things, there is the strife, which ihe lile is

over ; by which power of God all things were

made, wherein wisdom is received to order all

things to his glory. So the S- ed Christ in you

all, know, which doth go over the earth, and

inherits the promise of God, that ye may be all

heirs of the promise of God. Cease from your

own ivortls, but live in the power ; for it breaks

down rocks, mountains, old sandy foundalions,

and the bond of iniquity, and makes up ihe breach

between God and man, and breaks down that

which makes the breach. So know the Seed in

one another, which Seed is Christ ; who according

to the Hesh was of Abraham, and according lo the

Spirit, the Son of God. And this is the word of

the Lord God to all Friends, and n charge to you

from the Lord God, to live in peace one with un-

ol/wr, and that the peace, life and wisdom of God
may rule you all." G. F.

Where peace docs not reign, we may s.ifely

apprehend that Christ's government is not fully

known. The want of true spiritual unity breaks

down the strength of the visible cliutch, and dis-

ables the members from building up one another

fraid to go "" ''>*= '"''=*' '"''> '""''•

Now let us make the best of

boughs."

"Well, if it does not suit you to be monks, what

think you of becoming misers? Think of a great

iron chest as full of money bags as it can hold,

with an excellent lock and key to it, so that nobody

can open it but yourselves. Will you make up

your mind to be misers?"

"No, No! lor then we should be

a nutting, lest a rogue should come and takeaway

our great iron chest. You have told us quite

enough about misers to set us against hoarding

up money lor no better use than to look nt it.

Y'ou said but yesterday, ' Money makes very few

happy on earth, and helps fewer siill on their way

to heaven;' so we will not be misers. A book

that we have says

—

'What is wealth when men grow old?

Misers ye may keep your gold !'

And while the miser is pulling long faces, silting

on his iron chest, we shall be laughing and pull- two millions of Jews concenlraied in his empire,

in- down the nut boughs in Kerby's Coppice.
|
uol a copy of the Old Testamcnl in iheir native

Religious Intolerance in Russia.—No asso-

ciations ibr religious purposes are tolerated in Rus-

sia ; no printing presses are permitted to print the

Bible in the vernacular tongue of the people; no

versions ol Scriptures in the only langj.ige the

masses can understand are permiUed lo cross the

fronlier. It is slated ihat there has not b< eii a

copy of the Bible in Russia, printed in thai couu-

try, since lci23. Colporieurs, Bible agents, tract

distributors, find as litilo favour with ihe bigoted

Czurns so many Red Republicans. Even lo the

llions of Jews concenlraied in his
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Hebrew is pcrmiiicd. No Chriiiian missions to

the most burbiirous and distant tribes under his

swny are tolerated. The iiiotlensive and pious

Moravians, permitted to pursue their charitable

work every where else, have been driven Iroin

their labours in Russia.

A Boston Notion—Fire Alarm.

As a proposiiion is now before the citizens of

Philadelphia, to establish an electro-magnelic lire

alarm, the Ibllowing lively account of that now in

use in Boston, may not be uninteresting to our

readers in this city, or toothers not so immediately

interested in the success ol' a siibslitulo for the

present annoying mode of giving the alarm ol

fire :

" Boston is a city of notions, everybody knows.

America can show no other city so full of ma-

tured systems, useful contrivances and odd con-

veniences, as this same Boston. The city maxim
seems to be, that ' there 's a best way ol' doing all

things.' In public and domestic alTairs the ' solid

men of Boston' are not content with simple

achievement, but they must have achievement by

the best meihods. '

"The latest illustration of this is their scientific

way o(" giving a tire alarm, and calling out and

guiding their fire department. A very simple

matter, one would think, to raise the window sash

and siiout Ji-er two or three times, and leave the

alarm to spread. Every villager knows how to

pull a bell-rope, and ring until he 's tired. Every
New Yorker knows how to count the booming
strokes of the big bells as they tell of the district

number. A very simple thing! One way is just

as good ns another, so long as a rousing alarm is

started.

'• By no means. These Boston men have found

out a best way.
" If your house takes fire, and gets past domes-

tic control, and you feel it necessary to appeal to

the municipal auihorilies for help, do not be at all

e.xciied or alarmed. Do not make yourself red in

the face, nor hoarse with shouting. Put on your

hat and run to yonder corner, where you see that

little iron box fastened up against the wall; step

into the store, ask quietly lor the key, adding,
' My house is on fire,' by wny of apology for the

intrusion; now unlock the little iron door, and,

remembering that the longest way round is some-

times the shortest way home, obey the inscription,

and 'turn six times slowly.' Your responsibility

is ended. You 've done all you need to. Boston

will take care of your house. Hurry home, or

the engines will be there belbre you.

"Every bell in the city and several more across

the water are telling people where you live, and

that your house is on fire. In other parts of the

city men wiih glazed hats and brass trumpets

may be setn running to these surne little iron

boxes ; they stem to whisper a moment, then they

listen, and then they look very knowing, and slap

the door to ; and here they come, all pell mell lo

your help. How much lime has ebipsed since you
needed help? Perhaps three minutes. There is

a best way of giving an alarm, that 's a fact.

" But how was it done?
"That little iron box you opened was a tele-

graph station
; you can see the wires where they

come down through these two iron pipes into the

box. Thecrank you turned is merely a contrivance

that enables an inexperi need person to send the

only message ever sent from this box—its own
number. Just so a hand-organ enables the grinder

tj play one tune well, though he be no organist.

You turned it six times. Once would have been

enough, but six times over, and every lime the

same number, there could be no mistake. The
central odice knew in an instant of your distress.

" Yes, but how did that make the bells ring all

over the city, and E:ist Boston too ? Uo they keep

a sexton at every bell-rope all the time ready to

pull when anybody telegriiphs?

" No. That would be lull as bad as the New-
York plan of keeping watchmen up in iho fire-

lowers, on a perpetual look out. That would not

be scientific enough lor a ' best' way. But you
know a church clock strikes the hours without any
help from the sexton, except to wind it up. Just

so the bells arc rung for fire ; in every steeple

there is a machine like the striking train of a

clock. These machines will strike several hun-

dred blows each with their heavy hammers by
being wound up once. When you sent off your
despatch, it went direct to a third story room on
Court Square, and was read by a man whose bu-

siness it is to attend to such messages. From this

same room he can, by louching a key, Bend by
another set of wires a current of galvanism to

every steeple in the city. If you look you can
see these wires entering every steeple that holds

a good bell.

" When this galvanic current passes into the

several steeples, it circulates in each around a bar

of soft iron, which instantly becomes a powerful

magnet, strong enough lo lift the detent that keeps
the sinking machines from running. Now these

machines are made so that they would strike one
blow and slop, unless the magnet keeps the detent

back and leaves the wheels unlocked and free to

run. So the man in the third story by the Court

House, (he 'II show you how it is done if you call

upon htm, for he is very courteous to visitors)

can, by pressing ihe proper knob or key, make
these heavy bell hamniers strike any number he
chooses. And he made them strike the number
of your ward.

" But how happened the engines and firemen to

come straight to my house? There are two or

three thousand houses in the ward.
" The fireman of every company has a key to

those useful litile iron boxes, and so when he has
got to the ward signified by the bells, he runs to

the nearest box, and sends a private signal to the

man iu Court Square, asking just 'II here is the

Jire r and then he listens while the answer comes
buck in little taj)s, one, two, lltree, four, ij-c, till

he learns the number of the very box you opened
when you gave the alarm in the first place. Every
box has its own number. The bells tolled the

foremen what ward, and the telegraph taps whis-

pered what station-box the alarm came from.
" I see. But is it worth all this trouble of wires

and machinery and boxes and batteries?

"Yes, indeed. Five minutes at the beginning of

a fire are very precious. But oftentimes, so rapid

IS this system, an alarm will bo given, bells rung,

boxes consulted, fire lound, hose procured and
screwed to a Cochiluale fire-plug, and the fire ex-

tinguished, ere the family in dan^^er are well

awake. Many a time, the first thing a man
knows of Ills danger by fire, is that his room is

flooded with water.

" But this municipal telegraph is used for more
purposes than one. In case of riot, the police

cuplains can send lor help to head-qu irters. To
catch an absconding thief by setling guard at

[every railroad and steamboat, can be done in five

niinulcs. Then, too, very soon all the city clocks

will bo hitched together by these wires, and all of

ihem go by one central pendulum, accurately, five

;
hundred clocks alike to a second.

I

" Go It Boston ! We shall soon hear of newer

I

notions still. The next move will be lo introiluce

into every first class house city lime as well as

city water and city gas. Telegraphic time wini

will be introduced jusl as now the water iiipcau^

gas fixtures are. What n millennium ol' puDcte.

alily I Twenty thousand clocks ticking togethpr'

Yes, and next wo shall hearof a refiiieinenl ofi

fire system. Phillip's nnnihilalors will be L-

into the walls, the nozzles just peeping out iii„

the room,
" Convenient wires will be arranged, so thiti

man waked at midnight by a smell of fire art

red light in his room, will only need reach nuthii

arm to Ihe fire-knob, and pull it ' six liiiw s slowjjr,'

and instantly that wakeful, walchl'ul, h iikIv mu
on Court Square, will touch his wires, not lo

Irigliten sleep from nil the city wilh his dinginj

bells, but quietly he 'II touch the wire, and smub
go the acid bottles in the ambushed aniiilnlilorj;

phiz, squiz, fush-sh-sh, rushes out ihe liuMiid,fit^

destroying, lile-preserving vapour. The uniei.

sonable fire surrenders and goes out. Hit lot{

ere this, the solid man has rolled hiin<''lf bick

into bed again, tucked ihe blanket snug abiutla

chin and fallen asleep, blessing the besi, the v«rj

best, the Boston way of putting out lireg."—

ItidejKudent.

BlUUKArillCU SKtTCULS

Of Ministers aud Elders, and other concerned mci

ol'tbe Yearly Meeting ofl'liiladeliilna.
|

CCoiitinucJ from piige 3i)l.l

JAMES DILWORTII.

James Dilworth was an inhabitant of Thornbjf,

in Yorkshire, before his removal to Pennsylvania,

and was convinced of the Truth there. For a

meeting held al his house on the 13ih of Tenth

month, 1676, a fine was imposed on hini, to

satisfy which he had two oxen taken. Al whal

lime he came forth in the ministry, we canno!

tell, but he laboured faithfully therein according

to his measure, having a loving helplul companion

in his wife Ann, who also was a minister of the

Gospel.

James Dilworth and Ann Wain were married

about the year 1681, and sometime after remo»ed

to this country, and settled in Bucks county. He

was in public life for a time, representing his

neighbours in the assembly. In their religiou!

labours, he and his wilij travelled much together,

visiting in this way, in 168U, the meetings ol

Friends in New England. In 1697 and, perhaps,

llie early part of 1698, they travelled southward,

through Maryland, Virginia and Carolina, having

with both these visits the unity of the Yearly

Meeting of ministering Friends. In returning the

certificate granted by that body for ihe southern

visit, they reported that they had found great

openness among the people, who came readily to

meetings,—were willing to hear the testimony of

Truth, and seemed to bow under the power of it'

They also slated that Friends where ihey had

been, did much desire to be remembered and

visited by Friends of Philadelphia Yearly Meet-

ing, as way was made for it.

A concern had rested on Ann Dilworth to paj

a religious visit to the churches in Europe, and

her husband also deemed himself called to accom-

pany her. With the unity of the Friends of iheir

particular meeting, the mailer was introduced to

the Yearly Meeting of Ministers in the Seventh

month, 1698, lor its judgment and concurrence.

In this meeting the way was open to set Ann at

liberty for the service, but as lo her husband

there seemed a let or hinderance. We cannot

now tell what operated on iheir minds; perhaps

they deemed that the concern expressed byJuines
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of sympathy for his wife, and a desire

and lighten by his presence the trials

jst necessarily attend such a journey as

re her. At a meeting in the following

ith, Ann received her certificate, but his

ivas still left under consideration. Her
starting had probably arisen from the

t her husband did not feel clear from
;rn, and she might hope that the way
en in the minds of Friends to release

the work. But as that now appeared
she look her departure about the latter

he First month, 1699, accompanied by
aucetl, who had been liberated for similar

irting from her husband was a final one.

lOnths after her departure, the yellow

ikc out in Philadelphia, and among the

Friends removed by it from works to

was James Dilworth. He died in the

month, being buried on the 1.5th, the

thanksgiving unto Him, who is alone worth;

not only now, but lienceforth, forever and evt

more. Amen." Ann Dilwohtu.

THE ANNliXATlON W CUBA.

Judging from the tone of the public press, there

appears to exist an overweening confidence on the

part of some, and an e.\traordinary degree of apa-

thy with others,—and, indeed, in persons most
interested— in regard to the grave question of the

acquisition of Cuba. There appears to be gross

misapprehension and misinformation, both at the

North and South, upon the entire subject, its cer-

tain and probable consequences.

Within a few years past, it has been the fortune

of the writer several times to have visited the isl-

and. I have traversed its Northern and Southern
coasts, from East to West, looked into and at its

principal harbours, and have journeyed, for days
before the Yearly Meeting. The Lord together, on horseback, in the interior, particularly

him from further service in the church
and gathered him where the honest-

brought into perfect conformity to the

ill, see eye to eye.

ournful w^idovv on her return from Eng-
constrained to give forth this testimony

mory.

lort testimony rests on my spirit to bear

ig my dear deceased husband. He loved

I with his whole heart, and was freely

to serve Him, with soul, body and sub-

He bore a faithful testimony lor the

in innocent holy life, and godly conver-

abouring with the strength and ability

I had given him for ihe prosperiiy of

the welfare of Jerusalem. He sought
wn honour, nor preferment amongst men,
onour of God. 1 am a living wilness,

bosom friend in the Lord for eighteen

Dm whom the every thought of his heart

lid, and I know that he desired to appear
ihe sight of God than man. The Lord

at the Eastern end, where, be it observed, not very

many of our countrymen are apt to wander. To
have passed, at different limes, some three or four

months upon the inland, may not entitle a man to

speak with perfect knowledge of the subject— but,

some facts and observations will Ibrce themselves

upon the least attentive, and what may now be

said, if not interesting, may lead others to closer

investigation.

In the cities of Havana and Matanzns, and the

nearest parts of the island, in winter time, there

may usually be found several hundreds of our

countrymen. Some lew are resident, many are

urged by business, but most of them are in pursuit

of relaxation or health. Delighted with the climate,

and the beauty of the tropical vegetation, admir-

ing the magnificent harbours, and struck with the

natural advantages of the country, nothing is more
common than to hear among them the expression

that " the island ought to belong to us." If these,

and kindred temptations alone entered into the

question, there would be very few American dis-

him, and made him a nicet-help to me, I
sentienis from such an opinion,

e us one to another, in his infinite

i preserved us together in true love and

ity with each other. We were near and
ach other, and in all our great trials and

rcises we were true sympathizers, being

I together in that sweet covenant of love

hat cannot be broken. In this we took

ve of one another, and he gave me up

travel in Old England in the Lord's

hinking nothing too near or dear to part

he Truth's sake. I am well assured he

his course in faithfulness, and hath laid

head in peace with the Lord. Hence-

re is laid up for him a crown of life and

it will never fade away. Blessed be the

Though I was outwardly many hundred

jarated from him, when he departed this

he Lord in his infinite love
j

iaie in his own mansion, to my great com-

iweet satisfaction. So though he was near

10 me as my own life, and my loss was

t in a living sense ihat it was his great

1 eternal well-being with the Lord, I have

with the strengih the Lord hath given

ve him up, dtsinng that my will may be

to the Lord's will, and that I may be

Yet, afier full consideration of the facts upon
the spot, and the opinions urged on either hand,

the clearest grounds are manifest to warrant the

conclusion that the annexation of Cuba to the

United States would be fraught with questions aud

consequences of infinite danger to the peace and
welfare of the Republic, and especially to the

people of the SoutI). •

Indeed, instead of paying for the island the price

of from one to three hundred millions of money,
or obtaining it at the cost of war, (a much more
likely alternative) if Spain were wdling to make
us a. present of this "Flower of the Antilles,"

there would be serious reasons for deprecating its

acceptance. It would prove to us like the poison-

ed shirt ol' Nessus.

The motley population of Cuba is composed ol

ine to
j

various races, so greatly intermingled that the

lines of demarcation are not perfectly distinguish-

able.

The Spanish Creoles probably are the chief

proprietors, and form the upper classes, both in

the cities and ujion the large plantations. With
these our countrymen have very little intercourse.

They appear to be kind and courteous—but inert.

ducaicd, wholly unacquainted with political

with what he hath ordered for me. i matters, and unfitted in every way for what we
we be outwardly separated, yet his me-

1 term "sell-government:"' not one of them is par-

ses with me ; and blessed be the Lord, 1 milled lo hold the smallest olFice. 'I'hey arc

II spiritually in that sweetness that will heavily taxed, and cordially detest, not wilhoul

ne to an end. In a living enjoyment ol reason, their military masters. If there is among

soul is engaged to praise the Lord, and, them any sympaihy with the annexation projects,

all the honour, the glory, renown, and
j

or any desire lor independence, it is probably

owing to the illiberulily ihey experience rulher

than lo any realutteclion for the United Slates.

With the exception of the foreign rusidenta, the
trading classes arc cliielly composed of Cntolans
from old Spain. These are held in humble eslU
mation.

The Creole peasantry {white, par complaisance,)
commonly denominated " moiUeros," appear to bo
descended from the Canary Islanders, inlerminglcj
with the old Spanish race, and possibly also with
some aboriginal blood. These people very rarely
own slaves. They occupy small bits of ground,
about the great estates. The humble dwellings
are often cunstrucied of the bark of the cocoa
palm. Platanas, bananas, canes and maizo grow
almost spontaneously, and without attention, afford

perennial support to uncombed wives, and regi-

ments of xa/cf*/ children. The maintenance of
such a family ihuscosls nothing, 'ihe" viontcro"

is almost a stranger to work or care. Where is

the necessity ? He mounts his hardy scrubby
pony—clad in pantaloons, and shirt outside—se-

cured with a handkerchief-sash, that sustains a
long straight-silver hilied sword—and with a game
cock under his arm, he ambles away to the near-
est village, where billiards and cock-fights while
away the time not consecrated to sleep.

The negro slaves uyon the plantations are more
than half of them savages, natives of Africa.

These are marked in the face with the figures of
the African tribes to which they belong, and as

such are easily distinguishable from the rest.

Until within a lew years past, it has not been the

general practice to breed slaves upon the estates.

It was cheaper to work thein lo death, and buy
I'resh importations. At present, you may see a
lew women upon the plantations, and some native

slaves. At the tar eastern end of the island, the

French fugitives I'rom St. Domingo, and the Span-
ish inhabitants have so greatly intermingled with

the negroes, and these again with the aboriginal

Indians, that, to the eye ol a stranger, it would ap-

pear, in the city of St. Jago de Cuba, at least nine-

tenths of the population are of this mongrel des-

cription. The writer was there during a leslivul

of the " Holy week," which atibrds the best oppor-

tunity of seeing the whole population, and it may
salely be said, that hardly one-tenth appeared to

be of unmixed Spanish blood. There are very

lew French or Spanish creolo proprietors of coffee

planlalions and country estates, who h^ive not, of
their own, a more or less numerous mulatto pro-

geny. The prejudice against the coloured race,

so general in the United States, hardly seem lo be
obstrvable at the eastern end of Cuba. Many of
these people, of mixed desceni, are wealthy pro-

prieiors and highly respectable. Some of them
jare slave owners. A very large proportion of

]

those denominaied whites, are, in fact, of partially

I

intermingled parentage. The census returns, in

this particular, certainly cannot be relied upon.

The Spanish Creoles aie obliged to treat these

people with consideration. {To be concluded.)

Improvement in ]\'ew Zealand.—In 1822,
there was not a single cunvert among the natives of
New Zealand. Now, there is no impropriety in

their being called a Christian people. Cunnibalism
IS extinct \ the s|)car and club have been exchanged
for the ploughshare and the reaping hook ; und the

tribes which wasted the lands of their neighbours
are diligently cultivating their own.

Freaks of Trade.—Sugar is now cheaper ihan

flour in New Orleans. A barrel of the best sugar

at the present price—say •,'00 pounds, at three and
hall ceuts, is seven dollars, while Hour weighing

190 pounds, sells at eight dollars.
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Afler people have known something of the

cross, and gained a little experience of the good-

ness of God, they may go b:icii into Egypt in the

indulgence of iheir own wills, and thereby lose

the innocent life and the tenderness of spirit they

had known.

"Dear hearts, brethren and babes of Christ,

wait to feed on the innnorlal food, and walk
in the Truth, and God Almighty be among
you ! In it ye will see Hun ; stand naked and
bare before the Lord. And take lieed of your
uil/s, for that, as Herod slayeih the jusi, and

shipwrecks the faith, and runs you into ihe flesh.

Return back, and stay yourselves upon the Lord

in every particular, to have your minds guUledbij

his Spirit. Growing up in that which is precious

and immortal, there is no feigned love. So, the

eternal God keep you in his eternal love pure

unto him>elf, and knityour hearts together ! God
Almighty bless you, and %cater you with tlie

showers of his mercy, and with the dew of hea-

ven." G. F.

Self confidence and self-will mistaken for reve-

lation, pave the way for shipwreck of faith and of

a good conscience.

Extract from Samuel ScotCs Diary.—" First

Month 30, 17b7. The day was passed more lunii-

nously than some : in the evening divers Friends

were with us; but little conversation passed which

tended lo edification, or a forwarding one another

in the faiih of Christ, ' that faith which works by

love.' When we are togeiher, outward and ver.

bal opposition may be measurably avoided, but

tumults and swellings may bi; felt wiihin, which

ought to he suppressed. We may esteem some
of our fellow-men and fellow-members, over-

zealous, and others loo lax and indifferent ;
yet

both parlies may in degree be actuated by the

same spirit and love of truth; although by na-

tural complexions and prejudices, they may in

some respects be perverted from a perfect recti-

tude of judgment: in those cnses we ought to for-

give, as we desire to bi- forgiven, and to bear with

the errors of those we may esteem mistaken ; at

the same lime desiring all may be preserved from

thai mammon of unrighteousness, which leadelh

men lo justil'y themselves, and to despise olhers."

THE FRIEND
EIGIITU MONTU 2G, 18S4.

We have received two long communications,
one from Columbus, New Jersey, on tlie cause
and cure ol Cholera, and the other from Otsego
county, N.York, oil the "Fourth of July." Wlnle
we leel obliged lor the inlerest in our Journal
maiiili-'sled by the respeclive authors, we think

neither producliun adapted to ils columns.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
EUROPE.—Liverpool dates to tlie 9lU inst. Flour

hud adi-anced, the |)riee of I'liiladelpliia and Baltimore
being from 32». Uti. to iis. 6d.

The War.—On tlie 3Utli ult., the Russians, it is stated,
attacked the Turks and French at Giurgevo, and were
defeated with a loss of 20UU men, killed and wounded,
and a large numher of prisoners. The evacuation of
Wallachia is at length completed, and the Russian
forces were being concentrated on the South. The
Turkish army was moving towards Bucharest. The
Austrian force on the frontiers amounts to 3i!0,u00 men.
The cholera has broken out among the British troops,
but not as yet to any great extent; it was increasing at
Constantinople. The London Times savs that a force of
80,UUO to luu.oOO British, French and Turkish troojis

will immediately invade the Crimea, and attempt to

effect a lodgment on the heights that command Seba-

stopol. In Asia the Turks had been defeated by the

Russians at Kars. There is a report of the capture of

the Russian island of Aland, in the Baltic, on the 3d
inst. The French admiral, lie Uilliers, had had an in-

terview with the King of Sweden, who declared his

willingness to unite with the western powers on certain

conditions. The expenses of the war in the meantime
press heavily on the finances of the various governments,
and England, France, Russia, and Austria are all in the

market as borrowers of money to an immense amount,
thus interfering seriously with the interests of the mauu-
facturing and commercial classes.

SP.VIN.—Espartero has entered upon his duties as
President of the new Council ; he appears to enjoy the
confidence of the Spaniards, and all was quiet.

ITALY.—The harvest is stated to be abundant.
DE.\.M.\RK.—The King has issued an edict abrogating

the popular Constitution of the last few years, and de-
creeing a new political organization. It is supposed
this arbitrary proceeding will not be quietly submitted
to by the Danish people.

MEXICO.—The northern departments are said to be
suffering grievously from the predatory incursions of

bands of Indians from the territory, belonging to the

United Stales. Clouds of locusts were committing great
ravages in the departments of Oajaca, Vera Cruz, Puebla,
and Mexico. The government appears to be unable to

suppress the revolutionary movement in the south, which
for some time past has been slowly advancing under the

lead of General Alvarez.

CUBA.—The city of Havana is more healthy, but
Matanzas and Cardinas are siiB'ering severely from Yel-
low Fever. Slaves from Africa have been recently in-

troduced in large numbers, but the Captain General is

endeavouring to stop the trade. Many of the negroes
landed have been captured by the government agents.

MADEIRA.—The vintage has again failed in this

island, and as the grape is almost the sole reliance of

its population, much suffering will probably ensue.

NEW BRUNSWICK.—Cholera has been very fatal

in portions of this province. There were 207 deaths by
it in Portland and St. John during the five days ending
the 12th inst.

UNITED STATES.—The reports from various parts

of the cpuntry show a diminished number of deaths from
Cholera.

The appropriations made by Congress at its recent

session show the vast cost of warlike preparations, even
in time of peace, and with an army and navy quite in-

significant in size compared with those of other large

nations: they were for the army, $10,375,000 ; for the

navy, $9,851,000; West Point, $140,000 ; fortifications,

$940,000 ; for building steam war vessels, $3,000,000.

—

Total for war purposes, $24,300,000.
Minesota.—.Agriculture appears to flourish in this ter-

ritory. The wheat this season is said to be very good
averaging 35 to 40 bushels per acre.

Mmisville, Kij.—The magazine at this place contain-
ing 800 kegs of powder, exploded on the 13th inst. about
2 o'clock, A. M., causing a terrible scene of confusion and
dismay. Several buildings beside the magazine were
demolished, and every house in the town more or less

damaged. A large number of persons were injured

;

some sertously, but no lives were lost. The explosion

is attributed to an incendiary.

Netv Orleans.—There were 212 interments during the
week ending the Gth inst., of which 29 were from Yellow
Fever, and 9 from Sun-stroke.

Buffalo, N. Y.—In the week ending the 12th inst.,

there were 129 interments, 58 being from Cholera.

JVew York.—There were 816 interments last week,
212 being from Cholera.

Philadelphia.—There were 328 interments last week,
33 of which were from Cholera. The reports now in-

clude the whole consolidated city with a population of
about half a million.

FRIENDS' SELECT SCHOOLS.
The committee having charge of the Select Schools

in this city desire, before the re-opening of these semi-
naries for the Fall Term, to call the attention of their

fellow members to some of the advantages which these

schools offer for the Education of the children of Friends.

In that for Boys, situated on Cherry street, between
Eighth and Ninth streets, the studies pursued are Read-
ing, Writing, (under a teacher particularly employed for

the purpose,) Spelling, Defining, and Derivations from
Latin and Greek Roots, Grammar, Geography Arith-
metic, Algebra, Geometry, Jlensuration, Surveying,
Book-keeping, History, Mental Philosophy, Chemistry,
Animal and Vegetable Physiology, the Latin and Greek
Languages, English Composition, Astronomy and the
higher branches of the Mathematics.

Occasional Lectures are delivered on Chemistry^;,

tural Philosophy, &c., illustrated by appropriate Eip.

nients ; and with the view of increasing the intere«li

value of this department of instruction, large andTti,
able additions have been recently made to the Cheaiti
and Philosophical Apparatus.

Nearly the same course of instruction, fatt^

Greek, is pursued in the Girls' school on St. Jtf)^
street, with the addition of the French language u
Botany.
Both of these departments of the Institution arenp,

plied with competent instructors, and particiihir car

taken that the teaching shall be thorough, and the pu;

well grounded in the essential rudiments of a good .

liberal education.
In the St. James's Street School is a primary dc|

ment for the elementary instruction of younger chili

of both sexes—and similar schools are ki'pt in

Northern District, at the Meeting-house on Si.vlh si-

—and in the Western District, at the Meeling-housi

Twelfth street, which are under the supervision andi
of the committee.
The Holy Scriptures arc daily read in all the

and endeavours are used to make the pupils acqi

with the contents of the sacred volume, and wi

Principles and Testimonies of our religious Socii

The charges for Tuition in all these schools

moderate, as to be within the reach of our metdbtn

generally ; and we would earnestly invite Kriendi to

secure for their children a participation in llie beoeEu

of a religiously guarded education thus provided (br

them.
As the irregular attendance of pupils at school mgci

retards their progress in learning, and is a great distd-

vantage to the school at large, it is suggested to pare;,

and care-takers, that they will consult the real inter

of the children by requiring their regular attendai

when in health. It is also hoped, that they will enco..

age the pupils to a cheerful compliance with the rulu

which have been established for the governnnnt of tli»

schools, especially those which require the ihess, Uo-

guage and deportment of the children to coiitwriutolhi

plainness and simplicity of our religious piorcs.-.ion.

On behalf of the Committee,
John Cauteh, Clerk.

RECEIPTS.
Received of Abner Lewis, Ind., $8, for vols. 23, 24,

»

Died, of disease of the heart, on the 3(iih of Sink

month last, Maria Smitb, in the 49th year ..
: ..

a member of Philadelphia Monthly MeetiiiL'

for the Northern District. From near thu i

her last illness, which was of about three \\ • .- i;:

tion, she seemed impressed with the uncertiuniy of hi:

recovery, and was concerned to set her "house iaor-

der." Her sufferings, which were very great, wltc borne

with much patience ; and the desire she fell to have her

mind preserved, clear, was mercifully granted. Sbewu
enabled to leave her friends the consoling assurance,

that, through mercy, the work was finished, and all

would be well.

, at his residence in Tuckerton, BiniiiiL;ton CO.,

New Jersey, on Second-day, the 14th of Ei^'lilli month,

1854, Timothy Pharo, in the 62d year of his a;,'c. He

was impressed, during his severe and protractiil illness,

with the nothingness of earthly riches, an 1 ufien ei.

pressed this conviction to his children, w;iriiing them,

" that there was little worth living for in this woild,aiiii

that they should commence early to lay up their trea-

sures in heaven." When requested by his family to

have additional medical advice, he said, " Do |s joi

think best, my children ; but I feel that there is but one

Physician that can do me any good—the Physician of

souls." He was a member of Little Egg Harbour Month!;

Meeting, and his residence being near the Meeting-house,

he took satisfaction in entertaining travelling minislen

and Friends, sparing no pains to make them comforta.

hie. Although actively engaged in business until within

two or three years past, he was ready to devole a po^

tion of his time to those things, which he believed wouM
conduce to the interest or advancement of the prin-

pies and doctrines of Friends, and he was himself a

consistent and steadfast supporter of those doctrines.

From his resignation to the will of his heavenly Father,

and his calm state of mind, during his last severe illness,

we have reason to hope that the loss to his family and

friends is his eternal gain.
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TUE BRITISU UIRLIDIXES.

Gilbert VVi

anJ-marlin arrives much about the same
h the swallow, and lays, as she does, from

si.x while eggs. But as ihis species is

•,me, carrying on the business of nidifioa-

ubation, and ihc support of its young in

:, it would not be so easy to ascertain the

breeding, were it not for ihe coming forth

•oods, which appear much about the time,

r somewhat earlier than those of the swal-

le nestlings are supported in common like
' their congeners, with gnats and other

sects; and sometimes they are fed with

,
(dragon flies,) almost as long as them-

In the last week in June we have seen a

hese sitting on a rail near a great pool as

, and so young and helpless as easily to

1 by hand ; but whether the dams ever

m on the wing, as swallows and house-

do, wo have never yet been able to deter-

lor do we know whether liiey pursue and

irds of prey.

I they happen to breed near hedges and

es, they are dispossessed of their breeding

' the house-sparrow, which is on the same
a fell adversary to house-martins.

3 hirundines are no songsters, but rather

laking only a little harsh noise when a

approaches their nests. They seem not

a sociable turn, never with us congre-

ivith their congeners in the autumn. Du-

ly they breed a second time, like the

lartin and swallow; and withdraw about

mas.

gh in some particular districts they may
to abound, yet, in the whole, in the south

land at least, is this much the rarest

For there are few towns or large vil-

jt what abound with house-martins ; few

;s, towers, or steeples, but what are haunt-

some swilts ; scarce a hamlet or single

chinuicy that has not its swallow ; while

k-niurtins, scattered here and there, live a

3rcd life among some abrupt sandhills, and
lanks of some lew rivers.

Swift.—As the swift, or black-martin, is

;est of the Brilish hirundines, so is it un-

ity the latest comer. For I remember but

tance of its appearing before the last week

1 ; and in some of our late frosty harsh

, it has not been seen till the beginning of

This species usually arrives in pairs,

swift, like the sand-martin, is very defec-

tive in architecture, making no crust, or sln-ll, for

its nest ; but forming it of dry grasses and fea-

thers, very rudely and inartificially put together.

Swifts, like sand-martins, carry on the business

of nidification quite in the dark, in crannies ol"

castles, and towers, and steeples, and upon the

tops of the walls of churches under the roof; and
therefore cannot be so narrowly watched as those

species that build more openly ; but, from what 1

could ever observe, they begin nesting about the

middle of May ; and I have remarked, from eggs

taken, that they have sat hard by the ninth of

June.

This hiriindo differs widely from its congeners

in laying invariably two eggs at a time, which are

milk white, long, and peaked at the sm:ill end
;

whereas the other species lay at each brood from

four to six. It is a most alert bird, rising very

early, and retiring to roost very late ; and is on

the wing in the height of summer at least sixteen

hours. In the longest days it does not withdraw

to rest till a quarter before nine in the evening,

being the latest of all day birds. Just before ihey

retire, whole groups of them assemble high in

the air, and squeak and shoot iibout with wonder-

ful rapidity. But this bird is never so much alive

as in sultry thundery weather, when it expresses

great alacrity, and calls forth all its powers. In

hot mornings several, getting together in little

parties, dash round the steeples and churches,

squeaking as they go in a very clamorous man-

ner; these, by nice observers, are supposed to be

males serenading their setting hens; and not with-

out reason, since they seldom squeak till they come

close to the walls or eaves, and since those within

utter at the same time a little inward note of com-

placency.

When the hen has sat hard all day she rushes

forth just as it is almost dark, and stretches and

relieves her weary limbs, and snatches a scanty

meal for a few minutes, and then returns to her

duty of incubation. Swills, when wantonly and

cruelly shot while they have young, discover a

little lump of insects in their mouths, which they

pouch and hold under their tongue. In general

they feed in a much higher district than the other

species ; a proof that gnats and other insects do

also abound to a considerable height in the air;

they also range to vast distances, since locomo-

tion is no labour to them who are endowed with

such wonderful powers of wing. Their powers

seem to be in proportion to their levers; and their

wings are longer in proportion than those of al-

most any other bird.

At some certain times in the summer I had re-

marked that swilis were hawking very low for

hours together over pools and streams, and could

not help inquiring into the object of their pursuit

that induced them to descend so much below their

usual range. After some trouble, 1 found that

they were la\i\i)'^ 2)hr>/g(mcce,c2)he»terce, and libel-

lulce, (cadew-flies, nuiy-flies, and dragon-flies,)

that were just emerged out of their aureliu state.

I then no longer wondered that they should be so

willing to stoop for a prey that aflbrded them such

plentilul and succulent nourishment.

They bring out their young about the middle

or latter end of July ; but as these never become

perchcrs, nor, that ever 1 could discern, are fed

on their wing by their dams, the coming of llio

young is not so notorious as in the other species.

On the tiiirtieth of last June 1 untiled the eaves

of a house where many pairs build, and found in

each nest only iico squab, naked pulli : on the

eighth of July I repeated the same inquiry, and
found they had made very little progress toward*

a fledged state, but were still naked and helpless.

From whence we may conclude that birds whoso
way of life kee|)s them perpetually on the wing,

would not bo able to quit their nest till the end of

the month. Swallows and martins, that havo

numerous families, are continually feeding them

every two or three minutes; while swifts, that

have but two young to maintain, are much at their

leisure, and do not attend on their nests for hours

together.

There is a circumstance respecting the colour

of swifts, which seems not to be unworthy our

attention. When they arrive in the spring, they

arc all over of a glossy, d.irk soot colour, cccept

their chins, which are while ; bjt, by being all

day long in the sun and air, they become quite

weather-beaten and bleached before they depart,

and yet they return glossy again in the spring.

Now, if they pursue the sun into lower latitudes,

as some suppose, in order to enjoy a perpetual

summer, why do they not return bleached? Do
they not rather perhaps retire to rest for a season,

and at that juncture moult and change their fea-

thers, since all other birds are known to moult

soon after the season of breeding?

Swifts are very anomalous in many particulars,

dissenting from all their congeners not only in the

number of their young, but in breeding but once

in a summer ; whereas all the other British

hinmdiiies breed invariably twice. It is past all

doubt that swifts can breed but once, since they

withdraw in a short time after the flight of their

young, and soma time beloro their congeners

bring out their second broods. We may hero

remark, that as swilts breed but once in a sum-

mer, and only two at a time, and the other /jtrwn-

dines twice, the latter, who lay from four to six

eggs, increase at an average five times as fast as

the former.

But in nothing are swifts more singular than in

their early retreat. They retire, as to the main

body of them, by the tenth of August, and some-

times a few days sooner ; and every straggler

invariably withdraws by the twenlielh, while tlieir

congeners, all of them, stay till the beginning of

October ; many of them nil through the month,

and some occasionally to the beginning of Novem-

ber. This early retreat is mysterious and won-

derful, since that lime is ofien the sweetest sea-

son in the year. But, what is most extraordinary,

they begin to retire still earlier in the most

southerly parts of Andalusia, whore they can bo

nowise influenced by any defect of heat; or, as

one might suppose, defect of fojd. Are they re-

gulated in their motions with us by a failure of

lood, or by n propensity to moulting, or by a dis-

position to rest after so rapid a life, or by what?

This is one of those incidents in natural history,

that not only baflbs our researches, but alinosl

eludes our guesses !
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On the fifili of July, 1770, I ogain unlilud pan
of a roof over llic nest of a svvifi. Tlie dam sal

in the nest ; Lul so strongly was she allbclcd by
natural love for her brood, whicli she supposi d to

be in danger, lliat, regardless of her own safely,
she would not stir, but lay sullenly by llicni, per-

mitting herself to be taken in hand.
'

'i'he squab
joung we bi ought ilown and placed on ihc grass
plot, where they tumbled about, and were ns lielp-

liss as a new-born cliild. While we conleni-
platcd their naked bodies, their unwieldy dispro-

porlioned abdoiiiina, and tlieir lieads, loo heavy
fur ihtir necks lo support, we could not but won-
der when we retlccled tliat these shiftless beings,

in a lilllc mure tlian a forlnighl, would be able to

dash througii the air almost with the inconceiva-
ble swiftness of a meteor ; and perhaps, in their

emigration, must traverse vast continents and
oceans as liislanl as the equator.

From the Niinli Auicricaii II V.

THE ANJiEXATIO.N OF CUBA.

Kcmarkiiblc Juiinify in Africa.

Letters from the Brilish and American consuls
at St. Paul de Loanda, I'urluguese possessions,

Angola, mention ihe arrival at that place of Dr.
Livingston, of England, after a journey from the

Cape Colony, through ihe interior, and, iiilherlo

in great part une.xjjlorcd, regions of Africa. Dr,
Livingston arrived at Loanda on the first ol Sixth
month last, having started from one of the mis
sionary stations in the vicinity of the Cape, abou
twenty-seven months before. His route was norti

until he got into the latitude of Loanda, when he
directed his course westward for that place. II

describes the interior as very pleasant, and with ;

good climate, the land being high ; but soon after

turning lo the west, the elevation diminished, so
much so that in a few days he descended two
thousand feet. His health was good until he com-
menced nearing the coast, after which he was un-
well a great part of the time. Dr. Livingston
brought with him to the coast twenty-seven men,
who «ere furnished him as a guard by one of the

chiefs in the interior; and it is his intention to re-

turn to the Cape by land willi the twofold object

of making further discoveries, and of returning the

negroes lo iheir own country. " For many days
he was in a forest so dense that ihe light of day
could hardly be discerned, and he was obliged to

set the guard to work cutting down tlie trees so
that he could see the stars to take an observation.

He started witli many catlle, but lost all by flies.

He was obliged for many days to live on the fruit

of some of ihe trees, which fruit resembled the

gourd. He has the latitude and longitude of every
place of importance that he has seen." In the in-

terior where white men are entirely unknown, he
was received by the chiefs with respect, and
ofle red much hospitality; but onj^etling among
the natives towards the const, he was very difTer-

cnily treated, and he found them disposed lo plun-

der him of everj thing he possessed. "It is un-

tween us. If ilie island population were iiketbi

of Canada, in any degree lioinogcneous andsinil,

to our own, tlie case might be entirely alleict
1 hcsc coloured races, of necessity, must even- But here is a race essentially foreign 'to oi

lually possess the land. Although there seems lo language, in religion, in tastes, pnuciiilcs ,„
bo but very little mercy either for human animal habits of thought, in domestic life, in .Iwellin".
or beast in Cuba, the slaves possess by Spanish and all appliances, in politics, (accustomed

on"

*

law some rights unknown in the United Slates. A to a military despotism) ; in almost every retuc'
negro, if dissatisfied with his master, can demand i in which a people can be regarded, there are w'
lermission to go in search of another. And if few, if any, points of similarity or sympathy k
anolhercan be louiid willing to buy him for a cer-

tain sum, fixed by law, (represented to me at

S300,) the master is compelled to transfer his

rights. Many a time I have been asked by blacks
10 bu?j /hem. A female, cnccinic, may purchase
the freedom of iier unborn child by Jiaying twcnly-
five dollars to her master. A negro may acquire
by (lurchase the lull legal privileges of a Spanish
subject; and tiienceforth it is an actionable offence
to call the freed man " a negro." It is in dero-
gation of his legal rights.

The comnuiniiy of feeling among the coloured
|)cople is observable even to a stranger, and the

whiles are not without apprehensions. Undeniable
proofs of this could be mentioned. The appre-
hension, too, of political troubles, drives many of
those wiio have acquired fortunes away lo old

Spain or elsewhere.

Besides the tribes alluded to, there are some
unmixed descendants of the aboriginal Indians
still to be met with in the interior. They occa-
sionally work a little lor wages for the large pro-

prietors. They have the repulation of a readiness

to shed blood. Among the mountains there are

roving families and dangerous bands of runaw
negroes, who cannot be retaken by their masters.

This medley population is kept in order by a

military Ibrce supposed to amount to thirty thou-

sand men. The conviction prevails that the actual

returns are not to be depended upon, and that the

real number of regular troops is kept a secret,

and greatly exceed the statement. The soldiery

swarm in every village. At Holquin, an inland
town, the name of which w_;as almost new to me,
I found a regiment of probably twelve hundred
bayonels. In Havana alone there used to be quar-

tered about a dozen regiments. At St. Jago, the

soldiery are kept continually on the alert—artil-

lery horses harnessed, and all in actual readiness

for battle.

In the United States it has been the practice to

depreciate the Spanish troops. Compared with

the British infantry, they certainly are inferior;

but in statue and appearance they far exceed the

French. The lime has been when the Spanish
were formidable soldiers. It' properly officered,

hat time may come again. It may be even now
—for the Spaniards, individually, are not cowards.
The Ibices in Cuba are extremely well clothed,

well fed, well lodged, well armed, well drilled,

well paid, and in defence of their immense strong-

holds and inland fastnesses against invaders, some

,,,,,, 7 r r- .
I 11 1 ,-

better evidence should be required than /i&tester
derstood that a report of his trave s wi be or- i ; • . •

i i , i- .- l l u
, , , ,1 ^' I

• 1 o . , T I
braggaclocio to induce ihe beliel that they would

warded lo the Oeograpliical Society o London r- .u c i tvt= '
' run away. Can the Spanish resistance to Napo-

leon be forgotten? Are there no materials and

.;has(d by \\*\

bilanis almos

as soon as the opporUinity offers, and ihe doctor

is able to put his notes in a proper shape." He
is mentioned by the Brilish consul as a man of

fields for guerilla warfare ? Amon;:
Moors in Cuba, could not one Sarac

erudition, and zeaousy devoted lo the at- m .i i i i, •
. .

. _,. ,'.. , ,
,•' ,. , ,

Nolhiiij' could be in worse taste, nor mo
lainment ol a better knowledge of ihe geography
of Africa,—an olject which has been materially

advanced by the recent toilsome and perilous

journey. Should a lull account of this journey of
exploration be published, we may justly expect a

work of extraordinary interest.

Profanity and politeness never associate to-

;ciher.

the many
be found ?

idicu-

lous and contemptible than the recent statement ol

a leading N'

rifiemen woiU be an overmatch for all the Sp
ish soldiers in Cuba"
The entire Cuban population, military and civil,

Spaniards, Creoles, ftlonteros, Mestizos, Mulaltoes,

Indians and Negroes, appear to unite in unmin-
gled dislike for the Brilish and American people.

I
There neither is nor ever can be any affinity be-

tween us.

When the Floridas were
United States, the Spanish inhub

universally left the country. To 1x3 sure, the.'

were not many, nor so well established ag il

Cuba. Nothing can be more self-eviJc lU that i

would be impossible to cause a fuM.,ii of ib(

Spanish race, even if pure blood, wiih ilicAcncj

ricans of the United States.

But with the motley population of Cuba, wbaj

should be done if annexed to us?

Should w'e send away, (and where?) the entire

mass, after paying them lor their possessions, a;

well as Spain fur her sovereignty?

Superior force may sometimes, in the hislor)

of the world, for a time have caused a subjugi.|

lion, but not the com|)lete expulsion of anynume-j

rous people. The day must surely come wheo,

the subdued shall repossess the land. Of IJiii

Spain herselfis an example.

Shall we make American citizens of the mongrelj

races, who cannot be sent away ?—whoareatllm,

moment i-ree—owning much of the soil, and equil

before tiie law? These listless, inert aliens, shall,

we give them votes 1 Aye, and reprcscntalion,

and seals in Congress? ^Vhy we have never )aj

been willing to receive even an envoy from St.

Domingo

!

Shall we deem these unoffending people into'

bondage, and sell them at aclion to the highest

bidder ?
;

Would the South demand it ? Would the Nortii

consent ? [Why, after the Nebraska bill, perhaps

,

they might.]

Should we maintain an army of even the halt'

of 30,01)0 men to keep these people in subjection)

Would the North consent, and would the South

desire it ?

A few years since we possessed all Mexico—so

perR-ctly, that our great trouble was to liud a gov-

,

ernment strong enough to make a treaty of peace,
i

These very questions then presented so many dif-

ficulties, thai we rejected the uninviting conquest,

and retained only that portion of the territory

which was comparatively unincumbered wilh an

alien population, and inhabitants unfilled to be-

come citizens of the United States.

But further : Would South Carolina desire to

export her slaves to Cuba, to be sold for $300

apiece? or does she want lo import Africans from

the island paying a belter price? Would Virginia

consent lo this? For be il remembered that the

monetary exchanges of the Old Dominion ore

affected, and her pecuniary ease depends u|)onlhe

rise and fall in the price of slaves. Has she not

the monopoly of slave breeding? Will sho"«(i-

mil'" to any inlcrference wiih her " clearal

rig/Us '!"

Bui ihere is a deficiency of slaves in Cuba. In

1849 the planters were talking seriously among

York paper, that " 5000 American themselves of an application to England, France

and the other powers, to permit the re-opening of

the^African slave trade 1 This bright conception

did not originaie only yesterday in South Caro-

lina.

The sugar growrr upon the richly-productive

soil of Cuba, although subjected by us lo heavy

duty, competes with the production of the ics--
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iraate of the United States. Annexation
ost probably destroy the sugar cultivation

iana. Cuba could well nigh supply the

w of all these questions—and a good many
jld be propounded— it does not require a

nor the son of a prophet, to fortcll that

nust ensue, whenever the people of the

itates shall be mad enough, even peace-
" re-annex the island of Cuba."
are to enter upon a career of war and con-

1; us understand the motives and objects,

Dssible, count the cost, and ascertain who
it. That such an intention does exist, on
of Southern men, who have obtained con-

16 government, and " with fear of change
the naiion," is undeniably and unblush-

lain.

? llJth of June, in the House of Represen-
Ir. Chastain, of Georgia, speaking on our
with Spain, delivered a speech that is

in the Daily Union of ihc 13ih inst. At
of his speech he said as follows :

:ical considerations, Mr. Chairman, de-

ompt action on the part of our govern-

securo the possession of Cuba. It is idle,

:iste words in connexion with this branch
bject. American policy must prevail on

of the Atlantic. Spain must yield Cuba
ited States, and England and France must
3. Such concession cannot but be for the

r the commerce of the world ; and who
, of all Europe, greater advantages from
lese two powers ? If cupidity tempt them,
to induce Spain to barter her rights to

. them take the consequences I And
5pain be weak enough to refuse liberal

ation for Cuba, she also must take the

nces ! It is necessity that demands the

on her part, and that sacrifice will re-

the benefit of the whole human family.

1 these views, Mr. Chairman, I ardently

.t those to whom is intrusted our dip-

I'ith Spain will direct their attention at

d without delay, to the acquisition of

lat there shall be no dallying, but a frank

diplomacy, calling upon Spain to name
;, and if witliin the bounds of any thing like

5 accept them. If not, to make her the

ral proposition ; and if that be refused,

ling else will do, as a matter of self-pre-

, fgo for an undisguised, open war, for

jba by force of arms I"

this speech the government organ ob

spirited and patriotic speech of Mr. Chas-
leorgia, upon the Cuban question, which
this morning, will be read with much

His positions are such as will be heartily

i to by the country."

1 explicit. England and France must
I. They are probably finding sufficient

n with the Russian fillibuster lor the mo-
!ut should the Czar be wise enough to

ise with Western Europe, (which from

ces may all soon be in arms against him,)

i-ould tell a ditTerent story to the United

riave we had no warning ? Did they not

ffer to send fleets to protect the Spanish

ity against our previous fillibusters? Do
;now their sentiments ] The immense
England and France would like no belter

than to Ibrage upon the rich American

s, scattered unprotected in every sea.

uld be delighted with the opportunity,

cio in Congress, (ihat " ausknal ofi

as Commodore Stockton well termed

i not save our del'encelesa sea ports.

The loss would fall chiefly upon the people of the

North. Thu South might not bo grieved, for it is

very diflicult to discover any fellowship with lln

North in Soulhorn patriotism, or any strength o

means to fight the battle they would bring upon
us. Nothing can bo more absolutely cortuin than
ihat, in case of inlerventinn by England and by
France against American aggression upon Spanish
rights and Spanish 'Sovereignity in Cuba, the

Nation (as wo call il) would be humbled, and
what is worse, wo would deserve it.

July, 1851. A I'liiLADKi.fnrAN.

Tiit^ Wild litast SIiow.

BY OLD IIUMrnUEY.

He who has heard the growl of a bear and
liger without thankfulness, that he lives in a coun-

try where such fearful animals are not to be found

in the woods, has visited a wild beast show in

vain. Thankfulness is a lesson worth learning,

whether it be obtained from a human being or a

wild beast.

When Preecc, the errnnd-man, came back to

the village of Upper Clayfii-ld one Thursday
morning from the neighbouring town, ho was

laden with parcels. He had brought two parcels

for the parsonage-house, newspapers for the

squire, a new pair of boots for the churchwarden,

a packet of garden seeds for Captain Hawker, a

basket of grocery for widow Wilkins, and two

fur caps for young Willian'i and Thomas Baker.

Now William and Thomas, who expected that

Preece would bring home their new caps, were

waiting at the end of the orchard, from which

place they could see along the lane far some dis-

tance: no sooner did they get sight of the old

errand-man than off they ran, scampering as fast

as they could towards him, and nothing would

do, but they must carry their caps themselves.

So Preece let them have their own way ; and he

came up the village with the rest of his parcels

with William on one side, and Thomas on the

other. Preece had generally some news or other

to speak of to the young folks ; and he began to

tell William and Thomas Baker that, as he came
out of the town, three large caravans, full of wild

beasts, came in, and that he believed they were

going to make a show of them; four or five men
dressed in crimson, were blowing their trumpets

in front of the caravans. Now, pleased as the

boys were with their new fur caps, they were

much more delighted willi the news of the wild

beasts; for their grandfather, who set his face

against wakes and fairs, on account of the drink-

ing, gambling, and other evil practices indulged

in at such seasons, had promised whenever a

favourable opportunity occurred, he would take

them to see a wild beast show; and they knew
that what their grandfather promised he was sure

to perform. Their grandfather talked of the dis-

tance, spoke of the rheumatism in his hip, pointed

out to a liitlc cloud in the sky, and observed thai

it might not be a good collection of wild beasts;

but this he did only to make his grandsons iiap-

pier when he agreed to accompany them; and

never sure were two boys more delighted when il

IS a setlled thing to go and aee the wild beasts.

It was not long before they were dressed in

their green jackets, new fur caps, and clean frills,

and they were soon joined by their grandfather in

his well brushed black coal, black silk stockings,

and silver knee buckles. He had a stout horn-

handled cane in his hand, with a leathern tassel

hanging from the hole in the horn ; and if you

had seen the cheerful countenance of liic old gen-

ilcman as lie walked along with his grandsons,

one on each side, you would have found it d (Ti-

cult to decide which was tin- ii.ippier—the boys,

who thought of notliing but being happy ihem-

selves, or the old man, who having enjoyed his

wild beast shows long ago, now found his greatest

pleasure in giving happiness lo others.

When they entered the bustle near iho wild

boast show, it was as mucii ascverold Mr. Baker
could do lo answer the questions of his grandsons,

and to make his way through the crowd. First,

he had lo look on this side, and explain somelliing

to William, and before lie iiad done speaking,

Thomas would give iiim a pull on the other side,

to tell him something which he wished to know.
On entering ihe show, the first thing that

caught William's eye was the groat elephant at

Ihe further end ; so lie pulled his brother, who
was staring at a dromedary, and pointed to iho

elephant; but the old genllcman took liold of
their hands, and led them lo ihe lion's den.

"This is the king of ilic beasts," said he; "so
we will have a look at iiis majesty first."

The lion was lying down with his head towards

them on his paws : and wiiile they were looking at

him, he stretched himself out, and gave such agapo
that William and Thomas both agreed they had
never seen such a month before, in all their lives.

William now pulled his grand|)apa by the sleeve,

to come up to the elephant, who was very busy
receiving cakes with his long trunk*l'rom the peo-

ple who stood round.
" Grandpapa," said William, " I never saw

such a large animal; I cannot think how any
man could master him."
" I wonder," said Thomas, " he does not get

loose; I am sure he is strong enough lo break
down the den."

" That he is strong enough," replied Mr. Baker,

"I have no doubt; but he has been lamed and
brought into subjection ; so ho does not attempt

to do it."

While they were looking at the elephant, ihe

lion set up such a roar that William and Thomas
were quite frightened, and caught hold of their

grandpapa. Next they looked at the bear, and
ihen at a beautiful panther, walking backwards
and forwards along its den. The keeper describ-

ed all the animals, rousing some of them up with

his s!ick.

" Here is the royal stripped tiger from Bengal
in the East Indies," said the keeper, touching him
with the s ick. The tiger growled, and looked

fiercely with his large bright eyes; 'and the

savage looks of the untamable hyena fixed tho

alteniion of WiUiam and Thomas for some time.

At one end of the show was a large boa constric-

tor, and William fetched his brother lo look at it

;

for Thomas was laughing at the monkeys, who
were cracking nuts and making faces in Iho up-

permost pens. There was also a number of small

animals, such as jackals, beavers, and foxes, and
a great many birds.

" Come, boys," said Mr. B.iker, aficr they had
been in the show full half hour, taking out his

watch, " it is time for us lo be going ;" so WiU
liain and Thomas gave another look round at

ihe wild beasts, and then followed their grand-
papa out of tho show. They had enough lo talk

about all tho way home, though they could not

say much until they had cleared the crowd.
" Well, and how have you enjoyed the wild

beast show?" saiJ old Mr. Baker, as soon as

Ihey turned into a quiet street.

" Oh, very much indeed," they replied ;
" but

grandpapa," said William, " 1 cannot help think-

ing what a terrible ih.ng it would be if any of
those savage animals were to gel. loose."

" It would indeed," replied Mr. B iker, " and as
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I have often told you wc may Icnrn n useful les-

son from almost cvcryihing ; let us see if we can-

not learn one from the wild heast sliow : we
should endeavour to ohtnin wisdom in the midst

of our pleasure. The wild and furious animals

we have seen, remind me of our sinful andnjn-

ruly passions; and it would be well if we were

carel'ul that the evil inclinations of our wicked

hearts were as securely confined as the wild

beasts in the show." William and Thomas lis-

tened allcnlivcly to their grandpapa, and he went

on, speaking. "The ferocity of the lion and the

tiijer, the untamable fierceness of the hyena, the

yuile of the serpent, and the cunning ol the fox,

arc not so destructive as the envy, hatred, malice,

and uncliariiablcness of the human heart; and

unless these are repressed by Almighty power,

they will break out as I'uriously as the wildest

animals in the world, for they are all the agents

of that wicked one who walkcih about as a roar-

ing lion 'seeking whom he may devour.'
"

" Often have I told you of the mercy of the

Redeemer to those who seek his mercy ; but none

do this until they are convinced that they are sin-

ners. May you both be brought to know your

sins, and lind pardon through the merits and

atoning sacrifice of Jesus Christ; then even your

strongest passions will not be perniitled to over-

coine you, but will be closely confined like the

wild ueasis which you have seen.

" Tlioiigli, like the deep unsettled sea,

Tliey rudelj- rage ami roar
;

Your Saviour, your defence shall be,

And bles3 you (

SelcctcJ.

Ailvkc of a rami to his navli/ married children, 1687.

Dear pair, wliom God liatli now of two made one
SufTer a father's word of exhortation,

la llie first place see, that with joint endeavour
You set yourselves to serve the Lord together.

You are yoked to work ; but for tvork-wiiffcs write,

" His yoke is easy, and his burden light."

Love one another, pray oft together, and see

You never both together angry be
;

If one speak fire, the other with water come
;

Is one provoked? be the other soft or dumb.
Walk low, but aim high ; spotless be your life,

You are a minister, and a minister's wife.

Therefore as beacons set upon a hill,

To angels and to men a spectacle.

Your slips, will/aW« be called, your falls, each one
Will be a blemish to religion.

Do good to all, be affable and meek

;

Your converse must be preaching all the week.

Your garb and dress must not be vain and gay;

Reckon good works your richest best array.

Your house must be a bethel, and your door

Always stand open to relieve the poor.

Call your estate God's, not your own, engrave
" Holiness to the Lord," on .ill you have.

Count upon suffering, or you count amiss,

Sufficient to each day its evil is;

All are born once to trouble, but saints twice,

And as experience shows, ministers thrice.

Hut if you sutler with, and for, your Lord,

Vou '11 reign with Him, according to His word.

The same parent wrote thus to one of his daugh-

ters on her wedding day. " Weddings are likely

to be comfortable when God brings the married

couple to each other. All who come together, do

so by his permission. A sparrow cannot fall to

the ground without his notice. But there is a

special providence to 'be owned when people mar-

ry in the Lord. The parties should not be too

near in relation, nor too far oft' in ago, quality,

and profession. 'I'he more suitableness, the more

likely is it that they were brought together by

God. Solomon missed it in marrying strange

wives, and il was his ruin. Sons of God, should

not match with tho daughters of men. There

should be free consent of both parlies, and parents

loo. It should be managed as an ordinance of

God, sanctified by his Word, and prayer. What
Ho brings, He will bless. Uut what God ' blows
upon,' can never prosper."

ISTHMUS OF DJRIES.

THE DAKIKN CANAL.
CCoiicluJi'il rr.i.ii pufe :!'.I5.)

Leaving the " Veloz" in port, the party, com-
prising three sailors, debarked at seven o'clock on
the morning of the ITlli, and happily wiihoiit

being witnessed by the Indians. Tliey took with

ihem instruments, hammocks, blankets, changes of

garments, and provisions for a five days' journey.
" 1 went first," says Mr. Gisborne, " cutting a

path through tho woods with a matchello ; Fordc,
compass in hand, directing the route. It took us

nearly two hours to reach the first hill-top, which
was deleriJiined by barometric observations to be

220 feet over the sea ; after a short rest, an hour's

hard walking brought us on the next hill-top,

which is 270 feet high. These hills are very ab-

rupt, and from tho last one a good view was ob-

tained of the country ; towards San Miguel, or s. w.

from us, no high ground could be seen ; and as we
w^ere evidently over the ' Loma Desideada" (Hill

of Desire,) marked by Dr. Aulenreith on his inap,

1 began to hope we had got into the water-shed of

the Pacific." Continuing their course, under the

pleasant excitement of anticipated success, they

descended the precipitous side of this range, and
tell in with a stream running in a westerly direc-

tion, which they took to be one of the tributaries of

the Savannah river. Following its course for about

two hours, they came to a much larger stream,

deep, clear, rapid, and from twenty-five to thirty feel

wide. At four o'clock in the afternoon ihey halted

for the night, lighted a firo, refreshed themselves

with beef, biscuits, and tea, and then made their

primitive couch on a heap of banana loaves. The
novelty of their position, and the important inte-

rests at stake in the issues of their enterprise,

kept them long in a slate of wakel'ulness, during

which in the evening stillness they heard a sound

which Fordo took for distant thunder, but which

Gisborne thought resembled the roll of surf upon a

pebbly shore. Upon the principle of the wish being

lather to the thought he at once fondly concluded

that it was the Pacific tide running up tho Savan-

nah to within a few miles of where they then lay :

an illusion destined to be cruelly dispelled on the

following day, when they Ibund that the route they

had been pursuing was bringing them back again

to the shore of the Atlantic. After a night of

pleasant dreams, quenched at last by a drenching

shower, the party wokeat the morningcall of the

whistling grasshopper, the screeching of green

paroquets, the varied minstrelsy of the woods,

together with the hideous howl of a large baboon.

At half-past five the kettle was boiling, and shortly

after si.x they were en route, as they thought, to

the Pacific. It was not long, however, before they

were undeceived ; for, on ascending a lofty hill to

survey the country, they were surprised to lind the

river, whose course they had been hitherto follow-

ing, turning northward and eastward. Just at

this juncture, too, our travellers fell in with the

Indians, who soon put an end to their clandestine

ex|)loralions ; although, as will appear from the

narrative which we cite, their compulsory return,

under the guidance of the incensed natives, was

the means of putting them in possession of the

very fact which they were so anxious to ascer-

tain.

" ' About nine o'clock,' says Mr. Gisborne, ' we
saw an Indian woman and two children, one of

them an albino. She led us to understand ther
was on Indian village close by, and shortly jfie

we were overtaken by a canoe, containing ihrr

'

men, two guns, and several javelins ; we sli
'

hands, and gave them some cigars, and thev
tioned us to follow. The river had gradu.
turned to the eastward, so that there could Un
doubt we were going in a direction contrarytoouii'
wishes. Il could not, however, bo hclpri|,nDd»(^

followed in silence. At 10 a. bi. we came loi'*

Indian village, situated in Caledonia Day, on

Atlantic, about five miles to the north-west ofr
Escoces. Our presence seemed to astonish

villagers considerably. After some parley, ol

them addressed us in broken English, and a-

who we were, and what wc had been doing. \

answered. Englishmen, who had lost our way .aj

the country. The village was on the opposileiidet

of the river from us, and some consultation Ioo'kI

place before a canoe was sent to ferry us acRns.^

On landing we were received with apparent cordi-

1

alily, the Indian who spoke English being evidestly

I he head among them: he conducted us to the sea. I

side, a little distance 'from the village, and theul

commenced a scene which 1 can never forget. Tliisl

Indian was called Bill, and he told us that the rest
j

were very angry at our having been into the in-l

terior, as they allowed no one to land. \Vee.\-l

plained that we had arrived there in a brignntine,

and no Indians coming on board, we took atrip

into the interior; that they never let us knowlhis

rule, and therefore we had not broken it wilfttllr.

One young Indian, the eldest son of the old mun,

(as they call their chief,) and who will succeed his

father in authority, got up and haranged the res!

for half an hour. I never saw a finer sample of

excited passion Several other Indians spoke,
1

and then Bill smoothed them down by explaJDingj

that we had acted in ignorance; that we were

>

Englishmen, and as such ought to be their friends

;

and advised that we should be allowed to gooti;

board the ' Veloz,' if we promised to set sail at'

once. This we readily agreed to, and after some

more opposition from the chief's son, a canoe was

launched, and Bill and another Indian came with

us.'

" When about half way to Port Escoces, where

the vessel was at anchor, they met a canoe return-

ing from the 'Veloz,' with four or five angry

Indians in it. It appears that the exploring party

had not left more than two hours on the niorniog

of the 17ih, when a party of Indians, headed by

Bill, who, havingacquired a respect for the English

by a short residence in England, acted .as a sort of

moderator, went on board the vessel and warned

the captain off the coast immediately. He expostu-

lated with them, and pointed out the torn rigging

which the sailors were mending, but which had been

intentionally injured to allbrd a plausible pretext

for delay. He alleged, further, that he was short

of water and provisions; but they told him it was

no suitable [ilace to look for provisions where there

was only salt water and trees. After the confer-

ence, the captain promised to leave in three days,

hoping by that time the engineers, if unable to

penetrate the interior, would have returned. Should

such not have been the case, however, it was ar-

ranged that the vessel when getting under weigh

should spring a leak, when, as if in great alarm,

the captain would have sent for a number of

Indians to assist in pumping. The altered circum-

stances of the party rendered the resort to this

crooked and deceptive line of policy unnecessary.

"Although thus prematurely arrested in their

labours, yet the engineers found that the great

object of their visit had been partially attained by

discovering that the Cordilleras, which appeared

from the sea a continuous range, had an inter-
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/alley of only forty feet above sca-lcvel,

t the summit between the two oceans must
r in the centre of the isthmus or nearer

ific coast. It had been also ascertained

ledonia Bay would atford an excellent ler-

br the contemplated design, while Port

formed an admirable harbour for refuge.

B next step to be taken in pursuance of their

/as to cross the isthmus by the Panama
, and sailing to San Miguel on the Pacific

cnew their operations from the opposite

1. This, by rapidity of movement and an

) of the party, they hoped to be nhle to

lish without molestation from the Indians,

erritories do not seem to extend beyond
ces of the rivers flowing into the Atlantic,

nchored in Navy Bay in the afternoon of

Ind, and on the fullowing morning left by

lama train—for American enterprise has

' started a railroad here—each individual

32s. for a distance of twenty-one miles,

le originated with the requirements of the

lia traflic, and, according to the American
ondent of the " Times," has conveyed

half a million of passengers since it was
It has, however, been the most fatal

he world has ever seen, for of the vast

Jes who have gone over it, very few have

3 without suffering at the lime or subse-

. Arrived at Panama, after experiencing

ble inconveniences by the way, our travel-

led upon the English consul located there,

jeedily procured for their use a small

3r to convey them to San Miguel, a dis-

f ninety miles.

the 3Uth of June, the exploring party enter-

Savannah river at flood tide, the mouth of

hey found to be about two miles wide. The
re them nine miles inland, and on ebbing

m high and dry on a gravel bank. Shortly

midnight they were afloat again, and soon

irds reached the junction of the river Lara.

point the country, which had hitherto been

nd picturesque in the extreme, began to

! the character of a savanna, or flat plain,

i this locality the river's course was found

ery tortuous, consisting of a succession of

caches, terminating in rapids and falls,

herefore determined to leave their boat and

ore the interior, which we are happy to

ley succeeded in doing to within about six

Df the spot where their progress had been

pted by the Indians. It is impossible for us

w them in all the hazards, privations, and

lies of their journey ; but it is matler for

1 acknowledgment to that kind Providence

atched over them in the wildernesses and

s and tangled thickets which they traversed,

By were preserved from the perils which on

ban one occasion threatened their lives, and

een sulTered to return and report favourably

be practicability of an undertaking second

3 that have signalized the present age. We
from Mr. Gisborne's description that the

1 character of the country is that of a flat

covered with valuable timber. The Savan-

i-er has a depth of six fathoms at low water

istance of seven miles from its mouth, while

2Ct of the tide extends eighteen miles from

Harbour, thus leaving an interval oi thirty

o Caledonia Bay on the opposite side. This,

t must be observed, is the actual breadth of

nmus between the tidal action of the two

, and which will have to be excavated. The

t summit, it has been ascertained, is only

3t, and as this elevation consists of a narrow

of hills, the engineering difficulties in cut-

rough will not be great. The bulk of the

Imkfd cliiy. A human skull lins also been found.

Tlicsc remains, which are considered to have be-

longed to the ancient Celts, are now under exam-
inalion by a commission of nntiqunriaiis.

The biitllc-axe, spear, and vases seem lo corres-

pond with those found in the mounds of lliis

country. Tlie clay vases found in this country

arc very numerous. These would seem to iudi-

calc a siuiilur origin.

For "The Friend."

BlOCRiPIIICAL SRETCUES

t)f Ministers anil Eldcra, and other coiiccrnoJ members
of the Yearly Meeting of I'liiladeljiliia.

(Continued front pafc 301>.)

THOMAS DUCKETT.

Among the first settlers in the neighbourhood of
Philadelphia, was Thomas Duckelt. Of his pre-

vious history I find no mention, but on the es'ab-

lishment (Jf religious meetings here, he was soon

active in those for discipline, and was found la-

bouring in word and doctrine. He took up land,

west of the Schuylkill, and a meeting for worship

was held in his house ; for a while, on every

other First-day, but m a few montiis on every
First-day.

He was much employed by his Friends on ap-

pointments in the discipline. In the Fourth month.
16'^3, we find him one of a committee appointed

by Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting, to draw up a
" brief account of the good order of Truth," or in

other words the substance of the rules and regu-

lations, constituting the discipline under which
the meetings of Friends in England acted.

From some of the minutes of Philadelphia

Monthly Meeting, it would appear that he was a

bricklayer by profession, as he was so employed
in building the Centre meeting-house in Piiiladel-

phia, in 1686. In that year he married, in Phi-

ladelphia, Ruth Wood, who appears to have been

a serviceable woman in religious Society, and
doubtless was a help and comfort to him through

lilc.

Of his labours in the ministry we have but lillle

account; yet he travelled as his Master led,

preaching the gospel of the kingdom, in his .Mas-

ter's authority, in many places. In the year IG-iO,

in company with Paul Sanders, he visited the

meetings ol Maryland. Of their services no record

probably remains.

Thomas Duckett was, for several years, one of

k to be executed will bo in the plains them-

selves.

With the various facts before him, gathered in

the course of his survey, Mr. Gisboriio has sug-

gested two methods by whicii the object of his

ex|iedition may be accomplished. One is by the

formation of a navigable canal, with locks and
immense reservoirs. The other, and that which
finds favour among all competent judges, is to cut

a channel from sea lo sea, with a widlli of 100 feel,

and a depth of thirty feet at low water. Tl>e cost

of such a magnificent sea-route he estimates at

12,000,000/. sterling, calculaling wholly on im-

ported labour, and making a liberal allowance for

the diminution of work to be expected in a tropical

climate and the extra wages necessary lo induce

persons to emigrate. Although the Pacific tide

rises thirty-two HbcI, while that of the Atlantic is

only of a few inches, yet mid-tide is about on a

level in the two oceans, so that there will be alter-

nately every six hours a current each way. This
current will not exceed three miles an hour, and

will act most beneficially not only as a scour to

prevent deposit, but as an assistance in the transit

of vessels. The passage will bo eirected in one
tide, and thus the dangers arising from vessels

meeting and passing each other will bo auoided.

The material to be cut through being chiefly rock,

the current will not wear away the banks, so that

the navigation is not likely to be impeded by slips,

while the cost of maintenance will be reduced to

a mere nominal sum.

"Such are the chief features of this bold scheme

for ' marrying Mr. Atlantic to Miss Pacific,' as a

humorist has characterized it. A company has

been formed for carrying it out, whose capital is

fixed at 15,000,000/., a sum which it is believed

will cover every expense. ' It must not, however,

be supposed,' remarks a contemporary, ' that the

Atlantic and Pacific Junction Company propose to

expend so large a sum without the most satisfac-

tory assurances, based on the fullest inquiry, that,

as a commercial speculation, the investment will

meet with a remunerative profit. They bring for-

ward this design on the scale proposed, as the only

one which will meet all the requirenr.ents of mari-

time nations, both politically and commercially
;

but should they feel satisfied, upon carefully-di-

iTested data, that the merits of commerce alone

will not produce a suflicient revenue, the scale ol

the navigation will be reduced, so as to bring the

capital within the scope of such revenue; and the

principal powers of Europe and America will bcj the Council of Pennsylvania, in which station he

invited to assist, either by grants of money or demeaned himself lo the satisfaction of those he
represented. In 1692 he was one of the minister-

ing Friends, who signed the testimony against

George Keith issued by ihat body, and in the Se-
venth month following, he was one of n commit-
tee appointed to answer two epistles from the

Second-day Morning Meeting in London, which
seemed disposed to blame Friends of Philadelphia

for their honest testimony against the errors, la

faith and practice, of that stubborn apostate.

A concern for religious service in England,

guarantees of interest, in carrying out the larger

project.'
"

Ancient, Relics.—The Swiss journals give the

following details relative to the discoveries recently

made in consequence of the extraordinary fall in

the water iu the Lake of Zurich. About one hun-

dred feet from the right bank of the Lake, oppo-

site the village of Mcllen, there have been found

several rows of piles formed of trunks and trees.

The piles are about a foot apart, and with an in-i wliich had been felt by Thomas DucketiT now
terval of sixteen feet between the rows. These pressed more heavily upon him, and believing that

piles support enormous beams, which form a very
i
the Truth called for prompt action, he obtained

large area. Between these piles there have been the unity of his Friends of the .Monthly Meeting

found the skeletons of animals, which are no longer
^

in the >i'inth month, and of his Quarterly .Meeting

to be seen in Switzerland, but no trace of any i in the Tenth month, and in company with Samuel

domestic animals. On removing the mud there
i

Jennings and William Walker, soon after left his

have been found an immense number of heads ofi home.

arrows and spears made of sione, carefully cut| He visited, as way opened for it, many mect-

and very pointed; poinards mado of flint, with
i

ings in England and Ireland, being at the Yearly

buckhorn handles, a battle-axe in stone, clay I Meeting held at London, in 109-1, where cnmo

vases, evidently formed by llie hand, wiihout the George Keith, strong in the belief that he would

aid of any instrument, and afterwards baked in either carry his own point, or rend the Society of

an oven ; and several other articles in stone and
|
Friends in pieces. But he signally failed. His
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false asserlions being met by Samuel Jennings " 5ihly. Tiint those a|)|>uintcd admonish mas- 1 about the rotundity of the earth. Philosophyini

and Thomas Duckcti, he became irritated, and I ters and mistresses of families, and press them to
|

[loses the truth upon us, but the view of the eink
manifested much passion and boisterous self-will, be very careful and circumspect in their families, Irom the elevation of a balloon is that of ania.
After a patient hearing, the Yearly Meeting con- and several stations, places and concerns, to bc-i mensc terrestrial basin, the deeper part of whiek

have themselves in all things as becomelh the
^

is that directly under one's feet. As wc asceoi

Truth; that they may bo good c.xainples to all, ihc earth beneath us seems to recede—acluallyij

the Yearly Meeting con-

demned George, and upon turning to the many
Friends wiih whom he expected to make a party,

and rend the church, ho found few of any weight

or character, who gave him any countenance.

Friends in England Ibund the visit of the Penn-

sylvania Friends seasonable and serviceable.

Several Friends, writing on behalf of the Second-

day Morning Meeting to Arthur Cooke, Thomas
Lloyd, &c., say, " Our Friends, Thomas Uucketl

and Samuel Jennings, their coming over with in-

tention to serve Truth and Friends here, has been

of real and acceptable services in divers respects,

both to Friends in Pennsylvania, and here in Eng-

land." The same letter, after rehearsing the ac-

tion of George Keith when he found the judgment

of the Yearly Meeting-, given against him, adds, the

following accountof the disposition he manifested.

" Indeed George Keith's extreme passion, insolent

and captious behaviour is such, that he plainly

manifesis himself to be a degenerate man from the

spirit and charity of a true Christian. For ought

we know ho hath now left us, and goes and

preaches at the separate meeting, as we hear, and

is followed by John Pennyman, Francis Bugg,

Thomas Crisp, and other apostates. We know
not of one weighty Friend he halh, that follow

him in his separating ; though many have been

very kind to him, to have regained him to unity."

In the Tenth month, 1(J94, Thomas Duckett

and Samuel Jennings returned to Pennsylvania,

accompanied by Robert Barrow and Robert

Warden, liberated by their Friends in England for

religious service in America.

In the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia, Seventh

month, 1695, Thomas Duckett was one of a com-
mittee appointed to prepare some minutes of ad-

vice for the use of its members, to be issued as an

addition to a paper of the previous year, entitled

" A general Testimony against all looseness and

vanity in youth and others, and also a caution to

all masters of families in Monthly and Quarterly

Meetings, to answer their trust m these weighty

matters, that the camp of the Lord may be kept

clean."

The following are the additional advices :

" 1st. That all who profess Truth, whether old

or young, keep to plainness in apparel,—not

wearing long lapped sleeves, and coats gathered

at the sides, supertluous buttons, or broad ribbons

about their hats, or great bushy periwigs. If any
be necessitated to wear periwigs, let them be mo-
dest and suitable to the hair they had. Let all

be careful about making, buying, selling or wear-

ing strijjed or flowered stuff, as much as they can,

—as also other useless and superfluous things.

In orderthereunlo, let all tailors, professing Truth,

be dealt with and advised accordingly.
" lindly. That all superfluity and excess in

building and furniture in houses be avoided for

time to come.
" 3rdly. That none trade by sea or land beyond

their ability, and that Friends keep in a word in

their dealings as much as may be. If any are

indebted abroad or at home, and answer not the

same, that such be admonishc4 thereof, that Truth

may not be reproached, and people, whether

rich or poor, kept out of their just debts.

" 4thly. That such as come late to meeting, or

when there fall asleep, or be restless, and go lorth,

not staying the meeting, or otherwise demean
themselves unbecoming the Truth, as soon as

the meeting is over, be admonished thereof by

such as shall be appointed to take care of such

things.

and that they suppress all the contrary in those

that be under their care, as much as in the

lies ; then things will be done with ease.

"Lastly. It is our advice that two or more
Friends men and women, out of their respective

meetings, be, from time to time, chosen and ap-

pointed to see those things put in practice, and
such as will not receive their admonition, make
report thereof to the respective Monthly Meetings,

to be there dealt wilhal as Friends in the wisdom
of God shall see meet ; that all things may be

kept sweet and clean. Then the Lord will do us

good, and bless us in all our undertakings."

After his return from Europe, we find Thomas
Duckett, active and earnest in fulfilling the duties

laid upon him by his Divine Master. In Monthly,

in Quarterly, in Yearly, and in the various Select

Meetings, few were more frequently appointed on

weighty services. In the beginning of the year

1699, he visited Friends in New England, in part of

which journey he had his old fellow traveller, Sa-

muel Jennings, for a companion. He returned before

the Yearly Meeting, but it was but to put his

house in order, and to yield up his sanctified spirit

unio Him, who had chosen and qualified him for

usefulness on earth, and who now called him to

his eternal rest in heaven. A short sharp wrestle

with the prevailing malignant fever, and then his

earthly labour was over.

The Yearly Meeting of the next year in Us

epistle to London Yearly Meeting, say, " Friends,

here away, through great mercy, are as we
formerly. Though it pleased the Lord last year

to visit some of our parts with great mortality,

which fell many good and serviceable inst

ments, the loss of whom we cannot but sensibly

lament, yet we desire cheerfully to submit to the

will of God, who is all good and wise,—and who
best knows how to dispose all things so as may
conduce most to his honour. It hath pleased Him
to be entreated again,—lo heal our land, and re-

buke those uncommon distempers that so lately

raged to our great afiliction and sorrow. We
otler to Him the contrition of our souls, the sacri-

fice of hearty praises and thanksgiving, imploring

His divine assistance to [enable us] to improve
these, and all other of His providences to us, to

His glory and our comfort."

Medical Practitioners.—The statistics of the

medical profession in England, Scotland, and the

islands in the British Seas, as supplied by the

census of 1851, have appeared in a parliamentary

return moved for by Mr. Brady. The results are :

physicians, 2328 ; surgeons or apothecaries,

15,162; druggists, 15,325; dentists, 1167; au-

risls, 4; oculists, 14. Of the druggists, 3630
were under twenty years of age. A few of the

physicians and surgeons had reached long ages
;

9 of the former and 29 of the latter being " eighty-

five and upwards." The larger proportion were
between thirty-five and forty years of age. In

London alone there were 552 physicians, 3407
surgeons or apothecaries, 2670 druggists, 503
entists, 9 oculists.

Appearance of the Earlh from a BaUoo7i.—
Mr. Elliott, the aeronaut, in a letter giving an ac-

count of his ascension from Baltimore, thus speaks
le appearance of the earth from a balloon :

—

don't know that I ever hinted heretofore that

the tcronaut may well be the most sceptical man

sink away, while the horizon gradually and gnat.
fully lifts adiversified slope, slretchingawayfanlief

and farther to n line that, at the highest elcvatjoii,

seems to close with the sky. Thus, upon a cktr

day, the a:ronaut feels as if suspended at aboulu
equal distance between the vast blue, oceanic

concave above, and the equally expanded term-

trial basin below."

Fur "The Frieit"

PATIENT EXERCISE.

It was the chief concern of that eminent and

devoted servant of the Lord, (Jeorge Fox, to tin

people from the Lo heres ! and Lo theres ! o[^
world to the inspeaking Word of life, the |Ul

and grace of the Lord Jesus Christ, whicb/||

believed in and obeyed, imparts true wisdio,

power to overcome evil, and all the heavenly riches

of the Redeemer's kingdom in the heart.

The necessity for jiaiient, continued cxerciae

and travail of spirit, in order that the blessing

may be known to descend upon the seeking soul,

is feelingly impressed in the following extract

from one of his epistles. " And, Friends, though

ye may have been convinced, and tasted of Ihe

power, and felt the light, yet afterwards, ye tmj

leel a winter storm, tempest and hail, frost aod

cold and lemptation in the wilderness. Do palienl

and still in the power, and in the light, that dolb

convince you, to keep your minds to God ; in

that be quiet, that ye may come to the summer;

that your flightmay not be in the winter. Forif

ye sit still in the patience, which ovcrcomesin

the power of God, there will be no flying. The

husbandman, after he hath sowed his seed, is pa.

tient. And by the power, being kept in the

patience, ye will come by the light to sec through,

and feel over winter storms and tempests, and all

the coldness, barrenness and emptiness : and the

same light and power will go over the tempter's

head; which power and light was before he was.

So standing still in the light, yc will see your

salvation, ye will see the Lord's strength, feet the

small rain, and ihe fresh springs, your mind

being kept low in the power and light : for that

which is out of the power lifts up. But in the

power and light ye will feel God revealing his

secrets, inspiring your minds, and his gifts com-

ing in unto you ; through which your hearts will

be filled with God's love, and praises to him that

lives forevermore ; for in his light and power his

blessing is received. So in that, the eternal

power of the Lord Jesus Christ preserve and keep

you I Live every one in the power of God, thai

yc may all come lo be heirs of that, and know it

to be your portion; even the kingdom, that halh

no end, and the endless life, which the Seed is

heir of. Feel that set over all, which halh ihe

promise and blessing of God forever." G. F.

A Civilized Corulor.—In Valparaiso I first saw

a condor. The one in question had been a con-

stant resident in and about the port for a consi-

derable time. Nobody knew how he came there;

but it seems that he came of his own accord, and

seltled in those parts. He never got out of the

way for any one, but might be seen basking in

the sun at the corner of a butcher's at the port,

day after day, quite a Diogenes. Sometimes he

would go away, I suppose lo visit his friends for

a day or two, but always returned to his old post,

the butcher's. He was of a dusty lead colour,
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lOut the head and neck, and stood a yard
his beak and claws were formidable in the

3, and, altogether, he seemed an ugly cus-

o attack. I noticed that the dogs always
lim a wide berth.

—

Recolkctmis of a
efrom Sydney to Southa7nptoti.

llinls about avoiiling Fires,

:opy the following judicious remarks on

iject from a late number of the American
iturist. They are doubtless from the pen

ige Judd, a practical chemist, and one ol

ors of that paper :

—

Ledger.
• many large fires, as well as many severe

may be avoided by understanding that air

;ssary to produce combustion, and that

lusion of air is as efiectual as an applica-

water. Indeed, in extinguishing fire, water

acts by shutting out air, and any other

of shutting out the air is just as cllectuai.

ve shown this frequently in lecturing on

y pouring upon upon the table a quantity

ts of turpentine, alcohol, or ether, and when

lire so as to produce a large flame, we have

y extinguished it, by quickly spreading

i silk handkerchief or piece of paper, which

instant shut out the air.

;ek or two since a young lady in Danbury,

set a camphene lamp, the contents of which

over her dress and enveloped her in flames,

seized a blanket from a bed, and imme-
wrapped it closely around her, and thus

red the fire, shut out the air, and escaped

injury. Five years since we were trans-

from one vessel to another, two gallons of

sulphuric ether and chloroform— both very

nable substances, which burn with a great

-when a person in the room carelessly

t a lighted lamp near, and set the whole on

^Vo instantly snatched a table-spread from

near by, and with this entirely covered

mes and extinguished it. We sacrificed

;ies and food upon the table, but saved the

perhaps the block of buildings, and perhaps

3S, as a moment's delay would have enve-

be whole room in flanies.

years since a servant girl, contrary to oft-

d and positive directions, undertook to fill a

imp while burning, and, as was certain to

case, the can of liquid took fire, (" not ex-

') and was dropped upon the floor, setting

der garments on fire. She ran for the door,

other domestic happened to catch hold of

er clothes in such a way as to draw them

around her, and thus unwittingly smother-

flames, while a member of the family ex-

iled the burning lamp, can, and fluid upon

sr by spreading an ironing cloth over it.

le dozen years since, one of the boys on our

'as at work in the horse and carriage barn,

lii'ht one winter morning. When called to

ist he left the lantern where it was knocked

ly one of the horses, a large mass of straw

ding was set on fire. When discovered, the

mass—four or five feet in diameter—was in

', that nearly reached to the hay hanging

rom a mow above, containing several Ions,

case a horse blanket was at once thrown

:ie centre of the flame, and others quickly

and the fire extinguished without damage,

'h large volumes of smoke poured forth

le doors and other openings, and almost

led any oi\e from entering,

have known of instances of rooms being

)n fire, where, by closing them up, the fire

;n confined and kept in a smothered state,

ifficient help with abundaace of water could

be procured to at once extinguish the flames. In a

great numljcr of instances, extensive conflagrations

could have been avoided, had the fire been kept

where it originated till efficient aid arrived. This

could have been done by sim|)1y closing up thi.'

doors and windows, instead of throwing them all

wide open, as is usually the case.

We have thus given a few instances, and we
might add many others, where serious injury has

been averted by applying a simple preventive, liial

of shutting out the free access of air which is ne-

cessary to feed the flame. Let every person fix it

in their minds, and in the minds of every member
of their families, old and young, that other means
than water may be used to smother fire. Do not

teach this by precept only, for in the excitement of

a fire mere precepts will be forgotten, but let a lew

experiments be made before the iiimily, to illustrate

the principle.

For example, pour upon the hearth—or better,

upon a flat stone or board out of doors—a quantity

of alcohol, turpentine, burning fluid, oil, ether, or

other inflammable substance, set it on fire, and

llffii extinguish it by spreading a cloth quickly

over it. Relight it and extinguish it with a news-

paper, and repeat the experiment with u iiandker-

chief, an apron, a dress, a cloak, a tablecloth, bed

quilt, &c. It would also be well to make the ex-

periment with burning shavings, straw, &c. The
experiment may be varied by smearing an upright

block, barrel or post with oil, alcohol, or other-

wise, and when on fire, extinguish it with a cloth

or old garment.

Some simple experiments like these are always

interesting ; they develope thought, and prepare

one for acting coolly and elFectually in an emer-

gency. They are like drilling andmanceuvring

soldiers previous lo a battle.

UNlfflPOaTANT DIFFERENCES.

It is a very noticeable fact that almost all varia-

tions of theological views have, at some lime and

by some persons, been regarded as unimportant

differences, and in accordance with this, it has

become a convenient phrase in controversy, that

we are not to make a man an " offender for a

word." Shall the church be agitated for a shade

of opinion? Shall we disturb its harmony in the

attempt to make every man pronounce the SkMo-
leth aright 1 Is no allowance to be made for free

inquiry and honest expression of opinions'! The

popular ear is readily caught by such catch-

phrases, and many are intimidated by them from a

fearless discharge of their duty. No one covets

the charge of being either a bigot or a heresy-

hunter, and advantage is taken of this to intro-

duce into the church those noveliies or revived

errors which endanger the true faith and awaken

controversy, if, indeed, there be any bold enough

10 contend for the truth. If there be a true faith,

as we presume no believer in revelalion will deny,

then no deviation from it can be either unimpor-

tant or innocent. It is with doctrinal belief, as it

is with moral conduci, that the first step from the

strait and narrow way is the most dangerous one.

The most vicious conduct has its beginning in

what some would term slight deviations from vir-

tue ; and equally true is it, that the most perni-

cious heresies have originated in what have been

called harmless speculations. A doctrine is

known from the terms in which it is stated, but

it soon becomes obscured when the well-cslublish-

ed meaning of those terms is changed, or new

terms of equivocal meaning arc invented. It will

'uniformly be found that when a doctrine is to be

discarded, it is done under the pretence of alRx-

ing a new meaning to its terms. Thus a man

disguising his real sentiments, may subscribe an

orthodox creed, and may convey a false impres-

sion by tampering with words. If suspicion of

his real sentiments is aroused, ho allempta to

evade conviction by alleging that ho dillurs only

in words, although in such a connexion, worda

are emphatically things. Those conversant with

past theological controversies, will not have failed

to have remarked tiiat the abettors of error, when
subjected lo trial, liavo uniformly endeavoured to

shield themselves under the plea liml their dilfer.

ences are merely verbal, although in the first pub-

lication of their opinions, they have insisted upon

them as important, if not original views. Well
may we hesitate then, when wo hear one charac-

terizing any deviation from the long-established

symbols of faith as loo unimportant to disturb the

peace of the Church. What is not true is errone-

ous, and no error can be inconsiderable, because

its tendency must be to unsettle the truth. Iiili-

delity in its grossest forms is never adopted by a

sudden impulse of the mind, but by a slow pro-

cess of doubting and questioning.

—

Prcs.

"Friends,—That which is set up by the sword,

is held up by the sword ; and that which is set up

by spiritual weapons, is held up by spiritual wea-

pons, and not by carnal weapons. The peace-

maker hath the kingdom, and is in it, and hath

the dominion over the peace-breaker, lo calm him
in the power of God.

" And Friends, let the waves break over your

heads. There is rising a new and living way,

which makes the nations like waters. Hurt not

the vines nor the oil, nor such as know that the

earth is the Lord's, and the fulness thereol". The
days of virtue, love and |)eace are come and com-

ing, and the Lamb had and hath the keys of iho

earth to war wilhal, and to fight withal, who will

overcome with the sword of the Spirit, the word

of his mouth ; for the Lamb shall have the vic-

tory." G. F.

Glass Walls.—One of the most beautiful appli-

ances of glass and its application to practical pur-

poses was made twelve months since by Mr.

Ewing of Bodorgan, in the county of Anglesea,

by the invention of glass walls, for the growing

and securing crops of the first-class fruits against

the variableness of the British climate, and, Iroin

their adaptation to any style or order of architec-

ture, their adoption, as a matter of course, must

I'ollow throughout the country. From the report

of the London Horticultural Society's Garden for

the present monih, the following favoLirablo report

is given of the wall by the Society :
—' Bjth the

flowering plants and fruit trees against Mr.

Ewing's glass walls are succeeding admirably.

Figs grow well, and even promise to ripen fruit oa

them this year. The |>caches, too, on a tree of con-

siderable size, which was moved and put in, are

now swelling fruit very well for a tree so recently

transplanted. Tomatoes also produce finely in

ihem, and their fruit is free from disease, which

is not the case with the crops outside. The
long violet-fruited aubergine is ripening beauti-

fully, although it has always been thought that

this variety reejliircd more moisture than these

walls could be expected to furnish. C.ipsicums,

too, both the large tomato sort and the common
kind of fruit, come lo great perleclion in glass

walls, and whose trial in the jjarden li is, as yet,

been most satisfactory."—-V. Widcs Chronicle.

Prayer was the distinguished mark of the

Lord's people in the day there began to bo a sepa-

ration between them and the world. " Then began

men lo call upon the uamo of the Lord."
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Seining Bass.—The Newport Mercury gives

the following dcscriplion of the method adopted
by the Rhode Island fishermen for capturing bass
in Point Judith and Ninegret ponds.

" In tiie fall of the year the bass enter the large

ponds connecting with the sea, wliere they quietly

rest during the winter, and in iho spring they rc-

turu to the salt water again. Wlicn in ponds they
rarely take the hook, and the only way to capture
them is by seining. To ascertain the whereabouts
of a shoal or 'school,' as liie fishermen have it, an
efibrt is made to capture a bass, and as soon as

this is eflectcd, a cord with a cork to the end of
it is tied to his tail, and he is immediately re-

turned to the water. The pond is not deep, the

cork consequently fioals, and the fish is sure to

swim in a direct line for the shoal, the fishermen

quietly following in the boats. The practised eye
can tell the moment the fish has entered the shoal,

and the net is dropped and spread over a wide
surface, gradually drawing to the centre, and en-

closing all the fish within its reach. In this way
sometimes twelve hundred bass are taken, for

which a market is found in various directions.

Tautog are also taken in these ponds, and the sea

or black perch, at certain seasons, is found in

great quantities. The fishermen, however, are not

always fortunate, and in some seasons, afier ex-

pending large sums on their boats and seines, they

realize nothing for their labour. Much depends
upon the 'breach ;' if that is free, the fish enter

readily, but if slightly obstructed they are shy
and they become very wild if it is often visited a

the time they are running in."

In the midst of life we are in death. Ha, \t

the interjection of laughter. Ah, is an interjec.

lion of sorrow ; the ditference between them is

very small, consisting only in the transposition of
what is no substantial letter, but a bare aspiration,

How quickly ! in one minute, in the very turning

of a breath, is our mirth changed into mourning.
Tiius it was with upwards of seventy (mostly
temales) who were burned to death in the sudden
conflagration of the theatre at Richmond, in Vir-

ginia. "All," said the narrator of the dreadful

catastrophe, " how little thought the fair one
whose curls were adjusted, wliose garments costly

and elegant, were disposed so as to produce on
the spectator the most impressive tilcct, that those

curls were tiiat same night to be crisped with the

devouring flame, and those garments, to perlbrm
the services of a winding sheet !"

THE FRIEND.

THE FRIEND
NINTH MONTI

"Truth.—Truth is strong next to the Almighty.
She needs no policies, nor siratagems, nor licens-

ings to make her viclorious ; those are the shifts

and the defences that error uses against her power.
Though all the winds of doctrine were let loose

to play upon the earth, so Truth be in the field,

we do injuriously to misdoubt her sirength. Let
lier and lalsehood grapple ; who ever knew Truth
put to the worse in a tree and open encounter?
There may Le much expression of desire for light

and clear knowledge to be sent down amon" us;
yet when that new light which we beg for shines in

upon us, there be those who envy and oppose, if

it come not first in at their casements."

A suflcrer said, after six years of pain and con-
finement to her bed, " I lon"ed to go to heaven,
that I might be happy, but the Lord has brought
lieaven down to my bud ; for I am so happy, so
full of his presence 1"

- He that lives in sin, and cx[)fcts happiness
liereafier, is like him that soweili cockle, and
thinks to fill his barn with wheat or barley.

Since the account of the drought printed in this

paper was prepared for its |)ages, information has
been received from various parts of the United
Slates, of the occurrence of relreshing rains, which
have occasioned a more cheerful tone in the pub-
lic papers, relative to the fall crops.

The most marked and lovely feature of the
church of Christ, alter lovo to its Holy Head, is

love to the brethren. There is, in the redeemed
heart, a love to all men,—an outgoing of aflec-

lionaie interest, which would not only gather all

into the haven of eternal blessedness at last, but
which wishes 'the comfort and welfare of all, in

this life. The whole body of the Christian graces,
in more or less fullness, must be found in every true
Christian

;
" patience— meekness— long-suffer-

ing—brotherly kindness," &c., and he will exer-
cise them towards all. But the " love, which be-

cometh the followers of Christ," the love, of which
ty is a precious element, cannot exist except

amongst those who are in Christ. The true way then,

to restore unity in the visible church, is not to be
urging the members to exercise love as a cure for

every distemper,— it is to endeavour to bring all

to Christ, in whom all who are living, must neces-
sarily be loving.

SUMMARY OF EVEXTS.
EUROrE.—News from LiTerpooI to tlie 12th uU. The

cholera was iacreasing in Liverpool. Eighty thousand
Turkish troops are now stated to be in Wallachia. The
Russian government has announced to Austria that the
Russian forces will be immediately withdrawn from both
Moldavia and Wallachia, and this movement appears to
be actually going on. The first body of French troops,

3000 in number, are reported to have effected a landing
at Perecop, on the isthmus connecting the Crimea with

number of French troops and

withstanding the enlargement of the public buildign
there is not suflicicnt room lor the constantly accnmu-
lating thousands of models.

The Drouffhl.—It would appear that during the Utttr
portion of the summer, and up to the last wick int|,«
Eighth month, there had been an unusual ncacj of

the main land. The
600 British marines had landed near Bomersund
Baltic, to commence operations against that place. The
King of Saxony has been killed by the overturning of a

carriage, and his brother has succeeded to the throne.
In Spain the Queen mother, Christiana, was about to

depart with her family when she was detained at the d
mand of the populace, who insist that she shall bo tried

by the Cortes. This was acceded to by the ministers.

CHINA.—At the latest advices the revolution coi

tinned to make progress. A great emigration of the
Chinese was going on

; 15,548 persons had left Hong
Kong, from First month 1st to Sixth month 1st

'

their destination being California and Australia.

MAURITIUS.—The island, but principally the town
of Port Louis, has been desolated by cholera.

BARBADOES.—The cholera continues its ravages ii

this devoted island; it had somewhat abated in Bridge
town, but was awfully destructive in the interior

parishes.

ST. LUCIA and GRENADA.—In these islands, also,

the cholera at last dates was making fearful progress.
In Grenada, about two thousand persons had already
fallen.

CANADA.—In Montreal, 118G persons died of cholera
during the recent visitation ; in Quebec the number is

given as G93 ; in Hamilton, 4G9. Lord Elgin has in-
formed the State department at Washington, that pend-

the action of the Provinces on the Reciprocity
Treaty, the St. Lawrence river would be thrown open to

American vessels.

UNITED STATES.—The receipts of the U. S. trea-

sury for the last quarter were $16,800,000. The opera-
tions of the Patent office department at Washington are

of the great mental activity and inventive
ingenuity of our people. Last year the applications for

patents numbered 2673 ; the caveats filed were 901 ; the

atents issued 958. These inventions relate to improve-
ments in almost every branch and division of labour,
to which human skill is applied, or that human ncces-
'tics require. The business of the oflice has so increased

that with a board of eighteen examiners, and a large
force of clerks, it is found impossible to act upou the

I

applications with the requisite promptitude, ivnd not-

rain over a largo part of the United Stales
; and b

some considerable sections of country, the dry woaUier
had contiuued about two months. Extensive Vires htn il
prevailed in the forests of Ohio, New York, Vcrmooi, I
and Maine, burning over largo districts, and involriiu
much loss of property. ^

The Cholera.—The alarm occasioned by this diseut,
appears to be subsiding. It is diffused over a great m-
tent of territory, but is not now very fatal at anypolnb
from which there are published reports.

Oregon.—Further discoveries of gold have been mati,
and as the diggings are said to be very rich, the piMt
have become much excited on the subject. .Mauypjt-
sons have gone to the mines, leaving crops uuharvoifed
and business unsettled.

'

Califonna.—The latest accounts state that shipmali
of Hour in large quantities from San Francisco toAi.
stralia, had already commenced, it being tliuujjht fliu
much more bread stuffs had been raised this veurtlan
would be required for home consumption. Wheat had
been as low as $1-50 per bushel, and barley, iJD conH,
Considering the lessened costof living, mining continotd
'n general to pay well. The feeling throughout the

State against the Chinese is said to be unfriendly, aad
some districts the miners refuse to allow them lo

work. Superintendent Bcale, who has laboured so :e>-

lously and successfully for the benefit of the Indians, hi!
surrendered his charge to Col. Henly, the new ageut o(

the government.
Lowell, Man.—Some idea of the size of its inanuliK-

turing establishments may be formed by the amount of

early tax paid by a few of them
; the assessment beiog

t the rate of 72 cents in the hundred dullur.?. Tht
Merrimack Company pays $14,000 taxes ; the .Maisachi-

setts, ten thousand; the Lowell, tiine thousand; tho

Lawrence, eight thousand
; and other companies swell

the amount to about seventy thousand dollars. The
population of Lowell is now about forty thousand, and

issesscd value of real and personal property, twent/-
four millions.

Troy, K. I'.—Oa the 23th ult., a fire occurred vrhicli

destroyed 250,000 dollars worth of lumber and a large

number of factories, stores, and dwellings with their

contents
; the total loss is stated to be more than a mil-

lion of dollars.

New Orleans.—At last dates the Yellow Fever wasil-
creasing.

Savannah.—This city for some weeks past, has suf-

fered severely from the prevalence of Yellow Fever.

i?(;«;o;i.—Interments last week, 135, of which 2G were

from Cholera.
A''ew rori.-Interments last week, 832, of which 130

were from Cholera.
rkiladelphia.—Interments last week, 31C, of which

22 were from Cholera.

Y'ARDLEY WARNER propo.5es to reopen his school

on the 30th of Tenth month next ; and can accommodate
six or eight Girls as boarders ; to these, with about the

same number of Girls as day scholars, the school will ho

limited. For Terms, &c., apply early.

Address, Warren Tavern P. 0.,

Chester Co., Pa.

A TEACHER WANTED,
For the Girls' second arithmetical school at West-town

Boarding School. Apply to Anne Tatnm, Woodburj;
Sidney Coates, 330 Arch st. ; Elizabeth Pcirson, 254 N.

Fifth St. ; or Sarah Allen, 14G Pine St.

Hceniny Schools for Adult Coloured Persons.

Wanted.—A Principal and three Assistant Teachers
for the men's school, and a Principal and four Assist-

ants for the women's school. Application may be mado
either of the undersigned. John C. Allen, No. l!9

Fifth street; William L. Edwards, No. 37 Arch
street; Samuel Allen, No. 134 S. Front street.

JlARniED, on the 10th ultimo, in Friends' Meeting-

house, at Jliddletowu, Delavi-aro coi(»ity, Penu., Kr-To»

B. GiFPORD, of Philadelphia, to Dedouau P., daughter

of Enoch Yarnall, of Edgmont, Penn.

PRINTED BY KITE & WALTON,
No. 3 Ranstcad Place, Fourth above Chestnut street.
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WHAT IS SAND!

lestion as to ibe origin of those vast accu-

i of sand, so white and pure, which ren-

eachesofour island-home so beautiful to

and pleasant to the feet, has no doubt

the minds of many of those who have

tides into small rounded grains. If this mode of

formation be true for all sand found now bencalh

or on the margin of any moving water, it is, a

priori, highly probable that all sand whatever,

even that of the wild deserts of Sahara, the sands

of Arabia, or those of the centre of Australia,

have been thus formed.
" It is, however, by no means necessary to

suppose that the water always detached the sand

directly from the rock as sand, that is, in small

grains. On the contrary, if we examine the action

of moving water now, whether we go to the rapids

and cataracts of rivers, or to the breakers of the

sea battering against a rocky coast, we shall

everywhere see large blocks of rock lying about,

often but newly detached from their ojiginal site,

with all their angles sharp and their fractures

fresh, the yet unhealed scar perhaps plainly visi-

ble in the cliir above. We should see also blocks

having every gradation of form, from this newly
returned from a sea-side sojourn or a broken angular fragment to smaller and smoolho
nble, and led to many gucssings on the

nore or less in accordance with scientific

the young especially, the clear, smooth,

of powdered crystal that fringes the land,

1 which the crested waves are ever play-

and day, is an object of unceasing won-

senient, and delight. And many, in all

,y, are the ingenious speculations that

n hazarded by these little sand-excava-

shell-hunters, if we could but learn them.

It for the origin and perpetuation of these

;
sea-walks. All who are interested in

inquiry will read with pleasure the fol-

mple and lucid explanation of the matter,

s extract from an admirable work on

Physical Geology,* designed expressly

who are unacquainted with this grow-

portant science. The transparency of

ir's style will be best appreciated after

the extract which we subjoin, on the

Jivinely ordained agencies which are at

actively employed in the formation of

gravel

ded boulders and pebbles, having every

projecting angle ground off and all the surface

worn as smooth as a billiard-bUI. This has been

effected by the frequent moving and rolling of

all these blocks one against the other on the peb-

ble beach or in the bed of the torrent, every roll

removing some little corner, chipping off some

little projection, each separated i'ragment being

itself smoothed and rolled into a pebble or shingle,

and all the waste of this process being carried off

by the moving water in the shape of sand. Thus
we come to look upon not only all sand as a

water-worn material, but also upon every pebble

and every detached stone, of whatever shape and

size, whether found in river, lake, or ocean, if it

h IS at all a worn and rounded outline, as having

probably acquired that outline by the action ol

moving water, and as having been probably trans-

ported by that action from its parent site to the

place where we now find it

" There are two mineral substances which

enter more largely into the structure of all rocks

than any other: these are silica and alumina.

e reader will examine a handful of sand i The most common form of sitica IS qii /hich

id of a lens, he will find that it is com- is almost entirely pure silica. Rock-crystal is a

grains, or minute, irregularly-shuped common name for quartz in its crystalline form
;

of a hard, shining, often semi-transparent! in this state it is quite transparent; it, however,

3. These particles are, if not round, very I js often found in veins in the hard rocks as an

'U7ided, often having on the surface a opaque milk-white stone, very hard and brittle,

ppearance, as if they had been worn and i When quartz is coloured dull white or brown by

igainst each other. As to river or sea
|
tiie slight admixture of other substances, it is

s obvious that this rubbing must actually
I

called flint. All non-crystallized quartz, and

en place, because, as the moving water
|

niost rocks that arc made of it, when broken by

}uently wash the sand about and roll it the haminer or in any other way, commonly split

' ^
into squarish or cubical lumps, which, when acted

on by moving water, soon get their corners

rounded olF so as to be easily rolled or moved,

either as large pebbles or as small round grains.

It is partly lor this reason, and partly on account

of Iheir superior hardness and unyieldingness lo

chemical or mechanical force, that the great ma-

jority of all pebbles and sand consist of quartz,

cons'tanlly dtminisliing particles, and, by
1 if we re-examine with a lens our handful of .sea-

1 friction and rolling, grinding those par- sand, we should find all the little glassy. looking

or semi-lrunsparcnt grains, and most of the opaque

ones, to be made of quartz, mingled perhaps with

grains of a few other substances, and, in the case

n its course, the particles must be con-

xposed to friction against eacii other, or

vhatever substance it may be that lies at

im of the water. It is clearly possible,

that all river or sea sand may have

duced, or brought into (he state of sand,

iction of the running or moving waters

away fragments of rock, breaking them

Physical Geology." By J. Beete Jukes,

i.i.A.,&c.,&c. London : Reeve & Co. 1853.

of sen-sand, with grains of broken shell or coral,

or other sea creatures
"

The author then goes on lo describe the naturo

of alumina, which, it appears, is a substance that

does not commonly occur in any pure form, aa

silica docs ill quartz, but which enters into the

composition of many minerals, and gives them
the properly of forming clay and mud, by much
the sime natural processes that have been de-

scribed as taking place in the production of sand.

As this is a branch of the subject, however, upon
which we have not now space to enter, we pass

over the writer's observations on this topic, and
como to some of the other agencies, which are

mentioned as being incessantly engaged in the

work of grinding down the solid rocks and gra-

dually triturating them into sand or mud. Fore-

most among these, for the universality of its

action, if not for its violence or power, is rain.

" Tlu^re is not a shower of rain that falls, whe-

ther on the crowded street, the dusty road, the

plains, the hills, or the mountain summits, that

does not caus:; a multitude of rills and streams of

muddy water to (low Irom higher to lower levels.

The mud borne along by that water was once

part of a solid rock. Even if it be but the waste

of the bricks and tiles of our houses, this is still

true; and it is equally true for every other case,

except for those particles of it that may be the

result of the decomposition of animal or vegetable

matter. Even the gentlest rain that soaks silently

into the most richly carpeted meadow of grass,

contributes to the stock of water contained below

ground, which here and there bursts forth \n

springs, carrying momently some grain of mineral

matter to the brook, the river, and the ocean.

Who has not seen the springs discoloured after

heavy rain? Who has not watched in wet wea-

ther the swollen brook or the roaring mountain-

torrent, with its thick, muddy, colFee-colored

water? Whoever has seen these things, has seen

one of the multitudinous actions of nature, which

are for ever and everywhere in oj)cration, per-

Ibrming slowly, and in the lapse of ages, mighty

works by means apparently inadequate, and at

first sight perhaps not especially adapted lo the

purpose.

"There are, however, other agencies at work

—agencies acting with greater local power than

mere rain, in wearing aw.iy solid rooks and trans-

porting the waste to other localities. We have

alluded to the action of brooks and rivers; but if

we were to trace them more minutely and in

detail, and follow them up to where they acquire

a swit'icr stream, or wlie're rapids and cataracts

occur in them, we should estimate still more

highly their deslructivu power on solid rock.

Rivers are, in fuel, great natural saws or plan'^s,

tor ever grooving furrows in the land. Let any

[one look at the bjd of a mountain torrent, where

It Ins cut a deep ravine through hard rock, and

he will SCO the amount of its force perpetually

acting

Again, on mountain lops, or in high latitudes

,eveii on lower grouaJl,frost is another great agent

jof disintegration. Any one who ascends the

mountains of our own islands for the first time,

will often be surprised at the multitude of angular
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fraj;ments nnd fallen blocks he sees scntiercd over

their summits, or piled at ihe foot of ihcir preci-

pices, or llicse, many, if not most, have been

detached by the action of frost, causing the water

contained in the joints and crevices to expand and

rend them as under,just as in n cold winter's nijjht

the jugs and water bottles arc apt to be burst by

the Irost in our bedrooms.
" Of nil agencies, however, the most cfTicient

in Ihe destruction and dcgrndiition of rock, be-

cause it is both Iccally powerful and very widely)

diffused, is the action of the sea breakers. In all

climes, in all latitudes, along all shores of all seas

and oceans, this action is ceaselessly at work day

and night, summer nnd winter, gently nnd imper-

ceptibly even in cnlms, furiously and vigorously

in storms, gradually but steadily in modcjate

weatlicr, wave after wave is launched from the

sea against ihc land, eating and tearing it away.

No one can have visited the soft clilfy shores of

the east nnd south of England, without having

been almost an eye-witness of this action. It is

nowhere, perhaps, better displayed, than on the

coast of Yorkshire, near Scarborough. I well

remember many years ago being struck, when
attempting to walk under the elite's from Scarbo-

rough to Filey Bay, with the enormous slices or

square pilasters of clifT that, having been under-

mined by the action of the breakers at high water,

had fallen forward headlong into the sea, the

empty space they had once filled in the precipice

above showing its still freshly exposed and jagged

surface, gaping I'rom the wound. Any one, it

may be added, who lins visited the southern side

of the Isle of Wight, or rambled along the eastern

coast, will be familiar with other iFlustrations of

the encroaching power of the sea. The dis-

appearance of the ancient city of Dunwich,
with its numerous churches, is matter of noto-

riety.

" But if we leave these soft and easily destroyed

rocks, and come to the hard and rugged promon-

tories of the west of England, of Wales, of Ire-

land, or of Scotland, we still have evidently signs

of the same action. Let any one, however, tra-

verse any of these coasts when a wild western

gale is stirring up the Atlantic from afar off, heav-

ing its waters into huge mountainous ridges,

crested with foaming breakers, and bringing them
up rank after rank to fall madly on the land, dash-

ing the white spray high over cliff and headland,

and making even the solid rocks on which he stands

to shake and quiver with the blows. He will then

have no difficulty in understanding the reason of

the broken and indented coast,of the jagged cliffs,

of the pinnacles of rock jutting out here and there,

and of the projecting lines of reef showing often

like black knobs far out among the foam of the

breakers. He will see that wherever there is a

bay or indentation, the rock was originally softer,

or the land was lower, than ordinary; wherever

there is a promontory, the rock was harder, or

was so placed as to be able better to withstand

the waves; wherever there is a projecting reef or

line of rocky islets stretching out to the sea, there

the rock was of the hardest and most unyielding

character. What is this but to say that the sea

has worn all these indentations, has eaten away
the sides of the promontory, has destroyed the

land that once covered and protected the reef, or

that once connected the line of islets with the

main, and that it would have destroyed them also

had they not in some degree resisted its power,

standing up as yet to mark the amount of destruc-

tion that has taken place around them, but ulti-

mately themselves to disappear beneath the waves
like their brethren before them?"

Uow to mninlain Unity in the fhurch.

In the following selection from Pennington's

works, vol. ii. p. 439, we see bow the writer and
others of his day were enabled to build up one
another on our most holy faith ; viz. by submit-

ting to tiie crucifying power of the cross of Christ

;

thereby witnessing the reduction of self; and in

litis state of submission following on in obedience

from one degree of knowledge to another, and

from labour to labour, unwearied in well-doing;

unwearied in suff(ring; bringing forili Ihe fruits

of the spirit " in love, joy, peace, long-suifering,

gentleness, goodness, lailh, meekness, temper-

ance ;" so richly did the Word of llic Lord dwell

in them.

And whilst the author of these extracts was
endued with a sharp and excellent discernment

of things likely to harm the Lord's heritage, or

rend from the body, he was, according to T. Ell-

wood's testimony of him, "very tender and com-
passionate, full of sympathy, and ready to speak

a word- of encouragement to the weary, of comfort

to the afflicted, and of consolation to the wounded
spirit." It was in the meekness of the " wisdom
which is from above," that he was moved to give

forth these "considerations concerning unity."

" 1. Unity in the spiritual body, which is ga-

thered into and knit together in the pure life, is a

most natural and comely thing. Yea^it is exceed-

ing lovely to find all that are of the Lord, of one
heart, of one mind, of one judgment, in one way
of practice and order in all things.

"2. The Lord is to be waited upon for the

bringing fortii of this in the body ; that as there

is a Ibundalion of it laid in all (the life nnd spring

being over all), so all inay be brought by him
into the true and lull oneness.

" 3. The Lord is to be acknowledged and praised

in the bringing of it forth (so far as it is brought

forth), and to be waited upon for the further per-

fecting of it.

" 4. A watch is to be kept (throughout the

whole body, and in every heart) for the preserv-

ing of it, so far as it is brought forth, that the

enemy, by no device or subtlety, cause disunion

or ditferenee in any respect, wherein there was
once a true unity and oneness. For the eneiny
will watch to divide; and if he be not watched
against, in that which is able to discover and
keep him out, by some device or other he will

take his advantage to make a rent, in those that

are not watchful, from the pure truth and unity

of life in the body. For he that in the least thing

rends from the body, in any respect or particular

which was brought forth by the life, he in that

respect hearkens to another spirit, even the divid-

ing spirit, and by its instigation rends fro.n the

life itself, and so doth not keep his habitation, nor
his unity, with that which abides in its habitation.

" Now it is also in my heart to mention a few

things, in the same love and tenderness, which I

have found helpful to me, towards the preserving

of me in unity with the body. Perhaps it may
please the Lord to refresh some others by the

mention of them, and to make them useful and
helpful to them also.

"1. The first \s,tke pure fear of the Lord.
This poiseth and guardeth the mind, keeping
down fleshy confidence and conceited ness, which
is very apt to spring up, making it wary and con-

siderate either of what it receives or rejects ; of
what it pracliseth, or forbearelh practising; caus-

ing it to wait much, Iry much, and consult much,
with the Lord and with his ministers and people,

and preserves out of that suddenness and incon-

siderateness of spirit, at which the enemy often

enters. For truth is weighty, and will bear trial

;

and the more it is tried in ilie balance, the mon
manliest ils nature and ways appear. Rui ^
enemy's appearances and likenesses arc nolio-

but liicir deceit, by a thorough trial, cuniestoh
made manifest.

" 2. The second is, humilily of heart. Ti«
|

is very precious, and of a preserving nature. T«i, k

in ihis state the Lord helpeth and leari.cth; nd t

the soul also, in this stale, is lit lo iiciive ihe
[

help and teachings of Ihe Lord. That which li
\

lilted up and conceited, ready to jusiilv ils on
|

way, and condemn even the whole body,i8|iti.
I

ther fit lo be taught by iho Lord, nor dolli the t

Lord delight, but rather disdains to tetich it. Al^
|

so, not being taught by him, it must needs le

liable to err : yea, to liearken to that spirit, what i

voice is more pleasing nnd suitable to the crriij
f

mind, than the Lord's voice is.

3. The third great help, which in tic lender
}

mercy of the Lord I have had expirit uce of,ii t

sohrkly of judgment. Not lo value or set up,
J

I own judgment, or tliat v\ Inch I accoi

judgment of hib in me, above the judgment rf

others, or that which is indeed life in others. For

the Lord hath appeared to others as well as 'j

me ; yea, there are others who are in the gron

of liis truth, and in the purity and domiiiiui

his life, far beyond me. Now for me to set

or hold forth a sense or judgment of a tiling, it

opposition to them, this is out of thj sobriHj

which is of the truth. Therefore, in such caio,

I am to retire, and fear bufore the Lord, and nil

upon him for a clear discerning and sense of bii

truth, in the unity and demonstration of his Spirit

wilh others, who are of him and see hini. And

this will prevent the rents which the want of this

sobriety may occasion.

" 4. The last thing which I have now to mw-

tion, is tenderness, meekness, coolness, and slil

iiess of spirit. I wrap up these togoihcr, became

they are much of a nature and go much together.

These are of an uniting, preserving nature. He

that differs and divides from the body, cannot be

thus; and he that is thus, cannot rend or divii.

This is the pure heavenly wisdom, which is pe:!

able nnd keepelh the peace; but the oilier wis

is rough, stiff, hard, clamorous, ready to :

offence, ready to give offence; exceeding dt'f;

the justification of itself, exceeding (lir|i in ;

condemnation of others; and dares in lli.s V;n\

appeal to the Lord, as if it were right in ils w;;

but wronged by others; as if it did abide iii

measure of his truth and life, which ullieis In

departed from. And how can it be otherwise'

How can the wrong eye, the wrong spirit, ll-

wrong wisdom, but judge wrong, justifying tin

wrong practises and condemning llie right? Bo

such shall find, if they come lo the true touck

,

slone, even the measure of life indeed, lliat lliej

are not in the true tenderness which proceed

from the life, in the true meekness and gciulcnes

in the true coolness and stillness; but rutlierii

the reasonings, noises, clamors, and disturbance

which arise Ironi another spirit, mind, and natuii

than that which is of the truth. And in coinioi

back from this wisdom to the pure u-isdom, fw» ,

the pretended measure of life to the true mcaon
;

iind becoming tender, meek, coul, nnd still ioil
,

they shall then l<3el their error from the spirit ac

power of the Lord, and therein own theirc

demnation therefore from him ; and also jii>

them who have abode in the power, and 1

guided by the Spirit and pure measure of

which is from God nnd in God, while they li

departed from it. For, though the sjiirit of tf

wherewith ihey have been deceived and entani:

hath made them believe that they have laitln

abode in the principle and doctrine of truth, »
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ive departed; yet that will soon vanish,

comes again to be felt and heard speak

and the measure of lile to live again in

d to redeem them afresh into its holy

id pure living sense. And blessed is he

3t deceived about truth, but is of the pure

nd in ihe pure power of it; in whom the

sees, the Inie ear hears, the true heart

nds ; who is of a right spirit, and walketh

/ before the Lord and among his people,

sing of the seed, the peace, comfort, and

h is from the Most High, shall descend

n, fill liis vessel and continue with him,

lisfying of his heart, and the overllowing

p, in the midst of his brethren and in the

it of his enemies. The Lord God of his

lercy, who is the great Shepherd of the

Itch over, preserve, and mightily defend

<-om all devouring spirits arul inward

ind deceits of the enemy, carrying on

ecting the work of his goodness, love, and
I them, to his own glorious, eternal, cver-

<raisc. Amen."

fires in the streets were at one time kept burning

ncessantly, till extinguished by a violent storm

of rain. Latterly, trains of gunpowder have been

fired, and cannon discharged lor the same object,

but it is obvious that these measures, although

id in principle, must necessarily, though out

of doors, be on too small n .scale, as measured

against an ocean of atmosph ric air, to produce

y sensible cfll'ct. Within doors, however, the

case is dilferent. It is quite possible to heat a

room sulliciontly to produce a rarefaction and

consequent dilution of any malignant gases it may
contain, and it is of course the air of the room,

and that alone, at night, which comes in contact

with the lungs of the person sleeping.— West-

minster Review.

Why Epiilemics Kagc at Sight.

in one night that four thousand persons

of the plague in London. It was by

.t the army of Sennacharib was destroyed.

England and on the continent, a large

)n of cholera cases, in its severe forms,

n observed lo have occurred between one

o'clock in the morning. The danger of

; to the night air has been a theme of

ns from time immemorial ; but it is re-

e that they have never yet called in the

lemistry to account for the fact,

t night that the stratum of air nearest the

must always be the most charged with the

1 of animalized matter given out from the

d deleterious gases, such as carbonic acid

product of respiration, and sulphuretted

n, the product of the sewers. In the day,

id various substances of all kinds rise in

)y the rarefaction of the heat. At night,

lis rarefaction leaves, they fall by an in.

)f gravity, if imperfectly mixed with the

ere, while the gases evolved during the

istead of ascending, remain at nearly the

fcl. It is known that carbonic acid gas

' temperature, partakes so nearly of th

fa fluid, that it may be poured out of one

ito another. It rises at the temperature

1 it is e.xhaled from the lungs, but its ten

s towards the floor, or the bed of the

in cold and unventilated rooms,

amburg, the alarm of cholera at night

.rts of the city, was so great that ma
to go to bed, lest they should be attacked

3s in their sleep, fcjilting up, they pro.

rpt their stoves or open fires burning lor

; of warmth, and that warmth giving the

on to any deleterious gases present, which

jest promole their escape, and promote

lution iu the atmosphere, the means of

were then unconsciously assured. At

Leone, the natives have a practice in the

eason of keeping fires constantly burning

huts at nights, assigning that the fires

ray the evil spirits, to wliich in their igno-

ley attributed fever and ague. Latterly,

HIS have begun to adopt the same prac-

d those who have tried it assert that they

)W entire immunity from the tropical lievers

h they were formerly subjected.

3 epidemics of the middle ages, fires

jhted in the streets for the purification o

,
and in the plague of Loudon;

A iUihin in Uiflit'iiltit's.

While Charles Newall, granite hewer in Dal-

beattie, was plying his vocation lately atCragnair

Quarry, his attention was suddenly arrested by

cries strongly indicative of distress proceeding

from one or other of the feathered denizens of the

wood. On throwing from him his tools and hur-

rying to the spot whence the sounds proceeded,

he discovered a robin apparently in a state of

great agiiation, whoso movements immediately

certified" him of the true cause of alarm. An
adder, twenty inches long, and one inch in cir-

cumference, had managed to drag itself up the

face of the quarry, and was at that moment in the

very act oi' protruding its ugly head over the

edge of a nest built among the stumps of the cut

down brushwood, and containing the poor mother

robin's unfledged oflispring—her maternal instinct

prompting her to the only defence of which she

was capable. She was engaged, when Mr. New-

all first got his eye upon her, in alternately com-

ing down the one moment upon the spoliator,

darling her beak into his forehead, and anon ris-

ing on the other to the height of a yard or so

above the scene of danger. It was the act of a

moment for Mr. Newall to dislodge the aggressor.

But in doing so, two of the little birds were thrown

out of their nest, where, however, they were

speedily and carefully replaced. While Mr.

Newall was killing the adder, the joy of the

parent bird was so excessive that she actually

perched on the left arm of her benefactor, and

watched with an unmistakeable and intense de-

an answer to many prayers and exercises of

, when the children of religious parents are

;ious. But, if it should be interrupted, or cut

oir in some such families because ofdisob'.'Jicnce,

id revolting on the part of ihn children, we may
iih comfort assure ourselves tlwit the sacred lino

of testimony-bearers to the truth, as it is in Jesus,

11 be continued. For, as our holy Redeemer
declared, " Many shall come from iho cast, and
from the west, and shall sit down with Abraham,
and Isaac, and Jacob, in the kingdom of Heaven;
while the children of the kingdom" (those who ore

the ortspring of believing. Godly parents, those

who have had great opportunities, nnJ many
s;Mrilual blessings; but who would not bow to

the cross of Christ, being determined to take the

government upon their own shoulders, and lo

show themselves iviser than their lowly-minded,

watchful, careful, cross-b!aring parents,) " shall

be cast out into outer darkness." And this con-

dition of darkness is not reserved altogether for

the end of the lives of these rebellious children;

but they are sometimes left without light, or right

direction upon their path even as resj)ecis tem-

poral movements, as well as of those things which

belong to their everlasting well-being.

Children will be raised up to bless and praise

the Lord, if not our children ; and though there be

a degeneracy in some families, there will be an

improvement in others to balance it. The Son of

David shall not want those who will be His wit-

nesses, tliough not always alike numerous, or

alike conspicuous. For it is emphatically de-

clared in holy writ, " One generation shall praise

His works lo another." Children shall ba raised

up of stones to Abraham, even of the stones of

Jerusalem, to cry Ilosanna.

The name and kingdom of Christ shall endure

forever, so that as long as the world stands, there

shall be a people in it, in one place or other, that

shall fear God and work righteousness, and be

accepted of Him. God shall work, and who shall

let it T

The present is a time of conflict and discourage-

ment, to the straightforward Christian in our re-

ligious Society ; ininy having become enamoured

and captivated with the riches, and honours, the

fashions and friendships, of this lower world, so

as to induce them to turn the back and not the

face when " the Lord hath need of them" in the

holy warfare; and for the support of the ark of

light every blow inflicted by his right arm on her ([jgcgyy^ant given this people to bear. And many
merciless and disappointed enemy; and when f^jdifui soiJie'rs, and watchmen, and watchwomen
that enemy lay dead, she alighted upon and ypg,, quj walls, who counted not their lives dear

1060

pecked the lifeless trunk with all her vigour, and

revenge thus taken, entered her nest, and having

ascertained that all was safe, swil'tly repaired to

a neighbouring branch, and piped, as she best

could, what was no doubi meant for a hymn of

graliiude and a song of triumph. When at work

since, Mr. Newall has been evidently recognized

by the tiny biped, and we do hope that nothing

may occur to interrupt a friendship originating in

circumstances so specially interesting.

—

Dumfries

{Scotland) Courier.

Eiicoaragcmtnt to the Seed of the Eightcuus.

When religious parents are removed by death

and the places they filled up and adorned must

know them no more, it is a most cheering and

comforting circumstance lo see their children

rise up in their room, a generation of humble,

holy, serious Christians ; loUowers of them who,

" through faith and patience inherit the promises

It is to The honour of God's promises concerning

" the seed of the upright," and of His covenant

with them ; it is lo the credit of good e.xampl

unto themselves that so they might win Christ

and be found in Him, h ive been gathered, and

are steadily gathering, to their blessed and ever-

lasting reward. So that the younger and more

nexperienced members are made lo mourn over

their own comparative loneliness, and the breaches

made in our ranks, which the removal of these,

their elders in the Truth, occasions. But it was the

remark of a good man, "The dying of old Chris-

tians should Ixi the quickening of young ones."

When our faithful members of the church are

removed, and an end put to their usefulness, it is

lime for us lo be the more earnest and resolute in

striving against sin, and in serving the Lord, that

so we may do something lowurds making up tho

breach, and repairing the loss ; that those who

are gone may be the less missed. " .Moses my
servant is dead, saith the Lord, now therefore,

Joshua arise." Muny good examples have been

removed from us, let us therefore tli>»l are left

behind take liie more care and pains in our reli-

gious walk ; comforting and sireogthcning one

another by our sicadfusincss in the truth.

Breaches have been made iu our borders besides
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those made by derilli, which have caused us nston-

i^hnient niid grief! But shall we sit still in aston-

ishment and despair, and thus prevent the work
of the Lord from going forward? By no means.
The innocent should stir himself up against the

hypocrite: and neither desert the cause, nor des-

pair of success, but be so much the more vigilant

and diligent lor the glory of (.lod ; that so His

righteous cause may not sink for wai.t of liands

to support it. Job said, in his alllicted and loath-

some condition, " Upright men will be astonished

at this," and so they were. And those who were

not upright gloried on that occasion, and spake

gnat swelling words over Jub, and over the state of

things by which he was surrounded: not remem-
bering that God was able as in a moment of lime

to turn the captivity of Job, and of the discouraged

supi)oriers of the cause of truth, " as the streams

in the south," when His time is come.

The religiuus Society of Friends was not raised

up to be " the creature of a day," and then die

and be no more remembered.

Can we persuade ourselves to believe that " the

sons of the morning of the rise of this people were
required or permillcd to siifllT all the persecu-

tions, and imprisonmcnis, and dea:h, which they

endured with such unflijiching integrity, and ex-

emplary patience, as a " thing of course?" Or
to become in a couple of centuries as " a tale that

is told ?" Surely not I

We are now as a society, wherever situated,

enduring a severe conflict: and enemies within

our own borders, as well as those without, are

watching for our downfall. They do not like the

restraints which our Christian profession leads

into. The self-gratifying (not self-denying) mem-
bers who are longing to see the standard of rigid

Quakerism lowered, and the way to the kingdom
of Heaven made a little broader than that trodden

by our eminent forefathers, and which the single-

hearted of the present time believe it safest to be

found walking in, are catching at everything like

an approach to our decay; and these are busy

with their endeavours to persuade our dear chil-

dren that they have discovered that many things

which our ancestors thought to be duties, and

scruples for conscience sake, were self-imposed,

and altogether needless.

Whilst we arc silenily and patiently, though

not without grief and sadness of heart, observing

the movements and the writings of these, and
their attempts to lay waste our goodly heritage,

and rear up another of their own devising in the

room thereof, our faith is renowedly strengthened

from time to tiine, in the belief, that it will be with

all such, as it was with a people formerly of whom
the Lord said, "Ye looked lor much, and lo! it

came to little ; when ye brought it home, 1 did

blow upon it. Why? saith the Lord of hosts.

Because of mine house that is waste, and ye run

every man unto his own house."

The Lord cannot be deceived, neither will he

be mocked. He knows who they are that are

serving Him, and who they are that are serving

themselves even under a guise and profession of

religious zeal.

" Such as ye sow, such shall ye reap."

Pennn., Eighth mo., 21s(.

llow Can 1 Get Out ]

"Many have puzzled themselves," says John
Newton, "about the origin of evil. I am content

to observe that there is evil, and that there is a
tray of escape from it ; and with that 1 begin and

end." One of the most e.\qui>iic mechanisms ol

torture devised by the Hohenstaulen liimily,

during the height of their despotic control, was a

cell whii-li gradually shrunk in upon itsell", the

walls day by day contracting, till the prisoner

was finally crushed in the pressure of their em-

brace. For a day or so he would perceive no

alteration— at first he would doubt the evidence

of his senses; but at last the fearful truth would

burst upon him that day after day the dimensions

of his cell became smaller, and that in ns slow

hut crrlain coniraciion he would, if he remained,

be finally destroyed. Suppose that a door ojiencd

to him, and a voice said : ICscape for your life

—

vow is the time. To-morrow will be too lale."

Is it likely he would sit down and say, " I do not

understand \he pri>idple of tliis complex piece of

mechanism. I prefer investigating it, and will

slay behind for the puqiose?" And yet what

does the man around whose heart sin is gradually

winding itself closer and closer do but this when
he rejects Christ's gospel ? Human reason alone

tells iiim that a heart swathed in the bandages of

wrath or pleasure, or passion, can never until

released be (it for the peace and love of heaven.

Experience tells him that the terrible thraldom is

every day becoming closer and closer, so that

soon he nnist be crushed in its folds. The Holy

Spirit says, escape for thy life! And why, oh,

reader, when thy only thought should be about

such escape, wilt thou sit down and speculate

upon the causes of thy imprisonment—causes

unto which when thus confined thou canst never

penetrate.

—

Epis. Rec.

For" The FrKirul."

" Then said Jesus unto them again, verily,

verily, I say unto you, I am the door of the sheep :

by me if any man enter in, he shall be saved, and

shall go in and out and find pasture." John x.

7, 9.

Cannot many of us acknowledge we have been
" refreshed" by the " few inspirited words" which

appeared in last week's number of "The Friend,"

entitled " Divine Inspiration and Miracles?" To
me they were lively, timely, and good; and 1

remembered whilst reading them, and many times

since, our blessed Saviour's testimony, "1 am ihe

bread of life." " Lord, evermore give us this

bread." Greatly have I desired that we may be

fed with that bread which satisfies ; which coinfth

down from God out of heaven, and which alone

giveth life unto the world.

Eighth mo. ::iSth, 1854.

To the Flock of Cod.

" Every one in your measure wait upon God,

who is the true shepherd, and leads his flock into

the green pastures, and fresh springs he opens

daily ; this ye will see and experience. And
mind that which is pure in one another, which

joins you together; lor nothing will join or make
fit, but what is pure, nor unite nor build. There-

fore every particular, fear God ; for whatsoever

ye build of yourselves will not stand, but will

tumble down again, although it be as gold, or

silver, or brass, or iron. The strength of all

these things, which is above the pure in you, will

come to nothing, and this will not unite with the

pure. Therefore wait every one in the measure

which God hath given you ; and none of you be

sayers only, but doers of the word. And so walk

in the Truth, and be ye all servants to it, and it

will lead you outofllie world. The world would

have the Truth to serve them to talk of, to trade

wiihal, and to contend withal. These are the

wells ivilliout ivater—these are the trees without

fruit. But those who dwell in the Spirit of the

Lord, which is pure, which joins together, and

unites and builds up all in one spirit, see all these

things, and are separated I'rom thrni. Soil

I

live in the Spirit, and wnik in it, ye will not Tii I

the lusts of the flesh, which will lead into unci* I

i ncss, and into adultery, and into that which '

piseth dignity, which defiles the flesh, ni.il

from tlie pure. Therefore the pure failh is

cnniended for; and those who are sanctilitu

(4od Faiher, did contend for it, and werep
served by it in Christ Jesus. Therefore

upon God for the living bread tliat never f« i

away, which he that eats of lives for ever.

God Almighty bless you, and keep you n

measure of his gift, faithful to himself.

" Dear hearts, to that wliicii is pure in \

speak, which the presumptuous mind won! i

that God nlone may be exulted, and all fle.sh -

leied down. And all to take warning, and ,

one to exalt himself above another, but thuiGt

alone may be exalted among you all, and injt

all, who alone is blessed forever. And ye igi

see from whence your heavenly food alone coml

and grow up by it; for God hath done "rl

things in these northern parts, and the Li''
doing great things to the exaltation of his

name, and astonishing the heathen, notwiih,

ing the raging of the beast, and the opening ui 1

1

mouth, lo the blaspheming ol God and his temp;

Therefore, all be valiant in the Lord God, and

faro ye well ! And the Lord God of power kf^

you. G. I'.'.

"YOUR FATUERS, WHERE ARE THEY?"
;

Where are tbey, who, a few short years ago, I

Peopled this busy world, and in the strife

Of human toil and passion, joy and woe.
Discussed their parts upon the stage of life?

All, all departed, while their hopes and fears

Lie buried in the abyss of by-gone years.

Tbey sojourned here, and in this changing dream
Passed the brief moments of their fleeting day

;

As shiidows flit across the mountain stream.
Rest for a little while, then pass aw.iy,

.So mortal mau, his earthly mission o'er,

.Slips from the platform, and is seen no more.

Where is the beating heart that throbbed with pain,

Bounded with joy, or burned with jealous ire,

The enterprising mind, the active brain,

Wild and insatiate in their vast desire

—

Where are they now? go, ask the silent earth.

Who bore them on her breast, and gave them birth.

Where lies the statesman—he, whose giant mind
Planned its vast schemes of enterprise and might,

Who left his meaner fellows far behind.

And smiled upon them from his dizzy height ?

To quell thy force, oh death ! his glowing strain

Of lire and eloquence alike were vain.

Where the proud warrior, who, with flashing eye,

.Marshalled his hosts upon the tented plain,

Then led them forth to fame and victory.

And waved his laurels o'er the valiant slain?

His arm is powerless now ; a nation weeps
;

Now in his narrow bed the hero sleeps.

The hoary miser, gloating o'er his gold,

.Must leave his hoarded treasure, and depart

;

Though vast his glittering store, his wealth untold

The shaft of death must quiver in his heart.

Gold cannot purchase life, death takes no bribe,

But claims his prey from every state and tribe.

Beauty must fade before thy chilling breath.

And talent wither when thy form appears.
Great arbiter of life I relentless death I

Tlie same grim tyrant through unnumbered years;

No throb of pity moves thine icy heart.

When thy stern voice exclaims. Depart, depart I

Yet art thou conquered I When a Saviour broke
The iron chains that bound his sacred clay.

Of life unquenchable his victory spoke
;

For deatli, he gave us immortality.

This hope shall cheer us through life's shadowy gloo

And gild the shrouded portal of the tomb.
M. J. H. t
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SAMUEL GEORGE.

lel George, of the parish of Landewybrovy,
igHiishire, lived there with his parents till

about twenty-one years of age. In this

e excellent truth being despised by many,
that place in the hearts of the people

ought to have ; and he was cureless like

going on in the broad way, playing and
therein, and unconcerned for the ever-

welfare of his soul. But the Lord met
Tfi in the prime of his youth, opened his

d sealed instruction to him in a dream or

"the night, as he lay slumbering upon his

which he thought he saw a man winnow-
I, which seemed to him to be good and
)ut when raised to the wind it was blown
tered away like chaff" towards the north

;

le looked behind him, he saw a man, who
im whether he knew what that meant,

.vered, no. Then said the man, " The
presents ungodly men, who are as ihe

hich the wind driveth away." By this

:r visions he had become under great con-

i cried out, "What shall I do to be saved?"

pleased the Lord in his infinite love and

so to visit the heart of this young man,
came to know the Lord, and was ii^ade

to bear his indignation because he had

igainst him. And the Lord by his invisi-

:r wrought his deliverance, notwithstanding

ed him to be tried many ways, and when
;reat exercises, both inwardly and out-

the Lord was pleased to help him in the

need, of which he was sensible, and expe-

the truth of what the holy prophet de-

ihat " Zion shall be redeemed with judg-

jnd her converts with righteousness
;"

1 he had been ready to think no one was
d like him.

;cuslomed himself to frequent retirement,

he night season, as well as at oiher times,

;d upon the Lord, pouring out his soul in

tion, and fervently prayed unto him in

and the Lord rewarded him openly, and

mes gave him the oil ofjoy for mourning.

II, his mouth was opened to bear tesli-

gainst unfaithfulness and disobedience to

d. And the Lord made him also sensible

: was but short to work in his vineyard.

lOugh his service was hard, he laboured

'y-

t six months after, he visited Friends at

;etings in Radnorshire, and in about two

he again did ihe like in several counties

methshire and Montgomeryshire; and when
finished his service lor the Lord in those

e returned home.
irt time afier, he went to the yearly meet-

^'ales, at Llanidloe, Montgomeryshire, and

! return had but three meetings; the last

the 4ih of the Third month, 1712, where

eople came in, and in great tenderness to

ho had true desires in their hearts after

i, he preached unto them in much love

vency, and his words and doctrine were

dew falling on the tender grass; al'ier-

n great concern of spirit and in trembling,

idered against the light, airy, and hard-

ones, who slighted and reproached the

id its followers, and spake evil of that they

ot ; telling them the Lord would plead

ch in his righteous judgments; and he

d them to repent speedily, lest the Lord

:ut them off" in his fierce anger,

he Cth folio lug, it pleased ihe Lord to

s zealous young man with an indisposition

, and a voice ran through him, ' Put thy

house in order, for thou must die.' lie declared
he was willing to give up all to the Lord, to dis-

pose of him us it seemed good in his sight. And
feeling the Lord's power over all, his heart was
refreshed, and he declared, " Blessed are the dead
who die in the Lord, from henceforth, yea, saith

the Spirit, that they may rest from their labours,
and their works follow them." lie charged his

brother John, that these things should not be lor-

gotten and fall to the ground ; and bid him give
up freely, adding, if he and Friends continued
faithful, the Lord would be their helper and sulli-

cient support.

Afterwards he called for his parents, and spoke
to them, saying, " I do not expect to recover i'rom

this sickness, but be not overmuch concerned, for

I have peace with God, and had rather, if it is the

Lord's will, die than live any longer." Ho de-

sired them to prize their time, and seriously con-
sider how precious a thing it was to know peace
with God their Maker, on a dying bed. He also

bore testimony for the truth in their presence, and
showed the barrenness of men-made ministers,

who plead for sin and imperleclion ; advising his

parents to beware of hindering any of their chil-

dren (his brothers or sisters) from coming into

the way of truih, but rather to encourage them
therein. He further exhorted his parents, saying,

"Give up ail, that you may have an inheritance

in that kingdom wherein there is no trouble nor

sorrow, but eterna'i joy and peace." He exhorted

his brothers and sisters to be faithful to that which
the Lord had made known to them of his will,

and often prayed lor them unto Almighty God,
that none of those who had turned their faces

Zionward might look back into ihe world again,

but might all press forward. Some days bufore

his departure, he said, " Remember my love in

Christ Jesus unto all my I'aithful friends and

brethren in the incorruptible Seed ;" to which seed

the promise is, and wherein peace and acceptance

with God are livingly known.

He finished his course on the 18th of the Third

month, 1712, aged twenty-five years, a minister

about nine months.

The Ginger of Commcrec.

The ginger of commerce is the produce of a

plant growing in both the East and West Indies.

In its appearance it resembles a reed, but the

stems arise from a root similar to the root of the

garden sweet flag, or oris. Like ihe root of this

flower, that of the ginger plant spreads and in-

creases in size every year. From the upper

surface of ihe ginger-root arises, in the spring, a

green, reed-like stalk, about two feet an'^ " ''^'l

high, which bears narrow, lance-shaped leaves.

The flowers of the plant, which are whi'" ""^

liliac, grow on a separate stem. The gino^r we

employ as a spice, is the root, to obtain wh'^h the

plant is cullivaied in much the same way pOl"ioes

are, and when ihe stalks have withered, th'^ fo"'*

are dug up. The best and soundest of them are

selected, scraped quite clean, and carefully dried

in the sun, when they are ready for exportation

and use. The inferior roots are scalded in boiling

water instead of being scraped ; and these when

dried form what is called black ginger, a very

inferior kind.

The colour of black ginger, as it is termed, is

yellowish grey on the outside, and orange brown

within. In shape it is thick and knotty. The

best or white gmger, being scraped in preparing

it, is less in size, not being so thick or knotty ; its

colour is of a light yellow, and its taste is much

more pungent and aromatic than that of the black

kind.

Luve of I he World.

How in the love of the world, the honour nnd
the glory of it, swallowing up llio time, iho

thoughts and tlio aHuclions of many, by which
the iiKompuruble excellency of the blessed Truth
is eclipsed, and shut out from iheir view. Pride,

imaginary importance, and contempt of olhers,

lake the place ol the humility of iho Christian,

and the love nnd honour of God. If self is but

honoured by worldly men and women, such caro

little for the ark of God, whether it b'j in iho

hands of the Philistines, or in the house of Obcd-
edoin. They wish to Imvo no charge or trouble

about it. What shall we eat, what shall we drink,

wherewithal shall we be clothed, and how shall

wc make the most of our money, are the main
concerns of ilieir hearts. " Friends, seek the king-

dom of God Jirst, and the righteousness thereof,

and those things, what ye shall eat, and what yo
shall drink, and wherewithal ye shall bo clothed,

will be added, and will follow. Therefore tako

no thought for these things, for the Genliles seek

after them, who seek not after the kingdom of
God, and the righteousness thereof. Consider
the lilies of the field, and who clothes the earth

with grass, nnd who feeds the young ravens when
they cry. The kingdom of heaven being sought,

and the righteousness of it, he that is here lives

oul of the creatures up to the Creator, which
makes him differ from the people of the world,

who tako thought, which thought they live in,

what they shall eat, drink, and what they shall

put on. They that are here, arc oul of the wis-

dom of God, which the saints are in, that have
sought and found the kingdom of God and his

righteousness. This wisdom brings them lo use

the creatures to his glory ; whether ihcy eat, or

whether they drink, all is done lo the praise and
glory of God. Such as abide there, can do no-

thing against the Truth, which Truth haih made
ihem free ituleed ; who arc come into the kingdom
of the dear Son of God, which is without end, and
who reignelh over the kingdoms of the world."

.G. F.

This would be the condition of the professors of

the Christian religion, were ihey acquainted with

the cross of Christ in themselves; nol satisfied

with a bare assent lo His doctrines, but living in

daily communion with them, acting under the re-

straining power and guidance ol his Spirit, and

bringing forth the heavenly fruits of it.

DlsinfecUng of Pulriil, Noiioos Gases.

A simple, cheap, and cnsy way of disinfecting

putrid, noxious, la;:id and mephitic case), and
pulrid animal matter, may be accomplished by

the free use of soda ash and quick lime. Dis-

solvu twenty-five pounds of soda ash in five

buckets of boiling hoi water, and while hoi slake

tweniy-five pounds of quick lime, and as soon as

slaked, (which, if the lime is good, will not ex-

ceed five minutes,) mix the fresh sl.iked limo

while hot with the solution of soda ash, stirring it

thoroughly for five minutes, by which lime the

lime will have taken up ihe carbonic acid of the

soda ash ; then pour the hoi mixture into the privy

vault, and it will in a few hours convert the im-

pure and fuitid gases into ammonia, and en'irt-ly

divest the premises of any unpleas.ml cllluvia,

and render ihe atmosphere perfeclly salubrious

and healthy. Soda ash of eighty per cent, froo

alkali is sold al the soap houses nl three dollars

per hundred puunds, and .\tliens limo can bi

bought by the barrel at seventy-five cents iho

cask.

Every praclical chemist knows, thai putrid ani-
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mal matter can be converted into ammonia by the

mixture (in a healed stale) with caustic niknii.

Such is ilie process, and such the result in this

case.

In large vaults a greater quantity than twenty-

five pounds is required ; the quantity should be

increased in proportion to the size of the vault.

The use of one hundred pounds of soda ash,

per annum, in a vault, prepared and used as di-

rected above, will prevent accumulation, and ren-

der the services of a scavenger wholly unneces-

sary.

Bilgewaler may be purified by the same pro-

cess.

The preparation is more economical than chlo-

ride of lime—is fifty times more efficacious, and

ten thousand times more healthful,

I have used this preparation for more than

twenty years, with the most complete success.

—

Ntw York Courier,

A Word lo llic Church.

Many have been the exhortations of ihe Al-

mighty to his people, in the different ages of the

world, through his servants, to press onward in

their heavenly journey, in humble confidence and
living failh in His divine power. One remark-
able instance of this occuired in the journey of

his chosen people from Egypt to the promised
land, (a lively emblem of the Christian's travel.)

In the course of their journey, after it had been
their lot long lo compass a mountain in the wil-

derness, He, through his servant Moses, said

unto them, "Ye have compassed this mountain
long enough, speak to my people that they go for-

ward." It was doubtless in condescending mercy
that the will of the Lord was thus clearly made
known to them, to press forward. There are

divers very pressing exhortations through several

of the holy aposiles of our Lord Jesus Christ,

unto their fellow believers, to press forward to-

ward the mark for the prize of the high calling of
God in Christ Jesus our Lord, that they might in

all things adorn the doctrine of the Gospel to His
glory and the benefit ofHis Church. The watch-
word of the day appears to me to be, " Press on-

ward !" It has in a remarkable manner been

the duly of the faithful followers of Christ, for

several years past, earnestly to contend for the

faith once delivered lo ihe sainls, and which was
in a very clear manner opened to our worthy
predecessors, and against a spirit that would

modify it to modern views, and which would also

lay waste some of our well known Christian tes-

timonies. As these have kept, through Divine

help, their loins girded and their lights burning,

being actuated by a righlly tempered zeal lor

God's glory and the good of His church and
people, they have been found in the line of Divine

appointment. Truly there was a cause for the

church to lift up a standard against the enemy
that has invaded her borders, and so far as she

hath done it, or is doing it, faithfully, it will be a

blessing to succeeding generations. Let us press

onward ! Let us not suffer the many discourage-

ments of the day to create a distrust in thai

Divine power which has been the strength and
support of the righteous in every generation ! Let
nothing cause us to neglect any duty which we
are called upon to perform. There are many
weaknesses wiihin our borders, and the language
of the Spirit as Ibrmerly uttered is imperative lo

us, "Strengihen ihe ihings ihat remain that are

ready to die." Were all the memLers of our re-

ligious society rightly engaged to press toward
the mark, with that energy which its great impor-

tance demands, having an eye to His glory who
is the blessed Head of his own church, the ap-

proach of our annual assembhes would have a

very solemn effect upon our minds. Fervent de-

sires would, in the first place, be felt for ourselves

that we might be kept in our places, whether in

silently bearing the portion of the weight of the

ark of the testimony which belongs lo us for the

body's sake, or in being more actively engnged.

In the next place, our care would be that all

might be so kept under the blessed inlluenco of

our lioly Head, that the crown of glory and dia-

dem of beauty, which is the blessed portion of the

residue of the Lord's people, might be witnessed

as a portion from Him. That through the quick-

ening virtue of his life and power, the things

peculiar to his church in this militant state might

be conducted to the lasting benefit thereof, as well

as to his praise who is God over all, blessed for-

ever.

As we are happily favoured in our Yearly Meet-

ings to expciience the solemnizing influence o( the

blessed Shepherd of the sheep, we shall individu-

ally be preserved from everything that would ob-

struct the progress of the Lord's work, or lessen the

dignity which rightfully belongs lo these dieply

interesting occasions. Hence all lengthy discus-

sions will be avoided, with all creaturely heat and

zeal, or reflections one upon another. These
ihings being entirely contrary to the designs of

our blessed and holy Head, who carries on his

work not by elaborate discourses in the lime,

will and wisdom of man, however nicely framed

together the words may be, but by the gentle illu-

mination of his holy Spirit upon the heart, whereby
he becomes a " spirit of judgment lo those who sit

in judgment, and strength to them who turn the

battle to the gate."

As the Lord's power is known to be over the

assemblies of his people, a holy care will rest

upon them, that all who are called upon to speak

in the great name, whether in the exorcise of the

ministry of ihe Word of Life, or on subjects re-

laling to the discipline and good order of the

church of Christ, may be kept under the limila-

tioiis of his holy Spirit, who, when He puiteih

his own sheep forth, goeth before them, and they

follow him. Dwelling under ihis, all would be

preserved from running into a multitude of words,

which often darken counsel without increasing

knowledge. We should always remember, that

in these large meetings there are many exercised

members, and if any should occupy more than

their proper portion of time therein, they not only
burden the living, but may prevent others whom
the Head of the church has qualified for his ser-

vice from performing it. O that all our dear

Friends might come to experience the healing

virtue of the Prince of Peace, that the wound ol

the daughter of Zion might be effectually healed,

and we become a I'aitbful people as in days past.

Healizing when convened in a Yearly Meeting,

Capacity, the wings of ancient goodness over-

shadowing us, and the Lord's blessed Spirit

uniting us together in the one bundle of love and

life, to the rejoicing of our hearts, and calling

forth the humble acknowledgment, " The Lord
hnlh done great ihings for us, whereof we are

glad."
Belmont Co., Ohio, Eighth mo. 25th, 1854.

Natural Wonilcrs of Floritla.

A writer in the Floridian Journal says, the up.

per stratum of F"lorida rests on one vast net work
of irregular arches of stupendous magnitude,

lUgh which innumerable rivers, creeks, and

mineral waters in silent darkness perpetually

flow. Wnlkulla, Ocilln, Warcissa, Crystal,
|

mosassa, Chesiouitskn, Wickuwatcha, and SiK

!
Spring, are the principal rivers. The creeks

this denomination are too numerous to

most of them allord fine mill sites. Th
loo, partly or wholly navigable for the

class of steam and sail vessels throunhorf'l'"

{entire distances of their subterraneous cour-

j

Those that are not, can be made so with c

paraiively small trouble and little expense. T.

same writer also says, that the number of miner
},

and thermal springs in Florida is more ihaa Ul

.

thousand. Their principal solid ingredients «J
the sulphates of lime, magnesia, and sod;i, ox

of iron and some iodine. Their volatile in^r

cms consi^ of sulphuretted hydrogen, carb

acid, and nitrogen gases. These guses soun <

pnrate if the water be exposed in an oy-n \

to the atmosphere ; its taste then becouiL-s insiji

in some instances either magnesian or acrid}} .

1

'

Florida be so thickly imbedded with mineraUBr
will it not clash with the theory of Prof. AgflV'
who says that Florida was built by ihc qSt!"'

worm, and olher marine animalcule) and thd r
took them upwards of one hundred thousand yai'
to accomplish it 1

^''

Asparagus Seed as a Substitute fnr Cqff'ec-

Asparagus seeds are thus recommended by

gardener as a substitute for cotree :

—

" Aspant'
gus," he remarks, "contains, according toLiebifl'

in common with lea and cotlee, a principle whici

he calls ' taurin,' and which he considers essenf

tial to the health of all who do not take e.xerciiei

this led me lo ihink ihat asparagus might be madif

a good subslitule for coffee. The young shool;]'

which I first prepared were not agreeable, havJD}!'

an alkaline flavour. 1 then tried the ripe seeds
|

these, roasted and ground, make a full-flavoureiif

coffee, not easily distinguished from fine Mocha

f

The seeds are easily freed from the berries bjf

drying them in a cool oven, and then rubbinf*'

them on a sieve." Try it, farmers.

—

Scientifii^'

America?!. ^

Review of the Wcalher for Eiglith Month, ISM.

The Eighth month commenced with very warir.r

weather. On the 1st, thermometer rose to 90°.

f

on the '<!nd lo 93^. The air was considerablyf

cooled down and purified, however, by a heavy

thunder storm about two o'clock, on the afiernoon

of the 2nd. A cloud was seen rising from the

N.W., which, as it progressed, seemed to exienii

entirely across the northern heavens from W. to

E., and presenting an unusual storm-like appear-

ance. In the space of about half an hour, one

inch of rain fell. There were then two or three

days of fine weather, and another thunder gust on

the evening of the 6lh. During this a barn in

Downingtown was struck by lightning and con-

sumed. ' '

It remained cloudy most of the next day, with

a little sprinkle of rain occasionally. Afier that
,

there was pleasant weather on till about the mid-

.

die of the month;—by which time the roads had!

become quite dusty, and vegclalion needed rain.
|

But however much to be desired a fine shower

'

would have been, to lay the dust again, and re-

fresh the thirsty earth, yet in this our wishes

were not yet to be gratified. As day after day

rolled on, we were more and more impressed

with the conviction, ihat a dry lime had set in.

The spell was broken, however, by a very re-

freshing shower between 7 and 8 o'clock on the

evening of the 2Glh. Some of us who were out

noticed it thundering and lighlning around, in the

N. and N.W., but putting too much faith in the
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I "nil signs fail in dry wealher," we were
ied (in suddenly finding ourselves in Ihe

of what might almost have been termed

ine. The wind blew very strong, carryin_

ilouds of dust against us, which, however,

)on slopped by the torrents of rain that

>d. The darkness seemed to be complete,

vhen the vivid lightning flashes illumined

[hole horizon. About ihrec-fourths of an
)f rain fell, but as it came so suddenly on
lid earlh, rnuch of it ran off before it had

soak in. It was quite beneficial, how.
js it was. Upon the whole, it has not been

here than it often is. Not so with other

It appears that the country has been

1 by drouth, which, for extent and severity,

paralleled in the history of the country.

Maine to Texas, and all ihe intervening

I
we have such accounts as these,—streams

and drying up, pasture almost or entiraly

id up, corn and potatoes will not yield hall

, &.C. In some places gardens have almost

jp, the shrubbery and even forest trees, as

s cattle dying of thirst,

be sure there are some situations that do

2m to be much affected, but they are only

[ccplions. The drought lias been most

in the norlhern and middle Slates,

rylhing being so parched up, it is not sur-

; to hear of another calamity, viz., by fire,

ily have there been an unusual number of

1 the cities and towns, destroying abundance
perty, but also very extensive fires have

iging in the forests through the N. E. States,

fork, Ohio, &c. A lighted cigar dropped,

firing of a gun, has seemed sufficient to set

hole country on fire ;—in some places de-

ig the timber for miles, running along

, and over the parched fields. A number
mills, a great amount of lumber, and some

; and barns, have been burnt up, and others

only by great exertions of the people of

ghbourhood. Some villages were strongly

:ned. A correspondent of the N. Y. Tri-

writing from Buffalo, N. Y., says :
" A ride

cars to and from New York, will give one

a of the desolations caused by the drouth,

no pen can convey. The stinted, earless

nd other crops—ihc dead potato tops—the

d pastures and meadows—the lowing and

attle—the autumn-like appearance of the

leaves—and yet more, the fires burning on

id in valley, consuming grass and ground,

and trees, saddening to the sight, and filling

• with smoke and with a smoky smell, and

sing the intensity of the heat, ofien coming
tr the track as to be sensibly felt in the

-these all speak a language sadly dis-

;ing to the farmer, and of course to every

man. Till I saw it, I thought the reports

3raled. Now I know the half is not told,

iinnot be told in words. There will be a

that can be realized, but it will be in high

and scanty supplies of bread next winter."

iquirer of the 3Uth speaks more encourag-

it says : "Accounts continue to reach us

ill parts of the country, in relation to the

It. It has indeed been serious, and the

;e has no doubt been considerable. The
rains, however, extended to a very great

;e, and wc cherish the hope that the crops

iffer less than was at first anticipated."

I mean temperaiure of ihe month was 71 J°,

ion higher than for Eighth month last year,

mge of thermometer was from 50° on the

I 95' on the 22nd.

3unt of rain, 1.99 inches; for the same
last year, 1.G43 inches.

The mean temperature for the three summer
months was 71f °

; amount of rain, 7.695 inches.
Last summer the mean temperature was 704,
and amount of rain 10.435 inches.

West-town B. S., Nintli mo. 1st, 1854.

J^sa

Iher fur Si vuuli

rally cloi

W. 2 Foggy— nparly (

{. Siiaclilclun lo ilbiiili Darby.

Ballitore, l-Uli of 2d mo.

communicate to the many poor Btnrvelings ihnt
are amongst us. A few months ago, I jdjned
several of my jbeltcrs (by appoinlmcnt of our
(hilf-Year's Meeting) in u visit lo the sundry
mceliiigs of discipline in this nation. Through
Divine condescension, lielp was administered
every way, and the visit, 1 believe, rendered nc
ceplabic, and in some degree profitable. Thus,
ihough we complain of low limes and too
general a declension, yet when ihero is n going
forlh in devoledness and simplicity, Ilierc is

often experienced a returning with 'approbation
and encouragement, lo renewed dedication and
obedience.

Our dear afilicted friend, Anna Taverner, still

continues in this place, is oflen"much indisposed,
yel on tiie whole has borne this winl'T belter
tiian usual, and we cherish a hope that it may
prove consistent with the Divine will yel to restore
her to an ordinary share of health, and ihe walks
of civil and social lilo, from which she has been
a long time secluded. She is still the same swocl-
spiriled, sensible friend, and lovely, edilying com-
panion.

Farewell, my dear friend,-"may thy last days
be thy best and happiest, and the purest sweets
be found by thee at the bottom of ihe cup of life.

I am, w ith siucere esteem and regard, thy truly
aflectionate friend, K. s.

Sclwolmaslcrs.—\ point to w hii h I attach much
importance in schoolmasters, is liveliness. This
seems to me an essential condition of sympathy
with creatures so lively as boys are naturally

;

and it is a great matter to make them understand
that liveliness is not folly or ihoughllcssness. A
teacher's business is with the young, the strong.

I always think myself peculiarly favoured when
[ receive a few lines from my dear and much re-

spected friend, Abiah Darby, and I am ready to ;\_'_,_PPy' ''".'' '.'^
i"."^""' g'^' °" "«"

Y!'*'
upbraid myself when much time passes before I

'
"""^ "" """

make some sort of reply. I am greatly obliged

to thee in thy advanced stage of life, and unde
the pressure of consequent bodily infirmities, for

sending me these pledges of lliy affectionate re-

membrance ; and I greatly desire as I also advance

them unless in animal spirits he can sympathise
with ihem, and show them tliat liis thoughtfulness
is not connected with selfishness aud weakness.

n years, and may expect

He who betrays another's secrets because he
has quarreled wilh him, was never worthy the

of body and mind, that I may be mercifully pre.

served, so walking blameless, so filling up my
relative duties, as that I may happily wiiness the

continuance of the precious unity of my beloved

friends. Religious fellowship, the unity of the

brethren, is indeed pleasant and strengthening

laled weakness sacred name of friend; a breach of kindness on
one side will not justify a breach of trust on the
other.

A Christian should look upon himself as sacred
and devoted, so that what involves but an ordi-

but unless we keep the unily of the Spirit, an^d !

""y ''°S''<=° o*" criminality in others, in him pa

walk in the Spirit, that spiritual inlercou— wi,!.: lakes of the nature of sacrilege; what is a breucnth
I

of trust ill others, is

Hall.

breucii

him a profanation of aone anoiiier will die away, having lost ihat which

was its source and supply. Many indeed are the
|

'®'^^P'^-"

dangers which await us, and great and manifold "-

is the mystery of ungodliness, but the grace which Dr. Dorcmus, a chemist, is startling the New
was suliicieni for Ihe great apostle, remains to be

j

Yorkers with some new dangers to their health.

sufficient for each of us, in our several trials,
|

lie analyses the soda water gathered from a large

temptations, and buffetings. May we feel afier number of fountains, and finds cop|)er or lead, or

ils holy influence, submit to ils operation, an .' both, in specimens taken from some of the largest

show lorih the efficiency of it in our lives and dealers, at this season, in the article. The result

conversation, and in all our demeanor, then shall

we be preachers of righteousness indeed, magni-

fyers of the inward law, and spreaders and pro-

moters of genuine Christianity among men; such,

when a gilt for the edification of others, in a more
public line, is superadded and commilled to iheir

trust, have been, are, and will be of gre.it service

in the Great Master's hand. Annexed to thy I

lines I received a few from my dear friend and I In looking back over the pages of the volume

cousin, Deborah Durby. I was glad that she and i now closing, we led thankful in believing Ihnl the

her dear companion hud returned in peace and promotion of the blessed cause of truih and right.

of his invesiig iiions he publishes in ibo American
.Medical Moiuhly lor July.

THE FRIEND.
NINTH MONTH 9, 1354.

safety from their expedition. I trust by these

fuiihful excursions they >vill know an accumula-

tion of spoil, and an increase of spirkiial substance,

so that they will be rich in good works, ready to

eousness in the earth, has boon ihe main object

had in view by various coiiiribulors, whose kindly

aid has added variety lo our columns. We hopo

and trust that this volume, which contains more
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reading mnller than any of its predecessors, may
bo found not less worthy of careful preservation

than thfv. Of our readers we would ask, What
benefit have tliey derived from its perusal? Have
they, whilst appreciating and praising the clear

views of religious truth set forth in extracts from

Fox and Pcninglon, or freshly stated in the essays

of our correspondents, been Sfcretly and earnestly

engaged that they might in themselves experience

the holy verity of the doctrines advocated ? Have
they sought to know a coming to Jesus, that they

might witness redemption through Him? Have
they experienced the Light to be their leader, and

thereby known right direction and safe guidance

in their earthly pilgrimage? Do they witness

that unity with the faithful followers of the Lamb,
which is known by those who are united in Him ?

If so, the love of God, the love of the brotherhood,

the communion of saints, the true fellowship of

the Spirit, is ihcir portion.

No benefit will arise to any from advocat-

ing the truth, if they are living in error. No
praise of old fashioned Quakerism, however

warmly expressed, will constitute him a true

Quaker, who is living from under the daily cross,

manifesting a worldly spirit, or setting at naught

in any manner the testimonies our worthy fore-

fathers were raised up to bear. Some consider

themselves Quakers, and yet in their daily walk

amongst men, they give little evidence of being

under any more potent inHuence than the desire

of gain. In some, a love of distinction in the

world seems predominant. In others, conformity

to the world's ways la daily intercourse with the

living, in cosily preparation in funerals, in monu-

ments for the "dead. These all are but nominal

Quakers, whatever they may call themselves.

Unless they witness a change wrought in them

through submission to the cross of Christ, by

which they will be led to condemn and forsake

their departure from primitive praciices, the pro-

fession they make will be of as little value as a

recent biographical plea of attachment to Quaker-

ism, put forth on behalf of one whose well-weighed,

maturely considered, and frequently altered, if not

amended, publications, manliest that he did not

hold the truth which our forefathers held.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

EUROPE.—News from England to tlie lOlh ult. The
price of fluur was still from 32s. to 345. lu the north

of Ireland the accounts of the potato disease are more
discouraging. The cholera was prevailing with con-

siderable severity at Belfast.

The M'ar.—The English Parliament was prorogued

on the 12th ult. by the Queen in person. In relation to

the war, she said in her speech, " In my cordial co-ope-

ration with the Emperor of the French, my efforts will

be directed to the eflectual repression of that ambitious

and aggressive spirit on the part of Russia, which has

compelled us to take up arms in defence of an ally, and

to secure future tranquillity to Europe." The fortress

of Bomersund had been taken by the allies with little

loss of life. Two thousand Russians had been mad
prisoners at its capture. Bucharest was occupied by

lO.UOO Turks.
FRANCE.—The accounts of the harvest are favoura.

ble. The cholera was decreasing at Marseilles.

ITALY.—The cholera is slightly subsiding at Turin

but there are still about seventy deaths daily. At Na
pies it is still very violent.

SPAIN.—The Cortes have been convolted for the 8th

of Eleventh month, on the basis of the electoral law of

1837, a constituent assembly meeting in one chamber,

with one deputy for every 35,000 of the population. It

is stated that the French Ambassador at Madrid has

been ordered to protest against any violence to any

member of the royal family, or any attack on monarch-

ical institutions, but otherwise not to interfere.

PORTUGAL.-The Portuguese government disavows

all idea of a fusion between Portugal and Spain, and

expresses regret that the name of the king had been

used in the project.

Four Dat/s J.atcr.—Thc Pacific at New York brings

Liverpool dates to the 23d ult. Flour had declined

about 1». per barrel. Cotton also was lower. There

was a speculative demand for corn, in consequence of

the spread of the potato disease in Ireland. The expe-

dition to the Crimea is temporarily delayed until the

bateraent of the fever and cholera. The latter has

been fearfully destructive among the French troopi.

ase is said to be subsiding at Varna, Shumla,

and Constantinople. On the 18th ult. the Austrian

forces entered Wallachia to commence the neutral occu-

ation of the territory as heretofore agreed upon. The
Vienna correspondent of the London Times gives a

frightful account of the ravages of the cholera among
the troops. He estimates that from ten to fifteen thou-

imd were dead or disabled up to the time of their em-
arkation.

MEXICO.—Accounts from the city of Me.tico up to

the 20th ult. state that a famine is prevailing in Chi-

liuahua and Chiapas, and that many persons have died

from starvation ;
that the crops in half the States were

Umost total failures, and that unless speedy relief was
illbrded, the ravages of famine will be frightful. The
Government was about attempting measures of relief,

i'he cholera and fever had nearly disappeared.

UNITED STATES.—/mm(>ra(ion.—The report of the

Secretary of State furnishes the following

this great movement, which has such an important

bearing upon the physical progress and future condition

f the countrj-. In the year 1853, the arrivals of for-

eigners at the various ports (exclusive of California)

mounted to 308,043, of whom 208,023 were males, and

G0,G20 females. Ireland furnished 162,481; Great

Britain, 35,572; Germany, 140,635; France, 10,770;

ind the remainder from many different nations ; none,

lowever, from Russia or Austria. It appears that nearly

three-fourths of the emigrants were persons not exceed-

ing thirty years of age, and that only about one-tenth

of them were over forty years.

I'tah.—The last Salt Lake mail bring information

that peace had been made between the Mormon govern-

ment and the Indian tribes in the vicinity. The health

of the country was good. Rains had been more abund-

than ever known before, and a much larger quan-

tity of land -was under cultivation. Grass was scarce,

owing to the great number of cattle driven to California.

It was estimated that 150,000 head had been driven to

that state this season. Four thousand persons, it is

stated, have emigrated to Salt Lake the present season.

New Mexico.—The crops this season were good. The
Indians met by the mail train were friendly. Buffaloes

were numerous all over the plains.

Milu-aukic, ]Vis.—A fire occurred in this city on the

25th ult., destroying a great number of buildings. The
losses are computed at $380,000.

Louisville, Ki/.—On First-day, the 27th inat., a violent

tornado passed over this place, attended with much de^

struction of property, and a melancholy loss of life. A
large Presbyterian meeting-house was blown down,
while a part of the congregation were assembled with

it. About twenty persons wore killed by the falling

walls, and a number of otliers severely injured. A great

number of houses were unroofed and others entirely

demolished by the violence of the wind
;
much damage

was also done to steamboats and other vessels in the

harbor. The same hurricane was very violent in Din-

woodie county, Va. The rain descended in torrents

and was accompanied by hail of enormous size, which
did great injury to the corn and tobacco fields,

JN'ezu Orleans.—The Price Current's annual statement

of the business of this great produce mart, gives the

receipts of cotton for the year at 1,441,000 bales, of th

value of $51,250,000; other articles to the value of

$60,600,000. Cotton and other goods exported the last

year, §84,000,000. In the week ending 28th ult., 187

persons died of yellow fever.

Savannah.—The yellow fever is very fatal in this city.

A letter dated 2Sth ult., says the malady is of a violent

nature, and with very few exceptions all those attacked

have died. The stores are closed and business neglected

So many of the inhabitants had left the city that the

population had been reduced to about seven thousand

Charleston, S. C.—There were 42 deaths in the wee

ending about 31st ult., 20 of which were from yellow

fever.

Philadelphia.—With the growth of the coal busincs

there has .been a great increase of the coasting trade of

the port. The arrivals coastwise during the Eighth

month, were 8 ships, 15 barks, 141 brigs, 813 schooners,

342 sloops, 119 steamers, 870 ^|j|es, and 1803 boats.

Interments UsUwm^, :)ff% o^Wiich 23 were from

cholera. WM t^ -\ f
A'ew }'or!c.-^gtT%^ls^tM week 814, of which about

130 were fron» ^rnlava.

RECEIPTS.
Received of Hannah Stapler, per M. B., S2, forj

from A. Garrctson, agt.,0., for Edmund Bailey, j

28, for Isaac Lightfoot, $2, vol. 28
;

fi

th, agt., Ohio, for Jonathan Briggs, $2, vol.|

Samuel M. Briggs, $2, vol. 27, for David StepB

vol. 27 ; from Geo. Huntingdon, N. Y., agt., $4, forj

Batley, vols. 27, 28, for Augustus Smith, $2, volj

W. 0. Tyrer, $2, vol. 27, for .Moses Huntingdon,

27, for Thomas B. Twining, $2, vol. 27, for Geo
tingdon, $2, vol. 27 ; from Jehu Fawcclt, agt., (

"oscph Whincry, $2, vol. 28, for Rebecca WooIb
ol. 28, for Thomas Y. French, $2, vol.

Cook, Jun., $2, vol. 28, for Amos Fawcclt, $2, i

for Wni. Thomas, S2, vol. 27, for Anna M. BrantiJ

$2, vol. 27, for Allen Heald, $2, vol. 28, for Isra

.$2, vol. 27, for Jonathan Fawcett, S2, vol.

Jonathan Binns, $2, vol. 27 ;
from C. Bracken, I

for Isaac Mitchell, $4, vols. 2C, 27 ;
from C. Pel

Ruth A. Foster, $2, vol. 27, for John Peckham,

'

27, for Elizabeth Perry, $2, vol. 27, for Ethan

$2, vol. 27, for John Foster, $2, to 19 vol. 28
;

Stevenson, per H. S., $2, vol. 27 ; from Lewis Be
vol. 27, and for-Stevenson Thorn, $2, vol. 27 ; fr(

Uobson, 0., $2, vol. 28, for Thomas Uobsou, §2,^
for Thomas Emmons, §2, vol. 28.

YARDLEY Vr.\RNER proposes to reopen his
|

on the 30th of Tenth month next ; and can accomn
six or eight Girls as boarders ; to these, with abo
same number of Girls as day scholars, the school l

limited. For Terms, &c., apply early.

Address, Warren Tavern P. 0.,

Chester Co., Pa. i

A TEACHER WANTED,
For the Girls' second arithmetical school at Weslj

Boarding School. Apply to Anne Tatum, Woo
Sidney Coates, 330 Arch st. ; Elizabeth Peirson,

Fifth St. ; or Sarah Allen, 146 Pine St.

Evening Schools for Adult Coloured Pen

Wanted.—A Principal and three Assistant Teacbtr

for the men's school, and a Principal and four Asaut.

ants for the women's school. Application may be mtilt

to either of the undersigned. John C. Allen, No.JTS

S. Fifth street; William L. Edwards, No. 37 Aick

street; Samuel Allen, No. 134 S. Front street.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM.
Committee on Admissions.—Samuel Bettlc, Jr., No. :.,,

North Tenth street; Charles Ellis, No. 95 South Eighli.

street, and No. 56 Chestnut street; William Bettle, Kc

14 South Third street; John C. Allen, No. 179 Soolh

Fifth street, and No. 227 North Front street; Horatio C.

Wood, No. 210 Race street, and No. 37 Chestnut street:

William Thomas, No. 242 North Fifth street, and No.4^<

South Wharves; Townsend Sharpless, No. 187 Art!

street, and No. 32 South Second street ; John M. Wlii-

tall. No. 161 Filbert street, and No. 138 Race street.

Visilinff Managersfor the Month.—Jeremiah Hackcr,Ko

144 S. Fourth street; William Kinsey, Frankford; John

C. Allen, No. 179 S. Fifth street.

Superintendent.—Dr. Joshua H. Worthington.
Matron.—Elizabeth B. Hopkins.

DiKD, on the 19th of First month, of consumption,

Henry Bailv, a member of Sunbury particular, and

Somerset Monthly Meeting, 0., in the 59lh year of hi*

age. He was favoured to bear a long and very painful

illness with much patience and resignation, and wis

strengthened to give suitable advice to his family and

friends. A number of these being, a short time before

his departure, gathered around his bed, be directed them

to that " Light within," which would enable them to do

the will of the Father, the only way to rest and peace.

With a full assurance that his day's work was done,

and that he would soon be at rest with his Saviour, hf

quietly departed as one falling asleep; leaving a nume-

rous family to feel the loss of a kind father and friend;

and we may safely add, that as he had lived, so he died,

respected by his friends, and most by those who liesi

knew his unflinching integrity in striving to fulfill hii

duties as a man and a Christian. Although full ol

charity and love to all, of every name, he was unshaken

in his attachment to the ancient principles of FriendS;

and always ready in season to bear a testimony thereto.
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